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BACK-TO -THE -8.0.
Drama

Boxscore

Critics

(Jun«

ie40-Mav

.1,

B

O

SB.

WATTS (Herald Tribune)
KBONENBEBGEB (PM)
COLEMAN (Mirror)

60
69
60
99
69
68
62
51
59

LOCKBIDOE (Sun)
ATKINSON (Times)
WaiFPLE (World-Telegram)
ANDEBSON (Journal-American)

pBOWN

MANTLE

(Post)

(News)

VABIETT

(combined)

81

'

(Score based on 61

B.
67
69
49
62
61
48

W.

44
43
48

W

3
3
8

THE FILM FANS
wronf).

(

Pot.
.850
.932
.000
.881
.884

1

0

8
7

1

8

.0

8
8
13

0
0

87

1

0

.897
.840
.843
.780

0

.934

Boxscore; Kronenberger, Coleman 2-3

scripts

Exhibitors Allying with Distribs and Studios in a National Push to Do Something About Resuscitating

Boston, June 8.
Will Bradley seeks a boogiewoogie tune to fit a Utle suggested to him:
'Fry Me Oscar, but Noi at tht

tho Dwindling Motion Pic-

lywood

C.

FLINN

llnlady-Like , Off

An aroused and fighting film industry, awakened to do showmanship battle for a renaissance of enthusiastic, public patronage at theatres, Is the substance of a suggestion
tossed Into the laps of affiliated and
major independent circuit operators
at a closed meeting of exhibitor

Lee Shubert has taken to playmaking small bets
many as Ave horses in one
When first starting he lost
every bet for a couple of days
straight, then called in hia bookmaker and warned him;
'If you
don't do any better
than this I'll give you two

It Is

The Cobina

I

HURT ANYBODV

Trade Crowd

At Moseum

Jam Sesh

Fearful that the limousine trade
Museum of Modern Art, N.Y.,

at the

hep to jive and its lingo, producer Louise Crane has hired an 'interpreter' for the 'Concert Swing'
sesh of her 'CoSee Concert' -series
tonight (Wednesday). Translator to
the longhalrs will be Buddy Bowser,
Negro m.c. and baton waver.
On the stanza tonight will be Billie
Holiday, Palmer Bros, quartet, Zutty
Singleton trio and a six-man hot
outfit Bowser will do his stuff between takes and will Include a lexicon of terms. ^

characters

-

'

Omelet

The bill was previously
libel.
passed by the House of Represent-

Doug., Jr., Goodwill Tour

of

Also Lays

B way

Spending Low

,

I

would advise men

to

niteries

Evidently miffed because the locals
got crossed up on daylight saving
time (not here) and failed to meet
him, Stokowski eased quietly into
Alter he
the Hotel Book-Cadillac.

(Continued on page 55)

was

Morros' lucky

77

in,

gathered.

the

reception

I

Nazis

i

SIDESHOWS NEAR

FT. DIX

HEARST SCORES

IN

GET THE SCRAM

Fort Dix. N.

J.,

June

3.

I

$500,000 LIBEL SUIT
]

William
Randolph Hearst and
King Features Syndicate, Inc., won
an important point In N. Y. supreme
committee court when' Justice Bernard L.
.

I

Shientag

ruled

that

Friday,

Inc.,

Out in the street, the ROTC band had libeled the plalntiils, and deof Bedford High school went through nied the defendant's plea to dismiss
Hollywood, June 3.
The disIts repertoire of Sousa twice, until a $500,000 suit against It
Boris Morros will produce 'Tale of all the kids v/ere winded with an puted article appeared Jan. 1, 1041,
Manhattan' for Paramount release.
hour's playing. Then word came out in an issue of 'Unbelievable', pubPicture is in seven episodes and the Great Men was Inside. The kids lished by Friday.
The article accused Hearst of bewill have as many directors. Treat- hit It up again. Word came out StoThe band ing the head of Nazism In America
ment is similar to that by Par of 'If kowski was shaving.
Word- came out he was and printed pictures of the publishI Had a Million,' on which 10 direc- played on.
er and Josef Goebbels.
(Continued on page 55)
tors were used.
I

,

:

I

j

I

I

in 'Sunny'

Largest earnings by an actreiis In
the legit field In recent years is being drawn by Gertrude Lawrence,
starring In 'Lady in the Dark,' at
the Alvin, N. Y.
Salary and percentage arrangement pertaining to
her appearance In the musical play
give her a salary check of slightly

'

•

Detroit, June 3.
That Leopold Stokowski temperament left a bad taste in these parts.

Isn't

Marilyn Miller

!

1

.

Drum-Major of Symph

being socked.
Wall
patronage from
Theatre
Street has been on the downgrade

$4,300

Wkiy. Best on B'way Since

1

With Stold the Hokey

particularly

Continued on page 22)

more than $4,300 weekly. Understood that no actress has approached
Buenos Aires, June 3.
that figure since .the stardom of
With only the Nazi press letting Marilyn Miller,
also on a percentage
go a few editorial brickbats and the deal,
who Is accredited with gettiag
rest of the Fourth Estate tossing out
$5,000 per week at the time she apbouquets With both hands, the White
(Continued on page 48)
House-blessed South American goodwill tour of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
has been noted a smash success here
not only by film Industry but by the SEX
(Continued on page 45)

keep

Every-Act-a-Headline

When the market soars legit
attendance follows suit, and conversely when there is a bear market
Broadway b.o.'s sag, ticket agencies

Despite

its

and the

I

i
'

Success

Wall Street has been laying an-

class

(

'

sissite.

the public that nominates

Gertie Lawrence's

Of So. America Rated

Senator J. Blanchard, of Cambridge, opposed the bill, declaring
that 'slander never Injured anyone.
The purpose of the bill is to protect
out of public life unless they are
prepared to take It.'

and the

c^

I

I

atives.

a far

public must be given wider choice
of personalities than present exhibition conditions permit
E\^en If experimentation should result in isolated instances of boxoffice disappointments, the industry would do
well to facB the situation and by
united effort exert every promotional force to create for itself many
additional star names.
Status of the topflight, higher-

material assigned the pair.

omelet.

Carriage

Brenda

Mis^ AUman (Cobina) will remain
Boston, June 3.
Radio slander can continue un- with the show next season for stooge
abated during political campaigns bits, the capacity she filled before
since the State Senate by a rising the C-B characters were created.
vote of 7 to 16 refused to approve a
bill imposing penalties for this type

weeks' notice!'

whose .932 tally on 55 rights out of other egg for some time now and
69 shows caught has been exceeded
usually reonly once since 1923, by John Mason Broadway legits, which
flect the trend of business in the
(Continued on page 48)
stock market, are tasting a very dour

Negro Transbtes Jive For

-

won't be on Bob Hope's program
(Pepsodent) next season. 'The producers have been gradually easing
out the femmes for the past several months, using them but four
times in the last 10 programs. Account began to sour on the characterizations, as done by Elvina Allman and Blanche Stewart in midwinter when letters poured In complaining about the roughness of the

'SLANDER NEVER

ing the races,

on as
race.

St. s

Is

favorites, Schaefer declared,

Air Next Season

Lee Shubert's Nags

Wall

problem

.

back in 1923-24.

Coming up with .950, based on calling 57 shows correctly tiut of a total
of 60 reviewed by him. Watts replaces Richard Lbckridge (Sun), last
year's winner with .890, as the critics' %hamp.
That Watts' win is no
fluke is shown by the fact that he
was leading at -the half-way mark
with an even better, percentage
of .976.
Last season he finished
fourth, and the year before that
was second.
The deuce slot also has a firsttimer in Loui» Kronenberger, of PM,

castltig',

greater complexity than
be
solved by thd production organizations, or the. players themselves. It
is something, he said, that must be
understood and grappled with by the
industry at large, by exhibitors as
well as producers.

Cobina-Brenda

SKOURAS LEADS

(Continued on page 22)

o.o.ers

New

Waldorf:

ture Boxoffice

new shows)

Critics in Variety's

Richard Watts, Jr., tagged home
plato the winner in Vabiety's 1940-41
boxscore of how accurately the NewYork critics called 'success* or 'flop'
on the season's Broadway legit entries. The Herald Tribune's reformed
film seer at the same time hung up
a couple of other records: He's the
Initial HT drama critic- to get the
nod from Variety's mathematician
and, at the same time, is credited
with the highest percentage any re.viewer has chalked up since this
paper started rating the dailies'

There are 20 to 26 flrst-class film
ready for production in the
various major studios In Hollywood
that are being kept from starting
dates because of the scarcity of
'name' players. George J. Schaefer,
president of BKO, who is In
York after an extended stay at th«
company's studio, says that the Hol-

FlashI
o.
•0

By JOHN

Watts Tops N.Y.

Back 20-26 Top Pix From Producfion

1941)

31,

(right),
to abbrATlatlonsi SB (shows reviewed),
(no clear opinion .expressed). Pet. (peroentage).

K«r

Marquee Stars Holding

Scarcity of

STARS TO liET

Season of 1940-41

Although they were off the Army
reservation here. Fort Dix officers
managed to put the kibosh on three
femme sideshows playing with the
World's Fair carney. Entrance to the
Sam PereU-operated pitch, wiiich
made a stand here all last week, was
about 50 feet from the border of the
Dix reservation.
Shows which the Army complained
of were 'Garden of Eden,' 'Chinatown' ('Sex Maniacs,' 'White Slavery
Exposed,' etc.) and 'Chez Paree'
(bubble, rhythm, etc., dancers). Lid'
was put on them the second night
and military police were stationed In
front of each tent to guarantee that
they wouldn't reopen.

Wednesday, Jane

•nscELLAinr
Joan Called by

LaGuardia Field Newsmen EasOy
Sift

i;

By Milton Berle

One week to go before opening at the Paramount The reason I'm play,
BKO. Nina-year-old. who attracted
audience than change my jokes.
attention in RKO's "Primrose Path,' in^ there is that I'd rather change my
And am I nervous. Just found out that the first three rows have been
was on leave of absence from the
Broadway.'
studio for the appearance in the reserved by the ICnlfe Throwers of
Having Coca-Cola machine installed. In m^^dressing room so the visitors
B, G. DeSylva show on Broadway.
Nerves
War
U.S.O. Heralds Keynotes
•Next film is 'Obliging Young Lady,' can help me pay my valet's salary.
Statu In Gotham Today
Tve asked for a room that's so soundproof, nobody in the theatre can
which Richard Wallaca wiU direct
from the adaptation by Jerry Cady hear me rehearse my ad-libs!
Effect of the war on Broadway of Arthur T, Herman's original.
Sudden thought: Have a contract with 20th Century-Fox. Am going
nerves was seen Monday (2) when a
to play the Paramount. And the week I'm there I hope I have Universal
(R-K-OH!)
appeal.
trio of Navy bombers made a noonBroadway Department:
day handbill 'raid' on Manhattan.

With a mild f<»m ot press centhe International
sorship In effect
Marine Terminal, at New York's laGuardia Field, the President's emeritself- felt

In the Fourth Estate's ranks this
•week, although actually the 'censor-

was, quickly

Joan Carroll quit Tanama Battle'
on Saturday (31) after more than
'300 performances to return to the
Coast for her next assignment at

B'WAY LEAFLET BLITZ

By GEORGE FROST

ship'

1941

THE BERLE-ING POINT

I

Censorship of Passenger Lists

gency proclamation made

RKO

4,

by

penetrated

Similar leaflets tossed out of a plane
a couple of years ago would have
been sneered oS as 'advertising' and

eirport reporters.
Pan-American Airways, operators
of the 42-ton flying boats that ply
the skyways between LaGuardiaville and Lisbon, without official exthe
including
ceased
planation

wouldn't have created a flicker.

Monday they caused

of
melees as pedestrians dashed out into
names of army, navy and marine traffic and bumped heads in their
officers on the passenger lists re- efforts to lay hands on one of the
leased -by their public relations biUs.
Careful reporunit to the press.
Actually, the circulars, shaped like
torial effort paid dividends when flat bombs, adnotmced the start of
the news, chasers checked the pas- the drive for $10,000,000 by the
sengers boarding the outbound Clip- United Service Organizations, Armypers and found that the actual num- Navy welfare group.
ber of travelers exceeded the figures
all

.

$6^00,000

.

.

STOWS WAR COMMENT

ON TWO 20TH SHORTS

Police.'

Hollywood, June 3.
Leland Stowe, war correspondent,
was slgnied by 20th-Fox to make two
shorts dealing with conditions on the
battle fronts in Africa end the Near

IS

VOTED

Dorothy McGuire Looks
Set as 'Claudia' for Fix

New ASCAP

theme song: "The Feeling Is 'Mutual'!'
Leo Llndy's wife la planning a trip to Hollywood. She

just bought her>
a pair of silver-fox slacks!
Saw Broadway Rose oh the Atlantic City boardwalk. .Instead of riding
in a roller-chair, >she was being wheeled in a pushcart.
Ben Marden is certainly doing his share for National Defense. He's
leaving the roof and windows open at the Riviera so the boys on the battieshlps In the Hudson can listen to the music.
self

'GREATEST

sorts

given to them.
Putting the pinch on 'reliable Inand 'usually accurate Sez DeMille, Hemingway
iormants'
sources,' the Front Pagers have been
piercing the PA A practice and obCopped His Yarn; Files
taining the names and connections
of the departing war observers. The
Soits for
'censorship' appears to be as Inane
as it soimds for not since the war
infected tlie world have the newsLos Angeles, June 3.
men used more than an inconspicuTwo piracy suits, demanding damous line or two concerning the ob- ages of $6,200,000, were filed here
servers unless they were in the top by John I. deMontijo against Ernest
flight and authorized the use of Hemingway, novelist, and Cecil B.
statements.
DeMille, Paramount producer.
Arrivals and departures of headwants $5,000,000 from
Plaintiff
(Continued on page 22)
Hemingway, claiming his play, "The
Bebel, or the Birth of a Revolution,'
was used as material for the book,
•For Whom the Bell Tolls.' He asks
DeMille and Paramount for $1,200,000, charging that material from
The Rebel, etc,' was used in the
fihning of 'North West Mounted

2

DUSE

On

ACTRESS'

In

'Our steaks look good because

Sign on Broadway cafe:
Sim-tan oil!'

we

cook them

HoUywoodbna
News
Eleanora Duse was the greatest
actress of all time, according to a
poll of leading actors and actresses

conducted by the N. Y.
Daily News. Althougl^ many of the
49 players answering the query gave
involved answers, the late Italian
tragedienne received nine clear selections as 'greatest' and four other
mentions as 'among the greatest'
Sarah Bernhardt got five votes as
recently

Flash!

Hollywood Park racetrack opensl

6,000

Bank Accounts

'

Closel

.

Horrors!

John Barrymore made an awful mistake the other day.

walked into a lacquer

He

storel

They're thinking of making a sequel to Paramount's

'I Wanted Wings,*
will star Peggy Hopkins Joyce.
Jimmy Stewart wires that he just found out what an Army Hostess is
a girl who defends herself with a bayonet.
The California Fruit Packers are now putting pictures of movie stars on
oranges. Can you imagine a henpecked husband squeezing Lana Turner
in the kitchen?

called

'I

Wanted Rings' and

Mnsle Department

Do you think BMI songs will bring back Ouija boards?
two mentions as
'greatest'' and
Skinnay Ennis doesn't have to worry about getting into his house. If
greatest.' Mrs. Fiske re- he hasn't got a key, he just slides himself under the door.
ceived four 'greatest' and five 'among
Russ Morgan's hand has a new theme song, 'By a Waterfall,' And they're
the greatest' mentions, whUe Mrs. going to play it one drip at a time.
Slddons had three and three, respecBadie Department
Ethel Barrymore got two
tively.
Heard a band on the air that was so off-key, the leader -is now receiv'greatest' votes and four 'among the ing fan mail from locksmiths!
greatest.'
I happy!
Just bought a radio with a guarantee that I can't get
who
actresses
current
'Intermezzo'
on it!
Among the
Success story; 'When Jack Benny went to school in Waukegan, his hairreceived one vote as 'greatest' and
several as 'among the greatest' were line was voted the most likely to recede! (And it did!)
Hangnail Descriptions
Helen Hayes, Katharine Cornell and
latthese
None
of
Fontanne.
Lynn
Philadelphia WottonaU; Nine Slieepy People. ... Club 18: Loon-town....
ter three named any of each other. Orson Welles; The Great T. .. Jbcfc Whifncv; Meet John Dough
W. C.
As actually worded, the News' In- Fields: TU Be With You in Apple Brandy Time.
quiring Photographer's (Jimmy JeObservation Department .
mail) question was, 'Who was—or is—
I know a Hollywood actor who^s so exclusive he has an unlisted wife;
the greatest actress of all time? If
Just found. out what a rumble seat is a concentration camp for rela>
your first choice is neither Ameri- tlves.
'among the

,

.

Am

.

—

.

can nor British, who was—or is
Eavesdropped 'at Stork: 'She stepped out of my dream and tripped over
greatest English-speaking ac- my wife!'
Eavesdropped at Famous-Doer: 'He's so worthless, he doesn't even have
Dorothy McGuire, who plays the tress?' Few of those queried gave
Pictures are 'Empire in Exile' and
Unlike the a nuisance value!'
replies.
title part in 'Claudia,' at the Booth, unequivocal
'Anzacs in Action.'
this
quizzes,
Photog
Inquiring
usual
Eavesdropped at 'Versailles: 'She was his pest, present and future!'
N. Y., is understood virtually set to
to pro actors' re-Joe Frisco claims to be the only one in Hollywood who has 12 options
repeat. the role In David O. Selz- was devoted 100%
plies.
and no contracts.
for Pic nick's picture version. Robert- RosCollege
Whatever Became of777?r
sen came east to make the test. PicDetroit, June 3.
Hooper & Ciatchett
Kitamura's Japs
ture probably will be made during
Guest at the University of tAichi- the summer of 1942.
Rice & Prevost
The Musical Johnstons
Three-Way Managerial
gan Senior Ball will be Anita^uise,
Melon
Girls
The
Water
Reilly & Comfort
Question of whether the original

£ast

the

Hop Up

'

'

picture plajrer.
Afterpiece
company will be sent oh tour in the
to Star Helen
It will form a direct tieup with
In Hollywood, there's usually no truth' to the rumor; only
formed
Tom Harmon,
ail-American iialfback fall or a second company
truth.
-jy
^from the school, since Miss Louise is'
will
managerial
setup
A three way
^''^ bu^ess holds
reported to be his leading Tady when P^'^'^f
present Helen Hayes next season in
he makes a picture this summer for up at the Booth over this summer. 'Candle in the Wind,' a drama with
Possibility that Miss McGuire might
Columbia.
go on the road in the fall or be go- a war background, written by Maxwell
Anderson, of the Playwrights
ing to the Coast next summer is the
UADELEOn^'S 'ILAHS'
main reason she was not considered Co. The latter, will be associated
with the Theatre Guild In the proHollywood, Jtme 3.
for the radio version.
duction,
with Gilbert Miller also inMadeleine Carroll becomes a glamLatter starts Friday (6) night as
Oil
to
Orchestra, CIi«mi8,
orous spy in "The Lady Has Plans' a 15-minute spot on the Kate Smith terested.
Miller is associated with the Guild
at Paramount
program. Patricia Ryan,, previously
S. Treasury
in the presentation of Miss Hayes
Pibture Is to. follow her co-star/er identified only with radio, 'will have
and
Maurice
Evans
in
'Twelfth
with Bob Hope in 'Her Perfect Mate.' the tiUe part on the air.

Hayes

Deal

-

e^^y

Dietz Lines

'

Firm

Up Texaco 'Bond

Pay For

Night,' now on .tour.
Playwrights
and (juild teamed, in the production
'There Shall Be No Night,'

MORE TEASE THAN STRIP

the Lunts.

ECHO OF OTTO KAHN LOAN

McEvoy

J. P.

1 was

Olln ^Downes'

playing in a little drahma Spangled Ball for Britain, in -w^lch
called 'The Gay Nineties,' demurely tinsel stars were bid off her costume,
'Sud- and finally the costume itself went
confesses Gypsy Rose Lee.
denly,, for no reason' at all, a ter- piece- by piece to frenzied bidrible thing happened a shoulder ders. Including Raymond (Abe Linstrap broke.
Today, Td shrug it coin) Massey and William RhlneStripping for the
I blushed lander Stewart.
off, but then I blushed.
so hard the other shoulder strap Freniib Relief at the Ritz-Carlton,
broke and suddenly I realized the some one started the auction paying
Her
audience was actually enjoying it. $50 for Gypsy's red garter.
One less thing led to another and bolero went for $50, her hat for $50,
soon I was just standing there, her beads for $250. At this delicate
blushing all over. Next day we point in the proceedings, Mary Plckchanged the name of ^ the show to ford bid $400 if the deciduous Gypsy
The Gay Nighties,' uid in a few would stop shedding, but needless to
month? I had made my first 'million.' say tHars lost and French Relief
Well, maybe not a million, but won.
Gypsy does all right Brought out to
Started In Vande at 5
Hollywood by 20th Century, the
Gypsy started in vaudeville at five
studio gave her two G's a week a9 a member of 'Dainty June and
('And I don't mean strings!' said Her Twelve Newsboy Songsters';
Gypsy). For the first time Gypsy, later the act was changed to 'Rose
who had stripped her way up from Louise and her Hollywood Blonds.'
burlesque, was an actress. 'The kind Rose, always dark, .addicted to teawho ^ars clothes,' as she proudly leaf reading and horoscopes, was
put it.
known as 'Gypsy' to her childhood
'Never put off tomorrow what you friends. Somewhere along the line
can put off today,' might well be the she dropped her }^orwegian family
success secret of Gypsy, who literal- name Hovick ('my public confused
ly pulled herself up by her own It with hayoc') dropped her shoulshoulder straps She has taken off der straps, dropped her tough-talkher clothes for countless causes, for- Ing lingo and became 'Gypsy Rose
eign and domestic, including one Lee,' tall, dark and handsome (5 ft.
benefit in New York—believe it or 10), 130 pounds of 'dassy stripper.'
long apprenticeship in smoky,
sot—for the bllndl Most publicized
.(Continued on page 55)
was her strip tease at the Star-

A

I

'

tor

I

I
'

'

'

'

A

by Olin Downes, music edi-

of

the

N,

Y.

Times,

against

$4,000,

was re-

!

L.A. to N.Y.
Dennis Day.
Reeves Espy.

/

Mrs. Sylvia Fairbanks.
Matty Fox.
'Virginia Gilmore.

Harlan Hobbs.
Jack Kapp.
Arthur W. Kelly.
Fritz Lang.
Robert Xjongnecker.
S. Barret McCormick.

Monday (2) in N. Y. supreme
court when Downes applied to examine Williams before trial. Ap-

Jimmy McHugh.

on June 6.
Downes claims he and Williams
borrowed $5,000 jointly from Otto
Kahn, deceased chairman of the
board of the Metropolitan Opera Co.
in June, 1030, to be re-pald Dec. 31,

Les Peterson.

plication will be argued

I

I

Wythe

vealed

I

'

Aeainst

suit

Wythe Williams for

I

.

Solt

Wllltems Dates Back to 1931

'

—

of the

Of

the

amount

received
Downes got $1,000, Williams the balance, it is claimed. Williams refused
to pay and Downes was forced to
pay the entire amount. WUliams, in
his answer, admits borrowing the
money, but denies receiving $4,000
1931.

for his

own

6tli

Yr. at Par

Hollywood, Jtuie 3.
Before leaving for an Hawaiian vaDorothy Lamour inked a new
contract, starting her sixth year bn
cation,

Task of obtaining guest stars for
the
Wednesday night half-hour
which. Texaco turns over to the U. S.
Treasury Department July 2 has
been assumed by a committee with

Howard

Dietz, director of advertis-

and publicity for Metro-Goldas chairman. It will be
this committee to get names
pictures, radio and legit to
make gratis appearances on the bond
selling stanza, with Texaco already
having agreed to signature the chits

ing

wyn-Mayer
up to
from

Lulse Rainer.
(Seorge Seld.
Norma Shearer.
Murray SUverstone.
Katheryn Trosper.

Bloch as director and whatever actors are needed for support in. script

Marie

of Earl

interludes.

Columbia's contribution to the sebe the production services

ries will

'Valentine.

N.Y.

to

Robert Benchley.
Ronald Colman.
Clancy Cooper.

Danny Danker.

Lamonr's

Time For

not only for the time but the miscellaneous talent. Latter will consist of an orchestra batoned, by Al
Goodman, a mixed chorus with Ray

Burgess Meredith.

Anne NageL

Pat Casey.

use.

Stars

Campaign

U.

By

rumor

^ T'^*^ v^"

L.A.

McGllL

Hither Angel

Set For
Selwyn's B'way Play

Hollywood, June 3.
Edgar Selwyn signed Heather
Angel for one of the lead roles in
'

Benita Hurhe.
Richard Krakeur.
Rosemary Lane.
George McCall.

his

Murphy McHenry.

frid

forthcoming

legit
production,
at Arques,' by Frederick
Hazlett Brennan, to open in Boston

"We Fought
end

later, shiftiifg to

Broadway. Wil-

Lawson and Margot Grahame

Arthur Murray.

are under consideration as cast top-

Mary Pickf ord.

pers.

Joey StooL

Rehearsals start July 18 in Boston.

the Paramount lot.
Four pictures -await her return.
SAILING
They are 'The Fleet's In,' 'Her Jungle
Mate,' 'Angels In Furs' and *The
May 20-vLoa Angeles to Honolulu)
Phil Reisman, Maurice Livingston,
Road to Morocco.'
Dorothy Lamour (Lurline).
Lacy Kastaer.

ARRIVALS

-
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'BeGratefnT-WWRLtoAfiens

Paul

As a preface to all" its foreign languag* programs, station WWRL,
Woodside, N. Y. C, last week started airing the following announc*ment:
'No matter where you hail from, i/ou ore now an American,- Only in
our beloved United States can you enjoy radio entertainment in .your
own tongue toitfiout Government infer/ercnce. Justify American con/idence in you by thinkinff, speaftin^ and beinp a real American.'

RKO s

Buenos Aires Beefs About

Daiquiri Salute

Paul

New Approach May
to

drama

Havana, June 3.
Rotary Club today

Havana

(Tuesday)
staged
a
special
luncheon to present Paramount
a trophy for the 'delicate supervision" done
on 'The Ghost

Trophy goes to the
Hollywood Rotary Club for formal presentation to Par.
"Trophy was awarded for the
commendable job of self-censoring by the Par foreign censorship division on the picture, being
deemed especially noteworthy in that it handled all
Breakers.'

'Argentina Even Before Pic Arrives

La
before a print has arrived.
Razon, important afternoon daily. In
a story based on a New York Herald
Tribune review of the Aim, asks that,
'in the Interest of good will between
the Americas, the picture be withheld from release.'
Herald Trlb reported the plot as
Razon columnist declares:
'fatuous.'
That would be neither new nor important.
The extraordinary thing
about the case is that, although the
film was planned, according to announcements, as a goodwill builder
between Argentina and the U. S., It
•eems intended to irritate once more
our national susceptibility by its
and
which makes

falseness

As

willful hiisleadingnesi,
it

more fatuous

still.'

Buenos Aires, June

Pepe

that a new approach to the entire
subject of Pan-American good neighborliness may have to be drafted
shortly. That is the reaction of numerous foreign department officials
following the usual' twice-p^r-month
huddle at the Hays office last week.
Besides a representative for John
Hay Whitney, head of the Aim division
for
promoting hemispheric
goodwill, the major company foreign chiefs listened to Clay Hake,
20th-Fox Australian chief recently
arrived from Sydney, and John Na-

3.

No. 1 Argentine
currently turning the
tables on U. S. Aim makers who
Arias,

comic,

show gauchos

in trick outAts,
sports this gesture:
Tigerskin
cap;
green
and
white spotted tie;
length

H

Hollywood

wrap

around

coat;

black and white sport shoes; one

hand constantly In the pocket.
he explains, to audiences
at his" revue, 'Okey Mister Pepe,'
This,

is

what the faombres up

quiland

are

than, Paramount's
gentina.

Yan-

in

wearing.

Stunt

Restrictions of

draws n great laugh.

every Latin

DEMfllE SHirrS SLATE

AS GOODWHl ASSIST

down for commercial
New York Herald Tri'It would not be surthat the Argentine people
win be indignant and insulted when
they see 'They Met in Argentina.' It
Is,
in fact, insulting to us in the

production program at Paramount to
help the national program of good

is

Aim
annoy a neighboring country with
pictures sent
reasons. The

bune comments:
prising

Hollywood, June
Cecil

B.

DeMllle

will between
Pan-American

this

is

his

At the

Ar-

American

country,

told that many Latin-American
nations claim that the trade position
In their countries is'^forcing thern to
Beadopt additional restrictions.
sides the additional tax threat in
Brazil and Argentine, foreign managers also Were advised of a similar
trend in Australia.
The super - sensitivities of the

country and the

republics.

BRAZILIAN EDUCATOR'S

Hollywood, June 3.
Dr. Perdo Calmon, Brazilian educator

i

his 'For

Whom

the Bell Tolls,' and

EZRA JSTONE

is

pushing ahead plans for Aiming of
'Rurales,' which deals with life in
Mexico.

Moveup

KEEPS

was the result
of a suggestion by John Hay Whitney, Coordinator of Commercial and
Albany, June 3.
between the
Relations
Cultural
John -Powers, model agency head, American Republics, motion picture
whose exploits are to be Aimed by section. Council of National DeWarner Bros., h^s organized a new fense.
of 'Rurales'

ROLE

Powers

Attractions,

It All

Among

INARMY

with

ballots,

Jana

and Jose Ferrer ('Charley's Aunt')
following with four votes apiece.

Peggy Wood ('Old Acquaintance')
and Eleanora Mendelssohn ('Flight
to the West')

-drew three each.

Those getting two votes apiece
were Richard Waring and Thelma
Schnee ('Corn Is Green"), Philip
Merlvale CTalley Method'), Eugene
Loring- ('Beautiful People')', Shirley
(Continued on page 52)

AHERNE'S MUSICAL
READINGS

the

guests

Ttie musical readings are a new
twist in Robin Hood Dell programs.
Joe They get under way June 19 extend-

Good

were

8.

Swanson,

Adolphe Menjou, Anne
Ben Piazza, Perry Lleber,
Kenneth Thomson and a number of
civic leaders.

Trade .Mark RoKlatared

POtlNDBD BY SIMB Sir.VHRMAN
rablinlied Wecklr br VARIETY, tar.
Bid flllverman,

I

WABINO'S DEFENSE' THEME

I

Fred Waring has made a recording
for the Treasury Department of
'Dollars for Defense,' a special song

I

I

by Alan Kent and Austen CroomJohnson to plug the sale of defense

.

I

154

Went 4Clh

Copies of the one-minute platter
will be sent to 800 radio stations for
gratis use.

1

I
I

Street,

Preal<1«nt

New

York, N. T.

flUBSCniPTION
Annual

|10

Vol. 142

iirj^^ii?*

bonds.

I

Back From

was

Son")

('Native

six

Shirley,

Its

WB

with

('Old Acquaintance'), Katharine Cornell ('Doctor's Dilemma')

Breen, Rene G. La Vaux, Carmen ing through Aug.
Miranda, Lupe Velez, Gloria Lynch,
Esther Fernandez, Michele Morgan,
Slgne Hasso, Alberto Vila, Gloria

Comes Under Head

authorized capital, $50,000, is
the sum
is said to have paid
Powers for rights to the subject.
Powers, his wife, Alice Burton Pow-

in support of the

Neighbor policy.

Even should Ezra Stone be Inducted into the army in July he will'
continue to play the name role in
'The
Aldrlch
Family'
(General
and
Account
agency,
Of Good-Neighbor Spirit Foods).
Young & Rubicam, had considered
having him do the show from camp,
Mexico City, June 3.
but this idea has been abandoned for
ers, and his attorney, Gordon S. P.
The National University of Mexico, another. He would either come to
Kleeberg, are the directors of the
North America's oldest seat of learn- New York for the weekly event by
new corporation.
ing, functioning continuously since special arrangement with the camp
1553, meant well when it presented authorities or would be assigned to
a musicfest in honor of all the Latin duty in New York so that the weekReisman
SJl.;
American countries, but it got into ly trip wouldn't be necessary.
Agency had been holding auditions
a bad jam as a result.
Haddfing With Whitney The Aesta consisted of displaying for a Stone substitute.
of each country and the
the Aag
rendition by the college orchestra
Phil Reisman, vice-president and of the national anthem or hymn of
foreign sales chief for RKO, who tlie respective land. All went well
returned from a business trip to until it came Nicaragua's turn. The
South America, Monday (2), will Aag was okay, but the musicians
confer with John Hay Whitney, didn't know the Nicaraguan national
chairman of the Aim group of the anthem. So they played something
Rockefeller goodwill committee, some that sounded like a mixture of swng
time this week regarding latest de- and rhumba. The Nicaraguans presvelopments in the Latin-Americas. ent stamped out in a rags and proInstead of a written summary, Reis- tested to their legation. University
Moot question by the American
man plans to talk over accomplish- authorities partially paciAed the Federation
the
of Radio Artists,
ments for the Aim business gen- Nicaraguans by making profuse
American Guild of Variety Artists
erally
in
developing the 'good*- apologies.
and others, whether actors can be
neighbor' feeling in countries south
Isold by one talent agency to anof the border.
He previously had
other, like chattel, is being summailed Whitney a fairly compre- Leonard and Shackleton
'marily protested by Danny Kaye,
hensive summary of conditions ^n
for the 'Boys' for one, in no uncertain terms. He's
Still
the countries which he visited.
taking his , representation to the
Reisman would offer no further
Fort Dix, N. J., June 3.
William Morris agency on a procomment to Varibtt on the LatinJack Leonard, former vocalist
American situation other than that with Tommy Dorsey's crew, who's posed picture deal with Sam GoldLatter arrived last Tuesday
things looked better for welding among the selectees here, has been wyn.
U27) from the Coast expressly to
hemispheric solidarity.
enlisted to entertain the lads in the
catch the comedian on his closing
Reisman
plans
to
accompany reception area?
York
Whitney when he goes to South
Bob Shackletorl, who has been in night at La Martinique, New
America early in July. The RKO charge of the reception area's night- initery. They're still talking details,
Kaye* is being handled by Jack
foreign chief will go to Rio de ly entertainment since the army got
Janeiro to attend the company's an- him months ago, has been upped to Bertell of CBS Artists Bureau for
nual South American
was a cafes, etc., but William Morris, Jr.,
corporal,
Shackleton
a
Robort

Inc.

Canada Lee

Cowl

and member of that country's

Aim makers

corporation to handle the motion picture aspect of his biz. It's labeled

John

with seven votes each.

next

lations

United States.' And even so, it is
stance of the Council of National I^esupposed that this Aim will come to
fense, DeMille is deferring start of
(Continued on page B4)

MERCHANT OF VENUSES
INCORPORATES FOR 50G

Other players who received numerous mentions included Ethel
Barrymore CQom Is Gxeen'), Dorothy McGuire ('Claudia') and Josephine Hull ('Arsenic and Old Lace'),

IN PHILLY
committee for the betterment of rebetween the Americas, dePhiladelphia, June 3.
clared Hollywood's motion pictures
Screen actor Brian Aherne will
the best the world has ever' seen,
give a program of Shakespearean
and urged their use as a medium to readings with a symphonic backcreate a stronger bond between ground at the Robin Hood Dell on
July 31 backed by the Philadelphia
Brazil and the United States.
Orchestra, batoned by guest conducDeclaration was made at a lunchtor Pierre Monteux.
eon in the RKO- commissary over
Ahearne was inked for this stint
which J. R. McDonough presided when John Barrymore, originally
in the absence of prexy George. J. engaged, asked to cantel because of
Schaefer. Most Rev. John J. Cant- picture commitments. In addition to
well, Archbishop of Los Angeles, In Shakespeare, Aherne will read Poe'a
an answering speech, asserted 'the 'Raven' with a musical setting by
motion picture industry is the great- Arcady Dubensky, and 'Peter and
est source of education today,' and the Wolf,' a musical drama by Serge
lauded the efforts of Hollywood's ProkoAefT.

'

;

(Continued on page 15)

in-

—

Gertrude Lawrence was runnerup in the balloting, getting eight
votes for her' performance in 'Lady
in the Dark.'

sorts in nearly

were

3.

shifting

in

treated so that the central plot
was not marred or the boxofAce
value of the Aim slowed down.

dailies

KUDOS TO N'WOOD PIX

all

with developments on the goodneighbor front. Foreign sales chiefs

matter of
'it

-

manager

Latin-American angles without
offending anybody in the LatinAmericas. High praise came because the subject matter could
well have gone askew, but was

threat of wofse restrictions and additional taxes were discussed along

fact, the story condifficult to believe that
companies deliberately Intend to

s

tinues,

MASTERMINDING
The Latin-American goodwill movement has become such a 'hot potato'

Pampas Poison

Buenos Aires, June 3.
Squawks on RKO's They Met in
Argentina' have started here even

Lukas, In 'Watch on th*
has been selected by the
critics of the New York
as giving the best performance of the Broadway season just
closed
He received the highest
possible number of votes nine.
Rhine,'

—

Be Worked Our
'Good Neighbor' Wooing
of South America Fraught
With Super-Sensitivitiea

Have

on "B^t Acting'

PIX

A

s

Gertrude Lawrence 1-2

In N. Y. Critics' Poll

HEADAGHETO
Entirely

Mas,

ioscELiiAinr

Foreign
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Film Reviews
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Danny Kaye Balks at CBS Shifting Him

Ill

No. 13

13

Literati

55

Legitimate
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I

Music

1

Sing—

Hollywood, June
I

I

;

I

I

tion to be held next month, deAnlte
date not being set so far.

warbler in 'Very

Warm

for

and other Broadway shows.

'

May' Interested Goldwyn In Kayt for
(Continued on prge 40)
j

I

plc-

45
40.

Pictures

I

Radio— International

I
:

!

i

talent to be utilized after graduation. System gives
the youngsters an opportunity to
learn the rudiments of the Aim business without interfering with their
scholastic work.
First to make her debut under the

new Burbank system

,

conven-

Acts
Night Clubs
Obituary
Orchestras

Radio

:

sales

37

'.

New

'may show enough

;

I

3.

College and high school students
are being signed to optional acting
contracts at. Warners for the summer months, with the idea that they

is

Barbara

I

Barton, a junior at Christian College, Columbia, Mo., who arrived
yesterday (Mon.) for a screen test.

Radio Markets
Radio Reviews
Unit Reviews
Vaudeville
n.\II.X

VARIKTT

(Publlihed In Hollywood by
Dailr Variety. Ltd.)
110 a year 112 torelfn

—

54
34
4
24
27
30
31
45
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PICTURES
O'Connor

Named a

Fred Meyers
Both John

J.

DRAFT CALLS RAISING

O'Connor,

Universal V.

who

reHarries
RKO Selwyn

as manager of RKO Film
Booking Corp., at the same time

Hollywood, June

Get

to

Work

lEight Girls' Into

aigned

about a month ago, joined Universal
In executive capacities yesterday
(Tuesday),

on

action

their

long-

term pacts being taken at the directors' meeting. O'Connor becomes
vice-president and executive assistant to Nate Blumberg, president of
U, while Meyers becomes eastern
sales manager of the company. Announcement of appointments was

made

after the directorate session.

Blumberg pointed out that the
new officers were named in line

with Universal's policy of maintain-

ing closer exhibitor relations. Both
he and O'Connor long were identified with the operation of RKO, the

moving up to become general
manager when Blumberg resigned

Hollywood, June 3.
and a Horse' hops into
the saddle at Metro before Edgar
Selwyn moves eastward to put on his
legit show, 'We Fought at Arques,'
destined for an opening in Boston
before it shifts to New York.
Selwyn took Albert Mannheimer
off the script of 'Du Barry Was a
Lady' and assigned him to 'Eight
Girls' to get It ready for early production. Producer aims to spend two
weeks in the east launching his legit
play,' alter which he returns to
screen one of his own stage plays,
"The Adventures of Pierre' on the
*
Culver City lot
•Eight Girls

a couple

of

months.

William A, Scully, general sales
manager, announced a sweeping re
alignment of the company's execu
tive sali^ setup in connection with
the .selection of Meyers as eastern
sales'

manager.

cliarge

of

the

Meyers wiU be in
territory

covering

Be Made

ROOSEVttT SUPPORT

ZOTHCALI^UP

&

PIX IN JUNE

8

3.

.
June production schedule at 20thcalls for the start of eight new
pictures, beginning yesterday (Mon.)

Fox

with 'Marry the Boss' Daughter.'
.'How Green Was My 'Valley,'
•Riders of the Purple Sage,' 'Man

Canada

At

Large'-

and 'We Go

Fast'

roll

simultaneously June 9; 'Week End
In Havana' starts June 19, and 'ConGabriel Pascal's next film will not firm Or Deny' and 'Remember the
be a George Bernard Shaw story, Day,' June 30.
but a yarn by a popular American
short-story writer, the producer revealed in New York on Monday (2).
Tale has a Canadian background and
will be filmed in Canada, production
to start in about eight weeks, Pasj

New Haven, Buffalo, New
York, Philadelphia, Washington; Al20c
bany, Cleveland and Pittsburgh.
McCarthy's Post
cal
said.
eastern
former
McCarthy,
H.
F. J..
•ales chief, moves over to the newly
In the meantime, the producer,
Peclaration of another 20c divicreated position of southern and who has exclusive rights on the
dend on the common by Parmount
Canadian sales manager. He will filming of Shaw's plays, will fly to
directors last week makes a total of
following England at the end of June for a
of
the
have .charge
40c declared on these shares this
branches: Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, short huddle with the octogenarian
year. If present diwy pace is main
New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Mem- writer whose 'Pygmalion' and 'Major ^i„g^
common stockholders would
phis, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Barbara he has already lensed,
be in line to receive as high as 80c
Louis besides the Canadian
St.
National per share during 1941.
will
use
the
Pi'scal
Calgary,
include
which
offices,
Screen Association Studios in, MonPar directorate also declared the
Montreal, St. John, Toronto, Van"These are backed by the regular quarterly dividends of 15c
.treiil.
couver and Winnipeg.
Canadian Pacific Railroad, but Pas- on the second preferred and $1.50
William J. Heineman, until now cal emphasized that that company
on the first preferred. All distribuwestern sales manager, is made as- will take no part in financing his
tions will' be made July 1 to common
sistant general sales manager and production.
He said that the Ra- shareholders of record June 11 and
aide to Scully, A new man will be vena Studio in Toronto, which he
preferred stockholders of record.
named to fill the spot vacated by originally thought of using when he June 13.
Heineman, covering the territory visited Canada with United Artists
Increased payments on the comthat includes Chicago, Detroit, Mil- v.p. Harry Buckley: last week, was
City, now an ice .hockey rink and not mon are making these shares more
waukee, Minneapolis, Kanr
attractive from a dividiend standOmaha, Des Moines, Denver, Salt serviceable.
point
than the second preferred, inLake City, Los Angeles, Portland,
Pascal said the Canadian produc- dicating that the company is seeking
Seattle and San Francisco branches.
tion arrangement was a permanent to obtain additional' conversions of
Also statbd that there would be
intends to make two pix stock into common shares.
one.
He
Latest
^nd
advance
other appointments
there for 1941-42 release by UA and declaration shows 40c paid on the
necessitated by the new sales rethree a year after that, of which he common and 60c on the second pre-'
alignment.
will personally produce and direct ferred thus far this year.
two. His second picture, he. declaried,
Because the company claimed
-will be a Shaw story, in all prob- about a week ago that there were no
ability The Millionairess.' 'He in- new developments on the contemtends alternating one Shaw and one plated plan for calling in the first
^
preferred, increased payments on the
Kevels' Suit to Tnal other yarn in future production.
First Canadian story was chosen in common indicate a move to -make
cooperation with the Dominion gov- these shares so attractive that shareJesse Solomon's suit against RKO ernment, Pascal disclosed, and will holders will switch .from the preRadio Pictures, Inc., must go to trial. be- filmed about 50% on location, ferred issues.
Judge Samuel Manaelbaum in N. Y. most of it in the Hudson's Bay- counWhile income from the theatre
federal court ruled Thursday (29), try. Producer will take special port' division is lagging as in film houses
holding that 'sufficient similarity ex
over the U. S., Paramount's cur
able sound equipment to Canada for
Isted between the disputed scripts' that purpose.
Otherwise the studio '"nt earnings are reported holding
to warrant ^ trial of the issues, Is equipped to
compared with the first
handle the production. "P JJ*"
Plaintiff seeks an injunction, acRobert Newton, who plays In 'Major quarter.
counting of profits and damages Barbara,'
will be brought over from
against 'Radio' City Revels.'
England for the initial film, which a*
« .
Solomon claims the RKO picture will be completed around October,
nOfiaO
aWlttCS lO UannOUr
was based on his play, 'It -Goes Pascal said.
"
Through Here,' submitted to and related by the film company.
Hollywood, June 3.
2
Leads in 'Fast' Larry Darmour signed James
Hogan to direct four pictures a year,
Hollywood, June 3.
starting in September,..when his conMetro's Abbott-Costello
Alan Curtis has two romantic tract with Paramount runs out after
Dicker for /Rio'
femmes to juggle in his top male a six-year stay, ,
role at 20th-Fox In *We Go Fast.'
Recently Hogan has been on loanHollywood, June 3.
Metro has negotiated a deal to Gals signed for the competing parts out from Par to direct the 'EUery
borrow Bud Abbott and Lou Cos- are Cobina Wright, Jr., and Sheila Queen' features for Dannour's Columbia release, and will make antello from Universal on a pact which Ryan.
Director
Is
William
McGann, other of that series before he starts
may callior one picture annually. for
starting June 9.
his new contract.
thre^ years.
Boston,

DIWY ON
ANOTHER
PARAMOUNT COMMON

.

.

.

'

I

,

Coart Orders

RKO

i

^

|

:

i

|

^

.

n

Femme

Remake

Comics swing crosstown after
'Ride
'Em Cowboy.'
Metro ha? a remake of 'Rio Rita' in
completing

itaind for the pair.

Other

its full support and cooperaPresident Roosevelt during
the national emergency. A few minutes after ihe President had declared a state of national emergency
other
made
by
avoid the mistakes
nations originally on declaration of ^-^'^.f'f^i^ ^^'J^L^^.^^.f-^i^^""
man, president of the Producers' Aswar, and one that will maintain a
sociation, Issued the following statesteady flow of defense films designed
ment:
to -attract attention rather than drive
'The motion picture defense proSuggestions
people out of theatres.
duction committee, composed of repwill
to
leave
be
from the industry
resentatives of the three great creapicture
effort
motion
the defense
guilds, thfe Screen Actors Guild,
tive
and
business
hands
largely in film
with people aware of entertainment the Screen Writers Guild and the
Screen Directors Guild, as well as
needs in key spots.
Managers Guild, the AsArtists
the
It is likely that the industry will
of Motion Picture Producseek a realignment for all produc- sociationers, labor crafts, and other fields of
ers turning out shorts, newsreels
endeavor,
reiterates its united
film
and features, fpllov^ng the general
employed during World determination to do everything withpattern
War I. Chief difference will be thaV in its power, and within the abilities
work
those
In motion picof
who
any bottleneck on film releases and
wasted effort on dull subjects will tures in Hollywood, to do its part in
be avoided via the industry's own the present national emergency, proclaimed
President
by
the
of the
defense representalive.

pledged

tors Assn. duties.

Shaw

in

Simplification of the whole na- vantages in photographing a film,
tional defense set-up for the film and make a more thorough censorbusiness, establishment of a per- ship without the present divided
manent liaison officer representing authority. ' Strict stipulation that
the industry and a voluntary method cameramen must be U.S. citizens
of censoring pictures at the source, and that censorship of material will
are anticipated by the trade with be made even before it goes to any
the declaration of the national emer- commercial lab is regarded as making the new arrangement airtight
gency.
possible leakage of military
Because of his marked efficiency against
information.
already as coordinator on all U.S.
defense Npictures, Francis L. Harmon,- executive assistant to Will
Hays, is expected to become the
permanent national defense liaison
executive on a full-time basis. This
would be possible through granting
Hollywood, June 3.
him a leave of absence from his MoThe motion picture industry has
Distribution Picture Producers

4 PRODUCERS PLEDGE

studios.

For His Next Pic Which
Will

Under the National Emergency

department is at an all-time high,
with wages rising accordingly.
Warners has 71 men, a record
number In' its camera department,
eight being under term contract.
Metro has 12 contracted lensers.
and
contractees
six
Paramount,
others on one or two picture deals,
and the increase is general in other

Hollywood, June

Pascal Forsakes

Ooser Ties With UJS. Defense

3.

Heavy production, caused by the
cgnsent decrfee, and a shortage of
young lensers as result of the national defense draft, have boosted
the pot for top cameramen in the
Employment In that
film studios.

latter

In 1938 to become president of UniMatty Fox, already an exversal.
ecutive assistant to Blumberg. is expected to be calleii to the colors in

With

emergencr

national

the

tion to

status declared, the film business expects to outline a setup which will

•

Cx-ofllolo
-

United

Army Men

Hollywood, June 3.
by Johnston McCully, author of 'The Mark of
Zorro," were bought r by Sigmiind
Neufeld for use in his forthcoming
western series, 'Frontier Marshal,'
to be made for Producers Releasing
Corp.
Top spots In the serial have been
assigned to Tom Tvler and Lee
Eight

PoweU.

stories

Roosevelt's
national
President
an arrangement whereby cameramen and producers would become emergency speech met a hearty remembers of the U.S. sponse from 2,000 employes on the
ex-officio
Army, Navy and Marine Signal 20th-Fox lot, who signed the followWhite
Corps. Such men would wear an in- ing statement, sent to the
House:
signia, would be able to go Into
'We believe that great leadership
camps and look over military accomplishments but, at the same has once more come to America in
an hour of crisis. We believe that
time, be as responsible for their
work as any other Signal Corps the course you have charted is the
.

only course consistent with national
dignity and honor. We believe it is
the only course which can lead to a
continuance of freedom.
We believe in you, Mr. President, and to
interesting for the average theatre
you we herewith give our pledge of
audience without divulging any seloyalty and service, unconditionally
crets of the U.S. military estaband without reserve.'

By giving the producer-cameraman this official status, accredited industry producers would be
able^o photograph material deemed
man.

lishment.

Such a setup would enable newsand shorts photographers to
pick up timely items without tip
ping off any secrets. Where certain

InteraU^e'a Ditto

reel

Galveston, June

Pertaining to Pictures

U

S pix

ASCAP

;

Theatres' agreement with Teamsters

accord

Season's film buys of

Equity

Page

13

Page 37

AGVA
Managers-actors

..Page 13

Nazi countries

in

;

Broadway plays
,

...Page 41

Page 41

..fagC/^'

Page 48
Page 47
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Holding their biennial convention
here, more than 200 managers of the
Interstate Circuit pledged 'full cogeneral theatre audiences, the clips operation, their lives, fortunes* and
could be incorporated Into subjects sacred honor' to carry out the defor showing to different branches of fense program of President Roosehighlight of the opening
the service.
Also this arrangement velt.
*
•
I*
•
rl^v'o mAAf
rt itroa
t
mace of ^AnH.
would loosen up the present clamp- day's meeting was the mass attenddown which currently is reported ance in a hall where all the showthwarting newsreelS' and shorts pro- men listened to the President's
ducers
from obtaining audience speech.
In a telegram sent to the Presimaterial.
dent, after the broadcast, signed by
Dnck Bed Tape
Karl Hoblitzelle, president of the
In making industry Camera excircuit,
the conclave stated that
perts part of. the Signal Corps dicom'America will not fail you.
vision, the picture business would be
mend you for your inspiring leadable to obtain rtfecessary defense
ership.'
items vital in bolstering national
unity with the minimum of delay or
brasshat censorship.
But, .at the
same time, the new alignment would
Initialing
make the camera-producers, entirely
responsible for any. Army, Navy or
topics, culled from intensified cam
era tours, were deemed unsuited for

A

_

.

.

.1

_

_

I

.

'

m

We

-

Loew-Lewin

Marine

stuff

safeguard

land Fair

photographed. Further
be provided

would

for

UA

by

having a central military censorship
Hollywood, June 3.
board to look at original 'blue' nega'Land Fall' is slated as the first of
tive before it is sent to any labora- two pictures to be delivered by the
tory for development or making du- David Loew-Albert Lewin producplicate print.
tion outfit for United Artists release

By establishing this lineup of Sig- this season.
nal Corps cameramen within ^the InPicture deals with the Royal Air
dustry, the present complaints about Force and is designed to go into
vague rules of censorship would be work in July. It is based on a book
eliminated.
At present the com- by Nevil Shute.
plaint of newsreel men is that the
military assumes what they can or
can't make in the way of defense Bliunenthal
Until
subjects. Under the new setup, it
Plea
10 in
would be possible to photograph objects deerned highly confidential beA. C. Blumenthal has been granted
cause of the double checkup,, first until June 10 to file a memorandum
because of the cameraman's knowl- with Judge Grover Moscowitz in
edge that no secrets can be revealed, N. 'Y. federal court, to support his
and secondly through the final cen- claim of illness which, he asserts/
soring at the source.
was the reason he failed to appear
Film business is understood back as a witness in the. Joe Schenck-Joe
of this arrangement because
it Moskowitz trial.
w,ould centralize and simplify the
Blumenthal had allegedly been
necessary censorship while resulting served with a subpoena calling for
in more Intelligent army and navy his appearance, but was in Mexico,
pictures,
Also It would duck all and hc^s sent affidavits of six physicharges <A favoritism In getting cians supporting his claim that it
quick coverage on certain subjects, would have endangered his life to
supply all companies with equal ad- come to N. Y.

Has

News

Columbia's '4901 Parallel'

Kastner on

States.'

Fox Personnel Endorses

Simplification process will call for

June

.

Plenty of Shigs WiD Fly

1941

AN1XF0RT0PLENSERS

New Eastern Sales

•igned as general manager of
Theatres, and Fred Meyers, who re-

Fihns'

4,

'

-

Subpoena

-.

M
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CLEAR
How the

"Big

5'

PICTURES

DECKS FOR SEPT.
MUST DELIVER UA s

Stands on Product

Company

Silverstone s

Del. to June 28
Balance
37
13
36
10
38
14
46
6
42
8
Others started Sept. 1, '40.

1, '40.

Own Coin

Prod. Unit;

Revitalization

ALL •40-41 PIX

KeDy Vice

Under the Consent
Decree, Must- First Get
Blanket-Contract Commitments Out of the Way Before Starting on 1941-42
ShoMrings

'Big S/

Into Indie

He WiU Rdease via DA

up by Murray Silverstone.

More Red Meat

said to have resulted In some
$200,000 extra gross on his initial
production, 'Boys from Syracuse.'
Is

Actual production of the Silver'
clone output will lie in the hands of
a topnotch producer, former UA
chieftain declared Monday (2). The

Hollywood, June 3.
Production is so far ahead of
schedule at 20th-Fox that two
pictures for next season's release
have been finished before the
first of June.
It is the first time
anything like that has happened
on the Westwood lot.
Films are 'Dressed to Kill' and
'Last of the Duanes.'

Such is the concensus of several
managers and company attor-

neys

Report Con. Labs

lOOGLoantoMono

'

For Pathe s Stock

said, Is

Silverstone said his new organieation is virtually ready to tee oS
end will specialize in product geared
to popular public taste with grade-A
properties and stars.

Three-year tenure of Silverstone
as
world-wide chief of United
Artists he served the company for
a number of years previously as

—

—was

European head

marked by a

sharp

I.aboratories,

operating

subsid

of

Pathe Film.
Pathe paid about $200,000 for this

jors.

Position of the five major distributors as regards numbers of pictures promised for 1940-41, their releases up to June 28, '41, and the
balance due to exhibitors through
July and August is detailed herewith.
Study of VARiinrY's Advance Production Chart, appearing in this issue, discloses that most of the Big 9
are in the position to complete all

It

was

UA

Unit Deal

—

plane out today (Wednesday)—Is believed to be at least partially on the
financial setup of her own organization.

Miss Pickford said she hopes her
Initial film will be 'Coquette.' Principal thing delaying It now, 'she declared Is lack' of a proper star name
for It She owns the rights to property. It was the first all-talking pic-

ture in which she appeared, made
back in 1929.
Her Interest In ^e Indie producing
company being set up by the recently- resigned United Artists chieftain.
Miss Pickford said, will be 'advisory
and financial.' (Latter is believed
to be small, and not administrative.)
Miss Pickford about a year ago indicated that she desired to go into
production at that time for release
through UA, of which she is a part

gotiations.

and

g.m. of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, will
quit that organization, it is underv.p.

Reports that Cantor was interested
stock held
In buying the block of
were
estate
Fairbanks
the
branded entirely false by the co-

UA

anticipated several months

median

in

New York

this

week.

He

said he had no such deal under consideration.
Cantor had been negotiating with

on a three-year pact by which
produced one pic a
stood, to embark on an Independent he would have
another pic
producing venture of hU own. He year starring himself and
year in which his appearance
each
Is now in New York, to set up de-

I

I

UA

I

'

tails

of his

Espy was

outfit.
v.p. of Fox-West

before joining the
zation as second In

Coast

Goldwyn organicommand.

optional.

He planned

production on the

first,

'

Two

subordinates

8.

moved up with

Attorneys of the film companies
are advising their sales managers
with any plans for
publicly releasing new product before the current season's list is out
of the way. Apprehension has l>een
expressed that to 'beat the gun' may
result in a demand from exhibitors
that any pre-released film must be
considered as available under existing contracts.
August is being regarded as the
'M Month,' when private trade-

lead.

the resignation at RKO of J. R.
Crone, who has served as production
manager for the past 10 years.
Walter Daniels, aide to Crone,
moves up into his berth and Argyle
Nelson, assistant director, assumes
Daniels' vacated post

himself to his former aca commanding industry
obtained to specialize in the

figure is

UA

producer end of
activity.
Kelly, meantime, will remain on
the Coast until at least this weekend in a final effort to get the product for 1941-42 in "B sufficiently Impressive state to hold the twicepostponed sales conventions and get
the salesmen out in their territories
with contract blanks. It's hoped, -of
course, to obtain a couple of big
name additions tn UA's production
stable to give the film peddlers something to throw at exhibs as an In.

ducement.
Selznlck

StalUng?

offers to Selznlck

UA

Stock available comprise the Goldshares, which the company recently bought from him for about
and the holdings of the
Fairbanks estate. Miss Pickford said

wyn

Schaefer's N.Y: Huddles;

to start

a musical, in

July.

'

and distribution chief will

v.p.

Omm

-

Up

Hollywood, June

The

ROTHCHEK SEEKS UA
FOR RAF

•

2 RKOers Move

them necessarily of lesser quality.
Appointment in Hollywood by the

UA

showings will be arranged in every
Breen Due East Later
exchange center. How speedily sales
will be consummated is strictly a
George J. Schaefer came in from
As
matter of current conjecture.
heretofore, first runs and clearances the Coast over the weekend for
conferences with RKO
n^egotlated ii'efqf^ films actu- home office^
^
Seiter's 'Marriage' Next must be
'
'
theatre
and
sales representatives,
ally start through the booking ma
Hollywood, June 3.
chinery. According to a major sales He arrived Thursday (29) but went
William A. Seller's next pro- manager, the effort will be made to directly to his home in Westchester,
ducer-director job at Universal is synchronize release dates after Sept. without coming into N. Y,
Originally expected that Joseph
'Marriage of Inconvenience,' starting 1 as closely as possible, in order that
would ac
late this month with Franchot Tone films will have the benefit of na- I. Breen, new studio head,
publicity.
A condition of company him, but Breen Instead will
tional
the first choice for the male lead.
meet RKO personnel for the first
Picture, based on a mag serial by staggered showings, with certain seccomes east for the anHagar Wilde, is the first of two to tions of the country seeing pictures time when he
nual sales convention later this
be produced and directed by Seiter far in advance of others is regarded
month.
has something to be avoided.
for U's 1941-42 program.

was

new

{

of

board last Thursday of Arthur W.
Keliy as operating head of UA is a
temporary move. Miss Pickford said.

.

to act cautiously

by

servers, its long-run effect was to
give greater stability and more continued earning power than by absorbing overhead by the distribution
of a larger number of pictures, some

That's the reason, of course, for iht
and Capra. Selznlck has two pIx to make under his
current UA deal, but has been stallOwners
ing for various reasons.
now want him not only to go to
work immediately, but extend his
contract and take a stock interest
Whether Selznick would otherwise
after his two plx
continue with
are delivered is considered dubious,
inasmuch as there have been plenty
It Is imderstood she atowner.
offers
other
companies.
of
from
tempted to obtain financing, but
Capra is said to favor an alignfailed on the terms' which she ofif certain details can
She is said to desire to put ment with
fered.
only a limited amount of her own be worked out. He is said to have
capital Into the production, figuring almost accepted a deal before Samher name on a film should have con- uel Goldwyn pulled out of the organization. Company would not only
siderable value.
make it possible for the producers to
buy stock interests, but would provide financing and underwriting of
production costs. «
Miss Pickford emphasized, howPIC ever,
that the stock is not to be
handed out on any sterling platter,
but will have to be 'earned' by the
Hollywood, June 8.
Anton Rothchek, recently arrived producers. 'No one handed us tha
from Europe, is negotiating a re- stock when we formed United Artleasing deal with United Artists for ists,' she said. 'We had to e^rn It,'
a story of the R.A.F., to be produced
She declared it would be distribin Hollywood. Picture will be based uted in the same manner Alexander
on a novel by Keith ^yling.
Korda obtained his b'ock— by paying
Rothchek plans early production, for Tt out of earnings over a period
with John Beal signed to the male of time.

early in August, thus permitting
public exhibition of some of the new
season's product in the various affiliated theatres and franchise cir-r
cuits prior to Sept 1, on which date

Pic

Sinuners

York Monday (2), Is to get
back
to 'its policy of 2i years ago, with
quality pictures
exclusively
and
fewer of them.' Although inmiediate profits to the stockholders frequently weren't so great under that
policy, according to industry ob-

tivities after

be finished and nationally released

Eddie Cantor's

Principal Idea of the owners, as
expressed by Mary Pickford in New

restrict

will go Into .production on her own, aside and apart
from her interest in Murray Silverstone's proposed unit the former
screen star revealed on her arrival
in New York, Monday (2). Her hurried trip east she Is skedded to

ago that complete deliveries would

driver's seat

Espy,

Now

'Coquette'
Mary Pickford

new product would be ready for inWith United Artists in its present
dependently or crated theatres. Film
It was that policy, however, which
unsettled state, Eddie Cantor has de- booker for one of the largest affililed some, among the company's Inpending production ated circuits said yesterday that the
die producers, to voice objections. cided to let his
fulWith the big profits being turned deal with the company simmer. He'll companies will be fortunate to 51
obligations. Total of
into the company, they considered head for the Coast after his final fill current
released by the five
the topper an 'owners' man' in con- broadcast in New York in about four pictures must be
majors in July and August to clean
trast to a "producers' man,' whom weeks and hopes by that time that
they would have preferred In the the UA future will be decided to the the slate.
Availability Fear
point where he can go on with ne-

GOLDWYN TO PRODUCE

Pickford

Would Remake

tent.

Reeves

la

Mary

batch of stock shortly tifter the presBy studios, completions of current
Monogram corporation was season product some of which reent
launched, obtaining all Mono print- mains in cutting rooms. In the proc
ing biz in return.
ess of final editing, are:
Trem Carr now heads Monogram
Metro, completed, 43; Paramount,
production, with Scott Dunlap in 41; RKO, 44; 20fh-Fox, 60, and Warcharge of turning out the A pic- ner Bros., 50.

upturn In the distributing
tures.
income. Silverstone's policy
to increase the number of pix
the company released each year, in

REEVES ESPY LEAVING

1,000 feet of bull ring
deleted from the U. S.

being restored for the
Latin-American version.
film,

promised deliveries.

was

way reducing the overhead by
spreading It over more product. The
setup was there and capable of
carrying tte load, the exec dgured,
end should be used to its full ex-

action,

,

UA

yonder.

About

are struggling with the
film distribution difiiculties as the
time of transition from old to new
methods approaches.
Need of completing the current
season's contractual obligations has
arisen
because
most cojnpanies'

outfit's

that

.

down

pictiures to

one whosa contract
With a loan of upwards of $100,company expires
another
with
000 virtually set. Monogram Is exshortly, but whose identity Is known
to UA toppers. He will be In the pected to pick up more than 66,000
basis. shares formerly held by. Pathe Film
profit-sharing
on
unit
a
Only 2 A Tear
Corp., according to reports this week.
Silverstone wiU make but two pic- Deal for new money is reported to
tures a year, and looks upon his have come from another laboratory
venture Into film production as company,
reputedly
Consolidated
'building something for myself and Films, which means Mono will switch
family for the future.'
its printing business away from Pathe

nan, he

Gus Mohme, manager

for 20th-Fox In Mexico, is In
Hollywood to supervise the injection of more toreador stuff
Into the picture for the public

who

existing
license
agreements with
theatres specify a definite number of
be released prior to Aug.
30.
One of the co'mpanies, 20th-Fox,
has held to July 31 for some years
as the seasonal closing date.
By
virtue of the consent decree terms,
20th-F6x beginning this fall will
start Its annual releasing season on
Sept 1, in line with the other ma-

With selection of- a successor to
Silverstone as United Arthead stUl vague, owners are
nevertheless determined to' revitalize
the company without delay by offering large-scale Inducements to topnotch producers who can be regarded
as potenflal future shareholders in
UA. David O. Selznlck and Frank
Capra are currently bein^ negotiated
with to this purpose.
ist;

HOW THEY STAND

sales

Pro Tern

Murray

Necessity of clearing the release
decks of all features promised under blanket contracts for the season
of 1040-41 Is the requirement facing
the five major companies that are
parties to the U. S. anti-monopoly
consent decree, before new product
to be released after Sept. 1 can be
shown publicly. The exception is
any film presented nationally on a
'roadshow* policy.

Former

United Artists chief, who resigned'
week, is in New York now arranging the financing, which will be
supplied partially by personal conby banks and In
tacts, partially
part
by Mary Plcklord.
lesser
Setup of the new outfit, to release
resemI rough UA, will somewhat
ble that of Mayfair Productions,
Jules Levey's organization which reSilverleases through Universal.
stone, whose greatest experlehca has
been in distribution, Just as Levey's
was as former salesmanager for
RKO, will give his prime attention
to the sales and booking of his film,
Which is a specialty with Levey that
last

Right Now:

Silverstone

Hollywood, June 8.
Bull fighting In the Hollywood
edition of 'Blood and Sand' is too
skimpy for the Mexican picture
fans, so the south-of-the-border
reels
contain mora toro se'quences.

Hey, Not So Fast

Much of his own coin will go Into
the new producing unit being set

Aim

Prestige Producers (Selznick-Capra);

Promised

*1940-41 season started Aug.

8

$300,000,

the latter would be acquired

by

-the

by ab-,ut mid-June for
Deal is set, she said, air
though it must be approved by the
court Other owners are Miss Pickford, Korda and Charles ChaplinJames Mulvey, Goldwyn v.p. and

company
$400,000.

eastern rep, was offered the post of
UA topper some wreks ago, but has
'Mr. Mulvey
definitely^ refused it.
loves Mr.^Goldwyn too much and Mr,
CJoldwyn loves fto. Mulvey too
much,' Miss P ''-'>rd commented.
'•t the Brooklyn
Mulvey is also \

Dodgers and of Ebbets Field, their
home.

a

,
!
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SOME LOWDOWN ON WHY BIZ IS GOOD IN
DIXIE-AND IT'S NOT Mi DUE TO DEFENSE
Selling Entertainment

Another

Is

As a

Cooperation

Policy,

Among

Hollywood, June 8.
Ancient Welsh song festival,
the Eistoddfod, one of the oldest

With Local Commerce Organizations
Sunday, and my
Br GEORGE McCALL
staff member, now em- In Gadsden in
cloudburst
oum Hollywood unit)

fEx-VABiEry

troupe and 1 landed
the middle of a

-

'

other.
I felt like a horse in a garage.

we (my Hollywood unit) just com- checker brought me the news and
We did a $560 matipleted 14 weeks in that territory.
It was news.
Important afternoon
There are lots of reason for good nee.
That's
Natbusiness down South. In a .business money In any man's theatre.
where the alibi is more important urally youll' say that we were 'a
than the result, here's one section stage attraction and as such was
of the country where the alibi Is something unusual.
That's not the
necessary to explain why new rec- case.
The Gadsden theatre has
That's played stage shows daily for the
ords haven't been br'okeiL
The rest'Ot the country has past nine years. The theatre has
run out of excuses for bad business, sqi^ nothing but policy, and the
reconstruction,
army people like the policy.
Defense,
camps and hundreds of other reasons
Policy has a great deal to do with
An overall summation of the inere given for the improved business the success of southern theatres.
dustry's effort in support of national
south of the Mason-Dixon line. They X.
T. u.
D. Kemp,
»-e"P' Jr., has been booking defense was supplied by Francis L.
help, but they also have their bad
Harmon, coordinator of the motion
into that later. The
jwints. rU go mto
points,
a^^
committee cooperating for
south has always been noted for low gooSf^me only fiUr However, heiP^";
wages and long working hours. De- g^s lieen able ti maintain the combo L"*""""! ^!^''P^''\'"^^V'
aT^J^^^
P.
the Ass_.n ot
fense hasn't changed that much. policy
- - Advertis^
lori-

Harmon Reviews

,

Film Industry

i

m

X"t"°se^rT5eS^ ^me

xowns for
soumem towns
most southern
Payrolls are higher but the work- Lver^al seasons. This is not an arguing hours are just as long. Up in ment for the comblnaUon policy, but
Pennsylvania, one of the most frea sustained policy, minus giveaways,
quent excuses for bad business is has been successful. At least In that
tiiat the workers are- working too
territory
hard, hence they're too tired to go
Manafen* IniUaUve
out. Somebody's wronj.
Managers throughout the south
Maybe theatre operators in the seem to have a great deal more
South are not selling individual pic- authority than managers in other
tures. Perhaps they are selling mothe country. They also

——

M

left

"one of his auditors in doubt in h^
!P°'=^-°"^°e fireside chat of last
Tuesday (27) as to the importance of
\'°^ thinking and acting in terms of
western hemispljere.'
Harmon contended that the attenI

!

tion of the film industry continues
^to be focused on- our own continuing
sections of
tion pictures in general as a source
have to know how to make popcorn. effort to achieve better understandof entertainment an avenue of esPopcorn in the southern states pays Ing and closer cooperation between
cape.
played a town in the north
many a theatre's rent, but between the 21 American republics,
where I was asked to address the
Besides listing films released under
popcorn and pictures they manage
Lions club. There were 12 theatres
the film defense committee's sponsorto knock out reasonable grosses.
in the town, under three different
Too much credit is given army ship, he stressed the significant conmanagements.
The operator -who
camps for good business. During my tribution of newsreels which 'is too
took me to the Lions Club did not
tour of the souQi t saw few soldiers often taken for granted.' Harmon
belong to the Rotary because tiie
in theatres in comparison to the 'stated that one-sixth of all newsn"n>ber of men now in cantonments, reel subjects during the second haU
«^
a Roterl«l%^r^^r
Rotarian.
Neither "it^?h"fnf
of Ihem be.h Democrats
t»«™~...»»o down
..
i.TTj *
«
.
True, they are all
of 1940 were related to national delonged to the Kiwanis, because the
there and perhaps they are getting tense. Also that presently, more than
third operator was a member of
a little better break in the matter 25% of current newsreel clips picthat group. They prefaced any refGovernment spending on im- turize activities bearing importantly
erence to each other by questioning of
provements, but the earning of the upon the defense effort and 'contribthe legitimacy of his birth.
Individual is below that of the'uted materially to national morale.'
I didn't run across any of that stuff
north, middle west
'During the past 10 months, the No.
In Dixie.
Every theatre operator worker in the,
Weather? They have 1 flim hero,' Harmon declared, 'has
and manager seems to be vitelly in- and far west
that In the south, .too, and it Is just been the civilian artisan at work in
terested In his business as a whole;
wet there as it is in Chi- airplane factory, armory and navy
not just bis theatre as an .individual as hot and
show did capacity bust- yurd, as newsreel editors have con
unit They fight for business, that's cage.
in Jacksonville on a day when tinued to dramatize effecUvely the
true, but their job seems to be sellrain fell pontinuallv from noon until jjjjuej hands
1
j. and
j trained
»— ) j eyes
- of
ing the theatre as a place to spend rain fell continually
The show be- master craftsmen in key industries.'
late in the evening.
a pleasant hour or two.
fore me had the same experience.
Prodnctlon
Trade Ass'n Co-op
What's wrong with theatre busi- ] Regarding production, the division
Every town in the country has Its ness? I can't say. If I could answer
headed
Y. Frank Freeman, with
Chamber of Commerce. That seems that I could make a mUlion. I Carryl by
F. Zanuck, vice-chairman,
to be a must, whether you're in haven't tried to give the soluUon
Harmon told the
that the
Gadsden, Ala. or New York. And, here. Tve attempted to give a few
j^^st important work thus far has
Incldentelly, more ~about Gadsden reasons why business is good where^een in the commercial field. He
later. Every member of the C. of C.
business, hasnit been too good in the ^ited Columbia's 'Spirit of 1941' and
tries to sell his town.
In the town past
In fact when I started for
there is usually an association com- that part of the coim^ I felt I was Metro's 'The Battle,' both shorts, as
Columbia's picture was
posed of automobile agencies, plumb- going on Oie 'deatti trail but com- examples.
^^j^ ^^ ^^e direct request of U. S.
ers, grocers, etc., who are vitally
pleted the tour with a different idea.
Service Commission to assUt
Interested in pulling together to sell
Down n that part of the country
placement of skilled civUian lamotor cars, fixtures, edibles, ete. the theatre operator and manager
armories and Navy
There Is no association of theatre have done a good job of selling the ^^^^^
.,i.he BatUe' dramatizes the
managers whose Jnterest is selling theatre as a place to go for enter«avv's service of auoolv
^avy^^^^rvi^^^^^
motion pictures. Out ia Hollywood

—

We

Olympic stopped at Plymouth to
take on some London passengers and
Paul Gerard Smith was poured
aboard. We framed the party lor
the <jrand° Duke before the dog
watch was put to bed. Eddie (Moulding was a passenger and we prevailed upon him to sing a song for
us and Alan Dwan promised to come
also.
Alan was on a return trip
honeymoon. It's like coming home
from a hanging, A lovely gal named
Catherine Flynn was on board and
she dug up a ukelele. Smith told her
if she would warble a few numbers
he would put her in show business.
Miss Flynn was engaged to Messmore Kendalr who owns the Cap!
tol theatre on Broadway but Paul
didn't know that
I'm no crystolgazer myseU.
Well we gave the
party as planned and it was a big

r-

•

IVf'J:""
"^!^,f.>t^^^
President Roosevelt
'l^'^ned that

!

'

'

I

|

.

[

i

I

^

.

success until I got hit in the eye,
tl^en it

|

My

j
'

,

I

—

were

vitally

interested

in

the

movies.

|

thing from two bits to $20 bills could
be spent It was "Boom Town' weekend for all of Dixie. Not since Grant
took Richmond has the north been
south in such quantity.

And

it

was

surprise,

all

MemMlea

ever read I told him. We talked
about Gib, Floyd Gibbons, and the
.i_ .
!
,
_
.
_ "
time we had in Paris and Berlin
with Lincoln Eyre of the World and
Webb Miller. Hemingway and Barney Gallant were in town but we
couldnt get them away from the
.

'

northern holiday.

Tarkmgtoii-Warners
Settfing

Tenrod'

^

Tarkington's suit against
Warner Bros, is in the process of
settlement
Action seeks damages
of $100,000, claiming the film company made 'Penrod and His Twin
Brother' not based on any story of
his.

The film company as its defense
asserted that the public associated
it,
end not Tarkington, with the
character of Penrod, as a result of
the many pictures It has made of
The settlement is
that character.
understood to give Warner Bros, the
rights to produce the Penrod stories,
and also gives the author some
money, the amount of which has not
yet been disclosed.

SAPPER'S

KEWABD

Hollywood, June 3.
Irving Rapper draws the director
chore on 'One Foot Ip Heaven' at
Warners as result of his recent job

on 'Shining

Victory.'

Fredric March and Olivia
Havilland are in the top spots.

Stadio Contracts
Hollywood, June

m
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tobacco and corn
V?*®**'',* i".?*
belt
asked the same questions as
those in other sections of the country. Maybe more there were interested in Gene Autry than elsewhere,
but that Indl/cates nothing.
To get back to Gadsden. That's a
good example of a small town.
Chances are you won't find it on the
'map. It-has about 15,000 population
Where or how
aild.'.thtee. theatres.
niiy.. manager dug
Imowi but .there

it

it

up
was,

I'll

never

an open

de

8.

gave me a letter of introduction to tion lifted by Edward Smalt
Harry Lewis inked player deal at
Spinelli and we both missed the
Warners.
plane to Paris the next momhig.
Uihment They have discouraged
Donna Drake's acting option hoistI thought that Carp had been a
as niuch as possible el'/a^.f^^o'
crease in number of features having French flyer but Hank told me ed by Paramount
any kind. Double bills haven't been ''"^"
„„„ ,„ uniform as leadmg charac- George had been singing In a cafe
Anatole Litvak renewed as direcallowed to eain the nooularity they
Pictures dealing with tenk
Berlin- and had been thrown into tor at Warners.
^
have attained in other sections of
Elliot Paul handed writer contract
parachute troops now are a concentration camp. Mlstenguett
Ihe couniry
eountrvland
b resuu
result business
Du:>ine5:> ,
ana as a
we
„_„j,,^#i-_
tu_,i>v,
Via,l the
tv.o King
vir^^ of Spain
c :_. spring him
i_>_ at Metro.
the
whole- had
production,
with
Is eood- Bood in a cart of the counFrances Neal's minor contract with
hearted cooperation of the Army, ac and he came back to Paris with
wherrmo^ey
al^^^^^^^
RKO approved by Superior Court.
;parole d'honeur.'
Harmon
<="'*'"e
less plentiful than elsewhere.
We talked about NeU Henry, Lynne Overman drew two-year
In the non-theatrical field, he reticket at Paramount
ferred to SO training films now be- Frankie O'Nell,- Sparrow Robinson,
Ed James "penned scripter coning made in Hollywood under the Tommy Lyman, Roy Barton and
tract at Republic.
auspices of the. Research Council of Dick Kleegan;
Hank knew everyAt It Again
Ray Jones signed new deal as
Being the ace ipan of the
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts body.
chief of Universal's still photogand
Sciences
in cooperation with Paris Trlb after he had covered the
Hollywood, June 3.
raphy istafl.
World War with Gib—well why
S. Army Signal Corps.
Fred Finkelhoffe became contract
Les Goodwins climbs the gang- U.
The U. S. Public Health Service, shouldn't he. We remembered the scribe at Metro.
trough the office of Lowell Melle{t, night Erskine Gwynne took us to the
Laurie Douglas former fashion
direct the'^new^feudTbetwe^
McLaglen and Edmund Lowe at recenUy requested the industry to Quatz Art Ball and we sat in Henri model, handed player contract by
Produce a non-theatrical film on Letellier's box and Billy Doyle Paramount.
rko
venereal
disease, Harmon said, and kicked the Agha Khan in the part of
riiiriin+i,,
Smiley Burnette's option renewed
Goodwins is piloting
the
anatomy
this
been
underteken
by
the
has
of
the
same
name,
by Republic.
"Mexican Spitfire's Baby,' formerly
We had some more brandy—'Well,
Fay Holden inked new contract at
called "Lord Epplng Sees a Ghost,' Academy's Research Council on a
non-profit basis.
Zanuck's commit- I've seen them all,' I told him, "but Metro.
on the same lot
tee is remaking a three-reel film on the story you wrote about the DiBabs Savagje. dre.w moppet. pact at
life at West Point, silent version of vine Sarah's last mile was a lulu.'
Republic.!'.
to Legit which was titled 'Cadet Days' and
'It was a good story,' he finally adRichard
pianist,
Haydel, boy
made in 1926. This is being done for mitted. "The paper got a' lot of fan signed by Metro.
Hollywood, June 3.
Rosemary Lane makes her legtt the War Dept public relations mail on that one, but let me tell you
Leni Lynn's player option hoisted
debut next fall on Broadway In bureau.
a little secret— the story had my by Republic.
'Young Man's Family,' to be proRegarding
distribution,
the
division
name at the top on the by-line but
_
Virginia Grey handed a new actduced by George Abbott.
'headed by W. A. Scully, Harmon eX' I didn't write It. It was written by a ihg termer at' Metro.
Actress is currently on vacation in plained that more than 10,000 exhibi- lad who was "working for me
George (Gabby) Hayes bptioiied
California.
(Continued on page 23)
man named Vincent SheeaUt'
at Republic.
1

I
'

Tiff

Booth

!

;

1

too.

'the nether side of the

he

^

hour at a UmV Not silly questions
though there were maiiy "of them
—but Intelligent questions.
They

I

We

CWU

when

the

dome.

AMPA

peared in theatres to a total attend-,
ance of over 600,000 people. They
couldn't get enough of Hollywood.
They fired questions, at me for an

for

Fred Zinneman inked new contract as shorts director at Metro.
Mary Jo James drew player ticket
got to talking about restaurants—Montaigne Traltures, the res- at' Warners.
Marvin Borowsky signed as jutaurant of William the Conqueror at
Dives. The Cochon Au Lait over on nior writer at Metro.
Robert Stack's option picked up
the Left Bank and the Auberge Du
by Universal.
Ped Nim.
We opened another quart of Jack Otterson, chief art director
brandy. We got around to Georges at Universal, renewed for year.
Stephen Morehouse Avery's opCarpentier. The night in London

,

the Producers Association does something or other about the industry but
it only affects the country at large
matters such as Lana Turner's
sweaters come out in the open.
im,-*
1
1-1
-i. J .
That
people
are interested
in motion pictures Is not a rumor. They
acti^lly are.
I telked to 6ver 100
service clubs, talked to the student
bodies of such universities as> Illinois, Drake, Florida and others. Ap-

colossal.

W9II Hank and I had a couple of
double brandies and got to talking
about Paris. I told him about the
thrill I got ojtt of his story in the
Chi Trlb about Sarah Bernhardt's
funeral. That was the best story I

'

.

was

Paris

1

.

n^

i

blame,' I said.
'He told me that
Boris was sailing on my ship and
that it might be a good idea to throw
a party for him. We would be at
sea on Jan. 13, the Russian New
Year. I forgot all about it until the

'

in
m

juleps

.

—

,

:

was iced

Result

gaunt gullets of hotel keepers, exhibitors, restaurant owners, recreation
park operators and proprietors of
the sundry other si>ots where any-

Memorial Day, it must be remembered, is not something the folks on
Mason-Dixon
a party for the Grand Duke Boris celebrate.
South'n folk have an
and got hit in the eye with a bottle earlier Confederacy grave-decorating
of Lanson 27,' reminded Hank.
event which yields the same senti'Well Arno Dosch-Fleurot was to ment but hardly the cash of the

In Natl Defense

.

cars.

We

had -three or four more before I
remembered I had ordered my dinner at the Ituch counter.
'Why
don't you sit with us,' Hank said,
and he didn't have to ask me twice.
The brunet gave the green signal
and we sat down at a table.
'Haven't seen you since the night
Basil Woon threw the party for the
Rough Club at Foyot's,' I said to
Hank. *Dq you know what happened
on the Olympic?'
'Sure I do,' said Hank. "You threw

ture.

.

to the glrL

every cotton field; parents and
I'm fat and 90
looked like heU.
sweeties of recruits rolled in from
plus and no bargain if I wear taUs
the- north like- waves in special
but Hank insisted on me having an- trains,
extra buses and hordes of

John Ford, director, has SO
warblers thus far, and is arranging for 'three weeks of recording to go along with the pic-

.

said, 'Hello, Bill,'

picture

My

There's a cotton mill on the edge
If you are looking for the box of- of the town, two hotels and a flock
fice reports you'll find them else- of beer parlors. Optside of the thewhere in this Issue. You won't see atres and radio the only entertainany report on Columbia, S. C, New- ment the town has to offer is radio
Of course there is
port News, Va., "Jacksonville, Fla. or and jukeboxes,
kindred spots in Dixie, but believe always tobacco-chewing, but all of
me it's a Holiday in Dixie as far as Gadsden doesn't go In for that. It
show business is concerned. I Icnow, was still raining at 6 p.m., but my

In Dixie Invasion

Spartanburg, 8. C, June 3.
Dixie saw more money over the
and introduced
They were dressed past weekend than at any time since
the Confederacy stopped printing
for somewhere and I was wearing an
With the south sportits own bills.
open flannel shirt that rich motion
directors effect
On me It ing an Army camp in practically

He
me

In the world, will be represented
by 80 Welsh singers in the 20th>
Fox production, 'How Green Was
Valley,' which is localed in
the coal mining district of Wales.

ceeing his

B.0. 00 Weekend

8.

I was having my •wmiag oooktall
at MusM-IVmnks, a double Johnny
Walker blaok label with plain water.
I heard a voice at my elbow ordering two dry Martinis and I looked
Into the back bar mirror and tiiere
was Hank Wales end a girL I said,
'Have the first one on me, Hank.'

No Do-Ra-Me'« Here

One Factor—
Men and

Theatre

1941

Draftee Kin SweD

GealleMieftttheN
Br BOX ALUQAN
Hollywood, June

4,

Rosemary Lane

'

-

—

>
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LAG CONFUSES EXHI6S

BIZ
Is

That the Answer?
Jun*

8.

i 110 6.0.

You can't ask defens* workers to put in another half-day shift la
the picture houses.
That was the answer of one exhibitor here to the reason why hundreds of thousands of mechanics, pulling down goodly earnings in the
vast armaments industries in Detroit, are conspicuously absent from
the boxofllce of the town'i theatres given solidly to double features.
'You can't expect a guy, after putting in eight hard hours in industry, to go home, clean up and then spend another four hours working
through two pictures,' exhibitor said.
However, nobody in Detroit is breaking with tradition which produces the neat impasse of everybody offering bargains but all the
bargain hunters staying away.

U

Deadlocked Jury

six-to-six,
deadlocked,
hopelessly
and they were discharged by Judge
Robert N. Pollard.

Walter H. Gahagan, Jr., special
and nephew of screen
Helen Gahagan, yesterday
(Monday) said his request for a new
trial at an earlier date had been denied because Judge Pollard, specially
assigned to the case by the U. S.
Supreme Court, had a full calender
in his home court at Richmond, Va.
•

actress

The jurors explained

many had been
Judge's

charge

spiracy.'
to five

for

At

first

later

confused

Situation Is the

KEY

Jud^e Davis

Later

one

Fox's N. Y. Bealty Suit
$1,200,000 suit of the Lexington Ave. & 59th St. Realty Corp.,
against William Fox, has been post-

poned to Oct. 8 for
the postponement

trial

Reason for

is that attorneys
settlement will be
the interim which
will terminate the action.
Suit was started against William
Fox, Fox Theatres Corp., and Milton C. Weismen, receiver, in 1932,
but was settled .as' to the last two in
March, 1937. Action sought damages for the alleged failure of Fox
Theatres to go through with a deal
and build a theatre on plaintiff's site.

that

worked out

Philadelphia, June

They

come
ways had enough money
in to kill time.

a

in

Wilcox, Neagle in

New

Combo Deal With

RKO

Hollywood, June 3.
Herbert Wilcox and Anna Neagle
are making a new deal with RKO
as a producer-star combination.
Originally signed for 'Nurse Edith
CaveU,' the pair has finished three
other pictures on the RKO lot. last
of which was the musical 'Sunny.'
The others were 'Irene' and 'No, No,
Nanette.'

CITIES

seem

just doesn't

8r

to

REPORT

be an answer

for at

so.

Philadelphla^With more than

Baffalo
about the

—

Much

future,

wishful thinking
but nothing to

8.

new

to talk contract revisions
with the local unions,- but want to
get the go-ahead signal from the International
Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees to guarantee that
any deals they set will not be kicked
over by the International. That old
bugaboo about jerking theatre projectionists alpo Is causing them to

move

officers.

Several of the leaders also are
Is

A

east when Y. Frank Freeman received a letter from lATSE locals
stating they' intended to handle their
own negotiations without any aid
from prexy George E. Browne and
other national officers of the lATSE.
Heretofore, tha producers have set
all lA contracts with the' national
officers and the workers ftiemselves
have had little or nothing to say
about the deals.

over.

ONE FILM UNION
ASKS

Powwow Wed.

BROWE

Negotiating

lATSE

HoUywoodi June

A

3.

resolution calling for the resig-

BioS end George

Monday

night by the Motion Picture Studio
Set Electricians Local' 728. Also Included in the plank-walking would

was

passed

is

volume

TOPS

FROM AMUS.

'

I

I

:

;

,

I

i

tinues as resident manager of both.
R. Lynn, has been
of the Strand, and
he continues as manager. The St.
John's Capitol has M. A. Milligan,

At Sydney, E.
owner-manager
ex-Paramount
major owner.

I

"The Yearling', one of Metro's
high-budget productions, replacing
Victor Fleming, who piloted the
early scenes on location at Ocala,
of

.

Canadian

He

is

chief,

now an

with Odeon.

as

ing and food. Much money also was
used In evacuating more than 1,000,000 women and children before the

Axis power arrived.

'Fla.

Change

exec

result of

is

understood to be the

mounting

costs,

which are
mark, and

approaching the $2,000,000
battle between F.P.-C. and N. other difficulties in the Florida fllmNathanson, ex-head of Famous 'ing, which still requires three more
Players-Canadian, and now chief of weeks of shooting.
Odeon, shapes up definitely in the
east by the Robson moves.
I

Pommer Threatens

1

If

SCHDNZEL'S 'VICTOEY'

Hollywood, June 3.
Hollywood, June 3.
One of the high-budget pictures on
Schunzel moves into
director spot on 'Strange Victory,' to Paramount's 1941-42 program is 'ForShe washes up her 20th-Fox deal be produced by Sol Lesser for United est Rangers,' to be filmed in Technicolor.
with 'Sun Valley Serenade,* now in Artists release.
Fred MacMurray, Preston Foster,
production, and while other offers
Martha Scott has top femme role
are being weighed, skater is said to and William Hurlbut iA doing the Stirling Hayden and Patricia Morison head the cast.
prefer blade tours. ~
screenplay.

Rheinhold

RKO

Suit

Cancels Pact

Hollywood, June

Pommer

3.

threatening legal
action against RKO if the studio carries out its threat' to cancel his prois

ducer contract. Two films he was
committed to make under the remainder of his pact have been

handed

to

Tay Garnett,

10

to

due here from

New York

Thurs-

day (5) after a stopover in Chicago
for confabs with union heads there.
In a letter to the studio imlon
heads. Freeman stated; 'The only
reason that I and fellow executives
cannot sit with you during negotiations Is not due to a lack of inclination on our part or the failure to
realize the importance o( these negotiations, but is due to the fact that
we have our studios to operate and
cannot give the time .necessary to
attend personally'the many negotiating meetings that must be held.'
Locals are demanding a 'handsoff' policy by the Interatlonal In ef-fecting a new contract for workers.
When the letter was receivedi the
producers spent several hours in
conference, and then called in the attorneys. The general manager of one
studio is said to have contacted
Willie Bloff at his San Fernando Valley ranch to learn whether It would
be okay for them to talk with the
locals.
Bioff Is reported to have told
them to go ahead and talk with the

Famous Players-Canadian, made •

GREEK

for

meet tomorrow

ences.
lA leaders insist on. dealing directly with studio heads, fearing that
they will be stalled until early fall
when the slack period sets In. Casey

(2)

Department store
Minneapolis
is up 14% above a year ago; be all lATSE-appointed officers.
while theatre grosses are down 15
Bioff appears Thursday (5) before
to 25%. One exhib takes a reverse U. S. Commissioner David Head for
routine inspectional tour every three slant: "Think how bad It would be a hearing on the removal order to
•months. Now he's back but not on if it weren't for the defense spend- N. Y. to face, trial on the extortion
routine.
At vice-president of the ing.'
charge.
He Is expected to waive
new Odeon theatre circuit, he has
PUtsburgh—Steel's defense gravy examination and ask that the $25,000
been busy holding conferences, and Is apparently oozing out to other bond be continued pending his apout of these have come the acquisi- sources than theatres, with no sign pearai^ce in the N. Y. federal court.
tions of the Casino, in Halifax; Capi- of the dough at the shrivelling b.o.s.
tol and Empress, in Moncton; Strand Draft siphoning off all the swains
in Sydney, Capitol, St. John's, New- is advanced as one reason for the
RELIEF
foundland. And, with likelihood of
at least one Odeon theatre for St.
Cleveland—A 20% hike in payJohn, and possibility of affiliation en rolls this year has accounted to date
$850,000
bloc with Odeon by the Franklin Sc for nothing more than a 10-30%
Herschorn circuit of Mayfair and drop in grosses. With new and used
In excess of $850,000 was raised
Regent in St John, Community in car sales and housebuilding boomYarmouth, Mayfair and Dundas In i'ng, scientifically - minded exhib by the Greek War Relief Assn., Inc.,
Dartmouth, Family and Community opines: 'It's a social-economic sit- amusement Industry division, Adolph
Robson, on his surprise uation in which people are passing Zukor, chairman, announced Monin Halifax.
This does not include the
tour, was taken from an airways up luxuries to stock up on essentials day (2).
money snared on the Coast by the
plane at Moncton to St. John by car 'and get on their financial feet.'
for a conference by J. M. Franklin,
Canal Zone— Here's a pretty sight, committee headed by Samuel Goldtop man of F. & H.
and the only one in view. Biz is wyn, which probably boasts the total
The Casino, Halifax; Capitol and good, what with soldiers, sailors and which the film business raised to
St. marines pouring in to protect one more than $1,000,000, it was stated
Capitol,
Moncton;
Empress,
by Zukor.
John's, have been in the F.P.-C. of Uncle Sam's prime assets.
More than 8,000 theatres particiThe Casino was built and
lineup.
pated in the drive, being the largest
equipped on fastidious lines for R. J.
number ever enrolled for a charity
Macadam, who died recently. His
Tearling'
Pilots
as
Change
The
drive in the film business.
estate made the transfer to Odeon.
amount collected far exceeded that
At Moncton, F. W. Winter, owns and
manages the Capitol and Empress, Costs Mount to $2,000,000 of any similar cause by the industry.
Of the money raised approxitwo-thirds of the local theatre crop.
mately $600,000 was cabled to Greece
Winter had both his houses with
Hollywood, June 3.
F.P.-C the past six years. He conKing Vidor is the new director and used in buying medicine, cloth-

night

formulate
plans for an Immediate get-together
with producers on the new setuo.
Labor leaders are taking issue with
Y. Frank Freeman, Producers Association head, on his move delegp'in^
authority to Pat Casey and Fred
Pelton for setting up the structure
for a basis of settlement of differ-

BIOFF QUIT

nation of Willie

(4)

committees

studio locals

(Wednesday)

Browne

—

cautiously.

Pat Casey, producer labor contact.
reported rushing to the Coast

to handle the situation.
hurry-up
call for his services were telephoned

with officials of the Congress of
Organizations, with
Industrial
the idea of making a quick move
Into the CIO if there is any effort by the International to take

fense industries.

Par's Seqnoian Budgeter
3.

willing

known to have been in conference

Erich

Hollywood, June

has given the producers a bad Case
of jitters. The major companies are

to interfere in their negotiations.
There has been soma talk of demanding that all International
and that a special
convention be called to select

show

at the b.o. here for the vast
Industrial payroll built up by de-

The

Sonja llenle may forego pictures
for a spell and confine herself to
skating activity in rinks around the
country.

8.

against

officers resign

L.

Sonja on Ice

'charges

George E. Browne and Willie
Bioff, and openly announced they
did not want the lATSE (AFL)

$1,-

000,000,000 in defense orders being
filled here, some exhibs are suggest<L
ing that the boys are too tired from
the overtime to get to a theatre.
Twilight baseball, golf and 'depressing' newsreels are other reasons
ascribed for empty seats.

THEATRES
June

extortion

'

3.

Demand of 10,000 studio film technicians for immediate opening of negotiations on wages and conditions

—

This is one of the
Coast's shipbuilding and industrial
centers and, even during the depression throughout the rest of the
country, was one ol the better sections. Yet the b.o. has been shrinking for months and continues to do

al-

ODEON ADDING

B.,

Hollywood, June

In?

The workers are incensed over

.

NATHANSON'S

John, N.

Move

some key cities:
San Fr<tnclsco

least a 15c matinee.'

St.

to

Hollywood, June

Same

to strangely shrinking grosses In the
face of enormous defense spending
and booms in other industries. Yet,
virtually everywhere the situation is
the same. Here's a roundup from

that

The

state

Ways

Interpreting 'conFor 31 years, Clarence Robson, of
they stood seven Toronto, as theatre supervisor for

acquittal.

CIO

the

Exhlbs, whose reputation is apparently only second to nitery operators for thinking up alibis for bad
biz, are, for probably the first time
In history, currently stuttering. They
have a hundred reasons for the sagging b.o., but not a one that they
even haU believe themselves. There

BoxoSice has withered so in
PhiUy, one exhib here is actually moaning for the 'good old
days,' when most of his customers
were on rellet Said he:
'At least than they didn't have
anything to do all day and would

by the

juror swung toward conviction but
there they became deadlocked. At
10:30 p.m. Thursday night, after
nearly seven hours of deliberating,
they notified the Court they couldn't
agree and were discharged.
Fox, who had pleaded guilty and
was the Government's star witness,
will probably be sentenced after the
new trial. The ex-motion picture
tycoon is out under bail.

Everywhere

the

Relief Both

Has Fdm Producers

Worried; Casey Summoned to Coast

Film Grosses, Yet VirtU'
ally

retired

member of the U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals, and Morgan S. Kaufman,
former bankruptcy referee, will have
a new trial early in the fall on
charges they were Involved in a conspiracy in which William Fox, film
magnate, is alleged to have giyen the
jurist $27,500 in 'loans' while Fox's
bankruptcy litigation was pending
In Davis' court. Their first trial in
Federal Court here ended Thursday (29) when the jury became

prosecutor

A

3.

of 10,000 Studio

Any Answer for Shrinking

fFhiladelphla. June

Warren Davis,

J.

Technicians

There Doesn't Seem to Be

(Wa Fox) Case; New Trial in tlie Fall
Judge

Wage Demands

E

Detroit,

locals,

made
|

but efforts still were being
reach Browne, who about

to

that time was surrendering in Chicago on an extorlion charge. He
later was released in $?0,000 bail.
The situation finally was checked
up to Pat Casey, with a request that
he leave for the Coa.st at the earliest

moment

possible.
He was reported
have trained out yesterday (Monday) and should reach Hollywood
on Thursday.
The decision of the locals to go on
their own was reached at a conference of lATSE busiress representatives called by chairman Harold V.
Smith, business agent for the Sound
Technicians. The group of business
representatives has now been exto

panded

to

include three additional

A com-"
draft a
and bylaws for the always dnd means
committee also has been appointed.
members from each union.
named to

mitlee has been
constitution
lied

groups, and a

Slumming With Gable
Hollywood, June 3.
'Honky Tonk,' co-starring Clark
Gable and Lana Ttuner, rolled yes-

Studio claims that Ponjmer's illness Is delaying production of his terday (Mon.) at M?tro, with Frank
pictures and, it is imderstood, will Morgan in a top supporting role.
Jack Conway Is d^ecUng.
demand termination of Us contracts.

—

-

Wednesday, Jane

EXPLOITATION

8

FligliU of

Yet Film Salesman Recalls When

Fancy

Omaha s Fdm Row Revamps

Theatre Managers Were Showmen

Ban Antonio, Juna
In conjunction with fhe ibowlns
of Paramounf aviation eplo which
was filmed here, *I Wanted Wings,'
Hangar Six, Inc., at Stlnson Held
here Is offering as a prize a
Piper Cub 05 h.p. airplane and a

4,

1941

as Borg

Replaces Olson; Olher Ijhn Briefs

-

San Francisco, June 3.
Treadmill discussions on the plight
ct show biz always rise up in times
cuch as the present, when a general
downslant sets In, but seldom get

WB

Baflyhooer Berns

Ties io

anywhere. A chance recollective remark by George Seach, on the occa-

course of eight hours In flying -for a
60-word letter answering the ques-

Bill Berns, oi
office publicity

Warner

home

Bros.'

department, has been

sion of his 25th anniversary as a picthe exclusive franchise by
ture peddler In San Francisco, handed
Showmen's Variety Jubilee, sponsors
points up a significant factor.
1 remember,' he reminisced, "when of Atlantic City's annual beauty
the glint would come into a theatre.' pageant, for selection of Miss New
manager's eyes before I'd even fln-, York, Berns got the franchise via
Ished my sales talk; he was already his after-Warner hours press-agentlaying out a campaign in the back of ry for Starlight Park In the Bronx,
his head. More than once that cam- where finals of the pulch contest
paign has sprung into action be- will be held Aug. 17.
fore I could fold up a contract after
^ negotiating with RKO to
the signing. I've seen managers caUipyn „fl preliminaries In the circuit's
In their publicity and poster, men (j^jy^gg throughout the city. Initial
and start things buzzing before tiie' jydgings get under way early in
Those fellows had j^jy^ Franchise-holding pufl artist
Ink was dry.
Ideas—and showmanship!' _
Is actually a triple-threat man, also
I

^

1

.

George Kline, Boyertown, June ig
Omaha, June 8.
Irving Cooperman, assistant maai
Omaha's film row Is undergoing
changes. Russell Borg of Kansas City ager of S-W's Strand, upped to manhas replaced C. K. Olson, long time ager of Llndley.
Sid Bloomfleld and Sam Tannemanager of the local branch exchange of Warner Bros. Olson's baum dissolved partnership In ope>
In other cities.
are Indefinite but he may go to rating the New Ideal.
Majestic theatre, which Is showhig Slans
Stanley Arnold, S-W booking delansas City. Otto Slegel, Unlveirsal
the film, la offering official entry manager, goes to Buffalo for
and is partment, deferred by his draft
blanks which can be obtained by any replaced by W. H. Sherman iof board after getting a gala farewell
by his colleagues and four weeks'
Indianapolis.
one over 16 years of age.
Pat Marksbury of Sioux City, gay from the company. He left on
brought here to replace Lou Eggart is vacation instead.
(draftee) as treasurer of the Brandels
Brandt's IM Bonses
theatre, doesn't like It and has
Takeover of operations of seven
dropped out. Replacement to be anNew York City film theatres in the
nounced soon.
Knickerbocker and Belle chains by
Harry Brandt last week gives him
Kennit Carr Back in Dea Mdnea
control of nearly 100 theatres in the
De^ Moines, June 3.'
Greater New York area.

'Why I Want to Fly.'
liOcal entries are submitted In a
national contest which will be held

tion

With A.C Beauts

U

!

Si Seadlor Puts

The Pitdi on For

Kermit Carr returned to manage
the Des Moines theatre. He replaces
Harry Holdsberg, enlisting in army.
C!arr joined Trl-States Theatre Corp.
In 1929 as u^er at Paramount, later
manager of that house and In 1937
went to Ottumwa, la., to manage the
Ottumwa there. House was destroyed
by fire April 21 last
Blank, president of TrlA.
States Theatre Corp., has purchased
the Young Realty Co. building and
site on tht southwest corner of Seventh and Walnut from Mrs. Lafayette Young, Jr., widow of the publisher of the former Des Moines

N.Y. Subway Bally

'

Seach draws no comparisons with doing a film commentary show on
methods, but does admit that WBNX, In the Bronx, and WPAT,
some of the new generation has the Paterson, which he Is tlelng In with
old-time flair.
the Miss America contest
shown jreathas
Competition
the'
too,
strides In showmanship,
veteran conceded, with an example 'C««»f
CntUlfurA
IfldWlUIU
being Shipstad & Johnson's 'Ice Fol-I OiaildtC
lies' at the Winterland.
-

modem

!

Seach's passing reference could
stand a follow-up. The ice bunch
•
o
made a terriffic play for the MemoKeVlSeS Its Ads,
So
rial Day holiday crowd while most of
the theatres did nothing. The 'Follies' spent
and is making money; 24
Metro is revising entire campaign
sheets ^1 oyer the place; innumer-.
^ Joan Crawford picture, 'A Womable radio tieups; flashes in down-'
„
,-1
1.1
•
down wIndows^ splashes in every ."^s Face,' as result of big biz picdid at United Artists theatre in
ture
society,
paper
news,
section of the
theaue, sports; all the angles which Detroit, where the regular selling
discarded
the
were
in
favor
of
ideas
biz.
went
with
theatre
show
once
unusual. There star was billed in
the ads as 'Scarface' Crawford, with
photographic Insets showing muti-

u/in

h tl'

M-U

—

,

,

—

CAPT. LYNN FARNOL

AT MITCHELL FIELD
Lynn Famol has been

called to
active duty in the U. S. Air Corps
with rank of captain. Former United
Artists pub-ad head, now operating
his own publicity office in New
York, Is due to report for one year's
service on June 16.
He has been
assigned to MltcheU Field, L. I,
where he will be in charge of publie' relations.
He plans to continue
operation of his office. He served
In 'the Army Reserves from 1920 to
.

York.

•

located in the area where the new
Chrysler lank arsenal and other defense industries are springing up, as
well as new residential centers.

K

VABiErr as a
an Industry

That's why
that supports us all.
some of the boys, including the
writer, felt that an Injustice had
been done, Innocently enough. In Capital.
Purchase price was not disclosed.
article on the 'Movie of tiie
Month' selection by the New York Actual value of the. ground, as set
by tax appraisers, is
Subways Advertising Co. This piece recently and
the building $51,980. It
$291,520
appeared In your May 14 issue on Is said to be one of the largest outpage 8.
right sales of Walnut street retail
I thought you would perhaps like property here in the last 30 years.
Blank states he made the purchase
to get for your readers the viewpoint of at least one of tiie adver- for Investment purposes and has no
myself, a present plans for Improving the
tising men concerned,
viewpoint that is concurred in by property.

Aiken Back

In the Bis
Pittsburgh, June

3.

CJharles Aiken,' out of show biz sev.
eral years, named manager of HarrisManos theatre In Jeannette, succeed-

ing H. A.

Doman. Aiken, one time

Republic salesman in this district,
has lately been sales rep locally for
Sun Oil Co. At one time, he was
Par manager In Atlanta and has also
represented various indie exhibs In
se vera l spots.
just acquired Alpine, Punxsutawney, from Harry Batastini. House

WB

was an Indie and had no connection
with local Alpine

Batastini
have spoken.
recently annoimced plans for erection
AUI Hicks' AddlUon
^What the'subway people are atof a new theatre at Marionville. Deal
Baltimore, June 3.
tempting to do is for the benefit of
C. W. (BiU) Hicks added to his gives Warners two houses in Punxsy,
our business and should be heartily string of local nabes the downtown other being the Jefferson, which is
lated right side of her face, which
encouraged.
Such an article as sure-seater Little. Class house fea- piloted by Mrs. Mariette McCartney,
Metro had been careful' to avoid in
Vjuubtt printed would tend to dis- turing foreign and art plx will con- only woman manager in WB chain.
all its previous layouts.
Two indie spots, Nu-Luna and
courage the subway advertising out- tinue same policy under manageDecision
was made following ^t which believes good pictures are ment of Maxwell Weinberg, who Gable in Sharon, merged in partnership agreement and will, be operated
early release returns.
spending operated for Sam Blum,* previous by a new corporation known
and
are
newsworthy
as
owner.
Biz was good In every one of the money to support this belief.
Sharon Theatre C3o. Harry Stahl, of
keys with the exception of Detroit,
The article intimates that the film
Nu-Luna, together with his brother,
Detrrit Screen Clob .Elects
where it was smash.
Herman Stahl, Oil City exhlb, repIndustry is carping about the variDetroit, June 3.
resented first house and John Muller
In towns where 'Face' has already ous selectons and that 'some tiieatre
Russell Ruben, of Amusement Sup- acted
for the Gable in deal, which
played M-G is rushing the new cam- men have called It unfair.' I ques- ply Co., named president of the became
effective Sunday (1).
paigns to exchange caters in order tion whether many theatre men Detroit Screen Craft Club. .Other
Charles Lynch, veteran theatre
would resent an enterprise that has officers elected are: Nat Goldstaff, man here, has joined
to catch coining subsequent runs.
the Harry
the general good of picture business Graystone theatre, vice-president; Hendel organization as manager of
at heart, even thou^ 'the movie of Sol Goldberg, Esquire, secretary- Hendel's New Granada while Frank
the month' selection does not happen treasi^rer; Manny M. Schare, Town, Reller becomes assistant to Marty
NEIDES
rh6 \';t^^^IL^r''^^^',:^^^3^.^V^ Burnett, manager of Perm, for sumto be playing at their house.
Aj?"*^^'"' ««uUve board mem-, n,er. Temporarily replaces Walter
subways wiU be carrying these car- her.
Kessler, who will serve as relief
cards for many months to come and
Mj„».*)..»«>~, r^„K
16
i^.!iP'«"!8« in Loew. district managed
there will be opportunities for aU theatee men's social clubs, also has
S'y^^XJ cSllenZin a^^^^^
to win the selection. One might by elected officers with Samuel J. Co- T^Briefles- J
Keil^on
tha
San E^ancisco, June 3:
tiie same token hisUt that aU Tic- mella. Jam Handy Pictures, presi- shingletowTi' exhlb^le^^'for
sS!
Hal Neides, former manager of the ture of the Month' choices. Academy dent; Edgar A DouvUle Globe thea- week vacXrin Califwnfa.
Sam
^e,
vice-president;
Walter
Rickens,
Orpheum who recently handled the Awards, Trade Paper Polls, be aban- ^v«^ly' secretary; Carl Rush, Oak- Rotbensteln, Cambridge Springs and
0^^^^
•
one picture at a time mnn tr<>Bsiiri>r iinH .ToTnao 7-ii,^,lcnn West AligulDpa
theatre
"nsa'^e Owner, recampaign on 'Fantasia' at the Geary doned because
man, treasurer, and James Davison, covered "'*..'>'*"'
after serious operation.
must -win.
recording secretary.
for Walt Disney, has been named
Carolyn Lelberman, of WB theatre
B.O. Hype
office and sister-in-law of Harry
division head for 16 Golden State
From a practical consideration,
Ed Alperson's BKO Berth
Kalmine, Warner zone manager, will
and Lavln theatres in the Frisco ter- the. 'Movie of the Month' car-cards
Eddie L. Alperson, appointed gen- be married to Jerry
Goldberg early
ritory, headed by Bob McNeil Spot
reaching an estimated circulation of eral manager of film buying and
was last held by Roy Cooper, now 151,000,000 readership actually bring booking department of RKO thea- next month. .Bob Kay new student
salesman for M-G, coming here from
chief film buyer for the circuit.
tres by Charles

whom

others to

I

circuit.

,

Double wedding of members of
Famol's staff took place on Saturday
Burt Champion, formerly of
(31).
UA press department and now Farnol's
assistant,
was married to
Lucille Palmer, nltery singer, in
New York. Nancy Hartshorne Free-

man, Farnol's secretary, aisled it
With Fred J. Harper, Jr., salesman
f6r the publishing house of Duell,

&

like to think of
constructive force In

Spangler'a Fae.eUft
Detroit, June 3.
F. R. Spangler enlarging and remodeling his Capitol, Utica, Mich,

.

|
'

1924.

Sloan

New
Editor, Vabibtt:

We

Houses taken over by Brandt are
the Harlem-Grand, Star, Palestine,
Delancey, Clinton, Palace and Bijou,

Pearce in Philly.

I

HAL

—

HEADS UP
COAST THEATRES

'

I

51^"^^

1

.

.

'

1
'

. .

'

Aerial

Show as BaOy

For 'Wings'

Neides drew written praise for his
exceptional campaign, on the Disney
opus, which had one of its most successful runs In the country here.

in Detroit

June 3.
Those premiere searchlights, which
Detroit,

'Shoes' to Get Special

usually just pencil the sky, came in
for a real workout in connection
with the opening here of 'I Wanted
Wings' at the Michigan. Utility as
well as flash value came out when
the theatre arranged for a special air
show by the First Pursuit Group of

Showing for B'way

Mob

1

{

Broadway

diaracters are
guests
when Jules

to

be

I

i^T

I

^d

-

highlights typical

Levey

is

Broadway

figures,

sending a special invite

such personalities as Broadway
Rose, Harry the Horse, High-Odds
to

CUMMINS •BEVIVAl' POnCY

Arnold. Broadway Sam and others.
Samuel Cummins, New York op- Blocks of seats 'will be reserved for
Lindy
bunch,
songpluggers,
erator, has leased Casino, local home the
horse players, the Jacobs. Beach
of burlesque, from George Jaffe for
the summer and will turn It into crowd, performers, columnists, sports
a "revival' house during June to scribes, etc.
Levey's assistants, headed by Jim
August Plans to show only old
i..-^ ...J
silent hits, first of which opened Luntzel, have been using their own
over weekend. It was 'Chaplin on Broadway' dawn patrol to assemble
Parade,' coUecUon of four of Chap- one of the most comprehensive "blue
books' of the main stem ever comlln's two-reel comedies.
Deal with Cummins was closed Pii^- Luntzel's assistants include
only after Jafle had tried for three Leo Lindy, Steve Hannagan, Bob
weeks, following end of hurley sea- Goldstein and Joe Gould,
Tight Shoes' was given a sneak
son, to peddle sex exploitation plx
and living model' stage show for preview at the RKO Colonial, N. Y,
adulb only', but without much suc- recently and also at the Uncaln, In
Miami.
cess.
Pittsburgh, June

manager,

^""^

tended

ttiat

"
tills

general Detroit

last week, at one time was
sales manager of Warner
Bros, and for years. general assistant
to Spyros Skouras supervising film

Joins Canadian Air Force
San Francisco, June 3.
Joe DeMartini, Larkin theatre probuying.
jectionist,
off to
jofai
the Royal
Status of Max Fellerman, as chief Canadian
Air Force.
film buyer and booker for RKO theWalter Mcintosh, travelling audiatre operations, is not changed by tor, perusing
Paramount's books and
the new appointment
working nights at it
Paul R. Sprage's Qulncy theatre in
Capt. Kaplan's Army Chores
Quincy, fire-wrecked some months
Spartanburg, S. C, June 3.
ago, completely
^
refurbished in de
-

Capt Arthur Kaplan, former New luxe style
(Fifth Ave. Playhouse)
man^
'
Rene C, Poirier,
x-u
newcomer who
was named theatres officer in built his own 320:seat Brisbane In
charge of three Camp Croft houses Brisbane, near south San Francisco,
here. Private Geor|e Refowich for- finding 'local
tough
comp^titish
House
debuted
May
last-running
""f.^fg^r
jlii
Pennsylvania theatres,
is assistant with three changes weekly.
At Pottsville, Pa., Refowich has been
George Seach, mainstay at RKO
succeeded by his sister, Doris.
exchange shtce the days of Mutual,
~
Construction quartermaster, war puffing a new pipe, a present from
department Camp Croft S. C, will the staff at a surprise party tossed in
receive bidis until June 5 for con- honor of his 25th anniversary with
etruction of another theatre unit the firm.
(TVpe Th-2), completion required by
Aug. -90.
Slegel Back in Bulb

—

York

ager,

^"^"^
would' have done

——1
1

I

,

I

business, at tile, Paramount
theatre, without the subway cards,
nevertheless it Is conceded by the
theatre people that two cards in
each subway and elevated car reaching millions of picture-going New
Yorkers certali}ly contributed to the
boxoffice result
Editorializing the car-cards In the
transportation lines in New York
has been a smart, aggressive step

great

Fcaiberatone's Acqalaltlon

Spokane, June 3.
sponsors deserve commendaGeorge Featherstone, pioneer
a forward-looking idea operator here, purchased the Rex
which has infused new interest Into from Allen Zell.
Harry Smith, who operates In
this advertising medium. In picture
business we like to break away from Metallne and lone. Wash,, has purold routines, creating interesting and chased the Rex, Newport.
Willard (Buck) Seal, manager of
exciting innovations. We're definitethe
Orpheum, slowly recovering
ly for tlie progressive attitude of the from major
operation.
New York subways and. we have a
suspicion that Varibtt, despite that
Family Reopens
article, believes hi forging ahead
Philadelphia, June 3.
Stanley-Warners' all-nighter, the
with lis.
Family, reopened last week after
Si Seadler,
being shuttered since its disastrous
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ).
fire of two months ago.
Charles
.

and

3.

tion

its

for

WB

1

[Article in question stated that the

^i^Jl±,f^ manaee^of

{

"J:£S- on.
perturbed
bv jUmindustn/corpina
'

its selections.

Ed,l

office.

general

1.

honor
Levey
nearby SeUridge Field. \The fliers staces a New York nreview of his
M^^ir PT^duc^oT TigMl'
put on their maneuvers over downShoes.'
RuZ'n Toli^
a Damon Runyon
story.
town Detroit from 9 to "10 p.m. Thurs- Shoes,'
day (29), with the searchlights help- Broadway showing wiU be held
early this month, date depending on
ing to set off the aerial' circus.
the fliers- when a theatre is obtained for the
So spectators—
Film will be nationally
could enjoy both the aerial and the showing.
released June 13.
picture show, the film didn't go on
Because the story of 'Tight Shoes'
until a midnight, reserved-seat showing.

W. Koemer,

business to the boxofllce. In the
case of the current 'Movie of the
Month' selection, 'A Woman's Face,'
now appearing on the car-cards in
the subways, we have every reason
to believe 'that It was one of the
helpful factors in extending the run
three weeks and in giving the Capitol theatre (N.Y.) the best business
it has had in a year with the excepition of 'Gone With the Wind' and
the (Thrlstmas business of 'Comrade
X.'
The previous
'Movie of the
.i
—
j
,t
selection was Road to Zanzi-

I

flie

Dante

Buffalo, June 3.
Otto Slegel back -with Universar
exchange here after two years as
U branch manager.

Omaha

Riviera, Geneseo,
lett circuit

managed for Kalby James Kelly.

Paul Schlageter promoted from
Information clerk at Shea's Buffalo
to assistant manager Shea's Niagara,
William E. J. Martin, Buffalo
variety Club secretary and CourierExpress dramatic editor, wUl marry
this

month.

Walter Loefller becomes manager
of Cataract Niagara Falls, on transfer from Shea's Bellevue.

New

Grand, Westfleld, wlU be reopened by Keller and Blfikely June
15.

Liberty, Syracuse, will be remodeled and redecorated over the

fath«"opB*dteeWtUrd.^'°**'. summer by Sam Weltman.
Vine streeters are getthig set for
Colonial,, Elmira, reopened" after
annual clambake tossed by extensive renovation.

the

Weineadaj, June

4,
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1941
First

Product Once More Hypoes Chi;

fmgs -Vaude

$15,000. 'Sunny 12i/2a

.

Chicago, Juna 8.
Grosses around the loop are coneiderably better lor a second consecutive week. Basically, there Is a real
line-up oi product strength throughout, with powerful films lor all types
ot patrons.
,
„
Topping the loop parade la 1
Wanted Wings,' which came In to
meet a stream ot great notices Irom
the papers. It's holding up the Chicago once more, and that mammoth
arena will come through with a nilty
take that will carry the picture
through two weelts easily in this
house, plus additional loop time elsewhere.
.
Walt Disney gave up the ApoUo on
Sunday (1) after 14 weeks of "Fantasia' and the house reverts to Balahan & Katz operation. Stays dark
for a few days and then Is slated to
reopen on Thursday (5) with 'Bad

(Subject to Change}

U

Fly to 456.

II

1

Week

1

Broadway—Tantasla*

OK

Woman'

(RKO)

(1.400;

83-40-SO)—
Holding lor

second week and fourth weu on
main stem. Strong $3,000, same as
for last (3d) week.
Palace (RKO) (2,800; 83-40-50)—
'Blood Sand' (20th).' (iood $11,000.
Same last week on 'Love Crazy*
(M-G).
Shnbert (RKO) (2,150; 50-75-$l$1.50)

—'Fantasia'
nm

lO-day

(Disney).

Sunday

Ended

with a fair
week >wa8
$6,000. Engagement was shorter than

Gross for

$9,S0().

expected.

(1)

first

To $18,500, Cle?e^

I

(U)

hit $9,000, sad.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
BOosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-6575)—'Blood Sand' (20th). Heading —'Wanted Wings' (Par). Patriotic
for $15,000. brilliant
Last week, ballyhoo and miniature airplane con'Dictator' (UA) finished a smashing test getting this one oft the ground
four-week stay to excellent $10,800. for satisfactory $11,000. Last week,
Slate-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)— 'Love Crazy' (M-G), affable $12,400.
SUIIman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42•Free Easy' (M-G) and vaude with
Willie Shore headlining. Fine $16,- 55)—'Love Crazy' (M-G), moveover
Last
Smart $5,500.
State.
000. Last week, 'Go West' (M-G) from
and 'Grandfather's Follies' unit on week, 'Woman's Face' (M-G) (2d
sUge, okay $13,400.
wk), $5,0 00.
United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
35-55-65-75)— 'Woman's Face' (M-G)
(2d wk). Looking for $11,000, fine,
Better Despite

of

June

3.

'Fantasia'

at

the

Shubert ended Sunday (1) on 10th
day with a take that measured fair.
Engagement fell short of expectations.

Estimates for This

Week

Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
'Wanted Wings' (Par). (Jood $11,000.
Last week 'Woman's Face' (M-G),
dull $8,000.
Capitol (RKO)

(2,000;

33-40-50)—

•Woman's Face' (M-G). Switched
from Albee for second week. N.s.g.
Last week 'Broadcast' (20th)
(2d run), poor $2,500.

$3,500.

28)

Week of Jane 12
A8toi^"MaJor Barbara* (UA)

—"Fantasia* (Disney)
VAmrr May

21)

—'One Night in Lis-

bon* (Par) (11).
(Reuietued in VAiUEir

Boxy—"Man

May

Hunt* (20th)

14)

Both

(13).

(WB)

$11,500 for the 29th- week, after
$9,000 the preceding week.
Pickup
in the advance sale and the fact that

15G, 'Blood'

$8,000, Rest Solid
Baltimore, June

Rain

them

in

and

frigid

weather

Kane* and 'Fantasia*

Orson

(2d wk).

W

'Citizen

the influx of holiday crowds,
Welles picture at Palace
climbing to $16,500 for the fifth
week and ahead ot the previous
session, and the latter soaring to
felt

Weather Aids Babo;

3.

kept

town here over the week-

Sunday and Monday ran ahead of
the previous week makes 'Fantasia,'
at the Broadway, a likely bet to stay
on until at least the end of June.
Improvement of 'Kane' also indicates a longer run than originally
planned.
In much the same category is
"Major Barbara,* at ^he Astor, where
it
registered $15,000 in the third
week as against $14,500 in the sec-

end and helped sweU b.o. totals all
around. Standouts being chalked up
by 'Blood and Sand,' at the New, ond stanza.
and "Love Crazy,' at Loew's CenEstimates for This Week

Week

Centary (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 1528-44)—"Love Crazy' (M-G). Lots of
newspaper mentions, and lots of b.o.
at $15,000.
Last week, "Woman's
Face* (M-G), fair $11,400.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) ^ (2,240;

—

15-28-39-44-55-66)
'Sunny* (RKO)
plus Baer-Louis fight pix and stage

layout headed by Howard & Shelton,
Powers Models and Jimmie Walling-

Big $16,000. I^t week, "Dare
Not Love* (Col) plus Woody Herton.

man

orchestra, rather unexciting at

$10,900.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 1528-39-44)—'Wanted Wings' (Par) (2d
wk). Good $5,000, after solid opening round at $8,900.
MaryUnd (McLaughlin) (1,500; 56"Fantasia* (Disney)
85-$l.ll-$1.67)
third
Started
stanza
wk).
(3d

—

"Thursday (29), after steady total
two rounds.

$9,300 for first

opening session figure of $46,000.
Badlo City Mnslo Ball (5,960; 4455-85-99-$1.65)
'Penny Serenade'
(Col) and stage show. (2d week).
With help of out-of-towners and
Memorial Day, second jteek looki
good for $90,000, healthy pickup over
the first stanza's $82,000. both highly

—

profitable.

'Serenade' third session.
Blalto (750; 28-44-55)—'I'll Wait
for You* (M-G) plus Laurel-Hardy

comedy.
Meagre $4,700 looming,
patrons here not going for feature
presence of theatre's lave
despite

comedy duo.
'Washington Melodrama (M-G) and Louis-Baer fight
mildish $5,500 preceding week.
35-55-65-75-85)(5,835;
'Blood and Sand' (20th) and stage
(2d week).
Picked up perceptibly with the holiday weekend,
with nilty $45,000 in sight lor second
stanza. Another instance ol Memprial Day crowds pushing the second
week business ahead of the first ses*
sion, a profitable $37,000.
Stays a
film,

Boxy

show

third week.
State * (3,400;

28-44-55-7S-90-$1.10)

—'Hamilton Woman* (UA) (2d run)

and Gus Arnheim orch, Rosario and
Antonio, others on stage. Both film
and band taking bows for good $20,000, an improvement over recent

week here. l,ast week, 'Zanzibar'
(Par) (2d run) and Frank Idbuse^
Astor (1,012; 30-40-55-65 )
'Bar- Ben Cutler, others on stage, ex.>
(U) (4th week). Swings into tremely mild $16,500.
Strand (2,767: 35-55-75-85-09)
fourth week today (Wed.). Third
"Shining
Victory' (WB) and Wayne
session, which filched last night,
good for a healthy $15,500. This is a King orch, Dennis Morgan, others on
pickup over $14,50(1 in the second stage (2d week), N^w screen at«
week, with the picture set for In- traction brought In Friday with
defluite run, likely well through the stage show con,tinulng, pushed biz up
to $26,500, so-so. Same stage sho
simimer.
Broadway (1,895: 55-75-$1.10-$l.e5- plus "Affectionately Yours* (WB),
"Fantasia"' (Disney)
(30th mighty weak $21,500. "Million Dollar
$2.20)
week). Last week (20th) about $11,- Baby* (WB) opens Friday.
hefty
Improvement
over
pre500,
vioiu week's $9,000. .Advance sale
now rtmning so strong that film may
MPLS. B.O^
be held here tmtil the last of June.

—

tury.

Estimates for This

flloL to $16,500, plenty good and. ahead oi lourth
week*s, $15,000. Biz around either

figure may extend the run longer
than originally intended
Paramount (3,664; 35-55-85-99)
and ^Blood and Sand,' at the
Roxy, -with a nifty $45,000, all "Wings* (Par), and on stage, Vaughn
climbed past opening week's busi- Monroe orch, Hal Sherman, others
ness in their second stanzas this (3d week). Soared to $50,000 in second
\veek concluded last night,
week. All three also stay on for a
which is substantially ahead of the
third session.

or so.

Strand—Million Dollar Baby'

weekend pushed Welles*

Hall;

Along
with
these
holdovers,
'Woman*s Face' looks for a nice
ttilrd week with $21,000, not far behind the second session at $23,000.
Sole first-run is 'Shining Victory,*
at the Strand, which is doing tmder
$27,000 for the single week, with the
same stage ^how as played with
•Affectionately Yours* the previous
ses^on.
House has been dragging
near bottom now for three weeks

Palace—"Citizen Kane' (RKO)

days.

Falaoe
75-85-$1.10-$l.e5(1,700;
$2.20)—"Kane" (5th week). Holiday

bara'

—

'Murder

w

—

RAIN HELPS

(4,520; 35-55-85-$1.10-$125)

—Capitol
"Woman*s

Face* (M-G) (3d weA).
Holidays bolstered third stanza biz
so that it held close to the second
week, at $21,000, splendid profit.
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Minneapolis, June 3.
Rain and cold the day before and
during Memorial Day were a boon
expected, making nearly $80,000 in
of view for three weeks, fine "Love for the showhouses, keeping thouCrazy* (M-G) set to open tomorrow sands of prospective motorists Irom

Second

session,

$23,000, better,

than

44)—'Blood
$8,000,

25-35-40)— 'Knew
'Dare Not Love'
Louis fight. Big

open today

Among

Sand' plus
Friends' at the Orpheum is headed
for the leading rally.
Estimates for This Week
Brandels (Mort Shiger) (1,500; 10-

Friends'

$6,000.

'Crazy'

Last week
'Singapore

(WB) and

Woman' (WB),

nifty $5,500.

Average $8,800.
(UA) and "Scotland

Dark' (WB).

'Dictator'

Yard' (20th), good $9,500.

Orphenm (Tristates) 3^000; 10-3040)—'Blood Sand' (20th) and 'Murder

Friends'

$11,000.

(M-G)

(20th).

Last

and

Pretty

good

week "Love Crazy

"Mary Dugan'

(M-G),

strong $9,500.
State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25)—
"Nice Girl' (U) and "Miss Jones
(RKO) split with "Man Betrayed'
(Rep), "Bad Man' (M-G) and 'Free
Easy' (M-G), Looks good for around
Last week 'Eve* (Par), 'Girl,
$900.
Guy* (RKO), split with "La Zonga*
(U), "Vivacious Lady' (RKO) and
"Dangerous Giame" (U), fair $800.
^

Philadelphia, June 8.
Judging from the b.o.'s at downtown deluxers, nobody was in town
over the long three-day Memorial
Only the fact that it
week-end.
drizzled Sunday and drove some of
the vacationers home early, is saving
biz from a complete collapse.
Only "Love Crazy" at the Stanley,
and 'Penny Serenade's' h.o. at the
Boyd and second week of "I Wanted
Wings' at the Fox, are approaching
anywhere near their house par.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (l,303;-35-46-57-68)—
"Broadway Limited' (UA). Getting
plenty of publicity, but little else
witli only a sour $8,000, In the till
for 10 days. Last week, "Topper Returns* (UA), all-time low $4,500 for
the second week. House closes after
Sunday's showing (8) for the sum-

mer.
Arcadta (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)
—'Ziegfeld Girl* (M-G) (2d run) (3d
Getting $2,200 for this trip,
wk).
not bad under circumstances. 'Flame
of New Orleans' (U) bowing tomorrow (Wed.) for second run. Last
week, "Ziegfeld* snagged an okay
$2,600.

Boyd (WB)

(2,560;

35-46-57-68)—

Last week, 'Murder

Leisure'
days.

and

(20th)

(RKO),

'Wild

light $1,800

Man
in

10

Centary (Par-Singer) (1,600; 2830-44)—'Love Crazy' (M-G) (2d wk).
Moved here alter good week at
State, and may reach satisfactory
Last week, 'People Kildare'
$4,000.
(M-G), bad $1,600.
Esqnlre (Berger) (290; 28-35)—
•Penny Ser.enade* (Col) (2d wk). "Virgin Bride' and "School Husbands'
Bouncy $13;800. Last week, profit- (French)
(2d
wk).
Satisfactory
able $16,500.
$1,000 In prospect after good $1,400
Ea^le (WB) (2,350; 35-46-57-68-75) first week.
—'Singapore Woman* (WB) with
Oopher (Par-Singer) (008; 28)—
Clro Rimac orchestra and Romo Vim- "Affectionately* (WB). Okay $3,000.
cent on stage. Will be lucky to hit Last week, "Rage Heaven* (M-G),
Last week, "Adam" (Col) $2,300, fair.
$18:500.
Orphenm (Par-Singer) (2,300; 28with Truth and Consequences' and
Victor McLaglen*s p.a., a paltry 30-44)—"Woman's Face' (M-G) and
Louis-Baer fight pix. Much praise,
$15,500.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)— and en route' to very big $11,000 for
•Wanted Wings* (Par) 2d wk). Satis- nine days. Last week, 'Reaching Sun'
factory $12,300 after okay $16,500 lor (Par), yanked after five days, terrible

$17^, Broadway

(2,000; 10-30-40)

(Tristates)
—Omaha
Wanted Wings' (Par) and 'Shot in
Last

(3).

Borneo' (M-G), dual first-runs, split
with 'Vaquero' (20th) and "Repent

Holiday Exodus Blasts Philly;

(Col),
Answers'
(Col) and Baer-

•Affectionately'

week

.

.

Heat; 'Blood' Leader

Family (RKO) (1.000; 15-28)—
^trange Alibi' (WB) and 'South
Town (Goldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25)
Panama' (PRC), spUt with 'Roundup' —Train Robbery' (Rep), "Pals Pecos*
(Par) and 'Rookies Parade' (Rep). (Rep) and 'Make Music' (RKO) also
Normal $1,900. Ditto last week on Baer-Louls fight, triple, split with
Vaquero' (20th) and 'Man Betrayed* "Flaming Lead' (Cap), "Calling Hus(Rep), divided with 'Singing HilU' bands' (WB) and "Code Range* (Col),
(Rep) and 'District Attorney" (Rep). "Play Girl' (RKO), "Eve* (Par). Fair
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)— $1,000. Last wee^t "Rldin* Rainbow'
Reaching Sun' (Par). Terrible $2,- (Rep), "Jennie" (20th), "Frisco Docks'
500.
Same Jast week on 'Allection- (U), triple, split with "Shayne, Deately Yours' (WB).
tective* (20th) "Hitch Hike Heaven*
Keith's (Ubson) (1,500; 33-40-50) (Cap) and "Rangers Ride' (Par),
Love Crazy' (M-G). Moveover "Sierra* (WB), 'Hudson*s Bay* (20th),
from Palace for second .week. Ex- ditto.

—

May

(Reviewed in VMoarr

are doing best, after the terrificlicking the whole Stem took from
President Roosevelt's speech Tuesday (26) night, putting a 30-50%
crimp in evening biz that day.
"Wings," with a sensational $50,000
at the Paramount; 'Penny Serenade,'
with a mighty $90,000 at the Music

taking ouf-of-ti3wn trips. 'A Woman*s
New (Mechanic) (1.581; 15-26-30- (Thursday).
28-44-56-69)— Face,*^ and 1 Wanted Wings' are the
Criterion
(20th).
Rosy
(1,662;
Sand*
a strong figure for limited •Magic in Music* (Par). Starts run b.o, winners,
Estimates for This Week
Last week, 'Broadcast' this morning after mild week of
seats here.
(20th)
wk), added alhrlght 'Power Dive' (Par), expected to be
(2d
Alter
(Par-Singer)
28)—
(900;
Omaha, June 8.
$3,800 to good openhig sesh at $5,900. below $4,500, iheek. Previous week, •Blondle tiatln' (Col) and 'Strange
Omaha theatres successfully fought
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-28-39-44- 'Rookies on Parade* (Rep), even Alibi' (WB), dual first-runs. In lor
35)— "John Doe" (WB) (3d wk). Fair worse at $4,200.
five days and headed lor nice $1,500,
off the usual Memorial day events to
•DevU "Queen's Penthouse' (Col) and "Mr.
Globe (1,180; 28-35-65)
$5,500, after totalling an okay $23,600
give the current week a lift in the
Dogs of Air* (WB). Reissue pushed Dynamite' (U), also dual flrst-nms,.
for previous brace.
face of hot clear weather. "Blood

Omaha

and

$11,000, CINCY

Holiday-padded weekend took several lengths of slack out of general
b.o. wilting caused by unprecedented early-summer hot spell. 'I Wanted Wings' at the Albee, and 'Blood
and Sai\d' at the Palace are in a
dead heat for top biz. Only other
fresh release, 'Beaching for Sun,' in
the Grand, is floppo.

nm

(6).

45G Leading Ace Holdovers

D^

Memorial
weekend gave the tn last Saturday when 'Voice In
holdovers on Broadway a shot In Night' (Col) faltered in second sesthe arm, theatres reporting holiday sion; airplane thriller expected to
bushiess even exceeding a year ago grab excellent $8,500, best In some
in some instances.
The holdovers time. "Voice" took In $8,000. in nine

—

mS' AND 'BLOOD'

Indef

Strand—'MUIlon DoUar Baby*

(WB)

(RerHeuied in

i

Cincinnati,

Rojcy—"Blood and Sand' (20th)
(3d wk).

Faramonnt

i

.

(7).

(7th wk).

—

EACH

Rlalto—"Nurse*8 Secret* (WB)

IS'

Cleveland, June 3.
Eddy Duchin's orchestra, winding
up Palace's vaude semester, and
hypoing 'Flame of New Orleans,' Is
kicking up biggest commotion' In a
profitable
holiday week for all
houses.
Magnetized such a smart
Chicago (B&K) (4.000; 35-55-75)— we.ekend trade that the RKO de•Wanted Wings' (Par) and stage luxer will experiment with another
show. Strictly the picture which is
flying to brilliant $45,000 from pres- name-band in mid-June. 'I Wanted
ent Indications. Last week, 'Penny Wings' is a timely natural lor the
Serenade' (Col) was aided plenty by State, but 'Blood and Sand' Is slower
the Dick Jurgens orchestra to come
at° Hipp.
in with healthy $41,300.
Estimates for This Week
Gorrlck (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
'Penny Serenade' (Col). Moved
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35^-55)—
here from the Chicago and is going 'Broadcast' (20th). Not Improving on
to good $6,000. Last week, {Great move-over, second round garnering
Lie' (WB), finished second week here average $3,000.
Last week, 'John
and third in loop to olcay $4,100.
Doe' (WB) (3d wk), good $3,300.
Oriental (Todd) (3,200; 28-44)—
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-35-42•Eve' (Par)' and "Topper Returns' 55)— 'Blood Sand' (20th). Just okay
(UA). House is moving alone alright $10,000.
"Broadcast'
week,
Last
under its new policy and currently (20th), miserable $5,500.
will take $9,000. Last weelc, 'Hardy's
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-55Secretary' (M-G) and 'Rage Heaven'
66)—'Flame New Orleans' (U) plus
(M-G), snappy $11,600.
in
orchestra
Palaee (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66)— vaude. Eddy Duchin's
'Sunny'
(RKO) and 'Scattergood the groove here, with swell opening
Fine $18,500 on the
Strings' (RKO). Fine $12,500. Last and weekend.
week, 'Flame New Orleans' (U) and platter. Last week, 'Aflectionately'
•Black Cat'
went 10 days for (WB) with Major Bowes' unit, hardly

couraging $8,100 last week.

Paramonnt—"I Wanted Wings*

wk).
Capitol—"Love Crazy* (M-G)
(2d wk).
Mnsle HaU—"Sunny* (RKO).

ing considerable strength in its stay
In the Woods.
Estimates (or This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200: 35-55-65-75)
—'Bad Man' (M-G). Comes in on
Thursday (5). House now dark,
shuttering on Sunday (1) alter 14
excellent weeks of 'Fantasia' (Disney) (40-50-60-75-$1.10-$1.65), finUhIng to good $9,300.

(Essaness) (1,200; 50-75$1.10-$1.65)— 'Kane' (4th. wk). Perking on fine word-of-mouth and going
currently to $8,000, neat, after en-

raUce—"Citizen Kane' (RKO)
(6th wk).

(Par) (3d wk).

(31st

Thme'

Word on 'Citizen Kane' is getting
around and the picture is now show-

Woods

'The Hard Boiled Canaru')
Moale Hall—"Penily Serenade'

Broadway

(M-G). Disney flhn started
weakly, but built well towards the

week.

'Blood'

14)

(Col) (3d wk).

House shuttered for sum-

finish.

after corraling beautiful $14,800 last

May

(Revletoed In Vajotiy

Criterion—There's Magic in
Music* (Par).
(Reviewed in Vanar Feb. 26 at

(5th wk).

Man'

solid $12,300.

(Disney)

Capitol—"Love Crazy* (M-G).

mer.

Dnchin Blows

B way

(80th wk).

$2,500.

Lyrie

Memorial Day Weekend Boosts

With'Serenadel90mW^

(4tb wk).
f

Laat week •Hamil(UA) (2d run), sorry

"Ziegfeld Girl' (M-6).

of Jane B

Astor—'Major Barbara* (UA)

cellent $5,000.

ton

Rons on Broadway

Sour

opener.

$2,100.

(WB)
—KarltonBeau'
(Col).

(1,066; 35-46-57-68)
Puny $2,300.
(20th>, sub-

"First

Last week, .'Broadcast'
standard $3,000.

(WB) (1,970; 35-46-57-68)—
Fair
'John Doe* (WB) (2d run).
$4,500 for this try. Last week, 'Hamilton Woman* (UA), so-so $4,200 for
second run.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-48-57-68)
—'Love Crazy" (M-G). Okay $17,500.
Last week, 'Affectionately* (WB),
sad $10,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57)—
'Dare Not Love' (Col). Just under
par with $4,800.* Last week, 'Penalty'
Keith's

(M-G),

n.s.h. $4,000

for six days.

State

(Par-Singer)

(2,300;

44)— "I Wanted Wings'
exploitation,

lots

28-39-

(Par). Swell
and
tie-ups,

ol

extra heavy newspaper ads. Stretching tpward nice $7,500. Last week,
'Lov^ Crazy" (M-G), good $8,700.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 28-39)— 'ZanFirst neighborhood,
(Par),
zibar*
showing, with big $3,000 indicated.
Secretary*
"Hardy's
week,
Last

(M-G), fair

$2,400.

World (Par-Steffes) (350; 28-39-44)
—'Magic Music' (Par), Fair $1,500
looks about all. "Dare Not Love*
(Col) opens today .(3). Last week,
'Broadcast' (20th) (2d wk), out after
five light days to $800.
.

v

'

,

.
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NATIONAL

Two

Xrazy' $36,500,

SUMMARY

B. O.

18G, Tlame' Fizdes

'Love Crazy'

6

Boston, June 3.
turning in the best

is

New Strong Pix Hypoing Anemic

Boxoffices

—*Wings' and

—^PoweU-Loy, Crawford OK

'Blood and Sand' the Best

town this week and easily outrunning the field. 'Blood and Sand'
The Ideal theatre day, once described by a Bronx
shows up as the next best bet 'Flame exhibitor as 'a holiday that ia cool and damp and looks
of New Orleans' is fizzling.
RKO-Boston ended Its vaude sea- like rain, and doesn't,' turned national boxofflce figson Sunday (1), going to straight pix ures into more encouraging areas over the past weekend. That old paradox, the cashier's cage, reversed
for the summer.
itself from the downbeat of the past few weeks and
Estimates (or Thb Week
Boston (RKO) (3^00; 28-44-55-65) there were smiles on the faces of showmen.
—'Paper Bullets' (Prod) and 'Gay
But the reason for a better first-run showing genVici
Vagabond' (Rep), with Berni
Rather it may be aterally was not the weather.
stage unit, tour days; and 'Cheyenne
more general release of six of the newer
run) and 'Law Wolf tributed to a
biz in

(2d

(U)

i

now

spread-eagling the key-spots. In(Ziehm) (1st run), three days. Okay films that are
$11,000. Last week, 'Sell Life' (Se-| dication of iheir strength was to be read In the few
Collectively,
lect) and 'Red Head' (Mono), with returns where they played last week.
stage show headed by Thurston they have lifted the average.
|

magic and Dinah Shore, four days;
and 'Nice Girl' (U) and 'Man Lost'
(U) (both 2d run), three days,
eOO,

$7,-

Best of the group is 'I Wanted Wings' (Par) which
a shot in the arm for many exhibitors

is. acting like

who

off.

Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 28-39-44-55)
—'Wanted Wings' (Par) and 'Shot In
Dark' (WB) (both continued rvin
Last

are taking full advantage of its military exploitation, possibilities and profiting proportionately. It is
oft to a good start (or healthy second week holdover)
in 14 key centers. Correspondents made special men-

from" Met). Above par $6,000.
tion of the accompanying ballyhoo as a cause for bet•week. 'John Doe' (WB) and 'Strange
ter business, in Detroit, Providence, Cleveland, PittsAlibi' (WB) .iboth continued run

burgh, Lincoln and Minneapolis. --Holdovers included
„„
Kansas City
(2,900; 28- Baltimore, Buffalo and Philadelphia.
89-44-55)—'Flame New Orleans' (U) (Newman's) held the picture two weeks.
Skid(U).
Blondes'
Many
'Too
and
'Blood and Sand' Virile B.O.
ding to a seedy $10,OOC. Last week,
Next in strength is 'Blood and Sand' (20th-Fox), the
'Broadcast' (20th) and 'Repent Lie-

from Met), $4,000.
Keith Memorial (RKO)

in Initial engagements, being held over In nearly all
Capitol,

;

good.

Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 28-3944-55)— 'Wanted Wings' (Par) and
'Shot Dark' (WB) (both continued
run ttom Met). Good $8,000. Last
week, 'John Doe* (WB) and 'Strange
Alibi* (WB) (both continued from
Met), $6,000.

—

State

(Loew)

(3,600;

28-39-44-55)

'Lovy Crazy* (M-G) and 'Rage
Heaven' (M-G). Very strong $16,500.
Ziast week, 'Hamilton Woman' (UA)

and 'Queen's Penthouse*

(Col), $13,-

000, okay.

Transinz

(Translux)

44)—'Chinese Den'

(900;

(Allied)

15-25'Sins

and

Children* (GN) (reissue), four days.
Tallying okay $2,000, witti food start
on holiday (SO). Lairt weik, 'Voice
Dark' (Col) and 'Great Guy* (GN)
(reissue)
(10 days), $5,S00, very

okay.

W

BREEZY $ia,000,

BUFFALO STRONGER

MONTREAL

TOOD'

B. O. Not Very

?8,000, 'B'CASr $6,800

Good—'Ziegfeld*

XRAZY' LEADS^iTRONG

I

)
.

isfactory altitudes at aU gates. 'Billy
the Kid' at the BuSalo is the frame's
(tandout.
Estimates for This TVeek

(Shea) (3,500; 35-55)—
(M-G) and 'Magic Music*
Riding for a breezy round-

BofTalo

•Billy Kid'

(Par).

up
,

of $13,000.
Last week "Love
CS-azy* (M-G) and 'Beauty's Sake'
(20th), satisfactory and more, $11,000.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)—
•Wanted Wings' (Par) and 'Nurse's
Secret' (WB) (2d wk). Combo, looks
good for a neat $9,000. Last week

K.C.

WITH BIG $11,000

Montreal, June 3.
Portland, Ore., June 8.
.
Kansas City, June 8.
Grosses 'running somewhat below
Music Box, usually a second run average. Best take being registeredHoliday week-end brought brightby 'Woman's Face' at the Palace,
house, is in the chips this week with
est extay of attractions town has had
Estimates for This Week
'Fantasia' at roadshow prices. 'Blood
His Majesty's (CT). (1,600; 43-88)— In weeks. Films In every spot are
and Sand' is getting a fine figure at 'Fantasia' (RKO). Started Monday good, and Tower has Ted Lewis
Paramount, while 'Broadcast' at the (2).
stage show topping. Biggest gross
Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
Orpheum is strong.
'Woman's Face' (M-G). Good $7,000. goes to 'Love Crazy' at the Midland.
Estimates for This Week
Stjtge engagement of Ted Lewis at
Last week, 'Broadcast* (20th), nice
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40- $6,500.
the Tower marks one of few times
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)^
60>—'Wagons RoE* (WB) and "Lady
in two years house has veered from
'Flame New Orleans' (U) and 'DouLouisiana' (Rep). Okay $4,500. Last
ble Date* (U). So-so $5,000. Last its established any-seat-anytlme. for
week,-'Ziegteld Girl' (M-G) held 10 week, 'Affectionately'
(WB) and 30c. For this week only it's a top of
50c including taxes.
days on Its second stanza for great 'Strange Alibi' (WB), fair $5,500.
Estimates tor This Week
Loew's (CT) (2.800; 35-53-67)—
$8,000.
'Ziegfeld Girr (M-G) (2d wk.). Good
Esqnire and Uptown (^20 and
Maytalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,$6,000 after very strong $10,000 last 2,043; 10-28-44)—'Blood Sand' (20th).
'315-40-60)
'John
Doe*
(WB)
600;
Got nice start on Wednesday (28)
30-40-53)—
Princess ((TT) (2,300;
m.o. from Paramount for a third
opening, and looks to turn in strong
week. Good $3,600.
Last week, 'Magic Music' (Par) and 'Monster, $9,000, earning Itself a holdover. Ijast
Girl'
(Par).
Weak $3,000. Last week, 'Model Wife* (U) and 'Black
'Model Wife* (U) .and 'Black Cat' week, 'Man Lost' (U) and 'Mr. DynaCat' (U), sUght $5,000.
(U), fair $3,000.
mite' (U), poor $2,500.
Midland- (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44)
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)— —'Love CS-azy' (M-G) and 'Lone
Hosic Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
'Fantasia'
(RKO). 'Miss Bishop' (UA). Good $3,500. Wolf Chance' (Col). Going over
(900; 65-$1.50)
Last week, 'Pot Gold' (UA) (2d wk.), nicely to $11,000, best house has had
Ijooks like strong $6,000 for this fair enough $2,000.
in weeks. Last week, 'Pot Gold' (UA)
usually second run spot.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film) and 'KUdare People* (M-G), finished
Orpheom (Hamrick - Evergreen) (600; 30-60)—'Recif de CoraU' (3d better than expectations at $9,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10(1,800; 35-40-50)—'Broadcast' (20th) wk.). No better than $800 expected,
28-44)- 'Million DoUar Baby* (WB).
and 'Dead Men Tell' (20th).' Heavy weak, after feeble $900 last week.
St Denis (France-Film) (2,300; Not registering too strongly at $6,300,
$6,800. Last week, 'Wanted Wings'
(Par) closed a second week for 30-40)— 'Les Petites Alliees' and 'Jim but also not bad. Last week, 'Wanted
La Houlette.' Good $4,000 in sight. Wings' (Par) (2d wk), $4,800, good
great $4,500.
Faramoant (Hamrick - Evergreen) Last week, 'Fedora* and 'Anchois de enough after stronger opening week.
tower. (Joffee) (2,110; 10-30-40-50)
(3,000; 35-40-50 )-;-'Blood Sand' (20th) Bombes,' good $4,300.
-T-'Rookies Parade' (Rep) and Ted
and 'Shot Dark' (WB). Great $8,000.
Lewis and orchestra on stage. One
Last week, 'John. Doe' (WB) closed
of infrequent price raises justified by
a second s^nza with Winning $5,800.
stage attraction, and swinging along
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35to top $10,000, very big here. Last
40-50)
'Uncertain Feeling' (UA)
week, "Vaquero' (20th), with Gene
(1st wk) and 'Dictator' (UA) (4th
'JONES^ $18,000
Austin heading stage show, good
wk). Nice $6,000. Last week, 'Dic$6,800.
tator* took a high $4,900.
Brooklyn, June 3.
Holiday affected downtown delux^
APRIL
UP
ers plenty. Most citizens got out of Par Pays $5,000 For
board'
$702,199 That Month Marks Increase town or headed for Coney's
walk, and result was hard on ex30-MiiL Radio Meller
of $103,909
hibitors. Top dough this stanza gar.
nered
by
the RKO Albee showing
Paramount last week paid .e^Hollywood, June 9.
'Devil and Miss Jones' and 'Ride on proximately
$5,000 for screen rijghts
Wages paid studio workers during v^qjero''
to a radio story. Yarn, by William
AprU lncreased^$103,009 over the
EsUmates for This Week
Bowers, called 'Man In the Street,'
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 25-35-50)
?,f;f^^„?^./?'
,
I
w
$702,190, it is disclosed by the Call- 'j/uss Jones' (RKO) and 'Vaquero' comprised the half -hour episode of
fornia Labor Statistics bureau. Pay- (20th).
Okay $18,000. Last week, the 'Manhattan at Midnight' show
Program is sponsored
off is exclusive of that drawn by 'Broadcast' (20th) and 'Repent Leis- aired May 7.
by Energine on the NBC Blue.
ure' (RKO), nice $17,000.
talent and executives.
Fox (Fabian) (4.023; 25-35-50)
Warner Bros. Is negotiating for
Payroll rose 13.8% over AprU of
and expected to buy 'A House at
°
last year, with a 7.1% increase In Z',f
°5|eo)°"(2dTk)
Fai^^ Iw'oiS'
*
Peace,'
by Charles Morgan. Yarn,
the number of workers employed
written In England, was formerly
Average, weekly salary was pegged
Met (Loew's) (3,618; 25-35-50)—'Pot
at $47,36, or a-6.3%--boost over -last Gold' (UA) and 'Bad Man' (M-G). called 'The Empty Room.' It Is to
year,
Good $16,000. Last week, 'Ziegfeld be serialized In Red Book and then
published
as a book. Asking priCe
Girl' (M-G) and 'Man-Made Monis $40,000.
ster' (U) (2d wk), okay $15,000.
(Fabian) (4,126; 25-35Butler
Kyser Pic 50)Paramoont
r- 'Reaching Sun'., (Par) and
Huston's
Triple
Quiet
Parade'
(Rep).
'Rookies
Hollywood, June 3.
Hollywood, June i.
In addition to producing and di- $15,000. Last week, 'John Doe' (WB)
Warners handed John Huston a
recUng the next Kay Kyser picture an<i
"^PP'jSfis' (WB) (3d
three-way contract as writer, diat RKO, David Butler ^ collaborat- ^1^^^^,"?^^
*||:2?o°: 25-35-40)
rector and producer.
ing with James V. Kern on the
"Thieves FaU Out' (WB) and 'Big
First Chora under' the new agreescreenplay.
Boss* (Col), Dull $3,500. Last week.
Currently he Is wrlfmg In an 'Horror Island* (U) and 'Invisible ment Is the director task on 'Knight
ot
Malta*.
added part for Lupe Velez.
Ghost' (Mono), quiet $4,000.
,

plenty of zing at $11,500.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)— 'Love
'Beauty's Sake*
(20th) (2d run).
Nice $7,000. Last

Craz/ (M-G) and

week 'John Doe* (WB) and "KnockOut* (WB) (2d run), fair $5,500.
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40)

—'Cheyenne' (U) and 'Man Lost' (U).
Close to $7,000. neat
Last week
•Dare. Not Love' (Col) and 'Queen's
Penthouse* (Col), under mediocre
$5,000.

20th Centnry (DIpson) (3,000; 30Argentina* (RKO) and

B5)—'Met

IaB. America* on

stage.

Snug

$11,-

Last week (30-44c) 'Devil Dogs*
(WB) and 'Singapore Woman' (WB),

000.

peppy

$8,000.

—

.

BmYN BOWS TO CONEY;

Bennett's Next 'AldrichV
Hollywood, June 3.
Second directorial start for Hugh
Bennett on the Paramount lot is
•Heni^ Aldrfch for Presiderit,' next
In the series generally titled 'Mr.
Aldrlch's Boy,' in which he began
his pUotlng career after serving time
as a film editor.
Ferles goes along with the same
cast, including Jimmy Ijydon,'John
Lite], Jime Preisser, Mary Anderson
and .Charlie Siiilth.
'

•Voice in Night' (Col).

WAGES

—

^

Nice

$6,500.

Tenny Serenade* (Col)
(3d wk.) and 'Scotland Yard' (20th).

dull $4,500.

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-4055)— 'Blood Sand' (20th) and 'Naval
Academy' (Col) with 'Dr. I. Q.' on
stage after June 1. Terrific $26,000
in sight. Last

week

'Broadcast' (20th)

and 'Dare Not Love' (Col) (2d wk.),
so-so $12,000.

Mlchi^n (United Detroit) (4,000:
30-40-55)—'Wanted Wings' (Par) and
'Honeymoon Three' (WB). Big $17,000.. Last week, 'Love Crazy' (M-G)
and 'Washington Melodrama' (M-G),
Palms-State (United Detroit)
000; 30-40-55)— 'Love Crazy'

1

—

Ao

Busy on

WB

_

.

,

(3,-

(M-G)

and 'Washington Melodrama* (M-G)
from Michigan
(2d wk.). Bill moved
looks for fair $8,500.

I«st week,

'Men Boys Town' (M-G) and •HamilWoman' (UA), unexciting $7,000.

ton

United Artists (United Detroit)
(2,000; 30-40-55)—'Billy Kid' (M-G)
and 'Rage Heaven* (M-G).
Okay
$12,000 and probable holdover. Last
week, 'Woman's Face' (M-G) and
'Wait for You' (M-G) (2d wk.). put
nice $9,000 behind choice $14,000.

HARRIS WEST TO

0.0.

NEW LA. VARIETY TENT
Pittsburgh, June

3.

John H. Harris, head of Harris
Co. and president of national Variety Clubs, Is leaving this
week for Hollywood to organize a
Tent, which will be the 24th in
showmen's
organization.
Walter

Amusement

Wanger,

UA

producer, has expressed

a desire to be in on the beginnings
of a Variety Club on the Coast, and
is expected to work with Harris in
laying the groundwork.

Hollywood was picked as scene of
1942 Variety Club convention on assurance from number of Coast people, including Wanger rffSd Walter
Pidgeon, that a Tent would be
formed there in meantime.

'Alibi'-Heidt

BEST

S.^^d

3.

Last week,

—

—

June

light $12,000.

2d

Stnrdy $6,000

-

June 3.
No peaks In evidence on this session's landscape, but the general updraft Is' raising the numerals to satBuffalo,

Detroit,

(Best Exploitation: Michigan)
Cool weather over the long DecDay holiday, Improved product, energy In the exploitation departments, and a general perking up
of spending and no large strikes all
seem to be factors In the Detroit improvement. The Fox is shooting up
to great grosses with 'Blood and
Sand' combined with 'Naval Academy,* catching a further lift after
the long weekend by bringing in

It opens tomorrow (Thurs.) on Broadway at the
and has yet to play Chicago. With the abandon suggested by Its title, U Js registering satisfactorily
everywhere. The public Is faithful to the starring team
of William Powell and Myma Loy. In Boston, Immense
(two houses); Kansas City, class of the town; Baltlfnore,
big; Philly, okay, and good second weeks in Minneapolis,
San Francisco, Cincinnati, Detroit, Cleveland, 'Dr. I. Q,' on Monday (2) for a sixweek stand.
Buffalo and Pittsburgh.
Michigan, too, is catching a nice
Metro's other starrer, Joan Crawford in 'A Woman's
play after the doldrums with its 'I
Face,' is a much stronger attraction than trade estimates
Wanted Wings,' and 'Honeymoon for
rated it after previews and first showings. It has stood Three.' House also gets the exploitaup. for three weeks In San Francisco, three In New tion nod by getting SeUridge Field
York, and completed holdovers in Cincinnati, Provi- fliers to put on two aerial circu'ses
dence and Chicago. Exhibitors find satisfaction in the over Detroit on day 'I Wanted
Crawford 'comeback.' lliey remember those heavy Wings* opened at a Thursday midnight show. A private p}ane went
grosses of five and six years ago when she was boxup to stream out a banner, hooking
oiTice dynamite in a series of action pictures. The dip up the Army fliers
with the picture.
In her boxoffice record came with unhappy role Other tie-ups were a banquet for
Crawford.
melodrama.
is
'Face'
is
So
selections.
notables at the field, plentiful winshowings
during
dow displays, a fighting plane on disscattered
In the offing, with a few
play
in
the
downtown
area, and a
materiel
in
boxoffice
the week, is a whole convoy of
Mayoral' proclamation of 'Flying
the form of 'In the Navy,' new Abbott-Costello comedy
Cadet Week.* About the only
from Universal. None of the big first runs (except they didn't get was a black-out.thing
where it was sold In advance against them) will pass
Estimates for This Week
up this one. First showings occurred during the past
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55)
week. In Louisville, best in town; San Francisco, fine; -'Broadcast' (20th) (3d wk.) and

•pots.

.

.

PORT. CHIPPER;

^ow

26G, Tings' $17,000

oration

Technicolor-tinted special starring Tyrone Power In
lure' (RKO), $13,000, fair.
Providence, big; Seattle, great; Indianapolis, okay. An75- the role once played to smash business by Valentino.
(Shubert)
(1,014;
Majestlo
other week will tell the story whether it is as big as
$1.10-$1.65)—'Kane' (RKO) (2d wk). Only New York (Roxy) is on the. holdover list but the
Continues along same level of open- returns from the citie,i now playing justify extended
'Buck Privates.* Other studios have tackled the war
ing week. Disappointing $8,000.
engagements generally.
The survey: Boston, big; film seriously— and have burned their fingers. Universal
28-39Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367;
Kansas City, strong; San Francisco, best in town; Cinhas approached the subject from the light,- human side.
(20th)
and
44-55) —'Blood Sand'
cinnati,
good; Detroit, terrific; Chicago, brilliant;
There is precedent. Remember Chaplin in 'Shoulder
•Cowboy Blonde' (20th). Running
Arms' and Douglas MacLean and Doris May In '23V4
Average gait, except for socko holi- Omaha, good; Cleveland, only fair; Baltimore, rosy;
Hours Leave?'
day biz, which will boost it to around Los Angeles, big (two theatres) Lincoln, above aver$18,000. Last week, 'Wanted Wings' age, and Portland, O., the town's leader.
There was war then, too. And a public that flocked
(Par) and 'Shot Dark' (WB), $15,000.
'Love Crazy' (M-G) is hitting a satisfactory groove
to theatres— when the marquees looked Inviting.
Oli>heum (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-4465)—"Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Rage
Heaven* (M-G). Opened to standee
'FACE' $7,000,
trade and played to near-capiicity

crowds right trough weekend, auLast week,
guring spiffo $20,000.
and
Woman*
(UA)
'Hamilton
•Queen's Penthouse' (Col), $17,000,

Cool Weather Peps
Detroit; 'Blood'

Spots; 'Blood'

Record

$19,000, Indianapolis
Indianapolis, June 3.
Horace Heidt band setting a new
house record at the Lyric, with
'Strange Alibi' on the screen, and
with the help of a 50c top over the

40c high when they set the previous
highest pace a couple of years ago.
Big 3,100-seat Indiana quietly put up
the shutters for the summer after the
final show Sunday (1), with lack of
product given as the reasofl. "OtRiBif
'houses are showing signs of returning life after several weeks with a

low

pulse.

Estimates for This Week
(Katz-Dolle) (2,600;" 25-30-

Circle

40)—'In Navy' (U) and 'Too Many
Blondes' (U).
Okay $7,800. Last
week, 'Million Dollar Baby* (WB)
and 'Magic Music' (Par), poor $3,800.

IndUna (Katz-Dole) (3,100; 25-3040)—Shuttered for the summer. Last

week, 'Wanted Wings' (Par) held
over for an extra three days to get
weekend biz before closing, but
not so good at $7,500 for the entire
the

10 days.

Loew's (Loew's)

(2,400;

25-30-40)—

•Woman's Otlace' (M-G) and 'Washington Meliidrama* (M-G). Okay $8,000.
Last week, 'Pot Gold' (UA) and
'People Klldare' (M-G), so-so $6,000.
Lyrio (Lyric) (1,900; 30-40-50)—
'Strange Alibi' (WB) and Horace

Heldt orchestra. Terrific $19,000 for
record. Last week, 'MissDays* (Col) and Lou ^eese
orchestra, fair $8,500.

new house
ing

—

Wednesday. June

4,

1941

Holiday, Product

$im

PICTURE GBOSSES

He^

Frisco; 'Blood'

"Navy' $15,000.

San Francisco, June

W

erally lined up heavy ammunition.
Fox breaking' with 'Blood and Sand,'

the Warfleld opening 'Billy the Kid,'
and 'the X)rpheum using 'In the
Navy.'
Roadshow of 'Citizen Kane' at the
Geary is running ahead of expecta-

Key

City

.

(2Dth)

Gross^

WaslL;

,

ft

—

'BW 17G

Washington, June 3.
Crutches' (20th). Okay $17,500. Last
Heavy influx of holiday visitors,
week, 'Wanted Wings' (Par) and
•Cowboy Blonde' (20th) (2d wk), biggest since cherry blossom festival,
finished only fair at $9,000.
did theatre business some good. SevGeary (Curran) (1,286; 35-75-$1.10- eral days of rainy weather drove
starts

Spots, 'Baby

Poor

at the

Orpheum,

fair $2,500.

(CockriU)' (1,750; 25-35-

—

and 'Strange

'Broadcast' (20tb)

Good

(WB).
I

Alibi'

Orphenm (RKO)

Rain;

(2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Washington Melodrama' (M-G) (2d wk). Satisfactory.
$11,000.

week,

Last

$8,000.

ing up and looks headed for good
^6,000 on the stanza. Its day-dater,
Chinese, is not doing so well and will
be lucky to reach $11,000.
Biz throughout the state varied
over the holiday period. But mostly grosses were up Friday and down

PitL FIoDrishes In

t.ast week,
nice $10,000.-

$9,000.

'John Doe' (WB),

Los Angeles, June 3.
Three-day holiday spelled mostly
gloom- for local houses with takes
nothing to brag about. Business held
up fairly strong on Memorial Day,
but sagged Saturday and Surid^
with hundreds of thousands hitting
the beaches and mountain resorts.
State theatre, with 'Blood and
Sand,' is only downtown acer hold-

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$314,300
(Based on 12 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear.
$275,700
(Based on 12 theatres)

W-

'

Vaude

Saturday and Sunday.
Estimates (or This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 83-

17iG, 'Wings' $15,000

fine

—

Pittsburgh, June 3.
$1.10 -$1.65)
'Fantasia'
(Disney)
(Best Exploitation: Penn)
(I8th wk).
On strength of 'final
First-runs
can
thank a cool, days' advertising, will hit excellent
Good $5,500. Last sprinkly Decoration Day (30) for a $8,700. Last week, okay $6,500.
Blondes' (y).
break
this week. Victor McLaglen-J
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC)
a few wan smiles on managers' week, 'Dare Not Love' (C^l) and
Slmone Simon combo with 'Million ' 30-44-55-75)— 'Blood Sand' (2,034;
faces, giving new pictures impetus 'Thieves Night' (WB), ditto.
(20fh)
Dollar Baby' at Stanley topping and 'Cowboy Blonde' (20th). Weak
with good weekend. Slump- Is still
Blalto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Penny
town, but not getting what bill sug- $11,000.
Last week, 'Love
here, however.
Serenade' (Col), after'a week at each
gests on paper.
'I Wanted Wlngrf
(M-G) and 'Sleepers West' (20th),
Surprise of the week, perhaps, is the Denver .and Aladdin, and 'Unfair $9,700.
Last standing up well at Penn.
'Million Dollar Baby,' at Earle, which, der Age" (Col), good $2,000.
Penn cut dQwn newspaper adveris nosing into lead over Capitol's week, 'Great Lie' (WB), after a week
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-44-55)
tising on 'Wings' and sunk the dough
at each the Denver and Aladdin, and
'Great Broadcast.'
Dollar Baby' (WB) and
in exploitation.
Had 30 planes fly- —'Million
'Big Boss' (Col), good $2,100.
'Singapore Woman'
(WB).
Poor
Estimates for This Week
ing over town opening (Decoration)
Last week, 'Shining Victoiy*
$7,000.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)
day, staged flock of screenings for
(WB) and 'Thieves Fall Out' (WB),
-'Broadcast' (20th), plus stage show.
service groups, and got a lot of atvery weak $5,000.
Just fair $17,000. Last week, 'Pot
tention with an airplane parked on
_., _
,,
Seattle
»,
Gold; (UA), floppo $13,500.
street right in middle of town lnl^,^l5^'li'"" ,^^9?,
Si'.l'^' J^'Vr^"*
C<flambla (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
front of old post-office.
^^^VtI'^SJ}^
^^^^^V.. fallLast week,
weak $4,800. S^^*^^
$5,300,
'Zanzibar' (Par) (2d run). Broke a
"Navy'
B. 0.
Estimates for This Week
house record Friday and should see
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 25-40)—'Hor- ing to come up to expectations.
excellent $6,500. Last week, 'Ziegfeld
ror Island' (U) and 'Man Made MonFonr Star (UA-F-WC) (900; 30-44$8,700,
Girl' (M-G) (2d run), managed well
ster' (U).
Close to $3,000, not bad; 55)— 'Major Barbara' (UA) (4th wk).
enough for fourth week at $3,500.
Last week, 'Rage Heaven' (M-G) and Final week tallying $1,700, punk.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)—
'Pfnalty' (M-G), in the doldrums at Last week, dismal $2,100.
Seattle, June 3.
'Million Dollar Baby' (WB), plus no$2,400.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 30-44-55)—
Biz at the showsho^s, which has
name vaude. Looks like very good
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35- 'George Do It' (FA) and 'Baker's
$18,000. I^st week, 'John Doe' (WB) been off since Easter, made the first 50)—'Wanted Wings' (Par).
Good Wife' (FA) (2d wk). Getting poor
(2d wk), below expectations, but fair turn toward a comeback this week. campaign, first-rate reviews, and $1,700. Last week, so-so $2,200.
and
'Love
Crazy,'
Woman,'
'Hamilton
enough $11,000.
should pluck off $15,000 at least, allHollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-44-5iS)
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 75-$1.10- 'In the Navy' are running neck and right. Film moves to Warner for —'Million
Dollar Baby' (WB) and
(RKO) (3d wk). neck for top money.
'Kane'
$1.65)
h.o. Last week, 'Love Crazy' (M-G),
'Singapore Woman' (WB).
Soggy
Dribbling off to $6,000. Last week,
fine $15,000.
Estimates (or This Week
Last week. 'Victory' (WB)
$6,500.
25-40)—
slightly better than hoped for, but
Bite
(WB)
(800;
'Power
(Hamrick-Evergreen)
Blae Moose
and "Thieves' (WB)', very weak
still n.s.e. $8,500.
'Fantasia' Dive' (Par) and 'Washington Melo- $4,500.
(850; 58-87-$1.15-$1.50)
National (1,300; SS-7S-$1.10-$1.6S)—
special Fantasound. drama' (M-G). Won't even do $1,300,
minus
(RKO),
Orphenm
(B'way) (2,200; 30-44-SS)
'Fantasia' (Disney) (4th wk). Should
Around $5,500 with weekend help- brutal. Last week, Baer-Lous fight
(WB) and Sophia
net $10,000, after last week's $11,- ing, but still disappointing. May hold. pix helped third week. of 'Hamilton —'Knockout'
Tucker on stage, Soph. can take full
500.
Last week (30-40-50), 'Miss Jones' Woman' (UA) to around $2,600.
PaUce (Loew) (2,242; 28-55)— (RKO) and 'Washington Melodrama'
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-40)— credit for bulk of strong $I),000
•Dare Not Love' (Col) and •Cowboy draw. Last week, 'Rookies Parade*
'Hamilton Woman' (UA) (2d wk). (M-G) (2d wk), fair $2,100.
Last week,
Blonde' (20th).
Satisfactory $12,000.
Opened yesterday (Rep), $9,000, with NTG girl show
Collseom (Hamrick - Evergreen) (2) for four days only after 'Penny accounting for bulge over normal.
skidded a bit but stiU led town with
(21-35)^Topper Returns' tUA) and Serenade' (Col) was yanked after
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55>—
$15,500.
'Eve' (Par) (2d fun), with Louis- five days of third week. In abbrevi- 'She Knew Answers' (Col) and 'Dar*
Last
Ciood
$3,500.
Baer fight pix.
ated session 'Penny' did nice $3,300 Not Love' (Col). Okay $8,500. Last
week, 'Sea WoIT (WB) and 'Road on top of $5,500 second week. House week, 'Flame^New Orleans' (U) and
$3,500
'Blood',
Show' (UA) (2d run), brutal $2,000. moves to Friday (6) opening with 'Naval Academy' (Col), only fair
Fifth Avenae (Hamrick-Evergreen) 'Great American Broadcast' (20th).
$6,600;
Tie for Lincoln
30-40-50)
'Love Crazy'
(2,349;
Stanley (WB) (3,800: 25-40-60)—
Paramonnt (Par) (3,595; 30-44-95(M-G) and 'Cowboy Blonde' (20th). 'MUlion Dollar Baby"(WB) and Vic- 75)— 'Reaching for Sun' (Par) and
Lincoln, Neb., June 3.
Gold'
Town's theatre coin this week is Big $8,400. Last week, 'Pot (20th), tor McLaglen-Simone Simon. Will stage show. Dismal $10,000. Last
(UA) and 'ScoUand Yard'
'I
(Par) and
hit a $17,500 week at least, perhaps week, 'Wanted Wings'
undergoing a threeway split.
better.
Not too strong for such a Richard Himber orchestra (2d wk),
Wanted Wings' and 'Blood and Sand' slow $4,500.
Liberty (J-vH) (1.650; 30-40-50)— line-up, but lot better than
de- just managed to hit $12,000.
are both going strong for the Paramount-Cooper Stuart and Lincoln, 'Hamilton Woman' (UA). Big news- luxer has been doing of late. Last
(RKO) (2.872; 30-44-55)—
take
to
great
Answers'
is
lifting
paper campaign
week, 'Pot Gold' (UA) and Abe Ly- •She Knew Answers' (Col) and •Dar*
while 'She Knew All
just a shade behind at the Noble- $8,500. Last week, 'Horror Island* man's band, just short of $15,000.
Not Love' (Col). Around $8,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-60 J— Last week, 'Flame New Orleans' (U)
Biz generally Is (U) and •Man Made Monster* (U),
Fedeier Varsity.
Crazy'
'Love
(M-G)
(2d
wk). and 'Naval Academy' (Col), reached
back on its feet after a wobbly ses- $4,400, good.
sion the past few times out.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen) Brought here from Penn and the $6,100, not hot.
Summer really starts here this (850; 30-40-50)—'Pot Gold' (UA) and most pleasant surprise of the holiState (Loew-F-WC) (2,404; it(i-44week as Nebraska U, Nebraska. 'Scotland Yard* (20lh) moved over day week. Should have no trouble 55-75)—•Blood Sand' (^Oth) and
Wesleyan, and Union College dis- from Fifth for a second week. Fair winding up with a^ least $8,500. That 'Cowboy Blonde' (20th). Very nlc«
miss for the summer, releasing $2,600. Last week, 'Wanted Wings' means it goes to Ritz for third week. $16,000.
Last week, 'Love Cra^
students.
'Womah's
Face' (M-G), (M-G) and 'Sleepers West' (20tti),
nearly 10,000
(Par) and 'Magic Music' (Par) (2d Last week,

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)
'Wagons Roll' (WB) and Too Many

'

'

'

imder

Opening

excellent.

$9,000,

night got $1,060 on a single performance. Tremendous ovation given both
picture and Welles personally, when
spotted in audience,, got things off to
an electric start, reaction being noted
following morning with sudden jump
ticket sale. However, 'Kane' is
lii
considerably below 'Fantasia'
.still
which played the same house at the
same scale just ahead, and took
$14,000 on the first week.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-4485)—'Sunny' (RKO) and Ray Bolger
on stage. Both doing a job, which

means around $16,000. Last week,
Men' (RKO) and Ella Logan,
Butch-Buddy and Nick Lucas, top'Little

ping $14,000,

Orpheom (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 3540-50)— 'In Navy' (U) and 'Mr. Dynamite' (U). Off to a b^ start, and
sighting $15,000. Last week, 'Dare
Not Love' (Col) and 'First Beau'
(Col), succumbed after five days to
a cruel $4,300.

Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 35-4050)— 'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'People
(M-G) (2d wk). Only hold-

Kildare'

over on the street this week, and
headed for a nice $11,000. First week,
nifty $17,000.
Si. Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-4090)

week

(2d week).
Fine for second trip, $6,500. Last
week, good $8,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525: 25-35-40)

'Baby'-Vaode

$18,000,
'Bride

Two

Okay

$U500, Sophie Helps 'KG' to IIG

—

DenhMB

35-40-50)—

and

$27,000,

—

40)— 'Night Lisbon' (Par)

Week

(5,000;

Sand'

Week

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)
'John Doe' (WB), after a week at the
Denver.
Good $5,000. Last week,
'Penny Serenade' (Col), after a week
at the Denver, same.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25)
'Balalaika'
(M-G) and 'Northwest
Passage' (M-G). Poor $2,300. Last
week, 'Woman's Face' (M-G) and
'Repent Leisure' (RKO), after a

Rain Boost

Visitors,

to Pieces; 'Mood'

.

most money.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
|1,S63,6««
(Based on 25 dttes, 174 thea<
tres, chiefly first runs, tncludina
N. Y.)
Total GroBi Sam* Week
Last Tear . .
$1^73,000
(Based on 26 cities, 178 theatres)

tions.

(F-WC)

~ liUbon' LA.

2d Good $8,000
H.O. 6y.G

Denver, June 3.
„.
.
Biz fair, with 'Great American
Broadcast' at the Denver getting the
Estimates for This

opportunity to trek out ot town.
cooperated,
Weather, however,
threatening rain which kept a lot of
them in the city. Every downtown
acer got olT to a good start Friday,
Memorial Day, with biz terrific but
Sunday slumped badly. Exhibs gen-

Estimates for This

$13,000

3.

With Saturday proclaimed a holiday and banks closed, Frisco houses
faced a three-day Memorial weekend which gave the customers ample

Fox
Blood

•Crazy'

11

SerDENVER

'B'CAST'

— 'Woman's

Face'

(M-G) and

'

—

•Uncertain Feeling' (UA) gave up
ghost after nine days with sad $8,000.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)
—'Billy Kid' (M-G) and 'Reaching
for Sun' (Par). Excellent $13,000.
Last week, 'Woman's Face' (M-G)

DEFENSE WORKERS HELP

Louisville,
is

$9,000
June

3.

holding up quite sAisfac-

—

Wings'

'

Lead

10-15)— 'On

Trial'

(WB) and

with
split
(Rep),
'Saddlemates'
'Torchy Dynamite' (Vita) and 'FronNice $1,000.
tier Crusader' (PRC).
Last week, 'Secret Service' (WB)
and 'Daniel Boone' (Col), split with
'Nobody's Children* (Col) and 'Singing Hill* (Rep), fair $900.
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;
(20th).
Sand'
'Blood
10-25-40)
Socko matinee biz and stocky femme
trade at night will bring $3,500.
Last week, 'Love Crazy' (M-G) ran
nine days for $4,600, exceedingly
powerful.
Cooper-Par)
H.
Nebraska
(J.

standing up first two days, and with
any kind of breaks, should get a fine

Estimates for This Week
(Loew's-Fourth
15-30-40)

—

(750;

profit.

Brown

Rest Okay

Estimates tor ThJa Week
(Monroe-Noble-Federer)
Colonial

Torily this week, considering the hot
weather, and outdoor diversions.
Defense workers are spending freely,
and biz Saturday and Sunday (31-1)
was swell. 'In the Navy' had 'em

(1,400;

„

Comer;

—

BKO

(2d wk), satisfactory $9,000.

mVY'

Tnms The

WB

and 'Washington Melodrama' (M-G)

Biz

Cra^

.

'Washington
Melodrama'
(M-G)
(moveover). About $4,700 for this
combo's third flrst-nm week. Last
week, 'Broadcast' (20th) and 'Flight
Destiny'
(WB) (moveover), died
grasping for $4,000.
United Artists (Cohen) (1.200; 3540-60)
'HamUton Woman' (UA).
Fine $11,500 probable. Last week,

L'VILLE;

.

— 'Wanted Avenue)
Wings'

—

(Par)
and Louis-Baer fight pix
(RKO). Fine $3,000 with fight flbn
lending plenty of help. Last week,
•Ziegfeld Girl'

(M-G) and 'Penalty'
(M-G), medium $1,800 on third
downtown week.

—

(Switow)
15-25)
—Kentucky
Miss Bishop' (UA) and 'Nice Girl'

wk),

also on move-over
fair $4,400.

fair $2,300.

Orphedm
(2,600;

(Hamrick - Evergreen)
30-40-50)— 'In Navy' (U) and

and

Thieves

FaU*

(WB),

from Penn,

Just

only fair $11,800.
United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
30-44-55)— 'Love Crazy' (M-G) and
Aided by
'Sleepers West' (20th).
holiday biz moveover will do about
$3,500. Last week, 'Broadcast' (20th)
and 'Washington Melodrama' (M-G),
very weak .on moveover with only

•Navy' Prov. Leader,

'Vaquero' (20th). Headed for great
$8,700. Last week, 'Cheyenne' (U)

15G; 'Wings' $10,000

$3,600,

Providence, June

3.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 21-40)
B.o. soaring all around.
'In The
$1,700.
—'Singapore Woman* (WB) and: Navy' at Majestic is about the blgWllshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-44-55)
'Lucky Devils' (U), plus vaude. Fair gest, with present indications point- —'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Slee|>ers
tAnnn
T „rt
,„/>oL.
•cir.oir.n
Hiiv j^g foward a holdover,
'Singing
Hill
week,"
Last
$4,000:
Should gamer good
West' (20th).
Estlmatea for This Week
(Rep) and 'Miami Revue' on stage,
Last wed^
$6,700 on moveover.
fair $4,300.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39- 'Broadcast' (20th) and 'Washington
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen) 50)—'Woman's Face' (M-G) and Melodrama' (M-G), weak $3,600.
(3,039; 30-40-50)— 'Broadcast' (20th) 'Wait for You' (Metro) (2d run).
and 'Rage Heaven' (M-G) (2d wk). Good $3,500. Last week, 'Ziegfeld
Terrible $2,500 in five days of h.o. Girl' (M-G) and 'Missing Days' (Col)
(2d run), fair $3,000.
FJ),R.
semester. Last week, $4,700, fair.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 10-25-35)—
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-35)— 'Horror Island'
(U) and 'Law and
'Night Rio* (20th) and 'Adam* (Col) Order' (U). With plenty of youngOPPOSITION
B.O.
(30(2d run). Big $2,500. Last week
sters to crowd in on the Memorial
|

(1,200;
'Dead Men TeU'
(1,236; 10-20-25)
Hoofs' (20th).
(U). All right $1,200. Last week. (20th) and 'Golden
Last week,
$1,500.
Footsteps' (WB) and 'Western Union' Below-average
'Flight Destiny* (WB) and 'Three
(20th), average $1,300.
to $1,200.
slumped
(Par),
Texas'
^'^^ «*-'^>'iDa7 weekend: getting TeftTHSOO
.^I-oew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 15- Men
Stuart
(J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,884; $2,900, good.
'Missine Girls'
Girln' (PRC)
(PRCl
30-40)— 'Bad Man' (M-G) and 'WashLast week. 'Missing
'Wanted Wings* (Par).
10-25-40)
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 16- and 'Sheriff Tombstone' (Rep), good
ington
Melodrama'
(M-G).
Fair Nice exploitation with air corps
30)— 'Hardy'.<i Secretary' (M-G) and] $4,000.
$7,500. Last week, 'Hamilton Woman'
Last 'Mary Dugan' (M-G) (2d run). Good
net hefty $3,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2^00; 28-39-50)—
(UA) and 'Queen's Penthouse' (Col), here wul
week, 'People Kildare' (M-G), sad $2,300. Last
"
week. Thing CaUed 'In Navy' (U) and 'ScotUnd Yard'
ditto.
on five-day trip.
(Col)
and 'Behind News' (20th). Swell $15,000 and a holdover
Love'
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; $1,800
(Noble-Federer)
(1,100;
Varsity
practically in the bag.
15-30-40)— 'DevU Dogs' (WB) (re(Rep) (2d run), $1,800, slow.
Iiast week,
10-25-40)
'Knew Answers' (Col).
'Affectionately' (WB) and 'Singapore
issue).
Should manage excellent Heading for very satisfactory $3,300.
Woman' (WB), nifty $9,500.
$3,800.
Last week, 'MUlion DoUar Last week, 'Uncertain Feeling' (UA),
State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
Baby' (WB), satisfactory $3,700.
Departs 20th
allright $3,000.
'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'People Kll
BUIto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15Hollywood, June 3.
30-40)—'In Navy' (U) and 'Too Many
dare' (M-G). Medium $11,000. Last
Blondes' CU). Had turnaway biz
David Burton wound up a year's week, 'Woman's Face' (M-G) and
Lucille Ball
Saturday-Sunday, and pulling hefty
work as director at 2Qth-Fox, and 'Wait for You' (M-G), good $12,to ring the

WAS TOO TOUGH
FOR

,

'"^r

—

i

i

I
I

1

—

I

Burton

i

Tops

male

trade.

Looks

bell

for slick $9,000. Last week, 'Wanted

Hollywood, June

3.

Lucille Bail gets the star role in
Louis-Baer fight 'Passage to Bordeaux,' based on a
moveover.
short novel now being written by

000.

checked out after completing

'Pri-

Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-40-50)—
'Wanted Wings' (Par). Steady press
campaign dating back several weeks
apparently helping to lift this one
into the brighter class with knockout $10,000 looked tor. Last week,
'Dare Not Love' (Col) and 'lady

Wings' (Par) and
vate Nurse.'
and
Other jobs during his 12-month
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 1530-40)—'Man Made Monster' (U) and Budd Schulberg. RKO bought the stay In Westwood were 'Manhattan
reading
synrights
after
the
screen
Horror Island' (U). All right $3,000.
Heartbeat,' 'Jennie' and •The Man
Last week, 'Flame New Orleans' (U) opsis.
Who Wouldn't Talk.'
and 'Rookies Parade' (Rep), ditto.
Louisiana' (Rep), weak
Robert Stevenson Is director.
Plx, fine $8,000

$4,500.

I

President Roosevelt's historic address last Tuesday (27) night socked
fihn theatre business all over th«
U. S. Even exhibitors who advertised that the talk could be heard
over the radio inside the theatre
auditorium or in the lobby or loungs
failed to overcome the trek away
from cinemas.
Broadway film houses were. parr.
ticularly hard hit, different theatres
estimating their normal Tuesday
business was off 40 to 607o- Managers who rated Tuesday boxoftic*
as generally better than Monday
claimed that Monday last week
topped their following night's bie.
Several theatres provided" radios In
their lounges but found that people
had stayed at home to hear the
President's address

.
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READ
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IT IN

Not in many years has news of show business been bo

exciting, im-

portant and intensively read.

The

seasonal boxoffice barometer

but the amusement industry in each of

ground of major world

For

364

for the

VARIETY. There were:

films, radio, vaude, legit, bands.

special charts

and data

features.

items too brief for special display.

VARIETY from 58 American

This information canie'to

and 15 foreign

capitals.

From

But news.

VARIETY

is

Variety's

petition with

own

It is

on

people everywhere

may buy

dealers; not purchased

no

it.

command

NEW YORK
1S4 West 46th St.

It is

where busy

Such prominence must be earned from news-

by premiums.

better guarantee for

ship of a publication's editorial content.
vivid text

show
famil-

holds a prominent display place week after week, in com-

'

is

The

sale at newsstands everywhere.

hundreds of general and special publications.

There

Not public-

sources.

the only internationally read newspaper of the

world and show people.
iar flying t/^

towns and

Unquestionably the most extensive collating

of original information in any weekly newspaper in any trade.
ity.

moment,

history in the back-

headline stories.

full-length,

70 Reviews:

24

making

events.

instance, take last week's issue of

408

cities,

may be below par

its fields is

an advertiser than intensive readerAdvertisements placed beside such

attention.
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M
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St.

8
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'
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LONDON LEGIT
American Flims Played to Tatters

New Regulations in Spain Virtually
Kin Importing of Foreign Pictures;

FOR FEW WEEKS

Plan Setup as

UAsKastner,(hiBriefVisittoN.Y.
American fllmi ar« fo, favored
over those of the Axis powers that
even in completely Nqzi-domlnated

Holywood

prints are
played untU they are in tatters.
Lacy W. Kastner, United Artists European sales manager, revealed on
his arrival in New York from Lis-

countries old

bon on Monday (2). Hell probably
remain in this country several

Shows Are CincheB oh Tour
Since Overhead U Negligi'
Gaumont Circuit Nets
ble and Retunu HeftyClicks in L,ondon Only
lOOG for Navy Comforts
Draw for About 8 Weeks
London, May IS,
Gaumont-British

drcuit'i

ties resulted In

Madrid,

New

siderably

United
very title
o^ 'European manager' is a gag
nowadays, under current nation-

.

new

London,

May

IS.

isn't

alistic restrictions,

Sindl.cato Nacional del Espectaculo has proclaimed d series of
new film measures obviously aimed
at helping the stagnant local Indus-

Outside of the British Isles, the
U. S. would be smart to close up
shop so far as Europe's concerned, at least for the duration,
says the former UA chieftain.

try.
Instead of an outright ban on
foreign pix, as was done bx Italy and
Germany, the. Spaniards 'bave demonstrated a little of the''well-known
CastUian subtlety by taxing the non-

Spanish product to death.
Henceforth, foreign long-footag*
pictures will be classified lt\to three
categories according to quality of
story, talent and direction and its
comm°brcial or exploitation possibilities. Import licenses of 75,000, 50,000

formation

-

for the Ministry of In-'
has announced his film

department had propaganda keeping
14 studios going, in reply to a quesMOI
tion In the House recently.

Bte Good
stuff is mainly briefle, but does emchief declared, ploy many w.k. names from pictures
Business, the
is good in most nations, as the more
and legit.
trouble Europeans have the more
Leslie Howard has just completed
they seem to want film entertain- a two-reeler for the outfit.
Proment to divert them. However, he duction is spread around between
explained, with several of the large the shorts makers, little of it being
countries providing no income what- taken up by the indie feature bunch.
soever and Athers freezing coin, the Government's own Crown Films
total return from Europe is infinites- Unit also gets a large slice of the
imal compared with pre-war days.
trade.
Portugal, with all the ;:efugees
Question to MOI was put by Capand business people of Europe pour- tain Cunningham-Reid. He wanted
ing through it, has shown a tre- to know if MOI propaganda films
mendous increase in grosses, foreign were not actually stifling the indussales head said. He asserted
is try due to call on technicians, who
now getting mpre from the first- aren't plentiful. In his opinion, fearuns of pix there than it used to ture filiAs were worth more to the
get from the entire country, Sweden British in propaganda than the
and Switzerland are the next best bitsy stuff. Plaint was denied.
grossers, Kastner said, but evep so,
Another angle to this government
the income from all three Is negligi- bid is tlie reported exorbitant rates
ble.
now demanded for. studio space.
UA, he revealed, has a deal under Property owners in some cases are
consideration in Spain, but probably understood asking double and more
won't accept it, by which the Span- over pre-war terms.
ish government has offered to allow
it to import five pix if it makes one
in the country. No receipts of the
ParaUer to
five
could be removed, but all
monies obtained outside of Spain
from the one film made there would
Distribution
For
go to UA. Similar deals have been
offered other companies for a total
Except Britain, Canada
of 13 American pix, including 'Gulliver's
Travels'
(Par) and 'Snow
London, May 15.
White' (RKO), and 38 English and
other foreign pix.
Deal for world rights—outside of
on '49th
Negotiations kn on the roclis, Britain and Australia
completed with
been
however, because Spain wants to put ParaUel' has
a tax of 25,000, 50,000 or 75,000 Columbia reputed to have handed
Productions,
Ortus
to
pesetas on each import according to over $150,000
its estimated income at the b.o. Film
Picture stars rLesUe Howard, Laurcompanies object on the basis that ence Olivier and Anton Walbrook.
classification of the pix would be Its outdoor. fooUge was all shot in
arbitrary and inexpertly done.
Canada.
'49th' ran into a barrage of comment In its early days. It's been
in production since June, 1940, and

UA

To Vichy Govt

i

members. They're keeping the books
stored away for when the
war's over. Their opinion is 50%
of tlTat membership isn't in London
now because of evacuation, and the
remainder are 'occupied' in defense
nicely

work.

But the road

offers a different picE. G. Killick (Payne-Jennings

^"^

has five shows out.
theatre here, of which he's
managing director. Is kept open to
house shows others may care to take
a chance on. When there's no bid,
management stages a revue and sits
back. So far the Comedy has housed
most of the newcomers to West End
legit; their average ru.: was enervating. Income took care of the crew
and staff and kept the taxes down.

and Killick)

Comedy

A

WOBEEBS DEAL
tiondon.

May

picts

had

The new

|

.

|

British Film

when

announced

In ef-

arets,

sought.

1

taxes,

15, sock ]oy seekers with
50% on drinks in cabdancerles and other hotspots,
30% for showcase, variety, revues
and similar public spectacles, aldrama, comedy, musical
though
comedy and opera are exempt from
Boxing and other
any taxation.
spectacles where public betting Is
permitted will be taxed 30%. Other
sports fixtures will be taxed 15% for
high-priced seats. Taxes also affect
luxury items with an additional 30%

April

an additional

.

hoof.

in
for

fect,

^

some J 100,000 Government
coin. Budget was originally $600,000,
but likely went to $800,000. Much
of the press ad libbing was caustic,

In.
It's rewill have one
foreign
specialisingin
original version as Rome
many years.

showcase

15,

New agreement on Sunday houss,
Be Good,' but is met with another
snag for the West End, which has wage and conditions has been inked
by National Ass'n of Kinema Emstill to keep to class.
It's finding a
victory since
male hoofer for the Fred >^Uire ployees marking fli
Male hoofers to the draft drive was launched,
part.
Midlands deals are no-v being
board are just so much male on the

'

carries

boiling over

sound tracks dubbed
ported that Madrid

CINEIIA

Row Discredits Tali( Of

Elisabeth Bergner walked out in Canada as the
femme lead when the unit was all
Footage in
set to return this side.
which she'd appeared was re-shot
London, May- 15.
Teddy Carr, joint managing direc- at Denham studios, part going to
Long-awaited announcement from
tor for UA, presided. Besides Lon- Glynis Johns.
future of
Michael Powell directed '49th.' He the Board of Trade anent
.don officials, branch managers and
Industry has come In
salesmen, Birmingham, Leeds, Liv- was also responsible for 'Contra- British film
Captain
with prexy
Parliament,
erpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Dub- band,' an earlier U.S. buy.
Lyllteton indicating steps would be
lin, Glasgow and Cardiff sent repretaken to sustain picture-making this
sentatives despite continued German
Swedes, Swiss Can Take It
.side to where it would enable rentair attacks.
United Artists will distribute TLon- ers and exhibs to fulflU their quota

United Artists concluded Its first
war-time sales convention in London late last month, with the parley
pledging to maintain operations in
Great Britain.

—

—

Killick has plans for revising 'Lady
!

and

documentary

{

Assn., has a roster of about 75,000

i

and

i

Awaiting War's End

ture.

are only provisional since the Sindicato may boost the licenses by 50%.

Newsreels

cultural reelers will be soaked with
Vichy, May 15.
a 25,0d0-peseta maximum license
New measures giving government tax.
more complete control of the film
If the subject proves stubborn and
Industry have been announced. The succeeds in bringing In a film over
new laws are items In the. long de- ail these tax barriers, the film most'
bated 'Film Statute' which never Be shown in Spanish unless special
succeeded in getting by.
authorization Is obtained from the
have Sindicato. But that's not all, since
programs
Double-feature
been legally killed; programs have the dubbing privilege will cost the
been limited to definite footages victim an' additional 20,000 pesetas.
and fixed rentals outlawed.
Valne to Be Fixed
Raoul Ploquin, president of the
The value of the Imported product
newly established Comte d'Organiwill
be fixed by the Sindicato
zation, annoimced thiat only one pic
through a specially created Classiper program will be permitted
He fication Committee,
henceforth in the free zone.
Other regulations call for obligaalso decreed that no contract between distribs and exhibitors will tory dubbing of all foreign films in
be valid unless film rental price is Spanish studios in national territory,
on a percentage basis. for all pix Furthermore, foreign pictures are
oyer 600 ia#ters. Tliird item of the described as thOse made outside 'of
decree calls for limiting programs Spanish territory even though Casto 4,300 meters, with newsreels ex- tillan authors, actors and directors
cluded and with only one film ex- of companies are involved in the
Thir production. This will directly affect
ceeding 1,800 on program.
item of the' decree is effective until a large percentage of ptcts made In
Last
Aug. 27, when programs will be re- Italian and German studios.
duced to 3,800 meters maximum, year almost as many films were
with feature limited to 1,300 meters. J made bi Roman and Berlin studios
Spanish technical and artistic
'Benefits' of the new order are
talent as were in Spain itself.
that authorization to produce pict in
As far as the regulation concernfree or occupied zone will require
previous permission of the German ing the ban on showing of pix in
synopsis of the. sce- foreign tongues Is concerned. It's not
occupants.
nario must be sent to Paris one as radical as it sounds, since the
copy in French and two in German huge majority of foreign plcts already shown here have Spanish
for study.

Whether Sunday stage shows
would have made much difference is
doubtful.
The Privilege Ticket

—

OPERATING IN BRTTAIN

tributor, the

The H, M. Tennent-John Glelgud

CoL

and 25,000 pesetas will be provisioncharged against the importer It
is an exhibitor.
If he's a disimport licenses will be
100% more than listed above. These

ally

he

offering at the Globe is a fair example of what couldn't be done in
peacetime. Their 'Dear Brutus' carries a cast of stars a production
could rarely afford, but under present conditions it keeps the players
occupied and in the public eye, plus
the theatre lighted.

World

UA PLEDGES TO KEEP

Over Pix Given

the patronage..

the* taxes down., at least.

UA

m

More Control

Experience of, what might be
called the past 'season' goes a long
way in supportin^^ that view. For
the West End it's mainly been a
question of keeping a house open.
The Wyndham outfit followed such a
plan with their major theatre, holding an intime revue for several
months. It paid the cast and the
house obliged by housing the show.
All very noblesse oblige.
It kept

Spokesman

C

The

—

Pix for British

prints.

Kastner, who headquarters in -Lisbon because mail and films can be
sent and received there from all the
countries of Europe, said prints are
being shipped to practically all the
nations of the continent except Germany and Italy.. Some money is being received ftom even the Nazioccupied countries, he said,

already high

been announced,

14 Studios Busy

for

the

stiffen

amusement tax regime, have ^just

manager of

Artists, states that the

.

IB.

regulations,

tically

-

European

May

which will prackHI th* Importation of all
foreign pictures In Spain and con-

Sllverstone, on the ocLacy Kastner's arcasion
rival Monday (2) from Lisbon,
where he was headquartered as

of

Under Arthur Jarratt, G-B chief
and himself an officer in blue, year's
London, May 19.
weeks.
Even in Spain, practically a Ger- work has seen over a 170,000 knitted
London's West End, former cozy
man and It^ian annex, films made garments handed out, 6,000 books and affluent home of legit, Is now
in the latter countries are played by and some millions of smokes.
rateable in b.o. terms at a few meaexhibs only when there is no Amergre weeks. Th^t about cements the
ican product available, Kastner said.
opinion of the managers and backHe declared that prints of some old
ers.
UA pix which have been In the
Stage is apparently leaning toward
country for a number of years are
the road. A production here is
now half their original length. As
risk whereas on the road it's a cinch;
portions get top worn to run through
overhead there Is negligible and the
^
That
proectors they are clipped.
returns hefty.
Even a click in
often means that sequences ImporLondon and there are few clicks
tant to the continuity ere lost. But
will draw them for about eight
the Spaniards don't seem to mind.
weeks; getting the money back in
There are no provisions, of course,
that time is hard going. There just

On Propaganda

Industry Aid

Nothing to Manage

NOBLESSE OBLIGE

$100,000 ftmd.

Home

Murray

drive

for collections to go to Naval chari-

BLOHO

BIZ

INEST [NO CDQD

In Nazi-Controned Countries, Says

IS

Govt's Plan to Aid the Industry

'

!

I

I

I

|

;

'.

on antiquities, Jewels, gold, silver
and platinum . rings, artistic and
other de luxe 'items, rugs, carpets,
perfumery, beauty products, etc.
handed to the trade. Including deToothpaste is exempt. No mentails of what would be released to tion is made of soap.
them in terms of supplies, players,
and technicians. Player shortage is'
I

I

.

now

j

acute on the male end.
Question of maintaining productlon up to quota is Itself hard to Interpret, since past year has seen a
Trade
drop in available fooUge.

WUl Happen'
N.G. in London Bow

'Actresses

London, June
'Actresses Will Happen,'

3,

outmoded

Ban Colombia's Xove*
Sydney, May 23.
Censor O'Reilly has banned Co

new show is genunlikely to stay long.
I

chief.
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MBY
PRISCILLA LANE -JEFFREY LYNN -RONALD REAGAN
MAY ROBSON.LEE PATRICK Directed by CURTIS BERNHARDT

with

Screen Play by Casey Robinson, Richard Macaulay and Jariy Wald •
From a Story by Leonard SplgelgUn

Wednesday, June

FILM REVIEWS

1941

4,

THE NAVY

IN

(UUSICAL)

sparkling direction becomes acetugh support for a twin ))111.
Saga of a bashful youth who sella
his mother's legacy to obtain a business of his own and wed the femme
ot his choice Is a whacky pot-pourri
not calculated to win any literary
prize, yet it's the sort of light fare
audiences eat up today. Plot never is
overly sensible but some ot the
flighty Or desperate things the playreminiscent of present
generation folks.
Character of the go-getter grandmother Is drawn so roughly that it Is
virtually a caricature, but in the
hands of Jane Darwell it becomes so
palatable that many absurdities are
overlooked. As Grandma Allen of
the yarn she's an ardent student of
radio serials; knows all the gangster
slang and angles. Also, more importantly, she's a devout booster of
the younger folks and wants her
grandson's romance to succeed so
much that she lends him a couple of
thousand dollars to enable him to go
into business on his own and marry.
When two real gangsters enter the
f^ble. kidnap grandma and threaten
murder, she outwits them with her

Hollywood,

May

28.

Universal release of Alex Qottlleb pro*
Costello
and
sura Abbott,
ductlon.
Fovrell; features Andrews Sisters, Claire
'

Dodd;

Foran.

Dick

Directed

by Arthur

I

hX,

J'n"d""iol^"1?a'i?r ''^^^lSr\?•
Joseph Valentine; special photoertects, John Fulton; editor, PbiUp
Harris,
B. H=,Pi.
technical advisor, H, n
Cahn; .„w.i,„i
S. N. ret; Ass't director, Phillip P.
Karlatein; dlalor director, Joan Hathaway; dances, Mick Castle; songs. Gene
Previewed
at AlexDon
naye.
DePaul and
Bunning
ander, Olendnle, May 27, '41.

camera,
graphic

—

H

V

time, 85

MINB.

Bud Abbott
Lou Costello

Bmokey Adams..
Fomeroy Watson

Tommy

..Dick Powell
Claire Dodd

Httlatead

Dorothy Boberts

I"«tty

1

.
,
Andrews

Maxene \
iaVerne j
Dynamite Dugan

„.

.

Sisters

,
„
Fornn
.Dick

Billy

Butdi

Lenhnrt

Kenneth Brown

Sudjy

Shemp Howard

pi22y

Dance

specialties

by Condos Bros.

....
J -r
/^"-i ,1
Bud Abbott and Lou CosteUo swing
into their second round of naWonal
miUtary routines In this compact and
broadly sketched comedy of naval
background.' 'In the Navy' will easily

•In the Navy' (U).
Another
laugh hit from screen's latest
starring duo. Strong biz in gen-

'Thieves Fall Out' (WB). Swift-

moving comedy-meller, Are

dates, despite ambitious

.

|

giij,

picture

I

is

-nearly

vance by casting obvious thesp for
role of murderer.. Should have long
successful career in French showcases, although its. exploitation possiMurray Hill bilities are limited
abroad since type
Mr. RIcardo
Walter Rllla
Madame Dauvray
Ruth Maltland of pic is overdone by Hollywood.
Adele RoSBlgnol
Antoinette Celller
Film has Irregular tempo and Is
Tnce
Clifford Evans guilty of the usual French tendency
Helen Vaquler
Martltia Hunt
to
burlesque characterizations of
Monsieur Besnard
Ronald Adam
Monsieur Perrlchet
Arthur Hambling English roles. Photography is ordinary, direction workmanlike, but not
This British meller Is lots more above average. Mystery element is
exciting than its title. Based on a well preserved as long as one doesn't
novel by A. E. W. Mason, English look at casting too closely. Marchauthor known for his detective and's dialoging and adaptation are
yarns, the film has pace, intrigue first rate.
It's the much overworked formula
and tophole acting by Keneth Kent,
Judy Kelly and others in virtually of the dumb dick who files case as
death.
Along comes
an all-British cast. Despite the ab- accidental
sence of names known to American smooth, sleek, sophisticated amateur
audiences, 'House of Mystery' is detective, Andre Luguet, who doesn't
strong' fodder for. lower groove of like the looks of things and dedouble setup, especially if the ex- cides to get to the bottom. Gimlethibitor sells. the film as a sleuth eyed Luguet in due fashion offers
Georges Lannes the choice of suicidmelodrama.
Surprising part about this produc- ing so that one of the oldest noble
tion is that it stacks up as more en- families in England be spared a
tertaining than numerous other 'B' scandal. Naturally, it's suicide, and
films handled by the same distribu- Luguet goes back to his young bride,
tor.
This doubtlessly is due to the Annie Vernay, who Is asked to do
fact that it was turned out by nothing in this picture but look
Mono's English producing outfit, beautiful and frightened.
Jacqueline, Delubac, who Is dead
rather apparently in London. Odd
thing about this all-British setup is sportsman's wife and present misthat the distributor doesn't admit it tress of the murderer, tries to vamp
is a British-made picture any place Luguet away from murderer's traU
in the press book. Exhibitor might and only succeeds in making Mile.
like to know that Keneth Kent, lead Varnay jealous.
Paul Azais, as an
in picture, also played in 'Pirate of accomplice who Is bounces off just
Seven Seas,' another British produc- as amateur sleuth is about to question which was attractive screen tion hiifi, does the usual workmanlike job. Sylvia Bataille Is' not confare.
Mason's story, 'At the Villa Rose,' vincing as the maid and Azais*
concerns the operations of a 'famed fiancee. Neither is Georges Grey as
u ci,_.i„;,i,
,,-..^,r^y\^„ '
p
* ^ench Sherlock
unraveling
a the young neer in love with Miss
Georges Lannes, as the
baffling near-perfect crime.
Plot Delubac.
depicts the Slaying of a wealthy ruthless murderer, i$ tops and again
a" e^ort to obtain hidden proves -he's one of the best of
Jewels, the inability of the plotters France's younger thesps.
Kavo.
to locate the gems after the killing
has been committed, a kidnaping, a
spiritualistic session fS further muddle the real killer's identity, and
then the clever sleuthing of InjContlnned from pace 3s
spector Hanaud, French detective.
Tork,
T., week May !6, '41, dueled.
Running time. 61 HINS.
Inspector Hanaud
Serieth Kent
Cella Harland
Judy Kelly

Harry Wethermlll

(Rep);

Mystery'

support.

The Shark Woman' (World )t
Jungle goona-goona with femme
diver will make sturdy support
to No. 1 features.
•Hangman's Noose' (French).
•Okay French-made whodonlt.

tongue

90% Jane Dar-

marks established by its ^en, with other characters merely
Buck Privates, and fitting into her maneuvering. Eddie
predecessor.
provide solid comedy entertamment Albert, as the bashful grandson who

hit the b.o.

summer bookings.
finally elopes in order to sUrt up his
Abbott and Costello, with aid of ^j^n factory, and Joan Leslie, as his
Dick Powell, the Andrews Sisters, sweetheart, back her up with skill.
Claire Dodd, Dick. Foran and Shemp q-^i should go places if brought
Howard, continue their zany and gjong with equaUy competent di-

lor the

i

Angels With Broken

in nautical
antics
garb-pection
ashore and aboard a batUewagon.
^lan Hale turns in one of his best
Against a minor story framework, performances as the officious father
the two comedians appear in a series (,£ the lad, but Minna Gombell, as his
•
of episodes With their crazy antics mother,
her dramatics.
overdoes
built
for
broadend routines. It's all
Vaughan Glaser plays the girl's dad
in in a villainous mood.
est comedy, and clicks strongly
John Litel
generating audience reaction along heads the support which includes
that line:
William T. Orr, Etta McDaniel. Nana
Dick Powell is a radio crooner fed Bryant and Anthony Quinn. Weor.
up by continual pestering of fans.
.tt disappears to join the navy in
San Diego, where Abbott and
Claire
Costello are gobs ashore.
Hollywood, May 29'.
Dodd discovers identity of Powell in
her ambitions to get a newspaper
Warner Bron. release ot Edmund Grainger
job, and continually attempts to can. production. Directed by William Clemens.

familiar

Wings
(WITH SONGS)

|

Hollywood,

•

—
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KNOCKOUT

S^'Th'i

^''l^.f-'""c?v,f''i!;f"
expose. She even gets aboard the
battleship, which suddenly pulls out
for Hawaii, and at the flnlsn marries
the crooner to save him from the
fans
Abbott and Costello provide constant laughs with their zany routines.
They rinf in the old shell game, using
Umons for the peas, and then going
Into a money changing routine that
varies little from -same stunt used in
[They did
their previous ^picture.
their stage musical,
these bits

m

'Streets of Paris.']

Costello

Prevleived

"om. May
MINS.

as,

Arthur Kennedy

Johnny Rocket
Angela fJrlnnclil
Gloria \"nn Ness

Olympe Bradna
Virginia Field

•..•.•.::'.::•..•.

,

xom

]

iiossi

i

Allison

!

Louis Grinnelil

puity
-Mrs. Turner
'

center of a dream se- Monigan
'^-"^

is

;

quence in which he becom^ estaband
lished
the caPtain'| c ^
gives orders
rfde through
the battleship in a wUd ride
the harbor
other boats in the

m
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Norris
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concealed

Looks
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^/'•acteriMU^^^ of the inspector by
Keneth
Kent^^^^ I^^^^^^^^
English
^^^r 'n^^e', ^om^^^^^^
^ven a

j
,

'.

Pjf

!

""^"ea mea^

|

'

Thieves

J"dy

'

i

KeT,y^^

^

^'°^]''
, ''^^'''"^itf
or four features
^"«.''
with
Latin-American locales threatened to
jar the goodwill drive. Steps likely
wil be taken either to
revamp
several of these or to withhold them
from the LaUn-Americas.
guggctcd plan of one picture of^^.^ ...^j^.^j^
^^^^

three

:

i

"di^nce's' patience. |wift gilt of
f
is sus alned by
Director Sum^°^y
""ers largely through the adroit

I

I

•

anf'Sor^erSlo^l'g'SS ^'X',
have

oneTff
AU
moS SproducT

average bert Cohen was ouL
Is
ivnocKou. «
8ame, 'Knockout'
same
lunch.
out to
lu iu.ii...
Joi
Out of the welter of confusion,
^^^^^^^^^^
^
story seems to concern antics of a
classification, pict^e group of youngsters to maneuver obDespite
Induction of Powell in this instance
grooming of y^J-- sUcles in the |ath of modiste Kathallows for broader use of songs than Provides further
«rine Alexander for marriage ta
in 'Buck Privates.' PoweU delivers
^^nH^^lnt^^nl
a"f„
two tunes in effecUve style, 'Starlight the Warner lot, through
^^^J i^ui s^ofme?''wul%'ru?es ah^'oTd
directorial
Starbrighf and 'We're in the Na^.' eral interest
Clemens Mi^.>ln ZoJce is not^^l^^^^^^
Andrews Sisters handle three nu^- Pa=e developed by William
twists
in
new
There are a few
5hf nroceeds to out the sluf on for
ucis
...
i.....r
u,ui...,
uHu-u.o..
bers
in
capable,
their
usually
story more^ coin
The kids ti^ S^^^^^
rhythm'ii fashion, aU^d^^vered^^'lm Jected into the Jormularized
ambitious yo"th who gete enproduction backgi-ounds. 'Off to See Iff
Argentine cattle king, and Gilbert
the World' has a good marching tangled with a """^^'"8
Kennedy is a |f^^
shows
up to find out who's
1
swing, with the naval assemblage >" the fight biz
p^^^
neatly
intercut
delivery. Urinary .boy ?' PJOJ^'S!-,^";'^^?! taking his name for romantic purduring
On marriage to poses.
carccr on
ring "reer
UP the ""6
.c!nmo Skin'
'Olmm. Some
sun' is "tailor-made
tpiinr.m,^ "P
'Glmme
manager An- ^
before the kids are happy with the
for the sister trio while 'Hula-Ba- Olympe Bradna. But
good
the marriage of their
Luau' is printed with Hawaiian thony Qmnn figures Kennedy on- p^^^^
the champ
mother to Blackmer.
dance ensemnie,
aance
ensemble uicK
Dick *
Foran
<:ines 'A
oran smgs
^ fodder to build for
effort to find
s^tua
corny slapstick and inane
Sailor's Life for Me,' assisted by a ship, and blocks
^"°J"h " theV in'
Zf.
r^tntu^^^^
male chorus._Songs, written by Gene
.P"^„.'^r„ J°'' °t^, ""^^^ "^"^v
°^"«U^""".„,n'
fn. the expected
ed the
coin for
overDirection
secure
unreeling.
V.t^^'^.^T.l^^y^^^^iS^^^^.
stresses the unsuccessful attempts
notch group that
for Pop |t-|^o^f'attffi at comedy, which are generally
pretty anemic. Members of the cast
Foreword credits the San Diego fr*""
JP^fhtn
^^'/^l
"/"fl^hi
a fl^^^^^ seem to be bewildered by the whole
and San Pedro naval bases as oses his wife and then
mouthpiece, proceedings, and will have to chalk
drugged
a
locaUons and backgrounds for the through
with a brain con- this one up as a misadventure. A
picture. Much use of process photog- wanders ^imlessly
o": h"t finally snaps out of few songs are inserted along the
raphy is necessarily made to expedite
Walt.
finale for [econcilla- way.
at
the
things
production schedifles, and many of,
tio" and a ^issport to a little farm
the shots are obvious.
;

m

,

e,-,-^I?.'"Ri!;oIm!i5

Lightweight entry for the secondary dual houses, thjs one fails comWllllam Edmunds pletely to jell into any semblance of
film entertainment, despite inclusion
'Tj"m
of
a generally capable cast. Script
uen skvciden
Vera LpwIs is a hodge-podge that runs around
in circles and engenders confusion
'

^^^.^^

Billy Gilbert
-lane Frnzee

Edward

Katharine Alexander
r>eo Gorcey
Lois Bn neon
Lcni Lynn

'.^ai«''''EdSanrs
Cornel wiide
itichnrd Ainiey

'.'.'..

?jr&i,','.::'.'.-.'.;:-.:'.'.

:

Jane Lord
Steve Wilson
Ch!>rlolte Lord
Punchey
Lois Wilson
Leni Lord
Marilyn Lord

Doug Gould:

Decker.

;

Billy Wilson

c„n,era, Ted McCord; ediAss't director, Elmer
studio projection
in
nunning time, 71
•ii.

-^^J
tort

I

•

Mary Lee

Mary Wilson

dK'"ireS°o?

f."ry"'Sj.'"'Ml'c?.a.?Ff^""

'

29.

Dlrecteil
by Bernard Vorhaus.
Frazoe.
Screenplay by George Carleton Brown and
Bradford Ropes; original by Brown; camera, Ernest Miller; editor, Edward Mann;
supervising editor, Murray Seldeen; production manager. Al Wilson: songs. Jule
Previewed at StuStyne. Eddie Cherkoae.
dio City theatre. North Hollywood, May
Running time. It MINS.
28, '41.
BInnle Barnes
Sybil Barton
^.
Gilbert Uoland
Don Pablo Vlncente

1

-

May

Republic release of Albert J. Cohen proFeatures Blnnlo Barnes, Glllwrt
duction.
Roland, Mary Lee, Billy Gilbert, Jane

,

Peter

,

i

,

^

I

,
,
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Sydney

,

ture Hays meeting, is for the Indus,
'try to make up its mind on two
1

,

P°'"t*-

KnTkss^n'^fasTpsSjW^^^^^^^^^

;

rather l^et their own native
producers handle them.
Secondly,
that U. S. producers quit making any
pictures with a plot concerning the
Latin-Americas, and confine their
production
efforts
to
customary
World Pictures' release of Charles Hunt American themes.
production. Directed by Ward Wing. Story
Yank Idiom Always Clicked
by Lorl Bara; camera, John C. Cook; cdlSuch a plan is in Irie with contin

™f
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His

WOMAN

"""r:!??.
f'-^
At ceninii, 'J.'"'.'™??-''.,
n. Y., May 30-.li.
dueled.
Running time, S9
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Pearli ng Schooner... .Chang-l.u
{

-

,

This

I

tors to

1

by Arthur Herman and John
Grant is set up deliberately to showcase Abbott Md Costello's comedy
brand. Director Arthur Lubin turns
In another creditable job, aUowing

upstate.

'

lomo.: Cag^
r^o
Kennedy who played James
ney's young broth^^^^^

'

?if^*'

a neat

J Exploitation

possibiUties

of

~"
J*ii,i*fl"?^*^„^„'i'f'VI"5I
^fnv'^tn
many
ana
the film won t leave custOmers dissatisfied as many jungle
ana goona-goona epics make
and
maKe 'shark
snarK
Woman* a sturdy supporter on twin-

PALS OF THE PECOS

Republic release of Louis Cray produc
i.ivmgsion.
i>on
Bob
Features itobert
«ouert Livingston.
"<"i„„V,.„,,°,T„ ^^.niave
familiar tion.
"
.
JJJh'Lb^^^^^^^^
^i"'';.?,
the conucs full sway In iheir delivery
"ers .in subsequLt ?Sns.
%'^^^tT>.?ZT^lZr.S'. dVIK^
of wacky slapstick and dialog for
Fair semblance of plot concerns
M-nHard nerform- ncggie Lnnning! editor, nny .Snyder. At
"fff"eia
j''^"""'"
Pr°J'°=,
general amusement Brief acrobatic
activities of Malaysian pearl
fap dance routine by the Condos ^""S^,^ S'l^ ^^^,?"^v ouinTn^^^
the romance between
, A"^ony Qu-"^ pro^
Bros, is a bright spot.
Walt.
f^^^:::::::::::^^^.^''^^
,

;

,

_

package for exhibiplay around with these hot

is

"^^'^of^^riT^^^'iTw^

j^gg

„l„™
.Ignihaving
Shprts l,-„l,Dut •"h—
simple
<.>—j I,.,.
.".'—b no story
and newsreels covermg
viUl Latin-American subjects, were

I
;

narration,
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I

described by this same official as
beinc sufficient to bolster the good-
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THIEVES FALL OUT
Warner Bros,

of First

release

National

^j:!M:'"'3ir.J'^i.^n^'^L''S!^^-

Roemheld.

May
,

29,

At
'41,

MINS.
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Robert Barnes
George
Formsby
_
Chlc Collins

Rork
Ella Barnes
Charles Matthews

Martha Matthews

Ifckles

Blossom..,,
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STORY BUYS
Metro

Hollywood, June 3.
Women,'
'Two
bought

.

rity'

to

Frank and Maurice Kozin-

Wnal

means'"'

I

.

i

!

'

lers go.

Livingston, Steele and Davis still
evoke hearty interest as the three
musketeers of the prairies. The at

tempt

.

natives

the U. S.
^ ~ American audiences, but American tourists to' visit
in„rno
P."" n ho surift na^o rtno«
Camera work The campaign ran only six in the
considering series of advertisements when either
lhe%iUa1n"Tailin«° oV^hTint^en't
amount of outdoor stuff done the State Department or some high
mIsoi^ tier trio and efforts to sUll
without
spetwal lights.
Submarine
official objected to the copy, which
opening of the coach lh?e
of SUcy Woodward is had been formulated by three large
Because Robert Livingston, Bob Pl^otoS^Phy,
Musical b^^^^
Steele and Rufe Davis continue as
ad agencies. Campaign was listed as
the Three Mesquiteers it should
part of the travel bureau effort but
Wear.
stack up well enough with others in
was intended to cement hemispheric
this outdoor adventure series. Okay
solidarity, with the old West 54th
on dual setups where cactus melGarnett's Cruise Pic
address given

to inject a

Street Whitney office

Hollywood, June 3.
in the advertisements
This influx of American dollan
Tay Garnett is sending Three
Sheets in the Wind' into production into the Latin-Americas, plus the advertising done by U. S. film compawith
Brian
this summer at Universal,
nies in putting over their product in
Donlevy in the male lead.
picture will be built around foot- these countries, now is becoming reca^^^^^^^^
"y Garnett on .
good-neignpor poucy.
^fe"'^^^,
the
cruise.
1

I

'

romantic interest

'Maid
to
purchased
Republic
Exhibltors depending on 'B' fea-j
between Livingston and June Johntures to fill out dual setups will be Order,' by Isabel Dawn and Boyce
son, as the coach line owner's daughthis cheerful, lively melo- De Gaw.
drama. 'Thieves Fall Out,' -lackinf' Albert .Rosell acquired screen
is;- Vh^n^i;n*''g"irlWerityi
ster names or strong story, under rights to .'Peace With the Yaquis, by
thesplan experience don't help much,
deft scripting and Kay Enright's Grinnell Sutton.

happy over

i
'

,

.

McDaniel

purho

:

•
:

prize-winning novel by MaxFrench
* _„
j._ ii/rer<ioh
Edward Broi>4iy eence van der Merscn.
Dave Schwartz sold Draft Letter
Minna Gomhcii
Voughnn Glasor tO 20th-FOX.
Nana Bryant
paramount acquired The Man in
^""'cawnaSgil the Street,' by WilUam Bowers and
,Hobart
Frank Fnylcn Robinson Holbert.
William Davidson
Martin Mooney sold 'Mr. CelebEtta
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Eddie Albert
Joan Leslie
Jane Darwell
Alan Hnle
Wllllam T. Orr
John Litoi
Anthony QuInn

Tim Gordon

Harry

I

Strand,

Mary Matthews
Grandma Allen

David Tipton

M

dueled

Eddie Barnes

Pick

-an'aW,. while CUff Edwards
most o£ the laughs as a

slides

DlS«ted"i;y rI;'?
Screenplay by Charles Grayson
and Ben Markeon from play by Irving
Gaumont, Jack Sobel; editor, Clarence
Koister; camera, Sid Hickox; music. H.
Ut',"r'wiliiSm'''f."'ol^.

.

neighbor c^^^^^^^^
" ''s^' was pointed out that the
campaign,
origmally
advertising
u^^u^^^
uuhcn winkier jungle beasts and sen.<;ational under- scheduled to run 35 weeks in South
shots.of sharks pitted against and Central American papers, is
pro-J ?"u'ri<'e'.-.-.V.-.:y.V.\V.-.'.-.'D?nVi'2''^f<:i%
vyeDsier pro
Coates Webster
tjoaiesjn^^^^
""strint'by
script by
Script
oy M. uoaies
like
likely
natives.
to prove a material goodwiU
J,';';;j„,*;;;:^\-;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;i,^,^;';i'-'
RoDm j^p^^lj.^
Fra7.cr the knife-wielding
.Stevens
„3„e^natfves:
a smooth .fouridation for^^^^^^
„
„
,^
pig„t
^,
,
plates the
^
^
s.sten«y good ^J^tio"
been incorporated into these^ watery actual expenditure of American dol'^'Z
^""^
Several r'ng sequences are com sheriir
'^"""".episodes.
Death struggle between iai.<i in me
the L,aiin
Latin-Americas
Americas, This
xnis aa
ad
;petently Staged to catch attention of
a shark and an octopus
octoDus is panicu
oarticu'Pals of the Pecos' revives the fa- \J<^It\^n^a
campaign stresses interestmg angles
the actlon-minded patrons.- Producwestern
fable
the
struggle
of
„„„ K,rif arniintl is standard for a B miliar
North America and urges Latin-

m

,

catches

Enright.

m

^kk suggestions
ions from managers
manaffer.<! -on
ued
the ground floor In the Latin-Americas. They have advised making the
same sort ot stories which click
solidly with U. S. audiences, and to
forget
about attempting Spanish
In fact, some managers
themes.
have hinted that the typical
Amerl^
can picture which registers at the
u. S. boxofflce is the one which does
the best business in the Latln-Amer-
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Little Brother
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Script
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^"at she lacks as an American countries don't want pic
with Spanish locales and
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15.

Vrrnay. Jacqueline Delubac, aeorges Grey,
Paul Ar.nlr, (Jeorges Lnnnes, Sylvia Ba«
lallle.
Directed by Leon Mathot.
Story.
Ctiarles Lcaurle; adaptation and dialog.
I^opold Marchond; camera, Luclen; music.
Jean Lenoir. At Olympla, Algiers. Running time, BS MINS.

(BBITISH-MADE)

(Mono).
First-rate 'B' sleuth meller, with
all-British cast; excellent dual
of

(FRENCH-MADE)
Alg'ers, May
tlon.

Aim of C. C. Francalse produce
Stars Andre Luguet; features Annl*

M.

Kent.

Standard western in the Three
Mesquiteers series.
'House

15

de Chanvre

Monogram release.
Features
Kencth
Judy Kelly. Directed by Walter
This is a very successful French
Summers.
Screenplay by Doroen Mont- try at a whodunit, and while clever*
gomery, from novel by A, B, W. Mamn; ly done, telegraphs culprit
far in adcimera. Claude Friese-Green. At the New
N.

•

cast.

Pecos'

the

of

'Pals

Collier

('Hangman'! Noose')

O.

HOUSE OF MYSTERY

first

aid to dualers.

'Knookont' (WB).
Good B
programn)er of the fight game
for support bookings in the subsequent end action houses.
'Angels wltb Broken Winds'
Confusing script rele(Rep).
gates this one to minor filler

Le

Weor.

sequences.

eral bookings.

—

1

Robert Winkler, cast as Tim
Burke, the coach boss' son, heads
the support, which includes Pat
O'Malley, Dennis Moore„ Roy Barcroft and John
Holland. Reggie
Lanning's cameraing is particularly
clean-cut, especially on the action

Miniatore Reviews

•

I

.
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Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, June 3.
Mojor studios ore getting themselves well lortified
with product /or the neu) season, starting Aug. 1 In
most instances. Already there are at least 28 pictures
completed for distribution in 1941-42, and this figure
may be increased when Warners decides on ollocoIn addition to features already in the can lor
tions.
next year, studios have at least 23 pis now in production that are lobelled /or the new program. Paramount leads the pack with nine already completed

end

six in loorfc, while

(For in/ormation of theatrt and fitm exchange bookerg V*xaTt presentt
Only lots that ho»e not a etmplete chart of featura releases of all the American distributing comlaunched neu» season's production to date are Colum- panies lor the current quarterly period. Date of reviews as given In
bia, Monoprom, and Republic.
VAntETV and the running time of prints are included.)
Production /or the current <eason Is rapidlv neorCOPYRIUUT. 1940. BS VARIBTV INC. ALL BMIUTS BBflBRVED
Meloaromo;
Comedy; CD—Comedy
ing an end, with around 60 pictures out o/ a total of Key to Type Abbreviations:
This list will
Drama;
Western; D Dromo; RD— Romantic Drama; MV—MusieM.
505 promised remaining to be filmed.
Figures herewith indicate date of VAaiErv's review and running time.
prohably be somewhat reduced as the present season
draws to a close.' As of last week, studios have 31
WEEK OF RELEASE—4/18/41
features in production and a total of 69 either tn cuflijifl rooms or readv for release.

—

W—

M—

C—

D
D

Penny Serenade (Col) 4/18
Washlnston Melodrama (M-G)

Ida Luplno, L6uls_Hayward, Elsa Manchester,
Edith Barrett, Evelyn Keyes, Isobel Elsom.
TONIGHT BELONGS TO US. drama; prod.-dlr.,
Gregory RatoS; screenplay. Lady Eleanor MercinSmlth; camera, Arthur Miller and Harry Stradllng.
Cast: Loretta Young, Dean Jagger, Eugenie Leontovich,
.Conrad Veidt, Victor Varcona.
TEXAS, western; asso. prod., Sam Blschoff; dir.,
George Marshall; no writing credits; camera, George
Meehan. Cast: William Holden, Glenn Ford, Claire
Trevor, George Bancroft, Edgar Buchanan, Andy
Tombes, Edmund MacDonald, Harrison Green, Merlin
Nelson, George Lloyd, Ralph Peters, Addison Richards,
Don Beddoe.
Cast:

Com-

Prom.

pletcd

40-tl

4

fierisls

Bhoot- Kow
Ins Outtlns

To B« Comp. Shoot.
41-42

Shot

4l-t2

6
a
0

0

3
0

10

5
2
0

36
14
3

44

Feaiares

10

5

0

0

•

IS
4
0
7
S3
64
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaitine release:

Totak

TIME OCT FOa EHYTHM,

formerly

SHOW

BUSI-

Sidney
Salkow; screenplay, Edmund L. Hartman and Bert
Lawrence; story by Bert Granet; camera, Franz Planer.
asso. prod., Irvine Starr; dir.,

NESS, musical;

Vallee, Rosemary Lane, Ann Miller, Allen
Cast:
Jenkins, Joan Merrill, the Three Stooges, Brenda and

Rudy

Metro

RETURN OF DANIEL BOONE,

western; asso. prod.,
Hillyer; screenplay, Paul
Franklin, Joseph Hoffman; camera, Phil Tannura. Cast:
Bill EUiott, Betty Miles, Walter 'Dub' Taylor, Kodlck
Twins, Ray Bennett, Walter Soderling, Carl Stockdale,
Bud Osborne, Francis Walker, Lee Powell, Tom Carter,

Lambert

dir.,

Edmund Cobb.
THE OFFICER

AND THE LADT,

drama;

asso. prod..

Lambert
Leon Barsha; dir., Sam
HlUyer and Joseph Hoffman; camera, George Meehan.
Cast: Rochelle Hudson, Bruce Bennett, Roger Pryor,
White; screenplay,

Sidney Blackmer, Oscar O'Shea,

Tom

Kennedy.

HANDS ACROSS THE ROCKIES,

western;

asso.

Leon Barsha; dir., Lambert Hillyer; screenplay,
Paul Franklin; camera, Benjamin Kline. Cast; Bill
Elliott, Walter "Dub* Taylor. Mary Daily, Stanley
Brown, Kenneth MacDonald, Frank LaRue.

prod.,

formerly BETTT
prod. Jack Fier; dir., Edward

SWEETHEART OF THE CAMPUS,
CO-ED, comedy;

asso.

Dymtryk; screenplay, Robert D. Andrews and Edmund
L. Hartman; camera, Franz Planer. Cast: Ruby Keeler,
Ozzie Nelson, Harriet Hilliard, Gordon Oliver, George
Lessey, Byron Foulger, Kathleen Howard, Leo Watson,
Charles Judels, Don Bjeddoe, Frank Gaby.

MAN

IN TOWN, formerly OBITUART,
RICHEST
asso. prod.. Jack Fier; dir., Chaiies
Barton; storyy Jerry Safkheim; screenplay, Fanya Foss
and Jerry Sackheim; camera, Phillip Tannura. Cast:
Frank Craven, Jimmy Dodd, Edgar Buchanan, Eileen
O'Heam, Tom Dugan, George McKay, Roger Pryor.

comedy-drama;

I

WAS A PRISONER ON

esso'.

prod.,

DEVIL'S IgLAND, drama;

Wallace MacDonald;

dir..

Lew

Landers;

ecreenplay, Karl Brown; story by Otto E. Eyss; camera,
John Stumar. Cast: Donald Woods, Sally Eilers, Edward Ciannelll, Victor Kilian, Charles Halton, John
Tyrrell, Ed Laughton, Dick Curtis, Lloyd Bridges,

Stanley Brown.

TWO

IN

A

TAXI, formerly

ONE WAT STREET,

asso. prod., Irving Briskin; dir., Robert Florey;
orig. screenplay, Howard J. Green, Morton Thompson,
Malvin Wald; camera, George Meehan. Cast: Anita
Louise, Russell Hayden, Noah Beery, Jr, George- Cleveland, George McKay, Charles Amt, Ralph Peters,
Frank YaconeUi, Dick Fiske, John Harmon.

drama;

THE SON OF DAVT CROCKETT,

western; asso.

Leon Barsha; dir., Lambert Hillyer; orig. by
Lambert Hillyer; camera, Benjaihin Kline. Cast:* Bill

prod.,

-

Meredith, Dub Taylor, Don Curtis, Eddie
Cobb, Steve Clark, Paul Scardon, Lloyd Bridges, Stan'
Elliott, Iris

....

ley Brown.

BLONDIE IN SOCIETT,

comedy; asso. t>rod., Robert
Sparks; dir., Frank Strayer; no writing credits; camera,
Henry Freulich. Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,
Larry Slmms, Danny Mummert, Jonathan Hale, William Frawley, Edgar Kennedy, Hal pooke, Herbert
Rawlinson, Cliff Clark, Chick Chandler.
TIL LIE THE TOILER, comedy; asso. prod., Robert
Sparks; dir., Sidney Salkow; no writing credits; camera,
Phil Tannura.
Cast: Kay Harris, William Tracy,
Daphne Pollard, George Watts, Jack Arnold, Benny
'

Bartlett

MEDICO OF PAINTED SPRING,

western; asso.
prod.. Jack Fier; dir., Lambert Hillyer; no writing
credits; camera, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Charles Starrett, Terry Walker, Ray Bennett, Ben Taggart, Richard
Fiske, Ed Cobb, Wheeler Oakman, Bud Osborne,
Charles Hamilton, George Chesebro, Steve Clark,
Frank Wilder, Edward Cunningham, John Scott, En^
Wrlght Busse.
KING OF DODGIE CITT, western; asso. prod., Leon
Barsha; dir.. Lambert Hillyer; no writing credits;
camera, Beniamin Kline. Cast: Bill EUiott, Tex Ritter,
Judith Linden, Dub Taylor, Gus Ashe, Dick Anderson,
pierce Lydon.
LATINS FROM MANHATTEN, formerly

'

Com-

40-41

pletcd

Shoot-

43
Featores 60
Pictures in cutting

Now
Cottlnc

line

6

6

To Be Comp.
Shot
5

41-42
1

Shoot.
41-42

GIRLS FROM PANAMA, drama; asso. prod., Wallace
MacDonald; dir., Charles Barton; no writing credits;
camera, John Stumar. Cast: Joan Davis, Jinx Falkenburg, Joan Woodbury, Carmen Morales, Marquita
Bonanova, Don Beddoe, Richard Fiske, Lloyd Bridges,
John Dllson, Dick Elliott, Tim Ryan, Chuck Morrison.
MTSTERT SHIP, drama; asso. prod.. Jack Fier: dir..
Lew Landers; no writing credits; camera, Benjamin
Kline.
Cast: Paul KeUy, Lola Lane, Larry Parks,
Roger Imhoff, Cy Kendall, "^evor Bardette, Dick Curtis, Dwight Fry^, Byron Foulger, John TyrreU.
Colnmbla Fix In ProdncUon
OUR WIFE, comedy; asso. prod, and dir., John Stahl;
original screenplay, Iiillian Day, Lyon Mearson; camSharpe.
Cast: Ruth Hussey, Melvyn
era, Henry
Douglds, John Hubbard, Charles Coburn.

MR. JORDAN COMES TO
HEAVEN CAN WAIT, comedy;

TOWN, formerly
asso prod,, Everett
Alexander Hall; no writing credits: camera,
Walker. Cast: Robert Montgomery, Rita Johnson, Claude Rains, James -Gleason, John Emory, Halliwell Hobbs, Evelyn Keyes.
TOUXL NEVER GET RICH, com. drama; asso. prod.,
Sam Blschofl; dir., Sidney Lanfleld; no writing credits;
camera, Phil Tannura, Cast: Fred Astaire, Rita Hayworth, Martha Tilton, Sunnie O'Dea, Kay St Germalne.
LADIES IN BETIREHENT. drama; asso. prod., Lester Cowan; dlr- Charles Vidor; screenplay, Reginald
Denham and Garrett Fori; <iamera, George Barnes.
Riskln;

^seph

•

dir.,

M. Rooney-A. Nagel

61

R. Corrlgan-J. King

61

W. Boyd-R. Hayden

60
69
64
IH
69
63

CD
D
D

D
D

Under Age (Col)
5/21
The Big Boss (Col) 5/21
Zlegfeld Girl (M-G)
4723
The Invisible Ghost (Mono)
Roar of the Press (Mono)
Power Dive (Par) 4/9
They Met In Arecntlna (RKO) 8/14
Lady From Louisiana (Rep) 5/21
Singing HUl (Rep)

T. Holt-V. Vale
B. Crosby-M. WlUon
C, Romero- M, Hughea

Blondell-D. Powell
M. Oberon-M. Douglas

J.

A. Kennedy-i. Perry

69
69
ISa
61
72
an
76

UU

M

CD
U

MU
D

N. Gray-A. Baxter
0. Kruger-G. Dickson
J. Garland-J. Stewart
B. Lugosl-P. Toung
1.

Parker-W. Ford

R. Arlen-J. Parker

M. O'Hara-G. Raymond
Waync-o. Monson
O. Autry-8. Bnmette

82
73

W
M

J.

G. Harker-P. Calvert

D 78 M, Dletrich-B. Cabot
D U» V. Lelgh-L. OUvler
D 83 H. Bogart-S. Sidney
WEEK OF RELEASE—5/2/41

Flame of New Orleans (U) 4/SO
That Hamilton Woman! (UA)
3/26
Wagons Roll at NiFht (WB) 4/30

2

.

room or awaiting release:
BLOSSOMS IN THE DUST, drama; asso. prod., Irv- They Dare Not Love (Col)
ing Asher; dir., Mervyn LeRoy; based on orig. by Ralph People vs. KUdare (M-G)

4/30
D 75 M. Scott-G. Brent
D 76 L. Barrymore-L. Ayte*
6/7
61 T. Bitter
Wheelwright; camera, Karl Freund. Cast: Greer Gar- The Pioneers (Mono)
Reaching (or the Son (Par)
D 90 J, McCrea-E. Drew
4/0
son, Walter PIdgeon, Marsha Hunt, Fay Holden, Samuel
Bringing Up Baby (RKO)
C 102 K. Hepburn-C. Graitt
2/16/38
S. Hinds, George Lessey.
Country Fair (Rep)
C 74 J. Clyde-E. Foy, Jr.
5/14
64 B. Rogers-G. Hayes
DR. JEKTLL AND MR. HTDE (1941-42), drama: SherlS of Tombstone (R«P) S/21
4/30
D 70 H. Uerbert-G. Sondergaard
asso. prod., Victor Saville; dir., Victor Fleming; based Bbck Cat (U)
D 72 E.Albert-J. Leslie
on orig. by Robert IjOuis Stevenson; camera, Joseph Thieves Fsai Oat (WB) 6/4
Ruttenberg.
Cast< Spencer Tracy, Ingrld Bergman,
WEEK OF RELEASE—S/8/41
Ijana Tiu-ner, Donald Crisp.
.
musical;
prod.,
Arthur
Freed;
^o.
LADT BE GOOD,
Her First Bean (Col) 6/7
CD 76 jr. Cooper-J. Withers
dir., Norman McLeod; from the George Gershwin proD 106 J. Craw(ord-M. oonglaa
S/7
duction; camera, George Folsey. Cast: Eleanor Powell, A Woman's Face (M-G)
House o( Mystery (Mono)
61 K. Kent-J. KeUy
6/4
Lionel Barrymore, Robert Young, Ann Sothern, John Gay Vagabond
C 66 B. Kams-R. DoimeUy
(Rep)
5/21
Carroll, Red Skelton.
90 A. Faye-J. Payne
Great American BrMdoast (20th)*4/30 D
D 82 M. oberon-D.Morgaa
THEY MET IN BOMBAY, formerly UNHOLY Altectlonatcly Yours'^WB) 6/7
PARTNER, formerly THE UNIFORAL drama; asso..
prod.. Hunt Stromberg; dir., Clarence Brown; screenWEEK OF RELEASE—5/16/41
play, Hans Kafka; camera, Bill Daniels. Cast; Clark
Gable, Rosalind RusseU, Jessie Ralph, Jay Novello, She Knew AU the Answers (Col)
C 64 J. Bennett-F. Tone
6/21
Rosina Galll, Peter Lorre, Keye Luke.
I'll Walt for You (M-G)
D 73 M. Hunt-V. Weidler
5/14
King
of
the
Zombies
(Mono)
M 67 D. PatceII-3. Woodbnry
THE BIG STORE, formerly BARGAIN BASEMENT, There's Magic In Music (Par)
D
A. Jones-S, Foster
comedy; asso. prod., Louis K. Sidney; dir.,- Charles- Desert
Bandits (Rep)
BS D. Barry-L. Merrick
5/28
Rlesner; no writing credits; camera, Charles Lawton. Cowboy and the Blonde (20th)
BU
4/23
M. Hughes-G. Montgomery
Cast: Marx. Bros., Tony Martin, Virginia Grey, Mar- PrlsoMr ot Zenda (DA) 9/1/37
BD l«e H. Carroll-B. Colman
garet Dvunont
Tom Sawyer (UA) 2/16/38
CD 83 T. Kelly-E. Patterson
D 65 B, Maishall-D. Bruce
THE GETAWAY, formerly THE ENEMY WITHIN, Singapore Woman (WB) 6/14
drama; asso. prod., J. Walter Ruben; dir., Richard
WEEK OF RELEASE—6/23/41
Rosson; screenplay, by- Wells Root and W. R. Burnett;
story by J. Walter Ruben and Wells Root; camera, Sid
D 65 F. Barttaolomew-J. Lydoa
Wagner. Cast: Robert Sterling, Donna Adams, Van Naval Academy (Col) 5/28
Love Crazy (M-G) 5/14
C 97 W. PoweU-M. Loy
Heflin, Charles [V^inninger, Dan Dailey, Jr.
Redhead (Mono)
C 64 J. Lang-J. Downs
Metro Piotnres In Production
69 W. Boyd-R. Hayden
Pirates on Horseback (Pat)
6/21

W

W

,

M

W m

BARNACLE BILL, comedy-drama; asso. prod., Milton Bren; dir., .Richard Thorpe; screenplay. Jack
Jevne; camera, Clyde DeVinna. Cast: Wallace Beery,
Virginia Weidler, Marjorie Main, Leo Carrillo, Donald
Meek.

THE YEARLING, drama

W

Scattergood Pulls the Strings

(BKO)

AngeLl With Broken Wings (Rep)
Saddlemates (Rep)
Great Commandment (20th)
Too Many Blondes (U) 6/21

C

5/14
6/4

69 G, Klbbee-D. Trout
72- Q. Roland-B. Barnes
3 Mesonlteen

D

W
l>

>

J.

C

80

Beal-M. Moscovleh

R. VaUee-H. Parrlsh
L. Patrlck-B. Toomey

D

The Nurse's Secret (WB)
(Technicolor) (41-42); asso.
dir., Victor Fleming; orig.-

WEEK

prod., Sidney Ii'ranklin;
OF RELEASE—8/30/41
screenplay, Marjorie Kinnan RawUngs; camera, Hal
Rosson. Cast: Spencer Tracy, Cieno Echman, Ann Re- Adventure In Washington (Col)
D 84 V. Bruce-H. Marshall
vere, Cniill Wills, AdeUne deWalt Reynolds.
Billy the Kid (M-G)
5/28
84 R. Taylor-B. Donlevy
D. Sharpe-J. Waldo
SHILIN' THROUGH, drama (Technicolor) (41-42); SUver Stallion (Mono)
I Wanted Wings (Par)
3/M
D 131 R. MUland-V. Lake
asso. prod., Victor Saville; dir., Frank Borzage; orig.
Saint's Vacation (Bia»
S. Gray-H. Sinclair
hy Jane Cowl and Jane Murfln; camera, Olivef Marsh. Sunny (RKO) 5/21
97
MU
A. Neagle-R. Bolger
Cast: Jeanette MacDonald, Brian- Aheme, 'Ian Hunter, Blood and Sand (20th)
8/21
D 123 L, Damell-T, Power
Patrick OlMoore, Jackie Horner.
Ahbott-CosteUo In the Navy (U)
C 85 Alibott-Costello
6/4
CD 102 P. Lane-J. Lynn
LIFE BEGINS FOR
HARDY, comedy; gen. MllUon Dollar Baby (WB) 5/28
office prod.; dir., George B, Seitz; no writing credits;
OF RELEASE—</e/41
camera, Les White. Cast: Mickey Rooney, Le\yls Stone,
Fay Holden, Ann Rutherford, Sara Haden.
Harl (M-G)
D
G. Garbo-B. Novarro
«
RINGSIDE MAISIE, comedy; asso. prod., J. Walter Mata
Wrangler's Boost (Mono)
R. Corrlgan-J. King
Ruben; dir., Edwin L. Marin; no -writing credits; cam- Cyclone on norsebach (RKO)
T. HoM-R. Whitley
era, Charles Lawton.
Cast: Ann Sothern, (jeorge For Beauty's Sake (20th)
CD
H. Weaver-N. Spark!
Murphy, Robert Sterling.
Hen of the TImberlands (U)
B. Arlen-A. Devlne
DevUDogsofthe
Alr(WB)
D
2/12/35
jr. Cagney-P. O'Brien
AMERICANS, drama; asso. prod., Frederick Shining Victory (WB) 5/28
D
J. Stephenson-G. Fitzgerald
Stephanie; dir., Herbert Sinclair; no writing credits;
camera, Paul Vogel. C^st: Bonita Granville, Dan
OF RELEASE—8/13/41
Dailey, Jr., Leo Gorcey, Ray McDonald.

W
W

M

ANDY

WEEK

W
W
M

YOUNG

WEEK

D
CD

The Get-Away (M-O)

-

TWO

'

Prom.

F. Morg'an-A. Rntlierford
fBS

W
W
W
C
W

WEEK OF RELEASE—4/25/41

Mall Train (20th)

Cobina, Richard Lane.

Leon Barsha;

L Donne-CGrant

9Z

M

4/23
Hoosler Schoolboy (Mono)
6/30/37
In Arizona (Mono)
6/21
4/Z
Border VieUaotcs (Par)
Robbers of the Range (BKO) 4/3«
Bookies on Parade (Rep) 4/30
Bide on Vaquero (20th)
4/2
Model Wife (U) 4/16
That uncertain Feeling (DA)
3/19
SU^ge AUbi (WB> 4/30

Ranch

Westerns 16

1941

and four be/ore the camerat.

Universal has nine finished

Colombia

4,

FILM BOOKING CHART

Richest

Monogram
Com-

Prom.
40-41

pleteil

Fcatnrea

26
Westerns 16

24
.

13

Shoot- Mow
Ids Cutting
2
2
1
1

Man

In

Town

(Col)

Gang's All Here (Mono)
One Night In Usbon (Par) 8/14
Bring 'Em Back Alive (RKO)
6/21/32
Wore Crutches (20th) 7/24/40
To Be Comp. Shoot. Bride
Shot 41-4* 41-42 Tight Shoes (U)
Broadway Limited (UA)
0
0
Out ot ttie Fog (WB)
2
0

Totals
42
37
3
S
2
0
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

THE INVISIBLE GHOST, formerly THE MANIAC,
THE
KILLER, meller; asso. prod..

Time Out for Rhythm
Hands Across tb» Rocklei (Col)
The BJ({ store (M-G)

PHANTOM
West Point Widow (Par)
Sain Katzm'an; dir., Joseph Lewis; screenplay, Helen 5hey Meet Again (RKO)
and Al Martin; camera, Marcel LePicard. Cast: Bela
evada City (Rep)
Lugosi, Polly Ann Young, John McGuire.
Man Hunt (20th)
/Vntonto Rose (U)
WRANGLERS' ROOST, western; asso. prod., George San
Weeks; dir., S. Roy Luby; screenplay, Earle Snell; cdm- Passage from Hongkong' (WB)
era,' Robert Cline.
Cast: Ray Corrigan,. John King,
WEEK OF
Max Terhune, Gwen Gaze, Forrest Taylor, George
Chesebro, Frank Ellis, Jack Holmes.
Sweetheart of the Campus (Col)
THE GANG'S ALL HERE, comedy; asso. prod., Medico of Painted
Springs (Col)
Lirfdsley Parsons; dir., Jean Yarborough; screenplay, Wanderers of the West (Mono)
Edmund Kelso; camera. Mack Steugle. Cast: Fruikie They Met In Bombay (M-G)
Darro, Mantan Moreland, Jackie Moran, Keye Luke, The Parson of Panamlnt (Par)
Mae Jones.
Monogram Fix Now. In Production
WANDERERS OF THE WEST, western; asso.

A Very

Young Lady (20th)
Reluctant Dragon (RKO)
Piiddin' Bead (Rep)

prod.,

MURDER BY APPOINTMENT,

drama;

3.

W

Garfleld-L Luplno

Marx Bros.-T. Mattin
A. Shlrley-R. Carlson
t, Hersholt-D. Lovett
R. Bogers-G. Hayes
Bennett-W. PIdgeon
R. Palge-jr. Frazee
K. Douglas-L. Fairbanks

.J.

MU

D

RELEASE—4/27/41

4/30/41

C

R, Keeler-O. Nelson

W

C. Starrett-T, Walker
T. Keene-B. Miles
C. Gable-R. RusseU
E. Drew-C. Ruggles

°W

D
W
CD

-

80

«

D
D.

Wlthers-N. KeUy
Disney Cartoon
Canova-F. Lederer
D. Bairy-L. Merrick
«'/George-B. MacLane
.^itfya-K. Verne
J.

C

jr..

W'

Kansas Cyclone (Ren)

asso. prod.,

BlUElUot-M. Dally

C

WD

Robert Tansey; dir., Robert Hill; screenplay, Robert Hit the Road (U)
Emmett Cast: Tom Keene, Betty Miles, Slim Andrews. Underground (WB)
A. W. Hackel; dir., Phii Rosen; screenplay, George
Brlcker; camera, Martin G. Cohn. Cast: Wallace Ford,
Marian Marsh, Sarah Padden, George Guhl, Wallis
CHark, Garvin Gordon.
CITY LIMITS, drama; asso. prod., Lindsley Parsons;
(Continued on page 18)

Frank Buck Reissue
L. Roberts-T. North
I. Howaid-B. Barnes
V. McLaglen-M Woodworth

CD
D

-

Marcla

86
60
64

WEEK OF RELEASE—6/20/41
(Col)
MU 74 R. Vallee-R. Lane
5/28

0

forhierly

R. Sterllng-D. Adams
F. Craven-J. Todd
P. Darro-M. Moreland
M. Carroll-F. BlacMuriay

c

D
CD
C
D
O

M

-'

.<,<.
.
-

.'$>-

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/4/41
I Was a Prisoner on DevU's Island' (Col)
Barnacle BUI (M-O)
Caught In the Draft (Par)
5/28

Moon Over Miami

(20th)

Gangs of Sonora (Rep)
Bachelor Daddy (U)

D
CD
C
.MU

w
C

82
•

D. Woods-S. Ellen
W. Beery-V. Weidler
B. Hope-D. Ijunour
D. Ameche-B. Grable
3 Mesqulteers

Baby Sandy-E. E. Horton
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Majors Expect to

Week
The

'

five

Advance Production Chart

File Test Suit This

to K.O. Minn, s Anti-Pix

major distributors oper-

1941

4,

(Continued from page 16)

Law

dir.,
Jean Yarborough; screenplay, Norman Leslie;
camera. Mack Stengler. Cast: Franlde AlberUon, Jed
Prouty, Lorna Grey.

ASSURE

DISTRIBS
ating under the consent decree are
Paramoimt
expected to file a test case in the
'BREAK'
INDIE
Federal court at Minneapolis by the
end of this week, seeking to have
To Be Cnm Shoot.
Shoot- N«w
Com41-4«
the recently-enacted Minnesota antiShot
40-41
plrtnl
IhK Catdnf
Detroit, June 3.
6
0
29
0
Studios
29
consent decree law oA fllm selling
On assurances of all four defend- H. Sherman
Probably the first move
nullined.
he would re9
will be to seek a temporary injunc- ant distributors that
and all possi- Morrostion on the grounds the Minnesota ceive fair treatment
Slillman 2
new prodin- ble consideration on the
statute develops unwarranted
uct, Julius London withdrew the G. Markey 1
terference in interstate commerce.
his Pic. Corp.
Five major company legal staffs, clearance complaint involving
of Am,
S
which have been huddling for a Midtown theatre, up for a decision Fleischer
the
couple of weeks, were reported before the Detroit AAA. It was
complaint here
41
9
6
1
8
2
ToUU 44
drafting the course of action this first settlement of a
Loew's,
week, with hint that it might be and involved Paramount,
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:
decompleted some time during the Warner Bros, and RKO as the
TOBKEBS, comedy-drama; prod., Paul
THE
week. Brief would go before a stat- fendant companies.
Jones; dir., Preston Sturges; script, Preston Sturges;
The basis for the agreement, camera, Victor Milner. Cast; William Powell, Ellen
utory court of three judges in Minreached at a conference between all Drew, Raymond Walbum, William Demarest, Alexneapolis.
Aside from the interstate angle, the parties concerned 'around the ander Carr, Ernest Truex, Franklin PanglKirn.
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS, drama; in Technicolor;
little is known about the sort of table' at the arbitration chambers,
attack to be launched by the fllm was that relief can be obtained un- asso. prod., Jack Moss: dir., Henry Hathaway;^ orig.,
companies. However, it is believed der the consent decree only on next Harold Bell Weight; screenplay, Grover Jones and
Stuart Anthony; camera, Charles Lang, Duke Green.
that
ultimately
the
distributors season's contracts and that the case
Cast: John Wayne, Betty Field, Harry Carey, James
sell
would seek to prove the law \incon- was filed too close
_ . _ to„„„the new,_Hio' Barton, John Qualen, Billy Gilbert, Ward Bond, Beu'
^titutional on the grounds that a fed- mg season to make any new settle3^^^^ Ma^orie Main, Samuel S. Hinds, Tom Fad
eral court decree supersedes sych ment practicable at this time.
den, Dorothy Adams, John Harmon, Carl Knowles,
state laws.
NEW YORK TOWN (1941-42), drama; asso. prod.,
All of the Consent Decree disAnthony Veiller; dir., Charles Vidor; screenplay, Jo
K. .C. Still Sqnawkless
tribs have halted selling in MinneSwerling and S. Lewis Meltzer, based on story by Jo
Kansas City, Kans., June 3.
Swerling; camera, Charles Schoenbaum. Cast: Fred
They continue delivering unsota.
Arbitration board set up under the MacMurray, Mary Martin, Robert Preston, Lynn Overder old deals but are making no new
consent decree In this territory has man, Akim Tamiroff, Betty Brewer, Eric Blore, Grace
pacts.
with it its Hayle.
Not known fo^ certain but expect- yet to have registered
oVeN town, formerly MEN OF ACTION,
ed that United Artists would join fli^ case, for adjudication.
^perience duplicates that of westen; Harry Sherman production; dir., Lesley SeRKO, Paramount, Metro, 20th-Fox
zones, with lander; screenplay, J. Benton Cheney; camera, Russell
and Warner Bros, in making appli- boards in several other
Cast: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, Andy
getting consider- Harlan.
injunction almost all of them
cation
for '* temporary
Clyde,
Morris
Ankrum, Eveljrn Brent, Bernice Kay,
cases than was expected.
against'' the present law because it ably fewer
Victor Jory, Glenn Strange, Roy Bancroft, Bob Kortmarkets films* individually in most
man; Ed Cassidy, Kenneth Harlan, C.. Cleveland, Frank
Darien, Jock Rockwell.
instances even though not under the
Singer'a CompUlnt
terms of the decree. Columbia, Uni-THE 'BOTS GOODBTE, comedy-drama; asso.
Philadelphia, June 3
*
prod., William LeBaron; dir., Victor Schertzinger;
versal and lesser distributors are
.
. 4w
Edward I. Smger, operator of the screenplay, Harry Tugend and Dwi^t Taylor; from
not affected since they offer their
filed a com- play by Clare Boothe; camera, Ted Tetzlaff.
Cast:
full line of product, as outeiders to ;HiIl, Chestnut HUl, Pa.,
>
plaint with the arbitration board Mary Martin, Don Ameche, Eddie Anderson, Oscar
the decree.
Raymond Walburn, Jerome Cowan, Barbara
Sat (31) against Paramount, Warner Levant,
Jo Allen, Virginia Dale, Elizabeth Patterson, Minor
Bros, and RKO, asking that a maxi- Watson.
Mr. Jordan mum clearance be set lor the S-W
SKTLABK (1941-42), comedy; asso. prod.-dir., Mark
Sedgewick. Clearance for the house Sandrich; screenplay by Allan Scott; adaptation, Z.
Hollywood, June 8.
Robert Montgomery moved out to is now seven days over the Hill. The Myers; camera, Charles Lang. Cast: Claudette Colbert,
the Providencia Ranch with Claude Rialto, adjunct of the AffUiated The- Ray Milland, Brian Aheme, Binnie Barnes, Walter
Rains and Edward Everett Horton atres circuit in the area, was named Abel, Ernest Cossart, Grant Mitchell, Mona Barrie,
James Rennie, Virgina Sale, Fritz Feld.
to start 'Sir. Jordan Comes to Town' as 'interested party.'

A

,

I
;

I

i

Sherman production; dir., William McGann; orig. by
Peter B. Kyne; camera, Russell Harlan. Cast: Charles
Ruggles, Ellen Drew, Philip Terry, Joseph Schildkraut
Porter Hall, Janet Beecher, Douglas Fowley, Paul
Hurst, Clem Bevans, Frank Fuglia, Henry KoUcer.
WORLD PREMIERE (1931-42); drama; asso. prod,
Colbert Clark; dir., Ted Tetzlaff; screenplay. Earl Felton; camera, Don Fapp. Cast John Barrymor^ Frances
Farmer, Ricardo Cortez, Don Castle, Richard Denning,
Eugene Pallette, Cliff Nazarro, Martha O'Driscoll. Virginia Dale, Fritz Feld, Luis Albemi, Sig Rumann, Elizabeth Dow, William Wright;
HENRY ALDBICH FOR. PRESIDENT, formerly
HENRY FOR PRESIDENT, drama; asso. prod., Joseph
Sistrom; dir., Hugh Bennett; orig. screenplay by Val
Burton; camera, John Mes'call. Cast: Jiminy Lydon,
Charles Smith, June Preisser, Rod Cameron, Martha
O'Driscoll. Mary Anderson, Dorothy Peterson, John
Utel, Buddy Pepper, Lucien Littlefield.

I

Paramount PIx Now In Prodactlon
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH (1941-42),

.

NEW

i

.

.

I

'

.

WmE

nSS

|

Here Come*

ONE NIGHT IN LISBON, drama; asso. prod, and
Edward H. Griffith; screenplay, Virginia Van Upp,
based on play by John Van Druten; camera, Bert
8 Fix in Rep's 1st Qoarter Glennon. Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray,
John Loder, Patricia Morison, Dame May Whitty.
TetzlafPs 'Glamour Boy*
CAUGHT is THE DBAFT, comedy; asso, prod.. B. G.
Hollywood, June 3.
DeSylva; dir., David Butler; orig. screenplay by Harry
Hollywood, June 3.
Eight pictures, seven westerns and Tugend; additional dialogue, Wilkie C. Mahoney; camSe<;ond director job for Ted Tetzone serial, are slated for production era, Charles Schoenbaum- Cast: Bob Hope, Dorothy
lafl at Paramount is 'Glamour Boy,'
the
of
quarter
Lamour,
Eddie Bracken, Lynn Overman, Clarence
first
the
at Republic in
a co-starrer ior Susanna Foster and
Kolb, Paul Hurst, Arthur Loft, Murray Alper, Pat
1041-42 leason.
Jackie Cooper.
West
"King of the Texas
Serial la
Former cameraman TetzlafTs first
THE
GREAT
MAN'S LADT, formerly FIONEEB
piloting chore was 'World Premiere.' Rangers.'
(1941-42). drama; asso. prod-dir., William A.
Wellman; screenplay, W. L. River; camera, William
Mellor. Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea, Brian
Donlevy, Lloyd Corrigan, Etta McDaniel, Thurston
>
Hall, Katherine Stevens, Helen Lynd, Mary Treen,
Lucien Littlefield, Anna Q. Nilsson.
EST POINT WIDOW, formerly LITTLE MISS
MtJFFET, comedy; asso. prod., Sol C. Siegel; dir.,
Siodmak; screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert and
Factual Robert
Hans Kraly; camera, Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast: Anne
Chairman of M.P. Arbitration
Shirley, Richard Carlson, Richard Denning, Archie
Hi«

on

location.

screenplay,

BIRTH OF THE BLUES

musical: assoc.

(1941-42),

prod., Monte Bell; dir., Victor Schertzinger; screenplay,
Harry Tugend and Walter DeLeon; camera, William
Mellor. Cast: Bing Crosby. Mary Martin, Brian Don-

levy, Carolyn Lee, Eddie (Rochester) Anderson, Jack
Teagarden orch.

AMONG THE

LIVING, drama

(41-42);. asso.

prod.,

Colbert Clark; dir., Stuart Heisler; screenplay, Lester
Cole and Garrett Fort; camera, Theodore Sparkuhl,
Cast: Albert Dekker, Susan Hayward, Harry Carey,
Frances Farmer, Gordon Jones, Jean PhiUips, Maude
Eburne, Archie Twitchell, Ernest Whitman, William
Stack, Ella Neal, Catherine Craig, Eddy Chandler.
SHEIK OF BUFFALO BUTTE, western; Harry Sherman prod.; dir., Howard Bretherton; no writing credits; camera, Russell Harlan. Cast: William Body, Bradley King, Andy Clyde. Jean Phillips, Duncan Renaldo,

Mickey

Eissa.

BAHAMA PASSAGE,

drama (Technicolor)

(41-42);

Edward H. Griffith; screenplay, Virginia Van Upp; camera, Leo Tover and Allan Davy.
Cast: Madeline Carroll, Stirling Hayden, Mary Anderson, Ijeigh Whipper.
SULLIVAN'S TRAVELS, drama (41-42); asso. prod.,
Paul Jones; dir., I'reston Sturgess; no writing credits;
camera, John Seitz.. Cast: Joel McCrea, Veronica
asso. prod.-dir.',

Raymond Walbum, William Demarest, Franklin

Lake,

Pangbom,*. Porter Hall, Byron Foulger, Margaret
Hayes, Torben Meyer, Robert Greig, Eric Blore, Al
Bridge, Esther Howard, Almira Sessions, Frank Moran,
George RenevanL

RKO-Radio

-

Everett Riskin produces and Alex-

ander Hall

comedy;

prod., Arthur Homblow; dir, Elliott Nugent;
Don Hartman and Ken Englund, from play
by James Montgomery and novel by Frederick S.
Isham; camera, Charles Lang. Cast: Bob Hope, Paulette Goddard, Edward Arnold, Glen Anders, Helen
Vinson, Leif Erickson, Willie Best, Grant Mitchell, Rose
Hobart, Catherine Doucet, William Wright, Mary
Forbes, Helene Millard, Clarence Kolb, Leon Belasco.
asso.

dir.,

Pram.

Shoot- Now
Ins Cottlns

rom-

40-41

directs.

Stndlo

Westerns
PUy'athe
Thlnr
H. Lloyd

37
S

34
6

4

•

1

1

3

3

I

0

5

4

1

1

To

Ite

Comp«

SliiMt,

41-4t

41-42

til

Shot
0

3

2
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7
5
4
4
(1941-42)
0
Pictures in cutting rooms on awaiting release:

WOMAN

Pad

TOM, DICK AND HARRY, comedy;

Twitchell,

Martha

certain

critical

tor,

prod., Sol C, Siegel; dir.,

Lee, (Tharles Winninger, Gilbert Roland, Hugh
O'Connell, Murray Alper, Matt Moore, Jeanine Crispin.

(1941-42), drama; asso.
William Clemens; screenplay,

PABACBUTE BATTALION

(1941-42), drama; asso.
prod., Howard Benedict; dir., Leislie Goodwins; screenplay, John Twist and C^apt Hugh Fite: camera, J. Roy
Hunt Cast: Robert Preston. Nancy Kelly. Edmond

Delmar Daves, Robert Pirosh, Eve Greene; camera,
John Mescall. Cast: Ellen Drew, Robert Preston, Nils
Asther, Donald Douglas, Roy Ciordon, Margaret Hayes,
Clarence Kolb, Harry Hayden. Edwin Stanley, Paul
Stanton, Willard Robertson, James -Flavin, Geo^es
Renavent. Paul Irving, Cecil Kellaway, Jean Phillips,
Barry A. Bailey, Broderick OTarrell, J. W. Johnston,
Jack Richardson, Hayden Stevenson, Alice White,
Keith Richards, Rod Cameron, George Guhl, Bjrron
Foulger, Eric Wilton, Norman Ainsley, Gus Glassmire,

Sam

Ash, Pop Byron.

O'Brien, Harry Carey,

BEFORE THE' FACT

LADY SCABFACE, drama; asso, prod., Cliff Reid;
Frank Woodruff; screenplay, Arnaud d'Usseau,
Richard Collings; camera, Nick Musucara. Cast: DenOlCeefe, Judith Anderson, Frances NeaL Bank
Brooks, Mildred Coles, Eric Blore, Lee Bonnell, Marion
dir.,

Corp. of America),

Martin, Horace

prods..
Bill Pine and Bill Thomas;
dir.,
Gordon Wiles; orig. story, and screenplay. Maxwell
Shane and Edward Churchill; camera, John Alton.
C:ast: Richard Arlen, Eva Gabor, J. Carrol Naish, Nils
Mikhail
Evelyn
Brent,
Rasumny.
John
Asther,
Miljan,
Victor Varconi, Bobby Dillon, John Gallaudet
SECBETS OF THE WASTELANDS, western; Harry
Sherman prod.; dir., Derwin Abrahams; screenplay,
Gerald Geragh^; camera, Russell Harlan. Cast: Bill
Boyd, Brad King, Andy Clyde, Barbara Brltton. Doug-

RKO PIx Now Is Prodactlon
THE DEVIL AND DANIEL WEBSTER

asso.

prod.,

Monte
C^ast:

.

(1941-42) (Technl
Bell; dir., Alfred Santell;

Owen,

Lillie

Hayward;

Dorothy Lamour, Jon

FATHER

TAKES A WIFE, comedy-drama (41-42);
prod; Lee S. Marcus; dir. Jack Hively; screenCast: Adolphe
Slay, Porothy anft Herbort Fields
len]Ou, Gloria Swanson, John Howard, Desi Arnaz,
Florence Rice, Helen Broderick, N*il Hamilton, CJeorge

Hall,

Lynn Qvennan,

asso.

Rita Shaw, Katherine DeMille, Fritz
Lieber, William Edmunds, Philip Reed, Noble Johnson,

Francis MacDonaldl

HOLD BACK THE DAWN

(1941-42), drama; asso.
prod., Arthur Homblow; dir., Mitchell Lelsen; screenplay, Ketti ^w.^-,
Frings; camera, Leo Tover. Cast: Charles

Meador, Grady Sutton.

THE LITTLE FOXES

Boyer, OUvia de HavlUancI, Paulette Goddard, .Walter
Abel, Victor Francen, Rosemary De Camp, Don' Douglas,

(Jurt Bols.

THE PARSON OF PANAMINT,

dir.,

era,
.

western;

Harrjr

(41-42),

drama; prod., WUliam Dieterle; asso. prod., Charles L.
Glett; story by Stephen Vincent Benet; screenplay, Dan
Totheroh; camera, Joseph August.
Cast: Thomas
Mitchell, Walter Huston, James Craig, Anne Shirley,
Jane Darwell, Simonf Simon, John Qualen, Gene
Lockhart, Alex C^raig, Franjc Conlan, Casey Johnson.

Fowley, Keith Richards.

color);

MacMahon

DUDE COWBOY. (;941-42), western; asso. jprod.,
Bert Gilroy; dir.. David Howard; screenplay, Morton
Grant; camera, Harry WUd. Cast: Tim Holt Marjorie
Reynolds, Eddie Dew, "Lasses White. Ray Whitley,
Helen Holmes.

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS
camera, Karl Struss.

dlr„

nis

meller;

screenplay, .Frank Butler, Seena

Kelly, Rich-

drama; prod.

CYCLONE ON HOBSEBACK, western; asso. prod.,
Bert Gilroy; dir., Edward Killy; screenplay, Norton S.
Parker, Morton Grant; camera, Harry Wild. Cast: Tim
Holt, Marjorie Reynolds, Ray Whitley "Lasses White,
Dennis Moore.

Si Jenks.

las

(1941-42).

Alfred Hitchcock; from the novel by Frances lies;
camera, Harry Stradling.
Cast: Ca^r Grant, Joan
Fontaine. Oedric Hardwicke, Nigel Bruce. Dame May
Whitty. Isabel Jeans, Heather Angel, Auriol Lee.

.

(Picture

Buddy Ebsen, Paul

ard Cromwell, Robert Barrett.

BUT HE THAT TOWN (1941-42), drama; asso. prod.,
Sol C. Siegel; dir., Eugene Porde; screenplay, Gordon
Kahn, based on a story by Harry A Gourfain, 'Murray
Boltinofl and Martin Rackin; camera, Theodor Sparkuhl.
Cast: Lloyd Nolan, Constance Moore, Albert
Dekker, Sheldon Leonard, Barbara Allen, Edward
Brophy, Warren Hymer, Horace MacMahdn, Olin How'
land, Richard Clarke, Rod Cameron, Pierre Watkin,
FORCED LANDING

1

Anna

O'Driscoll.

NIGHT OF JANVABT 16TH
intervening exhibitor and the
three distributors named in the next
comments and analyses of the U. S. -complaint, and participated in by
Consent Decree, governing distribu- representatives of the association
tor-exhibitor trade practices, were which resulted in an agreement to
last
in
inadvertently
attributed
prepare certain documentary proof
week's Vawety to Paul Felix War- and submit this proof in the form of
burg, chairman of the administrative stipulations at the hearing.
This
committee of the motion picture saved the time, not only of the arbiarbitration system.
trators and the parties, but of the
to
ascribed
erroneously
wouldhave
Excerpts
several witnesses who
Warburg were taken from the spring been called upon to bring such docuissue of the Arbitration Journal, ments from their offices and remain
published by the American Arbitra- at the hearing while the data' sought
which
article
The
Association.
was obtained from them by testition
was quoted was a re-published thesis mony and cross-examination.
'As this second hearing consumed
that appeared in the' Yale Law Jourheading,
'41)
the
under
only
three days, it is believefl that
(March,
nal
'Legislation by Consent in the Mo- two days were saved by the stipulation method. Further experiments
tion Picture Industry.'
Mr. Warburg's first quarterly re- will be conducted from time to time,
port of the motion picture arbitra- and perhaps some method may be
tion tribunals was the next succeed- established which will inateriaUy reing article in the Arbitration Jour- duce the time needed to procure the
nal.
The text of his summary was evidence necessai^ in establishing
strictly factual and emphasized cer- the facts required in considering
tain improvements and benefits in clearance disputes.'
Mr. Warburg further reports, 'With
expediting fllm arbitration proceedure as a result of voluntary agree- the close of the quarter, (he number
ment between complainants and re- of arbitrators qualified and apspondents.
Special reference was pointed in the Motion Picture Panels
made to a hearing in the Washington of the 31 cities are 1,017. It is interMr. Warburg writes:
territory.
esting to note that the majority of
'After the first hearing In Wash- the arbitrators appointed are memington, which consumed five days, l>ers of the bar. In practically every
several suggestions were made by city, presidents, ex-presidents and
the arbitrator and the clerk of the officials of Bar Associations are
Washington Tribunal, In regard to numbered among the members of
reducing the time required for the the Panel In addition, the arbitrareception of evidence In subsequent tors include educators in almost
clearance cases. As a result,, a con- every city, as well as men distin
ference was arranged with the at- gulshed in business and other protorneys for the complaining exhlbi- fessions.'
for

3

prod.,

George Murphy, Alan Marshall, Burgess Meredith, Joe
Cunnmgham, Jane Seymour, Lenore Lo'nergan.
MY LIFE WITH CAROLINE, comedy; assoc. prod.,
William Hawks; dir., Lewis Milestone;' play by George
.Berrand and Louis Vemeuil; adaptation by John Van
Druten; camera, Victor Milner. Cast: Ronald Colman,

W

Body Makes

Sponsorship

asso.

Robert Sisk; dir., Gacson Kanin; screenplay. Paul
Jerrico; camera, Merritt Gerstan. Cast: Ginger Rogers,

WailMirgs Report

Analy»i»—Yale Law Journal Story Not

52

Samnel Goldwyn

(Goldwyn) (1941-42), drama;
William Wyler; screenplay, LUlian Hellman; camCast: Bette Davis, Richard Carlson,
Colllnge, Carl Benton Held, Dan Duryea,
(Continued on*page 20)
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Damon Runyon
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People want to laugh at
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RKO

Koerner s Ideas for
New

Boston, June

TODAT
DAI

ning O'Connor; camera, Glenn MacWilUams. CastLloyd Nolan, Mary Beth Hughes, Sheila Ryan. William

Grayson. John

Demarest

Marriott.

HOLLINGSWORTH

3.

Dingi^Twes^w^^Wesste^

Shanes

'

Shifts, Elastic Policy, Etc.

Charles W. Koerner, newly appointed president of RKO Theatres,
aired some of bis views on theatre
operation while in town last weekend for a reunion with the Hub

TM
in

VS.

FOX

I IWrAI M
LUlVULIl

'

I

i

LADT,

Conselman, Jr.; camera, Charles Clarke. Cast: George
Montgomery,' Lynnie' Roberts, Eve Arden, Francis Ford,
George Stone, Joseph Sawyer, Truman Bradley.
PRIVATE NURSE, comedy drama; exec, prod., Sol
M. Wurtzel; dir., David Burton; orig. screenplay, Samuel G. Engel; camera, Vurgii Miller. Cast: Jane Darwell, Brenda Joyce, Sheldon Leonard, Robert Ijowery,
Ann Todd, Kay Llnafcer, Frank Sully.
CHARLIE CBAN IN BIO, drama; exec, prod., Sol'
M. Wurtzel; dir., Harry Lachman; screenplay, Samuel
G. Engel and Lester Ziifern; camera, Joseph P. MacDonald. Cast: Sidney Toler, Mary Beth Hughes, Cobina .-Wright, Jr... Ted North, Victor Jory, Harold
Huber, Sen Yung, Robert Derr, Jacqueline Dalya, Kay

j

Q

there will be a tendency to break
away from routine type of presentatiODs. Koerner also menuoneo & mcIng for single features when the product warrants i^and a leaning towards a one-act talent booking to replace a bad co-feature in deluxe operations.

RKO

chief

is

office;

Fox

Republic

Fox Beatrice
Midwest Amusement

of

all

'

the

Prom.

Features

^^^^

controlling organization for
xtt^^^iM.
Beatrice Fox Co., which operates the Rlvoli; United Artists
Corp.;
Radio, Loew's, Paramoimt. Universal, Republic Pictures

the

I

Serials

RKO

and Midwest

-Hieatres, Inc.

:

Shot

2

3

1

1

3

4

0

1

0

4

Shoot.

41-42

4I^Z

0

Armand
Kraft,

Schaefer; dir., Nick Grinde; screenplay, John
Mauri Grashln and Dorrell and Stuart Mc-

modem

and

excepUonal shows
r'^J'^^^
booked m, extend runs when
can be
product strength permi'ts, shorten
runs when vice versa, and inject new
slants and stunts to perk up public
interest
Koerner intimated that
under his regime no home-oflice defendants wherein a large number
boking is irrevocable; and if the local of films In excess of the amount
manager proposes something better needed for regular exhibition were
for his particulaf spot he'll get it.
contracted for to be shown in the
Koerner conferred at length with opposition Rlvoli and Fox owned by
Harry McDonald, New England divi- the defendants.
sion manager; Ben Domingo, Boston
Hollingsworth claims he was un.
city manager; and Jack Granara, Hub gble to obtain 'suitable' product
for
publicity and exploitation chief, dur- his house.
In addition, he clain>s,
ing his two-day visit here,
the defendants' cut ticket rates and
he was 'cau^t with an imexpired
lease valued at $10,000 for the Pix.
Renoir's First Dip
and could not operate the place because of the stranglehold Imposed by
Hollywood, June 3.
Jean Renoir's first directing as- the other operators.'
Defense claims that a monopoly
signment at 20th-Fox is 'Swamp
Water,' based on the Vereen BeU did not exist and says Hollingsworth
'had at all times, enough film on
novel.
Working with Renoir as co-pilot hand so that he could operate.'
Is Irving Pichel, who will handle
|

To B« Comp.

2

Gowan; orig., Arthur Vernon Jones; camera. Jack
Installation of
Cast: Weaver Bros, and Elviry, Betty Jane
equipment and fixtures in another Marta.
j
t v
»
i,
t „.*
^
^*''^«'' ^«>'8e Ernest,
Sea&e he named the Plx. he made T|?f^«'fe
JSITk^^^^^,^"?*^
Frank Sully,
Kane Richmond
arrangements to lease the house for
PUDDIN' BEAD, comedy; asso. prod., Albert J.
five years at $10,00D, and run class
Cohen; dir., Joseph Santley; screenplay, Jack Townley
pictures.
and Milt Gfoss; camera. Jack Mart^.
Cast: Judy
According to. the plaintiff, a plan Canova, Francis Lederer, Eddie Foy, Jr., Slim Summerof monopoly was worked out by the ville. Alma Krueger, Einmett Lynn, Vic Potel.
ration

'

Now

InK. Cattlns

MOUNTAIN MOONLIGHT, formerly THUNDER
OVER THE OZARKS, comedy-drama; asso. prod.,

Hollingsworth owned and operated
aiming to.break away the Rialto, Beatrice, for seven years
of op- prior to June 1, 1939. After redeco1

'

Blioot-

23
26,

Totals
62
53
3
4
6
•
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

from the stereotyped manner

eration, revise policy frequently to
meet special local conditions, raise

28

Westerns 30

.

Com-

40-41

,

1

!

,
'

FRAPPET) DEAMATICS
Hollywood, June

3.

WIDOWED BT OBAT WALLS

Icesequences
Dramatic
of
Capades' go before the cameras at
Hollywood, June 3.
Frances R^ublic today (Tues.), following a
Preston
Foster
and
Farmer are teamed up for the lead week of rehearsals by 75 skaters on
roles of 'Prison Widows' at^Para- the new rink on the Mabel Normand

mount

stage.

CITY, western; asso. prod., and dir.,
Kane; orig. screenplay, James Webb; camera,
William Nobles. Cast: Roy Rogers, George Hayes, Silly
llfyj^uBilly I^f. G^ojrge Cleveland.
Fred Kohler, Jr.,' Pierre Watkin, Jack Ingram, Rex
Lease.

JUNGLE GIRL,
dir.,

'William

serial; asso. prod., H. S. BrowA, Jr.,
Witney and Jack English; screenplay,

Ronald Davidson, Norman S. Hall, Bill Lively, Joseph
ODonnell, Joseph Poland, Alfred Batson; camera.
Reggie tAnning. Cast: Frances Giflord, Tom Neal,
Eddie AcuR, Tommy Cook, Al Taylor, Bud Geary,
Frank Lackteen, Bob Barron, Kikume, Ken Tarrell.
Pnbllo Pix in Pro'ducUon

BDRBICANE SMITH,

drama; asso. prod., Robert
North; dit., Bernard Vorhaus; orig. story, Charles G.
Booth; screenplay, Robert Presnell; camera, Ernest
Miller.
Cast: Ray Middleton, Jane Wyatt, J. Edward
Brpmberg, Harry Davenport, Henry Brandon, Frank
Darien, Rod Bacon, Elliott Sullivan. Eddie Chandler.
GANGS OF SONORA, western; ftsso. prod., Louis
Grey; dir.. Jack English; orig. screenplay, Albert DeMonde and Doris Schroeder; camera. Bud Thackery.
C^ast: Bob Livingston, Bob Steele, Rufe Davis, June
Johnson. Helen MacKellar, Robert Frazer, Bud Taggert,
Jack liawrence. Bud Gedry,
UNDER FIESTA STARS, western; asso. prod., Harry
Grey: dir., William Morgan; no writing credits; camera.
Reg^e Lanning. Cast' Gene Autrey, Smiley Bumette,
Maris Wrlxon, George Cleveland, Robert Kent, Sarah
Edwards, Dick Elliott Sammy BIystone, Monte Blue,
Fred Burns, Eddie De^.
'

Dorothy Lewis plays the femme
Jonathan Finn and Gordon Kahn
•re fashioning a script out of the lead, with Joseph Santley directing
and Robert North producing.
original hy Louis Pollock.

WILD GEESE CALLING, drama

I

20tli
Com-

Centory-Fox
Shoot-

Now

To Be Comp.

40^1 pleted
Um Cnttlns Shot 41-42
52
2
6
0
3
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

Features

M

Shoot.
41-4«

2

Russell Simpson.

United Artists
Com-

Prom.
40-41
Goldwyn 1

pleted
I

Sebnick

2

0

Wanger

4

2

'

1

1

1

5
3

4

Ed. Small 1
LesserLnbltsch 2

1

.

To Be Comp.

Slioot.

41-42

41-4«

Bitot

0
2
2
0
0

0

1

0
•
0
•
0

0

0

1

0

0
0
1

2

0

0

0

•

0

2

1

•

0
0

1

3.

•
•

1
1

1
1

•
0
0
0

0
0
0

James
Roosert 1

LoewLewin
Bronston
R. Bowl'd
.Pascal

9
0
•

•
•

0
0

0

1

0

0

e

e

0

1

1

0

»

0

1

0

28

17

2

1

6

1

2

Gloria
Pies.

Totals

Total sold 22.

Five cancelled.
1 to release for '40-41.
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

BROADWAX

LIMITED, drama; Hal Roach prod.;
Gordon Douglas: screenplay Rian James; camera,
Norbert Brodine.
C^ast: Victor McLaglen, Marjorle
Woodworth, Dennis O'Keefe, Patsy Kelly, ZaSu Pitts,
Leonid^Kinsky, George
Stone.
NEW WINE (1941-42), musical; asso. prod.. Dr. William Sekely; dir., Rheinhold Scheunzel; original by
Ladislaus Bus-Fekete; camera,' JShn" Mescal.
Cast:
nona Massey, BInnle Barnes, Alan Curtis, Albert Basserman, Billy Gilbert

dir.,

ILLUSIONS

Plctares In Prodoetlon

drama;

(1941-42),

Korda

Alexander

production; dir., Julian Duvivier; screenplay, Ladislaus
Bus-Fekete; camera, (ieorge Barnes.
Cast: Merle
Oberon. Alan Marshall, Joseph Gotten, Hans Jaray,
Creorge Reeves, Enda May Oliver, John Halliday, Sara
Allgood, Billy Roy.

INTERNATIONAL LADT,
SCOTLAND TARD

formerly

G-MEN OF

(1941-42), meUer; Edward Small
Sfod.; dlr- Tim Whalen; screenplay, E. Lloyd Sheldon,
ack de 'Witt Howard Estabrook; camera, Hal Mohr.
Cast: Bona Massey, George Brent, Basil Rathbone,

Marjorle Gateson,

Wyndham

Standing,

Gene Lockhart

Rita Quigley, (jeorge Zucco.

Universal

•

'

0
0
e
e
1
1

Chaplin

.

-

Shoot- Now
Ing Cntllny
0
0

0
9
0
1
0
•

Roach
Korda

UA

FOR BEAUTY'S SAKE, comedy-drama; prod., Luclen
Hubbard; dir., Shepard TYaube; screen play, Wanda
Hollywood's doing more 'road' work' these days than a heavyweight Tuchok, Ethel Hill, Walter Bullock;
camera. C^harles
contender. With Paramount having recently completed lioad to Zanzibar" CHarke. Cast: Ted North, Marjorle Weaver, Richard
(after the 'Road to Singapore') and preparing 'Road to Morocco', Universal Lane, Lenita Lane. Ned' Sparks, Joan Davis. Pierre
has staked claim to 'Road to Montezuma'.
WatMn.
Other 'road to....' film-titles, Hays office records reveal. Iiave led to
THE BRIDE -WORE CRUTCHES, comedy drama;
Moscow, Rio, Bagdad, Yesterday, India, Frisco, Peril, Paradise, Mandalay, asso. prod., Lucian Hubbard; dir., Shepard Traube;
Glory, Arcady, Broadway, Divorce, France, Life, London, Love, Reno, screenplay. E, E. Verdier, from original by E. E. VerBomance and Ruin.
dier and Alan Drady; camera. Charles Clarke. Cast*
Lynne Roberts, Ted North, Edgar Kennedy, Robert
Crolng over the files last week. Merle Potter, Minneapolis Times column- Armstrong, Lionel Stander, Richard Lane, Grant Mit
chell, Harry Tyler, Edmimd MacDonald.
ist, ran across an item in the May 10, 1908, Issue, telling of a benefit at
the Dewey theatre, local burlesque house tiien, for Bill Koenig-, its manACCENT ON LOVE, formijriy THE MAN WITH A
SHOVEL^ formerly RETURN TO LIFE, drama;
ager at that time..
The same William Koenig just had his contract as general studio man- asso. prod., Walter Morosco, Ralph Dietrich; dir., Ray
ager renewed by 20th-Fox. He has been a high salaried executive in McCarey; orig. ,by Dalton Trumbo; screenplay, John
Hollywood for nearly two decades now, but prior to that managed bur- Larkin; camera, Charles CHarke. Cast: George Montgomery, Osa Massen,. J. Carrol Naish, Minerva Urecal.
lesque theatres in Minneapolis.
,
Coblna Wrigliit, Jr., Stanley Clements, Hector Samo,
Thurston Hall, John Banner.
To date more than 1,000 exhibitors tliroughout the country have joined
MOON OVER IfklAMI, formerly MIAMI, musical
the Motion Picture Committee Cooperating for National Defense, accord(Technicolor'), asso. prod., Harry Jo Brown; dir., Walter
ing to Joe Bemhard, Warner general operator, who Is chairman of the Lang; screenplay, Vincent Lawrence and Brown
theatre division..
Holmes; ca£iera, PevereU Marley and Allen M. Davey.
In joining up the theatres agree to cooperate In the showing of non- Cast: Iten Amecbe, Betty Grabel, Robert Cummlngs,
commercljal reels on defense approved by the committee. All phases of Charlotte Greenwood, Jack Haley, Carole Landls, Cobina Wright, Jr., Laird Cregar, Condos Brothers.
defense are.covered by the specially-made films.
MAN HUNT, drama; asso. prod., Kenneth MacGowan;
Warners Is further catering to the Latin-American trade by film- dir., Fritz Lang; screenplay, Dudley. Nichols; camera,
ing extra takes on all songs in Spanish for pictures designed for wide cir- Arthur Miller. Cast: Joan Bennett, Walter Pldgeon,
George Sanders, John Carradlne, Roddy McIJowell,
culatiop in' Mexlco and South America. Hitherto the ditties have been sung
Heather Thatcher, Roger Imhoff.
In English, with Spanish translations running across the bottom of the
SUN VALLET SERGNAIDE. formerly SUN VALLET,
film.' Idea is being used in 'Navy Blues,' and will be incorporated Into
musical' (1941-42), asso, prod., Milton Sperling, dir., H.
•Man Power,' 'Million Dollar Baby,' "Kings Row' and 'Hot Nocturne.'
Bruce Humberstone; screenplay, Robert Ellis and Helen
Logan; camera, Edward Croniager. Cast: Sonja Henie,
When N. IT. 'News recently ediorlallzed Uiat fenunes between the ages John Payne, Crlenn Milleir Orch, Milton Berle, 'Joan
of 18 add 23 should be drafted, just as boys are. Columbia lost no time in Davis, Nicholas Brothers,
taking up the suggestion, next day staking the title 'Drafted Women.'
DRESSED TO KILL, formerly THE DEAD TA&E
Couple other pjx on the ways using a conscription aspect are Col's Tillie NO BOWS, drama (41-42); asso. prod., SoL M. Wurtzel;
dir.-; Eugene Forde; screenplay, Stanley Rauh and Man'
Feels the Draff and Unlversal's 'Private Miss Smith.'
.

(41-42); asso. prod.,

Harry Joe Brown; dir., John Brahm; screenplay, Horace McCoy, based on novel by Stewart Edward 'White;
camera, Lucien Ballard. Cast: Henry Fonda, Joan Bennett, Warren William, Ona Munson, Barton MacLane,

K

.

Inside Stuff-Pictures

20th-Fqx Pix in Prodnction
m
A TANK IN THE R,A.F., drama; asso. prod., Lou
Edelman; dir., Henry King; screenplay, Darrell Ware
and Karl Tunberg; camera, Leon Shamroy. Cast: Tyrone Power, Betty Grable, John Sutton, Reginald Gardiner, Donald Stuart, John Wilde, Richard Frazer.
CHARLEY'S AUNT, comedy; asso. prod., William
Perlberg; dir., Archie Mayo; no writing credits; camera, Peverell Marley. Cast: Jack Benny, James Ellison,
Kay Francis, Edmund Gwenn, Arleen 'Whelan, Laird
Cregar, Ernest Cossart, Richard Haydn, Anne Baxter.

NEVADA

.

dialog.

Linaker.

Josepli
|

Kaiser.

Sol Wurtzel; dir., Irving Pichel; adapted from novel
by W. R. Burnett; camera, Luclen Andriot (Tast: Cesar
Romero, Carole lisndis, William Henry, June Storey,
J. Edward Bromberg, (iiharles Halton, Perc Launders.
LAST OF TBE DUANES, drama (41-42); asso. prod.,
Sol M. Wurtzel; dir., James Tingling; stox7 by Zane
Grey; screenplay, Irving Cummlngs, .Tr., and 'William

.

Montee,

Erwin

DANCE BALL, formerly TBE BOUNCER AND THE
formerly DANCE HALL, drama; asso. prod.,

Gleason.

^

C:arter, Virginia Brissac,

prod.,

LOOK WHO'S LAUGHING, formerly LOOK WHO'S
Lincoln, Neb., June 3.
TALKING, comedy; asso. prod.-dlr., Allan' Dawn;
Case of Frank E. Hollingsworth, screenplay, James V. Kern; camera, Frank Qedman.
Bergen, 'Charlie McCarthy,' Jim Jordan,
It appears that RKO managers will owner of the Fix theatre in Beatrice, Cast: Edgar
Jordan, Lucille Bali; Lee Bonnell, Dorothy
have plenty to say about their indl Neb., against the Fox Beatrice Thea- Marion
Lovett, Harold Peary, Isabel Randolph, Irving Bacon,
vidual operations, but in general they tre Corp. and others over alleged Neil Hamilton.
will be expected to 'give the studios violation by the latter of the SherIfEXICAN SPITFIRE'S BABT, formerly LORD
more cooperation.' Koerner believes man and Clayton anti-trust acts is EPPING SEES A GHOST, comedy; asso. prod., Leslie
that too many managers lean too on trial in Federal court here. Case Goodwins; dir., Clift Reid; screenplay, Jerry Cady;
heavily on Hollywood for their sal- went to trial ^Monday (26) and camera. Jack MacKenzie.
Cast: Leon Errol, Lupe
vation and more or less shrug their charges and counter-charges are Velez, Don Woods, ZaSu Pitts, Elizabeth Risdon.
shoulders when a B film is booked stiU being thrown.
TIM BOLT NO. 3, westert^ (41-42); asso, prod., David
Hollingsworth charges conspiracy Howard; dir., Bert Gilroy: orig. story, Tom Gibson;
In.
screenplay, Norton S. Parker.
Cast: Tim Holt,'Ijee
Live talent has always been re- to force him out of business 'Lasses' MHiite, Ray Whitley, Jane Clayton, Fern Emgarded as a good hypo, when intelli- through monopolistic .methods, nam- met, Lane Chandler, Davidson Clark.
gently employed, to weak screen fare. ing 17 defendants and asking $234,damages.
Defendants
include
usS7t"hini^U*rs"rdiv7^onaJ
2nd he
Bhomanager here and on the Coast Ap- beside the Fox outfit Elmer
den, R. G. Montgomery, Charles E.
parently vaude, will get a break on
Shafer, H. A. McClure and B. M.
the RKO circuit from now on—but

^n

BELLE STARB, drama (41-42) (Technicolor); asso.
Kenneth Macgowan; dir., Irving Cummlngs; no
writing credits; camera, Ernest Palmer, Hay Rennahan.
Cast: Gene Tierney, Randolph Scott, Shepperd Strudwick, Dana Andrews, Louise Beavers, Olin Howland,
Elizabeth Patterson, Chill Wills. Paul Bums.

MEET THE VIKING, formerly THE GAT FALCON,
drama; asso. prod, Howard Benedict; dir., Irving Reis;
orig. by Michael Arlen;- screenplay, Lynn Rott and
Frank Fenton; camera, Nick Musuraca. Cast: George
Sanders, Wendy Barrie, Allen Jenkins, Anne Hunter,
Gladys Cooper, Edward S. Brophy, Arthur Shields,
Damian O'Flynn, Turhan Bey, Eddie Dunn, Lucile

press.
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Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:
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Westerns

7

Frank
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3

Serials

4

Totals

A DANGEROUS GAME, formerly WHO KILLED
DOC ROBIN7, mystery melo; asso. prod., Ben Plvar;
dir.,

John Rawlins; ork„ Lar?y Rhine, Ben.Chapman;

screenplay; Lfifii^ •Wfliie, Ben' (Siapintai, MaxweU
Shane; camera, Stanley Cortez. C^: Richard Arlen,
Andy Devine, Jeanne Kelly, Edward Brophy, Vince
Bamett, Richard Carle, Tom Dugan, Andrew Tombes.

OH, CHARLIE (1941-42), comedy; asso. prod., Burt
dir., Arthur Lubln; no writing credits; camera,
Elwood BredelL Cast: Bud Abbott, liOu Costello,
Richard Charlson, Bvelyn Ankers. Joan Davis, Marc
(Continued on page 22)

Kelly;
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Newsmen

Sift

Censorship

jCondnaed from page 2s
(Continued from page 20)
Lawrence, Shep Howard, Spencer Charters, Hussell
Hicks.

HIT THE ROAD, drama;

prod.,

asso.

Ken Gold-

dir., Joe May; screenplay, Robert Lee Johnson
and Brenda Weisberg; camera, Jerome Ash. Cast:
Gladys George, Barton MacLane, Bobs Watson, Ber-

smith;

nard ?unsley, Billy Halop, HunU Hall, Gabriel Dell,
Walter Kingsford, Eily Malyon, Edward Pawley, John

Harmon.

CBACKED NUTS,
Banford;

dir.,

comedy;
Eddie Cllne;

asso. prod., Joseph G.
orig. screenplay, Erna

Lazarus and W. Scott Darling; camera, Charles Van
Enger. Cast: Mischa Auer, Una Merkel, Stuart Erwin,
Astrid AUwyn, William Frawley, Hattie Noel, Ernie
Stanton,. Mantan Moreland.
DOUBLE DATE, comedy; asso. prod., Joseph 'G.
Sanford; dir., Glenn Tryon; screenplay, Scott Darling,

Erna Lazarus, Agnes Christine Johnson; camera, John
Boyle. Cast: Peggy Moran, Rank Brooks, Una Merkel,
Tommy Kelly, Edmund Lowe, William Rule.

BACHELOR DADDY,

formerly

SANDT STEPS

OUT, comedy; asso. prod., Burt Kelly; dir., Harold
Young; orig. screenplay, Robert Lees and Fred Rinaldo;

camera, Milton Krasner. Cast: Baby Sandy, Edward
Everett Horton, Donald Woods, Raymond Walbum,
Evelyn Ankers, Kathryn Adams, Franklin Pangbom,
Leonard Elliott, Bert Roach, George Meader.
TIGHT SHOES, comedy (Mayfair Production); asso.
prod., Jules Levey; dir., Albert Rogell; based on a
story by Damon Runyon; camera, Elwood Bredell.
Cast: John Howard, Broderick Crawford, Binnie
Barnes, Leo Carrillo, Anne Gwynne, Samuel S. Hinds,
Shemp Hbward, Richard Lane, Edward Gargan, Tom
Dugan.

BELLO, SUCKER (1941-42), comedy; asso. prod.,
Ken (joldsmith; dir., Edward (^line; screenplay, Maurice liCO and Paul G«rard Smith; camera, Ciharles Van
Hugh Herbert, Tom Brown, Peggy Moran.
MEN OF THE TIMBEBXiAND, meller; asso. prod.,
Ben Pivar; ' dir.. Jack Rawlins; screenplay, Maurice

Enge. Cast:

xombragel and Griffin Jay; camera, John Boyle. Cast:
Richard Arlen, Andy Devine, Linda Hayes, Willard
Robertson, Francis MacDonald, Hardie Albright, Roy
Barris, PaUI E. Bums, Gaylord Pendleton.
BETOND TEQB LAW (1941-42), drama; asso. prod.
Jack Bamhard; dir., George Waggner; orig. screenplay,
George Waggner; camera, Stanley Cortez. .Cast: WUliam Gargan, John Utel, Jime Clyde, Anne Nagel,
Mary Ciordon, Addison Richards, Eddie Hart, Charles
Sherlock, CHiuck Morrison, Russell Hicks,

HALF WAT TO

SHANGHAI (1941-42), drama; asso.
prod., Marshall Grant; dir., Noel Smith; screenplay,
Stanley Rubin and Roy CHianslor; camera, John Boyle.
Cast: Charles Bickford, Evelyn Ankers, Frank Albertson, Cecil Kellaway, Truman Bradley, Willie Fung,
Viola Vaughn, Keye Luke, Len Christy, Dorothy
Vaughn, Grace Lem.
SEA BAIDERS, drama; asso. prod., Henry McRae;
dir., Ford Beebe and John. Rawlins; orig. screenplay,
Clarence Upson Young and Paul Huston; camera,
Jerome Ash. Cast: Billy Halop, Huntz Hall, Gabriel
DeU, Bernard Punsley,. Hally Chester, William Hall,
John McGuire, Mary Field, Dick Alexander, Stanley
BIystone, Ernie Adams, Jack Clifford, Anthony Rodgers, Joe Recht, James Blainem, Jeny Mandy, Mickey
Simpson, Paul Newlan.

LAW OF THE RANGE,

formerly

BIARSHAL

LAW

(tentative title), drama; assoc. prod.. Will Cowan; dir.,
Taylor; no writing credits; camera, William SickCast: Jcrimny Mack Brown, Fuzzy Knight, Nell
O'Day, Elaine Morey, Roy Harris, Ethan Laidlaw,
(Charles
King, Hal Taliaferro, Jerry Harte, Pat

Ray
ner.

O'Malley.

BIO HOUSE BLUES, formerly
STRIFES (1941-42), coniedy-drama;

BHAFSODT IN
asso. prod..

Ken

Goldsmith; dir., Albert S. Rogell; no writing credits;
camera, Elwood Bredell. Cast: Anne Gwynne, Nat
Pendleton, Robert Paige, Elizabeth Risdon, John Kelly,
Charles Sullivan.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

(1941-42),

comedy-drama;

Gregory La(^va; screenplay, Eugene
Tbackery; camera, Joseph Valentine; C^: Irene
Dunne, Robert Montgomery, Preston Foster, Eugene
Pallette, Esther Dale, Walter Catlett, June Clyde, Dick
Foran, Samuel S. Hinds, Kathtyn Adams, Hugh Beaumont, Virginia Brissac, Mary Jo Ellis, Rev. Neal Dodd,
Hope Landin, Frank Shannon, Thomas Ross, Phyllis
Barry, Richard Davies, Virginia Engels, Beatrice Roberts, Chester Clute, John Sheehan^ Matt McRugb. BVed
Santley, Dorothy Granget, Grace Stafford, Phyllis
Kennedy, Jack Voglin,- Eddie Fetherston, Paul Fix,
Dora Clemant, Reed Hadley, Boyd Irwin, Frank Coghlan, Jr., Hillary Brooke, Iicster Dorr, Grace Hayle,
Doro&y Vaughan.
RADIO REVELS OF 1942, musical (1941-42); asso
prod., Joseph G. Sanford; dir., Harold Young; no writing credits; camera, Elwood Bredell. Cast: Ken Murray, Frances Langford, Don Wilson, Skinnay Ennis
and orch, Susan Miller, Senor Lee, Lewis Howard, Iris
Adrian, Tom Dugan, Blanche Stewart,- Elvina Allmau,
Hanley Stafford, Peter Sullivan, Six Sweethearts,
asso. prod., dir.,

.

FLYDrO CADETS, drama

(194f-42);

asso.

prod.

Paul Malven;

dir., Erie Kenton; no writing credits;
camera, John W. Boyle, Cast: E«)niund Lowe, William
Gargan, Peggy Moran, Frank Albertson, Frank
Thomas, Roy Harris, Charles WUllams,

BIAN

FROM MONTANA,

western-action; asso. prod.
.

dir., Ray Taylor; no writing credits; cam
era, William Sickner.
Cast: Johnny Mack Brown,
Fuzzy Knight, Nell O'Day, Jeanne Kelly, Butch &
Buddy, William Gould, James Blaine, Dick Alexander,
Karl Kachett, Murdock McQuarrie, Eddie Cobb, Frank
EUis, Kermit Maynard, Jack Shannon, The King's
Men.

Will Cowan;

.

MAID IN MANHATTAN,
CHORUS, comedy-drama

formerly
(41-42);

SING ANOTHER
prod.. Ken

asso.

Goldsmith; dir., Charles Lamont; screenplay, Marion
Orth, Paul Gerard Smith and Brenda Weisberg; camera, Jerome Ash. Cast: Johnny Downs, Jane Fraizee,
Miscba Auer, Walter Catlett, Sunnie O'Dea, Iris
Adrian, (leorge Barbier, Nell O'Day, Joe Brown, Jr.,
JBosario and Antonio, Ronald Peters, Ed Kane^ Greta
Gtandstedt, Ann Duran

MOONLIGHT IN 9AWAII,

comedy-drama;

asso.

Ken

Goldsmith; diir., (Charles Lamont; no writbg credits; camera, Stanley Cortez. Cast: Johnny
Downs, Jane Frazee, Leon Errol, Mischa Auer, Richard' Carle, Maria Montez, Sunnie O'Dea, Marjorle
Gateson, Elaine Morey, The Merry Macs, Jean De
Briac, Charles Coleman, Jim Spencer, Eddie tiCe,
Mickej Simpson.
prod..

V

Fix In Prodnotton
(tentative title), drama (41-42);
LIciyd; no writing credits; cisanera.

JAMES LEWIS

I|irod.-dir,

Frank

Cast: Franchot Tone, Walter Bren- line material oontlnued to (ufler a
nan, John Carroll, Carol Bruce; Nigel Bruce, Leo G.
fummer tlump this week and you
Carroll, Roger Imhof, Paul Hurst, Frank Conroy, Ray
Beltram, Morris Ankrum, Lewis Mercier, Philip Char- could add up the total of 'names' in

Milton KrasAer.

share a table In the barroom. Miss
Fumesa is Mrs. Green.
Saturday (31) also saw the air>
port's music machine undergo a

McGrlll, Dale Van
and out on your digits, provided you change of pilots with Jay Coe movFrank.
ing out to make room for the band
(41-42); asso. prod., took off your shoes and socks.
Goldsmith;' dir., CHiarles Lamont; no writing
Marshal H. Emsor, radio operator of Ron Perry, Velva' Nalley,- like
Cast: Robert Paige, from<. Olathe, Kans., breezed in the Democracy, continues on, playing pi.
credits; camera, Stanley Cortez.
Jane Frazee, The Merry Macs, Eve Arden, Shemp
way
Sunday (1) to be given ano pieces prettily for the cocktail
Howard, Lon Chaney, Jr, Louis DaPron, Roy Harris, the William vS. Paley Award, from convoy con^omeratlon.
Charles Long.
the Columbia Broadcasting System,
ALMOST AN ANGEL, drama (41-42); asso. prod., at a Monday (2) luncheon at the
Joseph Pasternack; dir., Henry Koster; no writing Waldorf-Aitorla.
Rudolph Mate. C^st: Deanna Dturbln,
bert, Jerome DeMiccio, Walter
Sickle, George Brogerman, Jerry

SAN ANTONIO ROSE, drama

Ken

TWA

B. 0. Drive

camera,
Charles Laughton, Robert Cummings, Margaret Talcredits;

Friday (SO) saw George Jessel
-Contlnoed from page 1;
Eastern Airline to Philadelphia,
drama (41-42); asso. prod.. Ken Gold- while Thursday's (29) toddlers real- executives held on Monday (2).
William Nigh; no 'writing credits; camera, ly saw some action .with a half a Sponsoring the Idea, still in cmElwood BredelL Cast Dick Foran, Anne Gwynne, dozen important people pounding in
bryonic form. Is Spyros Skouras,
Dead End Kids.
and out. Slmone Simon flew .to president of National Theatres, 20th-i
Pittsburgh for a theatre date on Fox affiliate, who has volunteered to
TWA's Stratoliner after having I'agt
liaison between the exhibiting
Warners
reservation
times
changed her
three
branch and the Hollywood product ^,

Uchet

MOB TOWN,

smith;

dir.,

.

Prom.

Com-

40-41

pleted

48

48

Stadio

Shoot- Now
Ins Cattlnc
0
9
.

—just

To Be Coma.

Shoot.
41-4i 41-41

Shot
0

Rlskln

1
1

1
1

0

0
e

0

M

60
0
9
0
1
Pictures in cutting rooms or awaiting release:

Totals

THE 'bashful
HEROES, drama:

HEBO.

asso. prod.,

Stoloff; screenplay,

S

tormerly
STUFF .OF
William Jacobs; dir., Ben

Ben Marksen and Kenneth Gamet;

by Harold Titus; camera, Arthur Todd. Cast:
Eddie Alberts, Joan Leslie, Alan Hale, John Lite],
William Limdigan.
MURDER ON THE SECOND FLOOR, mystery; asso.
prod., William Jacobs; dir., D. Ross Lederman; screenplay, Anthony Coldeway; camera, Al Selgler.
Cast:
Frieda Inescort, Heather Angel, Bruce Lester, Paul
Cavanagh.
SHININO VICTORY, formerly WINGED VICTORY,
drama; asso. prod., Robert Lord, dir_ Irvine Rapper;
screenplay, Howard Koch and Anne Froellcn, from a
play by A. J. Cronin; camera, James Wong Howe. Cast;
James Stephenson, Geraldine Fitzgerald, l>onald Crisp,
Montagu Love, Richard Ainley, Barbara O'Neill, Bruce
story

Lester,

Frank Reicher.

THE BRIDE CAME

C.O.D., comedy; asso. prod.,
William Keighley; screenplay,
Julius and Philip Epstein; camera, Ernie Haller. Cast:
James Cagney, Bette Davis, Stuart Erwln, William
Frawley, George Tobias, Jack Carson. Harry Davenport
THREE SONS
GUNS, formerly MOTHER'S
BOY, comedy-drama; asso. prod., William Jacobs; dir.,
Ben Stoloff; story and screenplay, Fred Niblo, Jr.;
camera, Arthur Todd. Cast: Wayne Morris, Tom
Bro-wn, William T. Orr, Marjorle Rambeau, Irene Rich,

William Cagney;

dir.,

C

our

city,

no-

studios.

.

KISSES FOB BREAKFAST, formerly SHE STAYED^
KISSED, comedy; asso. prod., Harlan Thompson; dir.,
Ray EUiright; screenplay, Kenneth Gamet, from play
by Seymour Hicks: camera, Arthur Edeson. Cast: Dennis Morgan, Shirley Ross, Jane Wyatt, Lee Patrick,
Jerome Ctymn, Una O'Cjonnor, Romaine Callendar,
Nydla Westman, Barnett Parker, Leon Belasco, Iioulse
Beavers; Clarence Muse, Willie Best, Frank Orth.

UNDERGROUND, drama; asso.. pft>d, William
dir., Vincent Sherman; screenplay, Charles
Grayson; camera, Sid Hickox. Cast: Jeffrey Lrnn,
Kaaren Verne. Mona Maris, Martin Kosleck.
PASSAGE FROM HONGKONG, drama; asso. prod.,
William Jacobs; dir., D. Ross Lederman; screenplay,
Fred Niblo, Jr., from a storjr by Earl Derr Biggers;
camera, Al Siegler. Cast: Keith Douglas, Luclle Fairbanks, Ltrmsden Hare, Paul Cavanagh, Gloria Holden,
Creighton Hale, Juanita Stark, Jean Ames, Alexis
Smith.
SERGEANT YORK, drama; asso. prod, Jesse
LSsky; dir., Howard Hawks; screenplay, Henry Chandlee and Abem Finkel; supplementary scenes and dialog,
John Huston and Howard Koch; camera, Sol Polito.
Cast: Gary Cooper, Walter Brennan, Joan Leslie, Margaret Wycherly, Ward Bond, June Lockhart, Noah
Beery, Jr., Howard DaSilva. Dickie Mc>ore/
BAB HEN OF MISSOUBI, drama; asso. prod, Brytm
Foy; dir, Ray EAright; orig. screenplay, Robert
Buckner, Allen Rivkin, Robert Kent, Lester Cole,
Charley Grayson; camera, Arthur Todd. Cast: Dennis
Morgan, Wayne Morris, Arthur Kennedy, Jane Wyman,
Howard DaSilva, Ann Todd, Willie Best, Roscoe Ates,
/
Eddie Acuff.
MANFOWBB, drama; prod., Hal Wallis; dir, Raoul
Walsh, orig. screenplay, Jerry Wald and Richard Macauley; camera, Kmest Haller. Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Marlene Dietrich, George Raft, Ward Bond,
Frank McHugh, Eve Arden, -^oyce Compton.
DI'VE BOMBEB, drama (In Technicolor); asso. prod,
Robert Lord; dir., Michael Curtiz; story by Com. Frank
Wead; screenplay. Com. Frank Wead and Robert Buckner; camera, Bert Glennon and Wenton Hock. (Zast:
Errol Flynn, Fred MacMurray, Ralph Bellamy, Regis
Toomey, Robert Armstrong, Louis Jean Heydt, Cuff
Nazarro, Craig Stephens, Garet Craig, James Anderson.
FLIGHT FA1ROL, drama; assoc. prod, Edmund
.Grainger; dir., Lothar Mendes; screenplay, Leonard
Hoffman and Barry TWverp; camera, James yan Trees.
Cast: Ronald Reagan, James Stephenson, William Lundigan, Olympe Bradna, Eddie Foy, Jr., Reginald Denny,
Charles Irwin, Crauford Kent.
BULLETS FOR O'HARA, drama; asso. prod., William
Jacobs; dir., William K. Howard; orig. by Abem Finkel
and Bbuold Buckley; screenplay, Raymond Schrock.
Cast: Joan Perry, Roger Pryor, Anthony Quinn, Dick
Purcell, Maris Wrixson, Richard Alnsley, Roland Drew,
Joe King, Joan Winfleld, DeWolf Hopper, Sldnnr
Bracy, Victor Zimmerman. Kenneth Harlan, Frank
Mayo, Hank Mann, Jack Mower, Lea Baird.

L

in theatre attendance, for

to take a firm stand against publia
apathy.
In the discussions which
followed the Skouras proposal, gen<
eral acquiescence to the manquver
was registered, although no attempt
was made to crystallize any definite
plans at this time.
It was apparent that the exhibition structure of the Industry, fighting single-handed without the sup>
port of production and distribution,

would be unable

cope with the

to'

situation of box6fflce lethargy that

has spread its disheartening effects
to every corner of the nation.
Meet the Peepnl
Crying need, as expressed by some

of those who attended the meeting,
is for the public to become acquainted Intimately with the large
number of young players who,
chiefly through force of casting cir*
cumstances, have been pushed into
lead roles in the newly released
product, in some cases hefore their
period of promotional probation was
The industry, it was
news commentator; Harvey Schwarz, flnished.
exec of the British edition of Decca pointed out. Is in a transitory condiRecords; and 'Vincent Giordana, tion. Even as the old methods of
newshunter for New York's Italian distributor-exhibitor relations are
being revolutionized by the terms of
dally rag,
Progresso.
Decree, starting in
Davis, who departed your Uncle's the U. S.
September, likewise a vast and unsoil by Clipper on April 23 to have
predicted upheaval in production
a look-see through the London fog
'values has. come about.
at the -war. Is not a novice at World
Although executives who attended
Wars. During the 1917 epidemic of
insanity he recalled that he crossed the meeUng were cautioned to withthe Atlantic on the Ford Peace Ship hold specific ideas and suggestions
and returned oh a steamer that was for the triple-offensive (combining
scratched where it counts by a Ger- production, distribution and exhibiman torpedo, to be rescued at sea tion) the opinion was expressed
by a British man-of-war, which may subsequent to the confab that studios
account for his fondness for John wiU be sounded out on the practicability of sending scores of their
Bull, Inc.
With much to say on the English younger players on tours of theatres
for personal appearance bookings.
food situation, Davis declared the
Some players, because of production
British have plenty of staple suprequirements, may not be available
plies but that the qualify is not too
for longer than a few weeks at a
good. This situation is not particutime.
larly distressing to apyone but the
galaxy of Hollywood representAmerican observers, apparently, for
Davis volunteered: "English food is atives touring Important cities and
not always renowned for Its excel- towns. It is bellved, will fit admirably into the general efforts of nalence.'
As to the Hess saga, the CBS chat tional and home defense. They will
appear also as guest speakers at
.specialist said: The general public In
England knows no more about It patriotic meetings. Public good will
than does the American public' is one of the main purposes of the
Areas that have Iieen blitzed are 'go- contemplated united endeavor of the
industry.
ing strong nevertheless,' Davis stated,
and the Germans will never be
able to take what the British have
withstood this winter.'

The outbound Yankee clipper carried Associated Press' Heitman to
Lisbon on one lap of the Australian
reporter's trip from the Melbourne
city room to the London shop.'
Among the Inbound Atlantic Clipper trippers were Elmer Davis, (SS

HIGHWAY WEST, -%estem; asso. prod, Edmund
dir., William McGann; screenplay, Charles
Kenyon, Allen Rivkin and Kennett Gamut; camera,
Ted McCord. Cast; Brenda Marshall, Arthur Kennedy,
Olympe Bradna, William Lundigan. Slim Summervllle,
Willie Best, Dorothy Tree, Frank Wilcox.
GENTLE PEOPLE, drama; asso. prod., Henry Blanke.
dir., Anatole Litvak; screenplay, Jerry Wald. Richard
I^cauley, Robert Rossen; from play by Irwin Shaw;
camera, James Wong Howe, (^ast: Ida Luplno, John
Garfield. Thomas Mitchell John Qualen, Eddie Alberts,
Aline MacMahon, Odette Myrtil, George Tobias, Leo
Gorcey, Bernard Gorcey, George Homus.

L

week drop

which showmen can list innumerable
reasons, both sound and otherwise,
the exhibiting branch is determined

the following day.

Grainger;

Jacobs;

Stung to action by the week-by>

HoUyweodlaos
Thursday (29) also saw Burgess
Meredith Stratoliner In from Chicago to spend the Memorial Day
weekend at his country home. Meredith just flnished playing Harry in
RKO's forthcoming "Tom, Dick and
Harry,' The same swing of the hour
hand noted Rosemary Lane and Gail
Patrick wave adios to Cesar Romero
as the girls American Airlined back
to Los Angeles.
The three HoUywoodians'have been bouncing around
New England playing benefit shows
for Spyros Skouras* Greek War Relief unit
The day before Friday
also saw Irving Berlin chasing all
over the port trying to find a taxicab on bis Eastern Air Line return
from Philadelphia. He had departed for Washington on Tuesday (27)
and bounced north to Quakertown

Moroni Olsen, Suzanne Camahan.

.

|

to ,leave

doubt

3

Capra-

Lasky

haUng_

-

.

n

Con^t

A

The metropolitan
a bit shy when

dailies,

comes

it

Vera Zorlna in From H'wood
Schwartz, who left these shores for
London post late in March, was
westward to Hollywood,
where his wife is very iU, and Giordana, who spent three months in the
Balkans and Italy glancing at incidents there that are reportedly
his

'

disturbing the peace,

^sContlnncd from page

puh

chester.

rushing

H'wood Needs Stars

usually
to

Ucizing statements of newsmen' not
on their o'wn payrolls, were generous to the Davis remarks, handing
out heaucoup space which justified
the appearance at the Clipper base
of CBS Praise Agent. Jimmy Win-

was so sorry

but he couldn't discuss the sitcheeachin with stay-at-home news recorders.

Vera Zorlna, In 1x)ulsiana Purchase,' came in on TWA's iStratoliner from the western end of tiie

]

bracket stars is only part of the
difficulties,
Several years ago it was
customary for the more popular
freelance players to appear in three
or four pictures annually. Federal
and state income tax schedules, he
said, have dulled the determination
on the part of these players to
work as frequently as In the past
On account of higher surtaxes, the
players find themsel'vies as well off
financially by playing in three pictures every two years.
In consequence, although there are
'as many star names on' the industry's list as heretofore, the players
are appearing in fewer pictures.
Meanwhile, in the absence of any
general Industry policy, that has development of names as a permanent
and continuing purpose, public and
exhibitor
demand the familiar,

line, where she had spent tiie week- proved players.
Yoimger talent is
end getting screen-tested for a new being tried out of necessity, but
Paramotmt musicfllm..
practically nothing Is being done in a
Ruth Chatterton turned up this unified, effective way, to further the
week to drop Into the ahrport's Kitty popularity of the new faces. With
Hawk cocktail loimge and Saturday a limited source upon which to draw,
Warner Pictures In Frodnctlon
night (31) saw Cesar Romero, who and an exhibitor and public attiNAVY BLUES, drama (41-42); asso. prod., Jerry apparenUy is making a career out of tude unsympathetic, or at least
Weld end Jack Saper; dir., Uoyd Bacon; orig., Sam the airport, and Betty Fumess and apathetic, the producer, Schaefer
Johnny Green, the muslcmaster. declares, li faced with gnij^nn,
(Continued on page 23)
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U.S. Labor Conciliator Steps Into
IKaiey-Cartoonists Str&e Ii^asse
Hollywood, Jun« 3.
•Governmental Intervention In the
strike at the Walt- Disney studio Is
disclosed with the move by Lyman
Sisely, U. S. Labor Conciliator, who
15- here to effect a peaceful settlement He conferred Monday (2)
with labor leaders and today (Tuesday) is slated for talks with Disney.
Sisely understood making a check
of the situation for an official report
to Washington.
Outside support of the cartoonists'
took, a

strike

definite

the Air

Hollywood, June 8.
William Little John, prexy of
the Screen Cartoonists Guild, is
directing a Z}-hour picket line
from the air. He's a former

voiced appreciation for the 26 trucking associations, forming Film Carriers, Inc., had arranged to transport
films bearing the committee's label

From

film

Lockheed

engineer

and

thus -far released under the
committee's auspices are 'Power for
Defense,'
'Calling
AU Workers,'
'Americi Preferred' and "Where Do

flights.

We

'Exclusive^
.

•

I

of Disney's cartoons for duration of
the strilte. Studio is passing up the
previewing of Disney's 'Reluctant
Dragon and it goes into release Fnday (9). RKO had cleared a preview with the Hays office for
Wednesday (4) at the Four Star

dooming the roadshow Idea but
;

;

|

theatre.

Society of Motion Picture Film
Editors is taking a Disney strike
vote tonight (Tues.). although mem
hers are reported refusing to cross
the Cartoonists picket line. Process-

SWG

rather

his contract called for play-orpay.

Some of them take the position that
the scriveners become labor-minded
only when they are facing a tough

End

By

SWG

—

Harmon made

the point that
being exercised in ac- each charged the other of allegedly
the partnership,
was
curate portrayals in films concern- defrauding
ing the Latin- Americas.
He men- averted with the announcement over
tioned that Addison Durland. 'a the weekend that their differences
specialist in .Latin-American manhad been settled out of court Un'
shov/.
ners, customs and attitudes,' has
'However, hardly had the last jomea
joined ine
the rroaucuon
Production L-oae
Code AominAdmin <ler the terms Of the reported agreenotes of the final 'Ave Maria' died istration as technical advisor.
He f^ent, 'he partnership^Eastern Theawithin the Wilson's walls,' one pan said that his employment
Inc.. ^nd
and Boro'aiieatres,
Boro Theatres, Inc^
Inc., ls
is
emDlovmcnt was pronro- 'res.'lnc;
story states, 'than a statement was ducer-inspired.
Harmon claimed that dissolved, with Pizor taking over tlie
released that Disney had made a deal newsreels
have taken steps for more operation of three houses, Segall,
with RKO whereby the same 'Fan- adequate coverage on the Latin- who has been in iU health, keeps' one
tasia* shorn of some of its reputedly
theatre.
Americas,
cosUy trappings and technical oddiPizor, who is president of the
Harmon touched on the film busities would be released on a oneUnited Motion Picture Theatre Ownness' maintenance of an uninterrupted
track film for showing in RKO theers of Eastern Pennsylvania, bought
supply of films to the 'brave people
It
atres throughout the country.
out Segall's interest in the Ace,
of beleaguer^ Britain.' He said that
Cb.elten and Tioga. Segall keeps the
happens there are a number of RKO
the British Board of Trade president
Apollo.
houses within the 150-mUe radius,
expressed a desire that film imports
even'withijii' 10 niiles of' the Wilson!

more care

With

is

|

unions and Guilds In attendance 10

to all studio

spect the

SCG

Instructions have
unions to repicket luie.

screen.

Disney spokesmen

insist

:

produc|

tion at the plant is showing an increase since the walkout,
while
unionists claim his production has
been seriously crippled.

A

Guild

:;r*th7new ';s;':^^.nx^k^i^ii:^
possibility the former showing was

avauaoie to ail
available
all.

A main point of discussion was the
report of the radio committee on a
coast-to-coast broadcast for the airing of common union and Guild
problems,
which
included
the

i

CARRS LOSE LIVES IN
riDC m AIUM TUCATDr
fllVb

UWn

inCAllUi
'

the successful planning of such joint

when a fire gutted the theatre they action for the improvement of baroperate at Radllffe, la.
They had gaining activity was the most imtwo sons, 2 and 4, who were at home. portant task confronted by the crafts
The fire started about 10 p.m. and of the motion industry at this time.'

BEN (MFER INTO EXEC

POST AT NEWARK PAR

trapped the Carrs In the projection
The Guild Is continuing its negoroom.
About 350 persons In the tiations with the major companies,
for the holiday t>rogram but the two groups are reported still
fire started far apart on the writer demands for

theatre

Ben Griefer, long-time
made a safe exit. The
BoL Weitman, manin the projection room.
aging director of the Broadway
Paramount, to handle the Paramount
theatre, Newark, gives the company
Shifting of

first assistant to

I

I

I

i

wages and

1

I

Paterson, N.

J.

The Newark operation has been a
it gives Par more

{

loser and thus
direct control.

,

'

Adam Adams of the
Bros, has been operating heretofore.

•

They, additionally, have their

•

Mar

situations, sans partnerships, in Jer-

.

dream

Prlfcilla

sey.

Ronald

Griefer has been with Paramount
for the last 15 years, seven of them
at the New York house. Robert K.
Shapiro becomes first assistant to
Weitman with Griefer's promotion,
while Eugene Pleshette moves up to
be second assistant. DeWitt Celsor
becomes treasurer and Joseph T.
Contl is now assistant treasurer.
of
M*'""? ^'"'^p
J!!fo
^rL?r^',^er
America and Pacific Coast Confer-

SET FOR EXHIB

'

s creening.

Dover Road/

and
luncheon, a 'Night in Hollywood'
fl„3, banquet at Earl Carrol's are
on program. Mary Piclcford will act
visita to studio plants

ProHv Legionnaire
T
rretty

a special

Hollywood, June 3.
^
'Beau Beautiful,' a yarn about an as hostess at a personality parade for
In the Foreign Legion, has femme visitors, sponsored by studios,
been bought, for production by RowDelegation of film officials shoved
land Brown's New World outfit.
off from New York early this week
Everett
Kovler,
New Orleans to be on the Coast in time to arrange
newspaperman, authored the tale.
prelim details to the convention.
•

IN

Bea Wain

POWEXX

"LOVE CRAZY"
PIctw
A

Hollywood, June"^.
A. A. Milne's 'Dover Road' will be
RKO with a switch In

Stirtt Tliur. Junt

Instead of an English setting. It
will be shifted to a similarly named

i

'

highway
'

between

Baltimore

VIvUii

Ulih

"THAT
HAMILTON
"

WOMAM

I

and

Washington.

(Continued from page 22)
Perrln and Arthur T. Herman; screenplay, Jerry Wald
and Richard Macauley; camera, Tony Gaudio. Cast:
Ann Sheridan, Jack Oakie, Martha Raye, Eddie Albert,
Jack Haley, Jack Carson, Jack Gleason, Frank Orth,
Edwkrd Gargan, Tom Dugan, Maris Wrixson, Jean

Id Person

On ArahalnaOnk.

I

Jau Bleadtll
"TOPPEH
flETUNNS"
Td Ptiuo
a«er|< Wliltt't

Hn

IMI

"tCANDAU"

[PALACE fMn.invrl

PARAHDUNT
MD WEEK
HELD OVEH

Time at
ropolar PrtcM
Ftrat

Ames, Mary Brodel.

THE SHU^ING OHOS:^ drama (41-42); asso. prod.,
Edmund Grainger; dir., Lew Seller; screenplay. Ken
Gamet and Wilbur M. Beatty; camera, Arthur Todd.

WANTED
WINGS'

ApAnmountPlctUf*

Hollywood, June 3,
Cesar Romero and Carole Landls
Cast: Wayne Morris. Brenda Marshall, David Bruce,
Richard Ainley, Willie Best, Helen Westley, Lee Pat- draw stat billing, upped from fearick, Alan Hale, Alexis Smith, Roland Drew, Charles
ture rating, in the 20th-Fox picture,
Halton.
'Dance Hall,' which has been reLAW OF THE TKOPICS, formerly KINO BUBBEB,
drama (41-42); asso. prod., Ben Stoloff; dir., Ray En- written several times In the last two
right; orig. screenplay, Barry Trivers: camera, Sid years.
Hlckox. Cast; Jeffrey Lynn, Constance Bennett, Mona
Studio has added $10,000 to the
Maris, Regis Toomey, Roland Drew, Hobart Boswortb,
I budget for additional music.
Ftank Puglia.
;

I

Jo Fersoo

Taocha

HONBOB
and Banf
Hal

Beatrice
Mldnlte Soreeu Bbem

Romero, Landis Upped

I

Oioli.

Dunbar

ORSON WELLES

'I

Advance Production Chart

Dixia

M«tro-Ooldwyn-M»y«r

Laiir«ac4 Ollvlfr

I

locale.

FBRSON
and His

•

STRAND B'way&47SL

Slwtl Ttiundqr
Thtir Fuailwt
Com«4rI

U^A

Bahy''

Bra>. Hit Starrln(

Lab* e Jaffray Lynn
Reagan • May Robaon

BEOWN

lES

made by

actor

OPENS FRIDAY, JUNE «
IHillion
A N«w Warner

own

CONCLAVE ON COAST

were bas ed on a private

conditions.

own man on the scene. Par and
Adams Bros, have been partnered in
the Newark theatre, as they are In
its

\

Critics went the limit, with exceptlon Of one reviewer whose reactlojis

be expended

to

I

"O™

|

'

^_

money

Des Moines, la., June 3.
terested as various contracts come
26, and his wife, 25, up for renegotiations.
'It was unanimously agreed that
were burned to death last week

I

AU

m

of

Hollywood.
'The committee found that bargaining negotiations with the producers have become steadily more
difficult and unsatisfactory during
decided that
P^*'
^^'^ situation will grow worse' iinless effective joint action can be devised by the Guilds, and unions in-

Clayton Carr,

I

{

I

amount

and the type of program to be presented in order to express the point
of view of the unions and Guilds of

1°.^^"^

level, and that this has been done as
an essential service .in maintaining
British morale both among the civilian population and the 4,000.000 persons in the armed Mrvices. Harmon mentioned that the U. S. neutrality act excepted motion picture
articles
film and other copyrighted
.
provisions.

.

.

would be made

^

a sort of carnival gimmick, not in
good taste and decidedly unfair to
the public'
Although carrying the statement of
RKO officials here that the new
Welles Captures S.F^
picture showing won't have Fanta4lWfc nullify
UlCACiWAC uvea
does not
sound tutu
dVUllU
and therefore
Hearstian Stronghold the roadshow advertising, the press
here is charging the advertising
good
faith.
wasn't in
San Francisco, June 3.
Although the producing outlet
Most unusual reaction ever noted
claims that Disney is "philanthropic'
at a Frisco preem was accorded Orabout the whole business, the newsson WeUes' 'Citizen Kane' at the
are taking the stance
Geary last Tuesday (27K Insistent papers here
that because the picture didn't come
applause forced WeUes to his feet
up to attendance expectations 'Dlsfor bows, but the audience refused
ney, like everybody else, intends to
to be quieted until he walked to the
market his commodity for all he can
head of the aisle
get.
Welles confined his remarks to the "
contention here Is that this is no
Statement that he had been nervous
time for practicing deceit on pix
about opening the film here.
audiences, grown more canny and
Frisco being a Hearst stronghold.
suspicious of picture advertising;
I was afraid you might tear the
that those thousands who paid exscreen to bits, but I see now that
tra to see the picture are plenty
what yve thought was a lot of nerve gore about the tactics used and that
the violation of advertising state^b"
.
*
1^,
By interesting
tsolnddence Hearst, ^'ents will bring the ruin of roadLolly Parsons and Marlon Davles
shows to the picture industry.
were in town at the time.
WeUes and Hearst both arrived in
Frisco the day before the preem,
and both stopped at the Fairmount
hotel, a fact which smelled like a
Welleslan inspiration, but which
proved to be simple coincidence. Its
publicity value proved nil, papers
Hollywood, June 3.
here laying off the controversy and
Elaborate entertainment program
klUing what seemingly was a press
framed for joint convention of
agent's
.

craft to dis-

^,isVwlto"it3"'owii members^^^^
motion was made and passed that the
experiences and negotiations of each

|

,

contract interesta

were drawn up for each

'

|

.

Federation of Labor
leaders say a nationwide campaign
Is being launched by the Brotherhood of Painters to drive 'Fantasia'

from the
gone out

common

points of

1
I

«t
Pathe

laboratories.

y^encan

representatives of additional

|

'

'

i

!

proposition.

problem of their own.

Latin-American Beladons
Regarding Latin-American relations,

lukewarm on the

The Guild, however, is going ahead
with the plan, and is now mapping
out a series of national broadcasts to
air the labor problems.
Following
Court Battle
its- last
meeting with Guild and
union
representatives,
the
Splitting Theatres issued the following statement:
'Dissatisfied with the status of general labor relations with the proPhiladelphia, June 3.
ducers, joint action by the commitA bitter court battle between two tee of unions and guilds for effective
prominient Philly exhibs
Lewen culmination of negotiations was
Pizor and Charles Segall— in which agreed upon.

Pizor-Segall

Skouras.

is

giving the flhn public a rooking,
premise for the roasting Is that
the picture during its long road
showing at the Wilson here was advertised as a 'once in a lifetime'
proposition and that the picture
would not be shown within a 150mile' radius of Detroit after the road-

craft problems. Most of the unions
are sending representatives to th«
meetings, but so far have been

affected, following a

SCG

i

also blocked

and

on

ofi^uh

George J. Schaefer with a view to
having the studio cease distnbuiion

is

Detroit, June 3.
is putting a major blast
'unfair advertising' in connection
'Fantasia.' charging that the
poUcy of hurrying the picture back
gt popular prices not only is

Press here

RKO

WUliams

Roadshowing

as an additional member to
R. B. Wilby's sub-committee on theatre programs.
He added that Edward Kuykendall, president of Motion Picture Theatre Owners, had
suggested that Max Cohen be named
to the same committee.
This committee, which passes on whether defense films should be handled by
the industry's defense committee,
now includes Wilby, chairman; A. H.
Blank, Cohen, C. C. Moskowitz, Newbury, £. V. Richards and Spyros

other studio

ell

Guilds i^id unions to act as a clear*
ing house for negotiations and other

Fox- West Coast houses are not
meeting of
with Charles Skouras, who
told union leaders he couldn't
pull Disney cartoons because

Newbury

For Quick Return Of

Intimated Projection(2).
District Council No. 2 may be
asked to cooperate by having members refuse to project Disney films
In theatres where employed.
Pressnrlng BKO

Writers' Guild la pushing drive to

form an alliance with

Circle.

Go?'

a message from CoL
H. A. Cole, head of Allied, namii^g Lee

Disney Panned in Del

Hollywood, June 3,
Fearing a stymie In Its negotiatlona
with the producers, the Screen

Hollywood, June 3.
Screen Cartoonists Guild, on
strike at the Disney studios, has
.thrown a picket line around
three top theatres here playing
Disney shorts. They are the Pantages, El Capitan and Carthay

FUms

ists

Disney films

Picket Theatres

were making and

Harmon read

Monday

trig of

exchanges

gratis.

a

licensed pilot.
He takes various union leaden
up at intervals on reconnols-

sance

Form Alliance With Other Guilds

He underscored

the importance of the contribution which

Striking

Motion Picture Studio Projectionists
I^al issued orders to 12 boothmen
Technicolor to refrain from
at
screening Disney pictures effective

Technicolor,

^5

tors had signed pledges of cooperation to the sub-committee of the theatre division
headed by Harry
Brandt, with 2,000 additional pledges

expected.

form when

Strike leaders meet with
,
,
,
studio hea^ upon arrival here

Screen Writers Push Drive To

Harmon Reviews
saContlnned from pace

23

,

KAX

MUSIC HALL
"PENNY
SERENADE"

c"^"*

Speotaeular Stage Production*

)

,

Wedne^^ay, Junf
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Broadcasting Industry's 1940 Net: $33,296,708
'
Washington, June 3.
On Saturday last (31) itwo days
before the commencement here of
scheduled U. S. Senate Interstate
Commerce committee hearings on
the White resolution to Investigate
the Federal Communications Commission that body released to the
press a detailed statement covering
the income of the American broadcasting industry during 1940. The
report disclosed that a peak volume of $154,823,787 worth of adver-

tising

was

sold.

Washington

legal

minds studied the
over the week-end
the picture might

$3,600,161 worth
lost $39,712.

of

web

all itatlons and chains expenses, $4,836,693, and general and
After deducting administrative expenses, $10,974,681,
all sources.
Three-fourtlis
of
the
commissions and ohaina* payments to
expense!
affiliates, all webi (national and re- were attributed to network opera*
& O outlets aogional) had $34,047,776 out of the op- tions, with the
orating income cf $133,984,769 for the counting for only. a quarter of tht
bill.
The chains showed over hall
entire industry.
Agencies, station representatives, of the total outlay for technical exbrokers and others getting commis- penses, four-fifths of that for gea«
Eiona pocketed a sum equivalent to eral and administrative expensei^
almost one-third of the amount which three-fourths of that for program*
the national and regional chains re- mlng and over three-fourths of that
Commissions amounted to for sales, advertising, promotion and
tained.
publicity were due to network oper*
$11,146,484, while the individual stations kicked back another $9,712,434. ation.
Lumping both the costs for serving
So that the industry actually subtracted from its unequaled business their affiliates and for running their
own properties, the chains paid out
volume $20,859,018.
The three major webs and their $12,681,833 in salaries and wages, not
28
& O transmitters charged more Including talent. The talent bill wai
than half of their operating expenses $6,522,508—of which $4,995,902 wai
to program items. With costs aggre- charged up against network opera-

revtnues of

business,

from

Marked jump in non-network business was revealed. Considering both
web-owned and Independent
the

M

the Industry peddled $81,897,236 worth of time lor local and
national spot advertising, a rise of
this total, the 31
Of
20%.
plants took $10,648,592, leaving for
the 734 other stations (both affiliated
stations,

M & O

This
last figure was more than four times
the total Income from all sources of
industry the webs' own transmitters (which
fiscal report had aggregate operating Income of

and non-affiliated)

$71,248,844.

and

FCC

to determine

how

$17,080,427).

affect, favorably
While the chain-owned plants had
or unfavorably, the social, moral and over one-fourth of total net income,
political position of the major net- the earnings of the 734 indie out-

M

works (NBC and CBS) In their at- fits were up around 50%.
Broadtack upon the regulators.
Take of the Independents was $19,casters were disposed to feel that 123,609, up $6,345,807, against a $5,&O
the FCC's own data weakened the 661,039 profit figure for the 31
charge of network profit domination. units. The Commish remarked that
Columbia set the profit pace non-network business showed an inamong the chains, which together crease in station sales of 20% to
had time sales of $71,919,428, a rise local advertisers and 22% to nacf 15%, and paid out $22,123,760 tional spot sponsors, plus 21% in the
against the 1939 figure of $18,023,- amounts received from the chains.
Combined net income of CBS,
195.
One of the most significant points
NBC, and MBS was $8,885,694, off al- in the whole study was the amount
most $500,000, while their Federal in- of new business developed. Deductcome taxes shot up over $2,500,000. ing the revenues of the 62 recruits
With its two combinations, NBC who started operations during 1940,

gating $39,493,665, the trio showed
technical expenses of $4,532,559; program expenses, $19,110,086; sales, ad-

M

RAYMOND PAIGE
"Musical Americana" recorded album Is proving a barometer of the popularity of American
music outside the States. The alworks of
the
containing
bum,
American composers Paige featured on the air, la now ranking
as a best seller In Canada and
South America.

Whoso

:

If

and

tions

M&p

Computed

at

$1,926,946

—

was

for their

properties ^bringing the aggregate for personal services of all

promotion and public!^ kinds

vertising,

to $19,204,341.

Qne-fmie Card Rates

(For Comparisons to Printed Media

j

accounted for $37,137,823 of the the veteran outfits cultivated $23,chains' time sales, but only $3,918,- 898,836
of additional acworth
Columbia, with counts (or of Increased outlays by
772 of the profit.
revenue of $31,137,823, pocketed established luers).
$5,006,634,

and

Mutual,

enjoying

Another encouraging aspect was

I

combined

Network Operating Items
FCC

TOTAL GROSS TIME SALES

$85,000,000

44,000,000

36,000,000

54,000,000

45,000,000

$197,000,000 $166,000,000

ft

(Note 'Gross' time sales are a fiction and the sole purpose in
compiling them is to enable comparisons between radio and
space sales in magasines and newspapers. The pt;iifted media
compute their advertising revenue in terms of single-time spact.
rates. Therefore, gross radio time sales represent a comparable
figure—that is, revenue prior to any discounts whatsoever. The
computations above were ntade by the Variety Research and
Information Department via a formula developed after a check
with over 200 radio stations. Base for the figures was FCC
:

data.)

Radio Industry's 1 940 Income BASEBALL QUIZ

whas, l'ville,

banslaxahves

(3

MAJOR NETWORKS;

5

WHAS

Ethrldge,
will immediately
decline all laxative advertising over
Ethrldge has Instructed
its station.
the
sales department, that
effective 'at once, no time either for
programs or- spot announcements,
will be sold to makers of laxatives,
but station will carry programs and
announcements now on the station
until contracts expire.
Order is considered one to set a
precedent on a 50,000 watt station, as
laxative biz Eimounts to quite a sizeable chunk on a station of

WHAS

AS CANTOR SUB

REGIONAL NETWORKS; 765 STATIONS)

STATIONS:
June 8.
Following an order Issued by Mark
Louisville,

Sale of time to national spot advertisers.
Sale of time to local advertisers

NETWORKS:

Deduct commissions to agencies.

1940.
$27,732,201
37,140,444
44,756,792

1939.
$23,370,560
30,472,053
37,319,774

Pot. Change.

$109,029,527

$91,198,396

4-20

$45,194,260

$38,800,030

4-17

$154,623,787
20,859,018

$129,968,026
17,405,414

4-19
4-19

$133,964,769
13,|18t,948

$112,562,612
11,310,252

4-16

$147,146,717
113,850,009

$123,881,864
100,043,920

+19

$33,296,708

$23,837,044

4-39

+19
4-22
4-20

Bristol-Myers has okayed a quli
on baseball as the summer substl*
tute for Eddie Cantor in the NBC-

Red Wednesday
July 2. Young

BROADCAST

SERVICE

INCOME

(TOTAL

'Mr. District Attorney' for another
year.

+19

4-14

For Levers' 'Big Town'

•These flgures are not to be confused with Industry profit
due to Federal taxes, etc.

The net

profit is

a

lesser

NEW YORK SYSTEM, INC.,
SINGS SWAN SONG

Spitahy

Girl

Orchestra

May Broadcast

'Hoople' show is being agented by
General Amusement Corp.
Among the other programs under

From

Series

Army Camps

U.S.
Albany, June 3.
New York Broadcasting System,
Inc., has been dissolved, according to
Plans are being made to originate
consideration for the spot are 'Mr.
papers aied with the secretary of
a series of Phil Spitalny's General
and Mrs. North,' a series with Cor- state.
Electric-Hour of Charm broadcasts
nelia
Otis
Skinner and Roland
McGauley & Henry were the aiing from various Army camps, B.B.D.
Young and 'Q.E.D.,' a comedy quiz
attorneys.
& O., agency on the account, and
with Colonel Stoopnagle,
NBC's Red, which carries it, are
New York Broadcasting System checking facilities at the camps.
was instigated by WINS, N. Y., a
If
plans are okayed Spitalny's
Dopre Just Scratches
Hearst operation.
The regional all-girl b'and will do its first broadwhich never cut much of a cast from Camp Dix, N. J., June 19.
New Orleans, June 3. project,
swathe, has been dormant for some Richard Stark, announcer on the
The siclmess jinx has been dog- time.
program, will commute to whichging the
staff for the past
WINS moved to its new studios in ever camp the airings are done from.
week. - First Al Go'dwln, sports anWest 44th St. from its former locanouncer, went to bed with the meation in East 58th.
Programs began
sles, followed the next day by Orval
Wilson Jarred
Anderson, the news commentator. emanating from the new site Sunday
Herbert L. Wilson, vice-president
He in turn was followed by Don morning (1). For a week previously
Lewis, also a measles victim. Then- aU shows originated at the old stu- of WBNX, the Bronx, N. Y., redios,
but
were
piped
through
the
ceived
serious shock Wednesday
a
Mike
Clarke
rushed
top
it
was
to
00,
of last week (28) when lightning
to the ho^ltal for an einergency ap- control rooms of the new.
Station will go to 50,000 watts struck the station's transmitter near
pendectomy.
is
Passaic,
power
construction
N.
J, where he was busy
as
soon
as
director,
program
Henry Dupre,
at the time.
its'in his office and calmly scratches. completed on its new transmitter.

A.

j

.

'

WWL

-

STATION'S DEPARTMENT

TOR NATIONAL DEFENSE'
June
Special department has been
Buffalo, N. Y.,

America Heading

L.

Bradford

becomes Radio

news

amount

Radio version of 'Major Hoople,'

a comic strip owned By NEA syndicate, was auditioned by Ruthrauff &
Ryan last week as a possible .summer replacement for JCiever Bros.
'Big
Town' series
The
(CBS).

Bradford From

U.P/S Radio News DepL

(Note: In the foregoing figures the FVC has subtracted out all frequency discounts in the sale
of
time. The figures are therefore 'net' and not 'gross.' Latter (.gross) figures appear in another chart.)

Among Would'Be Snbs

L

So.

OF

Strip

night spot starting

& Rubicam, agency
on th^ prugrami, bought the rights
the quiz from KFBI, Wichita,
Kan.
Same account has renewed lor

to

A.

WHAS

size.

Comic

(though

sale of network time amounted to
$73,789,011 (including $1,869,583 paid
for regional web facilities). Or not
quite half the aggregate broadcast

.

$99,000,000

NATIONAL SPOT
LOCAL

short every year since 1937.
Indicating either they are in unattractive markets or just can't render
a service that invites advertisers.
Radio is still predominently a network medium in the eyes of sponsors and advertisers, the- FCC tabulations disclosed. Revenue from the

the

*

IMaj. Hoople^

NETWORKS

come out

3.

Royalties, program license fees: $1,200,849 ($654,150 charged to network operation).
A. T.
T. wlresi $9,912,106 (aU but $783,879 charged to network
operations).
Elcotrlo power: $382,166.
^nials for efflce space, etc.: $2,871,178,
_

Federal Income Tax: $4,341,000.
State. Local Ttaxea: $1,116,471.

losses of .$37,648

1939

MAJOR AND REGIONAL

35 of the rookies were moneymakers) and the number of losing
proprietors included 61 who have

Washington, June

Three major networks (Red, Blue, CBS) reported to the
following Items of operating expense during 1940:

1940-

the drop in the number of losing
ventures. WhUe in 1939 a total of
227 licensees ran $2,220,471 into the
red, last year there were exactly 40
fewer unsuccessful plants (187) and
the losses were cut t6 $1,551,812.
The 62 newcomers as a group had

i

manager for United Press,
leaving job of General South American Manager of U. P. to assume new
duties. U.P. radio news service now
goes to 492 radio stations.
Bradford succeeds Webb C. Arts,
who has requested en Indeflnltf
leave of absence, because of ill
health.

3.

No Hinn Deferment

es-

WEBR

tablished by local station
to
handle national defense radio mat-

Cincinnati, June 8,
Request of Michael Hinn,
Albert H. Zlnk is head of the defor
deferment
was
partment and will work with Fed- newscaster,
and city officials on the turned down last week by hli draft
board.
He is scheduled to be called
subject.
for military training this month.

ters.

WLW

eral, state

Hinn was classified four months
when his wife, Helen Dlller, th«
Canadian cowgirl, also was working
on WLW. His wife quit the air two
months later. He Is 27 and has been
on the Crosley staff 30 months.
Hinn's board is the one which re<
cently gave Peter Grant, WLW'f
chief announcer, a six-month deferment and resulted in exceptional
'

Chamberlain's Colorado Spiels
Cincinnati,

June

Howard Chamberlain, WLW's

3.

as-

ago,

sistant program director, is scheduled to give four lectures while conducting a radio clinic at the Colorado State College of Agriculture's
extension service summer school,
June 17-20 at Fort Collins, Colo.
Last year's school was attended by publicity in local dailie^.
more than 300 county agricultural
agents from 22 states.
Tacoma—Wesley Mieras, formerly
He will discuss the fundamentals announcer at KVI, Tacoma, has
of good script writing and delivery joined the announcing staff of KNX,
for^agricultural broadcasts.
Lob Anseles.
.

.

-

—
Wednesday, June
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FORMIDABLE HGHTER

Inside Stuff-Radio

'MINOR OPERATION'!

he has

left

CBS

for

Lord

Ac

'falter Craig has become program
director of station WMCA, New
York, in the first implementing of

ducer handling such accounts as
Coca-Cola,
C^ievrolet,
Beechnut,
Rexall and Lifesavers. In. the latter connection Oaig had some business contact with Edward Noble,

sustained by the Judiciary.
regulations

Sale

of

nate (and at present a candidate for
la seat in the United States Senate)
have been sold at public auction here
j

in Federal Court for $32,755.50. 'Doc*
and his wife watched the auction

proceedings.

the station musical 'director.

The sale of the eight guns drew
a larger audience than the sale of the
The guns brought in a
orchards.
total of $155.50 with the orchards
selling for $32,600.

BUILDING
Manage 'Hchenor

Property in Texas

FO'UR'HOURS TO ALASKA

Harlingen, Texas, June 3.
Construction will be started this

Juneau Station Becords Topical Stall
In SeaUle

KGBS,

expected to start operations
the latter part of this month or the
early pgrt of July. Main building,
which will house general offices,
is

Juneau, Alaska, June

Tommy

Benito, Teji^s, hence the

and San

name

of the

outlet, Harbenito,

Texas.
Ingham S. Rotierts of the sales department of station KTSA has been
named general manager of the new
Station

is

owned

by

and

Fitzstations in

Boston and Greenville,
Miss., has join^ the announcing siiO
of

WSM.

'

day.

Nashville.

3.

I

Spartanburg, S. C, June 3.
via its twice-a-week broadhere, are
listeners
the works in
On recent
broadcasts.
patriotic
broadcast was former Czechoslavaklan army aide, training here. Du«
to parents being in Czechoslavakia,
he was introduced only as 'Private
John,' but spilled the beans on Nazi
cruelties, etc., which he observed
until flight from Europe a few

WSPA,

casts

from Camp Croft

shooting

.

montlis ago. On same program was
a Greek private, wliose brother was
a soldier in Greek army during recent war.
Plenty of 'melting pot' Americans
to pick from as broadcast material
for example, 32nd regiment has 23
Chinese,
including
nationalities,
recruited
etc.,
Syrians,
Greeks,

the proposal by the printing unions
tliat the Government levy a special
on the radio Industry.' Taking
the stand that such a tax would
curtail radio performer employment,
the AFRA national board voted this mainly from New York City, New
week to protest the printers' pro- Jersey and Pennsylvania.
posal.
Following wire, signed by
Ballard Outlines KGNC Policy
Emily Holt, national executive-secAmarillo, Texas, June 3.
The retary, and (George Heller, associate,
Communications Commission.
New series of program being aired
White jesolution has the blessing of was sent Monday (i) to Rep. Robert
Americanleaders of American broadcasting, L. Doughton, chairman of the House here tlirough KGNC has
ism as its theme. Program debuted
who are assembled here to fight the Ways and Means Committee:
with a five-minute talk by John
anti-monopoly order of the FCC and
'American Federation of Radio
who premanager,
Ballard, station
attempt to create a backfire
to
Artists, an offfanization comprissented the views of 'the station reagainst Chairman James L. Fly.
ing twelve thousond performers
garding programs and radio copy
meetings were marked
_ The Monday
in the radio iTidustry, has learned
Americanism
and nadefense,
on
by a strong iitatement by Fly and by
of jtroposed legislation to impose
tional unity.
less encouragement to the industry
a special tax on radio income.
Each week personal views of other
than was hoped for from certain
We have entered into collective prominent local citizens will be
senators. Fly's chief point was that
bargaining agreements for the
aired by the station.
the FCC has acted to carry into efemplot/ment of our members
fect the very reforms that Senator
both on the networks and at inEarly-Blser for Soldiers .
White himself has previously advodependent stations. It is our
Houston, June 3.
Fly quoted to White from
cated.
opinion that the employment of
Effective this weelc, radio station
White.
our members would be suhjected
will open its program half an
KTRH
Confab Starts
to jeopardy if this tax were enhour
earlier, at 5:30 a.m., for the speConfab started with Senator Walacted.
We see no justi/lcation cial benefit of the soldiers in the
lace H. White, Maine Republican,
whatever for imposing a discrimcamps served by KTRH, Camp Walsponsor of the resolution and the
inatory tax that affects radio
Camp
Field and
Ellington
lace,
Senate's most radio-minded member,
employees only and tohich i*
Hulen. Hie program wiU consist of
advocating 'comprehensive study' of
class
legislation
not directed
recordings of numbers requested by
the whole situation, with Congress
against any industry other than
the boys, and news items of parkeeping a tighter rein on the Comthat in which we are working.'
ticular interest to the various camps.
mish and, at the same time, placing
Including flews- of activities a| the
the industry 'in appropriate bounds.'
camps and personal items.
Upheld in this by Committee ChairThe program is being offered at
man Burton K. Wheeler, who later,
the suggestion of the morale branch
however, disappointed some observOn .the
of the War Department.
ers by putting a definite chUl on the
theory that if you can get a soldier
networks.
started off all right of a morning,
Chairman Fly; asked whether the
he will stay that way the rest of the
Commish had not 'gone too far' in
day, KTRH expects to offer a proits row with the networks, maingram to put the soldiers in a good
tained that everyone would be better
humor.
off if the suggested rules were placed
,
„
^ the
,t
- Sample - Hummert,
Blackett
in effect
KIBO Pays OS In Bonds
agency
in
York
with
New
a
""'y
Committee quibbled over a CBS
Seattle, June 3.
advertisement which displayed in- Policy of regular talent auditions,
KIRO Is paying its regular quarterest in new stations and new fields l»as during 56 weeks held 100 general
terly dividend to stockholders with
auditions,
which
applicants
1,258
at
conquer.
Four power boosts,
to
defense bonds, President Louis K.
heard.
these
700
(or
were
Of
56%)
accredited to as many CBS transLear, of the Queen City Broadcastmitters, were called the last word in were subsequently recommended to
ing Co., which operates KIRO, said
the 'completely possessory note' by directors for use on the agency's pro- the board of
directors decided to use
the FCC expert Fly also took issue grams, and 129 (or 18% ) of the lat- the
bonds rather than checks for the«
with an advertising brochure of ter were actually used on the air. July 1 payment
because "all citizens
CBS, which he said was Indicative Of 1,625 people who applied for au- should unite wholeheartedly behind
of what may happen 'if administra- dltion, 367 either failed to appear t^'frgovVrnmenrr^^^^^
tive processes are paralyzed.'
when called, or requested a postInterstate

Commerce Commit

-

.

-

HUMMERT DATA

ON AUDITIONS

1

'

.

'

.

Gangplank

were inon Wednesday,

interviews

KINY

when a specially-chartered
Tichenor ship brought members of the Tacoma
Commerce to' Juneau.
kilocycles Chamber of

— Adrian

Pittsburgh,

3.

sports

Juneau the recorded programs
will reach the Alaskan city the same

McHenry May

(Senevieve
and will operate on 1240
with a power of 250 watts day and
night Station wiU operate 17 hours
dally.
All equipment is Western
Electric, Station will be serviced by
United Press News service.
Nashville, Tenn.
patrick, formerly with

KINY

ice to

augurated over

station.

Tlchenor

Greenbow,

special events announcer, is in
Seattle arranging a series of special
with
Interviews
news features.
prominent people will be recorded.
With the new four-hour air serv-

and

transmitter building and studios, will
be built on a 20-acre plot of land
this city

PROPOSAL
American Federation of Radio
Artists has taken official notice of

Washington, June

Some Assets

I

midway between

are

radio.

The

Doc Brinkley Witnesses

I

for station

TAX-ON-RADIO

The

tee of the United States Senate yes- tax

San Antonio, June 3.
The gun collection and two Rio
Craig is a former musical comedy Grande Valley orchards once besinging-4ancing juvenile, growing longing to 'Doc* John R. Brinkley,
up in show biz as a kid trouper. At bankrupt Del Rio Texas prostate
WMCA under general manager Don gland operations-at-whoesale mag-

which

AFRA OPPOSES

Fly maintained.
He Insisted
there Is no desire to 'wreck'

&

week on building

done

rector of publicity, special events,
public relations and remotes of the
Crosley stations.
In extending Carmichael's supervisory and administrative duties,
Shouse announced that the move was
made to centralize control for the
handling of Increasing requests for
time on the stations from various
branches of the armed forces and
other federal agencies concerned
with national defense.
Joe Rles, who headed the public
service department now serves as
co-ordinator of defense programs.

Unele Sam's Nephew*

than a 'minor
remove a mallgBant growth from the Industry,

With

licensee of WMCA. More recently Craig was with the Street
Finney agency.

to

'let

operation' to

now

Ingham Roberts

1>eing

and short-wave WLW(5.
assistant to James D. Shouse,
general manager, he continues as di-

As

Invited

antl-monopoIy
nothing more

of South America.
She is on the 'Merry Hour' program presented twice weekly over
new Noble ownership's an- local radio station XEW by the
nounced policy of finding a new and Harry Steele Co., watch manufachigher level for the station. Craig turers
and distributors.
after years with World Broadcasting
was prominent freelance radio pro-

NEW KGBS

is

downtown in the regular FCC
hangout. Press tables were well
filled, but they were occupied
almost as much by lawyers and
mouthpieces as by tUe scribes
themselves.

reformer radiated complete confidence that the rules wlU- be

the

is

much work

employees

inconceivabl*

it's

terday (Monday) began public hearMexico City, June 3.
ings as to whether a resolution by
Sofia Alvarez, Mexican singer-ac- Republican Senator Wallace White
tress who has played in pix and
of Maine should be endorsed and a
went with the Marcus troupe to fund voted for a committee for the
tour
Cuba last fall, is back from a
purpose of investigating the Federal

N. Y.

Shaw the program department will
have some revised titles with ftaig's
'advent Leslie Evan Roberts will
be director of public service and Bill
Card production manager. Joe Rines

a

to<A

and

mish will be 'happy' to Join in
any litigation that Is conducted
Chief
In 'good faith,' he said.

SPONSORS SOFIA ALVAREZ

AT WMCA,

railroads. Fly
sue' .attitude

aggrieved parties to start something In the courts. Hie Com-

Thomas, will get

Wm

that

to

So

cheering section.

Commish

turned up that

Comparof 'honest litigation.'
ing the radio Industry to sogar
and
'em

its

many

ever
into the

flght

anti-monopoly rales
Federal coarts was made hy
FCC Cbsicinan James L. Fly on
Tuesday with promises that reforms will be postponed in event

Vermont he's owned for years and never could visit
After completing some preliminaiy work for Lord St Thomas, Ratner will
take a two-month layoff.

Singer Back in Mexico—
A. B. Marons Bcvn*

close.

Nor did the FCC. neglec>

in

WALTER CRAIG

had the biggest conCBS and MBS

but

ranked pretty
bring

Attempt to tarn the

WLW, WSAI

on the White resolution just
about reached a new high. As

NBC

Ruthrauff & Ryan agency stated last week that it- was not considering
replacing I^ajor Edward Bowes (Chrysler) with another show this fall.
Humor has persisted in the trade that such a move was in the offing.
Agency in its statement last week remarked that the auditions it has been
holding and the inquiries that it has made of Hollywood name talent have
had to do with accounts other than Chrysler.
that

this
3.

Number of executives, legislative engineers, and industrial
explainers on hand for hearings
usual,
tingent,

Lazaarsfeld.

now

Washington, June

—

Cincinnati, June 3.
Cecil Carmichael assumes charge
week of all national defense and
public service programs carried hj

House

Full
InyitM Broadcasters to Test
of Legality in Federal
Courto
Calls New Rules
Reflection of C o n g r e s smen's Own Desires

Horace Schwerin, of the Raymond Spector agency, will marry Lorraine
Roth June 14, a fortnight before his induction into the U. S. Army.
\ Schwerin has attracted considerable attention in radio research circles by
his qualitative analyses of programs from the standpoint of public reaction to specific showmanship ingredients. He has made much use
the mechanical likes-dislikes meter devised by Frank Santon and Paul

farm

Newly bportant Station Job

NIMBLE WITNESS

Edward Klauber of CBS is among the well known persons commenting
on Latin-American projects in latest issue of "The Sign,' national Catholic
monthly. Klauber wrote: TIease let me express my pleasure at the Interest you are taking in the Lathi-American situation and the stimulus
you are giving to effect work in this very worthwhile direction.' One of
the undertakings of this Passionist Fathers' magazine (published In Union
City, N. J.) is Th'e Sign Seminar to Lima, Peru, with sailings from New
York on June 6, June 20 and July 3.

Victor Ratner,

National Defense Program Liaison

FCC GimillMAN

Considerable amount of time is being given to the Government for plugging the sale of defense bonds and the United Service Organizations on
the various programs handled by the New York office of Blackett-SampleHummert. It probably far surpasses in extent the amount being given
on the shows of any other agency. In most cases the plugs are worked
Into the dialog, but in some the entire program is presented as a 'benefit.'
In the period from June 1 to July 6 there will be seven special dialog
sequences for the U. S. O. and 11 for defense bonds, six spot plugs for
U. S. O. and seven for defense bonds, two personal appeals tor U. S. O. by
cast members and 'benefit performances' of both 'Manhattan Merry-GoRound' and 'American Album of Familiar Music' for each -objective.
Series of plugs and 'benefits' were arranged by "Frank and Anne Hummert.

to visit that

25

28,

:

j

I

Squabble over needs for
ponement.
also
developed,
channel
stations
^^^^j
clear-

j

^^^j^s ago, when the

auditioning policy was first
:^H'.^.^..f.^*i"iJ^lLr.f,J*^ll?J:B-S-H
shied away from the 'vast rural
reported, figures for the first 16
areas,' in order to crowd coast chanAustin, June 3.
months showed that 1,871 had apBy unanimous resolution, H. V. nels, where they will 'tap the cream of plied, 1,171 were auditioned, 658
Kaltenborn, network news analyst, the market.' One-half of every hour were recommended for use when
was invited to speak before the expenderW"a'VtaUon"on"the'w^^^^ suitable parts came up, and 122 were
Texas legislature at a special session is 'apt to be wasted,' Fly said, be actually used.
here on Wednesday, May 28. Com- cause half of the area is sent out into
mentator was here to address a lo- the sea.
Worcester—Clive E. Davis, former
_ the 'non-exFly disputed that
cal club.
Kaltenborn spoke on 'We Look at cluslvity' clause in the FCC order announcer at WARD, Brooklyn, has
.joined staff of WTAG.
(Continued on page 32)
War.'

Kaitenbom Before Legislature

Alaskan 'Patriotic' Angles
Juneau, Alaska, June 3.
'A Salute to Alaska Defense Worknew KINY program, will begin
on June 19, airing each Thursday
from 11 p.m. to midnight. The thousands of defense workers in Kodiak,
Yakutat, Unalaska, Annette Island,
and Juneau wlU thus be saluted via
ers,'

[

radio.

Territory
',

lated
States.

from

almost completely Isoradio stations In the

is

RADIO
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Wednesday, June

Electricians' Strike at Frisco's

KYA

Homes for Unwanted Pets' Threatens

AFRA Contract With Station

ftrings

To Spread From KFRC

San Francisco, June 3.
Meighan to
The International Brotherhood ot
Howard S. Meighan, N. Y. manElectrical Workers pulled a strike on ager of Radio Sales, Inc., CBS subthat he I's
•lation KYA (Hearst) from 10:30 sid, announced this week
getting married June 28.
«.in. Tuesday (27) to 4 p.m. WednesPryor,

As

day.

ctrike another union, the

KYA

hold-out,

and

now

that

for
of $42.50

calls

wage

announcers and

day week

is

switch

a

by announcers from

to IBEW local 202, which set
ipacial unit to accommodate
Action was partly due to
AFRA's failure to crrck the longand partly in reresisting
blanket contracts
taliation for

up a

them.

KYA
AFRA
KSAN and KJBS

covering

combo men already under iBEW.
Wires For Advice
Harold Meyer, KYA manager,
balked when the former AFRAites
Reappeared at his office under the
.

banner wired-tioth the NLRB
and William Green for advice. Russel Fray, head of the.. IBEW local

IBEW

KYA

engineer) notified station that boys would walk unless demands were met, switch being pulled
at 10:30 a.m. as result of stalemate.
At this point attorney I. A. Kornblum, executive secretary of the Los
Angeles AFRA local, came to Frisco
and ail all-day three-way sesh began.
Final negotiations .were carried on
the day following' with Kornblum
working from a sicjcbed. Stricken
during the session,- he was placed
Vnder doctor's care at Hotel St.
Francis, but refused to go to a hos-

(and a

Busk Urges

J. R.

Joseph R. Busk,

Ryan agency,

and

or-

Mc- been

And Hi*

Show

Sundays for nearly two

homes

finds

unwanted

foif

In addition to natural tie-in
with the sponsor's product, an added
hook is salescopy pointing fact that
a certain-portion of money spent for
each can of Calo goes into a radio
fund to -keep the pet exchange tunctioning, this

Thing has become almost too pop-

is

ular, calls necessitating not

—

WKRC

CINCY,

but a full-time staff of four at the
dog food factory in Oakland to handlcfiles and inquiries.
Purely aside from the commercial
angle, the show has uncovered considerable human interest, and has
helped place two alligators, a pet
skunk, more than 35 canaries and a
flock of pigeons in addition to the
main job of 13,350 dogs and cats. In

'

handling show, Wright has learned
that:

Main reason lor abandoning pets
is moving out of town or mouinj
into apartments or hotels tvith restrictions.

STRIKE

cinnati,

NED MIDGLEY TO CBS

by the American Federation

of Radio Artists.

Negotiations be-

tween the union and Hulbert

AS SALES SERVICE MGR.

the owner, have
^
broken down.

Taft,

apparently

Jr.,

Situation is being watched by variresigned as head
ous show business unions and by the
time buyer for the B. B. D. & O.
radio Industry generally as a test
agency .to become sales service mancase Involving a number of preceager of the Columbia network. Car-

Ned Midgley has

only four

phone operators during broadcast,

ON POINT OF

•

making each customer

a 'cooperative sponsor.'

Montreal Motor Smash-Up

Violin

chairman of the
Just completed tour of 126 cities.
radio advertising committee operat"Pent House
June 6 (Friday)
ing under the general funds-raisingMontreal, June 3.
Party" (Camel Cigarettes). WABCFrench language radio in this city
for-soldier recreation campaign of CBS fretwork, 10:30 P.M., EDST.
and province has sustained a serious
the United Service Organizations of
Manaeement
loss by the deaths of four outstandwhich N. Y. District Attorney Tom
PHIL RUBINOFF
Dewey is the frontman. The radio Paramount Theatre BIdg., New York ing French broadcasters and the Injury of a fifth in an automobile accicommittee's immediate tdsk is to
dent near Montreal Thursday night
get advertisers to interpolate announcements in their programs for
(29).
The dead are Rev. Wilfrid
Morin, Fernand A. Leclerc, Leo Pol
the U.S.O. Urged are at least two
plugs during June.
Morin, and Louis Francoeur. Prof.
Radio committee cooperated with
Louis Bourgoin was slightly injured.
Jesse Butchet;, director of radio for
AU five men produced end apU.S.O. It is one of the Innumerable
peared in 'S.V.P.' (S'il Vous Plait;
sub-divisions of the entire business
'If You Please') sponsored by Grads
world that have been set up. On
Cigarettes, a French variant of 'Inthe radio committee are:
formation, Please,' a widely popular
Maurice Bent, Blackett, Samplei
program in this city and outside.
Hummert; Cal Swanson, J. Walter
Rev. Wilfrid Morin, who was drivThom^json;
Gregory
Williamson,
ing the car, which side-slipped on a
Pedlar & Ryan; James Gamble Rogloosely gravelled road while rotinders, Benton & Bowles.
Ing a curve, was the chaplain of
Cincinnati, June 3.
J. E. Loews, Jr., of Ruthrauff &
Hospice St. Henri, this city, and was
First actual walkout of actors-anRyan, Is assisting Chairman Busk. In
notmcers-singers against a major well known as a lecturer. F. A. Lethe publicity phases.
network.- affiliated station may be clerc was on CBF, French broadcasting center of Canadian Broadcastcalled momentarily at WKRC, CinSc.

locial

years.

Louie

Broadcasters Victims Of

RUBINOFF

of Ruthrauff

v.p.

Pietro Brescia's
Kallen, Joseph

Mat McGar,

Four French Canadian

Sponsor Announcements

An

AFRA

with

Under

Kitty

pets.

also

tion for six months, two weeks vacation for one year service is also provided.
Situation developed as the result

ot

pherson,
Buck.

U.S.O. Radio Committee

by a pact
a minimum weekly
until May, 1942, and

eight hour, fiveestablished with
two consecutive days layoff guaranteed every seven. One week vaca$45 thereafter.

chestra,

are covered

South,'

WSM

American

Federation of Radio Artiats now has
a contract with the station, long a

producers

Down

San Francisco, June 3,
Eastern versions of KFRC's Pet
Nashville, June 3.
NBC's red network Exchange are now being mulled by

show, broadcasts 12:30 p.m. EDST the sponsor, Calo Dog Food, with
one copy believe^l virtually set.
Sundays through the summer.
Show, originated and' aired by Frank
Program is aired from
here
Wright of the Segall agency, has
and includes

Bride will be Maryelaine
by-product of the of Scarsdale, N. Y.

a curious

to Nation

WSM ShoV> New Time

Wedj

Howard

1941

4,

Surprisinp

j

number

of

pedigreed

animals, with papers, are given
away, show having handled about

including 39 pedigreed great
danes and over 250 thoroughbred
setters, pointers, shepherds and po1,000

I

.lice

dogs.

Broadcasting of more

than

1,500

announcer, lost and found announcements tends
covering many Important assign- to cut into newspaper classified adments including a part of the Royal vertising in that slot.
visit in 1939. Leo Pol Morin was an
ing

Corp.,

as

International

bi-ligual

pianist

who

in

1919

toured Europe with the famous
French composer Maurice Ravel. He
was in big demand as a pianist, lecturer and author. Louis Francoeur,
CBF analyst and war news commentator, had a large French and

52d Streeters

Stiil

Out;

Sponsor Ready But CBS

plUL
Terms
were
finally
reached
Won't Sell Show to NBC
Wednesday morning but final sig- roll Newton, who was assistant ac- dent-setting angles. For one thing,
its the first time a major station has
naturing of the pact was held oft by count
executive
on Brown
& let a dispute with AFRA go as far English following for his comments
Kornblum until the station first re- Williamson,
mnM^-^^^^ Is taking over
.
- m«-j_i
program department
Columbia
Midgley's.^j
^g^^g, ^-^y^^
The networks. at 10:30 every night.
turned to the air with all AFRA spot
last week turned down an offer from
Professor Bourgoin Is on the facmembers at their post. 'This was
the Stack-Goble agency for a proThe sales service post has been^»^°""
differences with iZ
'^'^^^^ liSZ.^^.
the ulty ot L'EcoIe Polytechnique, this gram with Jack White, Pat Harringnot an AFRA strike,' Kornblum open since Bernard Piockter
quit to
city.
pointed out, 'all we did was negotiate go with the Blow agency. Midgley union almost that far In the past,
ton and Frankie Hyers, 52nd Street
6 contract' The attorney contended has been in B. B. D. & O.'s radio de- but have invarleibly settled befoi-e an
roisterers, because the account In'

.

I

I

'

actual walkout resulted.
Emily Holt, AFRA's national executive-secretary,
flew
here
from

that the announcer-producers, legal- partment for over 13 years.
ly were never anything but
and that technically IBEW had no
power to call the walkout.
Seal's Boniface
Meyer termed the strike 'Ju-

AFRA

both unions insisted It
not, resultant action being co-

lisdictional,"

was

operative

rather
than otherwise.
KornSlum admitted, however, that
the question of combo men might require Ironing out and foresaw posBlbUitjr that they might have to belong to both unions to keep the
Frisco peace. This, however, has no

on KYA,
combo men.
bearing

Contract at

KYA

which
is

no

has

retroactive to

March 24 and was worked out by
Kornblum and Max West, business
lep for AFRA; Pray and M. L; Laren, business rep for IBEW; Meyer,
Grove Fink, Hearst attorney, and
Charles Mayer, business manager of
Hearst's Examiner, for KYA.
Understood new scale will
pay checks as much as $12.60 a
ioT most of the boys.
v

WKRC

'

of

NBC

NBC

staff

orch.

Parade

talent will participate, in-

jump cluding the newly signed Balboa
week Boys.

in Peas-in-Pod

ment. explained that

wanted

the

and

built

had financed
a program around this
it

signed a contract at the latter's
terms. The contract requires the station to pay a fiat $22,000 per annum
for its staff orchestra regardless of
the number ot hours that the musicians work. The cost will be $4,000
more than for the year which just
bas terminated.

SHOW

fashioning a radio routine for. the
trio and several weelis ago it recorded a fully rounded half-hour
program with them .while they were
working before an audience in one
of the Columbia playhouses.

Dave Bennett WithWJJD
Chicago,' June

3.

Dave Bennett, for years the president ot Bennett & Associates advertising agency,' has joined WJJD as
local sales-manager, a new post.
Herbert Sherman, who has been
general sales manager of WJJD, will
continue with~the station as national
'

SEiles chief.

Bennett has had a long line of local biz experience in Chicago advertising circles.
He was head of
classified advertising for the Daily

News and later was account exec
with the> Schwimmer & Scott agency.

Marjorle Hazlewood Developed Film
Gab—Shes a Maslctan
Houston, June S.
Hollywood Highlights, film chatter
program broadcast over KXYZ
daily since March 1, will go to the
Lone Star Chain. Program is assembles, written and presented by

Program

Duplication

Marjorle Hazlewood, whose' radio
radio here as the result ot all local background has included posts as
Through a coincidence or other- newspapers now being under the staff musician and arranger for
domination of the Cowles' group of WFAA, in Dallas, and WBAB, Forth
Wise, two rival Minneapolis brewerDes Moines which turn thumbs Worth, and soloist oh WGN, Chicago.
ies, Golden Grain Belt and Gluek's, down on all alcoholic
jShe started her career as a singer,
advertising.
Howevef, KSTP has announced pianist and organist and gradually
have gone on the -air oh competing
Minneapolis, June

(Lewis-Howe)

show for its Tuesday spot on the
NBC-Red. The CBS program depart-,

threesome as prospective service for
a Columbia client and that it was not
Minneapolis, June 3.
Averting a strike of Its musicians, interested In merely making a profit
KSTP has acceded to the demands on its production investment.
CBS had worked for some time in
of the St. Paul musicians' union and

—

Beers With One Idea

True to Form

AFTER STRIKE THREAT

When Stan Hubbard, KSTP genThere is wide divergence of views eral manager, balked at the terms,
on the matter of pay. AFRA is de- the union filed a strike notice with
manding the station accept its regu- him and threatened to have the nalar rates for local network-affili- tional body pull off all remote conated stations. That is, 20% reduc- trol broadcast music.
tion from the full sgales for commercial or sustaining network rates
Clnoinnatl.—WUliam DowdeU, foror a basis rate of $18 for a 13- mer city editor of the CIncy Post,.
minute commercial program. Pres- Scripps-Howard sheet, starts In the
ent pay at the station is said to be WLW-WSAI newsroom June 9.- A
$3.98 for that classification.
protest
by Newspaper Guilders
paved the way for Dowdell's stay on
the Post, but in a different capacity,
after he was let out' May. 12.
KXYZ
SPREADS

liams, Neal Bondshu and Ozzie Nelson, who wUl take turns batoning

.

Cities

morn-

'

Cinoiniutl—WCKY's good will am
bassador, Tlilton Bacon, will serve
Harold Fair, program director for as master of ceremonies at the 11th
Moines, Iowa, takes of annual American folk song festival
flee July 1 as president of the Ad
June 8 at Mayo Trail, near Ashland,
vertlslng Club of Des Moines.
Ky.

Twin

yesterday

ing

WHO, Des

Two

York

after several special huddles
with members of the national board.It is known that if and when a
San Francisco, June I.
Bob Seal, KGO-KPO producer, strike is called, AFRA pickets will
who produced Downtown Associa- immediately be placed around the
tion's recent 'Salute to Radio' In
studios.
Hotel St. Francis,, has been' chosen
Although AFRA and WKRC-owner
to stage a special two-hour enter- Taft have agreed on a few minor
tainment In the Frisco Opera House points in the negotiations, they have
for the local observance of National made virtually no progress toward
Hotel Week Friday (6). Seal is be- accord on the vital issues. Principal
ing assisted by his co-worker Arnold ones in dispute are the questions of
Marquis.
AFRA-shop and pay scales. Taft
Talent participating will include absolutely refuses to grant the
name band leaders current in the AFRA-shop and the union is equally
hostelries, among them Grift Wil- adamant.

Rlcardo's

volved

KSTP SIGNS MUSIC PACT

.

New

BaBy

Union Protests Shuts Off Sokolsky
Pittsburgh Council Calls

Him 'Ubor- Baiter,' So

WWSW Cancels Commentator

3.

I

Durstine Seeks Station Data

Pittsburgh, June

Station

3.

WWSW, indie outfit controll-

I

WCCO and KSTP, with that liquor advertising will be renovelty programs that do a peas-instricted to a minimum, with whiskey
pod act The (jolden Grain Belt
program on WCpO is called 'Friend- entirely verboten. Since the change
ly Tavern' and that of Gluek's on in the situation, it states, the Gluek
KSTP -Family Tavern,' with the in- program is the only one to find
formal musical, vocal and comedy time
on the station after 10 p.m., it
entertainment
stations,

ostensibly emanating
getting the 10:15 spot nightly,
in both instances from a tavern.
Liq'lior accounts are gravitating to days through Fridays.

Mon-

,

Roy Durstine, who bas been in
the agency business on his own since
drifted into commentary. She intro- retiring from B.B.D.
O, last week
duces variety into her program with addressed a circular letter to station
interludes of orchestral music.
reps asking them for announcement
The program i% sponsored by rates on the stations they had in 43
Grand Prize Beer.
stipulated markets.
The letter did
not mention the account or the prodJimmy and DIok, yodeling^ cow- uct.
boys- at WLBZ, Bangor, Me,, transDurstine noted that his requireferring from WEEI after three years ments did not Include high-powered
of continuous broadcasting.
stations.

&

ed by Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, has

moved George

re-

program
from the air following protest by
Steel City Industrial Union Council
that commentator was on payroll of
National Association gf Manufac^
turers and labor-baitihg at same
time. Station's prompt action brought
a letter of thanks from unipn heads.
Sokolsky's

Post-Gazette
formerly
carried
Sokolsky's column but dropped it several years ago.

Wednesday, June

4,

1941
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AZCARRAGA
ON BORDER
—
—

•

Aguila's Guessing
Phillips

Show on XEQ

—

Juna 8.
Carlos Riveroll del Prada, Ameriprogram director of
can-trained
KNX,
with
be
XEQ here (he used to
Los Angeles) continues to line up
City,

DEUY

STATION FOR

UNIV. OF

ALBERTA

more

nearly

like

Yankee

broadcasters than anybody else here.
Latest XEQ innovations include

IS

Radio Popularities

to finance the
new transmitter for
the University of Alberta's
station.
News of the breakdown of
negotiations between the CBC and
the university was conveyed In a
convocation address by the letter's
president, W. A. R. Kerr.

XEW.XEQ

on

dicate
Basis

'High

SynClass'

Installation of a

CKUA,

MORE TO COME?

'Quien es Qulen' ('Who's Who7'), a
EI Paso, Texas, June 3.
once weekly 30-minute show sponA 200,000-watt radio station will
sored by the Aguila tobacco, as a
A renovated CKUA had ^ been
plug lor its new Embajadores (Am- scheduled to go on the air hi May be erected, according to Emilio AzThis show with the power increased from 500 to carraga, Mexico City radio and thebassadors) Cigarettes.
consists of the impersonation of two 1,000 watts, and the CBC has not atre man at Zaragoza, Mexico, near
outstanding characters of history, only withheld the required subsidy, here, by Gen. Abelardo Rodriguez.
literature and music doing a dialog. but the new commercial license for
Rodriguez, an ex-president of MexAudience participation angle is con- a 1,000 watt basis. The university
Those ilow hopes to get this project okayed ico and one of the republic's big
test to identify characters.
business men, was granted permiswho identify one character receive in thne for a fall starting date.
a cash prize; those who can call both
sion to erect a plant at Nogales,
cop two cash awards. This program
Sonora, but was unable to receive
is swamping XEQ with letters from Roldan Resumes Mexican
adequate power and land line conthe public.
nections with Mexico City.
Dates -After S. A. Tour A clear channel wave length has
Another smash program of this
station is the 30-mmute show twice
been
granted and station will operMexico City. June 3.
weekly, "Thank You, Doctor,* backed
ate in both English and Spanish.
Luis Roldan, Mexican concert and Station will take to the air in six
by Phillips Milk of Magnesia. This
show consists of the dramatic re- jadlo tentir, is again doing programs or eight months, according to presafter a tour ent plans.
counting of outstanding achieve- over XEW and
ments of physicians and surgMns, of South American countries.
Azcarraga will manage the propHe's sponsored twice-weekly by erty of the new station. He is head
stressing their self sacrifice, spiritual
eervice and boon to humanity. Two Tabacalera Mexicana, a tobacco firm of
syndicate
controlling
Mexico
of Mexico's top singers, Ramon
City's XEW, with 100,000 watts, and
Vinay and Evangelina Magana, opXEQ, 50,000 watts.
eratic contralto, are on this program. Ing System to cement relations beNew station which Is expected to
XEQ meantime. is arranging one of tween Mexico and the U. S. and cost about $500,000 will be the most
Its biggest shows.. This is to be a
Latin - American
countries. powerful station on the continent
other
'Good WUl' presentation in coopera- June 21 Is the date for this oneIt' is considered likely that in ad.

'

XEWW

-'

tion

with, the

Columbia Broadcast- timer.

By DOUGLAS

CARLOS RIVEROL HAS
AMATEUR WRITER SHOW

Mexico But to Be Operated by

Edmonton; Alta., June 8.
Canadian Broadcasting Co.

can radio

is

|

|

:

|

Azcarraga

syndicate

Radio is going ahead great
Mexico but some advertisers
chary of the medium. And
the question of costs and bow
to justify them, even though these
larities.

have

will

at

Ieast^50% ownership of station. This
enterprising group of Mexican ,business men has apparently been discouraged in a proposition pending
for some time to create three, not
one, new border stations on a 'high
class' basis In contrast tp the goat

Every radio station enjoys visits
from its listeners. And EMOX is
surely one of the most visited

guns
are

in

still

there
:

is

may seem extremely nominal
by Yankee standards.

costs
,

|

El

Paso,

i

rington Hadlock, to aid Merle H.
Tucker, general manager.

KMOX visited a goodly group

of excitement. It
in

souri, 120 miles south of St. Louis.

And

CheshireandhisentirehiUbillygang,

doing their local and network shows.

Charley Stookey put on his "Colum-

Country Journal" from there.

France Laux did his regular Sports
also his weekly Sports

it

alF.

manner

was the biggest day
in

many a moon.
day, too, for

KMOX and Its influence in the scores
of other "Cape Girardeaus" through-

out Missouri and Illinois that comprise

KMOX'

bonus for advertisers

in the St. Loiiis market.

This was but the

first

"Days" planned by

of a series of

KMOX to cement

Quiz, Jane Porter originated her

friendships throughout

"Magic Kitchen" broadcast, and the

coverage area.

KMOX

ST.

THE VOICE OF

all

was a great

Cape Girardeau

of listeners— in Cape Girardeau, Mis-

It was a gala day. There were'Tappy"

qmrter-hours In

There were parades and

LOUIS

•

its

entire

50,000 WATTS

Owned and operated by CBS. Represented

nationally by Radio Sales:

New York

San Francisco

•

Chicago

•

Detroit

•

Charlotte

•

•

Texas—Addition to th*
KROD is Ann Far-

staff of station
|

McKesson & Bobbins "Opportunity
Hour" aired from "the Cape." Other
KMOXshowsalsooriginated thereon
this one day-fJ

Louis.

But, to turn the tables, a Saturday or

Review and

June 3.
Mexi-

!

KM OX goes a-visiting

so ago

City,

being undertaken by th«

'

I

'

-

"sififhts" in St,

GBAHAME

Mexico

First republic-wide survey of

advertising agency. La General Anunciadora. Survey will attempt to
Mexico City, June 3.
Mexican radio, which resembles chart the most popular programs on
U. S. broadcasting in itsi addiction to all Mexican stations. It is hoped to
amateur shows under various guises, have the data in by late this month.
has a new tyro series sponsored by
Anunciadora is trying again to get
Jueves de Excelsior, local weekly factual data on radio habits here.
mag, over, station XEQ, SO.OOO-wat- This has been a matter of opinion
ter in Mexico City.
CarliJS Prada and observation rather than statistics
Riverol, program manager of XEQ, and organized information heretohandles the show, which is scripted for.
by sImon pure authors.
Mexican people usually are not reWinning scripts are selected by a
committee from the station and the sponsive to ordinary radio research
sponsor mag. There are cash prizes methods. Small number of telephone
and the most likely authors are to subscribers in relation to population
be given contracts by the station, it handicaps use of the Crossley field
is announced.
Program airs twice check method here. On the other
hand illiteracy and suspicious natures
weekly, with regular radio casts.
have generally doomed most post
card attempts to corral info.^
San Lnis Obispo, Cal.—Myron A.
Anunciadora is anxious to bring
Mcars, announcer and transcription
artist on loeal station KVEC, has some order out of the chaos of Mexiresigned to take a network job in can radio guesswork. In particular
Los Angeles. He'll first go to New the agency wants some impartial
evidence on Local entertainers and
York for a vacation.
announcers as to established popu-

gland and horoscope factories.
Azcarraga group Is now building
an elaborate hotel at AcaptiIco on
dition to the right to operate the the Pacific Coast

bia's

Anew

La 'General Anunciadora Agency Seeks Data on

Station Under Name of ExPresident Rodriguez of

programs tor the station to sell to
The
He probably op- has declined so far
advertisers here.
erates

ISnrvey-Suspidous Mexico Tries

l?Ofl.ODfl-|l|IllTTEIl

Magnesia Glorifies Doctors Carlos RiveroU
del Prada Follows Yankee Ideas
Mexico

'

—

Los Angeles

)

:
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^

PAYROLL TRAFnC

From

The Production Centres

WDRC

m mW

Rose Bampton guesU Sunday (8) on the Coca-Cola program, with Andre
and June 12 on the Promenade Concert broadcast from
Seymour N. Siegel, program director of WNYC and a lieuToronto
tenant In the naval reserve, called for active service June 16.... Robert
WilBerler radio operator of the same station, has also been called and
immediate
liam Pitkin supervisor of design and construction, is liable for
Robert Louis Shayon, who directs 'We Are Always Young" over
call
WOR-Mutual, upped to the title of senior producer of WOR. .. .Roger
Emery
Bower is the only other similarly-titled member of the staff. .Bob
shorthas given up the 'Friendship Bridge' series over WMCA to add a
wave broadcast via WRUL, Boston, to his regular 'Rainbow House' series
'Taxi Tales,' built around the stories of cab drivers and
over WOR
Kaufman
their passengers, being readied for agency audition by Jess L.
production office, from scripts by Lew Arnheim.
Sally Benson, whose 'Junior Miss' stories in The New Yorker have been
put into a novel coming out as a June 'Book of the Month* selection,
broadcast on Columbia's 'Of Men and Books' May 31, and will guest on
•Information Please,' over NBC blue, June 6. Mrs. Benson aired on the
Columbia program from New York, although it is handled from Chicago
by John T. Frederick, professor of journalism at Northwestern University's, with the assistance of Parker Wheatley.

^'^^f^^^}^^^^',^^^of spieling
Elliott 'Miller
moves into presidential chair.

,

Kostelanetz,

.

„

has become

;

CHNS,

.

Edward Longstreth, radio director of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, was lent
by the company to set up and supervise the script for
Service Organization program last night (Tuesday)

staff

_

,

Halifax, N. S.—Frank Segee, formerly of CFNB, Fredericton, N. B.,
CBC news operator at
He replaces
Halifax, N. S.
Lan Sclanders, who had been jn that
position since the CBC established
a news broadcasting service several
months ago. He returns to news-

I

I

'

paper work,

New York City—Warner
joined
_

Hall has

WOR,

department of

sales

York, filling a new post in
charge of sales records and time

New

i

,

Herman
leaves
Maxwell free to service business
from WOR's offices in Chicago, BosFrancisco.
ton and San
Tom Flanagan, formerly head of
the magazine division of CBS publicity, has been given supervision of
the staff and handling all copy for
He sucdailies and trade papers.
ceeds John Denson, who resigned to
join the Washington staff of Time
Change

charts.

|

,

to the Government
the special United

«««

Portland, Me.—Arlyn E. Barnard,
conductor of early a.m. kid session
on WCSH here, named to head Opportunity Farm, school and home for
orphaned boys in nearby township.

'

,

dramatized story of what Rocky Mountain
women have done for th^ betterment of mankind; In science, art,
humanitarian endeavor. American Association of University Women,
(5 weeks.)

KOA, KFBC, KFXJ.
'PIONEERS LIVE AGAIN':

Lake City—KDYL adds Les

tain histsory.

THE TEEN-AGE

j

Moun-

GIRL': College and non-college girls look at life and at
themselves: dramatized problems of young women today as told to
the College Counselor Colorado Woman's College. (6 weeks.)

KFBC

KLZ, KVRS, KIDW, KGHF,

LOOK

A

AT' LATIN AMERICA':
series of six broadcasts designed
to give Information about the culture, history and economy qt Latin
America. Presented by the Latin American Center of the University
of Denver.
(6 weeks.)

'LET'S

organ music, with Harry Clark vo-

'JOB FUTURES': Little known Job opportunities and how both young
people and adults can train for them. Dramatized. Denver Publlo

adds Jack Burnett as salesto replace Artie Clark, called
as
reserve
ensign.
Burnett

man
j

Exciting dramatized chapters in Rocky
University of Wyoming. (6 weeks.)

KDFN, KWYO, KVRS, KFBC, KPOW.

Gene' Halliday returns to KSL,
time to take over job of director of music broadcasts.
Tl)is
will include all auditions.
He will
also do a dally 15-minute period of

KUTA

.

Colo-

arts.

KVOR, KLZ, KIUP, KOKO.

calizing.

. .

cur-

Colorado State

about every-day interests; hobbles, current problems, the
rado College. (30 weeks.)

this

. .

KYAN

new developments and
agriculture.

(52 weeks.)

WOMAN'S WORLD': The

neer.

at his Maine lodge after all. Sealdecided against moving the show
Dorothy Lamour planes to Chicago on
east, ^ven for a coupla weeks
her return from Honolulu to lead off the guest parade on the Holland
NBC newsite In N. Y., Lars Skattebol, lookFurnace series over NBC
.NBC duffers and divotees wiU tear up the turf
ing over the cinema city.
.'Blondie,' which started for Camels as a summer
at Palos Verdes June 7.
.Tommy Lee got around a
Eub, last week wound up its 100th broadcast.
city ordInant:e neatly when he installed a swimming pool on the grounds of
his new television plant in the hills overlooking Hollywood, City fathers
ruled he must have a watershed to fight fires, if necessary. Pool will be
made to do double duty, to serve also as a site 'for swimming events to
Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce have been
be televised by W6XAO
re-signed to continue their 'Adventures of Sherlock Holmes' over NBC
next fall.... Hal Bock, NBC Coast publicity director, now a commercial
Jimmie McHugh and L. Wolfe Gilbert
raiser of 'avocados in the valley
wrote 'Confidentially Ypurs' as a themer for George Fisher's film gabber
on Mutual. .. .Sam Baiter's sponsor picked up another 10 stations on the
Don Iiee net for his sports series.
offs,

Important

Rocky Mountain

rent topics concerning
College of Agriculture.

KVOD, KGHF, KIUP, KFXJ, KFKA, KOKO, KGIW, KIDW
TPHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT IT7': Discussions by faculty a^d students

Stanton to engineering staff. He'll
work with John Baldwin, chief engi-

HOLLYWOOD ...

fJV
Rudy Vallee won't take that vacation

3.

(30 weeks.)

KLZ, KVOR, KFXJ, KIUP, KDFN, KGIW, KVRS, KOKO,

AGBICULTURE IN THE NEWS':

'A

Salt

MM f4

Denver, June

following is a summary of the various regional series
produced by or in cooperation with the Rocky Mountain Radio
Council during the present 1940-41 season. The commercial
radio stations carrying the programs and the number of weeks
of broadcassting are also indicated
'BISTORT IN T.HE MAKING': The week's biggest headline as it affects
the Rocky Mountain region; prepared by authorities in economics,
(52 weeks.)
political science and history at the University of Colorada
KVOD, KGHF, KGIW, KIUP, KFXJ, KVRSTKDFN, KWYO, KGEK.
'BETWIXT AND BETWEEN': The adventures of Louise Tanner, whose
typically adolescent heartches, problems and triumphs make excellent
Colorado State
listening, especially for parents and young people.
Board for Vocational Education and the Colorado Congress, of Parents
and Teachers. (8 weeks.)
KOA, KFXJ, KIUP. KGIW, KOKO, KGHF, KIDW
'JOURNEYS BEHIND THE NEWS': America's place in the International
scene today, by Dr. Ben M. Cherrington and guest speakers. Foundation for the Advancement of the Social Sciences, University of Denver.

mag.

WOV

>>»

The

,

over Colunibia, Mutual and NBC blue (WJZ).
B^arle McGill directed. Bob Trout was m.c. jnd Mark Warnow musical
director on the show, which originated in Washington, with pickups from
Indianapolis and Annapolis.
Jimmy Cannon, the ex-Broadwayite on WOR's show from Camp Dlx,
transferred to duty at Ft. Jay, Governors Island, and so Is already off the
Sydney Greenstreet, of the Lunt-Fontanne legit troupe, had the
show
Major Hoople lead In 'Our Boarding House,' when a radio yersion of the
comic strip was auditioned by Ruthrauff & Ryan last week as possible
summer replacement for 'Big Town.'
Lou Frankel started Monday (2) as new press agent of new station
this
WBYN, which Is occupying former 43d street premises of
Is the station formed by a merger of three former Brooklyn smaUies
£dgar Gfunwald and wife off to Virginia and Wisconsin for three-week
Business
jobs.
Week
Varibty
and
vacation between

many ons and

announcer and

FM

YORK CITY

test sponsor, after

first-string
prexy of sta-

tion's Strictly Swing Club, turntable organization with 13,000 memstation In
bers, has joined new

Wednesday, Jane 4, 1941

>>»><*»»«»»

Council Programs: 1940-41

HarUord.— Gil Bayek,

<>>>»»»»»»»»>»»»*»***»*»***

»

.

up
comes from managing KBIX, Mus

Lonls

St.

—^Earl

Melbj,

formerly

program director at WLOF, Orlando,
has

gabbing

joined

staff

at

KWK.
George Abel is back on gabbing
at WIL.
Replaces Bob Raw-

staff

who

son

(8

weeks.)

KLZ. (Completed.)
•ONCE UPON A tTME': Well-loved stories for
Library.

(52

children.

Denver Publlo

weeks.)

KOA.
•ROCKY MOUNTAIN SCHOOL OF THE

kogee, Oklahoma.

Fla.,

KVOD, KGHF, KIUP, KGIW.
Schools.

AIR': Broadcasts to schools in
civics, music, home economics, consumer education, vocational education.
Colorado State College of Education. (12 weeks.)

KFKA^ KYAN, KFXJ.

SOLDIERS AND SAINTS':

400 years of Jesuit history; the dramatized
chronicle of heroes, martyrs and colorful figures known to two hemispheres. Regis College. (8 weeks.)

KFKA, KFEL.

returns to , chemical plant

'WE DEFEND AMERICA': How America prepares for flefense on a gigantic scale; the' role of the war industries in our life today presented
by the College of Engineering of the University of Colorado. (10City;—Ijirry Blenheim,
weeks.)
formerly with WOV, New York, and
KFEL, KFKA, KYAN, KOKO, KDFN, KGEK, K'VRS. (Completed.)
previously with WFAS, White Plains, 'MEDICINE, 1941': Up-to-date facts
of new drugs, new ways of fighting
N. Y., has joined the announcing
epidemics, advances In the field of psychiatry, etc. School of Medicine
Other recent addislafl of WHN.
of the University of Colorado and the Colorado State Medical Society.
tions to the
annotmcer staff
(10 weeks.)
are Ray Winters and Herlof ProvenKFEL, KFKA, KYAN,

that's filling national defense orders.

JN

SAN FRAJSCISCO ...

KSFO is trying out a new system for audience shows. Instead of picking up tickets, fans are asked to phone their reservations, names being
checked off as they enter studio
vacant chairs remaining just before
broadcast time are released to late comers
Oakland Junior Chamber
of Commerce won first place in contest with 29 other state chambers for
most radio activity between July 1, 1940, and May 14, 1941, wangling 85.
hours and 45 minutes of air time
contributed the largest single
hunk, 48 hours and 15 minutes (107 programs). .. .same station now giving
the Community Chest full cooperation -with a series of 52 weekly quarters
tabbed 'Heart Throbs of a City'
Lincoln Dellar, KSFO general manager, named honorary director of Salinas rodeo. .. .Tommy Phelan, NBC
engineer from New York, addresses the Optimist Club here Xhucsday

KROW

(12)

on 'NBC's New

New York

WHN

KOKO, KDFN, KGEK, KVRS.

son.

•DESIGN FOR DEMOCRACY': Student forum on

—

Plttsbargh Newly-created post of
Agricultural Director at
has
been assigned to Donald C, Lercb,

KDKA

Jr.

Building'.

—

Detroit
Art MIddleton, square
dance caller with the Tim Doolittle
gang on WJR, Is the first to go into
uniform. He got married just be
fore

entraining

for

Camp

versity of Denver.

regional issues.

KFEL.

(Completed.)
Dramatizes the important role of minerals In
everyday life. Colorado School of Mines. (16 weeks
KOA, KFXJ, KIUP, KDFN, KWYO. (Completed.)
•TOUR HOME AND GARDEN': About flowers, landscaping and vegetables. Colorado State College of Agriculture.
(16 weeks).
KVOR, KFXJ,.KIUP, KGIW (Completed.)

Davis,

N. C, where he's in the 94th Coast

Look at

Artillery.

—

Wichita, Kans. Mary Lou Banhon, home economics expert, is new
at

tha RE

KFBL
Clarence Rupp, formerly, promo-

tion manager of KFBI, Is now advertising manager -of the Chronicle
at Abilene, Kans. Replaced at Kf^I

CHANGE

.

by Bob Summers, upped from staff
continuity writer. (Summers Is son
of H. B.
York.)

Summers

of

OF ADDRESS

NBC, New
As a

Schenectady, N. Y.
changes
at
WGY,

—

a series of
Schenectady,
Jeanette Swart was promoted to the
press department, vice Robert Warner, resigned; Dorothy Rice, receptionist, moved up to the music 'rights
department; Arthur Roberts, former
clerk, became a student engineer;
Athena Doo Leeds took over the
files; Charles Gallagher joined the
accounting department, and Dorothy
^In

and lioretta
receptionists.

Lesneske

Lalanann

became

Rose.

Aidan Fltzpatrlck has joined announcing

staff at

Greenville, Miss.,

WSM. From WJPR,
and KDKA, Pitts-

burgh.

ADD eomFiinv
jMP/o srjm0j¥~ittnrMSMMmnni»x\
iMWMMc • Nni«ir •CHNMO • IAN nuuKim)

,

Chicago.—Helen

WBBM

Joins
Oiren Weaver.

news

Jane
itafl

preliaoinaiy to

on Increase

in power to 50,000 watts to be
effected shortly. Radio Station
WINS has moved into new stiuliot

—the

lost word la technical <]«•
sign and layout,' planned and fur>
nished foe high quality production

with the very

latest

equipment...

28 WEST 44* STREET

NEW YORK,

N.Y.

TELEPHONE: BRYANT

NashTllIe—The Grolden West Cowboys are back at WSM after a year's
absence In Louisville. The Joe Frank
outfit has new yodelet, San Antonio

Oppegard
uhder J.

Uni-

(10 weeks.)

•MAN AND MINERALS':

9-<000

WINS
Now
"Edsy

1000 on your dial

to

rmtmbtr, tasy

to

dial"

Wednesday, Jane

4,

1941
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DENVER RADIO EXPERDHEIff
T
GETS INTO STRIDE
Rocky Mountain Air CounPlaying Big Role in
Building Special Programs
With Educational Aspects

cil

for Isolated

Wyoming

Colorado-

Section

and printed announcements; in ob- filiation and the seven stations in the
taining copyright clearances on mu- zone which do have network lines
and literature; in discovering and (but sometimes cannot get network
developing radio dramatic talent for service because of the line not beuse on educational programs. There ing open) lack local production
are increasing demands made upon staffs and facilities to give much
the Radio Council by its members direct aid to non-commercial orfor gcript writing. The Radio Coun- ganizations interested in producing
cil," while assuming gome leadership
radio programs of an enlightenment
in discovering and developing the character.
radio program resources of the reWith regard to results' Director
gion and in building programs to Hudson has stated:
meet regional needs, remains es'In March,
1940, the Radio
sentially a program service agency.
Council conducted several surThe Council provides an unoffiveys to determine the extent of
cial Rocky Mountain ^dio Netits listening audience.
One surwork for educational broadcasting.
vey conducted by telephone in
This
network
accomplished
is
Denver indicated that approxithrough the use of electrical tranmately one-sixth of the sets then
scriptions; programs of educational
in use were tuned in to the
organizations being produced as 'live
Council program a percentage
talent' broadcasts on one station, and
considerable above the national
being
recorded
for
subsequent
average for listeners to educabroadcast by stations in other parts
tional programs. In Grand Juncof the region.
For example: Durtion, Colorado, where two proing 12 consecutive weeks, a Univergrams were tested, the Council
sity of Denver broadcast was origioffering
had three-fifths and
nated In the studios of KLZ in Denfour-fifths respectively of the
ver; was simultaneously relayed by
listening Audience. In Durango,
wire to Colorado Springs and broadColorado, where a single station
cast from KVOR; was simultaneouscan be heard in daytime hours,
ly
transcribed in the recording
a morning broadcast of the
studio of the Council, and subCouncil of course had a 100%
sequently broadcast, by transcriplistener response thus tending
tion, from KFXJ in Grand Juncto support the early Council
tion, KIUP in Durango,
in
claim, namely, that since few
Casper, and KVRS in Rock Springs.
network programs reach

Rocky Moptain Councfl Members

sic

Adams State Teachers College
Adult Education Council

WATCHED
Denver, June

8.

Germinated in 1937, launched in
1939; intensified this year, the Rocky

Mountain Radio Council ot Denver
is today probably one of the most
unique forces operating within and
cure to have influence upon American broadcasting. During its first
nine months of operation the Councin produced for its 16 member organizations 222 radio programs. As
of 1941 it averages 10 programs a
weelc and these, because they are
transcribed and released on various

such

The Rocky Mountain Radio Coun-

stations, amount cil Is regarded as of special signifito about 60 broadcasts weelcly.
cance in the future of educational
This vast focus of educational pro- broadcasting because of (1) those
gram activity is financed by $16,000 who have encouraged it (2) the nain grants from the Rocltefeller ture and extent of the practical proFoundation and Payne Fund of New duction experiments being carried
Yoric and the Boettchner Fund ot through and (3) the testing of reDenver.
sults which Is an integral part of
The Radio Council aids its mem- the whole. Finally, there is the addbers in the planning, editing, direct- ed fact that the Council provides
ing, broadcasting, and transcribing of a kind of radio program that .in a
their programs; in Initiating and particular kind of remote mountain'

completing broadcast arrangements ous region (Colorado and Wyoming)
with radio stations in all parts of would, almost certainly not otherthe region; in giving publicity to wise be available. Nine of the area's
stations have no network af-

programs through radio, newspapers. radio

communities,

cultural
programs of superior quality
form a much needed service.

every school room.
all

Council, a certain professor

Just before
the ballots were
pupils with the re-

the professor, 'I'll whistle It,'
did, too, until a frantic station
engineer cut out the microphone
ASCAP could
said

He

the

college.
'But you'll
back in five minutes

read:
'Please send

have

program

instead of 15 because I have a very

rector

of

to play it

important engagement'

Forth Worth—H. R. Turner has
been added to the sales staff of sta«
tlon

WBAP-KGkO.

hy Godfrey!
That singular Arthur Godfrey of WJSV, 'Washington

. . .

aviator

. .

4

horse breeder. .. supper club and theatre entertainer... naval reservist
.

. .

has

now become

Godfrey, the Magician. For Arthur Godfrey has

proved since April 28 that a
Is

heard by the

man can be two

home town audience and

phices at once. Godfrey

his

new

WABG

audience

simultaneously— with different programer.
(No,

it isn't

Godfrey

is

done with mirrors ;

now

holding

it's

just the difference in time.)

down (and

building up!) the important

breakfast hour" periods in both the country's wealthiest per capita

market apd

its

largest spending market.

.^t'WJSV, we call it salesmanship. For
ton, Godfrey has told his audience: this

go out and buy

many years here in Washing*
is

the item to buy.

And

they

it.

A quarter-hour on Godfrey's WJSV "Sun Dial" morning period will
toon be available. Ask us about

it!

^^k^S^ Columbia's Station for the

NatioB*fl Capital

50,000 WATTS

Owned and

operated by the Columbia Broadcasting System. Repr«>

tented nationally by Radio Sales:
Detroit

*

became

presumably before
find a good lawyer.
'The Radio Council

ma a script of the
on art scholarships for
school children in Colorado. I am
the chairman of the scholarship
committee, and since your program
on this subject have received 40 or
50 letters asking for additional in-

organizations.
Prepared ballots
distributed through the
Superintendent of Schools to

recess

gram, produced through the Radio

very disturbed about the ban on the
theme song for the series. The program director patiently explained
about ASCAP. 'Well, in that case,'

lic

were

given to

formation.
I forgot to listen, but
because of all these letters maybe
I'd better find out what it was all
about.'
On a recent Colorado College pro-

Cooncil Anecdota
also finds that
As with all organizations that deal
with radio programs and the pub- people often expect too much. As
the Council has its own stock of when the Colorado Woman's Colanecdota of a' revealing and some- lege produced a transcribed 15 mintimes humorous nature. -There was, ute musical program in the Council
for example, a rather frantic letter studios. 'Would you like to have it
to Director Hudson recently anent •played back?' asked the engineer,
The letter 'Please,' answered the musical di'A Woman's World.'

'Similar surveys were conducted with comparable jesults.in Greeley, Colorado, and in
Casper and Rock Springs, Wyoming.
These surveys were conducted
through
public
the
schools with the following technique, which can be used only
by non-commercial educational

noon

of

Education

quest that parei^ts be asked to
return them immediately. Since the schools cut
across all economic and social
gr.oupings, it has been felt that
these ballots reach a fair crossseotion of the population. Promotion of interest in the programs themselves, it was hoped,
proved to b£. an important byproduct The Radio Council experience Indicated that about
half of the questionnaires were
returned on the same day they
were sent out.'

KDFN

Colorado-Wyoming

Wyoming Department

mark them and

—

Isolated

Loretto Heights College
Regis College
University of Colorado
University of Denver
University of Wyoming
Western State College
Wyoming Education Association

State College of Agriculture
State College of Education
State Department of Education
Colorado State Grange

.

Its Significance

League
Denver Public Library
Denver Public Schools
Farmers Educational Union
Ilift School of Theology

Colorado College
Congress of Parents and
Teachers
Education Association
Federation of Women's Clubs
Library Association
Colorado Medical Society
Colorado School of Mines

—

BEING

Colorado Woman's College
Colorado Women Citizens'

Women

Association of University

St Louis

*

Charlotte

*

New

York

Los Angeles

*

*

Chicago

San Francisco

;

no

Wednesdaj, Jane
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No Vacash for WOR Femme

SEATTLE UNITS MOUNT

Airers

Web, Spot Gain SllfhUy—IiM«I
Under P*r

As Hot Weather Commitments Boom

movement which

An

WMCA

exploitation
and 48

metropolitan

deal between
thealres in

Is

RKO

New York

completed between
General Manager of

Shaw,
WMCA and

reversing previous plans and will

Comparative Pnit Count
of

May SI. Hay 24. Change.

sum- Network

that call for extended

mer lay-offs.
Moves are

|

%

Both are participaWolcot.
lion-sponsored and both have con-

tracts

in

7,335
6,565

7,305
6,578
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807
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14,707

14,685
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ToUl

KIRO, KOL, KRSC)

(Included:

WOR

+0.4

..

Spot.

Looal

Nat'l

recognition of and
Intended to capitalize further on the
nightly.
has gained
volume of business
Program of film gossip, 'Mr. during recent summer periods. UnHollywood' iJulius Colby, WMCA's like the other network-afTiliated
drama critic) has begun.
stations In New York, the Mutual
outlet has. In the last few years,
As part of an intensified drive for added an unusual number of ac(ummer business, WOR, New York, counts during the summer months.
Such business is figured almost pure
velvet, as the summer trend Is generally the reverse. Also, In the case
of WOR, some of the summer newcomers have Invariably remained on
the air thereafter.
Specifically, a recent survey by
the station indicated that 72% more
dursummer advertisers used
ing 1940 than In the corresponding
And from a listenperiod of 1939.
ing standpoint, the survey tended
to show that daytime audiences during July-August, 1940, were 16%
larger than the previous year, and
that nighttime audiences for the
same period were 15% greater.

[

WCAO:

13-week contract, 231
announcements
weekly;
Virginia
Dare Extract Co. (fruit extracts)
through Clements Co., spot announcements; Kent Stores, through
S. R. Leon, renewal, seven-week con-

I

i

quarter-

;

hours weekly, 'Make Believe Ballroom'; Procter & Gamble, through
Pedler & Ryan, 52-week contract,
quarter-hours
participation,
three
weekly, 'Make Believe Ballroom';
York-Jersey Underwriters Agency of
Newark, through Sheck Advertising,
13-week contract, five quarter-hourq
weekly.
WOR: Reader's Digest, through
B. B. D. & O., one one-minute announcement; SeruUn. through Ruthraufit
Ryan, 52-week contract,
fit
various time periods; Zonite Products (Forhan's), renewal for one
week; American Cigarette & Cigar
(Pall MaU), through Ruthrauff &
Ryan, one-minute announcements,
two times weekly; Ken Laboratories,
'direct one one-minute announcement, "Farmers Digest.'
WQXR: Franklin Simoa's Sport
Shop, in conjunction with the Sante
Fe Railroad, through Hirshon-Garfield, four -spots weekly; Seaboard
Railway, participation, Travel Hori-

1

WFBR:

|

I

!

nation*^

I

.

I

\

I

ricliesi

Corkran-HUl

(packers),

Firm

la

Corkran-HiU

j

|

!

'

I

Co., via

Leon Gohiick,

(packers),

12 'spots.

Comparative Unit Count
f
"%~or"
May 31. May 24. Change,
—OJi
Network
8,320
8.366
5,007
1,0^^1
4,980
+0J(
mj^'I Spot.
1,7721.869
—SJt
]

.

xotal
(included:

15 099

qj

15,215

WBAL, WCAO, WCBM,
WFBR)

I

DETROIT UNITS DROP

I

AH

—

Categories Oft But Total Topi
U40 Figure

zons.'

let

grabbed account

any orchestra any where at any

sidering the seasonal position. Compared with the same week of a year
ago, network time is only 100 units
below the coimt of 1940; local business is up better than 1,800 units,
with national spot also slightly higher then a year ago. Full time carried is better than 2,000 units above
the same week of 1040, which, at the
for the Columbian Protective AssO' turning point to summer, indicates a
elation of New York (Insurance).
healthy position for the area's six
stations with only one or two sobComparative Unit Count
bing the bluet sincerely.
of

highway, last week contracted for
12 15-minute programs each week
on Doug Arthur's 'Danceland* recording show on WIBG for the remainder of the season. The account
was placed direct!
The same outlet snagged a series
of flve-minute musical shows, seven
days a week for a 13-week period
'

i

%

Comparative Unit Count

May 31, Hay 24. Chang*.
Netvork

..

Nat3^«pot
Total
(Included:

.

9,266
4,255
26,462

94S90
18,«16
4.002

%

—0.3
-
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manager

at

doubles
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Mcikd

84Cents
Per
County"

ing.

*At the basic quarter

singing

giving

accordionist,

A new

you can

$42.00,

product
3,05

before

MOO

the

populated

primary area

ether

of
ef-

place your

fectively

of East-

em

Ohio, Western
Pennsylvania and
Northern

West

Vir-

ginia served by

a five-week span.
Same outlet is maHng a new drive
on rural newspapers while doing .its
bit for the Frisco Junior Chamber of

Commerce.

daytime rate

hoiir

however,

WWVA at the ridiculously

Junior Chamber

series based on northern California
industries will include ..pickups from
several press plants.

low figure

of

84 cents per county.

.

Jack

Campbell,

There are

new KGO-KPO

promotion manager, has cooked
up a new answer to the summer

fifty

of

sales

slump, contending that less than five
percent of KGO's audience is vacationing at arty one time and that
those who do, stay within a 200-mlIe
radius. His predecessor. Bob McAndrews. Is using results of a Unlversity of California -Explorer program

Armand

Co, (Brisk shave cream),
throOgh Russel M. Seeds, 74 oneminute transcriptions; Rainier Brewing Co. (be^r), through Buchanan fie
Co.,
65 100-word announcements;
RKO Motion Picture Corp., through

Donahue Sc Coe, 12 spots for 'Citizen
Kane'; Beneficial Casualty Co. (insurance), through Stodel Advertising
Co., 13 quarter-hour transcriptions,
'Capt.
(}uiz';
Olympia
Brewing
(beer), through Botsford, Constantine fic Gardner, 30 one-minute transcriptions; American Health Foods

Association, through Theodore H.
Segall, 260 live quarter-hours, Mon-

through Friday, 'Voice of Cour-4.9 age'; Yellow Cab Co., through Rufus
—2.7 Rhoades, 39 trl-weekly flve-minute

Ujmt

.

+oi

change.

Bay

i

KGO-KPO talent likewise Is getting the nod for Frisco Advertising
Club's initial fling at a $6-plate gridOddly enough, this
iron dinner.
worried NBC sales chief Bill Ryan
because he is new prexy of the club,
and tire talent lineup looked too
much like a sales job. Committee,

May 24. Change. day

.....

..

No

+0.3
*

(Included:

i

time.'

—

markets

.

direct.

KFRC is preening itself on the
handling of the Standard Symphony
pickup from the oilers refinery town
of Richmond, first time in history
applause was used on the show. Airing went like magic and those concerned were not displeased to learn
that the sponsor calls It the 'best
symphony pickup we ever 'heard by

June 3.
Unit changes here were nothing (a KGO origination) to show that
SPOT ROSY IN PHILLY
major during the week, but causing Coast Blue listeners have an I.Q. of
Figure Jumps to 6.3% Swimming the blues around sales staffs was the 110, 10 percent above average. Dope
' Fool on WIBG
fact that the decline here was gen- is based on more than 2,000 answers
eral, hitting all categories.
Every- to 40 questions asked of listeners by
Philadelphia,' June 3.
thing skidded off slightly, with the the Explorer during one quarterOpening of the outdoor swimming local business oft three percent after hour shot.
season has brought a newcomer to registering a substantial gain last
KFRC: Euclid Candy Co., through
Philly air tlipe ciistomers. The Bou- week.
Sidney Garflnkel, 13 Monday live
«
levard Pool, on the Philly-New York
However, picture Isn't somber con- quarters, 'Junior G-Men' (renewal);
Detroit,

prosperous

Spot

ToUl

+n

9,480
4,292
1,341
15,118

underwriting

through H. B. Green, 104 spots; talent almost a clean sweep at the
Union Trust Co., via Maurice Azrael, Wednesday (4) affair.
13 flve-minute programs; Shell Oil,
KSFO's 'Farm Journal' has landed
through J. Walter Thompson, 12 another participating sponsor in the
Megbwen-Educator
Foods, California Spray Chemical Corp.
s^ots;
through John W. Queen, 39 an- Long Advertising Service is giving
Burke-Savage Tire them a test run of three-a-week over
nouncements;

'

and most

Oakland.

.

;

9,585
4,306
1,340
15,231

local
Nat'l

J
or

May 81. May 24. Change.
..

a Wednesday quarter, "The ' Fish
Finder,' sport shot conducted by Al
AccardI and Bert Frazler. Indie out-

picked what it wanted,
signing Larry Keating as. m.c, Rlcardo and his orchestra. Herb Caen
and others. Also from radio will
come famed KFRC singles. Jack
Lord & Thomas, for 'Fantasia,' 10 Kirkwood, Tommy Harris and Bob
announcements,
Bence. Patricia Lynn, former NBC

j

'

%

Network

news commentator, has- added a third
Another department store grabbed daily bankroller,
the Lammert Fura lungful of air this week with niture, to
Bakery and
KROW'8 signing of the J. J. Krieg Studebaker Papendlck
Dealers.

through H. B. Green, 52 p.m. spots;
High Ice Cream, through Courtland
D. Ferguson, renewed 252 announcements; Howard Cleaners & Dyers,
through Harry Patz Co., a.m. clock
announcements; Schmidt Baking Co.,
via W. E. Long, 200 participations;
Strayer's Business College, through
Leon Golnick, six spots weeldy;
Consolidated Gas & Electric Co., 18
(Rinso),
p.m. spots; Lever Bros.
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, daily announcements; RKO Films, through

fleld-Godley,

,

of the

Comparative Unit Count

&

Due to success of the outside broadcast, an attempt to repeat will be
'Bonds of Loyalty,' quar- made Thursday (5) by airing the
ter-hour sponsored bV the Fidelity & ork from George Washington High
Deposit Co. and Anchor Post Fence; School auditorium here.
RKO Films, for 'Fantasia,' through NBC la climbing on the Civilian
Lord & Thomas, five spots; Consoli- Defense bandwagon, and serviced a
dated Gas & Klectric Co., 26 one- luncheon In Hotel St Francis by
Gardner piping a special transcribed talk by
minute
transcriptions;
Nurseries, through ^Northwest Radio, Mayor LaGuardIa direct from the
six five-minute airings a week.
KGO-KPO control room to the meet-

(C^olumbian Protective Association),!
dally
participation,
'Zeke
Maimers' program; PhUco Distributors of New York, through Stern'

three

son, 13 spots.

re-sign

WBAL:

direct,

participation,

to

appeal.

'

tract,

who were

those

convinced

Euclid Candy, carrying on Its live
'Junior G-Man' quarter-hour for an
additional 18 weeks; Fels NaptLa

Co.,

i

!

Among

ere:

RADIO TO FILL

Baltimore, June 3.
New angle for time buying here
with large industrial plants handling
defense orders utilizing air to attract
skilled and unskilled help. Drain on
general labor market also affecting
retail and office employment needs,
with Jobs going begging all around
here. Also new to radio usage are
concerns buying in on WBAL's
'Bonds of Loyalty' program, which
urges purchase of Defense Stamps
and Bonds. One-time quarter-hour
shots are strictly Institutional In

'

'

ing done,
sufiidently

Local stations picked up a flock of
spots from >RKO pictures in behalf
of the 'Citizen Kane' opening at the
<3oe as the
Geary, with Donahue

I

WINS: Watchung Lake, through
Radio Adv. Corp. of America, 41 an
nouncements over a period of seven
and one-half weeks; Gardner Nur-|
sery, through Northwest Advertising,
six five-minute programs.
WMCA: Chubb & Son (marine In-!
surance), through Albert FrankGuenther Law, ten-week contract,
three five-minute protrams weekly,
•Weekend Weather News'; RKO
theatres,
20-week contract, daily
flve-minute program, 'Mr. Hollywood,* an d announcements.
WNEW: Parfum L'Orle, through
Jaseph, Lynch & Fishel, 13-week
contract,
three
one-minute
Bxir
nouncements weekly; Lahm, Inc.

Pga

San Francisco, June 3.
30 Monday, Wednesday and Friday
KFRC collected a flock of renewals quarter-hour participations, 'Breakthis week, a fact pleasing to sales de- fast Club' (renewal); W. P. Fuller fit
partmenta as evidence ot a Job be- Co. (paint), through McCann-Erlck.

INDUSTRIES USE

BETOJOBS

50.000 WATTS

one

Oakland DepL Store for Sport

agency.

'

Serving

Francisco Indi^ Nabs

soap, which extended Its participation In the KFRC 'Breakfast Club'
for a similar period, and Yellow Cab,
holding its flve-minute 'Story Teller'
show for another 39 shots.

WOR

SHREVEPORT.LA.

KROW, San

being shown in

I

geiie

Malcolm Kingsbcrg, v.p. of the
RKO Theatres. The deal swaps
program on WMCA for lobby space
and a 35 foot trailer abont the
station to be shoum in the theotres

Is

the Pacific Northwest Local was
f"
the only figure remaining In the red.

hold Its two leading femme broadcasters on the air over the summer.
They are Bessie Seattle and Imo-

hat been

Don

Is

Seattle, J'une 3.
Business In Seattle made a slight
gain, continuing the steady upward

1941

4,

,

s^ts, 'Story .Teller' (renewal.; Fels
fie Co. (soap), through S.
Boberti.

K

them
|

!

the

in the heart of

now thriving steel

and cool

belt of the

|

j

nation.'

I

',

\

j

BLAIR REPRESENTS US

^t^edneeday, June 4,

KARV SMALL
Will
I

Boy

iiclr,

Friends,

1941

Dan Seymour,

RADIO REVIEWS

P^RiSff
'CALLING PAN-AMERICA'

Myer

Laport International
Phil Wall 30 Mlns.

'FOR HOUSEWIVES ONLT'
15 Mlns.— Local
M-W-F, 9:30 A. M.

-

KDTt,
Show

Snstainin^
Saturday, 4 p.m.

Orch
IS nilns.

WABC-CBS, New Tork

SPUD CIGARET

'LVM AND ABNEB'

Songs

Cotnedy Serial

Salt |.ake City.

opens with Emerson Smith

BBC, London

inviting all men listeners to scram,
usually considered
dubious as show is 'for housewives
only.' In
gesture of friendliness to call upon
nice way, of course. Actually, any
somebody who is unprepared for a aman
Weiss & Geller)
happening on the program
public appearance. On the basis of
would probably dial it out quickly
This weekly 15-minute musical this 30-minute stagewait from Havenough since it has strictly feminine
stanza with Mary Small is a com- ana, it appeared that in the fine name
householder appeal.
panion-piece to 'Danger I.s My Busi- of international goodwill CBS had
Listeners can join the club by getness,' in the same spot Wednesday allowed Cuba to perpetrate a dull,
ting applications from their grocers
nights over the same 17-station Mu- monotonous, badly paced show on an
and Emcee Emerson Smith phones
tual hookup. Both are bankrollctl by American network. The comparisons
'the girls' whose cards are picked at
Axton-Fisher tobacco, produced by were inevitably odious. It was not a
random
from a membership file of
and
directed
Associates
by
program calculated to glamorize over
Ed Wolf
4,000 names. They get a chance
'Spud
Vincent.
Imperial Cuba. To the contrary.
Chick
at a true or false question which
Spud
cigarets,
plugging
If the CBS series under the above
Time,'
correctly answered nets them a S2
preemed Monday (2) night. 'Dan- title is to visit 21 countries and en- purchase order
at their grocers.
ger Is My Business,' for Zephyr courage each country in turn to bore Purchase order must include
a box
debuts tonight (Wednes- the Yankees, the net contribution to
cigarets,
of Par Soap with prize of Parma
Pan-Americana is difficult to see, pottery.
day).
Questions aren't of the type
At the outset, 'Imperial Time' is a save as a lamentable flopperoo.
to jeopardize their chances for the
It was a vague conglomeration of
modest-budget show, with only a 17purchase order, being on the order
station spread and having to estab- vague Cuban tunes. There was no of 'Does Santa Claus wear a green
The continuity suit' or
lish itself over the summer months. sock at any point.
Josephine the name of
was bliirred and the whole semi- the first 'Is
It has no potent name hypo and is
lady of the land.'
obviously not«an ambitious produc- intelligible offering simply could not
Smith's dialing and his side of the
Yet in Mary Small it hold.its own with Yankee radio.
tion effort.
conversation are heard on the broad'Caribbean clambake.
Land.
has a skillful and appe'^ling singer
cast. It's plenty good too. his voice
apparently able to gather and please
capably registering friendly interest
She •SEBVICES~VARIETT'
a respectably-sized audience.
in their success, with just the ripht
has improved considerably since her With
Diana amount of coyness to keep the ladies
Barry
K.
Barnes,
last regular spot on the Ben Bernie
Background of platter
Churchill, Richard Murdoch, Elisa- listening.
program and has ingratiating ease
beth Welch, Johnny Lockwood, music is well chosen, if a trifle on
nice
rhythm
sense
warmth,
and
and
Debroy Somers Orchestra, Bryan the loud side, but his running comexceptionally clear enunciation. She
ment and witticisms during Intervals
Mlchie
sang three numbers on the debut 30 Mins.
of waiting for answers is well worth
show. Quartet and choir backstopped Sunday, 12:30 p.m.
straining to hear.
impressively and offered one num- BBC, London
This series was planned as a test
ber on their own, a lively arrangeLaugh-session
which turns in by sponsor, Par Soap, who, have been
ment of 'Old MacDonald Had a about everything the listener is so pleased, it is said, with results
Farm.' Pliil Wall's orchestra sup- looking for as background for a that they now plan a similar camplied acceptable accompaniment.
tasty lunch Jiour. Aired weekly, the paign throughout the western states.
June.
Format of -the program makes « period maintains pretty consistently
festure toward a nitery .setup, with a very high rating both in producliss Small opening and closing with tion and talent, clocking laughs as it
Dan Seymour travels along with showmanly skill.
a cigaret-girl spiel.
uses the dynamic style of blurb- Someone uncredited rates a bow for
pushing and the copy stresses the ex- giving it that nice shape. It airs
tra length of Spud Imperial-size cig- with
crowd
a theatre audience,
arets and the claim that, although drawn from defense workers who
mentholated, they 'really taste like a get the entertainment all on the

Monday, 10:15 p.m. •
WOR-Mntual,' New York

JOHN MOREL
20 Mlns.
Friday, 10:55 p.m.
In

It is

'

A

Hobe.

cigaret.'

termed

a

of

Here he was handling

Time

(V/age)

that's about how Lew Crosby's intro
of the bucolic characters shaped up
on the start of a new series for a
new sponsor. After an off-year of
their
ponies around the Coast ovals, the
boys are back in character. It's the

same folksy routine with the same
'

.

to Morel's disadvantage. 'Water Boy,'
example revealed an absence of
nuance and roundness of tone; 'Deep
River' pointed up the lightness of'
the voice in assuming to a robust

vocal.
With 'Steamboat Song' and
'What a Tryin' Time' came an op-

portunity to
possessed

this

e.<:tablish

j

vocalist;

of a voice of international flavor, however, and worthy
of wide attention in far flelds.
as

i

{

He has

considerable

par-

range,

ticularly in the upper register, and
aired here as a master of control.

personnel that built up a following
along these shores second only to
Sybil Chism pedals
'n' Andy.
the organ and Crosby softly intones
the commercials.
Material, self-written, is down the
R.F.D. groove and listcnablc. No attempt at cracks but just plain talk
indigenous to the silo sector. Goff,
with his trickly chuckle, kicks up
most of the laughs, with Lauck playing more-or-less straight and cueing
the situation. Their old trick of
making a runhing gag of a misinterpreted aphorism, i.e., 'rob Peter to
pay Paul,' is stock with them', along
with Idiomatic phrasings humorously
reminiscent of the small town.

Amos

HelTTi.

TWO MORE

Former

BRASS RINGS

—

for

7:15 p.m.
Ang:ele.<i

making a picture and running

for

Somers, Michie and Lockwood are

following over the air

—Regional

Lauck and Norris Goff have put in a
whopping supply of Alka Seltzer.
Not exactly in those words, but

his
recital

Negro spirituals, and investing
what is ordinarily drab phrasing
with a warmth and personality to
round out his vocal attainments.
Six spirituals were aired, cannily
chosen in an effort to get away from
the Robeson complex which in the
main afflicts the baritones. But the
Negro singer's corner on the Southland chantology necessarily meant
some duplication of numbers firm in
their association. This was unfortunate, for it m.eant immediate comparison which could not but reflect

does a class job' with the music, tops

Sastainln;

platform

considerable

result

work.

own announcements around a
of

With Jack Gregson, Joe Walters, on arrangements. Michie is well at
Helen Kleeb, Dick Aurandt orch. home on the m.c.ing end; he's been
Variety
out on the road with Jack Hylton
30 Mlns. Local
units as well as building up a nice
Tuesday, 6:15 p.m.
KSFO, San Francisco
Local live talent shows, save for
single entertainers^ have been rare
on the KSFO kilocycles, but producer Cliff Howell is trying to remedy that with an experimental 'Fun
Frolic,' and a live audience to boot.

of

Pine Ridge's (Ark.) Jot 'em Down
local
thu.';
an unusual one.
air
served this classy vocal session to store reopened last week r.ftcr being
support even more the impression of sh/jttered for a year. Reason: no
an happier era. In recollection, it's
buyers. Customer ciime a'lon'g last
first time Morel has been carried by
the ether, although he has a manner week and put in an order that will
and mood at the mike which pre- keep the cracker barrel lively for at
supposes showmanship came as a least 13 weeks.
Proprietors Cliet

cuff.

permanent with the show.

TUN FBOLIC

15 Mins.

AHLES LABORATORIES

M-T-T-F,
what might be KFI, Los
'peacetime'
nicht
and

quiet

the

SI

similar

work with BBC musicals. Comic
Johnny Lockwood is a definite find
for the show; fella has a sock personality, right in the groove for this
type of audience and travels with a
It's
chain
of
gags.
well-oiled
smarty Cockney stuff, but he delivers it with a little something extra on the ball.
Filmites Barry Barnes and Diana
Churchill stepped into the guestspot with a sketch that served them

p.m.) is bad for tilling
studio, most folks being en route
home from work, but station has
been getting a fair turnout.
(6:15

knowledgeable
With Dick Aurandfs band to hold nicely. They're both here' as if the
aired
it together musically,
Paul West's performers who
meant something and
continuity introduced various com- stunt really
more p.a. Sketch had
,edy skits, bits and characters. Most not just one
know-all lawyer who
'successful creative effort was a bur- to do with a
cross-examining to the
lesque newscaster done by Joe Wal- carries his
Tag-line to the
ters.
Latter took some standard breakfast table.
example of timing.
good
was
a
piece
nursery rhyme, such as 'Hickory,
deal from
Dickory, Dock,' and miked them as Pair have benefited a
with a play
hot news flashes. Was shaded, not their current road tour
script Is confor belly-laughs, but rather for a insofar as handling a
milking dialog.
string of churkles.
Delivery okay cerned and
Roaming in and out of the session
and something might come of it.
on a free assignment was Richard
Attempt to materialize a new Murdoch. He has a slick line of
femme goof wasn't so successful; patter that shows all the better
Helen Kleeb's 'Aunt Pester' became when out on his own, as with this
a mild carbon-copy both in style airing; his customary spot is straight
pnd material of Vera Vague.
man for Arthur Askey, also a comic.
Rest of the material flip gags, Murdoch should do more of this solo
skits (such as why pebple get mar- work; patter is breezy and he's on
There seems
ried in June plus a couple's inter- top all the time.
rupted attempt to get married)
plenty of room for him on the air.
was spotty. On show caught humor
Half-hour variety session has been
ranged from patter that was worthy going out Sunday afternoons for
of a web show to other stuff which several months.* As intelligent enwas almost incomprehensible.
tertainment it has it all over much
Wem.
of the evening shows.

FOR AMERICA'S
LEADING INDEPENDENT
STATION

LABOR
ARBITRATION
A

veteran labor arbitrator
i

WITHIN the short span of ten dayi

tmploycei

Ohio State University* and th«
Women's National Radio Committee awarded
honors to two programs created, produced and

strike of

In honoring
cational

—

who

it

assisted

by
'

revolving panel of guest arbitrators.

Among its aceompliihmenti LABOR
ARBITRATION prevented a strike of

heard exclusively over

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., spoke Saturday (31) on Columbia from Buenos
Aires, one of his stops on the swing around 'South America he is undertaking as President Roosevelt's goodwill ambassador. Any way the matter
It is a long throw
is considered, this Fairbanks tour is rather remarkable.
from the days when actors couldn't get themselves decently married or
buried in a respectable church to the present era of new expedients, when
the head of the world's greatest democracy delegates a thespian to turn on
the personality for the edification of statesmen and citizens of distant lands.
Fairbanks was interviewed in B. A. by Herbert Clark. The questions
proved intelligent and the answers -f—
reasonably forthright without ex- polished word pictures made a zingy
actly disclosing iriuch information. radio tidbit on this end.
It did make the actor-ambassador
sound like he knew how to deal in
Dlonne footnote: 'Oh, the French;
pleasantries and parry possible deli- they are a stubborn race' this seems
cacies.
In short, that he possessed to be borne out by the experience
tact.
Buenos Aires, he found, had of broadcasters who attempt to get
the_ _
air of _
Paris and
_ Rome, the_ men's those Dionne quintuplets up in OnThe Ned
clubs of London, the viUlity of New! tario to parlez anglais.
York, The American Express folder Sparks program for the Ontario
writers couldn't improve on that. Travel Bureau flopped because alFairbanks did admit he found 'some legedly the amenities of FrenchNazi influence disturbing,' but he Canadian family protocol were ne
thought democracy would come out glected. Last week Sunoco's sonnytop dog in the end because of in
boy, Lowell Thomas, was srtrarter.
herent Latin sympathy with liberty He ingratiated himself with mama
and against dictatorship.
and papa, but he still sweat in vain.
The Icids wouldn't gurgle a word In
Wext week: Chile.
English. He had to settle at the end
few nursery rhymes in
a
for
Bismarok-snottlnr British airman French. It was a strange setting for
the usual Thomas ticker-tape roundwas heard. over the NBC transoceanic last Wednesday night in a up. War and high strategy, with indescripUon of his role that was time- terruptions to try to kid five seventy and punchy.
Under war-office year olds into speaking a foreign
The kids instinctively
rules, army men heard on the radio language.
may not be identified by name, so sensed the basic foolishness of the
this chap is simply Captain X. His situation and declined to participate
workmanlike attitude and vivid, un- in such nonsense.

Kcually arbitrates labor disputes.

Pemitncnt chairman a Samuel R. Zack,

—

Follow-Up Comment

unique 41 or 60-minut( program

that

.

in

tled a

1

100 drug

itprct,

Mopped

a

^000 garage workcn and set-

pending millinery strike which

would have

tied

up the industry.

'WMCA.

AMERICANA QUIZ

program which served che

as

an edu-

interests of

democracy, the 'V/omen's National Radio

Com-

commended by our New York City listening groups."
The WNRC consists of 2} national organizations
with a metropolitan membership of several hundred thousand women.
mittee stated, "Your program was highly

LABOR ARBITRATION
worthy of award

in Class

AMERICANA
QUIZ

was chosen by Ohio

two programs

State University as one of the

IB against network and

A

)0-m!nute quiz on American

history

clear channel station competition.

by Edward Boykin, author

of "The American History Quiz

These programs are available for sponsorship by

two

clear-thinking, far-sighted advertisers. \/c-

think they are two of the best good will programs

on the

air

Book." Usual participants are high
school or college teams.

mended by

patriotic societies.

Highly praised

by leading executives of
Fire Girls,

Scouts.

Recom-

teachers; endorsed by-

today.

Boy Scouts and

Camp
Girl

Now in its third year.

—
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Wednesday, June

Fly a Formidable Fighter
(Continued from page 25)
4
would put networks out of business
the

or impossibly
relations.

It

hamper their
was instead, he

fight against President Roosevelt's war policy, threw some rocks
at individual stations but not at the

station
said,

a

question of keeping the local station
free to take service away from a
single network when, for any reason, public interest programs are not
available to it from its customary af-

The

Talent agent

chains.

The spectre of partisan politics
was raised early with questions

ought not to be under 'narrow

ties

who

last

scribed
lows:

control.'

his

After
That's

week

,

|
;

(An American Citizen, not in the
broodcasting business, but a regular]
reader of Variety offers the following background impressions of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee heorings on the White Resolution which- the said private citizen is attending for his own private

experience as fol-

amazement.

Monday, June
tho

room

flee

(412

BuUding)

2:

in

was

By
the

10:45 ajn.
Sena.te Of-

s.r.o.

'

Senator

White, smiling and looking less resoon the

lute than resolution appeared
scene quite early.
Senator

,

FLAWED DISC

|

He

—Ed.)

]

Tobey|

'

.

ess of law.

One Puzzled Moment

New Network G>ming

suggested that after

CAUSES SOME

chunks of time, he thought.
comeback was that such a
technique isn't feasible for live talent
shows but might be done with waxed
programs. Fly, on this point, foresaw much wider use of transcriptions. In slamming the 'big New

Golf as Usual

large
Fly's

—

crowd broke out In a loud guffaw
and Fly with a spontaneous dash of
said, 'Guess that's a new

humor

network 'coming in.'
Tqbey put Fly on the spot and
•

him with certain alleged
discriminations in favor of cer-

blistered

FCC

tain politicians.

Fly mumbled some-

thing about being caught off-guard.
Words to the effect that he could
not answer quickly 'a shot-gun approach' and was uncertain whether
at the time, he was dealing with an
Issue, an argument or, as he put it, 'a
state of mind.*

wheeler kept everyone calm and

maintained an'attitude of 'let's have
r,^^*^
floated in like a
fugitive 'mine' rea^y
more light and less heat' during the
to explode at the first impact Senaproceedings. White periodically intor
Wheeler
wearing his best terrupted Fly about this
and that,^
'America first' smile walked over to one instance asking Fly
a question
a nearby galleryite and said. 'Let
.,^,hich apparenUy delighted the nethave one of those CBS pamphlets. I workers.
Fly replied by quoting
don t seem to be on their mailing from one of White's own
white-hot
list.
Then he beseated himself at speeches, thus answering as effecthe head of the table and was soon tively as if he
had aired an old waxengrossed In the pamphlet's con- platter of the Senator's,

^

me

Wheeler. If webs can't have options
time
brokers
and
advertising
agencies might move in and snatch

While some of' their assowere watching with furrowed brows the proceedings on
the White resolution, NBCites
went right through with their
scheduled annual golf tournainent yesterday (Tuesday) at the
Baltusrol club in Short Hills,
N. J.
That golf meet has become an

I

Fly Qttips 'Guess,
Impressions of

In'

Senate Committee Session.

First

There's one outfit that makes
a production out of picking even
a small-priced summer ihow.
The hocus-pocus the young fellows in that aoeti«v go through
gets more complicated and bewildering each year. They put
on a better act in going through
the process of picking a show
than the program Itself when it
gets on the air.'

about alleged inside track favoritism
Talk of a 'general shakeup' by the
enjoyed by James M. Cox and Jesse commish is just 'so much moonshine.'
Jones.
Fly denied the implications
FCC is, Fly asserted, belatedy putthat suspiciously easy grants went to ting into effect the provisions of the
administration insiders.
communications act stipulating there
Fly, the sote witness on Monday, shall be no monopoly. On this point
said he was glad to cooperate "with Fly subtly rebuked his predecessors.
the senate committee investigation commenting that he did not want
but criticized tactics that would people to think he was implying he
paralyze the regulatory body and its ^^^i^ y^^^^ j^ng a bett^, j^.^, t,„t
decisions for an indefinite time while there is no question that radio facilidebate went on.
ties are not distributed as fairly and
Stress was placed by the chairman
(f^^nj jhe listener angle) as
upon the fact that NBC had 24 days j^jght have been done,
on the stand and CBS 16 and that
Wheelcr'a Fean
it
was unfair to claim that broadDanger of block booking In radio
casters were being denied due proc- was seen by chairman Burton K.

1941

Senate Buzz Not Bronx Cheer

Show

had just come through a session
'planning
agency's
with
an
board' on the matter of a summer replacement program whose
budget was limited to $800 de-

chief points made by Fly
under rigid questioning were: the
nation ought to have six national
networks plus more regionals. In
the cause of free speech radio facili-

The

filiation.

Better

4,

>

CRACKS

t*"**'

There was a suggestion of an adMeanwhile the crowd thickened, journment as the meeting apin, poker faced.
Niles proached the, lunch hour, which was
solo and found temporarily shelved when Wheeler
Cleveland, June 3.
himself a seat opposite the west wall. and wooly-voiced Cotton Ed Smith
York corporations' he said he felt
Columbia and National are 'pretty - Defective transcription of Con- The Mutual coteri, including Fred of the Carolines got into an amiable
footy-footy.'
gressman Martin L. Sweeney's speech Weber and barrister Caldwell took tiff about option time and its evil
second row ringside.
consequences on station owners.
on strikes in defense industries, and
Cotton argued at Wheeler. 'What's
One by one the solons began
an ambiguous explanation made by a draping
themselves around the long ^^e difference if I run my Atlantic
'
NBC tradition.
Revise 'Jobson' Serial
WGAR announcer when he yanked table headed by Wheeler. At least seaboard trains over the Santa Fe
the badly scratched platter oS a 20 of them including LaFollette and R°ad and use up the whole Santa Fe
Meantime Colgate Using [minute after it went on the air last Cotton Ed Smith of South Carolina. doing so?' When Wheeler dissipated
three years the facts pointed to an
persisted
^'^^^
'Saturday night (31), had the station's
easy-going pace by the FCC rather
At last came Chairman Fly
A—I VOi* D J I
J toUng'
6
"What s the difference beswitchboard clogged with a large brief- case, accompanied by
than arbitrary haste.
(Inly
KCu Loop
~ ^^^^P'^""^
squawkeroos w)io misinterpreted the several assistants with armfuls of ^^f?' a contract between stations
In reply to Fly's comment to
yourself
and
wife,
between
thought
cut-off.
Majority
——V the
« — books and papers such as every good fr**
v..w»o"- that
..^
Senator White that the FCC has
'Story of Bess JTohnson/ Colgate- congressman was talking from WGAK
"
' Bf* ?'°"8'
merely interpreted into rules his
prosecutor uses as his arsenal. At ^.
was switched off because of cen- the instant of his appearance everyprevious recommendations the Maine «?JJ?°''^^:wIav." r in"'*'
every- ^1^°'"" ^"'^ J'Vf* " "P-.""*
f
""J and
(WEAF)
them,
at 10 a.m (repeat
between
More
banter
followed
^,^,^1,,^ because Charles Swink.
Republican broke in to say 'It does
thing went husho for a second. Re
little too inbecoming
a
the
simile
j''"™
not follow that every regulation you "!„V
mikeman, announced the 'transcrip- pressed feelings have a way of regis;^" i","}
?
obviously 'knotvolved since u
voivea
it was ooviuu!
"1*^°'^^.
might make is In your authority, or P"?^^ '^'"P
tion was unfit for broadcast.' Swlnk terlng louder at a dignified and
"j" work* instead of 'network.'
reverent «„=f«
In my view, in the public interest.'
senate hearing t:„»
than they do
some heavy ribbing, as weU as a rB™r»n*
AMr,^''^n^^
i^J f^n'^lL^^^^^^^
^olng
only Uie
two shows on «
Tuesday the meeting resumes at
at trade conventions, evem though noFly on Tuesday acknowledged that'
^j^^
and
in a larger hall.
10
ajn.
.
body peeps.
the 90-day clause Is too tight, there, ^^^^^ .J^J}'^ fJZ
pLZ'oiI^p ""ing an inaccurate professional
Wheeler forthwith opened the
by Inviting Ucensees to request postthat could be e^sfly misinJO^P ^°*^]^ washuig soap and goes
promised ?'°f?„VXw«^hi„«
meeting by a carefully worded stateponement He also virtually
listeners
'
BIG CANADA SERIES
,
_^
.
NBC It can take all the
time it from the Ward Wheelock agency to '*tr^"*°
Sweeney's transcription, the last of ment of the case of what seemed
Ted
Bates
wants to peddle the blue, agreeing
*ve recorded addresses by prominent Everybody vs. Everybody else. Sena- ChnrchlU Lesda Oft Msny' Nunes
Expected
that
the
writer-director
tor White delivered himself of a
with Senator Wallace H, White that
BesslOhloans on weekly 'Views From the
setup
will
also
revised,
be
but
Set to Appear
brief prologue about the "why* of a
the order was poorly written.
Capitol' programs, was cut off by sta.
Several senators pounced on Fly Johnson wlU naturaUy "remain with
resolution by White. The rest of the
tion's control operator' as soon as he
Toronto,, June 3.
but in almost every Instance he the show.
Senators looked askance or as if they
caught the break. Swink also covunderway Sunday, June
Getting
adeptly got out of any tight comers.
had been Invited to a turkey dinI.«ngTlew, Texas—Bruce Dennis, ered his bull nicely. Grabbing the ner with a choice of only 'white'
At one point he was so quick in his
J^^,*^^*,?J"'V'n^-!°?''"'',''^',^v"'*°<"
written copy of speech -forwarded by meat Leave
Mackenzie
formerly
of
WMCI,
Columbus,
Miss.,
comeback, that Senator White
It to Tobey to ask for
Sweeney for just such ennergencies, dark meat He did! Got it and came K"**' °* Canada, series of name propublicly confessed he had forgotten to engineering staff of KFRO. Reover tlie air. ex- back tor
be carried over the nathe point he was trying to make. places Johnnie Dunn, who has re- announcer read It
a second, third and fourth
read- helplng.
the
after
tlonal network
plaining
before
and
of
the
Canadian
position
with
the
signed
take
to
a
Frequently Fly talked down the
be
Broadcasting torp. to promote the
,
silons, forgetting senatorial courtesy Government at Socrecco, New Mex- ing that the record coUld not
Senators', „
Crossley
Dominion's -Victory
Loan' camplayed because it was defective.
about 'yielding' for questions. Fly ico.
ciates

I

Paley breezed

i

Trammell entered

'

I

i

'

Mdv

-

-

,

I

'

.

,
'

,

j

.

.

-

—

;

,

'

I

'

.

i

On

committee but
was denied the privilege by a half
dozen senators who Insisted on their

the whole, our distinguished
Senators performed nobly, that is. If
the questions are those we might expect from an average listener rather
than a better-than-average leglslator.
Their questions were simple,'
layman-like but nevertheless important.
'What about this clear

paign.
Slated for appearances are
Fields. Alec Templeton, other
British-born personalities of the entertainment Held with whom negotlatlons are now' being carried on.
June 6 will-have Percy Faith, Toronto-bom conductor of the 'Contented Hour' series up from Chicago
channel business,' asked Wheeler, to direct a 85-piece symphonic oradding that their nece&ity was never chestra in Massey Hall, with Singquite «lear to him.
ing Sam also on the bUl.
Colonel
Eventually Fly got the floor, andiWiUiam (Wild Bill) Donovan was on
pracUcally encored the St Louis Sunday, June 1.
Dorothy Thompson
blues, punctured here and there with
speaks today (3). All are doing it
a, dash of crimson.
There was no gratis
heckling this time, but there was an

tried to lecture to the

,

lets Drag This Into the

Says

FCC

Over^Steps

Senate committee on whole was
considered particularly anti-

Boston, June 3.
Senator- White was most
The present regulators of radio
Senators Worth Clark of have far eicceded the powers ^ich
of Washington, Ck>ngre6s vested in them,' Russell
Henrik Shipstead of Minnesota, Place, counsel for the National AssoCharles W. Tobey of New Hamp- ciation of Broadcasters, stated at an
shire, C. Wayland Brooks of Illinois, N.A.B. meeting held here in connecErnest W. Mct'arland of Arizona and tion with the Advertising Federation
Burton K. Wheeler of Montana were of America's annual convmtion.
in attendance.
'The broadcasters' association is not
Vheeler and Tobey. as leaders of opposed to regtilatlon,' he continued.
not-

FCC.

'

Homer Bone

'

THE O'NEILLS'
MOW

l^ADiO

s:A.V.|I.Y

S

MOST POPULATE

3!?li\'GS

YOU MOQE

.

NBC

• •

Red NetvJork^ 12:16

to 12:30

P.M,

,

I

'

.

—

Let's

have

it.'

He pointed out that President
Roosevelt now has the power under'

V

COAST 46 COAIS^

|

Law

'biit believes that as a protection to
the public, C^ongress should make
sure that the regulatory body has
not overstepped ita bounds before unexpected
interruption. Something
the American system bf broadcasting that
Akron. Bill Jones has resigned
sounded like a Western Union
,
^ ^ ^ .
,
collapses, and with it a free radio,'
^f<"° sales
staff of
here.
call-buzzer, the little blue b<ix that is
He suggested an investigation of standard equipment in every weUthe conduct of the Federal Com- regulated office, sounded off three
munications Commission.
times. The sound came from an unDenver's
'For years there has been talk of identifled comer and for a moment
such an investigation.
First
One got the assemblage thought that somestarte^ about a year ago when the one came equipped with a mechaniAll-Night
commission rescinded ita authoriza- cal bronx-cheerer. It was a tense
Station
tion for- limited commercial opera- moment and Fly looked plainly distion of television. X^et us urge the turbed, the St L. Convention stUl
ReprMentad by BLAIR
Senate to review the communica- fresh in his mind no doubt. .Then the
tions act, and these rules which the
commission promtilgated under it,
and make sure that the commission
majority has not read into the law
powers that Congress did not intend
them to have.
%et us make sure .that the communications act itself means something more than May flowers. That
is the democratic way.
That is all
radio asks. Let us drag this whole
business right out into the spotlight
of open, public discussion In the
halls of Congress. Radio sedcs this
investigatloa The public welcomes

it

IJCTEII TVflCE DAILY

*

Spotlight'

i

Russell Place at Advertising Federati<m Convention

'

Idaho,

Grade

i

prerogative of cross-examination. But
on the whole Fly proved a formidable, fighting chairman. By bringing
in the anti-trust act and protesting
the commish was safeguarding the
public welfare in response to indicated demands from congress Fly
amartly turned -aside many points..

critical.

.

ED8T
'

OOMFTOM ADTKBTISINO AOENOV
MGT. ED WOJ-F—RKO BLDO. NBW VORIC DITV

^

IMr.

i

~

'unlimited national emergency'
proclamation to take Over and op^ote/aU radio 'stations in the couuity:-'' Jis_ a result, a drastic change
in'Tnethods of radio operation may
take place, he Indicated.
his

i

.

\

WAKR

Wednesdaj, Jane

1941
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Civil Liberties

RADIO
changeable and often a local
tion does not know in which
work it is included. Thus, not
does each tietworfc determine

Union Deplores

to

Favorable Reaction at

a

great extent what programs shall
be carried by its own affiliates, but
the same persons tend to dominate

Lack of Public Discussion On

To CBS

both networks.
(S) Under the typical network
contracts, the networfc retains a
large measure of control over networfc station rates.
And, further, says the Union:
. . .
welcome the regulations of

FCC Changes But Favors Them

83

sta-

netonly

AFRA

DepL

Artists

Sale;

Hope NBC Transfer Follows

We

Th« American Civil Liberties dorsement. Says the report on these the Commission which are aimed
Union has filed with the senate In- matters:
specifically against these abuses beterstate commerce committee a brief
(1) Networks require their affilicause in our opinion their elirhina-'
embodying 'tentative Impressions' ol
ates to contract not .to carry the
tion will tend to encourage greater
the Federal Communications Comprograms of any other network. competition in the spread of ideas
'anti-monopoly* orders of
The Union neithei fully en2.
dorses <ior condemns the orders, but
does come out for additional 'diversity of ownership and management' of American radio.
mission's

May

Most of all the Civil Liberties
group d^lores the fact that the
FCC orders with their Implications
of a drastic revolution in a vital
phase of American life have been so
little discussed either on the air or

In the comIn the newspapers.
munication signed by John Haynes
Holmes for the Union 'failure, of
radio and press to promote adequate
public discussion' Is condemned.
Says the Civil Liberties Union:

'Unbiased newspaper accounts of
the Report have been almost as
scarce as free radio discussion of

We ?iave made no complete
check of the press comment but of
what ive have seen, the greater
part is frankly hostile uiithout even
a pretense at objectivity. In fact,
some newspapers, be it said to their
great discredit, have bitterly attacked the Report without disclosing the fact that they hate a financial stake in the maintenance of
the status quo- by reason of their
ownership of or interest in radio
stations or networks.
'In view of this blackout of unbiased discussion of the Report,
the Report itself takes on added
significance. The Senate Committee, while it should not become a
hoard of review of the proposed
Regulations, can be of inestimable
value in affording a forum for the
it.

discussion of issues which all sides
agree are of great importance to
the millions of. Americans who
constitute the listening audience
and who are after all the ultiTnate
'bosses' of the Commission, the
stations

and the networks

alike.'

'Various Devices'

Declaring 'we would oppose Government domination of broadcasting
at least as strongly bS any other
concentration of control over the
airwaves' the Union goes on to say
'In our opinion the Report Is the
first heartening sign that the Federal

Communications

Commission

has at least become aware of the
devices which have been
by broadcasting licensees to'

various

used

concentrate the control of what goes
over the air in few minds
This
throttling of diversity has been accomplished primarily by contractural

arrangements between networks and
Individual radio stations.'

The Union's point-by-polnf comment on the FCC orders amounts. In
substance, to a sympathetic position
despite the disclaimers of full en-

This means, for example, that if over the
there were a locality with only
two radio stations, one of which
was affiliated with JVBC.and the'
other with) CBS, it would be impossible under the usual controct
for the listeners in fliat area to

'Claudia,'

air.'

Raymond Gram Swing who

might

FCC OPINIONS

Philadelphia, June

merely by giving

the

to

affiliates

Phillips

'

!

IRNA

officers

to

I

I

'

1

I

!

I

by Tennessee's

SCRIPPS-HOWARD RADIO.

6,000

•

990

Watt* Day

BOO Watta Night

The Bianltain

po.

Kc.

first

time in

June

Show

currently plugs Duz, for the
in the east, and
for
Blackett-Sample-Htimin the midwest and west
Henceforth it will push only Dreft

Dreft,

>3.

Its

I

be handled exclusively by
Sandra Michael
in Chicago.
continue as author and John
Gibbs will still produce.
Axel
Gruenberg, now directing it and the
other Sandra Michael-P. 6c G.. serial,
will
drop
'Against
the
Storm,'
'Journey' to remain in New York
with 'Storm.'
Of the cast leads,
Cliff Soubier will move to Chicago
with the show, but Lester Damon
and Claudia Morgan will stay In
New York.
While 'Journey' stays on NBC red.
It will be heard at 10:30 a.m. in Chicago, but the same spot In New York
will
be occupied beginning June 16
CharlottevUle, Va.—Willene Huddleston,
formerly
with
WHUB, by a repeat broadcast of "The GoldCookeviUe, Tenn., has joined the bergs' for Duz and Compton. Regu-

The 'Aidrich Family' program will hold its
only out-of-the-studio broadcast before the forum at the Academy of
Music next season. Clifford Goldsmith, scripter of the program, and
Ezra Stone are skedded to talk.
Also appearing here for the. first
time will be Elsa Maxwell, who will
lecture on 'Where's Your Sense of
Humor?' Illustrating her spiel with a
film.
Another newcomer to the
Forum series Is Arthur Train, author
of the famous Mr. Tutt stories.
an 'educational medium.'

.

mert,
j

!

and

B-S-H
will

.

'

'Goldberg' broadcast is at 5:15
New setup for Duz
p.m. on CBS.
will be only temporary, however, as
G. Is already looking for anP.
other show which will also plug tho

lar

&

product on a national coverage.

FCC

Austin, June 3.
charier has been 'granted here

new

LOUISE KING

broad-

VOCALIST

Atcheson and Thomas D. Anderson
with a capltol stock of $30,000.
An application has been filed with
the Federal Communications Commission for a construction and op-

NOW WITH

eration permit. Group Is asking for
1230 kilocycles with operation wholly on a local service basis to the City
It
of Houston and its trade area.

'LUCKY STRIKE

wiU be non-network.
Active management of the new
station will be in charge of H. R.
Safford, Jr., of the advertising firm
of Ritchie-Safford of Houston. Officers of the new corporation include
W. H. Atcheson, first vice-president;
J. H. Chew, second vice-president;
Thomas D. Anderson, treasurer; Forrest Lee Andrews, secretary, and
Mrs. H. R. Safford and J. E. McAshan, stockholders.

HIT PARADE'
SATURDAYS

—9

to

9:45 P.M., E.DiS.T.

-

INC.

KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE
CBS

-oldest

,

...

I

long and
august history the staid Philadelphia Forum will recognize radio as

Incorporacast station at Houston.
tors are H. R. Safford, Jr., W. H.

area served

Show

'Lone Journey,' Procter
Gamble serial now originating in New
York, moves to Chicago after the
June 14 program. It will no longer
be heard in the east.

ASK HOUSTON LICENSE
H. R. Safford Group Files with
lor 1230 K.C.

A

radio station

Soubier West With

its present form, yet they are wilUjig to accept it to accomplish needed changes
by Government regulation?
We are informed there are
5.
some affiliates who believe the
changes they want can only be accomplished by Government regulation but they thinfc the new networfc regulations go entirely too far
staff of WCHV, Charlottesville, as
ajid believe some middle grouTid
head of the copy writing department.
should be found by Tiegotiation. Do
She is also a pianist and organist.
you 'approve or disapprove this
George Boone has Joined the anview?
nouncing staff of WCHV, bringing
the number of announcers to five.

construct and operate a

increasing buying power tremendously in

in Chicago;

Compton agency
For the

to the Greater Houston Broadcasting
Co., by the Secretary of State, to

the

bureau go
merely •

Gruenberg Staying East,

A NOD

Philadelphia,

support

Government regulation in
I

!

is

Ives, Jr.

GIVES RADIO

the White Senate bill?
3. Do you believe it is in the best
interests of the radio Industry and
the. public for questions arising between affiliates ond networfcs to be
between
settled
by negotiations
themselves or by Government regulafion?

bo you approve with stand
4.
tafcen by a number of affiliates that
although they do not agree with

artists

moment.

lone Jonmey'

PHILADELPHIA FORUM

2.
Do you approve or disapprove
the resolution passed in St. Louis

ordering

NBC

through, although that

,

ing?

commitments for more than the

.Cherokee and Fort Loudoun dams),

and Ray

purchase

to

possibility at the

&

1.
Do you opprove or dtsopprove
the resolution passed at St. Louis
convention cojidemning the FCC
regulations on network broadcast-

•specified number of days without
Tnafcing the local program con-

on three new

union's execs would also like to see
the possible deal for William Morris

June 8
'Reg'Ur Fellers,' sponsored by
General Foods (Jello), replacing
Jack Benny for the summer,
takes over the 7-7:30 p.m. spot
Sundays on NBC red (WEAF).
Young & Rubicam is the agency.
Comedy'drama is adapted from
the comic-strip of the same
name.
Cast includes Dickie
Vati Pappin, Dickie Monohan, O.

'Yes' or 'No' to the following queries:

a certain number of days'
notice. This means that local stations cannot triafce local program

dams alone (Watts Bar,

deal—and certainly unwise to do so.
Idea is that AFRA has never approved of the existing setup of the
networks being in the dual capacities
It's figured
of employer and agent.
that with MCA taking over the latter function, AFRA will be better
able to deal with both the networks
and the agent^. For that reason, the

sponsored
tobacco

cigarets),

tra.

on the various
questions associated with the FCC's
move to regulate network broadcasting.
Rosenbaum's circular explained that the tabulation would be
used to guide IRNA oflicials in their
testimony on the White resolution
before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
Affiliates were asked to answer

affiliates

National Broadcasting Company,
has two national networks out of
the four which exist today. Needless to say, there is, realistically
competition belittle
speafcing,
tween these two networks. In fact,
in many respects they are inter-

In this instance

state their opinions

its

tingent on the network not taking
over the time.
(5) Under the typicol networfc
contract, the right of local stations
reject commercial programs
to
which they are requested by the
networfc to carry is rigidly restricted.
By entering info such
commitments the local stations
liave, OS to large chunfcs of their
relinquished control
virtually
time,
over their own programs and delegated it to the Tietworks.
localities one netsoihe
In
(6)
work Tnay control two of the best
statiotis while other networfcs or
locol interests yind that no outlets
are available to them.
(7) One company, namely the

asking

agency. Patricia
the title part.

Party,'

Reynolds

title of 'Luncheon at the
Waldorf.'
Esty Is the agency,
and the cast includes Ilka Chase,
Yvette and Paul Baron's orches-

it was in the form of a questionnaire
from Samuel Rosenbaum, IRNA

chairman,

AFRA

Feeling of the union's leaders i»
thit it might be difficult to stall the

former

3.

Independent Radio Network Affililast week took its first poll
its membership to determine

organization policy.

J.

Radio

of

tion.

moves to
10:30-11 p.m. Fridays on CBS, a
change of time, and from Its

among

select.

its affiliates

'Penthouse

by R.
(Camel

ates

(3) Under the typical networfc
contract, the networfc is bound to
for only one year. The
affiliates, on the other hand, are at
the option of the networfc bound
for five years. This would appear
particularly anomalous in view of
the fact that the station liccTises
themselves are only granted for a
maximum of one year.
(4) Under the typical networfc
contract the networfc has an option
to utilize the most important hours

of

Rublcam is the
Ryan will play

ASKED

its affiliates

version
of
and stage

stories

starts as 15-minutfe dramatic spot on the Kate Smith
Hour for General Foods, 8-8:55
p.m. Fridays on CBS.- After four
weeks, It will go on as a 30-minute series at 8 o'clock the same
night on the same network, for
the same sponsor.
Young Sc

play,

is

corried by the Mutual networfc.
(2) Conversely, networks specify
in their contracts with their affiliates that no programs of the network will be given to any other
radio station in the area of the
affiliate even if the affiliate does
not choose to carry the networfc
broadcasts itself. Thus, if the local
CBS affiliate in an areo did not
choose to carry a Philhormonic
broadcast, the networfc would not
be free to supply the broadcast to
another station in that area and in
that way the local listeners would
be automatically borred from hearing a program which mony of them

radio

Rose Franken's

Federation

Artists will probably make no ef>
fort to hold up tiie sale of Columbia
Artists Bureau to Music Corp. of
America, but will likely require that
all artists Involved be satisfied as to
personal contracts.
As an initial
step in that direction, the union has
notified all its members concerned
In the deal to communicate by Jun*
regarding their at12 with
titude toward the proposed transac-

June 6

IRNA MEMBERS'

hear

American

Premieres

-

—

KSTP

adding
Minneapolis
agricultural news and information
department with Val Bjornson rePaul
position
St
as
signing his
Pioneer Press editorial writer In order to devote full tlrhe to this and
other

One

KSTP
of

.

is

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

COAST TO COAST

j
!

duties.

Bjomson's duties will be

to handle 'The Farm Forum.' at,,fl
ajn., dally, Mondays through S^tui'r

days.

\

i

Ixclusive

Management:—COLUMBIA ARTISTS,

INC.

'

»*»» Bands

ORCHESTRA GROSSES

84

Femmes Go

My

Sammy Ksye

(Victor) 'Sand in
Shoes,' 'Don't Cry Cherle,' 'Reluctant
Dragon,' 'Sleepy Serenade.'
Vaughn Monroe (Bluebird) 'Cherry
Blossoms on Capitol. Hill,' 'Daddy,'

bi2dN.Y.WK.;TedLewi$,10G,
Amheim, N.Y. OK 20G

K.C. Biggie,

'Love

Me As

I

Am,'

'Tattle

Dinner bueinese (7-10

room

capaoity

GeneKrupa

|

DU

It

will conduct further experiments

with name bands
Heldt,
Horace

this

*

month.

.

Indianapolis

—

With
30-40-50).
'Strange Alibi' (WB) on screen. Setting a new house record with $19,000. Film is so-so item. Heldt also
held the previous record at this spot,
but was able to crack it this time
with the current 50c top, as against
the 40c ceiling before.
Wayne King, New York—'Strand;
8,767; 35-55-75-B5t99). Held for sec(Lyric;

Tommy

Dorsey and Jimmy Dorand Nov., re-

sey for dates in Oct.spectively.

Over-Border Spot Resmnes
I

Life

as

.

Week*

Tommy Dorsey... .Astor

6
a

Harry James
Hal Saunders

2

WS HEAVY

(1,000; 75c-$l)
Lincobi (250; 78c-$l)

.St.

Total

Wok

CoTen
Od Date

Flmyad
.
8
7
7

Put

600
e,179
1,025

60O
4,029

829
350

S

Regis (400; $l-$l.e0)

'Asterisk* indicate a supporting floor show, although the band

major

8,360
13,050
8,500
5,750
8,900
2,950
1,129

i«

the

drato.

KrNets$8,3(i3on3(4i]if.l-^^^^^^^

Eddy Duchln will spend an intenJune 16 recording for Columbia, in New York, his lone interval in between clipperins; to T '' ''e
Janeiro for opening at the Copacebana Casino there on Ju...- -j.
Band flies from Miami to Brazil, and
will probably take in some additlonal Buenos Aires bookings while
They're
they're in the Latin belt.
set for eight weeks in Rio.
v.p., who
Sonny Werblin,
planned accompanying the Duchin
orchestra to South America, as did
his wife, the former Leah Ray,
"
singer, now can't make it, due to the
organization's acquisition last week
of CBS Artists Bureau and its attendant deUils.
sive

1,900;

Night

of hotel give

CoTen

SKED BEFORE

Miller for indefinite date in Sept.,

and

name

npt rated. Fiffuret a/ter

Bold
3iltmore (300; $1-$1.B0)
Waldorf (375; $1-$1,60)
Lexington (300: 7Sc-$1.50)
Pennsylvania (SCO: 7Sc-$lJI0)

.

MetropoliUn theatre, P'^^'^idence,
^^^^^ (Okeh) , 'Lament to
,r
which closed for the summer Sun- Love,' 'FinicuU Fmicula,'
Do You
day night (1), is already lining up Care?'. 'What Do You Hear From
Theatre op- Your Heart,' 'I'U Sing for You.'
bands for the fall
erates Frl.-Sat.-Sun. of each week
With Tlame with films and bands. Rest of the
8,700: 30-35-42-55-66).
DISK
of New Orleans' (U) on screen. week it plays straight pictures.
Bang-up $18,500 in sight, all due to
So far house has lined up Glenn
SAILING
Duchin, House is so pleased that
fairly

.

PJlf.)

and cover charge. Larger amount deelgnatee weekend and

Count Basle (Okeh) 'Tune Town Clyde Lucas
Met, Providence, Lays Off Shuflfle,'
'Tired of Waiting For You,' XavierCugat
Gns Arnhelm, New York— (State;
But Resumes in Autumn You Betcii'a My Life,' 'Down, Down, Ray Kinney*
With
28-44-55-75-90-$1.10).
8,400;
well milked through long engagement at Music Hall. Band's draw
given plenty of credit for $20,000,
best biz here In several weeks.
Eddy Dnchln, Cleveland— (Palace;

at N.Y. Hotel B.O.

holidav price.)

Be

Week)

That Hamilton Womafa' (UA)

1941

4,

(Presented iMrewith, at a wekly tabulation, I* the estimated cover
charge businest being done by nam* band* in variou* New York hotels.

Tale,'

'Don't Be Blue Little Pal, Don't
Blue,' 'Lazy Acres,'

(Estimates for This

Wednesday, June

h the Wax Works

for Monroe, $50,000

'

"

'

Mexican

I

'

Tooters Get 20c Boost

Busse,

Herman Also Weekend

Clicks

(Estimates)

Connt Basle (Bedford Grove, Manchester, N.

May

H.,

20).

Band played

to 1,350 at 850 for fine gross of $1,147. Friday (30) at Egleston Square Gardens, Roxbury, Mass., 1,650 paid $1 a head for solid b.o. Saturday (31)
Basie drew 950 at 65c Into Roseland-State B., Boston, considered good

MCA

ond week, with 'Shining Victory'
Mexico City, June 3.
(WB), new picture, supplanting 'Afthe spot. At Roton Point Park, Conn., Sunday (1). Basic was hit by
After a musicians' union strike that
(WB), which
fectionately Yours'
Tommy Dorsey. 15 miles away at Pleasure Beach, and got only 590 at 65c;
went only one week. Only so-so tied up virtually all entertainment at
less than $400.
$26,500 In prospect, but band and the spot, night life is again in full
Henry Bosse (Totem Pole B., Aubumdale, Mass., May 20-31). On repeat
Dennis Morgan, film player, making blast at Cludad Juarez, American
shot, Busse came up with big weekend; 2,200 Thursday, 3,200 Friday and
p.a., are chiefly responsible for what
3,100 Saturday at $1.35 couple for top gross of $5,737.
tourlst mecca just over the border
coin there is.
Bob Crosby (Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa., May 30). Crosby pulled 1,713
Ted Lewis, Kansas City— (Tower; from El Paso.
Marie Winters, formerly vocalist admissions at $1, 77c and 55c.
Tooters were demanding pay boosts
t,110; 10-30-40-50). With 'Rookies on
Jimmy Dorsey (Town Hall, Philadelphia, May 28). Drew near capacity.
Parade; (Rep) on screep. Prices of from $2.30 to $2.80 (U.S. money), with Benny Carter, is trying out with
2,750 at $1.14 for husky gross, $3,135.
Count Basle's crew.
_tUted irom the- usual 10c and 30c but finally settled for $250.
Tommy Dorsey (Pleasure Beach, Bridgeport, Conn., June 1). Day oft
Current bill Is earning $10,tariff.
from Astor 'hotel, N. Y. Dorsey copped $2,250 from that many ticket000, very big here.
holders at $1.
Vanghn Monroe, New York (ParaWith
mount; 3,664, 35-55-85-09).
Mai Hallet (Carsonia Park, Reading, Pa., May 31). Ringling circus
"Wings' (Par) on screen. Zoomed to
Possibilities proved tough competition for Hallet; fair 450 at 85c for about $402.
$50,000 in second week, which tops
Ersklne Hawkins (Memorial Aud., Buffalo, June 1). Just fair biz with
$46,(H)0.
I

[

|

|

i

i

I

I

Coin-Catching Record

week's figure of
credited with being a big help.
taking to Monroe.
Ciro BImac, Philadelphia— (Earle;

opening

shade over

Band

1,500

people at 85c for $1,300.

Woody Herman (Lakewood Park, Mahanoy City, Pa., May 30). Herman
of Jeanie'—'Nice Dreamin' Baby'' (Col. 36150)
Duchin had a good idea on the first, which springs from the overplayed hit high spots with 3,100 at 7Sc; jumping to Hunt's Pier, Wildwood, N. J.,
Saturday (31) band drew season's top crowd of 3,500 at 55c to 75c. At
With 'Singa- 'Jeanie, Light Brown Hair,' but he muffed it. Even as a novelty the side
8,350; 35-46-57-88-75).
Compounce, Bristol, Conn., Sunday (1) rain hurt date, but band got
Lake
pore Woman' (WB) on screen and strains tolerance Instrtmientally and as vocalled by Lew Sherwood. Re- fair 1,600 at 850. At Town Hall, Phlla., on May 29, Herman did well, with
Romo Vincent on stage. WiU be verse Is also light.
Eddy Dnchln 'Daughter

Femmes

lucky to hit

1,200 dancers at $1.14 for $1,300 toUl.

$18,500, fair.

Inkspots (Armory, Charlotte, N. C, May 27). Spots' take here wasn't
Jm Beldunan 'Hnt-Snt Sons'—Ton'U Never Know' (Victor 27420)
and 00c spectators.
Reichman's cutting of the novelty has been touted widely as the top. so good, only 733 paying $424 at 85c dancers, 50c
Johnny Long (Old Orchard Beach Pier, Old Orchard, Me., May 31).
version.. It's nbt. Both Horace Heidt's and King Sisters' sides pack more
Playing repeat date Long crew got record crowd of 2,200 at 65c for about
punch. Reichman's arrangement is duU, and it's plsyed much too fast.
$1,430.
Janette's vocal is vari-tempoed. Coupling is good tune, vocalled by same
Vincent Lopes (Paramount theatre, Anderson,- Ind., -May 29). Sub-par
singer.
holiday lure of $1,250 with 2,900 at 40c. Average is $1,500 In l,700.-seater.
MiUer turned in
Oakland, Calif.. May 25)
Benny
jr
Goodman TOIUIon
uuuiuiuui
inuiiuu Dollar
uuiur Baby'-'Good
>»ujr
uwu n-vciuu
Evenin' i^u..
(CoL aoioi.;
3613«)
average sUghtly less than $1. Next day
^^^^ ^^^^
^^^^
Helen Forrest's vocal and Goodman's arrangement of the revived tune
band took $2,600 from San Jose fans luring that many at $1. Shifting
sends It over solidly. It's slow-tempoed and tasty all through. However, (26)
to Armory at Santa Barbara -(30) band pulled 2,563 buyers at $1.
Miss Forrest takes liberties in phrasing which may not sit well with those
Newt Perry (Old Orchard Pier, Old Orchard Beach, Me., May 29-30).
who prefer standards delivered straight. Reverse takes outfit into solid
In two days Perry drev/ 1,400 and 1,500 at 75c for gross of $2,175.
jump, the type of hot stuff it once used exclusively. It's modern in arTeddy Powell (Raymor B., Boston, May 29). Playing return shot Powell
rangement, though. Miss Forrest again is strong on the lyric. Jack Leonculled 1,200 at 6Sc-55c for $720. Coupled to Johnny liOng at Playmor B.,
ard does 'Million -Dollar Baby' as a straight vocal (okeh 6200) and does
Friday (30) pah: pulled 1,900 at same tariff for good $1,140. Saturday (31)
It's bit weak in Intro, but all in all is very playable.' Reverse
it weU.
Powell hooked up with Newt Perry and got 1,600 for $960.
Is okay cutting of 'When Your Lover Has Gone.'
CUnde ThomtaUl (Straight B., South Lynnfleld, Mass., May 31). Playing first date here .Thomhill pulled 1,950 customers at 7Sc-65c to gross
Sammy Kaye 1 Understand'—'For Want of a Star* (Victor 27422)
There are many records of the first already released, but tune hasn't big $1,365.
Tommy Tucker (Municipal Aud., Springfleid, Mass., May 20). Disapgotten started yet Kaye's record should fit easily into its sales. Almost
pointing 800 draw at $1.10.
all vocal by Tommy Ryan, the side earns good reaction. Coupling is well
played, but after repeat spins of several different versions the- tune still

SOUTH SHORE aUB
OPENS WITH MUNRO

|

dining roonu
Initial attraction set Is that of

Munso

Hal

orchestra, with vocalist Sha-

ron Desmond.

Lyman

OneNigliteTiiig
to Paladiani,

^

I

Chicago, June 8.
South Shore Country Club becomes a regular spot for show biz
on Jtme 28 when it Inaugurates a
band and show policy for its main

LA.

doesn|^^ck^
Pittsburgh, June

Abe Lyman wound up

Jackson, bass from Jan Savitt, for
Sockwell,
Larry
Kaufman;
Joe

3.

five-week

Frankle Masters 'Aarora'—'Until Tomorrow' (Okeh ^01)
vaude toiir at Stanley here last
Though It's a bit fast, Masters' arrangement of playing of 'Aurora,' a
Thursday (29) and following day in click tune, draws a nod. Masters and Swingmasters combine on vocal
Erie, Pa^ began one-night tour which neatly.
Reverse Is equally good try at Sammy Kaye's ballad, done at
will carry him across continent and upped tempo. It's sung by Lew Hirst. Masters' 'Aurora' has the edge on
land outfit In Hollywood June 14. Vaughn Monroe's cutting (Bluebird 11160). Monroe's vocal, backed by
Orchestra will lay off there for sev- the Bosfonians, is listless and lacks punch and the instrumental is overeral days, except for- a recording arranged. It's coupled to 'Monkey on a String,' an ihconsequential item
session, and open montti's engage- vocalled by Marilyn Duke.
ment at Palladium in IjOs Angeles
on June 20.
Tommy Dorsey 'Tes, Indeed'—'WUI Ion SUU Be Mine' (Victor 27424)
Larry Stewart, former Vocalist
Sy Oliver, arranget-writer of 'Indeed,' and Jo Stafford, from the Pied
with Ray Noble, arrived here dur- Pipers, combine in nice work on the spiritual vocal, backed by palming middle of week to join Lyman beating chorus. It's good, though the portions of the instrumental work
but didn't actually go with band are too brassy. Bing Crosby and Connie Boswell together cut same tune
until the Erie date.
weeks ago. Reverse, sung by Connie Haines, stands out instrumentaUy
and in tempo. Tune is okay.

On

>

WIU Bradley

An

'Swingin' Down Lane'—'Flamingo' (Columbia 36147)
instrumental all through, at slow tempo, first side is better cutting

work in
Bellaire, Ohio.
radio

summer
run in grillroom of Buckwood Inn,
Shawnee-on-Delaware, Pa. Combo
Don Bay's band

set for

his

home town

of

Nelson Maples out of Pittsburgh
into the Half Moon Club, Steuben-

Louis Ruggerio, former
trumpeter with Fred Waring's Pennincludes

vUle, O., for run.

sylvanians.
•[
Hal Wasson orchestra will play
_
...
.
orch. with Peggy Roghdale
Inn,
Montague. Mich.,
Cannon resumes old stand at Johnny ;3tarUng June 20 until Labor Day.
^ucu.iu Summit Inn. PoDeSanto's Pocono
g^nd finishes 16 months engagement
^^no Sumn.it ' Pa.
at the Plantation, Grand Rapids, and
contracted to reopen Sept. 2.

_
Whitman s
Bemie „^,^
;

.

|

AUTOGRAPHS RECORDS

drummer from Anson Weeks, for
Eddie Johnson, who returned to do

the Upbeat

!

Jimmy Joy opened
at Kennywobd

gagement
burgh,

Saturday

Johnny Messner

10-day enPark, Pittsreplacing
(31),

outfit.
'

DIek Jorgen's Gimbel Store-WTMJ than Bradley has 'made in weeks. It shows band in strong role, with
Howard Becker back at Pines,
leader's trombone taking breaks, on a neat time. Reverse is average, due
for
indefinite
stay.
Pittsburgh,
Fnbllolty TlCrUp
to the tune, a so-so melody vocalled by Terry Allen.
Becker went into spot last' June for
weeks and remained entire
Tommy Tncker 'Dog House Polka'—'Ain't No Use to Worry* (Okeh 6203) two
Milwaukee, June 3.
summer.
A three't-way tieup between Dick First is an acceptable air and Tucker and crew handle it nicely. It's a
Jurgens and the Riverside theatre. lilting piece that can fit easily Into machines that go for such stuff. Voices
Bob Crosby booked at Stanley
WTMJ.'and Gimbel Bros, brought the Three vocal. Backing brings up Amy Amell on an able novelty, played theatre, Pittsburgh, for week beginbandsman and the radio station nice at good tempo with occasional band chorus accompaniment.
ning Friday (6).

Howry

replaced Buddy Carlson at Balconades, Pittsburgh, on
Monday (2). Latter was there for
six weeks and goes on one-night

Joe

tour.

Paul Decker set for indeflnite nm
Room',
Deshler
WalColumbus, opening June

in
Ionian
llck hotel,
9,

!

replacing

Eddy Rogers.

{

Bobby

week

In the department store's liberal newspaper space.
Between shows, Jurgens and his
singer, Harry Cool, crossed the street
to Gimbels where they were interviewed on a variety of subjecta by
'

Johnny Long 'Home In Indiana'—*That's What I Like' (Decca 3788)
Frank Andrini 4, which has been
Nice tempoes help both sides. First is a smart arrangement of A stand- at Hotel William Penn's Continental
done in moderate ^mp style. Bob Houston's vocal is reminiscent of Bar all season, will add Jimmy BorVaughn Monroe. Reverse, bit faster, is okay instrumentaUy 'and as vo- elli, piano; and Phil Fabrezzl, drums.
caUed by Paul Ifarmon.
for engagement at El Chico, Pitt.
Don Stanley, of the WTMJ announcStarting Saturday (7).
Horace Heldt 'Goodbye Dear'—'Walkin' Boond in Circles' (Col. 36148)
ing staff, who acted as master of
peidt and Tommy, Tucker do all right with saleable novelties. First
Henry Busse has made three receremonies.
Music was by Jurgens* discs, which tVP^, one of many,Thun.g on the';draft, .i« a good piece of material full placementa in his band: Don Tiff,
he autographed, ior all buyers. - titled. 'Goodbye D^ar, r)J Be. Bafifc.ln..* Yesn* It's melodic enough to pianist from Kansas City Tower
Pbotograph of the band leader also, stick. Jlpnnle Kempet„andiDoni)o:fW.oQd vpcal.. Backing Is a .run-of-milli Theatre pit band, for Bob Brown.
[tune vocalled by I^nna and- Doo'^ Juana.
'who has gone to the C^ast; Chubby
was given each purchaser.

.

ard,

1

Frank Schenck orch set as house
band at gigantic open air pa'villon.
Sandy Beach, Indian Lake, O.

'

Joe Baldl, strolling accordionist
anV'former W"ntoaster,"ir"organiznew outfit to reopen Hotel

'

Allerton's

I

-

Day

orch into Crystal
Danceterla, Buckeye Lake, O., Saturday (7) for two weeks.' Follows
Jimmie Richards.

'

publicity last

ing a

June

12.

roof

garden,

Cleveland,

Wednesday, June

4,

1941
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PRESSED FOR PRESSINGS
Dance Carniral Tees

Plrosers N.Y.

Off Clkko, Grossmg $23^00

31^

7 KEEP Local

On
RCA

Martiiiiqae

Bands

to

Monte Proser's Dance Carnival at
Madison Square Garden, N. Y„ looks
When Darlo and Jim Vernon open
like It has a good chance to click.
on Time
If It does, it will upset the Broad- their La Martlnlque-ln-Jersey, on
way dope sharply. Few can figure the site of the former Vivian Johnhow Proser and his associates, son's roadhouse June 20, the same
Daniel Arnstein (Yellow Taxlcab), two bands from the mldtown MartiEmll Friedlander (Dazlan's), et al., nique open there, Herbert Curbelo
Record sales of the past six months
can get it back In 100 days, which and Eddy Oliver.
Weekend names will be played.
is the limit of their summer season
or so have become so heavy that the
at the Garden.
plants of major manufacturers have
to
triple-feature
Jitterbugging
been hard-put to keep up with the
dance bands in a' lavish, tropical atdemand. In numerous Instances the
mosphere Is the come-on. It seemfactories have been far behind in
ingly la paying off at 44c, 66c, 88c
turning out pressings, even on fast
straight admissions, with $1.10 and
selling sides which normally would
$1.40 reserved-seat loge locations,
have stacked reserves awaiting order.
starting off strongly opening (Me*'A recent outstanding case of a hit
morial) day, with Saturday night's
platter- which couldn't be bought
take even bigger.
after the Initial batch of pressings
Oyer the first three-day weekend,
was marketed Is Sammy Kaye's
the Dance Carnival grossed $23,200
'Daddy.' Distributors were left withBy
DON
BEED
on 31,553 paid admissions, a stagout waxings by RCA Victor's Ingering total for a ballroom despite
Seattle, June S.
ability to supply thehi.
a sharp drop-oil at the Saturday
Plans are complete for the enterIn Victor's case the bottleneck is
matinee and Sunday night. Opening tainment of delegates to the Amerisupposed to be partly due to defense
night (Friday), spot attracted 12,872 can Federation of Musicians convenwork the RCA mfg. factories have
payees; 13,651 paid Saturday night, tion, beginning June D. Registration
,
Been awigned. Columbia s efforts to
although only 950 were, tabulated begins at the headquarters hotel, the
Saturday matinee. Sunday night Olympic, on Sunday (8) and Monday keep things runnmg smoothly was
there were 4,080 paid admissions.
morning.
There will be an hour considerably stymied by the strike of
Friday and Saturday night were concert by the Seattle Symphony employees at .its California plant
to big, they. made the Sunday night preceding the official opening of the Pressings turned out at its Bridgebiz .all
the more disappointing. convention at 2 o'clock Monday. port, Conn., base had to be partly
Proser and hla general manager, Milt Monday evening there will be danc- diverted to the west coast to fill the
Pickman, think they can correct that ing and refreshments in the Olympic void left by that plant's Idleness,
which, of course, made the situation
by ;^rtlng the Sunday sessions at Bowl and. the Marine Room.
6 p. m. until 1 a. m., instead of 7
Tuesday morning's business session tougher In the east.
Beside the heavy Increase in
p. m. until 3 a. m.
The reason for win adjourn at noon with the afterthat is obvious, the proletarian pub- noon given over to a cruise along single record sales, the Interest in
lic having Monday morning's travail the Seattle waterfront, through the albums has jumped. Victor last week
to worry about.
locks into Lake Union and Lake instituted, a weekly series of pop
Monday night (2), aa to be ex- Wasliington, around the floating album releases, following Columbia
pected, was off, only 1,500 admis- pontoon bridge and back.
A ban- and Dacca moves in that direction by
sions, but that Is deemed satisfactory, quet on Tuesday evening will wind about a year.
Victor's first eightin view of the clocking at the com- up the convention's social affairs sided book to hit the market was a
petitive Roseland and Arcadia ball- with business sessions scheduled for group of piano pieces by Joe Reichrooms on Broadway; also the Hotel the rest of the week,
man, tagged 'Piano Reveries.' Its
Delegates and their -'wives and 'second, out this week, is a round of
Astor Roof (Tommy Dorsey).
families will be admitted to all college tunes by Ozzie Nelson titled
3 Name Bands
Benny Goodman, Larry Clinton downtown Seattle theatres free un- 'Prom Date.*
and Charles Barnet, the debut band til five o'clock each day during the
names, in an alternating marathon convention.
President James A. Petrillo, acof dansapation, are enough lure for
Ahead
Booked
anybody's hoof-music, especially the companied by honorary president
ballroom type of patronage. Com- Joe N. Weber, will arrive in Seattle
mensurate name-band strength will on June 4.
Booking of name bands into
be maintained alternately, bands
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
r>»i-;.i. of the American
A««,i/.o., FederaT-i^j-.,.
Officials
,
changing fortnightly or so^ depend.pttled so far as the earlv
tlon of Musicians pulled out of New liJIf^Jl^VlJi}, .uJ?fJ''„7l*„f*Kl
ing on availability.
months of 1042, although two of the
The Garden has a $l,000-per-day York over the past weekend for bands set are still tentative, Folmaintenance overhead. In addition Seattle where the union opens its

Members Booted From Union
Tommy

Grant Orchestra
To Visit South America'

Worcester, June 3.
Tommy Grant, local orchestra
leader, expects to take his band on
a South American cruise for five
weeks next fall as an Al Donahue
unit.
Band Is set unless war In-

ALBUMS UP TOO

'

.

,

I

chiseling.'

The case grew out

,

for

disciplinary

of the expulsion
reasons of three

former tooters in the Carmen theatre
pit band, George W. Tipton, Alvin
Schatz and Leon Gordon. The trio
appealed first to the Common Pleas
C^urt Judge Thomas D. Finletter of
that court, in a precedent-making
ruling, ordered their reinstatement as
union members and payment for
salaries lost while they were not on
the union roster. Each man claimed
Julius
Cohen, member of the
,
» ,
he lost approximately
$600.
_ ,
.,
.
American Federation of Musicians,
The union appealed to the Superior
won an important victory over court, but lost. They then appealed
j^jeph Rosenberg, president of New to the State Supreme Court. In its
„
Pet"lon to the highest Court in the
appeuaie j;^^
acnellate
union argued:

COURT VACATES

OUTFORAJM.

,

Philadelphia, June 8.
supreme court on
Thursday (20) turned thumbs down
on an appeal by Local 77, American

Federation of Musicians, against *
decision of the State Superior Court
ordering the union ta reinstate three
ousted members with reimbursement
.,
,„
for time lost from employment due
"P*"
?*
^""^^ ^° ^Pa Bright. N. J., to the ouster for alleged 'scale-
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Biz So Good All Companics Can't Meet Orders

NJ.

Issue of Reinstatement

Mfg.'s Defense Orders

Partial Explanation

Br ABEL OBEEN

On

SALES

Admissions in 3 Ihys

77 Again Loses in Court

UNION OUSTER
„
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division of the N. Y. supreme court
,
,
i
.J
Thursday (29) set aside his expulsion fr9m the union and a $1,000 fine.
ordered a new trial. The court
ruled that Cohen had been expelled
by officers who had been charged
with wrong-doing by Cohenr and
who therefore had had no right to

!

—

iSfo long as this opinion stands,
a tribunal of any trade association which seeks to adjust con*
troversies .among Tnembers, or
between membcTs and empUtyea,
or to enforce the by-law of the
association, and dares to interpret Its oum laws, assumes th«
risk of damages If a court dissit in 0(1 tiie case.
agrees with its interpretation of
Under the constitution of the local,
the policies of the association.'
members present changes In the bySupreme Court refused to hear
The
laws by sending in written amendthe appeal turning it down without
ments which are published prior to
comment
the annual meetings. Cohen sent in
The
three men were accused by the
an amendment in 1938 which prO'
posed the voiding of the December, union of playing under scale. They
were found not guilty by the local's
1036, election of officers, and sought
The locals executive
to hold a new election under the trial board.
supervision of the Honest Ballot appealed to the international exboard which reversed the
ecutive
Assn., on the grounds that the 1936
and
fined, the defendants
trial
board
election was held in a 'fraudulent,
dishonest
and crooked fashion.' $100 each. They were expeUed InCohen was then charged with unfair default of payment of the fine,
Pleas Court Judge
The
Common
union
seeking
dealing with the
and
to undermine confidence in its of- based his decision on the fact that
ficers.
He was subsequently sus- the local had filed its appeal to the
pended and fined $1,000.
international board 61 days after the
.
The unanimous finding of the ap- trial Boar'd's decision, whereas the
pellate division was that since the union's constitution allows but 30
charges of Cohen were directed days.
'—
against- the officers on the grounds
to that $7;0'00' wVeWy st^aigTt"nui: annual convention
.j^T ouW^^o*!L ""l^S^L^MoLof for of fraudulent elections, these ofthe bands, etc., add on another $10,- <^'<=atlons have been g^^^^
three weeks; Sonny Dunham for 10 ficers had no right to hold a hearing
Turntable
^
through
.Benny
against
the summer;
on charges
Cohen, and they
r^^PrP^r^'stauTas,
*"''"'°-ltTi?^„n,^ „„
^
;_ c»_
$18,000; later It may be brought wiU come up before the conference Goodman
for six, opening in
Sep were disqualified from so doing.
will be the probable effect of Amerdown to 15G.
tember, followed by Tommy Dorsey Since Cohen's trial by the union was
Lather at Kenny's
defense efforts on musician emArnstein,
through John Hertz
for four add Jimmy Dorsey for six an unfair one, the court ruled, and
(Lehman Bros.) of the Paramount Ployment, poUcies or regulations to weeks.
he had exhausted all remedies in the
About Live Musicians
Pictures board, is supposedly front- ,^6 adopted toward recorded music
Sammy
Kaye's band, which set a union itself, the court has the right
question of dance band financing
ing for his former partner in Yelfour-we^k record at the spot re- to set aside the expulsion and order
Perennial campaign to inlow cabs, and also as his own inRecord program conductors on
employment in cently. Is to follow Jimmy Dorsey a new hearing In which the Involved
musician
vestment
Arnstein gave Proser "«ase
officers would not sit
various New York radio stations are
around Xmas.
$100,000 a3 a floating balance to get theatres.
talking that In the future none of
^ t, ,j i
the Garden into sh^e f,r the Dance
Niok Kenny's tunes will get •play
/'f"^,
on their shows, when they show up
on records. Kenny, radio columnist on the N. Y. Daily Mirror, reer, has done a hangup job.
cently took all' of the record jockagents, the activities of the AmerTropical Deoor
eys to task in his column, for filling
ican Guild of Musical Artists in the
with
records sponsored time which
b^o^d
tro^
should be filled by live musicians.
I'
fallen out with local
s"mr^O-^ot'=h^gh,°lV^^^^^^^^^^ -^ers who had
Turntablers began phoning one
AFM branches over continuance of
terior.
An effective waterfall Is be employment
another to get reactions to Kenny's
agreements.
hind the bandstand, towards Ninth
piece. They worked themselves into
avenue side, for suitable atmosphere.
New Yorker hotel, New York, Is as they're now operating with a such en indignant state that the
The dance-floor Is easily the largest
hoping to resume use of name bands small 802 combo for dinner music, agreement to Ignore Kenny's tunes
in the world with capacity for 5,000
in its Terrace Room by the end of and don't require a spotlight, the was the result
hoofers.
this week. Spot has been closed to music might just as well be of the
since April
The negative factors are being
11, topflight variety. Accordingly, audlN. Y. major orchestras
corrected. One Is the raising of the
when a 'dinner only" policy, shut- tions are scheduled to be held to
John Kirby to Victor
tering at
10 p.m.,
replaced the select a band to open this weekend
bandstand.
As is, there is (or,
rather, was) no podium and the kids
Astor hotel. New York, which uses scheduled opening of the Bobby or next
In addition to the band, a singer
crowded around and into the musi- name bands in Its roof garden Byrne outfit
Victor Records has taken on the
cians.
Dropping of Its ice shows and and possibly a dance team may be John Kirby band for a series of 16
For another, traffic regula- through the summer months only,
tion between steppers and custom- expects to retain that policy through name bands had been forced on the used, neither of which would re- sides on Bluebird. KIrby was with
ers must be regulated via tapes or the winter season. Plans are now hotel when it refused to replace its quire a moving spotlight to present. Columbia Records
until
recently,
Getting a band for the spot figures working on Okeh releases, but his
other avenues.
being made for structural changes Hotel Trades Council spotlight opBilly Rose, to whom anything
^ of ;in the roof setup, the one thing that'erators with members of the Inter- to be a problem, with virtually all contract was cancelled after Columsize appeals, has been unofflcralfy may stymie the year-round idea for national Alliance of Theatrical Stage the better ones already booked in bia discovered the outfit had recordhelping Proser quite a bit with prac- the coming season. Defense orders Employees. ' Latter asked for and summer jobs. Byrne, who had been ed behind Una Mae Carlisle for
tlcal showmanship suggestions. Rose have tied up steel and other build- got the cooperation of Local 802 of set, goes- Into the Pennsylvania hotel. Bluebird.
the American Federation of Musi- opposition to the New Yorker, Monhas no interest other than a purely Ing materials.
Combo goes Into the new Monte
day (B). Les Brown Is understood Carlo Beach Club, New York, June
personal relationship. Rose is one
Astor currently has .Tommy Dor- clans, which forbid Byrne to go in.
It was replaced at the Cato
of th'e few showmen who thinks the sey's band until mid-July, then i Expected reopening of the room is to have been offeted the Job, but 25.
Garden's hoof policy has a chance,
brings in Will Bradley's crew until not due to any settlement of the Im- turned it down in favor of a 12-week Society Uptown, N. Y., June 1 by
has been doing a great about Labor Day when normally It passe. Hotel heads still bar use of stand at? the Log Cabin, Armonk, N. Teddy Wilson, but returns there
lATSE men, but figure that so long' Y., opening June 20.
Sept 14,
closes.
(Continued on page 36)
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ORCHESTHAS

Wednesday, Jane
also plenty of spending at the seven
food, drink, etc., stands, total take
averaging $2,200 nightly.

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

Colored

patronage

4,

1941

Ther* wai

Broadway Paramount.

proved

BAND ROUTES

no

problem. It was expected that the
Freddy Nagel and his orchestra are counting on the CBS buildup from Garden, always drawing sporting
the Hotel Utah's Starlight Roof, Salt Lake City, where they are set for crowds from Harlem, would ditto
2)
the summer aa the first real airing of their style. Band has been quietly with lowdown bands like Goodman
developing itself for almost a year on the Coast, where they were at the and Barnet. Incidentally, there were
Del Mar club, Santa Monica, for seven months (Joseph Sudy succeeds also quite a few ofay visitors from
Present whereabonti, or fixed addresses, of danee orchestras aro
ttiere), but has had no wire, with the lone exceptions of four weeks from below the Mason-Dixon line among
given below, alphabetically arranged. Every effort will be made to
tlia Wilshire Bowl, Los Angeles, last September, and a Fitch bandwagon the customers.
The jitterbug habit
keep the list as complete and correct as possible. Band leaders and
shot. Mary Lane, who has done bit picture work for Metro, Is the new of having two boys dance together
their managers are Invited to cooperate by notifying VARiErrr of
finger with Nagel's 10-men setup, which he states is 'quite definitely and showoff their legmania is a bigchanges and corrections. There Is no charge for listing.
along the Sammy Kaye-Kay Kyser Idea.'
ger headache, and must be periodballroom; C cafe; CC—
Abbreviations ased are as follows:
ically curbed. Two gals dancing tooonntry club; H hotel; NC night olnb; R ^restaurant; T Uieatre.
ll's sort of a family affair but 'Feed the Kitty' and 'What Has Happened,' gether is OK.
Booking office abbreviations arer MCA, Maslo Corp. of America;
The sedate $1.10 and $1.40 custowritten by Johnny Torrence, are prominent in the repertoire of t^e tunes
GAC, General Amusement Corp.; CRA, Consolidated Badio Artists;
being played at Eastwood Park, Detroit, by Bob Chester's band. What Has mers in the loges seemed to enjoy it
F. B., Frederick Bros.; 'Wm. M., Wm. Morris.
Happened is that Chester Is the husband of Edna Torrence, who prior to all as a good floor show, especially
their marriage, formed a dance team with her brother, Johnny. Now that when the kids were cutting up.
Bernle Vice Goodman
the dance team is no more, Torrence has turnerf to tune-writing, getting a'|
Courtney, Del, Stevens H., Chi.
lot of help from his brother-in-law's band.
Ben Bernie follows Goodman after
He also has formed his own
CralR, Francis. Hermitage, Nashville.
Abbg, Vic, Book-CudlllRo H., Detroit.
Crosby, Bob, Stanley T., Pitts,
band which assures his tunes of double plugging.
two weeks, but stays only a week,
Aliixundcr. Van. CUA, NYC.
Cugnt. Xavler, Waldos H., NYC.
Allon, Ked, Cafe Socloly, NYC.
when Vaughn Monroe is set for 28
Cummlngs, Bernle, Meadowbrook CO.,
AndrowB, (iordun, Club ID, NYC.
St. I^uls.
Jack Egan, former p.a. for Tommy Dorsey and now manager of the ^^y^- Clinton and Barnet will reArmslrong, LoulH, Joo GInser, NYC.
Curbcllo; Fausto, MCA, NYC.
weeks,
Arnhelm, Uuh, Stale T., NYC.
Alvino Key band, pops up in all sorU of capacities. He's working in the ""^i"
Curbella, Herbert, ST W. STtti St., NYO.
Ash, roul, noxy T., NYC.
hoofing on the floor and
W'*"^
Cutler, Bert, Wm. M., NYC.
floor, show at the Rustic Cabin, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., doing a takeoff
Ayrea, Mitchell, Lakeside Park, Denver,
the stands, that's Colo.
D
on Deems Taylor during a bit in which the Key band burlesques an opera another 5,000
Daly, Duke, Flnyland Casino. Rye, NYC.
piece.
Says it gives him something to do beside worry about the next "1"'*^ ^ crowd, even for the Garden
Davis, Eddie, La Rue's, NYC.
which, incidentally, has cut its norDurdo, Bill, GAC, NYC.
night's business.
Day, Bobby, Arcadia B., NYC.
capacity down by lowerBarlow, Ralph, Peony Park, Omahn, Neb.
Denny, Jack, Koosevolt H., Jacksonville,
Rey outfit stays at the Rustic until the end of June, when it hits the road. "'^^
^
Bnrnet, 'Charlie, Madison Square Garden, Fla.
mg a false ceilmg, thus blocking on NYC.
(Continued on page 04)
top gallery,
llaron, Paul, Wm. M., NYC.
When Hal Grayson opens for four weeks at Catalina Island, July 13- the entire
D.irrle, Dick, Joyland Park, Lexington,
A Minsky stripper behind the Ky.
Aug. 9 he will have six coast-to-coast pickups over CBS every week.
giant waterfall is a little extra touch
Hotel, NYC.
Edison
Uarron,
Blue,
Grayson has a new style 'Musical Magic' in his I4-men setup, which inBurtha, .\lex, Steel Pier, Atlantic City.
for the customers, that being the
Jurisdictional Dispute
oludes four vocalists, Wray Sherrlll, Ted Tubb, Bob Lee and Alan Brooks.
BoJle, Count, Wm. M., NYC.
only thing approximating a show,
Baum, Charles, Cn.\, NYC.
His team comprises four saxes, four brass and five rhythm including
besides the bands.
The customers
Becker, Howni-d, The Pines, Perrysvllle,
Bolovox.
Of Petrillo vs.
Pa.
are their own best floor show.
NYC.
Dcrlfc-an, Bunny. MCA.
"
Other Proser wrinkles: free dancBcrnle, Ben, MCA. NYC.
in Albany Thursday
Bcslor, Don, Bill Green's, Pittsburgh.
Arthur Murray insorts of gaffs and gimmicks, further '"C
Black,
Teddy, Venctliin Gardens, Albelped part the customers from some structors every night between 7-8 toona. Pa.
Borr, MIscha. Waldorf H., NYC.
for
folding money. A hard liquor bar, P ™- "wo-for-one admissions
Hearing of the American Guild
Bradley, Will Win. M.. NY'C,
^-S- service uniforms; i.e..
also, did quite well.
Bradshuw. Tiny, Mt. Vernon CC, Co- of Musical Artists suit against the
sssConUnued from page 35;;^
bring your gal for one admish.
lumbus.
Money-making Sidelights
American Federation of Musitiians
Brandywynne, Nat, Copncabana, NYC
Sidelights on
the Garden, for
to'ailerlzing job, picking up th6 three
and Its president, James C. Petrillo,
Brcei-e, Lou, Roosevelt li.. New Orlonns.
Ilrleodc, Aco, AvnIoM U.. Nlles. Mich.
now scheduled for tomorrow
bands over the Mutual network for money-making potentials, are piany.
is
Brilton, Milt, 20th Century T.. Buffalo.'
The
15c
checking
privilege
is
one
half
of
consecutive
(Thursday) in the Court of Appeals,
en hour and a
Brown, Lcs. Str.ind T.. N.Y.C.
Daly's Corporation
Lexingthing.
Rudy,
Sprlnghui-st
Bundy,
C,
The
sandwiches,
beer
and
first
two
nights;
thence
qpusic the
Albany. Briefs were submitted sevton. Ky.
wines
are
another.
No
hard
liquors
week; ago and the case was to
intervals.
eral
At
Bueso. Henry. Wm. M., NYC.
are being sold as yet, though Proser
Cedar have been argued by counsel last
Bobby,
Meudowbrook,
Charity Preview
Byrne.
Albany, N. Y., June 3.
Thursday (29), but was postponed.
A charity fete for Greek and com- has a license to do so. Figures the Duke Daly Orchestra, Inc., has Grove, N. J.
c
Case Involves AGMA's plea for an
bined allied war auspices, chair- fire-water may result in disturb- been chartered to conduct a business
Calloway, CAB. Sliernmn H., Chicago.
injunction to restrain Petrillo from
tnaned by Mrs. Howard Dietz, gave ances. A 2Sc champagne (cocktail) in operating orchestra, etc., with
Carlson. Bill, MCA, Cbl.
Cunoll, IrvhiK, Dcmpsey'e Boat., NYC.
carrying out his threat of bartiie Garden a horsey sendoff at a and 10c caviar (canape) bar is an- principal office in Manhattan. CapiCarter, Bonny. Moo Calo, NYC.
ring from radio, recordings, films,
necial preview premiere, ahead of other fancy touch.
tal stock is 100 shares, no par value.
Casino, Del.. Nicollet H.. Minn,
On the subject of coatroom checkCaptioned
Fort
etc., any instrumentalists who jefuse
tlie Friday (30) debut.
(javallaro.
Carmen,
Rlvlern,
Lee,
Directors are: Duke Daly, attorand resign from
to Join the
the Bandwagon Ball, at $1 to $5, ing, the Saturday night influx ex- ney John S. Leonard, Alys Shafer, N. J.
Chester, Bob, Eastwood Park, Detroit
stay
was
Preliminary
AGMA.
with boxes at $100, it's estimated hausted the available space at. 10 all New York City.
Chnvcz Orch., Bc;»chcon)ber, NY^.
Chllds, HoRlo. MCA. NYC.
granted by the New York Supreme
that some $10,000 was realized. Only p. m. and emergency quarters had
Clarke, Buddy, Park Central Hotel, NYCDivision
the
Appellate
Court,
but
Clinton of the regular bands offi- to bS'set up. They were still coming
Clinton, Larry, Madison Sq. Garden, NYC.
Trls Haner, trumpet, replaces Phil
denied the application for an inciated then; Ina Ray Hutton and Leo at midnight, with a triple-line around
Coe. Jay, Wm. M., NYC.
Cooper, Al. Sovoy B., NYC.
junction and dismissed the comfteUmen were the voluntary guest 50th street reminding of the Wednes Rommell with Charlie Spivak. RomColeman, Emll. MCA, NYC.
plaint.
batoners. A midway aspect; with all day morning jitterbug crowds at the mell remains, however, as arranger.
Connlff, Ray, Hickory Hose, NTC.
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A PERSONAL MESSAGE FROM ROY GILL TO:ABE LYMAN, TOMMY DORSEY, GUY LOMBARDO, OZZIE NELSON, GEORGE OLSON, GLEN GRAY,
AL DONAHUE and every other band that has played this spots WHEN ARE YOU COMING BACK?

^^^^ ^r^e...

TOTEM POLE BALLROOM
DOWN BOSTON WAY
AUBURNDALE, MASS.
^<^-

Pi'*.*

you KliOW WE ARE NOW ON THE MVTVAL NETWORK
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ORCHESTRAS^MUSIC
$5,000

To Avert Chaos Florida Anti-ASCAP

Eane

TDnesmlth's 'Grief Claim

UA

Law
ASCAP

Is Slated to

Be Amended Soon

taken by Florida state auover the past week will

action

tend to stem any epidemic of simi-

antl-ASCAP

lar

U.

the

ASCAP from

,

right

special

restrain

to

have prevailed
go on operating as
the law could be

ASCAP

to
at present until
so amended as to allow Florida
music'^ users to make blanket con-

upon

,

with

tracts

ASCAP,

If

but Sidney M. Kaye,

statutory

Improvised Plug Deals With NBC, CBS

in N. Y. federal

As the consent decree which eral counsel such procedure was
obtained from thd govern- barred by the terms of the consent
became operative yesterday decree and that any direct licensing
(Tuesday) there arose among pub- between ASCAP member and user
composer.
lisher and writer members the ques- must be confined to hotels, cafes,
Beresovsky wrote a song entitled tion of whether they were free to theatres, dancehalls and taverns.
'Be Still, My Grief, Be Still' in 1930 license their works direct to. NBC
For the past several weeks there
and subsequently assigned it to and Columbia pending the signatur- has been much, talk among some
Adelheim. It Is claimed the song ing of a 'contract between the two publishers and writers affiliated
; for the
was used without permission in UA's networks and Uie society. Accord- with ASCAP of not wal
'We Live Again.'
(Continued on page 36) •
ing to the opinion of ASCAP genhe

is

court

ASCAP
ment

ASCAP

ASCAP
such
a^

it

BROKE ALL EXISTING RECORDS

was a monopoly and as
had no sound standing in

court of equity.

IN

4

WEEKS

JUST COMPLETED

Band Bookings

AT FRANK DAILEY'S MEADOWBROOK

Van Alexander, June 13, week,
SUrlight Park, New York City.
Balph Barlow, June 21, two weeks.
'

Excelsior Park, Minneapolis.

Oscar DeLarosa, June

Rhumba

18,

Casino, West End, N. J.

Jimmy

Dorsey, June

U. of Vir-

9,

ginia, Charlottesville, Va.; 10, U. ol

Richmond, Richmond, Va.; II, Farmer's Warehouse, Petersburg, Va.;
12, week, Capitol theatre, Washington, D. C.

scribed on sound tracks.
It was reported that Broadcast
Music, Inc., had also been a party
to the protest to the Florida authorities,

with a $5,000
bringing against United

suit

court on the Florida and Nebraska cases another appeal in
connection with similar legislation might prove equally futile.
In the Washington state case
the statutory court held 'that

sire.

thousands of copyright and failing
this expose themselves to a delude
Film exhibof infringement suits.
itors were reported as those mosi
worried by the practical effect of
enforcement, since the
the' law's
music comes to them already in-

June 10

come into court with clean
figures that in
light of the unfavorable ruling it
obtained from the U. S. supreme
hands.

they so de-

Florida's attorney-general Invited
ASCAP to send down some representatives for a discussion just as
the Society was preparing to notify
its Florida licensees that all contracts were herewith cancelled and
tliat these licensees would have to
do business direct with the copyrepresented in the
right owners
ASCAP repertoire. With the constitutionality of law banning performing rights licensing by agents
confirmed by the hi);hest court, a
percentage of the Florida music
users suddenly came to the conthat
the
withdrawal of
clusion
ASCAP's service would create a
state of chaos for them. They would
Jiave to seek out the owners of

federal

Counsel Advises Against Pub Making

connection

In

Adelheim is the assignee of one Beresovsky, a Russian

which refused to declare the
Washington State antl-ASCAP
law as unconstitutional on the
ground that ASCAP had not

doing business In that

officials

state

state,

Even
Supreme Court

legislation.
S.

Florida's

befoj;; trial

court

Artists Corp.

ASCAP may not go" through
with the appeal that It had proposed to take from the decision
it got some time ago from a

thorities

though
upheld

On

Over Melody

Serge Adelheim will be examined

ASCAP

Court-Shy

believe that the

officials
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SONG SUIT

BMI

v.p.,

Ella

Fitzgerald,

June

Skating

9,

Rink, Jackson, Miss.;

10,

Ml^.;
Training School,

Iberia, La.; 12,

tiesburg,

Aud., HatParish

New

11,

New

denied this Monday (2). Kaye stated
that he did not think that the Florida law was applicable to BMI, but
that If it developed otherwise BMI

Rhythm

a local user.

Va.; 10, Rosedale Beach, Millsboro,
Del.
.
,

Club, Baton Rouge;
Longview, Tex.

Isle,

14,

Palm

Ersklne Hawkins, Jtme 13, Community Center, Petersberg, Va.; 14,
would ajree to give its allied pub- Potomac River Boat Line, Washinglishers, such as E. B. Marks, the ton, D. C; 15, Armory, Danville,
right to license Florida users direct. Va.; 16, June-German Dance, Rocky
The Florida law bars any., one not Mount, N. C; 17, Ocean Beach, Norowning the copyright to deal with folk, Va.; 18, Seaside Park, Norfolk,
.

The, trip to Florida Jin ASCAP's
behalf was made by John G. Paine,
general manager, and Herman Finklestein, of general counsel
is
understood that Florida's attorneygeneral will render an opinion within the next week to the state legislators showing how the present law
can be so amended as to make it'
possible for ASCAP to continue to
operate In the state.

Mt

Woody Herman, June
Hall,

8,

Washington, D. C;

Turner's
U. of

9,

Richmond, Richmond, Va.; 11-17,
Surf Beach Club, Virginia Beach,
Va.
Milt Hertb, June 14, indef., Syracuse hotel, Syracuse, N. Y.

June

Inkspota,

Beach

Pier,

Jacksonville
8,
Jacksonville, Fla.; 9,

Two

Spot Club, Jacksonville;
Sunshine Club, Orlando, Fla.;
Broadcast Music, Inc., Issued a Sunset Terrace, W. Palm Beach;
statement Monday (2)' that the de- Harlem Square Club, Miami;

BMI

10,

'Not Affected'

cisions of the U. S. supreme court
against
in the Nebraska and
Florida cases will in 'no substantial

ASCAP

Aud., Tampa;

14,

11,
12,
13,

City Coliseum, Or-

lando.

Isham Jones, Aug.

8,

week, Coney

way aSect either the structure or Island, Cincinnati; Aug. 20-30, Palithe activities of BML' This organi- sades Park, Fort Lee, N. J.
Johnny Lonf, June 7-8, Million
zation, said the statement, has 'already taken steps to comply with all DoUar Pier, AtlanUc City, N. J.;
state statutes appUcable to It.'
9, Basle theaUe, Washington, Pa.; 11,
Motor Co., Elizabeth City,
Also. that the 'very premise upon Perry
N. C; 13, Armory, Newport News,

BMI was founded was that
14-20, Cavalier Beach Club, Virthere should be an avoidance of all Va.;
ginia Beach, Va.
of the
monopolistic features of
Jlmmle Lnnceford,' June '21,' MuniASCAP,' which, says 4he statement,
Bernadino, Cal.; 22,
"have now been held to be illegal.' cipal Aud., San
Los Angeles'; '24-30,
To this the statement adds the as- Shrine Aud., Culver
City, Cal.
Manana,
surance that BMI 'will continue to Casa
Little Jack Little, June 13, Riverbe able to make all of the music
Oshkosh, Wis.; 14, City
B.,
licensed by it available to all music side
Park, Green Bay, Wis.
users in all of the states in the
Abe Lyman, June 7, Meadow
United
which

<

States.'

BHI

Gets Parity With ASCAP
Milwaukee, June 3.

Technical differences in the consent decree signed by the American
Society of Composers, Authors andPublishers with the government and
the one signed by Broadcast Music,
Inc., and the two radio chains NBC
And CBS have been ironed out in an
order signed by Judge F. Byan
.Dufify in federal court.
The chief
difference was in the contractual relations which ASCAP could negotiate under Its decree.
Godfrey Goldmark,. counsel for
BMI, told the court the difference
gave ASCAP a competitive advantage which the government did
not- ..contemplate in obtaining the

•

Paladium, Hollywood, Cal.
Laol Helntyre, June 16, two weeks,

Lantz's Merry-Go-Rqund, Dayton, O.

Johnny Mcssner, ^une 14, 'week.
Coney Island Park, Cincinnati; June
week, Manhattan Beach, N. Y.;
July 20, week. Totem Pole B, Auburndale, Mass.; Aug. i; ioMt weeks,
28,

Fla.;

Sept

8,

Indef.,

McAlpIn

the

field

of copyright

music.

The

which now put
on a parity, bad

modifications,

Tony

Pastor,

June

the-

9,

atre,

Seattle,

June

sel

followed by.Bijl^ Roberts,

•

BMI

r^.^-

ESSEX HOUSE

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT:

JAMES

V. PEPPE

'

3.

Ran Wilde and his orchestra
opened at he Olympic Hotel on May
Harl Smith and band, out of
30.
Olympic, back to Sun Valley.
WUde is in for three weeks, to be

and

Currently

NEW YORK

EAN WILDE IN 8BA.TTLE

the' approval of Thurman Arnold,
chief of the antitrust division of the
Department of Justice, and Victor
O. Waters, special government coun-

ASCAP

And His ORCHESTRA

hotel,

N. Y.

agreements from the parties
volved to cease alleged antitrust
in.

SAMMY KAYE

Jacksonville,

Hotel,

Jacksonvine

Carolina
Greensboro, S. C; 10, Miller
theatre, Augusta, Ga.; 12, Twin City
Club, Wlnston-Salem, N. C; 18, CoN. C;
Mount,
tillion Dance, Rocky
14, Tybee Beach, Savannah, Ga.
AlTino Bey, July 4, Lakeside Park
July
25, week,
Mahanoy City, Pa.;
in- Eastwood Gardens, Detroit

practices

Swing and Sway with

Acres, Topeka, Kan.;.. 10,. Cotton
Club, LubBock, Tex.; 20, four weeks,

^

.

DIRECTION:

NBC RED NETWORK
.

.

.

r-

V

?< I.*".

IM-

,MU3IOi-

CORPORATION OF AMEflICA
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Studios Take Part In

Mutual Network

Hugs

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

Music Clubs Conclave
Hollywood, June

3.

studio musicians^ will help
The joWow'mg tabulation of network popular music performances is con- entertain delegates to the National
fined to WOR, New York release jor Mutual Broadcasting System. Federation of Music Clubs convenThe compilation her wi h covers the week beginning May 26 (Mondav) tion, to be held in Hollywood* Bowl
and ending June 1 (Sunday), jrom 8 a.m. to 2 a.m., and is based on daily June 21.
recapitulatiotis fumiched by Accurate Reporting Service, which maintains
Chairman of the studio group Is
its own listening posts.
Nat W. Finston, who will conduct an
PUBLISHER TOTAL orchestra
TITLE
composed of musickers
Feist
15
I Understand
from all the film lots. They will
Robbins
9
Aurora
play classics and scores from im'9
Remick
I Found a Million Dollar Baby
portant motion pictures.

Film

ISchuberth

Intermezzo
Dolores— 'Las Vegas Nights

Love Me a
Amapola

Paramount
Mayfair

Little Little

Chapel in the Valley
You Stepped Out of a
Nighty Night
Begin the Beguine

Marks
Witmark

Dream— 'Ziegfeld

Girl

Feist

Beacon

Harms

Memory

of a

Melody Lane
Southern
Rose

Music Makers
Tale of Two Cities
When the Sun Comes Out
*Filmusical excerpt.

My

6

Walter Samuels "ind Charles Newsold two songs.to Hal Roach for
use in 'All-American Girl.' Ditties

6
5

areJI'm Up at the Break of Dawn'
and 'I'm a Guy With a Chip On My

Schumann

Broadway
Southern

:..

Warren

;.../.

Porgie

Amapola
Do I Worry ?...^

Two

Hearte That Pass
San Antonio Rose
Band Played On
Walkin' by the River

man

Night

In the

;

.

.

.

Paramount
Marks
.Melody Lane
Marks
Berlin

BMI

*FUmuaical.

4
4

Shapiro

4

Paramount

4

Harms
..BVC

Schuberth
Campbell

-BMI

Sister

Number 10 Lullaby Lane
South of North Carolina.
•Dolores ('Las Vegas Nights')

9

7
7
6

31, 1941)

and I
111 Be with You in Apple Blossom Time
Maria Elena.

4 Shoulder.'
4

BVC

Corn Silk
Do I Worry?
Maria Elena

(Week ending May
Intermezzo
Things' I Love
Hut Sut Song

4
4

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

NBC-CBS Plugs
week

(Records below are grabbing most nickel* this

Get Away front It All
..Wise Old Owl.
For Want of a Star....
Oh! Look at Me Now
G'bye Now
Yours
With a Twist of the Wrist
Hut Sut Song
Everything Happens to Me
High on a Windy Hill

Embassy

Let's

BMI
Marks
Embassy

BMI
Marks

BMI
Schumann
Embassy

BMI

'

1

in jufceboxes throuohout the
distributors from coast to coast,

FT

than one band or vocalist after the title indicates, in
order of 'popuiaritv, whose recordinfls are being played. Figures and names in
parenthesis indicate the number of, week* each tong has been in the listings and
respective publis/icrs.)

^^^^

21
21
20
19
19
19
18
17
17
15

1

AnapOll

2

I

Jimmy Dorsey^.J Decca.

UmleritMi

3

Doleret

4

Appli

6 My

.

(12)

.

Marks

Biulbird.(io>

Blng Crosby. ... I Decca
Tommy Dorsey | Victor.

<
'

.

\

.

Andrawa Slsters.j Decca.

BlessM TiM

^^"'
Goodmanl
{SSS?n|

5 htemen.

-^ht to igndre ASCAP
Buy Masic

major coin-macMne

cotHitry, OS reported by the
to Variety. Names of more

Following compilation of plugs on NBC and Columbia's New York outlets (WEAF, WJZ and WABC) for the week beginning Saturday, May 24,
and ending Friday, Moy 30, from opening to closing, was furnished intact
by Broadcast Music, Inc. This data was not collected by listening posts but
from logs provided BMl by the networks.
Intermezzo
Schuberth
46
Things I Love
Campbell
42
My Sister and I
BMI
38
Do I .Worry?
Melody Lane
38
Amapola
'...Marks
35
Maria Elena
Southern
33
Romantic Guy, I
Nationwide
30
Soilth of- North Carolina
Porgie ..'
30
Two Hearts That Pass in the Night....
Marks
28
Number 10 Lullaby Lane
Warren
26
Until Tomorrow
Repilblic
26
Walkin' by the River
BMI
22

.

(9)

Paramount

(4)

Broadway

.

. .

-'^
(4) Schuberth

Colimibia

aid

Sister

.

I

•

I

Jimmy Dorsey

X

B«mi7<}oodman| Columbia^

.

|

Decca.

.

'

^

Counsel Advises
Directly' Is

^^ C'ontlnned from page

Sense of Conrt Verdict

conclusion of an

Hairy JamM.

(

7 Mnie Makers

.

.

•

Andrawa

I

ASCAP-NBC-CBS

1 Crfumbls^g)
paramount
'^«"»"»''»"''
'
Slsters| Decca. . .
. .

agreement, but of going to the net-

works as soon as the consent deOmaha', June 3.
In .re the upholding of the Ne- cree became effective and offering
braska law (directed at ASCAP as to l9t them broadcast their .new
•monopoly') by the tJ. S. highest
tunes just for the plugs.
In the
court, William J. Hotz,

Omaha

at-

torney Who argued the case before
the supreme court, elucidates as follows: *Thi5 gives Nebraska radio stations-, orchestras and all other music
users In the state the right to Ignore
ASCAP and negotiate directly with
publishing houses and composers on
fees to be paid for use of music now
controlled by, ASCAP.
I suppose
negotiations will be started immediately with publishers and composers
Individually.'

A

radio station exec opined that
the decision affects only the states
which have laws 'outlawing organizations such as ASCAP.'-

White-Smith Files in N.Y.
Albany, June

3.

White-Smith Music Publishing Co.,
a Massachusetts corporation, has surrendered authority to do business in
New York state, but White-Smith
Music Publishing Co., Inc., has been
chartered' to conduct a music pub-

viewpoint of

ASCAP

counsel

8 Oh Look At Me Rew

NBC

9 Band

and Columbia would be violating
the tenns of the consent decree it
they agreed to any such arrangement, since the decree bars an

10 One

ASCAP member

from 'granting licenses or assigning to persons, firms,
corporations or enterprises. Including Broadcast Music, Inc., the right
to license or assign to others the
right to perform publicly for profit
the copyrighted musical compositions whose performing rights are
owned or controlled by members of
the society.'
By virtue of their methods of operation NBC and Columbia would on
obtaining an individual license from
an ASCAP member go through the
process of relicensing the stations on
their networks. And It is this very
process that the consent decree
gives ASCAP the power to regulate
as far as the activities of Its members are concerned.
According to
the consent decree a performing
right must be licensed at the source
but, as ASCAP counsel points out,
that mandate does not open the way
for
the
networks
to
wraken
ASCAP's control over Ita members
by doing business direct with
ASCAP members in behalf of other

1

Played Oi

Tommy Dorwy. J
I WoodyHarmanJ

.

(

.

,i.„^„„„
(8)Einbass!y

•

.

.

,

.

Pecca...

Quy Lombardo-I

(Tommy

Love

Victor.

•

•

((}Iann

Dorsay.l

Miller...]

B}Sfc<")^"or3ter
|

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These Tccordingg ore directly b«loi0 th«
demand on the coin nuichine*.)

Daiij

firit

10 in populaHty, but growing in

Sammy Kay a

r.

Victor. .Republic

fHoraca Heldt.... Columbia

G bye Now

Vaurfin Monroe.. .Bluebird ..BMI
Bluebird
(Horaac Haldt.... Columbia' Schumann

^

Hnt-Sut Sonr

,

•
• •

(

"•^"^ ^'^^
•

Sorrento

*

: :

:S

•

•«<""'^

{m2^'U"i^V.::V.^!"Sk:^- -Beacon
Decca. .Southern
J Woody Hennan
lAl Donahue
Okeh .PD

.

.

Everything Happan.
Until
Let'.

lishing bysines's with principal offices in Manhattan.
Capital stock Is
1,000* shares, no par value.
Directors are Philip Shapiro, Milton DoushkeeS and attorney I.eonard Zissu, of New York City.
licensees.

W

M.....

j^^H^eS.-'.V.Deta •^'"^
"

Tomorrow
Get Away from

Sammy Kaya
It

Wo^H^™-; ;;

aU.;.

.^Victor
•

.

.Republle

-D-^

j

Friendly Tavern Folks.
1

Horaea Heldt.. ..Columbia
Sammy Kaya.
.Victor'

BMI

THEME SONG OF MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE-TIME

YOU AND

A QREAT SONG BY MEREDITH WILLSON

IP SERVICE,
SOLE SELLING AGENT-^MVSIC DEALERS
'

INC,

799 SEVENTH AVENUE

I
NEW YORK

'
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Vote System at

ASCAP

KnoV

Didn't

Criticized
Philadelphia, June

The

But

It's

Defended as Necessary Protection
With Most at Stake
of the

Membership
ciety

of

Composers,

American SoAuthors and

WCAE

to

Those

Has ASCAP Remotes

Pittsburgh, June 3.
Couple of local night spots will
go back on the air shortly with

the by-laws committee and approved
by the board of directors. Amendments went considerably beyond the
reforms required by the terms of

Hearst
station
hasn't signed a contract, agreement
t permits it
to broadcast ASCAP muoutlet.

the Government's consent decree and
broadened in many ways the democratic processes of committee ap-

WCAE

as

its

whenever it is available on the
Mutual network, Arrangement for

i

I

Both Yon filzer, Feist

Kenny Bros. Song

!

h

House

Of

,

Decca

i

'

J

'

j

'

,

;

'

'

I

D

ASCAP

AMERICANS

And NBC-CBS

INCORPORATED

and Publishers on a new licensing
agreement In terms of actual progress the bargaining parties seem io
getting nowhere.

ASCAP

is

'

and female instrumentalists between

offici-

and directors are reconciled to
two networks going through the
paces of trying to work out a deal so

seeking exceptionally talented male

'

als

the

the ages of 16 and 30, and vocalists

long as the Washington situation continues

to

be

them

uncertain .for

between 16 and 25 for the

(NBC-CBS), and if the networks
should suddenly get to the point of
polishing off ^ contract no one would
be more surprised than these selfsame ASCAPites.

(Meanwhile

indi-

vidual ASCAP publishers and highrating writers are still talking about
the retention of a nationally-known
law firm for the filing of triple-damage conspiracy suits against NBC,
CBS and the National Association of
Broadcasters).
From the two networks came the
admission late last week that they

^

YOUNG AMERICANS

'

'

ORCHESTRA

.

.pretty close with ASCAP on
the matter of money, but that there
are many details of the proposed contract that had yet to be setUed. NBC,
for instance, was seeking to have
ASCAP make a Liberal slash in the

were

sustaining

payments from

To Be Conducted by

affiliate

agree to protect the network
on royalty obligations in the case of
states where affiliates weire barred
by law (such as Nebraska and Florida) from dealing with copyright
combinations and to submit what
NBC termed a 'legitimate' per prostations,

gram

RAYMOND

|

plan.

the Columbia-ASCAP front
the negotiations were temporarily
Young Mills is making a swing of brought to a halt last week when
branch offices this
Mills. Music's
Edward Klauber, CBS executive v.p.,
week.
telegraphed the Society (hat perhaps
it would be advisable for either side
to defer further discussions until they
$25,000 SUIT VS.
had had time to digest the practical
Associated Miule Pubs. Co-Defend- effects of the Nebraska-Florida deant In Claim Over 'Ga. Grind'
cision. The telegram concluded with
the suggestion that ASCAP get in
An order declaring Ralph S. Peer, touch with Klauber when it was
doing business as United Publishing ready to resume negotiations. ASCAP
Co., must be examined before trial the following day (Wednesday) adin N. Y. supreme court oh June 12. vised Klauber that It had examined
revealed a $25,000 action against him the decision and that it was ready
and the Associated Music Publishers. to go on with the contract discusJustice John F. sions. Mefford Runyon, CBS v.p., has
Inc., by Bud Allen.
Carew ordered the examination.
been doing most of the preliminary
Plaintiff is the owner of the song, paper work with ASCAP.
'Georgia Grind,' and claims to have
made a deal with Peer for the^ latter
to secure an RCA Victor contract for
PRINCE
the recording of the song and to receive 50% of the royalties. Peer kept
In Songall the royalties, and granted Asso- Come Down in Distress

On

|

PEER

yearly.

Shepard claimsTie recorded over

No Deal

Between

Suit be

I

'

86 selections which sold over 500,000
records, but that he has received
nothing. Kapp is president of Decca
and the other companies are Decca
subsidiar ies or owned by
ecca.

Still

with the American Society of Composers, Authors

power as some one whose
family citizenship dates back four or
An application by Leo Feist, Inc.,
five generations.
to halt its own examination before
Protection
Another objector on this point trial until the examination of Harry.
was feammy Mysels, who said that Von 'Klzer is concluded was granted
yesterday
(Tuesday)
by Judge
he hoped to be n high-rating writer
some day but that that didn't pre- Edward A. Conger in N. Y. federal
court, but the judge split the devent him from wanting to see that
cision by refusing to allow a substieach member's voting power on an
tution of Harry Link in place of
equal basis. A 'vocates of the proAbe Olman. The court ruled that
posed vote weighing arrangement
even t'hough Olman might not know
stated that fc- the organization to
the answers to the questions asked,
be truly democrat^ it was necessary
another, could not be substituted
that those with the more important
without proper notice.
catalogs be invested with some safeVon Tilzer Music Co. and Von
guards from the overwhelming maTilzer individually are suing Feist,
jority which had so much less at
Such a system, it was said, Nick and Charles Kenny, charging
stake.
plagiarism of substantial parts of the
,was founded on a equitable, demoFor everybody to music of 'AH Aboard For Blanket
cratic principle.
'Little Skipper.' Plaintiff's
have an equal vote when their cata- Bay' in
song was written by Von Tilzer in
log investments varied enormously
defendants' song placed
would be something leaning more 1910, and the
on the market Jan. 1, 1939. An into communism.
accounting of profits and
Louis Bernstein,, chairman of the junction,
are asked.
by-laws committee, presented the damages
amendments 'to the membership,
while Gene Buck, ASCAP prez, pre- Sidney Mills Prof Mgr.
sided.
Before the meeting was adjourned a vote of thanks was passed
Uncle's Music
for Buck and the current board of
Sidney Mills has been named gendirectors.
eral professional manager of Mills
Music, Inc.
He's a son of Irving
Mills, partner in the firm, and he
Shepard's
comes from the American Academy
of Music, another Mills publishing
Soit Vs.
Records house.

insufficient to state an appropriate
cause of action.
Shepard claims that In November,
1937, Williams, an employee of Decca,
persuaded him to sign a contract
with Decca which called for 25%
royalties- on the safe of all sheet
music and a minimum of 24 records

THE LEAGUE
OF YOUNG

to the negotiations

Cross-Examinations Of

loting

Ollie
suit
Shepard's
$100,000
against Decca Records, Jack Kapp,
J. Mayo Williams, the State Street
Music Publishing Co., Mayo Music,
Chicago Music Co. and Record Artists Music Co. was dismissed Wednesday (29) by Justice Bernard I.
Shientag in N. Y. supreme court.
The court ruled the complaint was

a

(28).

NBC and Columbia spokesmen
vember from NBC Red to Mutual,
and has already started to give MBS have during the past week contribprograms a big push.
uted some mathematical calistljenics

'

those who protested
against this vote basis was George
Whiting. He said that he couldn't
member
every
why
understand
shouldn't have an equal_ vote in
electing the directors. For an analelecAmerican
to
the
pointed
ogy he
tive system where an alien once he
becomes a citizen has the same bal-

$100,000

Wed.

WCAE

j

Among

Kayo

last

Guardia's speech was'to go on
the air, Berlin tried to lead the
crow4,in singing some of his hit
tunes. 'The attempt was a frost
No one knew the words.

WCAE

j

3.

ban
in

Irving Berlin appeared to sing
his 'God Bless America,' While
killing time before Mayor La-

the present will make it necessary
for
to feed remotes to MBS
and then have the web re-broadcast
it into Pittsburgh channels.
Celebrating' its
resumption
of
ASCAP niusic, station last night (2)
broadcast half hour longer than
usual, until 2 a.m., carrying music
of Art Jarrett, Jan Savitt and Dick
Gasparre.
switches in No-

|

and amendment adoption.
Major objections voiced at the
meeting had to do with the new
methods of vote weighing. Under
by-laws author-comthe revised
poser members are entitled to one
vote for each $20 received during the
previous calendar year in domestic
royalties from the Society, while the
ratio for publishers is one vote per
$500.

with

ASCAP

striking fashion at the 'Fight for
Freedom' rally at Convention

Although

sic

•

reviews

classifications

pointments,

music,

effect of the

on the radio showed up

HaU

Publishers at a special meeting in
the Hotel Astor, N. Y., Monday (2)
ratified intact the amendments to the
articles of association as reported by

ASCAP

VAN HEUSEN,

ciated

public
plaintiff claims
certain

performing

PAIGE

HURT

Applicants Must

in seeking
rights,
Joey Stool, former professional $25,000 damages.
Songwriter Jimmy Van Heusen
of the ABC Music in New
[Peer is currently on a tour of his
Graham Prince are
York, heading Berlin Music's Los South American subsidiary compa- and arranger
nursing injuries sustained last week
Angeles branch.
nies].
in a forced landing the two made
in
from Hollywood in
while flying
Van Heusen's plane. Ship came
down on a mountain about 70 miles

Be American

And Apply by

writer's Private Plane

Citizens

Mail Only to the

manager

from Nashville, Tenn., Van Heusen
walking away from it with an arm
fractured in three places and a lacerated nose, and Prince receiving rib

You'll Understand

Why

It Fit.

Any

ProRram When You

injuries.

Crash was blamed on faulty replacement of a gasoline tank cap
when the two stopped for fuel in
Little Rock, Neb. Cap flew 6ff and

RECORDING OF

HINDUSTAN
In

A

Conga

Rhythii

FOBSTER PUBUCATION

39

Wocjls

suction created by the plane's flight
siphoned the gas from the tank.
Plane is a new one which Van HeuIt
sen flew to the Coast last fall.

was

lightly

damaged.

Van Heusen's latest tunes are those
rom Blng Crosby's fUm 'Road- to
Zanzibar.'

League Headquarters
,

;

HOTEL ROOSEVELT,

NEW YORK

'

Wednesday, June

yAUDEVnXE

40

HIRSCH-KATZ CLEARED

NT. Commissioner Moss in New Drive
To License Agents, Aided by Verdict
Of

U.S.

Supreme Court Limiting Fees
,

HELLER CONVINCED
License Commissioner Paul Moss,
on the basis of the recent U. S.
Supreme Court decision upholding So He's Leavinf His PiU Nllcry for
employment
limit
to
Spot Booklnis
right
state
agency commissions, is launching a
Pittsburgh, June 3.
new drive to license all talent repre-

Minneapolis, June

3.

Hereu)i(h appears a Variety review o/ o N. Y. Palace bill of 20 years
Harry Hlrsch and Harry Katz ago. The intention is to reprint these iceehty using the relative week of
who operate the Alvin (burlesque) 1921 tvith the current date of issue. No special reason in reviving these
have been cleared of non-payment reviews other than the interest thev may have in recalling tTte acts uihich
In were playing at that time, the manner of putting together a big time show
of Federal ^ amusement taxes.
dismissing tfie charges against them. (booking) which radio stations may find pertinent, and as a resume of the
Judge G. • F. SuUlvan in Federal style of vattdeuiUe reviewing of that day.
,

court,
I
I

1941

The Good Old Days

OF AMUS. TAX CHARGE
;

4,

however, levied a

line of $500

Amus. Corp.,
which they head and which pleaded
against

the

Follies

(Reprinted from Vabiety of June

PALACE,

guilty to the charge.

Unaware

'

that

any criminal

3,

1921)

N. Y.

of-

^ big show; that goes for the running time, but more pertinently the
general merit of the bill. There were three production acts— the Santley
gawyer revue, William. Seabury's 'Frolics' and the Four, Marx Brothers
That brought the number of acts down to eight, but the show, off to a two
o'clock Monday matinee start, did not ring down until 5:25. Clouds up to
overture time may have helped the over-capacity draw, which was treated
to a real holiday card.
brother, Sol Heller, operates, figures
tions.
All arrears now are paid up.
The Marx Brothers are a quick repeat in their new 'On the Mezzanine
percenters who are proven personal spot is now in the bag, result of reFloor,' and that is no surprise. After the Palace showing about six weeks
managers rather than merely liaison cently-instituted name policy, and
between an employer and a per- will pull out middle of this month
ago, it was reported the brothers would take the turn off and make it into
former.
a three-act sliow. The excellent -fashion in which the act works out in
for Brandt Inn, Burlington, Ontario,
vaudeville probably led to a change of plans, for It is a whale of a trick
in and goes from there to Loew's State,
hand
Moss'
Commissioner
in the twice daily.
licensing agents was considerably New York, for a dueek.. and then -toThe 'interpolation' of Benny Leonard, the world's lightweight, boxing
strengthened last week by the con- Capital, Washington.
champion, added to the fun. Last week the fistic flash showed with the
It'll be first time he's been away
viction Wednesday (28) in Special
Marxes in an uptown house, but the champ's date in Jersey next week to
Sessions court of James A. Victor, from Yacht Club in more than three
mix it with Rocky Kansas made it imperative for him to stick to training.
an agent, for doing business without months. Even while on Ted Fio-Rito
Without Benny the act raij 50 minutes, including 'Red's' speech.
a license. Victor comes up for sen- radio program' out of Chicago, he
Leo Mprx is more the true comedian than in any of -the family's former
tence June 11.
used to fly there just for the show
Hartford, June 3.
offerings. He is a 'papa' of the 'Mezzanine' turn as much as ever before.
Since taking office. Commissioner so as not to miss a session at his
,
Definite
indications
have been As a quick thinker he qualifies with the fastest in vaudeville. Twice he
Moss, a Mayor LaGuardia appointee nitery.
displayed
that Monday. Once when 'Red' muffled the bottle of booze. It
and brother of B. S Moss, once a
given that the controversial 10 p.m.
fell to the floor.
The brothers showed teamwork that resembled a shortleading theatre operator, has frecurfew law applied to femrne mu- stop backing up a second baseman. 'Pasquale' quickly picked up the
bottle
quently attempted to force all the- S.F.
sicians and entertainers
will be and dashed off. But Leo. made pretense of sopping up the spilled 'licker'
atrical agents to be licensed. In two
instances there were test cases, inamended. Both the senate and house on a kerchief and using it as perfume.
There
were
several
changes
over
the
first Palace showing and some new
volving Charles H. Allen, then partof the General Assembly have passed
laughs. Leo supplied most of the new stuff.
When informed that 'Mr,
nered with Jack Curtis, and -William
a bill amending the statute. It goes
Gould had lost most of his money before he died,' he replied: 'Yes, I know;
Shilling.
In both the City CorporaSan Francisco, June 3.
tion Counsel, prosecuting for the
Palace hotel's Rose Rooni is now to Governor Hurley for signaturing. he tried to run a Ford agency in Palestine.' 'On the Mezzanine' sounded
License Department, lost.
Under amendment, any femme %n- like a new song number, and it is pretty. Instead of the jazz band finish
definitely out of the red and will
Since then, however, there have splurge vJuly 10 with the De Marcos, tertainer over 21 would be permitted there was an ensemble of oifly those in the act. Hattie Darling, only feabeen a couple of civil suits by per- Carl Ravazza's orch, Bernice Park£ to work under a permit from the tured member of the support, showed something on her violin. Also in the
way she wore her frocks.
formers against agents, or vice versa, and John Buckmaster. Improvement
State Commissioner ot Labor and
With the Marx act over at 5:10, there was a wait for Bobby McLean, who
In which the salient evidence was is credited to Bill Brown, who took
Factory iQspection. Hours of em- closed the show. Proportionately few people left the house. Leo Marx
that the agents were unlicensed. The over in October, 1939, after the
ployment are restricted to 40 a week stepped in oo skates on McLean's introduction, supplied laughs and came
courts ruled against the agents. As Room had lost $28,000 in one year.
During Brown's initial year he and not more than eight in one day. in on the finish. If he forgets and wears a hip flask, it will be fatal. Jack
a result, the License Department has
Person to whom permit is issued Pomeroy, Burke and Blue were out of the act at the matinee, probably
succeeded in ticketing many agents crawled over the line to emerge $2;In the past couple of years, but there 500 in the black. So far this season would have to establish to Labor because of the lateness. McLean contented himself with the jumping stunts
Commissioner that her sole occupa- and a display of his really dazzling speed on the 'ice.'
he is already ahead $3,500.
are still many unlicensed.'
Holding oVer for a second week the cameo couple, Joseph Santley and
The Artists Representatives Assn.
Following Ravazza, Brown has re- tion is that of a professional enterIs planning to have an amendment booked
two of the bands which tainer or musician. Permits will be Ivy Sawyer displayed 'Klick KlicK,' which, like their last season's revue,
introduced in Albany at the next ses- helped turn the tide, Henry Busse issued gratis for such time as the was staged by Hassard Short. The class of Sar(tley teamed with the daintision of the state legislature which comings in Aug. 21, and Ray Noble Commissioner sees fit, not exceed- ness and sweetness of Miss. Sawyer makes almost anything they do a dewill exempt theatrical representa- due in October.
Current is Ozzie ing one year. This would prevent light. 'Klick Klick' is new and novel in its entrances, crisp and .fresh in
tives from the 5%-commission limit Nelson with Harriet Hillard.
necessity of taking out a permit for its dressing. The two full-stage scenes, with t))e neatly worked camera
stipulated in the Labor Law covering
each appearance.
device and later the moon and runway, both brought pleasing numbers.
employment agencies. When queried
Hard hit by the. bill will be the For the latter Miss Sawyer showed for the first time in short skirts, and
whether he would help the show biz
so-called small-time bookers. Great tot so slender a type she was alluring. She was dainty on her toes as with
agents in this. Commissioner Moss
part of their acts are culled from everything else she does. Santley's 'Summer Stars Are Shining' proved
stated last week 'that a decision of
^Contlnned from page 3;
the semi-pros (those who work other the revue's prettiest number, though Miss Sawyer had something with a
that kind would 'have to come out
good melody in 'Spanish Love.' In lighting as in production, skill and
jobs, but mak« an extra dollar or
of Mayor LaGuardla's office.
tures.
The actor is balking at be- two
on the side).' Will also prevent inventiveness "shown through. Santley and Sawyei* did not aim for a
ing shifted over to Music Corp. of
many of them. from using highschool punch. That is something they do not need. But there came freely the
America on latter's takeover of CBS' kids. Estimated approximately 90% response that earned the clever lyric from Santley and- another look at
talent subsid.
o( all femme acts in the state are the Miss Sawyer.
A registered letter meantime. went those in the below 21 or semi-pro
William Seabury has been showing his 'Frivolics' dance revue in the
out from AFRA to its membership to class.
hinterland. He brought it back a better act, for, while the. settings and
vote by June 12 on their attitude
routine are unchanged in general, there are some hew members in the
concerning
the
MCA-CBS deal.
company, and they stand out. More particularly, there is Beth Cannon,
AFRA lawyers aver that there is
a little miss who should win a name on Broadway. She showed the snapChicago, June 3.
ON HIS
piest little way in the opening tango. Then on her toes sh? recorded a
Hearst Herald-American army even an ice company decision that
Pittsburgh, June 3.
spontaneous hit. Miss Cannon does something new in ioe dancing. Percamps shows and units, which had could sustain any balking actors,
Joe Delisle, big blonde lad with haps hers may. be classed a stunt, but it is certainly there from the front.
aroused favorable comment by de- where it was' ruled some years ago
fense and army leaders, have been that evem a business such as de- Tom Gleason's Royal Guards, vocal The Hope Sisters are still in the act and performing nicely. Others are
called off for the summer due to the livering ice to customers was a per- sextet with Abe Lyman for the last Rose Stone, Ramona and Sylvia Barden, with Jose Richman making himself
fact that most of the soldiers will sonal service,' and hence couldn't be year, left act here last week to go noticed at the piano.
The 'Frivolics' closed^ intermission, drawing down
out on his own as a single under the biggest applause score of the afternoon.
be involved in long-range maneuvers, 'sold down the river.'
Jack Malloy, H-A managing editor.
The trade, meantime, believes that personal management of Harry
'Dance Me' Dotson, the colored stepping single, sold his routine so well
Instigated the- production of the this or the proposed William Morris- Gourfain, of New York's Strand the- on second that he came near stopping the show. He won the first big reshows for the army camps. Under NBC Artists Bureau deal, or any atre.
turns with the Scotch step. In stalling for breath for his finale, he asked
the set-up, the H-A'' guaranteed all others, could conceivably pave the
Deal with Gourfain was made if anyone had a fountain pen, then mopped his brow with a blotter. It
expenses of the shows.
way for much talent-raiding among when Royal Guards played Strand in was a big laugh.'
the agencies, should certain actors January but didn't go into effect
Two numbers later, Boyle and Kramer, started in quickly. Kramer

At the
sentatives in New York.
same time. Commissioner Mass, in a
form letter, has notified all licensed
agents that they must conform to the
state law limiting commissions to 5%.
Only possible exception are those 10-

Jackie Heller, half-pint singer who
has been turning down all outside

{TardTlay^Tn^'m^Wng

TJ^w^kW

^.riin^»Tl.r/
payments during
a very unproflUble
operation of the Alvin with a vaudengagements for last several months film policy. Reports were made reg
in order to put oyer Yacht Club,
ularly, but the internal revenue de
local
nitery which he
and his partment did not press the Qollec-

'

;

LIFnNG CURFEW

ON CONN. FEMS

'

HOTEL CAFE OUT

OF RED; BOOKS NAMES

'

'

'

;

Danny Kaye

ARMY MANEUVERS CALL
OFF H-A CAMP SHOWS

'

OWN

SBUSLE

{

!

object to shifting their affiliations.

Gonrfain Quits as

Stager to Write Play

Bluenoses in

New

said he -wouldn't dp any dancing because he didn't want to 'make a bum
out of Dotson.' That brought the colored boy on again, demanding to know
what it was all about. The pair of them made a 'contest' of it, Dotson
stepping first. During the dance Kramer told him he didn't have a chance
and he was running tenth. He singled and a doUble dance worked out
well and took Dotson out of the picture. Boyle :.nd Kramer scored with
surety. The latter is sporting a pair of 'pants' that would be funnier minus
two grease spots.
Ciccolini took up the running after intermission, displaying his splendid
voice with the routine that had one number in English. An accomplished
piano accompanist played brilliantly while the operatic tenor changed and
encored in. 'one' in 'Pagliacci.' The matinee crowd was not exactly a
unsuccessful fight to 'tone down' the gathering to enthuse over the routine, but the handsome Italian made his'
French Quarter, but under the mil- usual distinct impression,
itant leadership of Mrs. Elizabeth i
The three Lordons opened.
Ibee.
Werlein, social and civic leader, a
resident of the quarter, the red light
cently was 70 years young, will be
area has been banished and other
Saranac
Lake
surprised to learn that the £ang of
improvements have been made. Now
this Colony are taming a buck deer
the group wants the city to refuse
By Happy Benway
to be let loose near Camp Intermisto issue permits for new bars and
sion so that he can bag his annual
night spots and to limit number to
Saranac Lake, June 3.
those now in operation.
Your columnist Is mastering a set- wild (?) buck.
The Will Rogers hospital topped
In spite of the clean-up move now back that has kept him in bed for
in progress, the Old Quarter's bright the past two weeks.
Situation well with visitors during Decoration Day.
Over 20 states were represented, aclights continue to draw their pa- in hand, states his medico.
irons from dark to dawn, as they
Harry (Juggling) Barrett licked a cording to checkup on auto plates.
Bryce Lavigne,
Johnny Penn,
have for over a century past. But recent operation and is getting back
the operators plainly admit they're a into circulation at his 302 Broadway Bobby Puffer and Clyde Chagnon
bit worried because the Mayor and cottage. Barrett has also lost nearly manage to take time out to entermembers of the commission council all of his eyesight His son, Charlie, t^'n the ozoning gang, which is tops
with the bedders.
have been under political fire for doing fairly well.
Eddie Burke, Irish tenor of Hensome time and, with an election comhere has hooked up with
ing up soon, might take steps to the NBC Blue and adds two local derson's, Coney Island, days and a
Bronx product, to the Bigtown for
'clean up.'
announcers to its staff.
Only last week a stag party at
Thanks to Billy (Scratch) Wallace, vacash; first in years.
Tudor Cameron now connected
Witich' several of the quarter's best burlesque comic, for his good wishes
with the Diehn Film Co. of St Louis.
known strip teasers performed was and mags to the Colony.
raided and over 100 patrons arrested.
Uncle Henry Berllnghoff, who reWrite to those who Me ilL

until first of this month.

{

WB

Drive to

Gean

:

Harry Gourfain, after three years
as stager of the pit shows at Warner
Bros. Strand, New York, is resigning to^devote himself to collaborating
with Sidney Fields on a legit farce
with music titled 'Here's Mud in
Your Eye.' Gourfain's last assignment at the Strand will be the show
headlining

June

'

Guy Lombardo, opening

20.

Gourfain will spend July and August at Grossinger's, Ferndale, N.' Y.,
a$ stager of the shows* there, with
all spare time devoted to his writing
Job with Fields. Besides writing the
play, they will also produce it on
Broadway. Another probable Gourfain c<)npection in the fall will be
,

Milton Blackstone Advertising
Agency, in the radio department.
has not yet chosen a successor
for Gourfain as stager at the Strand.
the

WB

TBENTON'S BUBLESK
Trenton, June 3.
Burlesque returned to I^enton for
the first time in more than a decade
on Memorial Day, when Allen Gilbert's 'New York Follies', opened^ a
week's engagement at the Victory:
Gilbert plans d full suipmer geiAis'

.

ter" here; It -business warraniai

Up

Nev^ Orleans French Quarter

'

i

New

Orleans, June 3.
The night spots in the French
Quarter vivid memory In the minds
of thousands who have visited this
historic section of the south's leading metropolis are under fire. Calling attention to 'immoral, obnoxious
and digusting conditions' in the area,
a group of civic leaders have for-

,

—

—

mally asked Mayor Robert S. Maestri for restrictions governing night
spots, bars and women in the Quarter.

.

In an effort to make the quarter
quieter and more sedate; the group
asks principally that the city prevent
more bars with hostesses from being
established near private homes. The
group has protested to the mayor
that there are now over 100 bars, a
great many of which are 'alleged
night clubs,' in 66 square blocks of
survey made some
the section.
time ago showed 71 bars In nine
'::'ni7l'i>i{I
squares, ib is.'ChBrged,
Property 'owners i^nd-illoutelidKlf
ers for some years ihavei.wagbd'ian

;

;
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Rockwell s

GAC Joins Wm.

In Dickers for
NBC

1»

NBC

with the William Monls Agency and
General Amus. Corp. (Tommy Rockwell) on the sale of Its Artists Bu-

Bestry

was the

first

out

sent

to

WQXR

who

is

record

Been

dabbUng

in

show

biz,

Meanwhile, CBS' board of direc-

SHOWS

.

now up

to the stock-

Latter is
bolders for ratification.
expected to take from 60 to BO days,
which means that the deal will not

tary.

last

summer.

RKO

CBS

>

the

CBS

FCC

THEATRE CAFE

Chicago, June

Theatre-Cafe,

formerly

S.

Michael

Theatre-Cafe, closed down
early last Thursday (20) morning.
Saturday (31) the shuttering was

Todd's

I

made permanent when Mayor Edward Kelly rescinded the spot's

'

Ucense.

management contract.
While
hasnt as many concert names
tmder contract as the Columbia Concerts Corp., it has such potent attractions as the Ballet Russe,' Marian
Anderson, Fritz Kreisler and Sergei
-Rachmaninoff. Other' names under

;

sold out his controlling interest in
the spot. The buyers, police claim,
were backed by gangsters and- immediately gave the huge nitery a

der

I

NBC

I

I

j

—

'wide open' policy. Todd had ran
the Theatre-Cafe as a family spot
and, on selling out, demanded his

name be taken

George Jessel was the headon the closing show, with
Lou Holtz havtog been set and ad-

vertised to open on Friday (30).

the, management of the NBC Artists
This marks the third important
Bureau are Fibber McGee and Molly,
'Information, Please,' Dorothy' La- Chicago nitery. to shutter in the past
•mour, Dinah Shore, 'Vvette, Frank month, two others having been
sloughed by the coppers on gamBlack, among others.
Meantime, CBS Artists is readying bling chargesr^These were the swank
to move over to
pronto, in- Colony Club and the Alabam, right
across the street from each other on
stead of waiting 60-90 days.
Is^dding an extra half-floor in its the near-northside.
Squibb Bldg. h.q. to accommodate
the lecture department's staff of 17.

MCA

AGVA

MCA

I

'

Columbia
fornia,

Management

subsidiary

of

of

CBS

3.

Ky. Hotel for Nitery

CaliArtists

Bureau, will pass to Music Corp. of
Pete Schmidt and his son, Glenn,
America control as soon as word is
formerly operators of the Beverly
received here that CBS board of diNewport, Ky.,
rectors and stockholders have rati- Hills Country Club,

I

'

I

[

buy of CBS artists in New are revamping the Glenn hotel,
Management here has 85 clients on Newport, and will open to July with
Remodeling job is said
its list and a staff of 10 headed by a nitery set.

fied

MCA

I

j

!

,

be costing $50,000.
Miles Ingalls, who books Beverly
Hills out of N. Y., win do the same
Show budget
for the Glenn hotel.
for the latter spot will be around
$1,500 weekly, modest to comparison
with the Beverly Hills' telent out-

I

lay.

William Forbes.

to

'CRAZY WITH HEAT' SET

I

Berle-Lopez to Break In

""ton, and by offertog them
that was adopted by
circuits the following
day, succeeded In havtog the pickets
Jack Naples, owner of the N.T.G. called off from to front of the FlatReviews, was ordered Monday (2) bush, Brooklyn, and Windsor, Bronx,
to serve a bill of particulars on the now playing Wee 8i Leventbal tour-

aU ff^^'^f*
the major

I

•

,

I

Addle

Co.,

Inc.,

Sharbu Operating ing

Robinson Operating

Corp.,

Brandt pointed out to
the teamsters that his houses were

Co., Inc.,

legiters.

and

Hammer

j

.

For N. Y. Par

b Staten

The New York Paramount

1939. Naples was to receive 50% of
the gross and a mmimum guarantee
Brandt cancelled
of $3,300 a week.
Is. the agreement Nov. 24, 1939, costing
Naples other dates he might have

made
Is

lined

Lopez'

WABN

A

•

'

for his revue,

it Is

alleged.

af-

fording next week's show (11), topby Milton Berle and Vincent
band, a one-day break-in
(10) at the Paramount In Stapleton,
•Crazy With the Heat' unit has
Island. The house hasn't had
Staten
been booked by Warner for the
'
ICPIS. NTTEBIES
a stage show in at least eight years.
Mtoneapolls, June 3.
Eafle, Washtogton, w^ek of June -19,
Besides Berle and Lopez layout
With the Stanley, Pittsburgh, ImmeTaverns and niteri.es where liquor includes Joan Merrill, Varsity 8 and
They'll play three
diately following.
booking at the is sold have been warned by the The Jansleys.
general that child per- shows in the one day on Staten
attorney
state
20th Century, Buffalo, Is also pendformers—amateurs or professionals Island.
'tog. Miles Ingalls is agenting. •
prohibited under state laws
has been breakPar
Formerly,
the
—are
Ed Sullivan, N. Y. News columnist,
from appearing In such establish- ing In the Broadway shows at the
Is touring the tab version of the
Ritz, Newburgh, N. Y., but that
Broadway revue, though not per- ments.
reno^
undergoing
presently
house
Is
Many of the places have been ussonally
stars
Unit
appearing.
vatlons.
WlUle Howard.
ing the children In amateur shows.

FOR WASH., Pnr DATES

;

^etrY^^reXb^hPs^'ir a"?^^'; I^er^^^'^S^^cr
C'tJ.
beginning In December, f^^*
^^^^1°
theatres

'

'

NTG REVUE CANCELLED,
^_ ,
niTiin ri/vn nt\n
FOR M
uvuM, mvM
BRANDT SUED
Viimiira
20G

William Brandt, whom he Is [affording the union unlooked-for
suing for $20,250. Justice Ernest L. |,vork by keeping open with legit In
In the N. Y. supreme court the summer, but that the teamsteri
ordered bill.
lyere jeopardizing the project.
^
^
^ ,
Naples claims breach of contract,
present at the meeting in Moskosaymg that he had made a deal with
tabllshed.
office, plus Murtha and O'DonIn taktog the post of executive Brandt, operator of all three cor- „ell, were representatives from Warsecretary. Griffin had to resign from
IVfl'' ^''^^^^I'^.nArJ^t^n^f^l''" Bros., Paramount, RKO, Roxy
((Continued on page 42)

AGVA

Schmidts Reyamping

Hollywood, June

when first taktog the
Griffin,
administrative post last FebIn
ruary, worked without salary.
April, after he had pointed out to
the Four A's that the press of
work was so great he was neglecting his regular Income channels, a
salary of $75 was voted him. This
rate of pay will continue for the
paid Hadtime being, though
dock $125 weekly. The new national
board informed Griffin that a raise
will be In order when the trend of
the union's finances is definitely es-

AGVA

,

i

Coast Snbsid in Deal

AGVA

—

!

off.

liner

;

^

:

Police a couple of weeks ago arAccording to the
eight employees of the TheConcert Corp., for rested
atre-Cafe for selliifg booze to minors.
year ending June 7, 1938,
This was after Michael Todd had

board.

report, the

the fiscal
did a gross business of $426,413 and
showed a net profit of $94,033.
The sale of NBC's Artists iBureau
will include the concert, lecture, theatre and radio performers it has un-

OF AGVA

|

CLONES AFTER PINCH

Concerts Corp.

The essential terms for the sale of
CBS' 65% interest in the Columbia
Concerts Corp. back to the individual
managers who have been directing
that subsidiary's affairs have also
been set, but not yet voted upon by

ized.

.

An

CHI

AS COAST SEC

Morton Downey was elected

Neither James C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of
Musicians, nor Jack Rosenberg, prez
of N. Y. Local 802, were invited to
the meeting, held in the office of
Charles. C. Moskowitz, Loew's thetary and Dewey Barto, who effected
atre operating head. Both had been
Haddock's dismissal, resigned as
Leslie Litomy, organizer In New adamant against the teamsters'' depresident, again has duly designated York, has been sent to the Coast as mands, but neither could be reached
pilots at the helm. All three newly executive secretary of the American for comment on the settlement as they
chosen officials have long records In Guild of 'Variety Artists local there. had left for the AFM convention in
show business, in direct contrast to He was appointed by the national Seattle, starting June 9. Both Pelayman Haddock, Griffin's , experi- office for a three-month trial period, trillo and Rosenberg had flatly nixed
ence including songwriting' acting after which it will be decided the teamsters' demands that' they
and nitery columning for the Sun- whether or not he'U hold the job carry musicians' instruments and
day Inquirer over a period of 35 permanently.
props into theatres at the rate ot
Xears.
Litomy succeeds Lee Travers, who $10 per man daUy and $20 per man
The exact, vote on Griffin is not held the office for one month on a at night.
known, but is said to have been loanout from the Screen Actors
Avert Stagehand Move
virtually unanimous.
Others who Guild, with which he Is an organTheatre men called the meeting
were nominated for the executive izer, to fill in during the emergency
when it was reported to them that
secretary post were Alan Corelli, created by the dismissal of Kenneth
the executive board of the Internahead of Theatre Authority; Tom Howard by the Coast locaj board,
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Phillips,
head of Uie Burlesque Latter requested Kenneth Thomson,
Employees was on the verge ot meetArtists Assn., and Bob Edwards, who executive secretary of the SAG, to ujg
declaring that stagehands
is
executive secretary of AGVA's administer the affairs of the AGVA
,nuBt not pass the teamsters' picket
Cincinnati local.
local and Thomson put Travers to jines.
This would have closed all
Besides Downey, only one other the post until a permanent appototthe stage show houses In N.Y., plus
name, that of Harry Richman, was ment could be made.
the legit musicals, as it had preventproposed as president. Richman Is
When Thomson first appototed
the showing the previous Tuesa member of AG'VA's new national Travers there was criticism {roni the l^y
of 'Charley's Aunt' at
board and was present at the meet- naUonal office to N. Y., but this
Flatbush, Brooklyn. Tom Muring. However, there was no opposi- quickly died down when it was disjha, head of stagehands' local to
tion to Henry Dunn as treasurer.
cerned that -rrayers was doing an Brooklyn and president of the CenNewly elected officers and board okay job. CriUcism was due to the
Labor Council, was tovlted to
take hold of AG'VA with the variety fact that Travers was orlgtoally a
the confab. He then suggested that
actors union in the best financial Hoyt-Haddock-sponsored
executive the theatre men
call Edward 0'l3on.shape since it was started by the to
Haddock appointed Trav- nell, business agent for the teamAssociated Actors and Artistes of
Philly
executive secretary of the
sters and running the union in th«
America as replacement for the dls-i j^^gj^ f
which Travers was sub- absence of Martto Lacey, who Is ill,
enfranchised American Federation of jequently ousted and sent to Chicago
O'Donnell agreed to the theatre
It's
(Ralph Whitehead).
Actors
national represenUtive. Dismissed men's ideas and the pickets were
stated that AGVA now has close to ^^^^
j^^er post, Travers con- called off by four o'clock Thursday
$8,000 to the bank, as against the
sAG on the Coast
afternoon.
completely depleted treasury when
The previous day, William Brandt,
Griffin and a special Four A's comof the Brandt theatres, appeared bemittee took over.
fore the executive board of the teamGrlflto Worked Sans Pay

Stage drought affects the Palace,
and Keith's, Boston, only
theatres playing vaude this week.Cleve.,

idea of the artists bureau's business can be gleaned from the Federal Communications Commission's
report on chain broadcasting, which
reported the CBS Artists Bureau as
having done ,a gross business of
$104,757 for the year ending Jan. 1,
1938, with a net profit of $82,671.

Nitery Thursday

-

by the board as national president,
and Henry Duiin (Cross & Duiin)
was re-elected treasurer.
Thus AGVA, for the first time
leading since Hoyt Haddock was dismissed
Friday some months ago as executive secre-

RKO, once the nation's
circuit, starting this
(6) will not have a vaude bill in a
Same straight film
single house.
policy prevailed In the early part of
vaude

be finally consummated imtil then.
Exact terms of the deal have not
been disclosed, but it's reported MCA
about $175,000 for the
Is paying
CBS Artists Bureau, plus taking
over the latter's entire personnel and
making Herbert I. Rosenthal, artists
bureau executive v.p., a v.p. of MCA.

erator,

HVood

UTOMY PICKED

chiefly legit.

final decision

Virtually

RICHMAN BEATEN

library.'

Music Corp. of America, with the

Elected

Oat of

RKO WITHOUT
ANY STAGE

tors last week (28) ratified the sale
of that networks' artists bureau to

—

New York's major circuits and
one leading indie theatre chain opin an emergency meeting
(26), were able to reach
Unanimously
an agreement with the Teamstera
Union that terminated the picketMaxie Rosenbloom pulled out of ing, of all pop -priced stage show
Slapsy Maxie's management In Hol- houses and legit
musicals in N.Y.
lywood.
Theatre men promised the teamsters
Sammy Lewis is nmning the spot, they would
'use their good offices'
First meeting of the newly elected with Ben Blue buyhig In.
to effect an. amicable adjustment
national board of the American
with the musicians' union, with
Guild of 'Variety Artists was held
wHom the teamsters were principal*
Monday (2) afternoon, and out of It
ly in dispute, and also assured the
emerged Gerald Griffin, who has
teamsters that they would see to it
been acting as general administrator
that every truck carrying musicians'
pro tern of AG'VA for the past few
Instruments and props en masse for
months, as national executive secredelivery to theatres would be union-

WINS

last

with the latter Interested If certain
stipulations are met by NBC. Still
another feeler mentiona Al Bloomingdale, of the department store
scion,

Pact Averts Stagehands' Action

Another observed, 'Now AI
Grossman will take over the

to

week a feeler was
General Amusement,

taking over the

Issue;

Have hong Records In
Show Biz
New Exec
Secretary Believed to Have Slapsy Maxie Pols

Talent Bureau.

enter the talks on a d^al, but what
this agency's counter-ofler was is not

known. Late

Is

AFM

With Teamsters on
All 3

last year.

office

N.Y. Theatres Reach Agreement

AS PREZ,

Bureau

The merger has Inspired the
wags, one observing that Harry

reau subsidiary; NBC's Artists Bureau claimed a $300,000 net profit

The Morris

Artists

DQIEY

Addt MCA-CBS Gags

'conversations'

.holding

Morris

41

S. F.

Stairway to Stars

Lowers

Its

Talent Nut

I.

"P

hf"ds

:

the
I

^*Yt

8"f^B""''tthe report that the stage-

to N. Y.. might decide to balk,

lATSB men had been walking

through the teamsters' pickets. ThU
brought down the wrath of the haul.
ers' union upon the stagehands, the
teamsters then refusing to haul the
scenery of legit shows to reprisal
against the stagehands. Thus 'White
Cargo' opened at the Adams, Newark, sans scenery and the Shuberts*
premiere of 'Snookle,' at the Golden
jlast night (Tuesday), was placed in

i

jeopardy.
San Francisco, June 3.
lA Criticism
Joe Tenner says he has booked
It's reported that rank and file
Gypsy Rose Lee into his new Stairu
_i
jj
way to the Sters nitery starttog next members of the stegehands" union
Wednesday (11). Nick Lucas Is curi cr^lclzed the order to Ignore th«
picket lines of a sister American Fed;•j^t
B<ioktogs haveibeen switched frotnieratioa of Labor union. This may
MCA'^tovBert Levey «fflce and lint have prompted the lA to caU an ex'''|
(Continued on page 42)
conslderably reduced.'. <
I

I

I

,

•

i

°

—
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A. B. Marcus Blames Political Feud

JURY ASKS

Cr.

TO SHUT

Molnle Uhits

For Show s Mass. Indecency Rap

Philadelphia, June

Of 'Army Camp fmie'; AGVA Terms

8.

The College Inn, on the campus
of Temple University, which has
run afoul the law on at least four
Initial unit of the seven mobile show 13 minutes later.
occasions for Sunday sales of liquor,
Amplificawas singled out by the May Grand shows to b* lent through the Army tion equipment, supplied by the
Jury last Thursday (29) for a loud camps during June by th« Citizens Army at DIx, will be added right to
blast.
The jury, in making Its final Committee for the Army and Navy the truck's for the future entertainpresentment, asked Judge Vincent A. has been set—except for the star
ment sessions.
Carroll to close the place for good. and will open at Fort Bragg, N, C,
Judge Carroll promised to 'see next Monday (9), under present
Show Folds
that the place would be shut tight.' plans. Another unit Is partially arHattiesburg, Miss., June 3.
He conferred with the director of ranged and, Ilka the first unit, will
Ail-American Girl Show folded at
public safety and the head of the go south, while the trucks tor the Camp Shelby last night (Monday),
Max Finn of Springfield wrote this: state liquor board enforcement di- five additional troupes . are being two months to the day after it
'We were well satisfied with the type vision, yesterday (Monday).
To- renovated in Detroit and will be started its tour of Army cantonof entertainment from a moral stand- masco's spot, frequented by Temple ready next week.
ments at Camp Upton, L. I,, In April.
point as well as from a business students, has been in trouble on nuPerformers signed for Unit A, all Losses were too heavy on the $2,000standpoint. It is absolutely a clean merous occasions for defying the of whom will b« paid above the a-week unit and it will return to
and wholesome presentation. Due to curfew. The place has been fined American Guild of Variety Artists New York for a possible scaling
the fact that we had some difficul- four times, up to $600 each, on these minimum of $60 a week for princi- down in size to fill the two months
ties with the authorities in the May- charges.
pals, are Milton Douglas, m.c; Lu- of camp dates it still has booked.
Two other spots were cited last cille Johnson, warbler; Margot Sisor's office prior to the Marcus show,
Troops being called out of camps
this show was used as a scapegoat week to show cause- why their li- ters, aero dancers, and Ginger Har- on unexpected field maneuvers was
when it played Springfield. This was censes should not be revoked for mon, hot chanteuse. Star name to the final blow to the struggling
most unfair to Mr. Marcus and re- Sunday sales. They were the Rou- go out with the unit will work for show. It completed Its 10-day stand
grettable to me. I am booking the manian Inn, operated by Frankie free, the delay in getting someone here, although on two of the days it
same show at Worcester after play- Bradley, ex-boxer, and the New 20th being caused by the necessity for played to mere handfuls of soldiers
when the rest were ordered into the
ing at Springfield and shall book it Century Club, owned by Frankie waiting to find who is available.
wherever else I can. You have my Palumbo.
Unlt-B will include Lew Parker field. At Fort. Benning, Cia., the
complete assurance that I consider
& Co., m.c. and stooges; Ted Lester, going was even w.orse. Out of a
the Marcus show on a high standwho
plays a variety of musical in- 10-day booking, the show had to
ard.'
This was written to I. Rap- Dario-Yernon Cold
struments,
and F 1 o r 1 a Vestoff, close for four days when the enpaport, of the Hippodrome, Baltidancer. All are working under two tire camp personnel was suddenly
Ex-White
more.
Spot
week-contracts, with Citizens Com- called out in maneuvers.
H. E. Booker, former British immittee guaranteeing fare back from
I believe the Marcus show has been
the farthest point, ordinary trans- presario, who produced the show,
treated unfairly and I am certain
to
portation, lodging and other ex- also discovered that playing some of
that Variety will go to bat to see
the small camps he had booked was
penses.
that fair play is given where fair
Dario and Jim Vernon are ex-,
Where the second unit will play completely uneconomic, that the
play Is due.
potential lessors of the Gay White
after it gets to Dixie hasn't yet been show could profitably play only the
Way (nee Cotton Club) on BroadiJ ^etVrmine'^
A. B. Marcus.
nor have routes been
„„„ largest of the Army posts. Booker
way due to revamped demands from established for
the five trucks which had planned establishing other units
Walter j; Salmon, the landlord, and.^ii,
j
i^troit. Routes are being and possibly legit troupes to tour the

concern: The A. B. Marcus show, as
presented in Boston, was clean, satXditor, Variety:
There is
entertainment.
isfying
Your paper &nd your readers have nothing of salacious or censorable
]cnown A. B. Marcus and his shows nature in the entire show.'
Wo have If you desire, I would be happy
for many years now.
played the best theatres and circuits
to send literally dozens of similar
not only in the United States but
commendations fro;n theatres everythroughout the world.
Managers
where.
Pittsburgh.

have been happy .to welcome us
bacic and to play the show again and

•gain. We have a pardonable pride
In the business we have done for theatres throughout the world and a
pride in the many friends we have

made.
Therefore, it is unfortunate your
paper had to go to lengths to tell
about the 'indecency' trouble we had
There is
Springfield,
Mass.
In
nothing indecent about the show nor
about the Hacha San Gold Dance
which has been performed in theatres everywhere and which never
before offended anyone. Our show
definitely made a scapegoat in a
local political feud and it is unfortunate that the trade papers had to

was

accept a story on the face of it, without considering the fate of A. B.
In a little story, the papers
glibly tear down what it has taken
years tor mi to build.

Marcus.

It is unfair, don't •you think?
For
Instance, here is a letter written by
Benjamin Domingo, manager of
Boston. It reads:
whom it may

RKO

To

AH Set ((HT a Tour

PHILLY COLLEGE INN

'

On

BVay

Doe

Upped Tenns

„

'

each camps, but has presumably given up
G'oree White
The corps area in consultation with mUi- the idea, at least until the soldierdeal was around $15,000 but the de-jjary
chiefs in those areas to provide training program settles down again
""'^ "PP*'^ *" a™""-* the greatest coverage In the least next fall.
M^",S,n
from reports, and they time
$27,000,

made up by morale

°}
nitery

f f^^r'^A""
folded

officers in

'

who was also
interesled likewise has now cooled,
for the same reason.
White is said to have bowed out
of the spot owing more than $35,000
Any new lessor is expected' to

t^.- to
^
u^,,
I5«»sion
push
full speed ahead
'medicme show' mobile prowas reached at a huddle of
,

,

,

**1.V*^"""„**'t*-

' -"-^^^^
Thursrv"" (29). Officers
had
shoulder the burden of the major faTt
i"„^'„^^"f^f''y
^''^ previous night to view
1=°^
portion of this debt, with White 61V
g'iv- la
••
trial demonstration of the showsIng the creditors personal notes for
on-trucks
by
Billy Rose.
idea
staged
the balance.
Rose put on three shows in various parts of the giant cantonment,
with general agreement by military
I
and civilian officials alike that they
were a great success. Performers
: Continued from page 41;
were Milton Berle, m.c; Ginger Har'

:

'

•

Teamsters

'

ecutive board meeting to reconsider
the matter.
Among theatre men there's growing sentiment, as a result of their
being put in tlfa middle of a purely
jurisdictional squabble one that had
its comic opera touches in the beginning that there's a growing need
for a protective theatre organization,
possibly along the lines of the defunct Variety Managers Protective
Assn. It has been pointed out that
.theatres are now at the mercy of
nine non-actor unions, any one of
which, or all combined, could cripple
the industry by either a serious jurisdictional dispute or a strike against
a theatre.
The unions are the lATSE, Teamsters, Billposters, Porters, Musicians,
Treasurers, Theatrical Managers St
Agents, Wardrobe and Motion Picture Operators. Plus these there are
the two important actor unions.
Equity and the American Guild of

—

—

'

BEATRICE KAY
Star of The GayNinettes Program

j

I

I

NOW

IN

THE THIRD WEEK

PARAMOUNT THEATRE,

N. Y.

mon, songstress; Fifi D'Orsay, who
sang and clowned with the boys;
Jane Froman and Bill Robinson.
Trucks, loaned by General Motors,
are admirably suited for the purpose.
Niftily repainted and furbished with drops by Army workers
under the supervision of Arthur
Barkow, Billy Rose's stage manager
and technical director at the Diamond Horseshoe, N. Y., they opened
from the side to provide a stage
about 13 by 18 feet. Second truck
was used for camp orch led by recruit Herbie Fields. Only one truck
will be used for future shows, however, with the band on the ground.
Crew of 19 soldiers, trained by
Barkow, packed up the show in six
and one-half minutes, moved it to
another locatiofl In 'eight minutes,
and had it set up for the second

wishes

Griffin

Named

and

all

those others

who

\

:

.

,

I

;

i

.

j

100TH

WEEK OF

Broadcasting Every Monday
8:30-9:00 P.M., EDST • CBS
On the Gay Ninetiea Program

—^TOM

Personal Manager

the national board, to which he also
was recently elected. This leaves
stiU another post to be filled on the
board by the board itself.
At the Monday meeting, the board
took steps to fill most of the 20
posts left empty by the electioji of
only 25 to a constitutional complsment of 45. Lucio Cristiani (Ringling Circus), and Skippy Baxter ('It

.J

y'

chosen
niteries

AGVA's

except the films at the War Dept.
theatre, has resulted in plans to
greatly step up intra-camp dramaIt's hoped that a soldier stock
company, presenting a different bill
each week, may fill the gap.
Brace Conning, who did
Sgt.

quantities

before the

strawhat production
got him, and is as-

of

Army

sistant to the

morale

officer,

represent chorines
in
and variety houses, while
10 branches, including New

Girl.'

There are two difficulties, howOne is the lack of an adequate theatre and the other lack of
coin.
Recreation Hall has no facilities, while War Dept. theatre must
be used for pictures. Army Morale
Branch so far has had no coin allotted to it for production of plays.
Nephew of lata Charles and
Daniel Frohman is here commanding
a battalion. He Is Lieut Col. Louis
H. Frohman. He Is currently advising on his battalion's presentation of
a version of 'Ten Nights In a Barroom,' adapted by Francis H. Geary
of the N.Y. Times.
ever.

•iNHAi ixicunvi

AGVA's

constitution also calls for
but these were

not elected at the first board meeting and probably won't be for anotlier fbut or five weeks, when the

board will rneet again.

orricii

lOiW BUILblNO^NNIX
•

-- -

•

4*1.

"V*^^^^

is lin-

ing up three casts.
Each will get
two weeks of rehearsal and one of
playing.
Shows set are 'Yellow
Jack," 'Room Service;' 'First Legion,'
'Journey's End,' 'Go\i in the Hills,'
'Emperor Jones' and 'Boy Meets

;1M W. 4Mi It, N.Y.C eiysm

to

York, were asked to pick one more
delegate each, raising the representation of each local on the board to

3.

here.

tics.

AGENCY

Happens On Ice'), were picked to
represent the circus and skating
respectively; Dave Fox, Hal
Sherman, Jimmy Hollywood (Radio
Rogues), and Joe Smith (and Dale),
are new members at large; Helen
Sanford and Marion Redman were

three.

KENINEDY

commandant

LOEW
BOQKIN6

fields,

five vice-presidents,

H
•

the

of

mancus

sContlnaed from page 41;

have made her stay at the
Paramount so pleasant

Policy

Major Gen. James E. Edmonds, that
there shall be no paid admish shows

Variety Artists.

To thank her sponsor the

MODEL TOBACCO COMPANY

Inlra-Camp Dramatics
Camp Lee, Va., June

Preview

.

•^-SitS
r- u
Cllfiord C. Fischer

.
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Domlnio

Billy Daniel
Jimmy Brlerly

Variety Bills

Marg'rlte'ft M'rtlnes

Rev Henry Monet
B^eddle Martin Ore Revue Parlslenne
Helen Harrison
Helen Miller

Barl Carroll
Buster Shaver
t

WEEK JUNE

6

Nuacrals in Mimectlon wUh bills below IndieaU epenlBr <S7 of
show, whether full or apUt week.

Reyes* Rhumbs
St Clair ft Day

Bd

Marjorle

Rhumba Oro

Renee
Copacabana
Nat Brandwynne
Frank Marti Ore

WASHINGTON

TORK errs

Capitol

(«)

Uajor Bowel Co
White Show Rhythm. RockeU

State <5)
fleorge

JiEW

Nlta Naldl
Carlyle Blackwell
Joe E Howard
Rosa Wyse, Jr
June Manit
Delia Lind

MIAMI
OlTmpla

(B-8)

OMAHA.

Kay

Willie Sjiore

Paul Wlnchell

Dave ApoUon

Jaye Martin

Phyllis Myles

Hotel WaldorfAstoria

Xavler Cugat Oro

KEW YOKE
Btnuid

CITT

Stanley

<8)

(6)

Bee Kalmus
Heat Waves

(80)

Llna

Gayle Gaylord
Ford Crane

Morgan Co

Stuart

Wesson Bros
Princess Aloma
Slmone Simon
Randall 91s
C Hoherty Gls
Tommy Wonder Co Iiorralne & Rognaa
Forbidden City
Monocled Amb'dora Victor McLaglen
WASHINGTON
tennis Morgan
Sal (^bral Oro
Barle (6)
PKIIiADBiLPHIA
Maya Kella
Victor MclAglen
Earie (0)
Hoo Shoe
Jue Fong
Tommy Tucker Ore Qae Foster Qls
Hector
Chin Wan
'filmone Simon
MargeiT Daye
Wesaon Bros
Havana-Had rid
SIggy Lane
Stuart Morgan
I

.

'

'

DIosa

Qae Foster Gls

Goodrich & Nelson
Golden Gate 4
Lynn, Royce & V
BIggy Lane

Cofltello

Romo Vincent

Bea Wain
S

Frollan Maya Oro
Juanlta Sanabrla O
Roslta Ortega
Cesar Tapla

(30)

(30)

Rlmac Oro

Clro

Trojana

Lqh Adelltos
Vlllarlno

Delores DeLeon

Hickory Hoaso
Ray Connllt Oro
Harriet Clark
Hotel Astor
Tommy Dorsey Oro

cm
Hall

NEW TOBK
Hnelo

<8)

Wynn Murray

Rapee Sympb
Boxy <B)

J

Paul Robinson
Ray ft Harrison

ApoUo (6)
Don KIrby Oro

Ftveport

D

ft

(Two

(6)

fill)

Casino Rev
i/Ouisvnn^E

Int'l

Bob Howard

Sam AmarosI

Rlalto (5)

Hotel Bossert
(Brooklyn)

Horac e Heldt Ore

P«ILAI>BLPHIA
Carman

AKBON
Palace (0-9)
Eddie Suchin Oro

Johnny Woods

&V

ATLANTIC OITT

Pape

A

(10-12)

Bobby Parks Oro
Imogen Carpenter

Conchlta

Wms

Bartel ft
(Threi to All)

Co

<«"

.
8 Smart Gls
Munson ft Anderson

Herman Hyde

(8 only)

Morey Amsterdam
Mabel Todd
May Wynn Co
(Two to All)

BALTIUOBB

PITMAN

Broadway

Johnny Howard

(7 only)

Rldder Bros
Lee Dixon
Ray ft Harrison
S

Saul

Blppodrorae (S)
Dennis Day

Sammy Kaye Oro
Hays

Hotel LexlngtoB
Ray Kinney- Ore
Aggie Auld

&

Charles

Grauman Co

WILLOW OBOTE

Willow Orove Park

Dolores

Cafe

at'

Lou

Rot Lips Pegs Ore Dave Forrester Ore
Ma cam bo Cafe
Blllle Holiday
Billy Daniels
Humbertos Bd
StuR Smith
Phil Ohman'a Qre

Clarence Profit Trio

La Conga
Jack Harrle Oro
Noro Morales Oro
Beatrice

ft

Capella

Jay ft Lou Seller
Lazara ft CasteU'oa
Nina Orla
Le Coq Ronge
Jos Smith Oro
Bela Blzony
RudI Tlmfield
Leon * Eddied
Lou Martin Oro
Eddie Davis
Jerry Blanehard
Dance Players
Clay Bryson
Barbara Perry

Bin Farrell
Joe Ravazo

Rainbow

Palladlom

Duke

Andrews Sis
Al Donahue Ore

Blvlara

N. J,)

Slflnnay Ennis Ore

CHICAGO
Dorben Gls
Herb Foots

Ambassador Hotel

(Pnmp Room)

Oman

Oro
Blsmarcb Hotel

Val

(Walnut Room)
Leonard Keller Oro
Dorothy Dee
Maurice ft Maryea
Tune Teasers
Hadley Gls
Art Jarrett Oro
Chris Cross
Adrlenne Dane
Marianne Arden
Blaekstone Hotel
(Ballneee Rm.)
Johnny Duffy Ore

Florence Schubert
Al Trace Ore

Boom)

(Crystal
NIbllcs

Bob

4 Bards
Helen Sumner

L'Alglon

Bllllnge

Broadmont
Buddy Lake
Honey Chile

Splros

de Vlllerje
Isobel de Marco
MerrlHon Hotel
(Boston Oyster

Betty Coeds
Anita Page

Honse)
Manfred Gotthelt
New Yorker
Billy Gray

Eve Lynn
Mayer

Sally

Nan Hendry
Gwen Baucher
Irene Carter
Charlotte Buckley

Nan Blakatone

Todd
Lehua Paulson

Betty Bruce

Hotel Lincoln

Harry James Oro
Hotel MoAlpbi

ft

Jeanne

Sam Ann MeCabo
Norah Williams
Carroll ft Gormen

Joan Dare
Suzanne Austin

Bddle Duchln Oro
Johnny Woods
I^n, Royce ft V

Broa

(5-7)

& Lea
Marc Ballero

.

(Cocoanat Orove)
Buddy Clarke Oro
Jose Domlnguea O

Jack Waldron

Wood

Blenore

HIbbert, Byrd

Wlnton

Cabaret

ft

Co

Diane

Bunny Howard

Bills

Ginger Dulo
Sylvia Barry

Hotel Pennaylvanla

Gene Krupa Ore
Bob Bberle

BEW TOBXCUT

yrederlca
Joan Benolt

Peggy

Bills

Bdlth LAmbert

Lynn

ft

Bllnore
Blil't

,

Marianne
Rutherford

Qaj 9V»

Charles Strlokland
Lnlu Bates

Fred Bishop
Spike Harrison
.^arold Wlllard
narry Donnelly

Bemle Gmuer
Cafe Plona
Bob Knight Oro
PatrlcU BlUa

Oafe BooIetT
(Mldtown)
Teddy' Wilson Ore
Eddie South Oro
Haael Scott
Ammons ft Johnson
Jack GIKord
Cafe Boolety
.

Beaehoomber
Dick D'Amloo Oro
Chavez Oro
Carmen D' Antonio
Toy ft Wing
Juanlta Juarei
BUI BertoIotU'a
Son Sylvlo Oro
Angelo Oro
'

Hans Menzer

-

Plalace (10-12)

ArmaBdo'a
Geo Morris Ore
fedrlte Oro
Laura Dutton

Darlene Walders
Claude ft Andrea
May Lewis
Kretlow Gls
Arne Barnett Ore
Al Mlltnn Ore
Old Heidelberg
Sally Sharratt
Heldclbers Ens
Louie ft Weasel

Harriet Norrls
Juanlta

Stdne ft Lee
* Jansleya

Lee Dixon

(Village)

Henry Allen Oro
Kenneth Spencer
Meade Lux Lewis
Art Tatura
Helena Home
Claremont Inn
Joe Rlcardel Oro
Club 18
Q Andrews Oro
Peter Brent Oro
Pat Harrington
Jack White

-

Hotel Flazs
Dick Gaaparre Ore
Ctalqulto Oro
Paul Haakon
Maxlne KIsor •
Hotel Hooaovelt
Jose Morand Oro
Hotel Bavoy-Plaia

Emile Petti Oro
Hlldegsrde^
Leo Kahn
Hotel St. Georca
(Brooklyn)

.

Roy Sedley
Diana Fontaine
Frankle Hyera
Irene Barclay

Conchlta
Anita Dillon
Ann Paige
Hazel McNulty
VInce Curran
CInb Oaaeho

Dom Avendano Oro

Dave Martin Oro
Dee Williams

Peter Nemlroff Ore

Olga Ivanova
Nastla Pollakova
Marusia Sava
Adia Kuznetzoll
Senia Karavaeft
Mlohel Mlchon
Mlshl UzdanoK
Arjslak Arafelova
Splvy's Boot
Spivy
Hay wood, ft Allen
Bddle Mayehoff
Betty Bryant
BtoA CInb
Sonny Eendls Ore
Ray Benson Oro
-

Gloria

Hope

Marie Spauldlng
Tenalllei
Bergere Oro
Panchlto Ore
Jean Sablon

M

Doris

Grace McDonald

TUlace Ban
Gene Austin Oro
Sherrlll Bis

LOS ANGELES
Bar of Hoslo
Jordan
George Kent

Bill

Ann Harriett

3 Dee's
Corlnna Mora
.Leon ft Mace
Chuck Foster Ore

Tony Sharrabba
Dick WInslow Oro
Blltmoro Bowl

Casa Manona
Allan De Witt

Jimmy

Jan Savitt Ore
Cocoanat GroTO
Maty Parker

Castle

Titans

Dorothy Brandon

Armand

ft

LIta

Ward

Sis
Calaban Sis

StamoB Ore

FIfl

Herb Rudolphs Ore
Brown Derby

Gower

Johnny Honnert
Tony Cabot Ore
Graomere Hotel
(Gloss Honse Bm)
Ding Bell Oro
Thelma Mitchell
HI Hnt
Jack Marshall
Lillian Roth
Jack ft Jill Warner
Younger Gls
Eddie Fens Ore
Ivanhoe

Peggy Lester

C

Bobby May

88S Club
Rogers ft Morris
Patricia
Marie Austin

>

Lellanl laea

Cavallaro Oro

Ellington Oro

WUshlre Bowl
Velascos

Paris Inn

Kenny Henryson

a

Orlll'

Rues Smith Oro
Ashburns
Bala bow Room
Barry Wlnton Oro
SIgrld Lassen
Clemente Oro
Mayla
Lalng ft de Mllle
Billy de Wolfe
(Ft. Lee,

Gladys Bentley
Trianon

Janet Fulton
Brevoort Hotel

Vincent de Costa
Art Tabertlnl
Tlno DonelU

Salleo

Swanne Inn
Slim & Slam

Rlaehhawk

Plaoe Elegante
Ernest Franz Oro
Bernlce Manning

Moore

Pat Shaw
Al Bard Oro
Somerset Honse
Harry RIngland

Bob Murphy

Celeste
Kelly's Stable

Johnle Bright Oro

Sam Lewis

Lathrop

I Rldder

Kay

Lorraine
narnett ft Barclay
LIttIo ..loc ft Jean
Johnny Leary
Pnrk CnnIno

(Clifford

COL

Bobby Mathews

Fattl

Frankle Gallagher
Hal Chanalor
Jean Neunler
Gordon Bishop

Alice Perrell Dane
Munson ft Anderson
Bnbaa Blea
Arturo Arturos Oro
Sammy Frisco Ore
Herman Hyde
Brenda Forbes
Wendy Bishop
Jimmy Savage Trio
Janeleys
(One to flII)
Hotel New Torlter Eva BarJInska
Capitol Lonnge
-Ross ft ChlttlBon
WOBCESTEB
Peter Kent Oro
Sophlstlcords
4 Mills Bros
PlymoDtli (2-4)
Ross McLean
Bosslan Eretehma Madrlce Rocco
George White Show
TOUNGSTOWN Hotel Park Central Nicolas Matthey O Louis Jordan Ore

Co

Cortello

Ray & Harrison
Saul Grauman Co

'

Co^ds

Sally Barr

Nam

Lathrop

Allen & Itent Co
State (8-11)
.

Geo

&

Peplta

Lynn

ft

Lavernes

Embassy

Slapsy Binxlea
Ben Blue
Cully RIcharda
Benny Lessy

Fancho Oro

Napua

(8 -only)
ft I^ee

t Blltmorettea

Hotel EdlsoB
Blue Barron Oro
Hotel Bseex Honse
Virginia

Antaleke
(One to All)

0

Hippodrome

4

O

Honse of Mnrpby

Iceland Restaomnt
Ted Eddy Oro

Jack Lane Co
Dlalne Jordon

Sherry Britten

Hotel Blltmoro
Ray Heatherton O
Judy Clark
Adrino Otero
Eleanor Knight
Don Carlo

State (e-8)

Jackie Maybley
Bill Bally
Calif Revels

Evelyn Tyner
Williams Trio

H

Monte Carlo
Ted Straeter Oro
Belmont Balladeera John Buckmaster

Reading

to

Peter LInd Hayes
Grace Hayes
Mavis MIms
Rebecca Hayes

Daclta

HABTFORD

Viola JefTerson
Willy Bryant

Neville Fleeson

Romay

Sonny -Tufts

PRBEPORT

Ben Tost Co
Paul Ash Ore

Juanlta Rlos Ore
Connie Haines
Pled Pipers
Frank Sinatra
Buddy Rich
ZIggy BIman
Hotel Belmont
Plaia
Arthur Ravel Ore
Joe Patumy Ore

Kay Cody
Gwen Gary

Martin Bros Co
(One to nil)

Capt Tlebor
Scott Sodja
Nellie Arnaut Co

Lynn, Royce
(One to fill)

O

CAMDEN

LIbby

Robert Shanley
Corps de Ballet
Rockettea

Bmo

Ersklne Hawkins
Peg Leg Bates

Towen (7-8)
& Betty
Canfleld Smith
Carroll & Howe

Lane

St

(6)

Jim Wong Tr

Joe Jackson
June Forrest

Ward

Boyal

Valley

Lucia-

The Wests

Cecil Golly Ore
Mildred Stoutly

^

Hyman
Jimmy Engler

Palmer Honse
(Empire Room)
Jan Garber

Eddy Howard
Chez Patco
Bob Evans
Paul Whiteman Ore Maurice ft Cordoba
John Boles
Perez Four
Anna Austin
Abbutt Dancers
Alice Dudley
Phil Dooley Ore
Marianne
Sherman Hotel
Judy Starr
(Celtio Cafe)
Evans Gls
Gene Kerwln Oro

Coloslmee

Margo

Alice

Bytnn Gls

Lo-mbert
Dolores

C^rl

Peanuts

Bobby Danders

Hat Rm)

(Feacoek Rm)
Joe Vera
Drake Hotel
Camlllla House)
Ramon Ramos Oro
Bleanor French

Edgewater Bekeb

.Richards

ft

O

Gillette

CInb Ball
Alan Fielding Ore
Juanlta

Johnny Morgan
Tvette

4-li

Bar

Tom

Casino

Peggy Phillips

Plunkett
-

Bartell

Marie FItzpatrIck
Eileen Gravell
1S2S Locust

Marian Proctor
Evelyn Bradley
Pola Montoya
Elaine Black
Bubbles Shelby
Rose Feency
Kay Lavery
King's Swing Ore
(H Walton Boot)

Hugh Morton

ButterAeld

University 8
Spatola's Grille

Arlington Lodge
Phil Cavezza

The Twine

Lee Kaiser
Dotty Brennan
Dot Bollinger
Chic Lauler
Max Levin
Joe Lenny
Harry Small
Joe Scotty
Silver Lake Inn
Maurlne ft Norva

Lloyd Fox
El ChIco

ft C
Drummond

Barry, Prince

Grace O'Hara

RamonI Oro

.

>

BathsbeUer
Marian Powers

Stump
Henry

ft

Johnny Mitchell
Jessica Wheatley
Hurry Walton
Irma Guthrell
Hotel Henry
(Hllver Grill)

Evergreen Oardona

Dolores Laurell
Al Goldecker

Jackie Hill
Sid ft Janice

Elaine

ft

Maya's
Gus Johnson Oro

Jimmy Evans
Paul Kane
Barbara Thaw

i

Seaman
Buzz Mayer
Rita

.

Jack Calhoun

Wm

Kennywood Park

Jimmy Joy Oro

KItaros

Bobby Whaling Co

Hotel Cnrler

Taebt CInb
Archie TarshlB Ore
Hal Le Roy
Jackie Heller
ft B Wlialen

Sky-Vne
Bobby Annis Oro
Vnkin Grin
Art Yagello

Frank Natalo
Mike Bandretto
Villa Madrid
Etzl Covato Or*
Mark Lane
Jon TIo
Kollette ft Dean*
Marcia Wayna
Harriet Brent
a

Jerks

Clyde Knight Qt«
Janet Lee

Herb Rohrer
Watklns Clrcoa

WOlowa

BOSTON
Boacbcomber
Nye Mayhew Oro

i

Stella Rtiy

Jane -Wlnton
Bandro D'Arnec Oro Jerry Manners
Gil Phelan
Cocoanat Ororo
Dave Fnrman
Boots McKenna Rev Mickey Alport Oro
Don Rico Ore
Andrlna
Wally Wanger Bar
Nixon ft Andre
Bllnst^b'f
Karl Rohde Oro

Boyd Heathen
Roberta Jonay

Nina Olivette
Allen Murray
Flagg ft Arnold
Nick ft V Collins
Casa 'Manana
7..0U Carter Ore
David Ballentlne
Johnny McAtteer

Bob Nelson
rape
I

ft

Bill ft

Cflsa

Conchlta

B Herehey

Manana

Gls

CInb Mayfalr

Ranny Woeks Oro

Bernle Fazloll.
Billy Paine,

Martha Burko
Peggy Fears
Shayne ft Armstr'c
Ada Co
Linda Moody
Hassan, 2d

(Melody Loong•>
Marcia Dean
Newell I Steger
.

Crawford HooM
Rny Colllnn Oro
Miriam JohnsOB
Crawfordsttsa
RoBlta Royce

Jimmy Husson
Ray Pike
Sweetie Pie

ToeHer •ft'TTemalne

Bnrnle -Bennett O
Elizabeth Martin
Ruth Clayton
2 Barkers
"Club fanlty Fttlr

Art >Vcst

Kul NIra Oro

Pete

8700 Club

Roma' Huston
I

Marianne

Meny-Go-Bonnd

SoDtfaem Tavern
Lee Allen Oro

'

Aces

4

Max Tarshia
Flo Parker

Bubbles Becker Oro Art Farrar Ore

Mary Wine
Hotel HoUenden

Tlilxton

Eddie Myers
Gerry Parka

West View Park

Betty Burns
Art Iw>ndon
Lorenzo ft VIckl

CLEVELARl)
Alpine TllUge
Gibson Co

SprenEor
Maarcya ft 'Gunectt Ambniisadors Oro
Hotel Cleveland
Russell Swann
Langi Thnmnson 0~
Juanlta Juarez
-Margaret English
Ben FrankUa
Hotel Fenway tfoll
Vera Fern
Johnny ..Joyce Oro
Bob Castalne

Hinds Oro

Billy

3 Rhythm Maniacs
Jimmy Rogers

Dotty Vlllard
Joe Hough
Geo Baquet Oro
Art Mathews
Yacht CInb
Rae ft Dale
Mary Lore
Scarey Gavin
Eddie Matthews
Mary Nnvis

Bedd's Cafe
Curly Stewart Oro

Bob King

Kaths'r Eldoradlans
Hotel
Fenn
Dave Plerson
(Continental Bar)
Wilson's
Wanda
Ginger Lynn
Escorts

Jameft

Howard Becker Ore

Shirley .Heller

Hotel RoosoTolt
Don Barl Oro
Shirley Jeane
Hotel Behenlay

Walker Syd Golden
Jack Smith
Johnny ft George
SIgnor Carmine
Victor Hugo'e Oro

Manoa Inn
Chief Tenehoa ft R
Judy Lane
Glamour Gls (3)
Marque ft Marlys

Chuck Miller

M

Sam Sweet
Alice Bone
Margie Doria

Honey Family
Hollywood Blondes

Jerry Brandow

Jimmy Gamble Oro
Jay Lorlng

TreloB

Revelers

Jules Klacco's Oro
La'ddy Lament

Adama

On sis
Joe Vlllella Oro
John Conte
Joe Consolo
Stu Braden
Berry Anne

Billy Vlller

Hotel 7lh Avenmo
Bens Saunders
Ida lola
Everett Hardn
Betty Donahoe
Al Devin

Peppers

Saxons

Paulson
Charley

(Ony eo's)
Dorothy Nesbitt

Kenny Shaffer Trio
Dead Enders
Weber's Hot Bran
Camden
Pen Bannerman

Arleaa Oaya

O

Plnea
-

Billy Merle Ore

Stumpy

Sally Keith

Edythe Sallade
Frank Cuneo Oro
Nancy Newell

Ore
Cralf

Orobard

Talavera Tr
Hotel Fort Pitt
Ken Bailey Oro

Patrick Ore
20th Centory

8

'

Rossi Sis
Virginia Ramos

Judy Toppy

Jack Griffin
Agnes Barry
Lido Venice
Rose Barton

Little

ft

Kay Balfe

Dick Winkler
Warren ft Durkin
Cork and BotUo

Vic Earlson
Lillian Fitzgerald
Hopklns'Rathskeller .Stamp Trio
Gls
Jimmy VenutI Ore Garner
Geo MarchettI Oro
Frank Fantzy
Swan Club
Viola Troy
Nolan Bros ft Troy Ann Howard
VInce Carson
Dimes ft Anita

Sis

New Fenn
Carlisle

Joe Klein
George Gregg
Evelyn Nellie

Clob Petite
Pete Ore
Betty Smiley
Art Schamberg
Piccolo

Stamp's

Margie

Alan Gale
Linda Leif
Frances Carroll
Beth Calbert
Gene Ramon
Martez ft Maria
Danny Versee Ore

Frances Stone

Gay

Stephanie

Oro

Teddy Ryan
Balcono'les
Harry Taylor
69tli St. Rathskeller
Joe Mewry Ore
Kewple Dolls
Caalmlera Sis
Bill Green's
Nixon Cafo
Gale Sheridan
Bestor Oro
Don
Harry McKay
Al Marlsco Ore
Itoogle-Wooglo Clab Dob Carter
Shanda ft ^largo
Alice Ross
Boog Sherman ^
Enrlca ft Novello
Ruth Templeton
Maxle Simon
Dancing Debs
Tony .-Bennett Ore
Harry Comorada
Not Bonso
Buddy Blaine
Silver Fleet Inn
Sherdlna Walker
Tubby Miller
Virginia Lawler
Ted Blake
Reggie D.vorak
ft

Geo Verrechia
Mickey House
Billy Kretchmer

Toung

^ Danny Bridges

Sro'

Maynard Desne

--

Glamour Gls
Helen Heath
Bob Russell
Vera Neva
Geo Heed
Maurice ft Cordoba Alice Lucey
Mlohael Sandlna
Marlon Melrose
Rose Gitllo
Frank Hessel Oro
Lou Morrison
Nell Fontaine Ore
Jam Session

(Gold Cab Boom)
Herman Fine
Wonder Bar

PITTSBimGH
Anchc/rage

(Hotel Senator)

Ersklne

Paul Burk
Dick Hughes

I

Betty Keenan
Rol Parker Ore

Bob

Brooks Sis

Fred Lasprelle

Harry Collet Ore
WhIIUer Bote!

RcndezTOos

Gloria Dale

Kay

Don & Dorese

Rnvell

Marvin

ft

Verne's
St Dennis Sla

Neblolo'a

Maxine Bros, Bobby Sammy Watklns O
Eddie LaBaron Ore June, J Armstrong Rolf Passer
Bob Cupfor
Don Pedro Ore
Marina
Carl Mueller
Mtlo Perez ^Bns
Glen Pope
Otto Thurn Oro
Sloan ft Gary
606 CInb
El Ihimpo
Hotel Statler
Billy Carr
Margret Faber Gls Bob Manners Oro
Jules Duks Oro
Sammy LIpman
Alyce Cerf
La Conga CInb
Antoinettes
Cell von Dell
Ramon Arias Oro
Benton Twins
Freddie's Cafe
Lindsay's Bfcybar
Jerry WItliee
Gale Parker
Olive Sharon
Jaun Florer
Carol Lloyd
Nannette .Carmen
PeEfl de Lucca
McCIure Walters
Honey Bee
Monaco's Cafe
Manhattancttes
Jimmy Ray
Jimmy Harris Ore
Gonrmet Club
Carrie FInnell
Hannon
Millie Wayne
Eddie Robinson Ore Chapelle ft
Sol Lake Ore
Regal Club
Carmellta ft Lee
Tripoli *
Ducky Malvin Ore
Jean Marshall

PHILADELPHIA
Ball-lovellsB

ft

Dawn

'Cfay Nineties' Rev
Buddy Duray
Joe Foder Ore
Madelon Baker

Tito Gulzar

Marvelle Myler
Congress Hotel

Hotel
(Beach Wolb)
Little Jack Little
Lewis Sis
Kathleen Quinn

Man

Rhnmba

Tuckers-

(Glass

NItza

Linda -March
Jean Johnstone
Vivian Vance
Pat Shevlln Uro

Dolly

Bdna Marie

Dl Giovanni
Frederick ft Collins Sammy Dlbert Oio
Phelps ft Cullsnblne Castrlllos

Dick Jones

Beth Chains

Kavan

Brucettes

Blake
Bvers

Peppy

Susan Lang

T^doll & Daye
Burns Bros

Marie

Dancing Gaylords
Lamb Oro
Morocco

Grille

Eddy Husklna

Mildred Gllsen
Jaros Sis
4 Octaves
(Panther Boom)
Bin Bailey
Charlie Barnett Ore

Ralph Cook
Frank Q'uatrell Oro
ft
ft
ft

Hal Flter

Carlos Reyes Oro
Curt Weller Ore
Evergreen Casino

Sande Williams Oro
San Diego
Goorge Presnell
Al Alexander Oro

Merrltt

(Strafford, I'a.)

Fran Urban

Claire

<^rny

Guy Cherney

^

Rainbow Terrace

Roman

ft

StQj*leH ft

Lyie Carlyle Ore
Statler Hotel

Club Ilor-Jo
Nelson Marionettes

Margie George
Artie Singer

$-0930

Curtlas

Kuby Ore

Pa.)
Gil Fitch Oro

Alllda ft ChIco
Gall Manners
Clirf Hdll

Buddy Lester

Jackie Del Rio
Dick Havlla^d
Pk Casino Trou'dors Les Arquette Oro
Hand's
Frank Hall
Stephanie ft Craig
a Old Timers
Edith Delaney
Manuel Lopez
Mnrgot Wells
Ix»ndon Chop Honse
Penrork Gardens
Tenia ValentI
(Klng-of-PnissIa,
rhet Bverhart

.Gene

MIguellte Valdea

Margo
Gypsy MarkofI

3

-

Kay Hamilton

Stein

Joan Carez
Eddie King Oro

:

Sylvan Green Ore

Del Rlos

Moke & Poke

(30)

Dave

Jimmy Johnston

Famon* Door

Pitchmen

Wayne Kins Oro
Don Cummlnga

NEW YORK

BROADWAY

1619

Antonlta
Maria Lopez
Charro Gil <

Bob Crosby Oro

Bea Wain
Dunbar Co
Bob Wllllama Co

Thomas

Phillips

Pen Raymond

Catherine Scbllchter Jean Everston
Margie Hill
Irving Braslow Ore
Rose VenutI
Palombo's
Dl Pinto's

EDWARD SHERMAN

El Chico

IHxIe

KIplkona

HnrtnellH

Jean O'Neill
Ox»en Door Cafe
Grace Huston
Lucky Bucks

Warren

Carlln Ore

3 Ryan Bros
MIee Wllllama

Andy Fletcher
Buck Calhoun
Andv Russell

Wilbur Douglass
Club 15
Harriet Hale
Buzz Wilt
I.eroy Maria
Barbara Stone
Pauline Paige

I

Don Alberto Oro
Juan Martinez
Gloria Belmonte

Lee Brown Oro

O

Rny

Bowery

Olde Wayne Clob
Charles Costello Or*
McColl Sis
Bernlce Bishop
Oil Lamb
Hoffman Bros
Belmont Bros
a nerdun Jitterbugs
Palm. Deach
Arden Dane
Carl Denny
Dlnn Rowland
Warner ft Valerie
Johnny King
Velyn Hague
Chas Carllsls
Ethel Shepherd
Denny Resh Oro
Hal ft Dolly
Casanova
Don Pablo Ore
Durand ft Barry
Ilnck's Bedford lam
Carol Crane
Mac McGraw Or9
Jack Drayton
Club Royala
Virginia Rendel
Bernle Green
Donald Novis
Laura Jean
Mari;le Knapp
T-«e Walter Oro
Winnie Hoveler Gla
Lloyd ft Willie
Corktown Tavern
4 H'wood Blondea
Reef Trust
Stan Norrls Oro
Good & Goodie
Saks Show Bar
Prof Crump
Orlando
Sharon Lynn Gls

Phyllis Merrill

Hnvenalres (4)
Carroll's
Rny Hettinger Oro
Charlie Onlnest Ore .Vespers (2)
Lois, de Fee
Old Fnlls Tavern
Judy Taps
16 De Shon Dancers Helen Wilson
Billy Hayes' Ore
Grace Gordon
Wilbur

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Mangean Sis
Clyde Hager

PITTSBVBOH

Lllla

Sybil

j

Leonard Conks

La Flcur & Mfinners

I

Don Eddy
Scheherazade Cafe
Sugar Gelse
David Marshall Ore Tascha BorowskI
Alex Morlson
Charlie Foy's Clnb Sandra Karlna
Russian Gypsy Oro
Charlie Foy
Leonard Sues
Seven Seas
Jerry Lester
Shirley Marsh
BdAle Calvert
Red Stanley Ore

I

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

la Lee
Glide Gray
Charles King
I.I

U

Fred Scott
Rels Bros

i

Ranee

Benny Kaha
Puananl Mathews
Graco Hayea Lodge MIkl Wlkl
Mary Healy
Charlie Openul

(Starlight Boot)

Geo Fontana

Orphenm «)

Hal Sherman

Lolo ft Ramon
Florence ft Alvarsa
Betty Black

Hotel St Bcgla
Yvetle
Carlos Ramirez
Hal Saunders Oro
DeAngelo ft Porter Qus Martel Oro
Adele Noralea
Hotel Tatt
Samba Sirens
Frankle Masters O

Fsramotmt (4)
C FrederlekB Co
Don
Vaughn Monroe Ore Billy Rice
Blake
Beatrice

O

Marn

Tours
AnnlvcraaiV

Tomack

Boob-Cadllloa Hotel t'Vanettes
(Book Casino)
Leonard Seel Ore
Loren Parsons
Nortliwood tna
Sanford Mandel
Anita Jacobl
Bobby Allen
Woods ft Bray
Barry Wilkinson
Harry Schilling
(.Motor Bar)
Roshee ft Lee
Vie Abbs

|
t

I

3

Lillian

NTG
Sid

MInstrtI Taven
Cnrroil"&' Sally
Margie Rose .darch
Sissy Glnnlo Loftus'
Ed McGoldrIck, Br
Helen Marriott
Nell Uleglian's

'

Raymond

Rockets
Dorothy Garbo
Mary Brian
Rose O'Nell
Cee Pee Johnson
Joe Stevene

!

'

Darlene
Barbara

Rlinmbooglo

Florentine Garden

Hotel St. Merita
Ford Harrison Oro

Diamond Horseshoe
Dr Rockwell
Mae Murray

cm

TORK

Manny Strand Oro

Porter

Bill Dlllard

Rosa Rio
Harriet Carr

Brady

Bill

Tank

Dlok Fnlbrlght

DETBOIT

Alan Wood'

TonI Serrlel
Henrique ft Adrl'ne

Chet Record
Nick Cochran Oro

Slate Bros

Currlto ft Coral
Luis Camache
Jose Perez

Hughes

Bill

* -^i

Zieonora Sola
Cndlllao Tnvem
Harr.v Dobbs Ore
Cadillac Capcreltes
Renalflos

Chuck Henry Ore
Plratea Dea
Peglog Happeney
Art WInslow
Bugs Wilson
Henry Grant
Gaby La Fltte
MIe Lan
Flo Ash

ft George
Debonairs
Beryl Wallace
Frankle Convllle
Dorothy Ford
Mary Peterbeck
Helen O'Hara
Sunny Dale

Olive

Ralph Eastwood
Nlrma Cordova
Leo ZoUo 'Oro
Paiillne Barry
'

Ultetaell Leiaen

.

Fox

A Honnda

Milton George Of*

Hl-Hat

Herman Ore

(Continued on page 65)
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HOUSE REVIEWS

44

Wednesdaj, June
Perfectly at
a smash reception.
ease and working in street garb, Bolger's approach is Informal, his patter
and panlo clicking as solidly as hla
admittedly amazing stepping.
Quipping he's present not for personal apnearance with 'Sunny, in
which Ee^ featured, but 'to work,'
he burlesks a Hollywood preem with
Then goes
its customary inanities.
into an old-faahioned soft-shoe dance,
which he milks for .socko laughs,
topping himself successively with a
pantomimed Spanish acrobatic dance,

STANLEY, PITT

HIU, Boake Carter aiid
Tosses in a
H. V. Kaltenborn.
Bonnie Baker for good measure.
Pittsburoh, May 30.
Favorite with audience is Frankle
Gus Arnheim Orch (13) trith Carieravho handles the ivories In the
Victor McLaffZen, Simone Simon,
Kay Vernon, >lndy Ruatell; Jackte ^gnd. Won heavy hand for 'Inter- Lorraine and Roynan, Wesson Bros.
Miles, Trixle, Rosario and
- - Antonio, meuu
(4),
(2), Stuart Morgan Daneen
his own 'Sunrise Serenade
-i
- •
That Hammon
Barbara Blaine;
Adfcins House
Orch
(16);
'Hindustan.' Larry Cotton sings Max
Woman' (UA).
'My Sister and I' in nice tenor, and is^ 'MtlHon Dollor Baby' (WB).
joined by Mimi Cabanne on 'Lady
sings
strength
lor
of
marquee
Plenty
With
Kemper
Ronnie
in the Dark.'
SoUd hour of enterUinment
Gus Arnheim's surprisingly good 'Cecelia' and 'Good Bye Now," which holiday week and plenty of enterband and a hard hitting m.c, Jackie he has been plugging to radio audl-| talnment, too, with supporting acts
Miles (New Acts), plus the Rosario ences for some time. Fred Lowery being principally responsible for the
However, Simone Simon,
and Antonio duo and Trixie's out- is solid with his whistling of 'Flight latter.
standing juggling, the stage portion of the Bumble Bee.' Jerry Bowne who looks like a million bucks, net,
'Friendly these days, is something of a surof the State's layout ably supports sings his own composition
Heidt takes the prise as a singer. Last time she was
That Hamilton Woman.' Coupling Tavern. Polka.'
'In'
here, year ago at Nixon in Three
chouid turn UP a good figure at the piano while band joins on vocal
Indianapolis Town,' a tune with After Three' for $3.30, her voice was
b.o.
switchable lyrics adaptable to all so slight customers in the back rows
Combinations of hoops, large rub'thought
they had suddenly been
dates.
s
Tnxie
ber balls and plates make up
Stanley
with deafness.
Closing time is given over to stricken
opening juggling turn. Gal has been 'Answers hy the Dancers,' during mike, of course, helps, but that's not
balancing her props for a long time, which people chosen from the audithe whole answer. Experience, more
and repeated reviewing takes none ence fill in the blanks of questions assurance and additional study have
of the edge off her teeoff spot Forte asked from musical cues provided by
probably been chiefly responsible
stick
Is juggling one ball on a small
the orchestra.
for turning the trick.
held between her teeth.
Heidt has a company of performers
Now she sounds as if she had been
un who can double at almost everything warbling in front of an audience all
Rosario and Antonio- present
.
,
usual, but talented, fresh versions of
j^em working all the her life. Always a looker, she has
ApparenUy the steps jj^^ ^j^^^ achieving a fastmoving glamour plus at the moment, with
Latin terps.
they work on are authentic Castanet- ^^^^ Its appeal is based on novelty hair down to her shoulders, and
heei-and-toe routines. They're done more than on musical fare, a cinch gives out in a rich, pleasant voice
Pair to make good In any house. Ktley.
in easily di,eestible rhythm.
with three numbers, 'Chi Chi Castedisplays a wealth of energy and a
nango,' from 'Meet the People'; 'Bfcr
likmg for their dances, which goes
Sister and I,' and for a bow-ofl 'I
far toward racking up solid returns.
Got to Get Hot.' First is by all odds
Took an encore at show caught.
her best, second isn't bad, but closer
A few weeks out of George White s
is the weakest, and she should look
shuttered Gay White Way spot on
Boston, May 29.
around for a new one. Otherwise, a
Broadway, Arnheim's band shows up'
showy dame with an okay act And
Count
Bemt
Vict
'Pan-American
into
a
easily
fits
that
as an outfit
(12), one screen name who makes no ref_ Revue' with a(l-g<rl orchestra
_
modern groove. Date- is Arnheim's
erence to any of her pictures, not
flrTN!'Y^'thVaUeTtondta>ars'The fine (8), Paul Kirfcland & Co.. (2), even the film she's Just finished for
has been on the Coast). Composed Mary Gloria & DaniOe. RocheV^ RKO, 'Devil and Daniel Webster,'
and Bebe, Sondy La»H7
Co (3),
of five sax., three rhythm, three
still to be released.
trumpets and one trombone, the out- Wi I and Gladys Ahcorn; 'Paper
Miss Simon's nice click was made
Bullets'
(Prod)
and
-The
Gay Vagon
fit usS^ highly enjoyable and saleable
imder difficulties, 'since it's not easy
arrangements, showing itself to be bond' (Rep).
to foUow an act like that of Lordean-playing and extensively re-j,
raine and Rognan, who open the
hearsed. Among the saxes Amheim
Count ?erni Vicl's unit has been show. First time for this turn around
uses a straight soprano, which Injects playing around, and when it came in here, «nd they can come back any
a slight Glenn Millerish touch, but here two acts Joined the show—Will time they like, judging from the'
not enough to label it .a copy of
Gladys Aheam and Rochelle and- palm-pounding this afternoon. Gal's
Miller's style.
Bebe.
a screwball comedienne with lots on
The Ahearns, playing next^to-close, the ball, and her partner has an
^i^»*^J^ Jhr'U^JSf^^™^
good respiSse to their unique easygoing manner that's light heartit
band%e'th^oes
ed, funny and entirely ingratiating.
a l^J'^J'J^ 1^*^^'^^
goto' th^'ot*er"exWeme^*It
wioi .'l^.l Material is fresh and has the quality
Bstenable middle course under tasty
enckcli^Mm Mi^
of soundnig almost spontaneous, and
rhythmic tempoes. leader 'does not
jJltvf »
their dance satires are socko all the
project himseffinto the spot either,'!
?itL
»
i«f«P^JJn
,«ffT;
a longer solo spot for way. Not many two-acts today have
remaining in an unobtrusive niche f^^^^^
as much as Lorraine and Rognan,
ii?epTtor^ouncements and the
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the patter are okay.

medley of his own tunes, for which
.
he pianos near the close.
Kay Vernon, femme vocalist, wins
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LYRIC, INDPLS.

Jerry BotOJie; 'StraTige Alibi' (WB).

STEEL PIER, A. C.

About two years ago Horace Heidt
end his crew moved into the Lyric
for a week's stay and set the all-

(MUSIC HALIi)

time house record of $18,200 at 40c.
AH«.nii^ City,
e^ih,, June
T«.no 3.
Atlonttc
top. Then, it' did five shows Friday,
six on Saturday and Sunday,
w~.~.,, then
Milton Berle, Dinah Shore, Ben
back to five on Monday and Tuesday, 'Jfosf s Singers
The JaTisleys (4)
and with the record in sight spurted Tip-Tap-Toe, Eddie McKnighf s
back to six shows for the Wednes- House Orch; The Great American
day. and Thursday finish. Running Broadcast'
time was cut to 45 minutes on the
heavy-schedule days, -v»ith the audl^
It's a knockout show MUton Berle
ence moved into the orch pit and on
put on for the holiday weekend,
to the stage_at some of the perwhich officially opens the season at
caught Sun^
^^-<^" '^-''^
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Chicago, May 31.
Don Hooten, Dolly Arden, Whiff

Guards
I

I

j

'

I

•

cafes. Shore now is coming to the
fore rapldlv for anybody's stage.
Shore today represents a comedian
with great all-around ability, being
a basically fine performer and with
material and average breaks should
register further.
He -works hard, introducing the
acts and working with many of them,
particularly the White Guards for

comedy and then winding up on his
own with a fine comedy and dancing
act.

His dancing suggests consider-

Don Hooten opens with some

rope-

All more or less stereotyped and well-known, it takes
plenty of buildup and milking to
get any sort of a rise out of this auience. Dolly Arden presents a good
enough acrobatic dance specialty to
Ben Yost's ubiquitous
fit in neatly.
male vocalists are known here as
the White Guards, an octet that goes
through the same vocal routine
which has been standard through the
years, the constantly repeated 'Stouthearted Men,' "Lover, Come Back to
Me,' 'Song of the Musketeers' and of
course, the college medley. This audience liked it however.
Prof. Lamberti has enough showmanship to go over with the average
twirling.

First show-stopper is Bob Parrish,
who has nifty pipes and is

Negro,

smooth as silk. Opens with a vigorous 'I Live the Life I Love,' debuts
Irving Mills' new 'Stay Away From
the 'tj.S.A.' and closes with 'Swanee
River.' Coyld easily stay longer, and
should.

Comic Don Zelaya, with piano and
patter, is spotted just ahead of Bolger. Rotund tunester uses a medical
chart to illustrate musical tones in

human

body, a routine which
flirts with blue but is loaded with
Perfect act for a
beUy^hakers.
Frisco audience.
Male half of Faye and Wellington
dance team took a dangerous spiU at
the opener when a prop chair slipped
during a wingbver in a ballroom
Recovered quickly
acrobatic turn.
and earned an extra hand from the,
customers. Pair, with boy using tails,
topper and cane, and girl in blue
carrying parasol part of time, maintains a smooth, fast, sweeping tempo.
Collegiate Doms and Mary g« Tor
Jive and Imitations, including F.D.R.,
Uncle E^a and the tobacco aucYouthful zest puts them
tioneer.
over and the gal shows promise as
possible material for decorating a hot
Wcm.
band.

The knockabout xylophone
clowning has its laughs and the audience enjoyed it well enough. I«lage
is a rinjg performer who goes over
mob.

on the one-arm

neatly, particularly

turnover.
Biz good at the

first

show Saturday
Gold.

(31).

ORPHEUM,

L.

A.

May

Los Angeles,

28.

Sophie Tucker, with Ted Shapiro,
Consolo and M^lba, Gene Sheldon A
Grant,
Kings, Barney
Jimmy Alexandier, Gay Jtforan, Al
Lyons Orch, 'KnocJcouf (WB).
Co.,

BALTO

The

With Sophie Tucker topping the
June 1.
show, Orpheum this week comes the
with Tom closest it has in years to the oldtime
Shelton, Ruthie two-a-day vaudeville, with which
Powers' Singing Models the house was long identified. La
Barnes,
Norman YouTig, The Four Tucker was in excellent form at to(3):
Jimmy WalKnflfon, day's opener and for 27 minutes kept
Dots,
PoUfca
(13); the near-capacity audience tied up
lula
House Orch
Felice
'Sunny* (RKO), Baer-Louis fight and wildly cheering, It was a grand
reception for a grand entertainer
films.
and the ovation which greeted her
This highly potent layout, gener- initial Los Angeles stage appearance
ally associated with radio, has been in several years must have warmed
labeled 'N.B.C. Radio Rodeo' and is her heart
being advertised in conjunction with
Most of her material is brand new
here for local theatre audiences, and the
current Jump of Station
trifle overboard way the pay customers ate it up -was
to 50,000 watts.
on music, setup nevertheless packs unmistakable evidence that Soph has
considerable entertainment, nicely lost none of her oldtime ability to
highlighted by practiced comedy entertain.
She wowed 'em with
turn of Tom Howard and George topical patter songs, popular numShelton.
bers and then for a grand finale
With house orch, ably sticked by wound up with her standby, 'Some of
stage,
lineup
on
lula,
brought
Felice
These Days.' There were many oldopens with okay reception for time devotees of the heyday of vaude
Jimmy WaUIngton, who, mixing in in today's audience and to them, esa gag or two as he goes along, keeps pecially, it proved a royal treat. As
things moving nicely enough from usual Ted Shapiro accompanied at
getoS by Ruthie Barnes, tapster, the piano.
who whacks out a brace of well-sold
Show opens with a brief and
routines.
Deuce serves to bring on Norman snappy overture b^ the Al Lyons
Young, youthful localite (New Acts), orch, followed by Jimmy Alexander,
one of the recent winners in the
In short session of vocals nicely
spotted and well received.
Makes 'Hollywood Showcase' radio program.
good spot for Four Polka Dots to Alexander has a pleasing and volufollow with socko four-way har- minous tenor, a likeable personality
BaltiTTiore,

'N.B.C.

Radio

Rodeo'

Howard & George

A

WBAL

needs a hypo. If he had asked this
afternoon whether there was a doctor in the house, a dozen writers
would probably have stood up. Some
of the stuS with a half-pint stooge,
who, by the way, does a corking
Edward G. Robinson, is faintly amusjng^ ^ut there's not enough of it to
flU a good-sized decay, let alone 10
minutes. Mc^glen pulled a great
hand at entrance and took it big off
at side of mike before going into
turn, •but the
guy's so matter-of-fact
about it all there's no offense. Just monica arrangements above the avera shame he didn't equip himself bet- age stuff employed by similar turns..
ter before setting out on his p.a. Punch out intricate workings of'
Encore, closing scene from his Acad- 'Coming
'Round
the
Mountain,'
'FrenesT' and, as a bell-ringing finale,
the classic 'Dance of the Comedians
from 'The Bartered Bride.' Quartet
'

&

Easy' (M-G).

able background.

-

HIPP,

&

Outstanding is m.c - comedian
WiUie Shore, who's been brought
back to the house within three weeks
of his last date. For several years a
solid attraction in the town's top

Dom

the

(8), Lalage, Prof. LamberU
(2), Willie Shore, Walter Davidson

House Orch; 'free
I

oft.

Girls appear only once, opening in
with a parasol routine to make way
for Chester Dolphin, niild balancing
Brothers and Mary,
juggler,
collegiate trio and Faye and Wellington, smooth dance team.

and they're headed for places.
Following Miss Simon, Wesson

RochellePand Bebe come on mid- Brothers (one of them, (3ene, looks
approval with *I Understand' in neat way and make a fair showing with after the m.c. chores) come on for
voice and delivery. Only sour note the two comedy ballroom routines, what they call their two-ln-one saof
in Arnheim's end is the vocaling of Vici's production is, as usual, color- tire. It's supposed to be a series
drummer Andy Russell. IjUs voice fiil and flashy, with a generous quota impersonations with one of them
doing the voice and the otiier the faIs untrained, he doesn't know nbw to of beauts in the line and specialty
use a mike and is too loud and force- numbers. Big flash Is Sandy Lang ciial expressions, but they drop that
and
sep'Wally
Beery'
go
their
after
ful with tunes such as 'Amapola' and and Co., roller skaters ripping off an
exciting routine on a special pktf- arate ways until the Charlie Mc•Walkin' by the River.'
Carthy-Edgar Bergen bit, which
Barbara Blair breaks into the form equipped with strobolites.
on any
band's portion with a short, but efMary Gloria and Danille also score would be a show-stopper
They're nice looking
fective, routine of high kicks, etc. In two ballet turns one in gilt paint man's bill.
under the Intro The Dance Oriental. as a feature of the 'Indian .fantasia' young fellows, and turn has smash
it either in a theaMakes for a neat change of pace.
and again in a 'Mechanical Ballet' written all over
tre or on a nitery floor. Boys' only
Wood.
Lighting, scenery and costumes rate
mistake is their twin take-offs on
okay.
FDR and Mrs. Roosevelt, and, alThe all-femme band is competent, though they precede it with the necbut on show caught was pumping out essary apologies, etc., that sort of
with ear-bending volume that came thing seems in extremely bad taste
close to nerve wracking.
Didn't seem to matter
these days.
Indianapolis, May 30.
Paul Klrkland clicks in the deuce, few months ago, but times have
Horace Heidt Orch with Larry
Cotton, Mimi Cabanne, Franlrfe Carle, getting giggles and gasps for his changed.
Next-to-closing spot Is reserved for
Fred Lowery, Burton Pierce, Red ladder balancing and the hokum
and he's a boominvolving
leggy
Victor
McLaglen,
chair-balancmg
a
Ferrington, OlUe O'TooIe, Donna and
«.
T
»»
/_
aifl TMST.tTlAT.
ing, friendly, fellow whose material
FOX.
her Son J-uans, Ronnie Kemper, girl partner.
I

a flock of trick breaks and stumbles
to the tune of 'Let's Make Believe,'
a gag political speech and miscel-laneous comedity bits. Works plenty
hard, with audience satisfied to let
him keep going until exhausted. At
show caught Bolger was spotted in a
long closing slot. Usually at this
house a dance act or line number
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would

'

ability to piit over aong numbers, but his forte appears to be on
the ether lanes. In contrast is Gay

and

Moran, also, a 'Showcase' winner,
electrifies with swing -warbling,
accompanied by gyrations that stamp
her as an aU-rotmd performer. She
is full of pep and energy and scores
stature

who

gather considerable
with more formal dressing instead of decisively.
Barney Grant, billed as a Missouri
now attempted. White
opens the regular stage
ties and tails and a change from hillbilly,
present corny handle would hoist show. He has been caught before but
today uncorked a new type of song
them out of the ordinary.
There's enough music on the bill delivery that immediately caught the
without the singing act that follows, mob's fancy. Grant has an exceptionbut the Powers' Models take it in ally good line of chatter, his vocals
stride with plenty to spare. Trio of are in keeping with the character he
"nd letting OM inXc^t thfbMto lookers deliver to the very hilt A portrays, and his fast line of stepping
tion house, conveniently play^ his ri^-^e ^>',?PPei''^,"*' «"''""?«?,' 1^^«*of^tt^
smartly planned act, girls open with easily warranted the recall which he
picture 'Pot o: Gold' the week before 'Amapola,' and 'My Sister and V
licks
nmnter elve^^
some special material, after which was accorded.
the Lyric opening, and wbUe Loew's were enthusiastically rw^ved, and e°ii '^^^ists AdlciS^n
Experts in ballroom teri>sichore
his
e^caS
a three-way rendition of 'What the
didnt get rich on the date, the extra at audience request she did 'Yes, My "a™«ugiuded,
clwl^t k^iuded a moment or two Country Needs' leads into solo con- are Consolo and Melba, ommistakeDaughter';
which
scored
publicity couldn't help .but give P^rhng
">^he sgot^ht.
tributloiis of 'Melancholy Baby' and ably Latins. Both are graceful and
heavily.
added impetus to the present boxa'ways.tMt way 'Yes,
Darling Daughter.' Intro their steps are executed with preoffice, tallies.
At show caught Fri-: Ben Yost and his Varsity Singers,' hereabouts oh the first show of
a of Jay Levisbn, pianist, as comppser cision and dexterity. For their third
day (30) running time was 68 min- returning for another season, re- holiday afternoon.
Coheft.
of 'Good Bye Now,' precedes-- dos- routine they dance to a somewhat
utes, but this was r.educed to SB mln- ceived warm welcome and sang
ing voical of that number, which slower tempo, the while an offstage
utes to get in an extra performance familiar
numbers.
Again Berle
earns a series of bends and a begoff. voice accompanies with a ballad. The
over Saturday and Sunday.
joined this group for big response,
Closing spot reserved, and rightly pair registers decisively.
S. F.
Donna and Her Don Juans open
The Four Jansleys put on a good
Gene Sheldon, standard comedy
so, for Howard and Shelton, is made
with "Hut-Sut Serenade' while Heidt act in fast and furious acrobatics, doto order for the material ably han- banjolst with a deadpan 'expression
roves the audience' to get participants ing some double somersaults and back
dled by the vet comics.
San Francisco, May 28.
Effort of which he occasionally varies with
for his 'Answers by the Dancers' flips which went over big. Tapping
Ray Bolger, Bob Parrish, Don Howard to tell an off-color story In siUy grimaces, drew a lot of laSs.
Idea, which he uses as a tloser. out some snappy rhythms. Tip, Tap
The company comprises a femme
Burton Pierce does some original toe and Toe came in for four bows, Zelaya, Chester Dolphin, Faye and spite of frequent and well-tiined in- foil.
Upon her appearance act sort
by Shelton won many
and xim
ciuu
heel work,
wujijL, and
drew "rfuJ^T^^^^^i^s *^ i^??' ^-^.S^ A^l' terruptions
aiiu also
Buv Btvcs
gives uls
his imBerle was
and uacw
wao uiSM
in this
uiis an
act ttiiu
ml- xicne
also ui
laughs. They had to return for some of deteriorates mto hokum, with
pression of BiU Robinson, Fred plenty laughs with his ferryboat' tap S?"!,,
JiS^',,S^''%
Sheldon ha^vlng too much- of a tendadded gagging.
Astaire, Eleanor Powen and finishes dance.
-^^V
'J^^I^^
ency to use the tongue-sticking gag.
Biz
very
solid,
Burm.
with a Gypsy Rose Lee peeL Redi Besides the vaude, the feature and t««vO> <"«» Baer-Lotu* .fight pix.
However, the audience guffawed,
Ferrington, who is Used mostly to Louis-BUddy Baer fight pictures,
,
Jimmy Loneeford'a musical crew 'particularly at his pantomime.
laugh up Heidt's quips, hai^'ji^spot there^were Bob'>^rOtb$^s tUrcb playProof that films have never yet
Winding up the show are The
of his own to vocalize «» 'Iruh: ing :lilit4he Marlias' Bimro(»tH'!»Iex utilized full abilities of Ray Bolger opens today (Wed.) at the Orpheum Kings, tno of acrobatic balancers,
^
'"^-'i-ij^
.
Ella Fitzgerald's
aeaionstrated on the Gate stage In Los Angeles.
medley. Olltfe O'TooIe.
fcdlc^^-Mth BarOuf** UonU'^bandf aild'^theiii^ai
iwho provide a novel turn and who
al
soihe nicely timed Impredsions; -^of clrcut-x«]l iDtInded<<ln!'dii^
tmi 'week, where the bamboo-legged femme .orch. moves into tbt same wer« accorded rounds of applause.
)'
'"Carter.
'formelr vaude itar clowns blf way .to house June 28.
radio, news conunenfaton. Including missions
Edtoa.

week.

many

—

appear-

ances showing up in every act on
Heidt has been back since and the bill
and emceeing as well.
done okay, but nothing near his
His bantering with the audience,
former mark. This time, he is determined to better
rerminea
oevier nis
his oia
old martc,
mark, ana
and gags and batch pf new yams di'e'w
rounds
applause from the crowded
of
has a 50c. top to help him. The exintroducmg
tra dime should make a difference of {la^J'
t-^- ^
about $3,000 in his favor over the P^^. Shore he had customers givformer price scale. Loew's, opposl- "^Sbig hand and cheers before gal

|

^

with the three husky guys doing
their best to tear the fraU litUe
blonde dame apart
Sort of stuff
that has the audience talking deep
.
breath and a mlchtilv pf"^ct^tefn
Max Adfclns' hoi^e
^^''^js'^^'Sie
lenrine She
°"
SSfd^^ffLrtfvrfv

the sweaters

^ge

C

,

^d

^

'

,
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doom, McCrary shouts that America
must learn the lesson ot air power
and suggests that it may bp as soon

EARLE, PHILLY
May

Buffalo, JVfay 30.

30.

toith
(10)
Himac Orch
Giro
on
Charley Boy, Alzira Camargo,
Owrlev
^""-^"V' Estret'^"^^^
f
lita, DxosaCoUello Bea Wa^^^^

|iost is

I

America' with Milt Britton's
Al Gordon's Canines, Milt

'Laff

Orch,

Trio, Tommy RafGinger Manners, Helen
Pammer; 'Met in Argentirui' (RKO)

Swing

Herth's
ferty,

Band

Woman' (WB).

45

20TH CENTURY, BUFF

as this Christmas that Hitler's parachute troops will be swooping down
islands in the Caribbean. He also
that America must recognize
„ggd of air power by the creVincenf, TTOjans <3).-.Lo»
Singapore| ation .of a secretary of aviation in
(18).
House .
^^^^ cabinet.
His candidate for the

Philadelphui,

;
'
,

a now almost-standard Latin turn.
is presented in a 'Parisian
Coquette' dance, which amounts to
a veil whirl, with a shed at the
flnlsh.
Unit has no band and local
musicians played here.

Scandals Cavalcade

Tito,

Darlene

HARTFORD)

(STATE,

LaGuardia.

Two newsreels, RKO and UnjverUnder the tag of 'Laff America,'
Ifs a 50-50 bill at the Earle this ja]_ report the recent convention of Milt Britton is around agsiin with a
half Broadway with tne-thg General Federation of Women's repeat edition of his 'Crazy Show.'
other part south-of-the-border. rne -ciubs in Atlantic City from the de- By adding a couple of top turns, he
continr
Manhattan
the
to
honors go
fanse angle.
RKO offers Senator has stepped up Uie value' of the' ofgent, however,
Burton K. Wheeler and Pepper in a fering, but his attempt to peddle It
^
_ ^ _
^""."""Bc "1. v.cvYiiuiiiia ui> ulc as a laugn snow puis
in aanger
_;i„„
ToAbpearance in Phil ysihce he left Jack
j^i^^gg
^^r takLynch's local bistro to wake a stand- the federation's new president. Mrs. ing peseUs under false pretenses,
out success at Gotham s Beach- john yt,. Whitehurst, as she issues a Britton's concoctions are always fuU
comber. ROmo PrOves to be one of call to arms to the country's 40.000,- of the fast and loose business which
the most entertaining acts seen here OOO women.
passes for comedy and are bullseyed
The shipyard strike on the west at the pop-price band show trade,
in many a moon. He fads his a^vo^^^^
dupois to a fare-thee-well.jinpng &. coast is graphically pointed up by This one is no excepUon.
When
ludicrous new tune Iin too Big for rkO.
The clip shows President caught, the ensemble looked and
the Army and Navy^^whioh bro^^^ Frey of the metal workers' union acted weary and bored enough to
howls to the hundreds of men in leading many of his men past picket have missed the preceding night's
''"^s of what he had termed an un- sleeper jump
khaki in the aud.
In addition to being
In addition to emceeing the stage authorized strike. Of the clips from ion the sad and seedy side in decor,
show handily, Vincent proves he has abroad, the same newsreel takes the boys are sporting the shiniest
an excellent voice as wpll as a rib- leading place in interest via an in- Ugt of tuxedos ""S"'
caught on any band
uana
tickling delivery, ,with his clicko terview with the Scotch farmer who yVt
The brogue
baritoning of 'Blow Gabriel, Blow' captured Rudolf Hess
Addition of Al Gordon's dogs and
is thick but the thread of his stpcy
and I^st R°¥"d"P;,.
miu Herth's Swing Trio, while a
Bea Wain IS anoth^^^
combination, gives the show
customer.
An iu two highest spots. Smart patter
wiUi her okay chirping in the sweet age picture^^^
participant is this farmer's by Gordon is a big help, topped by
and hot manner. Her re^^^
fleets her radio following, with the mother, whose closirfg line is likely a choice routine fSr the hounds.
not
if
fans applauding in advance as she to get a sardonic smile
jjilt Herth's Trio. InstrumenUlS^^^^
announced her air faves
* <="<='^° contribution, plenty
her ''^'io?in„**'^'i.h
meeting with "^M^
N^^^^^ Hn^^^^
^'''^
They sounded

Hort/ord, June

Blalce,

,

,

Margery

Poor biz on show caught

Just.

Gautier's

Kay

Daye,

All-American Follies

Penton, George Haggerty, Jess Mack,
Sam Kaplan Pit Band; 'Sis Hopkira'
(Hep).

mm
^^^^

^>

Mimi Kellerman.

Bricklayers,

;

'

i

1.

Harris and Shore, Charles Kemper,
Bob Shea, Nonchalants (3), Gloria

session,

(BROAWAT, CHARLOTTE.

N. C.)

I

This

!

unit,

-

;
,

!

,
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I
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I

I
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.

t«*^n|/
'
T^lngs^r^ote/ ^e^nVi^L Tn^'e^rth'o^igrhe^y I S« VT^l.Tl^^'l'^S^^ Tm'ac«
fA'ri?ste^"a,?S
Me Jerry. U must be .remembers that ^e'J?eyya^!i?ngfof''b"X S'Ln'^ifs'^^^^^^^^v
Pi-rple- .and_'Bounce
Brother With a Solid Four.' Windup after all he's somebody's son.
his pianist are noteworthy for their
Shore mixed
Odec
tune brought the heaviest palm-'
*^

'''^

\

p4

.

t

""T

thumping.

.*u

,

i

ballroom burlesque
speed and dexterity.
team. Pair works with a fine sense
Aside from this, the show is de- of
plenty:
garners
timing
and
livered in stereotyped fashion by
Gautier's Bricklayers, doglaughs.
the regular band lineup.
Britton act. are another outflt that's been;
];etains the noise and wacky antics.
around for some time and do plenty'
but they still seem to get over allright.
,
Nonchalants (3) comedy
,„ ..
Wasftinffton. June 2.
okay. Helen Pammer continues her hand-to-hand team, also around fori
Golden Gate yuartct, L«nn, Rovce tricky tap legmania. Tito with his some time, are nimble with a rapidaddition. fire line of effective comedy patter.
and Vanya, Goodrich and Nelson, 16 accordion is - a mild
Gae Foster Girls, Joe Lombardi Tommy Rafferty's tappings In the Climax with their threehigh pyramid
Will Mahoney style are best when fall to big applause.
Orch; 'Million Dollar BabW
'
offered Straight, most of his comedy
(^gj^
Miml Kellerman in a sensuous,
efforts being, drooly and of the taproom genre The band thru<!hinir "of dance; Kay Penton, Gloria Blake and
^ .
fast-moving SnTeriSamiers
compact,
Bob Shea In vocal assignments,
Another
Is
ove^^^^^^
show, with production values making ^heSlcwntHc /ide a^d degenerates Margery Daye, high kicker and acrotheir asup for no-name cast. Three turns j to muBBine acrobaScs
Mn^i^^ batic dancer all handle
signments neatly. Conscription drill
featured are standard, but sUging
the e?^lmW^ .f^^
a^e nil
ni»i"« tlie revue a sure
click.
mu. firouo comedv
,
sure ciicK.
^^^^ ""'^^ Kemper, George Haggerty
jhe
is'air"7iiit^"rniiBh
Roxyettes count for considerable h^usef roUrand^maudC but th^ ^'^^ ^'^'^ "ack is strong laugh win.
entertainment, as always here, pro- strongly overflow becoration""l)ay
Show is one that has appeal tor the
viding a military motif fore and aft supper show crowd loved it. And
Their you can't argue taste or talent with family trade. Softening of some of
of the other proceeding?.
the gags would bring it closer to that,
flnale-is show's handsomest produc- a spinning turnsUle.'
Burton
field.
Skits and gags take care of the
tion number, girls appearing in cos-'
Dog act
bachelors and baldheads.
tumes of the 'Evzones.' ballet-skirted
good for the kiddies and adults.
tap
_—
Greek soldiers, for difficult
^ and
precision drill routine, partly with
Biz strong at show caught tonight
out musical background, and gun
Eck.
(Sunday)
drill.
Won solid audience approval.
San Francisco, May 30.
Roxyettes open with another click,
.
.
pace for
miUtary tap" that"- sets fast
<?). ^r.°^^„^°°h
.I.''^
Scandals
Appell, Clijf Ritchie,
4!?°'".
follow
what'ss to loiiow.
wnai
^^^.^ ^^^,1^^ Raybum Girls (6),
(BROADWAY, CHARLOTTE, N. C.)
Golden Gate Quartet, from radio Jay flrowcr. House Orc/i
(7)
and niteries, stick to their forte, 'pught Command' (M-G) and 'InCharlotte, N. C, May 30.
Negro spirituals, coming only close „isi\,ie Woman' (U)
McKav & LaValle, Janne & An•to pop stuff with their harmony verthony, Jack Wader .& Audrey, Darsion of 'Little Brown Jug.' They're
Dan McLean's "Night Club Follies' lene, Clyde Jordan Girls (10),
neat-appearing on stage and look
definitely in character with their ma- moves into its fourth determined House Band; 'Repent at Leisure'
What's more, in addition to week with problems multiplying, (RKO).
terial.
being melodious, their numbers have McLean says he isn't making any
money yet but is still optimistic.
It took about two minutes to get
novelty.
curtain^ up
on
'Manhattan
Comic note is pro.vided by Lynn/ House is finding that^d^^^^^^^^^^
and Vanya, two men and hours of show at a 33c top, the fans Scandals' and at no other time dur
Royce o..„
are still fussy about the pict^ures thrt Ing its showing was it so advan
girl, whose slapstick ballroomology
eo with the vaude; that although it's tageously presented; It didn't have
is the funnier fbr fact their appearnite
club
show-actually-the a chance with the curtain up. What
ance is no Upoff when they come on a
They look like any other elderly mat trad, resents even the little natural talent it possessed was
stage.
suppressed bu^
grind, counteracted by Jack Waller, who
dance trio, until first slip; from then most
F°"rth sesh got off to a mild start
gave a detailed demonstration of
on they build hilarity solidly.
Rayburn
Dancers
open with a how not to emcee a show.
Other turn is standard acrobatic
Waller got peeved because the
duo, Goodrich and Nelson, all right
to%')fv„r'^*'ri'
F^nt house was cold to his opening gags,
ciian t secm to
lavor. La Fons
„trnna ariYi fans and nnt On a.k.sf 'dlZ'?'',lm
follow doing a clever Bowery adagio. and Instead of attempting to thaw
d^siou ale*^ S?he?s"
too "'lonf °"t!
them out, he started riding them,
with the result everybody wound
ir in*^ta^/th^iY'»
up sitting on their hands. His inal;,'?.?i!lVrRHteV':
.

|

|

i

,

ance almost a year ago at the Club
Bali, Philly.

1

Alzira Camargo proves to be a
carbon copy Carmen Miranda, singing Brazilian ditties in Miranda style
the tricky regalia
*\?P wearing
~
of the 'Brazilian Bombshell
Diosa Costello milks her act.
Starting off with a series of hipweaving, ear-tingling Cuban sonnets, she spoils the effect by taking
too many encores, adding nothing on
her return but a continued mugging
and prancing around the stage with
her posterior at an odd angle.

House almost filled when reviewed
'
(Friday supper show)
Shal.
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Manhattan

1
,

EMBASSY,

N. Y.

(NEWSREELS)

.

,

1

Tempo, sound and depth of Amer-

ica s awakening to the peril of the
spread of the Nazi holocaust is impressively reflected in this week's
newsclip parade.
The excitement
derives not so much from the action
on the screen as from 'the shadows
of danger and call for action that
are cast by words and pictures. How
sharply all this is becoming etched
In the consciousness of Americans
may perhaps be judged from the
auditorium-fllling applause that at
the initial runoff Thursday greeted
President
Roosevelt's
speech
in
which he proclaimed an unlimited
natiorfal

emergency

and

Mayor

Fiorello H. LaGuardia's first words
as director of the Office of Civilian

Defense.
The excerpts from the President's
talk of May 27 come from Fox and
run nine minutes. It's a commendable piece of editing, projecting the
most telling of the highlights. The
camera in this instance is a traveling
one, capturing among others, as the
President spoke into the network
mikes from the White House's East
room, such cabinet members as Secretary HuU and Vice-president Wallace in listening repose.
Fox Is also the source of the LaGuardia item.
New York City's
mayor has approached his task, the
clip suggests, with a marked sense
of calm and assurance. As he speaks
his face is wreathed in a smile, and
instead fit spreading gloomy forebodings he quietly urges that all
patriotic organizations report for
duty to the mayors of their respec-

White

Charles,

Bros.,

Mae

Girls

(8)

.

|

Twitis.

Rix/ord

Parish, Chester Doherty
Chriitian'a band

Tommy

,

Charles Ost.

some

mln-

old-time

strelsry with streamlined terping and
piping, Ches Davis' 'All-American
Follies' results in a pleasing blend
of the old and new, which ought to
satisfy the average stage fan's palate.
Show features Emmet Miller, oldtime minstrelman, in a blackface act
in which Davis, another vet of interlocutor days, plays straight to him.
Miller digs up a lot of stuff with
whiskers, but the crowd goes for it
and his smooth brand of blackface
patter. He also does some trebled
voice-piping that at least gets novelty
rating.
The Rixford Bros., who go on next
to last, look as if they are going to
be just another muscle team, of
which there has been a bumper crop
in this territory lately, but before
they go off they turn in a sock act.
They do some nifty head and handstand balancing and Otis Rexford,
big man of the duo. executes some

Impossible lifts.
Team
works in some amusing clownbeing called back twice on show

apparently
also
ing,

I

I

^n'I3%',?rSl^Tfn;,,7rn\la^hl't^»rfn^^^^
RcitrAllita illiistpa-tinff
Bn<l
and Estrellita
illustrating th»
the irarini,.
various
native dances. Rimac's aggregation
has grown in stature as an entertainment unit since it made its appear-

Itftller,

Combining

EARLE, WASH.

I.

1

Charlotte, May 23.
Ches Davis. JVadine

£mmet

(5),

.

The Trojans are a topnotch tumbling team who perform bewildering
mid-air somersaults with ease. Lou
Schrader's pit crew accompanies the
flrst half of the 90-minute stage show
handily.
Ciro Rimac's band pries open the
second -part. with a medley of Latin
,

&

much different than other precedUnit, out
ing White presentations.
of White's recently defunct Gay
White Way, Broadway nitery consists of much comedy tied together
with socko. standard acts inter
spersed by a neat-appearing line,
Bulk of the comedy entertainment
rests upon Charles Kemper who
„„_.,„•
...
,

I

.

.

preemed

'Scandals'
at the State, is not

handles his assignment excellently.'
His buffoon type of humor is,
Clicko in various bits in the show.
Linegirls (16) are spotted at. five
different times in simple but effective song and dance routines.'
Girls and wstumes are eyefllling.i
White has apparently spent more!
Ume and money in talent than in'
production numbers since there's.

I

?

new George White

caught.

Nadine and Charles, terp team,
turn in some above par tapping, but
their piping of 'Tea For Two' on
their opening Is only so-so. Their
sophisticated tapping is above the
standard for this circuit, with Nadine
particularly impressive.' She comes
later for a single in which she
some particularly agile terp-'

back

exhibits
Ing.

The White Twins, warblers, got a
terrific hand, due chiefly to subtle
flirting of one of twins with flrst 10
rows of male patrons. Although girls

sing pleasingly,

it is the sly by-play
with .the male customers by one of
sisters that makes the deepest im-

pression.

Girls sing 'Siboney.' 'Alice

Blue CrOwn* and 'Ciri-Biri-Bln.' returning to pipe a double talk number.
Mae Parish, scat singer, got a big
response. She was called back four
times due. no doubt, mostly to fact
she's a hometown girl. Charles Ost
also is pleasing in a uke specialty.
The line seems a little short on vigor,
although their opening, a jitterbug
feature
In
which 'each does a
specialty,

is

Impressive.

fairly

It's

back for a butterfly number with
Nadine and Charles and closes with
a patriotic turn.
Tommy Christian's band sounds
weak. Good biz on show caught.
Just.

,

New

Acts

m

Theatres

,

;

'

«\lr

at«rl^h^^^h »rv^

'

r

TV^^J^; ^^^luttSTca^^^ We
S^^eltiL' accorded Vs^L^efmiSti^n

t'„^l"tf
IfAf
show.
stage fh°oT^'"'"'*'''
prelude to
Biz good Sunday night (1). Alac.

terial was fair in his own comic
turn,. but his manner not only killed
but also drew a chilly reception

^ y^^^g

I

who

|

trumpeter in the band
hasn't finished high school yet;

it,

plenty of applause

CDoug,

Continued from page
S. officials in

The imit doesn't have a single
strong act, the dance team of Janne
and Anthony getting the best reception for Its slightly better than
standard terp gyrations.
Anthony
shows himself to be a smooth showman as well as a polished dancer,

nearly

everybody knows he's Jay Brower's
son and one of the family, although
Jay doesn't introduce the offspring
Encores with
until after the solo.
'After You've Gone.' nice for a heavy

Jr.

public at large and U.

because

,

for other acts.

boy has plenty of promise but grabs

:

handling Miss Janne with skill on

«„j
r<
I.
Fran'.. ^
.
Z^.?3K9SJil^
A"^ waltz and rhumba turns, their two
From the arrival at Moron airport, ^outh
organ, operating latter sans
best offerings. McKay and LaValle
when he was greeted by Ambassador hands or support. Nothing outstand/- open with a knockabout comedy act
Norman Armour— itself a rarity for jng but the customers went for him that's spotty at best. ImpersonatAppell.
a film star— until his departure three in a big way. Arnold and
ing'a stew, McKay staggers on stage
dress
team, f^^^^
particular.

.

i

i

thoroughly clicko.
El Pampero, chief

;

tap

°^"edalt7 wUh Ihe bSys
i

Nazi

«heet,

Brmver
^rP^r

vi^
v.a

"

then

sounded off usual warning for Fair- tigs suspended from coat-hangers.
The destruction of the Bismarck banks to go back to the States and This is the sort of stuff Embassy
and Hood are interestingly treated 'tell them that the crillos can't be patrons think is really delicious, and
by Paramount through the blending conquered by false smiles.' Sheet it clicked.
of library shots and drawings. The
to Cliff
library gleanings
deal with the
tney Rifch'e 7rom"fhe''Ml/H" tz nitery
Ben"i%l ^hey
™miin'' but
bu? -in
n general
launching of the Bismarck and what lots of millions
^ ^^^^ reception, parhad been Britain's biggest battle- lack the spiritual quality able to win tjcularly on his finale, 'Gianina Mia.'
wagon in firing maneuvers. By the esteem of a people such as ouis. y^j^^ pjpgj 'jjaria Elena' and 'No. 10
means of the charts the reel's editor Mae West might come down next to Lullaby Lane' in an upper-range
tells
how he figures the battle win good-will. Pampero concluded.
tenor. Brower introduces him as a
started and ended.
Aside from this, and a stench bomb Negro soloist, although he is so light
The Embassy's latest commentator thrnwn when enterine Radio El that his race might pass unnoticed
is
Tex. McCrary, chief editorial M;,nHn for fl broadcast Fairbanks behind the footlights.
writer for the N. Y. Daily Mirror, a ^" V J 4^,.?,,,h !,ith too honors.
An assertedly Latin-American rouwith top honors ^.^^
.^^^
fiery young Texan who seems more crashed through
be- .^^
intent upon striking terror into his Up against a two-strike situation
^jj^^ Hewlett featured,
listeners
than in contributing a cause of the good-will-intended picts ygj^g ^^^^^ s^irt and castanets,
but,
Wern,
broad blueprint of America's defense that turned out to be anything
obof
needs.
Most of which .he warns Fairbanks, in the opinion
about has been recognized by the servers here, not only managed to
country's military authorities, and
HarrV Carroll is opening a night
on -trouble waters but_i.garDour V**
o'il VI*
puuA
TrAn4iii.« blvd.,
Klvf?
nnrtVi of
nt HoiHOIthat Is that air power is the No. 1
north
Ventura
on
atten-'spot
unusual amount of
panoply of modern war. With the nered an
ly wood, titled Tin Pan Alley,
manner and voice of a prophet of iitn for his godd-will talk.
tive cities.

1

f?^.

.^orobatics by McKay, whose "ilVi
best
bit is falling flat on' his face like

—

'

the act.

^

.

In his own turn. Waller, who In
addition to emceeing, leads band

'

I

to
of
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ment.
Miles gags his way into strongly
deserved reception, covering all sorts
of material in gathering a harvest
of laughs. Occasionally he resorts to
an old line, but with a twist that
gives

'

it

new

interpretation.

He

works alone midway and also bows
on the various turns on the bill. It's

al.

One

of the comic's funniest bits

is

running through, at rapid-fire speed,
a resume of everything that has
gone before, to a customer just being seated.

Wood.

violin and attempts NORMAN YOUNG
gag in the Benny manner. Most Singing
his gags fall fiat, but he saves Six MIns.
the turn by bringing out Audrey, Hippodrome, Baltimore
Local youngster spotted on curwho pipes There'll Be Some
Changes Made' and 'Amapola.' She rent vaude layout more than holds
puts a lot of vim and vigor Into her his own. Possessed of legit pair of
delivery and the result is pleasing. pipes he has the added advantage ol
Waller winds up turn with a bit of a sure and pleasing stage presence.
But
Held down to one number because
clarinet-clowning that's so-so.
beginning. Waller of length of accompanying bill whea
^^^^^ ^.^
couldn't click If he' had been the caught, lad gave out with a medley
made up of 'Falling In I,ove.' 'Ah,
Dionne quints,
The Clyde Jordan girls are pleas- Sweet Mystery' and 'Stout Hearted
ing in tbr«e standard appearances, .Men,' milking them all and, making
their .beat being a walking stick them count as a whole. With soma
turn. with. the fiance team of.Janne .added, mike technique should prov*
a*T.4
AtifVi/inv
Thov open
nnj^n With' a a bet for more- ambitious doings.
They
Anthony,
and
'«=....^k. Navy' and close with
Burnt.
Salute to the

comes on with a

j

|

^

-

«
l^^*"'*
6° through a knockabout comedy et

p^^^^

Ta Portabte^^^^
nortable mike

;

•

20 MIns.
Stato Theatre,' N. T.
Jackie MUes apparently has been
around, from his work, but there's
no mention of him In Varietv's files.
His m.c. and gag routine at this house
Comedy Is
rates heavy plaudits.
whacky, but wallopy routine Is a
standout part of an hour's entertain-

only in the mr.c. duties that he's a bit
weak. However, In niteries he's at
ease when conprenciering. His background is dominantly in cafes, starting as gag material writer for Jack
1^*^ White, Eddie Davis, Harry RIchman,

i

weeks later, Fairbanks received a
press and public break that's been

JACKIE MILES
Comedy

.

!:'
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WB$

Buy

Civk Opera's 4 Wks.

of 7 Plays for $51^500

h

Plays Bought for Fdms. 194041

WABNEB BBOS.
Los Angeles, Jun* 8.
Starting with 'Rio Rita,' Loa An'Arsenic and Old Lace'. .
geles Civic Opera Assn. got away to
(*Ptus 15% o/ tross otior $1,250,000.)
a good opening and may pile up a
The Corn Is Green*
gross of more than $200,000 for its
'George Washington Slept Hera'
four weelcs here and San Francisco.

$175,000*

,

Bros, was the heaviest
buyer of the 1940-41 crop of plays,
both from point of number and

amount paid. It picked off five new
Broadway shows at $498,500, plus two
other legiters at $18,000. Paramount
was runner-up in amount spent for
current season's properties, $475,000,
lor which it got three plays. Heavy
coin for 'Lauy In the Dark* ($285,000)
and 'Louisiana Purchase' ($150,000)
shot the Par figure over Columbia,
although the latter bought one more
play. Col spent $344,000, plus a per
centage on one property, for four
shows. Weightiest sum was $225,000

Brokers' Salt vs. N. Y.
Officials

'Old Acquaintance'
For the first time, according to Ed'Night Before Christmas'....
win Lester, general manager, Civio
'Four Cheers for Mother'
Opera is likely to finish the season
(Bought after sumTner theatrt
out of the red.
reached Broadway.)
musicals,

on 75c Law

Goes to Trial June 16

Series consists of four
playing a week each in L. A. and
In addition to 'Rio Rita,'
Hearing of the suit by the New
they are 'Naughty Marietta,' The
York ticket brokers to restrain city Chocolate Soldier' and 'Cabin In the
officials from enforcing the so-called Sky.'
Mitchell-Coudert law was dated for

1

'

Monday

(2),

when

It

was

The Good

,

IN

,

were Tobacco
percentage) and

($200,000
'Charley's Aunt'

Fellow'
(Produced in 1926; written by George S. Kaujman and Herman J. Afankieuncz.)
'Accidents Don't Happen'

|

:

!

M-G's $225,000

money

line was Metro,
out. $225,000 for three
of them were musicals,
B. G. DeSylva, now top

.Next in the

which handed
shows.

Two

produced by
man on the Par lot. They were
UuBarry was a Lady* ($80,000) and
'Panama HatUe' ($130,000). Metro
spent another $65,000 for two oldies
pulled out of the files
It gave

.

,

*I?'*,Al®'''?''/°'"

of 1936 vintage, both of

Si*'^;

J"^"
them
musl-

cals.

!

I

,

I

°'

All contracts entered into by manTicket men's counsel also says that aggrs and authors will carry a rider
Equity, which was called Into the to the effect that the deals are to be
case by the defendants, had no posi- retroactive as of late May, since tSe
tion in the matter. He ventured the amended basic agreement cannot be
idea that if it is legal to limit the formally ratified by the Dramatists
price of ticketo, it is reasonable to Guild membership until autumn. As
assume that a law fixing a ceiling indicated at the several conferences,
for actors' salaries would be just as the changes were amicably arrived
logical.
at and the hostility aroused when
Reported that Assemblyman Mit- the managers went into court has
-heU, who introduced the bill, but apparently evaporated,
^id not write it himself, understood
One authors' concession was to exit to be merely concerned with thea- tend the time Umlt within which
tres and not sporting and other .the producer will share in film
events.
Brokers claim it is unfair rights. Currently, if a play Is not
to fix- the premium on high-priced sold for pictures within 10 years,
sports tickets, which are not return- the manager did not get a share
able, and this is supposedly the prin- thereafter.
From now on he is to
cipal object of the suit.
share for a longer period, but his
percentage is to decrease in proportion.to the number of years the rights
remain unsold.
Conn. Strawhat
Another concession asked by the
managers was to scratch the rule requiring aU foreign authors to be
New Milford, Conn., June 3.
members
of^he Guild. Latter has
With Ruth Weston officiating as
revised the clause to read that one
mistress of ceremonies, the new
play from a foreign non-member may
Theatre-in-the-Dale here was dedibe produced each year. That forcated at ribbon-cutting exercises yesmerly applied to British writers
terday afternoon (1) before a crowd
only, but understood that eU wellof several hundred, including Prince
known English authors are already
and Princess Salem Solesski and a members of the GuUd.
host of other social reglsterites.
'

Universal Is represented with only,
one buy and that through one of its
Indie producers, Jules Levey. Latter
gave $200,000 plus 40% of the net
tor 'Hellzapoppin,' although that
load of sugar includes the services of
'

,

j

|

Olsen and Johnson. David O. Selz-|
nick held up the united ArUste
standard With "Claudia, for whidr
he gave $137,500.
RKO, which got its fing«rs burnt:
In setting itself up among the leaders
of Broadway play buyers in past
yeats, sat back and watched the
parade pass buy this season. It was
the only major to have bought nothing, although one of its indies, William Dleterle, bought 'Devil and
Daniel Webster,* an operetta which
had a short Broadway stay in 1939,

|

I

:

lor $6,000.
Little independent Republic also
delved into -Uie storage bin for ita

two buys, "Yokel Boy,' for which It
gave $5,000. (it announced $5(^,000)
and 'Sis Hopkins,' $2,500 (also announced as having been bought at
Par, WB and 20th each
$50,000).
.

The

also bought an oldie. Par's was
Ckiod Fellow,' a <3>eorge S. Kaufman-

Herman

J.

(.*Plua

Manclewicz one-week flop

'

I

!

1

'

$200,000*

percentage;

12%% on
17H% on

10% on

to

jrross

$1,000,000;

IB% on next $500,000;
next $500,000, and 20% on all over

.next $500,000;

$2,500,000.)

I

'Charley's Aunt'

110,000

(Revival produced orioinaUy in
Light of Heart*
(Produced In Londort.)
'Margin for Error*
(Produced in 1939-40 season.)
.

1892.)

The

25,000

20,000
355,000

COLUMBIA
.

'

•My

Sister Eileen'
'Pal Joey'
.

$225,000
75,000*

.'

('Plus perceAtage, the total deal, including servJohn O'Hara and, prodlicer George

ices of author

!

"""""
!

492,500

Tobacco Road*

'

'

7,500

20TH CENTCBT-FOX

I

'

$285,000
150,000
40,000
10,000

(Produced in London.)

AGREEMENT

William C. Hyman, attorney for
With all joints at issue virtually
the ticket agency people, plainly intlmated that the city has repeatedly cleared up, the confabs between the
postponed the action and said that it
managers and authors have termithe case was not tried within a reaAlthough it is possible that
nated.
sonable time half the brokers might
be out of business. He also ex- one additional session may be called,
pressed the opinion that the law was ^ working arangement has been
inspired by certain managerial i""
agreed on whereby the changes
terests, indicating he referred to the
-„„tPaPt»H
Shuberts, and not the League of New; made will apply to plays contracted
York Theatres, which favors the for by producers from now on. Sugstatute because strengthening the gestions for amended clauses were
ticket code. Both the law and code;ijoii^ jown to eight points.
Only
place a maximum premium of 75c two, which were the last to be dison tickets, but while the code ap- cussed, await phrasing by attorneys
pUes only to legit theatres, the law foj. both sides.

|

Latter was a peculiar
($110,000).
as it is about 50 years
old and has been made by Hollywood twice before. It was the oriyj
revival of the season to be bought
for pix.

buy inasmuch

$916,300

•Lady in the Dark'
'Louisiana Purchase'
'Out of the Frying Pan'

|

'

8,000

FABAMOUNT

MGRS, AUTHORS

was ahead

135,000
83,500
75,000
30,000
10,000

never

tryout;

Gentle People'
(Produced in 1939.)

definitely

June 16. Another case
of the ticket matter and
the corporation counsel, defending
for 'My Sister Eileen.'
Commissioner
Paul Mo^
Twentieth-Fox was No. 4 in the License
Commissioner Lewis J.
parade for legiters in coin spent, lay- and Police
Valentine, asked postponement until
Ing out $310,000, again plus a perCommuninvolvmg
allegedly
'cases
centage. for only two shows. They
plusjistic school teachers are disposed of.
Road'
set for trial

J

'

.,

The

Frisco.

I

1941

LA., SJ. Grossing 200G

Topped Hollywood's B'way Invasion
Warner

4,

-Abbott, totaZIing about $200,000.)
liBdies in Retirement'

(Independently

Columbia
'Every

Man

bought

by

40,000

Lester

Cowan

for

release.)

for

Himself

4,000

844,000

HETBO
"Panama Hattie*
'DuBarry Was a Lady'

$130,0i00

80,000
15,000
50,000

•Meet the People'
'Bittersweet'

(Produced in

1929.)

'A Woman's Face'

20,000

;

(French, play from which Swedish picture was
made.)
'Red Hot and Blue'
(Produced in 1930.)

15,000

310,000

VNTVEBSAL
"Hellzapoppin*

!

.-

$200,000*

(Plus 40% of gross, but including Olsen and
Johnson's services. Independently bought by
Jules Levey for U release.)

Open

200,000

UNITED ABTISTS
'CTaudia'

$137,500

(Independently bought by David O. Selznick for

VA

release.)

137,500

BEPUBLIC
'Yokel Boy'

$5,000

(Produced in 1939-40.)
•Sis Hopkins'
(Produced in 1000)

;

$2,500

7,500
of 1926. Studio paid $10,000 for it as
New Summer playhouse, repreBKO-BADIO
a Bob Hope vehicle.
took The
*Devil and Daniel Webster'
Gentle People* off author Irwin senting an outlay of $40,000, will be
$6,000
Stock Spot
L's
(Produced as an operetta in 1939. Independently
Shaw's hands fpr $8,000. It made its operated by Louis Townsend, with
bought by William Dteterle for
release.)
Broadway debut in 1939. Fox's buy Hudson Faussett as director. Elevenwas also a 1939 entry, 'Margin for week season is planned, with 'Male
Hartford, June 3.
6,000
Error,' Clare Booth's anti-Nazi play, Animal* as curtain-raiser on June 21.
Encouraged by a trial-balloon
TOTAL
Xor which studio gave $20,000.
Geraldine Dvorak and Richard Boi- showing of the road company of To$2,369,000
Two London productions were also ler have been engaged for leading bacco Road' early this spring. Wee
I
bought for films. They were The roles throughout the summer semes- and Leventhal have leased the
made up of gifta and purchases.
Light of Heart,' Emlyn WtlUams' ter.
Capitol, in New Britain, from WarShe went broke after the French
British play, for which Fox gave
ner Bros, for scheduled 10 weeks of
government fined her $75b,000 for
$25,000, and 'Accidents Don't Happen,*
summer stock.
not declaring a $100,000 ring she
SUICIDES!
taken by Par for $7,500. Warners and adaptec Owen Davis are said to
First to'hit the boards is 'George
brought from London.
acquired one play, 'Four Cheers for have turned down studio's $30,000
Washington Slept Here,' starting a
Rosie formerly married
Jean
Mother,' after its ti^ollt in a Long offer; play closed Saturday (31)],
Jenny (Yansci) Dolly, 48, of the' Schwartz, pop song writer, to
one- week stand on Monday (2).
was also
Island strawhait last summer and 'Native Son* (Negro cast and too so- Plans call for one week shows at
one-time dance duo the Dolly Sisters, visiting on the Coast when her siswithout ita ever coming to Manhat- ciological), and 'Cabin in the Sky' $1.50 top. House capacity is 1,400.
was found dead in her Beverly Hills ter was found dead. She is wed to a
tan. Price wa? $10,000.
(Negro fantasy).
Chicago
department store man,
Not new, but coming into more
apartment Sunday (1).
Two- long-run Broadway attracShe hadj
Holyoke Flops
general vogue, as can be noted from tions which Hollywood has passed
formed a noose from drapes and Irving Netoher, formerly the hus-.
flolyoke, Mass., June 3.
hanged herself after calling Mrs. band of Constance Talmadge.
fiigures above, was the type of deal over are 'J6hnny Belinda,' now in
The DpUys were the stage glamour
Attempt to stage legit at Holy' Frieda Bakos, an aunt, on the teleby which the legit owners take a ita 37th week, and 'Separate Rooms,'
girls of Broadway during the era
percentage of the film's gross after now in ita 62d week. 'Belinda'' suf' oke's War Memorial Building flopped phone to say she was feeling ilL
when they were in musical shows.
production costa are out
.There fers largely because its principal after a weeH's run of 'The Little
She was married to Bernard W.
were four such pacta during 1040-41,- femme character is a mute, while Foxes' with Katherine Warren in the Vinissky, a Chicago attorney, and. Dancing twins from Hungary first
appeared in vaudeville in 1900. They
(Mfiy
26-31).
Critics
lead
role
Plays were 'Pal Joey,' Tobacco 'Rooms,' despite ita
had gone to the Coast for a visit with
of more than.
jtmiped to the legit almost at once
puiTed the show, but raves failed to
Road, "Hellzapoppin'
and 'Arsenic a
two daughters adopted from a'
- year, was roundly panned by the
...
and drew attention when In Ziegend Old Lace.' Mediocre b.o. of the crix when it opened and expert take the place of a big-name lead. Budapest, Hungary, orphanage. Her|
feld's 'Follies,' 1911. Seasonally they
Attendance during the week's run
only one of the quartet so far pro- opinion on it has not changed. It
first husband was Harry Fox, former
were featured in successive musicals.
was never good, and for several per- vaudeville single,
duced, 'Tobacco Road,' makes the in- also has some tough sex angles.'
who subsequently Among
formances dropped to 50. or 60. Wee
wed the daughter of Jack Curtis, the in 'Jig their top successes, too, were
volved percentage schedule pretty! On the other hand, two definite
Saw,' London, about 1920, and
^'LevenYhai^whir
agent. The marriage with 'Vinissky
It probably won't get be- flops were, bought by Celluloidia.
useless.
other English musicals, such as 'The
« ny here had
to p^
was' said to have been an unhappy
yohd the 10% on gross up to $1,000,- They were 'Every Man for Himself,' Pg^",^^^^^^^^
League of Notions' and 'Babes in
one.
the Wood.' Girls were just as sucweek, but lack of audiences forced
r?'" '^''^•'^ ^"^L*!.!*
^.
.
uu
^.
^
TT 1.
A
^u''.
J*
^
which
HoUywood
hM
top hit
closed
and.
Miss Dolly, who was around 48, cessful when appearing in the Folies
relinquish the venture,
to
skipped is Lillian Bellman's 'Watch mas' (Paramount-backed), which was '^yhite Cargo ' with Ann Corio had was seriously injured in a motor Bergere, Paris. Their last appearOQ the Rhine.' No studio wante to kept open Just long enough for
car accident wlUle in France about' ance in New York was In The
scheduled for a third week.
take a -chance on the status of world to buy it at $30,000.
eight years. ago.
Almost fatal In- Greenwich Village Follies,' 1924.
affairs—on which the play hinges—
Hollywood buy which Is all but
juries required a number
plastic
The striking brunet twlhs were
Jessie Landis Recuping operations, it Is believed ofher
by the time it can be released in closed Is Al Jolson's 'Hold On to
re- familiar figures in Broadway night
Jules Levey, has the
Jessie Royce Ijandis/ who has been cent indisposition dated back that life.
1943. Alsor war pix have not been .Your Hata.*
They were frequently in the
y'
option on It to film for his Uni- ill for the past month, is reported far.
The Dollys were prominent company of Diamond Jim Brady,
doing biz.
Other successes or moderate sue- versal release. Holding up the sale definitely on the mend. Since en- along the Riviera at the time and' who Is said -to have given both girls
ce 3snottaken up lor films bav6 bete is Jolson's'^esire to take the musical tering the New York hospital she stories are that Jenny broke the bank many costly- jeweled baubles. Dev^ants was operated upon four times.
at Cannes, while her twin> sister, ceased adopted her daughters In 1029
Ed V^yon's "Boys and Girls Xogether,^' on the'foad next'seadon:
'Actress will 'probably 'be dis- Rosle (Roszika) may have also par- and when she wed Vinissky they
•Mr. and BSra. North' [which Metro (Levey tjD'agr^'hbt 40- tefeUIblt the,'
tucked but didn*t buy wheif authors! plcturef Ut -certatn' tOWnS iuitll the charged' from the hospital in about ticipated. Soon after the accident, were legally adopted by the couple
Jenny sold her collection of jewels, and took his name.
two weeks.
Bichard and Fr9mees Loctoldge r leglter has played there.
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NEW LEGIT PRODUCnON LOW
Asks Dies to Probe Equity Reds

and Flops of

Equity Indies Ask Council Reprimand

ENTRIES,

16 HITS IN

1-41 Of

\m\

Reed
m

'B'way'

•Broadway,

Shows Less Than Last
Year
B'way Actually
Better Than It Looks 22
Shows Never Reached
New York Boards

—

Flo

New

Season Started Slow Productively and Wound Up 12

hope, however, that, liberal-minded members would not be smeared.
EITort was made to set the hearing prior to Friday (6), when Equity's
annual election is set, but it was believed there was not enough time
to secure the desired action.

Hits

NEW

62

Equity's president, Bert Lytell, lest week received a telegram from
Congressman William P. Lambertson, who charged that half a dozen
in Equity's council are Reds or fellow travelers, oflering to arrange a
date so that the charges could be investigated by the Dies Committee.
Equity attempted to bring about such an investigation, but never obtained more than routine answers from Dies' office.
Lytell immediately answered, asking that charges of tubverslveness
within Equity be cleared up as quickly as possible. He expressed the

1941,*

for Illegal' Campaigning
Rank and file of Equity are all
het up over Friday's (6) election
and the fight between the regulars
and those on the Independent ticket
is getting hotter and hotter, most of
the campaigning being done by -the
opposition faction.
Amid the controversy, the Red charges made by
William P. Lambertson, Kansas con-

Stock

brought up

to

date, which was elated for N. Y.
presentation during the winteiy has

been released- for summer stock
showings and around half a dozen
spots will use the play, with others
probably placing It on their sched- gressman

—

last summer, were made
The new 'Broadway' may play a focal point and it is now likely
town as Brighton Beach. that alleged radicals will soon get a

ules.

as close to

The Phil Dunnlng-George Abbott chance to substantiate their denials
melodrama was presented by Jed of Communistic leanings.
Only known campaigning through
Harris in 1926, the play lifting the
manager among the well knowns. the mails by regular candidate supAfter earning a fortune as a stage porters was a reprint of the .letter
from
Lambertson: to Florence Reed.
show, film rights of 'Broadway'
It was sent to the membership In
brought nearly $250,000.

SCRIPT SHORTAGE
HITS

'

•Arsenic and Old Lace'
•Boys and Girls Together'

•Hold
'It

On

to

Sister Eileen'
'Old Acquaintance'
'Pal Joey'

'Panama Hattle'
'The Corn Is Green*
'Watch on the Rhine'

Your -Hats'

Happens on

By JACK PULASKI

'My

'

'Claudia'
Ice'

•Lady in the Dark'

'Native Son'
'Mr.

and Mrs. North'

'AU

'Eight O'clock Tuesday'
'Everyman for -Himself'

Fun'

in

'Meet the People'
'Mum's the Word'

•My Fair Ladies'
'Night Before Christmas'
'Night Of Love'
•Out of the Frying Pan'
'Popsy'
'Quiet Please'
'Retreat to Pleasure*

'Brooklyn Biarritz*
•First Stop to Heaven'
•Five Alarm Waltz'
'Fledgling'
'FUght to the West'
'Flying Gerardos'
•Gabrielle'

'Return Engagement'
'Romantic Mr. Dickens*
'Suzanna and the Elders'

'Glamour Preferred'
'Horse Fever*
•Johnny Belinda*.
'Journey to Jerusalem*
•Jupiter Laughs*
'Lady Who Came to Stay'
•Crazy With the Heat'
in the WeU'
'Cue for Passion'
•Delicate Story'

itiEVIVAIS
'Kind Lady'
'The Gondoliers'
'Twelfth Night'

'Blind Alley'
•Charley's Aunt'
•Doctor's Dilemma'

EXPEEIMENTAI
An

'Steps Leading

Answer*
•Not in Our SUrs'
•No for

'The Trojan

Up'

Women'

SHOWS FROM FORMER SEASONS STILL RUnmNO
'Louisiana Purchase'
'Separate Rooms'

'Hellzapoppin'
•LUe With Father*

•Man

Who Came

A

her chairmanship status in such
manner. Council was asked to rebuke her and it is understobd that
charges will be filed -against the actress. Those supporting the regulars
took the viewpoint that if Miss Reed
erred it was merely technical.
Indies Endorse Two 'Regulars'
At a meeting of indie supporters
held Tuesday (27) last week it was
announced that Margaret Webster
and E. John Kennedy, of the regular
ticket, had been endorsed along with
the eight opposition nominees (11
councilors are to be elected, one a
replacement). In a bulletin headed
'Enquirer,' sent out by the Indies,
It
was asked: 'Do you know that
Rep. Lambertson welched on his
promise to print Alan Hewitt's de-

—

'Tanyard St.*
•The Happy Days'
•The Old Foolishness'
'They Walk Alone'
"Tis of Thee'
'Walk With Music'
'Your Loving Son'

•Cream

as chairman of Equity's nominating committee.
delegation
representing the indie ticket called

—

'Talley Method*

•Liberty Jones'

name

upon the council, 'arguing that It
was Improper for Miss Reed to use

PROGRESSIVE

FAUUBES
'Beautiful People'
'Beverly Hills'
•Boudoir'
'Boyd's Daughter'

envelopes printed with Miss Reed's

BlAY DEARTH

MODERATES
'Cabin in the Sky'
'George Washington Slept Here'

)

Season of 1940-41, as indicated in
theatrical contracts ended Saturday
(31), was one of the slowest to get
started and the lowest productively
since Times Square became the center of show business. There were 74
new plays and musicals in the 193940 period, which was the smallest
total 'since Variety started tabulating the seasons, but from last fall until the current week there were but
62 productions presented on Broadway. However, had a reasonable
How the legit season slowed up is
number of shows arrived, which shown by the dearth of premieres on
stopped out of town, the number of Broadway through spring.
After
productions
would have topped February, when eight new produc'39-40.
tions
entranced,
the
drop was
General impression was that, while progressive.
During March, five
fewer shows reached Broadway, the shows came in; in April there were
number of successes was high, but four; May saw one revival, and June
the figures prove otherwise. Season also has had a solo debut. Within
just over saw 16 hits in alL Numthe period of mid-February there
ber of distinct hits was 12, while the were a dozen entrants, out of which
count of moderate successes was four.
there was one click 'Watch on The
Last season there were 23 clicks,
Rhine,' Beck, which tops the straight
which, when broken down, included
plays and one moderate success
14 standouts and nine intermediates.
Spring
'Native Son,' St. James.
The percentage of successes in 1939- would have been more lively had
40 was exceptionally high, while the
the recent tryouts been brought to
season just ended points to a more
town.
normal percentage: that is one hit
During summer Broadway must
out of slightly less than four prodepend on the holdovers, nothing
ductions.
Expectations of increased produc- new being due until the late summer
or early fall. There are 19 sho^s
tion have not borne up in recent seasons, managers blaming it on a pau- on the list, of which six are musicals.
will sus'crty of material, rather than financing. Of that division at least one
pend—
'Lady In The Dark^ Alvin.
However, next season there should
be a big jump in the number of Summer musical fare therefore will
on
'Panama
Hattle,'
'Pal
depend
shows presented, unless war condi'
tions interfere, based on. reports of Joey,* 'Hellzapoppin,* and 'Louisiana
At Purchase. 'It Happens on Ice,' Cenplays already contracted for.
ter,
in
doubtful.
this time more than 40 new scripts
have been accepted, which means
How many straight plays will surthat 60% of the past season's total ivive is Indefinite, but the leading
virtually assured reaching the candidates are 'Watch on The Rhine,'
is
boards.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton, 'Life
With Father,' Empire, 'My Sister
Little H'wood Backing
Failure of Hollywood to participate Eileen,* Biltmore, 'The Corn is Green,'
'Claudia,* Booth, and 'Native
in Broadway backing to an appreci- National,

fense in the Congres^nal Record?'
Is a present member of the
council whom the nominators declined to put on the regular ticket

j

Hewitt
i

because he had been

'

'

'

:

•

I

committee.
Another open meeting
of indie people "was held at the
Edi.son hotel last night (Tuesday)
after show break.

!

to Dinner*

"

I

I

CORNELL'S 1ST JIT

MAT M-G PACTS
I

OF

FOR JUVES NETS $5
First jitney matinee on

able extent is a factor in the cur- Son.'
Picture of 12
of
production.
tailment
people are potentially as much inter- 'The Man Who Came to Dinner,'
ested in scripts with film possibilities 'Music Box, and 'Separate Rooms,'
An added closing last
as those which may draw heavy 'Plymouth.
stage grosses, so that a Hollywood Saturday (31 ) was 'The Happy Days,'
more active in bankrolling would Miller. 'Lady in The Dark' suspends
The at the Alvin after another week,
definitely increase production.
authors and the picture heads have while 'The Doctor's Dilemma' goes
not worked out an agreement satis- off June 21 at the Shubert.
Interest now turns to the summer
factory to the latter, but still there
are a -number of indications that stock spots and the tryouts there,
Hollywood will figure to a greater ieven though the number of Broadextent next season.
way possibilities has been quite
Coast's demand for play material sparse. Most important showing this
jumped, as shown ty the deals for week will be 'New Orleans,' an operfilm rights which totaled approxi- ,etta opening the season of the St.
Last Louis Municipal ^Opera Co.
mately $2,369,000 In '40-41.
year the total was- around $1,200,000,which practically doubled that of

COMPANY

of
'My Sister
inked to a standard term

Quine

pix 10 years ago or so as a kid
Altman also during the past

those present raised their hands.

House is one of the larger legits
and at Sc each the kids paid a total tested

more than

number

Holtz's

3.

Lou Holtz will return to Broadway next season in a new musical

total of $2,190,000, while rights to
Hsa Zebranska and Kerstin Thortickets.
plays of .previous seasons brought
Total expense was slightly
borg, contraltos, Bidu Sayao, somore than $65, balance going to prano, and William Hain, tenor, have another $110,500, and there were
miscellaneous rights of summer tryschool authorities who are in charge
Cinthe
roster
of
the
been added to
outs, etc., amounting to $68,500.
of distribution of the tickets. There
the
except
All
Co.
cinnati Opera
One picture rights plum is last
was some expense for that end, last are members of the Met.
season's 'Life With Father,' still
mostly in postage.

under Shubert banner, he said here

as quicldy as regular audiences. It
Was the secopd special Friday afternoon for the Shaw play, given the
Week previously in aid of the Stage
Relief Fund. Play is in its last three
weeks. Next special performance for
the kids has not been announced.

were bought by

^Representatives of, the company in playing Broadway (Empire). Rights
New York state that actually $15,500 may not be disposed of for years
in cash has been raised toward the
and the management has not even
six-week season, but that an addi- considered any bids.
tional $85,000, making up the $100,000
'Lady's' Top Film Sale
reported in Variety last week will be
Largest amount paid went for
.

forthcoming once the season is un'Lady in the Dark' (Alvin), which
der way. This additional money will
Paramount (also in on the produccome from the sale of tickets and the tion) got for $285,000. Last year the
estimate is based on previous sales
(Continued on page 52)
over a score of seasons.
I

I

;

{
'

Own Show

Pittsburgh, June

productions, 19
Hollywood for a

of

week before leaving for ChiIdea for show is Holtz's own
will be developed by himself
a couple of writers still to be
picked. Composers will be engaged

last

cago.

and
and

it

an Equity vice-

charges
before.

very

cursory check of the
names published in Equity's magazine as supporters of Mr. Hewitt, re-

'A

|

i

small

is

Wrote the Kansan:

I

week

who

president, made additional
that
were not revealed

I

Cincy Opera's Additions

Miss Cornell said she was thrilled
at the kids' audience reaction, juves
seeming to catch the' author's humor

Miss Repd,

'

a half dozen humorous charplayers for The Thin Man's
Shadow.' Producer Hunt Stromberg
1938-39, when a low water mark had
is now perusing the footage.
been reached, partially blamed on
the squabble with the authors. Out
of the past season's comparatively

$70.

i

'

acter

Actors,
stagehands and musicians worked for
free and no royalty went to G. B.
Shaw, so that expenses were essentials only. Paid for the performance
'were doormen, -porters and ushers,
while the house received the light
cost, Ice for the cooling plant and
of slightly

•

More Lambertson Charges
The Lambertson letter, alleged to
This Indicates a summer list
have be^ solicited from him by
shows. Other possibilities are

was
for- school students was given at the
pact by Metro on Monday (2), fol8hul>ert Friday (30), when Katharine lowing a screen test made by Al
Cornell appeared in 'The Doctor's Altman, company's eastern talent
Dilemma.' It was the starter of a scout. Quine leaves the cast of the
series of virtual gratis performances Broadway leglter for the Coast June
He was slated for a role in
designed to Interest juveniles in the 14.
theatre.
During an intermission, Arthur Freed's 'Babes on Broadway'
when the youngsters were asked how after the test was viewed by Freed
many had never seen a play, 75% of and Louis B. Mayer. Quine was in
actor.
Eileen,'

'

'EILEEN'

Richard

Broadway

DICK QUINE

named by Lam-

bertson.
Hewitt told of his efforts
to clear himself at the meeting and
pasted the congressman for interfering with the internal affairs of
Equity.
Several
additional
stage
wellknowns were named as supporters
of the indie ticket, including George
Abbott, who is a manager but also a
life member of Equity.
Messages
from them were printed in the bulletin, with generous criticism of the
attitude taken by the nominating

j

j

veal 25 who have well-known records as sympathizers and supporters
of the Communist party.'
One was singled out as participating with Reds when he was connected with the Federal Theatre
Project in Chicago. A^'for bringing
the relief theatre back, the indies
say there is no more chance than the
'proverbial snowball,"
Congressman's letter also said that
the nominating committee, in not
naming Hewitt, was the first move.
In his opinion, to enforce Equity's
resolution of last fall: 'No member
of or sympathizer with a Communist,
Nazi or Fascist organization
can be employed by or hold office
in Equity.' He also said that nothing has come to his attention since
last summer to 'diminish in the
slightest degree' his charges against
half a dozen members of the council, also: ''Any doubt in my mind as

whether Mr. Hewitt was an

by Shuberls.
It'll be the

to

Charles Washburn^ p.a. for the Chicago company of 'Arsenic and Old

Elixabeth McFadden, author of
'Double Door' and other plays, has

uri-

witting rather than knowing tool of
first Broadway production -for the -poppa of the Lapldus the Communists is pretty well dislegend since 'You Said If almost 10 pelled by his position in this election.'
years ago.
•

Lace,' has

pleted
'novel.

on

about 70,000 words coma semi-autobiographical

written a

which she

new courtroom mcUcr, for
is seeking a summer the-

atre tryout.

'

Wednesday, June
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SO-Odd Strawhats In^cate Total

;

Gross of $1500,000 This Su

Contlniica

Brown
with

(Post),

from page

who won

li

in 1937-38

This has been Kronen.935.
first season in the rating!.

berger's

Names

Plenty Scripts,
By HOBE MORBISON
As the strawhat season
to

start.

will

about the same

probably be

number

about

is

Indications bra that there

of

as

theatres

last

year.

And, as far as even tentative forecasts can be made, business is likeAs a
ly to be better than usual.
broad estimate, it may be predicted
that a total gross of somewhere
around $1,500,000 may be drawn by

He had

Available

previously done his review-

Time mag.
Robert Coleman

ing for

(Mirror),
the
ig36-'37 tlUeholder, winds up third
He caught 80
this year with .900.
the established strawhat stands will shows, calling the turn on 45, while
have a guest-name policy. Most of Walter Winchell, who is credited
these names will be the regular legit with being the Mirror's first-stringer,
headliners, such as Jane Cowl, Ruth reviewed only 10, and got 'an averGordon, Tallulah Bankhead, Ruth age of .sop. Winchell was right on
Chatterton, Violet Heming, Pauline nine, wrong on one.
Lord, etc., witli the customary numOther critics, and their averages,
ber of novelty' names, such as Moss finished in the following order:

(in 'Man Who Lockridge,
Brooks Atkinson
.881;
(Times), .864; Sidney B. Whipple
(World-Telegram), .857; John AnThere will also be derson
.846;
(Journal- American),
Hollywood
the usual assortment of
John Mason Brown (Post), .843, and
names, including this year Charles Burns Mantle (Daily News), .780.
Butterworth, Michael Whalen, C. The combined average of all the
all the professional summer theatres
Aubrey Smith, Luise Rainer, Mary critics was .881 based on 449 right
over the full season.

Hart and Harpo Marx

Came

to Dinner') and Alexander
Woollcott and Harpo Marx (in The

Yellow

latest

Information there will

available

be 50-odd so-

summer

stock theatres operEquity sanction this

called

ating under
That includes not only the
Equity-bonded outfits that pay the
Equity minimum and agree to observe Equity's regulations, but also
such spots as the Barter theatre,
Abingdon, Va, and The Lost Colony,' on Roanoke Island, N. C,
which operate under special Equity
waivers. It also includes such reguyear.

Maplewood

lar stock setups as the

(N. J.) theatre; the
dra,

Toronto,

and

•

Royal Alexan-

among

.

summer

Indian- White Plains, N. Y., this

Keith's,

Hume Cronyn will direct sev.
.
eral productions at different straw-

.

Factor in the favorable boxoSice
outlook for the season is the lineup
of promising shows available. List
Includes such recent Broadway plays
as 'Male Animal,' "Ladies in Retirement,' 'Skylark,' 'George Washington
Slept Here,' 'Out of the Frying Pan,'

'Man Who Came

to Dinner,' "Little

Foxes,' possibly 'Mr. and Mrs. North'
and the intimate musical.
for
the Show.' There will also be a
number of bits from past seasons,
such aa 'Once in a Lifetime' and 'Our
Town.' Supply of likely scripts is
just as important to strawhats as it
is to Broadway.

L'VniE'S 6

hats during the season . . . Theatre
Guild intends doing a number of tryouts at Westport, Conn.
.
.
Sen
Kranz, stage manager for Herman
Shumlin road companies,- will direct
the first five productions at the

Monomoy

theatre,

Chatham,

Gertie Lawrence
SSConttamed from page
peered in 'Sunny' on a deal calling

ib%

of

that

musical's

gross.

Weather's Important
Scaled at $6.60 and $7.70 in those
most important and days, the New Amsterdam hit the

of the

least predictable factors of
theatre business, however,

summer

is the
weather.
Two seasons ago there
were a succession of rainy weekends
through the first two-thirds of the
summer. Grosses were brutal nearly everywhere and a 'number of
stands- were forced to fold.
Even
those able to remain lighted barely
got by.. Last season a dearth of
strong .plays and a combination of
other traubles knocked many strawhats insolvent before the summer
was over. Yet, as the year before,
the established ttieatres made at
least a modest profit ajpd some even
cleaned up again.
As usual there are numerous
other ventures closely related to and

$50,000

mark

regularly.

"Lady in Dark' gross is somewhat
better than $31,500 average at the
Alvin.

Show

suspending for 10 weeks
starting June 18 so that the star may
-take 1^ usual summer rest and is
dated to resume Sept 1. Miss Lawrence planned to clipper to London
but it ia believed she will now remain over here.
'Lady' is one of the most expensive
to operate because of the high pay
to the star and large royalties to the
three authors—Moss Hart, Ira Gershwin and Kurt Weill who split 13%
Those two items approximate $9,000
weeldy, so mai
wscjuy,
that ii
It win
will ibkc
take longer
dependent on the- strawhats.. These for the production cost to be earned
Include restaurants, bars, small nite- back than any other musfcal in inany
is

i

'

ries, inns, hotels, stores

and various seasons
Other current stage

undertakings. Just as the the^ other
atres suffered during the
two

stars

^hose

include Too Many Girls,' 'Irene,'
'three Waltzes,' 'Rio Rita' and 'New
Moon.'
Production is again in charge of
Jolm Shubert, who will hold auditions at the National Theatre June
14 for Louisville singers and dancers.
Cast will include some new faces as
well as those of previous seasons.
Principles include Bobert Shafer,
Jane Pickens, Carol Stone, Austin
Marshall,
Ruby Mercer, Edward
Roecker, Martha Errole, Nancy -McCord, and Perry Askam. Support
ing players will be Jack Sheehan
and Doris Patson, Franklyn Fox, Ted
Gary, Barrie O'Daniels, Sergio De
Karlo, Florenz Ames. Maorin Lawler, Allan Stewart,' Robert Lyons,

Robert Leonard, John Patrick, Mary
Nina VareUa,
vareiiu,
Mason. iNma
Roche, Melissa mason.

"<"=°^3,T."^
Nora Willlan^, Nina Olivette, Nma
Allen, Zara Fox, Edna Stroiig and
Ethel Barrymore Colt.
Sammy Lambert will be stage director and Ralph Stone, musical diCarl Randall will again
have charge of the dances, and Rollo
[
I*Wayne will provide decor, his
rector.

1

salaries are in the higher brackets

last

seasons, so these related ventures
fared badly. After two slim seasons,
the managements of such spots are
als6"waiting anxiously to find out if
the coming season will be more
profitable and enable them to recoup.
Others, operating for the first time
this summeif, will need a break to
get through the season.

Open-Air Concerts

include the Lunts, Katharine Cor-

Katharine Hepburn and Helen
for Mexico
Hayes. The Lunts, however, 'are in
on the managerial end of the attracMexico City, June 3.
tions in which they appear, which
Programs for the introduction of
also applies to Miss Cornell's plays.
a series of open-air concerts, similar
Noel Coward Is probably the high- to those rendered in leading U. S.
est paid stage actor but has been off cities, are being arranged on a nathe boards for several years, at pres-'! tional scale by the Ministry of Pubent -is in the English naval intelli- lie Education.
gence service. He^ tdo, is always in
Miguel Lerdo de Tejada, ace comon the' manager's e'amings, as during poser and director of the Mexican
the run of Tonight at 8:30.' He's Tipica Orchestra, who died May 28,
dravm huge pay when appearing for was one of the Chief , sponsors of this
Charles B. Cochran in London.
plan. The plan is to start here this
In private life Miss Lawrence is summer', probably in 'the National
the wife of Richard Aldrich, of the Stadium. It would be extended to
producing firm of Aldrich Sc (Rich
key provincial cities,
ard) Myers. When she appeared for
John Golden, in 'Susan and God' and
'Skylark,' her contracts also called
Pitt Strawhat
for heavy coin, but not up in the
brackets of her income in 'Lady.'
nell,

Mapped

Less Film Sooatlng
From present indications, thereH
less intensive covering of the
strawhats thl^ summer by film talent scouts and! agents. _ That will
merely continue a tendency of recent seasons, when the picture reps
and agents have learned that most
of the talent to be seen on strawhat
stages is the same as that visible on
Broadway during the winter. There's
usually a turnout for a promising
new play, particularly if by a name
author (though each pieces are n.ot
normally given strawhat tryouts)
and agents and talent reps frequently make trips to look over a recom- 'Skylark' Preems Elitch
mended prospect in a specific part.
•J
ci
1 fi
Golden Jubilee heaSOn
But in general, there is nowhere
neiar as much coverage of the sumDenver June 3.
mer circuit as there used to be.
_,. .
*
XV
ill
u=-i_
begin
will
EUtch summer theatre
Latest available list of Equitysummer managements its Ciolden Jubilee year with 'Skysanctioned
operate for
appears elsewhere in this issue. "Xi lark' on June 16, and will
weeKs.
additional spots are announced, they
The opening night will be a celeIn addition, a
will be reported.
Mayor
schedule of the ensuing week's try- bratibh, with Gov. Ralph Carr,
.prominent
outs at Equity spots wiU be printed ^-Ben S.tapleton and others
and. when possible, the shows them* ia official life bfeing preienfc/Georgp
Somnes will -be back fot hlsaaventh
selves will be reviewed by VABirry.
, .. yAs in recent seasons, the bulk of year as director..

be

{

No

Pittsburgh, June

I

.

.

>

..

3.

Pittsburgh will have to do without strawhat entertainment this sumTown's only barn theatre. Fox
Chapel Playhouse, which was op-

wated year ago by Robert

'

'
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0
1
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0
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0
0
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3

.677
.733
.826
.857
.862
.809
.898
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.917
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.908
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.914
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8
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0
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(Equity-bonded ffroups only)

Ann Arbor Drama

Festival^Ann Arbor, Michigan.

c-o Jane Broder, Times Bldg., N.Y.C.—BR 9-4185.
Barter Theatre, Abingdon, 'Virginia.
c-o Robert Porterfield, 228 W. 58th St, N.Y.C.—CO 5-4087.
Barnstormers ^Tamworth, N. H.
c-o Francis G. Cleveland, 235 E. 22d St., N.Y.C.—AL 4-3212.
Bass Rocks Theatre, Gloucester, Mass.
c-o Martin Manulis, 13 E. 9th St., N.Y.G.—GR 5-2180.
Berkshire Playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass.
c-o Wm. B. Miles. 204 E. 30th St, N.Y.C.—MU 5-5276.
Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.
c-o Theron Bamberger, 132 W. 43d St, N.Y.C.-^BR 9-3984.
Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass.
c-o Aldrich & Myers, 11 W. 42d St., N.Y.C.—PE 8-0729.
Cape Theatre, Cape May, N. J.

—

c-o T. C.

Upham,

516 Fifth Ave.,

N.Y.C.—MU

2-3S83.

Chapel Playhouse, Cjuilford, Conn.
c-o y^ie Beers, Chamberlin Brown Office, 145 W. 45th St.—BR 9-8480.
Chase iij\n Playhouse, 'Whitefleld, N. H.
c-o 'il-.satre Production Service, 1430 Broadway, N.Y.C. LO B-7039.
Clare Tree Major Chappaqua Stock, Chappaqua, N. Y.
Inquire Adelaide Ullian, 366 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

—

—

Louisville, June 3.
Fourth season of Shubert summer
shows at Iroquois Amphitheatre will
get underway July 7 with 'Chocolate
Six-Week season will also
Soldier.'

~this

summer.

for

OUTDOOR

SHOWS TEE OFF JULY 7

,

Two

One

104
lOS

BBOWN
BBOWN

W.

B.
S3
73
90
90
81
72
79
85
100
89
89
77
82
75
S8
62
65
57

109
78
97

others.

opinions out of a total of 515 reviews.
Per usual as of late, Variett's comStrawhat Notes
bined critics wound up behind the
Bucks County playhouse, New daily winner with an average of .934,
Hope, Pa., is already sold out for despite all the efforts of the sheet's
Friday (6) night's season opening own tabulator to put a brighter perwith Charles Butterworth in 'George centage on 57 correct answers on a
Washington Slept Here' ... . Kauf- total of 61 shows reviewed.
man-Hart play is localed there and
As before, the boxscore -was figboth authors have summer places ured on only the new shows, excludnearby . . . Bucks County wiU also ing revivals, experimental productry out a revival of Arnold Bennett's tions, non-commercial ventures and
'Great Adventure' during the season, amateur efforts. Such presentations
Idea as 'It Happens on Ice' and 'Mum's
with Pauline Lord starred . .
'Crazy
is to bring it to Broadway in the
the Word" were included.
fall . . . Jack Kennedy, of the Sam With the Heat* was judged. on the
Harris production staff, will be stage basis of the .firs', reviews rather than
manager at the Ridgeway theatre. th6se for the reopened version.

apolis.

SB.
'23-'24—CBAIG (MaU)
'24-'2S—POLLOCK (Brooklyn Eagle)
'25-'2e—OABBIEL (Sun)
•2e-'27—GABBIEL (Sun)
'27-'28— ATKINSON (Times)
•28-'2»— LITTLE (Post)
'29-'30—
(Post)
'30-'31—
(Post)
•31-'32—GABBIEL (American)
•32-'33—OABBIEL (American)
'33-'34—
(Post)
'34-'35—
(Post)
'35-'36—GABBIEL (American)
>36-'37--COLEMAN (Mirror)
'37-'38—
(Post)
•3B.'39—ANDEBSON (Journal-American).
'39-'40—LOCKBIDGE (Sun)
'40-'41—WATTS (Herald Tribune)

Jacket').

Boland, BUlie Burke,

According to the

1941

4,

Box Score Winners

"Variety'

Boxscore

Critics'

—

'

-

Mrs. Ru|9y Wickersham, won't re^^^^ ^^ ^„
^^^^ gj^^j.^ ^^j^
the chin last season and didn't feel
conditions were any better presentEfforts of group of music loV'
ly.
ers to get City Council to' approprl
ate some coin for series of outdoor
operettas also nixed.
;',.<;iosest strawhat to Pittsburgh will
j)e JbIoivit|in Playhouse at Jennerstown,' Pa„ which is 60 miles awaj.

Clinton Theatre, Clinton, Conn
c-o Horace Sinclair, 11 W. 42d St, N.Y.C—PE 6-9381.
County Playhouse, Suffern, N. Y. (Run by Jean Muir 8c Sanford Melsner)
c-o Wm. Morris, 1270 6th Ave., N.Y.C—CI 7-2160.
Country Playhouse, Westport, Conn.
c-o Lawrence Langner & Armina Marshall, 120 E. 41st St., N.Y.C.

AS

4-8471.

Del Monte

Summer

Theatre, Del Monte, CaL

c-o Charles O'Neil.
'

Dorney Park, Allento-wn, Pa.
c-o Edgar Mayo.

Elitch Gardens, Denver, Colo.
c-o George Somnes, 0 Rockefeller Plaza, N.Y.C CI 5-8994.
HUltop Theatre, EUicott City, Md.
5-8515.
c-o Don Swann, 133 Macdougal St., N.Y.C—
Hampton Theatre, Bridgehampton, L. I.
c-o Charlts O. Carey, 234 W. 44th St., N.Y.C.
Ivoryton Playtiouse, Ivoryton, Conn.
c-o Milton Stiefel, 1775 Broadway, N.Y.C—CO 5-4933.

—

GR

Lake Whalom Theatre, Fitchburg, Mass.
c-o Guy Palmerton, 129 W. 49th St, N.Y.C— BR
Lakewood Theatre, Skowhegan, Me.
i

c-o Melville Burke, 128 'W. 44th St.,
Keith's Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
c-o Martin Burton.

Keene Summer Theatre, Keene, N. H.
c-o Freeman Hammond See Jay

—

—LO 5-4530.

Maplewood Theatre, Maplewood, N.
c-o Cheryl
3-5878.

LO

N.Y.C—BR

9-8400.

9-8020.

'

1425 Broadway,

Strong,

Crawtcrd and John Wlldberg, 49 W. 45th St,

Maverick Theatre, Woodstock, N. Y.
c-o Don McClure, 111 W. 57th St., N.Y.C—CO
Motmtain Park Theatre, Holybke, Mass.
c-o E. C. Edson, 142

W.

87th

St.,

N.Y.C

J.

N.Y.C—SC

N.Y.C—

5-3092.

4-0363.

Mountain Playhouse, Jemerstown, Pa.
c-o Jamet P. Stoughton and Louise Stoughton Maust
Monomoy Theatre, Chatham, Mass.
c-o

Mary Winslow,

18

W. 52d St, N.Y.C—EL

5-4193.

Nantucket Players, Nantucket, Mass.
c-o Burton Yarborough, Nantucket Yacht Club.
North Shore Players, Marblehead, Mass.
c-o Blake Johnson, General manager.
Ogunquit Players, Ogunquit Maine.
^
c-o Mrs. Walter Hartwig, 254 W. 54th St, N.Y.C—CI 7-3231.
Paper Mill Playhouse, MiUbum, N. J.
c-o Frank Carrington—Phone Short Hilla (N. J.) 7-3000.
Red Barn Theatre, Westboro, Mass.
c-o Rose Dresser, 49 Elm St., Boston, Mass.
Ridgeway Theatre, White Plains, N. Y.
c-o Julien & Dorothy Olney, 2 W. 45th St, N.Y.C.—MU 2-1176.
Robin Hood Theatre, Arden, Del.
c-o Louisa D'Andelot Carpenter, 1270 8th Ave, N.Y.C—CI 6-0044.
,Sayville Playhouse, Sayville, L. I.
c-o Leslie McLeod, 229 W. 42d St., N.Y.C—WI 7-8751.
South Shore Players, Cohasset Mass.
c-o Mrs. Alex Dean, 236 EdgehiU Rd., New Haven, Conn.
Spa Theatre, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
c-o. Hope Lawder Ritchie.
Springfield Trade School Auditorium, Springfield, Masa
c-o Harold
Kennedy, 1430 Broadway, N.Y.C—
4-3754.
Starlight Theatre, Pawling, N. Y.—c-o Maryveme Jones.

LA

Stony Creek Theatre, Stony Creek, Conn.
c-o Ronald Hammond, 54 Greenwich Ave., N.Y.C GR 7-7537.
Skaneateles Summer Theatre, Skaneateles, N. Y.
c-o 'Walter Davis and Virghiia Franke, at Murray Phillips office, 1674
Broadway, N.Y.C—CI 7-3264.
St. Louis Municipal Opera, St Louis, Mo.
c-o Richard Berger, 1270 -eth Ave., N.Y.C—CI 7-5374.

—

Subway

BR

Circuit, c-o O. E.
0-1962.

Wee &

Jules Leventhal, 125

W. 45th

St.,

N.Y.C

Royal Alexandra Theatre, Toronto.
c-o Frank McCoy, 125 W. 45th St., N.Y.C— BR 9-5686.
Tamarr.ck Playhouse Theatre, Lake Pl<>asant N Y

£2
oa

^o^if^'""
O-3550.

Atterbury, Actors Equity, 45

W.

47th

N.Y.C—

St,

Town

Hall Playhouse. Westboro, Mass.
c-o Alan Gray Holmes.
Theatre-by-the-Sea. Matunuck, R. 1.
c-o Jackson Halliday, 1501 Broadway, N.Y.C.
TJeatre in the Dale, c-o Louis Tonssaint, New Milford. Conn.
Waterside Theatre, Manteo, Roanole Island, N. C
c-o D. Bradford Fearing, Ptes.
Westchester Playhouse, Mt Klsco, N. Y.
j""*
''u t^*Y*' ^^"J" ^^^'^ °'"<=e. 535 Bth Ave., N.Y.C—
Woodstock
Theatre, Woodstock, N. Y.—Robert Elwyn!
C-o-AuBtlna Mason, 535 Bth Ave., N.Y.C—
6-5586.

VA

VA

6-5586

,
'
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LEGITIMATE
Waybnrn

Lunts, Hepburn Topped Straight Plays

Was

the 1040-41
A
season reveals that legit business on
the road, particularly in the east,
excellent
comparatively
was
wash't surprising when the
It
Iiunta, trouping this past season in
There Shall Be Night,' scored the
highest straight play grosses, with
Katharine Hepburn in 'The Philadelphia Story' a close second, but show-

survey

final

men perked up

B way

in the direction of her Starlight theatre.

Pawling, N. Y.

Good

Broadway's musical shows during
the season }ust completed were generally successful and most of them
earned back their production costs
rather quickly, but the oft-queried
problem arose as to how many highscaled shows can profitably operate

.

ADD

CHI'S W.K.

Baltimore and Pittsburgh were
high as $20,000.
Original has
quit Broadway, but a road
company goes out again in the fall
There were few musicals on tour,
which explains why such revived
operettas as 'Blossom Time', 'The
Student Prince' and llose Marie'

ton,

I

I

at the same time. The competition
between musicals scaled at $4.40 tog
was proven too keen and several did
not survive, even
though they periods than 'Puwhase,' but none
played out of the red.
have done so in recent seasons.
Case in point was brought out by
'Hattie' earned back its cost of
the arrival of 'Panama Hattie' at the $110,000 in 14 weeks, wliich was an
46th Street, a musical which led eye-opener to Broadway. With the
the list until the newer 'Lady in the picture rights, which may reach
Dark' came into the Alvin. As soon $200,000, the show will eventually
as 'Hattie' opened attendance at the show a profit of at least $350,000.
Shubert for 'Hold on to Your Hats' 'Purchase' opened late in the spring
and at Broadhurst, which had 'Boys last year and, before the summer
and Girls Together,' dropped off ap- was barely over, also had paid off its
preciably and there was little doubt investment.
'DuBarry' also won
that their runs were curtailed be- back its cost quickly.
casue of the number of high-scaled
DeSylva, former pop songwriter,
musicals. Al Jolson's winter illness returned to Broadway after a long
was a factor In the closing of 'Hats,' stay on the Coast and produced
but not entirely so. Ed Wynn aimed three musical hits in succession,
to keep his 'Boys' going through the something of a record in itself, esseason, but the gross dropped too peclally for one who had not been
much. He lowered the top to $3.30, a producer before. Why he tied up
but that did not work out satisfac- with Paramount is therefore not untorUy.
derstood on Broadway. He cleaned
DeSylva Top Hoslcal Prodooer
up and after saying he wasn't interWithout doubt Buddy DeSylva ested In Hollywood went or was
copped the laurels in musical show lured back to the Coast
I

I

.

'

the highest figures of all types of
Olsen and Johnson, of the
legiters.
original 'Hellz', were the most puz- did profitable business, especially in
zled of all, for they didn't thinlc it the east.
,

acle by staying more than one year
at the $4.40 scale, and will tour in
the fall. Not since the boom days of
the theatre, especially in the late
I920's, has a high scaled musical
made the 52-week grade. At one
time there were $5.50 and $6.60 top
musicals which cost much more to
proo^uce than current day shows of
the type.
Some stayed for longer

I

ENDING CAREER

.

finally

their ears that the

R40 Shows Knocked

Each Other Off; DeSylva s Success

and possibly an intimate revue.
Company will use a guest-name
policy this summer for the first time.
but some of the winning Besides the regular nine-week seaweeks saw liigh grosses for a straight son, a fall tour is planned.
show. 'Tobacco Road', playing from
coast to coast, with some repeaters
the#sixth, seventh or eighth visits,
continues to be one of the freakiest
of successes.
Grosses in Washingas

49

Musicals Season OK, But

Too Many

Besides having

supervision of about 20 non-Equity
'Junior players,' he will stage ,a,
straight comedy (as yet unselecte'd)

downs,

of

number two 'Hellzapoppin', with Eddie Garr and Billy House, harvested

Particularly

at Strawhat

Ned Waybum will be associated
with Matyverne Jones this summer

OnRoadin'MWBestofAU;
Eastern Biz

—

'

Chicago, June

3.

,

On June 30 will shutter one of the
most famous theatrical landmarks in
the history of Chicago and of show

I

I

.

j

.

The season just ended proved
Robert E. Sherwood again that the road is alive for the
drama that was accorded the Pu- jgood things, even though there isn't
litzer prize a year after it opened. so much of them.
on
Broadsensationally
It scored
way, despite the difference of opinBetter
ion over Uie text, the anti-Nazi PhUly B.O.

possible.
'Night' is the

I

There
the

'Hellz' is

of the most successful legit
seasons in recent years wound up
Saturday (31) with the closing of
'Life With Father" and 'Gay Divorce.'
Grosses were higher by 20% over
last year and the number of engagemen'ta showed an increase of six. It
also marked the revival of the Walnut Street theatre, oldest house in
North America, by legit after lying
dormant for nearly six years and
marked for demolition.

Broadway, too, which still supports
the show, but tintll the road company arrived in Chicago the original was being topped as much as
70% by the other outfit, grossing as
in
one week.
high as $38,000
'Du Barry Was A Lady* was another laugh musical that was welcomed In the keys, but measured at

25

torium

•

3.

Legit dipped some here this seaNixon got
son, but not too much.
22 weeks and total groiss of around
$315,000, as against 25 weeks the
year before and $350,000. One thing
house proved, liowever, was that
Pittsburgh" is no longer a single
week town. Biz done by touring
'Hellzapoppin' and 'Man Who Came
to Dinner,' during fortnight engagements, knocked idea into cocked hat.
Not only that, but 'Dinner' came
back latet for a third week and

at

least

{

|

|

!

\

I

acknowledged as one

.

I

of

Xady'

For a time he had three
on Broadway at the same time
Im'Hattie,' liouisiana Purchase,'
perial, and 'Dubarry Was a Lady,'
which had moved from the 46th
Street to the Royale. That show did
not tarry much longer, but went to
the road and cleaned up.
DeSylva ii tied up in pictures now
as Paramount studio's head of proproduction.

\'

Now

Tops' "HatUe'

Lady in the Dark' forged ahead of
'Hattie' gradually and Is now the top
musical on Broadway. It is the last
musical that Broadway will have until the new season is at hand, but is
costly to operate and will not get ita
production cost back until the fall.
'Hellzapoppin' is a holdover, a freak
success at the Winter Garden, where
it will probably stay through summer, what wiUi the possible July
closing of 'Purchase' and the suspension of 'Lady' after another week.
What 'Hellz' has cleaned up is anybody's guess, but It has earned a

-

duction and probably will not figure
in next season's activities on Broadway.
His 'Purchase' has accomplished lomethlng of a modem mir-

--

Altogether on the debit side are
four musicals, two of which never
reached New York. 'All in Fun,',
taken oS after three performances;
'Crazy With the Heat,' which closed
and 'reopened for 12 weeks; 'Hi Ya
Gentlemen,' and 'She Had to Say
Yes,' all four representing an Invest
started and wilted to nothing after ment of around $500,000.
Such a
Chicago, June S.
American
Theatre
Sotiro-week
bumup of money, mostly from show
the
theatre
legitimata
Business In the
biz
outsiders,
ciety nibicrlptlpn season.
has rarely been
In Chicago started out as a real winATS, on Its subscription show equalled. It was chargeable, to inner, but wound up on a hobble. And pledge, wound up one show short. competence or inexperience.
'Heat'
vaude unit, but whether It
while there are plenty of «libis that As a result^ it Is offering its sub- is now
scribers refunds or a rate for 'Ar- will repay those backers, including
fit in after-the-fact, the story is that
business fell into the cellar around senic and Old Lace,' now in its ninth Ed Sullivan, who stepped in after the
original producer was out, is quesHoly Week and hasn't recoveredjret week in the Grand.
Grand had a pretty good season tionable. Certainly it will never win
Generally, though, elsewhere in the
midwest, namely cities like Detroit, with There Shall .Be No Night,' the back the original outlay,, said to be
Kansas City, Milwaukee and Minne- Shubert revivals, "Blossom Time' and over $110,000.
'Yes' Is due to be used in a forthbiz was on the upgrade 'Student Prince,' and the current
apolis,
'Arsenic'
coming musical, but recapture of the
throughout the season.
Best winning house In the Loop original nut, too, is quite dubious,
The twin houses, Selwyn and Harwas the E^langer, which came up 'It Happens on Ice' is a novelty musiris, have just gone through their
wo'rst season in years, particularly with one of Its fat years and prob- cal which got «Mg money at the
the Selwyn. The Harris got a break ably its top grosser in a long while. Center for some time blit looks to
with 'My Sister Eileen,' which is still Latter was 'DuBarry Was a I^ady,' be about through.
running and turning in a good profit which played four months to grosses
Another that regularl;;r topped $20,000 and
for the house and show.
House just finished four Only
winner at the Harris was 'Ladles in more.
Roadshows
Retirement,' which sold out solidly weeks of 'Twelfth Night,' which did

MM

3

second week of its
night engagement in town.
in the
]

fairly well.

first fort-

Show

re-

turned later for another two weeks
and did fairly well. House had one
really sad bloomer in 'Night of Love,'
which all the Shubert pampering

|

failed to rally.

Selwyn struggled pitifully throughout the season and had plenty of
dark weeks. Was sad even with the
Girls Together,' and is now winding up four
meagre weeks of 'Cabin in the Sky.'
'See My I,awyer' guaranteed the
'Here Today' never got
house.

Ed Wynn show, 'Boys and

$1.50 top.

85

.

I
'

-

.

There were

I

-

.

of years.

I

Hie East Shows Rise Over

No

didn't do bad at all.
'Father* Bir
Season's high was hit by 'Hellz,'
While not strictly on tour, "Life
in
With Father', with two companies which drew better than $62,000
its two weeks, with 'DuBarry' at
playing out-of-town, continued the
and 'There Shall Be No
$25,000,
clean-up of the original company.
slightly better than $23,000
Night'
at
Grosses were not up with the touryear was
ing leaders, but a record run was the runners-up. Low for
Dante on his return enestablished in Chicago, while the biz done by
Boston and Philadelphia stays were gagement, $2,500, which shocked
magithat
view
of
fact
everybody
in
the longest in nvodern times.. Both
the touring companies of 'Father' cian had originally done $10,500 here
have been routed throughout next during height of season and was
final few perat
away
turning
'em
season, the first company aimed
through a second summer at the formances. Pulling up second and
Empire, N.. Y., while another has third in the n.g. department were restarted what will probably be a vival of 'Night Must Fall,' at $3,300,
and 'Pins and Needles,' which got
summer's stay at Detroit (Cass).
around $5,800.
'Foxes' Record No. of l-Nlters
Outstanding take of all, however,
Tour of "The Little Foxes', with
Tallulah BankheEtd, was one for the was registered by 'Tobacco Road,'
record, the show playing more one- playing ita 'steenth engagement at
nighters than any play in a flock Nixon, where it grabbed $19,000 at

is

I

real fortune.

Night,'
$23,400.

Pittsburgh, June

I

I

Chi L(^t Slid After Holy Week, But

Longer 1-Week
Town; 22-Week Season

Pitt

buildings,

the finest theatres in the world.
Acoustically it is just about perfect,
though it seats 4,000 on tour tiers
and has one of the biggest stages -in
the nation.
While primarily an opera and concert theatre, it has occasionally been
used for big legitimate shows, having
played such items as 'Midsummer
Night's Dream,' the Laurence OlivierVivien Leigh production of *Romeo
and Juliet,' 'I'd Rather Be Right' and
is strangely enough winding up its
career with the current 'Hellzapoppin.'

Shows Got $315,000
In 25 Balto Weeks

Maurice Evans in Twelfth
with an actual count of

these

ceived notices to vacate by June 30.
Built in the last years of the 19th
century, and for years the home of
the Chicago Opera Co., the Audi-

the boxofflce it ran second to the
Baltimore, June 3.
touring 'Hellz'.
'
Season of legit Just passed here
ThIIIy Story's Fine Beoord
"Philadelphia Story' was nearly on hung up one of the biggest profits
in
years.
Off
to
a late and halting
par with "Night' in popular cupport
In its swing along the roaa, each start because of lack of bookings,
getting from $20,000 to $28,000 in legit nevertheless took a resounding
year, setting a
midway
in
the
spurt
some of the livest stands.
The
Lunts' big b.o. was more consistent, rosy pace thereafter without letup
however, end averaged $24,000 week- until its final curtain in mid-May.
Biggest
week's
gross
was chalked
ly for nearly the entire tour. 'Story'
was made into a picture last sum- up at Ford's by Helen Hayes and

mer durilig the play's layoff, and
the film was released before the outof-town bookings were completed.
Despite the picture opposition. It
drew corking grosses in Philadelphia and Baltimore.
Although a late starter on the
road, "Twelfth Night', with Helen
Hayes and Maurice Evans, was well
up with the top scoring straight
shows. Earliest starter of the 194041 season was Gertrude Lawrence
In 'Skylark', which Jiunped to the
Coast, and turned in q flock of top
grosses before the star called it ofF
to appear in 'Lady In Jhe Dark'
early In the winter. 'Time of Your
Life', last year's Pulitzer winner,
had a route of 12 weeks booked, but
extended the tour to 28 weeks and
copped a goodly road profit.

of

torium hotel and building have re-

.

a rough and tumble laugh

no immediate plan for

demolition

this dispute is apparently at the bottom of -the decision to bolt the doors.
All residents and lessees in the Audi-

3.

One

filled the void of musicals
In many stands. There certainly was
a wide gap in type between the two
'Hellz'
was a wonder on
leaders.

is

,

with the plan merely to shut it down
and await some realty developments.
There is a dispute on as to the tax
payments on these properties and

This Season Than Last

to superlative acting.

Auditorium

the

forever
theatre and

,

20%

revue and

are

down

to close

I

;

Philadelphia, June

Due

hotel.

-

drama lifthig the stature of the stage
BS'no play had in a generation. That
is reflected in the support 'Night'
was given throughout the country.
Its success being considered a tribute

business.

onfe-night stands, plus engagements
of two nights. Business was variable in some spots, but weekly takings for most of the tour were
around the high $20,000 level, living up to its Broadway reputation

I

Booked

for Denver
Andltorlnm Closlnf
Auditorium, due to shutter forever
Denver, June 8.
on June 30, is winding up its long
career with 'Hellzapoppin.' But that
For the coming season only thre*
show is not anywhere near what had roadshows have been booked for
been expected of it Has been runDenver, according to Arthur M.
ning around $20,000 weekly, poor for
a $3.30 top show in a 4,000-seat Oberf elder, local impresario. They
house.
are 'Hellzapoppin,' Helen Hayes in
Blackstone
theweeks
After 66
the
i'llene,' and Edgar Bergen.
All will
For that period was be staged In the municipal audl^
atre is dark.
occupied by 'Life With Father' and torlum.
j

'

I

'

,

it

was a

lesson

In

show

business

of operation and
production. Show drew 600,000 people for a gross of around $900,000
for a record-breaking run and take
Harry Forwood, pji.,
in this town.
turned in a distinctive campaign

from every angle

shows were in for four-performance
N. H. '4041 Season
weekends.
Break-ins matched a year ago,
Tops Last Year there
being 11 embryos to first see throughout the run. He created new
New Haven, June 3.
List comprised 'Panama ads, and had met and photo service
light here.
'Second Helping,' Twelfth for papers in some flnre states surHattie,'
state's
Windup of legit season at
as an exceptional drama.
'Night of Love," revival of rounding Chicago. He contacted for
score
Night,'
"The Man Who Came To Dinner' top house, Shubert, finds the
'All in Fun,' 'Deli- incoming conventions, and had conGreat,"
the
•Elmer
year
ago.
was another crack road show and better in 1940-41 than a
Number of shows increased from cate Story,' 'Old Acquaintance,' 'Lib- sistent tie-u)-.s with schools, churches,
in many stands drew more than
Total per- erty Jones,' 'They Walk Alone,' etc.
$20,000 on the week. Like Tather', 20 in '40 to 27 in '41.
'40
Harvest.'
for
a
to
'Hope
formances increased from 73 in
It is still playing out of town, while
Added to list of regular shows
Detroit Strong
the original is on Broadway at the 116 in '41. Whereas last season had
Music Box. 'Dinner' made a fine no full-week stands, '41 had two, were stands by Ruth and Paul DraDetroit, June 8.
sponbusiness record In Chicago, but a these being the Dante magic show per, Ballet Russe, a couple of
In. Detroit,, .the drama season just
Civic
Op.
Manhattan
operas
by
sored
repeat date was a mistake, season and the Alexander Woollcbtt 'Man
past 'was better than- last year.
there being on the downgrade when Who Came to Dinner.' Current sea- and an imported Yiddish musical. Grosses at the Cass, the sole legiter,
only
others
biz,
ace
did
the, second date started.
son extended about three weeks be- Ballet Russe
(Continued on page 02)
The Jhlale Animal' had its ups and yond a year ago. Again, most so-so.

The past winter business has been

{

better than usual, and Oberfelder
says the only drawback here is the
inability to get enough good shows.
More shows will be booked for the

1
'

I

I
I

river.

Tom

KUpatrlck, business manager

this summer for the North Shor*
players, Marblehead, Mass., recently
bought a sideshow act during a trip
through the south. It's a pair of
Negro twin babies, one an albino.

I

,

!

I

winter when opportunity
Distance has much to do
with roadshows coming to Denver,
most of them turning back on their
westward jaunta at the Missouri

coming

presents.
:

i

I

They're currently being exhibited
with the World of' Mirth carnival on
tour.

—
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Wednesday, June

Holiday Inlhix Matches Outgo,

B way

Slips Off;

M

Hayes-Evans Look For

$17,000

1Iellz^$2im

m Maplewood

mine 19a

$12M

$11

'Claudia/

'

—

,

C (Comedy) D (Drama), JR
M (iVfusical), F (Force),

Key:

slated through

,

f

summer; around

$17,-

46th

(31st

Panama

Old

Rattle,'

St.

—

LA:

Lace,'

POOR

I

'

.

;

;

-

~
^*

,

i

Selwyn tonight (Tues-

^

lows, with
topping,

Masietta'), but
'Chocolate Soldier' fol-

John

Charles

Thomas

^m^'^^-'^^^^^'^r
Vl«

,

rives in the

week ('Naughty

satisfactory.

TINS'
Fulton week) (M-1,347; $4.40). Like most
(21st week) (CD-938; $3,30). One of other shows. Presidential speech hurt
the best attended of the straight attendance; however, management
I/)s Angeles. June 3.
plays, with indications of contlnu- found no complaint with gross around
took
an upward jump for the
Biz
ance through summer and well Into $24,000.
yf-uy.
next season; over $16,000.
'Separate Rooms,' Plymouth (62nd ^- A- Civic Light Opera Assn.
$3;30"):' "shoid stay its presentation at the Philharmonic
Tl^'^a'ao) °Ho'ldine"to'^ex''celllnt'^
last week of 'Naughty
business: with "ghtl^^^^^^^
oP^rating cost and fi^^^^^^
In
four figures; last week was
dimmer basis; off but made some
affected, as-most others, but very
to the tune of close to $29,000, Curover $5,000.
^°'^^y
good at more than $11,000.
Is
The Chocolate
rent
offering
'Snookle,' Golden (0-788; $2,75).
'Hellzapoppin,'
Winter
Garden
John Charles
featuring
Soldier,'
(141st week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Looks Presented by Olsen and Johnson, Thomas, and season will be wound
set for another summer holdover; with Shuberts said to be in; written up next week with Ethel Waters In
off early in the week, but out of by Thomas A. Johnstone; opened 'Cabin in the Sky.'
towners supported it over the holi- Tuesday (3).
ostensibly
Needles,'
'Pins
and
day and the gross' went over $20,000.
'The Beantlfal People,' Lyceum planned for a brief summer run at
It Happens on Ice,' (Jenter (9th (6th week) (C-1,004; $3.30). Despite the Biltmore at bargain prices,
week) (repeat engagement) (R-3,087 high rating by some critics and ex- wound up (31) after two lean weeks.
Expected business increase tra space ads.'busines3'unJer~expe6- Grosses on final stanza were almost
$2.75),
last week did not materiaUze and un- tations; bit over $5,000 estimated,
less there is an upturn rmk revue
Sfa^icS'Taf s"lf/hTly*'e^xcfed°e°d°|
. *'0'^'' ,„ Green,'. National
M,*in„,i (27th
to-jti.
mav loiq
fold next weeK,
week- ?i4,uuu
S14 000 a new
may
^g^^j (D-1,162; $3.30). Run shows on first week of the importation.
and

8.

day) for a try at some hot weather
San Francisco, June 3.
money at $1.50 top.
Second week of the Light Opera! Scramming
„.... Saturday
„ town
.o^,
(31)
at the Curran is holding up were 'Twelfth Night' .and 'Cabin in
,
„ „
JL.^ ,ithe Skv
both of which nllmhsH r-nn
Rita'
okay. Joe E. Brown helping 'Rio Rita'
okay,
sfderably at tte wicxei
wicket on ineir
thS;
to estimated $17,000. Not as good as finale
sessions.
first

%^m^M $29,000 in

000.

(Operetta).

•Arsenic

Chicago, June

Two shows went out last week and
one comes in. 'Accent on Youth' ar-

Frisco

I

I

(Revue),

m

,

:

O

W

,

i

I

$13M

'Arsenic

|

:

!

I

Joe E. Brown's

Nice $17,000

,

1

1941

Tileen $10,000 in Fading Chicago

Record advance sales for 'Twelfth
Still
Night,' with Helen Hayes and Maurice Evans, which opened a we^'s
engagement at Maplewood, N. J.,
Monday (2), indicates that the gross
will top $17,000, Fabian house in the
Jersey spot is technically not a summer stock theatre, but has that polGrosses dropped down further 500 last week, which was okay, but icy.
Place has 1,411 seats, much
due
to the extra
more
was^expected
only
because
of!
but
not
last week,
more than the average country thematinee Memorial Day.
„
IZ
1
J
atre.
^,
the seasonal declme on the eve of
_
. oi
t
» \
'Native Son,' St.
James
(10th week)
,
,.,
„
. J
^ ^
.„
„
summer. President Hooseyelt s speech ^D.^ s20: $3.30). Off with the Held.
u^*°9%n
Is $2,50, Ji,"i!^f"inM?,rf^^^f^^^^^
which includes the tax, so
rate-to"the'hiuse
Is
tharthe
the actual
aciuai rate
to the house Vs
?aTo ^^ce!vinV sets and eve?t the
^'^,1 ^"d'cledU^ Tth $V(f 5oS that
at Maplewood
$2.27.
Usual
scale
top. draws were off on that evening. again;
,
i'j|,„Tfl'eured
figured to stick
sUck indefinitely,
Indeflniteir
durme summer Is $1.65 at night ana
Out-of-town exodus over three-day
'Pal Joey,' Barrymore (23d week)
Memorial Day weekend was counter85c top at matinees.
(M-1,104; $4:40).
Has been under
balanced by incoming visitors.
strong pace of earlier months, but
Estimates (or Last Week
still among the favored musicals and

'Corn,'

4,

an^S"

j

Estimates for Last Week
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Grand (8th
week) (1,200; $2.75). Lifted smartly

^J^
^ ^^r^BBkS^

?a';;inl7red
tends that the association's attitude J^j^ Iffer hav^n^ beiSB
nreUv Tax
is surprising In this case, inasmuch the
j^e first three weeks; fl'nished
flSlhed to
as the opera season is a civic and $13,000.
business sponsored, non-profit enter'
'HellEapoppIn,'
Auditorium
(3d
-fse!
week) (4,000;

$3,30).
Considerably
than the house' can hold, with
the capacity threatened only on
week-ends, $21,000.
'My Sister Eileen,' Harris (15th
week) (1,000; $2.75). Going along
profitably and without excitement:
neat $10,000.
Twelfth
Night,' Erlanger (4th and
.
-

less

7G

'Vinegar'

in Frisco

San Francisco, June 3.
Henry Duffy's
Tree,'
•Vinegar
Burke starrer at the Alcazar,
got estimated. $7,100 in second week.
Still hoping to get four weeks, with
(1,400; $3.30). SurprisFrancis Lederer in 'No Time for ?„"ai.
ingly ^.^J:>
weak throughout the shortened
Comedy* tentatively set to follow run of four weeks,
with school ducats
June 12,
distributed during the final fortnight
get some coin into the house. On
Lewis to
Billie

I

Barbara Barton, not Carmen
finale
climbed
reported), has become secretary shutters.

to

$16,000.

House

for Boris Karloff.

last week
'Johnny Belinda,' Longacre (37th; and, others more affected
•
j «io
St. Louis 23d
Opera
here; around
no exception v
$12,week) (D-1,016; $3,30). Has spanned
the season and may go along for a-?""; but satisfactory both ways atSeason Tees Off Friday
time with increased use of two for t^at level for one set import,
Miller..
Yanked
"aPj»y
St, Louis, June 3.
ones; under $4,000.
7*f,
'Lady In the Dark,' Alvin (19th 'ast Saturday after playing three
The 23d season of. al fresco enterweek) (M-1,375; $4,40). One of the mild weeks.
tainment In the Forest Park theatre,
very few shows not affected last
sponsored by the Municipal Theatre
T*^''^
^V"^
When 'Lady in the Dark' suspends for the summer at the Alvin, N. Y., Assn,, gets under way Fridaji.
week and again topped $31,500; will week) (D-1,214; $3.30). Front-runner
(5)
lay off for summer after another among straight plays eased off, but June 15, the boxoffice will remain open throughout summer for ticket
affected only on night of President's sales from Sept. 1 on. Norman Pincus, house manager, proposes limited with the preem of 'New Orleans,' the
week,
Sigmund Romberg-Oscar Hammer'Life With Father,' Empire (81st speech; $19,000.
for the b,o., window to be open from 11 a.m. until five in the
stein, 2d, musical concoction,'- which
'Women Arent Angels,' Broadhurst. hours
week) (C-1,005: $3.30).
Slid off
afternoon.
will
rewill
run
suddenly
cancelled;
be
11
nights.
Was
The
authors
have
about $500 or slightly more, but apHowever, the hours may be extended, as the treasurers union insists been in town for the
proximated $14,000; excellent^ money written before attempting Broadway,
past three
that two men be retained. Up to now the house has had three on the
lor comedy entering its second sum- if and when, next season,
whipping the piece into shape.
ticket selling staff.
mer.
Revival
Muriel Angelus has the leading
number of former treasurers who are now house or company man- .
... „ ... t.„„, tit„,.,iii i,„.r
A
'Lonlsana Purchase,' Imperial (53d
Doctor's
Dilemma,'
Shubert
The
join the union, in case boxoffice jobs were available wheh
week) (C-1,450; $4.40). Despite other
tweek) (C-1,402; $3.30). Two agers sought to
they were "^^A,"*?^
reports may play well into summer (12th
j„
,nnnnrt
»p. ^el*^
H«i«n
more weeks after this one, closing they were otherwise not occupied. They burned when told
^^^^^^
period; got around $17,000 last week
ineligible, as the rules stipulate that applicants must have worked in ^ox.\
\^^^"^' Dorothy Lee, Tom Ewell,
and management satisfied; slated date being June 21; affected with the offices within the past three years to qualify for membership.
field, gross slipping to $14,000.
Ethel Levey, Howard Freeman, Wllthrough July.

Muny

Inside Stufi-Legit

,

!

,

'

-

w^s

-

,

^^^l^^lZ

f ^Pl^^

'Man.

Who Came

Subway

to Dinner,' Music

Clrcnlt

-

Bonds as they did In Ijt^L^J^i^f^ ^M.nnllfiv^Tnp*
World's Fair debentures has not been decided, but some may buy later on. ~*^JJ"'
Jl"„''*"^*^
Dipped down to about
Bob ^wr^»«,
^-^^deyc
was the most liberal investor In Fair bonds among the talent
should do better than that this week;
•Ouio^i^rT^y^^^'rir.^
^aiya
has dropped Sunday night performgroups, taking $10,000 v/ortli, with a possible loss of 50%. There can be no
rooklyn.
ances.
comparison to the Governmental securities.
'My Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (23d
Present Fair debentures par is $661, as $339 had been refunded to bondweek) (CD-991; $3.30). Around $12,Because bondholders of Chicago's Fair were reimbursed in fuU,
?E0PLE,'1MNNER'EACH holders.
it was first thought that N.Y, would duplicate that record, but when the
Current Road Shows
first season's attendance was away under expectations it was clear that the
(June 4-14)
FAIR $13,000 IN
bonds would never be paid off. The 75c admission charge and excessive
parking fees the first year were factors in holding down the gate. More
'Accent
on Youth'—Selwyn, ChiPayments are to be made on Fair bonds it is stated, but it Is certain that
Boston June 3
cago
(4-14).
j**^^^""'"^^^*'"*"*^'""''^^'''*!!!:^^
'Meet the People- and ^Man Who
'Arsenic abd Old Lace' (Erich von
Came to Dinner' ran about even last
yf^^ ^ controversy rdging in the local press as to whether or not Mln- Stroheim, Laura Hope Crews)
week for fair tallies at the tag-end neapolis -is a 'poor show town* and whether it will support steeply-scaled Grand, Chicago (4-14).
This week only entertainment properly, Cedric Adams, columnist, again erupted In the
of the season.
'Cabin In the Sky' (Ethel Waters)
Star-Journal because of the lack of patronage for 'Time of Your Life* at
'People* remains.
Russ aud., San Diego, Cal. (7);
Shubert broke its show ('People') the Lyceum recently, declaring that^this city and 'parts of the northwest' Philharmonic aud., Los Angeles (9Tuesday night (27) for the FDR should have 'their collective bloomers kicked."
14).
speech and broadcast it from the
At the same time, in connection with public apathy toward 'Time of
'Charley's Aunt'—Windsor, Bronx.
stage. Colonial did not interrupt the Your Life,' John K. Sherman, Star-Journal drama editor, assailed theatreperformance of 'Dinner.'
goers here, and Eddie Dowling, the show's star, in a curtain speech after N. Y. (4-8); Maplewood, Maplewood,
Estimates tor Last Week
"'f
each performance, appealed for better support for his attraction and Inti- N. J. (9-14).
llat.t U>0 CIiAXTOR
'Man Who Came to Dinner'
'Chocolate Soldier' (John Charles
mated an inability to understand fully why there were not better turnouts.
(Colonial) (2nd-final week) (1,643;
•Thomas) ^Philharmonic aud., Los
$2.75). Sloped ofTfrom first week's
Angeles
(4-7); Curran, San FranIt looked like a good idea,- that of giving full operettas at S9c top for the
biz to around $13,000, medium. Show
closed here (31 ) after successful road working class of Lios Angeles, but, like most 'noble experiments,' it couldn't cisco (9-14),
run.
get over the hump. Three backers of Arthur Spitz tossed In $23,000 to
'George Washington Slept H^re'—

Box

(85th

week)

Whether

'Charley's Annt,' Windsor, Bronx;
second date here within 3 weeks.

(C-1,013;

$2.20).
$7,500, but

theatrical unions will invest in Defense
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EDDIE
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'Meet Oie People' (Shubert)

week)

(1,500;

$2.75).

Bowed

(1st

in

to

Sit^^il? but
v^ff"5m
patrons,
took only medium
stiU 'i„^v°!liS''^Li!.",^
$13,000.

May

'

'Divorce/ N.G. $7,000, Gets

Only One. Phiily

Week

ON TOCB
Philadelphia, June

WM. KENT

1776 B'way.

NORMAN
I

j

and

J.

'

season wound up
with a mixed note Saturday (31).,
The finale came during one of the
worst weeks In show biz here, beaten
down by the combo of hot weather,
a batch of patriotic rallies and the
long Memorial Day weekend.
•Life With Father' ended its recordsmashing 13-week run at the Walnut
SrrTer;uR ;nTtimaUd neat fltfiOO,
but 'Gay Divorce,' at Forrest, took It
on the chin. The show, originally
skedded for a two-week run, folded
after £even days* take netted apPhilly's

New York

HARRIS

legit

i

SYLVIA

SHORE
'WJUCR jmrai

DOUBLma
LOEW'S STATE, NEW YORK
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS

'

—

OO-STABBIKO

RECORD BREAKING
"HELLZ-A-POPPIN"

IN

Mgki

help along the enterprise, but the payiees didn't respond after the first Capitol, New Britain, Conn. (4-7);
couple of weeks. One of the Weire brothers, of the acrobatic-precision Aud., Worcester, Mass. (9-14).
dance team, shelled out $13,000; Bette Davis went for $5,000, and an undis
'Hellzapoppin'— Aud,, Chicago (4.^^^ shook himself
t„.„^„,f loose from another
„„„xv,„, «!,
closed film writer
five grand,
14).
Weire worked for Spitz' in Europe, where the pop-priced perennials
'Ladles in Betlrcment' (Florence
struck a paying vogue. Revivals on the Coast failed to click despite proReed)
Windsor, Bronx, N. Y.
voices
civic
light
duction and
comparable to
opera presentations at the
(10;15).
Philharmonic, where best seats bring $3,30.
'Life With Father' (Dorothy Gish)
Cass,
Detroit
(4-14).
Arthur
M. Wirtz-Sonja Henie, who produced
Rockefeller interests and
'It Happens on Ice' at the Center, Radio City, were mulling a new rink re'Little
Foxes'-Aud.; Worcester,
vue for the theatre, where it was intended to make skating shows more or Mass. (4-7); Capitol, New Britain,
permanent. New show possibility for summer appears to have dissi' Conn, (9-14).
pated because of box office weakness lately.
'Man Who Came to Dinner' (AlexAfter it interrupted the run to play out of town for a month, present ander Woollcott) Colonial, Boston
routine was presented. There was some cutting in operating expenses and (4-14).
the show was said to break even or better at the $18,000 level. Dropped
'Meet the People'—Shubert, Bosto $14,000 last week.
ton (4-14).
'Mr. and Mrs. North' (Peggy ConkElmer Rice is leaving town for the summer, but is in a quandary as to lin)
Flatbush, Brooklyn, N. Y.
destination, because for 15 years he has gone to foreign lands. Author (10-15).
will probably go to the Coast, where he expects to do some play wrightTng.
'My Sister Eileen'—Harris, ChiLast summer he visited Guatamala,
^
cago (4-14).
Summer previous was spent on the Coast^ of. Albania, a land that has
.,_ Time for Comedy' (Francis
No
been gobbled up by the Fascists. Rice's jaunts abroad included all points Lederer)—Alcazar, San Francisco
of the continent and for a time he favored Russia as a work and play (12-14).
"
'
locale
'Out of the Frying Pan'—Fiatbiista,
'

go three weeks.

I

I

I

—

proximately

$7,000, n.g.

—

'

•

.

I

'

Bernard Hart,' stage manager Of

—

Lambs Club

lost

two veteran members within a few

but word of
"Lady In th« Dark,' at the Alvin, their death did not reach thi club until after funeral services had been
N. Y., and 'Victor Brun, of the John conducted. Frank McCormack passed' away in Connecticut, while Thomas
Golden oSloe, will motor to the Coast B. Flndlay expired at his summer home in Canada. It is usual for the
for • vacation when "Lady' doses for club to send fiowers when a member's death occurs, but in both Instartcesthe floral offerings could not be made be<9tus« of the delay.
,th'iQ (Uauntt.
.-y,
,.
.

..

days,,

Brooklyn (4-8),
Twelfth Night'
Maurice Evans ?^Maplewood, Maplewood, N. J. (4-7).
'Vinegar Tree' (BiUle Burke, Paul

Cavanagh)—Alcazar. San Francisco
I

(4.11

i..J^*v.'.^,.._..,/„..
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1

VOIiNG IH[

— Because we

believe

it is

Margalo Gillmore
Dorothy Gish
Wesley Givens

Frank Andrews

Porter Hall

Walter Armin
Buford Armitage
Edward Arnold

John

Olga Badanova
Tallulah Bankhead
Min^tte Barratt
Leslie Barrie
John Berlin

F.

Virginia

TICKET

for tlie best interests of Equity.

Betty Allen

Jean Adair
William Adams

RWR
MUdred Morris

Florence Nash
Mary Nash
Jack Negley
Clarence Nordstrom
Jack Norworth
William Nunn

Hamilton

Hammond

Robert Harrison
Stanley Harrison
A. J. Herbert
Hightower
Louis
Fred Hillebrand

A. B. Oldridge
Robert Pitkin

C

Paul Porter

Don Randolph
John Ravold

Edwin Hodge

Raymond

Irene Bordoni

Lionel Hogarth

Genft

Raymond Bramley
Halbert Brown
Ru88 Brown

Taylor Holmes
Edward Everett Horton
Paul Huber

Audrey Ridgewell
Ralph Riggs

Edward Butler

Josephine Hull

David Byrne

Lionel Ince

Edward H. Robins ^
Emmett Shackelford

Lyster Chambers

Gordon Jones

George Christie
Frank Coletti
Peggy Conklin
Donald Cook

Nicholas Joy

Katharine

Comdi

Frank Crumit
Margaret Dale
Don Darcy
Sean Dillon
Alan Dluehart
Harland Dixon
Margaret Douglas
Al Downing

James Dunn
J. Colville

Dunn

Otto Kruger

George Leach
David A. Leonard

Jeanette

Thomas

Fania -Marinoff

Qyde Veaux

Red Marshall

Joe Verdi

Helen Menken

Neil

Ray Walbum
M. H. Weldon
Frank Wilcox
John Williams
Estelle Winwood

Victor Morley
Mrs. Felix Morris
Maurice J. Morris

Harold Woolf
Vera Zorina

Ethel

Merman

Moore
Percy Moore
^ctor Moore
Ralph Morgan

Fields

Robert Toms
Arthur Treacher
Ernest Truex
A. H. VanBuren

MacDonald
Macy

F.

Glenda Farrell

Joe Garry
Marjorie Gateson
Grace George
Jack Gilchrist

Loub Tanno
Kenneth Thompson

Lilel

William Lynn

Robert Montgomery

Lew

Joe Smith
Matthew Smith
Karl Stall
Herbert Standing
Frances Starr
BiUy Taft

J. KeUy
Madge Kennedy
Charles King

John

^

Donald Woods
Monte Wooley

MEMBERS OF COUNOL
J.

Walter Abel
John Alexander
Lee Baker
Beverly Bayne
Matt Brlggs

Hugh Cameron
Audrey Christie

WUIiam David

Malcolm Dunn

Claudia Morgan

William Gaxton
Robert T. Haines
Robert Keith
Muriel Kirkland
Ben Lackland
Winifred Lenihan
John Lorenz
Alfred Kappeler

PLEASE VOTE!-Send Your

Ballot In

/

,

Henry Sherwood
Ben Smith

William

Leon Errol

Edward Fielding

Guy Robertson

Leona Powers
Maida Reade
Florence Reed
Richard Sterling
Harold Vermilyea
Joseph Vltale
Peggy Wood

By Mail Or Attend

the Meeting -Friday, June 6 -Better

Still,

DO BOTH!

'

.
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'formances about which

seem to

I

have some measure of lasting enhis
prefaced
Mantle
jthusiasm.'
choices with the observation, "The
performer's best is always closely
related to his author's boost, as you

New York

,

Paul Lukas Tops Critics' Poll
-Continued from pa^e

3;

Producing Managers

fLotstt Verl/led Addressei

and Phone Nos. <n N. Y. Cltv)

I

Eugene Lbring

Booth ('My Sister Eileen'), Paul
Hernried ('Flight to the West'),
Maurice Evans ('Twelfth Night');,
and Sylvia Weld ('Fledgling'). The
following received one each: Jearf
Boris Karloff and Allyn
Adair,
Joslyn ("Arsenic and"" Old Lace'),
Gene Kelly and Vivienne Segal ('Pal
Joey'), Florence MacMichael ('Out
of the Frying Pan'), Lucille Watson
and Mady Christians ('Watch on the
Rhine"), Ed WynniCBoys and Girls
Together'), Ethel Waters ("Cabin in
the Sky"), Lydia St. Clair and Arnold Moss ('Flight to the West'),
Helen Craig ('Johnny Belinda"),
Betsy Blair ('Beautiful People') and
Helen Hayes ('Twelfth Night').
A«gle on the selection of Lukas

]

(3reen').

whole

reveals

Lace").

Eleanora Mendelssohn

("Flight

that

(Nctos)
Paul Lukas ('Watch on the Rhine').
Gertrude Lawrence ('Lady in the
Clear choice of Lukas as giving
Dark').
the 'best' performance Is the first
Canada Lee ('Native Son').
-time In the three seasons Variety
Ethel Barrymore ('Com Is Green').
has been conducting the polls that
Helen Craig ("Johnny Belinda').
any actor has thus topped all others.
.Dorothy McGuire ('Claudia').Critics' choice for the 1938-39 season
Maurice Evans ('Twelfth Night').
was tied between Maurice Evans
Josephine Hull ('Arsenic and Old
('ftanllef-'Henry IV). Judith AnLace').
.;;Be*son ('Family Portrait') and Ethel
Paul Hernried ('Flight to the
•'Waters CMamba's Daughters'), with
i.

West').

Raymond Massey

Jose Ferrer ('Charley's Aunt'),

Robert

BICHARD WAtTS,

<'Outward Bound') deadlocki.ed' immediately below with eight

St„

LO

44th

St.,

&

PE

Summary

JB.

same management, Sam H.

BR

Irving Forbes, 229

W,

7-3526.

Forklns,

Broadway,

1564

9-0766.

Vinton Freedley, 1250 6th Ave.,
CI 7-7150.
Martin Gabel & Carly Wharton, 11
W. 42d St, LA 4-8336.
Crosby Gaige, 630 6th Ave., CI
Bailey Productions, care of Ira
Blue, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, CI 5-7481. 7-7072.
Walter Batchelor & Monte Prbser,
Grace George & Wm.- A. Brady,
1270 6th Ave.', CI 6-4224.
137 W. 48th St, BR 9-2200.
Arthur J. Beckhard, 120 W. 45th
John GoldeQ (Richard French),
Charles H. Allen, 1270 6th Ave.,

I

Irving Barrett
.

1564 Broadway,

i

'

&

BR

Robert Harris,

9-5910.

.

.St.,

BR

9-3300.

Norman
Plaza,

Harris,

CI

246

W. 44th

St.,

BR

9-6994.

Edith Gordon. 229 W. 42d

Bel Geddes, 90 Rockefeller

St.,

WI

7-8150.

5-8030.

Richard
Berger
& Laurence Hari-y WagsUfI Gribble, 869 1st
Ave., EL 5-0447.
Schwab, 1270 6th Ave., CI 7-5374.
Groupe Theatre (Kermit BloomW. Donald Blackwell tt Raymond

collected top picture coin with 'The

Man Who Came

Other
to Dinner.'
garden), Herman Shumlin Office,
shows which got big coin for pic- M. Curtis, 630 5th Ave., CI 5-7670.
229 W. 42d St, CI 7-9195.
ture rights were:
^
Al Bloomlngdale & J. Richard
T. E. Hambleton, 1430 Broadway,
'My Sister Eileen,' $225,000; 'Heliza- Kennedy, 521 6th Ave., MU 2-6972.
LA 4-7151.
poppin,' $200,000; 'Arsenic and Old
Gustav Blum, 11 W. 42d St., CH
Ted Hammerstein & Dennis Dufor,
Lace,' $175,000, 'Louisiana Purchase,- 4- 0818.
9 Rockefeller Plaza, CI 6-7052.
A percentage of profits Miss H. G. Bonflls ti George Roliert Harris & Irving Barrett,
$150,000.
applies in the deals for 'Arsenic,'
Somnes, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, CI 1564 Broadway, BR 9-5910.
'Hellz,' 'Pal Joey' and 'Tobacco Road.'
Sam H. Harris, 246 W. 45th St.,
5- 8994.
Highest money paid for shows of
Ben Boyar, 214 W. 42d St., WI CI 6-6787.
previous seasons went to 'Bitter 7-2123.
Wm. Harris, Jr., 1430 Broadway,
Sweet,' for which RKO paid $50,000.
BR 9-506d.
Wm. A. Brady ii Grace George,
That seemed like found money.
Moss Hart & Joseph Hyman, 1501
Same applied for 'Red, Hot and Blue,' 137 W. 48th St., BR 9-2200.
Broadway, LA 4-9186.
Lew Brown & Ray Henderson, Inc.,
which had been laying on the shelf
Felix Jacoves, 137 W. 48th St, BR
9-2200.
for about four years, but the amount 1619 Broadway, CI 6-0359.
Russell Janney, 56 W. 45th St.,
was much smaller. Other shows disCourtney Burr, 654 Madison Ave.,
posed of to the Coast went for mild RE 4-5276.
VA 6-1349.
^
(Angloprices.
Sam Byrd, 128 W. 44th St., BR Victor Payne-Jennings
Productions, Ltd.), 21 W.
American
22 Never Beached B'way
9-8020.
47th St, LO 3-0841.
Tlwenty-two shows opened out of
Eddie Cantor (Irving Mansfield),
George Jessel, 1501 Broadway, LO
town but failed to reach the Main 730 5th Ave., CI fl-2677.
5- 1250.
Stem.
Of these, four are due in
S. M. Chartok, 234 W. 44th St.,
Michael Kallasser, 1584 Broadway,
town in the falL They are 'Hope for WI 7-7525.
\
LO 5-7568.
a Harvest,' 'Theatre,' 'Somewhere in
Kurt Kasznar, 234 W. 44th St., LA
Continental
Productions, care of
France" and "Out West It's Different,'
4-5361.
„
Saul
Colin,
C.
1270 eth Ave,, CH
first two having been announced as
Dennis King, 29 W. 45th St., CH
aimed for next season on Broadway, 7-5760.
4- 3095,
Pauline Cooke, 1674 Broadway,
prior to their debut out of town.
Kirkland, 226 W. 49th St, CI
Jack
Others that never reached N.Y. were CO 5-1930.
6-8870.
'

the costly musicals 'Hi-Ya GentleKatharine
Comell Productions,
men,' 'She Had to Say Yes' and Inc. (Guthrie McCUntlc), 1270 6th
'Little
Dog Laughed,' plus such Ave., CI 7-5152,
straight plays as 'Conquest in April,'
Cheryl Crawford ti John Wildberg,
'White Haired Boy/ 'Women Aren't
49 W. 42d St, LO 3-5878.

My

Angels,' 'Battle of Angels,' 'In
Opinion,' 'Off the Record,' TTie Big
Story,' 'Bangtails,' It's a Girl,' 'Second Helping,' 'A Policeman's Lot,'

WI

PE

Howard
0-0625.

&

MU

Eddie Dowling, t46 W. 44th St,

BR

9-6994.

Shows

Not
Show
Town/ Manager

i

'

'

1426

Inc.,

BR

9-9844.

Percy Oaks, 1564 Broadway,

LO

9-9007.

& Ted

»

!

.

Orson Welles
Broadway,

1430

Players,

& Chick Johnson, care
9 Rockefeller Plaza, CI 6-7052.
of Shuberts, 234 W. 44th St., CI
Philip Dunning (Carter Blake)/ 6-9500.
Joseph Oraato, 1607 Broadway, CI
220 W. 42d St, WI 7-7687.
6-6115.
Clarence
Mary Louisa Elkina
Harry H. Oshrin, 1901 Broadway,
™,„i„, n rn^^^ a^BM
BR 9-7677.
^V^l^^'^il
J,-J^?,f*^^i-^T
234 W. 44th St., LA
Lee Ephralm,
Brock Pemberton, 244 W. 44th St.,
Dennis Dufor

Chi Legit

i

Theatre,

6-2530.

Metropolitan

226

Hammerstein,

Ole Olson

&

successful, too.
Latter two shows
SIDNET B. WHIPPLE
JOHN ANDERSON
came from the summer stock show(World-Teleoram)
Ings. Fact that three revivals came
(J oumal-ATnerlcan)
4-2450.
Paul Lukas ("Watch on the Rhine'). along early in the season attests
to
Ethel Barrymore ('Corn Is Green').
Gertrude Lawrence ('Lady In the managerial contention of the script
Katharine Cornell ('Doctor's Di- Dark').
shortage.
have
been one mora if 'Du Barry
lemma').
Dorothy McGuire ('Claudia').
Paul Lukas ('Watch on the Rhine').
Was a' Lady' hadn't been banned by
Thelma Schnee ('Com Is Green'),
Helen Hayes (Twelfth Night').
the mayor at the 11th hour. This
Maurice Evans (Twelfth Night').
compares with eight for the 1939-40
WALTBB WINCHELL
Slid
Jose Ferrer ('Charley's Aunt').
season. Total take this season, Mur(Mirror)
Jane Cowl ('Old Acquaintance').
jContlnued from page 49^
ray says, was $25,000 in excess of
Peggy Wood ('Old Acquaintance').
Paul Lukas ('Watch on the Rhine').
were stronger and the season ran the preceding one.
Canada Lee ('Native Son').
Ethel Barrymore ('Corn Is Green').
Lunt and Fontanne, in "There Shall
Boris Karloff ('Arsenic and Old
Thelma Schnee ('Corn Is Green'). longer, extending well beyond normal
Be No Night,' led the procession,
Lace').
Richard Waring ('Corn Is Green'). weeks with the yesterday (Monday)
Josephine Hull ('Arsenic and <31d
Eugene Loring ('Beautiful People'). advent of 'Life With Father,' ex- closely followed by Katharine Heppected to at least stretch through thie burn in 'Philadelphia Story.'
Lace').
end of July,
There were but two musicals-^'StuAllyn Joslyn ('Arsenic and Old
BOBERT COLEMAN
Lace').
The biggest week at the Cass went dent Prince' and 'Hellzapoppin,' with
(HixrroT)
,
Gertrude Lawrence ('Lady in the
to 'Hellzapoppin,' which ran 11 days, only the latter getting good returns.
Josephine Hull ('Arsenic and Old
Dark*).
capturing New Year's.
Close to
Lace').
Dorothy McGuire ('Claudia').
'Hellz' were Katharine Cornell, hitJean Adair ('Arsenic and Old
Got $194,400
ting the highest with The Doctor's 18
Lace').
BROOKS ATKINSON
Dilemma,' while Helen Hayes-MauIn Fine Milw. Season
rice Evans,.in 'Twelfth Night,' hit the
Ge?!^u^^SL;V'S''i^^ the same capacity "
Milwaukee, June 3.
attendance, the grosses
Ethel Barrymore ('Corn Is Green'). Dark')
Paul Lukas ('Watch on the Rhine').
With the legit season here defiShirley Booth ('My Sister Eileen'). being cut down slightly through the
subscription series.
Lucile Watson ('Watch on the
nitely at an end, recap shows that
Gene Kelly ('Pal Joey').
Rhine').
localites spent $104,400 for this class
Vivienne Segal ('Pal Joey').
Mady Christians ('Watch on the
of entertainment since last fall, or
Jane Cowl ('Old Acquaintance').
*Worst
Rhine').
over $100,000 more than in the prePeggy Wood ('Old Acquaiataoc.e'). Mpls.
Katharine Cornell ('Doctor's Divious year. Eighteen shows (11 at
Katharine Cornell ('Doctor's DiClaims
lemma').
the Davidson, UBO, and seven at
lemma').
Gertrude Lawreiice ('Lady in the
the Pabst, Indle) split this satisfacMinneapolis, June 3.
Dark').
tory gross in 85 days of playing time,
Minneapolis had its best legit roadSidellghU
Ed Wynn ('Boys and Girls Toand both artistically as well as fishow season in four years at the nancially
gether').
-"j the season was the best in
In - submitting
selections, „ „„.
their
.
,
j,
^
Philip Merivale (Talley Method'). some of the critics added further 2.<«»-seat Lyceum, according to Leo several years,
R. Murray, who has managed the
Dorothy McGuire ('Claudia').
notes, explanations or comment. At'DuBarry was a Lady' topped the
Ethel Waters ('Cabin in the Sky'). kinson, for instance, named more house during that period. In^rest in year's local toke, with $21,000 in six
Jane Cowl ('Old Acquaintance').
than the suggested total of 10 the spoken drama locally has hit a days, while Katharine Hepburn, in
Paul Hernried ('Flight to the choices, making 16 nominations, 'not new peak for recent years, he de- 'Philadelphia Story,' wai a close
Vest').
including some that ought to be clared. This city generally has the runnerup with $20,000 in the same
Eleanora Mendelssohn ("Flightilo.jmentioned'i''
- Kronenberger'- selected reputation of being a 'poor show length of time, "Hellzapoppin' garthe West').
the Srst^iflVe on his' llst' aV tm^oail-' town,' but Murray contends that this nered $18,000'-ln five nights, and
Lydia St. Clair 'FUgbt ttt ;tirt(-4ed *best pcrfonHSh'ce4'''firid'''acrrfia' .'.slut' isn't justified,
Helen Hayes and Maurice Evans, In
West').
Durl
the season recently ended Twelfth Night,' got $17,000 In four
^Vthe final fWO fes'^best lit •'imall^iiiftk.'y During
Canada Lee ('Native Son').
ftcKriage 'Sent his list ds 'the per- ),tiiere_w,ere,Jl phoiYS,and Jli^r^e wopM fights.
.

7-7521.

Mercury

(John Houseman),

Joseph Daltry & Herman Levin, Broadway, LO 5-4530.
W. 49th St., CI 6-8870.
(Heron ProducGilbert Miller
AUred de Llagre, Jr., 11 W. 42d tions), 0 Rockefeller Plaza, CI 6-1940.
(Millpond
Morley
Christopher
St., LA 4-8589.
Roslyn, L. I., N. Y.
Playhouse),
Buddy de Sylva (Al Lewis), 061
Rodger .Murrel, 137 W, 48th St,
2-7930.
5th Ave,

•

.

St.,

5-0442.

Jules Leventhal (Harry Bennett),
125 W. 45th St., BR 9-1962.
C. B. Maddcusk, 234 W. 44th St.,

Lindsay,

&
LO

Raymond M.

pientions apiece.
Paul
the
Love.'
Selections for the 1939t40 season Rhine').
were tied between Alfred Lunt and
Not listed with the hits and flops
Ethel Barrymore ('Corn Is Green').
Barry I*itzgerald. Former had eight
Gertrude Lawrence ('Lady In the of the season are several revivals
votes for "There Shall Be No Night' Dark').
and, according to the boxoffice reand one for Taming of the Shrew,'
sults, the show list, could be further
Dorothy McGuire ('Claudia').
while latter had eight for 'Juno and
Josephine Hull ('Arsenic and Old upped. Biggest successes were reg•the Paycock' and one for 'Kindred.' Lace').
istered by 'Twelfth Night' (Helen
Sara AUgood followed with seven
Hayes, Maurice Evans) and 'The
Canada Lee ('Native Son').
citations for 'Juno and the Paycock.'
Arnold Moss ('Flight to the West'). •Doctor's Dilemma' (Katharine CorSelections of the' Individual critics
nell-Raymond Massey), soon going
Jose Ferrer ('Charley's Aunt').
follow in alphabetical order of the
off at the Shubert.
Sylvia Weld ('Fledgling').
'Charley's Aunt'
critics' names.
No order of prefermade a run of 29 weeks (QaiXt,
Betsy Blair ('Beautiful People');
ence is indicated in the listings.
while 'Kind Lady' was distinctly

'

George Lattlmore, 110 W. 47th

LO

Curtis
W. Donald
BlackweU, 630 6th Ave., CI 0-7670.

Russel Crouse
1430 Broadway,

'The Hard Way,' 'About Tomorrow,'
"Treat Her Gently' and 'Goodbye to

(Herald Tribune)
Lukas
('Watch
on

.

&

WI

St.,

Marty

Richai^d Myers,

6-0729.

St.,

9-1454.

Henry
42d

CI 7-4124.

:

sContlnucd from page 47;

was limited to choices from the
.^ows he had covered.

Illinois'),

Legit

to

the West').

Taylor

W,

11

Jane Cowl ("Old
Peggy Wood ('Old Acquaintance').
Josephine Hull ("Arsenic and Old

Morley ('Oscar Wilde') and Laurette

W. 44th

15fl

Richard Aldrich

Anyway, they

,

.

nlne'.Tpt^ each.
('Abe Lincoln in

BR

Harry Adler,
5-8130.

'

cited
all the performances
RICHARD LOCKRIDGE
Philip
were in successful shows.
fSun)
Merivale ("Talle^ Method"), FlorPaul Lukas ('Watch on the Rhine').
ence MacMichael ('Out of the FryGertrude Lawrence ('Lady in the
ing Pan"), Helen Craig ('Johnny Dark').
Belinda') and Sylvia Weld ('FledgEthel Barrymore ('Corn Is Green').
ling') were the only real exceptions
Richard Waring ('C©rn Is Green').
to that rule.
Josephine Hull ("Arsenic and Old
In polling the critics, Variety sug- LaW).
gested that each limit himself to 10
Philip. Merivale ("Talley Method').
selections.
Also, since Walter WinChell and Robert Coleman divide the
BURNS MANTLE
.iMirror's reviewing assignment, each

'

tops.

will serve as a basis for argument.'
Katharine Cornell (Doctor's DiWatts remarked that his list was
lemma').
'at the moment of making it out'
Gertrude Lawrence ('Lady in the
appended the parenthetical
and
Dark').
note, 'I suspect it would differ in
Dorothy McGuire ('Claudia').
a couple of respects if I made it
Canada Lee ("Native Son').
'
out, say, day after tomorrow.'
Acquaintance').

-

a

were probably

Maurice Evans, 246 W. 44th

George Abbott, 030 Fifth Ave., CI
9-5820,

.

is the fact that it is
Sylvia Weld ('Fledgling').
appearance on
second
Broadway, the other having heen in
louis kronenberger
•The Doll's House,' with Ruth Gor(pm;
don.
Also notable that "Watch on
Paul Lukas ('Watch on the Rhine').
the Rhine,' the drama in which
Canada Lee ('Native Son').
Lukas is appearing at the Martin
Josephine Hull ("Arsenic and Old
Beck, N. Y., also was selected by the Lace')>
critics as the best play of the season. Jose Ferrer ("Charley's Aunt').
Hit Flays Don't Handicap
Shirley Booth ('My Sister Eileen').
Eleanora Mendelssohn ('Flight to
Whether conclusive evidence of
the relationship between a h.it play the West').
Florence MacMichael ('Out of the
and the recognition of an actor's percritics' Frying Pan').
of
the
formance,
study

as

is

a

BROWN

his

choices
nearly

skill

short
descriptive phrase about each actor
JOHN MASON
vpgjM
he selected, then closed with the
notation. 'There were a lot of other
Paul Lukas ('Watch on the -Rhine'),
*^
jg'good performances, too. But these
Ethel Barrymore ('The Corn

for top honors

only

Opportunity plus
know.
what does it.' He wrote

('Beautiful People').

LO

5-0950.

Norman
CI

Pincus,

W. 62d St,

250

7-2440.

Producing
CI 5-7670.

Playwrights
630 5th Ave.,

Otto Premlnger, 234

CH

W.

Co.,

Inc.,

44th St,

4-2966.

Mary Prlchett (Finch Carpenter
Corp.), 1270 Sixth Ave., CI 6-0044.
tiaurence

Rivers

(Roland

Steb-

W. 44th St, MU 2-4672.
San Carlo Opera Co.—Fortune
Gallo— 1697 Broadway, CO 5-0741.
bins), 10

Wm. Saroyan, care of Pat Duggan,
630 5th Aye., CI 6-3457.
Oscar Serlin, 1250 6th Ave., CI
9-6371.
J. J. Shubertr-John J. Shubert—
W. 44th St., CI 6-9500.
Lee Shubert (Edward Choate), 225
W. 44th St, CI 6-9500.
Herman Shumlin, 229 W. 42d St.,

234

CI

7-9195.

Cornelia
Ave.,

VA

Otis

Skinner,

5i22

Oth

6-3310.

Richard Skinner & Day Tuttle, 11
W. 42d St., PE 6-5359.
Theatre Guild. 245 W. 02d St., CO
5- 6170.

Michael Todd (Joe Gllck). 1270
Oth Ave., CI 6-4264.
John Tuerk, 137 W. 48th St.,

MK

3-4031.

Lodewick Vroom, 192 W. 42d St„

WI

7-6622.

Wee, 125 W. 49th St,

BR

Everett WUe, i430 Broadway,

LO

O. E.
9-5686.
.

5-0625.

John C. Wilson,
Plaza, CI 7-9282.

10

Rockefeller

Dwight Deere Wiman
Bondio,
St.,

BR

Tom

0-4060.

Ed Wynn,
9-0562.

(J, H. del
Weatherly), 137 W. 48th

234

W. 44th

St.,

BR

\rednes(la7,

June

4,
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for a s^dson'tiftei-'MKdiasldir of New
Local exhibs bellyaching because
Zealand tour.
London
matmee trade has been annihilated
Department of Inforrbtltioa la taking two minutes nightly Irom every
by people going back to work.
Oscar Deutsch on two weeks re- commercial station to broadcast warHal Roach north for trout Ashing.
Belle Baker's lad, Herbert, had his
Kermit BIoom«arden to White Sultime messages.
one-acter. Treble Clef,' staged by cuperating holiday.
Jake Milstein in town for business
phur Springs lor vacation.
Yale drama group in which he's a
There are no stage shows playing huddles.
diaries M. Woolf commuting beClancy Cooper, legit actor, to stude.
New Zealand presently, with pix, Idwal Jones joined 20th-Fox pul>
tween Ascot
_
and _
London.
Coast next week on a one- picture
{'o;*;^*^^'^^^^™ entertainment outlet
Eccentric" club, famous rendezdeal.
vous of show folks, has
been
Frances Langford and Jon Hall to
Charles Butterworth huddling with
j„
^^^^
bombed.
Howard Relnhejmer on a Broadway
gathering aU library shots of Rudolf Lakeland, Fla.
„
,^ . ,
Mrs. Sam ^
Smith back from New Hess into a special clip and spotting; Wilma Francis, screen player, dimusical.
By Hal Cohen
8?venturous career i„ an city and nabe houses on special vorced Leon Janriey,
Charlotte Gr^wood writing her
V* ducking
J
,
of
U
boats.
titled
exploitation.
Fred Othman up and around after
autobiography on the Coast,
William Powell's mother in town
Lucan and McShane replacing
Will Mahoney is still playing In an attack of measles.
'Never Too Tall.*'
last week for a visit with old friends.
Rita Shaw changed her screen
Lou, Lucky, orch leader, and Julia Flanagan and Allen on their Satur- Perth for the Watermans. May form
Colin Keith-Johnston has replaced
own unit later for a play around the name to Donna Drake.
Raymond Massey In 'The Doctor's DeMart will tell it to a preacher next day broadcast for BBC.
remains
stix.
Bob
Geraghty
Victor
McLaglen extending his
Aussie
Tuesday
Shubert.
(10).
Rex
Harrison
joining
Dilemma,'
the Royal
stage tour to six weeks.
Marie Rost, of
branch, has set Air Force as soon as his show, 'No w'th Mahoney as biz manager.
Jack Sherry, actor, who's in Ma- June
Stuart F. Doyle will be interested,
Judy Canova chppered to Hono17 as date of her marriage to Time for Comedy,' closes at the
rine Corps reserve, due to be called
in a newsrCel theatre in Adelaide in lulu for a month's siesta,
Adrien Goldbaugh.
Haymarket.
week.
this
service
to
Somerset Maugham in town for
association with Gireater Union and
Joe Josack, Jr., home for short
Dave Lipton, now honeymooning, vacation after doing publicity work «:.V,tV.v
^m^^ I'^A-^'"^ Hoyts. Three figure it better to rurt the summer to write a novel.
will he in Chicago next week for in Miami all winter.
BiU Quinn, indie distributor, frac^J^i,t^ the one house than in opposition.
Columbia pix sales meeting,
^V^sie pic, 'Forty Thousand Horse- tured a knee in a motor crash.
Sally Ann Palmer resuming dance ^^^i. comDlah?t
men' (U), has been bought for dis-|
Robert Gillham in from New York
Ben Boyar back with Max Gordon career following marriage to sax
Movlta (Mrs. Jack Doyle) to star tribution in Great Britain by Charles for studio huddles at Paramount
as manager of 'My Sister Eileen,' player Harry Pierce.
Terry Brickley moved In as an asBiltmore, replacing Al Cohen.
Harry Batastinis and their son for John Argyle Productions in M. Woolf's General Film DistribuFather of Mary ('Stuttering Sam') leave middle of this month for four- 'Tower of Terror,' with Wilfrid tors. 'Horsemen' has proved the big- sociate for the Lou Irwin agency.
Lawson to do the heavy.
gest local bet yet produced. UnlBrian Donlevy prospecting for
Dowell, Diamond Horseshoe show- week vacation in California.
gold on his desert claims In Death
Louis Kalker, Republic Pictures' versal to release in U. S.
Kilbuck Theatre's 'Ghost Train'
girl, is Ft. Worth chief of police.
Valley.
Howard LeSieur, production chief wound up month's run at Congress English representative, and- family
Claudette Colbert and husband.
evacuated to Scotland,' but comes
of United Artists advertising depart- of Clubs auditorium last week.
pneumonia.
Joel Pressman, vacationing at
Dr.
from
recuperating
up
to
London
once
Singer
Betty
a
week.
ment,
Cook, niece of Stanley
Bnenos Aires
Del Monte.
John I«dge of 'Watch on The manager Charlie Eagle, home to
Coventry Hippodrome reopened,
Felix Mills entered his yacht in
Bhlne,' Beck, called as naval reserv- Roanoke, Va., for the summer.
after being closed for 18 days due to
By Bay Josephs
the race from Los Angeles to Cataist. He is brother of a U. S. Senator.
Art Levy pulls out for Chi this blitz damage, with Jack Hylton's
lina Island.
Kay Brown, David O. Selznick's weekend to take in parley of Colum- 'Garrison Theatre.' Doing turnaway
Fritz Busch finished concert series
Octavio Vejar Vasquez. attorney
story editor and eastern rep, left the bia district and branch managers.
business.
at Colon.
general of Mexico, ogling the HoUyhospital Monday (2) aft«r an operaEugene Finkelhor back from New
Tommy Bostock. head of AssoMorris Goodman, v.p. of Republic wood studios.
tion.
York where he wrote score for Docu- ciated Theatres'
Properties, taken
Anton Grot, Warners art director,
figures
to
be
most
Hotel Astor Roof
mentary Films' 'Children Next Door.' to hospital suddenly with pneu- Pictures in town.
P^""'"'"^ *"
directly affected by the Garden's
Stokowski and his AU-American monia. Was on danger list, but now
Phil Reisman, foreign chief of J.te^riinfh,*^"'
name bands under Monte Proser's Youth Orch packed Syria Mosque recovering.
RKO, back to Statj^.
i^'N^TtaHeKXius, director of color
aegis.
last Tuesday (27) despite President's
Jeffrey Bernerd, Jr., who joined
Jose Pera to Chile for Argentine control at Technicoloi?.. plant, bedded
Harry Kaufman (Shuberts) rethe Royal
Army
Argentines.
Service (jorps newsreel, 'Sucesos
^jth intestinal flu.
cuperating at Gideon-Putnam, Sara7°'^^ TOmetimr'ag^^™' now attached to
Carlos
Sf"* Sunday morning
"i"
Fred MacMurray returned to work
Uruguayan
E. Ray Goetz taking a house early
- V^""
toga.
to
attend
.
Public Relations Unit at General Demicheri a hit at Teatro del Pueblo, at Warners after a lay-off on acthere for the summer.
dress rehearsal of his dance studio's Headquarters,
Pico named head of count of bronchitis.
_ Dr. Pedro E. ...^^
...
„.
,
John Joseph, Universal ad and annual recital,
George Black
complaining Vic- casa del Teatro. actors' organizaUon.
Bernie Feins moves out of Warweekended
with
relchief,
publicity
Brad Hunt's band has checked in torla Palace IS too small to acAurelio Torres sent to handle ners publicity to join U. S. Signal
atives In Washington. Returns to at Ruggles Beach, O., for a short en
in provincial Bahlo Co^^s at
M^^^^^^^^
Hollywood later this week,
later in
^^^^
Mark Hanna, who manages Dor- season for run
with show playing to many turn-.
Fox office here celebrated 25th an- suit for $11,081. claiming damages
othy Kilgallen on the radio, has also
Don D'Carlo again grabbed fran- awa'ys
niversary. Sidney Horan is manag- sustained In a motor crash.
,
^
M
.
placed her husband, Richard Koll- chise to run contests selecting Miss
Management
of Prince of Wales ing director.
Eugene Weiner was sentenced to
mar, on the new 'Claudia' series.
Western Penna. for Atlantic City theatre looking for new musical, or
clonking
Una
Anos
in
clink
for
finished
'Veinte
months
the
eFA
y
six
Michael Todd Is one of the 'in- beauty pageant.
even ready to let house on long Noche* (Twenty Years and a Night) wife Lillian Roth oh the eye.
teresting people on the American
Mike Todd dropped in on Lou
means that Nineteen directed by Alberto de Zavalia.
of
chaiiman
Temple
Shirley
scene' In an article In the next Holtz eounle nf tirfie.: riMrin0 latti.rV Naughty
„ ^'v.^'lif'*
One.' current show, is due
Arrived for the Colon are suprano Hollyw*^^ Children's Fund Division

England division manager.
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issue of the American mag. Yacht SSb encMement to*
Gracie Barrie will be in unit star,
the War,' the Bruiio Land! and Zinka Milanov.
Owen Crump to Washington to
Tine~'EddiZ"''RochisteT"'
^r.l^^^^
« Tf*"^^^
?aUet show which played
Warners marked tenth anniversary huddle wit'.i J. Edgar Hoover on a
whfch
tour th^atJes f
iTli RuTh StrSklLnd wHl
m?ir pH rirti f"'"**
weeks at New theatre toJ30,OOolof Argentine office. Harry Novak 'series of F.B.I, shorts at Warners,
weeks Starting
starting June 27 In
In WashlneWashing- trfterj^r^aduati^n^rom
h^r i^dnatfon frnm Pennsyl- oss,
Jias left^trail of debts, Includ- has b^n director most of that time.
Coi
Terry McDanlel, Fox-West Coast
'hg/weel^'s salary to chorus and fortlocation
in Pasadena, Is iii a local.
finishing
manager
Difficulty
in
nnh rnr r'<.™oo!« t«-i,
Milton Weiss, in Metro's publicity
shots holds Over release of Sono hospital with a digestive complaint.
department for the last 15 years, re- <rr=H =.nrt fn^I? r=,i
=n,..?^^^
"5^^"" dickering with Sir Film's 'Fortin Alto' CRigh Fortress').! Mrs. Mabel Hubbell Mix entered a
signed last week to join the Frank
*„5 ci.„„3 iSfi^St^
the. London.
Carlos Perelli tookSver part of peUtion in Superior Court for re*°
OFsattl aeency
Hollywood Starts Theatre
in Hollywood.
ThPn^J^i^SSSJ^^i
Conference $1,000 foi^IfJ,^^^^^^^
fellowship. Coliseum, but dealJ''^^
*
not Ukely :to ma- Raul Lange In Pampa's 'Yo Quiero ?overy of personal effect^ of Tom
Ju^ 16.
IB
June
Monr Contigo' (I wSnt to Die With Mol^^
Lr^r'^ty'J^^'r^rJJ' ^.Vlt !«/*?il^L.¥_Sto!JJ='
j^ery -finished » Job at Co""
^i^ipt of TIerra en Armas' CCoun-i lumbia and
pacing up Broadway
for the ^.LI^^^I^^'Sf^rA^J^^'}?!^
Cincinnati Opera Association. K^'peddVe^'^on "^B^oaLav'
Broadway by
bv ^"^T
Warner Bros.
(London).
now try in Arm') finished at Pampa by stage work for further fihn commitIt's his second summer on this as- SSlof
n^^?. Hoover
lil
J missus, *former dickering with George King and Juan Carlos Davilos, Maria Soffici ments.
signment.
Dick
and
John Stafford to do filmization of megging.
Jules Goldstone is newest memPaul Nathan, assistant' to John Peggy Eastel,
from Indianapolis
story of Reginald Mitchell, the
Paulina Singerman opened "La ber of Hollywood agency conducted
Byram in Paramount play depart- where hes director of <:ivic Theatre, life
designer, and trying to per-'Mejor del Colegio' CThe Best Girl by his brother Nat, making four
ment has written a comedy legiter on way to Cohasset, Mass., where Spitfire
on his own which Leland Hayward Hoover will do press work again for suade Leslie Howard to play the in the C^oUege') an original by Tito brothers.
lead.
WIU Yolen shifted back to New
Insausti and Arnaldo Malfitti, at the
Is peddling.
South Shore Players.
David
Rose dickering with Nova Astral.
York to join the eastern exploitation
fatheryn Trosper, Orson Welles'
Philbeam to play lead In A. J.
Comedia staff for Warners after a year in
Nacional ' de
Teatro
Coast sec, liaB quit to come to New
Croninis 'Hatter's Castle.' Margarel opened Vicente Cassano's 'La lllu- Hollywood.
*
York and marry Jack Hill, freelance
Lockwood
was
originally
Fulscheduled
('Dreams
Charles P. Skouras turned over
Realizadas'
siones
radio scripter who does Mutual's
Havana
to star, but is expecting addition to filled'), directed by Armando Dis- $5,000 to the United Service Opera'Bulldog Drummond' series.
family. -Wilfrid Lawson will play sepolo.
tions campaign as a contribution
Only aluminum cocktail party on
COK, the Sports Commission radio male lead.
Xa Mcama Millionaria' (The from Fox-West Coast
record will be a wartime promotion
station, has inaugurated' a series of
Chic Sales' The Specialist' thr MilUonaire Servant Girl'), wlthj Bob Stadk recovering from crack
stunt; with Danny Kaye hosting.
broadcasta to other republics.
English rights of which are owned Olina
Bozan and Paco Bustos, up after trying to break all records
Guests must bring anything made
Hotel
Sevilla's
station
CMBQ by George Black; was included in marked 110th performance at the with his motor-canoe at 77 milesof aluminum for defense usage.
broadcast to New York, in conjunc- his new revue, 'Black Vanities,' at Comico.
per-hour on Lake Yosemite.
Lieut. Commander Walter Wintion with WOR, on May 24.
Skit the Victoria Palace, but was cut out
Howard DIetz moved in from New
Teatro
Mayo opened official season
chell, Naval Reserve (he first enpresented was 'The Marvel Sisters.' at the last minute at the request of with 11 Padre Liborio'
(Father, York to take up his work for tlie
rolled in 1034), will spend his AuChile's first major film ever to the Lord Chamberlain.
Liborio"),
with Argentine comic U. S. Treasury Department's bondgust month holiday in intelligence reach' Havana, 'Escandelo' ('Scancompany of Josefina Munoz and Jose selling campaign over the radio.
work attendant to his commission.
dal'), is doing fair biz at the Pay ret.
Keith Richards, Paramount conRamirez.
Annual cruise of Warner Club up Pic was released through United
Valientes' tract player, mulling an offer to
Carga
de
los
'ba
the .Hudson to Bear Mountain slated Artists.
Aostralia
('Charge of the Valiant'), Pama's his- pitch for the Hollywood Stars. He
for June 18 this year. Boat junket
20th-Fox estimated damage of fire
torical epic, banned in Patagonia, was a three-letter man at PittsBy Erie G«rrick
this month will vary the routine by
In its accessory department at-$500.
burgh.
authorities
stating
it caused unfav
going to Poughkeepsie and stopping Department is next to vaults where
able reaction and 'had no ant or
at Bear Mt. on way back.
Former legiter. King's, Mel^urne, truth.'
150 films valued at approximately
/That it's a legitimate illness, and $20,000 are stored, but none of which
80 pix.
Radio comics Buono and Straino
not any pouting between Betta Davis was hit.
,Clay Hake to U. S. for 20th.Fox signed by Sono Film for 'Los Reyes
St. Louis
and director William Wyler on 'Little
chatter
session.
The Cossack Chorus of Don Platoff
de la Risa' (Kings of Laughs), which
By Sam X, Ilarst
Foxes,' is evidenced by Sam Gold- appeared at the Auditorium May 22,
Warners will Clipper two reps to Orestes Caviglia will direct, (^ast
wyn collecting Insurance during en' 23, 24. Chorus sponsored by Socie- this zone for looksee.
includes
Josephine Munos and Mary^
^gsa Loma. South St Louis ballforced production layoff on the dad Musical Daniel, which recently
Greater Union Theatres continues Paretz.
room, closed for the summer.
„
...
Coast
sponsored the ill-starred original .healthy despite war.'
Lumitqn started 'Locos de Verano
jimmy Irving, manager at the Ma"
~
John H.. Harris, of Pittsburgh, ~
'Young People' (20th) skidded bad- ( Fools in Summer'), based on a
Pallet Russe"
pie wood, a nabe. bedded at Jewish
Variety Clubs of America national
The highest radio antenna in ly in Sydney "for Hoyts.
play by Laferrere, represenUng first
prez and founder, states that the re- Cuba, 335 feet was just completed
Radio advertising is moving ahead megging jolj by Antonio CumU hospital after a major operation,
Qscar Johnson, angel of the St
cent selection oi
tern
Negro eaucawr
educator in .Camaguey «t. .station CMJK, part despite wartime headaches.
of a wegro
Cabanellas featuring Eva Ytatico, ,
Legit revival 'Sany,' okay in Mel- Enrique f^rralfo and* Irma Cordoba! ':^'^)^,T^^^^t^I^^v^T^tt'^^
prez for his lOlh consecuUve year.
fS'rtherZw'^Hi".:'*;^^^^^
runner
in^h^^'
^"""l*
snow biz s prestige in
the ates*''^Mr>i;f^°*'?with 10,000-watt new equipment bourne for Williamson-Xait.
San Miguel Studiosstarted Annation.
Government has nixed permission tonio Vacarezza s story, 'San AntorWo j johnny Becker, who formerly
on a wavelength of 920 kilocycles.
jhe organ at Loew's, now enLou Mindling, who went from
Victor just recorded three new to import jukeboxes-to this territory. de los (:obres"Saint Anthony of the
to CBS. and now would auto- numbers which will be heard shortly
The old amateur talent idea is still Pennies'), directed by adapters fertaining nlgTiUy at the local Elks'
Club.
matically
segue
back to MOA, in the U. S. 'Chacumbele.' by Mus- good for extra boxoffice in the nabe Belisari Ciarrcla Villar and Luis A. dub
Weems opened the Meadowi Ted
through acquisition of the network's teller, and 'Paranpampin,' by Pozo, pic loops.
Morales and starring Elisardo San- brook
Country Club, St. Louis
Artists Bureau, prefers not to do so. are Afro-Cubano stuff, while 'DeLocal acts are finding plenty of tallo, Froilan Varela and Cesar
County nitery, with a one-week
Probably remaining with CBS in jaste Querer' ('You Left Off I.ov- work in city pic houses on presenta- Fiaschi,
stand.
prodiiction dept
ing'), is a lilting melody hearer to tion re-birth
Earl Reflow. local sports promoter,
_Irvin Marks, long resident of American music.
'Gone' (M-G) continues to pull
back as head man at Walsh Stadium,
France, states that after viewing
high trade in New Zealand on exwhere midge auto racing has been
Saratoga Springs It makes Vichy,
tended playarounds.
Strondsbnrg, Pa.
resumed for the season.
Vittel and kindred spas abroad look
'Boom Town' and 'PhiUy Story'
Chicago
By John Bartbplomew
The excursion steamboat Admiral,
like road coinpanies, excepting that
(M-G) will gross enormously in this
one of the largest on Inland water.s,
America somehow doesn't capitalize
territory on extended dates.
Localite
Drew
Walker
playing
has started its moonlight dance trips
Its own natural resources.
first
holding
supply
Shrinkage in U. S. product
Film Bookers Club
up and down the Mississippi.
annual dinner-dance in the Panther is forcing major loops to turn to with Reggie Childs' orch.
Charlie Harding's band at Pocono
Herbert Van den Burg, vlolbiist of
Room of the Sherman hotel on British pix in certain centers.
the St Louis symph orch, made dick
'Black Velvet' is -doing okay in Alps Tavern, Meisertowh.
June 6.
C^mp Tamiment's new 1,200-seat debut as baton waver of the local
John Pollack In ahead of 'Cabin In Brisbane for the Tivoli loop. Cast is
NYA symh orch at a concert here
the Sky,' replacing Campbell Casad, headed by Roy Rene and Bob Dyer. theatre nearing completion.
By Harold M. Bone
Carl Clausen, author and scenarist last week,
Authorities intend to curb any biti
who goes east to handle the Holyoke
Local firemen nixed a move to
iby 'unsavory' night clubs to fiourish obtained first citizenship papers.
Rodeo did healthy biz at Arena for (Mass.) slrawhatter.
Sherman theatre installed new sponsor a pro rodeo to raise cash
Quiz Kid Geraldine Hamburg, here on khaki patronage during wara week.
The plan
projection and screen equipment,
for their pension fund.
Savin Rock Amusement Park get- whose father is manager of the Par- time.
Craigs
Meadows
continued
would
have caused them to share the
hotel
Movie
Ball
year's_
written'a
from
this
has
Funds
exchange,
amount Chi
^th^^org^l^I^^
the LeM^aux orch ^'"owing winter
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ceased
Memme; yice-presHents Max
government has nixed featured at Ouh Jepiwood, BushW^^^
anffierican '-ro^n Tatt^lr'S
WCie^Shefcy^s .Playnates, ex-Mal Koenig*erft Stratford Lee Morton
MlumrL wmi Larry CTinton orches- buildings costing over $12,000 during
Mary Murphy, and John Ring; Ueasurer, Richard
HaUeftileSi, with
tr. Jninin.- in the festivities by re- wartime.
opened Mt Fdcono GriU. Mt Pocono. Bajdwln^^ secretary. Florence
will
^
WilUamson-Tait
a^'eV^lir ta^gel "^own
his
iWeberman.
ISuUivan opera troupe to Brisbane Pa,

K

\

'"¥J.e^%» XlVr'y Shaw on
seventh anniversftiy as Loew New TatUer.'
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been a theatre musician

OBITUARIES
JENNT DOLLT

]

blackface singing act known as 'The
Honeyboys,' which long was a familiar turn on the leading vaude

.

Jenny Dolly, 48, of the Dolly Sis
ters, who were Tormeily often in the
suicided In
of Broadway,
lights
Hollywood, Sunday

in Detroit
years, his service going
back to the old Detroit Opera House
and including years at the Adams
and Madison theatres.
Leaves his widow, Hedwig, and
two sons.

for

many

Band Routes
sContlnued from pace 36;
Deutsrh, Bmrry, VTm. M., NTC.
Donahue, 'Al. Palladium, H'wood.

STERLING

F.

MEADE

Sterling F. Meade, 72,

who with

circuits.
Frank, owned and operated
son,
As far as could be learned, Karo, Parma and Meade theatres, Kingwho was a veteran of the World man, Kas., died in a Kingman hosWar, leaves no immediate survivors. pital (May 18), after an illness of IB
were held In months. Meade had also formerly
Funeral
services
Brooklyn, N. V.
operated theatres at Pratt and Eureka, Kas.
Also is survived by
THOMAS B. nNDLET
widow and two grandchildren.
Thomas Bruce Findley, 87, veteran

(1).

Details in the legit section.

HUCn WALPOLE

Clly.
. Diichin,

IMdy,

Palace T.,

,

Olevjlond.

Dunham, Sonny, Roaeland

NYC.

B.,

Dayton,
Prima,

E

.

.

1

came

forth
•Vanessa, Her

on

Love

the

screen

York.

brother, David,

a .small role in the film. He
own novel,
bis
adapted
also
•Vanessa,' for the same studio which

aumed

She leaves a

MRS. SIGMUND LUBIN
78, widow of

Annie Lubin,

as

mund

Lubin,

Among Walpole's other novels
dramatized for the stage were The
Cathedral,' written in 1922 and produced 10 years later; 'Portrait of a
Man with Red Hair,' in 1926; 'The

Huntress,' in 1933, and The
confirmed bachelor,
Old Ladies.'
be was knighted four years ago in
recognition of his contributions to vives.

Young

Relcbman.^voe, Baker H., Dallas, Tex.
Rellly, Mike, Sea Girt Inn, Sea Girt.

A

a^

Lubin built one of the

English literature.

first

RImac, CIro. Knrle

29.

He was

70.

Saunders, Hal,
Scott,

Regis H., NYC.

St.

Raymond, MCA, NYC.

Seven Gentlemen, Tunelown
Shaw, Artie, GAC. NYC.

B., St. Louis.

Noble, Diamond Horseshoe, NYC.
Smith, Russ. Rainbow Grill, NYC.
Smith, Stuff, Kelly's SUtales, NYC.
Spanler, Muggsy, Mansion House, Youngstown, O.
SIssle.

Thompson,

Moe

Inkspots,

Gale. 48

Thompson,

W.

Dick,

Riverside T.,

Kassel. Art, MCA, NYC.
Herble, Coney Island

Kay,

V

W

Wald. Jerry. OAC, NYC.
Waller, Fata, MCA. NYC.
Warnow, Mark, CBS, NYC,

NTC.
Cbl.

Watklns,

Williams, Griff, MCA, Chicago.
Williams, Sande, Slnller U.. Detroit.
Wilson, Teddy, ('are Society, NTC.
WInton, Bnrrj-, Rainbow Room, NYC.

Cin-

MARRIAGES
Winona

Old

in Prescott, Ariz., May 29. She's
a film publicist; he's western editor
of Pic.

lips,

KnIght-Bob, Cafe Pierre, NYC.
Krupa, -Gene, Pennsylvania H., NYC.
Kuhn, Dick, .Sintler H.. Buffalo.
Kyser, Kny, MCA. Hollywood.

Ijlght,

Eddie,

Wm.

Rhumba
M.,

Caslnp,

Dorothy West to Carl Raymond, in
Lockport, N. Y., May 20.
He's a
WGY, Schenectady, announcer.

Chi-

NYC.

Dorothy Michel to F. Willard ButJune 1, in New York. Bride is
commercial traffic division of
he's a salesman in the network's 'national and spot sales divi-

Enoch, Terrace C, Virginia Beach,

Va.

ler,

Jack, Edgewater BeaW-H;-,' Chi.
Lombardo, Guy. M0.\, NYC.
l..onK, Jolmny, GAC, NYC.

Little,

'

in

NBC;

Vincent, Wm. M., NYC.
Lordi, Carl,- F.B., NYC.
I.orlng, Michael, Luna Park, Brooklyn,
.NYO.
Lucas. Clyde, MCA,' NYC.
LuncFford, JJmmie, H. Oxley, NYC.
Lyman, Abe, G.\C. NTC.
I.opez,

'

sion.

Mary

I

'

I

I

He's an or-

Dick Keplinger, newscaster at KJR,
Mary Lee Barnes, May 31,

MarU, Frank, Cuiiaca>>ana, NYC
Murlln, Freddy, Cocnanut Grove, L. A.
Martin. Lou, Leon Ic Eddie's, NYC.
Musters,

McCoy.

Frsnklo, Tatl Hotel,
Clyili>,

Wm.

M.

Seattle, to
in Seattle.

NYC.

NYC.

BUI. Syracuse II., Syracuse.
.Mcncc. Johnny, Surf Beach C, Virginia
Beach, Va.
-McFarliind Tnlns. MCA, NYC.
sicintire. Lani, iriquis 'Gardens, Louis-

I

I

"'"fesBne^,

Auburn,

-

Hugo Monaco,

to

Sylvia Kahn to Irving Wallace, in
MadrlRuera, Enrle, St. Francis H„ San^
Francisco.
Santa Barbara, Cal., June 3. Bride
Malneck, Matty, Cliasf H., St. Louis.
_^Manone, Wliigy, Joe Glaser, RCA Bldg., is western editor of Modern Screen;
groom is a magazine writer.

Mary Maguire
Las Vegas, Nev.,

Mof.'une.

\

Hedges

24, in Logan, O.
chestra leader.

Muraala. Joe, Brass Rail, Chicago,

j

E.

May

,

M

Edward An-

to

Eleanore Roberts to Franklyn Phil-

I

l.ewls. Ted.

Keene

drews, May 22 at Charlottesville,
Va. He's a legit aptor.

.

I.eBaron,
cago.

Cleve-

MCA, NYC.

Keller, Leonard, Bismarck H., Cbl.
Kendls, Sonny, Stork Club, NTC.
King, Geo., MCA, NYC.
King, Henry, CIro's, Hollywood.
King, Teddy, Chamberlain Hotel,
Point Comfort, Vh.
King. Wayne, Strand T., NYC.
Klrby. John, MCA, NYC.
Kinney, Ray, Lexington H., NTC.
Kirk. .\ndy. Royal T., Baltimore,

I

Bollendon H,,

Weeks, Anson, Weems, Inc., Ctil.
Weeks. Ranny. Mayfalr Club, Boaton.
Weems, Ted. Weems, Inc., Chi.
Welk. Lawrence, P.B., NYC.
Whiloman, Paul, Chez Paree, Chicago.
Wilde. Ran. Olympic H., Seattle,

Pitts.

Milwaukee.

Park,

Sumniy,

land.

Kaye, Sammy, Essex House H,, NYC.
Kearns, Joey, WCAU. Pbtla.

j'

Txia

Inn,

Cleve-

Varzos, Eddie. Provldence-Blltmore H.,
Providence. R. I.
Venutl, Joe', Roosevelt H., New Orleans.
Vincent, Victor, Apache H., Lns Vegas,
Nev.

cinnati.

Kavelln. Al,

H.,

N.J.
Turner, Don, Mount Royal H., Montreal.

NTC.

48lh St.,

Jimmy, Kennywood Park,

Rivera

X-ee,

Chicago.
Jurgene,

T.,

Three
Cleveland

GAC. NTC.
Tomlln. Pinky. Wm. M.. NTC.
Travers. Vincent, ,Wm. M.. NYC.
TrInI, Anthony. Village Barn, NYC.
Tucker, Orrin, MCA. NTC.
Tucker, Tommy, Palisades Park, Fort

'

Au-

B,,

Jones, Ishani, Peiibody H.. Memphis.
Jordan, Lou, Capitol .Cocktail Lounge,

Joy,

Paramount

Lang,

land.

J
Blnckhnwk Cafe,

Art,

Donahue's, Mountain

Grant,

Clay, N.T.

Jerome, Henry. Child's, For. Bldg., NYC.

'

N.

Johnny,

Enna

Y.

Jettick

'

to

Vic McLeod, in
31.
Bride is a

May

actress; groom writes for the
screen. Bride is not to be confused
the Australian film player of the
Park iwith

film

'

'

Di'?"o.""'c«!:""""

I

Same name,
Mildred Rae Roddy

to Alfred N.

May

Mininder, Lucky. Savoy B., NTC.
Sack, in Temple, Texas,
15. He's
.Molina, Carlos. RItz Carlton H„ Boaton.
jvpciaiui
operator wiin
with his
Lester ii.
nis brother
oroiner, i^esier
Mnnrup, Vnughn, Paramount T. NYC.
Mooney, Art, Bnrdewick's^ Tuckahoe, NT. Sack, of the ^ack Exchange, Dallas.
Morand, Jiisc, .MCA, NYC.
Helen
McCreedy to Mario Miranda,
Moignn, Ituss, MCA, Chicago.
in Cumberland, Md,,
He's
28.

BIRTHS

1

I

;

N

I

Nagel, Freddy, Tiah H., Salt Lake Clly.
Nelson. Ozzle, Wm. M.. NYC.
Nichols, Rod, >ew Casino, Walled Lake,

i

'

I

!

'

I

KARO

\

:

:

!

;

j

N

May

Hollywood makeup expert, known

professionally as Mario; she's Philly
radio performer.
Nul)l<!, Rny, Cntnllna Island, Calif.
Jeanne Kelly to Richard Brooks in
Noble, l.elghton, .Mark Hopkins H., San
Encina, Cal., June 1.
She's a film'
Frnnclwo.
iVoltlngham, Gary,
Bal Tabarin, San actress; he's a radio scripter.
Frunclsco.
Virginia Rieke to Earl MacQuarrie,
O
in Hollywood, May 29. He's a screen
Olman, Val, Ambassador East H.. Chi- agent.
cogo.
Gene Tierney, film actress, to
Olsen, George, Wm, M., NTa
Oslmrno, Will, CAC, NYC.
Count Oleg Cassini in Las Vegas,
Owens, Hurry, -MCA, L. A.
Nev., June 1.
Lucille Palmer to Burt Champion,
Pftlge, Hot l.lpB. Kelly's Stables, NTC.
in
New York, May 31. She's a nitery
PRni'hllo, Versailles, NYC.
singer; he's a p.a.
Panclii), RIvlern, Fort T.«e, N.J.
Parks, Bobby, St. Oeorge II., Brooklyn,
Greta Nlssen to Stuart D. Eckert,
in
Las Vegas, Nev., June 1. Bride is
Pastor, Tony. CRA. NTC
Pearl, Iley, F.B„ UXC
the silent screen actress.
Ml<*h.

.

j

|

X

James, Harrj-, Lincoln Hotel,
Jurrett,

'Argentine' Beefs

t*MT

Co-

Casa Manana, Culver City,

Teagarden, Carlle,
View, N.J.
Teagarden, Jack,

burndale. Mass.
Holden, Lou. OAC. NYC.
Holmes, Herble, Buena VIsta H., BIloxl,
Miss.
Holat, Ernie, El Morocco, NYC.
Hopkins, Claude, Wm. M., NYC.
Hudson, Denn, Cavalier Beach Club, Virginia Beach, Va.
Hugo. Victor. Little Rathskeller, Phllo.
Hutton, Ina Ray, Wm. M., NYC.

.

.

Jan,

Thornhlll. Claude.

CRA, NTC.
Hoagland, Everett, Totem Pole

ness.

^

H,,

S
Savltt,
Cal,

Angeles.

HIte. Lee,

Mrs. Edith I. Gnmpertz, wife of
Miguel Lerdo de Tejada. 70, outSamuel W. Gumpertz, manager of
standing Mexican composer and conJACK PEFITONE
ductor of the famous 'tlpioa orGiacchino (Jack) Pepitone, 71, Hamid's Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic City, died June 1 of a heart ailchestra,' which has frequently per- president of
the Musicians Proformed in the U. S., died May 26 at tective Union, Local 174, and a mem- ment.
his home in Mexico City after a long ber of the board of directors of the
Father, 75, of Jimmy McHiigh,
He had composed more than New Orleans Symphony orchestra,
Illness:
100 songs, several of them classics.
died at Hotel Dieu, New Orleans, songwriter, died In Boston, Monday
De Tejada's funeral in Mexico City Wednesday (28). He had collapsed (2).
was something of a state affair. Five a few hours earlier as he was packJoseph Phillips, 40, film sound enthousand persons attended, including ing for a trip to Portland, Ore.
a representative of the American After performing an autopsy, the gineer, died in Hollywood, May 29.
Embassy and high Mexican govern- coroner reported that death was
ment officials. Military and police from diabetes and a complication of
bands rendered funeral marches and other diseases.
selections from de. Tejada's composiWidow and one son, Rosario, surtions. Famous Mexican singers paid vive.
^^^Contlnned from page 3 ,„^_
homage at the grave by rendering
this country to be shown in our theafour of the maestro's favorite songs.
BRIG. GEN. E. L. GRUBER
tres... These companies do not hesiSurviving are the widow, three sons
Brig. Gen. E. L. Gruber, 61, writer
tate to regale us with Argentineand a daughter.
of the famous field, artillery song,
Radio stations throughout Mexico The Caissons Go Rolling Along,' background pictures in which even
that are cooperating in the 'National died of a heart attack May 30 at strangers find astonishment and inHour' presented every Sunday with Leavenworth, Kas., during a round dignation.
The unpleasant scenes that resultthe federal government observed a of bridge.
ed from the showing of 'Argentine
minute of silence in memory of the
Gen. Gruber, who was command- Nights' (Universal
picture that was
maestro.
ant of the Army's command and withdrawn)
must therefore be a lesgeneral staff schools at Fort Leaven- son. Their repetitioif
for identical
HELEN GROSSMAN
worth, Kas., wrote the song while
Helen Grossman, 42, ,yfho had the serving in the Philippines as a sec- reasons would undoubtedly cause
much greater unpleasantness. That
role of Mrs. Cohen In^the original ond lieutenant
Shapiro-Bernstein is what everybody
wants to avoid,
Coast production of 'Abie's Irish are the publishers
of the composj- Our public
will, see calculated mailRose,' and appeared ih the comedy
Uon.
cious intent in the insistence with
for five years on the road, died of
which the U. S. film producers deperitonitis May 26 at the Beth Israel
JOE MARKS
fame the country. This conspires
hospital. New York.
Joe Marks, retired vaude come- against the
good neighbor policy.
Retiring in 1628, Miss Grossman
dian and singer, who appeared with
'In this connection, however, it
had since been active 'in welfare such acts as Primrose and West, Lew
work for the Jewish llieatrlcal Al- Dockstadter and Cohan and Harris' should be pointed out that the stuliance.
She started in the theatre Honey Boy Evans Minstrels, died pid excesses of the companies involved do not reflect the feelings of
as a child, doing bits on the Yiddish
May 22 at the Shore Memorial Hos- the people of the government of the
stage.
pital, Somers Point, N. J.
U. S., nor does it reflect the view
She leaves her parents-, Samuel B.
Before leaving the stage, Marks
and Fannie Grossman, retired Yid- trouped in vaude with Olsen and they have of our country. These
pictures are arbitrary expressions of
dish actors; two brothers, Joseph M., Johnson
for five years.
As a bass unscrupulous businessmen who think
business agent of the Theatrical singer he won
much acclaim on the only about business. The New York
Managers and Agents Union; Irving, leading vaude circuits.
Herald Tribune comment is suffi• singer, and a sister, Miriam,
Surviving is a brother, Clarence,
cient proof of this. This is a 'saneof Ocean City, N. J.
tion' against a company in its own
FBANCISCA PETBES BELL
country by a newspaper whose imFrancisca Pfeyres Bell, 83, widow
DR. T; H. W. ALEXANDER
portance does not need stressing.
of Richard Bell, famed English clown
Dr. T. H. W. Alexander, 63, chair'Moreover, the same U. S.. newsand circusman who became a Mexi- man and managing director of Calecan national hero, died May 25 at donian Associated Cinemas, Ltd., paper has given the alarm, and we
hope it will be enough ft) (irevent the
her home in Mexico City. She was died suddenly April 29 in Scotland. _.,„
.•
nv-n
""^
born in Madrid and had traveled He controlled a circuit of some 30
?'?l"fu ''rn..
most of tlie world with her husband, houses and figured as a prominent ^^""^
finally settling in Mexico.
Streets guide in the affairs of Scottish film
and public parks are named for Bell business.
in this country. Burial was in MexIn addition to his. .cinema interMr. and Mrs. 'Dude' Martin, daughico City.
ests, deceased was a physician and ter, in San Francisco,
May 15. Father
The Bells had 13 children, most of justice of the pBace for the district heads KYA's (Frisco) Dude Martin
them bom in Mexico, of whom six of Morayshire, ScQ|^and.
Ranchers, cowboy group
survive, including George, known in
Mr. and Mrs. Don Dowd, daugh
U. S. and Latin American vaudeville
FRANK McCdRMACK
ter, in Chicago, May 24.
Father is
as a ventriloquist who can do his act
Frank McCormack, 65, died in a Chi NBC staff announcer; mother is
in four languages. Mrs. Bell never sanatorium in Connecticut, May 22, former ether actress, Betty Anne
recovered from the shock of the according to delayed information Brown.
passing last December of Richard, reaching New York. Legit comedian
Mr, and Mrs. Tom Price, daughter,
Jr., the Bell's first-born.
was best remembered for his ap- in Pittsburgh, May 25. Father's with
pearance in 'The Gorilla,' playing the WWSW, Pittsburgh.
raVING
part of a garrulous detective.
He
Mr. and Mrs. Armand S. D^utsch,
Irving Karo, 41, vaude and bur- had many other Jjarts and was also daughter, In New York, May 31,
lesque performer who had been ap- a stage director. Last season he was Mother is Benay Venuta, radjo singer
pearing on the Izzy Hirst circui^t for' an understudy in a Broadway show. and musical comedy actress'^ father
the past four years as a. singer aq^
is with N. Y. advertising man.
straight mi^n," died June 1 at. the
.iTMiL J,
Mr. and Mrs. Errol Flynn, son. In
Veterans Hospital, Hayion, O.
Emil J. E^st,.77, dted/n.^LSlde.J.HpIIywood, June 1. Father Is film
BeWe- entering burlesque, Kafo General hospital, .Ji}/etr,o^t^lB^y:r30, actor; mother li Lily Damlta, also
liad teamed with Tommy Hyde in • following a long illness.
He had -of films.
'

Philadelphia.

T.,

W.MCA. NYC.

RInes, Joe,

Rodrlgo, Nano, MCA. NYC,
Rogers, Dick, GAC. NYC.
Rogers, Eddy, Deshler-Wallach
lumbus.
Kolllnl, Adrian, Wm. M., KYC.

•

Heathsrton, Ray, Blltmore H., NYC.
Horace, MCA, NYC.
Henderson, Fletcher, F.B., NYC.
Henry, Chuck, Paris Inn. L.A.
Herbeck, Ray, F.B.. NYC.
Herman, TVoody, GAC, NYC.
Herth. Milt, aoth Century T., Buffalo.
Hill, Tiny. Rnlnbow Gardens, Denver.
Ulniber, Richard, CRA, NYC.
nines, Earle, Howard T., Washington,

driving his car in Brookline, Mass.,

May

.

Tommy, MCA, NYC.

Reynolds.

Spltalny, Phil. Variety, NYC.
Spivak, Charlie, Glen Island Casino, New
Roehelle, N.Y.
Stabile, Dick, Chatterbox, Mountainside,
N.J.
Steamey, George,. Le Coq Rouge, NTC.
Stock, Gus, Brook (^lub. Summit, N.J.
Stoeffler, Wally. P.B.. NTC.
Straeter, Ted, Monte Coirlo, NTC.

Father of Danny Danker, Coast
radio head of J. Walter Thompson
pic- agency, died of a heart attack while DC.

ture studios In Philadelphia, where
he was originally in the optical busi-

MIGUEL LEBDO DE taJADA

J.

Relsman, Leo, Wm, M., NTC.
Rey, Alvlno, Rustic Cabin, Eoglewood
N.Y.

Cliffs,

Heldt,

.

-

L.A,

H
Hamlfton, Geo., Shroeder H., Milwaukee.
Hall, Geo.. MOA, NYC.
Hall. Sleepy. Kew Gardene, L.1,
Hallett. Mai, CHA, NYC.
Hampton, Lionel, Joe Glaeer, NYC.
Harris, Jack, La Conga, NYC.
Hawklna, Eraklne, Moo Gale, NYC.

M &

pioneer
ture maker, died in New York May
23. She had resided in Atlantic City
for many years where the Lubins
maintained a home. More recently
she lived in New York with Edith
White, a daughter wed to Jack.
White, m.c. of Club 18. Mrs. Emma
Lowery, another daughter,
sur-

Story.'

MCA,

Grayaon, Hal,
sister.

Mother, 74, of M. J. Mullin, joint
operator «f
P ^Theatres, New
England theatre circuit, died June
2 at her home in" Jersey City. Surviving besides her son, are her husband, three daughters and three sisters.
Funeral services will be held
today (Wednesday).

Sigmotion pic-

O.

Raebum, Boyd, Wm. ST.. NYC."
RitmoH, Ramon, Drake H., Chicago,
Ravaixa, Carl, Wm. M., NYC.
N.

I

Wid

Summit;" Baltimore.
Chippewa Lake,

Manny,

Col.

Chlppewu Luke,

i

.

^

Louis,

Proger,

Ellington, Duke, Toiwy'a, Lob Angolea.
Baron. Wm. M,. NYC.
Bnnia, Sklnnay, Wllabire Bowl, L, A.

Elliot,

Hugh Walpole, 57, one of Engmost prolific and popular conFields. Shep, MCA, NTC.
Flo RIto, Ted, Wm, M., NYO.
temporary novelists, whose works
^
Flaher, Freddie, Old Vienna, CIncfinaU.
were often dramatized for the theaFitzgerald, Ella, Moe Oale, NYC.
ALBERT G. ROBERTS
character actor, who for eight years
Fontaine, Nell. Walton H., Roof, Fhllat'^e" died'of a" heart attack June 1 at
Albert
G.
Roberts,
film
39,
actor
aPP«ared under the management of
delptila.
his' home, Brackenburn, near KesBowl,
L.A.
Fouler.
Chuck,
Blltmore
and
cameraman,
kiUed
himself
May
V)&yiA Belasco and was seen in such
Eneland
Fox, Roy, F..B,. .NYC.
30 in his North Hollywood home, as
Fraaatlo. Joe. WIP, Phlla.
Walpole, born in Auckland, New recent Broadway productions as 'Of,
Frederlcka, Jen, Boulevard Tavern, NTC
Men' and "First Lady,' died a result of grief over the recent
Zealand, lectured many Umes in the; Mice and
Bud.
May 29 at his summer home in Ayl- death of his wife. Peggy Shannon, Freoroiin,
Funk, Larry, Lookout House, Covington,
U S and shortly before his death!jmer,
former
screen
star
and
'Follies'
girl.
Quebec
Ky.
was engaged in talks to America
^
,
^
^
G
After
visiting
her
grave,
Roberts
and the Empire for the British! A native of Guelph, Ontario, Find- returned home and
Gagen,
Frank,
Fruncb Lick H., French
shot
himself
Broadcasting Corp. Several times in! ley started his theatrical career some
Lick. Ind.
years ago as a member of a New with a. rifle.
Garber. Jan. Palmer llouae, Cbl.
the past decade he had acted as con-! 40
Garr.
O'Henry
Park B.. Chi.
Glen.
company. Though chiefly
sultent on pictures with British York stock
Gaaparre. Dick. Plnzn H., NYC.
IRENE P. BELL
Rainbow Gardene, StrafGolly, Cecil,
backgrounds for various Hollywood Identified with legit, he occasionally
Mrs. Irene Perry Bell, 75, retired ford, Va.
assumed roles in pictures, having apatudios
Goodman,
Benny,
Madlaon
Sq. Gardes,
actress
who
once
-was
secretary
to
NYC.
While on the Coast in 1934, Wal- peared with Marion Davies in 'Little Lillian RusseU, died
of a heart atNew York,' among others.
Gordon, Gray. Log Cabin, Armonk, NT.
pole did the screenplay for MeUo's] Old
Grant, Dob, Detroit. A.C., Detroit.
Surviving are his widow and a tack May 26 at her home in New
Copperfield' and even asGray, Glen. Cork O'Keefe, NYC.
land's

Pedro, Don, Rliumba Casino, CMcogo.
Perry, Newt, MCA. NYC.
Perry, Ron, LsGuardla Airport, NTC.
Petti, Emile, Savoy-Plaia H.. NTC.
Pineapple. Johnny. Lum Fong's, NYC.
Pollack, Ben, Sherman Inn, San Diego
Powell, Tuddy. CRA, NYC,
Powell, Walter. Lantz's Merry-Go-Round,

Donahut. Sam, Wni. H., NYO,
Doraey, Tommy, Aalnr H., NTC.
Doraey, Jimmy. OA(;, NYC.
Dowcll. yoxle, Muehlbacb H., Kanaaa

-
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More Tease Than

the nude in his Casino de Paree.
Billy
wouldn't believe it
'You
who've beeh arrested twice, won't
pose nude?' he asked incredulously.

Strip

cool and collective.
exactly nude,' she said.
red bows glued on, and
besides I was getting more money.'
'Ah, ha,' said Billy, 'so your modesty
is monetary.'
When she arrived in Hollywood,
the Will Hays office, frightened by
4,000 letters of protest and a threatened boycott against her pictures,
changed her name to Louise Hovick.
But Gypsy took her new name
philosophically. 'You can call me
Sadie Glutz as long as I work," she
told Producer Zanuck. And to Will
'I

'grind houses'—lour

shows daily, Ave on holidays—overtrained the stripling star for the
comparative naivete ot the Broadway carriage trade at $4.40 a week.
Lee Shubert gave Gypsy her first
real break In the Ziegfeld FolUes
During an undress reof 1937.
hearsal, Gypsy removed her garterbelt and dropped It into the orchestra pit. Shubert objected. Too

tion of the 'teased' (frizzed) coiffure

Immortalized by Sarah Bernhardt

Top strippers in burlesque use up
a gown in a few weeks, and gowns
cost from $150 to $300. They have

.

I

|

selves; a girl .can't do a second engagement in a town in the same
gown, but she can sell it to another
girl.
It's okay for a gown to appear

—

again on the same stage but not
on the same girl. Black silk stock-

like burlesque,' he said. Gypsy
told her plight to Fanny Brice. 'You
can forget to forget,' counselled

much

•

ings prove

more

sediictive than bare

legs, and black lace panties are more
She did— and her garter- exciting than a rose-petal belt.
'Bare Flesh Bores Men'
belt, accompanied by robust salvos
of applause, went Into the pit every
'Bare flesh bores men,' says Gypsy,
night thereafter.
'their minds are full of those La
Censors,
Farisienne pictures.
It was about this time that H. L. Vie
Mencken called Miss Lee an 'ecdysl- who seem to know less about human
'ast' from the Greek ekdysis, mean- nature than anybody, set great store
ing the act of moulting,' which -gave on covering up a girl's navel which
Gypsy the cue that an intellectual certainly is the least glamorous porstrip-tease would net more publicity tion of her anatomy. Boston censors,
in the rotogravures and slick jnaga- those grim guardians of Back Bay
A keener student of psy- morals, set a new all time high
lines.
chology and human relations than when they insisted I put a rhineher male interviewers, she found it stone in mine.'
Always one for refinement Gypsy
easy to bewitch them with a tease

Fanny.

,

routine
little

that

incltided taking

has brought many cultural variations
an old theme. She is credited
with inventing the 'inside-out strip,'
where the inner layers of clothing
York are peeled off from the skin outside

off

Aldous Huxley here and a

a

glit-

to

Maybe
tering bit of Spinoza there.
this intellectual undressing
it was
Burns Mantle, New
dramatic critic, to remark: 'Miss Lee

that caused

.

Is very careful not to take off
than she has on.'

Splnma and Gypsy
At decent Intervals, Gypsy

,

outside is the skin side,
and then the outside disappears and
so does Gypsy. At present she is
doing her patriotic bit by stripping
until

more

the

both ways until she winds up in a
out red, white and blue corset
her stays and tells oiT her rivals in
Gjrpsy has little trouble with centhe scoptophUia (Greek for peepWhen Mae West sors for she really does a burjacking) racket.
lesque of burlesque literally more
snickerlngly called her 'Lady Peel,'
tease
than atrip. 1 never try to
Gypsy sloughed Mae off as 'the
animal in 'em,' coos
weakest link in the Vassar Daisy stir up the
Gypsy, who holds that sex is
Chain.' Of Carole Landis, movie acridiculous and la only
downright
tress who primly criticized 'leg art,'
good
for
laughs.
'Did you ever
Gypsy purred: 'Leg ait requires no
hold a piece of candy or a gay colprotection from Miss Landia.
It is
out
an ecumenical Institution. If it will ored toy in front of a baby just
Notice
how he laughs?
of
his
reach?
satisfy her modesty, I am sure no
one will mind if she does Salome In That's your strip audience.* Clinchstripping for
ing
theory,
Gypsy,
this
long underwear and a fire helmet.'
And when the Yale boys told Gypsy 3,500 people nightly at Mike Todd's
she had placed second to Ann Sheri- night club in Chicago (champagne
dan in a campus popularity poll and cocktails for 25 cents, which gives
asked: 'What do you think of Sheri- you an idea) has a woman planted
dan?' she replied sweetly, 'I think in the audience who screams just as
Gypsy pulls out her last pin. It
he was a swell general.'
was always good for a big laugh, but
Gypsy has a nice sense of in- not big enough for Gypsy. Now as
vention.
To anyone who'll listen, the woman screams, a waiter drops
she'll tell how she studied balleta tray full of dishes and Gypsy
dancing at the Imperial School in
blacks out in a gale of raucous
Moscow at the age of three, and Ihen hilarity.
after some advanced courses in soRomantio Gypsy
ciology, biology and anthropology,
Miss Lee has been married twice,
her education was complete. Actually, Gypsy was
born .in Seattle, both times to the same manufacturer
lQ
dental
equipment
The first marWash., Jan. 9, 1914.
Her father—
newspaper man was building a riage took place in a water-taxi oS
house for himself at the time, with Los Angeles' because she had seen
the
ship
captains
movies perin
his wife giving him a little help
on the heavy timbers. Gypsy ar- form marriages and thought it more
Romantic, perhaps, but
rived sooner than expected; in fact, romantic
before there was any roof on the not legal to California authorities,
house. To make things even more who take their movies seriously only
complicated, she came during the for tax purposes. So the ceremony
on land and then
first snowstorm Seattle had seen in was repeated
20 years.
No doctor was available, Gypsy and her bridegroom- started
lets

'

—

—

-

—

,

so a Negro midwife ushered Gypsy
into the world in a costume that

she has worn without
tions

many

addi-

who

Hays,

it

!

I

I

,

'.

Gypsy

Falls,

N.

rusticates near
at 'Witch-

Y.,

a remodeled farmhouse fully equipped with 14 rooms,
five baths, two monkeys, five Siamese cats, a goat named 'Lovey' and
,

'

ties,

'.

telegraph editor, N. Y. World-Tele-

gram; Donald Grant reporter, Des
Motoes Register and Tribune; HenHeldt reporter, Jacksonville
(Fla.) Journal; Everett R. Holies,
cable editor. United Press, N. Y. C;
Victor O. Jones, sports editor and

managtog editor, Boston
Globe; Robert Lasch, foreign news

teaser?

editor and editorial writer,

legit is

World-Herald;

m

CANCEL BUFF RODEO
Buffalo, June 3.
'Wild West Rodeo,' scheduled for
Memorial Auditorium June 17-22'
under the promotion of Dick Ryan

ning

star in

'Premiere Stripteuse.' 'Why should I
my own play about a stripThe most I could get to
$350— but when I take 'em
off in
the Chicago saloon I get
I'd be a dope to play the
t2,000.
part of a woman who is playing
a Chicago saloon for $350 a week
when I can be the woman working there for $2,000.'
'Still,' she confesses, 'my- heart is
in the drahma. I'd like to do something like 'Susan' and God,' only I
never get that kmd of an offer.
Whenever they think of me in putting on a play, it's
terms of taktog something off. I try to be intellectual and buy only Red Seal records, but when I get a bid from Yale
it's for a Sunday night benefit.
When
Hollywood sent me out a distress
call I told them my heart was set
on playing Camille but they said
Garbb had already done that. Well,
I suppose everything works out for
the best The movies are here to
stay, but not for me.
I would call
them your second best entertainment Word about my passion for
the drahma has got around, and almost every week somebody comes
up with a terrific play that needs
only 10 grand to put it on. But what
do I flnd^ifs pulUng' out the old
phis again and dropping the garter,

n

'

wood Manor,'

assorted relatives. Visiting celebricuriosity seekers and struggling
writers come for lunch and stay
for weeks.
Here, during the last
few months, Gypsy has been writing
her first book, 'The G-String Murder Mystery,' which starts right off
with a stripper being strangled with
her own G-string. Metro has already
bid for the movie rights and a
Broadway producer is considering it
for a springboard for a musical next
fall.
But Gypsy' will not play the

the .coming college term starting in

|

I

make?'

Off the road,

Highland

of southern newspapermen, died at
Harvard University has announced Bluefleld, W. Va., May 11. ConfedNieman Fellowship awards for erate soldier, editor and publisher,
he spent more than 50 years as a
September.
These , newspapermen, newsman, first publishing the Marion
on leave of absence from their re- (Va.) Patriot and Herald, 1874-1880.
spective sheets, will be- free to study In 1896 he became publisher of the
their own choice of subjects and will Tazewell (Va.) Republican, and. In
have free run of all Harvard lec- 1911, hegan publication of the Martures and seminars. Since establish- ion American.
ment of the Fellowships under the
bequest of more than $1,000,000 from
<
.
g~.
,
i
Mrs. Agnes Wahl Nieman, widow of KOyal AmeilCan OrCtS
the founder of the Milwaukee JourDI. State Fair Booking
^al, a total of 35 newspapermen have
studied at Harvard m the past three
Chicago, June 3.
yeats.
Royal American Shows last week
snatched one of the big carnival
The 1941-42 Fellows are:
Stanley
Allen,
reporter,
Ntw plums whefi it signatured for the
Haven (Conn.) Evening Register; Illinois State Fair.
Johnny J. Jones had been to the
Harry S. Ashmore, political writer,
Greenville (S. C.) News; Don Burke, forefront for a long time on the
editorial associate and writer, Life Illinois Fair contract, and had signamagazine; James E. Colvin, reporter, tured an agreement with the AmeriChicago Daily News; Sanford L. can Guild of Variety Artists through
editor,
Pittsburgh the J. J. Jones head, E. Lawrence
Cooper,
cable
Press; Neil O. Davis, editor and pub- Phillips, in order to remove the
obstacles
which originally
lisher, Lee County Bulletin, Auburn, union
Ala.; Robert E. Dickson, cable and sUlled the deal.
I

Rose, she said dreamily: 'A lot of
people will .forget the name and
recognize the body, so what differ-

ence does

Nieman Fellowships

15

'

Gypsy

her

calls

still

16

for the benefit of International' Association of Police Chiefs, has been
called off by mutual consent

assistant

Edward

M,

Omaha

Neither Ryan nor the commltte«
any reason for

Miller,

in charge would give
the cancellation.

I

Sunday and feature
i

!

Oregonian;

Thomas

editor, Portland
Sancton, re-

porter. Associated Press,

N.

"Y.

C.;'

Kenneth N. Stewart national news
editor,

PM.

Hokey Stoki

Hney Long

sContlnced from page Is

Co. Bankrupt

Attorneys for the Progress Publishmg Company, Inc., whose American Progress publicized the LongLeche machine, Friday (30) flleH a
petition in bankruptcy in federal
The
district court New Orleans.
paper was started by Huey P. Long
and continued by his brother. Earl,
and former Governor Richard Leche,
after the Louisiana dictator was

m

kiUed.

listed

having breakfast The band, with
Al Stoltoskl, the mayor's secretary,
and other officials there with a word
of welcome,* played 'Hail to tha
Chief and kept on mumbling tha
words of welcome.
Finally Stokowskl agreed to glv*
the kids the honor of being led by
the great conductor, but a bitch developed here. He is an todoor con.ductor.
Hotel Manager William
Chittenden then did the gracious
thtog saying it was o. k. to let the
kids come. to. the lobby and be led
by the conductor.
Then, just as Stolinskl started his
words of welcome, the maestro
brought down his arms and the band
drowned out the speech. More trouble flared up when Stokowski protested the Idea of a police escort—
sensitive musicians, do not like slrens and the. open car in which he
.

The corporation

listed its liabilities

and Its assets $43,200.
However, more thad $10,000 of assets.
It was revealed, was tied up to mortgaged real estate property to Hammond, La. In addition, machlneiy.
at $36,542.ft4

among

the assets

was

mort-

gaged for $4,000 to the Mergenthaler
Ltootype Company, which has a

,

Judgment against the publishing firm.
The sheriff of Tangipahoa parish will
sell the machtoery at auc6on on
was to ride, Changes were finally
Jun6 7.
belt Into the tuba!'
made.
He mellowed up .later in bis tour
Lady Goe* to Hollywood'
Count Basle collaborated with his
of high schools, but by then the
Helen Partridge, who went to press
road manager, Milton Ebbins, turnwas giving him a roasting.
Hollywood with her husbaiid, Beli_
conduct his
ing out 'Tune Town Shuffle,' which
lamy Partridge, last year while he
Basie recorded for Okeh and is to be
..^'"'^^
SrthVadaitktton o"* his book,
^Ute Fair Coliseum,
published by Bregman, Vocco, Conn. 'Country La^er,' for Paramount
'»
Ebbtos was formerly Sprtogfield, has just completed a tome of her
oft on their honeymoon in a trailer,
Mass., orchestra leader.
own on her experiences in the Celaccompanied by~her mother. Ask
Labeled "The Lady
luloid City.
her if she had a good time on her
Wall St.
Goes to Hollywood,' it is being pubtrailer trip, she moues: 'What do
-Conttnned from pace 1;
lished by MacMillan.
you think? It was my Honeymoon,
Bills
Partridge has also completed a
wasn't it?'
.
for
months and showmen have
,
,,
new yam,^ -Big Family,' a sequel to,
Contlnaed from pace 43;
Battling since babyhood up the
^P^^" looking at the market's
'Country Lawyer.' ParJ«s ?n
hard way through cheap vaudeville Lucille Orer
fmleiTto business
Raye A Naldl
It's to be published
tion on it.
and cheaper burlesque, Gypsy and Frank Petty
Bernlce Parks
Volume
that will or won't come.
Aug. IB, two years to the day aft^r of trading has shrunk
Copacabaoa Sirens
IIo<el Bradrord
her sister, June Hovick, now 'feato such a deFernando Alvarez
'Lawyer' hit the stalls.
(CIrcuH Room)
tured in 'Pal Joey,' have each acgree that Wall Street would likely
Victoria Cordova
Hallman
Andre Villon
quired stardom, a working phi- Florence
go toto a frenzy if 1,000,000-share
Runkle ft Lambert
Pnbllsber at 21
losophy, a shrewd knowledge of Untel Copier Plaui
Ken
days returned. Formerly the mar(Shrraton Boom)
audience psychology and an infalliBilly Mack Oro
ket used to be, a forecast of business
One of the nation's youngest
ble gauge of success. 'Columns and Stuart Frazlor Oro Charlie Hozella Co
newspaper conditions virtually six months' In
if
not the youngest
Kny .Seanlon
Hotel Emi
critics, even boxoflice mean nothArchie Onray
publishers Is Miss E. Stuart James. advance.
Ernest Murray Ore Johnny Arco
ing to us,' .says Gypsy. 'We know Billy Kolly
Another deterrent for show busiShe's 21 and operates the DanCarol Normandle
exactly, how -well we are doing by Jack Manning
of
ville -(Vsl) Register and the Dan- ness is the growing number
Latin Qoiurter
the number of fan letters we get Al Lewla
Papers formerly- were brokerage houses which have suville Bee.
Victor Donato
Tony Bruno Oro
from needy relatives.'
Adrle Corey
property of her father. Congressman Ispended or consolidated since the
Cookie Fays
But Gypsy can take care of her- Rita Henderson
Lew Walter Rev
James, who died to 1921, pass- flrst of the year, alarmtog employees
A.
R.
Broa
Monte
Tom Foran
self.
Once, involved in a legal bat- Jayne Summers
the financial district
'tog them on to son, R. A. James, Jr., throughout
Tirrnny Sis
tle
with three agents she was
Hotel (iardnur
who died in 1937. Both sheets were Those who have not closed up shop
Don Julian 8l U
Harry Spear
signed with all of them at 10 per- Burt Shaw
operated under guardianship until or merged have cut to skeleton
Martel Trio
cent each ^she called a conference. Kvalyn Harvey
Miss James recently reached legal staffs, and It's estimated that no
Mlgnon
I

|

—

'

.

'

^

,

'

!

^\^^^, ^ffr

'

Onelet

!

^ ^ ^^"^

,

;

sister, June, went to the
Ballard Dancing School in Seattle.

Soon afterwards the mother and her
two daughters were trouping in
burlesque. Early in her teens Gypsy
Rose made her professional N. Y.
debut at Minsky's on 14th street
with a coy tease that netted her
40 a week. This figure has since
been upped considerably. For fooltog the customers today, Gypsy
gets
2,000 a week, has made as high as
HOOO at the N. Y. World's Fair,
where she played to 17,500 people in
one day. For this stipend, she merely unpinned a
$2,500 dress to the,
theme song, *I Want a Girl Just Like
we Girl That Married Dear Old
Ilad,' while the
applause-meter regtetered a biggej^ hand for Gypsy than
Roosevelt and WUlkie put together.
In the jargon of the trade, strip
acts are classified as
fast workers,'
wow workers, parade strippers, society strippers,
sex strippers. Gypsy
M a combination society and parade
swipper; as such she
is opposed to
we zipper, which she
finds unBumorous. Her scanties are pinned
on wrth black-headed
dressmaker's
Ptos. which she
tosses to the audience as she
pulls them out
The
wcky catchers used to
rate a free
admission the next
day.
An over
oe-ribboned garter-belt is only
a
prop and a tease—
Gypsy's stockings
rf* »™ly anchored with rubber
,

j

,

secured with unbreakable
dont 1 X
oentai
floss. Consistent even
to her
wp-knot, her hairdo Is
an adapta-

my

Next Week

and her

string

wasn't

had

'

Dancing School at S
At the milky age of three, Gypsy

G

'I

I

ever sjnce.

rhinestone

Literati

Gypsy remained

jContlnned from page 2^
25-cent

smelly

—

''

—

I

'

—

Hotel Tjifnyette
'Of course,' she said, 'I'm only the
Nnblemen
guy that's gonna do all the work.' Jerry
Sallebury
The three agents left the room
Hotel I.cDox
stripped to a single 10 percent for
(Blue Train)
Johnny Field Ore
all of them.
Dcone Parrleh
Foiled Kidnap Try
Harry Bay
She foiled a Chicago kidnapping
Hotel Blieraton
{HVs Carden)
attempt by dallying in her dressDon Dudley Ore
ing room after the show. 'They
Hotel SIstler
wouldn't have gotten anything from
(Terrace Boom)
me anyway,' says Gypsy, 'except my Eddie O'Hearn Ore
Johnny Turnbull
$3,500 mink coat which is worth
(Cafe Bonce)
only $200.' To a salesman for a sable

who

only
$85,000 and you can buy it on time
'No
replied:
payments,'
Gypsy
good
doesn't look
thanks,
sable
against gray hair.' She whoops wtth
glee when she tells you .that she
has been called the best-dressed
woman in Hollywood.
Gypsy had a run-in with BUly
Rose when she refused to pose in
coat

said:

'The

price

is

Latin Ballet

Radio Herb Lewis

than 3,000 people to brokoffices have lost their jobs
and are no longer potential theatre-goers, any more than the executives of the firms. It has been

less

age.

erage

Steuben's

Father Flanagan Series
With Father Flanagan,' by
Doris Abbott
Frank Scully, is being offered daily
AUoe O'Loary
Buster & B Burnell newspapers by Bell Syndicate,
r.enlles
It is going out as a daily feature,
;'\Vnllaco Ptippets
Lucille & B lioberls with six articles furnished weekly
and dealing with the founder of
The Cnve
Boys Town, Neb.
Ralph Porraa Oro
(Vienna Boom)

Lew Cunrad Ore

'Life

>

i

I

operation.

Jack Fisher
Tamara Doriva
LITERATI OBITS
Doris Abbott
Salvy Cavlcchio Ore Nick & V Collins
Casper S. Yost, 77, for 26 years
Wallftre Puppets
Hotfl Weiitmlniiter Lucille & E RoberlF 'editor of the editorial page of the St
(Root Garden)

Jimmy McHale
Htirry

&

Tic Toe

Or*-

Drake Rev

Koof Garden

Glfl

Kddy & Eddy

l=:rnle

Bell Ore

Ren Ford Rev
Danny Goodman

Tiny Sinclair
'Walter Kane
'Virginia Paine
Hotel Rltz CarletOD Page & Parker
Tic Toe Gls
(RItt Boot)
Treroont Plaza
Carlos MoUnas Ore
Al Tory Oro
Phil Saltman Oro
Jerry

Lillian

.

e3j|;;;'^d"ii^"t ^"^jooo^shTe daya
which appear top on the Street
nowadays, mean an average commission to brokerage of only $125
weekly, indlcattog plenty of red In
.

I

j

Market's

downward trend

is

also

reflected in the prices of seats on
the Stock Exchange.
These have
plummeted to the point where seats
Louis Globe-Democrat, May 30, in were recently disposed of for $27,000
St. Louis after an illness of 10 days and $28,000, trifling sums compared
to the high of $575,000 per seat sold
for ih 1929—Just before the market
'''
Several ' weeks ago one
crashed.
25 .stock 'exchange member let his seat
23. go for $20,000 and went into another

precipitated by a heart attack.
B. C. L. Barrett, 61, state' Capitol
reporter and columnist on tlxf Rich-

mond

'W/ws^Wad^' 'lor
y'^aiiil'^Aed'^it- A^a(id, V^.,' M^y
(Va.).

Coi' WlJHam' ((?. Wndle'ton," 9^, dedn
•

.

bpsiWs^;

Wednesday, Jane 4, 1941

He's headed
your wayl

With the biggesf
Technicolor outdoor show since
Northwest Passage"!

Keep your
playing time
wide-openi

Don't shoot!
It's

not a

hold-up!

It's

a HOLD-OVER!

TECHNICOLOR
MASTERPIECE

OPENINGS
SENSATIONAL!
Detroit, San

Memphia

.uh

Francisco,

ar<» terrificl

DON LEVY

BRIAN

IAN HUNTER • AAARY HOWARD
GENE LOCKHART • LON CHANEY, Jr.
Screen Play by Gene Fowler
Produced by

Irving

Asher

•

•

Directed by David Miller

A Mefro-Goldvi/yn-Moyer Picture

Watch

Buffalo,
this one!

'

''
'
,

RADIO

SCREEN

PaMlatM«

tarsa

WMkIr

at 164

WMt

4<th StrMt,

as Saeooil-claaa mattar Daeembar

COPXnOHT,

VOL. 143 NO.

NEW

1

FILM \\i

Fibs and Radio

Control on
Washington, June

Tork, N. T.. b7 Variety. Inc. Annual subscription, 110. SInsIs coptu >S ccnta,
at the Post Office at New York, N T., under the act ot March %, UT».

ItOC,

AIX BIGHTS RESERVED

YORK. WEDNESDAY, JUNE

and Canada Tightening

S.

22,

IMl, vs. VABIETX, INC.

11,

PRICE

1941

m

2 V.P.S and 8 Equity Council
Resign, Piqued Over

BEHIND THE U.S.

Six months in Jail, $500, or both.
the penalty provided in a Navy
Department sponsored bill, now before the Senate Naval Affairs Committee, for camera-toters shooting
pictures of naval equipment of any
character ships, aircraft, shore stations, docks, property under conftructlon or completed, etc.
Whether the offender is a six-yearold carrying a 98c box camera or a
newsreel man, the U. S. will crack
down on any pix of this nature If
Foreign
the bill becomes a law.
naval vessels, foreign armed merchant craft and forfeign aircraft
•within the territorial waters of the
United States have been included in
the legislation the direct result of
the recent scrap over news pictures
of the wounded British battleship,
Malaya, which was filmed limping

Philadelphia, June

10.

Uniformed men and women

In

the nation's armed forces will b«
admitted free Monday and Friday evenings to the Robin Hood

—

Dell

concerts

June

19.

which

start

on

C. David Hocker, director of
the concerts, also announced that
the national anthem will be
played at the opening of each

Hinterland Is 'Way Ahead
of the Industry, Argues Independent Theatre Owner
He Claims the Public Is
Hungry for the New and
Novel in the Cinema Art

Des Moines, June
It's

—

don't

a sure bet the 10-year-olds

know who

Second boy:

Chan

B'S

MEAN

B. O.

Charlie Chaplin

any
is
is ii this conversation
criterion.
First boy: 'Are you goin' to see
Charlie Chan In 'The Dictator?'
'Sure,

Heifetzs Ideas

ToSidestepAFM
'Collaboration'

BUSTS

A. GOODNO
(Sec'iz-freosurer, Palace Amysa. Co..
Palace theatre, Huntington, W. Va.)

show
them

business, an exhibitor

down

may

'Gasless Sundays'

cluding two ot the regular ticket)
plus those who previously got on
backward one will see
the council and were identified af
Detroit, June 10.
that talkies showed plenty of weakWhile exhibitors here aren't say(Continued on page 44)
Jascha Heifetz may play no more ening symptoms in the mid-thirties ing much they seem "to think It
cpncert appearances with members and were revived in 1036 by Bank would be a nice thing for business
of the American Federation of Mu- Night and further strengthened by
if maybe the President did proInstead, the boom of '37.
sicians after this summer.
claim those 'gasless Sundays.'
There can be no doubt that plenty
he may confine himself to recitals
Here in the motoring .center of
and a few guest solo dates with the of theatres in this section would the nation, where as soon as Little
Boston Symphony, as long as that have closed or limped along had It Willie gets long pants the family
organization
remains outside the not been for the tremendous stimuli puts up a two-car garage, that Sunof the giveaway era.
AFM.
day blitz on motoring Its figured
No other factor so completely al- would be a nice boom to the show
Violinist is "scheduled for appear(Continued on page 18)
ances with the Philharmonic orchesbiz. The streetcars and buses run
tra at the Stadium, N. Y., and the
downtown and even the neighborLos Angeles Symphony in Hollyhood exhibitors are dropping broad
wood Bowl during August, but any
hints that It would be a good thing

B way

1928.

—

Selznick-Capra

UA

in 1941-42

further concert bookings apparently

depend on whether James C. Petrilunusually big

field of

musicals!

Is In the making for next season on
Broadway though a name lineup is

With an al-{
ready promising bunch of straight
playg committed to production, the

lo,

AFM

president, tries to enforce
(Continued on page 34)

indicated.

{

1941-42 period should easily top the
managerial activity of the season just
completed.
Musical lineup should
see at least 15 on the boards, presented by showmen who know their
stuff, rather than newcomers of the
type responsible for several costly

Her Chauffeur
In Union,

Isn't

So Cornell's

Show Has

TA

Crimp

('Nights of the Americas'), a con-;
cert supposedly to promote a John
Phillips Sousa memorial auditorium
In Washington, will not go on as;
i

scheduled tonight (Wednesday) atj
Carnegie Hall, N. Y. Several factors
intervened to stop it, not the least
of which were' the police, Theatre
Authority and, finally, almost no

TA

the talent unions

(Continued on page 38)

|

1

DEAN DIXON 1ST NEGRO
TO CONDUCT NBC SYMPH

for the country if the public conserved on gas, particularly now that
they got so much defense money

London

Dixon is a graduate of the Juilliard
School and is now seeking his doctorate in music at Columbia. He is a
native New Yorker.

That

HVood

Will

as Partners

Hollywood, June 10.
Deal for David O. Selznick and
Frank Capra to join United Artists,
as member-owners is likely to 'be"
concluded this week. Several points
to be cleared up were discussed at
a meeting Saturday (7) by Selznick,
Capra land their attorneys and dis-

Jingling In their pockets..

That they've got something Is reDean Dixon, 26-year-old Negro
flected in the statistics of the State
conductor, has been engaged by the
(Continued on page 47)
National Broadcasting Co. to conduct
the NBC Symphony orchestra June
21 and 28.
Dixon is the first member of his race to conduct the orDenies Talk
chestra.

Picket Line

Attorneys for Katharine Cornell
failures last season.
will apply this week for an injuncGeorge Abbott is slated to come tion to prevent members of a newlyforth with the first song and dance formed chauffeurs' union from picshow, 'Young Man's Fancy,' book keting the Shubert theatre, N. Y.,
(Continued on page 32)
where the actress is currently starring in a revival of 'The Doctor's
Dilemma' under her own managePavement-pounders began
ment.
Cops,
and Poor B.C.
Friday night (6) to parade in front
Carnegie Benefit of the theatre with signs accusing
'Stars and Stripes Forever,' sub- the star of being "unfair,' because her
billed
'Noches de las Americas' chauffeur is not a member of the

sale of tickets.
notified all

^

Look Set to Join

Stage Musicals

yet

Claudia Morgan, William David,
Joseph Vltale and Ben I>ackland.
In letters sent president Bert
Lytell and Equity, they stated there
was no longer any' place for them
on the controlling body since they
represent a seeming minority rather
than the majority of the membership.
Contending that there are
now 17 members on the council who
represent the 'new order,' that figure
was arrived at by adding the flva
opposition candidates elected (in-

F.D.R. Proclaims

to

Elections

violent

Councilors,
all
in
active
Equity's affairs, who also resigned
are Alfred Kappeler, Winifred Lenihan, Muriel Kirkland, Lee Baker,

sift

the point where
talking pictures are now exactly at
the stage where the silents were in
all

New
most

tions.

hope

Exhibs Hoping

Huntington, W. Va., June 10.
In the current coast-to-coast search
for alibis for what's wrong with

—

An

I

Members

Looking

(Continued on page 18)

not

and

gives those dictators what's

comin' to 'em.'

By JOHN

Into New York harbor for aid-toBritain repairs.
Protests were made by Senator
Hiram W. Johnson, California Republican and ardent isolationist, that
enactment ot the measure would

Due

CENTS

upheaval in
Equity since the legit actors asso>
elation was formed followed last
Friday's
(fl)
election.
Yesterday
(Tuesday) saw Peggy Wood and
Florence Reed, bpth_ vice-presidents,
and eight members" of the Equity
council handing in their resigna-

10.

program.

—

of

The

Charlie Cha(n)plin

Uniform a Pass

10.

Is

Hock

25

UP TO HOLLYWOOD'

'IT'S
U

New

STAGE

Mary Pickford, Charles
Chaplin, Alexander Korda and the
Bank of America, acting for Douglas
Fairbanks' estate, for summary. dispatched to

Be

Propaganda Center

position.

Korda is handling the deal for UA
London, June 10.
Spread of rumor that Hollywood which is expected to be closed by
would become a production center tomorrow (Wednesday) before Capra
Plan for Lindbergh Reply for
Ministry of Information propa- heads east. Further consideration ot
Detroit, June 10.
ganda pix drew official knifing when their demands would postpone final
action on prqp'osal until Capra reDenials to a Walter Winchell Board of Trade spokesman in the
turns in three weeks.
radio report that he was to speak in House asserted MOI and other briefDetroit were wired to the local ies have never been considered for
production
outside
England.
Acpress by Robert Montgomery.
around
first
seeped
with
Word
the
cording to the newscast Montgomery
Byrne Bites Pluggers
union.
was to speak in Detroit in answer to hush-hush visit of Arthur Jarratt to
Hollywood some months back. AlAccording to Miss Cornell's repre- views of Charles A. Lindbergh.
Bobby Byrne invited all the
'Wlnt:ieirs radio report that I am though understood to be on Governsentatives, the chauffeur involved is
ASCAP
publishers to his opening at
business,
ment
the
Gaumont-British
not employed by her, but by her scheduled to speak in Detroit incorPennsylvania
hotel
Monday
husband, Guthrie McCllntic, who rect,' he wired. 'Much as I would exec's visit was never fully ex- the
staged 'Dilemma' and is a producer like opportunity to reply to Col. plained. Idea received further play night (9) but what made this invitation
different
was that the bandrecently
couple
when
a
filmltes
not
been
of
on his own. It is also claimed that Lindbergh's views I have
man
insisted
on
picking
up
all th«
here
stated
they
were
Holly
to
speak
woodor invited
the chauffeuer has been in McClintic's approached
employ about 10 years, is paid much there by any one and am in the bound to go into propaganda shorts. mu^ic men's checks. No publisher or
more than the union's minimum, middle of production now which Names of David Selznick and Valerie contact man was permitted to pay.
leavih^
HollyHobson
of
his
nutlet
my
were
tied
in
with
Byrne
one
is not a plug since
gets a longer paid vacation and has would prevent
them.
is NBC.
no desire to join the organization wood for at least two weeks.'

Rob't Montgomery Denies

j

I
I

I

I
I

I

.

'

»

'2V Stage Moskal

Uvingstoiie, Who Worked Way Back

MM

*

film

gales executive in Paris for United
Artists and RKO-Radio, Just re-

turned from abroad after working
his way back on the S. S. Excallbur
as a seaman swabbing the decks;
else he'd still be in Lisbon.
Livingstone, one of the last Americans in France to return, leaving the
former French capital May 1, brings
back the same tales of Nazified
I^aris, Excepting that the populace is
seething within but can do nothing.
BYom a show biz closeup perspec.tive, the anomaly is the midnight
'curfew, with result the niteries are
•

booming. That is. Frenchmen don't
go out until 11:30 p.m. and stay in
the cafes until 5 a.m., when the midcurfew is lifted.
night-until-flve
Gertaans, of course, whether civilian
or military, have no restrictions, and
they, too, make the most of things
In their favorite haunts.
films are shown andFrench pix made before 1938 are
(Continued on page 16)

No American

QUAKER PRESS AGENT
INTO CONSCIENCE CAMP
Philadelphia, June 10.
Jim Stanley, former press agent
for RCA-Victor, is now a member of
the camp for conscientious objectors
at Patapsco, Md. He is correspondent for Fhllly newspapers at. the

camp.
Stanley

Is

a

member

of the

<

Quaker

faith.

»MM

By Milton Berle
****************
Joe

Lewis went to the racetrack the other day and came home mutuel-

E.

ated.

^

.

~

.

On

Sisters Defer

his R, K. Oats.
heard in a series of weekly programs
„
^
,
V
u
Rochester (Eddie Anderson) alDon Ameche wires me that he knows a Hollywood actress who s been
over KGKO and WFAA. Her home
ready has aroimd 10 weelcs of stage married so many times wedding bells just sound like an alarm clock to her.
is at Denton, Texas.
shooting the Nelson Eddy picture,
playing time booked at the head of
It's so hot in Hollywood that Metro is
sold
is
being
Frigidaire.
unit.
Show
package
in
a
a
,^
'The Chocolate Soldier,'
.
for $6,500 weekly, plus percentages.
Eddie Robinson tells me he's seen 'The Sea Wolf so many times he
Plus the colored comic, unit in- thinks he has water on the knee.
EXHIB
.
.
who
has
cludes Dick Stabile's orch, Grade
There's a quickie producer (the one with a studio in his hat)
laundry.
up
a
Walton
open
(Mrs.
Stabile),
wants
to
Barrie
fire
he
so many irons in the
'SOURPUSS'
Muslo Department
O'Rourke and two acts to fill. Open
at the Paramount, I.os Angeles, June
Do you think H. M. I. songs will bring back Harold Teen slickers?
Columbus, June 7.
19, then fly east to play the Earle,
Teddy Powell has such a vivid Imagination that every time he plays
starting
June
27.
PhilWashington,
gets
HiU'
he
a nosebleed from the altitude.
Windy
Editor, Variety:
•High On a
The music
Pittsburgh, Akron, YoungsFlash! Orson Welles is organizing a band. Editor's Note:
We all know the boxoflice Is damn adelphia,
town, Baltimore, the Steel Pier, At- will probably be 'Out of This World.'
sick, but I think the straw that
lantic City; Indianapolis, and the
Bttdio Department
would break the camel's back would
Strand,
N.
Y., will be other stops on
Crossley
his
has
who
be to lend any encouragement to
Oscar Levant knows a coinceited radio comedian
Music Corp. of
the beach, people
Spyros Skouras' Idea of 'junketing' a the route set by the
rating tetooed on his chest so that when he goes to
America.
lot of film stars around the country
can see how well he's doing.
straight
with
a
works
to meet their fans.
Definition of a radio stooge: A comedian who
man and the straight man gets the comedian's salary.
More than a dozen of these inThere's No Truth to the Bnmor
dividuals attended the recent Va- Saroyan to Produce
hours.
sleeping
during
drinking
That John Barrymore has sworn off
riety Club Convention at Atlantic
Margie Hart played a benefit for the Teachers-Parente Association
City and, U they would greet their
Play He's Writing That
'The Watch on
....That Jack Durant is Jealous of Clark Gable.... That
fans in the same sourpuss manner
the Rhine' is a Bulova.
that they did the delegates and the
Observation Department
San Francisco, June 10.
people who crowded the boardwalk
William Saroyan, currently workto watch them on parade, the boxJust found out what bigamy is: Two mothers-in-law.
electrio
office would take a further dive to ing here on the pre-publication of his
Joe Frisco, who's still in Florida, wires that he's training six
three plays, 'The Beautiful People,' eels to do a fiash act.
something below zero minus.
.
Joyce.
'Sweeney In the Trees' and 'Across
Know a certain hamola who had a date with Peggy Hopkhis
I
stood opposite one of these
Dewire:
the Board on Tomorrow Morning,' is En route to meet her, his car broke down, so he sent her this
beauteous damsels at the brap table
there.
also hatching another play, which
layed for a few hours, don't marry anyone until I get
and . . the 'sourpuss' gave one of
she
money,
his
he states, he will have ready for
Eavesdropped at Coq Rouge: 'If she married him for
those looks that I presume-she used
October production.
on her now divorced husband when
He plans putting, it on himself, as ^^Eavesdropped at Ruby Foo's: 'She looks like five miles of bad road.'
he returned home after a late relor
torch,
carrying
a
he did with 'Beautiful People,' curEavesdropped at Cafe Society: 'Him? Why he's
hearsal
. And this dame, I underrent at Lyceum, N. Y., when he re- an alcohol cure!'
j
„
*
tv«
stand, was paid real dough to atturns to Broadway In the falL
My brother (the one with writer's cramp) has a new Job. He puts the
tend the convention ... for what I
pinch in Halg & Halg bottle?.
don't know.
T
Whatever Became o f
I can also recall that not many
IVIr. and Mrs. CngsA* Pubs
Three Queens
MUlership Sisters
months ago when another of these
.

'

"

'

LEADER PANS

STARS

'

.

.

U's Jokebox Picture

.

filming of a story built around the
coin machine industry.
Story has
titled

'50

informed

U

work on

Maestro

escapades at the various night spots,
where she left a goodly portion of
her salary, keeping them open until
the children were on their way to

the rhumba maestro's objection to
the book, 'Mr. and Mrs. Cugat' by
Elizabeth Scott Rorick, published by
H-M. Par recently purchased screen

school.
rights, but final consummation of
I hope you'll start a campaign to
the deal awaits settlement of the
open at the Golden Gate, San
keep these babies where they right- bandleader's claim.
Francisco, June 19, then work east
fully
belong in the studios at
A. O. Dawson, H-M attorney, said
to June 29 date at Steel Pier, AtHollywood.
Monday (9) settlement might be
lantic City. Following that they go
P.
/. WOOD,
cleaned up within a week or so. It
to theatres In Youngstown and Akrelease.
\ Girls

—

ron, return to Steel Pier; three 'weeks
at Ritz Carlton hotel, Boston, opening July 24; thence, Keith's theatre,
Boston, Earle, Philadelphlar Earle,
Washington, and Hipp, Baltimore, in

Sec'y,

ITO

of Ohio.

understood that $3,500 is the
settlement figure now being negotiated on.
Par came Into the proceedings as a sort of mediator to
speed things up after Cugat refused
is

Cornelia Otis Skinner

session.
I^Mses

In Series of

an

W6 Shorts

intlal offer

by

H-M

of $2,500.

& White
Sime Neary St Lovenberg SUters

Ryan

U.S.

BONDERS

Hollywood, June

Harlan Thompsons West

10.

Harlan Thompson and his wife,
Marian Spitzer, return to the Coast
next week for the simimer.
Film producer, last at Warners, Is
Fred Allen has been set as m.c. for
Understood a few of the shorts will working on a farce for Broadway
the initial program of the CBS
Wednesday night series which will have others In the cast Miss Skin- legit production and Miss Spitzer has
plug the sale of U.S. defense bonds ner is collaborating with the screen been doing radio scripts. They plan

—

Langhion Set by Dietz Allen
Lannch Series—Other Stars

to

and stamps. The first half of Allen's
present hour becomes the U, S.
Treasury's ballyhoo spot July 2, or
the week following -Uie comedian's
seasonal washtip for Texaco, which
Is paying the bill not only for the
hookup time but all talent excepting
the name guests.

Cornelia Otis Skinner makes her
debut on the screen at Warners In a
series . of 12 two-reelers, most of
which she will do solo.

to return to

writers.

New York

in the falL

think

mount

it

this

was very nice

of

Loew's State

L. A. to N. Y.
Wayne Ball.
Jeffrey

Try

To Gag Newsmen

BERGEN, FIBBER-MOLLY

SET 3-YEAR RKO DEAL

A

Lizzie

to play the

Para-

TIBBETT CANCELS

DATES UNTIL OCT.

Bemerd.

O. Henry Briggs.

Lawrence Tibbett has cancelled all
engagements until late fall and will

Dick Condon,

W. Dailey.
Virginia Dale.
Mary Daniels.
J.

summer

Lou Levy.
John McGowan.

he

J. P. Marquand.
Joe Moskowitt
Jake Milstein.
James Mulvey.
Walter Orr.

Bob Reynolds.
Lynn Root.
Sten.
Tilton.

N. Y. to L. A.
Bud

Abbott.

Neil F. Agnew.
Macdonald Carey.

Lou

is scheduled to re-create the ttlle
role of Verdi's 'Simon Boccanegra'
for California. This Is generally considered his best role.
It is believed Tibbett decided to
cancel his summer engagements following a disappointing reception
from press and public on his return
to the Met, and on tour with that
organization last winter and spring.
It was stated that the baritone had
not completely recovered from the
illness which had stilled his voice
for nine months, and further rest is
understood to have been prescribed
by his physicians.
Tibbett, at 45, Is generally considered to be the greatest male vocalist America has ever produced.
.

Gloria Swanson.

at LaGuardia Field

Thursday

(5) in his stead.
Tibbett's next engagements are
set with Gaetano Merola's San Francisco Opera Co. In October, where

Arthur W. Kelly.
Patricia Lee.

Anna

at his home In Connecticut
hunt in Canada.
The baritone was scheduled to make appearances at the Buenos Aires season,
but Alexander Sved, Hungarian, imported by the Met last year to replace the ailing singer,, left by plane

iad

Brian Donlevy.
'Gene English.
Eva Gabor.
Al Hall.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus.

Martha

Larry Elliott, co-announcer on the
present Texaco series, wUl do the
sales talk for the Government For
Allen the July 2 date will be cufTo
bnd it is hoped to get Bob Hope, EdBy GEOBGE FBOST
die
Cantor and George Jessel,
among others, to handle subsequent
For the second consecutive week
m.c. assignment.
Pdn-American Airways, the only
As for screen celebs for the Initial
trans - Atlantic carrier operating
program the only one Howard Dietz
without the stimulus afforded by a
has set so far Is Charles Laughton.
Hollywood, June 10.
Carole Lombard is a possible teamCombination of Edgar Bergen and competitor, tried to put the heat on
mate to Laughton for this event
Jim and Marian Jordan (Fibber Mc- the working press at LaGuardia
Gee and Molly) signed a deal to Field, N. Y., and finished a good secmake one picture a year for the next ond. This week an attempt was made
Liberty's Joe Sohenok Story
three years at RKp. Currently the to bar newspapermen covering the
four-instalhneht story, to be trib is working in
'Look Who's arrival of the Clipper ships from
published by Liberty starting with Laughing' on
the area In which passengers methe same lot
.the Wednesday (18) issue, will be
'Keep it corny' is the idea at RKO ander through the customs' inspectitled the 'Rise and FaU of Joe for
Fibber and MoUy. Scrlpters have tions.
Schenck.*
been advised to avoid writing anyA minor official, scepiingly inAlan Hynd, staff scribe for Liberty thing more highbrow than the' lit=- ^toxicated with 39c worth of power,
mag, saw the 20th-Fox executive erary level maintained by the Jor- decided that the news collectors
while he was In the east recently dans on their radio program. Studio were causing unnecessary congesand sfibseqiiently spent a week with execs decided that 25,000,000 corn- tions in the oustoms' room, for one
the Blm executive at his Coast ranch. fee} Americans can't be wrong.
(Continued on page 47)

&

aUow me

Joe Breen.

Sam Spewack.

in

to

week.

Jerome Safron.

Pan-Am. Airways Finishes 2d

George Youmari

The Runaway Four

Afterpiece
I

Sam Katzman.

XACO'S

,

.

MiUlon individuals
played one of the local
Settling with
theatres, the manager had a full
Out of court settlement is being
worrisome week talking the news- arranged
among Xavier Cugat
papers into keeping quiet her nightly Houghton-Mifflin
and Paramoimt on

Be Wrong.' Trio has
that they will not start
the film iintil the fall.
Meanwhile they are to fill scheduled
vaude appearances, sonie of which
had already been 'set back because
of their stay on the Coast. Trio just
finished .'Oh Charlie,' which awaits
Nickels Can't

.

New

.

,

Andrews Sisters have deferred a
request by Universal Pictures that
they begin work immediatefy on the
been tentatively

,

M-G-M

„

Andrews

>>« t «

John Powers finally got Broadway Rose a n>odeUng Job. Shes posmg
Due Meantime, on Sunday (8), Miss lor the cover on the next issue of 'Cattleman's Monthly.'
Nancy Gates,
Jay C. Flippen knows a hamola legit actor who has played so many
a reading
in HoUywood Hall and Harry Puck gave
At
nnif
towns he carries his own water with him.
of the script in the apartment of
Dallas, June 10.
Monte Proser tells me that he just found out why the show, 'George
Donal'd Flamm for sonfe prospective
Slept Here,' closed. An antique dealer came to the theatre
Washington
Nancy Jane Gates, staff singer for possible backers.
the bed that Washington slept in.
bought
and
WFAA since 1938 will leave soon for
There's a 46th street character who's celebrating a recent promotion.
Hollywood to Join Metro-Goldwynfrom social security to social director.
went
just
He
^
„
Mayer Studios. A farewell program
Rochester-Headed Unit
When Murray Bemie, the wit, took his physical- exam for the draft, he
in her honor was given recently with
medico replied: 'Don't worry
told the doctor he couldn't see very well. The
Karl Lambertz and the WFAA orput
you up front so you won't miss anything.' (He is now rewe'll
son,
Booked for 10 Weeks;
chestra furnishing the music and
Upton.)
Canip
at
hearsing
song written by singer's
using
HoUywoodiana
brother.
|6,500 Weekly Phs /<, Definition of a feUow wKo Just signed a movie contract: He just sowed
Since last fall Miss Gates has been

WFAA,

By ABEL GBEEN

musical

M M

THE BERLE-ING POINT

Actress Dorothy Hall, Harry Puck

Ken Nichols have written a
comedy entitled '21,' and
partly localed in the 52nd Street cafe
of that designiitlsn, Owners of the
cafe are giving' the piece their blessing and maybe a little of their cash.

M M

*

»

and

As Deckhand, Kctures Nazified Paris
Maurice Livingstone, veteran

<
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MISCELLAKT

Costello.

Lynn Fontanne's Poem

Court Couranti
Everett Crosby.

Reading for

Donald Friede.

Memorial Union Theatre.
Alfred Lunt will also appear on
program.
•

the special benefit

JESSE! BEASTING MUSICAL

I

SAILING
Aires)

(New York

Ed Gardner

10.

Local branch of the British War
Relief Society has announced a reading by Lynn Pontanne of 'The White
Cliffs of Dover,' poem written by
Alice Duer Miller, on July 12 at the

Jack Kapp.
Joe E. Lewis.
Margaret .Lindsay.
George McCall.
Fred Meyers.
John J. O'Connor.
Marian Spitzer.
Harlan Thompson.

June 20

Brit. Relief

Madison, Wise, June

Florence George.
Francis Harmon.
Morris Helprin.

to Buenos
(Brazil).

to

Hollywood, June 10.
George Jessel is here for 10 days
work on the new musical he puts
New York Aug. 1.
Sophie Tucker will have the

into rehearsal in

femme

lead.

MISCELLANY

WednesdaT, June 11, 1941

BEST GOODWni-U. S. ORCHS
Morris, Selznick

MCA Agencies

and

Argentine

tal-

ent agencies are suddenly evincing
great interest in the literati field.
All are enlarging or strengthening
their divisions to handle sales of
manuscripts for book and magazine
publication.

William Morris

took the initiative several months ago when it
office

June

Possible Shortwaving of Pro10.

Gertrude Lawrence is now definitely slated to star In "Today
Live,' by John Van Drutcn, during
week of Aug. 18 at Cape Playhouse,
Dennis, Mass., co-starring with Philip
.

We

brought Het Manheim from the Merivale. Miss Lawrence's husband,
Coast to New York to head th^. pub- Richard Aldrich, operates the Playend.
He also handles the
eastern contacts on sales of story
properties to films.
lishing

Myron

Selznick on Monday (9)
added Horace Kelland, son of Clarence Budington Kelland, to the New
York staff, in charge of a literati
division exclusively. Selznick agency
has never before had a department
handling authors' representation for

South America
By NBC Eagerly Awaited
—Not Only Jive But Congarhumbaing Ballyhooed
Via U. S. Ethercasting

grams

to

America, but Miss
Lawrence played it in London (1932)
with the late Sir Gerald DuMaurier.

By

ott their association.

For James

Moment

J.

Walker

10.

regular short-waving of

America, a move reported under way
by NBC, is being eagerly awaited
here not only by local swing fans
but by music industry generally and

even by American officials who
Yorlt's former Mayor, James
Walker, amplifies the recurrent agree with VARiffrr editorial of some
rumors about his return to the pic- time ago that it may be as effective
ture business as something which a DX goodwill builder as anything
may or may not yet come to pass.
magazine.
yet devised. Swingsters and music
Music Corp. of America ha:i taken-- The Idea of his Incoming some sort
biz execs as well as players are parno active steps yet to build up its of trade arbiter in exhibitor-distrib- ticularly hepped up on the idea,
literary division except to put out utor relations probably stems from
pointing out that if regular profeelers for a man to head it. Com- his pioneer days when he first orgrains bearable at a specified hour
pany is understood to have made an ganized the Motion Picture Theatre on easily tunable stations are s^iot
advance to the eastern story editor Owners Ass'n of New York, during here it will do much to speed up
of a major film company for the his Albany, N. Y., days in the state
the whole S. A. field of popular
post.
MCA has had a literati de- legislature. It was for that reason rhythm.
partment in operation for some time Walker was invited to attend the
Aside from the local tangos, it's
under Martin Jurow, but he has spe- current week's MPTOA convention
including
in Hollywood but he turned it down explained, everything else
cialized
the
continue to take charge of film sales,
as well as radio and talent on the
eastern end. Kelland was formerly
an associate editor of American

New

J.

.

—

in

picture-sale angle.

Myron Sleznick, who was east for
several months supervising the increased activity of the Manhattan
branch, returned to the Coast about
10 days ago. Donald Friede, who is
in charge of the agency's literati department on the Coast, planes west
today (Wednesday) after a couple
weeks in New York renewing contacts.
Joe Graham, of the Coast
radio department, who- has been in
New York for the past three months,
returned last week and was replaced
by Bob Longnecker, also from the
Coast radio division.
Longnecker
plans to remain in New York all
summer.

PAUL LUKAS SUED
ON 4G LOAN CLAIM
Benjamin Blumenthal, assignee

than does he.
During Walker's stay on the Coast
some weeks ago, he heard conversation on all sides, especially during
the period that Joe Breen was readying to depart from the Hays office
as production code administrator.
George Jessel, his personal pal,
also got RKO interested in a film
biog on Walker's life but after one
Coast agent took it upon himself to
hawk the idea around to the other
studios. Walker decided that eventually he would do a book himself, and
called the whole thing off.
Right now, says the ex-Mayor of
N. Y., he is busy as trade arbiter of
the garment industry, and he has
his hands InW, which was another
reason for not being able to accept
the exhibs' invitation for a trip west.

ELLA FITZGERALD INTO

ABBOn-COSTELLO FILM

Ella Fitzgerald has been signed by
about $3,922, as Universal Pictures for a part in the
translated
from
the
Hungarian Abbott and Costello film, 'Ride 'Em
kronen.
Cowboy,' which goes into production June 30, Singer's band will not
be used, but will probably locate for
H^nigsoni East to Greet
the four weeks in a Los Angeles
nitery, a booking that is now being
Capt. Roosevelt in N.Y. negotiated. Singer will then be able
to work with the band each evening.
Hollywood, June 10.
Deal calls for Miss Fitzgerald to
After a stopover in Chicago for a
report on Mills Soundies' activities, fill an acting role in addition to singHenry Henigson, late general man- ing. She'll be cast as a maid,
ager for James Roosevelt's Globe
Productions, continues on to New
York to discuss details with Capt. General Billy Mitchell
Roosevelt, due in N. Y. from Lisbon
is

by clipper

May Now Be

Film-Bioged

late this wefek.
Following his official report to the
With the growing realization of
President on his world-girdling mis- the importance of a strong air force
sion, Capt. Roosevelt Is returning to to any nation's military machine,
the Coast by the middle of next two film companies have become inweek. He left here April ITjhortly terested in doing a celluloid biog
after his marriage as an official gov- of General William 'Billy' Mitchell,
ernment observer in war zones.
Mitchell was court-martialed out of
the army some 15 years ago for his
persistent claims in articles and in-

Downey Signs Negrette

terviews that the War, Dept. was not
giving sufficient attention to avia-

He advociated creation of an
tion.
Before
actor
George Negrette air arm independent of either the
shoved oft for Mexico City recently Army or Navy.
(30) to make a picture there for
four weeks, he signed a managerial
contract with Wally Downey, repatriated American, long a resident
of Rio de Janeiro.

Downey is lining up Latin-American talent under bis wing,

Leslie

Companies

who

have

signified

their interest in Mitchell are 20thFox, which has registered the title,
'The Life of Brig. General William
Mitchell,' and EdwArd Small, who
registered 'Major General William
Mitchell.'

Howard To

Direct-Star Anglo

Pic on the Spitfire
London, May

22.

The' George King-John Stafford
production. 'First of the Few,' will
have Leslie Howard both directing
and handling the star role. Film is
around the life of the creator of the
Spitfire plane.
Howard has just
completed a similar dual assignment
for British National Films. 'First of
the Few' is expected to roll, at Denham studios in about five weeks.

General Films will distribute, David
Niven had been talked of for the
star

actor in 1934 and 1935.

Amount sought

—

tonia,

current

U,S. 'C«oodwill Drive,' especially via films, radio and the
press, 'has taken on the characteristics of a spiritual blitzkrieg prepared in the arsenals of Yanqui advertising.'

Magazine, wtiich is consistently
friendly toward the U,S, but doesn't
hesitate to pull its punches when it
believes it's right, adds that there's
more than a suspicion of 'business
behind cooperation talk', and that it's
Realty Project a danger to Argentine.
'When the Yanqui cine makes good
On the heels of Adolph Zukor de- pictures of Argentine locales and atciding to convert his New City, N.Y., mosphere with Argentine themes and
estate (745 acres) into a realty de- actors you legitimately demonstrate
velopment, the Harry M. Warner your true love of Argentina,' tho
estate in Mount Vernon, N.Y., will magazine says, 'but you strike a tellalso
become a $2,500,000 garden ing blow at the Argentine cinema.'
homes development. It will consist It further states;
-'When the shortwave programs of
two-and-three -story homes
of 60
are in the hands of
patterned after the historic Williams- CBS and
burg, Va„ structures as recently re- Argentine experts instead of being
(Continued on page 47)
built by the Rockefellers,
While the Warner estate covers 20
acres, only 25% will be utilized for
the
actual
new building.
The

H. M.

Warner Converting

Westchester Estate bto

$2,500,000

NBC

balance

will

scaping,

be

devoted

recreational

to
areas,

land-

SHEARER CLICKS

park

part

turned

it

in

the

event

Howard

down.
on the John Corfield

Title switch

production has 'He Found a Star'
(Continued on page 47)

counsel at Mt. Vernon,
H. M. Warner, president of Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., has been

making

home on

his

the Coast.

In ^e same Westchester sector
quite a few film executives - lately
have established permanent homes.
Most recent, was Barney Balaban,
who bought a waterfront showplace,
The Anchorage, on Brevoort Lane on
Greenhaven, at Rye, N. V. Main
house numbers 20 rooms.
WB sales chief Grad Sears and his
aide, Carl Leserman, are among recent home-owners in the Harrison
and Rye, N. V. sector; also Arthur
Lee, former head of Gaumont- British of America. George Skouras had
two homes in Westchester, one' of
them (on Long Island Sound) recently razed by fire, Spyros Skouras

IN

MONTI LOAN TALKS

on the frank premise that present the conga, rhumba and samba comes lands and setbacks, A request for
(Continued on page 46)
day exhibitor leaders know better
necessary re-zoning has been made
how to cope with current problems
to the Westchester County common

of

the Theatrical Industry Co., Ltd. of
Hungary, filed a $3,922 suit in N. Y.
supreme court Friday (6), against
legit and film actor Paul Lukas.
Action seeks recovery of monies
claims to have been loaned to the

Hookup between Howard
Hughes and Leo McCarey for the

RAT JOSEPHS
Buenos Aires, June

Possible

Industry at the

10.

tale of Hollywood foibles, is all
washed up.
McCarey has worked for
weeks on the story, but casting
argumehts with Hughes broke

U. S. danceband programs to South

Buenos Aires, June 10.
With the statement that 'we chasyou because we like you,' SinArgentina's leading film and
radio magazine, double-pages an open
letter to DAuglas Fairbanks, Jr., now
touring South America as a goodneighbor envoy, warning that the
tise

in

Nothing Tangible in Film

It

Hollywood, June

NEWS AND VIEWS

Today' has not been presented

book and mag publishers. Kelland
will work under Miriam Howell,
who was recently named head of the
New York office, which had been
almost defunct.
Miss Howell will

That Queers

production of 'Queer People,' a

house.

heretofore

Links Yankee

Fihns-Radio-Press to Biz 'Scheme

Gertie in Strawfaat
Bostofi,

'Suspects' U. S. Zeal

On Pan-Americanism,

Suddenly Hot on Literati Depts.
Three o( the country's major

Mag

Montreal, June

biggest since the Royal visit in 1939,
at a west end park where she spoke
in support of the Canadian Victory
Loan.' Flying here from California
she was accompanied by Les Peterson from the Metro studios. Dewey
Bloom, Metro Canadian representative, met her in Montreal.
Miss Shearer made a special hit by
conversing with the French language

newspapermen

French

fluent

in

though her address was In English.

.

Is

another Westchester home-owner.

WB

Trade Mark ReRlsterod

FOUNRED BT SIME SILVERMAN
Weekly hj

rulillxlica

Seals Sutherland

Hollywood, June 10,
A, Edward Sutherland and War
ners got together on a term direct-

Went 4Clh

Pilot checked in at the studio several weeks ago to handle 'Nine Lives

Street,

Prenlrlent

New

York. N. T.

SUBSCRIPTION
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Recording for Jack Kapp
Jack Kapp, president of Decca, returned to the Coa.st early this week,
this time for a month of intensive
recording with, Bing Crosby and
more than a dozen other Decca disk
artists, now in and around Hollywood, Crosby, who will only do his
stuff when the company prez is on
the premises, is due for a long vacation and, for this reason, passed up
doing an 'outside' picture for 20thFox. Instead he will wax intensively,
Kapp figures on some 200 pressings

from the sundry artists, or
about twice the normal summer sesall told,

sion.

.

,

8
16

38

Inside

Boris- Said, 58, one of the strangon Broadway, died in his
caT of a heart attack last Thursday
He operated the St, James and
(5).
44th Street theatres and participated
in the backing of a number of productions, but liked to argue he
wasn't in show business, so his name
never appeared in the billing of the
Said was an operator in
houses.
oil, coming here from Russia as a
representative of the former Czar
Nicholas, Came the revolution and
he never returned to his native land.
Said spent most of his days in offices in the Standard Oil building in
downtown Manhattan, Inside reports
are that his name may crop up as
go-between for Dr. Carl Reith, German under-cover agent arrested and
now held at- Ellis Island for deportaTlie Russian is
tion proceedings.
supposed to have been the contact
(Continued on page 24)

Ill

Cente

No.

Are Not Enough,' on a one-picture

Boris Said, Czar s Emissary to U.S.

est figures

10.

Making personal appearances here
Wednesday (4) Norma Shearer collected a crowd estimated at 75,000,
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PICTUBES

Emergency

Calls for

^efl

Entalainment

W

for

Wood

Hollywood, June

Aothors League s Support to SWG,

10.

the director asParamount's acreening

Sam Wood draws

In Coast

Camps Get Qmck Response

signment on
of

Whom

Authors League of America and
its various groups will actively support the affiliate Screen Writers
Guild in any battle with the Holly10,
June
Angeles,
Los
wood producers, the organization demount lot.
Myrtle Louise Stonesife, writer, cided last week. League council, inLean Piddngs for Extras
known professionally as Louise cluding representatives from the
Howard, filed suit in U. S. District Authors Guild, Dramatists Guild
Hollywood, June 10.
and Radio Writers Guild, held a
Court for $125,000 against 20th-Fox,
lengthy meeting at which the issues
May jobs for extras in the film
charging the studio infringed on her
in the SWG-producer dispute were
industry did "a parachute jump, in
story, -Women Hotel,' in its picture.
studied. Full support was voted to
comparison with other months. Total
asks
Plaintiff
Women.'
Hotel for
the scenarists.
placements for the month were appunitive
plus
damages,
$100,000
compared
as
16,000,
proximately
Big question mark in the League's
damages of $25,000.
with 21,523 In May 1940, or 33,438. in
is just how concrete or efSuit for $150,000 against Para- move
April, 1941.
mount was filed, here by Ben Dol- fective any such help could be. Acto certain of the League
cording
Total earnings, based on an averberg, who charges misappropriation
members, the most important
council
age of $11 a day, were about $175,000,
Author deof literary property.
organization could give
compared with $384,785 in April, and
clared the picture, 'Quarterback,' help the
moral support. In case of
would
be
$236,084 last May.
was lifted from his story, 'The AUa SWG: strike, the scenarists would
Hollywood, June 10.
American Boys.'
hope
to tie up the supply
naturally
new
Joe Pasternak is negotiating a
of all written material to the studios.
studio connection, effective after he
Thus, they would try to persuade
checks off the Universal lot on comsell
their novels and
not
to
authors
Pasternak
short stories for screen adaptation,
rer, 'Almost an Angel.'
CO. or to accept scripting assignments In
IN
has been with Universal for 16 years
DurSimilar
moves might be
Hollywood.
and has produced all 10 of the
Los Angeles, June 10.
attempted as to dramatists and radio
'Angel* winds up in
features.
Fox-West Coast Theatres has bin
Jack Barry, with Paramount in writers.
about five weeks.
served notice on all Los Angeles exhas
remany
years,
York
for
New
offers,
Understood he has several
Granted that authors from the
changes that there will be no more
will probably make fuincluding one from 20th-Fox as chief signed and
book and mag, dramatic and radio
tagging' or bicycling of films in this
ture plans known shortly. In varihis own production unit. Parting
might not accept scenarist
Exchanges have been no- of
district.
ous posts over the years, he was fields
with Universal was amicable.
jobs to replace their affiliates in
tified that they must have enough
so-called
non-theof
the
in
charge
Universal
Pasternak started with
would ttiU be an extremely
prints to supply all bookings in the
atrical division when resigning, this SWG, it
five years ago at $300 weekly and
future.
of distri- difficult and complex matter to stop
department
being
a
part
current
$3,500.
ran it up to
^Both circuit and independent
bution which handles the sale of all the sale of already-written material
Reason is that In
houses have been kicking about the
film to schools, the Army, Navy, etc., to the studios.
With the inshortage of prints.
plus all: 16-mm product placed on most cases there Is divided ownerThus, the
ship of such material.
crease in the number of theatres in DIETRICH'S
the market by Par.
this district during the last few
When Publix was formed more publisher has a share In the rights
the shortage has become
years,
novels and mag stories, the proSUIT than 15 years ago, Barry took charge to
acute. .Exchange men here declare
and was instrumental in the organ- ducer has a split in the rights to
the trouble is due to the New York
the Publix Managers plays and the sponsor or producer
ization .of
home office methods of operation.
Marlene Dietrich filed an answer Training School, set up by Par for usually has a percentage of radio
in N. Y. federal court Friday (6) to systematic schooling in theatre man- script material. Question of the aua $98,450 .suit by Forrester-Parant agement. A large number of high- thor's right to withhold the sale of
The ac- ly-paid managers, many with Par, his material when he owns only a
Productions against her.
Esper Fined, Freed For
tress denies all charges, which claim others now aligned with other cir- share of it (regardless of the size of
breach of a contract made Oct. 15, cuits, came out of that school. that share) is admittedly in the air.
Shipping
Records 1938, to make a film in France for Among the grads was Bob Weitman,
the plaintiff, and after interposing a now managing director of the Paraseparate defense, asHs for a dismissal mount, N. Y.
Iios Angeles, June 10.
'Miss

Hollywood, June

By

air,

railroad, bus

10.

and private

War

peals from the
tain the

Dept. to enter-

soldiers in training

young

the National Defense program.

for

emergency amusement
was from Camp Roberts, San

First of the
calls

Miguel, Cal., Sunday, resulting In a
hurried outpouring of talent from
possible angles of the show busi-

all

ness.

'

.

Making the 250-mile trek were
Jane Withers, Buddy Pepper, Ella
Logan, Red Skelton, Laurel and
Virginia
FarreU,
Marta
Hardy,
O'Brien, Borrah Mlnevitch and his
Harmonica Rascals and an orches
From San Francisco came
tra.
'Jimmy Durante.
General plan to entertain the boys
In uniform was adopted by th^ Artists jtfanagers

Guild at a meeting to

round up the amusement forces of
Committee for
the film industry.
that purpose is headed by. Charles
K. Feldman, as chairman, with Abe
Iiastfogel and Bert AUenberg as associates. Details of the organization
are being handled by William Dover,
who is devoting full time while re
taining his berth with the FeldmanBlum agency.

W

Sunday

(15)

Show

Following the first talent bombard'
at Camp Roberts, another
troupe of blitz-comics swoops down

ment

reeled by Mark Sandrich. * From
that time on, name players who are
between pictures or available over
weekends will be drafted for a series of two-hour camp shows.

'

Artists Managers Guild donated a
fund of $5,000 to start the idea in
operation, with the expectation that
the picture studios will turn in similar or greater amounts to cover
transportation, musicians' wages and
other expenses. Work will be carried on as an independent division
of the United Service Organization,
of which Y. Frank Freeman is chair-

man

in

Hollywood and Edward Ar-

Susie

Slagle's'

2 Studios CaHed Pirates

on the Para-

'

PASTERNAKMAY
TOP 20TH UNIT

.

ON U EXIT

FOX-WEST COAST'S TABU

JACK BARRY, VETERAN

E"^i^ilS=>"SS.S

ON BICYCLING PRINTS

PAR, QUITS THE

DEFENSE

of the action.

.

.

Miss Dietrich makes four separate
former independent film producer, statements regarding her failure to
First she says the
fined $500 and' placed on three make the film.
years probation by the U. S. Circuit P'cture was to have been made in

was

;

'

France, not

Court

Italy, as plaintiff finally

There will be no successor to
Barry in Par. The work of taking
care of the department he has headed several years will be passed
around to others now in distribution.

I

Case involved the sending of suggested. Secondly, it was to start
phonograph records via Railway shooting no later than Dec. 15, 1939,
Express to Terre Haute, Ind. Proba-", and the Italian film could not have
tion was granted on two of three 8o"en under way before February,

Screen Writers Guild At

1940. Thirdly, she declares the contract could be rescinded by 'force
majeure,' which was the present war.
Lastly, it is claimed, that since the
actress was in disfavor with the Nazi

counts in the indictment

Peak With 950 Memliers

.

.

Hollywood, June

10.

Film critics and a committee representing the Studio Publicity Directors reached an agreement on
local previews, giving the HoUywood scribes a leeway of six to
eight weeks before rielease, wherever
possible.

New plain will give the magazine
Hollywood, June 10.
correspondents enough time to clear
Highest membership in the history their stuff before the pictures arc
of the Screen Writers Guild, 050 shown to the public.
active and associates in good standturn her over to the German authori- ing, was registered at a meeting of
the executive board, covering the
'Dinner* Play Claim
.Jack Forrester, American half of new entries in the last year.
F-P, Is currently in Hollywood.
Guild was said by the board to be
Hart, Et Al'

Oyer the Lingual Jumps

government to have made a film in
Italy would have placed her in physical danger, if Italy had seen fit -to

Hollywood, June 10.
for Alberto Villa,

starrer

First

WEEK PREVIEW
LEEWAY TO COAST CRIX

6-8

.
J
South American actor,
under
his new
contract with Paramount Is "The
I
Gentleman From Buenos Aires,' a
f From the eastern sector came a
Kaufman,
with
Argentine
musical
an
back-'
csall for headline talent by William
in the healthiest condition since its
lHorris, Jr., and Robert Sherwood, ground.
Vincent McConnor, writer, filed
organization. Heavy majority of the
heads of committees along the AtHis original assignment, 'HiJa Rosaluid RuSSCll Aword
membership is up to date on its suit Friday (6) in N. Y. federal
lantic seaboard. First to answer the Honeymoon,' has been deferred until
and many have laid It on the court against George S. Kaufman,
Bummons will be Allan Jones, who he gets a better grasp of the Yankee
Over Selznick Sustained dues,
line in advance.
Moss Hart, Sam H. Harris', James
planed out yesterday (Mon.) to join lingo.
Hollywood, June 10.
the unit at Fort Bragg.
Monks, Random House, Inc., and
Superior court upheld the deA
Radio is going along with pictures
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., seeking
cision of the Arbitration Board in
THAT'S
OTT'S
WEONG
EIGHT,
In building up morale, as far as
an Injunction, accounting of profits
Arnold in R-KO'd Role
its award favoring Rosalind Russell
entertainment is concerned. J. WalBoston, June 10.
and damages against all defendants
over the Myron Selznick Agency.
ter Thompson, representing Standard
Mathew Ott, who up to 1938 wrote
except the film company, for the
Selznick sued to have, the award
Brands, has been providing air tal- some 70-odd plays for theatres in
Hollywood, June 10.
alleged plagiarism of his play, 'The
vacated, after arbiters ruled the
ent in California camps. In addition small New England towns asked the
Edward Arnold checked in at RKO Murder Issue' in 'The Man Who
actress was justified in discharging
to the regular broadcasts there have Keith's Massachusetts Corp. for damSelznick as her agent, contending to play the role originally assigned Came to Dinner.' Warner. Bros, is
been appearances of Edgar Bergen, ages for using the title, 'That'^ Right;
Hazard was not qualified as to Thomas Mitchell in 'Flesh and named defendant because of the
Bob Hope, Abbott and Costello and You're Wrong.' Last year RKO Julian
an arbitrator since he handled her Gold,' formerly titled 'The Devil and purchase of the screen rights to th«
other topliners who have hopped in Radio Pictures produced a film by
play, but should the picture be made
including her new Daiiiel Webster.'
legal affairs,
(or emergency calls.
that name starring Kay Kyser. Ott agency deal- with Frank Vincent
It will take about 10 days of work and released, an accounting against
Program calls for directors and in 1919 wrote a play which was at
refilm the Mitchell sequences Warner Bros, is asked.
to
writers in the film industry to build first called 'Alas Poor Yorick,' which
which were halted by a horse-and
Plaintiff claims he and Monks
original scripts and hand the boys was changed later to 'That's Right;
They Have T'.,<em There, Too?
wrote 'The Murder Issue' in 1935
buggy accident which sent him to
In the camps a lot of skits that no- You're Wrong.'
HoUywood, June 10,
_
hospital.
and submitted it to Kaufman in 193&
body has ever heard before, on stage,
The Supreme Judicial Court ruled
Edward Dmytryk draws the chore
Kaufman and Hart are accused of
screen or radio. Seven programs are that since the public no longer re- of directing
'The
Blonde From
having written the alleged plagiarizbeing arranged to be shown first in membered either the plaintiff or the Singapore,' slated to roll this
week
ing play, Harris of having produced
Toxes' Catch Bette
the western camps and subsequently play, Ott could neither restrain the at Columbia,
it and Random House of having pubbooked in to the midwest and east use of the title nor recover damages.
Hollywood, June 10.
Jack Fier is producing.
lished the play. Monks is named a
Bette Davis, recovered from illness defendant because he refused to join
and production arguments, returned McConnor as a plaintiff.
.

chief of talent.

Ppold
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|

Eastern Call
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PlR PUTS FIVE PIX
ON BOB HOPE'S SLATE
Hollywood, June

Bob Hope's new contract with
amount calls for co-starring

News

Other

10.

Outlet sought

Parwith

Push U.

other top names in three pictures.
In addition to his two Jobs under the
ofd pact, "Louisiana Purchase' and
-

'Murdier Farm.'

S.

by

WB

Pertaining to Pictures

In Aussie

Page

12

Radio reviews: Milton Berle, Ed Sullivan, 'Claudia,' Connie
Bos well, Hartmans
Page 26

Horo'cco,' Jack Benny in 'We Want
• Girl Friend' and MadeleiniT CarivU in 'Her Perfect Mate.'

Equity slate

'

12

may

Page 33

fold

ASCAP
AFRA's hand

Page 35
Page 43

-.

in Equity elections

to work at the Samuel Goldwyn
studio to resume the star role In 'The
Little Foxes.'

Much of the week was devoted to
wardrobe fittings and rehearsals,
under direction of William Wyler.

Page 12

Fear for Ben Cohen...

Madison Square Garden hoofery

'

Page

prod, of foreign pix

has finished ihfise two,
his program calls for co-starrers
irltb.3ing CDOsby in The Road to

When he

'

TO FRENCH FILM

on Fort Ord, Monterey, Cal., next
Sunday (15). Dropping humorous
and dramatic bombs in a two-hour
show will be Jack Benny, Claudette
Colbert, Ritz Bros., Andrews Sisters,
Lewd
Ray Bolger, Tony Martin, Martha
Raye, Burns and Allen, Dick Powell
Joan Blondell, Nicholas Bros., Jane
Found
guilty
of interstate shipWithers, Franklyn D'Amore and
ments of lewd matter, Dwain Esper,
girls from the film studios, ^all di

'

of Problematic Value

the Bell Tolls,' starting

work as soon as he finishes 'Kmgs
Row' at Warners.
Following the Hemingway yarn,
Wood is slated to produce and direct

Units

From Ifwood; Agents Routing

motor, the players of the film industry are invading the Army camps
of California, as result of urgent ap-

When and If,

Ernest Hemingway's best-seller,

'For

^

J>age

43.

20TH SCBIBES SET
Hollywood, June 10.
20th-Fox assigned four scrlpters to

work on three screenplays
summer production.
Adrian Scott

is

for late

laboring on "Pri-

vate Confusion,' Ken Englund on
'Double or Nothing' and Robert
Pirosh and Joseph Shrank on 'Song
of the Islands'

Sherman's Pufitzeriana
Collection

of

.

personal

letters

of

Joseph Pulitzer, owned by Al Sherman, Columbia's short subjects publicity

for

a

chief,

film

may become
blog

'of

the basis
the noted pub-

lisher.

Sherman owns bales of letters and
memoranda of Pulitzer, which he

man after the
New York World was
Kew York Tele-

acquired from a junk
publisher's

merged with the

gram

in 1931.

PICTURES
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Papers Ready for Signaturing

To Wind Up Par-Sparks Deal
.

Full accord

ia

reached

been

understood to have
the deal under

and papers

in Florida,

circuit

are being prepared lor early signing.

Vhat may occur by the end rA the
week, all details under the transaclargest

tion,

in

theatre

circles

in

many

years, having been irone;! out.
This will probably mean an Intant huddle with Warner Bros, to
root Its film in Sparks houses- which
nut it all out nearly two years ago
due to inability to get together on
terms. Pending the final signaturing of the Par-Sparks deal, Par has
In any way, prenot approached
ferring in ell probability, from obervation, not to Jump any guns.
However, there is practically no
likelihood now that the necessary
Ignatures and transfer of control
WlU suffer an upset since price and
all the many other stipulations under the acquisition of .the Sparks
houses have been agreed upon. Contract of sale, which has been In
work for about a week now, will
probably go before the Paramount
ttoard for approval at the next
scheduled directors' meeting June

10.

Special picture for the 20th-

Fox

sales

convention

in

New

York, opening July 14, Is being
produced under personal supervision of Darryl F. Zanuck, who
turns actor for the occasion,
along with William LeBaron,
Ernst Lubltsoh and Mark HellInger, new producers on the lot.
Idea is to let the producers tell
about their plans for the coming
program.
Picture also shows
screen tests and excerpts from
pictures in production.

paying slightly over $1,300,000 for
uie 40% interest held by Sparks and
his relatives, this giving Par 90%
oontrol, whUe 10% remains outside
Sparks*

Vrlth

With the

who

executives

stay

circuit.

NIX UNDER AGE'
'

DEL

AS IMMORAL'
June 10.
Since putting the ban on 'Primrose
Path' and 'Strange Cargo' a year ago
to provoke a national controversy,
the police censorship department
Detroit,

here has looked with kindly eye
upon the Hollywood product How-

To

Sustain
Of

BKO
hold

Pommer

Los Angeles, June 10.
asked Superior court to upright to discharge Erich

Balaban,

Mor,

Griffis,

Heading West Next

Week

that the contract gives the studio

Barney Balaban
the right of dismissal In case of any
onto Monday (16),
lasting more
than three

weeks.

Company

charges

Pommer

Now Top
United

wUl be

rnums

in Torto New

ExecuArtiste,

Says the Firm Has Enough
Produeers (With SelznickCapra. Counted on) But
'More Pictures From Each'
Is a Must

ACTIVE CONTROL
'United Artists must learn new
tricks in order to survive,' vice president Arthur W. KeUy stated Monday (0) in revealing a number of important switches in policy and operation of the company.
Kelly, who

Hollywood, June 10.
Business representatives of studio
unions are recommending that mass

Godfrey Wins His Chair
Hollywood, June
Peter Godfrey moved into a

10.

full-

suits be filed in Federal court in an
effort to tap the mythical $3,000,000

fiedged director's Job at RKO on back pay jackpot, which they claim
'Unexpected Uncle' after serving his has accrued under the 40-hour week
time as an actor and dialog director. provision of the Wage-Hour act. The
Tay Garnett. originally slated to recommendations, were decided upon
direct, has shifted into the producer after Merle' D, Vincent, chief of the
berth, owing to the illness of Erich hearings and exemption section of
Pommer, original producer. Film- the Wage-Hour Division, announced
ing starts June 15, with Anne Shir- the classification of 545 types of employment in the film Industry will
ley and James Craig in the leads.
•

become

effective

Monday

(16).

Representatives of the 10 studio locals of the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees have
agreed to institute suit in U. S. courts
two weeks ago succeeded Murray
In an effort to recover retroactive
Silverstone as operating ohiel of UA,
pay for members who are affected.
arrived in New York over the weekThe locals have also agreed that If a
end from two weeks of huddles with
stoppage of work becomes necessary
the owners and producers on the
In order to enforce their demands
Coast
on the producers, members wiU .ba
Aside from Frank Capra and David
Instructed to continue work on any.
O. Selznlck, with whom
defense training pictures being prois now
negotiating, Kelly said,
is seekduced on a non-profit basis for the
ing no other additional producers.
War Department It is probable,
'We have changed our aim,' he dehowever, that a compromise will ba
Hollywood, June 10.
clared. 'We have enough producers.
reached on the Jackpot demands.
What we need and are arranging is
Likely successor to Joe Breen as
Vincent has disclosed that no Into get more pictures from each. It the Hays office Production Code Ad- spection for retroactive pay will ba
would be desirable but It Isn't eco- ministrator
made and that only minor modificais Congressman John M.
(Con tinned on page 47)
tions are being made in the original
Costello of the HoUjrwood district.
recommendations of Eldred M. CockWell liked by picture people he is
ing on 31 disputed classifications.
strongly backed by Legion of DeThe modifications provide that noncency and Catholic Church leaders.
Though type of work is new to working best boys and gaffers are ex-

CONG. COSTELLO

MAY SUCCEED

UA
UA

18UAPIXF0R
'41-42

SELUNG

JOEBREEN

him, it Is figured that with the help
of Breen's aid, Geoffrey Shurlock, he
should have little difficulty getting
Into the swing of it in short order.
Although producers were working
on Breen to have him continue at the
Hays office, he is determined to get
through officially so he can attend
the RKO convention in New York
next Monday (16) in an official ca-

United Artists will have approximately 18 pictures for 1641-43 release, of which four important ones
will be issued during the summer, pacity as studio operations head.
says Arthur W. Kelly, operating
He fiew to Chicago Saturday (7)
chief.
Among the pix will be a re- to secure his release from Will Hays,
issue of Charles Chaplin's "The Gold who is hospitalized there. Breen is
Rush,' with a score to be added by hopeful his successor will be offithe producer, for release next Jan. cially chosen this week, so he can
15.
help break him in. He is eager to
Kelly said that the product lineup get started on the RKO Job due to
will probably be ready at the end the scope of its duties
financial
of this

begin

week and

the

company may

twice-postponed series of
regional sales meetings next week.
Every effort for speed is being made
so that salesmen can get out at once
with contracts and fountain pens.
Pictures for the summer, Kelly

consideration.

York immediately for the annual
stockholders' meeting of Paramount

.

BIOFF WILL GO

will be 'International Lady,'
which Edward Small will have finished in two weeks and will release
early in July; "Three Cockeyed
Sailors,' an English import which
UA believes to be a sleeper; 'New
Los Angeles, June 10.
Wine,' William Sekely production,
Willie Biofl posted a bond of $50,for release Aug. 8, and 'Lydla,' Alexander Korda's $1,050,000 deluxer, to 000 and promised U. S. '^Comrnisbe released around Labor Day.
sioner David B. Head that he would
In addition to the new season's
appear in New York Thursday (12)
product, Kelly emphasized that a
to answer an indictment charging
number of powerful

EASTIUUNGLY'

WELLMAN HEADS USD
FUND DRIVE H^WOOD

Permanent Charities Commit- he

him with the extortion of $550,000
from'four motion picture companies.
Jointly indicted is George E. Browne,
currently at liberty on $20,000 ball.
Bloff was scheduled for a removal
hearing June

5,

but appeared ahead

of time and stated that he would not
offer any opposition to a shift to
New York. He declared his inno-

cence and asserted he would rather
face the charges now rather than
have them dragged out over a period

'I

recommend

that no for-

to June 16, 1941, subject,
of course, to the rights of individual
employees under Section 16 (b) of
the act.'
'This recommendation Is made for
the following reasons: Many of the
Job classifications involved in tha
survey are peculiar to the motion
picture Industry. Some of them are
not basically different from craftsmen to be found in other Industries
but, nevertheless, have aspects and
functions which distinguish the duties Involved from the work performed by such craftsmen in other
industries.
Others are peculiar to
the moving picture industry alone.
The rates of pay and hours of work
which are typical in the foregoing
job classifications and In the motion
picture industry have long been- established by collective imlon Bgreements and do not In many respects
correspond to standard rates found
elsewhere.'
Meantime the producers and com-

due prior

pany attorneys have been devoting
(Continued on page 46)

MEYERS AND O'CONNOR

TO

VISIT

U STUDIO

John J. O'Connor, new vice-presisurrender tomorrow dent and assistant to Nate Blumon the federal indict- berg, and Fred Meyers, also named

(Thursday)
ment.

Purpose of the new committee Is
to raise funds for recreation centers at Army and Navy cantonments.
Other members of the committee are
Arnold, representing the Screen Actors GuUd; King Vldor, Screen Directors Guild; Ralph Block, Screen
Writers Guild; Bert AHenberg, Artists Managers
Guild, and Samuel
Goldwyn, Producers Association.

does 'not know now whether
he will go out again Wednesday (18)
Among the product on which
Hollywood, June 10.
Kelly is counting is at least one of
when the others do.
Following hurried color tests, ParBalaban also goes to Canada Mon- the two pictures David O. Selznick
day (16) for the district sales meeting owes the company under his old amount assigned Zorina to the screen
for all of the Dominion to be held agreement. There will also be two version of 'Ix>uislana Purchase,' playsame
role she has in the
there that date under the super- or three pictures from Alexander ing the
vision of Del Goodman, recently ap- Korda. In addition 'Strange Victory' Broadway musical.
Actress reports at the studio early
pointed head of all Canadian sales will be delivered as promised on the
as successor to Maurice A. Milligan. 1940-41 contract, but around October. In July.

Agnew

cent said,

mal inspections be made for the purpose of ascertaining whether restltutlon of wages may or may not be

to

were done

In 1925 to
preserve the original fiavor of the
picture.

-

Willie Bioff has been reported in

New York

will attend, accompanied by Bob
Gillham. Latter is now on the Coast.

if it

Opposed to Inspection
In discussing his recommendations
to the Division after a hearing
here and which have been approved
by General Philip B.. Fleming, Vin-

made

of time.

tee.

added as

empt, but that working gaffers and
best boys are entitled to the benefits of the act.
It was also held that
a registered nurse was entitled to
exemption as a professional employee but that practical nurses and
first aid men were not entitled to exemption.

.

its

111 from April 17 to May 20.
the next day, and on Wednesday
Producer, whose contract runs to (18), under present plans, leaves for
March 31, 1942, contends the docu- the Coast in company with other
ment is still in force. His two pro- Par executives. Adoph Zukor, Stanspring releases,
ductions, 'Weekend for Three' and ton GrilTis and possibly Nell F. AgUnexpected Uncle,' have been as- new are going out with him to look such as 'That Hamilton Woman,' wlU
at finished product, discuss 1941-42 just be getting into subsequents durelgned to others on the lot.
plans, selling, etc. Company will be ing the hot weather.
ready to screen its first batch of deChaplin's Trio
cree film immediately afterward and
Chaplin 'is bent on working,'
win probably do so without delay In Kelly said, and has three stories In
order to get sales machinery rolling, mind.
Foremost is 'Napoleon,' alZukor had planned going out in though, because this may -be an inIN
advance, leaving Friday (6) but opportune time to make such a film,
cancelled plans in favor of waiting Chaplin has an Idea of making a
for. the others.
Hollywood, June 10.
Agnew, in San An- drama without appearing in it, UA
William WeUman was appointed tonio for the Interstate and Texas topper stated. If he takes the latter
ohalrman of the United Service Or- Consolidated theatre convention, fol- course, the picttu'e will definitely be
lowed by several exchange stops, for 1941-42 release, Kelly said.
ganizations drive for contributions In returned to N. Y. Monday (9) and
In scoring 'Gold Rush,' originally
the Hollywood film Industry. Ap- that night flew to the Coast to screen released in 1925, Chaplin has a plan
pointment was made by Edward Ar- pictures that are ready so that he of his own. 'It will be scored to its
nold, chairman of the Motion Pic^ might discuss them at the district age,' Kelly revealed. It will not be
managers meeting in Canada which modem. Instead, the music will be

was

tures

Open $3M000

said,

its

Pommer, producer, on the ground

Illness

of

Suits to Pry

Mass

.

(COL) IN

Among these are Fred Kent, gen- ever, censorship again
reared Its
eral counsel, and Frank Rogers, general manager of the contract depart- head when Lieut. Charles W. Snyder
ment (buying, booking, etc.), who refused to pass Ooluimbla's "Under
were in New York last week tieing Age.'
together loose ends on the Par theAs on the previous pictures the
atre buy. They left for Jacksonville
ruling is that the film is 'basically
Sunday (8), but will return Friday
Sparks may also come up Immoral.' It was the first complete
(13).
ttien.
rejection in over a year and, as beLeonard H. Goldenson, In charge fore, Police Commissioner Frank
of bU Par theatre operations, returns
Eaman has indicated that the ban
the same date from Hollywood
where he is attending the convention will stick. It was said that cutting
Theatre would not save the film. While the
the. Motion
Picture
Of
Owners of America. He's flying in, censorship applies only to Detroit,
the practice here has been for other
groups throughout the State to follow the recommendation of Snyder.
Court
Windsor, Ontario, however, works
contrary and last year the nearby.
Canadian .town pulled a big busiDismissal
ness out of Detroit by advertising that the banned pictures were
Ailing
•
playing there.
,

RKO Asks

tive

Studio Unions Threaten

Back Pay Jackpot; Hint Compromise

A-Mugging
Hollywood, June

WB

86, unless an earlier session is speolally held for the purpose. Par is

GO;S POLICIES
Sales Chief,

In-

terest of E. J. Sparks In the Sparks-

Par

I'se

V

In

Paramount acquires the

:whloh

DEILS

KELLY

8

Zorina in Par's 'Purchase'

week as eastern sales manager
for Universal, were hosted at an inlast

formal party by U.home office executives last Friday at the Astor

Blumberg wanted to introduce the newcomers to New York
hotel.

U

top officials before leaving for tha

Coast.

Not known definitely when they
will make the trip, but expected
that Meyers and O'Connor will go
to the Coast within the next 10 days
to become similarly acquainted with
the studio executives.

Wcdnesdaj, June 11, 1941

PICTUBBS
B.O. Very

Simplification of

RKO's Corporate

Setup Nears Consmnmation

Wk.

Tiiis

Philadelphia, June 10.
Philly exhibs may b« having
the crying towels out becaus* of
lousy biz—but there's on* branch
of the Industiy that's having •

boom
simplification of RKO's corporate
setup will near actual consummation
tomorrow (Thursday) when stockKeith-Albee-Orphcum
of
holders
vote on the capitalization revtonp.
Actual coin involved In this is
slightly unthereabouts,
or
$8,000,000
der the $8,500,000 fleure, recently
estimated as needed to call In B. F.
Keith bonds and gain possession of
additional K-A-O preferred shares
outstanding including the Mike Meehan block. Reorganization and refunding means consolidation of principal theatre subsids for RKO.
Voting by stockholders tomorrow
Is viewed in "Wall Street circles as
largely a legal formality since bulk
of stockholdings are in K-A-O and
RKO management hands. Plan and
all

amendments

to certificate of in-

corporation need a two-thirds vote.

Stodio Contracts
Hollywood, Jime 10.
Jan Clayton signed to player conby 20th-Fox.

tract

Albert Maltz drew scrlpter ticket

Paramount.
Maureen O'SulUvan contract renewed by Metro.
Robert Emmett signed to write

at

series of westerns at

Mary McCall,

Jr.,

new

Inked

player

new

Mildred

Gloria

ITS

$1,759,334

Weiman's minor

NET EARNINGS

player contract with Warners filed
for approval in Superior court.
^

worth of Keith Memorial at 20th-Fox.
Diana Jeanne Schultz signed to an
Also a $919,000 obligation of
Greater N. Y. Vaudeville Theatres acting pact at Warners.
Ann Burr inked player pact with
Corp. will be paid in cash to K-A-O.
Keith treasury bonds of $1,028,000 RKO.
Jack Briggs' player option reand Keith Memorial bonds of $10,000
are to be surrendered for cancella- newed by RKO.
Roddy McDowall, British moppet,
tion by those two corporations. Remainder of total goes for calling in given an option lift by 20th-Fox.
Conrad Veidt drew new acting
K-A-O preferred.
Tenders for its preferred shares deal at Metro.
will be sought by K-A-O. In this
way, RKO will bring b\ilk of outstanding K-A-O shares into the
treasury, saving in annual diwy

$580,000

SASKATCHEWAN

payments and

-

also gaining possession
of the theatre outfit's common, bulk
of which RKO already holds.
Reorganization plan calls for consolidating Greater N. Y. Vaudeville
end B. F. Keith, with the consolidated company, to be called B. F.
Keith Corp. Also calls for ultimate
Reglna, Sask., June 10.
resumption of common dividends as
A pronounced expansion in motion
soon as the preferred K-A-O share
picture theatre attendance in Saskat
situation is cleared up.

'40 B.O.

UP

n%

With net profits. for the quarter
ending May 3 figured at nearly $1,056,000, Universal Monday (9) reported consolidated earnings for the
first half of the current fiscal year at
$1,759,334, after all charges but before Federal income and excess
This compares with
profits taxes.
$1,173,002 In the 26 weeks ended
April. 27, 1940, the coresponding sixmonth period in the preceding fiscal
year. However, the company made
provision of $208,000 as special amortization reserve in that period, while
no such reserve was deemed necessary this year.
The profit for the second quarter
marks the first time in Universal
history that the company's quarterly
earnings had reached the $1,000,000
mark, according to J. Cheever Cowdin, board chairman.
With the deduction of $390,000 to
cover current normal Federal income taxes for the first six months,
Universal earnings totalled $1,369,334, about in line with expectations.
Cowdln explained that It is- Impossible to estimate what the excess
profits tax will amount to until the
year's profits are known, and hence
no provision has been made for this
'

chewen, resulting from war activlt;^,
was recorded In 1040. The 146 thea.
tres, .two more than in 1939, were
patronized by 6,064,253! persons who
paid $1,577,291 for admission tickets.
Compared with 1939 there was an increase of 6.5% in the number of patrons and 10% In value of receipts.
tax.
Washington, June 10.
Preliminary compilation for all of
Included in the first half profits
Business as usual was reported on
Canada shows that there were in- are revenues blocked in Great
exports of British films 'to Canada,
creases of 0% in attendance and 11% Britain to the amount
.x>f
$188,950,
with war conditions apparently havin receipts In 1940.

BRinSH

PK REACH

CANADA REGULARLY

ing little effect on deliveries from
the mother country. British negatives are 'reaching Canada regularly,'
the Department of Commerce was SISK
Informed last week, and English
films are continuing to rise In popuBIGGIE
larity In the Dominion.
American pix, howeVer, are way
ahead of the field, with Canada's
Hollywood, June 10.
1,350-plus motion picture theatres
Associate producer ]ob on Para,
•howlng about 90% U.S. films.
mount's open-air special, "The Forest
Rangers,' goes to Robert Sisk, who
recently moved over from RKO,
Defense
Picture Is one of the high-budget
productions on the 1941-42 program,

computed

Four More

Shorts in Tint at

WB

at the present official rate

Universal Atmnal Earnings
1930-40

Net

profit except as noted:
(t)

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
Madeleine
1940

deficit
:

t$2,047.821
615,786
t 1,250,283
t 1,062,216
238,792
677,186
t
t 1,988,524
t 1,084,999
591,178
t
1,153,321
2,390.772

on
CarroU, Paulette Goddard, Stirling
Hollywood, June 10.
(By Quarters)
Four more national defense shorts Hayden, Preston Foster, Robert
First
Second
Third
Fourth
In Technicolor are oh the production Preston and Lynne Overman in the
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
schedule at Warners, foUowing com- top roles.
$460,631
1920,370 $780,803 $228,968
pletion of "The Tanks Are Coming,'
now in work.
(1941 by Quarters)
Added starters are 'Battle Wagons
First
Second
Third
Fourth
of the Sea,' 'Coast Guard Patrol,' World, N.Y^ Goes Ahnost
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
Tarachute SlMck Troops' and 'In the
$703,795 $1,055,539
Army Now.'
109^ Nat1 Defense Pix (Fiscal year ends approximately
on Oct 30 or Oct 31.)

Edwards

in

Initial

Hossy Set

Hollywood, June
Cliff

Stiidio

Its

Meanwhile Edwards is assigned to
•work in the remaining Starrett starrers for this season.
I

In Training for Braid
Holl3rwood, June 10.
William Holden gets the co-star

ring spot with Stirling Hayden in
Tomorrow's Admirals,' a tale of

naval training, at Paramount
Filming starts when Hcdden fin
Jshea In The Remarkable Andrew.

KOBOAN'S 'ISLAUD'

Hollywood, June 10.
Cirector chore on 'Mercy Island,'
the Arraand Schaefer production at
Republic, goes to WUliam Morgan,
directing

'Sunset

in

Wyoming.*
Schaefer
Key West,

and Morgan leave for
Fla., this

locations for 'Island.'

week

U. S. theatre to

make up

program almost entirely of na

N. Y., which swings into this policy

June

23. Formerly devoted to French
language films, the arty sure-seater
will use about half of its show to defense subjects, with about 60 minutes

to

documentary

to scout

Br BlUi

HALUGAN

Riverside, CaL,

June

10.

It mandatory upon all shows
which run more thah 135 consecutive minutes to Insert a full IS-minute intermission every hour after
the first two hours and IS minutes.
This is Sergieant Buck coming to
Such a bill was passed two years
you from station U. S. A. and they ago by both the House and Sonata,
is no If ands or butts about same
of the niijiois legislature but that
as I is now in the good old Army as
killed
veto by

Dear Happy:

a Recreation Director so dig up
bits you usted to do in
those tabs down south as I is as out
of ideas as a radio script writer.
We is located at Camp Haan with

who wishted they had
gone to West Point when they was
kids. I has got 20 fellahs that were
In the show business and they is all
Belascos to here them tell same, but
I never saw them before in my life
so they ought to be good.
I am putting on a show this Friday night and Joe Whitehead and
Franklyn Ardell are coming up to
knock them for a gool. Skins Miller and Buck Mack are massaging
there Syracuse veins and brushing
up their old act but they burned up
when I ast them to do two denies in
the show. Jimmy Carson and Abe
Reynolds come up and they did a
bit on Hitler that had the general
laughing for the first time since he
hit camp.
We Is on field rations now and
most of us is on a .diet. I took off
40 pounds which reminds me of the
dame who went from 220 down to
110, coffin and all.
Thoaghtfnl
We go over to Palm Springs on
Sunday but we take off the uniform
as we do not want to embarrass the
English actors who are down there
resting after a tough season in the
movies. We go into Riverside and
San Berdoo but all the lugs at
March field has the cream of the
crop as a dame goes for those wings
on the uniform like a moth goes for
an Earl Benham suit But I is doing all right with a certain party
what works at a drive-in over in
Redlands but eating all them hamburgers has. me broke and brittle.
.

I

am

shows and we stopped
there for a cup of coffee the other

day and his nobs was amazed at my
reception. I told him about a couple of gals from home who are in
Pasadena going to school at a dressmakers college sew we drove over
there and the Maj waited outside
while I went in and had a 10-minute gabfest with both of them.
Shows you what a Democratic Army
this is.
I went over to the Maj's
house at the camp this'^ morning and
cut the-la}vn for his missus so I am
in stronger than a llfesaver with a

dowager.
I has my

just made
when Washington

had

payment

first

sent out the S.O.S.
That's the first brake I got
Major gfets my gas free for me

for me.
I

am

In seventh heaven.
,

UPPED TO

CHHEB

by

was

Gov. Henry

the lata
ruled It un-

Homer who

Now

the head of the
constitutional.
state Is Gov. Dwight Green and one«
more the legislature has an oppor«
tunity to pass a similar

bill.

Basis of the blU is that It is inimical to public health to give custo-

mers a show which runs more than
two hours and 15 minutes, and the
biU would make It mandatory that
amusement places which nm mora
than that must give the audience a
rest i>erIod.

This would just about automatically rule out double-features, sinco
the mandatory intermissions would
probably fall in the middle of pictures and cut up the action in such
a way as to make such intermisslona
incompatible with double features.
It is surmised that the major circuits of Illinois, particularly Balaban & Katz, oppose such legislation.
B.
K. has been the leader in the
double bill parade and has steadily
refused to revert to single features.

&

Par Stockholders
Next Tuesday WiD
Vote on 16 Directors
Paramount stockholders
meeting, scheduled for next Tuesday
(16), will elect 16 directors for a
Annual

term of one year each.

ment

Proxy

to shareholders several

state-

weeks

ago reveals that the aggregate remuneration paid or accrued by the
corporation and
directors,

all its subsidiaries

to

and officers of the oomall capacities amounted to
in Par's fiscal year ending

last Jan. 4.

Directors up for election are Nell
Agnew, Barney Balaban, Staphan
Callaghan, Y. Frank Freeman, Harvery D. Gibson, A. Conger Goodyear, Stanton Giiffis, Duncan G.
Harris, John D. Hertz, John W.
F.

Hicks, Jr., Austin C. Keough, Earl I.
McGlintock, Maurice Newton, E. V,
Richards, Edwin L. Welsl, Adolph
Zukor.
List of shares owned by these directors coming up for election, as of
30 this year, reveals that

April

Gibson and Callaghan ar«
heaviest stockholders or have .th«
stakes In
the
company
biggest
Griffis,

own car at the camp as
the finance company can't take a
jalopy away from a soldier and I
the
The
sew

bill

pany in
Major $981,286

a chauffeur for the

U MIDWEST DISTRia

first

Allied and independent theatr*
owners of Illinois' are onca aore
looking for the rainbow for the
elimination of double features, and
see their rainbow in another bill up
before the Legislature which would

make

Mr. Happy Hemmlngway,
Duffy Square, New York.

Felix Adler just called me up and
he says he has a^ of Harry Bulger's
patter songs so I am going to brush
up on the pipes and show up some
of these amatchers on our next show
night We has a couple of sweU
P. F. ROSIAN
crapgames and some of the boys
must, have been practising a long
time as we had to bar rolling them
on the blanket I can pick out a
roller as far as a country boy
pad
Cincinnati, June 10.
can
throw a apple.
If you can
Beter P. Rosian, branch manager
sneak
me in a pair of missouts send
for Universal here since April last
them
with some cigars. That $21
year, was advanced this

picturfe on the SinoOnly subject not on
week to
for warfare will position of manager
for this district
motion picture featuring covering
Indianapolis,
Oklahoma
Carmen Amaya, a short.
City and Dallas as well as Cincy
On the Initial show with the all area. He will headquarter here.
defense angle stressed, 'Army in
Rosian formerly was in Cleveland
Overalls,' a 9-minute film; 'Men and for U. No successor named to suciShips,' a 21-minute picture;, and 'Bits ceed him as Cincy branch
manager.
and Pieces,' a 12-minute short, will
W. A. Scully, Universal domestic
be included.
sales chief, left for the Coast SunThe first 16-millimeter feature In day (8) night and will likely anKodachrome color, 'Kukan,' shows nounce any new appointments from
typical scenes in war-torn China. Los Angeles.
Ray Scott, newspaperman and camerman, made the subject while in the
HABWIN'S
PIC
Orient recently. All the defense films
Hollywood, June 10.
are being supplied by the GovernDixon Harwin closed a deal to
ment or military service cameramen. produce The Deadly Game' for
The Carmen Amaya short was pro- Monogram, with Barney Sarecky as
duced by Arthur Panchez at the Fox associate producer.
Movietone Studio, New York. Ifs
Story,
dealing
with the FBI
strictly devoted to the gypsy flam- cipher bureau. Is slated to
roll
enco dancing of this pop artist
June 23.

Japanese war.

war or preparations
be the

currently

figuring

tlonal defense pictures is the World,
10.

Edwards (Ukulele

Ike) signed
an eight-picture deal to play the
comic lead in the Charles StarrettBussell Hayden western series for
the 1941-42 program at 6jlumbia.

.

is

in Illinois
Chicago, June 10.

CadiiidieAniv

Buck's

between

of exchange.

WILL PRODUCE

'RANGERS/ PAR

Kayo Doalii^

to

30,000 fellahs

F0R6M0S;

Julie Bishop's acting option plcke'd
The $8,000,000 borrowings will be
employed to call in about $4,450,000 up by Warners.
Mary Howard drew player ticket
worth of B. F. Keith bonds plus

bonds.

Hoped

IS-Hfin. Intermissioiis

some old

pact

at Metro.

Mandatory

season.

Mrs. Edna R. Carroll, chairman
of the State Board of Censors,
announced that the body has reviewed 12 (Chinese films since th«
first
of the year—more than
double the number of this type
product ogled in all of the 103940 season.
The films are shown In a hall
,ln Chinatown by the operator of
a chop suey restaurant Every
pic plays to standees.

Monogram.

.Lee Bonnell handed
contract by RKO.

ChopXhop

we

get every month don't
with Mazie.

Your

last

long

Pal,,

Buck.

through

holding

company

deben-

Griffis owns 7,500 shares of
also owns as trustee
tinder several trusts 1,000 shares of
second .preferred and 23,500 shares
of common. He also has contingent
beneficial remainder Interests with
respect to the 1,000 shares of second
preferred- and 12,000 shares of common so held in tnist, as -well as
vested beneficial remainder interests
with respect to 10,000. of the shares
of common so held in trust. Gibson
owns no securites beneficially, but
is chairman of the board of Manufacturers Trust, which owns 5,710
shares of first preferred and $3,392,800 principal amount of 3V4% convertible debentures.
tures.

common, and

Callaghan was named one of the
16 directors for the reorganized corporation in 1935 at the suggestion of
Allied Owners Corp., which now
owns beneficially 9,900 shares of first
preferred
and $250,000 principal
amount of
convertible deben-

3%%

Is

There a Dr. in Honse?
Pittsburgh,

June

tures.

10.

One of those men-ln-white pictures
playing the .subsequent run
State theatre, downtoWn, and James
Booth,'
a
25-year-old
newsboy,
walked up to the bo;xoffice and
smashed his fist through the window.

Belita

Out of Bounds

was

Arrested by Ray Wheeler, manager.

Booth

told the court: 'I Just don't
like hospital movies, that's all.'

He was
county

sentenced to 60 days in the
on a charge of disorderly

jail

conduct.

Hollywood, June

10.

Belita, English blade star, akaited
the rink in 'Ice-Capades' at Republic when Dorothy Lewis, American ice pro, was given higher billoff

ing.

Studio dropped Bellta's specialty
from the program and is going along
with Miss Lewis In the top skating

spot

—

.

nCTUBES
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-AGAIN

vs.
Insurance

Fmn TndKurassed' By N.Y.

BEEF AT FILMERS Metro s Rogers Keynotes Opening

Theatre Tenant Showing Nazi Pix
"Our tac«s ara awfully red, but
wa can do about It,'

thara'a nothing

TINT EATH FOR EIGHT

Selover, of the Mutual Life

W.

buuranca

Co.,

N.

Y.,

PICTURES AT 20TH-F0X

declared last

ynA

following the revelation that
Hollywood, June 10.
«on4>any la the owner of the Q6th
Tinters get a bigger play at 20thhome of Nazi propaganda Fox this year, with four Technicolor
features completed and four more
Manhattan.
'Sleg
ploturaa 'In
Im
coming up. Record 'up to last year
Waalan,' made by
the German was a tie between 20tb and ParaArum's High Command, Is the cur- mount with six each.
rent tenant at the house..
Color pictures finished thus far on
Insurance company leased the the- the Westwood lot are That Night in
atre on Sept 1, 1B39, to Its present Rio,' 'Blood and Sand,' 'Moon Over
operators, Walter Bibo and WilUe Miami' and "Belle Starr.' Others on
Mansbacher. Nothing can be done to the ,schedula are 'Weekend In
break the lease, Selover explai,ned, Havana,' 'My Gal Sal.' 'Sioux City'
befora Aug. SI, 1942, when a 60-day and one other.
cancellation clause becomes opera-

Bt

theatre,

'

tlv*.

.

Sm 'NAVY'

Want Divorcement of Music
Publishing Subsidiaries
Such As Radio Networks
Did with Their Artists

.

was a Jewish refugee from Germany,
about

33, single

and in the U.S. about

4 year. It was said that for 10
months or so he had been owner of
the Amropa Film Exchange and prez
and owner of the Atlas Film Exchange. His credit standing was high
and he 'gave the Impression of private means.'

Mansbacher

was

be a
refugee also, about 33, married and
He
in the U.S. about 16 months.
lived in Hoboken where he had a
50% Interest >in the Europa theatre.

He was
Interest

said

to

'

also 'believed to own a 50%
in three theatres in Ger-

many.'

Although

Bibo

and

Mansbacher

assigned their leasS to the Resi Theatre Corp. they remain personally
responsible. Pact called for
ual rental of $2,400 until
1040;, $3,000 from_Sept. 1,
1942, and $3,600
thereafter.

Aug. '31,

an annSept.

1,

1940,

to

a year

ROXY.

first from this distributor
had bought in' a long time.
Reported that sometime back this
.

>

WITH WARNERS,
PLANS

The m.p.d. director had taken a
similar stand In a letter to the NonSectarian Anti-Nazi League, which
organization asked that the picture
b* banned. When Esmond replied
he could not do

New York

'

so,

even were 'Vic-

mentioned as likely can-

tory*

• full-length feature picture, didates.
because "propaganda' is not grounds
Latest indication is that Warner
for rejecting Alms In New York Bros, will have four 'packages' or
State, Rollins instituted court action groups of five features each available
to compel blm to ban it
at the start of selling under the consent decree next Sept. 1. If the 20
pictures .are not 'ready when, the
'Sleg* Big In the West
sales campaign starts under stipula-

San Francisco, June

10.

'Sleg* Im Westen,' Nazi propaganda
doing strong business at the nabe
Princess here. It is topping the gross
on the last Reich war film, 'Blitzkrieg Im Westen,' despite the lack
plo,

tions of the decree, that number will
be available shortly thereafter, it
was reported this week.

'HAED WAY' SHIFT

Hollywood, Jnne 10.
an "English sound track.
Ida Lupino has been shifted to the
'BUtz' brought out both ItaUan top feiinme role in "The Hard Way,'
and Chinese trade, which 'Sieg' isn't a tale by Jerry Wald, at Warners.
getting. German population is turnOriginally the actress was assigned
ing out in sufficient force, however, to one of the leading parts in ICings
to make up for the defections.
Row.'
of
'

legislature.

URGING 3-DAY
SHUTDOWN TO

are played,

etc.

MplB. Exhibs' Defl
Minneapolis, June

10.

Bennie Berger, owner of one of
territory's largest Independent
has announced that he'll
ASCAP and refuse to continue
to pay license fees for any of his
the

circuits,

defy

nine theatres, thus inviting lawsuits.
In taking his stand, he is going contrary to the advice of Abram F.
Myers, national Allied States' general counsel and his close friend,
while in Minneapolis last
who,
week, told exhibitors that, despite
recent court decisions, 'the smart
thing to do,' in his opinion, 'is to
keep on paying the fees.'

Myers contends that the decisions
do not pave the way for the entire
elimination of all theatre music license fees and that the exhibitors
are better off dealing with ASCAP
than they'd be if they had to do
business with individual composers
anyway and he doubts whether
they'd even emerge victorious in a
scrap with ASCAP Itself.
On the other hand, L. B. Schwartz,
prominent local theatrical attorney,
insists that exhibitors now have an
'out' as far as the music license fee
Is cbncerned and he's offering to defend
bring.

any.

suits

that

ASCAP may

radical

national

10.

policy

sales

with a formula applying the proper
slide rule to each individual situation was announced at the opening
session of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America today (Tuesday) by William F. Rodgers, Metro
general sales manager. He told delegates that 'we feel the time has come
that
Inevitable
barter,
the
un'fortunately a part of this business
for so many years, should cease.

'We are going to offer our best
proposal first and we will stand behind the valuation of our pictures.
I believe we have worked out a
sales plan which wUI be of benefit
to all our customers. It is predicated
on this one premise that gross receipts must be the barometer for

—

•

what you pay as film rental.
'We have never advocated and do
not know that American exhibitors
are expected to make up the deficit
resulting from the foreign situation.
We ,do expect, however, American
-

we

exhibitors to cooperate so

seek and

HYPO BIZ

fln(|

new avenues

can

of rev-

enue.'

Looks Bad Now, Bnt.
Rodgers said that the Industry now
Is occupying an uncomfortable position, what with receipts below normal, but he hoped that by collective
action, ways and means will be
'.

.

Milwaukee, June 10.
'While the regional meeting of independent exhibitors held WedneS'
day (4) in Chippewa Falls, Wis., was found
held primarily to bring about closer
cooperation in Wisconsin between
that large group of theatre men in
the western and northwestern parts
of the state who do their buying in
Minneapolis, much of the session
was devoted to discussion of the
business slump that has enveloped
this as well as other areas.
With an attendance of 22 exhibs
representing more than 40 theatres,
the meeting at the Skogmo cafe was
considered one of the most success
ful regional confabs yet held, with

agreed upon closer and more dili'
gent efforts along legislative lines
than in the past
E. L. Peasley,
president of Minnesota Allied, explained what had been done in that
state, particularly as involving the
consent decree, and, while not attempting to predict the eventual outcome of differences still to be fought
out expressed complete optimism as
all

to final benefits for the exhibs.

As to the prevailing business sitways bitterly attacked the assess- uation, agreement was practically
reached that in the interest of economent of this tax.
However, for theatres individually my and conservation of product all
it
does not amount to much al- houses will close for three days each
though where a circuit like Para- week and that exhibs operating two
mount's, of 1,500 theatres, or War- houses in a town will close one of
that
ners, of nearly 500, are concerned it them completely.' The idea is
adds up. Tax ranges from 10 to 20c there is only a limited amount of
a seat yearly but is levied also in line business to be had and that it is only
with scale of admission, run played, good horse sense to apportion this as
theapolicy in effect whether stageshows equitably as possible among all

With

with Harry and Jack Warner, it is
expected that decision soon will be
made on where the Warner Bros,
annual sales convention will be held
Company held
this year, and when.
two confabs last year in N. Y. and
Pittsburgh. Question of several regional instead of one big convention
is being mulled but Warner Bros,
may decide in favor of one big sales
session as so many companies are
doing this year, with Chicago and

10.

yesterday

WB

back, the

Sacramento, Jtme

N. Y.

season U was miffed because the
Roxy didn't hold 'Spring Parade'
N. T. Can't Kayo It
(Durbin) a third week in view of the
strong business it did first 14 days.
Albany, June 10.
The answer of Irwin Esmond, director of the motion picture division.
State Education Dept., to the claim SEARS,
of Richard R. Rollins, of N. Y. City,
that the Nazi propaganda picture,
DECIDING CONY.
"Victory In the West,' had been used
to 'soften up' Europe, is that the
Hollywood, June 10.
film would have no sucn effect upon
Grad Sears here for huddles
'our country.' 'We firmly believe we
are the strongest on earth, economically and every other way,' Esmond
stated in defending his classification
of the picture as a newsreel, for
which an exhibition license is not
necessary.

tack the seat tax of the American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers, but that wUl be of secondary importance.

>

it

A

MOPPETS

Bill, sponsored by assemblyman
Jack Tenny, prevents a minor from
A bloc of exhibitors Is reported to disavowing an agency contract to
secure
theatrical engagements, prohave been formed in advance of the
vided the pact has been approved by
convention of the Motion Picture the superior court or the labor comTheatre Owners of America, being missioner.
held in Hollywood, for the purpose
of demanding that major distributors
get rid of their music companies. At
the same time this group will at-

The MPTOA convention opened
(Tuesday) and continues
through tomorrow in open session.
Faction which has been laying battle
plans against ownership of music
firms by film companies may take the
surprise action they have In mind
today (Wednesday) or save it for the
Universal showed In the Navy*
blowoS sessions tomorrow (Thurs(Abbott and CosteUo) to the Roxy,
day).
N. Y., for first-run booking in New
Reported that the exhibitors wiU
York, but before giving the'theatre
a chance to negoUate on it -4umed advance every argument they can
around and sold it to the Criterion, muster as to why distributors should
where it opens today (Wed.) at in- get out of the music business, none
creased admissions. Joe Vogel, top detailed in advance, as well as raise
Loew operator, arranged to buy the the point that they should take this
film from U. It becomes the second divorcement step the same as broadcasting companies have in ridding
to ever play the Criterion in its five
themselves of artist bureaus.
years of existence.
Setups
Because of the sudden Loew deal
with U for 'Navy,' the Crit had to set
Paramount Metro and Warner
back 'Mata Hari,' which had been Bros, are in the music publishing
S9heduled to open at the house today. business, each with more than one
Theatre, previously at a 55c top, is firm, while 20th-Fox controls an injumping to 75c for the Abbott-Cos- terest in Movietone Music.
is in
tello comedy.
control of Remick, Witmark, Harms
Having closed with the Roxy for and New World, last-mentioned
only a few pictures during the past more or less inactive; Metro owns
year, U has spread most of its prod- Robbins. Feist and Miller Music; and
uct in other directions, including the Par
has Paramount Music and
Rivoli, which has a selective 1940-41
Famous Music.
deal. State, Palace and Rialto.
So far as the ASCAP seat tax
Roxy- made a selective deal with levied against theatres is concerned,
U for this season but it was can- it is expected that the whole conHow- vention will go on record in opposicelled by mutual consent.
ever, the house took 'Lady From tion to its continuance as in the past.
Cheyenne' from U a short while Ed L. Kuykendall, president, has al-

of its prospective tenants before signing the
lease, but apparently to no avail.
Ilawkshaw who loolced up Bibo, then
la the film distributing business, reported back that he handled Spanish
and Austrian films and 'will have
nothing to do with German films
Ibe Austrian films he acquired- beiot* the Nazi occupation of Austria.'
Bibo, acordlng to Mutual's report,

VS.

adjournment of the

Committee to Defend America by
Aiding the AUies, leading Intervene
tlonlst group In the U.S.
Mutual made an tmusually
investigation

AGENTS

son and goes into effect 00 days after

MINNESOTA DEFI

U

trough

Hollywood, June

CAL LAW PROTECTS

.New measure protecting employment agencies In moppet contracts
was signed by Governor Culbert Ol-

Bureaus

Paradox of the situation is the fact
that Lewis W. Douglas, former director of the U.S. Budget, who Is
president of Mutual Insurance, is
also national policy chairman of the

AWAY FROM

MPTOA on B.O. Fix Values

Session of

tre operators in this' friendly fashion
rather than to keep open at a loss
just because the other fellow does.
Operating costs can thus be reduced,
it is felt without entailing any appreciable loss of revenue, thus enabling all to keep out of the red.
Milwaukee's delegation, at the

-

to make business
cessful for all concerned.

He drew

when he exhorted them
little

sob a

more suc-

a laugh from exhibitors

harder, boost a

to

little

'work a

more and

little less.'

Knykendall's 8th Term
MPTOA board voted Ed Kuykendall his eighth term as prexy. Entire
slate, with one exception, returned
to office.
Frank C. Walker retains
his vice-presidency but pulled out as

general counsel because of the press
of duties 'as the U. S. Postmaster-

General.

George Aarons, of Philadelphia,
continues as associate general counOther officers holding over are
M. A. Lightman, Memphis; Mitchell
Wolfson, Miami; E. C. Beatty, Detroit; A. Julian Brylawski, Washsel.

-

ing, as vice-presidents; Morris Loewensteln, Oklahoma City, secretary;
Walter 'Vincent New York, treas-

urer; and
Fred Wehrenberg,
Louis, board chairman.

St

Attendance Over 1,009

Upwards

of 1,000 exhibitors, most
with families,' are gathered, here
from all sections of the country,
with the registration about evenly
divided between the
and the
PCC organizations. Out-of-town exhibs started converging, here over
the weekend and by Sunday bulk of

MPTOA

the theatre operators were on hand,
ready to plunge into the business
sessions of the dual convention.

Coast conference got down to business yesterday (Mon) morning, with
first session devoted to reports of
trustees and the various committees.
First business meeting of the
group is set for this afternoon, with
Ainsworth,
Andy both associations winding up their
meeting Will
meetings on Thursday. Meetings of
Harry
Perlcwitz
beGutenberg and
the P.CC are being held each mornarrangement
will
be
exlieve this
tended throughout Wisconsin as ex- ing and the national group meeting
afternoons, all sessions being schedlocality
are
against
hibs in every
up
uled for the Ambassador Hotel theproblems.
Notwithstanding
the same

—

MPTOA

—

the vast sums being expended in the atre.
defense industries, business locally
Social' activities started yesterday
afternoon with three studios taking
care of the delegates and those who

never was as bad as at present and
there seem to be no exceptions.
With no less than 12 carnivals
booked in various spots around the
theatre men this week are concentrating for a drive against them
city,

accompanied them. Tour was divided
into three flights in order that not

more than

350 guests would be entertained at any of the studios.

and have dug up an old city law
un^ler which all permits that have
66en granted for such shows may be
revoked. Independents, chains and
the theatrical unions have united to
oust the outdoor showmen.
Having posted a two weeks notice,

Tonight (Tues) there will be a
barbecue and entertainment at the
Columbia ranch, and tomorrow Mary
Pickford and other Hollywood names
will function at a Hollywood Personality Parade.
Final social event of
the joint session will be the annual
only regular
banquet and dance at the Earl Car-,

the Riverside, the city's
vaudfllmer, is operating on week-to
roll theatre In Hollywood Thursweek and may shut any time, not day night. '
only because business is bad, but' due
Mary Pickford, representing ths
to
lack of attractions, the only
money getters lately having been Industry, welcomed the PCC delename bands, and none of them will gates at their opening session yesterbe available now for some weeks to day, and will similarly greet the

come.

(Cnntinuprf on page

im
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EXPLOITATIOM
No U.
Charlotte,

NX.

(100,899 Pop.

Oakleys

S.

Detroit,

Jun«

10.

of the press In
these parts are pleased by the
fact that Freddie Schader is now
directing Uncle Sam's defense
stamp and bond drive in the

Gentlemen

Churches) Fmally

OKs Sunday Amus.
Abbott and
Whirl

A

N.Y. by

U

&

ended the closed Sunday era and them special civilian defense depuaffected the showing of Sunday pix ties, they were tossed a cocktaltery
In 10 Charlotte theatres between the at the Hotel Astor last night (Tueshoiirs of 1 to 6 p.m. and after 9 day) by U, with the press and exp.m., along with permission to hold hibitors as guests.
baseball games during these same
hours.
Charlotte, with 100,899 population
172 churches, prides Itself on

and

being the second best church-going
city in the world, bowing only to
Edinburgh, Scotland.
Ctiarlotte theatres took advantage
of the vote by opening last Sunday
capacity

to

(8)

-

DIREaOR
San

Every

IN S. F.

—

evolved by
as a means of getting
Service Organization work

Schlaifer

United

oS

to a brilliant start as Frisco's
defy to world blackouts. So far as
Is known, mass illumination of every
light in the city has never been at-

tempted before.
Tentative date for the 'Light Up'
USO drive here kicks
Is June 18.
off June 17, with merchants being
asked to include special USO slugs
(also designed by Schlaifer) in their
advertisements. With permission of
his boss, Herman Cohen .(owner of
the U. A.), Schlaifer is devoting almost half Ms time to volunteer, unpaid defense publicity. Although his
USO stunt will be the most spectacular, possibly more far-reaching Is a
California Home Guard publicity organization dreamed up by him. Already he has Induced a flock of exploitation talent to join him, including Phil Phillips, of Fox-West-Coast;
William Pabst, manager KFRC; Ted
Huggins, ad manager for Standard
Oil; Gene Block, executive secretary
of Jewish Survey Committee; Winthrop Martin, public relations; Claf'
ence Laws, Joe Blumenfeld's partner in Oakland, and Phil Lasky,

.•

k

B
P
"

10.

Theatre ushers, janitors, cashiers,
etc., in the territory are being aided
in their drives to organize unions by
a rule passed by the projectionists'
union forbidding members to go

picket a showhouse, the projectionists virtually go out automatically,

VAa Score SPG's

'Mighty

Bad Americanism'

A

second group, three members ot
Metro's ad-publicity staff, joined the
Paramount dissenters to the present
Screen Publicists GuUd setup last

week by

outlining
objections as Par
Gould, the guild
group, in a letter
-

virtually the same
in a letter to Joe
president.
Metro

signatured by Bill
Danziger, Perry Charles and Ray
Bell, explained' their reasons for not
joining, the SPG, principally that as
a newly constituted body it announced Itself for one function but in
practice contradicts itself.
'

Boom

RKO

'

HOME-TOWN lOTAETY
Detroit, June 10.
Keeping the home ties, the 78th
Artillery
crowned
Linda
Hollywood player,
Ware, young
queen and sweetheart of the regl-

Coast

Camp Haan, Calif.
The home ties arc In the

Although the picture, deliverable
under the current season's contracts,
will not l>e released until Aug. 11,
it is to be spotted in six widely separated key spots across the country
early in July with probably three
different campaigns tried out as a
means of determining which seems
One campaign -will be tested
best.
in two spots; another in' two others
and in all likelihood a third in still

bye.'

WALSH UPPED

Helprin to Coast
Morris Helprin,

New York

rep for

interruption of the theatre policy.
The theatre was rented In 1938 to

Dewey

Michaels

Haines Appendectomy
Philadelphia, June 10.
Roland Haines, manager of Stan*

who subsequently

assigned the lease to the. corporation
of which he is president. Michaels
Is also the operator of the Palace,
burlesque, here.

—

Warners Keystone, recuperating
from an appendix slicing. Nat War«
ley

Shaw, his assistant

fllling in.

Al Coopei'smlth, assistant manager
at Strand, new pilot of the S-w
Blow
Lindley.
Wichita, June 10.
The Highway, Jenkintown, under«
constructed year ago, destroyed by wind juring storm at going extensive refurbishing.
Mrs. Nita Wilschke was elected
Burlington, Kan. Only stage of thepresident of the Variety Club Auxatre left standing.

Kansas' Big

Plaza,

'

iliary last week.
Lewen Pizor, UMPTO president,
Floppo
and George P. Aarons, secretary ana
Pittsburgh, June 10.
counsel, in Los Angeles for the ITOA
Casino theatre's policy of showing conclave.
revivals tjf old silent hits for 'the
Ed Sharlin, former assistant at th*
summer did a quick el foldo last Wynne, new aide to Dick Mayer at
week, shuttering without notice after the downtown Studio.
only five days. House, local home
Jules Rachlin transferred from the
during
regular
season,
of burlesque
Stanton to the 69th St.
had been leased by (Seorge Jaffe,
W. B. I>errickson opening new
local peel wheel impresario, to Sam- house,
the Avenue, at Rehobeth
uel Cummins, of New York, on flat Beach, Del.
rental basis and first reissue was
C. E. Pearsol, operator of the Astor,
'Chaplin On Parade,' collection of Annville, Pa., added the Capito)',

Pitt Bevlvals

four of comedian's two-reelers.

Reading, to

chain.

his
Chaplin cavalcade opened May 30
Two more theatres will open at
and following Monday night, Cum- the Army cantonment at Indiantowil
home office forced mins gave up the ghost. -Engage- Gap within the next few weeks.
ment,
despite
holiday,
had
grossed
The Varbalows reported readying
in line with the new selling that will
only couple of hundred bucks. Be- new house for Parkslde section
of
prevail under the consent decree.
fore that and following close of bur-

Augmenting

Paramount

Is

its

'

Camden.

moving two members ley season,

of the theatre department into gen'
eral distribution duties. They are
George Schur, assistant to Montague
Gowthorpe, comptroller of the theatre chain, and Joe Walsh, chief aide
to Leon Netter, h.o. exec-contact In
charge of the entire south and New
England. Shift to the distribution
department means a promotion for
both.
Joe Sweeney, accountancy execu'
tlve in Par, will take over the duties

Jaffe himself had tried
Benjamin Schlndler, owner ot the
sex exploitation pix with 'living Ace, Wilmington, will build
new 800models' stage shows 'foi- adults only' seater in Richardson Park,
costing
for couple of weeks but that flopped, $100,000.
too. House now shuttered until Labor Day, when Hirst attractions will
WUUam Tritcs Enlists
resume.
Omaha, June 10.
William A. Livingston, clerk of arWilliam Trites, who has just enbitration tribunal here, resigned and

„

,

listed for army service at Jefferson
his successor will be named in a
few days. Livingston reentering em' Barracks Mo„ will be replaced aa
assistant to manager William MiskeU
ploy of private insurance company.
Local. Warner Club honored four at the Orpheum by Ira Crane, assistmembers at a dinner last night (9), ant at the Omaha while Bernard

Pollock of .Sioux City will replace
formerly performed by both Schur farewelling Charlie Kocab, sound en- Crane at the
Oniaha. All are Trland Walsh. All have been with Par gineer who is going into the army. States properties.

many

years.
Schur and Walsh will be fitted into
duties in the distribution
division and not be attached to any
single sales executive.

general

Briefles:
Thomas Anas, assistant
to his father, N. G. Anas, West Virginia exhib, and Regina Pelias will be
married in New Orleans Thursday
(12)
.
.
Mrs. Mannie Abi;ams, wife
of operator of Park theatre at Blair
station, opening dress shop right
across the street from husband's
.

Loew'a Shifts
William Elder of Loew's Harrisburg moves to Loew's
Palace,
Indianapolis, replacing Ward Farrar,
resigned. Sam Oilman, Dayton, will

succeed Eldren in Harrisburg.
WB district manager Sid ville Crouch, Canton, will flU Orthe
Jacobs' daughter, Doris, graduated Dayton assignment Walter Kessler,
from Mt. Mercy Academy last week assistant at the Penn, Pittsburgh, apBen Goldman, hon\e office rep- pointed manager of Loew's Canton,
Tab Versions of Fihns
resentative, will remain on job here
until new WB exchange building is
Janeckv Vice Cody
completed and onened. That will be
Philadelphia, June 10.
Joseph Janecky new assistant to
about six weeics.
manager Ralph Nicholls of the JackA novel exploitation stunt is being in Alpine
circuit acquired Liberty, son theatre,
Jackson Heights, N. Y.
tried by the S-W Keith's on WDAS. Wellsville,
O., formerly operated by Janecky
Edmund Cody,
A little theatre group has been George Davis and Paul W. and T. T. promoted succeeds
to manager of the Rooseformed by the house manager. Jack 'Vogel, sons of late CHarence 'Vogel.
velt Flushing, N. Y.
Goldman, and his assistant, Dave "Vogels took over Pythian in 'Wheeling,
W.
'Va.,
couple
months
Horowitz, tabbed "Keith's Theatre
ago. Only
Homing's MovcoTcr
Players.'
This group gives a con- house at BurnsviUe, W. 'Va,, folded;
Regina, Sask., June 10.
densed version over the air of the operated for past year by Charles
Charles Homing, assistant manager
Griffith.
feature film being shown at the
of the Met, Regina, takes over same
hou^e that week.
job at the Grand, Regina, replaced
Farewelling Bragtn
Once a month the players drama'
by Leonard Joyce, doorman at
June

Am

house

Actor Setop Airs

.

20th'8 N.Y. Sales

It's

Roxy

Friday Again at Boxy
theatre,

N.

Y.,

returns

to

Friday openings, instead of Thursday
as at present, starting with 'Manhunt' next Friday (13).
Shift takes the

Roxy away from

competing with the Music Hall on
opening dates.

.

.

Capitol.

•

,

toria.

.

.

WB

head booker here,
shifted to Pittsburgh

Meet

Date of the annual sales conven
tlon of 20th-Fox was changed last
week from July 9-11 to July 14-16,
in New York at the Waldorf-AS'

.

Cleveland,
10.
Warner office force whipping up
farewell shindig for Sol Bragin,

tize three outstanding scenes of pictures that play Keith's.
Listeners
who identify the scenes get free
ducats.

Herman Wobber, domestic sales
chief, made the shift because grand
ballroom was not available for all
'since a consistent level of good will three
days previously announced
must be maintained.'
for holding sales huddles.

Alexander Korda, flew to the Coast
fact the yesterday (Tuesday) to huddle on
youngster hails from Detroit and campaigns for 'Lydia' and 'Jungle
'more than 400 tnen in the regiment Book,' which will be released soon.
He'll be west about two weeks.
re from hcrci or this area.

ager of Strand.

;^

sall in his

'BOYS'

INTO PAR DISTRIB

.

•

ON

SCHUR,

3 Metro

director's meeting.

Wlelland-Lewis chain. Harold Hanley, also formerly of Strand, la as>
sistant manager. Harry A. Walters
in charge ot mechanical operations.
P. Mortimer Lewis, 8d, named man<

City's Theatre Bay
M. M. Gottlieb succeeds GomerYoungstown, June 10.
former post He was ChU
The City of Youngstown, (5., has
cago branch manager.
Barney Rose, manager of U^s San purchased a theatre but does not lU'.
Francisco exchange, has been trans- tend to operate It. City board ot
ferred to Chicago to head the office control approved an agreement with
there. He will take the spot vacated the Ohio theatre last week under
by Gottlieb moving up to midwest which the city acquired the house
division position, Rose Is a veteran and all its equipment for $39,950.
The front of the building will be cut
of Universal's sales staff.
permitting the widening ot
off,
Market street.
Dewey Michaels Dispossess
New picture house in Wayne, O,,
Buffalo, June 10.
now being constructed expected to
order
and an
A step that may chart a course to Judgment for $8,800
be
completed
by Sept. 1.
Theatre
M.
of
dispossession
D.
be followed in merchandising film for
Private Clarence E. Wire,- house
the Mercury, downunder the consent decree, starting Corp., operating was taken by the manager of the State, Youngstown.
town art cinema,
with the 1941-42 season, is being
owner of the theatre premises in until he joined the army several
taken by Paramount under plans to city court last week. Attorneys for months ago, has been placed In
place different campaigns to a test the tenant announced that a new charge of entertainment of the 13th
immediately on 'Kiss the Boys Good- corporation would be formed to take battalion coast guard artillery at
bye' which, however, Is a this year's over the lease and the same man- Fort Eustls, 'Va. His job is to pro<
agement would be retained, without duce two shows each montli.
(1940-41) film.

The best campaign in the light of
results, in addition to billboarding if
deemed effective, will become the
Stagehands' imion now is making
nationwide merchandising basis for
demands upon the smaller Indepen- the picture when it goes on general
dent houses and using the projec- release.
When the
tionists' rule as a club.
Granada, Duluth, refused to put on a
stagehand for its exclusive flim
policy, the house was closed an entire day until the theatre acceded
because the projectionists refused to
go through the picket line.

House

inent at

U

PAR TESTING
CAMPAIGNS

too.

After acknowledging the value and
perhaps the need of craftsmen banding together to attain a common goal,
the note from \he Metro group
manager of KROW.
touched on actions taken already by
the present SPG officers which the
Town's
signators claimed were examples of
Diego
'mighty bad Americanism'.
24-Hour Film
After citing their belief that there
is a place in the film busines for a
San Diego, June 10.
This boom town now has its first press guild, the Metro' group points
24-hour theatre, t);ie Cabrillo ope out that it must have as a foundation
rated by X>ou Metzger. With aircraft a constitution that embodies those
factories on 24-hour production, al principles which have made the Bill
most as many people are on the of Rights a yardstick for all good
government.
streets at night as during the day,
Cheap mob, however, has no inVA LetonU Protested
terest In high-brow stuff, with result
Two weeks' notice handed by
that the town's laist legit house, the United Artists
yesterday (Tuesday)
old Savoy, wiU be torn down to make to the 14 members
of its field exway for a multi-story garage.
ploitation
staff
brought a quick
squawk from the UA unit of the
Screen Publicists .Guild of New
Fordham's 20th Anni York. In a resolution approved by
the SPG's exec council and to be
RKO Fordham in New York is placed before the organization's gencelebrating its 20th anni this week era] membership meeting tomorrow
with a 'special event' each evening. (Thursday), UAers asked: 'ImmediSeries of shindigs opened last Thurs- ate action in protest of these disday (5) with Kenny Baker, Estelle missals with a view to securing reTaylor and other acts on the stage. instatement of all affected.'
There was another vaude show on
SPG declared it does not recogFriday.
Other events included a nize as a fair basis for dismissal the
"Money Nile' and beauty cpntest to company's reason that there is a
pick 'Miss Fordham Road.'
smaller quantity of product in the
Irving Gold is manager of the immediate future.
Group declared
house.
it believes year-round work of publicists important to all in the craft,

San

know if h«
two bonds for them.

they want to

June 10.
through a picket line. Thus, If any another doublelon. Company is also
and neon tube theatre employes belonging to an figuring on giving 24-sheeting exAFL or CIO union call a strike and perimentation on 'Kiss Boys Good-

Stunt has been

will.

Theatres to Unionize

Now

can't o.k.

Fra.<\clsco,

electric light

every

skyscraper, sign, store,
home and theatre will be turned on
simultaneously in a dazzling 'Lights
Up' display If Charles Schlaifer of
the United Artists theatre here gets
his way and It looks as though hie

-

Technique Forces Pix

Minneapolis, June

PUB.

In

Can't-Cross-Picket-Line

houses.

CHARLES SCHLAIFER USO

Sales; Theair^ExchaIq{e Briefs
E. T. Gomersall, formerly district
manager In Chicago, was moved up
to the post of western sales manager
of Universal last week. This W'as the
sole post left vacant In the shakeup
announced last Tuesday (3) after

area.

Costello's
Charlotte, N. C„ June 10.
\
blue-ribbon 'Citizens Ticket'
in
city council last week repealed 'blue* 'Navy'
laws here to permit Sunday motion
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello flew
pictures, an accomplishment sought In from the Coast Monday (9) for
here for the last six years. For al- a round of press stunts leading up
most two- centuries, stern, church- to their personal appearance tonight
going Scotch Presbyterian settlers (Wed.) at the preem of their latest
have frowned on Sabbath amuse- Universal starrer, 'In the Navy Now,'
ments and in recent years have at the Criterion, N. Y. They fly
lUxed all movements to put Char- back to the Coast Friday (13) in time
lotte in the open Sunday classifica- to make their regular Sunday night
tion.
Sanborn.
broadcast for Chase
By an eight-to-three vote, the
Plus a special reception at Lacouncil, which went In office on a Guardia airport on their arrival,
reform wave barely a month ago, with Mayor LaGuardia appointing

Now Heads ITs Weston

Gomersall

and 172

who will be
exchange June
13. Charles Albert promoted to his
position.
Arnold Nathanson also
moved up from advertising to book
keeping department as assistant
Shirley Fishman, recent graduate
of Ann Arbor U,, new' addition to
pubUcity bureau. She's daughter of
the late Jesse Fishman, one time
manager

of the local

WB

exchange.

Ed Mullen Upped
Ed Mullen,
United Artists'

office

manager

New York

ot
exchange,

upped to assistant to Clarence Eiseman, exchange manager.
Herbert Reichek promoted from
chief booker to Mullen's former post.

Autographonnds' House

A.C's.New l,SOO-SeaUr
Detroit, June 10.
Autograph hunters now have their
Atlantic City, June 10.
George F. Wielland and P. Mor- own picture theatre here. Latest of
timer Lewis opened their newly the new nabes to be opened here, the
erected Embassy, 1,500-seater Satur- Mercury, swank house jointly owned
day night (7). This makes six At- by Saul Sloan and Asher B. Shaw,
lantic City theatres in the Wielland- former
United Detroit Theatre manLewis chain, others being Apollo,
Strand (Boardwalk houses), Capitol, ager, has given over the foyer to the
autograph mob.
Ventnor, and Margate.
Stunt consists of covering the walls
Nate Cohen, former manager of
Strand Boardwalk theatre. Is Em- with bronze plaques bearing the
bassy manager. He will also con- signatures (real and purported) ot
tinue to handle publicity for other hundreds ot the picture stars.

,
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Extended Runs Bolster Chi

lings 'Vaude

First

Biz;

$34,000 in 2d

Runs on Broadway
(Subiect to Change)

B'way

Week of Jone 13
Astor — 'Major Barbara' (UA)
(6th wk).
Broadway — 'Fantasia' (Disney)

Wt

wk).
Capitol— 'Love Crazy' (M-G)
(2d wk).
Criterion— 'In the Navy' (U).
(Reviewed in VAmnv June 4)
Mnslo Hall-'Sunny' (RKO).
{Reviewed in Vauibi- May 21)
PaUpe—'Citizen Kane' (RKO)
(7th wk).
Paramoont 'One Night in Lisbon' (Par) (U).
(Reviewed In Variety Mat) 14)

m Low Gear; Moderate 39,000

Each for Powell-Loy,

Ullillion

;

Baby'
j

(31st

'In

Navy' Plus 'Shoes Bangup 21G

Chicago, June 10.
(Best Exploitation: Fslsce)
Theatres in the loop are running
along with only occasional excite,;
ment. Best bet of week on exploitation and pace is the Palace which did
a bang-up sales job on 'In the Navy'
for the second Abbott-Costello servChanged opening day
ice picture.
to start this film, dualed with ^ight
Shoes,'

on Saturday

Not registering too
strongly on return, but still not bad
at $2,800. Last week, 'Devil Dogj'
engagement).

(WB)

(reissue) managed okay $3,400.
Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 1530-40)—'For Beauty's Sake' (20th)
and Horace Heidt orchestra. Pacing
for terrific $16,500 and grabbing most
of available' coin in town. Last week,

(7).

Navy'

'In

(U)

and

Many

Too

Blondes' (U) pulled hefty trade to

tally slick $9,000, and moveover.
Rest of the town is a holdover
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
Chicago Is keeping 'Wings' for 15-30-40)—
'Magic In Music' (Par)
a second session and after that may
and 'Mutiny Arctic' (U). Not much,
go to the Garrick for additonal loop
'
looks like under par $2,500. Last
and
time.
week, 'Man Monster' (U) and 'Horror
United Artists continues "Woman's Island'
(U) turned up with all right
Face' for a third week, Roosevelt has
$3,000.
'Blood and Sand' for a second session, 'Penny Serenade' stays also a
second in the Garrick and film's third
'Kane,' on Its
session in the loop.
'Nayy/
$11,000,
special showing at the Woods, is in
flood.

Robust

Its

fifth

State-Lake has the

week.

Single

reissue, 'Devil Dogs.'

However, the ApoUo, now back as
a Balaban Si Katz spot, after 14
weeks of 'Farttasla' under Disney operation, returned to its former policy
with 'Bad Man.' For these holdovers
remains steady though
business
•lightly under the previous week.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-65-65-75)

— 'Sainf

s

Vacation'

Boxy—'Man

Hunt' (20th) (13).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)
Strand— 'Million Dollar Baby'

(WB)

(2d wk).
Week of June 19

Astor

—'Major Barbara' (UA)
—'Fantasia' (Disney)

(6th wk).

.

Broadway film showshops have
suffered a relapse. -This also applied
to the neighborhoods, where the

but it's money in the bank for tha;
house and that's something thessi
days, too.
Last week, 'Hamilton;
Woman' (UA) (2d run) which;

managers are weeping copious tears,
wondering how tough it's going to
be from now on in (meaning until
the new season's 1941-42 product and
the end of the summer gets here).
With June as bad as it is, they shrink
from thinking'<vhat July and August
may do to them.
'Love Crazy' is one of the neV
major first-run openings of the week.
It's at the Capitol, but it doesn't need

knocked nebe opposition off its feet
where playing, plus Gus Arnheim,!

Broadway
(32d wk).

Capitol—'Billy the Kid' (M-G).
(Reviewed <n Varieiy May 28)
Criterion— 'Mata Hari' (M-G)
(re-issue).

.

Hall

— 'Sunny'

(RKO)

(2d wk).

Weak

Palace—'Citizen Kane' (RKO)
(8th wk).

—'One Night in Lis— 'Moon Over Miami'

Paramoont
Baltimore, June 10.
Only beacon in the dark here is
Rest of
'In the Navy,' at Keith's,

town mostly in h.o., and entirely un
eventful. Roadshowlng of 'Fantasia,'
House back at legit Maryland, winding up fairly

—'Bad Man'

BUIto
(RKO).

Mnsle

Bright Spot

In Balto; Others

—

(Plus Les Brown); Holdovers Better

(M-G).
on grind policy and this Wallace well next Sunday.
Beery flicker is headed for $6,500,
Estimates for This Week
okay.
Centnry (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)— 28-44)—'Love Crazy' (M-G) (2d wk)
moderately
possible
'Wings' (Par) and stage show. Sec- Holding
at
ond week for bill and continues to $6,000 after strong opening round to
Sood $34,000 after taking fine $42,S00 $14,800.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
ist week.

bon' (Par) (2d wk).

Boxy

(20th) (20).

Strand— 'Out

of the Fog'

(WB)

(20).

(Reviewed in Current Issue)

.

'

Garrick

(B&K)

(900; 35-55-65-75)

15-28-39-44-55-66)

—

'Adventure

with' only $10,000 looked for.

Last
week, 'Sunny' (RKO) plus vaude
and Baer-Louis fight pix, garnered
very ample $15,600.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 1528-39-44)—'In Navy' (U). Leading
town in rosy style with robust
$11,000, one of best takes in recent
(UA) fair enough $8,800.
weeks
at this house. Last week, sec33-44-66)—
'In
Falaee (RKO) (2,500;
Navy' (U) and Tight Shoes' (U). ond of 'Wings' (Pat), held up

RKO

bill sold niftily by the
leaders here and zooming this week's
trade to bang-up $21,000. Last week
'Sunny' (RKO) and 'Baines Strings'
(RKO) went nine days for good $12,-

Double

800.

Boosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-6575)— 'Blood Sand' (20th) (2d wk).
Coming up with excellent $9,000 after
snagging nifty $14,100 last week.

SUte-Lake (B&K)

(2,700;

28-44)—

'Devil Dogs' (WB) and Major Bowes
unit on stage plus' Great Lester.
Combination is all. rigM and will

bring happy $16,000, primarily on the
pull of the Major's stage xmit Liast
week, 'Free Easy' (M-G) and vaude

took good $15,800.
United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
'Woman's Face' (M-G)
35-66-75)
(3d wk). Holding to fine $0,500 after
bright $11,500 last week.

—

Woods (Essaness) (1:200; 50-75$1.10-$1.65)— 'Kane' (RKO) (5th wk).
Going along at a good pace, taking
$7,000 this week after coming In with
$8,500 last week.

HEIDT-mun'S

SAKE'

tmE

TERRIF

June

10.

is getting
the coin hereabouts, at the Rialto,

Horace Heidt orchestra
all

and band accounted for terrific biz
(7-8).
Tor
on Saturday-Sunday
Beauty's

Marjorie

Sake,' with
local gal as fenune lead In

Weaver
film, was complement

Wand l^avy'Okay
Cleveland, June 10.
cottage owners, thousands
of 'em on the Lake Erie shores, are
chopping down b.o. trade during
weekends by spending them at lakeside resorts. Light takes all over
with toppers 'Billy the Kid' at State
and 'In the Navy' at Hipp. Palace,
going into straight pix policy, having
a sour time with only 'She Knew All

Summer

—

DENVER

<Blood'

Swell $9,00<»—'Topper* Neat
7G; 'Crazy' N. S. O.

Denver. June 10.
Boxoffice take still holding up,
with 'Billy the Kid' and They Met
in 'Argentina' combo topping field.
Estimates for "This Week
Aladdin (Fox)
25-40)—
(1,400;
after a week at
the Denver, $3,000, poor. Last "week,
'Penny Serenade' (Col), after week
at Denver, good $5,000.
(20th),

25-35-40)
(Fox)
—Broadway
'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Washing(1,040;

ton

Melodrama'

(M-G), after two

For Gary Cooper Set

$1,200.

Paramonnt (Fox) (2^00; 25-40)—
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 15
Glamor on the Links
30-40)— 'Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Topper Returns' (UA) and 'Dead
Fort Worth, June 10.
big, and swell
'Wait for You' (M-G). Good ex- Men*^ (20th), $7,000,
Last week. 'Wagons Roll at
No national golf celebrity re-,
ploitation, playing up Joan Crawford profit.
and "Too Many Blondes' ceived .more attention during the
in a 'scar-face' role, is bringing in a Night' (WB)
different type of patron.

More

males,

(U), nice $5,500.

BUIto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'John
and workers, rather than the usual
Crawford fans. Aiming at fairish Doe' (WB), after a week at each the
$7,000. Last week, 'Bad Man' (M-G) Denver and Aladdin, and 'Redhead'
Last week
Fair $1,800.
and 'Washington Melodrama' (M-G) (Mono).
'Penny Serenade' (Col), after a week
took okay $7,500.
Mary AnderAn (Libson) (1,000 at each tHe Denver and Aladdin,
15-30-40)—'John Doe' (WB) (return and 'Under Age' (Col), good $2,000;

Okay $16,000,

Draft'

16^

Robust

Hub Whiners

Latest

Boston, June
'Love Crazy' holds over this

two Loew

at the

and

stands,

10.

United States Open here last week
than did Viola Dana, screen star
during the silent era.
She came here with her husband,
Jimmy Thomson, one of the tourna-

ment contenders, rated the longest
hitter In golt

I

week

shdW

1

in its

second stanza is running even wlUi
the single-week gait of 'Sunny' it
the Memorial and 'Caught in Draft'
at Met.
'Citizen Kane' is slated to
bow out on the 15th, making it four
weeks. Biz disappointing at road-

1

'

j

scale.

j

'

t
:

Week

Estimates for This

i
'

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 15-20-28-44)
—'Black Cat' (U) and 'Saint's Holiday'
(RKO) heading for palUd
$6,000.
Last week, 'Paper Bullets'
(Prod) and 'Gay Vagabond' (Rep),
with Bemi Vici unit on stage, four
days; and 'Cheyenne' (U) (2d run)
'Man Hunt' comes In Fri- and 'Law Wolf (Ziehm), three days,

enough.
day (13).
'Topper Returns,' which is dualing
in the Loew nabes but not showing
speed, is on second run at the State
with George White's 'Scandals' behind the foots. The stageshow apparently is much less than outstand-

mg

at the boxoffice since indications
point to no more than $20,000, a

moderate

profit.

'

okay.

$10,200,

'

I

Fenway (M&P)

55) —'Blood

28-39-44-

(1,373;

Sand' (20th) and 'Cowboy and Blonde' (20th) (both continued from Met) aiming at $5,000.
okay. Last week, 'Wings (Par) and
'Shot in Dark' (WB) (both continued from the Met), $5,800.
Keith MeraorUI (RKO) (2,000; 2839-44-55)— 'Sunny' (RKO) and Tight'
Shoes' (U), dual, combo getting good
play, around $16,000.
Last week,
'Flame New Orleans' (U) and Too
Many Blondes' (U), dropped to

!
i
'

i

;

Estimates for This Week
Aelor (UA) (1,012; i30-40-55-65)—
(UA) (5th week). Tees
off on fifth stanza today
(Wed.); $11,000.
fourth, ending last night, $12,500,
MaJesUo
(Shubert)
75(1,014;
good profit in view of low nut. Ad- $1.10-$1.65)— 'Kane' (RKO) (3d wk),
vance advertising already been writ- slipped to $7,000 and final week an*
ten off.
nounced. Cut-rate group promotion
Broadway (Disney) (1,895; 55-75- tried this week for hypo.
Mctropollton (M&P) (4,367; 28-39$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)
'Fantasia' (Disney) (31st week). Last weeks now 44-55)— 'Caught in Draft' (Par) and
being advertised; 30th round, $10,000, 'Magic Music' (Par) doing all right
and promising good $16300. Last
oke profit.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,520; 35-55-85- week 'Btood Sand' (20th) and 'Cow$1.10-$1.25)— 'Love
Crazy'
(M-G). boy Blonde' (20th), $17,500, good.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 28-30-44Powell-Lioy not getting 'em this
time,
only
about $30,000 being 56) 'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Rage
sighted, less than anticipated for Heaven' (M-G) (2d wk), running at
high-budgeter. Last week, third for spiffy $16,000 pace.
Initial week,
'Woman's Face' (M-G), over $20,000, $20,500.
'Barbara'

—

—

Paramonnt (M&P)

o.k.

Criterion (Loew-Moss) (1,662; 35-

(1,797;

28-39-

44-55)— 'Blood Sand'
and
(20th)
'Cowboy Blonde' (20th) (both continued from Met) shaping up to okay
Last week, 'Wings' (Par)
$7,000.
and 'Shot in Dark' (WB) (both continued from Met), $8,000.
Stote (Loew) (3,600; 28-39-44-55)—
'Love Cra^y'
(M-G) and 'Rag*
Heaven' (M-G), holdover, will tak«
around $12,000, dandy. First week,
$16,500.

TranslDx (Translux) (900; 15-2544)
'Rookies on Parade' (Rep) and
'Cat Canary' (Par) (reissue), dual,
aiming at so-so $3,000. Last week,
'Chinese Den' (Allied) and 'Sint

—

Children'

(GN)

(reissue), four daya,

$1,800.

RKOer

Hollywood, June 10.
Samuel Goldwyn today (Tuesday)
purchased an original, 'The Singing
and the Gold,' as a starring vehicle
for Gary Cooper. It will be Goldwyn's third film in his three-pic
RKO releasing deal. Yarn, by Howard Koch and Anne Froelick, is about
(1,400; 15-30-40)— 'In Navy' (U) and
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)— the descendants of original Dutch
Too Many Blondes' (U). Doing all 'Blood and Sand' (20th) and 'Naval settlers in a small town on the
right after moveover from Rialto, Academy' (Col).
$9,000 in sight, Hudson,
and looks to register satisfactory swell. Last week, 'Broadcast' (20th)
William Wyler will direct, follow$2,200, Last week, 'Wings' (Par) and and 'Strange Alibi' (WB), fine $9,000,
ing completion of the current Ijittle
Louis-Baer fight plx (RKO), splendid
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40) Foxes,' Pic will follow Cooper's ap$3,000.
—'Billy the Kid' (M-G) "and 'Met in
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 15-25) Argentina' (RKO). Mighty nice $11,- pearance in an untitled story about
—'Pot Gold' (UA) and Tobacco 000,. and holds. Last week, 'Love a professor and burlesk queeq to be
Road' (20th). ^Strong combo aiming Crazy'
and
'Washington directed for Gojdwyn by Howard
(M-G)
at good' $1,600.
Last week, 'Miss Melodrama' (M-G), good for second Hawks.
Bishop' (UA) and 'Nice Girl' (U) week at $8,000.

medium

'Sonny'

'

right.

to stage show. weeks at the Orpheum, thin $2,000.
Indications are that the Heidt en- Last week, 'Balalaika' (M-G) and
gagement will give the house a tre- 'Northwest Passage' (M-G) poor $2,mendous $16,500, best In months 300.
Elsewhere biz is on the quiet side,
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35although Loew's Is doing okay with 40)— 'Night Lisbon' (Par) (3d wk)
'Woman's Face.'
and 'Power Dive' (Par), good $6,^ Estimates for This Week
500. Last week, 'Night Lisbon' (Par)
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue) (2d wk), very good $6,500.

.

Bea Wain, Dixie
somewhat slacks

Dunbar.
Trade
under $30,000 blnoculared; however,
fair profit under summer operation.
Show holds over. Last week, 'Sliining Victory' (WB) (1st week) and
Wayne King (2d week), $25,000.

44-55-75)—'In the Navy' (U). Moves
in here today (Wed.) at upped admissions and will be second Uni3tilIman''(Loew's) (1.972; 30-35-42- versal to play the house. 'Magic in
55)— 'Wings' (Par). Showing worth- Music' (Par) departed last night
while speed for a moveover $4,000. (Tues.) with less than $5,000, weak.
Last week, "Love Crazy' (M-G) got Prior week, 'Power Dive' (Par),
benefit of medical convention attend- $4,500.
ance and soared to brilliant $7,500 on
Globe (Brandt) (1,180; 28-35-55)—
second stanza.
'Devil Dogs of Air' (WB) (reissue)
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-35-42- (2d week). Doing all right for this
55)— 'In Navy' (U). Plugged smartly junior first run grind, $6,000 or over
and growing to amiable $10,000. Last looking in. First week was $8,500,
week, 'Blood Sand' (20th) set out fine.
PaUce (RKO) (1,700; 75-85-$1.10slowly but picked up to nab a sur$1.65-$2.20)— 'Citizen Kane' (RKO)
prising $11,500.
(Oth week). Last week (5th), which
included
Mernorial Day, $15,800,
Goldwyn's 3d
about 50% of capacity.
is all

I

anct Les Brown,

that large a seater to take care of
A
the small crowds being drawp,
disappointing $30,000, maximum to
be expected, is all it will get. The
other arrival at an 'A' Broadway
house is 'Million Dollar Baby,' which
has the Les Brown orchestra, Bea
Wain and Dixie Dunbar on the stage
as support.
Strand will not get to
$30,000 with the show, also away under hopes, but it will hold over, as
will 'Love Crazy,'
Best business is being clocked by
the holdovers. 'Peruiy Serenade,' on
its third week at the Music Hall,
should end at about $65,000 quite
satisfactory in view of two nice
weeks up ahead, together with gen
eral lethargic conditions. Paramount
ground out $35,000 on its third week
with 'I Wanted Wings' and Vaughn
Monroe, ending last night (Tues.),
actually the leader of the pack.
'Blood and Sand,' also on a third
week, goes an additional day for
eight to bring the Roxy back to a
Friday opening, and for this concluding period will be about $26,000, fair

strongly at $6,400 after ringing the Answers,'
Estimates for This Week
bell on opening sesh to $0,300.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)
Maryland (McLaughlin) (1.500; 5685-$l.ll-$1.67)
'Fantasia' (Disney) —'Blood Sand' (20th). Transported
(4th wk).
Started' fourth round here after good stanza at Hipp and
slanted
to nice $4,000.
Last week,
Thursday (5) after steady total of
$13,600 for previous three weeks. 'Broadcast' (20th) (2d wk), okay
Will wind up run of four and a half $3,500.
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)
weeks June 15.
New (Mechanic) (1,881; 15-28-35- —'Knew All Answers' (Col). Re44)— 'Blood Sand' (20th) (2d wk). iaction to discontinuance of vaude,
Holding In good style to possible plus thinness of yarn and lower gate
$4,500 after a big $7,200 on Initial tariff putting this one behind the
8-ball. Opening day brutal and not
go. Good biz for small seater.
SUnley (WB> (3^80; 15-28-39-44- more than so-so $7,000 in offing. Last
55)— 'Reaching for Sua' (Par). Mild week, 'Flame New Orleans' (U),
doings at indicated $5,500.
Last with Eddy Duchin's orch flew over
week, third of 'John Doe' (WB), expectations, splendid $22,500..State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-36-42-55)
held satisfactorily to total $27,700 for
—'Billy the Kid' (Metro). In the No.
entire run.
1 place, skating around all summer
obstacles to satisfactory $11,000 after
bright weekend. Last round 'Wings'
'KID' BIG 11G,
(Par) not so much but content $9,500,

'Broadcast'

Louisville,

Harts CleTeland B. 0.;

in

—'Penny Serenade' (Col). Second Washington' (Col) plus vaude headed
week in this house and third in loop. by Dennis Day In p.a. Only fair
Will garner satisfying $4,500, after
snaring fat $6,300 last week;
Orlentel (Todd) (3,200; 28-44)—
(Par)
and 'Footsteps
'Zanzibar'
Dark' (WB). Repeaters in the loop
managing neat $10,000. Last week.
'Eve' (Par) and Topper Returns'

Weekend Shore Trek

topped $20,000.
Strand (WB) (2,767; 35-55-75-8599)—'Million Dollar Baby' (WB)

Paramonnt (Par)

—

(3,664; 35-55-8599)
'Lisbon' (Par) and, on stage,
Milton Berle, Vincent lapez, others.

This
show opens this morning
(Wed.) after three highly blackish
weeks with 'I Wanted Wings' (Par)

and Vaughn Monroe; final (3d) stint
$35,000, the second $49,500.
Radio City Moslc Hall (Rockefellers) (5,960; 44 -55 -85 -99 -$1.65)—
'Penny Serenade' (Col) and stage
show (3d-flnal week). ^An excellent
money-maker for this large de luxer,
(3d) auguring $65,000,
this week
while second leg was a big $90,000.
'Sunny'

(RKO) reaches the screen

BROOKLYN UPBEAT

—

4

'Wings' Great $22,000
'Wamait'S
Face* Nifty lOG Despite Beat

Brooklyn, June

10.

Fairly good attendance at majority
of houses despite war weekend. Best
biz is at Paramount where 'WingiT
and 'Her First Beau' are soaring.
Estimates for ThU Week

Albee

(RKO)

(3,274;

25-35-50)—

'Devil Jones' (RKO) and 'Vanquero'
(20th) (2d wk). Strong $15,000. Last

week,

first-rate $18,000.
(4,023;

Fox (Fabian)

25-35-50)—

tomorrow (Thurs,).
'Dare Not Love' (Col) and 'AffectionBUIto (Mayer) (750; 28-44-55)— ately Yours' (WB). Okay $15,500.
'Nurse's Secret' (WB). They're not Last week, 'Wagons Roll' (WB) and
interested in what the secret is, only 'Sis Hopkins' (Rep) (2d wk), fair
about $5,000, mild. Last week,
Wait for You' (M-G), $4,500.

'I'll

$14,000.

Met (Loew's)

(3,618;

25-35.-50)-^

Boxy (20th) (5,835; 35-55-65-75-85) 'Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Wash—'Blood and Sand' (20th) and stags ington Melodrama' (M-G). Nifty
show (3d-flnal week). Goes eight $19,000. Last week, 'Pot Gold' (UA)
more days and on that stretch will and 'Bad Man' (M-G), good $16,000.
The second week
..get $26,000, fair.
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 25-39*
was $44,500. very good. Theatre goes 50)— 'Wings' (Par) and 'First Beau*
back to a Friday opening this week (Col). Splendid $22,000. Last week,
with 'Man- Hunt' (20th),
'Reaching Sun' (Par) and 'Rookies
28-44-55-75State (Loew) (3,400;
Parade'. (Rep), so-so $15,000.
Returns'
(UA)
Strand (WB) (2,870; 25-35-40)—
90-$1.10)— Topper
(2d run) and George White's 1941 'Flying Wild' (Indie) and 'Knockout*
Scandals. Neither the film nor the (WB). Uneventful $4,000. Last week,
stage revue can take much credit Thieves Fall Out' (WB) and 'Big
this week at an approximate $20,000 Boss' (Col), dull $3,500.
.

~

I
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10

and 'Face Each $17|i In
'Crazy'

Philadelphia, Jjne 10.
(Best Exploitation: SUuley)
the
of scenery around
marquees, some cooler weathci- and
biz is a little chirper in Philly.
There's still room for improvement,

$11^ on H.O.

the arrival of this new order.' He
touched on daylight saving and labor
conditions, characterizing latter as a
national disgrace.'
Reading of secretary and treasurer's report was waived with brief

Stanley-Warner officials remarks by Secretary Morris Loewhowever.
have one less house to worry about enstein and board chairman Fred
because the Aldine, UA show-caser, Wehrenberg.
shuttered for the summer, Sunday
Nathan D. Golden, motion picture
The week-end also consultant in the Bureau of Foreign
(8).
night
brought an added headache when the
and Domestic Commerce: in WashWilson Line steamer excursions bedeclared his department is
ington,
the
gan their nj^ghtly trips down
reorganization designed
Delaware. The boats nail Several undergoing
thousand potential customers at 65c to provide every branch of the inwith
a more comprehensive
dustry
head.
a
'Blood and Sand' at the Fox,^ factual service on economic affairs
Woman's Face' at the Boyd, with"^ in U. S. so exhibitors and distributhe holdover 'Love Crazy' at the tors will best be able to capitalize
Stanley, are doing okay.
on improved industrial conditions.
Every brass hat at the Navy Yard With foreign markets virtually gone,
has given his blessing to showing of
he said, the bureau 'will deal in*In the Navy' which preems at the
creasingly with domestic conditions
Warner
SUnley tomorrow (Wed).
exploiteers thus were able to reach and present statistical information so
the 35,000 civilian employes at the market can be most effectively culyard urging them to' gander the tivated.'
Abbott-Costello farce.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 35-46-57-68)—
Disas'Broadway Limited' (UA).
trous $8,500 for a ten-day stretch.
House closed after last performance
Sunday night (8).
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)
—'Flame Orleans' (U) (2d run)
N.s.h. $2,800. 'Pot o' Gold' (UA) begins a second-run showing today
(Tues).
Boyd (WB) (2,560; 35-46-57-68)—
Marquee
•Woman's Face" (M-G).
names on this one bringing 'em in
Last week,
ion a good $17,000.
'Penny Serenade' (Col), cheerful

Mpk;

Brisk

Last week, 'Magic Music
dicated.
Not
(Par), mild $1,400 and 'Dare
Love' (Col), five b ad days, $ 700.

'HAMILTON' GREAT 6G

4G

Minneapolis, June 10.
Cold and rain continue as boxoffice helps here, with grosses still
looking up. Reversal of trend started
last week. 'John Doe' grabbing the

most attention at Orpheum.' State's
'Hamilton Woman' also good. 'Wings'
Sun' (Par) with is sole holdover.
Estimates tor This Week
orch and Simone
Simon on stage. Not up to par with
Aster
28)—
(Par-Singer)
(900;
.only $17,500
in. till.
Last, week, 'Shot in Dark' (WB) and 'Melody for
'Singapore Woman' (WB) with Latin- Three' (RKO), dual first-runs, in for
American show featuring Ciro Rimac six days, good $1,800. Last week,
band and Romo Vincent, a little bet- 'Blondie Latin' (Col) and 'Strange
ter at $18,500.
Alibi' (WB), dual first-runs, split
Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)— with 'Queen's Penthouse' (Col) and
*B10od Sand' (20th). Tyrope still 'Mr. Dynamite' (U), also dual firstruns, nice'$2,100. in eight days.
lures the. dames, getting a nice $17
Centnry (Par-Singer) (1,800; 28000, sugary these days.
Last week,
'Wings'
(Par)
wk).
'Wings' (Par) a bright $13,000 for 39-44)
(2d
Brought here after good biz at State
cecond flight.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68) and holding up to okay $3,700. Last
week,
'Love Crazy' (M-G) (2d wk),
—'Great Commandment' (20th). First
okay
after
$5,000
strong
$8,700
first
runs no tonic to this house, with
poor $3,500 for this one. Last week week at State.
Esquire (Berger) (290; 15-20)—
'First Beau' (Col) puny $2,500, also
'Forbidden Adventure' (Indie)
first run.
Stenley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68) Jungle film on way to mild $700.
—'Love Crazy'" (M-G) (2d wk). Sat Last week, 'Virgin Bride' (Indie) and

(WB)
—Earle
'Reaching for

(2,350; 35-46-57-68-75)

Tucker

Portland, Ore.. June

h.o.

•Wagons

(WB)

Roll'

Louisiana' (Rep),

May fair
500;

okay

(Parker-Evergreen)^

35-40-50)

— 'Broadcast'

(

week 'John

MPTOA

—

$6,800.

Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
35-40-50)— 'Blood and Sand'
and 'Shot in Dark' (WB)

(3,000;

(20th)

second week doing nice $4,500. First
week, great $8,000.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35
40-50)— 'Woipan's Face* (MG) and
'Wait for You' (MG) opened well,
probably get high $5;500. Last week,
TDictator' (UA) closed fourth week,
coupled with 'Uncertain Feeling'

(UA)

(1st

week)

KnykendaH's Blast

ent' by so-caUed Hollywood columnists, commentators and critics long
in advance of their exhibition was
unleashed by Kuykendall in his annual report read to delegates this

Dandy

press previews and why the industry
continues to screen Its productions

and encourage such comments' on
merit of pictures so that it is classed
before the public has had a chance
to see it and decided for itself

beyond

me.'

In his report Kuykendall also discussed dual bill evil, admission taxes,
Minnesota law restraining operation
of consent decree, Florida and Nebraska anti-ASCAP laws, television,
national defense an^ other industry
problems.
In commenting on the consent decree he said he was hopeful pro-

(2,300; 28

NATIONAL

said,

Del

H.O/s;

Stardy

Island' (U) and 'Man
(U), poor $3,000.

Abbott-Costello's 'Navy'

Draft' Laff B. O. Tonics

do plenty.
Public may be bothered, beset and bewildered by the
defense emergency, but the American people still have
their sense of humor and 'Navy' ii hitting the risibles
in just the right place. It is going to have competition
as a laugh leader, however, since Paramount is sending out availability dates on Bing Crosby and Bob
Hope in 'Caught in the Draft/ which had its initial
showing during the week in Boston and big. 'Zanzibar,' with the same two l^ads, is packing the subsequents in the small towns.

—

'Navy' Storms Pitt

'if

wham

Monster'

Detroit, June 10.
of Bill Bonney but should hit |ood
Holdovers are plentiful here but $13,000 anyway. Last week, 'Wings'
they're due to gob4 biz. Where a (Par), about $13,500.
few weeks ago slim product and a
BItz (WB) (800; 25-35-50)— 'Love
desire to milk pictures was re- Crazy' (MG) (3d wk). Brought here
sponsible for the epidemic of h.o's, after successive stanzas at Warner
the present stretching is warranted. and Penn. William Powell-Myrna
For the first time in several years Loy click still has enough left for a
the towns two biggest houses, Fox profitable $3,000. Last week, 'Washwith 'Blood and Sand' and 'Naval <ington
and
Melodrama'
(M-G)
Academy,'
and
Michigan
with 'Power Dive' (Par) pretty awful at
'Wings' and 'Honeymoon for Three' $1,400.
have held over their bills simultaneSenator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50)
ously. The pair should continue to
'Broadcast' (20th). Mixed notices
top the town in their seqpnd week, for this one, but Alice Faye, John
being not far off from normal biz on Payne and Jack Oakie carry marthe repeat getting little challenge quee strength since Tin Pan Alley,'
from the United Artists' offering as particularly at this site where 'Alley'
fresh product 'Miss Bishop' and 'Un- got four weeks last Winter. Present
certain Feeling,' which left the crix pace indicates poor $4,500, and will
-

Palms-State, with holdovers, prob

SUMMARY

and Crosby -Hope's. 'Caught

Exhibitors find no necessity for a Catalina flying
boat in order to sight the smash business in store
when the new Abbott-Costello starrer, 'In the Navy'
(U), is ready for first-run showings.
Current week
the film, opened in. a dozen additional keys and is
headed for holdovers in most spots. The tear buckets
are out of the lobbies and it Is evident that Universal
bombshell
has a
in this second film headed by the
musical comedy and radio comedians. It may do better than 'Buck Privates.' If it only does as well it wiU

Made

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35$15,000; IVings' 12G 50)—
'Billy the Kid' (MG). Not much

in accord with only the titles.

$13,000

B. O.

open spaces of the west and south, and 'Sunny' (RKO),
a screen version of the famous Marilyn Miller stage

he

WB

not hold over. Last week, 'Penny
Serenade' (Col) five days for swell
$4,000 while twin bill of 'Dare Not
Love'
and 'Cowboy and
(Col)
Blonde' (20th). bruUl $1,000 in four.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 25-40-60)—
'Uncertain Feeling' (UA) and Bob
Crosby's band. Not going for the
band and picture isn't helping much
to $13,000, way oflt. Poorest (Trosby's
done here in several visits. Last

week,

'Victor

McLaglen-Simone

Simon in person, with the help of
'Million
Dollar
boosted
holiday,
Baby' (WB) to $18,000.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
Shifted here from
(Par)..
Penn, and doing only fair $4,800.
Last weeft, 'Love Crazy' (MG), also
a moveover from Penn, sensational
at $9,300, best biz a h.o. has done
here in year or more.
'Wings'

W

STRONG $12,000

LEADER

IN

Kansas

we

must,'

Pittsburgh, June 10.
(Best Exploitation: Senator)
Only the Fulton's picking up the
slack in the decline this week. 'In
the Navy' is doing a smasheroo, best
this house has done in more than a
year. It'll go three weeks at least.
Otherwise, biz continues off. Bob
Crosby at Stanley, with 'That Un'^*Gra^d^'(RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)— certain Feeling,' sliding to his poorBlood Sand' l20lh). Switched from est figure yet at
deluxer.
Palace for second week. Okay $4,500.
Senator had a natural in 'Great
Last week 'Reaching Sun' (Par), sad American Broadcast' for local ex$2,700.
>loitation, since Pittsburgh is the
33-40-50)
(1,500;
Keith's (Lisbon)
lome of radio and KDKA, mentioned
—'Million Dollar Baby' (WB). Mild in the picture several times, is
Last v/eek 'Love Crazy' world's pioneer station. Air tie-ups
$3,700.
(M-G) (2d run), great $6,000.
were combined with music-counter
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)— plugging for good results.
Love Crazy' (M-G). Third week on
Estimates for This Week
front line, swell $4,200. Last week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 25-40)— 'In
Abbott and Costello
'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) third week on Navy'
(U).
moveover schedule, okay $3,000.
comedy a life-saver for. this spot.
33-40-50)^
(2,600;
(RKO)
Palace
House had figured to close for sumKnew All Answers' (Col). Tame mer but .'Navy' shall run three or
Last week 'Blood Sand' four weeks, which would hold shut$8,S0O.
tering oft until the end of July.
(20th), good $11,000.
Looks like $10,000 for a getaway, the
biggest gross this' spot ^Bs clocked,
save for the opening session of 'FanFlooded With
tasia' at roadshow prices, in more
than a year. Last week, 'Horror

Scotland Yard' (20th) and 'Great
Swindle' (Col), split with 'Cowboy
and Blonde' (20th) and 'Knockout
(WB). Seasonal $1,800. Same last
week lor 'Strange Alibi' (WB) and
South Panama' (PRC), divided with
Roundup' (Par) and 'Rookies Pa;

.

are not to Iiave continuous dissension.
We await with .much Interest

ducer and distributor interests will
go^ into new order of selling with
lair concept of what can and (;annot

in Pittsburgh

$13,000; 'Broadcast' $4,500—'Feeling'Crosby N.S.H. ; Others Off

—

'Navy' turned in the best gross of the year for the
State, Pittsburgh.
Other reports, Chicago,
and
heldover; San Francisco, slick; Cleveland, swell; Providence, excellent; Baltimore, best in town; Seattle, fine
(2d week); and Louisville, strong, holdover.
Into the first run situation came' 'several other, good
films during the week, including 'One Night in Lisbon'
(Par), which more than justified the hopes which
sprung from one or two earlier bookings; 'Billy the
Kid' (M-G), which is hitting the buUseye in the wide

They

Okay

ably will slide ahead of the new bills
Cincinnati, June 10,
with its judicious pairing of 'Billy
General b.o. score of major houses the Kid' and 'Love Crazy.'
currently is in stride with last week's
United Artists will shutter next
Wednesday until fall product moves.
fair rating for early summer. Ringling-Barnum circus, however, was a
Estimates for This Week
biz diverter over the weekend, Sat
Adams (Balaban) (1,700: 30-40-55)
urday and Sunday.
"King of Zombies' (Mono) and
This week's topper is 'John Doe,' 'Invisible Ghost' (Mono). Helped by
which is racking up a dandy Albee holdovers is looking for brisk- $7,500.
mark. 'She Knew All Answers' is Last week, 'Broadcast' (20th) (3d
on .slow side at the Palace while wk) and 'Voice in Night' (Col), nice
'Million Dollar Baby' is mild at $6,500.
Keith's. Other three ace stands have
Fox (Fox-Michigan) .(5,000; 30-4055)—'Blood Sand' (20th) and 'Naval
holdovers.
Estimates for This Week
Academy' (Col) (2d wk) and with
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)— 'Dr. I. Q.' on stage, to help Mondays,
Dandy $13,000. Splendid $15,000 follows last week's
'John Doe' (WB).
Last week, 'Wings' (Par), good $11,' terrific $25,000.
000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)-^ 30-40-50)—'Wings' (Par) and 'Honey'Wings' (Par). Moveover from Albee moon Three' (WB) (2d wk). Welfor second week. Fair $4,000. Last come $12,000, after last week's great
week 'Woman's Face' (M-G) (2d $19,000.
run), n.s.g. $3,500.
Palms-State (UD) (3,000; 30-40-55)
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)—
(Continued on page 11)

(Tuesday) morning.
'As long ago as 1933,' he said, 'we
started pointing out the evils and unfairness of this system of arbitrarily
pre-judging and classifying picture
productions for general public based
on personal opinion of a Hollywood
reviewer without benefit of genuine
audience -reaction and before we've
had a chance to advertise and present the film In our theatres as a
new show should be presented. Why
Hollywood continues to stomach"

be done.

for nice $6,000.

Circus Hits Cincy But
*Doe'

Kid'

first

Bitter attack oh the industry's'
practice of branding and labelling
pictures as 'good,' 'bad' or 'indiffer-

-

Smash lOG

enthusiasm for Robert Taylor's idea

Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
'Knew Answers'
35-40-50 )

1 ,800;

made strong

39-44)—'John Doe' (WB). En route
to brisk $9,000 and may be good for
two weeks downtown. Last week,
'Woman's Face" (M-G) and LoulS'

Contlnaed from page 7;

is

(1,-

(20th)

Doe' (WB) moved

(Col) and 'Dare Not Love' (Col),
satisfactory $6,600. Last week 'Broadcast' (20th) and 'Dead Men'-(20th)

(WB)

dismal $2,000.
Orpheum (Par-Singer)

or not,

and

$4,500.

and 'Dead Men' (20th), second week,
m.o. from Orpheum, good $3,900.

—

it

35-40single

Last week,
'Lady

for great $6,000.

billed

Opener a 'School for Husbands' (Indie) (2d
zingy $17,500. 'In Navy' (U) bows wk), drooped to mild $800 after big
$1,500, first week.
tomorrow (Wed.).
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 28)—
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-68)
'Penalty' (M-G). Roughry handled
'Rookies on Parade' (Rep). Indie
by critics. Will be luckly to last out
musical snagging satisfactory $4,500. week.
Poor $1,600 indicated. Last
Last week, 'Dare Not Love' (Col) week, 'Affectionately
Yours'

likes

Week

Estimates for This

Broadway (Parker) (2,000;
50)— 'Hamilton Woman' (UA)

Isfactory $11,500 for h.o.

it

10.

Woman,' well
Hamilton
'That
plugged by papers, is winner at the
Broadway, with 'Knew All the
Answers' nearly as good at the
Orpheum. 'Blood and Sand is best

—

conventioneers at their
business session this afternoon.

IMPROVED PORT.

IN

week, hearty $6,000.

$9,000, 'Hamilton'

siib-par $4,000.

'Navy'

28-39-

Last week,

$4,000.

from Par&mount, nice $3,400.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(900; 55-$1.50)— (Second runs again
Last week, 'FanUsia'
this week.)
(Disney) near capacity most of single

Pep Up

$12,500 for deuce try.

MPTOA

poor

•Wings' (Par), neat $'7,500.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 28-39)—
'Night in Rio' (20lh). Satisfactory
'Zanzi-.
$2,500 indicated. Last week,
bar' (Par). Big $3,000.
World (Par-StefTes) (350; 28-39-44)
—•Model Wife' (U). Mild $1,500 in-

Last

Cold, Rain

nme

44)— 'Hamilton Woman' (UA). Leighcombo no draw and out after
six days at

Change

whether

(2.300;

(Par-Singer)

"^^SUte
Olivier

Peppy Pliy;

Tommy

fight films, big $11,200 in

Baer

in the

OKAY K.C
City,

June

10.

Strength of the town is on Main
street where the Midland is doing
swell with 'Billy the Kid,' a natural
for this area. Also all picture houses
are taking in more money than a few
weeks ago and the only explanation
is

better films.

Estimates for 'This Week
Esqaire and- Uptown (Fox Midwest) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)—
Blood Sand' (20th) spurting irito a
Jitters'
second week. Following up its initial blast capably and will register
musical in which Anna Neagle is appearing to advan- $5,500. First week's big $9,600, best
in these twin spots in weeks.
tage.
It opens at the Music Hall, New York, this
Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44)
week.
—'Billy the Kid' (MG) and 'BroadThe June jitters, anticipated by apprehensive ex- way Limited' (UA) twinned. First
hibitors last month, are fast disappearing as the would probably be enough to pull
newer releases are turning out to be better on the the crowd here, but dual policy is
screen than in their spotty, advance trade advertising. maintained.
Taylor film getting
main patronage of the town. $12,000,
Nifty HoIdoTeri
fine. Last week 'Love -Crazy' (M-G)
Meanwhile, previous strength manifested by 'Blood and 'Lone Wolf Takes a Chance'
and Sand' (20th-Fox), 'Love Crazy' (M-G), 'I Wanted (Col) got a good start with the holiWings' (Par), 'Meet John Doe' (WB) and 'A Woman's day' trade and came in with a strong
week at $11,000.
Face' (M-G) is maintained In a score of holdovers
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10for each of films. The Ibanez story of the bull-ring is
28-44)^'Night Lisbon' (Par) singled.
in its second or third week in nearly every booking.
Not too strong on the week days but
The score: greats,. Detroit, Seattle; better than good, a bullish week-end, and may stay for
'Frisco, Los Angeles, Kansas City, Portland and Cin- 10 days for $7,700, satisfactory. Last
cinnati.'
week 'Million Dollar Baby' (WB)
'Wings' touched a strong $22,000 in Brooklyn, and didn't live up to its name, and gargood second weeks in Minneapolis, Detroit, Chicago nered mild $5,000.
Tower (Joflee) (2,110 - 10 - 30)—
and Cleveland. It was light in Washington, an^ only
'Cowboy and Blonde' (20th) and
fair in its second run in Cincinnati.
Neither
With many exhibitors away for the week attending 'Crazy Show' unit on stage.
hefty and. gross, a light $5,700. Last
the annual MPTOA convention in Los Angeles, where week
'Rookies on Parade' (Rep)
all the weighty trade questions involving double bills,
filled the screen between Ted Lewis
ASCAP, additional taxes, consent decrees, army camp stage shows which were the main
competition and over-tired defense workers are being reason for a big Uke of $11,000, at
discussed, it appears that the boxoilice back home is increased scale.
doing all right in their absence.
Fred Bonnem Upa
Few will admit it, but It may be that^the tide "has
Detroit, June 10.
turned.
Newer films may never go down in screen
For 21 years RKO salesman in
history as great sociological treatises but they seem to
Detroit, Fred Bonnem now has taken
be packed with entertainment. You can usually mul- over the entire territory of Eastern
tiply every laugh on the screen by 50 tickets In the Michigan. He re||)aces Bert Tighe,
chopper.
who resigned.

—

^June

Antidotes

—

)
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'WINGS' 71/2G,

Frisco Hurt by Outdoor Attractions;

Not Haeh Theatre-Going, bat 'FantasU' Swell $6,000 Second Week

San Francisco, June

-

'

.

Key

in the three Hearst papers
closed to 'Kane,' the Welles' flick Is
doing surprisingly well, nudging
grosses of 'Lost Horizon,' and top£ing items like 'Midsummer Night's
iream' and 'Captains Courageous.'
Estimates for This Week

Fox (F-WC) (5,000 35-40-50)—
'Blood Sand' (20th) and 'Bride Wore
Crutches' (•20th) (2d wk). Hasn't
done as' well as expected, with average $10,000 likely. First week, disappointing $16,000.
Oeary (Curran) (1,286; 5S-75-$1.10$1.65)— 'Kane' (RKO). Third week
starts today. Second week just shy
of $7,500, with interest still lively.
Inserts in 14,000 copies of Liberty
mag used this week by theatre.
:

Golden Gate (RKO)
'Sunny' (RKO) and Ray Bolder
stage. (2d wk). Holdover gomg
First week,

—

(2.850; 39-44-

on

for nice $10,000, okay.
hefty $16,000.

Orpheom (Blumenfeld)

(2,440; 35-

40-50)— 'In Navy' (U) and 'Mr.
Dynamite' (U) (2d wk). AbbottCostello team demonstrating staying
power for slick $9,200. First week,
$14,500, excellent.

Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40BO)—'Night in Lisbon* (Par) and
•Power Dive" (Par). Top picture
being sold as the 'Love diary of a
blonde bombshell.' Satisfactory $12,Last (2d-flnal) week of 'Love
Crazy' (M-G) and 'People Kildare'
(M-G). strong $11,000.
St Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40Crazy'
'Love
(M-G) and
80)
'People Kildare' (M-G) (moveover).
fair
Indications point to
$5,000.
000.

—

Last week, moveover of 'Woman's
Face' (M-G) and 'Washington Melodrama' (M-G), nearly same.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 3540-50)— 'Hamilton Woman' (UA) (2d
wk). Slump taking its toll with so-so
$7,000 telling story. First week, disappointing $10,000.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; .35-40-50)
'Baiy the Kid' (M-G) and 'Reaching for Sun' (Par) (2d wk). Another
'

—

victim.
Not much at
First week fair $13,000, but

depression
$8,000.

good pic kings for

this

hous^

'Doe'

86

OK Omaha

in

Omaha, June

*

Omaha' doing

10.

with

'John
Doe,' 'Model Wife' plus 'Carnival of
Fun' on stage, town's leader, and
•Sunny' attracting most attention.
Estimates for -This Week

Omaha

—

better

(Tristates)

(2,000;

10-30-

40) 'John Doe' (WB) and 'Comes
Happiness' (WB), strong $8,000. Last
week, 'Wings' (Par) and 'Shot in

Dark' (WB), good $8,500.
Brandels (Mort Singer) (1,500; 1025-35-40)— 'Sunny' (RKO) and 'Wolf
Chance' (Col), swell $6,200. Last
week, 'Knew Answers' (Col), 'Dare
Not Love' (Col) and Baer-Louis
fight, One $6,000.

Orpheam

(Tristates) (3,000; 25-40-

65)— 'Model Wife' (U) and Dave
Apollon-Willie Shore stage show
Carnival of Fun,' trim $13,000, but
not big for this theatre. Last 'week,
'Blood Sand' (20th) and 'Murder
Friends' (20th), mild $11,000.
State (Goldberg) (900; 25-40-55)—
'(3one With Wind' (M-G), split with
Vegas

Handsome'

Nights'

(Par),

'Dark,

(20th), 'Mr. District At-

Last h^U at regular
prices, 10-20-25. Nice $1,200.
Last
week, 'Nice Girl' (U) and 'Miss
Jones' (RKO) split with 'Man Betrayed' (Rep), 'Bad Man' (M-G) and
'Free Easy' (M-G), meagre $800.
Town (Goldberg) (1,500; 10-20-25)
'Sheriff Tombstone* (Rep), 'Guy,
Gob* (RKO), 'Strawberry Blonde'
(WB) triple split with 'Dangerous
Game' (U), 'Golden Hoofs' (20th)
and 'Knights Range' (Par), 'Footsteps Dark' (WB), 'Nice Girl* (U).
Mildish $1,100. Last week, 'Train
Robbery* (Rep), 'Pals Pecos' (Rep),
'Make Music' (RKO) plus Baer-Louis
fight, triple split with 'Flaming Lead'
(Cap), 'Calling Husbands'
(WB),
•Code Range' (Col) and 'Play Girl'
torney' (Rep).

—

(RKO),

'Eve' (Par),

meek

$980.

Avenoe-Mllltary-Dandee
(Goldberg) (960; 600; 300; 25)— 'Gone With
Wind' (M-G) split with 'Las Vegas
Nights'

(Par),

'Dark,

Isst ivcgIc

Handsome'

(20th) and 'Mr. District Attorney'
(Rep), fair $1,200. Last week, 'Lady
Eve' (Par), 'Girl, Guy, Gob* (RKO).
•Ride Again* (Par) split with 'Son
Monte Cristo' (UA), 'Ttfxas Rangers
Ride* (Par) and 'Vivacious Lady'
(RKO), mild $1,000.

LA;

'Nurses
Secret'
$5,000 ahead, fair.

lisbon -Harry Owens

(WB).
Possible
Last week 'Flame
Orleans' (U) and 'Double Date'

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$260,300
(Based on 12 Vl\ia,trei)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear
..$251,500
(Based on 11 tlieatres)

(U), $4,500, weak.

Loew's

Improved Seattle;

(CT)

(2,800;

35-53-67)—

'Wings' (Par). Good $7,500 in sight.
week 'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G).

Last

okay

Heat Cnrls Wash. B.O.;

$6,500.

Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-53)—
Tace' Sweet
But
'Model Wife' (U) and 'Golden Hoofs*
(Col), $2,500 only so-so.
Last week
'Magic Music' (Par) and 'Monster
'WingsMHild, Kane' Sad
Seattle, June 10.
Girl' (Par), poor $2,000.
Again the cycle is for extended
Orpheum (CT) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
Washington, June 10..
runs with biz continuing to show 'Uncertain Feeling' (UA). Little in
Now the heat is back to add its bit
Improvement started with Memorial sight over weekend. Probable $2,000,
Last week 'Miss Bishop' (UA), to the general apathy. So it's just
Day week. 'Blood and Sand' only poor.
as well there are only three new pic$1,800, ditto.
new entry, okay, an4 'Hamilton
Cinema de. Paris (France-Film) tures to divide among the customers.
Woman* and 'In Navy* holdover (600; 30-60)—'Recif de' CoraiV (4th Most of biz is going to 'Woman's
About paying for light, $600 Face,' at Capitol, with Palace's
wk.).
favorites.
'Wings' running a mild second, and
on tap. Last week, $800.
Estimates for This Week
Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 'Reaching for Sun,' at Earle, stragSt.
Blae Monse (Hamrick-Evergreen) 30-40)
'Voix sans Visage' and gling.
Estimates for This Week
(850; 30-40-50)
'Broadcast' (20th) 'L'AnTour en Cage.' Slumping heavCapitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)
and 'Rage in Heaven' (M-G), (2d ily with $2,500 in sight,. poor. Last
wk.), hot from Paramount theatre, week 'Petites Alliees' and 'Jim La —'Woman's Face' (M-G) plus Major
Bowes unit, on stage. Romping into
$1,500, poor. Last week (58-87-$1.15- Houlette,' weak $2,200.
lead easily with excellent $20,000.
$1.50)
'Fantasia'
(Disney)
roadLast week, 'Broadcast* (20th), fair
,showed, mild $5,000, not warranting
$17,500.
2nd week.
ColombU (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
Colisenm (Hamrick - Evergreen) 'CRAZY' IIG,
'Zanzibar' (Par) (2d run). In fourth
21-35)
(1,900:
'Men Boystown'
downtown week and still good for
(M-G) and 'Sleepers West' (20th)
'NAVY'
healthy $4,500. Last week, same pic(2d run), poor $2,000. Last week,
ture, sweet $7,500.
'Toppers Return' (UA) and 'Lady
Earle (WB) (2.216; 28-39-44-66)—
Eve' (Par), with Louis-Baer fight no
Providence, June 10.
help, $3,400, good.
For the first time in many moons 'Reaching Sun* (Par), plus Victor
Fifth Avenue
(Hamrick - Ever- three out of four first-run houses McLaglen personal on stage. Ailing
green)
30-40-50)
(2,349;
'Love have holdovers, all doing nicely de- sadly with poor $13,500. Last week,
Crazy* (M-G) and 'Cowboy and spite heat over week-end. 'In Navy* 'Million DoUar Baby' (WB), good
Blonde' (20th) (2d wk.), $5,40«, big. at Majestic, 'Love Crazy' at State, $18,500.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 75-$1.10Last week, same films, slick $8,100.
^
head pack.
$1.65)
'Kane*
(RKO) (4th wk).
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-50)—
Estimates for This Week
'Hamilton Woman' (UA) (2d wk.),
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-39- Winds up this Thursday with final
fine $5,000.
Last week, same film, 50)—'Devil Dogs' (WB) (reissue) stanza sad $4,000. Last week, holiday
$8,400, great.
and 'Nurses Secret* (WB). Manag- week boosted it some, but still a
Music Box (Hamrick - Evergreen) ing to hold own for good $3,000. Last meagre -$6,500.
MetropoUtan (WB) (1,600; 28-44)—
(850; 30-40-50)— 'Pot o' Gold' (UA) week, 'Woman's Face' (M-G) and
and 'Scotland Yard' (20th) (3d wk.), 'Wait for You' (M-G) (2d run), nifty 'Doe' (WB) (2d run). Good enough
for third week downtown, $5,000.
dismal.
$1,600,
Last week, same $6,500.
films, $2,800, swell.
Last week, 'Devil Dogs' CWB), very
Fay's (Indl?) (2,000; 10-25-35)
Orpheam (Hapirick - Evergreen) 'Singing HiU' (Rep) and 'Scatter- good $6,900.
National (1,300; 55-75-$1.10-$1.65)
(2,800; 30-40-50)— 'In Navy' (U) and good Pulls' (RKO).
Gene Autry a
(Disney)
wk).
'Fantasia*
(5th
'Vaquero* (20th) (2d wk.), mighty favoirlte with the juve trade and
fine $4,500.
Last week, same films, helping to neat $4,500. Last week, House not air-cooled, so may droop
wonderful, $8,900.
'Horror Island* (U) and 'Law and with the heat. Still may see $9,000
this week after last week's good
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 21-40)— Order' (U), good $4,000.
$10,000.
'Lady Louisiana' (Rep) and 'Angels
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)
Palace
(Loew) (2,242; 28-55)—
Broken Wings' (Rep), dual, plus 'In Navy* (U) and 'Scotland Yard'
Disappointing and
vaude, $5,000, okay.
Last week, (20th) (2d wk). Pulling for swell 'Wings' (Par).
'Singapore Woman* .(WB) and 'Ludqr $10,000, after bell-ringing $15,000 in won't hold over after us n.s.g. $15,000.
Last week, 'Hamilton 'woman'
Devils' (U), plus stage, $4,300, fair- opening stanza.

mod'

20G

Big $8,500

—

—

BEST PROV.

HOLDOVER;

lOG

—

—

—

—

—

State

(Loew)

(3,200;

28-39-50)

—

(UA)

(2d wk, satisfactory $13,500.

Crazy* (M-G) and 'People
30-40-50)
(3,039;
'Blood
Sand' Kildare' (M-G) (2d wk). Still soar(20th) and 'Power Dive* (Par), big ing nicely for grand $11,000. Got big
Biz,
newspaper campaign exploiting this lift in closing session of first stanza
only major new one in the burg, for hefty $15,000.
looks headed for great $8,500. L^t
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-40-50) .—
'Crazy/ 'Devil Dogs' Best
week, 'Broadcast* (20th) and 'Rage •Wings* (Par) (2d wk). Persistent
Heaven' (M-G) (2d wk.), five days, press campaign helping to carry for
very poor $2,600.
Memphis, June 10.
good $6,000. Opening session ki;ocked
Boosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-35)— off terrlf $10,500.
This is a week of retakes and' little
'Back Street* (U) and 'Scattergood
biz.
Except for Columbia's 'She
Baines' (RKO) (2d run), $1,800, slow.
Knew All the Answers,* town is
Last week, 'Night Rio' (20th) and
jammed with repeaters and reissues.
'Four Sons' (Col) (2d run), fair $2,- Abbott-Costello $4,000
Both Loew houses have holdovers
600.
In Healthy Lincoln the State 'Love Crazy' find the PalWinter Garden (Sterling) (800;
ace 'Billy the Kid.' Warner's revival
16-30)— 'Footsteps Dark' (WB) and
Lincoln, Neb., June 10.
of 'Devil Dogs' is going comparative'Miss Bishop' (UA) (2d run), okay
•In
Navy*
is
taking
the
play away ly better trade than these two.
Last week, 'Hardy's Secre$2,000.
Estimates for This Week
tary'
(M-G) and 'Mary Dugan' from other houses at the Paramoimt(M-G), good at $2,400.
Warner (WB) (2,300; 10-33-44)—.
Cooper Lincoln.
Stillest competi'Devil Dogs* (WB). With little else
tion, offered by •Sunny' at Varsity,
new in sight, Cagney-O'Brien Mais below the Abbott-Costello starrer rine fracas might get up to $4,500.
Buff Mild, 'Blood' IIG,
by a hefty margin. General tenor Last week, 'John Doe' (WB) (2d
wk), $3,300, okay.
'Sunny' Dualed, $7,000 of the town's biz, however, is good.
Palace (Loew) (2,200; 10-33-44)—
B.o, wasn't blitzed as badly as ex- —'Billy Kid' (M-G) (2d wk).
Pacpected by loss of student traftic, ing nicely to $3,000.
Last week,
Bu0alo, June 10.
Ticket window activity has quieted gone, now till September.
ditto, $5,400, fair.
down with biz considerably tamer.
Estimates for Tbis Week
New Malco'(Lightman)^ (2,800; 10Duals on tap again everywhere.
Colonial
(Monroe-Noble-Federer) 33-44)— 'She Knew Answers* (Col).
'Blood Sand' is mildish topper.
'Cyclone Horseback' Bennett-Tone not too bullish at $3,000.
(750; 10-15)
Estimates for This Week
(RKO) and 'Peppers Trouble* (Col) Last week, 'In Navy,' $5,800 (eight
35-55)— split with 'Bullets. Rustlers' (Col) days), better than expected.
Boffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
State (Loew) (2,600; 10-33-44)—
'Blood
Sand*
{20th)
and 'Wore and 'Before Hang' (Col). So-so $850.
Crutches' (20th). Ambling along for Last week, 'On Trial' (WB) and 'Love Crazy' (M-G) (2d wk). Powell
soft $11,000. Last week, 'Billy the 'Saddlemates*
(Rep)
split
with and Loy holding up to swell $3,700.
Kid' (M-G) and 'Magic in Music' Torchy Dynamite' (WB) and 'Fron- Last week, same, $5,600, splendia.
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-22(Par), not too forte at nearly $12,000. tier Crusader* (PRC). Strong $1,050.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503; 33)— 'Penny Serenade' (CJol), three
—'Pot o' Gold (UA) and 'Young 10-25-40)— 'In Navy' (U).
Town's days (2d run); 'Topper Returns*
Lady* (20th). Looks to snag pleasant best bet for $4,000 with possibly ex- (UA), two days (2d run); 'Back
$7,500. Last week, 'Wings' (Par) and tended time.
Opening terrific. Last Saddle' (Rep), two days, $1,400,
'Nurse's Secret' (WB) (2d wk), slid week, 'Blood Sand' (20th-) folded in weak. Last week, 'Model 'Wife' (U)
and Baer-Louis fight (2d run), three
off to okay $7,000.
stretch for only mild $3,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)— 'Billy
Nebraska
Cooper-Par) days; 'Horror Island (U), two days,
(J.
H.
10-20-25)—
Kid'
(M-G)
and
'Magic
the
Music' (1,236;
'Black Cat'
(U) and 'Guy, Gob' (RKO) (2d run), two
(Par) (2d wk). Fair $7,000 in sight. and 'Magic Music' (Par) looks for days, $1,250, pathetic.
Last week, 'Love Crazy' (M-G) and fairish $1,750.
Last week, 'Dead
'For Beauty's Sake* (20th) (2d run), Men'
(20th)
and 'Golden Hoofs'
as expected, so-so $7,000.
(20th) anemic $1,500.
(Continued from page 10)
Stoart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,884;
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40)
'Million
Dollar Baby' —'Love Crazy' (M-G) (3d wk) and
"Knew Answers* (Col) and 'Great 10-25-40)
Swindle' (Col).
OflTlsh,
but oke (WB). Weakest sister of Big 3, but 'Billy Kid' (M-G) (2d wk). Latter
Last moved over from United Artists with
$6,500. Last week, 'Lady Cheyenne' good enough for neat $3,000.
nifty
$8,000 coming up. Last week,
(U) and 'Lost Himself' (U), good week, 'Wings' (Par) rallied amazingly for three days additional time 'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Washington
$6,800.
Melodrama' (M-G), okay $8,000.
20th Century (Dipson) (3,000; 30- and powerful $4,400.
44)— 'Sunny' (RKO) and 'Shot Dark'
United ArUats (UD) (2,000; 30-40Varsity
(Noble-Federer)
(1,100;
(WB). Not too fancy $7,000. Last 10-25-40). 'Sunny' (RKO). In place 55)— 'Cheers Bishop' (UA) and 'Unweek
(30-55),
'Met
Argentina* spot by virtue of word-of-moutn for certain Feeling' (UA).'Dull $7,500
(RKO) and 'LafT America' on stage, above par $3,300. Last week, 'Knew Last week, 'Billy Kid' (M-G) and
'Rage Heaven' (M-G). big $12,000.
Answers' (Col). Faded to $2,850.
under hopes at $10,000.

—

'Love

Meagre Memphis

Los Angeles, June 10.
Despite fact that eastern tourists
are commencing to hit town in
droves, picture biz generally has not
taken the upward turn that has been
looked for. Only bright spot in town
currently Is the Paramount, where
'One Night In Lisbon' with Harry
Owens* Hawaiian orh, looks headed
for a bright $18,500.
Jimmy Roosevelt's 'Pot o* Gold' is
bringing just fair results to Loew's
State and Grauman's Chinese, and
'Sunny' will not hang up any records at the RKO and Pantages, nor
will the Warner reissue of 'Devil
Dogs* at the Downtown and Hollywood. Holdovers are only fair.
Estlpiatcs for This Week

Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 83$H0-$1.65)— 'Fantasia' (Disney) (19th

wk). Extended-run pulling in customers and next to final week looks
like another good $6,500. Last week,
with the holiday, biz jumped to big
$8,500.

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,034;
30-44-55-75)—'Pot o' Gold' (UA) and
'People Kildare' (M-G).
Not very
hot at around $8,000.
Last week,
'Blood and Sand' (20th) and 'Cowboy, and Blonde' (20th), good $11,100.

Downtown (WB)

DETROIT

—

(1,800: 30-44-55)

-'Devil Dogs of Air' (WB) rsissue
and holdover of 'Million Dollar
Baby (WB). Another dismal week
with probable

in sight

$7,000.-

Last

week, 'Baby' (WB) and 'Singapore
Woman' (WB), very poor $6,500.
El Capitan (RKO) (1,571; 83-$1.10-

$1.65)— 'Kane' (RKO). Probably will
stick another couple of weeks although current (5th) not expected to
garner much more than $4,000. Last
week brought weak $4,600.

Foar Star (UA-FWC)

(800; 30-44-

55)— -Rage In Heaven' (M-G). Initial week hitting around $4,700, fair.
week, 'Major Barbara' (UA)

Last

topped

(4th),

$1,800.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-44-55)
Dogs* (WB) and second
week 'Million Dollar Baby* (WB).
Started poorly and slim $6,000 in
sight. Last week, 'Baby' and ^Singa—'Devil

pore Woman' (WB), poor $6,200.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812: 30-44-55)—
(RKO) and 'First Beau'

•Sunny'

(Col).
Not much for this pair and
$5,000 looks like the answer.
Last

week, 'Knew Answers' (Col) and
'Dare Not Love' (Col), okay $8,600.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-44-5575)—'Night -In Lisbon* (Par) and
Harry Owens. Once more hitting a
normal pac'e to solid $18,000. Last
week (3rd), 'Wings* (Par) and Dick
Himber ork on stage, $9,500.

BKO (RKO) (2.872: 30-44-55)—
'Sufiny' (RKO) and 'First Beau' (Col).
Geared for slow $4,400. Last week,
'Knew Answers' (Col) and 'Dare Not
Love' (Col) okay *8,700.

•

State (Loew-F-WC) (2.404; 30-4455-75)—'Pot Gold' (UA) and 'People
Kildare' (M-G). Very dismal $10,000.
Last week, 'Blood Sand' (20th) and
'Cowboy Blonde' (20th), $15,900,
about as expected.

United Artists (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
30-44-55)— 'Blood Sand' (20th) and
'Cowboy Blonde' (20th). Will likely
on moveover. Last week,
'Love Crazy* (M-G) and 'Sleepers
West' (20th). weak $3,400.
Wllshlre (F-WC) (2,296; 30-44-55)
—'Blood Sand' (20th) and 'Cowboy
Blonde' (20tb).
Should hit okay
£6,000.
Last week, moveover bill,
'Love Crazy' (M-G) pnd 'Sleepers
perj^
West* (20th), good $7,000.
hit $4,200

.

Shriners

—

—

'Sunny Oi/zG

.

—

(Hamrick-Evergreen

to Transfuse

$18,000; 'Golf 18G;

Broadway Grosses

"

Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
'Penny Serenade' (Col).
Sighting
good considering. Last week
'Woman's Face' (M-G), fair $5,000.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
'Million Dollar Baby*
(WB) and

$5,500,

New

h

Extended Rons

ish.

'Sunny* Slick $6,200,

>

176 thea-

Total Orois Same Week
Last Tear
$1,27830«
(Based on 28 cities, 168 iheoXreii

Paramount

'Las

$1,448,800
cities,

'

1

.

Top

Estimates for This Week
Majesty's (CT) (1,600; 43-88)—

HU

Too Thin

•Fantasia' (RKO) (2d wk.). Pointing
to good $6,000 after excellent $9,000

GroM

tres, chie/Iy /Irst runs, rncludino

licity

85)

City Grosses

Estimated Total
This Week
(Based on 26

sales still bullish.

Compared with previous film roadshows at the same house, which had
the benefit ot advertising and pub-

Anemic

leaders.

10.

With nice weather, hurting matlnee& baseball and the Ice Follies attracting strong attention nights, and
generally unsettled conditions diverting spending to necessities, all
was quiet on the Frisco front this
week, holdovers being the nile. Only
new entry, 'One Night in Lisbon,'
•old as a scorcher, doing only average biz at the Paramount. 'Kane' Is
holding up nicely at the Geary, with
advance

Tourist Coin

Montreal, June 10.
Victory Loan displays, fine weather, higher prices, black-outs and
Norma Shearer p.a. smashed grosses
last week. 'Fantasia' and 'Wings' are

lJslM)nMiUminNavy'$9J0H.O.

11

MONTREAL

Bop

Indpls.;

i

'Crazy' Strong $10,000
Indianapolis,

June 10.
town to at-

With 20,000 Shriners in
tend the national convention other
attractions are so heavy that films
have little draw.
Hence, biz is.
lighter than would ordinarily be expected ^pllt among the three houses
which still open. During -the week
the Apollo joined the Indiana by.
closing for keeps.

Estimates for This Week
(Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30-

Circle

40)— 'Night Lisbon' (Par) and 'West
Point Widow' (Par) average $7,000.
Last week, 'In Navy' (U) and 'Too
Many Blondes' (U) same $7,700.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)
'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Free
Easy' (Col) good $10,000. l,ast week,
'Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Washington
Melodrama'
(M-G), okay

—

$9,200.

Lyric

(Lyric)

'Cowboy Blonde'

(1.900;

30-40-50)

—

(20th) and 'GrandFollies' on stage, averago
Last week, 'Strange Alibi'
(WB) and Horace Heidt orch, terrific
$18,000 and kept from new
house record only by three days of
father's
$8,000.

torrential rain,

'
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Union Moves

Fdm Workers

British

in

MTwn >

0C,

r«i

Speculation Rife on the Feaability

London studios

||

London,

To Aid Boothmens Draft Deferment;

May

22.

Of Briti^ Cinema Hours Exten»on;

Ealing Studios handed the second

femme role In 'Ships with Wings' to
Ann Todd. John Clements. Betty
LauMarsden, Graham Penley, John
.

Exhibs Deplore Loss of Personnel

rie and Anthony
in the cast.

BuUher's has Ugged

London, May 22.
Labor has broken into the manpower and film exhibition tangle.

New

Its

new

London, May 22.
Film production outfit has been
formed by Edward Black, producer
current
Warners'
of
Scripting
Carries tag
of Gainsboro product.
Teddington big-budgeter, 'You Can t
of Edward Black Productions, Ltd.,
WilV;<.7,«°r
tn Brock Wil
we^^^^^^^
For^ever,^ wA"nf
in production and exhibi- Escjipe
engage
to
operation.
Edward Dryhurst.
Mrs. F C. Black is co-sub- Uams and
tion.
Union chiefs claims that when new scriber.
effect
July draft regulations go Into
Edward Black has handled most of
uoris Waters, vaude
£,51,
Industry will be left with about 350
the big-budget features for Gains- ^^^^^ jggn,^ signed for a one-picture
available boothmen. O'Brien depreButcher's
boro and 20th-Fox on this side.
deal with F. W. Baker.
cated head-in-sand attitude of the
will release. Feature Is.
Service
Film
should
exhibitors whom, he asserted,
set to get underway in June,
have long ago taken news of this sad

boss of National
O'Brien,
Assn. of Kinema Employees, is seeking to line up powerful Trades Union
of plea to govsupport
in
Congress
ernment for 9^ 'fair' deal in cinema

Tom

i

^

1

he

DENIES LEGIT IN

said.

NAKE

AUSTRALIA

militancy 19 as result of
findings showing a wholesale depar
ture of theatre personnel. In some
cases, operators, faced with uncer
tain future in cinemas, are taking
up jobs in munition and vital indus-

plants, figuring that's where
O'Brien Insists
they'll be drafted.
government wiU have to amend the

regulations with a definite pronouncement that it's a reserved occupation or the exhibition
Is

among

E.

exhibs.

Making the picture

even more

blue is the wholesale takeover pf
femmes in the cinemas. Exhibs had
told by government to train
projectionists to replace tlje
male operators; this has been put
Into work. Usherettes ^re not lagbehind
in the trek.
Sing

been

women

J.

Talt,

managing director

this zone.

Talt indicated that only the fore-

put their earnings into real

'

estate,

and these interests had proved so
strong that the Income enabled
them to weather storms and face
losses over a term of years amount'

WOULD

Despite
to almost $1,000,000.
losses, however, Tait Is certain
that the corner will be turned in
the near future, and also that there's
ing

such

POOL BOOTHMEN

is

pooling aU available operators. Move
js figured as only means of sidestep
ping a shutdown of many theatres
Snag to such a plan is that
would entail a revision of the entire
wage-scale for boothmen. Operators
now in first-run locations are not
going to swap to a nabe house and
take the cut in pay, not, at least, un
less a standard wage agreement is
worked out between exhibs and the
union. It's unlikely labor would take
kindly to the idea, even under pres.
sure of emergency, after having got
Some
ten present wage-scales.
the sub scale exhibitors are indicat
Ing they'd be prepared to pay the
higher rate to keep their cinemas
running.
A long-standing worry In exhibi

was removed when Government
announced there will definitely

tion

no shortage of projection essentials.
Fear was widespread in view of re
Just an

FEAR FOR BEN COHEN

ON TORPEDOED SHIP
Anxiety for the safety of Ben
Cohen, Metro's South African theatre
manager at Durban, and his wife,
was expressed by Loew officials in
that the S.

they sailed

was learned
S. Robih Moor on which
May 6 was reported lost
it

at sea in last Monday's- (90 dis
patches. Wire report stated that the
steamer had foundered after being
hit by a Nazi torpedo and that 11 had
been rescued by a Brazilian boat.
It wasn't disclosed whether
bers of the crew or some passengers
were saved.

mem

AUSSIE

'Blitz

of

producer-director

owned the majority

of th°e 375,000

ordinary shares which provided the
capital of the unit, and they (Taits)
had had practically no return for
the past 11 years. When asked how
they kept going, Tait replied,
ply with guts.'

London's Traditionally

Shakespearean Old Vic

Modeme

In Switch to

m

Interests In this territory.

Anticipation

that

Warners

will

GOODWILL

.

PUSH U5. PROD.

OF FOREIGN PIX

many, would
government step in
and put a quick stop to any such
steps, especially preventing any further growth by Metro.
Distribs, however, faced with a
heavy frozen coin problem, figure
the government may agree to thea-

ters,

Workers Ask Boosts

From 8 U.S^
Distribs in

1

Mex

Mex

City

Mexico

City, June 10.
Employees of all U. S. distributors
and one Mexican film distributor

have appealed to. labor officials here
asking an adjustment of contracts in
effect for the last two years.
Workers seek additional pay and
other concessions. Two months have
been allowed' for negotiations. U. S.
distribs involved are Universal, 20th-

Fox, United Artists, Paramount,
Metro, RKO, Columbia and Warners.
London, May 22.
the lone Mexican disOld Vic theatre Felipe Mier is

of

—but

company

it

won't be

and, Bfcording to

'BAKER'S WffE\ KNEADS

Ardrey's play has already been
seen in London; the Saroyan frolic,
last year's Pulitzer prize winner on

ages of $100,000 for alleged misrepresentation and libel. . Plaintiffs are
the distributors of the French film,
'The. Baker's Wife,' having acquired
the distribution rights from the
Hakim Bros.
Plaintiffs
claim that numerous
U. S. distributors, including the defendants, had tried to exhibit the
picture in the U. S. without avail.
The defendants sold the rights of
distribution they possessed to Nat

to Britishers,

Proposition is bankrolled by a
prominent arty group. Some criticism is beiing voiced at its support
to the foreign plays and players included ii) the scheme.

tre buy-ins in order that coin stick
in this zone beyond the duration of
the war. 20th-Fox is set in Hoyts;
Metro runs its own chain, and Warners, of course, Is eying the G.U.T.

With the dearth of strong Indeforeign-language product
forcing them to handle re-Issues,
both foreign and domestic, indie foreign picture distributors are seeking

pendent

way to encourage such production In this country. Several distribs
are attempting to interest former
French-language producers, presently refugees in. the U. S., to Jaunch
such pix. Their angle is that pro-

duction of foreign-language films for
arty houses is a better approach for
refugee flbnltes to break into Hollywood than by turning out quickies.
One of the leaders in this endeavor
U World Pictures. World Is convinced that such features would have
Booked Boxing to Pix;
a $50,000 to $200,000 turnover, with
of the films suited for extended
It's
Orch some
playing time via the state rights
market, admittedly now in the doldrums. They believe foreign proLondon, May 22.
The Coliseum has seen many ducers will be able to turn out a
changes since the war started, rang- picture for $30,000 to $40,000, and
ing from newsreels, boxing, and that their return on such an investpicture re-issues but future offering ment would be greater than trying
will be something new for the West to make good with $200,000-$400,000
End. Theatre will carry Jack Hyl- features In Hollywood.
ton's presentation of the London
Foreign film distributors not only
Philharmonic Orchestra, when he have virtually exhausted their supbows the combination there June 2. ply of French end strong indie BritIt's first time a classy musical set'
ish pictures, but there is no indicaup has been given such attention in tion of new product for some time
West End. Malcolm Sargent wUl to come.
conduct.
Hylton took over the Philhar^
monic orchestra when it ran Into fi'
nancial trouble.
Impresario took
it on the road, playing theatre and
G.B.
variety dates for big business.

arrangement.

-

London Coliseum Has

Now

Symph

.

lOOG SUIT FOR HAKIMS
The Baker's

Wife, Inc., re-filed a
in N. Y. federal court
against Raphael, Robert,

new complaint
last

week

and Raymond Hakim seeking dam-

.

LONDON CLICK

'

'

playing Shakespeare.
A cast of
thesps headed by Walter Hudd will
present modern stage pieces, with
U. S. writers Robert Ardrey and
William Saroyan contributing "Thunder Rock' and 'Time Of Your Life,'
respectively, to t'.-.e showbill. After
10 weeks on the road, company will
come into the West End.

Broadway, will be new

22.

is said to have been dickering with the unit for quite a spell,
although one G.U.T. exec said that the
projectionists, ushers, etc.
Cinema
product on hand
sufficient
loop had
operators
have been
squawking
to take care of its needs for the presthey'd be forced to shut down If the
Havana, June 8
ent StlU, It's admitted, the Warner grab went on, making great
play
and
refugee
set
the
loop
would
G.U,T.
French
service
to
Henry I/eiser,
for the need for entertainment >in
ex-Paris film director, whose Asocia- in q very powerful position.
wartime.
[Further details on the
There's talk, however, that War1
de Radio y Television InterGovernment draft depleting theatre
make
some
frozen
plans
to
sink
seek
to
Panamericano
ners
may
cambio
personnel, in adjoining columns.]
all the Latin-American republics and coin with an indie exhib to get adeIndustry opinion is already cagey
the United States culturally closer quate protection for a term of years, in commenting
on the extra biz posto one another 'through a system of similar to that gotten by 20th-Fox
sibilities, Intimating the public will
recordings. Intends to confer -with with Hoyts through financial holdtake time to swing over to the habit
Nelson Rockefeller on the project. ings in the latter theatre chain. Dif- of
p.m. picture going, discarded with
On the results of these conferences ficulty would be for Warners to get winter and air-radio.
will hinge the success or failure of the break because the government is
ARTIP. He goes equipped with his giving close attention to all financial
In New South Wales, with
first recording designed about Cuba dealings.
for Mexico and called 'La Comparsa.' a labor government in power, the
Piece includes poetry and the music situation Is tougher for U. S. distribs
of Ernesto Lecuona.
seeking Aussie break-ins. ^
Leiser has been in Cuba working
Majority of indie exhibs are
on his scheme for a year since his watching very closely contemplated
escape across the Spanish border moves by certain U. S. distribs to bid
from the Germans when France was for exhibition rights in the key cen-

unofficially

trib.

'RISE'

"is

go to Greater Union Theatres, which

traditionally Bardian, has established
a touring

quitting

May

First operation of the new extended hours for cinemas has gon*
into effect, with the nation as a
whole following London's lead and
taking Its screentimes through to 10
p.m. In the main, it's an extra hour
of entertainment, and comes as result of the new forward movement
whereby a further 60 minutes was
plussed tovthe already existing hour
advance. New time is. dubbed 'Morrison Time' by the natives, after
William. Morrison, home secretary.
A couple of angles invite speculation.
To gain the extra closing
hour, cinemas must open one hour
later in the-morniaj;. This morning
trade had become considerable gravy
to exhibs, but seemed to add up to
something like a pain in the economical side of the. government.
Their Saving. Campaign is cov^ing
a lot of ground, and cutting, the
morning hour would indicate government is not wishful of the citizens going for entertainment.
If
they've nothing else to do with their
time, authorities can find plenty to
occupy themj they say.
The night trade carries its own
danger spot It's expected to be
heavy, although business thus far
has shown no marked upswings at
the boxoffice. Unless there's some
definite proof of support to the later
screening, exhibs will find themselves without a comeback to government's grab of manpower, 1. e.,

like to see the

and one other person (unidehtifled),

Management

Sydney, June JS.
of Hoyts on

Warners'

product, supply as from November
next Is expected to pave the way for
some new setups tried by U. S. pic

concerned.

Tait pointed out that the Tait boys

London, May 22.
Seeking a way out of the anticl
pated projectionist shortage, when
from the reserved
removed
men are
occupations list in July If under 35,
exhibs are mulling a scheme for

^.y.

filming

no question of 'miring' Insofar as hi^ occupied.
unit

week when

was

RECORDINGS AS

—

this

nix

of

emphatic that
Is
Is not 'mired,'
mentioned In Varibtt some time ago.
pointed
out that
Recently, Varibtt
going on the evidence of so many
revivals over a long span, legit could
not be classed as 'over-healthy' In
Australian legit

bring the question into the open.

ports from manufacturers.
error, sez Board of Trade.

He

23.

sight of his brothers'' and himseU
For months it's looked as if the
government was playing safe about had made it possible for a keen dC'
the picture game. Despite frequent termination to win through against
Utterances, nothing official has ever almost overwhelming odds.
The
been indicated' that cinemas would Taits, according to E. J., instead of
remain untouched. All (rther forms
taking and ~tlistributlng all profits
of industry have been brought into
from 1920 to 1929 the greatest years
~Uhe for the war eSprt
Move by the unions should at least in the history of the local stag

BRITISH

likely

Hotel.'

Williamson-Tait,

will be stifled. His broadside
stirring up a lot of attention

game

presently on an inthrough the Latindue back the end of this

BYWBIN

Recent death of Kurt Alexander
will

May

is

OUTLET SOUGHT

for the indie offering, and planned
to use a number of show biz" names.

Sydney,

Columbia's

McConville,

Joseph

foreign chief,
spection trip

tional releasing.

try

manpower

Goldman,

dles Wednesday (4). He plans sUying in N. Y. for at least a month.

Americas,
month.

So Far

London,

in N. Y.

Columbia's
manager In the Philippines, arrived
in New York for homo office hud-

Joyce Howard into John Baxter's
Feature,
'The Common Touch.'
working at Alstree, stars Greta Gynt
and Geoffrey Hibbert British Na-

MIRED

IS

Ed Goldman

Edmund

'

1

outlook to the general public. They
sat back or were satisfied with addressing memos to the government,

B.O. Increase

fea-

using
ture 'Face the Music' Film is
including
a bunch of radio talent,
Ruby
Chill Bouchier, Betty Driver,
Miller and Bunny Doyle.

British Prodnction

No Marked

Pilbeam are also

'

DAVE ROSE EN ROUTE TO
TO PAR
REPORT ON

CARR DUE
ITA's Co-Chief In

Sanders and Joe Malcolm in July,
1939, for $11,000, it is claimed. They,

Ing This

IN N. Y.

Eneland Clipper.

Week

David Rose,, managing director for
Paramount in Great Britain, is due
in New York around June 15 for
Undervitaf home office confabs.

stood that xnany important subjects
formed the plaintiff corporaconcerning the' setup on the British
London, June 10,
and after cutting the film, exTeddy Carr, co-director of United Isles win be up for consideration,
hibited it at the World theatre, N. Y. Artists in Great Britain, is due to the trip from London at this time
London, June 10.
When the picture started to make leave here this week for Lisbon, being made by Rose because of the
'Rise About It' is the latest legiter money, it is alleged the defendants where he'll board
the Clipper for crucial matters to be decided.
to hit th6 West End.
conspired to harrass, annoy and libel tl\e United States.
Rose also is expected to reveal
Amusing, unpretentious revue the plaintiff, claiming they owned
George Archibald, the other UA latest developments on quota prolooked like a click in its debut at the the .film, and so notified exhibitors, chieftain in England, recently ar' duction in England under present
Legit

Revue Makes Debut

Comedy Theatre

at

the

in turn,
tion,

.

Comedy

theatre last

week

(5).

thus causing cancellation of dates.

rived in the U. S.

conditions.

I
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HEIDOVER-PALACE

THEATRB,,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

% 'H6LD0VER-SENATI THEATRE, HARRISBURG, PENN.

HEIDOVER-OPERA HOUSE, NEWPORT,

R.

I.

HELDOVER-HIPPODROME, CLEVELAND, OHIO

HELDoVlft-GARDE

WEAT^TJSW

lONDCfj,

CONN. * mD<|g|/MljM{ATRE, AILENTOWN,

T|/||.l5Li*ER-J0GER SHERMAN, NEW HAV5N, CONN.,
HEIDO'

(fPNN.

IIlDOVER-ORPHEUM THEATRB, SAN FRANCISCO, CAI^

•

HELDOVER-COLONIAl THEATRE,

ELMIRA, N. Y.

HELDOVER-ASTOR THEATRE, READING, PENN.

-»

HELDOVER-DURFSI THEATRE,

.

PENhT.

FALL RIVER,

a

.

MASS.

•

HELDOVER-CANTON

THEATRE,

CANTON, OHIO

HEIDOVER-COLIEGE THEATRI, BETHLEHEM, PENN.

UJJJUULlUlimHlllVJ

HELDOVER-VIRGINIA THEATRE, ATLANTIC

CITY, N.

J.

-^ji^D^VER-PALACE THEATRE, LAWRENCE, MASS.

•

HELDOVER-RIALTO THEATRE,

lOUiSVItlE,

KY

^ ^I^Ii^Ir-^^^^TRE, BINGHA^^j^^^^'^^-^T^^^^-^klipTH^^E. NIAGA^^LS|^||^
HEIDOVER-WARNER
3VER-WARNER

THEATRE,:, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

BA
HELDQyE^^iii•i^B THEATRMPRAlcftU. LWOTC'^^KEITH'S THEATRE, BALTIMORE,
MD.

•
•

^^||^''''^j20^'

HELDOVER-C>I^|K]Ire,AJw1^penn.^

THEATRE, SEATTLE,

WASH.

^IQl^V^^*^
HELDOVER-PENN theatre, WILKES

BARRE, PENN.

•

THEAT
HELDOVER^IJOU
?!flJOU THEATRE,

HElDOVER-^HaMerijttTR
TRE, FITCTB^,

HELDOVER-CAPITOL
PITOL THEATRElHzAl^^g,
THEATRE

HELDOVER-ST

.

HliWW(5XR, PENN.

,

OHIO

OVER-OR«Ui

M,

HELDO\^-FUL-WR
HELDO\^-FULTTO

SPRINGFIELD,

THEATRE, PlTTSBURGrt
P
PlTtSBUROtt PqtlWk-

•

ig^Qll^^biWnVlTE, WATERBURY, CONN.

HELDOVER- PARAMOUNT THEATRE, NEWPORT NEWS,

VA.

i
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Itirring British

Wednesday, June 11, 1941
tlon to the screen requires changes
of the original to conform to requirements of the Hays sapolio
squad, which tend to lessen the main
Neverobjectives of Shaw's play.
theless, excellent casting and per-

Miniatnre Reviews

War Documentaries

The RclncUnt Dragon' (RKO).
Feature-length Disney should do
okay at the b.o., although a
trailer for Disney studio.
'Out of tha Fog' (WB). Cast
performances highlight film version of play, The Gentle People.'
Nominal biz irt regular runs.

Good Model for U.S. Pic Propaganda
This
a warning to the public.
message is contained in printed bold
titles carrying out the idea to be

r^roup of documentary fllms, Including:
Lolghbours Under Fire,' "Health In War,'
Lover Front Line,* 'Air Communique,*
1 hey AlBO Serve* and 'Musical Poster No.
produced by Strand Fllme, G.P.O. Film
ilt, Benllst Film Unit and Ministry of
Information all for tho M. of I., Great
Italn.
At Museum of Modem Art Film
Running time
r«atr«, K T., June 0. '41,

to

careful,

M

MIN8.

New

York's Museum of Modern
Tt Film Library Is presently oflierg IS re.cent documentaries from
igland as part of its exhibition of

he Art of Britain at War.' The
'orts

shown

last

listening

supporter may surprise with biz
in subsequent bookings.
'West Point Widow' (Par).

B

Sufficiently entertaining
for supporting

grammer

their hum-drum surroundings in a small fishing boat which
Small
putt-putts around the bay.
time racketeer arrives to milch the
pair o.f $5 a week for "protection* of
the moored boat Mitchell is militant but meek Qualen prevails
upon him to go along with the deal.
However, pair finally contrive to

escape

prospots

along the family

circuit.
Not
(20th).

'Man Honf

too

convincing anti-Nazi meller.for

The Reluctant Dragon

six

nominal
(Col)
reeler
length,

(PART TECHNICOLOR)
(One Song)

RKO relenae of Walt Disney production.
In ro
Live action
Features Robert Benchley.
Werker: cartoon aefurnishing a comprehensive, director, Alfred
quencoM director, Hamilton Luske. Screenresume of the British Isles play. Ted Scars, Al Perkins, Larry Clcmirrylng on under the Nazi blitz mons. Bill Cottrell; additional dialoe,
Benchley and Harry Clork; story for 'Rehe Ministry of Information released luctant Dragon' cartoon sequences adapted
by Ed Penner and T. He« from Kenneth
'e films.

Uieir

and Lee Patrick, a robust

1'

dualer.

0 p.m.

ihey will be

I;

—

;

summary of Britain Florence Gill, Clarenca Naab, Norm Fer5ing alon^ with its normal duties guson, Ward Kimball, Jimmy Luske, Alan
looking after neighbors who Ladd, Truman Woodworth, Hamilton MacFadden and Maurice Murphy.
ave lost their homes by bombing,
I'iring for the nation's health in warEver a trall-hewer, Walt Disney
me, the stoicism of those stationed has
once more created a film entirely
t the Dover coastal det^ense line, the
different from anything ever before
''ork
of the Royal Air Force,
seen In a theatre.
bold and nervy
(id the strenuous task confronting
stroke is 'The Reluctailt Dragon.' It's
be. average housewife during the
an out-and-out trailer for the Disney
;^esent conflict.
Something of the
Disney and
rimly, realistic

;hile

A

iritisher's

grit

and calm under

studios— a trailer which
RKO hope to sell at feature picture

all

'^cumstances

pervades each subAmerican producers of de^nse films may well profit from seeiig the entire 15 subjects because,
jidoubtedly, they represent the M.
J I. propaganda effort at Its peak of
Ifliciency.
It is the sort of propa

prices.

let.

.

,<Bnda

which

Is

most

effectual be^

^use so smartly executed, and as
;tch, hardly falls into the presentipy accepted category of blatant
'Ufieroo. in the event of greater war
.mergency, the. British 'Information'
ictics may well be copied by the
S., which is fast realizing the
rowing need for such a service,
'Neighbours Under Fire' by Strand
ilms gives a grim closeup of what
tcurs in a typical. English village
Iter it has been bombed by the
:|ermans.
Central figure in all acivitiesvis a l^elmeted minister. Final
per-,
shows a crowded air-raid
helier with hundreds peacefully
peeping as the muffled thunder of
raiders barely seeps In from
jbove. Narrator emphasizes Uie 'one
:|ig

family' idea,

G.P.O. .film unit contrasts the war
normal times with
hat has b^en happening under the
'azis' constant strafing from the air
'Health in War' subject. Film de)ils how the sick, infirm, helpless
aid children were moved away from
tondon when the bombings b6gan
3 Possibly the most dramatic film of
jfoup is 'Dover Front Line,' also by
Narrator stresses the point
f.P.O.
jainst disease in

I

everythiriK is quite all right at
over despite boAibardment from the
[,-!rench channel ports and continued
-It attacks, obviously covering the
..iree-month period ending last Sept.
Shows cinemas, roller skating
j5.
jinks and all business going forward
- usual.
Film interviews typical
.lat

idents, with the 'thumbs-up' spirit

There's a very good chance that
they may be successful, too, for the
picture has plenty of entertaining
qualities and should- do a better than
moderate gross at the b.o. It's a lot
less than sensational, however, and
may suffer at the hands of some of
the critics, especially those in the
big towns, but will have no trouble
earning plenty of good word-ofmouth.
Attitude .taken by exhibltd^ organizations and film buyers after
they have seen the pic may determine its success or failure. There's
a possibility they will rear up on
hind legs and shout, 'No, we won't
pay money for a 73-ininute plug for
Disney.' In that case there will be
trouble.
On the other hand, they
cannot gainsay the film's entertainment vEUue,' trailer or no, and play
it as they would any other feature.
A curious coincidence is the rel^e of The Reluctant Dragon'—
planned two to three years ago at
this particular time, when Disney's
studio employees are on strike. Dr.
Goebbels
couldn't
do a better
propaganda job to show the workers in Disney's-'pen-and-ink factory
a happy and contented lot doing
their dailly chores midst IdyUlc surroundings.
.The film, in Its essentials, is a trip
interthrough the Disney plant
spersed with cartoon shorts to insure the picture's appeal. It's not
half so bare, however, as that the
whole thing being cleverly done to
provide plenty of humor In both the
cartoon and live action portions. Incidentally, aside from uie introductory sequences in Disney's 'Fan.

—

—

tasia.' this is the first film to combine cartoons and humans on a
large jcale.
Pic opens with Benchley's wife

evidence from the small child on
to the officer in charge of an antircraft unit. Actual scenes of bomb- (Nana- Bryant)
reading Kenneth
g of a convoy going through the Grahame's famed fairy tale. The
over straits, dog fights in the sky, Reluctant Dragon,' She's struck by
.tacks on the balloon protection the idea 'that It would make a fine
ngs and anti-aircraft batteries in Disney film and rags Benchley, in
tlon heighten the short.
the w.k. femme manner. Into call'Air
Communique' shows how ing on Disney to sell it to him.
OIC3 are reckoned in air fights, Be- Benchley tries every way he knows
laying .stress on the R.A.F. to evade the assignment and, even
ethod of. checking Nazi plane after he is admitted to the studio,
'escapes' from his guide
iualtles, the film is intensely ftiter(Buddy
sting in actual air-fighting scenes, Pepper) so that he won't have to
'roducer shrewdly has taken Sept' face Disney.
= as a big day
in the British effort
His
'escape'
takes
him intc
thwpt Gernian raider planes with strange doors and strange rooms.
e tally '185 planes downed' that In each of them the employees
'ate.
quickly
recognize
him as -Bob
to

d^

How those who serve at home have
difficult a task as the munitions
yorker, the soldier on duty or the
fflce worker carrying-on
despite
pe wai", is the thesis for They Also
-erve,' produced by Realist
_ne dawn-to-nlghtfall activitiesFilm
in a
lypical two-day period of the
aver;ge housewife are employed to
punch.ome this message.
Short comes
losest to being a theatrical produclon of the lot
^'Musical Poster No. 1,' designed and
^y^' ^ 8 fantastic
ut effective blending of color effects
I

i.s

.

na sound

to

draw audience

Interest

Benchley

and

endeavor

everything clear to him.
guide eventually

sistent

to

make

"The perflntls

him

eluded.
Cartoons, which are segued in by
the process of making it appear
that they 'are what the various departments are working on, include
'Baby Weems,' 'How to Ride a
Horse' and The Reluctant Dragon.'
There are a number of new Disney
characters, all excellent and good
future use, such as 'Baby
for
Weems,' infant genius who explains
to Einstein why his theory Is wrong,
etc., and "The Dragon,' a pleasant
old girl, who la reminiscent of
•Ferdinand the Bull' in that she'd
rather/ write poetry than breathe
fire

and

'fight

There's a possibility that Disney,
in his efforlLto popularize the picture, will disappoint many people,
for the revelations of studio technique are kept to a minimum and
given only in the most general sort

way,
Mfuiy of the performers in the

of

live action portions are Disney em
ployees doing their actual jobs, al'
though virtually all of the speak

ing parts are handled by professionajs.
In the latter category are
Benchley, Nana Bryant Buddy Pep
per and Frances Glfford.
Beginning of the film is in black

and white.

It

cleverly shifts into
'

Technicolor when Benchley gets to
the caijiera room where the color
work is done. Presence of the tints
Is caUed to the audience's attention
by Benchley's sudden discovery that
his tie, clothing, book, etc., now are
of vivid hu^s.
In addition to strains of many old
Disney tunes used throughout the

one new one. The Re
luctant Dragoa' It has some of the
possibilities of 'Whistle While You

film, there's

Work,'

but

is

not

Direction

of

Alfred

long
film

Werker

—

WEST POINT WIDOW

.

—

—

i

,?,-.,',',

TIGHT SHOES
.1

Blo«h''?.".*;

picture as the twosome in good style,
assisted by Maude Eburne, Lillian
gandolph, Cecil Kellaway. and
Richard Denning.
Picture might
nave been made a bit more interesting with more polishing
technique
by the writers.

Wait

MAN HUNT
o«,K »
^^.f^"'

Bonnett;

Hollywood, June

6.

Warner Bros, release of Henry Blanke
production,
stars Ida Luplno, Jihn GarJeld; features Thomas Mitchell, Eddie AlQ"""". Aline
wirMa^^""'*V7'°''l"5'
McMahon.
Directed by Anntole Lltvak.
Screenplay by Robert Roaaen, Jerry Wald
Richard Macaulay, from play 'The Gentle
People,
by Irwin Shaw; camera, James

Wong Howe;

editor.

R»

Warren Low;

.peclnl

effects,
Wimpy; Ass't director, Lee
Katz; dialog director, Jo Graham.
Previewed at Warners Beverly, June B. •*!
Running time. gS MINS.
Ida Lupino
5'<''!S. Qo«?«™'''
John Garlleld
Jonah :aoodwln
Thomas Mitchell
George Watklns
Eddie Albert
George Tobjaa
A,
t"^'""'"
Oaf
Johnson..,John Qualen
Florence Goodwin
Aline MacMohon
•

Jerome Cowan
Odette Myrtll

Gorcey
Robert Homuns
Bernard Gorcey
Paul Harvey

^tin^rt^P-P,"

exploitation

Is

a moderate
h„i,?ff^- l^^V^ ^"i*
i'U'leet:
Tight Shoes' will ride
"I' "S"'" '""s as a topsupporter, and may surn?,>?i^%*'
prise
in

Hollywood, June 10.
of Kenneth Macgowan

.

release

features

vil-hiX^""';^
Nichols,
based on
by

OUT OF THE FOG

The Reluctant Dragon.'
In his stumbling through the
This
plant Benchley (and the audience) Shaw's
shorts and

L.

quick-

in the

keeps the live action zipping along. District Attorney
^JJ'If there's any slowness, it's in the
cartoon division. The whole thing ?fcD-.:v.-.''.r.\.=.'"r¥o,S'&
is played for laughs and much
of it
Tight Shoes' retains the strong
earns them.
flavor
of
Damon
Whatever results the picture atRunyon's wit and
tains at the b.o, and they should be
the New Yorkese
hr?„!?^',^,^""'=^"y
good, if exhib complications don't brand of slang so ably expounded to
arise, Disney must be at least given a the American public through Runtop grade for effort Again he has yons .syndicated
column.
It"'
a
come through with something differ- whirlwind laugh-getter, studded with
ent, something to make people talk hilarious episodes,' and rolling along
about films, which, after all, is Just at a zippy pace. Carrying low volt«u«e
dressing in the cast,
what the b.o. needs right now.
Sfo*.
"If
picture
has a chance of riding
Herb.

again and prods him into the DisV
ney presence—^hlch is In a projection room.
Before Benchley has a Assistant
D. A
chance to spring his 'idea' the lights Caroline Pomponette..,.,
go out and a new Disney film ap- Bddle
pears on the screen. It's, of course, Officer Magnider
the story Benchley has come to sell. -Sam Pepper..
Judge Morlarlty

see some
making of

plugged

enough or heavy enough in the
to get across with any sock.

the

as

tempered and fast-<thinking showgirl
who gratiuated from 10th avenue
and burlesque. Howard handles the

bay goes awry when he
Scripters Leonard Spigelgass and
stumbles overboard and Is drowned. Art Arthur have
successfully
The gentle people ^o back to formed the Runyonesque yarn transto the
normal, and Miss Lupino discovers screen, and
director Albert Rogell
her love for Eddie Albert is the does a topnotch
job of speedy pilot*
real thing.
ing to catch every laugh possible.
Picture is a study in characters,
Walt
and stresses that factor rather than
As in the
dramatics or comedy.
play, there's a 'TurklBh bath sequence for comedy delivery by
bankrupt
George
Tobias
which
Hollywood, Jupe 6.
catches maximum reaction.
Rela
Paramount release of Sol C. Slegel pro>
tions between
Miss Lupino and ductlon; aasoolata producer, Colbert Clark.
Garfield and only intimated in the Stars Anne Shirley; features Richard
Carlson.
Dlr«eted by Robert Slodmak.
screen version.
Play's
climactic Screenplay by P. Hugh
Herbert and Hani
finish, detailing actual murder of Kraly, based on story by Anno Wormser;
Garfield by the two victims of his camera, Tlieodor Sparkuhl; editor, Archla
racketeering is also switched and Manhek; Asa't diractor, C. C. Coleman,
Jr.;
dialog director, P. HuKh Herbert.
not too skillfully
accidental Previewed In studio projection
to
room, Jun*
death; both to cover Hays code re- S. '41. Running time, tt MINS.
Nancy Hull
quirements.
Anno Shirloy
Jimmy Krueger
Rlchanl Carlson
Director Anatole Lltvak did
Rhody Graves
.Richard Denning
workmanlike job In^ handling the aa< 5"'
Frances Glfford
Maude Bburna
signment of keeping things going Mr*. WllUts
Mrs. Gmves
Janet Deecher
mainly on incident and human re- Dr.
Spencer
Cecil Kellaway
actions to problems that arise. Gar
Joe Martin
Archie Twlichall
field fits neatly into the familiar fop*"'';;-;
Llllinn Randolph
Patricia Parr
groove of a rough and tough Mlsa Hlnkle
Sharon Lynne
S
,
racketeer, ,but major responsibility Jennifer
,. (Dsanna Jean Hall
for carrying the tale along rests Mr. Metapouloa
Eddie Conrad
with Mitchell and Qualen.
Both
turn in creditable performances.
This is an tmpretentious romantic
Ida Lupino Is the daughter grasping at Garfield's apnroaches in order drama aimed to fill in as supporting
fare in the family duals, and amply
to escape her environment
Eddie
-Albert is the girl's waiting sweet- achieving that mark. It's the first
production
for Sol C. Siegel at Paraheart while Aline MacMahon returns to the screen in brlrf appear- mount after graduation from Reances as a nagging wife. Leo Gor- public—aUo IniUal directing job of
cey, Robert Homans and Tobias are Robert Slodmak in this country after
turning 'em out in France prior to
most prominent in support.
Story sticks close to the fog- the blitz.
Despite a below-par script and
Mnged waterfrqnt and displays exceptional merit in the art direction rather sophomoric dialog direction
and sets devised. Temper of the by scrlpter F. Hugh Herbert, picture
setting Is accentuated by low key rings In the cute UtUe baby angle to
hold
audience attention at more than
lighting employed by James Wong
nominal interest Anne Shirley is a
Howe on tho photographic side.
nurse in a hospital, pursued by
Walt.
Interne Richard Carlson, but secretly
teklng care of her infant daughter.
Seems she was the brief wife of a
west Point grid hero, with marriage
quickly annulled on promise of reHollywood, June 7.
Universal
marriage
release
after the boy's graduation
of
Mayfair
(Jules
from
John
the Academy.
Howl-'B'"""
Carlson dis^T'-UZ^^^"'"- Brod Crawford. Anne
covers the secret, but pursues hia
'""l*
Carrlllo.
Directed by Albert
S. Hogell.
Screenplay by Leonard Splgel- campaign until graduation of the
rather, and then steps in to take over
Elwoo* Bredell; the youngster and wife for his own
TdiS? Otto Ludwig.
"i*"""editor,
Previewed at Alex-^ when the
graduate forgets his former
sweetheart
Tale is unfolded with the regula••J'"'" Howard
itblT''"''
tion formula situations, and, despite
Brod Crawford the consistent
R^uVh
pace at which SlodAmain.V.'.V.V.V.V."
mak sets the tempo, is decidedly
^rLl l-T?,'?'
Carrlllo
Qrover
Samuel S. Hinds lacklng-4n the dialog delivery, preoKy
sided over by Herbert Anne Shipley
McGrathV.V.'.V.V.V.V
^RlXrS'T"'' and Carlson carry
the burden of the
^arah Padden

him

pace. Good support for the proHuemer and Jobn P. Miller; camera (black
gram houses.
and vhlte), Bert Olennon; Technicolor,
WInton Hoeh; editor. Panl Weatheraax;
Wednesdays imtU June 29. score,
Frank Churchill and Larry Moray;
shown only at the two special eRecti, Ub Iwarks, Joshua L. other Disney features in work, not
ite performances Wednesdays after Meador; animation, Ward Kimball, Ft«d
"Bambf.'
Mooro. Milt Nell, Wolfgang Reltliennan, ably
lat date.
There's the sound effects roomi
Bud Swllh, Walt Kellr, Jack Campbell,
Remarkable part about these docu- Claude Smith, Harvey Toombs. Previewed the voices of Donald Duck and
.entary subjects is that the high June S, '41, In projection room, N. T. Claca Cluck (Clarence Nash aind
Running time, IS BUMS.
art
chnlcal quality has been main' Robert
Robert Benchley Florence Gill) in action, studio
Benchley
:tined
and though obvious propa Mrs. Benchley
Nana Bryant class in which the model is. an eleBaddy Pepper phant the multiplane camera room,
imda films (documentary is the Guide
Frances Glftord
sculpiord applied because of the current Doris
Bamett Parker paint mixing laboratory, prop
Dragon's Voice
igma attached to propaganda) they Sir Giles' Voice
Claud Alllster turing department animators and
re gripping and never duU.
There are
Silly Lee
Dttls Boy's Voice
scenario department
and
also a few incidental operations in
Six pictures in this group give a the staff of the Disney
atudlos. Including

Documentaries wiU continue to be
liiown daily at 4 p.m., plus 6:30 and

characterization

ter,

*B'

'Paper Bullets' (PRC). Underworld meller unfolds at speedy

'Baby
tale;
(airy
English
Weems' cartoon sequence. Joe Grant, Dick

Orahame's

a day.

Crawford hits consistently as the
ward boss, while BInnle
provides
an outstanding

flashy

associations with
boss. Shemp Howard and Ed Gargan
Ida Lupino. But their plan of provide broad comedy
as Crawford's
knocking Garfield out and tossing stooges.

Nurse's

Whodunit with Regis Toomey

^'Ipplng

many

Barnes

kill

For minor dualers.
(WB).
Secret'

The

U

|;5tion,

game in the rear, and fires the responsible shoe clerk. But Howard,
egged on by city editor Richard
Lane, exposes the underworld connection of the councilman up for reelection; gets plenty of publicity to
run for office, oeat the machine and
have Crawford tossed out of power.
Both the undercover boss and Miss
Barnes take up with Howard, his
head is temporarily turned, but he
comes down to earth in time to
marry sweetheart Anne Gwynne in
a ceremony preceded by one of the
most spontaneous fights lined up in

role of the not-too-brilliant college
grad who gains office in spite of
himself in convincing style. Leo
the racketeer when he demands Carrlllo is the store
proprietor;
savings scraped up for a Richard
Lane the aggressive editor,
larger boat and also has Intimate and Samuel
S. Hinds the political
Mitchell's daugh-

biz.

Blehest Man In Town'
Tediously slow short
feature
to
stretched

The

(Cartoon-Live Aotion Featnre)

Friday (6) are typl-

shown on two other days

re

traction.

Story Is a simple tale of decidedly simple folk residing adjacent to Sheepshead Bay, Brooklyn.
Two cronies, tailor Thomas Mitchell
and short-order chef, John Qualen,

Tight Shoes' (U). Slick .laugh
programmer. Strong key dual

to

Wear.

of the other nine subjects, which

,.1

is

you, what you do, where you live,
where you work.' Short runs less
than three minutes but is highly effestive in cautioning the average
citizen not to give enemy any information, carelessly or inadventently.

l

Blx ahorte,

enemy

'the

formances, careful production and
mounting, ahd. marquee strength of
the toplinlng namfis will carry Out
of the Fog' through the regular runs
for nominal biz as a- standard at-

shoe store to install a hideaway dice

Geoffrey

George

Sanders

camera

MoNe"

Captain Thorndiko

OulvV.SmiiK

Dl.

ScraenX" Dudley
the novel 'Regie Male'

Household:

n'r".','.";.
studio projection
room June
nlng time. 100 MINS.

Arthur

P" vlewed^St
'41
Run.

9,

\

Walter PIdgeon
..Joan Bennett

George Sanders
Mr Vfn^i
the subsequent houses.
•'ohn Carradlna
vL^i '
second production Dwtor
^"i^y McDowall
for V""'®
former ^i^^^
film sales executive
Jules
between 'Boys L%^^gi.t""^?"--"*"-''«-^^^^^^^
Frederick Worlock
cSmn In

•WB?f,f^"*=l'*?

'

forthcoming Whisker.

creaiiaoie,
c^edte^^snn"'"
and an

Lester Matthews
example to
Produc^?s that
on^ wfth
one
with close experience for
-^'i^nij FrtS
manv Police Lleutenan
years with audience
can uncover the magicrequ^ements SS^'^..:::::::::::^-£E^S
foimiUa of
Herbert Evans
successful Dicture-mSking
B^SSS*
^"^^y
^^^w^. .Keith Hitchcock
Runyon's original story Is not
too
Extended operations of the Ges''"t " abounds wi?h

?inW
rapid-flre

dialog

and- surprise situs
displayed In this fllm vero??
that hold- interert a
a peak
Household's novel,
John Howard 1? a ?nil
Rogue Male.' Picture catches inwho fits ward terest with melodramatic texture of
fader Brod Crawford with a paYr of «"ly episodes, but loses its grip
at
tight shoes at latter's
Insistence, The
J .J'!.1'"*ay mark to wind up as
misfits institute numerous
comnU- decidedly overfootaged meller and
not
a
Dull
tions

throughout

struggling shoe clerk

is a film version of Irwin
8**3
hunch to
cwu'i^-v9"'^°J'^
play. The Gentle People,' switch
bfts on horses at the track'
eight operations In the which was presented on Broadway is
discredited by the political bosi
cartoons, plus three full by the Group Theatre two years
ago and upbraided
hunks of a number of with moderate success. Transposi- heart, Bmnfe by his showgirl sweetBarnes, He buys the

too credulous.
in marquee
strength and lacking women appeal,
P cture's best chance for nominal
W2 la in the metropolitan sectors

(Continued on page 16)
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IN BRONX
f\hU BOOKING CHART FREEATPIXSTARLIGHT
PARK
(For in/ormatlon o/ theatre and film exchange bookers Vabiett present*
;a camplete chart of featxife releases of all tlie American distributing comDate of reviews at piven in
iyanies for the current quarterlv period.
Variety and the runTiing time of prints are included.;
VARIBTT. INC. ALL BIUHT8 BR9ERVED
COPYRIGHT. 1040.

m

Another headache for exhibs

the Bronx, N. Y., Is new policy of
pictures for free with the price of

admish to Starlight Park there. Entap is SOc weekdays and $1
to Type Abbreviations:
M— Melodrama; C Comedy; CD Comedy trance
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
Drama; W— Western; D Drama; RD Romantic I>rama; MU Musical.
That includes swimming and locker,
Figures herewith indicate da(e of VARiEm's review and running time.
dancing to a name band and six

'Key
'

—

—

—

—

WEEK OF RELEASE—1/Z5/41
Under Aee

The

(Col)

D
D

S/Zl
S/Zl

Big Boss (Col)

'Zlecfeld Girl (M-G)
4/23
The Invisible Ghost (Mono)
Roar of the Press (Mono)
Power Dive (Par) */9
;They Met In ArgenUna (BKO)

MU

M

I

'Lady From Louisiana (Rep)
Singing HIU (Rep)
,'MaU Train (20th)
Flanie of New Orleans (U)

CD
O

S/14
S/Zl

MU
D

W

'

M

D
D
D

4/30

3/26
That HamUton Woman; (UA)
WaeoDs BoU at Nlrht (WB) 4/3«

S9
G*
lib
63
72
«»
7S
82
73

7S
IZH

H3

N. Gray-A. Baxter
O, Kruger-G. Dickson
J. Garland-J. Stewart
B. Lugosl-P. Toung
J.

Parker-W. Ford

D
D
D

W

Up Baby (RKO)

C

Bringing

2/1S/3S

C

Country Fair (Rep)
S/14
S/21
Tombstone (Rep)
Black Cat (D) 4/30
Thieves FaU Out (WB)
C/4

W

Sherlft of

i
i
.!

D

D

75
76
CI
90
lOZ
74
S4

G. Autry-S. Burnette
G. Harkcr-P. Calvert
M. DIetrlch-B. Cabot
V. Lclgh-L. OUvler
H. Bogart-S. Sidney

M. Scott-G. Brent
L. Barrymore-L.
T. Ritter

CD
Her First Bean (Col) S/7
D
A Woman's Face (M-G) S/7
M
House of Mystery (Mono) 6/4
C
Gay Vagabond (Rep) 5/21
Great American Broadcast (20ih) 4/30 D

:

i
':

';

i

Affectionately Yours.

(WB)

70
72

E. Albert-J. Leslie

76
105
61
««

J.
I.

.

Cooper-J. Withers

Craw(ord-M. Donglaa

!HI

K. Kent-J. KeUy
R. Kams-R. Donnelly
A. Faye-J. Payne

82

H. Oberon-D. Morgan

D

S/7

Ayres

McCrea-E. Drew

J.

K. Hepburn-C. Grant
J. Clyde-E. Foy, Jr.
R. Rogers>G. Hayes
H. Herbert-G. Sondergaard

WEEK OF RELEASE—S/9/41

1

She Knew All the Answers (Col)
5/14
I'U Walt for You (H-G)
King o1 the Zombies (Mono)
There's Magic In Music (Par.)

i

5/21

C

M

M

71
67

D
D

RD

CD
D

Tom Sawyer (UA) 2/16/38
Singapore Woman (WB)
5/14

too
91
65

D

Tone
M. Hunt-V. Weldler

J.'Bennett-F.

D. PurceU-J. Woodbury
A. Jones-S. Foster
D, Barry-L. Merriclc

M. Hoghes-G. Montgomery
M. CanoU-R, Colman
T. Kelly-E. Patterson

B. Marshall-D. Bruce

W. Powell-M. Loy
t.

C

G. Klbbee-D. Trout
G. Roland-B. Barnes

D
WD
C
D

Great Commandment (ZOth)
Too Many Blondes (U) S/Zl
The Nurse's Secret (WB) 6/11

French and/or German,

etc.

at affected Cockney accents are always synthetic. George Sanders is
generally menacing as the Gestapo
chief,,

John

while

Carradine

None young Roddy McDowall are

I

—

Man

The

Lang-J.

Mesqultccn
J. Beai-M. Moscovlch
3

B. Vallee-H. Parrlsh
L. Fatrlck-R. Toomey

WEEK OF RELEASE—5/30/41

Town

,

,

D

84
94

D

131

V. Bruce-H. Marshall
R. Taylor-B. Donlevy
D. Sharpe-J. Waldo
R. Mllland-V. Lake

MU

»7
1Z3

L.

85
102

P. Lane-J.

Adventure In Washington (Col)
Billy the Kid (M-G)
5/28
Silver Stallion (Mono)
I Wanted Wings (Par)
3/26

W
W

M

Salnt'.s VacaUon (RKO)
Sunny (RKO) 5/Zl
5/21
(tnd Sand (ZOth)
Abbott-Costello in the Navy (U)
MilUon Dollar Baby (WB)
S/28

D

Blood

C

6/4

CD

S.

Gray-H. Sinclair

.

A. Neagle-B. Bolger

DameU-T. Power

AbbottK;osteUo

Lynn

D

(M-G)

W

-

D
P

78

R. Ailen-A. Devlne
Cagney-P. O'Brien
Stcphenson-G. Fitzgerald

J.
J.

WEEK OF RELEASE—e/13/41
D

The Get-Away (M-G)

Richest

WhIUey

M. Weaver-N. Sparlo

M

.

I

T. Holt-R.

CD

'

:

G. Gaxbo-R. Novarro
B. Corrlgan-J. King

-W

Wrangler's Roost (Mono)
Cyclone on Horseback (BKO)
For Beauty's Sake (20th)
Hen of the Tlmberlands (U)
2/12/35
i Devil Dogs of the Air (WB)
^^hitting Victory (WB)
5/28
!

Man

in

Town

(Col)

Out of the Fog (WB)

U

CD

6/lZ

Gang's All Here (Mono)
'
One Night In Lisbon (Par) S/14
Bring 'Em Back Alive (RKO)
6/21/32
Bride Wore CmUhes (ZOth)
7/24/40
Tight Shoes (U)
6/11
,
Broadway Limited (UA)

c

D

6«

CD

54
67

M

6t)

C

<

6/11

D
D

85

R. SterllilE-D. Adams
F. Craven-J. Todd
F. Sarro-M. Moreland

M. CarroU-P. MacMurray
Frank Buck Reissue
North
Howard-B. Barnes
V. McLaglen-M. Woodworth
t. GarBeld-L Lupino
L. Roberts-T.
t.

WEEK OF RELEASE—6/20/41
Thne Out for Rhythm (Col) 5/ZS
Hands Across the Rockies (Col)
The Big Store (M-G)
Bowery Blitzkrieg (Mono)
West Point Widow (Par)
They Meet Again (RKO)
Nevada City (Rep)
Man Hunt (20th) 6/11
San Antonio Rose (U)
Passage from Hongkong (WB)

BIU

74

W

C

D
CD
D
W
D
MU
D

'

100

R. VaUee-R. Lane
Bill Elllot-M. Dally
Marx Bros.-T. Martin
L. Gorcey-B. Jordan
A. Shlrley-R. Carlson
J. Hersholt-D. Lovett
R, Rogers-G. Hayes
.

J.

Bennett>W. PldgeoB

R. Palge-J. Frazee
K. Donglas-L. Fairbanks

WEEK OF RELEASE—6/27/41
Sweetheart of the Camrns (C«I)

C

'

C. 8tarrett-T. Walker
T. Keene-B. Miles
C. Gable-R. BusseU
E. Drew-C. Bugglci

CD

Wlthers-N. KeUy
Disney Cartoon
J. Canova-F. Lederer
D. Batry-L. Merrick
G. George-B. MacLane
J.

C

W

KasBas Cyclone <RcD)
Bit tbe Road (U)
ITadergrouad (WB)

R. Keeler-O. Nelson

W
w
D
W

Medico of Painted Springs (Col)
Wanderers of the West (Mono)

They Met in Bombay (M-G)
The Parson of Paqamint (Par)
A Very Young Lady (ZOth) 4/30/41
Betactant Dragon (RKO)
6/11
Fsiddin' Head (Rep)
.

D
D

J,

Lynn-K. Verne

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/4/41
.

Was a Prisoner on DeWa Island (Col)
BaiBaclc Bin (M>G)
Caoght In the Draft (Par) «/28
I

M4WB Over Miami (20th>
Oanxs of Sasorm (Rep)
Bachelor Daddy (U)

D

D. Woods-S. EUers

c

W. Beery- V. Weldler
B. Hope-D. Lamour

CD

MU

W
C

82

D.

.

Ameche-B. Orable

3 Mesqulteers

Babv Sandy-E.

E.

Horton

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/11/41

cleaning up. Max Bluett is back at
the swank Hotel Georges V; he, too,
is a w.k. figure to American tourists
and showfolk.

Story winds endlessly through the
outward feud of two small towners
newspaper publisher Edgar
Buchanan and banker Frank Craven
Underneath their bltkerings is a
Backets
Maxim's, on the rue de Rlvoll, strong palshlp, and entire excuse for
fanied eating place, is the unofficial the yarn is predicated on Buchanan's
h.q. of the diplomatique who can fix prepared obit of Craven^ which the
almost anything. An exit visa for a latter uses for his friend. In bethere's the arriyal of a fastFrenchman from occupied to unoc- tween,
talking trio of amateur show procupied France is 5,000 francs; for a moters
headed by
Pryon who
Jew 25,000; $100 and $500 in U. S. conveniently falls Roger
in love with the
exchange. It's an open racket
publisher's
daughter,
and kicks
Jew or Gentile, if you have funds around to put the show over on a
legitimate basis.
In Paris, they will be delivered
_
to
Nothing new Injected Into the
you either in Marseille, Vichy, Bordeaux or any other frontier bank- script writers including the Abbotting branch for 15% less your prin- Costello money changing routine
-without variation. Even that Is of
ciple.
bush league calibre, a heritage from
AU non-'Aryan' businesses have burleycue.
been liquidated, coordinated or are
Edgar Buchanan, Pasadena dentist
'administrated,' such as Galeries La- turned actor, works easily despite
fayette, which is the No. 1 depart- handicaps of both script and diment store, and actually a public rection. Craven also tries his best
stockholding corporation, hence its but the material just isn't there
Newcomer Eileen O'Hearn, former
'Aryanism' is vague.
Los Angeles Times stenog tagged by
Although an American, Livingston
Columbia from a Little Theatre,
not only has his carte d'identite shows
an occasional
marked with 'J* (Jew, Jude or Juif) shme brighter in spark that might
a better assignbut It's stamped, in French, with
Wolfc
..
'Juif.'
The American consulate
told him that since the Nazis administer the laws, there is no alterna-

Ringside Malsle (M-G)
City LimlU (Mono)
Forced fianding (Par)
'Accent on Love (ZOth)
Bello, Sucker (U)

C

D
D

M
C

A. Sothcrn-G. Murphy
F. Albertson-L. Grey
R. Arlen-E, Gabor
G. Montgomery-o. Itlassen
B. Herbert-T. Brown

—

THE NURSE'S SECRET

tive.

Livingstone himself was caught in
a jam with a French-Hungarian adventuress who was committed to
three years for mulcting, but because he innocently testified in her
behalf he was suspected of complicity.
As result, Livingstone languished in a common jail for four

p.^drt?;n.="/i„n:'rr-iie'- ?irrick*''V.r
Directed by Noel M. SmUh
^^""'ony Coldeway from
Roberts Rlnehart; iame??^
editor. Doug aould; dl«-

Toomey.

Z?^"^^^^

J^.i?i.''i."V^
Jamea
Van Treea;
iS*

At Rialto,
"^"inning time,

t"'^"'!'

M
MISI8.
Ruth

Adams

piuia "Sr^t"

t-,,
;

?:

Hebrew

American,'

with

religion.

constant Dr
U. S. con-

sular attaches could do little under
existing c&cumstances to succor him
pending the probe. A Jewish lawyer
successfully defended him.

K«il

NuSE.

p-*,.,,.w

•
•

; :

months until the facts he offered Chart., Biiiiii.:
were thoroughly investigated and ultimately proyed. Meantime, the Nazi iJifcT.. nV*
hI^-"
French press berated him as 'le Juif
Moises* (Maurice the Jew) and 'the M?^H.V;
emphasis on his

.

Hefty
to emerge from this studio.
backer-upper on dual setups.
Familiar artifice of sending a
police 'inspector out to unravel an
apparent suicide And then, run into
an insurance swindle ring has been
here by
remarkably
heightened
complications.

baffling

'

•ii""L^!Ss»

::::(3','.™

SSSL'J

Charle. D. Waldron

CharlM TrowbrldS.
Leonard Mudls
Vlmlnla Brlsaac
.Georgia Calno

Lnda

Emerson

The Mary Roberts Rlnehart

D

i

r e c t-o r

Smith makes certain, however, not
to become so mysterious with his
story that the audie'>:e interest lags.
Instead, he carefully introduces each
new plot ramification. And througH
the entire production runs the nurseinspector romance and simultaneous
rivalry to uncover the real culprits.

numerous mystery stories,
only two slayings occur despite the
number of people involved and the
Unlike

extensive

operations

of

the

insur-

ance ring.

Maximum of action Is tempered by
pert dialog (directed by Eddie Blatt)
relief.
Irhe police in-

and comedy

change.
Lee Patrick and Regis Toomey are
splendidly teamed as nurse and chief
inspector. It's the second picture recently to spot Toomey in such a role
characterization
but

his new
is
a
factual one than generally
given- him.
Work in this film
certainly rates this youthful film
veteran a chance in more important
pictures. Miss Patrick makes a likeable nurse who's detailed to assist
the police in uncovering the strange
goings-on in the murder mansion.

more

Support

Carroll

origi-

nal makes a swift moving film, under
adaptation of Anthony Coldeway,

is

headed

Ann

by

.

Edmonds and Julie Bishop, as two of
the femmes suspected of complicity
in

.

the

Leonard

murder.

original

Mudle makes a
villain, employed

different

sort

of

to keep the audience guessing as to the real insurance racket leader. Others important
in the cast include Clara Blandick,
George Campeau, Charles D. WaU
dron and Charles Trowbridge.
Wear.

PAPER BULLETS
(WITH SONGS)
Hollywood, Jne
Producerfl Releasing Corp.

relea.'^e

of

4.

K-B

(Maurice and Franklin Kozlnsky) proilucFenlures Joan Woodbury, Jack l.,aRuc, Linda Ware, John Archer, VInce Harnett.
Directed by Phil Rosen.
OrlKlnal
atory and screenplay b^ Martin Mooncy;
camera, Arthur Martlnelll: editor. Martin
O. Cola; asst. director. Arthur Gardner;
production manoger, Mock V.
Wright:
songs, Vic Knight, Jo^nny I,ange, Lew
Porter, Maurice Koslnsky.
Previewed In
projection room, June 8, '41.
Running
time: 68 .M1N8,
RU Adams
Joan Woodbury
Mickey Roma
Jack UiRuo
tlon.

'

Donna Andrews
Bob Elliott
.<!<hrllibler

Linda Wnre
lohn Archer
VInce Barnett

Ladd

Jlcnniy Kelly

Allan

Kurt Parrlsh

Uiivin Qordon
Philip Trent
William Ilalllgan

Horold Dewltt
Chief riynn
Clarenca Dewltt
District Attorney

Henry Lartigue is operating 'Richest Man in Town' is slow, dull
Ciro's and Les Ambassadeurs fop and. generally tedious— and between Jim
Adams
himself and the American Clifford C. the numerous fadeouts and fadeins. Bruce King
Fischer, now in New York, and talks itself to death with reams of .Toe Kent
rx>u Wood
dialog. At best it's a filler.
im's.

WEEK OF RELEASE—</C/^
Blata Hari

j
r.

several slick performances and Noel
M. Smith's intelligent direction,
making The Nurse's Secret' one of
the several top-bracket B's recently

spector,
incidentally,
is
made a
and smart, human individual just for a

best in

but the femmes who habitually haunt support
Fritz Lang's direction maintains
the bistros have anything to do with
excellent suspense ih the first half,
the Germans; on the other hand, the
but yarn hits the skids for the secNazis are markedly 'correct' in their ond section to wind up with a series
relations with the French.
of overdravirn and inconclusive seNewsreels are still projected to a quences. From the picture's exposilights-up audience.
Where the die- tion, England was a beehive of Gerhard French formerly would openly man agents at the outbreak of the
read their newspapers^ in the lit in- war, and Pidgeon's escape to a cave
in
outlands and final showdown
terior of their cinemas, now they are
with Sanders at that spot is more
not permitted to do that, nor can
fanciful than real.
they hoot or catcall.
Alternative
Picture gets 'A' production mounttherefore is to close one's eyes or ing throughout but trimming of '20
look.
Per usual, ushers and man- minutes might tighten it up someagerial assistants (suspected as Ges- what for better interest As constitapos) face the audience at the head tuted, it's an adventure tale of huntof each aisle and thus further in- ers and hunted on a topical subject
timidate any unseemly (to the Ger- but for nominal biz on whole.
Walt.
mans) manifestations.
Stereotyped Newsreels
Richest
in
Newsreels are by rote-and-rule the
Hollywood. June 5.
same week-after-week. First two
Columbia relense or Jack VWr producclips always show' Nazi nurses feedtion.
Features Frnnk Craven. Edgar Buing French babies or caring for chanan, Eileen O'HcBm, Roger Prj*or. DiFrench indigent, to Impress the 'col- rected hy Charlen Barton. Screenpliiy by
Fanya Fom and JeiTy Sacklielm: Btory by
laboration'; and for the finale it's the Sackhelm: camera. Phillip Tannum: edisame showing baitg-up war scenes tor, Al Clark; Au't director, Thomas
Flood.
Previewed In aliullo projection
of Nazis conquering the British or room, June
4, '41. Running lime, 70 MINS.
Greeks to cement the idea that the Abb 'Crothers
Frank Crftvcn
Pete Mnrtin
.Kdgar Buchanan
German war-machine is ever in- Mary
Martin
Eileen O'Hearn
vincible.
Yet despite this ceaseless Tom Manning
Roger Pr>-or
Tom Dugan
propaganda, the effect is never con' Jack Lftfllle
Jerry Ro»3
George
McKay
elusive on the true French.
Bill
Jimmy Dodd
Meantime, certain Avenue des Penelope Kldwell
Jan Duggan
OkIo
Williams
John Tvrrell
Champs-Ely sees cinemas have been Cllft Smllliom
Harr^' Tyler
marked off as civilian and soldaten. Frederick Johnson
Will Wright
Joel Fricdkin
theatres, as was the Empire, on the Ed Qunther
Avenue Wagram, which is now a
This one shows what happens
soldaten kino and schauspielhaus.
when an attempt is made to hang a
ABC, the other variety theatre, is feature on one incident, and then
flourishing.
Albert, famed boniface^ proceed to pad a one-reeler for an
of French spas, is greeter at Max-" hour
beyond its proper length.

—

Downs
W. Boyd-R. Hayden

C

W

Scattergood Pulls the Strings (RKO) S/14
Angels With Broken Wings (Rep)
6/4
Saddlematm (Rep)

Bartbolomew-J. Lydon

F.

C

ing up, as are the niteries. The intime houses, so typical of Gay Paree,
are openly classified whether for soldaten or oftizieren; whether for

'

WEEK OF RELEASE—5/23/41
Naval Academy (Col)
5/28
Love Crasy (M-G) 5/14
Bedhead (Mono)
Pirates on Horseback (Par)
5/21

2{

Tobis and Alliance now
have much product in circulation
with French dubbed tiUes.
The revue houses, with a Nazifled
style of French comedy, are cleantabu.
'

where the novel's rep and chance to
hiss Nazi agents might attract.
Household's tale of an English big
game hunter and adventurer who
invades the closely guarded precincts of Berchtesgaden to draw a
bead on Hitler with an unloaded
rifle, his capture and torture by the
Gestapo; escape and return to England and further hounding by German agents; and final dropping back
into Germany with a rifle for a future crack at Hitler, all reads fine
on paper, but fails to sustain adventurous excitement on screen.
Walter Pidgeon is the Englishman
hounded by the Gestapo in an effort
to force signing a confession that his
government was involved in the attempt on Hitler's life. He does a
good job of the assignment throughout. Joan Bennett is the Limey girlwho befriends him, but her attempts

—

'

W SO
RU M

Desert Bandits (Rep)
5/28
Cowboy and the Blonde (20th) 4/Z3
Prisoner of Zcnda (UA) 9/1/37

'

sContlnued from page

now

^Continued from page 14^

MAN HUNT

—

WEEK OF RELEASE—5/18/41
'

Livingstone

M. O'Hara-G. Raymond
Wayne-O. Monson

t.

WEEK OF RELEASE—5/2/41
They Dare Not Love (Col) 4/n
People vs. KUdare (M-G)
S/7
The Pioneers (Mono)
Reaching for the Snn (Par)
4/9

acts of vaude.
Films will be revivals changed
nightly and visible to outdoor audience of 1,500.

R. Arlen-J. Parker

Film Reviews

In

l-ni;'"'

John Mason

George Pembroke
Selmer Jackson
Kenneth Hnrinn
Bryant Washburn
Alden Chnim
Robert Rl range
Alex Csllnra
Harry Depp

Several months 'ago the Kozinsky
Bros, made a tieup with Cecil B. De
Mille for the latter's organization to
turn out film subjects for intended

jukebox machines to be manufactured and distributed by the K-B organization. Deal got no further than
the preparation stage, but served the
purpose of whetting the interest of
the Kozinsky' Bros, for 33 mrti. production. 'Paper Bullets' is the first
picture to carry the K-B silks.
Wheeled through in six days and at
approximate cost of $30,000, it's a
good example of what can be obtained with combo of sufficient and
economical operation. What's on the

screen looks like at least double the
outlay.

Picture is a fast-moving melothat plunges along at a conpace to maintain general audience interest. It's a standard prolack of

drama

sistent

gram supporter that—despite
marquee names—'will satisfy

all

but

the most critical audiences.
Despite overload of both plot and
characters, the story grooves in a
straight line. Three kids are pals in
an orphanage and carry on their
friendship through later years. Joan
Woodbury Is the victim of a rich
playboy who takes a prison rap for
his hit-run driving; but when she
discovers the duplicity of the boy
and father, vows vengeance on the
latter, a political reformer.
Forcing
him to soft-pedal attacks on the police department, she muscles in for
share of payoff graft, and carries the
reformer to prison with her as a
participant in the racketeering.
Cast gives a creditable account of
itself.
Miss Woodbury is the key
ctiaracter; Jack LaRue a trigger man
for the racket; Linda Ware is the
singer-pal of Miss Woodbury; and

John Archer an ambitous airplane
engineer. 'Vinc« Barnett, Allan Ladd
and Gavin Gordon are okay in brief
appearances.
Despite the economical production
outlay, sets and technical departments are adequate mounting, Phil
Rosen turns in one of the best directing chores for an indie programer In many months,
Wolt.
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**They sat elecMfied, tense

from start to

finish, their

eyes

wide, their breath coming. In gasps*

Without tiuestlon,

'IHIAN

HUNT

out-thrllls every thrill picture ever

madel »»
—Preview

report from

Academy

Theatre,

Inglewood, Cal.

foxy.

—

—
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CHECKING THE BLUES

Up to Hollywood'

'It's

Jait

tered
Nite.

t«

Make Sore

It's

Just

A*

show business as did Bank the N. Y. Hotel Astor's Hunting
The exhibitor, then the pub- Room, etc., must give way to closer
in relations between New York and the
The exploitation 'junhinterland.

ol kets' of the past must give way to
•one born every minute' is wprlting pictures that will stand on their own
properly, but now that both exhibi- feet in any town, Irrespective of
tor and public have cooled to the whether the star-laden special makes
easy money cycle, Mr. Lincoln's their town or not.
thoughts on 'you can fool all the
The Howard Hugheses, the Billy
people, etc'
the status quo, and all Roses, Orson Welles, Disneys arid
concerned are waiting for Holly- others who believe tliat dignity bewood to adjust itself accordingly.
longs only in the funeral parlors
The pressure on the Hollywood must be brought into the business,

The Will Rogerses, the Shirley
Temples, the Jean Harlows must be
'Some theatre owners are so busy
sought everywhere. Each type brings
checking business at competitive
a' wealth of new patronage into the
houses they haven't time to check
theatres.
The
own business,' declared one
crucial.
their
ahead
is
The year
'They may wind
5-5-5 will only be as successful as branch manager.
the producers make it. Neither good up with a regular checker's Job.'
pictures nor honesty can be legisThe independents previously bad
lated.
of their
checking
frowned on blind
During the coming season, to quote theatres by the film exchanges.
an excerpt from an old Varitty re- They've not made known their atticamera probes new tude toward each other when pracview,
'Uie
places.'
This may well be the ticed by feUow-exhibitors.
At this stage we may well apply watchword of our industry, because
the theories ,of Darwin because it it is young, healthy and ambitious.
There are plenty of new frontiers
looks like his 'survival of the fittest'
to be crossed.
nil over again.
Give us pictures exploitation will
This exhibitor, whose primary efThe latter cannot carry
forts are devoted to exploitation, be there!
does not concur with the group find- all the load.
It's up to Hollywood!
ings of recent date that the reason
for the present slump is due to general uneasiness growing out of the
Hamrlck on Daaltsm
war situation; or the fact that people
Seattle, June 10.
are -working so hard they have no
Listed as reasons why biz doesn't
time for movies, etc.
A peek Into the crowded beer perk up faster, as this burg Is one
Joints will jolt this theory, and a of the top defense plant towns iii
good old 'mortgage lifter' picture the union: (1)., the draft has taken
Chicago, June 10.
will prove 'there's nothing wrong away many younger fellows, the
with this industry that the elimina- kind that go'to shows, and their gal
Thorough and general investigation
tion of B pictures won't cure' to friends haven't as many dates; (2), into the causes of whatever is wrong
paraphrase a movie spokesman of the time selling contracts on furniture,
business is planned by the
radios, autos and even houses keep- with show
past.
The alibis of war jitters and over- Ing many of the new workers broke; local Allied organization headed by
work are in fact conducive to the- land (3), so many working overtime president Jack Kirsch. Has called a
atre-going, unless the country is go- that they are too tired to go to shows,
show business-wide meeting in the
ing to find its escape by means of after a hard day's work. This leaves
on June 18, to
alcohol which, in itself, may be a the weekend open for such over- Congress hotel here
bigger competing factor than we timers. And there are only two days consider the various and varying
know (nearly $1,000,000 was spent at the weekend.
problems under the general discusIn this jilty of 79,000 people last year,
Other more direct reasons given by sion topic of •What's Wrong With the
at lour state-controlled stores; and John Hamrlck, city manager of
Business?'
the beer bill is probably higher.)
Hamrick-Evergreen Theatres, is that
Huntington, W. Va., Is closer to the public has soured on price inThrough Kirsch the. Allied group
New York than most film executives creases for some little-better than has invited all interested parties to
luio^ or will admit. By all odds, ordinary plxes, and so. are 'off the participate in the open forum, and
judging from grosses, the hinterland shows' due to price-wavers.
The offers of participation have 'gbne out
Is 'way ahead of Hollywood,
dual bills, tiring 'em out and sur- to all distributors and producers. In
reply, a half-dozen 'film distributors
Welles, Disney, et al
feiting. Is another assigiied reason.
have already signified their intention
It is astonishing to find our citi'Don't Ask the Pnbllo'
to be present for a part in the open
zens so well versed on Orson Welles,
'We need a cure for the duals,' hearings, and several of the major,
so keenly Interested in Disney's said Hamrlck. "This cure must come
Tantasla.'
The pioneer efforts of at the source, the studios. We the- studios will have key men in to disthese two gentlemen have made a atre men, who are supposeil to know cuss the. production side of the show
*
deep impression on our public, kin- our business and be experts in show- business problems.
While Kirsch has planned no spedling hope in the hearts of the pub- manship, asking the public if they
cific discussions, it is figured that
lic that here at last is a relief from
like or don't like duals, is. all vtrrong.
the Bank Nite hangover of B picr It shows the patrons that we are the forum will take up all the probtuxes.
floimdering about and don't know lems of present-day show business,
It Is also singular to note that
primarily from the exhibition side of
the show business.'
throughout West Virginia in general
The 11 p.m. closing at all Ham- the situation.
there Is no Interest in censorship, rick-Evergreen houses in Seattle
Questions involved will be those of
although our Governor M. M. Neely
legislation, double features, taxation,
except Friday and Saturday nights
film
has pioneered in government
radio, drive-in theatres,
Is working out very satisfactorily. bowling,
control legislation.
reports Hamrlck. Iliose who want giveaways, union demands, cleargreatIs
the
public,
however.
The
to see the main feature can arrive ance, picture quality, merchandising
est censor, being able to detect poor
at the b.o. up to 9:30 p.m., and they and advertising.
product way In advance and avoid>
are not kept up into ttie late hours,
'Drac-Oat Flfbl Seen
Ing the boxoSice. accordingly.
as tlft show closes at around 11 p.m.
Expected that many of these quesLooking at the current situation
tions, and others not listed, will lead
from the angle of exploitation one
to many a. drag-out fight, since the
cannot help feeling the past season
Frankd's $561,000
show business is loaded with people
suffered from lack of outstanding
«
strictly and widely divergent
pictures.
Cominish Suits vs. Pathe ""'^
viewpoints on what's wrong with the
We needed another 'Gone With the
,
^
^
.
,
,
suit by Daniel Frankel against business and what should be done
Wind,' another 'Rebecca.'
Only the big pictures keep us In Pathe Film Corp. for $29,400, and about it
I

—

Anotber

llVhat's

Wrong With Pix

Busmess' Parley

I

I
'

.

I

I

i

\

^
B
r

Centlnned from page

—
—

—

'

in letters sent to commandants of
Naval Districts in the U. S.

all

Friaoo's Waterfront

BUokont

untary censorship will shortly be
to point where waterfront
pages are eliminated entirely.
Latest screen example was Telenews theatre's coverage of local
waterfront strike situation. Even on
footage officially okayed, names of
ships were blacked out, first visual
example local patrons have had of
the tijghtening-up.

.

On

the pi'emise that those respon-

sible for the dissemination of news
in these various fields have been un-

able to secure information themselves because of governmental redtape, repeated proposals for the con^lidation of news-outlets have been
made in the past but have never
been carried through to fruition. This
is hoped now to be obviated by the
creation of a new member of the
cabinet, the Minister of Information.
Whether or not an experienced publicist will be appointed to the post
remains to be seen. Meanwhile the
two prominently mentioned for the.
new cabinet position are Brooks
Claxton and Douglas Abbott, solid
party politicians.

^

:

'

businessi

We must have pictures with
enough sock to chase Dakar, Syria,
OPM and other current distractions
off the front

page for that

is

our

SMm5'*'w^'lS°eS'''ye?teria"^

^"

I

when Frankel appUed

to examine
George Bonwlck, v.p. and treasurer
and Robert and Kenneth Yoimg, director and v.p. of
Pathe Labs, before trial Applications wUl be argued on June 12.
Complaint .charges breach of contract.
Plaintiff was hired July 8,
1935, at $50' weekly pli^ commissions,
to secure film printing work and to

"'>»''"ors, dls-

The trouble
P'^»''«
with the business is
This meeting will give everyone an
opportunity to get these views off
their chests, all of which may be conducive to some good new ideas about

i

,

of Pathe Film,

^^'=»'

show business, and result in some
practical answerj to a few of the
myriad problems now confronting
the industry.

—

It is gathered that one of the key
sell film rights for both defendants.
main competition public interest,
He claims that be secured contracts points up for discussions will be the
on for the Camps of ^Ilyhoo
The exploitation man is the front totaling $2,100,000 for Pathe -Film lack of merchandising and enthusiline fighter of our industry, but he witb commissions of $53,200 due and asm on the part of exhibitors. AlIs runillng short of ammunition
$23,800 paid. The balance of $29,400 lied leaders here feel that there is

there's nothing new to' flre at the
public.
Our patient, the dear public. Is

is

much selling that can be done that
sobght.
Contracts totaling $2,410,000 were the exhibitors throughout the nation
are failing to do.
Comfortable
houses, air-conditioning, fresh surroundings, picture values have been
accepted as a matter of course by
exhibitors and they have failed to

secured for Pathe Labs with comNight ether and missions of $68,200 due and $35,685
time the Hollywood medicos paid. The balance, $32,515 is sought,
It's
stopped Injecting glucose In ttie Against the same defendant it is
form of B pictures. .the patient Is charged that Frankel set a deal with
recovering, the doctors are behind.
Universal Pictures for the film comTTie B picture is as untrustworthy pany to give Pathe Labs all its work
as the Maginot Line, biding as It for five years. Pathe stalled until
does all the ills of our Industry.
Frankel's contract expired in August,
'Oepartment stores here are ahead 1940, plaintiff claims, and he would
of last year, theatres way behind. have been entitled to commissions on
Department stores are not selling B $11,500,000 of work, or $531,915. An
merchandise at A prices. The pub- additional $10,000 is sought for comlic knows better..
missions on work received after the
The two-hour luncheons qt LIndy's, termlnatlon of the contra'ct

now out of the Bank
'

.

I

merchandise
their
product
and
houses.
This )ias been parUculaiFly
true during the past decade and It
expected that the meeting will
bring out this point and try to
is

awaken all forces in the industry to
the recognition of the value and Im.portance of the old-time dynamite
merchandising, advertising, exploita-

j
I

10.

tlon

and showmanship.

toonists

Guild strike at his studio.

Latter presided at the meeting

day

lA studio

tives of the

the

Mon-

(9) night of business representa-

situation

locals,

thoroughly

with

explored.

action yet taken on the Disney petition to

the

NLRB

for election

employees nor on the

of

SCG com-

plaint against the studio on charges
of unfair labor practices.

Understood that the delay is occasioned by the inability to obtain
witnesses at this time.

Moral and financial support to
was pledged by the Screen
Actors Guild at a board meeting
Monday night. Wire dispatches to
the strike committee congratulated
the cartoonists for 'demonstration of
courage necessary to make such sac-

Ubel Worries

Cause
In

Switch

Honky Took'

Mystery of the legal difficulties'
which suddenly caused Metro to
cease shooting of 'Honky Tonk' last
week and substitute a new scenario
under the same title is that some ol
the people depicted in the original

were discovered

to

be

still

riflces.'_

'Newspaper Strip Hit
Los Angeles Daily News last week
discontinued its 'Donald Duck' cartoon strip, distributed by King Features, because of the strike at the
Walt Disney plant by the Screen
Cartoonists Guild. Robert L. Smith,
exec v.p. of the News,, said the
comic was dropped after the Los
Angeles Newspaper Guild had called
his attention to a clause'' in its contract with the paper by which its
members must not be required to
handle the work of outfits on strike.
Clause does not affect advertising,

and copy of theatres where Disney
cartoons are playing continues 'to
appear in the News. At the Herald
and Express, which continues to run
Disney's 'Mickey Mouse,' it was said
no overtures had been made by the

GuUd

for discontinuing

it.

LACROSSE ATTY. IN PAR
SUIT

NOW

SUES CLIENT

LaCrosse, Wis,, June 10.
As the aftermath of the recently
dismissed $1,470,000 anti-trust suit

Dan

.

Hollywood, June

Walt Disney caUed on Harold V,
Smith, chairman of the business repcommittee
of
resentatives
the
lATSE, to mediate the Screen Car-

strikers

Canadian Coordination
Toronto, June 10.
Immediate control-merger of films,
radio, tourist prqpoganda,, press and
platform will be brought about by
creation by the federal government
of a new "Ministry of Information
which -will coordinate the information services now under the jurisdiction of the National Film Board, the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., the
Canadian Travel Bureau, ..the existing Bureau of Information, and the
Board of Censorship.

.

A

Mediate Strike

10.

extended

—

Sorely missed are Selznick, Goldwyn-^and to -an extent Capra. Six
pictures from this group would have
liept us in the ball game, but you
can't expect a team with three star
pitchers on the bench to win many
ball games, especially if It looks
cloudy with war news.

lATSEExecTo

Today he confers with Herb Sorrell,
biz rep and leader of
A virtual newspaper, radio and Painters local
screen 'blackout' of Frisco's water- the walkout in the SCG.
(Tentral Labor Council named a
With
front is now in existence.
both press and ether acceding to committee empowered to act on the
government requests to lay off ship consideration ol requests to place
movements, civilian as weir as miliunfair list. No
tary, it appears probable that vol- Disney on the AJ'.L.
San Francisco, June

I

.

h

Calls

U.

'

i

—

Disney
ElS.-Can. Control
Ibkb^

permit the SecreUry of th« Navy to
make penal statutes by regulation.'
Minneapolis, June 10.
Johnson also attacked the bill as
Local Independent exhibitors are permitting punishment of 'absoluteblind-checking opposition houses on ly innocent persons,'
Legislation was first introduced
a scale unprecedented in local film
Feb. 6 by David I. (Talsh (D.) of
history. The reason is bad business,
chairman of the Senate
Mass.,
'with boxoflice acUvity on a low committee at the request of the Navy
scale, exhibitors have more time on Dept Enthusiastically supported by
officials, plus Secretary
high
Navy
that
way
one
this
is
their hands and
of the Navy Knox.
they're spending it. They also want
Further restrictions involving
to find out for themselves whether newsreels,
newspapermen, camera
things are just as bad with the other fans, magazines and radio were outfellows and whether the general lined recently by Admiral Harold
singing of the blues is justified.
R. Stark, Chief of Naval Operations,

lic and lastly the producer fell
line.
So far, -Mr. Barnunfs theory

producer is bound to grow in coming months. While other industries
(except war babies) have torn down
buildings to avoid paying taxes, the
theatre business has enjoyed a building boom with many new theatres
erected, and a great many of them
so doubt on the profits from Bank
Nigfit and games of chance.
that's Going to Happen?
What is going to happen to these
houses, and also a new generation
showmen
who rode/in on the flood
of
of Bank Night easy money?

Wuit

Toagh AU Over

sContlnued from page l£

alive.

Studio feared or had been warned
that some of them might sue for
libel.

brought by LaCrosse Theatres Co.
against Paramount, 20th-Fox, United

and others, Robert A, Hess,
of Milwaukee, who was legal rep
for
the
plalnUff,
brought
suit
against his erstwhile employers for
$12,924 allegedly due him for fees
and expenses and tied up their funds
in four LaCrosse batiks in a garnishment actioii.
Now the LaArtists

Crosse Theatres

people have filed
their answer to Hess' suit with a
general denial of all allegations,
counterclaiming for the return of
$1,500 they assert they paid him in
excess of a contract price of $2,500,
for which they claim he was to have
prosecuted their case against the film
companies.

Hess charges the counterclaim is
ridiculous and is now preparing to
bring Frank Koppelberger, the Lawhich Metro paid $6,000 last year. Crosse general manager, up for an
It was biographical. Smith being
a adverse examination which is exnotorious Yukon character.
Clark pected to clear up, not only the fiGable and Lana Turner are in the nancial agreements entered into, but
Sburcfe of the original 'Tonk' was
a book. The Reign of Soapy Smith,'
by E. V. Westrate and W. R. Collier,

for

film.

possibly the reason for the failure
There's cpnsiderable picture inter- of Koppelberger and William Burest in a novel partially written by ford, president of the company, to
the late Thome Smith back in 1929 appear as witnesses in the suit inand recently completed by Norman stituted In their behalf.
Matson.
Book,
'The
Passionate
Trial of the anti-trust suit was
Witch,' will be published by Double- proceeding
before Judge Patrick T.
day in August.
Stone in Federal court in Madison,
Another tome which appears set Wis,, when
these two chief witnesses
for a film buy Is 'Low Man on
a failed to show up, so irritating the
Totem Pole.' by H. AUen Smith, court that the
entire case was disN.
Y.
World-Telegram .feature missed on the spot after
having been
writer. Idea is to build a musical
dragged along for more than three
around it
years.
Attorney Hess asserts that
20th-Fox last week bought from the plaintiffs,
by their action, made
Warner Bros. 'Jackdaw's Strut,' it impossible
for him to carry to its
novel by Harriet Henry. It was orig- conclusion
his contract to prosecute
inally published in 1930.
made the action after he had laid out
a pic from it in 1931 tagged 'Bought' costs
amounting to more than $8,000.
and the book was reissued under that Present proceedings
are being heard
title to coincide with film release.
in circuit court here.

WB

PIGTURES
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RKO'S NET LOSS FOR

Stntf- Pictures

THE YEAR. $695,416
The business "Meet John Doe' has done on the RKO circuit, reportedly
Radio-Keith Orpheum Corp. reover average for late spring, is pointed to by opposition operators as ported net consolidated lo.ss of $695,vindication of the judgment of John J. O'Connor and Fred Meyers .in 416 for the year ending Dec. 31, after
buying the film for RKO over the protests of Malcolm Klngsberg and all deductions exce<pting provisions
others in the company. It was the negotiation of this buy with Warner for
Keith - Albee - Orpheum preBros, which led to the resignations of O'Connor and Meyers, who, how- ferred dividends. Company showed
ever, had suffered interference on previous occasions In making their $186,495 loss after similar deducproduct deals, including on the Chaplin picture.
Financial statement
tions In 1939.
O'Connor and Meyers bought 'Doe' at 35%, whereas Warners is getting mailed stockholders last week writes
as much as 60% elsewhere, plus deals that embrace involved splits.
off this provision for dividends ac-

Monogram has just paid o9 a $300,000 bank loan and is operating in the
In
black, W. Ray Johnston, company president, announced last week.
denytaig that Mono has negotiations of any kind in work with Consolidated
Films. Laboratory company, ^reputedly Consolidated, has been mentioned
In the trade as likely to provide fresh coin to pick up about 60,000
Monogram shares held by Pathe Film. Johnston stated that if Pathe
stock is later bought It would come from cash belonging to Mono distributor's reserve fund. Monogranr releases are completed or are In work

crued during the year on the cumulative convertible preferred of KA-0, pushing the net loss for the
auditors, to
year, as figured by
$988,191 and making the operating

RKO

deficit $904,424.

RKO
from

New arrangement between Joan Blondell and Coliimbia gives the studio
an extension of time on preparations for her next picture. Three Girls
About Town.' Film is the last of three under the contract and goes into
production June 15, instead of May 29, as called for b^ the original pact

496,563,

Is

Sam

Bischoff,

lielgh Jason directs.

and

21 DAYS CLEARANCE

Columbia Conv.

Shown 6 of '41-42

Denver, June

10.

E. K. Menagh, owner of the Star,
Ft. Lupton, got results in his arbitration hearing. He was aslcing from
a drop in the 21-day clearance enjoyed by the Rex at Brighton, six
miles distant. After taking the case
under advisement, arbitrator John
Chicago, June 10.
Carroll, former district attorney, cut
Decentralization of Columbia's sell- the clearance to three days. The case
ing was the principal theme of the was originally against all five signfinal two days of the company's sales ers of the decree, and also involved
convention for executives, which was alleged withholdiiig of films, but this
slated to close here tonight (Tues- charge was dismissed.
day). Huddle, which was attended
Metro settled its case and withby home office execs and sales heads, drew, while the charges against
as well as by branch and division 20th-Fox were dismissed when it was
managers, was originally skedded shown they were not guilty.
only for Saturday and Sunday (8-9),
but was extended for the two addiExhib Loses on Clearance
tional days to permit fuller discusCincinnati, June 10
plans.
sion

Indicating

heacfache
year.

continued

the

Salesmanager

Abe Montague,

In

explaining the policy of decentralization, declared, 'It will make it possible for local salesmen to handle
problems without .red
Individual
tape.'

who

Conventioneers,

'

been

had

previously apprised of product plans
for 48 features and 16 westerns, were
given previews of six of the new
films for 1941-42. Plx were brought
to the conclave from Hollywood as
a surprise by prez Harry Cohn. He
emphasized that they would be ready
for exhibs when they needed them
most during the summer.
Cohn told the assembled execs that
Col must react) a goal of $10,000,000
increase in business in the U.S. and
In an endeavor to reach it,
Cana(jla.
he said, the company will continue
Its efforts in the lighter type of pic.

—

'

on which it has f^ed best.
Cohn planed back to the Coast
yesterday (Monday) with Alexander
Hall, Col director, who was present
at the meeting. V.p. Jack Cohn returned to N.Y. today, accompanied
by Nat Cohn, N.Y. division manager,
Irving Wormser and Saul Trauner,
N.Y. branch manager, and Jerome
Safron, western division manager.
Other h.o. execs are due to pull out

tures,

tonight.

Divisional sales meets will be held
shortly for the salesmen.

Clearance not unreasonable.
So
decisioned Judge Stanley Matthews
of the Hamilton County Court of Appeals as arbitrator in the hearing of
complaint by Willis Vance, operator
of the State, Newport, Ky., under
Section 8 of the consent decree.
Complaint was against Paramount,
20th, Warners and Metro, with the
Hippodrome and State theatres, New'
port, as intervener.
It was the first hearing by the
Other hearings, for
local tribunal.
which dates have not as yet been set,
will be on complaint of Fred W.
Rowlands, operator of the Parsons
and Main theatres, Columbus, against
Metro, RKO, Paramount, 20th and
Warners on the point of clearance.

AND

IlA

most

of

William K.

last,

AMPLICATION

two alurhnlmum companies in this
being tremendous

Minneapolis. June

10.

20th, Warners and
off selling In Minneof the state anti-con-

laying
sota because
sent decree law, Columbia, Universal, United Artists and the Independent distributors are making hay
while the sun shines. These nonsignatories 'to the decree are waging
selling

and

campaigns

report a record number of deals.
Fearful that they may not get a
chance to buy the decree companies'
products, exhibitors are declared to
be grabbing what they can get and
fortifying themselves as best they
are able to do in case 'the worst
comes to the worst.'

MIoh. BUI Dies

ON DECREE

June

Detroit,

Planning to discuss the A-B-C's of
film arbitration, explaining the machinery in detail and citing the experiences encountered to date • on
various cases, J. Noble Braden, executive secretary of the American
Arbitration Assn., left Friday (6)
for Hollywood to attend the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America convention now in session there,

He will address the exhibitor and
other delegates, going into detail on
arbitration as it is and will be functioning under the consent decree.
Braden organized the arbitration set
up for films, arranging for the 31
local tribunals that have been open
since Feb. 1.
circles it is

10.

Claim on Grand Nat'

it

down.
Although

TITLE CHANGES

been changed.

RKO

New

York Theatres
2ND WEEK

Von
Priacilla

Ronald

Bab/'

Dollar

A New Warner

Broa. Hit Starring

Lana • Jeffrey Lynn
Reagan • May Robaon
IN

PERSON
and His Orch.
Dixie Dunbar

BBOWN

IBS

Baa Wain

interesting

filed suit Thurs
supreme court
Grand National Pictures, Ltd. Hayes and Robert Sher, are represeeking damages of $14,805, alleging sienlfng the K-B Amusement Co.
Now in
failure to pay back borrowed money. which operates the Apex.
private law practice in Washington,
Grand National acquired the debt Hayes and Sher were formerly atfrom Grafton Films, Ltd.
torneys for the Department of Justice
Auerbacl), claims he loaned 3,500 and figured prominently in ,the nego-

'

passed by the repreauthor's intent had
Instead of Piping out
Hollywood, June 10.
the block-of-five provisions in Michi'Flesh and Gold' is- new tag on
gan, an amendment was tucked on 'The Devil and Daniel Webster' at
the bill by the house, which re- RKO.
Metro switched from 'Ghost Gold'
versed Snow's idea and made the bill
conform with tHe decree. The Sen- to 'Ghost Treasure.'
Alexander Korda's 'Illusions' beate felt there was no need in bringcame 'Lydia.'
ing up for a vote a bill which, no
'Meet the Viking' at
went
matter how the vote went, pre- back to its original title. The
Gay
served the status quo.
Falcon.'
sentatives,, the

sidelight in connection with the first case to be
brought by a Washington, D. C.
theatre, the Apex, is that James V.

Joseph Auerbach
day (5) in N. Y.

Dry Spell Hits 2 Honses
Ssartanburg, S. C, June 10.
Wanted down South—Jupiter Plu'
vlus as an 'angel.'
Prolonged intense dry spell, one of
worst in Dixie's history, bitting
amusements take plenty heavy with
crops heavily threatened and power
and water curtailments inevitabla
unless a heavy splash hits soon.
Two houses, Gloria and Riverla,
Charleston, have clipped four hours
daily off operating schedules in cooperative plan to conserve dwindling

.

partnership.
Now getting 30 days protection, the
Storm King wants the two Newburgh houses lowered to seven.

An

users of electricity.'
£)rought will also have a bad effect on business inasmuch as farm
crops have not even begun to grow
and in many sections there is not
even a half a stand of cotton.
Farmers are hoping for an early rain
so that they can replant before it is
too late.

Michigan's Snow Bill, designed to supply .of power from water-pulled
void the consent decree in this state, plants. Action by houses, owned by
finally died in the Legislature. The Pastime Amusement Co., followed
Joint meeting of Charleston Retail
bill, patterned along the lines of the
Minnesota anti-five block measure, Merchants' Assoclatlon's-directorate
was kille'd by the State Affairs Com- and South Carolina Power Co. offimittee of the upper house which held cials.
Big damage, due to heat, is that
it up until the adjournment.
Chief reason for holding up the bill many patrons are being driven from
in the Senate was that it had be- houses, to lakes, golf courses, tennis
come meaningless as far as its orig- courts and motoring, although ^all
inal intent was concerned. This does Dixie houses, \vith few exceptions,
not imply the Senate was lined up are air-conditioned.
No rain in three months now exfor
anti-consent
legislation
but,
rather, there was no need for voting cept scattered showers.

Gene Levy-Paramount

Joe Anerbach's $14,80.5

'

section—they

With Metro,

RKO

Jenkins

affected by the
curtailment, declared: 'We feel that
is a patriotic contribution, as the
power saved is us^ principally by

IN MINN.

intensified

BRADEN'S COAST

(Lucas and)

whose 58 houses are
it

RKO

But Oie largest writeoff caused by
war was the $794,600 deducted
for contingencies explained as representing net profits of subsid companies not realized in U. S. dollars.
Also deducted $177,959 as added expenses related to defense of antitrust action.

precedented low, it is feared that if
it doesn't rain soon this section will
be another dust bowl and that electric power will be allotted only for
absolute necessities.

MOPPING UP

Interest and discount came
during 1940, while
to
$1,144,570
$120,000 was set aside for adjustment of story rights.

In both distributor and arbitration
apparent that the vast
majority of exhibitors are hazy concerning,not only the decree but arbitration of complaints thereunder. Additionally, many have an exaggerated
Phllly Clearance Beet
notion as to the costs involved,
Philadelphia, June 10.
The seventh complaint was filed something which it is expected
Braden will attempt to clarify for
last week with the Philly arbitration
them
based on the cases so far heard.
office by Herman Bornstein, opera14(h N. T. Complaint
tor of the Hatboro, Hatboro, Pa
against the major distribs aiid the
During the past week a 14th comStanley-Warner at WiUow Grove plaint was filed in New York. The
now has seven days' clearance, over Cornwall Amusements Co., operating
the Hatboro. Bornstein is asking the the Storm King at Cornwall, N. Y.,
right to play product immediately complains that all five decree disafter the Willow Grove house.
tributors are granting unfair clearance over it to the Broadway and
Ritz at Newburgh, which are in the

COLUMBIA'S 9-MONTHS'

NET DECLINES $66,584

COL, U

production

PixbyPrezCohn

of

'

$17,-

the

CUT DOWN TO THREE

chants, who have eclipsed their show
Atlanta, June 10.
Worst drought Georgia has suf- windows and- signs, to give Atlanta
the appearance of a blackout
'Theatres and stores have also been
forced to reduce power used in airmarquees and outdoor signs. Houses conditioning, which has served to reare cooperating with other mer- duce patronage. With the reservoirs
of hydro-electric plants at an un-

fered in 37 years, causing a shortage
of electrical power, has forced theatres throughout the state to darken

$51,257,007 income
and
rentals
film

and expenses were figured at

Blacb Out

Ga.

Marpees, Douses Cooling Plants

Amortization of films costs

sales.

Producer

showed
theatres,

to August, Johnston announced.

m

Recwd Dron^t

19

•

STRAND B'way447St

against

Columbia Pictures net profit for
the nine months ended, last March
29 declined $66,584 over like period
in the previous fiscal year, company
report issued last week reveals. Net
profit after all charges and provisions for Federal income and other

.

pounds

to Grafton

and one Isidore

tiations leading to the consent

rent liabilities of $1,809,000.
ing capital
749,000.

is

listed

Fitelson

fit

Mayers are

at-

torneys for Auerbach.

Work-

at about

$10,-

Gross Income from rentals and
and accessories for the
nine-month period totalled $15,560,Earned surplus is listed at
sales of film

420.

$3,940,887
including
undistributed
profits of subsidiary companies operating in foreign territories total-

ling $600,294.

charges.

Chester

Hollywood, June 10.
Lauck and Norris Goff,

'Lum and

A'bner' of the air waves
make a second picture for
Filming is slated for
release.
early June at the Pathe studio.

return to

RKO

Their first ocreen
'Dreaming Out Loud.'

feature

Staiti

T(ur-

Jiiat 12

'ZIEOFELD aiRL"
Ltit Tlmei

Wid.

jMn BLONDELL
Rtlind

YOUNO

"TOPPER
BETURN 8"
In

an.
It4l

PunoD

Whlto'i

N«w

"Scuditi"

Jimu STEWART

OARLAND
LAMARR
Lau TURNER

Hollywood, June 10.
James Tinling climbed into the disaddle on 'Riders of the
Purple Sage,' second of four west-

George Montgomery in
Zane Grey tales for Sol M. Wurtzel's
1941-42 program at 20th-Fox.

erns starring

Filming of 'Purple' started today
(Tues.) following completion of 'The
Last of the Duanes,' first of the qu'arwas tiit. Others to follow are 'Rainbow
Trail' and 'Lone Star Ranger.'

New

:PALACE£^r^

Judy

Hady

In Forion
Otrlrudt NIE8EN
Tilt

Ailrlu

HARTMANS
RtlllDl

Touches at

U

Hollywood, June 10.
Appropriation of $160,000 assures
continuance of Universal's plan to
modernize its lot and equipment.
Work has 'started on a new building
to house 30 writers and directors.
Other improvements are a new
fireproof vault building and complete modernization of the machin-

ery and prop departments.

PARAMOUNT
(n P«rn>D

-Fkcd.

HacHumx

HILTON

Trit

Tihling Rides Herd
rector's

LUM-ABITEB BEPEATEE

ORSON WELLES

de-

taxes amounted to $274,764 as com- Goldsmith on May 17, 1039.
On cree.
with $341,348 in the nine- June 27, 1940, Grafton and Grand
The Washington indie theatre
month period ended March 30, 1940. National made a deal whereby GN names only Metro in its complaint,
Company's fiscal year ends the last took over the indebtedness in return alleging this distributor is granting
of this month, Harry Cohn^ presi- for a 25% interest in the receipts unfair clearance ^unstated) to three
dent, in his statement to stockhold- from Metro Ltd.,'s distribution of Warner houses in the Capital, the
ers stating 'that from present indi- The Stars Look Down,' and certain Calvert, Uptown and Avaloh.
cations it is expected that the com- rights in 'I Killed the Count.' None
pany's operations during the fourth of the money has been paid, the suit

pared

quarter will, result profitably.'
Columbia's balance sheet reveals
current assets of $12,558,000 and cur-

•LOVE CRAZY"
A M«tTo-GoWwrB-M»y«r fictw

Carroll

BBRLE

"One Night
la Lisbon"

Vincent Ixip«r
and Orch.

APartiDountPlctiir*

MJilnlte

c"A?"'

and

'

8<mu

Jban HerrlU
Hliowi

MUSIC HALL

SUNNr
spectacular 8tag* Productiona

.
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RADIO

to

'DOC 6RINKLEY

DEFERS TO

lU-fated

Since the outbreak of hostilities in September, 1939,
some 29 members of the staff of the British Broadcasting Co. have lost their lives. Of these 15 were killed
in enemy air raids and at least eight died while on duty
in Broadcasting House, London.
Throughout the obituary data below it will be noted

ODANIEL

Brlnkley, alter canvassing the situa- Gtcatbatch,
tion has decided to withdraw from

J.

X

Noble, Mrs.

London Control Room.

—

.

series begins Sept. 11.

pre-

the

It's

first

time that a

has

strip

been bought on the basis of include
Ing both Saturday and Sunday mora*

28/ 1/1940

Killed In R.A.F. flying

25/ 4/1940

Killed in R.A.F. flying

-

ings.

.

accident.

Ac-

Services

General

Clerk

,

counts

Houlihan' by Geo. Corey

accident.

Junior

En-

Maintenance

gineer

.

Daventry

1/ 9/1940

,

Killed

Showcases Joly 14 On

by

R.A.F.

in

bomb.

CBS' Sonuner Forecast

Station Design and In-

Engineer

4/ 9/1940

sUUation Department.

,

KlUed

in R.A.F. flying

accident.

Monitoring Service

21/ 9/1940
21/ 9/1940
1/10/1940
4/10/1940
15/10/1940

Fire Watcher

Defense

lS/10/1940

Fireman

House

Catering
Catering

Counterhand
Waitress

Attendant
Maintenance

CM

Parker, H. V
RoblllUrd, G.

Cruiser

En-

Maintenance

Query Clerk.

.House Staff
London Control Room,.

Engineer
.

.

..

W

^Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday,
end fed to the Lone Star Chain will
originate in the town's barber shop. Boss-Shearer, Mrs
Jack Mitchell will probe town's leading citizens as they come in for their SIxsmltb, Miss A.
daily shave.. Musical entertainment
Ijehlnd the barbers wiU be town's Sokolow, J. S.

Sec-

Engineer's

tion

M

..

Query

Monitoring

Teleprinter Operator

Monitoring Service

Chief Sub-Editor

Monitoring Service

Air raid.
Air raid.
Air raid.
Air. raid.

biUbUly band.

Program is sponsored in behalf of Morgan, J
the candidacy of Lyndon Johnson for
the United States Senate.

Call

Boy

Television Department..

16/10/1940

.Defense

Assistant

Gaetjens, C. J.

Columbia's Torecast' 'Series will
for its July 14 broadcast offer a serialized version of George Corey's
Tibby Houlihan.' The episode will
run a halt hour and Corey is making

Air raid on Broadcasting House.
Air raid on Broadcasting House.
15/10/1940 Air raid on Broadcasting House.
15/10/1940 Air raid on Broadcasting House.
15/10/1940 Air raid on Broadcasting House.
15/10/1940 Air raid on Broadcast-

Banning For Office

New series to be aired by station
KTSA from Johnson City, Texas each

from

Missinc

Merchant

gineer

M

W

NBC-BIue last week obtained a
new piece of business with a faU
starting date. Account Is Plllsbury
and the contract Is for lO-10:lS a.m..'
Armed Thursday through Sunday. This

Died In France during

'Rawalpindi'
sumed dead.

Grant, Miss D. B
Grant, Miss
Hughan, Mrs. P
F.

80/12/1939

Daventry

Junior

FALL

service in B.E.F.

Rigger

'

CUrk,

KILLED
10/12/1939

.Glasgow

.

FOR BLUE IN

oruiser 'Rawalpindi* In 1939

available, follows:

POSITION
.Commissionaire

the race for the Texas nomination
as United States Senator. He Is pres Tlndal, E. J
ently starring In a bankruptcy case
resulting from the tangled affairs of
his Mexican high powered radio sta- Sprange, G. B.
tion, his hospital for 'hiUbUUes and
the miscellaneous enterprises revolving around his surgical Radio City Bale, J. O
at Del Rio, Texas, across the border
from Mexico.
In deciding not to seek the toga, Alwar. E. J
TDoc' Brlnkley has written a letter
to W. Lee O'Daniel, self -broadcasting flour wholesaler who was elected
Governor of Texas strictly on radio
popularity. 'Doc' says to the Gov, in
effect, 'Uke it away, Lee, they want
you, not me.'

armed merchant

and another died In France while with the British
Expeditionary Force as a gunner.'
A PoUsh stenographer employed to type news In
her native language for BBC broadcasting and a German translator-announcer are among the 29 on the
BBC 'Roll of Honor' to date. The full Ust, only now

that the lethal touch of the Nazi bomber brought death
in majority of cases. One BBC staffer was aboard the

San Antonio, June 10.
NAU£
Goat gland operations wholesaler Coyne, W. F. ..
end «x-broadcaster John R. 'Doc'

PILLSBURYSET

War Dead

British Radio's

17/10/1940

the adaptation.
'Houlihan' ^as- given a showcaso
performance by the Experimental
theatre, an Equity-financed group, at
the Biltmore theatre, N. Y., several
.

weeks ago.

Peter Goldmark of

CBS

Addresses AFRA, N. Y.

ing 'House.
Died as result of Injuries sustained while
on duty.
Died as result of in'
sustained In
juries
air raid on Broadcasting House.
.

New York local of the American
Federation of Radio Artists will hold'
its quarterly meeting at 8 o'clock tomorrow night (Thursday) at the
Astor hotel, N. Y. Bill Adams, local
president, will preside and the principal business of the session will be
Killed in R.A.F. flying nominations for representatives to
the national board.
accident.
In addition to consideration of
Killed in air raid.
routine matters, there will be a talk
by Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, who deKilled in' air raid.
veloped CBS color television.
.

Qoiz-and-Cash Formola

Ushers Standard

Oil

Of

Bobertson, D.

M

Music Productions Sec-

Assistant Producer
*

23/10/1940

tion

Birmingham

Youth

Jones, T.H..-

Transmit19/11/1940

ter

Indiana Back to Air
Proctor, F.

L

Engineer

Birmingham

.Maintenance Engineer

Birminghan

Orchestral Musician
Junior Assistant

Symphony Orchestra...
R. P. Ex

Jdaintenance

Transmit10/11/1940

ter

Chicago, June 10.
Toxer, A.-C. J.
of Indiana returns to
big night-time radio Cockerill, A. E
18 with the sponsor- Charters, E. J
qulzzeroo. Will watt

.

..

Standard Oil
ihe ether as a
buyer on July
ship of another
«Ver 49 NBC-Blue outlets, and originating In Chicago each Friday for Dnssynska, Miss H.
80 minutes at 7 p.m. CDST.
New show is tagged 'Auction Quiz'
and is set through the local McCannErlckson agency under the wing of Barman, S. G
the hew Chi Mc-E radio chief. Earl
Thomas. Show will get a short sus- Leowald.'E. O. G.

Transmit19/11/1940

ter

. .

.

Polish

News

European Department.

Typist

..

3/1/1941
9/ 3/1941

21/ 3/1041

'

planting

talner

by

NBC

much

the listener

as they bid; If they
who sent in the

gets the auction prize
Etumper query
*

plus a

fln.

SeH Furnaces on Red
>

Chicago, June 10.
Holland Furnace Co. is going to
plug its. winter product over a seven'
week summer period, which is the
time furnace installations usually
occur. Through the local Rulhrauff
Ryan agency has purchased seven
so-minute periods on the NBC-Red

&

'at 7 p.m.

CDST

starting July 17.

Will be a musical show original'
Ing In Chicago.

&

Procter
Into the Spot

—
Procter

&

Defense

16/4/1941

European

11/ 9/1041

New NEW DEPARTMENT

AT

WLW

—

Stall

Doilea

John Blair Experiment

Gamble becomes the

manufacturer to enter the
field on a grand scale.
stations which
carry its daytime serials, to give it
first crack at any chainbreaks or minute-announcement spots which become available on their night-time

schedules.
Indications are that the Compton agency on examining available
will be .particularly
time f or P
Interested in those spots adjacent to
network programs with ratings of 10
or better. Stations 'involved have
been asked to notify Compton as
toon as a spot of this description beavMIat^Ia.

Under Bobcrt Savage

Yorker magazine, have been bought

Air raid on Broadcasting House.
Air raid.

by Ed Wolf

Associates. Pieces will
series for
evening, with the authoress super-

be scripted as a half-hour

Wolf office has also signed Leon
G. Turrou, former G-man and author of 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy,^
to supply new material and collab-

Grauer, Hicks, Hawley

Doing an Alfresco

Yow

of Many Beallgned
Chicago, June 10.
Tonsorial
Twitterbugs' quartet,
composed of radio announcers Ben
Cincinnati, June 10.
In realigning the merchandising Grauer, George Hicks, Mark Hawdepartment which will concern itand research divisions of WLW, ley and Harry 'Von Zell, is set
self with station creative sales deto exWSAI and shortwave" WLWO, Robvelopment.
ercise its
respective tonsils next
ert E. Dunville, general sales manMiss SKively was formerly manager of Crosley stations, created a week at Central Park, N. Y, Grauer,
ager of the Chi Lord & Thomas
new department to handle all ad- et al, have entered themselves in
radio department and previously had
vertising and promotional material.
the annual Barber S^iip Quartet
been with the Columbia-WBBM on
It is headed by Robert Savage, in
publicity and special events.
the merchandising department for contest to be held at the' Park Mall
June 19.
the past two years.
Announcers have had their group
The station promotion department
BRAS REYNOLDS ON FORD
working for some time. Last year
Brad Reynolds, tenor, has been is being dropped. William H. Old- they made an appearance on sevbooked on the Ford Summer Eve- ham, who directed' It, becomes head eral radio shows, among them Conof the grocery division in WLW's
ning Hour for June 15.
solidated-Edison's 'Echoes of New
trade' expansion department.
York' on NBC's Red. . Of late, howThe tenor will appear opposite
Beulah Strawway heads the mer- ever,
Mona Pulee, Metropolitan Audition
the yodellng has been dormant
winner, in a. program of light classic chandising and research department. and Is to be revived for the Park
Her assistant on merchandising is Joe occasion.
music.
Bauer, formerly
field representative at Columbus, with Stewart
Lewis on research work.

Holly Shively comes into the John
Blair station rep outfit to head a new

orate on the script for a radio series
to be called 'The Enemy Within,'
dealing with foreign espionage In
the U. S.
In addition, the office Is readying
a new 'Wheatena Playhouse' series.
Number of stbries and plays are being submitted to the sponsor this
week. Like last year, the shows
would be recorded in daily Instal-

.

ments and would run three to
weeks.
falL

Milton Allison, who joined the
Crosley organization six months ago,
directs the station promotion activities.
His assistant is Richard A.
Ruppert, formerly WSAI sales pro-

motion manager.
E.

Rudolph remains

charge
of trade extension department's drug
J.

in

MAY RESUME
NAVAL DiTELUGENCE

Cleveland, June 10.
Philadelphia. June 10.
signed new contract with
Dr. Leon. Levy,
prexy, is
musicians' union that will add one expecting a call to active duty 'In the
man to Walberg Brown's staff or- U. S. Naval Intelligence within the
chestra In the fall, making a total of near future.
Dr. Levy holds the
ten studio musicians for the 1941-42 rank' of Lieutenant-Commander. He
season.
served In the Navy during World
No changes made by the local in War I.
next year's terms for
and
He has been giving much of his
WCLE, William Pott continuing to time in recent weeks to the service,
keep crew of 16 men handling music specializing on radio communications and press relations.
for twin stations. -

WGAR

WCAU

WHK

flva
in the

the agency.

'Is

a Browsing

Town'

division.

IN

start airing
Is

•

Hotel Plugs Idea That Beantown
.f

:

Boster Unchanged

may

Parker House; Boston/ Using Radio

-f

CLEVELAND SIGNS A.F.M.
LEON LEVY
WGAB Adds One Man—WHK-WCLE

It

Compton

Jesse H. BnSom, CBS New England farm director and editor of tha
WEEI, Boston, Farmer's Almanao of
the Air, will spend vacation at his
farm, and Louis Webster of the Mass.
Department of Agriculture Will
plnch-hit

WLW

.

Announcement Market oh a Pretentious Volume Scale

night spot

om—

Translator

Gamble s Night Buys

latest soap

&G

German

Roster

vising.

The account has asked

The

On Ed Wolf

Radio rights to 'Junior Miss,'
Sally Benson's stories recently *se«
lected as a Book-ot-the-Month Club
and previously published in the New

1941.

..Fire Watcher

Holly Shively Heads

,

lose,

Sally Benson, Leon Turrou

starting

June 20.
Bobby Brown and Chuck Acree
vVX handle the show mi^ce for the
program, which will, give away coin
In amounts from $25 to $100 to some
If they answer
eight contestants.
they get as

Killed in air raid.
Killed in air raid.
Died as result of injuries
sustained
in
naval flying accident
Died as result of injuries
sustained
In
air raid on March 8,

WNAX

V.-P.

NOW

U.S.A.

Departing Bob Tincher Gets a Radio
As a Gift

Yankton, S.
Robert R. "rincher,

D,, June 10.
v.p. and gen-

manager of WNAX, has joined
the 4th U. S. Cavalry Reserve on active duty. He's a second lieut.
eral

.Station's staff gave him a goingaway dinner and portable radio.

The Parker House, Boston, is making -a bid for tourist business from
non-too-distant markets by the spot
announcement route.
testing
It's
them on WDRC, Hartford, offering «
booklet, 'Boston Is a Browsing Town.'
.Albert

Frank Guenther

Law

la

the

agency.

Bellevue Hotel, Boston, which Is
under the same management as the
Parker House, is continuing on
WGAN.
WLBZ,
PorUand,
and
Bangor, after an eight-weeks test

WSYB,
gineer, is back' on the job after a
three weeks' layoff caused by a mis-

Rutland, Vt., has just been
this Ust, and WMCA, N. Y.,
Is slated to offer a.three-a-week flvcmlnute news program for this seme

placed vertebrae.

account this summer.

AI Knapp,

WGY,

Schenectady, en-

added to

;

.

RADIO
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'JUST
Mediation

21

DANDY' SAYS DTDAI;

May Pirevent WKRC Strike LAWYER. WEBER

Civic Boast of

St Louis Omitted
1

Many From AFRA.. Locals Converg* on

Cincinnati

in Driva for Contract
ClnclnnBtl, June 10.
strike by the American Federation of Radio Artist* at WKRC, Mutual afCiUate, authorized by members of the Cincinnati chapter at a

A

rally Wednesday (4), has been delayed via the conference route, leaving the threatened walkout uncerConflicting reports about the
tain.
status of AFRA and non-AFRA announcers, dramatlo people and singers at the station come from both
Hyman R. Faine, national
sides.
field representative for AF]EIA, claims
a majority for members of his group
at

WKRC

and also at

WCKY, WSAI

WCPO, other Clncy stations
that have not as yet entered Into
agreement with AFRA. WLW, big
brother of WSAI under Crosley operation Is in Its second year of align-

'

[i

\

Out in Fight Against
NBC and CBS Latter
Glumly Await Turn on

All
Hollywood, June

10.

Albert Milling Co. will ^ntor H.
V. Kaltcnborn from Salt Lake west
on an NBC hookup of 14 ftatlona.
Eastern bankrollar for th* news

oommenator

U

Pure

takes him off the line at
ver three times a week.

Direct to

KYW

with the National Labor RePhiladelphia, June 10,
Board asking that the group
last
After a month's test,
be granted bargaining power at the
Friday (6) signed a contract with the
station. On the preceding day AFRA
Reuter's News Service, making the
filed with NLRB a complaint chargoutlet the only one In the U. S. with
ing intimidation by the station.
direct line with the British news
After both filings, counsel for Hul- a
In addition to Router's,
agency.
bert Taft, Jr., WKRC general mannow has Assoolated Press,
ager, and AFRA reps conferred with
United Press and Western Union
Philip G. Phillips, NLRB regional diin its newsroom. The
tition

lations

lawyer

KYW

KYW

Sports tickers

Washington, June 10. '
Louis G. Caldwell and Fred Wet>er,
counsel and general manager respectively of the Mutual Broadcasting
System, were the first Industry -witnesses before the Senate Committee
which will decide whether to report
out or kill the White Resolution.
After FCC Chairman James L. Fly
held the stand during the first three
days of testimony (last week) and
again on Monday, the Mutualites
followed today (Tuesday) to back up
Fly 100%'.

LorlUard drops its support of
World Broadcasting-produced 'Lawyer Q' on WJZ, New York, July 1.
No decision has been made about
returning It to- the air In the faU.
Quiz has been using the Tuesday
7:30-8 p.m. spot. Was previously on

In Overlapping

which Faine claims 120 members.
Only four of the attendees, according to WKRC, were employees of
that station. It was held at night In
Speakers were
fhe Gibson Hotel.
Emily Holt, AFRA national execu-

'I

Chrysler and CBS that
smoke elimination comes under the
advised

Model Wwking
Code for Writers

Up

heading of controversial subjects. \
Wood's wire was as follows: 'Re-v^
quest and urge respectfully deletion;
of any reference t« St. Louis smokeii
program, the efficacy of which i^,

for

4A Vote

'

I;

Nary

Program

Paid

York and Los Angeles are considertoday (Wednesday). If the
councils approve it, the pact
will be submitted to the orgaAization's membership for ratification.
Agreement will not be binding on
the agencies, but will merely s^rve
as a recommended code to be submitted by the Guild to the individual agencies.
ing

Arizona, but' Weber exit
is
established industry
to get exclusive rights to air
various sports events. Besides there
is
less 'duplication,' he observed.
Senator shot back that duplication
was lessened to such an extent that
people of Arizona couldn't get pitchbyrpitch accounts at all.

land of
plained

J650,00q

it

GuUd

Newspaper Ownership

Snarl With 2 Sponsors custom
Lady Esther and Colgate-Palmolive-Peet are tussling for the sponsorship of Guy Lombardo. Former
account now bankrolls the band

10.

assets in his community Boost, bu{>
Richard F. Wood, Institute manager^

'

rally was attended by 70 mem'
bers of AFRA's Cincy chapter, for

The

June

St. Louis didn't get a pat fronr
Major Edward Bowes last Thursday:
night (5) for its solution of th^
smoke nuisance because of a pro|
test that had been interposed by thai
Solid Fuel Institute, which is com-lj
posed of Southern Illinois com^
panics.
Bowes had been slated to;
mention this as one of the town's-

debatable and highly controversiali!
Any reference whatsoever will only^
antagonize and create resentment in[l
every high volatile coal producin^^
community In the United States anf
among hundreds of thousands ofj
miners of coal, home-firing of whicl^
Proposed code of fair practice for Is prohibited by the St. Louis ordl4
Caldwell and Weber declared that free-lance commercial
scripters, ten- nance.'
|
a Congressional investigation of the tatively worked out by negotiating
FCC was 'unnecessary,' that the committees for the American Assn.
anti-monopoly rules to which NBC of Advertising Agencies and the RaMargaret McBride 1
and CBS object wiU be a boon to dio Writers Guild, is being submitted
all that affiliate exclusively and opthis week to the governing liodles
tions can be dispensed with and,
Not Continuing;
Four-A board
of the two groups.
|
additionally. Mutual deprecated any
was to vote on it -yesterday (Tuesdelaying of the FCC 'reforms.'
Florida
day) and the Guild councils In New

who was named mediator.
Reuter's service Is short-waved from
Admission that Mutual adopted
At a meeting Monday (9), AFRA's
London to New York and relayed by restrictive clauses in self defense
attorney, Robert N. Gorman, and
teletype machine to KYW.
when Transcontinental threatened to
Taft conferred on the matter of
The NBC-Red's PhUly link now snatch outlets was made by Caldwell
AFRA shop. It was to be followed airs
64 news programs weekly, with
in asserting there would be no conby another session concerning, scale.
newscasts, totaling five hours,
fusion in listeners minds if outlets
Word from WKRC was that Its man- 46
sponsored.
carried programs from various webs.
agement, in trying to put the station
on its feet after an era of red, wanted
Mutual's sewing up of world series
to be fair on salaries to employees
Guy Lombardo Orchestra brought considerable hostile quesand likewise didn't want a walkout
tioning from Senators Chan' Gurney
Faine also stated that AFRA was
of North Dakota and Carl McFarContract

endeavoring to be patient In reaching
a peaceful solution.

Louis,

St.

Q' Fohling

WOR.

News Service

WKRC

FLY WINDS UP

Den-

Reuters (British)

held, 13
employees, designated as the
Artists Association, filed a pe-

—

Witness Stand

Oil.

NBC

ment with AFRA.
The day the rally was

rector,

Coal Institute Asks Bowes Not to Praise 'DebatabW
Improvement of Sm<Jce Nuisance

Kahenbom's Coast Sponsor Cooperative Network- Goes

and

Radio

ENDRRSE FCC

Issue Seen

Debyed

Until Fall or Later

"Tampa, Fla., June

10.

Mary Margaret McBride, New York
radio commentator, and the Florida
Citrut Fruit advertising fund have
come to the parting of the ways.
Florida Citrus Commission has decided to discontinue its CBS advertising program at the end of the current cycle. The program, subject of

heated controversy among Florida
orchardmen ever since It first went
on the air last fall, drew criticism
as to cost and effectiveness at the!,

commission meeting

Tuesday

last

(3).p

Existing contracts provide for con- i
tinuatlon of the program during a 13- 1
week cycle beginning July 7 unless!

CBS and Miss McBride were given
Washington, June 10.
Monday nighU on CBS and C-P-P
Postponement of the Federal Com- notification by June 4. The Com-p
on
No serious defects in the existing munications Commission's promised mission asked for an additional two
Ray Jones, ex- will back him Saturday nights
admitted by Caldwell. probe of the newspaper-ownership weeks for consideration of the reAFRA's Chi- the same network, beginning July 5. statute were
tendency of Commlsh to situation until sometime next fall newal, with the view to putting It .up
Gwen DeLaney, AFRA's Chances are that the Lady Esther tie Present
write
is wholesome,

E'

tive-secretary; Faine,
ecutive-secretary for

cago

local;

executive-secretary In Detroit; NelBooth, AFRA'g executlve-secre
tary in St. Louis, and Gorman, the
Cincy chapter's counsel. Telegrams
of support were read from' leaders of
unions in the stage, screen and other
lie

specific rules
may end with the June 30 broadcast,
but there Is an outside chance that since it ends shadow boxing and
the band may, continue both series, lets licensees know just where they

stand.

ihto the fall.

Gregory Williamson, Pedlar &
radio head, said yesterday
(Tuesday) that Lady Esther has opto hold Lombardo at least
through July and possibly until the
WCPO
end of September. He indicated that
WKRC
the cosmetic account would not object to having C-P-P also si>onsor
the band Saturday nights, as the
latter series would plug Colgate's
Sunday Matinee For
Toothpaste, not a competing prodTed Bates is the agency for
uct.
Invitation to Learning' C-P-P.
'Story of Bess Johnson,' another
show, changes writers and
'Invitation to liCaming* Is being C-P-P

fields allied
is

Ryan

-

with radio.

negotiating with
for agreeWCKY, WSAI and
deal Is on
ments while the
the fire.

Faine

also

moved

to Sunday afternoons at 2
p.m., starting June 29. CBS top-of-

the-pyramid highbrower now broadeasts Tuesdays at 9:30 p.m.
Alan Tate is away for a -month on
Vacation.
Otherwise three mainstays remain, others being Huntington Cairns and Mark Van Doran.

tions

Milwaukee, June 10.
Johnny Olson leaves WTMJ this
week to go to KMPC at Beverly
Hills, Cal.
He will continue to do
his weekly Penn Tobacco show over
WTMJ and a network of seven state
stations via transcription^
His 'Parade of the Bands' partici
will be
pating program at
taken over by other station an-

WTMJ

nouncers.

MAS&ABET InmSAT WEST
Margaret Lindsay, currently

In the
east for a series of radio guest dates,
leaves for the Coast by motor the
end of next week.
She's due to start work on the

next EUery Queen picture for Columbia early In July and Is dickering for another assignment to fol
low that.

—

critic of the

regulatory agency's past

procedure, opined It is unsound to
create 'a tribunal of experts,' and
then review every controversial
action. If the commlsh isn't doing an
honest job it ought to be replaced, he
remarked but the courts should not
'Interfere with administrative dis-

director June 30, when it moves cretion.'
from Ward Wheelock to Bates. MarThe feeling here is that Fly Is
garet Lewerth and Ann Daly wUl
scoring cleverly against the indusprobably 'succeed William Sweets on
try. By enjoying, and exploiting, the
the script and Basil Loughrane is privilege of being first on the witmentioned as replacement for Diana
ness stand Fly has gotten his points
Bourbon as director.
solidly across.
Many public rela-

INNIS

Olson Moves to Bey Hills

Congress cannot lay down own
list of verboten practices,
Caldwell declared. That was tried
back in 1922 and didn't work out.
Radio is too rapid growing to cover
everything in the statute. The barrister, who has been an outstanding
detailed

OSBORN DIES

.

tions counsels here feel the belated
expression of the webs' views will

be under a bad disadvantage.
Radio Writer, 58, Bad Been Alliag
However, It Is necessary to add
For Some Time
Immediately that both NBC and
CBS are disconraging staff memInn is G. Osborn, radio icrlpter
bers from talking, planning or
and former playwright, die(l May 24
making suggestions based on
at his home in Norwalk, Conn. He
'when' or even 'IT the FCC orwas 58 and had been ill for many
ders go into effect. Webs have
months, but was recently reported
felt that tbey mast assnme that
on the road to recovery. He is surthey are fighting James L. Fly
vived by his wife, Olga Braasten,
with a reasonable chance of
and two brothers.
beating him. niey feel that once
Among Osborn's plays was "The
Congressmen become convinced
Seventh Guest,' a murder mystery
of the toll scope of the Fly
that was extremely popular with
bloc's ambitions to change radio
stock companies and little theatre
statas qno a reaction In favor of
He authored a number of
groups.
the networks will follow.
'Cavalcade „of America' scripts, a
Defeatism grew between the Wed'Danger Fighters,' adapted
serial,
nesday adjournment and Monday refrom Paul de Kruif's 'Microbe Hunt- sumption of hearings but despite
ers,' and many other radio programs.
whispers and rumors the CBS-NBC
He did publicity for Century Play high commands were reported holdCo. for a time and later was a mem(Contlnued on page 22)
ber of the NBC script staff.

was strongly indicated this week. to new commission to be appointed
Although pow-wow has been set for by Governor Spessard Ii. Holland.
June 25, Commish is expected to dis- CBS. was unwilling to wait, so complay leniency in the matter. Par- mission said to drop it
ticularly since the industry Is currently immersed in hearings before
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee which may drag on for
several weeks. Formal request for
postponement probably wUI b e ade
by Harold Hough, head of WBAP,
Fort Worth, and friend of Secretary
of Commerce Jesse Jones.
Commish desire to investigate joint
control of newspapers and radio stations assertedly stemmed' from 'need
to evaluate the situation' before any
large investments had been made in
service. Did
the relatively new
not mean to imply that it is 'opposed
to newspaper ownership of radio stations in general or in any particular
situation,' the FCC declared.
Belief that a substantial portion of
the testimony could be taken at publid hearings skedded for the end of

m

FM

Members of the advisory committee declared canners were virtually unanimous in not regarding the
air show as right for them.
They
opposed continuation through the
summer even though. rebates or discounts would reduce cost for the
13 weeks to about half what
earlier periods have cost
The program cost the Florida citrus
industry some $650,000 with. Mary.
final

Margaret McBride personally pulling
down $1,500 a week.- She was form-

WOR

with'
in
Newark as
'Martha Deane.'
C. C. Commander, general manager
of the Florida Citrus exchange, told
his board of directors that 'growers
unorganized and unable to control
the situation, have paid the bill and
lost their investment'.
Growers and
canners feel the CBS formula lacked
selflng power and some complained

erly

•

month was expressed by the
Commish, In its announcement, but they were not convinced Miss Mcwarning was delivered that the air- Bride commanded the radio audience
wave cops might 'schedule subse- claimed for her.
this

quent hearings to permit the development of more extensive studies.'

NEW COURT FOR

SUIT

Marie Sullivan Action Is Against
HcCann-Erlckson Agency

What

alleged breach of contract.
Plaintiff

claims she submitted an

idea for a radio serial to the agency,
which promised to whip It into

shape and submit

It

to

William Wrig-

I

)
}
\

\
-|

;

i

i

|
:

!

men

|

j

California citrus on the market this
season. 'There usually is a difference,
but this year the margin was greater
than ever before and the Industry
Is blaming it directly on the advertising

A suit' by Marie Sullivan against
McCann-Erlckson Inc., was transferred Wednesday (4) from the N. Y.
supreme to the N. Y. federal court,
due to diversity of citizenship. Action seeks damages of $10,000 for

|

here was difof prices of Florida and

disturbed

ferential

^

!

'

campaign.

Bracken-Kraft Break Deal
Hollywood, June

Don Ameche

starts

his

10.

summer

on Kraft Music Hall July 17,
after Bing Oosby and Bob
Burns call It a season.
Deal for Eddie Bracken to do Ii
shift

week

ley Jr. Co., for sponsorship. Plaintiff
claims neither promise w.aa carried

few guest shots

out..

comics during the

will

likely

is off.

alternate

Jerry I«ster
with otiier

.stouglv perlpd.

-

—
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Edward Jansen Returns
To Tacoma in 60 Days

.

the Production Centres

San Francisco, June

Echoes of Sena te Hearings

10.

(ON WHITE RESOLUTION)

on
currently
Edward Jansen,
KSFO's sales staff, leaves within 60
days to become general manager for
^iV
.
.
.
Waahingtoh, June 10.
Inc.,
of
TaArlene Francis has replaced Peggy Conklin in the femme lead in 'Life Tacoma Broadcasters,
Two My»tery Men
coma, who have been given the go\.t ^iley*. .Everett Sloane and Paul Stewart are recent cast additions...
Press table veterans of those
'ue'sd^y (17) night's 'Grand Central Station' script is by Will McMorrow ahead for a new 250-watter on 1490
last summer on
hearings
drawn-out
services
for
Jansen's
Contract
..Joan Tetzel "will play the lead. .Leggett Brown trying to talk Robert kc.
Thad H.
Sherwood into making a series adaptation of his "There Shall Be no has already been signed, Jansen was 'fitness' of the late Col.
Brown thought they taw some falight' for Alfred Lunt-Lynn Fontanne. .Wyllis Cooper, already script- manager of KVI, Tacoma, for nine
They were
room.
the
in
miliar
faces
year
KGU,
spent
a
at
ing the 'Good Neighbors' program, will collaborate with Philo Hifley on years and
men'
who figestate
'real
of
the
two
Seattle.
KOL,
''he U. S. Treasury Department's v#ummer series in the Texaco spot on Honolulu, and
ured prominently in RCA's maiJBS...
WBYN, slightly injured Thurs-

ISEW

19M

YORK CITY

.

remarked 'there's 120,000 votes right
With perfect timing and exthere.'
pressive dead-pan. Smith inquired
quietly 'for who?'

.

.

;

Esther Reipstein, actress-singer on
lay (5) when struck by a truck.
Burgess Meredith and June Walker will do the guest leads In 'Green
jrrow the Lilacs' for the season's finale of 'Campbell Playhouse' this
/riday night (13)... Miss Walker will repeat the part she created in the
v>riginal Broadway production. .Ranald MacDougall's "The World's Best'
jlramatic series goes back on NBC blue (WJZ) tomorrow night (Thurs_lay) with an adaptation of the Dickens short story, 'The Bagman's Uncle'
p..Klesewetter agency will probably decide this week about submitting
mother program to Penn tobacco for 'Vox Pop,' which goes to Bromo[
I'Seltzer after two more weeks'.
It's a toss-up whether the account stays
.

.

.

radio or sticks exclusively to mag and newspaper space.
Axton-Fisher tobacco (20 Grand cigaret) has renewed 'Your Happy
Birthday' through mid-September and continues the same name-guest
'policy. .. .Milton Berle and Simone Simon are on the show this week
ind Margaret Lindsay next week
Paul Stewart goes on the 'Aldrich
?amily' tomorrow night (Thursday)
Maxine Keith, who did 'From Me
to You' series on WINS, now handling all femme shows at WO'V and
fSoing 25-minute show five mornings a week. ..Beverly Bayne and Ed
Jerome added to 'Pepper Young' cast. .. .Sandra Miphael and John Gibbs

n

I

•

.

^(o Chicago.
"Vic Ratner wiU throw a party tonight (Wednesday) to celebrate his
birthday...
hands Bob Goldstein directorship of its artists bureau
lie's Ijeen a staff salesman for two years. . .George McCall making adverrounds, tracking down a new sponsor before returning to Hollywood.
Choral Society of the Paramount Pictures Pep Club, comprising 40
ijpoices, makes Its radio debut tomorrow (Thursday) night over WNEW...
Edith Morgan Savage directs. .Mrs. Helene M. Caskin, KYW's Phila'^Uelphia 'Story I^dy,' will present a monthly book review on Alma Kitilchell's NBC-Blue network program, 'Streamlined Journal.'
Keenan Wynn, his wife' and month-old child escaped injury last week
iwhen their house at North Hills, L. I., was burned. .'Let's Swing,' new
series with Jimmy Lytell's orch, starts June 21 on NBC red. .Hank Lawson and his Kn ights of the Road move their NBC red origination Monday
j.(16) from WTIC, Hartford, to WRC,- Washington.
artha "niton. In from the Coast for brief visit, does her show via
WEAF-NBC tonight (Wednesday) replacing Bonnie Stewart, from KYW,
Philadelphia, for the single date... Billy Grant starts a Saturday afternoon series on NBC red June 21... R. J. Reynolds tobacco dropping 'Uncle
iEzra' after the June -28 broadcast... Bill Johnstone regular member of
least of 'Danger Is My Business' for Axton-Fisher tobacco via WOR-Mutual
>.. Admiral Byrd will guest on tonight's (Wednesday) show.
Sandra Michael Interviewed over WICG, Br idgeport, Cona, last week
;..IJouglas Way has resigned from the
announcing staff to take
» job as checker for AFRA...Gene English, CBS^ engineer formerly In
York and now employed In the network's Hollywood studios, east
with his wife for a couple of weeks' vacation... Doris Bienz joined the
iWWRL office staff... Joe Bell, supervising director of NBC dramatic
shows, leaves Saturday (14) for three weeks' vacation. . .he'll probably
lake a freighter through the Canal to California.
S Prospect, raised by a newspaper story, that the reunion of Union
f, Colleges
class of 1926 will be attended by Tom Lewis of
Young
-Rublcam and his wife, Loretta Young, evaporated. .Lewis flying west
to
«•
^
Join wife at time, in Hollywood,
Maurice C. Dreicer back from six-week vacation and resumed his marathon broadcasting over various indie stations
Jerry Seelen, Dan Shapiro
and Lester. Lee collaborating on series NBC is readying for Phil Baker.
Betty Shay taking summer leave from NBC to stage four productions at
,
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H-tlsing

.

.
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WWRL

New

Joined KSFO a year ago as an
ordinary salesman because, he says,
he'd heard that if you can succeed
in Frisco, you can get by anywhere.
He succeeded so now heads back to
the executive field.

.

-
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undue Influence
exercising
economically, socially and politically.
In the view of most solons,
'monopoly' is to a senator as a red
flag to a bull.

from

BIGGER FCC

WATCH

ON THE RHINE'S AIR

Another disappointing facto r
from the industry viewpoint Is the

—

—

.

WLW

I

promised a chance to offer

.

.

CLERGY GROUP
ASKS FOR FCC

constantly dwindling attendance. As
usual at Senate hearings, a good
turn-out marked the first day but
the second and third sessions taw

S.

.

don't agree, though,

-

(;

HOLLYWOOD

still

Mutual Backs

-

iN

They

lic'

.

. .

off their

Weber Aa Prompter
with Fly's interpretations, claiming
Record won't «how that Fred the FCC chairman overlooked the
Weber, Mutual'a general manager, point that railroads are common cardid a good deal of testifying. Two riers while broadcasting stations and
Fly
witness
Fly
the
of the days
was in
networks sseclfically are not.
sContlnued from page zichair, Weber sat directly behind the
ing to the position that they had no Commish group on hand to furnish Every Llf Web— A Meeting of Its Own
information the Chairman didn't
alternative but to fight Fly.
The network contingents in genwas
eral kept away from each other.
The Senate group's preliminary know. Often when some data
consideration of the White resolu- requested, it got into the official With the Mutual gang at a table in
tipn tended to Ijecome- a matter of transcript through a triple play. the center of the -room, most of the
DeQuincy
Sutton
(FCC
Fly had set a Weber to
NBC staff grabbed places bt the comskillful presentation.
mittee's left and the CBS execs were
pace the broadcasters will have trou- economist) to Fly.
ble keeping up.
on the opposite side of the room.
Comie Heller
Neville Miller was nearest the solons
For one thing. Fly on almost every
Spectators are grateful for South and right next to Niles Trammell.
point and occasion was far more
quick-witted than the senators. Most Carolina's Cotton Ed Sinith. Besides
Tobey WHh a Tab
of them have only a superBcial supplying badly-needed comic relief
Senator Tobey wants to drag some
knowledge of what the fuss Is all at .tense momenta, he has the faculty
about and tragically scant under- of reducing a lot of long-wtnded ora- skeletons from the FCC closet. Ho
standing of how the radio business tory to fundamentals. His whistles showed up the second day with a
Result was th^t the head of amazement guffaws, and grimaces long list of written questions but
is run.
reformer neatly wiggled and squirm- of mock indignation several times asked only a few of them. When
ed out of tight spots, adeptly sent brought the committee back to the the committee got around to recessthe lawmakers chasing will o' the main road. One of his best cracks ing 'Wednesday (4) for the rest of
wisps, and turned the industry's ar- came after Fly, satirically making the week, he announced he wants to
guments right back on the industry. the point that lota of people express quiz Fly about a number of other
opinions 'on subJecU about which subjects (unspecified) which may
Knows Senatora
they know nohing, read a letter from take a couple of hours. Presumably
With good understanding of the an officer of the 'University of Cali- relating to the testimony of last
way many Senatorial minds work, fornia alumni association urging ap- summer about the old RCA consent
Fly harped constantly on the allega- proval of television
standards and decree.
tion that the Commish is only trying to help the little fellow and prevent the big 'New York corporations'

Washington, June 10.
Around 100 new jobs with the
Federal Communications Commission are in prospect aa result of the
24-hour radio watch on foreign
broadcasts. President Roosevelt has
Congress for another $674,414
& fewer and fewer members on hand. asked
in emergency money to finance the
There were frequent brushes and
eaves-dropping unit which transeveral spells of hostile questioning
scribes and translates every alien
so that the FCC head cannot be said
program containing propaganda of
to have had everything his own way
any sort Staff comprises mostly
but on the whole the issues were
translators and experta of various
befogged, either through Fly's menMonomoy theatre, Chatham, Mass. .(Seorgette Harvey, Bedelia Falls John tal agility or the lawmakers' failure, kinds, with a few clerks and engiHamilton and George Mathews added to cast of 'Fight Camp,' with Sam to appreciate significant but delicate neers.
r Byrd and Blanche Ring. .. .Ed Nickel, of the Mutual
publicity department, points.
i;:returned to work after contracting pneumonia on his
honeymoon ..
Outlook is for many more days of
Jack Fnhon's
•^At Lafayette College commencement Friday (6), Mrs. Ogden Reid, N. Y.
Spot
hearings, with Fly estimating it will
Herald Tribune, and Raymond Gram Swing received honorary degree of
take him about two more hours to
Doctor of Humane Lelters, and George 'V. Denny, Jr., moderator of Town
Cincinnati, June 10.
complete his defense to the commit'
"Hall, delivered the commencement address.
Jack Fulton, tenor, has replaced
tee. Schedule is stretching far beyond
original expectations. Fly has been the de 'Vore Sisters, harmony trio,
.

Fly Digs One Up
Network attorneys dustied

books after Fly cited the 1911 St.
Louis terminal case as precedent for
the regulations. And found the Suneuvers to compromise the old anti- preme Court held illegal any 'obTheir interest in these stacle,
trust suit.
hindrance
or
restricliou*
proceedings is still a matter of spec- handicapping a medium of interstate
ulation.
commerce trying to serve the pub-

'rebuttal'

,

work-affiliated

relations.
stations
clergymen, some of whom have

The
done

broadcasting, took the view
that all programs of religious broadcasting stood in serious peril and
that in ita opinion the action proon WLW's midnight slumber stanza.
posed by
Moon River. The de Vores joined drastic the commission 'was hasty,
and ill-considered.'
the Crosley staff In 1935. They will
The report, stated the letter,
stick around Cincy until the fall
would, if put into affect 'greatly curcommercials begin and probably retail the opportunity for such nationjoin WLW. Until then they will do
some recordings in Columbus and wide service, and would jeopardize
cultural educational, musical and reChicago.. Ruth de Vore is the wife of
ligious broadcasting in general,'
Fred Thomas,
news writer.
Sylvia Rhodes, songstress on
and WSAI for the past ZO months',
Office of

Edward G. Robinson, Crane WUbur, editor-producer, and all hands on testimony when the industry people are done, while Comrnander T.
•Big Town' have been renewed for next fall by Rinso. Season
ends July 2
M. Craven is on the program to
and picks up again Oct. 9...KECA jumped Its nighttime juice from 1,000
explain why the two-man minority
to 5,000 watts with aU the secrecy of a hot sales lead... Maury Webster
to subscribe to the FCC
KNX announcer, goes into a middle uniform this week. Ditto Carlton refiisedDefinite
card hasn't been pre
„Selck of KHJ...Hedda Hopper's 51st birthday brought more than 100 niles.
pared, but Mutual people are eX'
|rfllm and radio players to her Sunkist broadcast to give
it a rousing
Mark EthWLW
follow Fly.
«ignoff...John Barry more sneaked in imobserved and nosed up to the pected to
ridge will be one of the chief witWLW
;;iinike for an unscripted interlude, quipping 'I hope you live to
be a million nesses to oppose the regulations,
jjeo you can co-star with me sometime.'. ..Actor's Workshop
wUl Innovate with Neville Miller now unlikely to took departure last week. She is neijsa 'new technique' in dramatics on KFI, with
Barnes Allen calling the say much, if anything. Columbia's gotiating for a network affiliation
In
•hots... Ted Sherdeman's 'Latitude Zero' graduated to thf full NBC 'red
Ed Klauber Chicago or New York. Her hubby
net from coast sustainirig. .Robert Armbruster won't be back with case will be handled -by
J
for is Mark Davlsson, a member of
i Chase & Sanborn in the faU. He goes off with the last downbeat June and Niles Trammell will act
Billy Snyder's orchestra.
NBC.
29 and another maestro wiU lift the stick on the ^lutumnal resumption.
Arthur Radkey, production man,
Matter of economics. .Connie Boswell joined Musicians Local 47 to play
has been replaced by Paul De Fur.
the cello on Kraft Music Hall... Bob Jennings, of Kastor agency, Chicago
Buena Ward, copyrightvchecker,
here...

A

PROBE
Release from the ISepartment of
National Religious Radio' over the
past weekend disclosed that a group
of eastern clergymen, headed by the
Rev. Harry Emerson Fosdick, of the
Riverside Church, N. Y., had ap'pealed by letter to President Roosevelt for a 'full and searching inves-^
tigation' of the FCC's rules on net-^

•

Govt Reports

Protected

From Gagger

.

Proposed by Sen. Taft

jj

.

KNX

Charles Ryder,
auditor, to Ohio for vacash over the petrol
route... Jim and Marian Jordan (Fibber & Molly) have been In show biz
«o long It'll take Hedda Hopper three weeks to dramatize their career on
her Sunkist program... Alex Robb, NBC's program and talent sales Coast
topper, 20 years wed... George Fisher goes sustaining over Mutual through
the summer after his sponsor withdraws until Se£t. 10.

m

SAJS

FRANCISCO

Austm Fenger, new

director of

;

'

'

KGO-pO

^

m

.

.

KSFO Farm

. .

NBC

KGO

.

Louella Parsons' 'Hollywood Premiere' series Friday nights on CBS
has been r^ewed by Lifebuoy soap
for another 13 weeks for a slightly

upped
.

Journal, actually grows
Sonoma county in pears and grazing land.
^".^
S^^^-^:^^f
tied
with National Hotel Week and staged a sewing bee for
°'
St Francis hotel as promotion for the new
building.... gag, out of which the Dainty Dozen
get new uniforms to
carry on further stunts, took place in midst of American
Institute of Banktog convention.... Dee Bredin. correspondent for
National Geographic,
> Harpers and other mags, wiU
be NBC's. reporter in Sumatra. .. .took time
interviewed by Ann Holden on
^'
just betore clippering to
Dinsdale, young daughter of Al DInsdale of
2n!^-TrDrt
,n i'—^^'jll^
KGO-KPO, will
do a ventrUoquist act on Benny Walker's air show June 23
...Justin Fenger to handle KSFO trade news. ...Balance of KSFO publicity continues under Marie Houlahan, who
is also CBS
here
MlM Houlahan is to give a course on 'Use of Radio as praiser
an Educationai
Medium' at MUls College this faU. It's part of the insUtutlon's Radio Work«hop serjes headed by J. C. Morgan, former KSFO program director
and
^eduction manager. . ;Temperence Smith, formerly of Time mag. replaces
Ethel O'Kane in KGO-KPO continuity department Latter wedding.
Lola
Camaches replaces Marlon Hansen as secretary to Chief Engineer Curtis
Peck.... Bob- Blshopp, sound effects, called to Naval service, replaced by
uOn Monettp. moved, up from mall -room.
I'

Parsons Show Goes On

also is off the

WLW-WSAI

staff.

LIONEL STAMPER INJURED
Bobert Sloane Steps Into CBS Bole
On Actor's Non-Appearanoe
.

price.

.However, the increase is said to
Robert Sloane, co-author with
be -less than the reported $2,000-a' Leonardo Bercovlci of -The Life of
Riley,'
week boost
took over the title part
in the show on short notice last Saturday (7) morning when Lionel
Comae In Morse Code
Stander failed to arrive for rehear-

KDKA

Pittsburgh, June 10.
Classes in radio telegraphic code
are being, established by .KDKA as
an added contribution to national
defense.
While station manager
James R. Rock said that men subject to draft will be accepted, he
added that chief purpose of cUsses
is to strengthen home defense front
by teaching code to those who -are
not likely to go into selective service.
Women are also eligible for instruction.

Instruction will be free and will
at
under direction of Dwight A. Myer,

be given twice a
chief engineer.

we^

KDKA

It wasn't until the program
was on the air that It was learned
that Stander had been injured in an
auto accident on his way to the
rtudio from his home in Croton,
sal.

Washington, June 10.
Continuance of radio activities of
Government Reports is
guaranteed following senate surrender during conference with the
house on the bill giving the agency
permanent status. The compromise,
ratified by a 176 to 130 tally in the
house Tuesday (3) and by unanimous consent in the senate Thursday (5), eliminated the amendment
of Senator Robert A. Taft, of" Ohio,
forbidding any motion picture or
radio dissenplnatlon of information
about Federal activities.
Restrictive clause was blue-penciled, the house learned, because
technically It would have prevented
the 'White House' adjunct from even
sending on request copies of radio
the Office of

.

by government
Stander, who wai knocked unsquawk came from
conscious
talks

officers.

Rep.

Only
Robert

when his car ran into a Rich, Pennsylvania Republican, who
pole as he swerved to avoid hitting
almost 4ally declaims about New
a child who ran across the street
Deal extravagance. After inquiring
was taken to the hospltaj in Briar- why
the Taft
amendment was
cliff, N. Y,, nearby.
It wasn't until dropped,
pich commented 'It would
he was taken home that his wife have
stopped this administration
learned of the mishap and telepropagan.da that is going out all over
phoned the studio. Stander Is ex- the country,
and It seems to me that
pected back on this week's (14) would
have been a mighty fine
sfaowi

thine.'

•
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-Radio Primer For Congressmen

««

M »»»t

*************

Information has come to Variety that the interest of a large number of congressmen in the commercial ramifications of broadcasting has been stimulated by the current seething over the FCC's rules
on network-affiliated station relations and that a
goodly number of these legislators have inquired as
to where they could obtain some basic facts on the
subject. Being itself always devoted to the public,
as well as trade interest and convenience, Variety
herewith offers a radio primer for members of

Bjlue

Our

public servants share with the rest of us tocertain confused state of mind because of the
bewildering velocity of brickbats flying in all directions.
Radio is, to a congressman, just one of the
many uproars of the day. He is more and more
interested in radio for the place it holds as a medium of public expression and less, and less able to
keep pace with conflicting statements about its alleged abuse, the contradictions and the counterclaims.
Variety will leave it to the congressmen to fight
their own way through the contradictions but offers the following guide to some of the basic elements of what's what, and" why, in the American
system of commercial broadcasting

A

1,000

500

250
100

1

1

7
1

These, in turn, are divided by network membership as follows :
/

NBC-Blue
.

-.

.

.

.

130
103
118
176

stations
stations
stations
stations

'.

Newspapers
Multiple Station Owners
Single, Station Owners
*(AccordlnB to the FCCa Monopoly

7 stations
298 stations
87
.379

.

NBC
•

$71,875,807*

NBC

Red and Blue

CBS
•(Mutual reported a loas

$3,918,772
5,006,634

&

CRIME' TRIAL

SET BACK TO

SEPT.

$250,000 plagiarism suit by

Mon-

roe B. Levoy, known as Roy Post,
against Philip Morris & Co., Ltd,,
the Blow Co., Inc., NBC, Jack Johnston and Milton H. Biow has been

Royal Gelatin Gets Plug

From Bergen

Fifl-In

—

'

.

WBNS

of 'public interests

|

Spot Broadcasting

conceived an idea for a radio serial
entitled 'The Perfect Crime,' and
submitted it to Biow. The idea was
plagiarised over WEAF starting Nov.
Philip Morris
22, 1938, it is claimed.
sponsored the program, Milton Biow
is president of Biow Co., and Jack
Johnston is a program director of
Biow.

meaning

convenience and necessity' specifically as regards
the duties of stations in granting free time or ii»
selling paid time to political parties.
.

Besides the national network (Red, Blue, CBS,
with which they are affiliatecl, local stations
also derive income from regional networks (such
as the Don Lee, Yankee, Texas State), and from
national advertisers who place their business direct
with the stations and local
(i.e. 'national spot')
For NBC and CBS affiliates the inadvertisers.
come from such 'other' sources provide a much
greater margin of velvet. Outside of a 15% commission to the advertising agency and another 15%
the
tp the station's national sales representative,
income on national spot business is retained locally.

The moot question of public interest has also!
received further crystalization in recent years, notj
ably in 1939 when the National Association oE
Broadcasters, the trade group of the, industry^
adopted a code of ethics in which it sought to stand-^
ardize for its membership the recognition, interpret
tation and app'Hcation of public interest. This cbdeii
is particularly designed to place all controversial!
issues on a firm basis of equitable opportunity bej<
tween persons or groups with counter points oG
view, to assure an equitable distribution of freej
time and to withhold from sale time and facilities!;
to exponents of controversial, subjects. In general']
attempts to insure genuine free speech and pre-j
vent abuse of free speech by demagogs and persona

it

or organizations of

ill

will.

Ohio State Annual CHAUTAUQUA SIX
Columbus, June

10.

Fourth annual 'Ohio State University Radio Day' at WBNS, held
week as the school year neared
its close, had 42 students from Prof,
Series of six concerts from Chau<
Don Riley's radio classes taking over tauqua, N. Y., will ba aired 4-3 p.m.;
that station.
Originated by Tad Sundays, starting July 20, over NBC:
Reeves, publicity director, when a red (WEAF).
student at the university, the event
Weekly soloists will guest in the
was supervised. 'by Jack Price, pro- following order: MIscha MischakoCf,
gram director, and Irwin Johnson, George Britton, Georges Miquelle,
director of developmental programs. Suzanne Fisher, Georges Barrere and
'Day' is on? In which the students Evan Evans.
run the station from 5:30 a.m. until
1:00 a.m., relieving the regular staff
NUrar» Fallf.
Jack Brown,
at all posts from announcers to WKliD announcer, Into Unele Sam'a
script writers to salesman.
khaki last week.

SET FOR NBC REDI

last

standard Brands will utilize the
summer time of Chase & Sanborn on

NBC for a substitute program to advertise another of its products. Royal
San Antonio. Ben Kaplan has
been added to the News stalT of sta- Gelatine.
Program, 'What's My Name,' will
Charles Conklin has
tion WOAI.
taken over night duties.
be handled by Sherman K. Ellis
of the defendants and the serving of
Pat Doyett of WOAI has joined
agency, taking over during July and
a bill of particulars by the plaintlfi announcing staff of KABC where
August
after Edgar Bergen's troupe
is still uncompleted.
Don Carol has been transferred to
calls it a season (29)
Post claims that in July, 1937, lie the engineering department.

set back from June to September
trial in N. Y. supreme court by consent.
An examination before trial

selves, has clarified the

_

o( 139,712.)

MBS)

Mutual's standard compensation to stations calls
for the locals to get their full card rate minus 15%
for sales service, with each station paying its own
hookup line (A. T.
T.) charges.
also allocates to itself the revenue on the
first four hours sold on a station weekly as its compensation for sustaining services.
Contracts with local stations in the case of all
three network companies stipulate exclusive affiliation, but, despite this, Mutual has in a number of

One of the moot questions that has been mos
argued before the commission and within the broad
casting industry and by 'social' critics is that o:
public interest; Understanding of the question i
recent years has made sharp' strides from the aca
demic to the economic realm as the FCC, acting o:
the pleas and complaints of broadcasters them^

.

the networks were:

NBC

A

3,600,161*

Total
*(Net figures.)

each have a different type
of contract with the local stations that comprise

TERFEa

3.1,137,823*

In 1940 the entire broadcasting industry showed
a 'broadcast service income' of $33,296,708 (left after deducting expenses from net sales, but before
deduction of taxes), while the *profit3 shared by

ettDork-Affiliate Relations

line costs.)

Public Interest

$37,137,823*

Mutual

owned

their networks.
In the case of
and Columbia the local station receives as compensation for national advertising from 20% to 3/% of the station's own card
rates.
(In rare instances, stations have gotten full
card rate minus 20% to cover network sales and

~

Red and Blue

Columbia'

NBG, CBS and Mutual

NBC

*

tion.

$109,629,527 net.

1>7

IS!

competition frdm other networks or the develop
ment of other networks. Mutual is not only a strong
proponent of this viewpoint but favors the eradi
cation of exclusive contracts between network anc
affiliated station.
The two , older network com-ij'
panics argue that such eradication -would destroy]
the very motive and foundation of network opera-t^

In 1940 the entire .broadcasting industry (networks, national spot and local) sold time to adverin the .anujunt of $154,823,787 gross, and

Report, the
the 87 multiple ownera accounted (or Si% of the Industry's
total revenue (or 1939, while the aingle-owned etatlone accounted
for the balance.
The average time ealen o( the muUlole-ownel
stations was H8T,773 and the single-owned, 182,669.)
etatlons

FCC

tisers

7 stations

NBC

NBC

NBC

Industry Income

Multiple ownership of stations by networks and
other interests is as follows

CBS

,

The sum effect of network enterprise on local
station enterprise- has been a diffuse one.
Some
stations, despite their affiliation, have continued to
maintain a high -standard of local initiative in providing programs of entertainment yalue and community interest, but a substantial percentage of
local stations have been inclined to function merely
as a fill-in service, content to let the networks supply the leadership, the brains and the programs.

8
134
31
322
75

NBC-Red

The nub of the present dispute between NBCfj
and the FCC is the authority of the latter tc;
exercise such control directly, that is, interfere iir
the relations between networks and affiliates. NB(|
and Columbia maintain that no such authority ha^
been delegated to the FCC under any radio law ojj'
amendment, while the FCC, at least its majority?;
points to Section 303 (i) of the Communicationi;
Act of 1934 as support for its power in this respect!'!
The section provides that the commission 'mak^
special regulations applicable to radio stations en);
gaged in chain broadcasting.'
|
The FCC requires as a condition of licensing thajl
the licensee agree to operate the station in the pubjf
lie interest, convenience and necessity.
At leasK
once every year, and on any other occasion if orj(
rered to do so by the comission, the licensee musf;
re-apply for an extension of its license and may, a|j
such timeS( be compelled to prove that it serves thr[
public interest.
\
j\s a result of the FCC's rules growing out of it^*.
investigation of network 'monopoly' the station^
whose licenses are about to expire must presumabljl
serve upon their networks notice to the effect thaf
(a) they can no longer assign the sale of their loc!
time exclusively to any one network or (b) remai
allied to any network compaiiy which owns mori
than one network. The latte'c provision is directe(
exclusively at the NBC-Blue and this provision,, i:
enforced, leaves
no alternative but to dispos(
of this network. The
in its monopoly repori
contends that
has maintained the Blue mere
ly as a buffer 'for the Red network and to stave of

CBS

channel save networks.

138

Columbia
Mutual

NBC

Network Complexion

Stations
41
r

\\,

The Present Quarrel

Although stations are licensed to operate locally
and networks, aS such, receive no license from the
FCC, some 400 of the stations^ by virtue of their
network affiliation and pre-emption of substantial
parts of their daily operating hours have a national,
or network, program complexibn.
The networks serve as the chief transmission
belts not only of famous radio entertainers such as
Jack Benny, Fred Allen, Kate Smith, Amos 'n'
Andy, etc., but form the chief source of the best
(non-commercial entertainment) and
•sustaining
public events, educational and informative programs. Very few widely popular or expensively
contrived programs reach the public by any other

Station Breah-Dtnons

;

All radio stations are licensed to operate by th,.
Federal Communications Commission which waorganized in 1934, superseding the older Federa^
Radio Commission authorized by tlie Radio Act q;
1927. Networks, remember, are not licensed by thi
FCC. Networks exist through, contractual rela
tions over which the FCC has heretofore exercise(i
only indirect control.

pertinent difference between
and Columbia and Mutual are their corporate, economic and
administrative setups.
The NBC-Red and the
NBC-Blue are subsidiaries of the Radio Corp. of
America, while Columbia is a privately-owned entity.
Only in the case of Mutual do the affiliated
stations own stock and participate in network management and administration.

American radio is comprised of over 800 stations,
of which around 750 are devoted to commercial operation. These are divided, as to power, as follows
watts
watts
watts
watts
watts
watts
watts
watts
watts
watts
watts

The Radio Law

Network.

guarantees its affiliates a number of hours
during the day and early evening wholly reserved
for local purposes and free from network sales preemption. Under the Columbia contract affiliates
are required to make available all their scheduled
time from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. for network sales.
Mutual has, during the past year, obtained a pledge
from its basic stations that certain hours of the
day will be made available for network business,

Congress.

Power

*»««««««>«» ^

NBC

day a

50,000
25,000
20,000
10,000
7,500
5,000
2,500

MM 4«« MM 4»

instances been able to secure time clearance for
Mutual programs over the stations of the NBC-

—

—
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NEVERTHELESS WILL SEE IT THROUGH. HAVE PULLED EVERY
HAIR OUT OF MY HEAD AND AM NOW WORKING ON ARMPITS.
JOE BUSH 642P

Comedy By Remote Control

A

*

By VICE ENIOHT

:
'

;

1

1

1

*

BROADCAST.

18

.

*

*

*
:

|

;

1

I

27 242P

L4280 66

NEWYORK JAN

»

owned by the Astor estate. St.
James was built by the late
Erlanger at a cost of $1,400,000, most

•

27 910P

JOE BUSH

KNX HOLLYWOOD CALIF
WAS THAT A PROGRAM YOU UNVEILED TONIGHT OR WAS IT
HITLERS SECRET WEAPON. MY WIFE CAUGHT ME LISTENING
AND SAID COME DEAR DONT OVERSLEEP. IF I KNOW YOUR
SPONSOR YOU HAVE A BREAKFAST FEUD ON YOim HANDS.
BOB HOPE

72 NL NEWYORK JAN 18 931P
NAGEL BAGEL
THE STRIP HOLLYWOOD CALIF
APPRECIATE YOUR VIEWPOINT BUT COAST SALES MANAGER
SAYS THIS SCHOOL IS BIG CONSUMER OF KRISPEE CRUNCHALEES. WHY ALIENATE CUSTOMERS. BESIDES TICKETS ARE ALREADY DISTRIBUTED. WHAT DOES BUSH HIMSELF HAVE TO SAY.

L4302

ROBERTS

821A

•

*

with Franklin D. Roosevelt,
then campaigning for the presidency,
Said's release was obtained and the
Russian contributed liberally to tti*
ship

*

«

*

45 HOLLYWOOD CALIF JAN 19 1121A
WEDLOCK ROBERTS
445 MADISON NEW YORK
WESTERNUNION WONT ACCEPT WHAT BUSH HIMSELF HAS TO
SAY. SHALL I TRY POSTAL. BUSH FURIOUS, INSISTS NO KIDS IN

R2739

STUDIO.

BAGEL

1032 Said

WILL TELETYPE REVISED SCRIPT IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING campaign fund.'
Said and Dowling secured tha
DRESS REHEARSAL. SHOW NOW LOUSY WITH JOKES FOR KIDS.
release on the St. James from VinOR SHOULD I HAVE STOPPED AFTER LOUSY.
JOE BUSH 635P cent Astor and later the 44th Street

^

SORRY BUT BUSH DEFINITELY VETOES JUVENILE STUDIO AXTDIENCE STOP BUSHS SOPHISTICATED TYPE OF COMEDY TOO SMART
TO CLICK WITH SCHOOL KIDS STOP IF LAUGH RESPONSE IS
LIGHT LISTENERS APT TO THINK BUSH IS FLOP STOP JOE INSISTS
ON ADULT AUDIENCE AS USUAL.
NAGEL BAGEL
MGR JOE BUSH ENTERPRISES 427P

came Into show business. In
was in the Detention Pen,

Said

deportation.Through
for
held
FRED HIGGINS
Standard Oil connections, Dowling
SALES MGR PAC COAST
KRISPEE CRUNCHALEE CORP 846A was .contacted because of his friend-

D6529 98 HOLLYWOOD CALIF JAN
MAL STERN
445 MADISON AVE NEWYORK

323P

WEDLOCK ROBERTS
445 MADISON AVE NEWYORK

*

I

.

*

*

LOS ANGELES CALIF JAN

24

Boris Said Dies
ies
^^^ontlnaed from pace

_

THANKS A LOT OLD BOY. KNEW YOU
FOR KRISPEE CRUNCHALEES. HAVING
BY FLEET OF BUSSES. ARRIVE ABOUT HALF HOUR BEFORE

I

NAJ17

*

between Retth and Walter C. Teagle,
Standard OH Co. of New Jersey, but
WOULD COME THROUGH the latter insists he never.^met Reith.
It^was through Eddie Dowling that
CHILDREN BROUGHT IN

N2209 90 DL NEWYORK JAN 18 927A
JOE BUSH GARDEN OF ALLAH VILLA #7
HOLLYWOOD CALIF
PLEASE DESTROY ALL TICKETS FOR TUESDAY BROADCAST STOP
DISTRICT SALES. MANAGER PACIFIC COAST HAS TURNED ENTIRE
STUDIO OVER TO STUDENT BODY OF lARGE SCHOOL IN VENTURA
STOP THANKS AND REGARDS
WEDLOCK ROBERTS
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
UNIVERSAL ADVERTISING AGENCY 1207P

•

•

G5492 NL 95 SANFRANCISCO CALIF JAN 28 651P
JOE BUSH
CBS STUDIOS COLUMBIA SQUARE HOLLYWOOD CALIF

Whimsy

Bit of

by a bond

New

issue,

Orleans.

Bondholders got nothing and the
property was foreclosed by the Astors when ground rent of $25,000
was defaulted. Name of the house
was then changed from Erlanger's.

Dowllng'8 'Benefit'
NL BATTLEAXE MICH JAN 27 916P
Dowling and Said were supposed
MALCOLM STERN
to be 50-50 on the St. James lease,
UNIVERSAL ADV AGENCY
but the actor-manager stated he
445 MADISON AVE NEWYORK
TONIGHTS BROADCAST ABSOLUTE DISGRACE STOP WE HIRED never received any part of the
JOE BUSH FOR COMEDY NOT TRAGEDY STOP PROGRAM TO- profits during the six years they
NIGHT DIDNT HAVE SO MUCH AS A SINGLE SNICKER STOP IN were associated. Said was a shrewd
THESE TROUBLED TIMES THERE SHOULD BE MORE LAUGHTER operator, but made the mistake of
STOP EXTREMELY DOUBTFUL IF OXJB. BOARD WILL PICK UP agreeing to pay the Astors 10% of
the gross as rent That may explain
BUSHS OPTION IN FACE OF SUCH DISMAL FAILURE.
P6523

ARTHUR LOWE
PRES KRISPEE CRUNCHALEE CORP 847P
*

DL
JOE BUSH
NC2387

402P

635P

•

*

of which was raised
floated publicly in

43

•

•

why he was so exacting on termi
with shows which played the the-

Such shows as 'Lost Horizon,'
which cost Rowland Stebbins $130,and 'May Wine,' a Laurence

atre.

VENTURA CALIF

000,

Schwab musical, had to put it on the
CBS STUDIOS HOLLYWOOD CALIF DONT PHONE
H2309 69 NEWYORK JAN 19 534P
THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR PERMITTING OUR STUDENTS TO VISIT line in all details and few managera
NAGEL BAGEL
YOUR WONDERFUL BROADCAST. THEY ENJOYED IT IMMENSELY booked the house a second time.
THE STRIP HOLLYWOOD CALIF
AND ALL THINK JOE BUSH IS JUST THE FINEST PERSON IN THE The rent percentage inspired Said
to make one of the toughest deals
RADIO DEPARTMENT HELD MEETING THIS MORNING RE KID WORLD.
connected with -the St James. Show
AXnJIENCE TUESDAY. SORRY BUT WE THINK BUSH ONE HUNDRED
THERESA JONES
PERCENT WRONG.
DIRECTOR VENTURA ACADEMY 902A was a Tevue called "Thumbs Up,'
which Dowling presented and ap-^
*
•
ROBERTS 620P
•
*
*
peared in. Said insisted that the*
G6520 45 HOLLYWOOD CALIF JAN 28 1123A
theatre get -18% of the gross. Such
Q8357 34 HOLLYWOOD CALIF JAN 20 1037A
THERESA JONES
a cut in th^ taking made it imposWEDLOCK ROBERTS
VENTURA ACAtJEMY VENTURA CALIF
for the show to operate to a
445 MADISON NEW YQRK
MY DEAR MADAME. IN MY LENGTHY CAREER AS A COMEDIAN I sible
BUSH IS NEVER ONE HUNDRED PERCENT WRONG. HIS AGENT HAVE FLOPPED IN FLORIDA DIED IN DENVER BEEN HECKLED profit. Dowling exceeded the prothat
TAKES TEN PER CENT OF EVERYTHING.
IN HACKENSACK AND HAVE STUNK IN STOCKHOLM. I HAVE duction budget and because of
he appeared in the revue without
BAGEL 206P LAID EGGS SO BIG THAT HENS HAVE ACCUSED ME OF VIOLATING
THE HATCH ACT. BUT NEVER UNTIL LAST NIGHT DID I TRY TO ever receiving salary.
Folltloal Angels
P9087 33 NEWYORK JAN 21 1127A
PUT ON MY ACT INSIDE A REFRIGERATOR. I WILL GET BIGGER
JOE BUSH
LAUGHS AT MY OWN WAKE. ANY RESEMBLANCE BETWEEN THAT Reason that Dowling assented to
THE LONE PALM PALMSPRINGS CALIF
AUDIENCE AND ANY LIVING CHARACTERS WAS PURELY ACCI- such a proposition was that several
FOR GAWDSAKES JOE BE REASONABLE STOP WESTERN REP OP DENTAL. LOVE AND HISSES.
political friends Invested coin in
KRISPEE CRUNCHALEES ALREADY GAVE OUT TICKETS STOP
'Thumbs,' including Frank C. WalJOE BUSH 1205A ker,
WILL LOSE CUSTOMER IF HE DISAPPOINTS SCHOOL STOP HOWS
present postmaster general, and
* • •
ABOUT REVISING 'SCRIPT SO AS TO APPEAL TO KIDS IN STUDIO J6754 33 VENTURA CALIF JAN 28 312P
Ben Smith, spectacular Wall Street
Stop MAYBE SCRIPT COULD BE BUILT AROUND MOTHER GOOSE MR JOSEPH BUSH
bear early in the depression. Revue
NURSERY RHYMES.
lost $155,000 aild, while he retained
BEVERLYHILLS CALIF
B^OBBIE 843A DEAR MR BUSH.
MISS JONES OF VENTURA ACADEMY JUST the friendship of Walker and Smith,
SHOWED ME YOUR TELEGRAM. CANT TELL YOU HOW SORRY, I they never again Invested in a DowlAM. EVIDENTLY I FORGOT TO TELL YOU THAT VENTURA ACAD- ing theatrical venture. Arguments
L9064 73 " PALMSPRINGS CALIF VIA INDIO JAN 21 345P
between Said, Dowling, Walker,
EMY
IS AN INSTITUTION FOR DEAF AND DUMB CHILDREN.
WEDLOCK ROBERTS
and others when "Thumbs'
FRED HIGGINS 406P Smith
445 MADISON NEWYORK
was Jseing readied was the talk of
YOU HAVE ALREADY GIVEN ME FING. FORGET MOTHER GOOSE
the neighborhood. Nearby showmen
remained in their offices to listen in
JOE 1206P
*

*

*

'

'

90 NEWYORK JAN 22 1058A
JOE BUSH
BEVERLY HHJLS CALIF
SAVE YOUR JOKES FOR THE SCRIPT. WE INSIST THAT A FEW
GAGS ABOUT CHILDREN AND THEIR ACTIVITIES WILL WOW
YOXmGSTERS. OUR PRESIDENT SUGGESTS A ROUTINE IN WHICH
YOU PLAY THE PART OF A BOYSCOUT.
ROBERTS 1012A

Inside

J6742

f
i.

•

|.

K2395

,

•

BEVERLYHILLS CALIF JAN

64

23

1132A

PM, New York

IF ITS

ME

.:

B
H
^J6539
r

-

-

JOE BUSH

411P

NL 89 NEWYORK JAN 24 740P
SAM GOLDWYN
HOLLYWOOD CALIF
DEAR SAM. HATE TO IMPOSE ON VOUR FRIENDSHIP BtJT HAVE
TERRIFIC PROBLEM. YOUR HELP IMPERATIVE. WESTERN SALESMANAGER OUR BIGGEST ACCOtJNT KRISPEE CRUNCHALEE
BREAKFAST FOOD GAVE ALL TICKETS FOR JOE BUSH BROADCAST TOMORROW TO STUDENT BODY OF SCHOOL IN VENTURA.
JOE REFUSES TO GO ON. CLAIMS HIS: TYPE OF COMEDY WILL
FLOP WITH JUVENILE STUDIO AUDIENCE. WOXnj) YOU BE WILLING TO TALK TO JOE IN OUR BEHALF. YOU COULD GIVE OUR
ARGUMENT GREAT STRENGTH.
WEDLOCK IJOBERTS 823A
*

G5420 34

«

•

BEVERLYHILLS CALIF JAN

25 205P

WEDLOCK ROBERTS
MADISON AVE NEWYORK
SORRY. MY NAME IS SAM NOT SAMSON.

445

SAM GOLDWYN
1

B3762 40

NEWYORK JAN

112P

25 205P

JOE BUSH

CARE NAGEL BAGEL
THE STRIP HOLLYWOOD

week scareheaded that

Sterling Products

is

tied

up with Nazi-controlled corporations. Sterling is one of the largest
advertisers in America. Makes Bayer Aspirin, Dr.
Lyon's Tooth Powder
Phillips' MUk o( Magnesia, Castoria, Ironized Yeast,
Energine and many
other drug products.
'Briefly,' PM, in the story by Lowell L. Leake,
stated: '37^80 out of
1,700,000 shares of Sterling are held by General Aniline & Film
Corp
The latter was organized by I. G. Farben, the German dye trust Its
debentures are guaranteed by Farben and it is controUed otherwise
through holding companies and interlocking directors.'
PM story also alleged that a house agency is operated by Sterling and

WEDLOCK ROBERTS
MADISON AVE NEWYORK
A BOY SCOUT YOU WANT HIRE EDDIE CANTOR. SO HELP
IP YOU DONT FORGET THIS KIDDIE BLITZKRIEG ILL PLAY
jj^MY FIDDLE ON THE PROGRAM AND PUT US ALL OUT OF WORK. made
445

j;,

daily, last

on the lurid language tossed about.
Thumbs' was described as having
two of everything as far as the ca^t
was concerned, 'also Uncle Boris,

Stuff-Radio

references to Sterling's prospective role as chief angel of the
stillElliott Roosevelt was a figure.

born Transcontinental network in which

The Stork Club debutante

set moves to St. Patrick's Cathedral, N. Y,
thi» noon (Wednesday) and the reception "at the Hotel Pierre
in the
afternoon for the wedding of Rosemary Cox, New York deb, and Leslie
T. Harris,
(Miami) newscaster and VAniETV reporter in that territory. The wedding is the culmination of a radio romance of
few months'
standing when Harris did a personality series from the Miami Beach
hoteU. Miss Cox was stopping at the Hotel Wofford and spurned
p.a.
Ronnie Ames' invitation to cooperate with Harris, from
(CBS outlet) until Ames assured Miss Cox of Harris' personal
charm. Ames was
p.a. for the late Hal Kemp who married
another sociaUte, Martha
Stephenson (now reported engaged) to Victore Mature of 'Lady in the
Dark') and through her knew Miss Cox and Jean Harrington,
another of
that Stork set. Latter, incidenUIly, for a time did socialite
publicity for
Monte Proser's Copacabana, N. Y, nitery.

WQAM

WQAM

Richard Porter, N. Y. v.p. for SUck-Goble, declared yesterday (Tuesday) that his office had not made an offer for the CBS-produced
show
with Jack White, Pat Harrington and Frankie Hyers, but 'that he
had
merely listened to an audition and inquired whether the show had to
go
CBS or whether, it could be spotted on any other network. Columbia's
answer was it had to go with a CBS client.

nka

-CALIF

SINCE OPTION PICKUP IS DUE NEXT WEEK THINK IT EXTREMELY
UNWISE TO INCUR CLIENTS ENMITY STOP BELIEVE IT TO YOUR
BEST INTERESTS TO DO BROADCAST TOMORROW AS PLANNED
WITH AUDIENCE FROM V|ENTURA SCHOOL.
r
MALCOLM STERN
PRES UNIVERSAL ADV. AGENCY I140A
•

•

•

HOLLYWOOD CALIF JAN 26 212P
MALCOLM STERN
MADISON AVE NEWYORK
WHOLE THING RHYMES WITH

Chase's new nighttime program for .Camels, 'Penthouse Party '
was
cut off the air Friday night (6) on its debut due to faulty stopwatch
work
Judith Anderson did not complete her recitation. In addition, it is understood another Rubinoff sqlo and an orchestra number were just forgotten.

Spencer Bentley is appearing in 'Good Neighbors' shows Thursday
nights on NBC-red. He's been in Mexico and Cuba probably oftener than
any American announcer because he was at one time a purser on the old

Ward

line.

0*3498 17

446

SCRIPT BEVISED.

Felix Greene, former American representative of the British Broadcasting Co., Is no longer with Film Associates, Inc., of New York. Greene
SPHINX!' {sin charge of a Quaker camp near Newhope, Pa.

seven partners, five directors, five
managers and five press agents but

—

no

business.'

Said and
of a surprise hit In the -St James, it being
'king Richard II' with Maurice
Evans. Latter had $29,000 backing
from Joseph Verner Reed (who declared he was through with show
biz previously). Said agreed to permit the play to be presented for two
weeks without guarantee, provided
he and Dowling receive 25% each.Said also posting the salary bonds.
Show proved a' sensation. After six
months,
during
which 'Richard'
grossed $285,000, Dowling asked for
an accounting and, after considerable controversy, tecelved a check
for $5,000. That is claimed to have
been the only coin he ever received
from the Russian. It was then understood that Dowling's office rent
Transaction

that

split

Dowling followed the run

'

in the biulding was to constitute his
interest Said is credited with once
saying, that everybody in show busi-

ness was crooked or
himself.

crazy—except

To bolster his theory that ha was
not a showman, Said's namei does
not appear among the officers of the
Nesca Company, corporate name of
the St, James and 44th Street management.

Two

secretaries,

Elsie

Tymeson and Jennie Cordoza, have
been the technical operators of the
houses. Meyer Zentner, former orchestra leader who was his general
manager, died several months ago.

Cantor Options Shore
Eddie Cantor has picked up the
option he holds on the services of
singer Dinah Shor^ for next season.
She wUl return to the NBC-Red
Wednesday 9 p.m. slot with Cantor's Ipano-Sal
Hepatlca program

Oct

1.

RADIO
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Poling on Transcription

'Any Bonds Today 100% Free

Off In

A Goud

2S

of Recriminations

Answers Wbeeler Rally
ASCAP

has broadslded the press that, regardless of lt« diiTerences
with tho networks, Irving Berlin's new song, 'Any Bonds Today,'
which ho wrote at the Invitation of the U. 8. Treasury Dept.'s Defense Bonds drive, can bo freely and unconditionally performed
everywhere, tot technical copyright reasons, Ferdinand Kuhn, Jr.,
of the Treasury Dept. requested ASCAP to clear up any and other
such details.
The game will apply for 'Arms for the Love of America,' another
song authored by Berlin at the War Dept.'s Ordnance Division's request, also for propaganda purposes.

Detroit,

Sees

senting

And Hams Prepare

Groves Bromo Quinine may this
use a 15-minute morning program oh one of the networks in addition to
the 'Sherlock Holmes'
series,
which has already been
spotted on the NBC-Red. J. Walter
Thompson, which handles part of the
account, has begun placing spot con-

Detroit, June 10.
Figuring Detroit, as one of Democracy's arsenal, is sure to be bombed
in wartime, the hams, radio amateurs, are getting an extensive training here. Naturally lacking the actual conditions, the Michigan Ama.

teur Radio Emergency Council and tracts -with fall starting dates.
Russel Seeds agency of Chicago,
the Red Cross combined on Saturday
and Sunday (7-8) in the emergency has the network end of the business.
activity designed to be used in bomb-

Washington, Sues and Is Sued as Dyka
Ed Spence Fail to Get Along

Cullum,

sides

KDKA

every

of

last

con-

Thursday

(5)

immediately followed its broadcast
Senator - Burton K. Wheeler's
Pittsburgh speech with transcription
of half hour talk made earlier in
evening here by Dr. Daniel Poling
of Philadelphia.
Latter was sponsored by 'Union Now' group while
Wheeler appeared locally under
of

fall

WWDC,

10.

to line in its policy of pre-

both

troversy,

Morning Air Show

Bombable

Sides

Pittsburgh, June

Groves Bromo Considers

Arsenal Centre,
Itself

As KDKA Balances
Hewing

auspices of America First CommitWheeler spoke in Soldiers and
Sailors Memorial Hall despite fact
that thousands had protested to
newspapers
and public officials
against the use of that auditorium
for his purposes.
Meeting with Dr. Poling was
because regular
waxed by
commercial show had been pencilled
In for hour at which he spoke.
Wheeler's talk was aired from 9 to
10 p.m., with Poling address going
on from 10 to 10:30.
tee.

KDKA

secretary of National Association of
Washington, June 10.
Infancy of WWDC, newest local Broadcasters, wants $10,000 balm because Cullum last January allegedly
and second non-affiliated stashook him violently while he was
tion to debut here in six months, is lunching and caused him to jab his
marked by bitter fighting between face with a fork. The company also
original partners which now has asked the court to punish Cullum
with a $10,000 fine.
taken the form of an attack on the
Third round was launched by
transmitter's operating permit. Just Cullum with an application to tho
as the switch was about to be Federal Communications Commisthrown. Dyke Cullum, one of the sion for WWDC's facilities '250
incorporators, tried to put the Capi- watts, unlimited, on 1450 kc).
tal Broadcasting Co. into receivership, charging mismanagement of the
WILSON REP FOR KFRO
firm's affairs and asking for an
accounting. Now the Company has
Longview, Texas, June 10.
asked $5,000 damages in a counterJames R. Curtis, of KFRO, has
suit charging Cullum tried to 'wreck' closed with Howard H. Wilson of
the organization, delayed construc- Chicago, New York, Kansas City
tion, and is responsible for increased and Hollywood to represent the stacosts of building the transmitter.
tion.
In addition, Edwin M. Spence, the
KFRO now operates, full time on
secretary-treasurer and
1,000 watts power on 1370 kilocycles.
outlet

-

former

ings.

Six mobile short-wave radio units,
manned by EO amateur operators,
were posted near school buildings,
usual shelter places in stricken areas.
Then working on the premise other

(right) conTonea with hUteoant plutvr. u« Mja hU day le Incomplete
when ho mijaei the moralnjE newa reports

Mr. Mutla
.

-_.

.

tmtea tops

.

...

oa

LoweU Thomeo

also

radio preference

UaU

communication systems were knocked
out, the hams notified key station attendants at the Red Cross stations of
conditions In their areas and of the
kind and amount of supplies needed.
The Red Cross got In its training, too,
by dispatching the supplies as called
for.

Increase TTJB's

Camp

Visits

To give Michigan listeners a full
hour of defense programs, station
WJR has moved back Its 'Selectees
Air from 1 to 1:30 p.m. on Sundays.
Moving the half-hour visits to camps
where there are Michigan men permits the station to air the
tional

program 'What Can

CBS
I

na-

Do For

Defense' during the former period
and then follow with the local pro-

gram.

The station is going in for extensive coverage of Army camps to follow the local draftees. Broadcasts
have been made from Camp Custer,
Battle Creek, Mich., and Fort Sheridan, III., with future programs originating at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.,
end Camp Livingstone, La., and
other remote points.
Larry Payne, station announcer,
and Jerry Pettit, defense editor of
the Detroit Times, are collaborating
on the Interviews.

F.O.B. Detroit Movlnfr

CBS is moving 'F.O.B. Detroit,' the
sustaining show which has been
spotted on Saturday afternoon, to

WJR

7:30 to 8 p.m. Fridays, starting

June

13.
The show is staged from the
Scottish Rite theatre In Detroit with
the studio orchestra, under Samuel
Benavie, upped to 33 pieces, the Don
Large chorus of 16 voices and two

guest soloists.
Some 24 CBS stations have been
carrying the Saturday show, one of
the biggest sustainers ever offered

by a Columbia

afTiliate.

»M££T DONALD MARTfN

AND TAmiY"
The Donald Martins are representative of many thousands of midwest farm families who daily enjoy
the clear channel service of

Radio plays a big part
of the

Miami, June

Since then through its parent newspaper it has been making a play for
general recognition of Its leadership
in this phase. Carries quarter pages
devoted to various station efforts to
ballyhoo and otherwise help along

ists

of the

WLW

stafF.

are,

of

the Decatur County Farm Bureau,
Each member

of the Haitln family looka forward to the procrami emanatloc from
the Nation*! Station. The family preference la elastic and leml^daBslc proerama.

Indiana Farm Bureau and
serves on the Beard of Directors of

the

Indianapolis

Producers.

He

WLW

ag-

thoogh each, of courae. hao hla or her own favorite. They find that
them a complete and well-balanced radio fare.

WLW

ricultural policies, marlcet. reports,

weather and news. With his assistants, Mr. Martin cultivates 845

MICH.
!

INDIANA

r

Hrf. Martin •nloya

ud

pro/Its

c^Ur from

Bach vro-

Eanuaa Jane Sheriilan'BlIomeinakora' RaWewana the
>uuinera* Foundation.

Her

chief Intereet. flowera
of this

and ahrubberr, hai greatly enhanced the beauty
Indiana farm home.

RIPRISENTATIVESt

N«w

York

— TroBMincrlcqa

Bromfcflstliig

&

T«ltvh(oB Corp.

arc
the

i

Clapp's

special-

News and

regular listening habits.

are
the

questions.

by

features

course, a part of the entire family's

Prize Is Defense Stamp
Fort Worth, June 10.
Instead of awarding cash In the
morning quiz show titled Morning
News announcer Hal Thompson Is
awarding United States Defense

Clapp's

ture Information aired

In the

farmer, takes an active interest tn

.

Savings
Questions
Stamps.
based on items appearing In
niorning papers.
Various number of stamps
awarded to those answering

tcterir

with other crops.

Mr. Martin, o young, progressive

WIOD

defense director,
finds the public
thinks well and speaks well of station for doing this.
Jaffe,
so-called,
"

and wheat

Mrs. Martin, a lover of flowers and
shrubbery, appreciates the horticulr

entertainment

national defense.

Frank

WLW

highly compliments the

10.

WIOD

Station
here believes It Is
the first station to establish a 'national defense activities department.'

WLW.

in the lives

leading role.

the
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Baby Food Off

Baby

Food

folds

its

'Mother o' Mine' series on the NBCBlue July 4. Young & Rubicam la
the agency.
Clapp Is a subsidiary of the American Home-Sterling Products combine.
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FIGHT CA^IF'

Follow-Up Comment
coloraturlng Meredith Wlllson conducted a slugGeorje's
Florence
gish orchestra which specialized in
was the standout ol the Ford Sum-j noise.
mer Hour Sunijay (8), the soprano
Kent Cooper, head of the Associexhibiting as fine a voice as many ol
prouder of the
her more publicized but less out- ated Press and no written, 'Dixie
gUnding competitors. EspecUlly ir popular song he has
proud of her
ber solo work did the soprano cUck, Girl,' than a mother is Lanny Boss
appeared on the
oiseau
'Charmant
chUd,
lor h.T delivery ol
recently. The A.P.
CBS
was
on
Brazil'
program
'Pearl
of
David's
from
introduced as the persontops. Here she showed a fine spun exec was
and the guest singer,
legato, excellent diction and shading, ifaction of fact'
the 'personilaction
•with clear staccato work in the upper Dinah Shore, as
She was tabbed as from
register. Her trills and runs were of fancy.'
plausible
even and brilliant, and the quality of Nashville, which made her
Girl' opus.
the voice was exceptionally beauti- to warble Cooper's 'Dixie
the enterembellished
exMiss Shore
ful. The same high standard was
Franco-American
the
Summer,
of
of
Uinment
Rose
Last
hibited in The
prowhere a use of too much portamento spaghetti quarter hour, Cooper Smce
stunt.
at the start was quickly overcome to vided a good publicity
head of
a click finish. Neither Miss George he became a songplugger the strange
nor Bob Hannon, lyric tenor, showed the A.P. goes around meeting
up to advantage in their dueU people and doing strange things, a
strange excited gleam in his composers eye.
|

^
ByrI
Sam „
„

CABL BfATFUON ALABH CLOCK
NEWS or NA'nOMAI. DEFBNSr 9t
Miiw<-4i««al

Talk
With Blanche Elng,
George tbthewi, John HanUtoB, 10 Mins.
Sustaining
BedelU Falls, Georgette Harvey
OaUy, MB pjB.
Dramatic Serial
WJZ-NBC, New York
,
,
^
34 Mins.
NBC-Blue's New York outlet ushSustaining
ered In this series suddenly recently
Sunday, 7 p.m.
(2) and It is to be assumed that proWOB-Motnal, New Tork
type wIU soon be comWOR, a Mutual key station, is con- grams of this
The initial
local stations.
tributing this series to the network mon on
crammed with Items of
with the object of hypoing advance program was
on national defense,
interest in the fight broadcasts which infonnation
others of naMike Jacobs has sold to Gillette some of local import, also to be asinterest.
It is
tional
round-by-v
these
First of
Razor.
editing job will imrounders, Joe Louis vs. Billy C!onn, sume4,that the
the series gets Into full
clears over Mutual next Wednesday prove as
The bits on the introductory
(18) and the curious part about the swing.
could have been much betinitial installment of 'Fight Camp passage
was that the only punchy moment It ter documented, with the references
together
offered came at the end when the to local selectees strung
.

of beleads in the cast, remaining in char- into a single sequence instead
the broadacter, exchanged some small talk ing scattered throughout
with the two heavyweight contest- cast.
It was' a three-way hookup,
ants,
Monday's program disclosed that:
Louis being cut in from his training
(1) Where solider selectees could
camp at Greenwood, Lake, N. Y., board their trains for camp, and the
and Conn, from his training spot at time.
'

Participation
Dally, 7 aon.

Novelty of this getter-upper which
hour and a half, with a

nms an

variety of participating sponsors, is
the telephoning of natives and presenting them with dollar bills or
tickets to film theatres in Albany,
Troy and Schenectady. One advertiser'. United Baking, 'purchases' remainder of a loaf of its bread, when
answeree has the bread in the house
at the time of call. Again Mentor
Clothing Store once weekly shoots
the works on apparel for a lucky
man or a woman. Between times, e.t.
music, chatter, weather report, time
checks, etc., go on. There is one fiveminute news period, between section
two and three of the clock.
Program Is okay for what it professes to be. The registration (for
phone calls) and name drawing help
to. build and hold an audience, while
the phoning creates some local

Pompton Lakes, N. J.
The script, authored by Frank
'Red' Dolan, fits the requirements
but its patterned, strictly to stock,
singher
topped
characters, situations, plot and whatBoawell
Connie
Kratt
on
assignments
not.
The direction, by Harold Mctalking
and
ing
Music Hall, with a cello solo of a Gee, runs along in about the same
classical number. BIng Crosby went groove.

curiosity. Mattlson handles wire talk-

(2) Paul McNutt would on the fol- ing ratiier well.
He possesses an
lowing evening broadcast a message easy mike personality and a clear
from President Roosevelt on United voice. The latter would be better if
Service Organizations.
the tenor tone and sometime fiatness
(3) Under a newly adopted sys
were eliminated, with a rounder,
tern candidate selectees could get fuller one substituted.
their medical examinations without
Phonograph record tabbing would
The denizen's of 'Fight Camp' are first quitting their jobs.
be improved it more stress were laid
to some lengths, iore and aft, in em(4) Troops at Fort Dix were pre- on the identities of the orchestras
that the cellist was Miss more motley than colorfully interestShaslzing
After playing the selec- ing. There's Ma C^rbett (Blanche paring for their- war games In Vir- and singers, their styles, etc. Jaco.
loswell.
tion skillfully. Miss Boswell modestly Ring) who operates the layout. She ginia and outlining the route.
(5) New York State is having its
expressed the 'hope' topflight cellists has a daughter (Bedelia Falls) for
throughout the country would 'over- whom she harbors higher ambitions 14th call for selective trainees, with
look' her bit, or words to that effect. than associating with prizefighters. the number due from New York City
She wants her girl to have a college mentioned.
(6) A drive was under way for
(with education. George Mathews is cast
'Whistling In the Dark'
as 'Ironman,' an ex-pug and handy- 2,000 women in New York to aid in
Milton Berle as the whistler) proved
man around the camp, while John collecting fl,000,00() for the USO.
to be on Friday night (6) a blurred
Hamilton, who plays the part of an(7) U.S. 'Treasury Department in
hicldent in the life of writer-

1

I

TOL€DO

50,000 WATTS

CHICAGO

c

WABT, Albany

director-curtainspeecher Charles
Martin, who rescued the piece from
the charitable forgetfulness of nine
years ago when It was a very mild
item of the legitimate theatre. Press
agentry rather than accurate reporting describes such a vehicle as
worthy of the pretentious Philip
Morris series title, 'Great Moments
from Great Plays.' In the unfolding
I
of a far-fetched plot, the stage original had the advantage of scenery
and the timid, squeeky, eyebrowaskew mugging of Ernest Tmex. For
I
substance
I radio's 26 minutes flat, the
of entertainment was pretty meagre.
Barle, playing the role of a mystery
story writer cornered by gangsters
and forced to plot himseU out of his
predicament, played the part straight

'Gunboat,' sounds as May sold $400,000,000 in defense
he's been tagged for the bonds, or just about enough to cover
of the piece. To Sam Byrd current defense bills.
falls the role of a young fellow with
(8) Age group between 18 and 25
a deadly wallop who's destined for has been found to be the best group
bigger things, and undoubtedly a fitted for military training.

other

pug,

though

menace

°

romance with Ma's daughter. Georg(9) American Red Cross Is exette Harvey Is 'Queenie,' the camp's panding its service In army camps.
cook.
(10) New Yorkers serving In the
'Fight Camp' sounds as though ifs Tennessee war games are finding it
set for some heavy gilding of the difficult to get familiar with the odd
fight game.
The mitt boys in this names of local towns.
Odec.

fable are not only folksy folks but
they're plenty articulate and inclined
to go quite philosophical about life U.S.O. CAMPAIGN STARTER
and things. It may prove diverting, With Walter Hovlni , C. C. Taf t. Paal
if not amazing, to the loUers along
MeNott, Thomaa E. Dewey
Jacobs' Beach.
Odec,
30 Hbu.
Taesda-T, 10:30 pjB.
JUAN AKVIZC
All Networks
Singer
the
This half-hour program, a oneunderscore
To
satisfactorily.
and
timer to launch the $10,000,000 fundsfact that a crossfire comic was at- 15 Mins.
raising campaign of the United ServIt^ptlpg legit fareeuring, Martin Snstalnlng
ice Organizations, is remarkable beadopted the device of having Berle Mon.-Wed., 10:30 p.m.
cause of the skill of ita scripting and
show up for an audition. It was, WABC-CBS, New York
This troubadouring Mexican Is a directing^ This suggests one of the
forsooth, a rehearsal that was broadeast While this served the contrast first-rate artist, but on a staggered changed factors between this war
idea and alsodet Berle down gently Monday-Wednesday schedule, with a and' the last war. Once the die Is
deaudition
limited
musical
repertory,
actor,
the
the
concharacter
as a
more unmistakably cast, the full
vice had the further effect of making ditions for his getting a buildup in resources of professionalism will be
an unreal script seem even more the grand manner are lacking. In- marshalled t« go to town, and radio,
synthetic.
It coOunitted the basic stead he becomes one of those acci- the big soap seller, will become
I
sin of reminding the dentally discovered Items that the radio, the great welder of national
I nory-telUng
listener that it was just a bunch of casual tuner-inner occasionally en- unity.
actors, probably wearing spectacles, counters. While it is true that netOrdinarily the presence of four
reading off mimeograph sheets.
works, and especially NBC^ have office-holders is .the opposite... to a
ofteh oversold imported tenors, and guarantee of a good radio program.
Gene Aiutln with his Whippoor- tiiat a slow upgrade is probably But in this case the talks were
wlils, as he calls his rhythmic quar- better than a fast fall from a cliff- perfectly dovetailed and the whole
ts Is a refre^iing interlude from the high start, nevertheless it seems that program ran on a clear track withVfllage Bam, N. Y., over WOE. His CBS is being a little too matter-of- out hemming, hawing or yawning.
zingy arrangements in the ultra- fact about Arvizu, -who seems to be
had a job of explaining
modem idiom are such marked 'con- something special as a stylist and is to Program
do. The United Service Organiza
trast to the current crop of pops that made to oirder for Pan-Americanism.
tions
(YJI.C.A., Salvation Army,
The Whlpit's the more effective.
single quarter hour of Arvizu National
Catholic Youth, Jewish
poorwills billing is borrowed from consist of about five spngs. These he
Union, Y.W.C,A,^et al) is this war's
the first line of 'My Blue Heaven.' renders with considerable variations
streamlined one-policy substitute for
Austin's 1,000,000-platter seller on of shading and tempo, although all
the separate groups that took care of
Victor, and the way he does 'Heaven' tend to belong to the
and other oldies still makes them moony-spoony genre. slow Caribbean recreational aspecta of the A.E.F. In
the last to-do. They are jointly
soiind like advanced 1941 arrangeIt's all very pleasant.
Land.
known as the army behind the
ments. With himself at the p^ano to
army.'
'self-vocalizing, and his two rhythmic
As a slick piece of drum-beating
guitars and string bass, it's a cork- 'SATURDAY NIGHT FROLIC
Introduction and exfor funds,
ing combo. Doris Sherrill, further- Variety
position of a new national project
more, contributes vocally, to break 60 BUni^Local
Sustaining
and a shrewd blending of talks
up Austin's solo work.
Saturday, 6-9 pjn.
dramatizations, slogans and selling
the program did as much for the
HUlon Berle, guesting for Dorothy WBNY, Bnffalo
Station is running line into sub- cause of organized morale endeavor
Kilgallen on CBS Saturday morning
(Johnson
Johnson) was breezier urban nitery, Williamsv^le Glen as many an advertising agency with
with his pseudo-ad lib interruptions Bam, for fuU hour of spot's acta, tender solicitude does for ita favorite
than when doing his major inter- which are more used to strutting account which is praise for a oneview* in miniature. None the less their stuff before a beer-and-pretzel time social group broadcast.
this facile funster almost made a audience than the ether. Result is a
Maybe Earl McGill, who was
stooge of the columnar femme who, sporadic show, apparently sans bene- borrowed from CBS, had something
however, foiled lUcely. Incidentally, fit of script, that lacks polish, timing to do with It being so sharp, neat
her mike address is improving and and punch. Pilot's job has been and zingy.
Land
likewise the announcer is toning given over to Georgle Walker, nitery
down, and is not as stentorian, so emcee, who allowed such words as
that the blend of the chatterer with 'screwy,' 'damn,' etc., to creep into THE
the commercial spieler makes for session caught (31).
Talk

I
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news
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6:55

a.m. ^for
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I
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^for

donut danken
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They're fast

five-minute

summaries, and they're real
audience features.

-

&

—

in

HARTHANS

a more harmonious whole.

*

Ed

Snlilvsn

for

Silver

Sunday evenings

Chicago

Evans

Slaters,

harmony

trio

evi-

dently well-suited to fast ditties, led
Theatre off shot with draggy 'Missouri Waltz.'

at
6 p.m. (CBS) Act billed as Diamond and Cramer
has developed a 'silver palms' acco- trotted out. almost word-for-word,
lade to prominents that breaks up comma-for-comma carbon copy of
his variety show nicely. His Broad- baseball routine used by
Abbott and
way and Hollywood chatter is still Costello. Later they were back with
the mainstay. Gypsy MarkoS was his money-ch^ging routine identified
accordioning guest, and while not with same team. Note of incongruity
exactly a 'new discovery,' which is
was tenor, Larry Kelligan, piping
the supposed keynote of these guest- 'Panis Angelicus.* There
was more
ers, filled in adequately. Will Bradcommunis singing, chat with
ley-Hay McKinley's jive was too patrons,
music by Bemie Sandler
robust, especially for a Sabbath eve
crew and three-man Johnny Harris
interlude. Bradley should moderate.
combo (suffering from poor place-

FanI Whlteman should be affectionately told by his well-wishers
that his Idea of 'staying on the beam'
with his dansapation from Chez
Paree,

Chicago,

Whlteman and
drums.

more

is

over NBC Is not
tough on the ear-

How mudi

like

quality

the

music

—

different
and
Whlteman brand of

—when

is

(Youno & Rubicam)
The Hartmans, knockabout comedy
dancers, made a brief and impossible-to-understand radio appearance
on the Kate Smith program Friday
night It was written and played as
an apology. 'Dancers are usually
seen, and not heard,' said the Hartmans at the beginning and at the

—

end they reprise, 'see, what we
mean, dancers are tisually seeh but
not heard.' There was also an Inserted line In the Introduction about
their being an item for television
ment).
Shot may pick up more finesse as rather than radio. Another apology.
It lasted three or four minutes,
It rolls but right now it's a good
argument of every show's need for which isn't much In a 5S-minute
show. Toward the end the studio
a production man,
Betz.
audience began to guffaw, suggesting
that the Hartmans, two
of the
palpably and It's conceivable he'd funniest people In show busttaess
ral^ the -roof at Monte Proser's when you can see them, wtire dolni:
Madison Square Dance Camlval with their stuff. But for the bafHed an(
that kind of jazzique, but he also puzzled radio listener the meanderraises the sales- of Anacln when con- ing, pointless episode remained, as It

he essays a
smooth waltz like lUiarla Elena.' But
when he drives hard, it's a hard bargain that he drives with his public. sumed

Whlteman

GRAPE NUTS
Friday, 8 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New Tork

aiming for the kids of a

.

in the home..

late

And

Sunday night

especially

was presented, an excuse-it>please
Opened by mistake.
Laild.

CaU KATZ AGENCY
and place your order

W«(lnes<loy, June 11,

'CLAUDIA'
\Vi(h Patricia
ZO Mini;.

BEG'LAB FELLEBS'

ILKA CHASE'S

PENT-HOUSE DANGER

Ryan, Bichard Kollmar With Dickie Van FaUen, Bay Ives,
PARTY
Jr., Dockie Monahan, Eddie Phil- With Yvette, Paul Baron Orchestra,
lips, Eric Roberts
Bert Parks, Elizabeth Huston, JuKid Story
dith Anderson

GRAPE NUTS
Friday, 8 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

30 Mins.

(Younp & Rubicam)
Everybody can feel pretty good

gotten 'Claudia' beon the radio. As a
character and as a properly it was
an inevitable transfer of medium. It
in the kindness
believe
js r.—isr to
in the radio failure
than
landlords
of
of this Rose Franken creature of

about

RADIO REVIEWS

1941

having

30 Mins.
R. J. REYNOLDS
Friday, 10:30 p.m.

JELLO ICE CREAM-MIX
Sunday,

7

p.m.

WEAF-NBC, New York
(Young

latedly started

&

Many things in radio transcend the
understanding of mere professional
critics. This is one of them. To attempt a critique of a show of this
character is, with double meaning,
warm, kittenish, girlish,, slightly like attempting a critique of a newswacky comedy. But so obvious is paper comic strip. This one was and
is a newspaper comic strip.
It had
the universality of the she-thing,
which the author has created, that and has a following as a newspaper
'discovering' 'Claudia' cannot rank comic strip. But transferred to radio
the results have the thinness, the
as clairvoyance in the first degree.
squirm-promoting
tedium
of
a
gramhard
was
-about
as
It
time.
Not this
mar school play. It )iappened to be
to spot 'Claudia' as a probable radio
winner as to spot a German tourist fairly well done. There were some
bright touches of juvenilia, some
as a probable Nazi.
authentic giggles along the way. But
The job with 'Claudia' was in find- it was still impossible to think of the
ing the right actress for the title part program as a proper or logical sumand, perhaps less difTicult, the right mer substitute for the Jack Benny
The radio auspices have time spot, the best situated and
David.
bestsingled out one Patricia Ryan who built up half-hour period in radio.
will remind many of Dorothy McThe thoughts, the games, the
Guire of the stage version. Which is
babble
and
the
deeds
of
kids
as
enalso
Kollmar
Richard
good enough.
proved a good pick as the youn? acted by a cast of kids will not go
architect whose fate it is to fall
across the path of the child-woman.
Episode one, inserted into a late

Kate Smith broadcast, concerned itself wholly with the unconventional meeting of the pair in
Boy meets girl and they
traffic.
have tea. As innocent as tiddle-dewinks, loUipops, radio and the Red

season

Book magazine itself, from whence
an amused U. S. A, received the new
kewpie in the

first place.

the distance for a half hour on Sunday night. It was cute about the kid
cousin. Dinky Dugan, who fancied
himself a dive-bomber and went
about making noises like a plane.
The inevitability of his crash into
the family dishes being used for an
experiment by his older cousin,
Jimmy Dugan, produced, as clearly
foreseen,
a magnificent crash of
breaking China. All this took place
fast, the dish-breaking climax occurring at 7:11 p.m. That left 19

and glow minutes to be' filled out and in. They
Instead of just being, as she easily were leaden minutes, talky,' silly,

What makes Claudia

could be, a caricature,

live

is

the editorial

forced.

judgment and deft writing touch of.
The anguish and perspiration of
Miss Franken. While she can main- Director Glenhall Taylor may be surtain the requirements of radio and mised. The suffering of the auspices
her own standards the prospects of must have been great. So who's to
success seem clear. It's a femme blame? The blame, seemingly, does
'Henry Aldrich." Eccentricity that is not rest upon Jerry Devlne's script,
lovable; dialog that has a bubble in or Taylor's pacing, or 'the performit; plot construction that never takes
ances, which were real enough, of
the listener too far but gives him a the youngsters. The basic fault seemsense of breezing along. With such a ingly reposes in a bedazzlement with
catalog of script merits 'Claudia' an established success (the strip has
ought to be one of the clicks of 172 newspapers) which led to a deLand.
1941-42, war or no war.
cision to put something on the air
which just hasn't been worked out
for radio and perhaps cannot be.
•WHAT'S NEW AT THE ZOO?'
Millions of people have the habit
With John Reed Kin?, William of tuning in the red at 7 p.m. on
Bridges, Dr. Leonard Goss
Sundays. This one will be a habit36 Mine.
Sastalnina:
Sunday, 11:30 ajn.

breaker.

"

(CAMELS)

"Lond.

WABC-CBS, New York
As a summer replacement

(EstvX
Ilka Chase has been presiding over
a radio session called 'Luncheon at
the Waldorf,' which has now been
converted into a Friday night soiree
in a mythical Manhattan penthouse.
Hotel dining room or cabin in the
sky. Ilka Chase dishes a brand of
smart cafe society jive, is surrounded
by celebrities, all of whom are her
friends, and has an orchestra to
break in now and again. Also, added
for the evening transformation, there
is Yvette
(Elsa Harris), who sings
songs as if she was French, which is
no complaint.

Nothing more nor less than Ilka
Chase separates this program from
being just another guest star vashow.
Her personality, her
timing of lines, her ability to be flip
withouj also being like you-nameher are unique of their kind. She
alone makes plausible the folderol
about it being a penthouse and these
being chums who popped in.
As to the guest stars, the quality of
any given program must/ vary according to what is brought by, or
provided for, the guest. There was a
mistake in the timing, and Wendell
Willkie- was scheduled right behind,
so the Judith Anderson piece was
never finished. Up to the cut-off it
sounded like a torch sons without
"music. It was Alviene on the telephone. The guy was doing a walk
and the woman in the case was just
hanging on the line in order to show
how she can suffer. If people like
riety

'

self-pity

E-fiat

in

mawkish

this

characterization of femininity at ebb
tide may be entertainment. But are
those kind of people listening to a

program with

MY

kind of patter,
with Ilka Chase's jauntiness, Paul
Baron's embroidered arrangements,
Yvette's Yvettiness and Bert Parks'
mauve Camels' commercials?
Better and safer guest material was
this

Drama

With Helen Hiett
Talk
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Tuesday, 10 a.m.

ZEPHYR CIGARETS
Wednesday, 10:30 p.m.
WOR-MBS, New York
(Weiss & Geller)

WJZ-NBC, New York
Winifred Ashford with another
Englishwoman, Pat Macleod, is in
the United S'tates on a three months
nd production (Ed Wolfe A.'sj- visit to contact women's organizanewcomer
ciates) which a
can ap- tions and those on this side conpreciate and afford. The formula is cerned with civilian defense.
The
simple simplicity being a showman- operator of a fashionable west end
hip virtue.
The theme is imbued modiste establishment in London
with curiosity angles these piinchily (two
were
locations
of
which
packed into quickie interviews with bombed out) Miss Ashford speaks
an occasional fade-in for a bit of with the obvious authority of a per-

—

—

drama

to illustrate the incident told

by a guest speaker.
Inaugural
program

'

had

'

mander Edward

himself was simple and direct.

A second 'Danger Is My Biz' interview was one Alabama Johnson,
who

fell, it was stated, from the 40th
floor of a Chicago skyscraper and
lived. The latter incident could have
used some authenticating detail, such
as the name of the Chicago building
and the date of the near-fatality. But
it sounded believable.
An organ provides the bridges and
Jay Sims provides the commercial
copy.. It's a modest budget quarterhour that reflects the practical turn
of mind of Ed-Wolfe, who can measure an entertainment to a bankroll.
Land.

otherwise

Appearing

on

Helen

Hiett's

publicity than patriotism
seemed to be indulging in an
aggravated case of visiting Briton tact

personal
she.

amounting to downright tantalizatlon
of the American listener. Tell us
more, Wini.

Many visiting Britons have ap engaging knack for painting word pictures and Miss Ashford is gifted that
way. By piling up small detail and
incident of life under air attack the

canvass comes out like sunburn
The picture is gfim but
splendid, ' too.
The twojunket has special permission, the speaker revealed, to appear
in tiie U. S. A. in 4he uniform of the
Mechanized Transport Corps. It is
not hard to imagine the two visitors
as having a terriflc interest for
Americans, an Interest that should
not leave out men.
Of Helen Hiett this again may be
said: she contrives to know about
Europe without sounding like a
European, which is characteristic of
total

at midnight.

rather

.

woman

the diplomatic-military situation. It
not far-fetched to think of Miss
American style as a feminine

tor Children
5 Mlns. Local
Dally, 5:30 p.m.

—

is

Hiett's

equivalent of Elmer Davis.

WQXR, New York
Apparently bowing to the trend of
the times, Dorothy Gordon has
skipped from bedtime story-telling

Land.

WHISPERING JACK SMITH
With John Simpson

—

Dave Rubinolf. He said to news comment. Her daily bit is 15 Mlns. Local
very little, then played. It would billed as 'Newscard Broadcast' and Sustaining
have worked out better ts have built subtitled, 'News for Boys and Girls.' T-T-S, 7:45 a.m.
Whispering Jack Smith from the
up some comedy cross-fire with the What she offers is more in the line of
counter-propaganda, and she does it pioneer kilocycle era is back with a
fiddler and then allowed Miss An
derson to read the weather forecast with skill, good'taste and a probable three-a-week, early-morning series
of
adolescent
re- on WEAF, New York, locally.
H«
registering hope, fear, frustration understanding
actions.
strums the piano, chatters, sings and.
and anguish over the weekend prosOn her initial program (5) Miss between-records, swaps nonsense
pects.
Gordon told about the 'slave labor' with announcer John Simpson. It's
It was mildly diverting early in the
proceedings when Elizabeth Huston that the Nazis were using in Holland pretty typical early-riser program

—

to build a reported fleet of 5,000-ton
ships, she pleverly ridiculed the 'appeal' made by Musso-

merc^ant

lini's official

relating

how

became a

stuff.

Of course. Smith has hardly the
youthful buoyance he had IS or 20
newspaper to American years ago, but he still has a pleasantly informal manner and a certain
Simpson provides a
infectiousness.

youth to stay out of the war via its
letter to Deanna Durbin and she
read a letter from a Berlin mother

properly colorless

foil.

Inmate because he

Odec.

dramatic emphasis.

—

Wayne Don

ToUiver, formerly
East St Louis, lU., has
of
been added to the announcing staff
Ft.

WTMV,

of

WOWO-WGL.

'

—

— all

squads

blitz

beaters.

Gang

ieU

'm eU

WWWWWW WWWWr

in

the studio are thus amateurs, with
the occasional part-time pro, who
gets a build-up.

The entertainment provided is of
good quality, shining best when ex
temporaneous, and outstripping by a
mile, the efforts of those

who

tell

the

done a turn before. It'd
be better for the latter gentry if they
were content to go in as the others

mikei* they've

amateurs.
Slickest offering when caught was
an harmonica group who accom'
some sweet work on the
mouth-grinders.
Vocal talent was
acceptable, except when becoming
conscious of the occasion and going
overboard to impress.
Show is
stitched with interviews of members
of the defense workers who've done
something outstanding in the course
of their duties.
Production Job is

plished

sound enough

to

keep listeners from

yawning

at the parade.
One' thing that emerges from this
ether setup is what happens to the
legitimate entertainers who make
their living at radio, Seems they've
been blitzed by the antl-blitzers. The
show here is a weekly, and In for a
long run.

—

Richmond, Ind. John
cheater, formerly with
mond,

Ind.,

glneer at

T.

Win

WKBV. Rich
has become a studio en

WBNS, Columbus,

O.

Hobe.

the womaiVs husband

Jail

failed to say 'Hell Hitler' on entering
his home. Miss Gordon spoke her
piece without resort to emotional or

-

B.C.

news

many American commentators on

DOROTHY GORDON
News

son of experience in worldly affairs.

Com- comipentary her remarks were consistently
engrossing.
Toward the
end
when she deplored 'petty
jealousy and rivalry' among women
group leaders more interested in

Ellsberg, of submarine rescue fame.
He told of the
hazards of walking about on the
ocean's bottom.
The dramatization
was of the near-suffocation of a colleague in the Navy who started to
puff up and shoot upward from excess of incoming air when the valve
on outgoing air became clogged.
There was just enough horror in the
script of authors, Herbert Little and
David Victor, to register on the
magination graphically.
Ellsberg

hot-bow

'MATINEE IN RHYTHM'
for With Bob Armstrong Orch, Vera identified as a debutante (i.e. a girl
Holly, Tiny Schwarz, Three Treys who never wears a hat) tossed off a
Major Bowes and the Capitol Thea
few samples of the improbable slantre Family, CBS is offering this half- 30 Mlns.
guage spoken by her species. It was,
hour novelty sustainer from the Sustaining
no doubt, about as authentic as peoBronx Zoo, N. Y. There are two Saturday, 12:45 p.m.
ple's notions of the way one Variety
immediately notable qualifications to WBEN-NBC, Buffalo.
In little over a year, Armstrong, sti^man speaks to another, the in
the show it's mostly for kids and
trombonist-pianist
turned terpretation being more picturesque
Otherwise, young
it's about twice too long.
leader,
has welded 14-man staff band than the true facts.
It's a fairly interesting and probably
at WBEN into a unit that stands up.
With regard to the French lyrics
a useful program.
Leader's adetpness at most instru- of Yvette, about which a mere trade
As heard Sunday (8) morning, the ments (he can tootle or bow a half- paper reviewer might easily
be mis
stanza opened with John Reed King dozen more) plus new ideas has intaken, it is better to concentrate on
talking against the animal sounds stilled lilt and shine to band's dethe sounds which are uniformly
and explaining the how-come of the livery. Crew runs from jive to agreeable.
This young performer has
series. He then introduced William sweetness in this weekly
NBC shot. made notable strides as a song stylBridges, billed as 'curator of publiOpener on session caught (7) ^as ist. Also, there's a lilting quality
cations' (or press agent), who did swift-moving bit that showed crisp,
in her voice that wafts a hint of sex
most of the talking. Using a portable clear brass in 'High Pockets.' Dulcet
iness.
Radio, as the most chaste of
mik^, the pair visited and described piano. and velvet strings paced 'Inarts, has not entirely accepted
the animal hospital, with its small termezzo,' on band's sweet side. the
and large wards, quarentine ward, Knack was further carried out with sex (daytime soap opera obstetrics
are
more embarrassing than enchant
and near-symphonic arrangement of 'Fanoperating
laboratory
rooms,
perhaps a little sex is okay
kitchen. Most absorbing portion of tasia,' giving versatile parts to reeds ing) but
the show were the spiels about and and strings. Went hot again with at 10:30 'on Friday night, especially
by Dr. Leonard Goss, veterinarian. clarinet showing off in' 'Song of in a penthouse, especially with Ilka
Chase as hoste.<;s, especially when
But apparently because 'the latter Volga Boatmen.'
Camels is obviously bursting to be
had been called on an 'ertiergency
Vocal department stood up well, 'smart.'
Land.
.case' when a lion cub tore his paw, too. Vera Holly is a mike-wise miss
that bit was cut to a minimum.
with intimate style that showed up
Seemingly, the same amount of well in four-way version with Three UNDER YOUR TIN HAT'
lively material might have been Treys of 'The Lilac Tree.' Treys go Radio Magazine
crammed into 15 minutes at least in for bouncey novelties, although 25 Mlns.
King spieled a good deal of filler in their return in 'Hannah' bit was a Wednesday ,7:15 p. m.
the half-hour period. Of, If the full little on draggy side. Romantic stuff BBC, London
30 minutes is used, it would seem warbled by Tiny Schwarz, with
Idea back of this session Is enterthat such men as Dr. Goss should be handy job on 'Maria Elena.' An- tainment for London's defense work
able to work In plenty of anecdotes nouncer Ed Relmers turned up some ers by members of those particular
Betz.
smart intros.
about their animal charges. Hobe.
services.
It covers firemen, air-raid
wardens, ambulance parties, rescue

COLUMBIA

27

WINIFRED ASHFORD

BUSINESS'

This seems likely to i-llow a new
cigaret to have radio advert'siiig at
cost in time (17 Mutual stations)

WABC-CBS. New York

Rubtcam;

Interviews,
IS Mlns.

IS

WJR

—

1
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m NBC

Household Finance Tests
At WKBH, LaCrosse, Wis.

Stations Privately

Looped for U. S. Army, Navy

Time

First

NBC and ihe United States Army
and Navy held a dress rehearsal
yesterday (Tuesday) ot the national
defense possibilities of using the
network telephone circuit system for
purposes of private Instructional
communication betwen the national
capitol and radio stations throughout the country. From 1:15 to 1:30
p.m. every one of the 225 stations
affiliated with the Red and Blue
webs filled in with local broadcasts
while the land wires that make networks a reality were earmarked for
and used for non-broadcast purposes
by the Army and Navy.
General Robert C. Richardson and
,

History

In

Exhaustion Formula

ried two months ago to Bee
Barrett, famous woman golfer,
Altmeyer got lip early every day
'Sunrisers' profor the
gram (6-7 a.m.), played goU
with his wife almost dally most
of the balance of the morning
and afternoon.
Then furnished the music at a
local night club until the wee
hours every night.

WCCO

.

I

NEW

PENTHOUSE QUARTERS

is the first time In radio nethistory that the complete telephone circuit of a network has been
experimentally used to permit the
Government to declare Itself to the
outposts of American broadcasting.

This

work

—

Actual opening of the studios for

Hartford, June 10.
WTH'T has taken over an entire
downtown building in third expansion for station in as many years.
Underway at present is a $12,500
floor and studio remodeling job. Station is owned by The Times, local

Gannett

Detroltr-Transcrlptlon of the 'Green Hornet' via WXYZ got stuck In tha
groove and kept repeating the same line:
'Out of me iBov, Arford, me bow, and I'll bust doum the door' crash!
Fans didn't know It radio doors were getting stronger or radio heroes
were getting weaker.

unit.

—

Mexico City. One ot Mexico's most ardent radio tans is In jail here.
Youth was trailed to his hovel by dicks Investigating the theft ot a radio
receiving set worth $500 (Mex). Fan confessed his crime, but pleaded
that as he wants to keep up on the latest war/ news and radio is the only
way for him to do' so and being broke, he was obliged to 'confiscate' the

WDRC

Shifting tQ the station from
Al Carr. Assumes assistant chief

is

engineer job. Replaces Howard Wessenberg called to active duty with
the Naval Reserve. Other new faces
at the station are Herbert Newcomb,
formerly with.WSAY, Rochester, and
James' Cipriano,
formerly
with
WBRY, Waterbury. Both are mike-

radio.

.

He

WDRC

also

wires to

is

facing an additional charge, stealing electricity
stolen radio set.

by tapping

work the

—

Des Moines. Frank Newton, KSO-KRNT continuity writer and production man, is staging a new series ot shows, called 'the Screwball Cultural
Society,' at Rivervlew park, Des Moines. It's a novelty quiz.

men.

At

.

—

San AntonJo A mysterious character, garbed in a flowing black roba
and sandwich board proclaimed that KTSA offered prizes tor the best
answer in 25 words or less on 'Why \ Like Wheatles.' Additional publicity
was garnered by the station when the Mystery Man parading the streets
was arrested for wearing a mask.

FOR WTHT, HARTFORD

WCCO

WFAA-KGKO

^

Philadelphia—There was a time when downtown Philly was cluttered
up by sidewalk broadcasts until they became a major traRic headache.
Today only one station carries on with the curbstone quizzers WDAS.
Each day at 1:15 p.m. spieler Jerry Stone holds a 15 minute free-for-all
gabfest with passersby on current events. Onlydrawback to the program
is that the sidewalk generals get so het up on the subject of military
strategy, they hang around and argue long after the broadcast is over.

3D ANNUAL EXPANSION

Minneapolis, June 10.
organRollie Altmeyer,
ist, is recuperating in St. Mary's
hospital from a nervous collapse
and when he returns to the job
Marhe'll modify his schedule.

Kirby for the Army's public re1Ions and. Admiral Arthur Hep/'
urn
and Commander Norvelle
Sharpe of the Navy's spoke from
Washington and gave to the news,
INTO
publicity and special events staffs
particularly, and local station management generally, a summary of
national defense publicity policy and
practice. The actual remarks of the
Dallas, June 10.
four speakers were off the record
Big civic whoopla will mark forbut the distinctions between 'secret'
tfind 'confidential' were given, cau- mal opening of the new WFAA and
tions
on news from unofficial KGKO studios here, according to G.
sources were sounded and general
exhortations to care and cooperation B. Dealey of The News Corporation,
owner and operator of both stations.
were made.
r;

Radio Daffodils

Chicago, June 10.
Household Finance Corp. la getsome new test announcements
through the local BBD&O agency.
It's a one-minute spotter, and is
being tested on a 13-week ride on
WKBH, LaCrosse (Wis.), running
six announcements weekly.
ting

announcer Gil Bayek

has' rcsiglied to take charge of production at
station W47A at

'

FM

Schenectady.
Station
has added
Henry Broderick as an engineer.

'LIBERTY UNDER
le stations

Show

for

will use

Wed.

Doubleday Doran

Show

Lawyers'

From WBNS, Colnmbns

Thin Man' Woodbury

Woodbury

Now Use

LAW

at

Columbus, June

8

Books Use 20

10.

Ten stations are now carrying
transcrit>ed the 'Liberty Under Law!

produced by WBNS under
The Adven- program
auspices ot the.OhIo Bar Association.

be June
June 23 will be tures of the Thin Man' as a summer It's a 15 minute dramatic program,
special broadcasts to pinchhitter in the Wednesday 8-8:30 based on the BiU ot Rights and was
which the public will be invited and p.m. spot on the NBC-Red. Series originally presented locally only by
which will be climaxed with £i cele- starts July 2.
to
The half hour has been previously the Columbus bar. Response led
Doubleday Doran has expanded
The program was arranged and was bration June 28 In honor ot WFAA's
the parent organization taking over,
split between Tony Martin and 'How
the spot campaign for Its Book
Introduced by Abe Schecter, NBC's 19th anniversary.
with additional outlets: WADC, AkDid You Me«t?'
League of America and various pubspecial events director.
Niles Trammell, president ot NBC,
ron; WING, Akron; WLOK, Lima;
lications to 20 stations. Huber Hogua
will be among notables of radio to
WSPD, Toledo; WSTV, Steubenville;
Sons is tha agency.
visit here during week.
Tampa, Quiz Stunt WPAY, Portsmouth; WMRN, Marion; Account is continuing to use flv*
Midland, Tex., Spriice-Up Two - story penthouse housing
WIZE, Springfield; WICA, Ashabula; inlnutes a day six days a week.
WFAA-KGKO has five, studios, con
CUcks With Draftees WKRC, Cincinnati.
Midland, Texas, June ID.
An extensive remodemlzatlon prO' trol rooms, news, recording and
Irwin Johnson, director ot develTampa, Fla;, June 10.
gram will go Into effect here at sta' audition rooms, offices and music
Depletes Staff
A radio show tor army men which opmental programs tor WBNS, is in Uncle
public

inspection

will

21.

ViaHuberHogue

The week ot
crammed with

&

WFLA,

tion

KRLH.

Plans call for a $25,000

Improvement
cludes

a

KRLH

is

Clarence

program

which

Sam

All alr-condltloned.

library.

Scbarbauer

and

the

Is

On

Quiz

Commodore Perry Hotel, Toledo,
and will be fed to the Red network
the
ot

DICK GILBERT
(Th* Fifth Avanu* Troubadour)

ON
FIFTH ATE.
"He

hu

wov

orcated

a'scw

6,

WSPD

fix

dling the portable microphones and
distributing the prizes to the chil'
'

itrle."

—TailftT
.

deBnlt* adTaatac* over ftnteht
rceord show* and the aiifle U iflv.*^
to the but. iMkcd wUh showman-

and mftfhj

July

Sundays, ending
from 0:30 to S p.m. Four
announcers, who' art hantor

dren are: Jack Harrington, Walter

NEW TOmE

"A

Blilp

NBC

of attontton."

—BlUhoatd

OnVMAS

similar

Mutual and Texas State Network
I.Q. Junior
cutlet in this area.
'
Toledo, June 10.
,
Station airs on a frequency ot 1,450
The Dr. I. Q., Jr., quiz show Is now
kilocycles with a power of 250 watts.
W. H. McCumber fa station manager. originating In the Crystal Room of

HAVE' TOV BEABD—

charge ot the series. Scripts are
at Springfield
written by the lawyers, who also
double as professional actors In the
Springfield, Mass., June 10.
Ruth Alton serves as script
cast.
Competition with Uncle Sam's
editor and advisor, with stail organ- draft not to mention larger outfits
ist Lowell Riley also featured.
which can offer higher pay is get-

expected to serve as a pattern tor
programs at air bases
throughout the south was inauguthroughout the south has been inaugurated at MacDil l field, southis

in-

new $14,000 transmitter.
owned and operated by Schoolteachers Tied In

Patterson, George Pickard, and

Bob

Evans.
Questions used on the program are
compiled by tour Toledo public
school teachers, healed by Harry
Lamb, supervisor ot 'radio education
for the loc&l school system, Includ;
ing Dorothy Kellogg, OUve McHugh,
and Helen Bradley.

—

eastern air base, by WFLA, owned
by Tampa Morning Tribune: It is

WMAS

an

audience
participation
program with army lads answering
questions tor money and tun. Called
'Star
Spangled
Quiz,'
over 400
jammed into small theatre tor first
show.
Show runs SO minutes but Is on
air only halt hour. The rest of the
period Is for audience enjoyment
only. It opens with community sing,
with Don Francisco's orchestra on
ihe stage. Then come a girls' singing act and usually a couple of dance
acts
and
more music.
Radio
audience cuts In when quli starts.
The program was worked' out by

ting Al Marlln,
into a savage state.

Judy Allen Released By
KMBC for KSD Program

to

—

manager,

During the past
Lee Alrie, announcer,
the army, making things even

week he

lost

worse.

Kansas City, June 10.
Turner
Program
Director
F.
Judy Allen, songstress, goes from Cooke, reservist, was called to duty,
here to KSD In St. Louis
and Announcer Frank Norton was
to do a quarter-hour daily (except
dratted.
Kris Manltsas, engineer,
Sunday) chore tor Alpen Brau also has left. Now Marlln finds ha
beer. Past year or so she has done
is handling program direction, adthe vocals on a program with the
vertising; general, supervision and
Midland Minstrels via KMBC for practically everything else.
It's
Alpen Brau. For the St. Louis as- very discouraging, he thinks.
signment she has been released from

KMBC

her contracL^ith KMBC.
Second singer to be sold by

PAT ELAHERTT OFT

KMBC

San Antonio, June 10.
a St. iJbuis station In a tew
In a surprise move, Pat Flaherty,
months. Bonnie King, a KMBC discovery, currently doing a five per probably the most popular sports anweek quarter-hour lor Griesedieck nouncer In Texas, resigned his post
Brewing Co. over KMOX.
Miss at station. WOAI. No reason was
boys stationed here some clean en- King remains under contract to given tor resignation.
Understood he will go to Pacific
tertainment. General Yount praised KMBC, however.
Coast and then east to seek another
the first show and said it was Just
radio position.
KOrs Manager City Post
what he wanted tor all air stations
Phoenix, Ariz., June 10.
In district.
Jack Reilly, manager of radio staLiaison officers are working along
tion KOY In Phoenix and holder of
those lines now.
a captaincy. Is Commissioner ot Defense under Mayor Reed Shupe. City
commission voted title at a special
Golf Brewing Extends

WFLA

to

after S. E. Thomason, publisher ot The Tribune and owner ot
station, conferred with Lieut. Gen.
Barton K. Yount, commander ot
thitd air force, with view to giving

'

.

We

said.'..

and 6,293

didf

(Cornfield Caruso Smilin* Eddie aired the offer on
his cob concert with his ''Mountain Boys"! a free pic
of his yodelers to dialers with pencils and yens.

Fact Is, Eddie luw-timed the gift gabi on Monday and
Tuesday programs at 5:00 p.m. By noon Fritlay, 6,293

cards fractured the placidity of Milly, the

'WNOX

mail

maitl.

Phenomenal? Remarkable? Unusual?- ''Simple
says

WNOX

stuff,''

meeting.
Commissioner Rellly's job is to coSan Antonio, June 10.
Gulf Brewing (Grand Prize Beer) ordinate all ot tha defense activities
has augmented sgot announcements ot the city.
and news programs with two regional network shows, both debuting
here last week. The first Is "JloUywood Highlights' on the Lone Star
Chain each morning tor a quaiiterhour with Marjorle Hazelwood. The
second Is 'Headlines In Song and

3v
iO\'V

Melvin

imOXVIUE,TEM.
CBS • 990 Ko.
5,000 W, Day . 500| Night

Philadelphia, June 10.
K. Whlteleather, former

,

AlJGI-ITFR

.A?-iE

RADIO

i^A^AILY

Wblteleather Pinch Hitting

foreign borrespondent and now war
analyst for the Evening Bulletin,
begins a series of 10-mlnute news
commentaries, three times weekly,
over KYW, starting Friday (13). He
replaces Besse Howard, who Is leaving on a tour through Canada and
the Far East
Miss Howard returns In the fall
to resume her newscasts, bankroUet)
by. Grove's Bromo-Qulnlne.

BLAIR

THE O'NEILLS

Highlights in News' of the Texas
Quality
Network each Tuesday
through Friday.
Music by Bert Sloan orchestra.

Songs by Lynn Cole.
Rogers-Gano Is agency.

Sorippg-Howaid Badio, Ino.

Rapraaentad by

S

\"/E5"i

,\mOST

POPUI.AI

BRIWGS YOU MORi;
HARS

-

EARV-YKROaS

TWICE DAILY
|ICTB||
M«r

r
,

|M

Network, 12«^B to 12:30 P.M.,

_
•

ED8T

WABC—Bi30-B:4S ED8T—CB3

COAST TO COAST
IMr. OOMraOM ADTUTUINO AOBNCX
,.y^r..KD .WOtP— RI(O^BLDG(. |4EW YOf|K
•

CI-TY

r

.

RADIO MARKETS

Wednesday, June 11, 1941

It

s

KSFO Week

Winter From

Sells

to Opjera

House

,

San Francisco

WBT—Wedding Ring an Oakley
for

San Francisco, June

New
Frisco

KSFO Sponsors Gala Event
10.

slant In radio pronnotion; for
anyway, is the' Good Luck

party being tossed In

in

War Memorial

Opera House June 29 by the Albert
Samuels Jewelry firm In connection
with Its KSFO 'Who's Dancing Toni^t' show aired Sunday nights

dummy

commercials are used so that
prospects can hear their proposed
sales messages as well.
Separate
platters, faded In at the proper time,
permit switching of commercials to
suit the occasion.

1942; Marvelous Marin, through Segall
agency, one 1-mlnute transcribed spot;
Langendorf United
Bakeries (for bread), through Leon
Livingston, 12 spots weekly; Olympla
Brewing Co., through Botsford, Con-

St.

Weinstein's Department Store,
Long Advertising, 12 50word spots; Downtown Association
of Oakland, participations in Farm
Journal; Mark Monrls Tire Co.,

Life';

.

'

sentation.
New series is imique In several
respects, for it marks the first time
a rival oiler has challenged Richfield's position In the news field.
Latter has ridden the 10 p.m.
Red stripe with Its Richfield Re-

NBC

more than a decade. Winhowever, won't be direct opposlsh, being spotted at 7:45 a.m.
porter for
ter,

This likewise Is new for an. oiler;
hasn't been one on that early In
years.
Understood that one of the contract stipulations Is that Winter
must originate his commentaries
from KSFO studios. Lord fit Thomas
agented.

Also new on KSFO tjiis frame Is
a Pall MaU campaign of 27 spoU
per week.
Current vogue for flve-mlnute live
shows here won concrete endorsethis week when Buffalo Beer,
sponsor'to buy a briefle strip on
increased its allotment from
three to four nights a week. Using a
sportcast, account wants five in a
row, but the station hasn't been able

ment
first

KPO,

to clear time.

Not

new

to be out-done by Kemp's 20
presentations,' Al Nelson and

present, according to Austin Fenger,

Long Advertising
Journal editor.
is the agency.
Brisacher, Davis is mulling a radio
version of the best-selling 'Out of
Optioned the ether
the Night.'
rights but hasn't" decided an a treatment

as yet.

KSFO:

General Brewing Corp.,
McCann-Erickson, six 35word and six 50-word spots weekly,
through November; Patrick's Glass
one SO-word spot
Polish,
direct,
Mondays, Indefinitely; Southern Pacific Co. (railroad), through Lotd fit
Thomas, participations in- Housewives Protective League, Monday
through Saturday, through September 13; Lindsay Ripe Olive Co.,
through Lord fic Thomas, Monday
participation.
Saturday
through
League;
Protective
Housewives
Beach-Nut Packing Co., through
Newell-Emmett Co., 41 35-word
transcribed spots; Hecker Products
Corp. (for Bixby's Jet-Oil), through
Benton fic Bowles, five chain-break
week;
Roma Wines,
spots
per
through Cesana and Associates, 1,500
one . minute transcribed spots
through April 2, 1942; Shasta Water
Company, through Brewer-Weekes,
13 50-word spots; Mentholatum Co.,
through Dillard Jacobs Agency, Atlanta, three spots weekly through
August; California Spray Chemical
Co. (for- worm spray), through Long
Advertising, San Jose, seven 50word spots weekly; for RKO Radio
Pictures, through Donahue fic Co.,
seven spots; Manhattan Soap Co.,
Inc.
(Sweetheart Soap), through
Franklin Bruck, N. Y., six quarter
hours weekly through Sept. 6, 1941;
Maryland -Pharmaceutical Co. (Rem
and Rel), 10 one-minute transcribed
spots weekly, six' months; California
Spray Chemical Co. (for Ortho
spray), through Long Advertising

weekly.

%
Jane

Nat'I

'

'

Intermountalii Markot
|i€ople prefer the lively

7.

9,385
3,991'

...

Local

Salt

Dept. Store on 3

Spot..

1,362
14,738

Tout

'

participations in

nee,'

Monday through

of

—2.1
—7.3
+1.6

—3.2

KFRC, KGO, KJBS,
KPO, KSFO)

(Included:

week was

Lines were laid this week to the
Reception Centre at Fort Doupreparing for a regularly
broadcast
twice-a-week
skedded
from KDYL. One will be band and
one interviewing and it is expected
they will commence airing next
week.
H. Perry Driggs, KSL Promotion

Army
glas,

Director, leaves for Coast for conwith CBS exec as Glenn

ference

Shaw, KSL Production Manager Is
back from vacation following the
N.A.B. convention in

St.

-%

100-word announcements, Mondays
through Saturdays, Started May 26,
through Doremus fic Co.; Henley
Kimball Co. (autos), renewal for
eight 100-word participations in news
Monday through Friday,
service,
started June 2, through Glaser fic

June

Network

7,102
2,509
1,435

11,Q4»

DETROIT PRE-SAMPLES

SUMMER FALL-OFF

Co.,

SAN ANTON

.

Detroit,

Position here Is that accounts ar«
holding on better, despite the losses,
for In the comparable week of
last year such extensive drops as
4.4 in network, 13.3 in local, and 9.3

spot were recorded, one of tha
Compared to those,
ebbs.

In

lowest

network, 1.7 in local,
1.6 in spot are downright encouraging for the season. However,
money here is plentiful, which accounts for the maintenance of local
business at close to 3,000 units above
the same period for 1940.
WJBK: Cole Brothers Circus, 39
one-mlnute announcements on peculiar spacing of four on June 5, six on
6th, eight on 7th, four on 11th, six
falls of 1.1 in

and

on

and eight on

12th,

13th.

Comparative Unit Connt

%
June

(Included:

8,315
13,027
4,796
26,l48

WW

J,

0^

Comparative Unit Count
of

May 31. Change.
—8.5
+0.9

—4.6

*No change.
(Included:

IID
NETVOIR

KASC, KMAC, KTSA,
WOAI)

COLORADO SPRINGS
CRS

XBOS ONE YEAB ON ilB
El Paso, Texas, June 10.
Station
(Dorance Roderick)
rounded out its first year with orders
for 'Blondie' and Al Pearce programs
from R. J. Reynolds via CBS.

KROD

—

WXYZ)

the baseball side of the ledger

2,374
18,147

—1.1
—1.7
—1.6

Al-

1

li.iA

Till-:

Tllf

Ka

i

/

:

I

;)

Oi<!
A(,i

'A

;

i

M

S

NETWORK

M \\'K\'. Oi<i.Aiin>;

-\i!iiN--\
1

\'(

Pi
,

i!i.i^ii:n(.

NA

I

!ON

\I.

l.B

CKLW, WJKB, WJLB,

WJR,

San Antonio Seven Up Co. six comand Wheaties five com-

%

of

May 31. Change.

7.

...

Swing commentaries through Mutual quarter hour Monday and Friday, through J. Walter Thompson.
Renewal of American Safety Razor
Co., broadcasts of Wythe Williams
each Tuesday and "Thursday over
Mutual network for a quarter hour.

6,060
10,613
2,353
19,026

10.

stations fell off again In all categories; however, no one came down
as much as 2%. As one sales stafi
put It, 'At' least that's something.'

typewriter man,' quarter hour program per week for one year. Ashly
Fish Bait, one five minute program
each Saturday. Roemer Paint and
Wallpaper Co., one spot announcement per day. Renewal of White
Laboratories for Feenamint, through
Wm. Esty, half hour Double or Nothing" quiz through Mutual network.
Renewal of General Cigar Co., for
White Owls, of Raymond (jram

7.

June

Continuing the skid, Detroit's six

8,235
12,811
Natl Spot.. 4,718
25,764
Total

Sons, for Groves Chill Tonic three
tion, 24-word nighttime time signals,
quarter hours per week studio pro-,
through Goulston Co.; Wm. Filene's
gram featuring Red River Dave.
Sons Co., evening announcements,
KABC: G. C. Zimmerman, the through Jo%n C. Dowd.
fic

6,060
9,713

+0.6
—7.1
—14.1
—3.1

KDYL, KSL, KUTA)

ancluded:

"WOAI: Joske's Military Center, netto candy}, extension of three fiveone announcement per week. Groves minute programs weekly, through Network
Laboratories, through H. W. Kastor
Platt-Forbes; Revere Racing Associa- Local

June

of

May 31. Change.

7.

7,141
2,332
1,232
10,703

...

Total

.

two 100-word participations In news
service, May 29-30, through Bresnick
fic Colomont; Revere Racing Association, 104 100-word announcements,
IN
Mondays through Saturdays, June
18-Aug. 30 and Sept. 22-Oct. 30,
San Antonio, June. 10.
through Goulston Co.; Wm. Filene's
Local politics going off the air Sons Co. (department store), one
causes' a resultant drop In local units.
100-word announcement, June 4,
Baseball games in some Instances
through John C. Dowd C!o.; Clinton
make up this loss.
Clothifig Co., one 100-word particiCharles Balthrope, merchandising pation In news service, June 2,
department head of KTSA, off to St through Bresnick fic Solomont; StilLouis on a biz and vacation trip. phen Motor Co., 20 100-word service
O. L. Taylor of the Taylor-Snowden- announcements,
Mondays through
Howe group of which KTSA is a Fridays, started June 4, through
member, was in for a brief visit last Harry M. Frost; Boston Globe, three
week.
one-minute transcriptions, June 3-4,
KONO: Acme Glass Co., one an- through BBDficO; Moongate Restaunouncement per day. Gwinn's Drive rant, four participations in 'Sports
In, four announcements per day. Matinee,* started June 3.
Fred Huefmeyer, the florist, one
WEEI: Boston Globe, morning and
quarter hour program per week. evening
announcements,
through
Beyer Co., increase of six announce- BBDficO; Cape Cod Steamship Co.,
ments per week. Eagle Furniture daytime
news announcements,
Co., announcements for R. C. A. through Alley 'fic Richards; Glendale
Radios, Florence Gas Ranges and Coal Co., daytime news announceGruno Refrigerators.
ments, direct; Peter Paul, Inc. (Wal-

Network

Louis.

Comparative Unit Count

LOCAL UNIT COUNT

On

Also
'Spur*

the

stage of theatre.

'Sports MatiFriday, start-

Clothing

Tomorrow.'

of

called .'Stars
this

opened

ciation, extension of contract for 27

Clinton

Its

sponsored show at the Capitol theatre, a 15 min. quiz broadcast from

12,

Gottschaldt;

DOWN 8^

reports

June stronger than last year
outlook very good for th«
summer. This week saw the opening of the second KD'YL open air
series In Liberty Park with Sunfreze Ice Cream, 'Vetters Meat Market and Art Gardiner rotating sponsorship. Amateurs will compete for
airplane trip to Los Angeles in show
ule for

with

Boston, June 10.
Business contiilUed good here.
WNAC: Spencer Shoe Corp., 11
30-word announcements, Sundays,
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, beginning June 15, through Chambers
Wiswell; Kay Jewelry Co., one
fic
100-word announcement, June 6,
through Richard N. Sallinger; Boston
Globe, two 6ne-minute transcriptions, June 4, through BBDficO; Wm.
Filene's Sons Co. (department store),
one 100-word announced, June 6,
through John C. Dowd; Revere Racing Association, 66 100-word announcements, daily except Sunday,
beginning June 16, and 36 100-word
announcements, same schedule, beginning Sept. 19, through Goulston
Co.
Co.; Corn Products Refining
one-minute transcriptions,
(Linit),
daily except Saturday and Sunday,
In local news, starting Jiine 12,
through C. L. Miller Co.
WAAB: Paramount Baking Co.,
five

KSL

City,

plete games
plete games.

NBC

Lake

June 10.
commercial sched«

Lake

Salt

Local
through David Malklel;
Nat'I Spot..
First Federal Savings fic Loan Asso-

May 31. Change.
9,585
4,306
1,340
15,231

BOSTON
WNAC—FUene's

BIZ IN

Lemlth Blurbs to

ing June

Comparative Unit Connt

Network

through

William Ryah of KGO-KPO have
come up with 21 fresh starters.
Evolved or crystallized as a result
of the new weekly all-department
mass staff meetings are seven fiveminute, one 10-minute, six 15-min- three participations weekly. Farm
ute and seven 30-mlnute shows. The Journal; Par Soap, through Toparsix
lot have now been waxed and are ihasche-Elliott, Oakland,
ticipations weekly. Housewives Promaking the rounds.
On many of these shows, actual tective League, through February,

GOOD

through

Francis hotel.

One of the
recent history Is the, commercializing of William Winter, newscaster
brought here from WBT, Charlotte,
less than a month ago by Lincoln
KSFO general manager.
Dellar,
Final inking was due this week on
a contract which will put Winter on
the CBS California link for Union
This Is one shot which was
Oil.
sold before Art Kemp, CBS sales
chief, could get back to the eastern
agencies with his three-way pre-

KDYL

Sponsorship on

stantine
Gardner,
fic
two onetranscribed spots weekly;
Macey's Jewelry Co., direct, 156 50word spots; Procter fic Gamble (for
Dash), through Pedlar fic Ryan, N.
Y., five quarters weekly, 'Road to

Participation

minute

Indie KSAN has landed Transport through Yoeman's
fic^Toote," one
Motors (WyUis) for two half hours half-hour weekly through Feb. 8,
weekly from the Telenews theatre. 1942; William Wrigley Co., through
29th
will
be
shifted
Account has taken over and ex- Vanderbie fic Rubens, spots followShow of the
ing
opera
house
with
'Dear
Mom'; Wheeler, Reynolds
panded the interview show, 'Speak
to the 3,500-seat
admission free to those who have Up,' which encourages folks to 'be fit Stauffer (for Carbon-Bisulphide),
purchased wedding rings at the candid about current affairs. John through Walker Advertising, three
assistant manager of the participations weekly. Farm Journal;
store, which plugs Itself as 'house Tobin,
rings.'
Firm
has
wedding
Golden
West
Brewing (for beer),
Telenews will handle the mike.
of lucky
sold nearly 60,000 splice bands since Same station also picked up a novel through Erwin, Wasey, 28 half-hours,
meaning that commercial In shape of six re- 'News Quiz'; Colonial Dames, Inc.,
It has been in biz,
grandchildren,
and
families
through
Glasser-Gailey,
three spots
with
motes from a new neighborhood
weekly; R. J. Roesling fic Co. (for
around a quarter-mlUion people are super-market.
Many are no
MIlco), through Fletcher S. Udall,
eligible for ducats.
Dr. Lyon's Tooth Powder, subject
longer here but the firm figures of a test campaign on KSFO using eight participations. Farm Journal;
8,500 should be left anyway. Those news
daily except Tuesday
and Mother's Cookies, through Emil
Who show up will play games for Saturday, has increased the sesh Reinhardt, Oakland, 156 50-word
an hour before the actual broadcast, from five to 10 minutes. Blackett- spots; A. S. Boyle Co. (for Antrol,
Snarol), through J. Walter Thompwith diamond rings, $75 silverware Saniple-Hummert agencies.
sets and other heavy-budget prizes
Same station Is getting a real test- son, six participations weekly,
First day after anHousewives
League;
Langendorf
to winners.
ing from California Spray Chemical
Bakeries (for Homestead bread),
nouncement was made on air, 580 which
plugging its new Ortho
is
through Leon Livingston, five spots
ticket requests were received.
Earwormlcide exclusively on
weekly; Calwhey Co., through SeIdea was cooked up py Jay Haight,
KSFO's Farm Journal. Product is
ad manager for the firm, and Ar- so new that It up to the time it first gall, one Sunday quafler weekly
through September; Nash Kelvinator
,thur Llnkletter, who handles the
went on the air it hadn't been dishalf-hour interview sesh.
Corp., through Geyer, Cornell fic
tributed to all dealers, and no other
Challenging: Klohfleld
Newell, N. Y., two oiie-minute spots
form of advertising is being used at
fastest sales jobs In

from the

Open Air Ams Under
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$50,000 In One-Minute Blurbs for

From Pan Mall

&

(Rutfarauff

Baptist Chorch Gives

KNX

KFEL

Seven Quarter Honrs;

Gas Renewal for KLZ

Ryan)

Denver, June

Hollywood, June

One

—

6

,

10.

tver placed locally was landed last
week by KNX to make up lor an
otlierwise drab list. American Ciga-

& €igar Co. opened a Coast campaign lor Pall Mails by awarding the
Columbia station 1^48 one-minute

ret

Non -cancellable 62week contract will net the station
more than $50,000.
Other sites garnered little new biz
to overcome the desultory movement

transcriptions.

10.

Local church renewal ol seven
quarter-hours weekly over KFEL lor
one year, and Terry Carpenter service stations' buy ol 156 quarterSeattle, June 10.
over
Seattle continued slight weekly in- hours, to be used by Dec. 8,
toppers.
crease, with KOL booking a number KLZ, were last week's
KFEL: Englewood BaptLst Church,
ol scattered spot campaigns and addone
week,
ing Its net total with the addition ol seven quarter-hours a
Spud Imperial Time and 'Danger Is year; Royal Diamond, through Allen
My Business' lor Axton Fisher To- & Reynolds, agency. 15 mins. daily,
8c
Cleaners
one month; Rainbow
bacco Co.

Minos Sign

of the biggest ^spot contracts

%
Jnne

Network

Bruck; Knudsen Creamery, 26
quarter-hour broadcasts ol Twilight
Tales,' through Heintz Pickering; SeaBonettes, 26 announcements, through
Eugene Rouse.
KFI: Mentholatum, 30 announcements, through Dillard Jacobs.
KHJ: Adohr Milk Farms, 39 quarter-hour periods, through Lord tc
Thomas; May Co, six quarter-hour
periods; Bullock's department store,
80 spots, through Dana Jones; Ever
announcements,
65
Corp.;
Dry
through Torrey & Torrey; Calilomia

7.

7,350
6,600

767

807

14,717

14,707

Total

—

6

•

lin

•

No

change.

(Included:

KIRO, KOI., KRSC)

Eddit

Ott's By-the-Lake, three spots daily,

one month; Griffith Motors, 26 announcements; Los Wigwam Weavers,
spots; Freeman Cherriical Co.,
three flve-mins. weekly, one month;

Engineering Inst, through
United. Broadcasters agency,,

Utilities

First

Drive Set

For WFIL, WIP

Philadelphia, June 10.
With the roads getting jammed on
Sugar, 18 participations in
weekends with vacation-bound moYoung's 'Happy Homes,'
torists, the State Highway Departthrough Botslord, Constantine & ment has purchased time on two staGardner; L Magnln (ready-to-wear), tions lor a 'drive salely' campaign.
80 announcements, through Erwin,
until the end ol the sum-

Crown
Norma

>

^^^^^^^

<

Goldberg

11

Pennsy State H'way
Safety

W^^V'^H

H^^CT'^IH

agency, two announcements daily,
one year; Ranier Brewing Co.,
through Buchanan agency, three announcements weekly, five months;

ol

May 31. Cbange.
—12
6,565
—10 Broadmoor Country Club and
7,335

...

Natl Spot..

Local

KECA: Sweetheart Soap, 39 quarter-hour newscasts, through Frank-

Max

through

tlyers,

Comparative Unit Conat

ol current time sales.

'

in Seattle

three flve-mins. weekly, one month;
Vetoe's Cabaret, 30 spots; Bray &
Co., 52 announcements; Charm Products, through United Adv. agency;
Spot
through
Products,
Carter
Broadcoasting, lor Arrid, three spots
weekly, for Carter's Little Liver
year;
one
weekly,
spots
five
Pills,

Pinkham, through Erwln,
Wasey agency, two additional spots
weekly, bringing to 10 weekly, one
month; Green Bros., through R. Y.
Reeves agency, 11 spots; Kendrick &
Bellamy, through Walter Eha agency,

Lydia

WOR Alters Operating Polky; WBYN
Enters Biz-Chasing Race In
As another move

New York

through A. B. Landau, participation
summer position, WOR, New York, programs; The American Schools
(home instruction), through Huber,
Is now planning to begin soon on a
& Son, 13-week contract,
schedule ol 24-hour operation. Exact Hoe
starting date Isn't set, but it will daily flve-mlnute ^rticipation, 'Art
probably be Tuesday (17). New Green's Gramaphone'; Garden City
schedule will be in effect Tuesday- Publishing (Business Encyclopedia),
through-Saturday, with the present through JIuber, Hoe & Son, 52-week
2 a.m. slgn-oS remaining in lorce contract, transcriptions; Garden City
Sunday and Monday nights. How- Publishing ~ (Book League of Amerever, the station hopes presently- to ica), through Huber, Hoe & Son, 52to strengthen its

permission to use the week contract, daily flve-mtnute parget FCC
emergency transmitter the two odd ticipation, 'Women's Magazine of the
From now
nights the regular transmitter is be- Air'; P. J. LeRoy (piano instrucannounce- 26 spots.
quarter-hour mer driving season, spot
through
ing
over
checked,
thus enabling con- tion), -direct, 13-week contract, 12
Carpenter,
Terry
KLZ:
ments plugging salety will be heard
broadcasts ol William Winter, war
quarter-hours weekly; Rose Garden
lour times a week on WFIL and Betts-Koerber agency, 156 quarter- tinuous operation throughout the
analyst, through Lord & Thomas;
Homes, direct, five participation
WIP. The deals were set through hours; Everett & Barron, Stazon week.
PaU Mall cigarets, 1,243 one-minute the Benjamin Eshelman agency.
Idea ol addirig the two-and-a- weekly, 'Buck Mason's Westerners';
White, 26 spots; Firestone Tires,
transcriptions, through Biithraufl &
beyond
Trump
Homes, direct, announcetwo
broadcasting
agency,
hall
hours
ol
Betts-Koerber
through
WPB3J has set a special one-hour
Ryan.
through
the
2
sign-ofl
Is
that
in
ments.
present
ajn,
Kendrick-Bellamy,
spots;
program lor Monday, JiVne 16, dediindustrial
communities
as
WINS: National Schools of Los
Comparative Unit Coimt
cating its hike Irom 1.000 to 5.000 Walter Eha agency, 26 spots; Mer- such
Hartlord
Ball
&
Bridgeport,
and
New
Hathrough
Co.,
Biscuit
chants
Angeles
(radio and television and
wattST The program will be tabbed
Jane 7. May 31. Change.
Conn., various upstate New Diesel engineering courses), through
lea'ture- Davidson agency, 1,756 temperature ven,
+9.3 'Radio Serves' and will
12,711
Network ., 12,286
Navy, Marine report^; Bowey's, Inc., through So- York cities and the New Jersey Huber, Hoge fie Sons, 13-week con-(-0.5 speakers Irom Army,
8,828
8,871
local
Newark,
Menthomanufacturing
towns
like
spots;
52
agency,
renson
24
quarter-hour newscasts
representract,
—1.1 and Air Corps, as well as
1.478
1,462
Nat'I Spot..
Jacobs Jersey City, Bayonne, New Bruns- weekly.
through' Dillard
agencies latum,
tatives
ol other public
23;017
-t-0.6
23.159
Total
which received tree air time on the aijency, 52 announcements; Cliquot wick, etc., there are scores ol lacWMCA: Ben Marden's Riviera,
(Included: KEGA, KFI. KFWB, KHJ,
tories
working
24
hours
day
beagency,
a
Ayer
W.
through
N.
C\ub,
urograms/
o"utlet in 'public service'
through J. R. Kupsick, 13-week conKNX)
WFIL: Philadelphia Dairy' Prod- 130 announcements; Continental Oil cause ol the delense drive. Fact tract, ten announcements weekly;
through Tracy-Locks-Dawson that many stores in those places now- Elks Rendezvous Restaurant in Haructs (Ice cream), six particioatlons C6,
remain open all night has convinced
weekly, throueh Schenck Advertis- agency, 26 spots.
lem, direct, renewal of contract for
executives
that
there
now
a
Products,
is
Hartz
Mountain
kOA:
six
Inc.
(see<'s),
.Dreer,
ing; Henry A.
two quarter-hour remote programs
audience to be
spots weekly, through Madara; Proc- through Geo. H. Hartman Co., Ave sizable listening
weekly, 'Chris Columbus and Orter & Gamble (Duz)', lour spots quarter-hour transcriptions; Conti- tapped there In the pre-dawn hours. chestra'; State of Rhode Island and
Programs Uncertain
weekly, through Compton Advertis- nental Oil Co.» through Tracy -LoclcsProvidence Plantations, through Bo
Question
programming the Bernstein, six participations weekly,
of
ing; Fox Weiss (lurs), 10 transcrip- Dawson ' agency, 25 announcements;
Chicago, June 10.
tions weekly, throuph Harry Feigen- Firestone Auto Supply Co., through extra broadcast hours Is still wide
Rise and 'Whine.'
News continues to dominate the baum; Woodside Park, 24 spots Betts-Koerber agency, two spots; open. There will probably be news
WNEW: Eagle Tire Co. (U. S. Rubthrough Batten, summaries every hour on the hour,
Digest,
local commercial market, and as weekly, placed direct; Dr. Swett's Reader's
ber Tires), through Terril, Belknap,
long as the world situation is un- Root Beer, eight spots weekly, Barton, Durstine & Osborne agency, with late bulletins at the half-hour
Marsh Associates, 26-week contract,
stable the news periods will continue through C. L. Miller; Steel Pier, At- 12 announcements; Rainbow Bread spots. Also possible that some 61 the
quarter-hour transcribed program
to be important Irom every view
lantic City, six spots weekly, placed Co.. six weather reports; Hecker regular Mutual daytime programs,
weekly,
'Transcontinental
Tours';
point.
direct; Lee Furniture Co., six 10- Products, through Benton fit Bowles such as Henry Morgan's comedy,
Model Service, through
Chicago Motor Club, which had a mlnute transcribed programs weekly, agency, 15 chain breaks; Sears-Roe- may be rebroadcast at that time via Hollywood
Clive Howard, 13-week contract, six
three-a-week 15-mlnute news shot through Eton Wainri.rht; Sley Sys- buck, through E. O. Shaw agency, 39 transcription, with the commercials
quarter-hours weekly, 'Dance PaProducts, deleted. There will almost certainly
running on Sundays, Tuesdays and tem Garages,
Bluhill
18
spots
weekly, Ennou^icements;
rade'; Central Railroad of New JerThursdays, has boosted its air time th roug h Adrian Bauer.
through R. Y. Reaves agency, 52 an- be recorded music programs, though
sey (moonlight sails to Sandy Hook),
on WENR a luU 100%, and is addprobably not the kind of dance-pop
WBIG: Square Deal Furniture Co.. nouncements.
through Richard A. Foley, 13-week
ing three more shots weekly, run- additional 50 spots weekly, through
KMYR: Sample Fur Co.. throu'^h stuff comprising most all-night shows contract, 12 announcements
weekly;
ning on Sundays, Wednesdays and Harry Feigenbaum; Frankford Radio Max Goldberg agency, 52 spots; on the smaller stations. No. one has
Set through the Aubrey, & Electric Co., two 15-minute par- Elitch Gardens, through Robertson yet been selected to handle the. pro, Ben Marden's Riviera, through J. R.
Fridays.
Kupsick, 13 week contract, 10 anMoore & Wallace agency.
agency, 104 announcements; Stokes graihs.
But one thing is certain
ticipations on Doug Arthur's 'Dance
nouncements weekly.
Community Motors, through the la nd' w eekly.
Canning Co., through Otto Shaw the station will try to sell as many
WOR; Gardner Nursery Co.,
Harold I. Collen agency, a weekly
WIP: American Fruit Growers, 120 agency, 500 spots: U. S. Drug, spot announcements as possible for
through Northwest Advertising, six
15-minute news period on WBBM, spot announcements, through Walker through Max Goldberg agency, 365 the "added period.
week . contract, two-minute anwith Donald McGibeny at the mike, & Downing; Axton-Fisher TobacCo spots; House ol l,oveliness, through
Entire move of stretching
the
Otherwise sales on local stations Co. (Spuds and Zephyrs), two 15- Raymond Keane agency, spots; Den- day's schedule fits In with WOR's new nouncements daily, 'Farmers Digest';
are mighty quiet, with the inter-sea
minute
broadcasts
each
week, ver Ford Dealers Ass'n, through Mc- campaign to hold and add to both Sudbury Laboratory, through Mason
son lull on in earnest.
through Weiss & Geller; Cades Cann-Erickson agency, spots; Rosen- its listeners and sponsors during the L. Ham, two week contract, 3 onethrough .Ted Levy summer. Besides adding several am minute announcements weekly, 'Far(neckwear), Ave spots per week, stein
Bros.,
Comparative Pnit Count
through Phillip Klein; Dans Cancel- agency, 365 spots; Gardner Nursery, bitlous new sustaining series, the sta mers Digest'; Ben Marden's Riviera,
ot
through J. R. Kupsick, 13 week- conlation Shoes, six spots per' week, through Northwest Radio agency, tion has switched previous plans
Jone 7. May 31. Change, through Dan Rivkin; Megowen-Edu- transcribed short leatures; Gigantic and is holding
tract, station breaks; State of Rhode
such programs as
+02 cator Food Co., 60 spots, through Cleaners, through MacGruder agency, Bessie Beatty and
9,430
Island and Providence Plantation,
Network .... 9.445
'Dear Imogene'
—2.1
6.587
6,729
Looal
John W. Queen, and Dr. Swett's Root spots; Nathenson Auto Co., through on the air throughout the summer. through Bo Bernstein, four week
OJ
11,488
contract,
one-minute
announceNatl Spot. . 11,398
Beer, six spots weekly, through C. L. Raymond Keane agency, spots; Carl- Idea Is that over the' hot months,
—0.8
27,647.
27,430
ments, 'Happy Jim Parsons ProTotal
through BettsMiller.
Dairy,
son-Frink
has had unusual success in
gram*; Roma Wine, through Ber(Included: WBBM. WENC, WON,
KYW: Starr Pen Co, three 15- Koerber agency, spots.
holding its audiences and getting
mingham, Castleman fic Pierce, 16
WIND, ,WJJD, WLS, WMAG).
minute
news programs weekly,
accounts, some of which stick
new
Comparative Unit Connt
week contract, 'Waite Hoyt,' varithrough United Advertising.
year 'round.
times.
of
The new station formed by merg' ous
Comparative Unit Count
MAN'
DAN,
WWHL: Trump Homes, through
June 7. May 31. Change. ing four Brooklyn smallies leads off
Broadcasting
Radio
—0.7 this compilation ol new biz in Man- International
ol
8,075
Network .. 8,020
yrSM Closes Deals—WLAC Selb
Service, 6 ten-minute news pro—6.7 hattan:
8,569
June 7. May 31. Change. Local
7,999
The Old Dirt Dobbe.r'
4J
-1-0.7
2,575
Network .. 9,023
WBYN: United Shoe Exchange, grams weekly; Morris H. Siegel (In9,851
Natl Spot.. 2,459
—33
—0.6 Tout'
19,219
through Klinger Advertising, 13- surance counseller), six additional
Looal
18,478
20,690
20,821
Nashville, June 10,
KFEI^ KLZ, KMYR, week contract, 40 spot announce- announcements weekly; Dr. Schwarz
Natl Spot.. 4,423
(Included:
4,364
-f-1.3
Muir Laboratories have purchased Totol
renewal,
two anKOA, KVOD)
ments
weekly;
0.0
fdelstein Dairy, (optometrist),
35,036
36,036
15 minutes ol WSM's Grand Ole
Manhattan
weekly;
nouncements
Opry, through Schafler, Brennan &
Beach Hotel, 10 week' contract, six
Maragalis agency, St. Iiouis, to solicit
announcements weekly; Castle Hill
developing kid enlargement ol picSpeedway, 2 flve-minute .programs
tures. Show called "Thrilty Dan, the
weekly.
Camera Man.'

KNX: Union

Oil, 65
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Big Pall Mall Spot Splurge

Beeman's Laboratories,
have contracted Ipr part

Atlanta,
ol Opry

show starting in September, xiarvey
Massengale agency booked the biz.
Standard Candy decided to air its
blurbs in behalf ol King Leo. stick
candy throughout the summer over
WSM. Is a series ol pne-minute e.t.
spots, locally made^ and replaces the

Goo Goo plugs.
WliAC has sold

the local 'Old Dirt
Dobber' to Cieneral Mills lor one
year. Goodrich Tire has bought the
early evening sports review with
Hemutn Grlzzard as sportscaster;
'

PaU Mall cigaret has extended 'its spot announcement_ campaign to the point where in the aggregate it is paying for 1,250 plugs a week. So far the
placements have been, limited to New York, Bui'

falo,

Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh, Chicago,
Francisco, but other markets

Detroit,

Los Angeles and San
are to be. opened from week to week. CIg is using
from 16 to 42 spots a week on each outlet and all'
contracts are for 13 weeks, with Rutbraulf fie Ryan
the agency. It's the biggest announcement barrage
since the Lucky Strike splurge of two years ago
in which It featured the time and the auctioneer's
gurgle.

The markets set and the number ol stations
each lollow:

Chica'ao

Gordon Bakeries is placing a sQot
campaign through Geyer, Cornell &
.

5
s

Angeles

_ _

Markets

•

..

Detroit

Philadelphia
^

Gordon Bakeries Into

6
'
"

San Francisco

ir

Six Radio

New York

"

'

'

"

4
4

^

Buffalo

4

Pittsburgh

4

.

Newell with a July starting date. It
wiU be a transcribed dramatic show
on a schedule of three 15-mLnute periods a week.
Markets Involved are New York,
Chicago, Detroit, Toledo, Flint and
Jackson, Mich.

ORGHE8TIIA8

P^tEfr
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Buckeye Hall Has

Union's Control Over Members'

Action Seen

Room for 5,000 Hoofers
Columbus, June! 10.
HaU, Buckeye Lake
Park, O., is being remodeled by designer Dick Asbaugh into a dance
Convention

Endangered By

Sammy Kaye Wins

NBC

in

81

M,

Refuses To Drop Singing Titles

pavilion with floor space for 5,000.

Penn

Verdict;

ATM May Appeal

Park manager A. M. Brown and Lou
Peppe, manager of Columbus' Valley Dale, wiU collaborate In presentation of

Philadelphia, June 10.
American Federation of
contemplating an apthe U. S. Supreme Court from

tiocal 77,

Musicians,
peal to

Barry Wood's Patriotics
Barry Wood cut the

first

record

versions of Irving Berlin's latest pathe State Superior Court, ordering
triotic tunes at Victor Record's New
the reinstatement of three ousted
York studios Monday (9). His singtheir reimbursement

from employment ing of 'Any Bonds Today' and 'Arms
For the Love of. America' was acduring their ouster for alleged chis- companied by the tiynn Murray
Offcials
of the union choir.
scale.
on
eling

attractions,

Day current

(it

was

also upheld

by the Pennsyl-,

Defense Coin

Inspires Name

Band PoGcy

this week at the AFM
convention in Seattle to determine

C. Petrillo

what action

to take.

Sandusky,

On June
ers in the

Mnsikers Pitch In

O.,

June

10.

14 Benny Goodman ushsummer season at Cedar

Three years ago the opercompany decided to use name
bands as a hypo to puU It up into
black, with such success that
this season's take really should be
something. Spot is in the heart of

Point.

ating

For Beach Opening;
Canada's

Boom Time

the

Ridgeway, Ont., June 10.
industrial
national
defense area.
Manner in which Canada's part in
the war has cut down all manpower Daily steamers from Cleveland, Defor other uses was illustrated at troit and Canada expected to make
opening of Crystal Beach, amuse- it a sure thing.
(Federal Govern-

ment resort, when musicians were
pressed into service to make change
after yoiing,. Inexperienced help all
but fainted from exhaustion.
Resort opened Memorial Day (30)
with biggest biz in recent years,
mostly
Americans from Buffalo
across the lake. Canadians don't observe holiday, and what's more, were
much too busy in aircraft apd other
wari-industry plants nearby.
Men
who held the dance-hall ropes and
herded kiddies onto amusement
rides now are pulling down much
higher wages tightening bolts on
Britain-bound fighters.
Instead, spot had to hire youths
not old enough for Army or not in
defense plants, many 15 and 16 years
of age. Some of them had blistered
fingers rolling out tickets and pushing mazuma into the till after only a
few hours of record-breaking opening day biz, related Harold Austin,
bandleader who manages dancery,
so he had to rush some of his bandsmen into the cages.
Resort expects continued high season, especially if 'gasless Sundays'
go into effect in United States. Spot
is reached by boat or car.
To lure' a few more American
sheckles, spot will play name bands
again starting June 28 with Gene
Krupa.

ment

is

In anticipation, the G. A. Boeck-

which owns and operates
the entire enterprise, has been liberal in its pre-season spending. The
huge terraced ballroom has been
redecorated and the midway revamped, with many new concessions
added. The Tavern Terrace at the
ling Co.,

Hotel

Breakers

has

BALLROOMS
Aubumdale, Mass., Jime 10.
Many ballrooms practice false
in using a hundred dollar
public address system to show off a

economy

Gill,

attraction, according to Roy
operator of Totem Pole Ball-

room

here.

$5,000

'Not only are the dancers disappointed in the band, after having
heard it on the air and on recordings, but these patrons will gradually
start drifting away because the spot
'In

Wm

Over Heidt

William and Francis Purcell, atwere granted a $2,307 verasked against Horace Heidt in the N- Y. supreme court
Thursday (5) hy Justice Julius Hofstadter.
The attorneys were suing
for services rendered to the orchestorneys,

dict out of $5,600

tra leader.
Plaintiffs

had sought $600 for representing Heidt in an action he is
bringing against Virginia, Maree,
Miriam, Jean, and Helen Ahn for
breach of contract
The Beachcombers Restaurant and Monte Proser are also defendants with Heidt
claiming the Ahn sisters deserted
to sign' with Proser. The remaining $5,000 was for representing Heidt
In a divorce action.
Reldt had filed a counter action
for $6,000 claiming the attorneys had
cost him that amount by neglect of

him

their duties, but

withdrew this claim
during trial. The verdict granted the
attorneys $200 on the Ahn matter,
and $2,000 on the divorce proceedings,

with the balance representing

interest.

this

cycles
last

season.

Maury

baton-waver,

year's

Memorial Eve, followed by

Penny's Worth

Of Music New

Jukebox Idea

Steel Pier's

Name

Bands^

Atlantic City, June 10.

is

NBC

or

cided to act before this thing spread
too much and it told Kaye that ha

would have to have his numbers
identified before they went oh and
not by the singing routine in the
middle of the number.
Kaye retorted that he would do no
such thing. The bandman pointed
out that he had spent six years de-

.

my

Terms Took

Glenn

ing a small speaker which broadmusic being played so
it's audible within only
a half dozen feet That confines the
output to the person who inserted
the coin and perhaps a few others.
There Is no selection on the boxes,
a central turntable with a capacity
Jack Lavin has rejoihed Paul of 16 platters spinning the records in
Wbiteman as personal manager and succession as coins are dropped.
head of his New York office. Lavin
There is no possibility of anyone
will continue to handle his own tal- being gypped, a fault that eliminated
ent but out of the Whiteman office a siifiilar idea developed last year.
on a partnership arrangement with On the Phonettes if a penny Is
the maestro.
dropped into a box while another is

JACK LAVIN MCK

casts the
softly that

Two Years

platter.

-

Rules Band Into 'Interstate Gass;

AD

of Negotiation

With Modernistic Ballroom

WITH PAUL WHITMAN

Milwaukee, June

10.

After negotiating for nearly two
years In an effort to. reach mutually
agreeable terms, Glenn Miller and
his band are to play the Modernistic
ballroom in Wisconsin's State Fair
park here on Sunday night Jima
22, with the leader practically runrUng the place for the occasion. Con*
tract is said to be the toughest ever
signed by C. S. Rose, manager of thesuburban dancery.
Miller dictates the admission fees
to be charged and refuses to do the
broadcast usually heard from the
park ballroom over WTMJ, any airing of his music being confined
strictly to his regular weekly commercials. No second band, or artist
may be used without the visiting
bandsman's approval, although in
this case Steve Swedish and hU
orchestra, the house band for the
last five seasons, was OJCd without
argument.

Admission fee set by Miller for
the local date is $1.10 per person,
or double the usual 5Sc. Sunday
night gate at this resort, the touring leader taking full advantage of
going from state to state in assisting
his first personal appearance In the
regularly in the manufacture of recMilwaukee area. And the free list
ords by the defendant's band which
is out.
are shipped from state to state. By
Just to make sure he gets his. Milreason of his various Interstate acler is said to have been given a
tivities; furthermore, defendant himguarantee of close to $2,000 for the
self was engaged in commerce withnight against more than S0% of the
in the meaning of the Act.'

Sorts of Complications Feared

Counsel for bandleaders and bdnd
booking offices last week expressed
themselves as much disturbed by
the implications of the court decision
in the Sammy Kaye case which held

Rosenman, of the N. Y. supreme
from this date to July 3. Orrin court, in an action for back wages
Tucker listed for July 4 and Jimmy brought by Norman E. Reck, former
Dorsey for July 5 and 6.
secretary and general assistant to
The list follows: Raymond Scott, Kaye. Latter's lawyer, Lee EastJuly 12; Harry James, July 13 to 19; man, declared Friday (7) that he
Benny Goodman, July 20; Bob Ches- was appealing the case. It was sugter, July 21 to 25; Sammy Kaye, July
gested that some other leaders and
26; Orrin Tucker, July 27 to Aug. 1;
large, booking offices might oonTommy Dorsey, Aug. 2; Abe Lyman, tribute to the cost of the<appeal.
Aug. 3 to 9; Woody Herman, Aug.
Reck sued, for $3,465 plus $750
10 to 16; (3ene Krupa, Aug, 17 to 23; lawyer fees' but .the 'court awarded
Benny Goodman, Aug. 24; Charles him $1,447 and $500- for counsel.
Barnett, Aug. 25 to 29; Glenn Miller,
Reck who was employed by Kaye
Aug. SO to Sept 1 (Including Labor from June 5, 1939 to Dec. 28, 1939,
Day): Alvlno Rey, Sept 2 to 5, and sued for overtime under the Federal
Tommy Dorsey, Sept 6.
wage and hour act.
'

'

.

In his decision Justice

Rosenman

found that Kaye was engaged in interstate commerce and that Reck
could recover damages under Secdates between his July 14 closing at tion 16B of the Fair Labor Standards
the Astor Roof, New York, and a Act of 1938. 'The interstate characscheduled Aug. 27 opening at the ter of the plaintiffs (Kaye) occupaParamount theatre, N. Y, Leader tion,' wrote the court, is fixed by his
has set aside that period to enter a activities in assisting regularly in
hospital for a long-delayed appen- radio broadcasts in interstate hookups which are clearly in Interstate
dectomy.
Will Bradley's band follows Dor- commerce, in loading and unloading
equipment of the bend on tour, and
sey's Into the Astor.

Dorsey's Operation
Tommy Dorsey is accepting no

remain as

New

Alvlno Rey's orchestra begins the that orchestra leaders are engaged in
The ruling
of bands scheduled for the Steel interstate commerce.
Rey plays was handed down by Justice Samuel
Pier, starting June 28.

Tom

to

NBC

RCA

8.

Frankle BUsters, July 11 to 17.
Scott, July 18 to 24.
Orrln Tnoker, July 25 to 31.
Glen Gray,. Aug. 1 to 7.
Gene Krapia, Aug. 8 to 14.
Tony Pastor, Aug. 15 to -21.
Alvlno Bey, Aug. 22 to 28.
Ted Weems, Aug. 28 to Sept 1.

Raymond

would have

could pull its wire out of the Essex
House, N. Y., Kaye's current stand.

its

MCA

Henry .Basse, June 20 to 26.
Bob Chester, June 27 to July
Ben Bemle, July 4 to 10.

numbers and the band
leader came out the victor. In the
heat of the dispute Kaye advised
that his air routine
network
the
his broadcast

withdrew its objections.
Lyle Carlyle.
Flare-up between NBC and Kaya
Will' also run 'name' outfits in oneresulted from •the demand of Chuck
nlghters. Attendance n.s.g. at Johnny Foster, bandman located at the BlltMessner shuffle (23), first of season. more Bowl, Los Angeles, that he likewise be permitted to m.c. his own
NBC remote programs. NBC de-

Machines have been in use on the
Ada Leonard and her 'All American Revue and Orchestra' at the Coast for several nionths. Ones in
has booked Cascades Room of the Hotel Ohio, use in New York are the first in the
in the following bands:
east
Youngstown.

two weeks.
After Goodman,

engaged

in a controversy over his

my own

list

Lawyers

week

Brennan,

Lavin and Wliiteman parted about operating the patron cuts in on the
Louis three years ago after an unbeaten
record being played and then gets
connection of five years.
the full playhig time of the following

signed

week

veloping ttiis particular style and he
saw no reason for abandoning it
appeal,' Gill continued.
At NBC's program department'
case, bands have comSaturday (7), it was stated that Kaye
plimented the present amplifier set
(lad been asked to make the change
which
machines,i
record
•Phonette'
we now use here, but I have heard
buyers
via indi' inerely because it wanted to be able
music
to
dispense'
a demonstration of a nfew
systo maintain a closer check on the
tem and it will be installed within a vidual speakers at -a penny a side band's numbers. By Kaye announcrather than the usual nickel, made
week.
York last week, ing his number at the opening of
'My patronage Increases each their debut in
installed in each number the operators at the
been
have
Machines
week, but I realize they are entitled
seven Whalen drug stores and one studio end could know immediately
to the best and they will receive it
independent spot so far and work is whether the tune had been cleared
if at all possible.
progressing on a contract that will tor broadcast
'I could never listen to a singer or
total of 238
an orchestra as distorted by some put the gadgets in a
Whalen branches.
p.a. systems, and certainly I 'can't
Systems use individual boxes set
expect
customers to do that'
Miller
counters, each box containsoda
on
Gill concluded.
will lose

and his Continental Gypsies
for the season, while the Grill offers
a change of entertainment every

Cina

'Happy Gang' from ToCanadian faves, booked

ronto's CBL,
In July 1.

TNT

building a $32,000,000

plant just across the bay.)

Jamestown, N. Y., June 10.
Dancery at Celoron Park outside
Jamestown, which draws heavy
Western New York shuffle traffic,
will change house bands in two-

started in

Wood went to Washington, D. C,
to sing the tunes from the steps of
the Capitol last night (Tuesday).

vania-Supreme Court), if allowed to
Occasion was the renewal of effort
stand, would establish a dangerous
in disposing of the government's Deprecedent and would, weaken the
fense Bonds and the celebration of
control of union leadership over
'Arsenal Day.'
members.
,
The three men were former mempit
George
Carman
band,
the
of
bers
Tipton, Alvin Schatz and. Leon Gordon. They were accused of playing
under scale and were at first found
not guilty by Local 77's trial board.
The board was reversed by the international executive board and the
men were ordered to pay $100 fines
each. They were expelled for nonpayment of fines.
Officials of Local 77 were skedded
to huddle with AFM President James

VITAL TO

Sammy Kaye and NBC
last

right to continue to sing the titles of

'

for the time lost

feel that the Superior Court's order

Celoron Park's Policy

Bobby

SOUND SYSTEM
IS

Developed Over Six-Year Period

to

Crystal Danceteria will continue to

book house band

is

members and

name bands, planning

open new spot on the 22nd with
Benny Goodman.

Xlabiiities

gross.

What

this

may amount

to

may be gauged by the fact thSt Kay
It is the first time that a court has
Kayser, holder of the Modernistic
held the activities of a band constirecord, played to 8,500 people on a
tute interstate commerce and if Jusdate there.
tice Rosenman's ruling stands band
leaders will become subject to many
liabilities as. fall within the interAzpiazu of
state commerce act. What makes the

Don

decision particularly significant is
that Reck was not even a performer.
As some trade lawyers see it the
Act's purview might be extended to
apply, to any person or organization

not only employing performers, but
those concerned with aiding in preparing stage shows, radio programs
and other forms' of entertainment
Such sources of liabilities would include booking offices, producers,
radio stations and networlcs, advertisers and 6A agencies.
All cases- similar to Kaye's have
in the past been strictly of an antitrust nature.
Such occupations as
baseball exhibition, vaudeville and
opera have been held to be outside'
the scope of the interstate commerce
act.
Even in the noted Fisher's
Blend Station (KOMO) case mike
performers were held not to be en.
'^aged in interstate

commerce.

Cuba
Band

In N.Y. Readying
Don

Azpiazu, widely known Cuban
bandleader who introduced 'The
Peanut Vendor' and. Latin rhythma
to the U.S. at the Palace theatre,
N.Y., in 1930, is rehearsing a new
band. Outfit went into practice sessions Monday (9) in New York. It's
composed of 16-pieces including
three sax, two violins, three brass
and eight rhythm and is designed to
handle American
and European
waltz styles as well as congas^

rhumbas,

etc.

Azpiazu's last job in this country
was at the Rainbow Room, N. Y.,
about three years ago, where he
worked in conjunction with the
Glen Gray outfit Since then the
leader has been batonning at SevlUaBiltmore hotel, Havana, and on
broadcasts from

CtHO

of thnt

r.ltv.

'
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ORCHESTRA GROSSES

82

Buckeye Lake,

Bands' Theatre

30G

Pliy,

(Estimates for This

Park, Augusta;
house, Kinston,

13G

18,

N.

Central

C;

19,

(Presented herewith, <u a weekly tobulatlon, is the eattmoted cover
charge business being done by name bonds in various New York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 PJf .) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger omount designates lueelcend ond
Aud.,
holiday price.)

Ware-

Off. Pitt.

Bookmgs

(Strand;

With

35-55-75-85-99).

Bands at N.Y. Hotel B.O.

Total
Roanoke, Va.; 20, City Armory, DurWoeki PbH
Coven
ham, N. C; 21, Harrison Aud.,
Played Weak On Date
Hotel
Band
Greensboro, N. C.
0
t275
300
.Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50)
i»,„,...!<io Ray Heatherton.
Sammy Kaye, July 3,
8
2,450
$141.50)
15,500
Waldorf
(375;
XavierCugat
Qfipl
Park, Springfield, Mass.; 4-5
8
.1,150
10;650
Lexington (300: 75c-$1.50)
'Ray Kinney*
Band
Pleasure
City;
6,
Atlantic
Pier,
950
Pennsylvania (900; 75c-$1.60)...... 7
6,700
GeneKrupa
Beach Park, Bridgeport, Conn.; 9, Tommy Dorsey. .. Astor (1,000; 75c-$l)
4,200
\ 3
13,100
Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa.; 10, Sun- Harry James
6
378
3,329
Lincoln (250; 75c-$l )...*.
Do! Brlssette, June 11, private
week,
3
379
1,500
Club, set Park, CarroUtown, Pa.; 11,
Country
Hal Saunders ....St. Regis (400; $1-$1.50)
Haverhill
party,
Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh.
Haverhill, Mass.; 12, Hoi/ Cross
Ted Lewis, July 2, State theatre,
Asterisks Indicote a supporting floor show, olfhouoh the bond is tiM
alumni dance. Holy Cross College,
Dartmouth Uniontown, Pa.
major draws, t 3 days.
13,
Worcester, Mass.;
Little Jack LlUle, June 15, AppleHanover, N. H.;

Crosby

Week)

New York—

lei Brown,
1,756;

Kastwood

Inkspots, June 15, Saunders Warehouse, Valdosta, Ga,; 16, Municipal
Aud, Savannah, Ga.; 17, Palmetto

T. Tucker Lags In

I71/2G;

20-26,

Gardens, Detroit.
Earl Hlnes, June 24, Inn, Karmak,
Pine Bluff,
111.; 28, Legion Stadium,
Ark.; 27, Aristocrat Club, Little Rock.

Kz Spotty; Brown

NX;

Fair,

O

Bea

tVain and Dixie Dunbar on stage,
plus TWillion Dollar Baby' (WB).
Abnormally weak business here as
elsewhere, but at close to $30,000
Show holds a
there's some profit.

Commencement Ball,
econd week.
14, Cashman's B., Fall
Bob Crosby, Pittsburgh— (Stanley; 17, Watertown Arsenal

theatre,
River, Mass.; ton, Wis.; 16-17, Sheyboygan
Chatsparty. River- Sheyboygan, Wis.; 18, Park,
weeks, MuehlNeponset, Mass.; 18, Har- worth, 111.; 20, three
and view B.,
City.
College, Dunster House, Cam- bach hotel, Kansas
vard
several visits of
Teddy Powell, June 15, Manhattan
bridge, Mass*; 20, LaSalle Jr. College
with picture not do
alumnae ball, Marlboro Country Beach, New York.

Crosby

outfit,

'Uncertain

With

25-40-60).
Feeling' (UA).
worst here in

1,600;

way

Biz

oft

Ing much to draw patrons.
competish from new -pictures

Poor $13,000

hurting!

Stiff

also

in sight,

Club, Marlboro, Mass.
Henry Basse, June

Gardens, Lake

Colonial
Manitou, Rochester,

Heldt,- Louisville— (Rialto;
N. Y.
While 'Beauty's
15-30-40).
Bob Chester, July 17,
Bake' (20th) is not strong, presence son Square Garden,
localite Marjorie Weaver in cast

Horace

18,

Harry James Trnmpet Rhapsody' (Two Sides) (Colombia 86160)
An original collaborated on by James, 'Rhapsody' is outstanding as
written and played. Much more melodic than the usual original, tuna
,
, „
week, Jeffer
has a listenable theme. First side is almost all exhibition of clear bell
27, week, Coney
trumpeting by James. It's solid, but won't be of much use to machines,
Island, Cincinnati.
Reverse, in dance tempo and under mutes, is much more adapted to com^
Tony Pastor, Albany theatre, Al
mercial use—though it returns to the semi-symphonic groove of the first
bany, Ga.; 16, Carolina theatre,
originally titled 'Sonata Moderne,' but
Greenville, S. C; 17, Carolina- the- side near the finish. Tune was
atrer Spartanburg, N. C.; 18, Aud., was changed because that was considered too longhair,
Asheville, N. C; 19, Aud., Kingspbrt,
Tenn.; 20, Aud., Asheville, N. C; 21,
y^^,,
'Vnuki la There To Say'—'Frelnde C Major* (Victor 27432)
Whittle Springs Park, KnoxvUle,
'Say*
jj^^.^ ^jj^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
standards Shaw is making.
'T""'„
,,
T.
ia Aetna!
Ao»na shapes up strongly as a rhythmic cutting with click arranging and tasty
J'^"?,"'
Tommy Reynolds,
^loi^ by the leader. Reverse Jumps moderately and corrals a nod for
the workmanlike way it's put together and played,

20,

week. Palisades Park, Fort Lee,

N. J.

Red Norvo, June
month, Madison Beach, Detroit;
New York.

8,400;

of

Del Conrtney, July

Coin-Catching Record Possibilities

Johnny Messner, July 10, week
Totem Pole' B., Auburndale, Mass,

3,

2

weeks,

helps. Aside from this, Heidt's band Claridge hotel, Memphis; 20, Starved
terrific
lor
responsible
entirely
Rock Park, LaSaUe, 111.; 23, 2 weeks,
$16,500.
Riviera, Lake Geneva, Wis.

Vanghn M«Miroe, New York— (ParAl Donahne, June 20, Union Ave.
With
amount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99).
Plunge, Bakersfield, Cal.
Hal Sherman, others, on stage, plus
Jimmy Dorsey, June 19, Lakewood
Wanted Wings' (Par). Combined

'I

ConMonroe band and 'Wings,' Park, Mahanoy City, Pa.; 20,
vention Hall, Phila.; 21, Hershey
which had a recent roadshow run at
Park, Hershey, Pa.
the nearby Astor and was well exSonny Dunham, June 21, Castle
ploited, has meant a very substanpull of the

Cincinnati.
the N.Y. Par. Final Farms,
Ella Fitzgerald, June 15, Fair Park,
last night (Tues.)
second week's $49,500. Dallas; 16,' Crusader's Hall, Hot
Palace Park,
Ark.;
17,
Springs,
(ParAngeles—
Los
Owens,
Harry
With Shreveport, La.; 18, Cooper Club,
amount; 8,595; 30-44-55-75).
Heading Henderson, Tex.; 19, City Aud., Hous•Night in LUbon' (Par).
ton; 20, Cotton Club, Port Arthur,
considering
good
plenty
tor $18,000,
Tex.
opposition is doing.

tial profit for

20,

I

|

Scffool,

m'^Ui^. S? Y."
Scott, June

Raymond

I

13,

Grey-

Gene Krnpa 'Let Me OB Uptown'—'Flamingo' (Okeh 6210)
14, Lakeside Park,
'Uptown' side is the best Krupa has made lately and it should sell.
Dayton, O.; 15, Meyers Lake Park,
Canton; 16, Palais Royal B., Toronto; hop piece played with rhythmic punch, the side benefits from a good
Summer Gardens, Kitchener, Anita O'Day vocal, foiled by Roy Eldridge, who kicks the last half with
17,
Ont., Can,; 19, Casino, iStrattord, a solid trumpet solo. Dislike for the melody of 'Flamingo,' voiced recently
If the tune can improve, even under
Ont.'; 20, Burlington Beach, HamU- in several reviews, can be reversed.
Krupa's poor treatment, it must be okay. Howard Dulaney's vocal is
ton Beach, Hamilton, Ont
yrhnl
Pinky Tomlln, June 31, State B., badly done.
Benny Goodman, June 20, LakeTMnmy Tucker, Philadelphia
side B,, Dayton, O; June 26, Civic East Grand Forks, Minn.
With
(Earle; 2,360; 35-46-57-68-75).
Ran Wilde, June 28, eight weeks,
Aud., Laporte, Ind.; June 27, week,
Alvlno Rey 11 It's Trae'—'Saturday NIte' (Bluebird 11170)
'Reaching for Sun' (Par) plus per- Eastwood Gardens, Detroit; July 4, Cal-rfeva Lodge, Lake Tahoe, Nev,
Rey's 'Nighty Night' set the stage for 'True.' It's done same way and is
sonal of Simone Simon. Not up to Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa.; 5, Beach
an equally capable tune. Yvonne King's likable vocal style fits neatly
par at $17,500. Band is not receiving Point Club, Mamaroneck, N. Y.; 6
into Uie idea of the melody. An original, the reverse is also well done.
on
much aid from screen, load being
Steel Pier, Atlantic City; 10, Robin
Legafize Sunday Hoofing Set at easy tempo the piece gets good instrumental treatment.
etage show.
Hood Dell, PhUadelphia; 12-13, Steel
Pier, Atlantic City; 14, Lewlsobn Sta
Raymond Scott 1 Touched Star'—'Do Ton Care* (Columbia 86161)
Hartford, June 10.
dlum. New York City; July 24, Aud.,
Scott's blend of sax and muted trumpet on both sides is unpleasant to
An old Blue Law prohibiting at28, Sherman hotel, Chicago.
tendance at public dances on Sun- the ear and the remainder of the arrangementa are ordinary. On top of
Gray Gordon, June 16 for six days, days has been repealed by the house that the first tune in a waste of time, no matter how many times played.
Contlnned from page
.Totem Pole B., Aubumdale, Mass,
of the General Assembly. Law car- 'Care' is bit better. Clyde Burke vocals both.
Ersklne Hawkins, June 21-27, Sa- ried a penalty of $4.
by John CecU Holm, score by new
.writers, Hugh Martin and Ralph voy B., New York.
Hereafter Sunday dances may be
Sammy Kayo 'Aurora'—'What Word Is Sweeter* (Victor 27433)
rehearsals
start
to
due
is
It
Blane.
Woody Herman, Jtme 18, Sunset held after being approved by local
One of umpteen sides on the first tune, Kaye's cutting is very satisfyAbbott has another B., CJarrolltown, Pa.; 19, Pier B, option.
rext month.
ing at brisk tempo and under a simple arrangement. It will get machine
musical, authored by Vernon Duke
Maury Cross, Three Kadets and chorus add saleability with the
play.
and John Latouche, on his BchedvocaL Backing is typical Kaye ballad work on a good new tune. Tommy
ule and his current Tal Joey*
Ryan handles neat lyric.
running
(3d)

week ending

stone B., Defroit;

I

.

A

$35,000, after

—

|

Musicals

tB'way

—

(Barrymore)

l^saJ

may

still

be

the first comes along. Another
early arrival may be "New Orleans,'

When

which

to present
debut in St. Louis,
starting the outdoor

Max Gordon

Operetta

Thursday

made
(5),

is

I

Hoagland Cra(^

$6,075.

Ba»e.

$3,214,

due

its

season there.
Vinton Freedley, not so active pro
ductlvely last season but busy with
war benefit shows, has two musicals
coming aloo^. They are lict's Face
It,' with songs by Cole Porter and
Irving Caesar, Herbert and Dorothy
Fields, and 'Ambassador of Good
Will,' which has a book by Gene
Towne and Robert Harris. Caesar
again promises "My Dear Public' and
Bays he has the money to produce it
-himself.
He baa incorporated the
venture.

On Wedienders; Moi^an, Miller So-So
(Estimates)

Count Basle (Kimball's Starlight B., LynnSeld, Mass., June 6). With
temperature at 42 Basle's pull of 1,311 at 75c for about $984 was satisfying
to promoter. Jumping to Sparrow's Beach, Annapolis, Md., Sunday (8)
band pWed to 4,561 admissions at 60c for $2,230.
Ben BemIe (Sea Girt Inn, Sea Girt, N. J., May 20, 81). Bemie pulled
in for two days and lured 1,472 at $2.
Ersklne Hawkins (Lincoln Colonnades, Washington, June 8),
Very
poor, drawing only 700 at 65o for approximately $389,
Woody Herman (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., June 2-3). Manager
Roy Gill satisfied with Herman's draw of 800 and 1,300 on slow Monday.

Brown and Henderson
Tuesday for total gross of $1,417 at $1.35 couple.
Ray Henderson and Lew Brown
Everett Hoagland (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., June 4-7).
schedule a brace of musicals. One is first date here Hoagland was big surprise with 1,200 Wednesday;
'Good Will' GerUe,' slated to have
Elsa Maxwell. Leo Carlllo and Hal
Shuberts and
Ijoroy in the .cast.
Olsen and Johnson are steamed up
for 'Crazy House,' which may force
•Hellzapoppin' out of the Winter
Garden.' J. J. Shubert is slated to

McFarland Twins 'For Whom Bell Tolls'—'Army of Friends' (Okeh 6216)
McFarland's improving band did a saleable Job on 'Bell' side. Tasteful
arraiigment and vocals by Jimmy Foster and Twin Choir make it a good
machine bet 'She's Got a Great Big Army of Friends' would have had
mora friends had It been cut with less attempt at forcing ito novelty
angle. It's nicely done until midway then falls apart with assorted and
negative comedy, Grace Norton and full band spin the vocal.

On

1,325

stein helps,

John Klrby 1 Love Ton Truly'—'Cutting Campus Capers' (OoL 86165)
One of Kbrby's last records for Columbia. Also a departure from 39a
Okeh sides. Neither Is coin machine material, but clever nevertheless.
First standard, hits bell under a good arrangement and lively tempo.
Coupling kicks along a rhythmle groove and adds pointo.

1,400

rainy Thursday; 3,000 Friday and 3,400 Saturday for great gross of $6,075.
Set four-day and weekend mark.
Al Jahna (Riverview B., Neponset, Mass., June 6-7). Jahns known here

and turned in good $1,540 two days frqm

Dinah Shore 'Mocking Bird Lament'-^'ipiere Yo\t Are* (Bluebird 11164)
Either side worthy. Ah unusual melody, first tune can easily pump new
life into machine rep started by^.Miss Shore's 'Darling Daughter.'
It's
enjoyable material beautifully interpreted. ''Where,' from film 'Great American Broadcast' is a pushover for the singer. Background by Paul Wet-

Friday and 1,479 Saturday

at 55c.

Gene krupa (Roton Potot Park, Conn., June 8). First date out of N.Y.'s
Pennsylvania hotel, band drew about 1,000 at 77c. Fair early season biz.
do another 'Ziegfeld Follies,' and
Ted Lewis (Paramount theatre, Anderson, Ind., June 9). On usual slow
George White has a revue planned Monday theatre pulled 3,300 who paid $1,500 at 40c to hear Lewis.
'Scandals'
long-owned
with his
Guy Lombardo (Aud., Chattanooga, Tenn., June 6). Lombardo pulled
title.
packed house, 3,472 dancers, spectators Jamming at $1.25 hoppers, 76c
Richard Rodgers and Larry Hart watchers.
tore working on a pair of musicals,
JImmIe Lunoeford (McEIroy's Spanish Gardens, Portland, Ore., May 81'
one of which will be produced by June 2-3). At 99c Sat and Sun. nights Lunceford crew drew $2,772 and
Dwight Deere Wiman.
next night (3) added another $930 from Colored dancers at less per stub.
Gertrude Macy and Stanley Gilkle Rounded up $3,700 from 3,400 aU told. At Trianon B., Seattle, band got
are readying Three To Get Ready,' $1,500 from 1,700 people at $2 men, 75c ladles.
Abe Lyman (Yankee Lake Park, Youngstown, O., June 1). One of best
this to be thell- third musical try.
^ere is to be a fresh 'Pins and crowds of young season, 1,200 at 65c.
Glenn Miller (Rendezvous B., Balboa, Calif., May 29). Miller accounted
Needles,' with another score by
Harold J. Rome. Latter and Ersklne for fair $2,492 from same number dancers at $1.
McFarland Twins (Pleasure Beach Park, Bridgeport, Conn., June 6).
Caldwell are fashioning a musical,
producer not yet identified.
Twins drew fine 1,024 at 77c.
Rubs Morgan (Turnpike Casino, Lincoln, Neb., June 4). Morgan garThe load will have better musical
nered
$880 at $1.10 and $1.35, which is only fair for this spot Morgan
season,
fare than during the past
Those to tour Include 'Hold on to closed Chermot B., Omaha, Sat (7) with great 1,728 at 75c who paid $1,296.
Claude ThornhlU (Wentworth Institute Prom., Boston, June 6). Thoim'Boys
and
Vour Hats' (Al Jolson),
At Lake Compounce, Bristol,
hill
drew
1,000 at $6 couple for $2,500.
T^ouisi
Wynn),
Girls "Together' (Ed
Moore- Conn., June 8, band's gross amounted to $608 from 936 buyers at 65c. Fair.
(Victor
ana Purchase*
William Gaxton), "Hellzapoppin' also At Niagara U., Niagara, N. Y., June 6, Thornhill pulled 550 at $0 for

Sam Donahue 'Loafln' on Laiy Day'—'Saxaphone Sam' (Bluebird 11169)
On one of his first Bluebird sides few weeks ago Donahue presented an
Interesting style—a wierd. plaintive, sax-heavy y/ay of handling a ballad
that hit home. On first side here he takes same type of tune and plays it
in chopped-brass Jump tempo with only snatches of that sax style.' Would
have been much better the other way. Frances Claire's vocal seems
bothered by the tempo. Reverse hops; a well played original sung by Ken

MelseL

Ray Noble 'WUd Irish Rose'—'Little Bit of BUrney' (CoL 86162)
Irish melodies are always welcome to machines and Noble does both
up in good arrangement packages. First is slow, with a
good Larry Stewart vocal; reverse is lively and well played at fast tempo.

these standards

Charlie Barnet 'Consider Tourself Kissed*-'John Ordinary' (B-1165)
Bamet's is a good band,..easily capable of becoming a machine name.
But the material he records wlU never help him toward that' leveL
is a potential strong record seller going to waste.
There's no com-

.Band

against these sides except that they mean nothing; 'Consider,
vocalled by Bob Carroll is best of pair. Reverse is a well played original,
aptly tiUed.
plaint

'

probably "Panama Hattle' and Tal $1,375.
Pinky Tomlln-fRalph Barlow (Peony Park, Omaha, Neb., June 4). Above
Joey.' Then, too, revues and musifor about $950 at OOc. Barcals are reported to be definitely expected 1,500 people resulted from coupling
planned for the army camps, some to low alone drew sock 2,760 at 60c for $1,375 at Peony Terrace, Omaha, Sat-

be revived from other seasons.

Sun

(7-8).

Inkspots 'StIU Without Sweetheart'—'So Sorry* '(Deooa 3806)
First tune ought to be a seller for 'Spots. It's a likeable melody neatly
by the quartet's tenor with a rhythmic instead of usual taw
midway. Reverse earns good reaction, too. Tenor works again.

Interpreted
fill-in

Tony Pastor 'Green Eyes'—'Blues* (Bluebird 11168)
Pastor's solid-beat version of '^es' won't hurt Jimmy Dorsey's cutting,
but it will the others. Side captures all of the melody's punch with a well
written arrangement and good Dorsey Anderson vocal. Leader's early sax
solo hits spot. 'Blues
Naughty Sweetie GiVes to Me' brings up neat
Eugenie Baird vocaL
•
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hside Stuff-Orchestras
figuring on cooking up a remote band sustalner to
buck the script show that CBS airs each Saturday afternoon ^rom Frank
asked for and got from
Dailey's Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.
Consolidated Radio Artists a sample script written around the Blue Barron
wires, at th« Edison hotel. New York.
band, now quartered, with
Net has figured on allotting a full hour of broadcast time to Barron on
It would not use radio actors in
either Saturday or Sunday afternoon.
various parts as does the CBS show. Sample script submitted to the net
called for guest shots and shprt stories based on experiences of the men

apparently

Buffalo,

Meadowbrook,' uses m.c. Jackson Wheeler
and Jone Allison in prominent parts.
Leopold 'Stoki The Hokey' Stokowski, symphony music's glamor boy,
considered the black sheep of the family by the London Branch of
Stokowskis. His brother, known as plain Percy Stokes, a London barrister,
and his wife are not particularly Impressed.
ThiiJ bit of little' known family gossip was revealed in an interview with
Stoki's daughter, Sonva Stokowski, who made her stage debut in Philadelphia last Friday (6) playing the ingenue role in 'George Washington
Slept Here' at the Bucks Coimty Playhouse in New Hope, Pa.
is

The

tricky titled 'quartet'—of

-

providing that the present could also
hold office in a local. This action
was taken after Petrillo asked tb
have the matter settled.
There were addresses of welcome
ty the State's Lieutenant-Governor
Dance Band Leader Victor Myers,
State Federation of Labor President
James ^. Taylor and Seattle Labor
Council President Claude O'Reilly.
Then Honorary President Joseph N.
Veber (who was vice president of
SeatUe Local 76 in 1B92) called on
A.FJI. members to be ready to make
safeguard, democracy
sacrifices, to
and freedom at present. Said he:
'Individual interests must take second place to. the general weUare because the war is not between nations but between ideologies, and we
must align ourselves on the side

Canada
named.

at

least

twice a year

RESOLUTION NO.

be

Inasmuch as funds collected by
19, asks that forgery and indemnity
Insurance bonds on all money be
placed' and paid for by the locals,
this to become one of the duties of
the financial secretary treasurer.

5

To prevent AFM members from
being held out of high schools because the latter are on the lATSE
unfair list, Edward C. Vollmer, of
Local 800, has introed a resolution
asking that the International designate that only the high school auditorium and not the whole building
lA battles
is on the Unfair List.
generally are over stagehands in
auditoriums, but have nothing to do
with gymnasiums and dance halls
where AFM members are usually
employed.

RESOLUTION NO.

.

other six months, Lr D. Noble, of
Local 282, asks that the ruling be
changed to require a Transfer Memattorney general in charge of antito be in a Local's jurisdiction
ber
trust action is a menace, and is inthe surtax for one year
tentionally and deliberately against and collect
assistant

U.

S.

before being able to join that Ixjcal.
the A.F.M. declared Petrillo in a
speech to the delegates. He reRESOLUTION No. T
ferred to the actions of Arnold durAvoidance of the difficulty caused
ing A.F.M.'s jurisdictional dispute
with the American Guild of Musical by Locals electing to office school
and college students who go home
artists.
in the summer is sought by Claude
He said that Arnold used 'unethical E.
Pickett and Sandy A. Dalziel, of
tactics,'
having told a group ot
Local 75, by limiting Local officers
broadcasters at one time that if they
to bona fide residents of the terrisigned an agreement with the A.F.M.
tory.
they would be indicted, and also
RESOLUTION No. 8
that jurisdictional disputes had nothing to do with hours, wages or worktraveling bands from
To' stop
ing conditions, but were merely con- making gratis appearances on Iqcal
tests over which labor leaders would radio stations not in the good graces
own the members.
of the AFM, Claude E. Pickett and
'When I'm what Arnold has called Sandy A. Dalziel, of~ Local 75, ask
me,' said Petrillo, 'throw me out in that touring units be forced to obthe alley, because that's where I'll tain permission of the Local secrebelong.'
tary before accepting such appearPetrillo also sUted that Arnold had ances. Penalty, $25 tor each offense.
had men investigating him in New
York and Chicago, and that if these
RESOLUTION No. 9
men had found nothing wrong in the
Claude E. Pickett, Sandy A. Dalmonths they were on the job that ziel and Alonzo Leach, of Local 75,
fiery

.

May Fold Dance Carnival

The 'spontaneous comedy' by the
ensembl^.
The here-I-am-glrls tenor.
The here-I-am-boys soprano.
'

ink.

Arnold should announce it.
.seek to pave the way to a better
After the roll call of delegates and world via music and have introthe okaying of credentials, commitduced a resolution for formation of
tees were appointed and the con'a great band, orchestra and chorus
.'
ventlon adjourned at 5 to reconvene
which shall soften human hearts.
at 9:30 Tuesday.
RESOLUTION No. 10
Following resolutions will come up
during the convention:
To prohibit competition to legitimate musicians from high school
KESOLUTION NO. 1
In order that new locals being bands, Louis J. Koutnik, of Local
formed can know when other locals 423, asks that the AFM prepare
.

RESOLUTION NO.

2

Operators of ballrooms such as
Roseland and Arcadia, In the
Square, New York, area,
that the business done by
Monte Proser's Dance Carnival at
Madison Square Garden has ndt
hurt their taKe to any great extent
They admit privately that the Gar.

claim

'

The audience-participation stunts.
The phoney ballroom dancers.
The balky mikes.
But
there was a nut of nearly $12,000 for cover charges tallied weekly.
The ASCAP vs. BMI gags.
the Garden didn't fisure to wean
pre-opening advertising and exploiThe ASCAP vs. BMI.
away mucti of the hotel trade, even
The gags.
tation, and over $2,000 for other ex- the younger element. There's a wide

This total of $38,000, added difterence In the cost of a night at a
sum of around $7,500 hotel spot and the 66c admission at
the Garden and those who can affor
amortization
the
of
ford the former probably wouldn't
$100,000 cost of revamping the Gar- go for the latter except for maybe
High School Band
den, indicates that the venture's loss one curious look.
Event the first week alone was over $15,000. Garden's take of past Monday and
This week, the second, the Garden Tuesday (0-10) nights was considerably hypoed by the buying of a spePhiladelphia, June 10.
over the three-day weekend was
block of 6,000 tickets by Victor
Two U. S. Senators, a governor running around $2,500 behind the cial
Records. Platter manufacturer disand the president of the American
first
Only
difference in the nut, tributed the ducats among recordFederation of Labor had to take a
dealers
in the metropolitan area,
hand ih a situation which for a time however, is the reduction of advereach dealer being allotted two.
threatened to disrupt the broadcast tising expenses to around $2,500 from
of
the launching of the U.S.S. the
pre-op^ning
and
first-week
South Dakota last Saturday (7) The
Washington High School band of splurge in display space.
Tourlnc Plans
Sloux Falls, S. D. had traveled here
to play at the christening ceremonies
Proser is scheduled to go before
at the New York Shipbuilding Cor- the Garden's board of directors toporation's yards in Camden, N. J., day (Wed.) or tomorrovv and ask
across the river from here.
for new terms. His claim is that the
NBC which was set to air the pro- Garden originally sent for him and
ceedings on a nationwide neljwork that it's up to the Garden to make
received
word from James C, readjustments that will give the venPetrillo, president of A.F.M. that ture a chance.
According to Proser
broadcast of the high school band and Milton Pickman, his g.m., the
was strictly verboten.
Dance Carnival has 20 weeks of sixOn Friday, Senators J-. Chandler day stands in arenas and audiGurney and Arthur J. Bolow of toriums tentatively booked, starting
Research labs of RCA Manufhv.'South Dakbta and Governor Harlan in the fall, but these would have to
turing Co. and the Preston^'Recording
Bushfleld of that State wired go by the wayside if the Garden venJ.
Corp. have developed new formulas
Petrillo in Seattle, where he is at- ture has to fold.
Dance Carnival's
tending the A.F.M. convention, urg- setup is such that it can be carted for the manufacture of recording
ing that he rescind his order. Petrillo around piecemeal and set up anyblanks for various purposes, which,
was' adamant, stating that if he where.
it is figured, will release a flock of
granted an exception to the school
Plus the reduction In rent- and
aluminum for government defence
band he would be placing the union
maintenance costs, Proser is also
in an untenable position as he had to
needs.
RCA's contribution is a'
mulling the idea of cutting down to
refuse similar requests In the past.
paper-core platter which it claims
The South Dakota solons took two bands Instead of three following has all the qualities for reproduction
Ben Bemie's date commencing this
their case to William Green, boss of
found
in the aluminum base
coming weekend.' Barnet and Clin- to be
the A.F.L. Green telephoned Petrillo
discs.
ton stick for Bemie's run. Latter's
'and persuaded him to lift the ban.
Preston's idea is a Dlank using
Word of the exemption reached booking at $3,000 alone will cut the plate glass as a base. Claims perThomas Mallon, Philadelphia A.F.L. nut another $3,000 from the present
(ormance superior to accepted aluml>
director,
and Romeo Cella, vice total band pay.
Even the charity preview Band- num formula.
president of Lo'cal
AF'.M. late

PetriUo Yields

to

To

a

fixed

weekly

For Nayy

.

WORK ON

LABS

ALUMINUM

.

77,

Friday night and they notified the
band everything was okay. NBC had
previously obtained clearance from
ASCAP for 'Anchors Aweigh' which
was played as the huge battleship

"VAfUETY"

says

'Here are the top fnnes grabbing

moBt nickles

down

radio on the question of airing
school bands on patriotic occasions.
prexy, had
Dr. Leon Levy,
given orders to his staff which was
cutting transcriptions .of the christening, to cut in the playing of the
school band and broadcast it later
tliat afternoon.
'I defy the Musicians Union to call
a strike at the studio on this question,' Dr. Levy said at the time.
sure that the public would
have been on our side in this ques-

WCAU

.coast to coast as

,f36l*

,cC^

Tm

'lockout' list

and subject

to boycott.
assistance in such

lATSE

11

E. E. Fettlngell, of Local 99, wants
Because gasoline and auto mainteto force the employment of AFM
Canada is about double that members to produce any music in
S., D. Swailes, of Local 190.
theatres outside of that on sound
has Introduced a resolution asking
He
track synchronized with film.
that transportation charges via prioutlaw playing of records
vate auto in Canada be fixed at twice wants to
or non-synched sound trac)(s before
the amount In the U. S.
and after shows and in iiftermisBESOLUTION NO. S
sions. Any house which doesn't emD. SwaHes, of Local 190, asks that ploy AFM members to provide such
a traveling rep to cover Western music Pettingell wants placed on the

U

RESOLUTION NO.

Would compel

13
film producers

own-

ing theatres to employ musicians in
those theatres. Introduced by Bert
Lapetina, H...Rizzo and R.' Caldwell,
Should the producers
of Local 43.
fail to cooperate, they want it resolved, the
'use Its Influence
through the office of the Federal
Attorney General to break the
stranglehold they have on the ex-

AFM

'

hibitors.'

M reported by major coin machine
^ distributors."
[

vol

tion.'

Also wants
an event.

in

juke boxes from

the ways.
Averts Showdown
PetrlUo's
about-face averted a
showdown between the union and
slipped

—

RESOLUTION. NO.

likewise a charity.
the

Times

den's lure cut heavily into their norFirst week the Dance Carnival mal play the first few nights it was
grossed around $30,000, out of which operating, but say that since then
the
shifted allegiance has returned.
the Garden got a total of $11,500; the
Garden's pull apparently has not
bands
(Benny Goodman, $6,000;
disturbed the. business done in the
Charlie Barnet, $3,250; Larry Clin- various N. Y. hotel rooms. All of
ton, $3,250), drew a toUl of $12,500; them are holding up in number of

RESOLUTION NO.
nearby were chartered they are not model legislation to be sponsored by
Standard initiation fees should be
allowed to intrude on the jurisdic- locals -in their respective states in
classification of each
tion of a local previously chartered order to curb the amateur players set following
local according to population; E. G.
public
commercial
performing
in
'-Everett Henne of Local 224, asks
Pease, of Local 609, states in a resothat the date of charter of each unit engagentents.
lution he introduced,
be listed in the AFMJist of locaU.
nance, in
in the U.

wagon Ball for Mrs. Howard Dietz's
combined war charities cost Proser
$1,500 out of pocket, and a 'Home
Legion' tieup this past Sunday (8)
meant a 10% cut to the auspices,

SUBS

6

Because employes and some AFM
Con- members don't understand why
demning subversive activities and Transfer members, after remaining
in
a Local for six months and then
hinting at possible future action he
said, 'We have subversive elements joining that local are required to
in the A.F.M., and I can prove it collect the 10% surcharge for an-

and democracy?'

when necessary.'
Thurman Arnold,

Terms, He

penses.

4

locals for various purposes are Increasing, Frank E. Leeder, of Local

RESOLUTION NO.

3, 4,

members.

S or 6

Calls Arnold a 'Menace';

Seattle, June 10.
The opening session of the 46th
Annual Convention of the American
Federation of Musicians put its okay
on the holding by President James
C. Petrillo of office In the Oiicago
local as well as the nationn body
through the passage of a motion

Gives Monte Proser Readjusted

10.

opening theme-song.
Unless Monte Proser gets a sharp
The somnambulistic ivory-pusher
at the keyboard.
readjustment of terms from Madison
The gum-ch6wing hide-beater.
Square Garden, N. Y., bringing his
The 'personality' drummer with
overhead down- proprotlonately, he
his own initialed dmms.
The opening day house-counting may have to fold his Dance Carnival.
batoneer.
At $1,000 per day for maintenance,
The maestro with the 'tell your plus 15% of the over-all gross, the
friends to come on down' curtain
Garden Is nicking the monster dance
speech.
The wacky contortionist chan- venture for £iearly 50% of the take
teuse.
weekly, which precludes any possiThe society (cafe) chanteuse, with bility
of the venture showing black
the droopy kerchief.

In Barron's band.
CBS' show, titled 'Matinee at

Action Sought on Theatre Employment

June

The too, too, insouciant maestro,
with the deah Noel manner.
The too obviously 'regular guy'
maestro.
The mike-hugging maestro.
The i>erfunctory claque for the

NBC

of Britain

Sidney Burton

is

NBC

Petrillo

Unless Madison Square Garden

Bandshows
By

NBC

S3

[thl

'

.. .
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15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

Mutiud Network Phigs

Heifetz
sContlnned from page 1:
his

(WeeJc ending June

7.

1941)

ago,

Campbell

•

The joXXowing tabulation of nettoorfc popular music per/ormances is co
the AFM.
when Arthur Judson was ar- /Ined to 'WOR, Nere York release /or Afutual Broadcasting Systei
and Bowl The comipxXatwn heretoith covers the week bepinntriff June 2 (Jtfondai
the Stadium

ranging

Schumann

Heifetz refused to obey the
dates.
Petrillo, order, and It was waived

•BMI
Southern

My Sister and I
Maria Elena.
I'U Be with You in Apple Blossom Time
South of North Carolina
Number 10 Lullaby I-ane
Band Played On

I'or

Broadway

any circumstances.

D-

-Marks

•

Paramount
Melody Lane

Do I Worry?
You and I
You Are My Sunshine

•'•"Fll""
Southern
Berlm

San Antonio Rose

own listening
TITLE

'FUvMisical.

'

jwata,

its

AFM

Warren
-P

ond endin0 June 8 (5unda|/), /rom 8 a.m. to 2 a.m., and is based on dot
recapitulations /umished by Accurate Reporting Service, tchich maintat

those two bookings.

Violinist has said repeatedly that
under
lie would nev.er join the

Porgle
•

Amtipola
•Dolores ('Las Vegas Nights')

instrumenSeveral weeks

all solo

;alists Join

Schuberth

Intermezzo'

Things I Love
Hut Sut Song

dictum that

PUBLISHEB TOTA

—

Santly
You're Dangerous *Road to Zanzibar
Meanwhile the suit of Heifetz, the
American Guild of Musical Artists I Found a Million Dollar Baby— Million Dollar BabyRemick
Feist
md some of its members against Pe- I Understand
Irillo
and the AFM was argued Tale of Two Cities
..........Harm
;
Thursday (5) in the Court of ApShapiro
Memory of a Rose
Briefs had prepeals at Albany.
Paramount
viously been submitted by oppos- Dolores— *Las Vegas Nights
Schuberth
ing attorneys. Decision is expected Intermezzo
;n about three weeks. Other AGMA Love Me a Little Little ..;
Mayfalr

members party to the suit Include
the Valley
Lawrence Tibbett, AGMA president, Chapel in
3nd Deems Taylor, Emanuel Feuer- Harbor of Dreams
mann, Kirsten Flagstad, Gladys Hut Sut Song
Swarthout, Richard Crooks, Richard Sing a Love Song
Bonelli,
Frank Chapman, Zlatko
Beau Night In Hotchkiss Comers
Balokovic and Armand ^okatyan.
Iiu Ray Hotton band has been who in turn gives way to Les Brown
Corn Silk
Action is for an injunction to resigned to Okeh label for a straight June 20. Brown stays through the
summer.
strain Petrillo from barring from Maria Elena
year.

On

Larry

Nelll,

vocalist

outnt.

Floyd

Jarrett

ex-Art

SnlllTan,

drummer, replaced Jules Mendelson
with Johnny Long.

radio, films, records and the concert
platform artists who refuse to join

th:

......

Miller

Schumann
Musicana
Berlin

....v.

BVC

"•

Southern

South of North Carolina
Begin the Beguine
and resign from AGMA.
with You in Apple Blossom Time
Samuel Seabury argued the case for I'll Be
Goodbye.
Petrillo and Louis B. Boudine and Kiss the Boys Goodbye— Kiss the Boys
Del Coortney, currently at Stevens Henry JafTe for AGMA.
Oh! Look at Me Now!..
hotel, Chicago, lintil July 4, has beeif
You Stepped Out of a Dream— Ziegfeld Girl
booked to return therfe in October.
Bay Hcrbeek succeeded Marviii
•Filmusicol «,xcerpt.
Dale at Idora Park, Youngstown, O.
Milt Baskin replaced Bob Kitsis
on piano with Gene Krupa. Latter
was replaced at Pennsylvania hotel.

Harry Harden band cut 'Aurora'
from Shep Fields, is
with Joe Reichman's two ways for Decca, making an English and Spanish version.

;

;

Witmark

the Upbeat

;

ne*^

;

:

-

Porgie

.*.

•

Harms

AFM

firoadway

.Famous
Embassy

..

..Feist

.

Eddy Dnchln
Miami June 15

band

hops .from

for its date at the

Copacabana- Casino, Rio de Janeiro.

New

York, Monday
Byrne.

(9)

by Bobby

Clyde Knight switched from West
Mike Bellly junked plans for fullView to Kennywood Park, Pitts- size band to open at Sea Girt Inn,
replacing
(9),
burg, on Monday
Sea Girt, N. J., for month last week.
Jimmy Jo/, with Jimmy Gamble Though his contract calls for big
succeeding Knight at former spot.
outfit he's using the eight pieces, and
singer he. has been working with for
Nelson Maplci band opens June 28 months.
at new Pittsburgh spot, the Colonial,
going there from Half Moon Club in
Rnby Newman opens at the Casino,
Stuebenville, O.
Magnolia, Mass., on June 14 for the

summer.
Stan Backer foursome back Into
Hotel Henry'? SUver Grill, Pittsburgh, Billy Merle outfit moving out
for

summer run

at

outdoor garden.

Johnny Kaalhne
Hawailans

into

Tommy Keynolda Is now using six
brass since he added Albert Jenkins
Webster Hall's on trombone. He made two replacements: Bill Tlaflcy on lead trumpet
for Julio Tancredi, and Harry Deand his Royal Vito on trombone for Jack JKeller.

Hotel

Newt Perry has made three
changes in his. band: Bob Shea is In
at piano and as arranger in place
Gny Eombardo band booked into of Andy Waters, who joined Jerry
Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, week Wald; Vido Morgan on third sax
beginning Friday (13) for its annual for Fran Niles, to Worthy Hills; Ray
Morgan on bass for Tom Scully.
visit.
Perry has added a quartet to the
LIUIe Joe Hart orch into Merry- band, called the Newtones, consistGo-Round, Pittsburgh, for' limited ing of Sheri Lang, Dave Rynne,
Johnny Bond and Newt.
stay on heels of Bubbles Becker.

Don Barl

•

1

iRtemezza

I

Schuberth

IjBenny Goodman| Columbia^*'

indefi-

band.

Betty Jean, formerly vocalist with
'Red' Dickens' orchestra at Toledo,

Jimmy Horvatb,
Goodman's

Benny

sax from
joined
band,

alto

Woody Herman, replacing Ed
who went to Bob Chester.

White, who has been playing
Willard Grill, Toledo, to
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.

with the

E<1

the

2 My

.

I

Nighty Right

(

.

Sammy Kaye.

.

.

.

.

•

....

3 Daddy

4

Jimmy Dbrsey I Decca.
Benny Goodman | Columbia

(

ad

Sister

.

.

|

Victor.

RepubUc

.

.

.{^Jerj?rg^ns:::|S.':'.">««--

.

has joined Elmer Schalitz' combo at
the Oasis, Toledo.

at

(Records below are crabbing most nickels this week in Jukeboxes throughout the
counfrv, as reported by the major coin-machine distributors from coost to co<ist,
to Variety. Names of more than one band or vocalist a/f«r the title indicates, in
order of popularity, whose recordings are being played. Figures and names in
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings and
respective publishers.)

Roosevelt's

Lounge Cafe, Pittsburgh, for
nite stay, replacing

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

Scalzi

5 Anapola

Jimmy

.

Dorsey....! Decca.

.

.

(13)

Marks

(10)

Paramount

Bill Elchler left his alto sax post
staff band for Ever-

KDKA

Hoagland taking chair of Doug
Runyan, who returned to Los AnGene Perclval's 10-piece orchestra geles due to illness of his mother.
will be the house band at Luna
Tony Gerae* orch current In AlPier, Mich., between Monroe, Mich.,
and Toledo, O., during the summer hambra outside Buffalo, , following
ett

6

Dolores

•

j Ring Crosby
(-Tommy Dorsey

.

I

Decca.

|

Victor.

.

Paul Tremaine.

season.

Dick Bogers orchestra opened for
a week's stay at the Centennial Ter-

when

race, Sylvania, O.,

opened.

the season

room
Falls,

of

N.

7

Apple

BIOSSOH

Tin

A.idrews sisters | Decca...

.

into Hotel Willard,

Toledo.

Jerry Wald at Yankee Lake, near'
Brookfleld, O.

Muggsy Spanler opened the season at the Mansion, near Youngstown, O.
.

MIhe Shelby's Playmates, ex-Mal
Hallettites, opened at Mt.
Grill, Mt. Pocono, Pa., with

Pocono.
new vo-

Mary Murphy.

Henry Kresge'a orch, with Vincent
Burke, new attraction at Club Fernwood, Bushkill, Pa.

Cataract House, Niagara
hot months.

Y., for

Jack Berney combo, new Buffalo
unit, opening Foil's lake shore dancery near Buffalo.

8 lUnderstaid

tVBEN, Buffalo, house band, under
Bob Armstrong, goes next month into
Beaver Island State Park Casino,
Grand Island.' George Sedola, from

(King Sisters

9

Renewal

Litigation

Up

E. B. Marks Music Corp. filed Ailt
Wednesday (4) in the N. Y..iederal

court against Jerri^Vogel Music Co.,
and Cora L. Harris, widow of Charles
K. Harris, music publisher, charging

now

rights

Carl* Lorch band replaced Gray
Gordon at Log Cabin, A,rmonk, N. Y.,
Mo{>da]^ (9), stays four days. Is replaced Friday (13) by Mal HaUett,
.

.

.

.

|

.

. .

Bluebird.

"*

Feist

14)

Aurora

.

I

Columbia,-.
Paramount
Andrews Sisters| Decca.

1

Jinimy Dorsey.

I

Andrews Sisters | Decca

•

.

•

•

to-

Marks

also.

Defendants are accus^ of having
published the song Illegally since
1936.
An Injunction, accounting of
profits, and damages are asked.

.

I

.

.

.

I

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These recordings are directly beloto (he

*Who's Kissing Her Now'

Clark's orchestra at
dens, Detroit.

•

.

Harry James.

I

Music Makers

Harold Austin band, added at second trombone.

DonneUy, 'Miss America infringement of copyright. Song involved is 'I Wonder Who's Kissing
is singing with Lowry
Westwood Gar- Her Now,' with plaintiff claiming renewal rights.
Song was written in February,
.William Shine, formerly of Tommy 1909, by Joseph E. Howard, Will
Dorsey's orchestra, assigned to the Hough and Frank Adams, with
105th Infantry Band at Fort Mc- Charles Harris publishing. -In June,
CleUan,' Ala.
.Joseph Rubel, com- 1933, Howard, author of the music,'
poser and pianist of New York City, assigned the song to the plaintiff,
Is another.
and in 1936 assigned the renewal
1939,'

Jimmy Dorsey..j' Decca.

I

demand on

first

G'byo Now.

(

1

.

„

.

^

.

...

Bobbins

.

10 in popularity, but

MarU

Horace Heidt

growing

iry

Columbia

Vaughn Monroe... Bluebird

(Horace Heidt.

Hut-Snt Sonr
'

{King

'Green Eyes

..

Sisters

Jimmy Dorsey

Elena

li'"""^
/Tony

Dorsey

Pastor

Sorrento

Let's Get

Woody Herman

J

[Al Donahue

Happens
UnlU Tomorrow

Everythlnir

Away from

to

It

Me.
AH.

...

..

Tommy Dorsey
Sammy Kaye
Herman
\
Tommy Dorsey
(

Do

.

Decca.

the coin fnachines.)

Patricia

of

Broadway

(S)

Into River Boat

"

Bud Hanaway

calist,

Jimmy Hart band

I

Worry?

Tours

I

(Tommy
{

Dorsey
.Jimmy Dorsey

IVauRhn

Kwo

.Columbia c^u„
„„
Bluebird
Decca .Southern
Decca southern
•

.

Bluebird"^""*"*™

Decca .Southern
.Okeh .PD
.

.

Victor
.Victor

.

.

.Enibassy

.RepubUc

Decca"
Embassy
•*'"°assy
Victor
'

Victor"

BMI

Decca
.Bluebird"'""''*

SI

m

'
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CANCEL-mS IRKS PUBS

S'

Footnote to a

Summons

ASCAP Piqu^

ASGAP PACT NO

Songwriter, wboM bit tune baa been under a litigatory charge of
Infringement for over a year but received service of a summons and
complaint only recently, was flabbergasted when the deputy marshall
delivering the jtapers told her that in his opinion there were no valid
grounds for the suit.
The. marshal said that it was his duty to serve her but that he had
taken the time to examine the evidence in the case since there were
copies of both the plalntifi's and the defendant's attached to the legal
papers. The marshal explained that he was something of a musician
and amateur songwriter himself and that he had. taken the two manuscripts home and played them on his piano and his conclusion was
that they were nothing alike and the basis of the suit was the silliest
thing he had encountered in a long time.

New NBC Move;

at

Tells Society It

M

of Central Control in

Operation of Mutual NetConsummation
of
licensing
a
work Meana Plugs Have a agreement
between NBC and the
Habit of Being Wiped Off American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers has been put
Schedule at Last Minute
by the network until ASCAP has
worked out a proposition with the
affiliated stations.
A meeting on

off

Fees

Must

Service to Affifiafes Nrect

Its
Lack

TIME FOR REALISM

in for $13^51 in

Web

PLUG BONANZA

that

Canadian Share to ASCAP $107,612;

BMI Cut

S5

With three weeks gone by since
Mutual signatured its contract with
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers the majority
of professional managers have come

subject

Is

slated

for

today

(Wednesday) in Washington between the executive committee of
the Independent Radio Network Affiliates and John G. Paine, ASCAP
general manager. The turn in events

the

affiliates

last

week when ha

on Samuel Rosenbaum,

called

WFIL

operator and chairman of the IRNA
executive committee in the latter's
Philadelphia home. After the two
had' gone over some figures that
Paine had brought with him Rosenbaum suggested' the Washington
meeting.

Gene Back Optlmlstio
Fort Worth, June

10.

Negotiations between NBC and
among
ASCAP publishers and writers. They CBS officials and ASCAP will i>e
had been infoimed from within successfully completed soon. Gene
their own organization that a deal Buck, ASCAP president, predicted
Canadian Performing Rights So- KRIGER SUES MACFADDEN to the conclusion that the alliance
has proved of limited value for the with NBC was on the verge of being here Saturday (7) while watching
ciety wiU receive in 1041 the same
closed and to them it now looks as the finish of the National Open Golf
amount of royalties from Canadian Says Msr Used Copyrighted Lyrics purpose of making new songs. The
He
technical one. It though NBC has merely tossed the Tournament at Colonial Club.

WUhont

-radio that it did in 1940, according to
information received by ASCAP last
week. The sum allocated the CPRS

FermlssloD

B. A. Kriger, composer, filed suit
while Broadcast Music, Wednesday (4) in the N.Y. federal
Inc., was put dowii for |13,451.
court against Macfadden PublicaThe CPRS is jointly operated by tions, Inc., charging the unauthorized
ASCAP and the British Ferfoiming use of a song called 'It's a Small
Rights Society and the royalties col- World,' in a magazine. Radio and
is

$107,612,

lected

Dominion

In the

is

split

Television Mirror.

by

Publication

BMl's bid the defendant took place In April
equally between them.
from Canadian radio for this year 1940.
had been half of what ASCAP was
Plaintiff's song was written In 1935
'collecting but the Canadian Copy- by Roscoe HUlman, Bob Crosby, and
rights Appeal Board ruled that BMI's himself. It was assigned to Famous
petition for a greater share of roy- Music for publication.
An injuncalties would have to be put oft imtll tion, accounting of profits, and dan^next year.
ages are asked against Macfadden
-

Publications,

which publishes

the

CanadUui Da«lslMi
mag.
Montreal, June 10.
Canadian PeMorming Rights Society has lost Its appeal to the.
Canadian copyright appeal board,
asking for payment, by broadcasters

Mutualites Await

fight In

the U.

S.,

CPRS

music,
could not be

since

oftshoot of ASCAP,
broadcast on exchange programs to
the United States.
The decision gives CPRS eight
cents and BMI one cent. The extra
six cents asked by CPRS would have
cost the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation alone an extra $60,000 a

year.

ASCAP Contracts;

WISCONSIN EPISODE

Mutual

affiliates

apparent

are kidding about

dilatory

organizational

of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
in connection with the preparation
of printed contract forms covering

tempo

local

station

usages.

The contract
-

between the Mutual Network and
ASCAP became effective May 19 but
the individual MBS stations have
yet to see anything that looks like a
printed agreement.

Milwaukee, June 10.
Meanwhile the MBS stations have
Wiley Young, president of the Wisbeen informed by the network that
consin Tavern Keepers' association,
was described at a court commis- ASCAP has reduced the sustaining
rate for local outlets, retroactive to
sioner's hearing here as 'head of an
May 19. Under the old arrangement
organization that was out to bust up'
the American Society of Composers, stations doing between $50,000 and
Authors and Publishers. Accusation $150,000 a year were required to pay
was made by Robert A. Hess, Wis- on the basis of a monthly sum equal
"consln ASCAP coonsel, who was un- to their highest hourly card rate or
not more than one eqd a 'half times
der examination
an

Incidental to
acbrought against Young for their 1940 sustaining fee. The new
plan for these stations calls for a
copyright infringement.
Fred R Wright, the tavern man's monthly sum equal to their highest
legal rep, sought unsuccessfully to half-hour rate or no more than the
have Hess reveal the details of 1940 rate. Stations doing $50,000 a
•ASCAP's financial operations in Wis- a year or less will pay a sustaining
consin and Court Commissioner Mor- fee of $1 a month, while stations
grossing more tlian $150,000 will pay
ris Stern certified the questions to
a monthly sum equal to their }iighest
Judge F. Ryan Duffy in Federal
court, who will now determine just hourly rate but not more than one
and a half times their 1940 sustain• how much Hess can be required to
ing fee,
tell about the society's money matASCAP in Its recent discussions
ters.
with NBC agreed to the revision for
the $50,000-$150,000 stations and because Mutual was the first to sign up
Associated Sues
the Society immediately passed on
cut to that network's
The Associated Music Publishers, the proposed
stations.
Inc., filed suit Wednesday
(4) in the
N. Y. federal court against Debs
Memorial Radio Fund, -Jnc, and
BAIJKETJPT
Henry Greenfield, general manager,
Max Helfman, musician, filed a
claiming unauthorized' broadcasting
of plaintiffs song.
Defendant oper- voluntary petition of bankruptcy in
tion

WEVD

MAY HELFMAN

ates

WEVD,

N. Y.
Involved song is 'Petite Suite EsPagnole,' written In 1932 by a Spanlard, E. F. Arbos, and assigned to
plaintiff in 1934.

.

An

injunction, ac-

counting of profits, and damages are
asked. Date of the alleged unauthor«ed broadcast Is not given.

The network has taken the
It is up to ASCAP to

tion that

'sell'

N. Y. Federal court

Monday

(9), list-

$1,280

in

assets

and

$2,315

in

FOR FILM BOXES

come

A

SIX

Warner

Bros, publishing group
has adopted a policy .of confining all
licenses Issued for tunes used 1^
film jukeboxes to a year.
Starting
date for such term is the date that
the clips are made available to the

coin machines.

Warners looks on the jukebox subsomething that's still in the
experimental stage a'nd It prefers
circumscribe the licensing until
it
Is determined
whether the fge
now obtainable Is either too low or

ject as

to

too high.

MORE AMAPOLAS

F()/{

w

A \y

or

i

S1'\R

•

talk.

Another

plaint

of

the

affiliated professional

men

.

ASCAPis

that

on

Mutual there's a limited amount of
dance music to be heard until after
11:15 p.m. because the schedule Is
taken up by either script or news
programs or with music whose numbers are anything but of current release.

As

1?

0

UKARTS

for staff sustaining singers

on the network they either confine
themselves to standard tunes or to
Added grief for the
men comes from such
swing aggregations as Benny Goodman, Larry Clinton and Charlie
Barnet, who while filling lots of time
over Mutual from Monte Proser's
Madison Square Garden dancery,
either play their own compositions or
ASCAP tunes of back vintage.
the <:lassics.
professional

The professional men say that they
realize

that

in

airing

their

dis-

appointment they are offering food

among the anti-ASCAP
bitterenders
in
the broadcasters'
Only so-called theatrical camp but the pluggers figure that it
liabilities.
is
about
time
that the industry cease
music
creditors are a number of
it
brave-front
pose
and start facing
maga:!ines .for advertising.
During 1930 Helfman earned $2,000 facts realistically and calling them
just as they are.
and in 1940 he earned: $2,996.
ing

ONE-YEAR UCENSES

in its history In the role of going
after business instead of having it

to its door. In some ASCAP
quarters the belief still prevails that
it is the Intent of the NBC-CBS and
the affiliates to keep the negotiations dragging through June, July,
publishing firm may have had a August and possibly through Sepscore of plugs set with bands broadtember so that they can save themcasting over MBS but when the
selves quite a sum of money during
week's count is taken It is lucky
tlie quieter period of commercial
if it has garnered five of them.
broadcasting. Meantime network adMutual's schedules, the profession- vertisers have abandoned the idea of
al managers complain, are subject to using musical programs for summer
too many last minute changes.
replacements and instead are turning
band may have been scheduled for a to either dramatic or novelty shows.
half-hour, but for one reason or anPaine made his first contact with
other it gets but 10 minutes over the
network. Being cooperative in structure, the network is inclined at the
last minute to cede time for a pickup from a distant point because the
affiliate there also has wires to sell
and wants his station and town to get
some cross-country mention. This
sudden pickup means }1k elimination
of a plug slated with some band
coming out of the New York or Cliicago territories where publishers are
able to get to their plug sources
with new material and their sales

tieup< with Mutual has
been disappointing, say these professional men, is that things rarely
work out according to schedule.

said that a settlement satisfactory to
both sides is near.
While here Buck took a rap at too
much sophistication on the Ainerican
theatre program. He said that imder
the guise of realism some of the
showmen are putting stuff on the
stage that, in many instances, has
dropped the bars of common decency.
'Old-fashioned?' continued Buck,
'You bet I'm old-fashioned. I expect
to keep on being that way. Smoke*
house humor and borderline situations have no place on the stage, nor
in published form either. When peopie register a little more old-fashioned indignation about It the country will be a lot better off. It's not
necessary to use double meaning
Jokes.
The theatre would be a lot
better off without them.*

posi-

music to the affiliates, all of
which puts ASCA,P for the first time
its

A

^

Wiley Tonng and ASCAP Lawyer
Hess Continue Their Bout

that many okays have been
tained from,leaders the professional
his chore for
that particular week has been completed and he proceeds to make plans
for two or more weeks hence.

Where the

Down

chagrin

'

Schednles Change

Sustainers

much

plaint Is largely a
has nothing to do, say the profes- ball to the affiliates.
sional men, with the lack of cooperaAccording to an NBC official- there
tion on the part of Mutual's execu- are but a few odds and ends for the
tives but rather with the nature of network to clear up with ASCAP
the Mutual's methods of band sched- preliminary to calling the terms of
uling.
a contract for network airing of
The average professional manager ASCAP music acceptable, but that
himself operates by end closely to a the actual closing of such an agreenetwork's schedule. After studying ment would have to be predicated on
a network's advance scheduling of what the affiliates wanted to do
programs he, or his men, contact the about an ASCAP contract covering
bands listed and try to get the lat- local broadcasting. NBC, stated this
ter to spot his No. 1 or No. 2 plug official, had never been authorized
song.
The professional manager by its affiliates to do any negotiseeks to get such tunes spotted a ating for them and that It was tip to
week or two in advance, and once ASCAP to do its own negotiating.
he gets an okay from the leader the In any event, he added, NBC doesn't
plngger considers this plug as al- intend to be caught In the middle of
most a thing performed. He has any situation between ASCAP and
paced himself for* so many plugs the affiliated stations.
during the coming week and when
New Bole for ASCAP
ob-

manager -dgures that

of 14c per. licensed receiving set In

Canada for use of CPRS music.
Broadcasters Mutual Incorporated
asked a one-cent rata as many
Canadian stations turned to BMI
music in connection with the ASCAP

caused

has

for gloating

EDWARD

B.

MARKS

MUSIC CORPORATION
RADIO CITY
RCA BLDG.
FRANK HENNIQS, Q«n. Prof.

NEW YORK
Manager

.

.
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NBCCBSPhigs

ENGLISH PUBLISHING BIZ FALTERS ALONG

HAMPERED BY GERMANS AND GRAFTERS
—

Week Meantime ComUnknowns Among Air Orchestras Mulct
Publishers for Fees ^Jive Booms

Hits

Down

to 6,000 Copies a

parative

My
Stoll started final record-

Georre

ing for th«

Marx Brothers

picture,
at Metro.

The Bargain Basement,'
at

jU

May

lowest

25.

Top BBC

ebb.

Music biz
were
Hits, which even since the war,
per
lelling from 20,000 to 25,000
Is

London,

'I

May

25.

Dmitri Tlomkin

(FDH).
Didn't

'It's

Know What Time

It

Foolish

But

It's

Fun'

(Feldman).
'Johnny Pedler' (FDH).
'Does She Love Me7' (Cinephonic).

this de-

'Down

19's
cay. One is the drafting of the
(2)
to 30's into various forces, and
the dance music
Is the big decline in
public, who were regular listeners to
the big bands on the 10 o'clock
broadcasts, due to the majority of

Street'

(Cine-

'Room

504'

for 'Bad
ners.

Men

31
31

Melody Laiie';
Marks
Embassy

29
27
27
23
22
22
22

Defer Nominatmg

For New Members

ASCAP Board

Board of directors of tha Amerl
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers voted at a meeting

(9) to defer for a week or
so the naming of nominating committees in connection with the election of new board members. It was
found that neither the publishers
nor the writers on the board had
met as a group to decide on candidates for their respective committee
or to inquire of such candidates
whether they would accept. Both
amount.
tactions want to avoid naming any
Band Leaders In Clover
one that is inclined td run for a place
Band leaders, outside the draft, on the board.
are In clover; even comparative
It will take about 19 days for the
unknowns are strutting on air.
ballots to be sent out after the nomiPublishers are eagerly awaiting nating qommitlees have been named,
that the actual election of the five
one
trust
so
can
they
the time when
cnother and dictate to the stick writer and six publisher boardmen
•wlelders that If they want songs won't take place until July.

Monday

There'll

Incidentally, there

crease in the
ord, with

Tommy

is

demand

a definite Infor 'jive' rec-

Glenn Miller, Artie Shaw,
and Jimmy Dorsey aiid

Woody Herman

predominating.

Of the singers, Bing, Crosby Is
till king, with the Ink Spots vault
Ing in favor.

Song

Snit ?s. Victor

The Sacred
Inc.,

filed

&

Spiritual Music Qo.,
(6) in N. Y.

suit Friday

RCA Mfg. Co.,
Y., Inc., charging
the recording company and its N. Y.
distributing. outlet with having made
records of a song without permisfederal court against

Inc.,

and Bruno, N.

•icn,

The song, 'What Would You Give
In Exchange,' was written by F. J.
Berry and J. H. Carr and assigned to
the Trio Music Co. of Waco, Texas,
wlilch published it in a book entitled Triumphant -Hosannas,' which

was assigned

to the plaintiff.

junction, accounting and
ages are asked.

An

tripif!

in-

dam-
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Marks
Republic

....BMI
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19
18
18
17
16
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13

new Earl Car-

Inside Stuff-Music
Warner Bros,

cogitating on the position that it will take on the
renewal rights of the late Ernie Ball's works and in the meanwhile Harry
Herbert Stothart turned in the mu- Fox, as agent and trustee, Is holding in escrow synchronization fees that
'Bossoms in the Dust' he has collected on Ball's tunes. When the renewals became due the
composer's widow signatured a contract with Jack Mills assigning to him
at Metero.
the renewal rights of a number of the Ball, songs which had originally
Morris SioIoB turned in the mu- been published by -Witmark, a WB subsid.. Warner claims that Ball's
sical score for 'Sweetheart of the contract with Witmark entitled it to the renewal rights. Among the tunes
involved are 'Mother Machree,' 'Boy of Mine,' 'Garden of My Heart,* 'Till
Campus' at Columbia.
the Sands of the Desert Grow Cold,' 'To the End of the World' and To
David Snell finished his musical Have.and to Hold.'
chores on 'The Big Store' at Metro.
Sidelight on the trend of the music busmess outside the ASCAP camp
Charlie Isaacson, of Berlin Music, Is the drop taken by Broadcast Music, Inc., as a producer of hit tunes in
legally changed his name to Charles recent weelcs. In the tabulations pertaining to the week ending May 31,
Saxon.
BMI had but one number, 'My Sister and I.' among the first 10 plug tunes
on. NBC-CBS and the first 10 best sellers.
Only other BMI song on the
Hilton Samuels Installed as CHil- best seller list is 'Walkln' By the River' and that' a bare 15th. In the same
«ago representative of Broadway NBC-CBS compilation BMI is lath with the latter tune and 14th with
Music. ..
t
'Wise Old Owl.' BMI recently announced that it was so loaded up with
manuscripts that it wasn't accepting any more new ones.
Johnny Barke and Jimmy 'Van
Heusen did the songs for David ButMorris 'Rusty' Davis is scripter and producer of 'Musical Cavalcade'
ler's next Kay Kyser picture- qt RKO. which will be broadcast over Canadian Broadcasting Corp. network across
the Dominion June 24. Using melodies of 'Ziegfeld Fbllles,' it is Intended
Everett Carter and Milton Rosen to be a true representation of a music picture of Ziegfeld shows at turn
wrote four songs for 'The Masked of the century.
Harry Linlc, prof, manager of Leo Feist, Inc., has
Caballero' at Universal.
gathered source material and songs of early Follies shows. Allan Mclver
is writing the musical phantasy band effects based on these melodies.
'Victor ^onng doing the musical Louis Bloom is co-operating with Davis who will be in charge of the
scora for 'Mr. Bug Goes to Town' at whole production.
is still

'

-

Paramount
As consideration for letting Henry M. Spitzer out of his contract, in
order to join Buddy Morris' music firms, the latter is permitting Spitzer
to continue as an aide and in supervisory capacity for Abner Silver's'LinWhen Silver divested himself of his Mayfair Music
coln Music Corp.
David Snell assigned to the musical catalog to Morris, it gave the latter the idea of also taking over Spitzer
score on 'Young Americans' at Metro. as business head. Willie Horowitz, erstwhile partner with Silver in Lincoln Music, also sold out his interest to Morris at the same time, but con*
tlnues imder a one-year employment contract.

Bronlslan Kaper scoring the current 'Dr. Kildare' picture at Metro.

Sheet music click of 'The Things I Love,' published by a couple of newcomers, Nicky Campbell and Solly Loft, represents another instance In
which a prominent orchestra conductor has converted a public domain
melody into a commercial popular tune. The composer of the melody of

By Nebraska s Attorney Genl

thing about the music situais that the records trade Is very
although on closer scrutiny it
not surprising, as there is no kickbacl^ that hurts every time a record
Is being played.

Southern

Be Some Changes Made

21

Mercer

mot, Hutch.)

Odd

.

..BMI

Wise Old Owl

End of ASCAP Nationany Seen

Is

.

sical score for

,

virile,

....

..Embassy ....
Marks
Southern
London
Roe-Krippene

Daddy

Arthur
and
Schwartz doing the music for "Two
Steps to Heaven,' at Warners.

Adolph Dentseta deffing the score
looks a long way off.
for 'Manpower' at Warners.
Bands are not the only culprits
causing calamitous conditions In the
are'
music trade. Name radio singles
rtlll very much participating in the
raclcet, demanding anything from $20
to $50 per numtier. (There are many
exceptions, of course, including such
names as Bea LllUe, Evelyn Laye,
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon, Vera
Lynn, Turner I<ayton, Bertha Will-

tion

....!!!!
.!!!!!!!

Republic

Bobby O'Brien and Ray Gilbert doing the jnusic for the
roll nitery show.

have to play them without
reward.
But this Utopia

Music biz is in for a stormy paS'
sage, especially those solely depend'
ent on 'pop' numbers for their bread
butter.

,.[11]"

Warren

With
Green Eyes

SehoU and M. K. Jerome
songwriting job for 'MinDays' at Warners.

BMI
BMI

.".

to .lave
a Twist of the Wrist

Jack
strel

Johnny

and

._.

Number 10 Lullaby Lane
Until Tomorrow

War- Lament

wound up

'The First Lullaby' (Maurice).

Of

bmi

Now

Paramount. G'bye

of Missouri' at

54
42
42
38
35
33
33

Marks"!!
Marks

Porgie

Oh! Look at Ma Now
Yours
Georgia on -My Mind
Howard Jackson completed music Time and Time Again

'Rockabye Bay' .(Irwin Dash).
"Thanks, Mr. Roosevelt' (Feld-

the old menace of grafting la still
very rampant. Name bands, with
very few exceptions, are forever demanding anything from $8 to $20
per number they air, which' is a dead
loss to publishers, inasmuch as the
from the British
received
fees
Broadcasting Corp. Is rarely more
than 30% of the amount mulcted by
the grafting bands. Case In point is
broadcasting to the Forces (and
dance music is mostly radiated from
this wave length), where charges by
leaders are at least $8 per number,
•with publishers' broadcasting fees
from the BBC just over 25% of that

BMI

Do I Worry?
Amapola

David Snell writing the score for
the new Tarzan picture at Metro.

man).

Music publishers generally are
having e very unhappy time, apart
from the Very low state of sales, as

Schumann
I

Campbell
Southern

(Chappell).

War Chant' (KP).
The Moon Won't Talk' (Cav-

also helped to further decrease sales
of sheet music.

or

'I

and

Let's Get Away from It All
doing the score Friendly Tavern Polka..-

for 'Forced Landing' at

'Hawaiian
endish).

being either In shelters, or. If
to
is a lull in blitzing, going
bye, bye early, to make up for loss
or anticipated loss of sleep.

North of England listening public,
from such spots as Liverpool, Manchester, Blackpool; and in the midlands, namely Birmingham, Coventry Leicester, some of them towns
that have been heavily blitzed, have

Every

phonic).

.these
"there

feer

Richard

Sister

Things I Love
Maria Elena
South of North Cairollna
Walkln' by the River
For Want of a Star
Two Hearts That Pass in tha Night

Was' (Chappell).

hefty revenue.

they will

and

three songs for
James I^ewis,' at Universal.

Boy Who Never Told a

'Little

Lie'

mark. Although the war has tilted
most sheet music Irom 10c to double.
difference to
It is making very little
the intrke, although six months ago
the 20c numbers were bringing in a
There are two reasons for

Grossman

Bernle

Hageman doing

6,000
weelc, are barely touching the

r

Song Phigs

Schuberth

Intermezzo
Hut Sut Song

Music Notes

—

London,

Folloioing compllafion of pluo* on NBC and Columbia's New YorJc outlets C/fEAF, WJZ and WABC) for the tueefc beginning Saturday, May 31,
and ending Friday, June 6, irom opening to closing, wa$ furnished intact
by Broadcast Music, Inc. This data wa* not collected by listening posts but
from logs provided BMI by the networks.

'Tl)4ngs'

is

Howard Barlow, CBS

staff

conductor.

Previous hit number

that came from a CBS-allied conductor, name^, Andre Kostelanetz, and
likewise from the public domain, was 'My Reverie' (1938).

/
New edition of 'George Gershwin's Song Book,' containing 18 tunes, has
that sell a tuna and they are not
June 10.
been published by Simon & Schuster. Volume Is unsual in that it reNebraska, BO far going to lose that exploitation.'
produces tha words and music of the composer's songs in their original
Ballrooms?
form and then follows each with the special piqno arrangement Gershwin
Reon H. Pauley, manager of tha
American Society of (Composers, Turnpike here, speaking for ball- made for tha purpose of playing for his friends.
Book originally was published in 1932. New edition has been edited
Authors and Publishers is no more. room operators, isajd, 'I think the de-<
and revised by Herman 'Wasserman; who was Gershwin's piano teacher.
Attorney General Walter R. John- clsion is definit^y the end of ASCAP
in Nebraska, but I suppose the -pubson expressed 'extreme satisfaction'
Unusual coincidence of three tunes built around the same lyrical theme
lishers themselves now will collect
about
S. Supreme Court recent the same arbitrary license fees for- Is in the current plug numbers 'We Go Well Together,' 'Essential to Me'
and 'I Take To You.' First was written by Arthur Kent and Sid Robin;
sustaining
of merly Imposed by ASCAP.'
decision
validity
second by Mort Greene and Fred Stryker, and last by Mack Gordon and
Mitchell
Ayres,
here on a one
Nebraska and Florida laws curbing
Harry Revel.
nighter, said he felt ballroom operaASCAP 'activities, and said:
(jrordon-Revel number is from 'The Great American Broadcast' and is
tors would be ones to take it on the
'This, I think, is the end of
chin despite the fact it was a dancery published by Miller; Kent-Robin air is published by Regent and the GreeneASCAP, not here and in Florida
promoter who launched the anti- Stryker effort by Southern.
fiationaUy.
alone,
but
That
ASCAP move here. Ayres agreed
Ernest
Titles of best sellers are finding favor with BMI songsmlths.
Supreme Court decision defiwith Pauley that publishers singly
Hemingway's 'For Whom the Bell Tolls' is now a ditty written by Hugh
nitely establishes that a copynow would tax the operators.
right holder has no more right to
Authors of the Nebraska legisla< MacKay and Charles Trotta; Jan Valtin's 'Out of the Night' has been
violate state statutes than any
tion banning ASCAP from operating melodied by Henry Manners and Jimmy Shirl: and Dirk Van der Heide's
'My Sister and I,' as cleffed by Hy Zaret Joan Whitney and Alex Kramer,
other citizen, it's di^cult to -see
in this state on the theory It conhow far reaching this thing can
stituted an unlawful monopoly, Sena' haj reached hit proportions.
be.
or Frank Brady, now no longer i
Asked if ruling meant- publishers legislator, was unavailable for com'
BUSDT MOREIS TO L. A.
'Nola' Still in Courts
would have to print on each sheet of ment He drafted the measure proEdwin H. (Buddy) Morris left for
Sam Fox was examined before
music prices for performance rights hibiting forming of combinations
the Coast Monday (9) to confer with trial in N. Y. federal court last
for home; ballroom and. radio, the among composets, author^ and pub
attorney general expressed opinion lishers, at the request of a friend, a Johnny Mercer about a picture writ- week In connection with a suit
dance spot promoter irked with ing deal and also to look into the against him and Harry Fox, doing
prices would have to be printed.
Less sure, ballroom operators and ASCAP methods.
Coast representation of Mercer tt business as Sam Fox Publishing Co..
by Nola Music Publishers, Inc. Suit
After bill's passage in 1937, ASCAP Morris.
musicians here are speculating what
the ruling means to them. 'I see no attacked the measure almost imHe will return to New York next claims Infringement of the trio' of
plaintiff's song 'Banjo Dance,' in the
reason,' one maestro sa'id, 'why this mediately and obtained an Injunction weelc
defendants' 'Nola'.
should affect the bands at all, since against state officials to prevent banThreePlaintifl's song was written by
we always have been getting our ning the organization.
Boy '(Tebb'a 'Song of tha Para- Felix Arndt In 1013 and published
tunes free for the plugging and the judge Federal court sitting here,
ASCAP break-up in Nebraska should jtiund for ASCAP and declared chute' has been adopted as tha by Witmark, with plaintiA acquiring
The Brady's' law involid. State then filed marching song of U. S. Army Para- tha copyright in 1939, the year of
have no bearing on that
chute Corps.
publishers realize that It's the bands appeal to Supreme Court
the alleged infringement
Lincoln, Neb.,

Official opinion in

as

state

Itself

la

concerned, holds

,

.
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NBC Artists Bureau Sale

MCA

Fenton Faims Bows
StiD Indefinite;
June 27 with Bergere

as Well as Morris Interested

Army

Eastern

Revue, While

No

37

Tip',

Ross Fenton Farms, North Asbury
J., opens its 35th season

Park, N.

Appears Answer to Soldier Shows

June 27 with Maxlmillian Bergere's
orch, plus name acts over the weekends.

Proposed lal* of the

NBC

Artists

Service, Ino., ia itlU In the prelimioarr ftaga. Kobody has made an
actual olTer to buy and the 'only
thing that has happened to data Is
that those Interested have been furnished with figures, property lists
•nd.a general plctiue of the bureau's
operation's.

•

This data Is currently being studled by J. C. Stein, of Music Corp.
of Amerlcia, who recently closed for
the Columbia Artists Bureau, and by
Morris, Jr., of William
"William

Morris

Agency.

Also

by

George

NBC

In charge of the
Artists Service, who had expressed
some Interest in taking over the concerts end of the business.
No price has as yet been placed
on the bureau by NBC. The network Is prepared, it necessary, to
dispose of the,aSlllated corporation
The popular enin various parts.
tertainment division, the concerts
booking end and the Civic Concerts
Service, all part of the operation,
could be bought separately. If the
prices are acceptable.
Stein has expressed an Interest In
taking over the three divisions with
a view of so rounding out his activities that he would be In practically every field of entertainment.
The popular division of the
Kng'les, y.p.

Spot was originally opened by
Charley Ross end Mabel Fenton,
vaude team. In 1906. It's presently

Capito], Frisco, Into

An Auto Parkmg
San Francisco, June

Hie

Lot

managed by Al Thoma,

^

10.

Capitol, long home of Frisco
soon will be no more.

burlesque,

Site has been purchased for a parkr
lot and the house will
be
demolished in July. This is the third
old-line ahow house to succumb to
the demand for parking space, the
Orpheum and Columbia previously
having been razed.
Manager Sddie Skolak has three
other houses under consideration and
hopes to move his company Into one
of them without Interruption. Skolak has been a burlesque operator
here for 11 years.

.

IN N.Y.

HOTEL

Mayor Terms

DISPUTE

WEEK

San Francisco, June 10.
Shlpstad and Johhsbns' 'Ice Follies
of 1941' played to 23,462 people in
Its first seven days here In the 3,000seat Winterland, grossing estimated
$45,000.
This Is 30% ahead of last

year and 100% above two years ago
for first

week

of date.

'Follies' hopes to break a new
record by playing to 2,000,000 people,
having passed' the 1,500,000 mark
since starting the current tour last
September.

at the

wound up

unions.

as a victory for the

New

Room resumed

Del Bowery

'A

Damned

lie'

full-time

operation

night (Tuesday) with Johnny
Long's orchestra and the Copacabana Revue, with an lATSE man op-

Booze Hustling

erating the room's spotlight.

general manager, that the
Marcus show which played at the
Court Square theatre here was the

BY PAR FOR 2 FILMS
Pittsburgh, June 10.

Multiple

Ben Yost

Ben Yost is giving himself fourway opposition on Broadway this

June

10,

The Bowery, Hamtramck's vast
which became a national
phenomenon with Its lush fioor
nitery

Yip, Yaphank' in its present form.
That soldier show of 1918, produced
at Camp Upton, L. I., with rookie

Irving Berlin providing the music,
was such a smash it followed Its
on-the-spot run with a two-week
session on Broadway.
Some showmen hoped to see in 'Bottlenecks' a
possible successor to 'Yaphank,' but
it will take more polishing to fulfill that promise.
Its heavyweight qualities are in
the humor, which, after all, Is 90%
of any army show.
Ing Berlin In the

Lack of

an.;Jrv-

musical depart-

'

.

'

liamsville Glen, outside Buffalo.

to Proser.

1st

Coast

Camp Show Highligiited By

Tuneful Score; Hlfizard' Well Produced
By JACK HELLMAN

well received and were brought back
for encores. Show has 17 numbers
10.

First army show of what may be
a long, succession of them pitched in
Hollywood Bowl for two perform-

ances Friday and Saturday (6-7).
Smartly produced and effectively
performed. The Wizard, of Ord'
to professional stand'Trainees from the camp hard

measured up
ards.

by Monterey,

Cal.,

numbering some

drilled, sang and humorously
cavorted to the approbation of only
200,

meagre 3,500 on the first night.
They deserved a better break from
the civilian payees. At $1.50 top (for
boxes) it's a good buy, but for some
a

reason or other entertainment of all
calibre sems to be going begging.
As the title would suggest, the

camp three-actor is a takeoff
old Montgomery and Stone

of the
stage

Promusical, 'The Wizard of Oz.'
grammed are the Tin Man, Cowardly
Lion and Scarecrow, revised for
patriotic purposes to be three hoboes,
eager for rehabilitation by the Army.
That's the thin plot-thread, but the
piece has original music, good voices
and professional touches to overcome its lack of story. Surely some
of the tunes by Colin MacDonald and
Carl Arnold will find their way into
the catalogs of Broadcast Music or
American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers. 'Twilight Rhap-

week, with singing groups in two
theatres and two night clubs.
Choral director has his Varsity
Eight at the Paramount, the Vikings
at the Roxy, a Ben Yost Quartet at
the Diamond Horseshoe and the sody,' 'Life Is What You Make It,'
Melody Men at the Waldorf-Astoria Everybody Rates a Rainbow' and
'
one or two others were especially
roof,
'

Detroit,

'

—

Hollywood, June

Lorraine and Rognan, comedy
dancers, inked Par screen contract
here last week while playing week's
engagement at Stanley theatre. It's
a two-picture-a-year deal with options.
Team will report at studio
early next month after they play
Chicago theatre beginning Friday
(13) and three weeks of Texas time.
They were represented by Mark
Leddy.
Although Lorraine and Rognan
had been signed by Shuberts for
'Crazy Show' following their click at
Paramount, N. Y., last winter, that
pact was binding only in event that
show was produced in the spring.
It's
since been postponed until
fall, which left couple free to negotiate with Par.

week, the first on the Coast, the
other In the east, both of which
to have dozens of more
or less ambitious carbons In camps
all
over the country, opened a
five-night stand here last evening
(Monday).
Written and directed
by draftees plucked from Hollywood for service in the Training
Film Production Laboratory at nearby Fort Monmouth, Signal Corps
Headquarters, 'Bottlenecks of 1941,*
got a tremendous response from the
600 civilians, officers and privates
who packed the Red Ba'hk Elks Hall.
[Details of Coast revue in adjoining columns.]
Although a sock recruit show, as

shows, expanding 'seating capacity' ment is too apparent, however, aland flourishing biz, finally came a though some of the vocal talent
makes It pretty difficult to guess
junction with floor shows, out of the cropper with the law.
whether a tune is good or bad, or
spot.
It allowed the use of a small
Charges that it was 'obviously a whether there is any tune at all.
dinner music combo, however, bePhenomenon of the entire precause under that setup no spotlight common practice' to serve drinks
after hours, and to introduce cus- sentation appears to be the
tremenoperation was required.
tomers to girls to induce the patrons dous kick the soldier spectators got
William Morris office. Music Corp. to buy more drinks, were made by
from the show as compared with
of America and the General Amus. Leon Kimm, a special investigator
response they and their buddies at
Corp. (Tommy Rockwell) all "col- for the State Police.
other camps have given visiting
laborated in the booking of the
Case was heard by Theron Atwood, professi
entertainment.
C^pacabana Revue, an offshoot of
Attorney
How to Peel a Spnd
Monte Proser's N. Y. nitery. Copa no less than an assistant
Nifty or the evening is an elghtGeneral, who found the Bowery
show is virtually the same as played
gave
mipute film, 'Care and Peeling of the
guilty on both counts and
the Ritz Carlton, Boston, recently,
Frank Barbaro, the proprietor, a 87 MM. Potato,' made in accurate
with Proser getting billing as he did
choice of paying a $250 fine or hav- mimicry of the dead-pan training
at the Hub hotel.
ing a 30-day suspension of license. pix produced by the Monmouth unit
Sonny Werblin of MCA suggested That was easy for the well-heeled and some of which are now being
the Copa show to the New Yorker; Barbaro, who peeled off the fine.
turned out for the Army by HollyGAC books the New Yorker,, so that
His only explanation was: 'It must wood studios. Chunky Barney Weaput those two offices in the position
have all happened while I was in dock is the demonstrator.
Morris
commission;
splitting
of
Pic
was scripted by Robert
my office.'
office, which had been booking the
Churchill and Franklin Coen and
Copa unit outside of Proser's own
lensed by them with the aid of Bernitery, ^aived its commission, but
Rubin,
former cameraman on
nard
EAT
BOOK BEATRICE
has- three important acts in the
commercial films 'and now a civilian
Jamestown, N. Y., June 10.
show, Victoria Cordova, Fernando
employee of the Army. Coen, beBeatrice Kay will go Into revue at
Alvarez and Andre Villon. Others
fore the draft got him, was a writer
Celeron Park, outside Jamestown, at Columbia Pictures.
in the cast are the Samba Sirens
June 24 for a week.
(6), Rosita Rios, Estelle and Le Roy.
Coen also wrote some other maHer fourth date in these parts In terial for 'Bottlenecks' and assisted
Unit is costing the New Yorker
around $1,750, which includes a fee recent months, others being at Wil- Edmund North in direction and pro-

it'

LORRAINE-ROGNAN SET

By HEBB GOLDEN
Red Bank, N. J., June 10.
One of two big U.S. Army shows
make their debuts during the past

sical

By Charge Of

Terrace

Yorker's

Springfield, Mass.,

Loew

to

sophisticated as any Manhattan mudespite the preponderance of
military humor, it's not another "Yip,

Hit

last

Com

BIG IN 1ST S.F.

latter steps out in July.

Dispute between the New Yorker
New York, and the Interna-

cians,

Marcus Squawk

victim of politics;

ICE follies; $45,000,

when

N. Y.,

Gourfain will leave after he has
put on the Guy Lombardo show,
'
opening June 20.

Employees, backed by local 802, of
the American Federation of Musi-

Mrs. Beatrice A. Marcus, wife of
Mr. Marcus, was arrested May 14
on a charge of managing an indecent show, and later was acquitted.
Snarl
Show In
Bernic'e T. Tassin, dancer in the unit
as Hacha San, was found
At Coney's Lnna Park billed
guilty of pa^icipating In an indecent show and her case was con'Stars on Ice,* the Albert Johnson tinued from day to day.
production at Luna Park, Coney IsIn a letter to Variett itublished
land, Is^ln financial difficulties, and June 4 Marcus asserted 'Our show
latest reports are that park manage- was definitely made a scapegoat in
ment itself may take over and oper- a local political feud. . . .'
ate the rink revue. Up to yesterday
Marcus also quoted a letter from
(Tuesday), Johnson was still trylnf Finn which said, in part, 'Due to
to arrange further financing to carry the fact that we had some difficulthe show himself.
ties
with the authorities in the
Johnson, .who staged the massive mayor's office prior to the Msircus
'American Jubilee' at the N. Y. show, this show was used as a scapeWorld's Fair, ran Into difficulties, goat when it played Springfield.'
Including weather and his Ice plant,- Finn apparently referred to opposiduring the park's opening week tion to .the showing of Tobacco
(starting May 29) and was able to Road' by Mayor Putnam, and strict
give but two or three, 'preview' per- censorship of the play when i,t ran
formances. He wound up the first three days at Court Square.
Mayor Putnam asserted 'There
week unable to pay off the cast,
owing the perormers, musicians and isn't any local political row,' and
stagehands around $6,000, and an ad- cited the court verdict of guilty in
ditional $3,000 to an extra large pro- the case of the dancer as sufficient
duction staff of his own. It's rumored indication that the arrest was enthat Johnson la$t week had lined up tirely proper.
,'We are anxious to have all the
additional coin, but the prospective
backers shied away when Johnson theatres here put on decent and
respectable entertaii)ment and make
Insisted on retaining control.
'Stars on Ice' has yet to have an money,' Mayor Putnam continued.
official opening, with the 44c top re- In the Marcus case there was 'no
vue first scheduled to get going May question of politics,' he asserted. 'No
29, then last Wednesday
and one took any orders from me,' he
(4)
said.
'I merely heard about It aftnow this coming Friday (13).
commended thsm for
It's expected that the Luna Park erward and

coin Into the venture via alterations
of the building housing the show,
that cost being estimated as ranging
between $12,000 and $15,000.
Johnson, in not having his show
open, missed a terrific weekend just
past at Luna Park, all the concessions and rides reputedly showing
neat grosses. When not paid off at
the end of the first week, the ice,
show's cast, numbering 30 performers,' took their case to the
American Guild of Variety Artists.
Johnson asked the latter for time to
make all claims good.

succeeds Harry Gourfain as stager
of the pltband shows at the Strand,

Metropolitan, Boston.

tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage

Albert Johnson's Ice

management, if taking over, will not
pay any coin except assume Johnson's obligations of J9,000. The Park
Is said to have already put plenty of

the road with various bands, handling their staging, lighting, etc.,

Morgan was with Gourfain

Since April 11 the New Yorker
June 10.
has opened the Terrace Room for
'It's simply a damned lie, and I
dinner onlyi because it refused to
hope you print that,' Mayor Roger replace its own Hotel Trades Counthrough NBC's management list and L. Putnam asserted when his atten- cil spotlight operator with an lATSE
the Civic Concert Service. William tion was called to statements of A. man. Loqal 802 backed lATSE by
Morris alsq has evinced an Interest B. Marcus and Max Finn, E. M. keeping name bands, used in con-

V

N.Y. Strand Stager

hotel.

NBC

NBC

As

Leo Morgan, who has been on are bound

UNIONS WIN OUT

Ing

setup would be merged by him with
the artists acquired in the deal with
CBS, while for the first time he
would enter the concert field

of exin his discussions with
panding Into the concert field.

Morgan Vice Gourfain

Newark,

N.J., restaurateur.

in

all,

most of them with a military

duction. North, the spark plug behind the revue, was an assistant to
Samuel Goldwyn for a year and has
scripting credits on a. number of
films. He is the son of Robert North,
Rep producer. Others aiding him in

writing and production were William
Blooln, formerly of Col's New York
story department, and Sol Shor, who
did the 'Fu Manchu' serial for Rep.
Churchill, ex-lenser and writer on
documentaries, was the thespic sockeroo of the show in a series of 'lec'tures,' which he also wrote.
Plenty S. A.
Show tees off in the 'Hellzapoppin'
manner, completely haphazard and
partially off stage, which turns a

flavor, and preponderantly from the
pens of MacDonald and Arnold.
Former wrote the tunes for Sonja
Henie's ice show and- Arnold, in ci- nice trick for
vilian life, was a little known song- There's plenty

writer and highschool music teacher.
Outstanding in the cast is Paul
Roberts, a personable young actor,
who uncorks a nice tenor voice. He
handles most of the songs and will
be responsible for what early sue-,
cess they achieve. Three hoboes are
essayed by Alan Buckland, Daniel
McCormick and Wallace Woolstencroft.
'The Wizard' is played by

setting the mood.
of s.a., too, with a

half-dozen local gals taking part.
Heaviest femme bit, is handled by
Nan Iverson, a blonde Powers model.
Skits are interspersed by a scantilyclad femme marching across the stage
with signs, such as 'The Navy Needs
Men.' Topper is a recruit In dunga-

(Continued on page 38)

COPA STAFF

Paul Jones for satirical effect.
N.Y.
SHffTS
A-capella male chorus of some 50
voices gives effective blending on
SPA'S PIPING
the accompaniments to the vocalists
and handles' the solos with a high
Monte Proser calls It a season at
melodic polish. The marching songs
his Copacabana, New York nitery,
are stirring and briskly tempoed.
Two production numbers were this week and the entire staff shifts
wildly cheered by the sitters; taps to Piping Rock, Saratoga, for the
played from high on a hilltop over- August racing session. Proser and
looking the Bowl in the glare of a Julie Podell, his partner In the Copa,
spo^ight as the topper to a group will be associated In the Saratoga
of campflre songs, and the charge of venture. Meantime, the class Copamechanized units down the aisles of cabana established some sort of a
the amphitheatre with the ring of precedent by being one of the few
their guns. Latter finaled the two- new cafes to get off the nut within
hour show, with the entire personnel the first season.
Proser's Beachcomber becomes the
massed on stage for rendition of
'Seventh Division, Let's Go.'
Zombie July 1, as part of a court
The men of Ord can be proud of settlement to circumvent infringing
their first show. It laid a good pat- on the Don the Beachcomber spot
tern for others to stencil.
in Hollywood.

TO

.
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Army Camp
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Unit Teeing Off,

Big Army Revue

Bertefl,

MCA-CBS

After BaDdng at

sContlnued from pat* 3Ts

But Red Tape Holding Up Bookings
Second unit of the mobile vaude
playing army camps gets under way tomorrow (Thursday) night
at Fort Hancock, Sandy Hook, N. J.,
while Ave other trucks now available in Detroit to transport the
medicine shows are being kept from
starting by army red tape in arranging bookings. Unit A of the on-thehool entertainment teed off Monday (9) night at Fort Bragg, Fayetteville, N. C, with Ken Nichols as

Selma

director of the company.

tario,

how

Air-

Base,

Naval Air Station,

Fla.;
Fla.;

Camp
Camp
Camp

Pensacola
Shel-

Camp

(two nights);

by, Hattiesburg, Miss

Livingston, Alexandria, La.;
Beauregard, Alexandria, La.;
Claiborne, Alexandria, La.,

and Barksdale Field, Shreveport, La.
Second unit .goes from Fort Hancock to Fort Monmouth, N. J., on
Friday (13) night, then Camp Upton,

L.

I.,

Plattsburg, N. Y.; Pine
nights); Fort On-

Camp, N. Y. (two

N. Y., and Fort Niagara, N. Y.
Further bookings are expected.
Allan Jones, through arrangement
Delmar'8 Setup
with Paramount, flew in from the
Coast to provide the 'name' with the
Harry Delmar is setting and
Other booking the units, which remain exInitial unit at Fort Bragg.
performers in the show, who, unlike perimental. 'Vinton Freedley is head
Jones, wiU get paid, are Lou Parker, of the entertainment division of
Colette Lyons, Yola GalU, Margo the C. C. Citizens Committee. Latter
Sisters, Ginger Harmon and Stephen will provide transportation to the
Top name hasn't opening point and guarantee return
Richarils, pianist.
been set yet for the second troupe, of all acts to New York. Under the
but other performers will be Milton agreement- with the Army camps, the
Douglas, Lucille Johnson, Patricia subsequent routing, number of perKing, George Prentice's Marionettes formances In any single cantonment,

and Ginger Manners.

etc., are to be determined by officers.
What's holding the other five A detail of two officers and eight
trucks in the garages of General privates will escort theatrical troupes
Motors, which is lending the trans- to the n^t camp.
portation, is the uncertainty of bookActors are to be quartered In the
Morale officers of each can- officers' mess, actresses In the camp
ings.
tonment, after consulting with the nurses' headquarters.
is
exIt
commanding officer of each post, pected that actresses will predommust put in a request for a booking. inate, femininity being what soldiers
These requests clear through each want to see. A comedlan-m.c. will
corps area's morale office. With accompany each unit, which will be
tAops now going out on maneuvers set up like a vaudeville show. It Is
and subject to other activity, it Is hoped to fly stars into camps for in-

difficult to set dates.

dividual

performances as they are

All the camps want the shows, but available. The units proper will be
with standard turns.
is .difficult for them to say
any certainty very far in advance
It is the hope of vaudeville-lovers
when a date would be convenient. that by exposing hundreds of thouAs a result, tours are set then more sands of yotmg draftees to variety
dates come in and the whole process acts a stimulus to stage entertainhas to be repeated to rearrange the ment may result In the future. Idea
Unit A, fop Instance, is that a whole generation of young
earlier dates.
It

rees crossing with a placard: 'I uae
G. I. (Government Issue) soap. Do
you?'
Monmouth is the Army's pigeon
training center, and a skit labeled
Squabs Right' by North Is a pip.
Churchill and Jerry Thomas— a member of the famed Thomashefsky family, but never on a stage before
are neat as a couple of 'pigeoneers*
who suffer because a bird falls to
return with the order which would
stop the Army from swimming the

Jack Bertell, v.p. of CBS Artists
Bureau, under Herb Rosenthal, the
executive v.p,, balked at first when
The 48th Street Tavernj Inc., the Mi)sic Corp. of America takeover
operating the La Hiff's 'Tavern, became public, but will now remain
N. Y., filed a voluntary petition for with the merged organization. Berreorganization in N. Y. federal court tell gets the title of v.p. of the MCA
yesterday (Tuesday), listing $6,634 Artists, Ltd., and vrtll act as coordiHudson.
in assets and $24,998 In liabilities. nator of talent for personal appearRomantic vocalizing is handled by Plan- of reorganization offers to pay ances, plus shows, pictures and
Douglas Kennedy, who, as Keith 100% to creditors. Cost of opera- niteries in which he specialized. Bart
Douglas, was a Warner Bros, player. tion during the next 30 days will, be McHugb, of MCA, also becomes a
Music was cleffed by Private Fred $2,700, It Is stated. Largest creditor v.p. of MCA Artists, Ltd.
Bornet, Blench songwriter. M.c. Is is the estate of William La Hiff,
Rosenthal becomes a v.p. of MCA
Marshall Hazeltine, formerly an Eng- owed $4,600.
when the two bodies merge in about
lish announcer on a French radio
Charlie Adler and George Kelly, 60 days, the necessary period for the
sration.
Others in the cast include ex- Yacht Club boys, took over oper- transition.
Robert Richardson, former radio soap ation of the Tavern, famed midtown
Lou MIndling, executive aide to
opera player, and EUis Marcus, an eatery, last summer.
Rosenthal, now will probably remain
ex-Broadwayite. Alexander Linton,
with CBS, In the radio producti6n dewho was 'The Great Linton' with
partment
Mindling went from CoBarnum & Bailey sideshows before
lumbia to MCA and back to CBS,
the Army changed his billing to 'Prlhence doesn't fancy returning once
iTate,' contributed his sword-swallowjContlnned from page I;
more
to Music Corp.
under the
ing turn.
and those performers advertised to merger.
Scenery was provided by animaappear that it did not okay, the afMeantime, Danny Kaye's balking
tors in the Film Lab, Robert Majors
fair. Inasmuch as it was not for
at his five-year contract with CBS
and Victor Mishonsky, formerly of
charity purposes, and that no per(thence to MCA) pends. It may be
Disney's plant; John Vita, an exformers should appear gratis. Just
modified to a one or two-year arSchlesinger artist, and Paul Fanprior to this, the N. Y. police, at the
rangement although MCA prez J. C.
ning, who was with the Harmanrequest of Aurora, Illinois, authoriStein states that the sundry talent
Ising unit.
Lighting is by Harry
ties, arrested Charles Van Arsdale, In
Guilds okayed the takeover, and he
Redmond, last a WB special effects charge of the
ticket-selling and who
anticipates no difficulties fro(n talman, and Robert. Koskoff, also a has
set up a boiler-room operation
ent
former Hollywoodlte. Phil Falcone, for that
purpose in the Delmonico
late of CBS' engineering department,
MCA lawyers are said to interpret
hotel. Van Arsdale was wanted by
handles the sound, while Alble Shafl, the Blinols
coppers for pulling a con- the deal as a stock sale of a coruntil recently a cutter at WB, Is in
fidence game and he was shipped to poration, rather than a wholesale ascharge of the b.o.
signment of talent, which, according
Aurora.
Admlsh is 25c for soldiers, 50c for
A checkup by TA at the Carnegie to them, leaves the talent no alofficers and civilians.
Hall boxoffice last Friday (16) dis- ternative but to go alo£g.
closed that ~ only around $200 worth
of tickets had been sold there for the

Pitt

Amns. Sent

Citizens Committee "for the Aimy
& Navy, Inc., hope to play to approximately 75-80% of each post's

personnel.

/

Tour of Unit A through the south
has a potential audience of 400,000
men. After Fort Bragg, it goes to
Camp Davis, Wilmington, N. C;
Paris Island Naval Base, N. C; Fort
(two
Columbia, S. C.
Jackson,
nights); C^amp Croft, Spartanburg,
S. C; Augusta Arsenal, Augusta,
Ga.; Savannah air base. Savannah,
Ga.; Cam'p Stewart, Savannah, Ga.;
Camp Blanding, Stack, Fla. (two
nights^);. Orlando Air Base, Orlabdo,
Fla.; MacDill Field, Tampa, Fla.;
Camp Wheeler, Macon, Ga.; Fort
.

•

'

FILES

Oglethorpe, Ga.; Camp Forresi, Tullahoma, Tenn.; Fort McClellan, Anniston. Ala.; Fort Benning, Columbus, Ga. (two nights); Maxwell and

Gimther

Fields,

Montgomery,

Ala.;

REORG MOVE

Thru

Wringer,

Hoo

Result of

Pittsburgh, June 10.

Flood which hit Pittsburgh unexpectedly last week afte^ 30 hours
of steady rain was costly to the

RlngUng-Barnum show

in

more ways

Rogers Comer, operators of a than one. Naturally ke^t attendance
restaurant and cabaret at 60th' ft down, since circus was here for
and 8th avenue, N. Y., filed « volun- three days rig&t In the middle of the
tary petition for reorganization In deluge, but In additton. Big Top lost
N. Y. federal court Thursday (5) one of' Its motist valuable animals,
listing liabilities
of $123,533 and Pepo, the famous $2,500 boxing
^ets. of $204,553.
plan of re pony.' Tent had been pitched at a
organization accon^>anylng the pet|' new location this year, right near
tion offers to pay unsecured credi- Monongahela River, and when Pepo
was led out by Its trainer, Arthur
tors 100% In fuU.
Assets include $191,984 In the Knoyat, after final evening perform-

A

plant,

equipment and

fixtures,

and ance .Wednesday

in cash. " LlabUlties Include
$7,534 in -taxes, $50 to the Muzak
Corp., and $57.634. to Joseph Rogers,
president.
Rent now being paid Is
$30,000 yearly on a 10-year lease end
ing in 1950, at which time the rent
will be $40,000 a year. Wages owed
to employees total $2,500.
Eatery la on tbe site of the former
Jack Dempsey restaurant.

$160

Tnmciis

LOEW
BOOKING

AGENCY
ofNHAi ixicvMvi orncis
tOEW BUILDING ^ANNEX
;IM W.4Mi St, KV.C • BRyont fLTNO

'

Latter had a distinguished
'sponsoring
committee,'
Including

affair.

Brock Pemberton and Lee and

ROGERS CORNER. N.Y^

Shows, being arranged by the

Files Petition for Reorsr

Sousa Memorial

started out to play about a dozen men are unfamiliar with vaudevlll*.
will wind up hitting about
It will be part of the job of •acb
necessitating considerable re- unit director to recruit stagehand*,
25,
shuffling or routes and dates.
electricians and ushers, ate., from
4 Days at Ft. Bracg
among the soldiers themselves.
played
will
be
Most of the camps
for' one night only, although JFort
Bragg, largest post in. the country,
with 54,000 men, will, see the. unit

case.

AdIer-KeUy's Tavern, N.Y.,

,

camps and

Two performances
for four days.
an evening will be given In every

Merger, Made VP. of New Agcy. Setup

(4)

and

turned

over to a groom, animal broke away
slid Into swollen stream.
SwUt
current swept It tmder a barge and
out of sight

and

While 27-foot crest was 10 feet
tmder that of Pittsburgh's famous
1036 flood, which cost millions and
many lives. It was bad enough to
play havoc with couple of other entertainment enterprises. Nearly 1,000
passengers on excursion
steamer
Senator were marooned for an hour
while policemen and fireman laid 50
feet of planking from' gangplank to
shore, and patrons of Yacht Club,
town's most popular nitery, had to
be carried up the bank by an emergency crew.
Spot, however, was
found to be undamaged when waters
had receded.

Sherman

tion.

Up

Coast Agcy. Branch

To Deal

/

•

Setting

J. J.

Shubert, but It's doubtful if these
men were cognizant of the promo-

m

Pixsters

Financial
backer was Charles
Roberts, a Johns A^nville Asbestos
Co. executive, who Is said to have
Edward Sherman leaves Monday
poured over $7,000 Into the venture (16) for the Coast, where he will
on fhi promise that Johns Manville establish, a branch to his New York
would get the contract to furnish combined booking and talent agency.
the building material for the Sousa Sherman Is moving his family out by
Memorial,
when and If built. auto for permanent residence there,
Roberts, It's, understood, is making the booker having leased Martha
good the refunds on tickets sold.
Raye's newly-built house, but he
At least two large advertisements himself will shuttle back and forth
on the affair were printed In N. Y. between Hollywood and N. Y., redallies, chiefly the Times, ^th a turning to the latter Aug. 1.
number of name performers billed as
Sherman, who personally manages
scheduled to appear.
Abbott and Costello, is entering the
On the organization's letterhead, film agency biz and will also atB. A. Bolfe is declared president and
tempt .to feed the vaudfllmers he
Arthur Pryor, v.p., of the Sousa
books with a steady stream of celluMemorial, Inc. Sponsors of the Car- loid playerd'
for personal appearnegie Hall show Included Mayor
ances.
Florella La Guardla, Alfred E. Smith,
Dr. George A. Gartlan, director of
music of the N. Y. Board of Educa
tlon,
Cfene
Butk, Lenox Lohr,.
William S. Paley, George M. Cohan
and Alfred E. McCosker, William A,
IN

nSCHER'S TOLIES' FEMS

A PROBLEM

Max

Brady,

Gordon, along with
Pemberton and the Shuberts, were
named on the entertainment com-

CRISES

and
If
when wartime measures make shipBen Boyar, Max Gordon's general ping' a problem, loom for Clifmanager. Interested many of the ford C. Fischer's "Folies Bergere,'
show biz names In the venture, but due to open In Rio de Janeiro's
Boyar, evidently, was as much taken Copacabana Casino in mid-July. If
In as the others.
There were re- international crises arise, Fischer
ports also that the 21 ambassadors pf would have a
near-boatload, of
the Latin-American countries to the femme talent on his hands.
U. S. would be special guests at the
However, he Is starting rehearsals
show also aimed as a goodwill June 20, preparatory to sailing.
gesture but there never was public Yvonne Bouvler and Emlle Boreo
acceptance by the diplomats.
are latest talent additions.
Possible

complications.

mittee.

'

—

—

First time In city's history that
flood stage had been passed in June.

March

Is

the usual

month

for the

local rivers to act up.

CHI

CHARLIE KEMPER

EMA SLATE UP
FOR SEPT. ELECTION

Chicago, June 10.
New slate for the executive posts
the
Entertainment
Managers
Assn. will go up for election In Sept.
David P. O'MftUey, president of the
of

FEATURED COMEDIAN

GEORGE WHITE'S SCAIVDALS
CURRENTLY APPEABINQ AT

LOEWS

STATE,

Personal -Management t

KKO

BLD'O,

NEW YORK

—CHAS. H. ALLEN

MSW TOBK

EMA

since Its inception, has turned
down many bids for the nomination,
but has indicated that he will accept
a post on the directorial board.
Slate that will probably go Into
office will be M. H. Barnes, of

Barnes

&

Carruthers, as presidentPhU TyrreU, v.p., and Lyman Goss,
as secretary-treasurer.
Board will likely consist of O'Mal-

Charles Hogan and Paul Marr.
Danny Graham, of Consolidated
Radio Artists, has Indicated wUlIngness to serve and may also be placed
on the board.
ley,

.

LEONARD CAUTIER'8

THE BRICKUYERS
Currently

With

LOEWS

STATE,

NEW YORK

"GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS"
Management— MEYER NORTH

-

'
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Variety Bills
WEEK JUNE

I

Calahan Sis
Jan Savltt Ore
Cocoanut Orove
Mory Parker

Palladlom

Paris inn

Kenny Henryaon
Dominie

Billy Daniel
Brierly
Mitchell I^lsL-n

Jimmy

Rev Marg'rlte ft M'rilnez (Pemt>erton, N. J.)
Freddie Martin Ore Henry Monet
Bob Carney
Revue Parlslenne
Mary Joyce
Earl Carroll
Helen Harrison
Gallagher ft Rush
BuBter Shaver

13

Olive

ft

with

bills

Chuck Henry Oro
Pirates Ucn

Debonalrs
Beryl Wallace

show, whether

fall

below indicate opcninc day of
or split week.

Renee
CInb

Samoa

state (12)
Mnxelloa

(U)
Jimmy DorMy Ore
RoblnBon & Martin
Art Carney
Capitol

Adrian Rolllnl 9
Gertrudo NIeun
Ifartmans

Mae >Iurray

Paramoimt
NKW YORK

,

cm

ramiiiount (11)
Vincent Lopez Ore
Milton Ocrle
.Tonn Merrill

Lorralne A; Rognan
Paul Rercan
State Lake (IS)
Ted Flo RIto Oro

HIAMI

Olympla (12-16)
Steve Evans

Jansleya
Vnralty 8

Gloria Gilbert
Kenny 8t Norria

ciiicAao
Chloavo (13)
Glenn Miller Ore-

Sis

Clyde Hager
EI Chlco
Don Alberto Oro
Junn Martinez

KEW YORK

CITT

Bernarda Co
Bobby May-

Rea Wain
Dixie Dunbar
Bob Williams Co

PHILADELPHIA

.Chin

(C)

Juanlta Sanabrla
Roslta Ortega
Cesar Tapla
Las Adelltas

Moke

Pitchmen
Moke ft Poke

Earle (IS)
Vlllarlno
Roxyettea
Dolores DeLeon
Radio Aeea
Hickory Honaa
Truth or Conseq'ces

Del Rloa

Poke

ft

(6)

Tucker Ore
Blmone Simon
Weason Bros

-WASHINGTON

Stuart

Morgan Co

riTTSBUROH
Stanley (13)

Guy Lombardo Oro

Roxyeltra
Hector ft Pals

Jack Harris Ore
Noro Morales Oro
Beatrice

Jay

ft

ft

Capella

Lou

•If

Seller

Lazara ft Casteiroa
Nina Orla
Le Coq Rongs

Selma Kaye

Raymond Wllbert
Travelers 4
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

Marcus Show

FBBEPOBT
Frceport (S-11)
Duval Co
Larry Blake
Georgettl Bros

HABRISBDRa

Erno Rapes flympb

Boxy

(12)

Dennis Day
4 Polkadots
Wesson Bros
G & B Malson
Aggie Auld
Apollo (13)

Columbus Ore
Peters Sis
Billy Hallilay

State

(12-14)
Bernlvlcl .Co

Pan American Fol

HARTFOBD

Steel Pier (12)

Howard

Sbelton

ft

Powers Models

Jimmy Walllngton
Deep River Boys

BALTISIOBE

(13-16)

State

Major Bowes Co

PHILAnSLPHIA

3

ATLANTIC CITY

(ie-18)

Marcus Show

3

Peg Leg Bates
PIgmeat
George Wllshlre

(12-14)

Slate

Carman (17-16)
Harmonica Bees

Cabot Sla
Jay Palmer Co

(Two

to nil)
(13-16)

Ken Whltmer Co
Cortello

Leon ft Eddie's
Lou Martin Ore
Kay Cody
Nerlda Ore
Gwen Gary
Eddie Davis
Sonny Tufts
Jerry Blanchard
Daclta
Belmont Balladeera Dance Players
Clay Bryaon
Hotel Blltmore
Barbara Perry
Ray Heatherton O Sherry Brltton
Judy Clark
Monte Carlo
Adrlna Otero
Ted Strauter Oro
Eleanor Knight
John Bqckmastsr
Don Carlo
Sam AmarosI
RnlnboR Grill
Eleanors Knight
Rubs Smith Ore
Hotel Bossert
Aahburna
(Brooklyn)

Co

Sammy White
(Two tn nil)
PITMAN

Hotel Edison
Blue BarroA Oro
Hotel Essex House

Sammy Kaye

Virginia Hays
Hotel LexIngCoa

Ray Kinney Oro

Meymo Holt

Brondwajr (14 only) Napua
Bartel

ft

Cabot

Sla

Wms

Ore

Co

laea

ft de Mllle
de Wolfe

Riviera
(Ft. Lee, N. J.)

Pancho Ore

C Cavallaro Oro
Croaa ft Dunn

Cafe

Maeambo C*t»
Mocambo
Humberios Bd

Oman Ore
HInmarek Hotel
(Walnut Room)
Leonard Keller Oro
Dorothy Dee
Maurice ft Maryea
Val

Tune Tesaers
Hadley Gls

Blackhawb
ATt Jarrett Ore
Chris Cross

Adrlenne Dane

Marianne Arden
Ulackstone Hotel
(llallnese Rm.)
Johnny Duffy Oro

May la
Billy

'

Janet Fulton
nrevoort Hotel
(Crystal Room)^
3

NIbllcs

Peggy Lester

Bob

TiSllnnl

Brondmont
Buddy Lake
Honey Chile

NanI Tndd
Lehua Paulson

'

-

NEW TOBE

W»

ANGELES

Somerset Hoose
Harry RIngland
Lou Sallee

Trianon

Duke Ellington Oro
Wllshlre Bowl
Darryl Harpra Ore
'

Dorben Gls
Herb Foots
886 Club
Rogers ft Morris
Patricia

Marie Austin
Johnny Honnert
Tony Cabot Ore

Graemere Hotel
(Class Honse Kmi
Ding Bell Ore
Thelma Mitchell
HI lint
Jack Marshall
I.lillan Roth
Jack ft Jill Warner
Ybunger Gls
Eddie Fens Ore
Ivnnhoe
Florence Schubert
Al Trace Ore
4 Bards
Helen'

Sumner

Splro.i Stamou Ore
'Fin de Vlllerle
laobel de Marco

Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster
House)

Manfred Gottheir
New Yorker
Billy Gray

Nan Blakslone
Darlene Walders
Claude & Andrea
May Lewis
Kretlow Gls
Arne Barnett Ore
Al Milton Oro
Old Heidelberg
Sally Sharratt
Heidelberg Ens
Loulo ft Weasel
Hans Menzer
Palmer House
(Empire Room)
Jan Garber

Eddy Howard
Bob I'Jva R9

Maurice ft Cordoba
Perez Four
Abbott Dancers
Phil Unoley Ore
Sherman Hotel
(Celtic Cafe)

Dl Pinto's
Eddie Stelner
Jack Gibson
Eleanor Brannon
Eddie King Oro

Embany
Geo Clifford
ft Lucia
ft Chlco

Pepita
Aiiida

Gail Manners
Hal^
Fran Urban
Cliff

Susan Lang
Carloa Reyes Oro

Curt Weiler Oro
Evergreen Casino
Beth Chains
Nitza ft Ravell
Linda March
Cynthia Hare
Vivian Vance
Pat Shevlin Ore
I62S Loenst
M%rlan Proctor

Evelyn Bradley
Pola Montoya
Elaine Black
Bubbles Shelby
Rose Feeney
Kay Lavery
King's Swing Ore
(H Walton Root)

Glamour Gls
Helen Heath
Bob Russell
Vera Neva

SIgrld

Jam Sesska
Geo Verrechla
Mickey House
Billy Kretchmer

Hughes

Bill

Alan Wood

Tavera

Sllnatrel

Tony Callaz^o
WlndBora
Margie Rnae March
Glnnlo Loftua

Slaay

Vie Abbs

Ifuung Sla
Alan Gale
Linda Leif

Frances Carroll
Beth Calbert
Martez ft Maria
Danny Veraee Ore
Little RathskeUer
Marian Powers
Sally Keith
Jerry

Brandow

Sid

Janice Walker

ft

Johnny

ft

George

Victor Hugo's Oro

Maaoa Ion

Alice

Xavan

Byton Gls
Carl

3

Tito Gulzar

Alpine Village
Hartnells
Jack, J Armstrong

Eddie LaBaron Ore
Eric Phllmore Co
Don Pedro Ore
Hob Copfor
Mllo Perez Ens
Carl Mueller
60S Club
Otto Thurn Oro
Billy Carr
El Duropo
Margret Faber Gl^
Alyee Cerf
Bob Manners Ore
(Cell von Dell
SarfRny LIpman
uenlon Twins
Antoinettes
Jerry Wltheo
Freddie's Cafe
OUye Sharon
Nannotte Carmpn
Gayle Parker
Honey Bee
Carol Lloyd
Jimmy Ray
MeClure Walters
Carrlo Flnnell
Manhattanettes
.

Millie Wayne
Sol Lake Ore
Tripoli 3

Mlgnellto

Gerardu

ft

Amador
Helen

Russell Swann
EllBHe
lien Franklin

Bob Castaine

Anita JacobI

Woods

ft Brny
Harry Schilling
Roshee ft Lee
Ray Carlln Oro
Olde Wayne Clob
Charles Costello Oro

Ethel Shutia

Helen Marriott
Nell Dleghan'B
Leonard Cooks

Baron S de Vysenof Bernlce Bishop
Hoffman Bros
2 Novclll Bros
O'Donald ft IfOyes
Palm Beach
8 Berdun Jitterbugs
Carl Denny
ArUen Dane
3 Crandyl Sis
Plan Rowland
Hal ft Dolly
Johnny King
Don Pablo Ore
t'has CarllBlo
Hack's Bedford Ina
Benny Resh Oro
Mae McGraw Ore
Caaanovn
Club Royale
NolUo Tate Co

Elolne

James

Hal Halg
Phyllis Merrill

Jean O'Neill

Open Door Cafe

Chap Nolan
Warren Phillips

Lavernea
LIttlu Joe & Jean
Johnny Leary
Yvonettes
Park Casino
Fk Casino ^rou'dors
Frank Hall
Peacock Gardens

Joe E Kerns
Cole ft Corte
6 Vesters
Les Arquette Ore

Huud's
Old Timers
Manuel Lopez
London Chop House
Tenia ValentI
Chet Everhart
Ruby Ore
CInb Mar-Jo
3

Nelson Marionettes

Guy Cherney

Artie Sipger

Hudson
Renltn

ft

Siatler Hotel

Sande Williams Ore
San Diego
George Preanell
Al Alexander Ore
ft Daye
Burns Bros

Udell

Dawn

Dolly

Marya

Martyn

ft

Verne's

Tiny Gordon
Carol Crane
Johnny Daly
Stuart Sis

Harry Collet Ore
Whitller Hotel
(Cold Cub Boom)
Herman Fine
Wonder Ba*

Sammy

*Gay Nineties' Rev

Caatrllioa

Buddy 'Duray

600 CInb
Dale Rhodea
Dl Giovanni

Madelon Baker
Neblolo's

Gene Uynian

Henri

ft

ft

Winnie Hoveler Gls
Stan Norrls Oro

Dancing Gaylords
Merrltt Lamb Oi«
Morocco
Joe Foder Oro

Cecil Golly Ore
Mildred Stoully

McKenna

J

ft

Bernard
Claire

Ramon

Kaye

Ellen

Margie George

DIbert Oro

Ore

Margo Good

Frederick & Collins Coco ft Dede
Phelps ft CuUenblne Lovett ft Elsa
Mary Shrlne'r
e Vanettes

Jimmy Bngler
Hal Flfer

Ro^an

Joe

Little Chlea
Lee 'Walter Ore

Uolly Stirling

Lynn

ft

Claire

ft

Al Samuels

Beth Karrcll

Chapman

Aleda Troy
/
Irving Braslow Ore
Palombo'a
Kay Hamilton
Valley

McColl Sis

Corktown Tavera
Billy Meagher

Artie Nolan
Lillian

Gates

Grille

PITTSBUBGH

Dotty Bollinger
Dick Jones
Don ft Dorese

Anchorage

Peggy Phillips

Hugh Morton Ore

Patsy Kelly
Rol Parker Oro

Maynard Deane
Arlington Lodge
Phil Cavezza Oro

RendezTons

Janet Lee
herb Rohrer
Ermine Midgets
Merry-Oo-Booad
Joe Hart Ore
New Penn
Oay Carlisle Oro

(Hotel Senator)
Bnlconades
Brsklne Butterfleld
Joe Mowry O/o
UnUerHlty 3
Baby Hlnes
BlU Green's
Stephanie ft CralB
St. Balhskeller Don Bestor Oro
Teddy Ryan
Penny
Lee
Caalmlera Sis
Harry Taylor
Boogle-Woogle CInb Kewple Dolls
Gale Sheridan

SMh

Harry McKay
Shanda ft Margo
Alice Ross
Ruth Templeton
Tony Bennett Ore

Boog Sherman
Maxle Simon
Harry Comorada
Buddy Blaine
'rul)by Miller

Sliver Fleet Inn

Erma Lynn

Betty Keenan
Chio Lauler
Max Levin
Joe Lenny
Harry Small
Joe Scotty
Silver

Reggie Dvorak
Clob Petite
Piccolo Pete Ore
Betty Smiley
Sidney

Ames

ft

Bernard
Cork and Bottlo
Lloyd Fox
Eddie Peyton's

Lake Inn

ft Norva
Goo Reed
Alice Lucey

^taurine

Marty Gregor Oro
Marlon Muller

''

EI Chlco

Marlon Melrose
Frank Ilessel Ore

Frank Andlnl Ore

Ramos

Virginia
ft

Talavera Tr
Hotel Fort Pit*

T

Helen Wilson
Margie Drummond
Vie EarlKon

Ken Bailey Ore
Johnny Mitchell
Jessica Wheatley
He rry Walton

Stamp Trio
Joyettes
Geo MarchettI Ore

Irma Guthrell
Hotel Hrnrr

Swan Club
Mary Ellers
Ann Howard
DImas ft Anita

(rillver Grill)'

.

Stan Rucker 4

(Gay eo'R)
Dorothy Nosbltt
Hotel 7th Avenoe

Saunders

IJess

Ida lola

Nixon Cafe
Al Mairlaco Oro
Bob Carter

Bnrica ft Novello
Dancing Debs
.

Not Hons*
Sherdlna Walker
Ted Blake
George Gregg
Evelyn Nellls

Kay Balfe
Paulson
Charley Adams
.

Oasis
Joe Vlllella Ore
John Conte
Joe Conaolo
Stu Braden
Berry Anne
Pines

Howard Becker Oro
Trelon
4

Acea

Max

Tarabis
Flo Parker

Marianne
George Weber
Yacht Clob
Archie Tarahls Ore
Francea Faye
Jaeklo Heller
M ft B 'Whalen
Shirley Holler

Union

Evergreen Oardeas

Frank Natale
Mike Randretto
Villa Madrid

Sam Sweet
Alice Sons

Jules Klacco's Oro

Zelda

Uaro ft Corda
Hollywood Blondes
Naltte Troupe
Anthony Martin

Wicked Willies

Etzl

Hotel Roosevelt

Johnny Kaalhus
Royal Hawllans

Al Goldecker
Syd Golflen
Jack Smith

Hotel bclienley

SIgnor Carmine
Hatlis'r Eldorudlana

Wilson's
Kll-Ban
Rhythm Maniacs

Webster Hall
Ore
West View Park
Jimmy Gamble Oro
Jay Loring

Kennywood Park
Clyde Knight Oro

Gen Baquet Ore
Art Mathews
Yacht CInb
Rae ft Dale
Joan Arlen

Jerks

BIfly Merle

Chuck

Escorts

KItaros
Dotty Vlllard
.Toe llongh

Deane

3

Seaman

Wanda

Phyllla .Merrli

ft

Billy Hinds Oro

Wm

3

Covato Oro

Mark Lane
Jon Tie
Kollctte

Marcla Wayne
Harriet Brent

Rita

Buzz Mayer
Jack Calhoun
ifotel
Penn
(Continental Bar)

Davo Ploraon

Orlli

Art Yagello

Revelers

Camden
Pen Bannerman

O

Joe Klein

Sky-Vne
Bobby Annis 'Ore

Betty Donahoe
Al Devin

Merry Men
Ueber's Hot Bran

Miller
Aerlalettes.

Willows
Art Farrar Ore
'

BOSTON
Beachcomber
Sandro D'Arnez Ore

Eddie Matthews
Mary Navla

Wllma Cox
Dellsae

ft

Blinstrab's

Ksrl Rohde Oro
Boyd Heathefi
Charlotte ft Edw'ds

Kay

ft

Karol
Oliver Sle

I.,ouls ft

Hotel Hollenden
Rolf Passer

Dorothy
Cuka
Al Tory
Gary ft

Marina
Glenn Pope
Sloan ft Gary

Deering

Mnnana
Ore
Brent

Mia Cahua Co
Bob Nelson
Ccaa Manana Gls

Sorelll

Sammy Watklns O

'

Hotel Siatler

Chib .Unytair

Duke Ore
La Conga Club

Ranny Weeks Oro

Jules

nernle Bennett O
Elizabeth Martin
Ruth Clayton

2 Barkers
Cluli Vnnlty Fair
Kal NIra Oro

Stella

Ray

Jane Martin
Lucille Perry
Cocoanut Grove
Mickey Alport Oro
Don Rico Oro
'

Wally Wanger Rev
Paine
Richards ft Carson

illlly

B Dwight Tyrone

Buster Keira Rev

Hotel Fenway Hall
Johnny Cowglll
Grant Wilson

Ramon Arias Ore
Lindsay's Shybar
Gourmet Clob
Jaun Florer
Eddie Robinson Ore Pearl de Lucca
Monaco's Cafe
Hotel Allerton
Joo Baldl Oro
Jimmy Harls Ore
Carmellta ft Lee
Hotel Carter
Regal Clob
Tlilxlon Bprenger
Ambnt'sadors Ore
Ducky Malvln Ore
3700 Club
Hotel Cleveland
Art West
George Duffy Ore

Havdn

Ei'srott.

CLEVELAND

Marx

Rliumba Casino

Bowery
Ryan Bros

Leonard Seel Ore
Nortliwood Inn

Ed Mct:oldrlck, Sr

Grace O'Hara
Hopklns'Rathsbeller Stump ft Stumpy
Henry Patrick Ore
Jimmy VenutI Oro
20th Centnry
Frank Lester
Grace ft Harlow
Mike Pedecln
Mildred Montleth
(^hocolateers
Young Sis (3)
Kenny ShnfTer Trio

Myra Lee
Bonnie Waters
Jack Griffin
Agnes Barry
Lido Venice
Rose Barton

Tip Top Gls

DETBorr
r,oren

Stamp's
Sherman Bros

Maurice ft Cordoba
Michael Sandlna
Robs Gallo
Lou Morrison
Nell Fontaine Oro

Chief Tenehoa ft R
Gene Tobln
Judy Lane
Glamour Gls (9)
Gene Kerwin Ore
Marque ft Marlys
Jaros Sis
Sunny Marston
(Panther Boom)
Andre ft Francis
Charlie Barnett Ore Edylhe Sallade

PHTLADELPHIA

.

541930

Brooks Sis
Barbara Stone
Marie Kaye
Margie Hill
Ross VenutI

L'Alglon

Ullllngs

Betty Coeds
Terry I.AWlor
Anita Page
Georges ft Jrtlna
Boyd ft Jigsaws
Ir^ve Lynn
Lano Bros
Ghezzls
(One to nil)
Sally Muyer
Ches Hale Gls
Hotel Lincoln
Katherlne ITarrls
WASHINGTON
Hendry
Paul Wlnthell
Edith Ifourk's CInb Nan
Harry James Ore
Howard (13)
Gwen Baucher
State (10-18)
Joe White Ore
Lucky Melltider O
Hotel MoAlpIn
Irene Carter
Boyd ft Jigsaws
Slater Tharpe
Henry
MarKo
Cbarlotte Buckley
Arturo Arturos Oro
(Throe to nil)
Slim Thomas
Helen Fox
Sally Barr
Wendy
Bishop
(12-14)
Mildred Kay
Reds ft Curley
Herb Rudolphs Ore
Tokol 2
Hotel New Yorker Ruth Gallagher
Jim Wong Tr
Tom Barry
BrQ>vn Derby
WILLOW GROVR Johnny Long Oro Chester Nelson
Herman Hyde Co
Willow GroTe Park Holon Young
Pat Bennett
Harriet Norrla
6 Herzogs
(16 only)
Edith Roark
Eatelle ft LeRoy
Juanlta
Boyal (13)
Tokol 2
Roalta
Joan Dare
Rlos
Ruban Ulea
Golden Gate 4
.Bartel ft Wms Co
Alvarez
Suzanne Auatln
Brenda
Forbes
CAMDEN
Cortello Co
Cordova ft Vllllon
Alice Perrell Dane
Eva BarJInska
Towers (14-15)
Rfttabanow 4
Sammy Frlaco Ore
Samba Sirens
Robs ft Chlttlson
Catherine WeatHeld (One tn All)
Jimmy Savage Trio
Hotel Pork Central
Lee Dixon
WORCESTF.R
Rosslun Kretcbnw
Capitol Loonge
(Cocoanut Grove)
Ryan ft Benaon
Pbmontli (13)
Nicolas Matthey O
Saul Grauman Co
Buddy Clarke Oro
4 Mills Bros
Sally Rand Co
Peter
Ncmlroft
Oro
Maurice Rocco
Joae Domlnguea U
Olga Ivanova
Louis Jordan Ore
Jack Waldron
Nastla Pollakova
Elenore Wood
Clirx Pnree
Marusla Sava
Hlbbert,, Byrd Co
Adia KuznetzofT
Paul Whlteman Ore
Cabaret Bills
Wlnton ft Diane
Scnia Karavaeft
John Boles
Bunn> Howard
Michel Mlchon
Anna Auatln
Ginger Dulo
Mlahl
Uzdanoff
Alice Dudley
Sylvia Barry
Arjaiak Arafelovs
Marianne
Hotel Pennaylvaola
Judy Slarr
CTTT
Splvy's Roof
Evaii; Gls
Bobby Byrne Ore
Ammons ft Johnson Dorothy
Splvy
Armando'*
Claire
Coloslmos
Geo Morris Ore
Haywood ft Allen
Jack OlKord
Stuart Wade
Pedrlto Oro
Ralph Cook
Eddie
Mayeholt
Cafe Society
Hotel Flaxa
Laura Dutton
Betty Bryant
Frank Quatrell Ore
(VUUce)
Marge
DIok Gasparre Ore
Stork Club
Beachcomber
Henry Allen Oro
Brucettes
Chlnulto Ore
Kenneth Spencer
Sonny Kendls Orr
Dick D'Amleo Oro
Blake ft Lambert
Paul Haakon
Rny Benson Ore
Meade Lux Lewis
Evers ft Dolores
Chavez Oro
Maxine KIsor
Gloria Hope
Art Tatum
Peppy ft Peanuts
Carmen D' Antonio
Hotel Roosevelt
Claris Spauldlng
Helena Horne
Toy ft Wing
Tuckers
Joso Morand Ore
Bobby Danders
Juanlta Juarez
Versailles
Chatean Modeme
Marvelle Myler
Hotel Savoy-Plam M Bergere Ore
Covert ft Reed
BUI Bcrtolottrs
Congress Jlotel
Panchlto Oro
Luclle Jarrott
Emile Petti Oro
Don Sylvio Oro
(Glass Hat Rm)
Jean Sabton
Maurice Shaw Ore
Hlldogarde
Angelo Oro
Gabriel
Betty Kcan
Leo Kahn
(PeuCorb Rm)
Frederica
Jane Kean
Joe Vera
Claremont Inn
Hotel St. George
Joan Benolt
Doris
Joe RIcardel Ore
Peggy Ellis
(Brooklyn)
Drake lintel
Village
Barn
Edith Lambert
Camlllla Houae)
Clob 18
Dave Martin Oro
Lynn ft Marlann<
Gone
Austin
Ore
Dee
Williams
Ramon
Ramos Ore
0 Andrews Oro
Bllnore Rutherford Peter
Sherrlll Sis
Yank Porter
Eleanor French
Brent Oro
Zeb Carver
Dick Fulbrlght
Pat Harrington
Bill's Oay
Edgewater Beach
,
Bud
Sweeney
Bill Dlllard
Jack White
Charles Strickland
Hotel
Don ft Ruth I-nne
Roy>Sedley
Hotel St, Merit!
Lulu Bates
Pappy Relow
Diana Fontaine
(Beach Wnik)
Fred Bishop
Ford Harrison Oro
Klorla Vestolt
Frankle Hyers
LIttIo Jack Little O
Spike Barrleon
Irene Barclay
Lewis Sis
Harold Wlllard
Cor.chlta
Kathleen Quinn
Harry Donnelly
LOS
Anita Dillon
Richards ft Gillette
Uernls Qrauer
Ann Paige
Royal Guards
Bar of Maslo
Cafe Pierre
Hazel MeNulty
Dorothy Brandon
Vlnce Curran
Bob Knight Ore
Bill Jordan
Arniand ft LIta
Patricia Ellis
George Kent
Club Gaucho
Club Ball
3 Dee's
Ann Harriett
Gate Society
Alan Fielding Or<
Don Avendano Ore
Chuck Foster Ore
Tony Sharrabba
(Hldtown)
Ball-lovelles
Currlto ft Coral
Dick WInslow Ore
Cnsa Mannna
Teddy Wilson Oro
Juanlta
Luis Camache
Eddie South Ore
Blltmore Bowl
Allan De Witt
Johnny Morgan
Jose Perez
Hazel Scott
Jimmy Castle
Ward Sla
Yvetle"Rosa Rio

Hippodrome (12)
Ina Ray HuttoD Ore

Joe Oakle
Al Bard Oro

Dave Forrester Ore

(Pnmp Room)

Rainbow
Barry Wlnton Ore
SIgrld Lassen
Clemente Oro
Laing

Lossy

Moore

Swanne Inn
Slim ft Slam
Charlie Evans

Ambassador Hotel

Room

Bobby Parks Oro
Imogen Carpenter

Pattl

Sam Lewis
Pat Shaw

CHICACK)

Joe Pafumy Oro

EASTON

CJTY

Mnsic Hall (12)
^Vynn Murray
Revuera

Book-Cadlllac Hotel
(Duok Casino)
Parsons
Sanford Mandel
Barry Wilkinson
' (.Motor Bar)

Leon LeVerdle
I

'

(KIng-ot-PruasIn,'
Pa.)
Gil Fitch Ore

-

Phil Oilman's Oro

Job Smith Oro
Bela BIzony
Rudt Tlmfleld

Arthur Ravel Ore

NEW YOBK

Frankle Gallagher

Hal Clianslor
Jean Neunler
Gordon Bishop
Bob Murphy

La Conga

Condas Bros

O Benny

Hot Lips Page Ore Mavis Mlms
Rebecca Hayes
Honse of Unrphy

Hotel Astor
Tommy Dors-ey-Ore
Juanlta Rlos Ore
Connie Haines
Pled Pipers
Frank Sinatra
Buddy Rich
ZIggy Elman
Hotel Belmont
Plaza

Margery Daye
Slggy Lane

Cully Richards

ft

Mary Rellly
Sylvia Fielding

Blllle Holiday
Billy Daniels
Stult Smith
Clarence Proflt Trio

ConnllT Oro
Harriet Clark

Victor McLaglen

White

Kelly's Stable

Ray

(6)

Delia
Neville Flees9n
Peter Llnd Hayes
Grace Hnyies

Charles ft Celeste
Nola Day

O Danny

.

Tommy

Paul Kane
Mildred Gllson
mil Bniloy

(Strafford, Pa.)

Diana

Jack Lane Co-

Earle (13)
Bob Croaby Oro

Joy Harmony
Terry Dean

Rainbow Terrace

Wan

Frollan

Del Rloa

Montague

Frankle Schluih
Clob 16
Harriet Hale
Buzz Wilt

COL

NEW YOBK

BHOADWAY

1619

Havana-Madrid
Maya Oro

Bob Croaby Oro
Pitchmen

Mltzl

EDWARD SHERMAN

Marie Boland
C Hoherty Gls
Forbidden City
Sal Cabral Oro
Maya Kella
Hoo Shee
Jue Fong

-

Francis Osborne
Frances Williams
Bobby Dale

Benny Kaha

Puananl Mathews
MIkl Wlkl
Robin Walker
Charlie Openul
Ed^le Calvert
Bobby Mathews
Johhls Bright Oro
Red Stanley Oro
Grace Hayes Lodge
Slapsy Haxles
Mary Healy
Ben Blue

Leonard Sues

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Maria Lopez
Charro GU 3

Famons Door

Strand (IS)
Lea Brown Ore

(Malaga, N. J.)

Ray O'Day
Cynthia Evans

Jerry Jester

Antonlta

Frank Cuneo Oro
Nancy Newell
Mayo'B
Gua Johnson Ore
Jimmy Evans

Havenalres (4)
Harry Rose
Ruy Hottlnger Oro
Bobby Vail
16 De Shon Dancers Vespers (2)
Grace Gordon
Old Falls Tavera
Wilbur Ranee
Billy Ilayea' Oro
Wilbur Douglass
Andy Fletcher
Lucille Rand
Buck Calhoun
Cedarn'd Log Cabin Andy RtiBBell

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEmOKNT

Gloria Belmonte

Harry Stockwell
Pierre & Renee

Charlie Galncst Ore
Lois de Fee

3

Charlie Foy

.

Evelyn Tj'ner
Iceland Restanrant
Ted Eddy Ore
4 Co-Eds

Ollda Gray'
Charles King

Mangean

Romay

Llna

Jo-Anne

Carroll's

Rhnmboogle

Tours
Anniversary

Dean Murphy
Ben Yoflt Co

ft

Hnrbara

Ilorentlne Garden

Xavler Cugat Ore

'

Renaldos
TonI Serrlel
Henrique ft Adri'ne

Lillian

MIguellto Valdes

June Mann
Delia Llnd
Geo Fontana
LI la L«e

Nilcs

Raymond

Chet Record
Nick Cochran Oro

Manny Strand Ore

(Starlight Bool)

Naldl
Carlyle Blackwell
Joe B Howard
Ross Wyse, Jr

Cadillac Caporeltes

Gaby La KItte
Shadrack Boys
ilarjorle

Bd

Bin Brady

Hotel St Regis

Hal Saunders Ore
Gus Martel Ore

Lynn Alton
Hotel Ta(t
Los ChamacoB
Frankle Masters O
Deena Clarke
Diamond Horseshoe Phyllis Myles
Hotel WnldortDr Rockwell
Astoria

NKa

Art Wen'zel
Henry Grant

Rockets
Dorothy Garbo
Mary Brian
Rone O'Nell
Cee Pee Johnson O
Scheheracade Cafe
NTG
Yasclia BorowskI
Sid Tomack
Alex Morlson
Fred Scott
Kdlth Rogers Dahl
Role Bros
RuHalan Gypsy Oic
Don Eddy
Sugar Gelge
Seven Seas
David Marshall Ore Lllla KIplkona
Charlie Foy's CInb Sybil Thomas

Jaye Martin

Mancho Ore
Sheila Reynolds
Rochelle Carter

Mabel Ruasell

KEW YOBK cmr

Frankle Convllle
Dorothy Ford
Mary Pecerberk
Helen O'Haru
Sunny Dale

Heyea* Rhumbs
Lolo ft Ramon
Clair ft Day
Florence ft' Alvarea- St
Rhumba Ore
Betty Black
Slate Bros

Harriet Carr

Ralph Brown
Cndiltao Tavern
Harry Dobbs Ore

nolen Miller

George

6

in connection

Numerals

Ralph Eastwood
Nirma Cordova
Loo Zollo Ore
Pauline Barry
Leonora Sola
Birmingham Inn

Andrews Sla
Al Donahue Oro

Sis

Beverly ft Jimmy
Hassan, 2d

(Melody Loonge)
Marjorle Garrison

Crawford Hoose
Ray Cnlllini Ore
Miriam Johnson
Crawfordettea
Joe Roas
Ina Lorraine
Frank Fontaine

Eddie Farrow

Fox
Milton

A Hounds
George Ore

Ill-Hat
Pete Tlorman Oro
Lucille Grey

Frank Petty
Hotel Bradford
(CIrco*

Room)

Florence Hallman

Runkle

& Lambert

Hotel Copley Playa
(Sheraton Room)
Stuart Frnzler Ore
Hotel Essex
Brnsat Murray Oro

(Continued on paK« 11)
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HOUSE BEYIEWS

40

ing and juggling

London

Metropolitan,

by

the Banaeldi

Most ol the misfire

Two

Cromtoells,

is

is

of the Intended gags for the
of laughs they reap. Show
evidently aimed at the type of biz
by 'Hellzapoppin' and

af- garnered

The Met,' as this music hall is
'Funzafire' units, and in spots such as
fectionately known, is a house where this, where aU have played, this one
the manager, replete with soup and is best not compared.
welcoming
flsh, sUnds in the lobby
Stringing out the show nearly
wiu
he
Occasionally
the customers.
or nullifies the evident ability of Franask a customer how's business,
ces Wills and her semi-eccentric and
how Mrs. Brown's twins arethisproacro-adagio turns, and amounts to
in
gressing. And the locals love
her subbing quantity for quality,
timacy..
neveli- a showmanly policy, in her two
Theatre has been operating for
bit under
long

solo

Finale

turns.

^.^o^.,
over 40 years and some customers title,
w.u. finesse,'
u..urc» with
^^^^ to undress
^
'how
pride themselves they have not
heavily inked in the daily ads
missed a week since Jts 0P«"'"& as highlight of the show, is too much
years

drinking than in watching the
show, and the drink consumed here
a very important acquisition to the

CHICAGO, CHI

In

Chicago, June

Intake.

_

it

is

better than the nitery show.
of the standouts of the club
are retained, while other

(3), dancers.

Some

one
Gal
and
she

layout

.

known by his real name of Benny
Bonn has made great strides

Levin.

since those days, having built up
quite a radio reputation and means
His
something to the boxoilice.

Hebe jokes are mostly war, but some
emeU Crimean. His best asset is a
pair of pipes which are real tear
jerkers.

Two

Cromwells, one of the few

continental
.

Is

'

acts

working

still

in

England, are on the trapeze.. Nothing sensational, but dear cut hand'
to-hand balancing and swinging,
Carroll IjCvIs brings on his 'discoveries' for entire second half. He
to

England what Major Bowes

is

America.
Himself Canadian,
to
Levis doesn't deny he copped the
Idea from the Major, but unlikd
Bowes, Levis doesn't spieU He introduces his finds infi straightforwtird manner, telling the ctistomers
\rhere he unearthed tiiem. Levis has
en easy and ingratiating manner,
putting the acts and customers at
ease. Some of his talent Is not up to

that will satisfy most of the
customers without impressing them
with name strength.
This is the second week for most
of &e turns Of the show, which holds
picture.
the
along
with
over
Dorothy Hild Ballet is particularly
tion

outstanding and the brilliance of the
costumijv has much to do with the
importance of the production and
ballet numbers of military, Ukraine
and tropical atmosphere.
From a long sojourn in the Chez
Paree come the 16 Commanders,
male vocalists, and Lois Wallner to
They routine
lead the brigade.
through the standard set of male
work but It's effective
choral
stuff, suitable for any theatre or important night spot
Lew Hoffman scores excellently
with his juggling, being especially

I

from White Way. They constitute
a bunch of lookers dolled up In nifty
costumes. Girls are doubtless wise
in trouping for there is not the opportunityto work around New
,
York as during the past two summers. They don't do much stepping
but sure look okay,
Running time of 65 minutes seems
overtime, probably because of the
skits, which could be clipped nlfhough they do deliver giggles.
White is touting Charles Kemper,
rotund comic who does well and
will
be better.
A soldier drill
routine is timely enough but probably right out of the book. Biggest
laugh is from a former White musi-

Omaha, June

10.

'ComitJol of Fun' unit with Dave
Apollon; JVillie Shore, Ruth Petty,
Dot Remy, Lucienne and As?iour,
Anne Levelle, Ben Beri, Sid Lang
Orch: 'Model Wije' (U).

.

it's

it

was much

l>etter.

obvious that the additions are

weeks.
Supporting acts are all good, Bea
Wain, from radio's 'Lucky Strike Hit
Parade,' does well with 'Amapola,'
'My Sister and I,' 'Bounce Ma
Brother With a Solid Four' and
'Deep Purple.'
She's a name and
strong on the air, but not quite as
effective in front of a live audience,
where the mike restricts her, with
the result that every tune is delivered in much the same manner. Her
'Hit Parade' Intro, incidentally, is a
followup on Brown's own best novelty, a personal hit parade based on
radio commercials and station signatures,
which is sung by Betty
.

WNEW

.

HIPP,

BALTO

LYRIC, INDPLS.

N. Y.

K.

among
Its.

of

the

smaller

outfit,

—

and Kirby's bass,
Opening bit puts au&ence Into
several songs reminiscent of the light mood, using new and effective
olden days. Hits of the company are comedian, Rastus Murray, foiled by
Tower continues Its poUcy of book- the Equillo brothers, who lend a new Bryant. Comic slips over a package
ing uiUt, shows for the time being twist to acrobatics. They appear in of clicky dialog and parodied vocals
In- heu of Its usual
combining of cowboy costumes and sing a hillbilly to gor off with a solid response.
standard acts with local production. tune, then strip to working trunks Bryant works as foil aU the way and
TWs one, following the Ted Lewis and go through some niceljh done also chips in 'with a solo crack that
ouWt, faces a tough assignment and handbalancing while they continue shakes out unsunted laughs. One of
finds It too heavy. There's some their song.
his best bits is a recapitulation of
hard wofk by members of the dozenOther acts added by the house are .the recent Baer-Louis fight
or-so cist but their extended efforts Three Trojans, who have appeared
Dancing Debs, white trio of terpfonaMsed to 35 minutes would put here before. They are tops in sters on an otherwise all-Negro bill,
tte show in much better light than tumbling, appearing in collegiate fit into the vaude scheme neatly.
the full hour skedded for itf
sweaters.
Rex Weber Is also a re- Trio is a treat in --*ion, kicking off
•Troupe is not without its redeem- peater, and socks with his double good imison routines, nicely laid
ing moments. .On this score, taps and voiced singing. Also does a couple out then finish with fast aero stunts.
Innystalr .stepping of Jackson and of tunes straight for good effect En- Good response.
wedra, deep barltoning of m.c. Rus- tire company sings 'America* with
Bob Howard, on the air. and in
sell Gordon on "Without a Song' and waving flag projected on dcieen for niteries for years, is still offering
,1^tout
Hearted Men,' and hand- mittwinning flnish.his same routine of songs and piano,
tni^g comedyof Shaw and Lee are Biz light at third show opening day but here makes it a bit more efci^t entries. The tennis ball bounc- Friday (6).
^Etey. fective with Harlem jive to which
acrefTi.

,

.

;

|

fain,

the stager leaving the Strand

after doing' the production for the

Guy Lorabardo

crew, opening June
done a fconslstently good
Gourfaln Is quitting to
spend some time on writing a play
'n^ith music, collaborating with Sidney Fields. Les Morgan takes Gour20.'

He's

job here.

faln's place.

Scho.

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia, June 7.
Tommy Tucker Orch (12) with
Alon Holmes, Amy Amell, Kenoin
Somerville,
Don Broum, Simone
Simon, Wesson Bros., Stuart Morgan
Dancers (4); 'Reaching /or the Sun'
(Par).

The fact that we're still living in a
hits one right in the puss
while ogling the Earle offering this
sesh. ,For where else could a couple
him to more ambitious of guys get on a stage and caricature the President and his wife as
Allen and Kent are repeaters here do the Wesson brothers?
The duo caps an excellent act with
but good for a series of well-earned
bends.
Opening with good tango a twin takeoff of the White House
tap by youthful boy and girl, act occupants.
It's
in dubious taste.
switches to oldtime buck and wing After going through fireside chat
by elderly pair who later join with routine and a high-pitched cackling
youngsters for fourway tapping and imitation of the First Lady, the imichallenge contrasting the old and tators wind up with the President
new. It's a smart layout and made and his wife jitterbugging offstage.
to order for family trade here.
In view of the President's infirmities,
Dennis Day closes. Offstage re and the present world conditions,
cording, of some talk with Jack this ehtire routine could well be scisBenny brings him on to okay re- sored. Some of the pewholders mutsponse, which takes real hold with tered resentment at this catching.
opening vocal of .'AmajAla' In Eng- The rest of theif turn is excellent
'Toifs is their
lish and Spanish, potent in' special and mirth-provoking.
Edgar Bergen with
orchestra
arrangement
Follows takeoff on
McCarthy and Wendell
with 'My Sister and I' and 'It AU Charlie
Comes Back to me Now,' good for Willkle. They could end their stint
at
this
point
very
nicely.
an encore of an Irish ditty, 'Cockels
Simone Simon shows plenty of im4nd Mussels,' n.s.g. Day has taken
on considerable stage presence since
3»^J»P^»?JI«
After
last appearance here and contrives here in the Ul-fated "Three
a
to keep in character of dumb lad Three' musical, but she's not yet
made familiar to radio listeners. finished stage performer. She overcomes her greeness with a pleasing
Has highly leglt pipes.
Biz Just fair.
(Continued on page 41 >
Burm.

tops should
lift
clicks
brackets.

with every tune it tries.
colorful arrangements pack a lot
wallop into six pieces piano,
drums, clarinet, trumpet alto sax

strongly

City,

Shaw and

.

it has been augmented since
the Theatre-Cafe in
Chicago for around three months of
that spot's five-month operation, and

reports,

Brown played

.

in a swimming suit number, as cowgirls, and in a bridal number to
June 7.
close.
Flora Duane, one of the
Lee, owners of the show, does a couple of
Frances Wills, dances with the girls.
Russell Gordon, The Banfields (2)
The Four Kernels, vocal quartet
Cowboy and the Blonde' (20th) appear in period costumes to sing

Kansas

brass, four reed and four rhythm,
plus Brown's own sax, is crackerlack on sight as well as sound. From

Plenty of talent but unit had to
good musicians. From the Strand,
be re-routined a little after opening l^^'-'Td^'^to 'the" U>1 "cabln
w lacked
„„v-. punch,
K Thereafter
because it
i^Xk,*^ Y.
fo? 12

.

,

at this first night catcliing was better received.
Band, set up in sections of six

Show caught at evening, was a
real sock after a discouraging opening that afternoon.
Dave ApoUon
is well known here and some of the
customers missed his band. However, his own showmanship plus a
cal hit 'Flying High.'
It is the neat giveout of 'Dark Eyes' and 'Two
medicinal glass bit that drew guf- Guitars' made the crowd forget the
faws when Bert Lahr first pulled it. familiar Filipinos. Playing the manSeveral numbers are from former dolin, clowning and singing. Apollon
musicals produced by the manager pulls the show up with the able asand emphasized is George Gersh- sistance of his co-m.c, WUlie Shore.
•
win's "Birth of the Blues,' delivered
Shore's
clowning and satirical
by the good-looking, lus'ty baritone.
good on his comedy interpolations. Bob Shea, who was in the fioor show. flings, with his fine sense of burLime Trio has been around many He appears only near the finale and lesque, get plenty of laugtis but his
best effort is a serious takeoff on
years,, but still register on their con- is aided by blonde Gloria Blake's
Bonney and one of the saxophonists.
Pat
Rooney.
tortion novelty. It shows what can highpitched pipes.
Vocal end supas the 'No. 1
Ruth Petty, singing redhead, does Windup has
be done with basically uninteresting plies a strong, curtain.
nifty plug for Martin Block
acrobatics, i.e., a little Idea, cosOn the comedy end, in addition to neatly with "Mean to Me' and tunee,'a asmart
maneuver, politically,
tuming and some producing.
Kemper, lis Gautier's dog act the Lucienne and Ashour win plenty of plus
the band.
Anne forDixie
Rossilianos are a dance steam Bricklayers, with femme portion of plaudits with their adagio.
Dunbar, a cute little trick,
which goes In much for costuming the audience tickled all the way. Levelle's dancing is okay. Eten.Beri,
added effect by having four tall
and production. Without the pro- Nonchalants too are a sock interlude juggler comic, well known here, did gets
boys hoofing behind and with her.
duction the act would be another with comedy acrobatics. Dance con his pantomime before an appreciaIt's a nice dancing flash with a corkdance turn, btft brilliantly arranged tributions by Carol King on her toes tive audience.
Rach.
ing
tap
congarhumba
finale.
and costumed this act. takes on a and Mimi Kellerman with a routine
Show's only comedy is contributed
that ends in a dizzy whirl also count
color and flash.
by Bob Williams, whose childlike
Biz was good at the first show Other of the unit's turns that do
exuberance and 'exasperation' with
Saturday (7).
okay are Harris and Shore, burGold.
his finely trained rubber-boned dog.
lesque ballroomers; Kay Penton,
Red Dust, got howls at the last show
Baltimore, June 8,
vocals;
Jess
Mack and George
Dennis Day, Cortello's I'fottt/wood Friday night. Williams is a decided
Haggerty; in the skits.
There should be no difficulty in Mimics, The Three BiltTnorettes, stage personality, attested to by the
booking, the unit but if 'It plays Johnny Houiard, Allen and Kent (4) fact that he holds and sells an audiFelice
lula
House
where
Orch
Indianapolis, June 7.
(13); 'Ad- ence with an act based strictly, on
the former 'Scandals' unit apthe slim thread of his own high•Grand/otheT»s Follies'; Von Kirk, peared. It might be well to make it venture in Washington' (Col),
pitched, hysterical lau^ter.
Flora Duane, Equillo Brothers, Four clear that the present show is new.
Show, running 58 minutes, is fast
Kernels, Marqueritf Hdrtweu, Rex
Nicely routine setup plays well and
Xbee.
Weber, Three Trojans, Goiety Girls
builds as If unreels. Marshaled by on the clock and in the pacing. It's
Johnny Howard, who paces matters the next-to-closer for Harry Gour(8) 'Cowbov and the Blonde" (20th)

APOLLO,

'Criizy ShpxD' with
/flcfcson and Nedra,

N. Y.

sequent orchestration of 'Intermezzo'
is much, more on the sweet side and

ORPHEUM, OMAHA

specialties and skits have been inserted; Chorines who number 16 are

his usual standard, suffering in coihmon- with other forms of entertainment, by the war: service draft. Instance Is Phyllis Plackett, modestly
described
as
'England's
Eleanor
PowelL' Gal dances very ordinarily.
;
Larry. Jay, goofy guy, doing takeoff
smartly and contributes a spot of his
of Cookie Bowers, has possibilities,
own later in the layout show makes
Current bill goes back two genend could render great services as erations
for 50 minutes of okay 'variety.
to get its title, 'Grandstooge to any name comedian. Best
John Kirby Orch (6), Rostus House orch, batoned by Felice lula,
father's Follies.' It's a burlesque of
of bunch Is Dlanne DarUng in series
MuTToy, Dancing -Debs (3), Bob is again on stage and gives able
the gasUght era.
of
Impressions,
Including
Jack
Howard, Bill Bailey^ Viola JeffeVson, support to the acte.
Costumes
run
to
checkered
vests,
Warner, Garbo, and Gracie Fields.
Jackie Mabley, Willie Bryant,' 'Meet
Snappy opening by the Three BiltEddie Lee,. Introduced by Levis as boxtoed shoes and bowler bats for Boston Blaekie' (Col.),
the gentlemen, and bustle skirts for
morettes, trio of femme tumblers
guest artist, was formerly a member
the ladies, -with backdrops painted to
who work fast and to good response,
of the Three Admirals, standard
Apollo dispenses with Its tisual precede Cortello's Hollywood Mimics,
vaude act here^ and Is reputed to depict scenes along Broadway in
have been on Georgie Jessel's radio the '90s.. But it Is doubtful that house line and drawn-out production smartly paced canine troupe. Varie
program just before the war, In the even grandfather would have paid and comedy seqtiences uils week, ty of dogs whacks out funny impresthe proverbial 10c. to 'witness 62 min- running off its 100 minutes of stage sions of film personalities under
doings as a string of vaude turns, showmanly direction of CorteUo,
House, which had been closed utes of running time so obviously
lacking in entertainment value. Even tied together by capable m.c: Willie who's in white tie and tails.
since the September blitz, reopened
with local mayor and his lady In for with the addition of two acts added Bryant Switch Is for the better.
Howard takes hold here for some
by the house the stage fare is not Whereas some of the Apollo's stage
ope-\i.ng show.
Biz was capacity strong
enough to bring in enough sessions made their long Jiinning gagging and a jive vocal featuring a
both shows. With Levis in on 60%
bit of hoofery, after which he gives
of the intake, furnishing the pro- mazuma to cause any glee by the times seem longer, this one takes 'Uie out with a camp meeting vpcal which
Its
pace and pep enlists
gram, his slice should be around money counters or by Duane and opposite tack.
audience support and a begXjeslie, producers of tiie unit
nullify the length.
$l,500,^whlch Is very good amidst all
One set is used throughout the off. Responds with dramatic ImperVan Kirk is the m.c. and comic of
these bUtzes.
sonation of an English soldier, a la
Bege.
the show, but be needs material as John KIrby combo backing all turns
Kipling, highly Impressive in demuch as he -needs a delivery. The from the opening gun. Effort to livery.
Lad has a punch to his maGaiety Girls, line of eight, go speed things up splits up tha Kirby
terial and a knack for selling that
through their paces okay, appearing offerings.
C.
Band, just about

TOWER,

STRAND,

,

7.

Program opens with Donna
Leio Ho#mon, Commanders & Lois
Very amateurish, with Wallner (17), Rossiltanos (2), Lime
displaying semblance of talent. Trio, DoTothw Htld Ballet; 'I Wanted
should be dressed and staged Wings' (Par)
would In time .get further than
can ever aspire with this act.
With a long and important picture,
'uniqup the stage ^ow is kept down on runKrandon and Kama,
balancing novelty,' is neither unique ning time and budget. The result is
nor novel. It's just smalltime bal- a good-looking, entertaining producSisters

Issy Bonn Is often talked of as
successor to Julian Rose, while
others maintain the title belongs to
Max Bacon. It's a decade since this
reviewer used to appear at charity
concerts with Bonn, who was then

Goes over

'

Is

.

hep.

.

some customers spending more time and money
their clubs, with

ancing with culinary utensils, including a table. Gal doesn't do
Ing
_ anything,
but tries to look cute. Ted Payne
and Freddie Glass, two new cdmics,
are about as new as Hitler's threats.
One of the partners has been around
for years with colored partner as
Ruair and Shine. Blue enough to
make any family audience blush.

li

—

With aU the progress that 20
satirized to register as a strip and
has brought, this palace of enter- too broad to click as comedy.
tainment is still as of yore, using
Film is average calibre and house
anElides during intermission to
is in for different figure than It has
nounce local merchandise, etc.
garnered in past couple of sessions.
Quin.
The bars adjoining the auditorium

re

eudlsnc*

strongly.

'GeoTflic

Donna Sisters.
ond on some
KTondon
Freddie Glass. number

Kama, Ted Payne and

this

N. Y.

There are few better tap dancers
Les Broim's Orch (14) with Betty
He's
WhUe's 'Scandal^ unit with available than Bill BaUey.
Bonnev; Beo Wain, Dixie Z>unbar
Charles Kemper Bot> Shea, Harris shown his clever footwork in many Rhythmaires (4), Bob Williams ife
&
and Shore, JVonchalants, Ctorto important bookings in the past, but' Red Dust; 'Afillton Dollar
Bab«'
Blake, Gautier's Dog*, Miml Keller- it's about time he laid aside the imi- (WB), revtetaed in Vabiety,
May 28.
referrepeated
the
and
of
Coley
tations
Penton,
Kate
man, Carol King,
He'd do
Worth, Jess Mack, Barnes TuiiTis, ences to Bill Robinson.
A year or so from now the Strand
George Haggerty; 'Topper Returns' much better If his stuff were allowed to earn favor on its own ^ould be able to take credit for giv(VA).
merits. Bailey was once a mute on- ing a new boffo bounce band its first
talk, real toehold on the road to fame and
After three somewhat lean weeks, stage. Lately he has begun to
This, is Les Brown's initial
fortune.
In
business at Loew's ace house Is look- but still does not seem at ease
dialog stage date on Broadway; in fact, his
ing up, the stage show being credited tossing cracks. Some of the
clicks and remainder drops with a first major theatre appearance anywith the upturn.
where, and his orch gives every inthud.
George White has a new unit, one
up among the
Newcomer 'Viola Jefferson exhibits dication of getting
with variety and class. He billed it
Got musical leaders. And not the least
as a cavalcade at Hartford and good style In her vocaling of 'I
band's
qualifications
of
the
is
Worcester, but renamed It 'Scandals,' Rhythm,' 'Oh Look At Me Now,' 'Oh Brown's own easy-to-take personalthe Groove' and an ena title long identified with the little Boy I'm In
ity and clarity in his Introductions.
shownian. It is nqt 'the same 'Scan- core of "There'll Be Some Changes ~
There can be only one major critiSinger Is not strong in
dals' tifiat troupe^ In vaude tor 40 Made.'
leveled at the band as it now
manstraight vocal qualities, but her —
weeks after bejM- condensed from ouo.B'»
ner of interpreting the tunes earned stands—and that's Its tendency to get
the 1939 editlo]
her ft solid sendoff. She vaguely re too forte In some of its jived arWhite mad^F pot of coin from minds of Ella Zitzgerald.
rangements. That type of music is
on tour in the
'Scandals,' ^Bui
okay
for the ballrooms and the
comedian
Jackie Mabley, femme
legiters aarvaudfllm houses, then'
matinee, pantywaisted audiences in
dumped J^ll back into a Broadway wlio's a powerful draw in Harlemese theatres, but there should be connitery^Eled the Gay White Way. spots, is saved until the last She siderable toning down for the night
Evi^MBDy that Isn't his racket, so he does her stuff with no interruption adult patronage. To those not fully
Her gags, terps, and
Is mfk in the kind of show business from Bryant
hep to all the niceties of jive, the
He should recoup tunes all find easy favor with this orch's opening 'Anvil Chorus,' as one
that he knows.
audience and rate her the star spot
4he bankroll.
instance, must sound like every
New unit comprises the White she's allotted. Much of her stuff is musician is oyt to outdtf the other in
Way floor show in part, but actually laid out 'With the slightly blue tinge making the most noise. The subin which Apollo patrons revel. Wood.

on the con-

tinuity, which was meant to weld
these acts into a unit, and the bits of
business meant to embellish the outlay. Far too much work is expended

London, May 7.
CarroW Levis ond His Discoveries,
Issy Bonn, Eddie Lee,

STATE,

Is

accomplished and clever.

democracy

,

'
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The Good Old Days

Tommy Dorsey's hard-driving style
at the Hotel Astor Roof, N. Y., is -apparently what they want, regardless
of its cacophony. However, he would
Herewith appears a Vaweiy review of a N. Y, Palace bill of 20 year*
do well to moderate the Jive, es- ago. The intention
is td r^rint these weekly using the relative week of
pecially at the dinner sessions. None
1921 u>ifh the current date of. issue. No special reason in reviving these
San Francisco, June 5.
manner and a voice that's not hall
the less, the Roofs business is well
had. In addition she's plenty good ..The Camerons (.2) Billy Lighton, nieh sensational from a gross stand- reviews other than the interest they may have in recalling the acts whic^t
oomph
her
usual
adding
to
Coro Miller, Chucfc O'Hora, Alice point, and that's what Bob Christen- were playing at that time, the manner of putting together a big time shoto
to look at,
progown
and
a
close-fltting
Rayhum
DicJe
Crosbv,
HetoHtt,
with a
(booking) tuhtch radio stations may find pertinent, ond as a resume of fh«
berry best likes to go by.
Jay Brower with
Dangers
vbcaUve wriggle.
_
(6),
style of vaudeville reviewing of that day.
Her songs are 'Chl-Chi-Castenango' House Orch (7) ^Nobody's Children'
The Ashburns, as proficient as they
dnd 'Friendly Neighbor^
from "We the People,' 'My Sister and (Col)
(Reprinted from Variety of June 10, 1921)
are with their ballroomology at the
1
end 'I Got to Get Hot' Her re- (Rep).
She's a reRockefeller Center's Rainbow Grill,
ception was excfellent.
N. Y.
'champagne
lief from the run-of-the-mine screen
.With attendance building week by have yet to master the
name making a p.a., refraining from week, this spot is now mulling an hour' technique. Their idea of an
the
emabout
(Argentine-Brazil-Cuba)
chatter
ABC
inane
the usual
extension of the vaude revival
If ever there was an all-American, all-around perfect vaudeville
bill put
terps
is
all
phasis
the
Latinesque
for
picture colony.
started five weeks ago to cover more
right but there isn't as much color together, this show makes it.
The Stuart Morgan Dancers are a days.
There isn't a right element in the game that isn't generously woven into
clicky adagio team, three brawny
This week's edition of 'Night Club and change of pace as when the
euys in shorts and a tiny blonde FoLUes' maintains the pace previously polka and Viennese waltzes are the many-hued texture of the entertainment It has names, beautiful girls,
blonde gal who gets tossed about like set. Opener is Chuck O'Hara, tmn- essayed. Only when the conventional voices, singing, dancing, spectacle, novelties, surprises, old favorites, new
The dame goes bler who not only flip-flops smoothly waltzing was introduced at the ses- faces, and that greatest and first factor comedy. Every act Is out-and-out
a medicine ball.
through difficult turns through the but explains Uie twisters and round- sion caught' did the tempo improve. comedy, even the opening and closing turns. And it is all comedy
with
air with the greatest of ease and at offs to the customers. Makes a nice, Otherwise, the hard-working and en- talent not just parrot-like recitations
of other people's humor by uninspired
one point is .Jhrown almost clear clean-cut appearance. Caro Miller, gaging couple had tough going al- manikins who chance to pick
the stage instead of the garage. There are
across the stage.
magico, deuces, making for a good- Uiough, in justice to the situation, it
The rest of the 55-minute show is looking act although his stuff is more seemed an unusually lethargic turn- five headline acts out of eight.
Never in his long experience as a vaudevillegoer has this reviewer heard
held down by Tommy Tucker's band, or less routine. Finishes by switch- out. None the less, It's patent that
filling its first big-time -engagement ing to vibraharp for a solo. Things the tango and samba are too qui- such continuous applause-approval at a regular program performance.
The band has a went wrong at the opener; A pigeon escent It does really call for a lively key to the spirit of it is given in the one fact that Chic Sale and Tom Patriin these parts.
couple of bright spots, but could use parked in the organ grille to coo for conga or rhumba, with variations of cola came back in the closing act and clowned and worked for fully six
Viennese
a few more to become a real Class A the rest of the day, and Miller fast-whirling polka and
minutes, each having changed entire wardrobe for this alone. That closing
stage attraction.
couldn't get-together. with the orch waltz, which their pedecessors have act George Brown's Pedestrianism,
engaged in all 11 people; Gus Edwardt
Netting the bulk of the duke- on his music. Vibraharp was out for done, to get best results. Their
used 25. Throughout, 40 performers appeared.
pounding was the deadpan warbling succeeding shows, although the un- hemispheric solidarity keynote was
Edwards scored the prolonged wallop of the night If any decision can
better showmanship, on paper, than
of Kerwin Somerville, who does synchronized solo got over okay.
(The Man Who Comes Around' and
The Camerons, boy-girl comic it panned out. Their regular pres- be given on what appeared an eight-act dead heat, {"rom rise to his sixth
Wrong dance team, had better luck. Boy entation ballroomology, on the other encorj this well-loved songster, composer, showman and kid-presenter
Beers
with
the
'Seven
Woman.' Amy Arnell's chanting of especially lands, limberlegging and hand, is deft and showmanly. Russ was cheered and handclapped. His revue is pretentious, breezy, a-buza
'Papa's In Bed With Ei&, Britches mugging for laughs. Both work hard Smith's new band is smooth and with pretty girls (big ones, too) and alive with Edwards' keen
yet wholeOn' also goes over big. Miss Arnell and had to beg off. Pair use some compelling.
some personality. Closing intermission it was thtmderously recalled for
Brown
also teams with crooner Don
gag patter but anything on the blue
specialties and ensembles until the players were weary. He has two great
in a couple of numbers, their best side Is ruled out here as it's resented
HUdeearde continues the No. 1 cafe
being 'You Walked By.'
by the unsophisticated Embassy pa- name of New York at the Savoy- boys—a stepper and a little Scotch imitator. It is far and away the biggest
Alan Holmes checks in nicely with trons. Customers also liked Billy Plaza. She has now assumed more and worthiest thing Edwards has ever given the theatre.
Three Bobs, with their convulsing ball-catching crow—that solemn bird
a one-man band exhibition in which Lighton, ventriloquist, interrupting and more 'sophistication* with balhe seemingly plays every instrument with applause when he had the lads such as 'Time Was,' a nifty ditty with the fine contempt for humanity and efficient attention to Its business—
In the book, plus a couple of weird dummy Imitating Lionel Barrymore by her manageress Anna Sosenko and the impressive bulldog, opened. There was a clatter from the halflooldng noise-makers which no self- and Winchell. Lighton himself did (who also gave Hildegarde the now assembled house which wasjapidly filling up and was about set
for Harry
respecting swing aggregation ever not seem at ease, but tossed multiple w.k. 'Darling, Je Vous Aime Beau- and Grace Ellsworth.
Holmes' talent is very ap- voices all over the place with no coup'). Emile Petti Is the new septet,
cried.
Miss Ellsworth was 'in' before she had passed the. entrance two feet on
parent, placing lo^down jive and visible lip movements; topping high- as sprightly a band as the preceding
appearance and smile— a healthy, hearty western girl, dressed to break up
salaried counterparts in that respect Bob Grant unit.
operative airs with equal ability.
a home. The modest boy beside her was snowed under—yes he was—
"Tucker's crew tees off with a novel the a.k.a present thought he was
intro, playing behind a scrim upon great.
until he danced. Stopping the show hi the. first three minutes
the No. S
Sammy Kaye and his corps of act is a bit of a stunt and Ellsworth did it with ease on his of
Rayburn Dancers, from the transwhich a clock and a cuckoo are
ridiculously
shown, tying in nicely with the bay Kona Club, are making their Kayedettes are really giving out effortless Russian dancing, showing up so many of the others who sweat
at
the
swing-end-sway
music
third stand here and do nicely, with sweet
band's tic-toe rhythm.'
for the applause which this style of stuff usually gets and which It drew
this
with
report
House,
N.Y.,
Essex
Alice
Hewlett
breaking
away from
Housfe was almost filled at Saturthe line to do a can-can solo In black hostelry is once more to the fore, as here more heavily than usual in so unseemly a period and with so littl*
day (7) dinner show.
Shal,
result of this pat booking. The for- strain. Miss Ellsworth sang a ditty, changed and joined him, this tim*
midway.
House gags this week include in- tunes of the Essex's Casino-on-the- with less raiment and more charms, and a double dance with splits and
troduction of Dick Crosby, assistant Park are particularly marked, rang- more difficult terps got these youngsters off to a smash and a crash that
Nitery Review
manager and ten-win wheel spinner, ing from unusual depths to extraor- lived through five bows.
as a tenor soloist. Chap formerly dinary peaks, depending on the exTom Patricola got a royal hello and whaled into his lumbersome fooling.
sang in radio and gets over. For tent tiiat Oscar Wintrab wants to unWhen he H^ was up and over, when on tripped one Irene Delroy, about as nifty a
payoff, he tells audience that m.c. loosen the pursestrings.
S. F.
Jay Brower is also a singer, latter does, and he books the' right band bimbo as ever let a comic whang her on the bare back for a laugh. Thtit
pantomiming to what proves to be attractions, such as Kaye, he never wasn't all. She turned, she smiled and she threw open at that gasping
Abel.
Crosby's voice via offstage mike. The misses.
audience a dimple which is destined to. be as famous 'as Frankie Bailey's
Son Francisco, June 5.
thing-things and Kitty Gordon's spinal are'a. Woof and wow went tha^
Poul Hosini, Cynda Glenn, Winter band's novelty puts the boys in
laughs, and bang after bang went Pat's crazy dancing, and at the end,
Sisters
Helene Hughes Line femme costume for a dancing(3),
around-the-world stunt which the
(10), Bob Saunders Orch (11).
Miss Delroy had come on in black abbreviateds, it was a riot. Folwhen
mob lapped up. Roof-shaker is tooter
Acts in Niteries
lowing a girl-and-man song-and-dance act in 'one' with another would ba
Floyd
fan dance in pink
With biz off all over town, this top winter Robertson's
poor placing. Nobody even notTced it except technical trades
thought
woolies
and
corn-tassel wig.
Frisco nitery Is still getting the
people. If it slowed up Patricola and that girl it was a blessing, for they
Guy
is a natural clown and is just
cream. Current show caivt equal the
his time as a musician. He JEAN BABLON
break up the first half as It was, and only Gus Edwards could have foldraw power of the last (headed by wasting
and Brower finish with a deadpan Songs
lowed
them
as he did, completing the ruin and leaving the intermission to
Tucker),
but
the
spot
was
Sophie
song and dance number in red 20 Hins.
act as a period of rest and recovery.
better than half full by 9:30 night
dresses which would be a riot at con- Versailles, New York
The audience was in such high humor that it screamed at the Topics,
caught (5).
ventions. It's informal stuff like this
Jean Sablon more or less gum- and when Chic Sale made his masterly entrance as the minister he got
Raised floor assures all-around which
is building an
audience of shoed into the Club Versailles, probvisibility for the entertainment, runwith surprise. But they didn't stop him
regulars here.
Wem.
ably because he was modestly- howls that almost stopped him
ning around 40 minutes and timed
budgeted and came in at the thresh- long. He went after it and got bigger ones. Sale was in very bad voice,
for
8:30
and midnight.
Helene
hold of the summer, no-couvert, no- evidently suffering from a cold, and 'did a brief turn as compared with
Hughes^ line opens the proceedings,
proved
the- his usual series.
but
he
the
fast-living young rural hick and the old codger
policy,
As
minimum
Mo.
Three
Winter
Sisters,
.then
the
class surprise of the season to boni- with the 'tuby' he scored decisively, then retired with apologies. William
tumblers. One is on the hefty side,
faces Nick, Arnold, Alfred, Robert, and Joe Mander (William Mandel and Co. arc billed so now) knocked it
but all rate neatly.
St. Louis, June 10.
et al. He drew the South Ameri- for a goal and an encore in 'one' on first Palace appearance, the top peak
Cynda Glenn, on next, is lanlcy
Impressive numredhead in low-hangine black. InNitery and jukebox biz in Mis- can diplomatique in
of their eastern invasion after conquering the Orpheum Circuit
troduces her own numbers, first of souri was seriously threatened last bers, and gave the class Versailles
Miss Patricola (sister Isabelle) followed all this, all alone. To those who
which is lampoon on imported week when the Missouri State Sen- nitery an ultra tone that was a blend
of those last-time-I-saw-Paris days. did:.'t know her It must have caused a momentary gasp of doubt. To those
French yodelers. Actually there's
more business than singing. Miss ate passed two measures which, if It was more like a Cannes gala in who did It was a for«gone cinch. Just such an audience is Just duck soup
Glynn climbing all over the piano adopted by the House, will cripple, turnout than an East 50th street for the singing, syncopating, always-on-her-tpes, fiddling Patricola. Her
and making ample u^e of her limber both enterprises. One of the meas- (Manhattan) night club opening.
opening song had her home by a mile, and aftei* that it kept rising until
frame to strike grotesque positions. ures prohibits mechanical music deNo stranger in America, the her exit had the crowd in an uproar. Tom returned with her and bowed
Comedienne also does a drunken deb vices in place's where intoxicating or 'French Bing Crosby,' as NBC first and fooled, and it rose higher. The show was stopped cold when Brown'a
that's full of chuckles. Dances with even 3.2 beer is sold, although radios heralded him a couple of seasons
music was hit up, and the applause gave way only on the athlete's enan imaginary partner and, then gets are not barred.
ago, finally came into his own in the
trance, in sympathy, for it seemed cruel to pass such a job to a closing turn.
into a knockout routine with her
niteries. He was given a radio buildCruel? Brown's eloquent speech could have been thrown away. The
The otlier bill bans music, dancing up on NBC v.p. John Royal's recomflexible arms which she literally ties
in knots behind her head, creating and floor shows In places where in- mendation, and the best Sablon got audience remained in only to see what woifld happen to hlip, anyway.
Illusion of hands belonging to some- toxicating liquor is sold, except un- was a spot in the Shubert revue, Here is what happened: He got started with his four boy plants, and there
body else. Every drink makes this der permit obtained from -the State 'Streets of Paris,' whete Carmen were giggles; his two girl plants got boisterous laughs; on came Tom
one look better. Sum total, a re- Supervisor of Liquor Control.
Miranda's American debut made Patricola from the first entrance and challenged anybody in the house,
sounding comedy hit.
Sablon's ditto a No. 2 act
and do.wn the aisle, dressed as a bumpkin, stalked Sale. All main-fioor
Miss Glenn bows off to make way
He went to South America, sitters got up to see, and while they were up they yelled. The pantomime
for Paul Rosini, magico, tall, dark
whammed 'em In Rio and B. A., and the actual walking race (they did two full laps despite kohum and
and flirty. His entire routine is three
Francophile
former
where
the
business) had the mob in a convulsion of glee. Then Brown sprung
'
aside
tricks here, but he gives, 'em producBills
Latin-Americans knew of Sablon via
tion, carrying on banter with the
his pretty partner and the race was watched with Interest.
his' disks and in-person catchings in
; Continued from page 39;
audience. He's plenty smooth and
It was the first time that Patricola and her brother ever met on one bllL
a yesteryear tourism to France,
goes over big.
Phil Sultman Oro
Billy Kolly
which accounted for the extraordi- It is the last time, probably, that they will ever meet on such a bill. Lalt.
Latin-American routine by the Jack Mannlnff
I.arry Adler
nary South American representation
Cole'o Debutantes
line polishes things off. Band now Al Lowla
at the Thursday (5) premiere.
Valero Sis
extra are minor details. In sum and subfor
hungry
being used is new here. Bob Saun- victor Donate
'em
leaves
Corey
Thus, this date marks his first chapters.
ders being a University of California Adelu
The libretto runs the stance he's a resounding click.
Ken
Rita Henderson
North American cafe booking, on the gamut from 'J'Attendrai' (one of his
Abel.
boy. He makes an okay appearance Brett & Toung
Billy Mack Oro
heels of his click in S. A. And he special disk hits) to 'Sister and I,'
but still isn't entirely at home as an Diane & Deborls
brings to the class American cafes a which by lyrical analogy achieves the BETTY KEAN
loxtlD Qnartcr
m.c. His intros are brief and stiff.
Hotel Vardner
refreshing front, a surefire assort- purpose of pointing up nostalgia and With Jane Kean
Current program stays for another Durt Shaw
Tony Bruno Oro
ment of song.s, and a telling nitery yesteryear charm. There are touches 8 Mins.
Kvalyn ilarvey
Cookie I-'aye
month.
Werrt.
Lew Walter Rev
personality that should carry him
Hotel Tjifnyettc
of 'April in Paris,' there's a pretty Versailles, New York
Tom Foran
far in the nocturnal entertainment waltz -song, 'Banks of the Seine,' a
Betty Kean is recently out of the
Noblemen
Tinany Sla
field. Onstage he has already proved
Jerry S.illsbury
Don Julian & M
Frenchy number in slow and jive Broadway revue, 'Crazy With the
Jack Johnson Angling
himself, despite the Miranda eclips- treatment; a couple of Spanish and Heat'
Hotel BlieratoD
Harry Spear
She's a tapstering comedi(Sky tiorden)
Latin Ballet
ing, and for pictures he is personPortuguese excerpts, holdovers from enne who has been around and is
Dudley Ore
Radio Herb Lewty
able enough to make par for male the South American bookings, and quite seasoned for almost any audiFor Nitery in Detroit DonHotel
Statler
pulchritude course. He reminds a withal a very fetching repertoire ence values. At the Versailles Club
Steuben's
(Termce noom)
(Vlennlt Room)
bit of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., with
that held the room fully 20 minutes she has sister Jane Kean, a younger
Eddie O'Hearn Ore
Detroit, June 10.
tliat clipped mustache front
I.ew Conrad Ore
His blonde, for assist, latter emphasizing
returns.
extraordinary
to
Jack Johnson, former heavyweight Johnny Turnbull
Doris Abbott
Anybody with a billing like the clickety-clackety fiacre number is a rhythmic singing with tunes such as
(Cafe Rouge)
Alice O'Lcary
champion of the world, now 62, is in
'French Bing Crosby' has a bit of a particularly noteworthy feature of 'Blow Gabriel' and 'S'Wonderful,' but
Saivy Cavlcclilo Ore Leallcs
Detroit angling for the purchase of
overcome, but Sablon his repertoire.
Betty Kean, of course, with her ecHotel Westmlnater Charles & Barharn hurdle to
Raymond
Pike
a night club, Deal had been going
plenty
all
jumps
with
to
clears
the
«(Roof Garden)
Sablon is a bit of a mike-clutcher, centric comedy tap-dancing is the
fulcrum.
spare. Speaking of Bing, like Crosby
on quietly for an outlying spot but Jimmy McHalo Ore Don Francisco
should
Tlie Cave
Between the two they manage •
he's just of average height, but he which should be corrected, as
became Icnown when he picked up Harry Drake Rev
Hoot Garden Ole
wisely offsets that by utilizing a also the idea of holding it so close to deft interlude on any cafe floor, the
a traffic ticket and in court told the Eddy
Ralph
Porras
On& Eddy
pedestal on which to work. This his mouth as to shadow his person- finale seeing both of them in a
Jack Fisher
judge reason for his being in town. Jerry & Lillian
Tamara Uorlva
immediately creates an illusion of ality. He'd be wise, for personality rhythmic off-to-Buff, Spotted befor*
Presejjt heavyweight champ, Joe Walter Kane
Doris Abbott
.'stature,
besides making him fully purposes, to sing over it, than into Jean Sablon, star of the show, they
Bltx Carletod AdrlanA
Louis, also has an interest in a nitery Hotel(BItx
are particularly telling as an entr
Root)
visible to all in the room.
it so assiduously. He certainly seems
Raymond Pike
here, The Brown Bomber'i.
From then he does the book and to possess the resonance, but these Bcte.
Carloa Mollnaa Oro
Charles & Barbara
AbfU
- Continned
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Off Anotlier 10%; 'Snookie'

A Dui $3,000, Ice,'

Play Ont of

14G,WiU Fold

Broadway dropped the grace of cut rates; first seven
down another 10% last week. Rain times rated under $3,000.
The Beautifol People,' Lyceum
on two days was responsible. Clear,
(7th week) (C-1,004; $3.30). Claimed
warm Saturday sent matinees away to
have earned back production outdown, but night attendance was ex- lay, but that's doubted along BroadNearly

of

all

cellent
Estimates for Last Week
Key: C (.Comedy), D (Drama), R
(Miuical), F (Farce),
(Revue),
(Opcretto).
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton (22d
week) (CD-938; $3.30). Some exceptions to the downward trend and
'Oils
Is
one; gross for the sock
comedy again over $16,000, about all

way; modest coin from start; estimated under $5,000, but may stick.

can get.
'CUndb.' Booth (17th week) (CT12; $3.30). Evening business started

sailing along to virtual capacity almost throughout week: hardly affected and close to $19,000.

M

O

It

out excellently, .considering the goand the week, while somewhat
off, went well over the $10,000 mark.
•HeUs^oppln,'
Winter
Garden
(142d week) (R-l,e71; $3.30). Percentage of decline about normal here
with takings around $18,000; that's
for
revue,
operates
nt
which
Blenty
ttle cost
It Happens on Ice/ ,Center (RGoing off Saturday
S,087; $2.75).
after playing 30 weeks with a
month's interruption; due to resume

ing,

next month; down under $14,000.
'Johnny Belinda,* Longacre (3Bth
'

we^)

(D-1,016; $3.30). Production
being cut with idea of touring next
season; also further cast changes indicate nearlng end of engagement-

HOOO
'

<Wat«h on the Bhlne,' Beck (10th
Season's
week) (D-1,214; $3.30).
drama with war background

best

Bevlval
Dilemma,' Shubert

The

Doctor's

(13th week) (C-1,402; $3.30). Winding up an excellent engagement for
old Shavian comedy; topped the
straight plays for time; olT again
with the field; around $13,000.

'ARSENIC. 12G

July.

and comment but

'Mao Who Came to Dinner,' Music
(88th week) (C-1,013; $2.20).
op scale has not improved gross
as expected, but price should help

much

influx starts; around
even break.
Sister Eileen,' Biltmore (24th
week) (CD-991; $3.30).
Nearing
eixth month mark; although affected
like most others, is still making
goodly profit; around $11,000.
'NaUve Son,' St James (11th week)
(D-1,520; $3.30). Slipped to around
$9,500, which is new low for play;
claimed to better even break at tha?

my

10.

failed to stimulate

activity at the wicket. Finished

initial session at $5,000.

'Anieolc and Old Lace,'

week)

Grand

(Oth

Again in the

(1,300; $2.75).

money smartly

at $12,000.

Will stick

around for some time.
'Hellzapoppin,'
Auditorium
(4th
week) (4,000; $3.30). Will go five
weeks in this mammoth house and
then shift into the loop's Erlanger.
Has been idling here; again $19,000.

My

Sister

week)

EUeen,'

(1,000;

$2.75).

Harris

(16th

up

Holding

well and indicates ability to stick
around; $11,000.

level.

Barrymore

•Pai Joey,'

(24th

week)

(M-1,104; $4.40).
With the musical
shortened business should pick

field

up here and good summer anticipated; oS again, however; $16,000.
•Panama Battle,' 46th St. (32d
week) (M-1,347; $4.40). Expected to
regain

leadership

after

this

week,

what with suspension of "Lady in the
Bark'; not much off and claimed
around

$24,000.

THOMAS' 'CHOC SOLDIER
PULLS $36,000 IN L A.
Los Angeles, June

10.

Los Angeles Civic Light Opera association's annual four-week season
at
the Philharmonic Auditorium

winds up next Saturday (14) with
'Separate Booms,' Plymouth (63d final performance of 'Cabin in the
week) (C-1,107;' $3.30). Is outlast- Sky,' with Ethel Waters and original
ing plenty of shows that opened this New York cast.
past
k

I
f

season;

geared

operate to
and shows a material

modest money
profit Eo far;

'SnooUe,'

to

but under

$5,000.

:

'41.

Association

week presented

last

The Chocolate Soldier' as its third
operetta of the season and, despite

come

Mme, Fontaine
Mme. Martlneau
WIlKnm Marshall
Marielelne

FjaPrenlere
Bernardo Lulla
Franlcatelll
Achltle Caresse

A Drunk
latest

in dribbles instead of droves.

Teople' $14,000;Better
lo

2d Hob W'k Than
Boston, June

OO-BTABBINO

ON TODB
'

•

Mgt.3 WM. KENT
177g B'way. flew YorU

Earl Scholl

William O'Neal

Romberg-Hammerstein
'New Orleans,' an

1st
10.

solid click in its

world

preem in the al fresco theatre in
Forest Park that Max Gordon, New
York producer, who was among 10,000 who saw the opening performance,

announced that hi would do

the show for Broadway next fall.
Among the 17 new songs unveiled
during the performance are several
that seem destined to become faves
after their debut on the air and on

waxes.

Show has

fine film possibili-

6G

ingly presented, a wealth of sprightly
lines, colorful

costumes and sets and

routines by the line of 24. Revolving
stage enables the changing of scenes
rapidly. Story is a romantic triangle
of New Orleans in 1852.
Muriel Angelus, English actress,
for whom the local organization obtained
special
permission
from
Equity for her to appear in the
piece, and James Newill, a handsome
sixfooter, score solidly in their lead
roles, both vocally and dramatically.
Ethel Levey is a runnerup, with

Third

week

of

'Vinegar

10.

Tree'

(BUlIe Burke) at
cazar had tough

Operetta, 'Chocolate Soldier,' which
last night (9) at the Curran

opened

with Jolin Charles Thomas, will be
held two weeks Instead of one as in
case of the two previous productions
in this series.

home

to his

PauL They

in St.

will

who celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary Sunday
a graduate of the University of Minnesota.

visit his parents,

Greaza

is

TATHER' $22,000, SETS
RECORD TAKE IN DET.

LEGIT THEATRE

PLAN WITH
STATE B.R.

-

decent

SNOOKIE

good.

or

contrary

to

the

public

Gttl'up

Ten Percent
.Mr. West

John McCauley
Eddie Nugent
Roy Johnson

Councilman Nelson were I.
blum, representing Actors Equity
and the American Federation of
Radio Artists; Fred W. Beetson, ProWilliam Harrlgan ducers Association; Kenneth ThomJohn Hetherlngton son, Screen Actors
Guild, and Homer
Florenz Ames
Jolm Kirk I. Mitchell and Alfred Wright, atBetty Jane Smith torneys for major film studios. New
Danlele Porlse

Julie Stevens

Jack Hartley
...Lou Lubln

battle

Nugent

police

J.

c.

there's anything more dismal
than a dirty farce that doesn't Jell,
it isn't immediately -apparent to anyone who has just endured 'Snookie.'

for

much

plan

Latest

admission.

but at prices

fees,

than those

less

on Broadway.
Proposed state theatre could not be
accomplished in New York until
acted upon when the assembly conB. Korn- venes next winter, but it is expected

Angl 0. Poulos

Lawrence Weber

rials

Henry Bodkin, president of would have regular admission

the commission, insisted that the
In three acts by Thomas A. Johnsongs and Jingles by Thomas A. board required wider powers to inJohnstone and William B. Friedlander;
sure clean entertainment, and was
suged by vrilllam B. Friedlander; setting,
Frederick Fox; presented at John Golden supported in his contention by Arch"bishop John J. Cantwell. Backing up
theatre, N. T., June 3, '41; t3.30 top.
Farce

stone;

Is

expected after July

1,

when

that various theatrical organizations
Will in the meantime approach variwho wiU be asked to
introduce and t>ack the .required

ous legislators
statutes.

John

.

Wilson

C.

Intends

testing

Nelson retires as chairman of the Ernest Pascal's 'Peep Show' at Westport this summer.
and fire committee.

If

noses.

For the record, the title 'Snookie'
refers to a baby in a qomic-strlp.
Other matters of the play's leering

Henry Duffy's Al- treatment are a bumpkin would-be
sledding at esti- comic-strip artist and 'assorted 'ghost
Comedy goes a fourth artists' who wear strange costumes,

mated $5,800.
week regardless, with Francis Lederer's 'No Time for Comedy' bowing
in (19).

Walter Greaza, assistant executive secretary of Equity, and his wife,

Mary Young, have gone on vacation

Detroit, June 10.
Hanging up what Is reported to be
the biggest week ever grossed by
any company of the show, Xife With
Father' rung up an estimated $22,000
in its ioitial week at the Cass here.
The figure for the Dorothy GlshLouis Calhem troupe was said to top
Joseph Macaulay, Howard Freeman, even New Year week figures.
Equity's leader Bert Lytell has difigure,
In
hitting
the
$22,000
Dorothy Lee, Helen Claire and Tom
EweU also clicking. This is in the earned in eight performances at vulged a plan for a state-supported
nature of a comeback for Miss $2.75 top, Tather' also broke the theatre, idea having developed when
Levey.
Watson Barratt designed house record' at that pribe scale, it was felt that a Government-aided
moving Sl,300 ahead of 'Mr Dear movement euch as the Federal Theeye-filling sets.
Sonfs that had all the Romberg Children, previous record-holder.
atre Project has little chance of
melodic touch and seem to be hits
getting the nod from Congress in
are 'Lord,' a Negro spiritual; 'Obthe near future. Those interested in
serve the Bee,' a novelty number;
the new proposal includes Louis
'My Girl and I,' 'Let Me Live Today,' Balk Pofice Mo?e To
Schaffer, of Labor Stage, and it is
This Night Will Seem Long Ago,"
that Matthew J. Woll, viceand 'Call It a Dream.'
Curb L. A. Theatres stated
Among those who scouted the
president of the American Federapiece were Laurence Schwab, John
tion of Labor, has expressed himself
Shubert, son of J. J. Shubert; Otto
Los Angeles, June 10.
as favorii^g such a venture.
Harbach, Howard Reinheimer, counPolice control of -film and legit
Outline of the plan calls for a
sel for the Municipal Theatre Assn.; theatres was blocked by Norris J.
Georgette Cohan, daughter of George Nelson, chairman of police and fire junior branch, if the state assents,
so that embryo players may have
M. C^han and. Ethel Levey. A large committee in City Council,
who de- an opportunity of being seen in- perdelegation from New Orleans alsp
was in the mob that neared the 'SRO clared that the power to revoke show formance. This is the second recent
permits belongs to the courts, and
point.
Sahu.
proposal of theatres being sponsored
not to the police commissioners.
by the various states, Robert PorterCommission sought an ordinance field, of the Barter, Abingdon, Va.,
granting it the authority to revoke have suggested such a plan while on'
Play on Broadway
the permit of any theatre if, in its a lecture tour.
Barter theatre acopinion, the performance is lewd, in- cepts farm products and other mate-

—

in S.F.

San Francisco, June

.

.

'New Orleans' has everything, the
dramatic moments being convinc-

Playing the town solo last week. For this fly-speck comedy attempt
Meet the People' found enough cus- that officially opened the 1941-42
tomers to boost the take over the season has the dubious distinction of
mitial week and remains at least being one of the most depressing
Broadway episodes within recollecone more.
For its second .week "People' rang tion. Even Olsen and Johnson, the
up a healthy $14,000. Notices went 'Hellzapoppin' impresarios who preout last week, but expectations are sented it, removed their names from
the program the day before the
now for a four-week run here.
opening. That left the cast and audience holding the bag and their

'Vinegar' Sour

Monday <0) "The Man Who Came to Dinner,' ^uslc Box, N. Y., played
700th performance, being the 11th show to have achieved or bettered
It is the second show presented by Sam
that run mark oh Broadway.
H. Harris and written by George S.' Kaufman to have come within such a
winning circle, the other being 'You Can't Take It With You.' 'Tobacco
Road,' 'Abie's Irish Rose," 'Lightnin',' "The Bat,' 'Hellzapoppin,' Three
Men on a Horse,' The First Year' and 'Seventh Heaven' were eight of the
others.
Of these,, three had John Golden in on the production end
•Lightnin',' 'First Year' and ''Heaven.'
The nth Show was TTie Ladder,' which ran on and on, despite suspending now and then for rewriting, but it never charged admission.

(15).

ties.

Stupid Stella

RECORD BREAKING
"HELLZ-A-POPPIN"

Edgar Philips

citizen.

One of the points agreed upon between the authors and managers in the
revision of the extended five-year basic agreement is a provision to expedite action on part of the Dramatists Guild,, when producers and individual authors are in assent over temporary changes in their contracts.
Case In point Is when business is not up to expectations, or the play neara
the end of a run, the author may agree to a. reduction" of royalty to keep
the show going, but such deals must have the okay of the Guild.
Sometimes the manager could not reach the proper Guild official and no
answer could be obtained within a reasonable time. New clause stipulates that the Guild rule on such matters within 48 hotirs from the time
application for the change is made.

its

The

Sam Tucker

IN

Tom Ewell
Helen Claire
Ruth Urban
Jeanne Qustavlson
Jack Dnnohuo
Joan Roberts
Howard Freeman

Jim Jones

GARR

Frederic Persson
Muriel Angelus

Dominique
Cecllle

Golden
(1st
week) the ordinary production, managed to
Panned; playing by garner $36,000. Jump in gross was Balmy
largely due to an increase of top Tommy
boxoffice scale to $3, the presence at Jerry
the head of the cast of John Charles Home James
El Gullo
Thomas and the fact that the affair Suo
is a civic venture and as such
draws Q<ilei»y
patronage which might otherwise Quincyi
0I<1. BUI

(C-789;, $2.75).

EDDIE

'.James Newlll
Ethel Levey
Dorottiy Lee
August .Aramlnl
Joseph Mscaulay
l.eroy. Busch
Emil Wachler
Bob Lawrence
Dudley Harder

Jean
Kmll
Georges
Jacques
Judge Martlneau
Marie flauvlnet

unusually timetul dramatic operetta,

SG. CHI;

Chicago, June

$7,000; about

'

proved such a

'ACCENT

estimated.

when summer

:

Jack Donolme; orch directed by Jacob
Theodore
choreography.
Schwartzdorf;
AdolphuB nnd Al White, Jr. settlnKs. WlhEaves; l>roduced
llarratt; costumes.
under the personal direction of Richard
Borger; presented by th« Municipal TheAl
Fresco
theLouis,
at
ntm Aasn. of St.
atre. Foreat Park, St. Louis, opening June
S,

councillors questioned the propriety of Dudley Digges
in strongly supporting the opposition ticket during a meeting of the
independent supporters, who highlighted his speech in campaign literature. .They contend that as a member of council be should have backed
up the regular ticket, which that body had accepted. Present at the same
pre-election session were Winifred Lenihan and Peggy Wood, who attended as observers and to answer questions.
Digges was bom in Dublin and was with the Abbey Players before
he came to America. He was one of the early Equity members having
joined in 1913. When Equity adopted its first alien actor rules, Digges
was required to fill out a questionnaire, according to which he had not
been naturalized up to 1938. Not known whether he has since become a
.

son

collaboration,

•Lady in the Dark,' Alvin (M-1,375;
Chicago's shows are just 'going
Will suspend for summer along' at this time. Trade in most
(4.40).
after this week; leader still nlaying of the spots is sufficient to keep
to capacity plus standees with gross away those closing notices.
over $31,500; has played 20V& weeks;
Newcomer of last week, 'Accent on
due to relight Sept I.
Youth,'
with Sylvia Sidney and
Adler, drew pretty good
'Life With Father,' Empire (82d Luther
week) (C-1,005; -$3.30). Eased off notices and word-of-mouth, yet the
further, with gross bit less than $13,- $1.50 top show is not getting much
600, but that is real coin for long- b.o. action.
With the Auditorium due to shutrun comedy and better gross than
ter at the end of this month, it has
most others.
been decided to move 'Hellzapoppin'
•Lonlaana PnTohase,' Imperial (54th
week) (C-1,450; $4.40). Flirted with into the Erlanger Sunday (15).
Estimates for Last Week
$1S,0<)0 mark last week, which was
new low for former musical leader;
'Accent on Tooth,' Selwyn (1st
if business picks up will play through week) (1,000; $1.65).
Good notices

Pox

..

field; $11,000.

FeUow Equity

St. Louis, June 5.
Operetta by Oacar Mammcrateln, 11, aDd
SiRmund Romberg; music, Romberg; book
and lyrics, HammerBteIn book atoKed by
Robert Rosh; ensemMo numbers staged by

The Cqrn Is Green,' National John Claiborne
(28th week) (D-1,162; $3.30). Has not I.«llta
Umma
had a losing week and exepcted to Arlstlde
stick through summer or longer; Senator Fontaine
eased off with

hade Stiiff-L^

Town

NEW ORLEANS

play musical instruments and do virtually everything except work in the
office' of a New York newspaper
(libelously rumored to be the old
World).
There's also a test-tube
baby, an ingenue, intermittent practical jokes and a character called
Stupid Stella, who rides a scooter on
stage and .does irrelevant song-and-

Joe GUck and Edgar MacGregor
have a play they hope to produce.

dance numbers.

There

is,

In fact,

everything but a laugh.
William B. Friedlander, an accomplice on the songs and jingles, has
directed the performance with frenzied haster but no suggestion of pace.
The hitherto blameless actors gallantly play the whole mess as if they
believed every phony situation and
Ime. Thus, if such capable players
as J. C. Nugent, WilUam Harrlgan,
John McCauley, Eddie Nugent, Roy
Johnson, Florenz Ames, John Kirk
and Julie Stevens aren't believable,
it's because nobody could be, not
because they aren't sincere and forthright.
And if Betty Jane Smith's
dances are pointless, it's because
they contribute nothing to the story
and are inadequately staged and
lighted, not that she isn't a skillful
hoofer. Because the show was being rewritten until virtually- curtain
time, the opening night performance
was haphazard.
Hobe.

NORMAN

HARRIS
and
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Dies Equity

Pkrobe Official

TREASURERS WIN QUICK

3 Indies

43

and 2 Supporters Win

RACETRACK STRIKE
Past week developments definitely Indleat* «m InvMUgation by th«
Dies Committee of Red charges agalast loine en flauitr't cptmcll.
Steve Bermingham, ohlef InvMtlgator ior CJongrMinniii Hartfii
by
is understood to have recommended olaarin* up the ohargM
Congressman William P.- Lambertson in ma Congrasslbnal Record
nearly a year ago. Probable that a nib-commlttee will be appointed
and will sit in New York, Instead of Washington.
Those named In the Record were Hiram 8. Sherman, Alan Hewitt,
Philip Loeb, Sam Jafle, Edith Van Cleve, Emily Marsh and Leroy
All denied being Communists or aSlllated with them.
IVIacLean.
None is Icnown to have participated In the contested Equity election
last Friday (8) with the exception of Hewitt, who ran on the lndepen>
dent ticket and was elected.

Mm

mde

.

AFRA Hand

in Equity Election

Indicates Jurisdictional Squabble

OverTelevision;ConmiunismProbe
No matter how

the Equity election,

which placed three opposition candidates on the council, turned out, it
was clearly Indicated by inside observation days before' the annual
meeting that there will be Internal
ructions in the legit actors associaDefinite promises of an airing
tion.
of the Communisilc charges against
half a dozen councillors is not the
only subject to concern the members-

AQOR FUND READIES
OUTDOOR BENEFIT SHOW

Treasurer* union won a fast strike
•gainst New York's race tracks last
week, U being Indicated that the
track operators preferred settling
rather than facia publicity. Appears,

however,

that

teamsters

union

the

help

of.

(6)

election

appears to
'

lactor In the ticket men winning,
same as when they fought with the
Union did not claim
Jurisdiction over the mutiiel' win-

managers.

$1.

in

radio

.

among the

active campaigners.

CrlUelsm of Equity
Conservative policy of Equity in
^principally confining Itsell! to the
legit has been criticized by'members
a number of times, although it is the
most financially substantial of the
talent unions within the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America. The
comments came after Equity relinquished its claims to the radio
field, which was followed by its relinguishing any claims it may have
had * in opera and concert. First

^NOOKIE' WINDS

UP AN ORPHAN
'Snookie,'

Broadway

rather

and others who «are members of
Equity and AFRA and who were

UNTIL MID-JULY

dows, but declared its members
should be employed in selling tickets
It Happens On Ice' will suspend
Track people con- at the Center, R&dio City, Saturday
of admission.
ceded to 50% of the union's de- (14),- as previously indicated by the
mands.
decline in attendance, but is due to
There are 40 ticket sellers at Bel- reUght around the middle of July
mont, only six of whom are mem> and play into September. Rink rehers of the union. Under the agree- vue principally dependent on visitment 20 treasurers who usually ors and that type of draw Is anwork In legit boxoSicee will be used, ticipated during the summer replus additional men on weekends sumption.
New 'Ice' show, which
and holidays, plus all ticket sellers was slated about this time, is now
Only about half a scheduled for late September. 'Ice'
at /hunts meets.
dozen Broadway boxoffice men are opened in October and has approxiusually employed at the mutual mated a season of 30 weeks, which
windows, most of those on such Jobs was interrupted by playing out of
being appointed through political town for four weeks.
affiliations.
Sometimes more than
List will further be- shortened at
400 mutuel sellers are employed, but the end of the week by the susmany work but three days each 'Penslon of 'Lady In The Dark,' Alweek.
vin.
Doubtful after this week Is
Picketing at Belmont started at 6 'Snookie,' Golden.

expected that the event's

It's

Four A's, however.
Alan Hewitt, the key candidate of Suits anf Coontersnits
the opposition ticket and one of
By BaBet Rosse Cos^
those elected, has done most of his

work

N.Y.

•

claims a stake In television. Matters
of jurisdiction are governed by the

professional

TCE' WILL SUSPEND IN

Actors Fund Is readying an outin the
(5)
door benefit show to be held June a.m. last Thursday
29 at Manhattan Beach, Brooklyn, drenching rain. Members who were

have interested a certain group with- patrons will buy blocks of tickets for
in AFRA which evidently aspires to distribution
among soldiers and
control the actors end of television sailors on furlough.
on the premise that it is closely reWalter C. Vincent, new head of
lated to radio. Equity now claims the Fund, is active in making arjurisdiction, contending that tele- rangements for the show along with
vision calls for visible performances, a committee consisting of Vinton
therefore quite apart from regulation Freedley, Harry Somers, Lee
broadcasting. Not only Equity and Shubert Sam Forrest and Warren
AFRA, but the Screen Actors Guild Munsell.

than on the stage. It was comparatively easy for him to win supporters
In AFRA who also belong to Equity,
as does Hewitt That was the first
tlpofl that the radio talent union
was more than passingly interested in
the contest It I>ecame more evident
when it was learned that the treasurer of the independent campaign
committee was Paul Stewart, (Mercury Players), active in AFRA
aSairs.
Same goes for Ezra Stone

Election; 1st Defeat of 'Regulars'

the

was the leading

where the band shell wUl serve as a working refused to pass the picket
stage and the 'auditorium' will ac- line and were assigned to such duty.
James Murphy, secretary-treascommodate 10,000. Idea emanated
Newest issue is the
this summer.
Joseph P. Day, who operates urer, and Morris Seaman, business
from
probable fight between Equity an^ the resort, and It's* proposed to use agent for the ticket sellers un^on
the American Federation of Radio the beach annually in aid of the achieved the settlement.
Artists, over television jurisdiction.
Fund. Tickets range from $2.50 to
Friday's

Equity Council Posts in 'Quiet'

Horok, de

Golden

which
last

after

sneaked

week
the

onto

at

(S)

regular

the

season

ended, got the bird from those

first-

nighters who took a chance and attended.
Olsen and Johnson were
billed as producers, but their names
Basil, Etc. were promptly blocked out from the

As result of newly discovered evidence, Judge John C. Knox In N. Y.
federal court Monday (9) reversed a
stand made on April 22, and declared that Wassily de Basil and his
Ballet companies were doing business in this country and were properly served.
The court had dismissed a $100,000 action against Col.
de Basil on the groimds that it had
no; jurisdiction over the matter as
neitiier the companies nor de Basil
were doing business in the jurisdic
tion.
Universal Art, Inc., Is the
plaintiff, and charges de Besil sold it
the rights to several ballets, and then
used the ballets himseU in his own
companies.
Defendants include de Basil, the
Original Ballet Russe, Ltd., CoL
Wassily de Basil's Ballets Russes,
Ltd., Educational Ballets, titd., and
the Ballet Russe Development Co,
The new evidence was a contract
signed by de Basil as managing agent
for the defendant companies, with
Hurok Attractlins in 1940, proving
to the court's satisfaction that the de
fendanJs were doing business in
N. Y.
-

house boards after the 'premiere,'
the wealthy comics telegraphing Instructions from the Coast after being advised by their attorney, who
saw the play. O.
J. are in Hollywood for the film version of 'Hellza-

&

poppin'.

When

"Hellz'

opened

the Shuberts didn't think

m

Boston,

much

of

it

and ordered their names deleted,
when the revue became a
Broadway smash the Shubert name
was put back in the billing. Same
but-

thing isn't likely to occur with
'Snookie,' and the presenters thought
so little of it that there is no billing at all on the canopy.

One man who attended the openand bought his tickets from an
note
under the
left
a
broker's door reading: 'I want a refund. It is a Saroyan bit of lewdness that should not last until Saturday, unless the playgoing public
is gullible as hell.'
ing

agency

lady' Taking Vacation
After Setting

Umsoal

Record; 8,500 Standees

play drawn capacity since debut, but
there were standees at every per
formance shice the Jan. 23 premiere.
When 'Lady' suspends Saturday (14)
it will have played 20% weeks, less
two days layoff when Its star Ger-

-

The group known as the Actora
Forum was subsequently dissolved
after getting thumbs down by the
membership.

Possible that the

new

'uprising' will also quiet down, but
it's equally possible that a new fac-

tion

among the younger members

ia

Equity elections.
The wide spread afforded by the
two ballots may have had something
to do with the results. There were
25 candidates in all, 15 on the regu-

•

2 Shows

TMA

Is 50.

—

A

Keep

—

complement

Actually the opposition placed five
people on the council, since It had
the support of two of the regular
candidates, in addition to the eight
it had nominated
by the petition
route. This result about equals that
pf the former radically-minded Actors Forum, which -a few years ago
managed to get five candidates
placed on the regular ticket with
the assent of the then administration,
something that was never quite
imderstood by the conservative element.

lar ticket, plus two for a replacet' lde Lawrence was indisposed.
A ment, and eight on the indie slate.
performance will be given Sunday It is also pertinent that more votes
(15) in aid of the Stage Relief Fund were tabulated than heretofore, 915
before Miss Lawrence goes on vaca- ballots being cast. Stated that the
tion, show
being due to relight page ad that appeared in Variett
last week, inserted by the regular
Sept, 1.
Figures on standing room tickets ticket supporters, attracted around
prove .that nearly 8,500 have seen 500 votes. Coast members were not
"Lady* on the hoof. A majority of reached in time by the paper, but
standees attended night per the vote weist Is negligible, there
formances and paid $2.20 each to get being only around 500 in good standInto
the thea-tre.
At matinees, ing and but a few of them vote anystandee admissions are $1.65. Highest how.
Mady Christiana Tops Indies
number who saw the show from a
Of the indies elected, Mady Chrlsvertical position at any one showing was 97, indicating the con- tlons got 398, topping Alan Hewsistancy of the demand. When next itt, the storm center of the opposl^
Sunday's performance was first an- tion, who drew 391. Myron McCornounced, half the house was quickly mick drew 385. Counted with the
indie group are Margaret Webster
bought by players in other shows.
Miss Lawrence is the highest paid and E. John Kennedy. Latter, is a
actress in more than a decade, star replacement for three years, while
averaging over $4,300 weekly, what the other winners went in for a fivewith salajry and percentage, and she year term.
On the regular' ticket, Cornelia
is also in on the net which gives her
a piece of the managerial end with- Otis Skinner got the highest vote,
out liability. If that percentage is 561. Other winners were Miss WebIncluded, Miss Lawrence should be ster, 530; John Alexander, 502; Louis
earning more than $5,000 weekly Calhern, 443; Ethel Waters, 440;
when production is paid off. While Richard Taber, 407, and Lillian GIsh,
All but one of the regular*
Tjady' has still to earn back all 392,
the cost of production on operation, polled higher counts than the indies.
that
it is away out of the red counting the Analysis of the vote showed
434 straight ballots were cast for the
coin paid for the picture rights.
regular ticket, while 249 votes were

Mee(

.

—

Council's full

hits

Evans

Now

placed three candidates on the council
the first time for independents
to score over regular nominees but
the figures are somewhat deceiving.

developing. However, it Is generally
have suspended for conceded that the Indies made a
favorable showing because , their
before, but "Lady In the
campaign committee worked while
Dark' will lay off at the Alvin with adherents of the regulars wete comthe most unusual attendance mark paratively lax, probably because the
on record. Not only has the musical opposition never had woii before In

Broadway
the summer

According to members of the cast,
the farce was dirtied up considerjurisdiction it abandoned was in picably during the final few days of
tures, but that was logical in view
rehearsals, apparently with the idea Gloria Stuart Replaces
of the fact that Equity failed to or
of causing audience comment andganize Hollywood and the 1929 strike
Ailing IVTadge
possibly building a boxoffice draw.
on the Coast was a costly flop. For
a time after the Screen Actors Guild
Detroit, June 10.
Salt Against Hurok
was formed Equity had a string on
Madge
Stuart replaced
Gloria
The Original Ballet Russe, Ltd.
the Coast situation, but now
is
Mgrs., Scenicists
Evans in the leading role of G. .B.
filed suit Friday (6) in N.Y. supreme
entirely on its own in the film field.
court against Hurok Attractions, Inc.,
Shaw's 'Man and Superman,' fourth
Television has been the subject of Solomon Hurok and the iSociedad
managers
Another
huddle
between
Dramatic
Festicurrent
play
in
the
^consideration for more than a year. Musical Daniel, South American rep
over val of the U. of Michigan's Lydia
Equity agreed to a three-way com- resentatlve for Hurok. Damages of and the scenic artists union
sought by the Mendelssohn theatre.
mittee which was to define rules for $500,000 are sought on charges of new requirements
latter was held last week but was
over
role
Stuart
took
the
on
Miss
minimum pay and working condi breach of contract and conspiracy.
One of the points short notice following Miss Evans'
not conclusive.
tidns, though It declared that, such
On Aug, 27, 1940, Hurok agreed to at issue is that producers engage an illness.
action was not to be defined as premanage plaintiff's troupe for three adviser on clothes, even though no
Judicial to its Jurisdiction.
Regula- years, during which time he agreed
costumes other than regular dresstions were worked out, then tele
guarto handle no other ballet.
ing may be called for.
vision suddenly ceased so far as ac- antee of 24 weeks booking in the
Wilson's
Producers are also asked to have
tors were concerned, whUe the Fed
U.S. and 14 weeks in Mexico, Canada
eral
Communications Commission Cuba, Chile, Argentine, Uruguay and a full stage crew on hand one week
prior to the first preview, if such
John C. Wilsgn, who was nonscrutinized telecasting practices.
Brazil was stipulated to. Minimum
showings are made.
productive last season, has two plays
that the FCC has given tele- plaintiffs were to receive was $5,500
vision the green light and com- weekly, plus varied percentages of
lined up for Broadway showing next
mercial telecasting starts Jiily 1, In- the weekly gross. In March 1941, it
Officers
faU.
One Is Noel Coward's newest
terest In that field has been getting is charged Hurok fostered labor
Agents
Managers
and
Theatrical
work, 'Blithe Spirit,' which is rerevived attention from the actors troubles In the. plaintiff organizaunion, at its annual election Monday ported in rehearsal in England, the
end.
It is expected that pay for tion in Havana, and then broke the
the
past other being 'Peep Show,' by Ernest
(9), renamed officers of
telecasting appearances will be con
contract, with a Peru engagement to
year.
Saul Abraham is president Pascal.
slderably Increased tmder commer- follow, being cancelled.
There was a contest over the post
Wilson is associated with Coward
cial auspices.
A. Walter Socolow is attorney for
of business manager, but Joseph in production over here, their standTop salaries In television fo/ actors the plaintiff.
Grossman was elected for the third out being 'Tonight at 8:30,' in which
was $50, principally paid by NBC,
Gertrude Lawrence and Cloward cowhich did much of the experimental come. With CBS, Dumont and others year.
Oliver M. Sayler, is v.p., Loui.s R. starred. The Lunts are also parttelecasts. Radio heads said that the in television doubtlessly competing
and ners in the outfit, known as Transsecretary-treasurer,
pay to actors was small because tele- for actors, the .rates of pay will na- Werba,
Atlantic Productions.
Arthur Singer,* master-at-arms.'
vision meant all outlay and no ln< turally jump.

SAG

Equity's annual meeting and election for 11 posts on the council might
have been a love feast judged from
the placidity of the proceedings at
the Astor hotel, N. Y,, Friday (8),
and had there not been at issue the
CongressmanWilliam P. Lambertson
charges of radicalism.
Technically
the opposition to the regular ticket

for

the

straight

opposition

were 232 voters who

There
their

tickets

and

79

Miss Waters

voided.

is

slate.
split

votes were
the first col-

ored member- elected to council.
Defeated candidates on the regu..

ticket
who were councillors
were Maida Reade', E. J. Blunkall,
Robert T. Haines and Beverly Bayne.
Other regulars who lost: Reynolds
Denniston, Arthur Pierson, Vivienne
Segal and Calvin "Thomas.
IndiM

lar

defeated:

Philip

Bourneuf,

Aline

MacMahon, Theodore Newton, William

Post,

Jr.,

and

Joanna Roos.

Under the new rules 50% more candidates were on the ticket than places
to be filled, so that there were 15,
candidates on the regular ticket, plus
two replacement nominees.

Lambertson

in

Again

Congressman
Lambertson,
who
charged that six of the council were

Communists or

'fellow travelers,' in.iected
himself into the meeting
through a letter sent to Bert Lytell,
Equity's president. Nominating com-

mittee declined to re-nominate HewIt and ostensibly because of that the
ooposition ticket was formed. The

Kansas legislator had applauded the
refusal to name Hewit in a previous
'etter to Florence Reed, chairman of
the nominatint! committee, who sent
copies of the letter to the membership, which started a row. Lambert(Contlnued on page 44)

.
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Cnrrent Road Shows

10 Equity Leaders Resign

(June 11 -t2)

Equity's Upset Election

jContlnu'ed from page 1;

^Continued from page Vi^

son had declared that the Federal
Relief Theatre (WPA) liad been
ditched because of radicalism.
'

The

latest

was
the votes had

Lambertson

latter

"not read until 90% of
been cast, Lytell waiting until then
to prevent it being Injected into the
•lection.

The

letter in part:

understand I have been the
'I
•ubject of derision at meetings held
In the support of the independent
candidates. My charges have been
I have the honor of
laughed at.
being a member of the Congress for
the last twelve years. I have served
on the House Appropriations Committee, before which otflcers of your
organization have appeared requesting Federal funds. Any one even
elightiy Informed on the' subject
Imows the only reason for the demise of the Federal Theatre, was
Communist infiltration into' the
project.'

minutes was allowed
for both sides to speak before the
balloting started. Hewitt again denied being a Red, or having anything to do with the Communist
party. He said he had attempted to
clear his name of the charges, but
could not get action; also that it Is

Around

30

his belief that 'informers are splitting up Equity.' Miss Christians and
Miss Webster also spoke. Latter, a
regular candidate who supported the
Indies,
said
that
Equity 'wants
neither Moscow nor Kansas politics.'
Florence Reed defended the selections of the nominating committee
and Malda Reade spoke along similar
lines.

Paul

Dullzell, treasurer

and

execu.-

'Accent on Youth'—Selwyn, Chibeing of the Acton Fonim group,
tive secretary, in his annual report, cago (11-21).
said that the associatiott was in
'Arsenic and Old Laoe' (Erich von supposed to have been dissolved.
strong financial condition, there be- Stroheim, Laura
Hope Crews)—
Hope They'll Reconsider
ing a surplus of $23,000 made during Grand, Chicago (11-21).
the fiscal year. Lytell, first to adThe resignations came as a shock
'Cabin In the Sky' (Ethel Waters)
dress the mee(lng, remarked that
Philharmonic aud., Los Angeles to Lytell and the oounoillors pres'there is no divorce in Equity,' meanIt was decided to table the
ent.
(11-21),
ing the contested election, and preletter of blanket resignations In the
Aunt'
Maplewood,
'Charley's
be
everything
will
that
dicted
hope they would reconsider, Lytell
Maplewood, N. J. (11-14).
alright.
said: 'There are too many fine minds
•Chocolate Soldier' (John Charles and loyal workers for Equity InMeeting op>ened by an Invocation
by Rev. Randolph Ray, of the Little Thomas) Curran, San Francisco volved in this action also among the
Church Around the Corner, a de- (11-22).
several defeated councillors to acstarting
the annual
parture
in
'George Washington Slept Here'— cept such hasty action without atsession.
tempting to prevail upon them to
Aud., Worcester, Mass. (11-14).
Dullzell Heads Chorus
'Hellzspoppln'—Aud., Chicago (11- change their minds.'
Lytell pointed out that several
Chorus Equity held its annual 21).
valuable
members of the council had
meeting Monday (9), with Paul
Bellrement'
(Florence
'Ladies in
Dullzell again named head of the ex- Reed)—Windsor, Bronx, N. Y. (11- missed reelection by the narrow
margin of a few votes and he felt it
ecutive committee and Ruth Rich- 15); Flatbush, Brooklyn (17-22).
their defeat that caused the
was
mond continued as executive secre'LUe with Father' (Dorothy Gish) resignations. Although he conceded
John Eliot "and Norman Van
tary.
Detroit (11-21).
the situation was discouraging, after
Embrough were appointed as chorus —Cass,
'JLUtle Foxes'—Capitol, New Brityears of effort In the Interests of the
representatives on Equity's coimcil.
ain, Conn. (11-14).
Lytell predicted 'a better
actor,
They are also of the executive com'Man Who Came to Dinner* (Alex- understanding among the associamittee, along with Jean Woods,
ander WooUcott)—Colonial, Boston tion's leaders would soon prevail.'
Roger Gerry, Marguerite Benton,
(11-14).
Philip Gordon, Mary Brent, Ruth
There
are SO councillors, but only
'Meet the People'—Shubert, BosNeslie, June Rutherford and Bill
between 20 end SO attend the meetton (11-21).
Marel.
Gerald Moore Is recording
who resigned figure
'Mr. and Mrs. North'—Flatbush, ings, and those
secretary.
Surplus was placed at
are
they
of the minority, at least in
Brooklyn (11-16)| Windsor, Bronx,
$122,067, net for the year being
that body. As for the membership,
N. Y. (17-22).
$5,507.
number of
largest
the
however,
Harris, Chi'My Sister Eileen'
votes went to the regular candidates,
cago (11-21).
mollify the disaffect'No Time for Comedy' (Francis which failed to
Ann Corio playing strawhat dates
ed
leaders.
Alcazar,
San Francisco
in The Barker' and 'Sailor, Beware,' Lederer)They believe that the campaign
(12-18).
but has turned down offers to do a
'Vinegar. Tree' (Billio Burke, Paul was directed by former Fortmiltes,
revival of 'Burlesque,' because she Cavanagh) ^Alcazar, San Francisco now with the Amerlean Federation
wants to get ^way from the strip (11).
of Radio Artists, and claim Equity
connotation in her summer theatre
'White Cargo'—Capitol, New .Brit- has been so harrassed by partisan
appearances.
politics that Equity has lost the
ain, Conn (ie-21).

good-wUl of the government and tha
public.

The

.

—

—

.

the theatre as a whole, to a labor

union

of

different

This union

-

There have been so

summer, none

of

York, June 10th, 1941.

many rumors
which

to corroborate, as one's time
to dispose of these
this letter to

I

am

many

so

of

in

a

of

my

plans

creasing regulations and restriotions which we cannot believe
are. for the ultimata good of tha
actor, the industry or the art of
the theatre.
'In this long and very hard
fought battle we have believed
we represented the vast majority of our fellow actors, Tha
results of the last election prove
conclusively to us that the majority of Equity members are not
in agreement with our ideas and
Ideals.
We are out of step with
the regiment.
'We who supported the Regular Ticket and the duly elected
Nominating Committee, in effect,
asked for a vote of confidence.

that

We

have been repudiated.

'After
much thought and
prayer, It seems to use we can
best serve our organization by
stepping down from the Council.
The new order now controls 17
members of Council. This is a
majority of most Council Meetings, which rarely exceed 30

We

this I

HAD

plaimed

—

to doll

^write

you.

that all the

quest that the verbatim report of
the election meeting be pubgether

Great

all

Britain,

which they have shown in so

many ways

since

^ame upon us. As Vice-President to
want to thcmk those who are helping to
lighten the dreadful burdens being borne by our men, women«
ond children overseas, through the work of the American Thea-

these shocking hours

Rachel Crothers,

tre

Wing

I

of the British

War

ReUef Society.

There Is much to be endured stiU, but we can do
there as long as you have confidence In us over here.
I

it

reunioii in September. tTo those

to

those

who

new,

I

want

to tell

them

I

who

are leaving the

shall miss them;

are Joining us next season,

I

want

to

and
say.

"welcome"!
Again,

my

We

thinl( it

would

mem-

bers to deprive them of the full
entire account of the issues.
'If necessary, we ask that a special nimiber of 'Equity' be issued.

and

'Most regretfully, but because
believe It is the wish of tha

we

membership

and

because

our

ia
usefulness
councillora
as'
ended, we therefore tender our
joint resignation from the Council of Actors' Equity Asncla*
tlon effective Immediately.'

Strawhats

have the very deepest regard and affection for our "Lady
Dark" family at the Alvin and I am looking forward to

a h<xppy

Equity Magazine, towith this statement of

be highly imfair to the

resignation.

over

in the

fold for pastures

membership

may be fully informed on what
we still believe to be a most
Important issue, we formally relished in

me to express my very earnest and sincere
my friends in the theatre for their loyalty to

Please allow
gratitude to

hold steadfastly

ber.

'So

position to correct or

and plans are no longer one's own

days—but

objectives.

harassed by par-

Is

tisan politics. It has Ipst the good
will of the public and the government.
It Is constantly in-

to the ideas and opinions we expressed during the last campaign.
But we feel we can best eerva
the minority which agrees with
us from the floor rather than
We cannot dethe platform.
ceive those members who trust
us to protect their Interests, by
retaining the responsibility of
We are
council membership.
now powerless to do anything
for them in the Council cham-

Dear "Variety"i
for the

its

ideals and institutions.
'We have seen this element
change Equity more and mora
from a Guild of professionals,
working for the best interests of

members.

New

by

'Subversive'

'For years we have been
struggling against an influence
in our Association which seemed
to iise subversive of American

—

—

letter of resignation hints at

cause for disaffection
opening sentence:
the

—

Backs Oonnty Teea Olt OK
New Hope, June 10.
Bucks County Playhouse thesplans launched their summer semester
Friday night (6) by kidding tha
pants off themselves. The Geo.

Kaufman-Moss Hart
'George Washington

comedy.
Slept

Here,'

proved a made-to-order script.
Looks like Theron Bamberger and

my

thanks to "Variety" for

this

chance

to express

gratitude.

Sincerely,

Kenyon Nicholson,

co-operators, of
the playhouse, are In for a banner
season. By Saturday night all seats
were gone for eight-day run of
'Slept,'
in which Charles Butterworth la featured.

Md. Spot Opens
Baltimore, June 10,
Local strawhat season here got
underway this week with opening
of the Hilltop theatre in nearby Elllcott City.
Outfit Is again imder
tha direction of Don Swanh and will
present some new scripts along with
repeats of recent Broadway plays.
Opening bill is a new one, 'Honey,'

by Ward Green.

Edward Pedula

Is

directlBg.

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE.
Nino Enlsl

Is

a cast addition for

'Barber of Seville,' at Central City,
Col, replacing Robert Nicholson.

.
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recent appendix op and was forced
French Is directing 'Jeannie,' which
to take another lavoft.
JUarcel Hellman Is producing.
London
George McCall, his unit closed, is
Ian Eraser, only Rugby scnoolboy
dickering for a series of film ihorts
to make the Hollywood trek for 'Tom
the columnlst-emcee
may
Will Hay, Jr., has joined the Navy. Brown's Schooldays' he ^ played In
George Jessel In from the east.
l/)uls Lurie In from Frisco seeing which
close on the Coast, where he heads
Al Burnett has become papa of the picture as well as doing a techBilly Gilbert east on a stage tour.
the shows.
the
end
this
week.
of
Myron Selznick back from New
a boy.
nical chore is back end now trainKonnle Ames up firom Miami for
Pathe newsreel, for years headBud Flanagan bought a cottage a( ing for the Royal Air Force as a York.
a few days.
quartered In the Pathe building on Hasleraere.
Brenda
Marshall hospitalized with
pilot.
Bernard Goodman, Far attorney, West 45th, moving to new quarters,
Morris Angel, the show biz tailor,
Disney's Tantasla' will be given appendix.
father of a baby eirl.
decision
on exact site expected left $13,000.
Lou Holtz in Irom Pittsburgh alter
special road showing on a modified
New buildings creep up on him, within the next 10 days.
Reginald Foort, radio and vaude basis. Pic will likely be restricted a stage tour.
Murphy McHenry of the Par stu- organist, divorced.
Joan Crawford back from BroadCO Howard Lindsay moves often.
to key spots due to Its technical
Jack Eggar is now a private in the complexities, following a procedure way vacation. •
Carl Lieserman returned Monday dio was in town last week on campaign planning for "Kiss the Boys Army Service Corps.
Mary Boland east for a summer ot
akin to '(3one With the Wind.'
(9) from a fishing trip in Canada.
Goodbye,' on which Par plans heavy
Afrique, the mimic, named his Technician
shortage
restricts
its strawhat plays.
Rutgers Neilson made director of merchandising
budgeting.
Harold Lloyd to Indianapolis for
son
Winston.
newborn
showings.
Saints & Sinners club this week.
Arthur Kelly, United Artists' actShrine meeting.
George Fosters moving from
The
Paramount redecorating the halls ing chief, went directly from the Brighton to Haslemere.
Don King joined Bob Taplinger's
and other rooms of the home office. Coast to Boston last week for gradstaff at Warners.
Brian Roxburgh forced to give up
Jules Stein planed to Seattle on
Scribes restaurant on £^t 4Sth uation of his son from Fessenden agency biz to join the Royal Air
Australia
business for MCA.
Force.
under management of Gus and Ed- School, West Newton, Mass.
By Erie Gorrick
Softball game held Sunday (8) beAnita Louise leaves Aug 4 for
Dave Kaye, of Morton and Kaye,
die.
eastern strawhatters.
Leon (and Eddie's) Enken knock- tween the Harry James and Tommy vaude pianists, has joined the Royal
Local
pic
loops
have
given
Dorsey
perbandsmen
a
on
Ward Morehouse on a fortnight
Dorsey's
esForce.
Air
ing off weight at Martinsville (Ind.)
tate at Bernardsvllle, N. J., with
Norman Thomas trio to Black- centage of Anzac Day takings to aid holiday in Honolulu.
spa.
party at his house following.
Joan. Crawford returned to Culver
pool, opening for Lawrence Wright's fund for returned men.
H. M. Rlchey, Metro's (exhibitor reGloria Swanson attended gradua- siunmer season there.
Dom
Harnett Is producing some City after a vacation.
en
route
to
counsej,
the
lations
tion of her nine-year-old daughter,
Sbepperd Strudwick's new film
Agar Young Duo has been signa- shows for 2 SM, Sydney, with oldCoast.
Michele Farmer, from private school tured by Bert Feldman for his time performers clicking.
name is John Shepperd.
Paramount,
Byram,
of
back
John
in New York Friday (6). She's re^ Blackpool summer show.
Bob Burkhardt joined Walter
Many Hollywood stars have sent a
from Caribbean cruise with a heavy maining east for a week or so.
Wanger's publicity staff.
The Nut House nitery, which has load of clothing to New
Blanche
Euntan,
Adelman, unemi>loyed been bombed, reopened at its new sale to aid the war funds.Zealand for
Manie Sacks in town scouting talent for Columbia records.
Frederick Jagel, Met tenor, sails actress, professionally Blanche GolA- premises in Regent street
Larry Adler, who left most of his
John Murray Anderson out of the
Gaumont-British's New Victoria
July 18 for two-month South Amer- stone and Gladstone, filed voluntary
petition of bankruptcy, listing no cinema, closed since last September, earnings here during a prior visit is hospital after an operation.
ican tour.
said to be mulling another trip for
assets and $1,364 in liabilities.
Raymond Massey moved in from
due to have reopened May 25.
Al Margolies, U.A. press head, vathe Tivoli loop.
Bob Savini, independent distribuNew York for picture 'Work.
Reprise motif seems not to be
cationing for two weeks at Fire
tor, flew to San Francisco Thursday confined to legit.
Jan Rubinl will do another season
William K. Howard back to work
Film' reissues are
Island, N. Y.
in this spot for Hoyts.
night (5), goes to Iios Angeles from coming in for lots of attention.
Fiddler- after a vacation in New York.
Dinner to Solly Pernick, business there and on' the way back east
conductor
was
here
year
Mladin Zarubica, former footballer
a
or
so
ago
Sonny Miller taking out vaude
agent of Local No. 1 stagehands next makes a half dozen exchange stops. ville unit for government group to for the same unit
at UCLA, agenting on his own.
Tuesday (17).
Bobby Breen, ex-singlng boy acDouglas Rigney, a^istant general entertain troops in garrison towns.
With a labor government now in
Tracy Barham, operator of Par's .manager of the Radio Development
Alhambra, Glasgow, one of the power in New South Wales, another tor, made his debut as a pianist.
(}laire Trevor bicycling between
Ohio and Kentucky theatres, due in & Research Corp., filed voluntary best provincial spots, is going in for bid will be made to introduce night
petition of bankruptcy in N.Y., list- repertory due to shortage of big, trotting with betting.
assignments at Columbia and Metro.
town shortly.
Brenda Marshall In the hospital
Jim Mulvey back in Manhattan ing no assets and liabilities of $13,555. shows.
Excepting for newsreels and De
'Pirates' stole $2,000 worth of fitTwentieth Century-Fox looking for partment of Information shorts, local under observation for appendicitis.
after huddling for three weeks with
tings
last
week
Graham Baker, laid up. with flu,
from the 77-foot star to play title role in film based studios are 'iced' insofar as feature
boss Sam Goldwyn.
yacht, Haliglo H, owned by Harry
preparing his next RKO picture in
life of Jim MoUison, the English production
is concerned.
Anna Sten in New York rehearsing Gold, UA eastern sales manager. on
bed.
ace filer.
Frank Tait co-director of William•Nancy's Private Affairs' for Toronto Boat was anchored in L. I. Sound
Hal
and Irving Asher back
Sonny
Thomas
has left Norman son-Tait,
wedding Viola Wilson, from aWallis
and Montreal stock.
near King's Point.
fishing jaunt to Guaymas,
,
Thomas- act, joining Chris Gill, with
soprano
with the
W-T Mex.
John M. and Harry S. Buxbaum, Louis Hardcastle.Mocal cUored actor, leading
Jimmy Schmidt, of the local WarGilbert-SulUvan opera troupe.
ner exchange, reports today (Wed.) sons of Harry H. Buxbaum,.20th-F%>x replacing him.
John Grant gag writer lor AbCiovemment
will ban the importadistribution executive,
for a year's army duty.
last
week
Flanagan and Allen doing fire- tion of comic strips coming from bott and Costello, bought a valley
Tommy McCabe, UA accessories launched their SO-foot yawl Tern and watching once a week at the Victoria non-sterling countries. Most of the home.
Lucia Carroll checked out of Warchief, with a loot Infection resulting have already entered the t>oat in sev- Palace, where they are starring in present strips come from U. S.
eral races this coming season.
ners into the hospital with appen'Black Vanities.'
from stepping on a nail.
Bid will be made to find a bigger
Robert
Edmond
Jones
and
Frank
now a captain in the opening for British pix here in the dicitis.
John
Sam H. Harris at Belmont on Sat- St. Leger left Saturday (7) for Army, Woolf,
Mike Fr!;;-kovich, radio sportsdiscuss
taking
time
off
to
near future. 'Middle Watch' (AB-U)
urday, his first track visit since be- Central City,
caster, joineci production staff at Re(3ol., where they'll co
the film situation with his father is a click presently in Melbourne. ~
ing operated on in Florida.
produce the opera festival. Anna Charles M. Wooll
public.
Newsprint will be cut further in
Beeves Espy returned to the Coast Erskine, general production assistant,
Wayne Morris drew a commission
Arthur Macrae left the cast of 'No this zone imder governmental orders
last week. Understood his plans for leaves with the company next SaturTime for Comedy' at the Haymar- to save dollar exchange. Local mags as ensign in the U.S. Naval ReIndie production didn't materialize. day (14).
serves.
ket to join the RAF. Denys Blake- are already much reduced in size.
Richard Landau moved over to
Dick (Gilbert had his first day off lock replaced him.
Tom Bodkin, managing new
'Convoy,' alter a huge city click
'Scandals' unit at State, regaling from broadcasting in seven months
Charles M. Woolf is anxious to do tor ATP, is now grossing strongly in Jack Chertok's Metro shorts staff as
manager AI Rosen with fight stories. Saturday (8), but it turned into a a film in Technicolor of George the Melbourne nabes. "Pic is the only a writer.
Sammy Baugh, football star from
Austin Keough, in Dallas huddling busman's holiday when he dropped Black's musical, 'Black Vanities,' at wartime one to break records here,
Texas, checked in at Republic to
for his mail and was ad the Victoria Palace.
with Interstate execs on company into
Government Is considering curtailGeneral Theatres Corp. dickering ing horse and dog racing somewhat start his film career.
matters, going on to the Coast from libbed into singing a song on Don
Bob Hope ringsiding at the LouisRichards' program.
with Ambrose to tour a Vaudeville for the duration of the war. Such
there.
Conn skit in New York, to get a slant
Eugene Lyons, American Mercury unit for them. Ready to give him move would give tiie pic
loops a big on some knuckle repartee.
Sam Kopp Is handling the pub- editor,
proposes that he and Leon- 12 weeks 'with option.
break.
licity and exploitation this season
Charles Cobum conducting sumard Lyons (N. Y. Post columnist)
Joe Somlo practjipaUy set to do
Since the outbreak of World War mer
for the Ross Fenton Farm at Asbury
drama classes at University of
merge as agents and they're bound 'Alibi,' formerly done In French II, 3,000,000
Aussie troops have at- California at Los
Park.
Angeles.
get rich in Hollywood 'by sheer with Erich Von Stroheim starring,
tended free film shows on product
'
Leon Netter, Par theatre exec, to
Antrim Short checked in as execumistaken identity for the other for Columbia Pictures.
supplied by the Motion Picture tive
back after a three- week ^Auto tour Lyons
assistant to Howard Philbrick,
Sc Lyons agency.'
St.
Regis,
once show people's Distrib Assn.
through New England with the
general manager of Central Casting.
Annual luncheon of Broadway As- apartment, which has been bombed,
'Room
family,
for Two,' with Marjorie
Carole Lombard's mother, Mrs.
sociation, which this year is cele- sold out all its furnishings and fitseason.
Gordon and Hal Thompson, looks set Elizabeth K. Peters, won
brating its 30th anniversary- at Hotel tings by public auction.
a SIOO.OOO
for legit run in Melbourne under
John Barbirolli, summering at Astor today
(Wednesday,
Max Bacon still In. a cast as re- direction of Dave Martin. 'Susan and suit involving her grandfather's
Vancouver, will conduct three con- Robert K. Christenberry, June 11.
estate.
president, sult of car crash some months ago
God' follows.
certs in Hollywood bowl during
Fred Kiev joined Myron Selznick
will preside. Speakers, Clarence L. with doctors assuring him he will
Sir Ben Fuller, after his bowout of
August.
agency as head of new department
Law,
William Morris, Jr., Patrick L. fully recover by end of June.
Melbourne in lavor of Metro, Is now
I/ou Davidson $hifted from general
Ryan, F. A. Burdett and Ray WhitAmong the houses bombed in the devoting time to building pic biz in to represent top cameramen in the
clerical duties in Paramount to the
taker.
recent London blitz arc Phyllis Perth. Knight's major interests, pres- film industry.
theatre budget and statistical deArnold MacDonald, wardrobe chief
Ruth Weinberg, secretary to Her- Dare's and Olive Sloane's.
Also ently, are in New Zealand.
partment.
for Walter Wanger, wound up in the
man Lorber, Par sales exec, mar- Motley's, theatrical costumers.
Rialto theatre expects to have its
Australian Broadcasting Commisried Gene Newman of the Par theCaryll and Mundy finished touring sion still spots wax German and hospital after a fall down stairs at
Scophony television and special stu- atre
the Cioldwyn studio.
department Saturday (7); Es- in 'Under Your HaV playing the Jack Italian melodies over
dio in the house ready for operation
loop. Fans are
Masquers postponed their Jack
ther Jablow, sec to George Smith, Hulbert
and
Cecily
Courtaeidge
this week.
fare,
Benny 'pan roast' testimonial to June
western sales chief, is getting hitched roles, and went into Bert Montague strongly against this type of
Milton Hocky joins the managerial
lookseeing for more 'sensible' pro- 17 on account of the
theatre owners'
the end of this month, and Ethel revue.
gram setups.
ranks this fall with a script authored
convention barbecue.
of the Par payroll division,
'Black Vanities,'' the new George
by himself and Rufus King, called Langdon,
Columbia spotted 'I Married AdC. P. Brinner, Brunswick-Balkeqyits Friday (13), for ditto reason.
Black show is doing steady $16,000 venture' in a downtown revival
'Lilies for Ruby.'
per we^, with the principals on house when pic was given the Collender exec, In from New York
Dave Wallace handling press for
to
huddle
with Pete Smith on a
straight salary, which puts Black on thumbs down' verdict by Greater
Fight .for Freedom, aligned with
series of bowling shorts.
velvet
Committee to Defend America by
Union Theatres, which presently reWestport, Conn.
Oliver Morosco, former stage proMarcus Marsh, the racehorse leases Col product here.
Aiding the Allies.
ducer, filed a petition in Superior
trainer, and husband of Eileen BenBy Humphrey Doulena
Jim Carroll now a major in the
Radio is being combed for talent Court for the resumption of his orignett,
tennis
star,
reported
prisoner
army's morale division, handling
to spot over Tivoli loop. Present
of
in Germany.
He was serv- Melbourne bill carries many top inal name, Oliver Morosco Mitohell,
open air show which opened at Fort
Don Beddoe, contract player at
Lulu Glaser, the famous 'Dolly ing in the RAF.
Bragg, N. C., Monday (9).
radio personalities including Mai
has brovght a ranch in
Tommy Farr's and Al. Bumett'f Verco, Hal Percy, Rex Dawe, Doro- Columbia,
Par theatre bunch dined and Varden' of a generation ago, feted
San Fernando valley, He calls it.
vaudeville unit 'Keep Punching,' thy Foster, Alec Walter.
wined Ben Griefer last week fol- here on birthday.
Beddoe's Meadows, or Escrow's Nest.
Dick Maney has joined the local closed after three weeks, with Farr
lowing his promotion to managerBob
Kessner, former Fox-West
in hospital for minor operation.
station-wagon set.
ship of Paramount, Newark.
Coast
exploiteer
and now a lieuWilliam Lynn here before rejoin- Unit resumes shortly.
Walter Reade ran for councilman
tenant in the Army, was appointed
Novelist Margery Sharp has draStrondsbnrg, Pa.
in Asbury Park, N. J, biit was de- ing St. Louis Municipal Opera.
director of public relations at Camp
John Cecil Holm has sold his matized her ^ok. The Nutmeg
feated.
He took big ads in local
Roberts.
By John Bartholomew
Weston farm and will summer in Tree,' and play bowed at Blackpool.
papers as part of his campaign.
Tyrone Power, Shirley Temple and
Noel Wesley, Hollywood revue pro- New York, where his musical 'Young Yvonne Arnaud, Helen Haye and
Claudette Colbert made a metallic
New Jersey's ex-Gov. Harold Hoff- record
ducer, arrived last week to line up Men's Fancy' will be in production Malre O'Neill are in the cast.
of their contribution to China
Da'vid E. Rose, boss locally of man a visitor.
talent for a Broadway revue tenta- by George Abbott in the fall.
Reli^ broadcast and sent it to Mme.
Pocono Manor Inn going all out Chiang Kai-Shek.
Ward French to Chicago to hear Paramount Pictures, and F. W. Alltively Utled 'International Faces.'
Eleanor singing in port local Will Hays representative, for annual Laurel Blossom Ball.
T. X. Jones, comptroller of the his daughter
Penn
Serf
as'
helped put out bomb fires in Berk(Dutch)
Lloyd
Kinoey-Wilby circuit, returned to Camellia House, Drake Hotel.
Ralph Lycett hsindling press at eley Square during the last t,ondon Premier Carnival Co. en route after
Atlanta Monday (9), accompanied by
wintering here.
Country Playhouse. Richard Skin- blitz.
Charles Burton of Paramount h.o.
Cldcago
Sir Seymour Hicks, who sailed for
Cornelia Stabler Gillam, director
George Walsh, now operating the ner, John Fearnley and Blanche
Yorktown, plus having an interest Gillespie of Playhouse staff already Egypt to entertain the troops some of Buck Hill Flayers,- preparing for
months ago, sent for his support- big strawhat season.
Dr. Jack Yates became lather of a
in the Par-RKO Yonkers pool, may in.
Bob Auman's orch returned to girl.
Henry Souvaine broke a leg play- ing company, which includes Alice
take on additional theatres indeDelysia, Enid Lowe, and Will Van Oak Grove House, Marshalls Creek,
Rs-sanffes held outing for its eming tennis.
pendently.
ployees.
for third consecutive summer.
Morris Ernst here for a few days. Allen.
Universal prez Nate Blumberg inJack Webb, formerly manager ofBemie Parsons' orch took over at
Herb Elisburg oxygen tented lor
troduced Johnny O'Connor and Fred Ditto Harry Archer.
Meyers to their new colleagues at U
John Drew Devereaux commuting Victoria Palace, has' been appointed Columbia Hotel, Columbia, N. J., pneumonia.
Sylvan Spiro on furlough here
at a dinner in the Hotel Astor Friday to 'Life With Father' from nearby general manager of the Seville thea- Harmond Farr band moving to The
tre by Firth Shegherd, In place of Lounge, Easton.
from sergeant's job at C^fimp For(6) evening.
Wilton.
Fred Waring presents various rest
Mike McGreal, head of the camRichard Mealand. eastern story Alfred CTubby') Turner, who remembers of his Pennsylvanians each
Jack Elliott and Lew Quadling
era department at the Warnir stu- editor of Paramount, has opened his cently died.
Theo Figelstone, former president Saturday night at Buckwood Inn, have authored new 'tune tagged, 'Do
dio, en routfe to the Coast after at- place here.
You Care?'
tending funeral of his father in
Florence Eldrldge visiting friends of Cinematograph Exhibitors' Asso- Shawnee-on-Dela-ware.
ciation, Is now captain in the Army
White, formerly
Localite John
Michael Todd petitioned couiia
Washington.
here,
BuMont Television has taken exGermaine Schnitzer entertaining Was until recently ''with government with Kay Kyser, lately with the here for right to have that as hla
Madison Ave h^dquar- for Mrs. Af turo Toscanini before her group looking after entertainmen* Three Deuces, gave up music to legal name instead of Abram (3oldfor the troops.
work for General Electric at Erie.
teris and is setting up a separate sales •flight to S. A.
bogen.
'Back Street' is playing the Odeon
many
division with a'dditions to the payHoliday
influx
brought
Tom Flanner^, ot the White Way,
Anna Erskine here for a week l>eroll to be^made.
fore reporting at Central City, CoL, for its West End date, repairs to visitors to Joseph Jefferson home in may call off his annual everybody-*
Major Albert Warner returned where she will be assistant to Di- Leicester Square theatre being un- Paradise Valley. Scene of first dra- invited Nippersink picnic and doover the weekend from Jacksonville rector Frank St Leger.
finished. The Universal picture was matic
Rip Van nate the com to some War Relief
presentation
of
where Warner opened the newlycause.
Mills Brothers' Circus here Friday to have reopened the latter after its Winkle.
built St. Johns in competition with (13).
Local WyckoS-Sears Variety Hour
Popxilar demand may save th«
Wallace Brothers at nearby recent blitzing.
Sparks-Paramount.
Harold French, film director, get- switched from hour show (11-12 Auditorium from demolition, with
Bridigeport last night (10).
~
'
WEST, the city possibly taking it over lot
each
Saturday
via
ajn.)
Aafte Schubart, chairman of RKO'a
George S. Kaufmann at Edna ting leave from the Army, where hr
convention committee,, returned to
— Ferber's, working on new play. Miss is a captain, after the death of his Easton, to half-hour show (11-11:30 taxes and then keeping it as munidU
work last week too cooo after hisj Ferber's niece, Janet Fox, in.
pal theatre.
Phil Arnold, In air raid. a.m.) via WSAN, Allentown.
wife,

Broadway
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46
information received in New York
week.
A native of Bucharest, Feder managed the Bucharest Philharmonic
Orchestra and the Rumanian Opera
Company before World War I, He
l&st

OBITUARIES

[

BLANCHE CHAPMAN

While acting as a clown he toured
Ford, 90, with the Donaldson & Gregory cirChapman, cus during the '90s ^nd also did the
who began her theatrical career four same routine with the old Sells &
generations ago end appeared in Forepaugh circus.
Mrs. Blanche

professionally

practically

drama

Chapman

Blanche

medium

every

from

pantomime

Shortly after the turn of the century, Bickel turned to legit and made
his debut in 'Me, Him and I,' which
had a sensational three-year run. He
also appeared in 'A Trip to Paris'
with Gertrude Hoffman at the
Winter Garden in 1913 and after

the

of

light

to

opera, died June 7 at her home in
Rutherford, N. J.
Mrs. Ford, born in Covington, Ky.,
came from a theatrical family which
traced its starl as far back as 1733.
The widow of Henry Clay Ford,
manager of Ford's theatre. Washing
ton, where Abraham Lincoln was
assassinated, she made her debut as
a child in 'Mr. and Mrs. Peter
White.'
An authority on Lincolniana, Mrs.
Ford fell heir to the chair in which
Lincoln was sitting the fateful night
he was shot. Her husband, thinking
the President would be more com

also was active in music publishing,
heading a firm which bore his name.
As a concert manager he was credited with having arranged Rumanian
engagements for Mischa Elman, Fritz
Kreisler and Jascha Heifetz, among

others.

Surviving are his widow, daughter

and

a son.

ADELTN ESTEE

Adelyn Estee, 70, former Metropolitan Opera singer and star in muplaying at the Hippodrome, London,
sical comedy, died June 3 In Los
went to the Coast in 1915, where he Angeles.

made many comedies

for the Edison
He also had
Film Co.
for Fox Films, retiring 11
years ago.
Widow survives. Remains were
forwarded to Saginaw for interment.

Feature

'

worked

MART

'BUBBLES'

KELLT

Making her debut at the Met at
the age of 18, she later played opposite Eddie Foy and Nat Goodwin
in musical shows. At one time she
own' production,
starred in her

'Queen of the Moulin Rouge.' In
later years she appeared occasionally in motion pictures.
Surviving is her husband. William

Mary Kelly, 46, vaude and radio
comedienne, died in her sleep June 7 Bence, vaudevilli^n.
from his own home. It long re- in her Hollywood apartment. She
mained in possession of the Govern- had apparently been in good health.
ALFRED ATKINS
Starting in show business 30 years
ment but -eventually was returned
Alfred Atkins. 41, actor was killed
stock company in Chito Mrs. Ford, who sold it in 1929 to ago with a
in a London air raid recently.
cago, deceased shortly aftfer framed
a representative of Henry Ford.
Originally a- bank clerk, he turned
with
A celebrated actress in Recon- a turn with Tom Swift,, also
the stage, touring with 'Chu Chin
Act, a comedy to
struction days, Mrs. Ford had ap- the stock troupe.
Chow' and D'Oyly Carte Opera
peared with Edwin Booth. Edwin singing and talking routine, toured Company, Of recent years he had
Forrest, Joseph Jefferson and Dion the vaude houses for ISjrears.
appeared
in* Firth Shephard's shows
In recent years Miss Kelly turned
Bouccicault, among many others.
and became understudy to Gordon
For 22 years under the management to radio and has appeared on many Harker in 'The Frog,' appearing also
of George Tyler, she had also played of the top programs, including those in the film version. At the time of
in more than 100 light operas. As of Jack Benny, Burns and Allen, arid, his death he played in 'Cottage to
Gracie
a singer she was the first actress to more recently, Al Pearce.
Let' at Wyndham's.
be seen in the role of Josephine in Allen has many times credited Miss
Kelly with starting her on her pro'H. M. S. Pinafore* when that Gilbert
CAPT. e: d. c/ hebne
and Sullivan operetta made its fessional career. She appeared on
Captain E. D. C. Heme,' 51, radio
many recent benefits with Benny,
American debut.
news
died in Chicago
Among Mrs. Ford's last appear- being billed with Blanche Stewart as June 8commentator,
following an operation.
ances was a part in 'I<atchstrings,' 'The Chicken Sisters.'
Captain Heme started with WGN,
She leaves her husband, Ray
presented at the Lake wood PlayChicago, as a commentator, three
house, Skowhegan, Me., some five Myers, onetime Orpheum booker in
years
ago.
He had been a World
years ago. Prior to that she often New York,
Remains were taken to Chicago, War flier.
played in pictures, both silent and
'

fortaVle in an ariiichaiV brought one

I

|

after a long illness. McCarthy,
retired after an Injury some
years ago, left a widow and two $ons.

non

who

Orch's Goodwill

^^Contlnned from pkce

and shortly before retiring her birthplace,
even appeared in a radio drama over burial.

for

WOR, New

York.
She leaves two sons, George Ford,
a producer, whose wife, Helen Ford,
is the musical comedy star, and another "son, Frank, an instrOctor in

CHABLES

E.

HAMMOND

with Minnie Maddern Fiske and the
late Bertha Kalich, died June 5 at
the Lenox Hill hospital. New York,
after a long illness.
Born in San Jose, Cal„ Hammond
came to Broadway under the management of Klaw & Erlanger shortly
after the turn of the century. After
appearing in The Prince of India' at
the old Broadway theatre, he later
had roles iii "The Kreutzer Sonata'
with Miss Kalich and with Mrs. Fiske
in 'Leah Klechna.'
Hammond, who appeared in stock
at various intervals, became a member of Walter Hampden's company in
192;? and was in 'Cyrano de Bergerac,'

COOK

'Enemy

of the People' and 'Hamlet,'
among others. More recently he had
played In 'Miss Swan Expects' at the
Cort theatre, N. Y.. two seasons ago.

ALFRED 'TUBBY'rrUBNEB

theatrical personalities.
Cook turned to producing and had
a hand in such productions as 'Remnant,'
with Florence Nashi and

divers

Alfred 'Tubby' Turner, 70, died in
12 after a lengthy ill-

London May
ness.

A

well

known

theatrical

man

'BUnd Youth.' with Lou TeUegen. He ager both in London and the U.S.,
handled publicity for 'No, No. Nan- he commenced his career In 1895 at
the Lyceum theatre, London, and
ette.'- both on its- Broadway and road
runs. General publicity rep for H. served under Frederick Harrison and
Frazee from 1924 to 1928. he also Cyril Maude for 25 years,
Turner toured America and Canada
was active in managing stock com-

K

I

click.

Jan Too

j

of

home

in

Oak-

-

theatres,
Oakland, and the Alcazar, Frisco.
Surviving are his widow and four
children.

The Lambs and one

and

States. Australia

New

Zealand.
In London' he managed the Court.
Shaftesbury and Kingsway theatres
then the Winter Garden for 10 years,
before taking over the new Saville
theatre in 1931
For some years he had been ill.

of the founders of the Friars' Club,
Cook had some six operettas produced and at the time of his death
left
one script, a musical play
called "The Pirate Prince,' which
was fully completed, but unpro- Both his legs had to be amputated in
Survived by widow. Shirley
duced. In recent years he had been 1935a summer stock operator at the Rice Huxley.
^
Playhouse. Martha's Vineyard, Mass.
Surviving are his widow. Rose; a
CHARLES DE SHEIM
Eon, Charles £.. Jr.. and a daughter
Charles De Sheim, actor who had
by a previous marriage, Gladys roles in such recent plays as 'My
Irene Cook, an actress,
Funeral Heart's in the Highlands' and The
services were held yesterday (TuesTime of Your Life.' died of a strepday) by The Lambs at the Little tococcus infection June 6 at the
Church Around- the Corner.'
Mount Sinai Hospital, New York. He
had been ill for about 10 days.
GEORGE L, BICKEL
A one-time director of the Chicago
George L. Bickel, 78, veteran stage Repertory Theatre, De Sheim' was
and film comic who began his career associated ^ith the Shakespearean
as a circus clown, died June 5 in productions presented by the Old
Los Angeles.
Globe theatre at the N. Y. World's
More than 50 years ago, Bickel Fair i\ /o seasons ago. Other plays
formed the comedy team of Bickel- in which he had roles were 'Journey
and Watson, which later became to Jerusalem,' presented at the
Bickel, Watson and Roth. They ap- National, N. Y., and several stock
.

i

!

,

I

,

Wage-Hour Division.
The Producers are reported to
have, tentatively agreed to requests
of the Screen Actors Guild for reclassification of extra brackets. These
call for elimination of the $8.25 and
$11 calls, establishment of a $10 or
$10.50 ticket and placing of a limitation 'on the use of $5.50 players.
Counter-proposals will be made to
tlie demands of the Screen Directors
Guild for minimum wages and to
the contract proposals of the Screen
Writers Guild, Meetings with these
three groups will be arranged this

week.

Late

MARRIAGES

Brazilian

'

lishers.

With regular short-waving, espeit it's picked up 'and retransmitted locally, S. A. listeners will^be
in a position of getting the fresh
bounce just as quickly as they get
the fresh news.
cially

Local bands which usually have
waited until waxings arrive because
Owen Bennett, producer of unit they had no other way of knowing,
shows in the south for the past eight what the stuff should sound like,
years, died May 27.
will have a regular display case to
Funeral services were held In watch if NBC's idea is followed
Memphis. Survived by widow and through. Number of bands here alyoung daughter.
ready have 'ear men' who by listening a few times can practically dicINNIS G. OSBORN
tate a carbon copy of any arrangeInnis G. Osborn, 58, playwright and ment they hear, but not all have
more recently an NBC writer,' died time, talent or inclination for this.
May .24 at his home in Nor walk,
Great Disc Sale Effect
Conn., after a long illness.
Effect on disc sales is also likely
Further details in the ra.dio secto be great, dealers here having
tion.
noted in .the past that bands most
frequently heard even on infrequent
HENRY HAAG
short-wavers from the States are
Henry Haag, one of the early ex- those most in demand. Expect that
hibitors in the Michigan area, died regular
aircasting will help take up
at his home in Wyandotte. Mich.,
the lag for fans and musicians like
June 3. Until his retirement several something heard on the air.
They
years ago he operated the old Rialto won't be content to sit
around but
theatre, Wyandotte.
will deffiand it come down as fast
-

OWEN BENNETT

-

Berlino, concert pianist, died May
24 at Lima, O., from injuries suffer^
after having been struck by an automobile.

Helen Jones to John Lee, In Las
Vegas, Nev., May 31. He is public
relations director for Screen Actors
Guild.

Ruth Weinberg

to

May

7.

in

Brooklyn,

Gene Newman,
Bride

Herman Lorber

tary to

home

is secreof the Par

department;'
Oswald, head

office distribution

he's assistant to C. L.
of the theatre chain's

investigation

department.
Rita Connell will wed Jean Herbert in New York, June 23. Bride is
an Earl Carroll showgirl; groom a
songwriter and publisher.Mary Brodel to Richard Russom,
She's a
In Los Angeles, May 15.
film player; he's a composer.
Sylvia Lipson to Harold- Allen,
June 12, in Columbus. He's a staff
announcer oo WBNS there.
Yvonne Guerin to Charles Ray, in
Hollywood, June 4, He's the former
film actor.

Dorothy Fay Southworth to Woodward Maurice Ritter, in Prescott.
Bride
Ariz.." scheduled for. June 14.
film actress, professionally Dorothy Fay.
Harriet Linehan to Darving E.
Skogstrom. in Milwaukee. May 31.
She's legit stock and radio actress.
is

Dorothy Holmes to Lester Combs,
She was
in Kansas City, April 19.
librarian, he is continuity writer for
WHB, K. C. Announcement made
.last week of secret marriage.
Gertrude S. Karp to Louis S.
Simon, in San Francisco, June 8.
account executive at KYA,

He's

Frisco.

,Connie Gange to Ed Wegman, June
in Rochester, N.Y,
He's chief an-

7,'

nouncer

at

WEBR

singer at Rochester's

Buffalo;

she's

WHEC.

Ruth Fimbel to Ed Nickel, in
the States, warning is Maplewood, N. J., May 16. Groom
issued here that without adequate is in the publicity department of Mulocal publicity number of listeners tual network, N. Y.
will be comparatively few.
ProMarjorie Johnson to Ken Carter,
grams must not only be advertised
studio publicist, June 8, in Las Vegas,
but tieups established. Swing Clubs
Nev.
She's daughter of Nunnally
such as the B. A. organization
Varibtt description of which helped Johnson, film writer-producer.
Rosemary Cox. New York socialNBC get the idea for regular 'programs—would be more than willing ite, to Leslie Harris, scheduled for
to
cooperate provided somebody July 11, 1941, in New York. He is
asked.
Organization and similar CBS newscaster in Miami (WQAM)
groups are a definite factor in the and Variety correspondent in FlorGoodwill picture and also repre- ida.
sent the largest potential purchasers
Helen Claire to Dr. Milton Smith,
of U. S. music.
in White Plains, N. Y., May 22. Bride
is legit, film and radio actress; he's

'BORIS SAID
Boris Said, 58. who operated the
James and' 44th Street theatres,
York, died suddenly June 5 in
N. Y.
St.

New

Details In legit section.

waved from

.

ALEKO
Alexander Dilopoulo,

59, stage acprofessionally as Aleko,
died June 2 in Los Angeles.

tor,

known

member of the" English department,
'
Columbia University, and director of
Players,
university's
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fortenberry, Morningside

'

;

peared in early Ziegfeld

and

companies had committed themselves
by notifying employees wage adjustments would be made if they were
affected by the decision. Y. Frank
Freeman, prexy of the Producers
Association, has already discussed
the situation with officials of the

-

ton.

member

2 at his

land following a long Illness.
He
was formerly manager of the Or-

pheum and Macdonough

Cuban

as anything else, according to the
MADAME BERLINO
theory.
with Sir Herbert Tree, then repre
Mary Halter, 73, better known in
As with othet programs shortsented Cyril Maude again in the America
and Europe as Madame

panies in such cities as Montreal,
Milwaukee, Baltimore and Washing-

A

it

Americans, who
think Cuban and Central American
bounce is general throughout IjatinAmerica, conga-rhumba didn't even
start to make the grade here or
elsewhere in S. A. until it began
clicking in Manhattan.
Brazilian sambas while long popular in Brazil were never heard in
the. rest of S. A. until Carmen Miranda began u^arbling them on
Broadway and the publicity (especially the Hollywood buildup which
followed Manhattan) plus the radio
and discs spread the beat to Argentina, Chile, Uruguay and the rest
of Latin America. Mexican things
like 'Frenesi' needed Artie Shaw's
wax pushing before they began to

are now
nudging their way up to a place
which is jiist below the tango in
radio time. One reason jazz hasn't
caught on quicker, it's explained, is
the lag between time of Tin Pan
Alley launching of tunes and their
arrival here.
Usually two seasons
Disc manufacturers like 'Viclate.
Widow survives. Burial' in Chi- tor and Odeon have long followed
cago.
the practice of waiting to see, what
clicked in the States before importGEORGE EBET
ing matrixes for local pressing simGeorge Ebey, 68, manager of the ply because of this. Wait-and-see
Fulton theatre, Oakland, Cal., suc- attitude has also been true of pub-

Hammond, 63, veteran
who appeared with Walter
Hampden for several seasons' and cumbed June
Charles N.

Charles Emerson Cook, 71, writer
of operettas, veteran publicity man
and long associate of late David
Belasco, died June 8 in St. Luke's
hospital. New Yorkj after several
months' illness.
Cook, a graduate of Harvard,
dabbled in writing as a student and
by chance, won the attention of Belasco, who hired him.- as a press
agent back in the '90s. He remained
with the producer as director of
publicity for some 15 years when he
resigned to author operettas. Some
of his works included 'The Koreans,'
The Rose of the Alhambra' and 'Mr.
Pickwick,' which was written in collaboration with Charles Klein.
After an interval of drumbeating
for

and

actor

dramatics.

CHARLES

N.

services

Surprising as

in via the States.
is to most North

,

talking,

Studio Unions

jContlnned from pace
Bernard, DilloD, 53, former husband
of the late Marie Lloyd, music hall considerable time to discussion of the
star, died in a London hospital May effect of the Wage-Hour decision on
One time a Jockey, he won the the question of retroactive pay for
6.
workers, and demands of actors, diBritish Derby in 1910.
rectors, writers and other studio
Mother, 68. of Wally Downey, tal- groups for contract revisions. The
ent manager and music man. died company executives are understood
to have finally referred the back pay
June 5 -in Philadelphia.
situation to the attorneys for legal
opinions and recommendations.
Father of Jack Lavin. personal
While Vincent recommended that
manager for Paul 'Whiteman, died at
no formal Inspections be made for
St.
I.ouls
June
9.
his home In
the purpose of ascertaining whether
restitution of wages may or may not
be due prior to June 16, the question was raised as to whether the

and company productions.
George White's 'Scandals.'
Surviving are his widow, Babette,
-As a boy of 12, Bickel had a walk- and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. David
on part in a vaude show in Saginaw, Swadesh of Westerville, Ind.
Mich,, where he was bom. Before
Joining the Whitney .family's circus
JEAN FEDER
In 1880, he had been' successively a
Jean Feder, 72, music publisher
blackface artist, an Irish comedian and concert manager, died recently
and later played as a Dutch comic In Bucharest, Rumania, according to
'Follies'

i

—

:

j

'

Mother, 84, of Nick Kenny, songwriter and radio editor of the N. Y.
Daily Mirror, died June '4 at her

summer home on Lake Mombasha.
Monroe. N. Y.. after an illness of two
months. Also surviving are another
son. Charles, assistant radio editor
of the Mirror and his brother's collaborator in writing songs; a daugh-

day

(7).

at Concord. S.

I..

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Goodman,
daughter, in N. Y„ May 3. Father is
attorney for Paramount.

Mr. and Mrs. Rufe Davis, daughter,
Santa Monica, Cal. June 5.*Father
stage and film comic.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Young,
Saturdaughter* in San Antonio, June 2.
Father is sports announcer for KABC

ter, Anna, and four grandchildren.
Three other sons died overseas in
the World War I. Funeral services

were held

BIRTHS

son, in Los Angeles, June 2. Father
is in Metro's still camera department.

in
is

'

C.
McCarthy, veteran there.
theatrical
electrician
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Kronenberg,'
who had
worked for the Ringling Bros, circus daughter. June 6. in New York.
and RKO-Proctor's. theatre. Mt. Ver- Father is time salesman for WBYN.
non, N. Y,, died June 4 In
Ver. Brooklyn.

Eugene

ML

drama group.

Maybelle Schreiber to Morris MorMay' 20, in Toledo. He's manager of the Palace theatre, Toledo.

gan,

Judith Allen to Rudolph Field, recently, in
York. Bride is former film actress and now a radio
performer; he's a book publisher and

New

radio producer.
Jean Chatterley to William Crawford, June 8, in Brooklyn, N. Y. He's
assistant to promotion chief of WOR,

New

York.
Marjorie

Reilly,

June

Clarke
7,

in

New

to

Thomas

York. Bride

a radio actress; he's an
director and production man.

is

NBC

'
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Getting the L'owdown

Pan-ftmerican Airways
Clipper arrival, urged the customs
to keep the reporters out.

men

The airport photographers immediately sat on their camera plates
.

and took nary a snapshot while the
newsmen, who usually chat with all
of the arriving passengers, leisurely

with

spoke
ers

out

six

of

35 travel-

and boiled their story down

to

than that.
oilicial
Checking

less

newsmen quickly

sources,
the
tallspinned Pan-

American's conterilion that the anti-

long drawn-out variety which, ulti-

mately could accomplish nothing
but harm to the aviation industry,
the newsmen banged in an alarm
directly to City pall.
Sltnaiion Adjusted
Before the next Clipper arrival,
the situation was adjusted when

usually

against parental wishes; Sam Spewack, the playwright and screen
scripter, and Anna Sten, all of whom
came from L. A. to N. Y. The same
tinkle of the 12 o'clock whistle witnessed Arturo and Carla Tosdanini
and Maria Slebus, as musical a trio
as any musical trio, take off in an
Easteni Airliner for MiamL

agent

The scribblers were most amused
at the apparent worry of the airliners over the City Hall angle. Ac'

S. A. 'Suspicion'
;

new

to

Navy.' Another event on yesterday's calendar
was the presenation of TWA's fourth
annual awards. Bob Selig and John
Hemmer, Daily News flying photographers, were to be handed $100 and
film, 'In the

'

respectively, for their prizewinning entries while an aviation
reporter was to see $250 in folding green bounce into his lap.
Allen Jenkins hove onto the scene
$50,

Saturday (7) in a United Air Line
Mainliner from L. A. while the weekend Clipper carried Charles J. V.
Murphy, Fortune editorial writer,
and David E. Scherman, Life photographer, from Europe.

Murphy

and. Scherman
were
ill-fated Zamzam, which
to the bottom of the
by torpedoes carrying Hitler's
autograph. The two' men were due
into the airport Saturday but were
put off the Clipper witi a number of

aboard the

was zunuumed
sea

other passengers at Horla, the Azores,
when the Lisbon to New York ferry
met severe headwinds and had to bid
adieu to part of its load. The following Clipper was scheduling LaGuardia Field for either Monday (9)
or yesterday (Tuesday).
Friday's (6) Clipper trippers in•

cluded John Hugh Williams and his
wife, Helen, on their way to the land
of the Broad A to lend their aid
to the

war

effort.

left

The Englishman
Seymor in

his part as Jferry
'Claudia' to go over and

do his

bit.

Arthur Margetson has replaced i»im

Broadway production. Mrs.
WilUams hoped to get taken on as
an ambulance driver.
Newark Landing
In the

A TWA Stratoliner; scheduled for
LaGuardia, ended its flight Thursday (6) at the Newark, N.. J., airport and thereby exempted local
newsmen from
terviewing Mrs.

the pleasure of InTierney, the

Howard

mother of actress Gene Tierney, who
chose to marry the guy she wanted

-

Jhe Press
"When you multiply such magazines as 'Reader's Digest' in Spanish
with Yanqul advertising and circulate them freely and in profusion
throughout our country, the boasted
solvency of our national press will
be imperilled.
'It is .very beautiful to talk of cultural relations. Culture with a capital 'C* used to have the prestige of a
free and disinterested Goddess. But
when cultural interchange is made
through powerful Industries such as
the cinema, the radio and periodicals,
culture dons the dress of business.
And as one businessman to another,
don't^you think we have the right to
defend ours, Mr. Fairbanks?

UA Must Learn
jConUnoctf' from pace is
to make
profitable
to the' producers financially and in
the building and obtaining of star
names for each to make three a. year.
Is prepared to aid them la that

nomlc for each producer
one film a year. It is most

"From this you will deduce, distinguished Ambassador from our
friend of the North, that it is not to
our Interest that you make good
Argentine pictures, give good radio
programs in Spanish and publish
good periodicals In Spanish, printed
In New York.
*We would prefer that 'the InterThe company itself change be a real interchange, that Is,
side capital.
that you send us magnifident picwill advance coin,. Kelly said.
topper tures in English, as you have done
The time is past,'
stated, 'when anyone could put a up till now, and that we send you

UA

—

'

—

'We are going to be as exclusive
as hell,' Kelly emphasized in revealing that -the owners themselves must
approve new producers and the company is 'not scouting' for any other
picture-makers.
'We are going to

.

literary

later.

Purdy's

CHATTEB
Buenos Aires, for example,
was announced in both English and
Bill Seabrook on Canadian- fishing
Spanish papers and within a day his trip with a group of Rhyiebeck, N.Y,
suite at the Hotel Plaza was crowded neighbors.
with aspiring would be authors as
Steve Fisher's novel, 'Destroyers,'
well as genuine talent all offering

Is

slated for July publication

him Spanish equivalent of 'Gone pleton-Century.
With the Wind' in response to StatePaul Nicholson, head
ment he was looking for manuscripts

.

«
ing Glories.'
Jack Malloy, of the Chicago Her-

,

~

Critical

CalmncBa

ald-American,

My

The

'

.

Howard

Films will also distribute this one.
Pathe chief here, W. J. Gell, rePlans have been made, he said,
even the UA contributors who turned from Hollywood trip to state
company's Welwyn Studios outfit
successful
comhave been highly
turn out about a dozen features
will
Edmercially in the past, such as
ward Small, to put more value Into to take care of quota for this side.
their films.
Small will have im- Producer John Argyle is readying
first
of them, 'Tower of Terror,' for
portant, names in his casts in the fua May start.
ture, Kelly avowed.
David E. Rose, local head of ParThe consent decree, to which UA
Pictures,
has signatured
amount
Is not a signatory, will have no effect
Newton for part of Brodle
on the company's selling policy. It Robert
in A. J. Cronin's 'Hatter's Castle,'
Is making no provision for tradewhich
starts unspooling' May 26 at
showing and will continue to sell
Denham studios. Part was originally
films l>efore they are completed,
intended iojc Donald Crisp. Others
Kelly said.
I

1

I

I

Pedro

CalderoD,

Mexican

pic

reported to have
is
(Mex)
offer of $25,000
U.S.) from Metro for exclusive rights to a version of Tarzan' he obtained.
($5,000

an

yokeling- Hollywood

cast of 'Arise
Love,' which after a meeting of Hearst newspaper
sent a letter to Ernest Belts, film publishers at San Simeon.
critic of the t«ndon Express, has re
Raymond Camp, rod and gun col-^
ceived an equally grateful note in umnlst of the N. Y. Times, has sold
return.
Occasion for sending the a new book on hunting to Little,
letter to Belts was that the picture Brown. Hal Matson agented.
reviewer had devoted nearly five
Newton Taylor writing biog of
columns to extolling the screen pro- Clyde Fitch, aided by memories of
duction.
Otis
Skinner,
May Robson and
After explaining that his space for Lucille Watson. Seeks early letters.
film reviews had been reduced to a
Alexander M. Griffin, city editor
'miserable colimin and a half or so,' of Philly Record, back in harness
Betts wrote explaining with typical after protracted stay in Tucson,
British calmness his situation as fol- Ariz., where he was convalescing
lows:
from arthritis.

—

Bros. p.a.
veterans.

staff,

met many

P.T.B.

Exiiibs'

for

nixed

Kan-

'I' have been trying to
Frank Gervasl, In Libya for Colwrite for
very good Argentine pictures, which some time to acknowledge the thanks lier's, has completed^ a book on his
in Ra- you sent me but pressure of nothing North African
experiences which
dio City.
In particular, the noise In this town, Doubleday will publish in the fall
periodic Envoys
the pictures which Paramount are If the manuscript arrives safely.
Natt S. Getlln was named adver"We would prefer' that Instead of always sending us, have conspired
It's a news story when tlshig manager of the N. Y. Post
buying space on our. broadcasting against It
last. week.
He was formerly local
stations (at very low prices for you) I get a letter written on time.
'My warmest good wishes to all of ad manager, after coming to the
to.
give American programs and
propaganda, yiou send us through you over there who are entertaining Post /romt St. Louis Star-Times in
NBC or CBS periodic ambassadors of us so magnificently, over -here. We 1935.
Louis La Coss, member of the St
the great arttets of your country, to certainly can do with it'
Louis Globe-Democrat staff for 17
which we would reciprocate by sendyears and editorial writer for the last
ing our own artists, who though
VaJtln May Testify
six years, appointed editor of the
modest, are nevertheless capable of
Jan Valtin, author of 'Out of the editorial page. Succeeds late Casper.
singing a tango better 4han Rudy
Night,' may be called to Detroit to S. Yost.
Vallee.'
testify as an 'expert witness' in a
Canada has blocked sale of U.S.
Under a subhead 'Goldfish and lawsuit brought by two Ford em- wood
pulps, so in Toronto a new
David' the magazine adds, in part: ployees against the
CIO United Auto Canadian pulp - chain has started,
The danger exists that 'Good Neigh- Workers and the' Communist
Party, put out by Superior Magazines,
borhood' may become dangerous to Valtin's name
was on the witness list edited by William Brown-Forbes, to
us although yoii do not wish us any in the suit filed
by Melvin Bartlung fill that kind of reader demand.
harm. It is the friendship of the cat and Paul Padgett who
are seeking an
Ann Bridge ('Peking Picnic') has
and the mouse; although she may injunction and $3,000 damages.
arrive(d In San Francisco from Buwish to be very tender to the mouse,
"We will make every effort to get dapest via Moscow and Is doing a
she ends by tearing it to pieces with Valtin to Detroit,'
Larry Davldow, novel on her experiences In helping
her claws while caressing it.
their attorney declared. Ilis testi' British war prisoners in the BalkArticle was the strongest of any to mony would definitely show the ans,
She's the wife of a British
appear in the non-Nazi press during technique used by the Communist dinlomai
the Fairbanks visit. Save for a Ber- Party to.- create dissention and gain
H. Kent Hanson, retail advertising
lin-dominated paper. Pampero. Fair- control of labor unions.'
manager of the Philadelphia Evebanks' visit received a tremendous
Legal authorities in Detroit said ning Ledger since 1940, has been
hand and columns of favorable space that it was possible to qualify Val- named advertising director of" that
in all papers, including dailies whch tin, through his book, as 'expert wit- sheet
He formerly was business
ordinarily have not been given to ness.'
manager and advertising director of
providing much space for either good
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
will or firm-star visits.
Phil Stong back at his ConnectiCncalled For Taboo
It's understood that the open letter
cut home from visit to the midwest
Coronet has scheduled piece on
was intended less as a direct rebuke
Novel on the Minnesota iron ranges,
Earl Rogers, California mouthpiece,
to Fairbanks than to the geiieral
new subject for him, is In preparawork of recently-augmented good- called 'Gallows Cheater,' by John tion. His wife, Virginia Swain, has
Wilstach.
Taboo
by
one
pop
mag
will development via films, radio and
just completed 'The Dollar Cold
was
caused
by
daughter,
Adela
the press.
Piece,' to be published In the fall.
Rogers St John, mag's star writer.
Craig Rid,
has just
Odd .angle Is that Mrs. St John wrote arrived in Newauthoress,
York from Chicago
preface to a book on her father,
with her husband, Lawrence Ltpton
called
Take
The
Witness,'
Alfred
by
Leslie
her first trip since 1932. Miss Rice
Cohn and Joe Chisholm, which went plans to make New York her permajContlnued from page 3s
into an intimate finish fully, but
nent residence. She is now at work
replacing tag of 'Call Me Lucky.' the mag that shied off didn't know on a new book. Trial by Jury.' which
Picture stars 'Vic Oliver and Sarah about it.
Simon & Schuster will publish In
Wilstach Is now arranging for pubChurchill. Evelyn Dall, from revue
November.
and warbler with the Ambrose or- lication of 'Circus King,' on P. T.
chestra, has a feature role. General Barnum. Writer, long on the Rlngling

n

get back to UA's policy of quality
films even if it means we have only
10 or 12 pictures a year,' new chieftain declared.

distributor,

by Ap-

of the

bureau for Associated Press,
with authentic Latin backgrounds.
Purdy is seeking to arrange tieups ganderlng Hollywood.
Oliver St. John CiOgarty doing sewith B.A. and other publishing companies whereby Macmillan's seal quel to his first novel,' 'Mad Grandwould appear on volumes published eur,' not yet published.
C. S. Forester has finished screenin South America.- From what he
has discovered Latin countries are playing 'RAF' for Walter Wanger
likely to be far more responsive to and is resting in Berkeley, Cal.
Guy Fowler completed his new
Spanish-language efforts printed In'
novel.
To the Charge of q Star,'
their own capitals-than in stuff made
in New- York and shipped down. dealing with a Hollywood publicity
writer.
Purdy says he's found promising
R.
V.
Gery, who sold a first one
literary activity In every part of
South 'America. Many of the writers to Satevepost, calls writers with
often only a single sale, "Post Mornare newspapermen.
sas City

'

UA

switch In policy will be the end
of producer bonus systems such as
the 'Silverstone plan' Kelly stated.
Producers will pay UA a flat 25%
distribution charge, out of their receipts and there will be no kickbacks or rebates, he declared.

in
newspaper and
circles south of the border.

-

ture,
v.p. asserted, will be mere
formalities, because the stockhol(^rs
meeting informally continually.

aA
A

ment

-

One of the most Important changes
in operation, Kelly said, would be
active control by the three living
owners, Mary Pickford, Alexander
Korda and. Charles Chaplin. They
are no longer running the company
Indirectly through appointed directors, but are giving UA affairs full
time themselves every day. Board
and stockholder meetings in the fu-

last week.
He was succeeded by
Macmlllan Lines Up S. America
Expansion into the South Ameri- Ludwig Michel, sports editor.
Kiefer began career in 1801 with
can field, being lined up by Macmillan & Co. via Theodore Purdy, Brooklyn Freie Press and .went to
Philadelphia Tageblatt two years
Jr., has caused considerable excite-

you would exhibit generously

A

arrive at the port yesterday (10) in
time to catch the opening flash of

Continued from page 3s

as now of a corps of Mexicans and Cubans, who know nothing
Argentina's
reporters of our country, what of
radio? Where will it be?

•

made up

UA

their

visit -t(/"M.ifr,.

arrival in

'pressure'

from Los Angeles and were due

first

sissippi in 21 years,' he explained. 'I bad to go back to find out
I was writing about'

newsmen feel, they cmUd
the seagoing trolley line predetermined amount of money In
more completely, by starting a cam- a film and be certain of a profit Picpaign to inject a competing carrier tiure-making since the war started is
company
Into the transatlantic field.
It was more of a gamble and the
risk with the profelt, however, that the mild rub from must share the
•
the municipal throne would be ducers.'
Capra,
Kelly
quicker and less costly to the airAs fbr*SeIznick and
line's stockholders, most of whom stated, offers have been made which
hopes they will accept They
don't know the people they employ.
into
outfit
as
prowould
come
the
£ittle Other-^eUvlty
ducer-owners, taking the stock acAside from the gray hairs added
quired, by the company from Samto hoary reportorlal heads, little acuel Goldwyn' and about to be activity moved in or out of the aeroquired from the Fairbanks estate.
drome''by-the-parkway.
sununer
Should the court not approve the
siege of nummmmph seems to have
Fairbanks sale, Kelly indicated that
set in against interesting tales and
wouldn't Interfere with the
still
until the nee^e of chill air scratches
deal.
There's nothing to stop us
here and there, it appears that there
from Issuing more stock,' he deWill be but a bit to write home about
clared.
[Coast reports see the Selzto Broadway.
nlck-Capra-UA deal near consimiAbbott and Costello held reserva- mation.]
UoDS on the Monday (0) Stratoliner
Plekford, Korda, Chaplin
tually, the

my

what

When the smoke of ver1>al and po- UA
litical shooting irons subsided, an
aim.'
airline spokesman told the newsFlnanelnr
hunters he was sorry that the Fourth
the- last statement,
Ebcplalning
Estaters had felt it necessary to haul
nothing so
the city of New York Info the fray, Kelly said there would lie
company to
^affording more mirth to' paragraph formal as a separate
producer-financing, as
'collectors, who always felt that tn participate In
a war each 'side used the handiest planned by Silverstone, because that
would mean the bringing in of outand mpst effective weapons.
.

was

'It

ager for the airline, ruled
his hired help off the course

lived battle, the reporters regretted
that one man could Interfere with
the excellent press relations established with considerable difficulty
by Walter H. Neff, airline praise

Mississippi,

in

after a 10-month stay in Natchez.

inquiring
the
around the International Marine
Terminal such a vivid ofl-the-record
tale %f things Germanic that they
are still muttering in their ^xer. He
was returning after a two-month
vacation in the land where no man
need fear to speak his opinion, back
to the country that put Silence on
the gold standard.

John Meade, Atlantic division manone of
and put
the press back where they belonged.
Although they enjoyed this short-

located

where he was born, returned to
his Connecticut home last week

The week saw Frederick C. Oechsner. Central European manager for
the United Pres^, Clipper off on his
way to Berlin, the community in
which Mr.' Churchill hopes to set up
Fred
his 1942 summer residence.

was set up by the cusThen when it looked
toms men.
handed
like the feud would be one of the
press ruling

Literati

Author James Street, whose
books and magazine Action are

sContlnned from pac« is

MaoauUy-Winchell

Hope

sContlnued from page
Settle

A

$100,000 libel suit by The Macaulay Co. against Walter Wlnchell

Highway

Department which conducted a survey at key points In
Michigan. Over the recent holiday

and the Daily Mirror, Inc., was setand discontinued Wednesday (4)- weekend 10,538 autos crossed the
out of the N. Y. supreme court Al- Machlnac Straits ferries as compared
to 3,716 on the same weekend a year
leged libel occur,red In the March

tled

13,

1939, issue of the N. Y. Mirror in
Winchell's column.
Plaintiff had published a book entitled 'The Strange Death of Adolf

They estimated that Sunday
ago.
traveling is up 30% this year over
1940.

•

'

Most significant, were the department statisticians' estimates that In
and Wlnchell in commenting
Michigan this year the travel income
upon the book st^eged that the Mawould exceed $425,000,000 unless
in cast are Deborah Kerr, Emlyn
caulay Co. was noted for publishing
'gasless Sundays' intervened.
Williams and Richard Greene, If he
bunk.
As one exhibitor said, off the reccan get special temporary release
ord, 'Just a little piece of that money,
from the "Tanks Corps, where he Is
Klefer Quits Fbilly Langoager.
say diverted by those gasless Sunan officer; otherwise, James Mason
Emil Kiefer, editor of Philadelphia days, would mean prosperity back
takes his place. Picture will be directed by Lance Comfort, with cost Gazette-Democrat, German language in the picture houses. And in the
*
daily, for the past 33 years, retired summertime.'
around $300,000.
Hitler,'

48
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AT THE

HEAD
OF HIS
CLASS!

AS
USUAL!
So// v/hat

is all this

talk

about box-office slump!

LOVE CRAZY'tlWl
Hold-overs from Coast-to- Coast (2nd Week)
Indianapolis

Philadelphia • Seattle

at Capitol,

N.Y.

Baltimore • Boston (2 theatres)
• Dayton • Hartford • Houston •
Memphis
New Orleans • Providence • Reading • Wilmington • Worcester
Toledo • Cincinnati • Milwaukee • San Francisco • Denver • Buffalo
Minneapolis - Atlanta • Norfolk ' Richmond • St. Louis • Cleveland
Detroit Pittsburgh • Los Angeles (2 theatres)'
•

•

Columbus • Harrisburg

•.

BILLY THE KID

OFF

TO A FLYING START!
Hold-overs in first engagements (2nd week) at Atlanta . Kansas
City Denver. Cleveland • Buffalo • Detroit • San Francisco • Memphis

And here are the next four weeics of M-G-M's
TO-THE-RESCUE HOT-WEATHER SHOWS!
CLARK GABLE, Rosalind RUSSELL
in
THEY MET IN BOMBAY"

MARX
'»

BROS. & TONY MARTIN

*h» Sta$on't Gala Musical

Comtdy

"THE BIG_STORE"

WALLaTF BEERY

ANN SOTHERN

lll"BARNACLE BILL"
/ft

"RINGSIDE MAISIE"

Publl9h«d Weekly at 154 West 4Sth Street.
Entered
Becond-clua matter December

u

'

A
the

'department

store

circuit'

and nitery celebs

legit

mebbe

payoff

a

dress

suit

'Grand

Central

are being supplied is a new facet.
Single personality is no longer the
thing to draw attention to a fashion
Show at Oppenheim Coldisplay.
lins, N. Y., last Thursday (12), for
Farrell,
instance, boasted Glenda
Alan Dinehart and Lyle Talbot, all
in 'Separate Rooms,' Broadway legiter; Gertrude Nlesen, currently at
film
Mortimer,
Loew's State; Lee
critic and columnist of the New
York Mirror; Eddie Davis, of Leon

and

Eddie's,

street

Cast's Salaries in Defense
in Cash
DeBonds,

w(

FILM BIZ

With the United States Treasury

N.G.,

reporting improvement and

iii

Dialog Phonograph Discs

Due

^

Record-minded public may again
support novelty disks .of the Two
Black Crows' (Moran and Mack)
school, and for that reason every
company is now going in for albums,
'theme' series, etc., ranging from
Merle Evans' 'A Day at the Circus'
(Barnum & Bailey-Ringling bandmaster) to monologs by Reggie
Gardiner and Eddie Cantor.
Idea is being developed to embrace
'A Record Tour of Hollywood' (a la
Screen Snapshots, but on wax this
time) to old vaudeville dialogs.

UCORICE VIRTUOSO'S

MANY LONGHAffl DATES
Benny Goodman

is
mulling the
sidetracking normal dance
band work for several short periods

of

time

for Public Revivat

Comedy Routines Sellmg

for $20,000 plus five players.

the

Hollywood, June 17.
David O. Selznick is readying a
of attack on the double
package deal of oddrreel
ranging from 500 to 5,000
feet, to be sold as one group totaling about 13,000 feet.
Idea is to
hand out a balanced program, along
with a newsreel, about 3,000 feet
shorter than the customary double

new form
feature, a
stories,

bill,

Edgar Allan Poe's yarns form th»
group as 'Tales of Mystery and
Imagination,' with all-star casts and
footage rated according to the dramatic worth of the story, regardless
ot studio formula.

CZAR OF RADIO?

smiling benignly at the prospect,
there appears to be a growing tendency in show business and radio to
substitute Defense Bonds for cash in
prizes, premiums, bonuses and, in at
Out of the current hearing by the
least one' reported case, as part pay- Senate Interstate Commerce Com- Hoofer Dies for a Gag,
ment of actors' salaries. 'Separate mittee on the White Resolution for
Rooms,' at the Plymouth theatre, an investigation of the FCC may
Only This
It
New York, has adopted the rule that come a decision by the broadcast75% salary is paid in cash and one- ing industry to appoint for itself a
Bear in Ugly
quarter in Bonds. It's general man- 'czar' of the Will Hays type. Intimaidea.
ager Ben Stein's
tions of a move in that direction
One of the problems of selling De- have emanated during the past week
Detroit, June 17.
fense Bonds is to get the customer from both NBC and CBS sources,
Trying to give his night club a
(Continued on page 45)
with the topic reported to be gain- lift with a bear proved fatal
to Tom
ing more substance with each broad- Miller, 28-year-old
hoofer. Doubling
caster meeting in Washington where between daytime
employment at the
industry strategy is discussed. The Lee United Shows,
a carnival playperson most frequently- mentioned ing here, and
nighttime appearance
for this post is James A. Farley, in floor
shows. Miller tried to preformer postmaster general.
vail on Capt, William Callender,
Networks figure that the best they owner of Teddy, a 450-pound
Canacan hope to get from the Senate dian brown
bear, to let him take the
committee's probe is a suggestion animal along
as a gag with his act:
that they get together with the FCC
Callender refused.
Miller
was
and try to work out a jtiodification killed, his neck
broken by one cuff
of the proposed rules oi; networkfrom the bear's paw, when he went
Ottawa, June 17.
affiliated station relations while the
behind the tents and evidently tried
Canadian bandleaders have been
(Continued on page 55)
to pull up the animal's stake and
formally asked by the Canadian govtake him away.
ernment to play at least twice a
Following Miller's death Friday
night wherever they are, a new tune
(13), authorities said they would take
published by Feist Music in New
Yanderfield,
no action against the bear. Oddity
Canadian
Titled
'Under
York,
that 'Teddy' is an unusually docile
Skies,' the melody has been adopted
Nazi
American,
beast used frequently in entertaining
by Canada as a theme tuiie in its atchildren in schools and hospitals. Hi.s
tempt to recover tourist biz from the
Radio Station Pirate owner happens to be president of a
U. S., frightened away by stories of

BOOM TALLEY COMEBACK
Columbia Books Singer with Baccalonl for Fresllse

Was

'

A

SONG-PLUGGING

Mood

:

GOVERNMENT

Nab Edward

An

border

i.s

state

difficulties, etc., in getting in

and out of the Dominion.
Airline, railroad companies and

all

mediums

of exploitation are.
or will push the number. Stickers on
luggage, menus, even beer coasters,
written
by
tune,
the
advertise

possible

As

Vincent Rose, Larry Stocks and Al
Lewis,

NEGRO COLLEGE BAND
JOINS ARMY EN MASSE

Mexico City, June 17,
Government agents have raided

a

Mexican

officials as a new high
(Continued on page 54)

society.

B.B.

GAME

FOR CONN HTE AIRING

who

are Jointly accused of operating an illegal radio station. This
pirate transmitter and listening post
allegedly tapped government communications and passed information
to Nazi espionage sources,
Vanderfleld
was described by
can,

humane

Pnr HALTS

and captured
one Edward W. Vanderfleld and
Senorita Maria Luisa Yarse, a Mexipalatial residence here

.

1

I

in
I

I

to

catching up on proffered classical
dates. Since his guest work at Carnegie and Town Hall, New York, and
In other cities with nationally known
symphonies, quartets and soloists,
demand for Goodman's longhair appearances has grown considerably,
Goodman already Is booked for
three longhair shots during the summer, one at Robin Hood Dell, Phila-

Pittsburgh, June 17.
Not only will the broadcast of the
Pirates-Giants game here tomorrow
night (18) be interrupted during the
blow-by-blow account of the Jotf^
Louis-BiUy Conn fight over the air,
but so will the game itself. First
time management of local National
League entry has ever taken such
cognizance of another sports event,
but Pirates decided that since Conn
is a Pittsburgh boy, if they wanted
anybody at all at their night game,

COCA-COLA'S FANCY VOICES
New Orleans, June 17.
An entire Negro college swing
band was inducted in^p the army at Lily Pons Set for {5,000 Paul
Robeson Gets $2,500 June 29
Thursday
(12).
Claiborne,
La.,
Camp
they'd have to do something about It,
Culminating weeks of negotiations
So the baseball club announced
Atlanta, June 17.
with state selective service officials,
Lily
Pons will inaugurate the that loudspeakers would be hooked
AgriAlcorn
from
the orchestra
Coca-Cola
program
in
on
the
fall
up at Forbes Field and that as soon
College,
Mechanical
cultural
..nd
.

—

I

j

I

Columbia Concerts Corp.,

in

an

ef-

boost the stock of Marion
Talley's comeback, has booked her
fort

to

to

appear in joint

recital

with Sal-

vatore Baccaloni in suburban New
Lewisohn Stadium, York in the faU.
New York, July --,
14; and another
The basso Is Columbia's biggest
later in the summer with the Dayton, draw, and the house will be sold out
O-. Symphony.
on his name in all probability.
delphia, July 10;
,

Borscht on B'way
One of Broadway's open-front
drinkeries has acquired a new
flavor in thirst-quenchers.
It's labeled: 'Borscht-O-Cola'.

fune

DANCERIESOK

ment from baseball in 1935. He's
not to be confused with Waller
•Jumbo' Brown, present relief pitcher
of the N. Y. Giants,
Brown was picked by the Giants
from Brown University and shipped
to Toronto in the International League
In- 1928, after a year with the big
league club. He played with Hartford in 1929 and with Montreal in
1929-1932, when he was sold to the

devoting

^

^

JIM FARLEY AS

FORCED SAVINGS'

thing we
put an advertisement In
first

Varibtt.'

nitery;

CENTS

first

ma—the

'And

are

year,

—

75%

some instances spots that formerly
Walter Paige^Brown, former pU(Jer operated weekends only are running
,r
XJ
—i.
Red
Boston
for the N. Y. Giants and
profitable mid-week promotions,
Sox, has been appointed southern , Sunset Ballroom, (^arrolltown. Pa.;
representative for Columbia Concerts
(Continued on page 23)
Corp,
Brown has been with Columbia five years since his retire-

each

^"'^^

crying:
do,

25

Packaging Odd-Length

Compensations

Now

idea

PRICE

1941

fense Stamps for Smaller

Gowei: and Jeanne, ballroomologists
at
Ben Marden's Riviera, and
•Broadway Sam,' otherwise ticketIn contrast to the complaints of
broker Sam Roth. Jean Sablon,
French nitery personality, currently film exhibitors the country over that
business is seriously declining de(Continued on page 18)
spite a flood of defense money being circulated, operators of one-night
ballrooms, parks, etc., which use
Former Baseball Pitcher,
name bands are finding the current
season the biggest they've encounIs
Walter Brown,
tered in several years. Almost every
one of the better known ballrooms
Highbrow Concert Exec in the east, midwest and the south

Red Sox

18,

FOR QUIZ PRIZESl
'Separate Rooms,' Broadway
Legit, Pays Off 25% of

Station'

&

'

62nd

RKSERVED

KIX. RltiHTS

iSelznick

proFeasley) on
June 10 told the story of an exAl
vaudeville dog act trainer.
Shean played the part. After
many tribulations he finally got
a job as master of a millionIn the radio
kennels.
aire's
script he rushes to tell his wife,

gram (Lambert

—

TSC.

Growing;

Telling the Trade

for

—with

or

and only occasionally' folding money
is in process of formation on two
Although it's not unusual
fronts.
for a store to use an occasional name
as a draw for a fashion show, large
scale on which celebs
organized
and

York, N. 7., bj Variety, Inc. Annual eubscrlptlon, tlO. Slnsle copies 25 eenia
at the Post OlIIco at New York, N Y., under the act of Uarcb 1, 187*.

19(>(,

AS ACTORS' PAY

Pay Off Guest Names in Merchandise
film,-

23,

YORK, WEDNESDAY, JUNE

Dl BONDS
Circuit'

New

COFTBIOBT, IMl, BY VARTETX,

NEW

VOL. 143 NO. 2

Department Store

STAGE

RADIO

SCREEN

,

I

'

Now

The Met coloratura

the boys
volunteered en masse.
hope to spend their year together as
the regimental band.
Infantry,
367th
the
They're with
all-Negro regiment which welcomed
the collegians since they had no

as the flght began, the ball game
would stop and be resumed again at
Meantime Paul Robeson has been the conclusion of the heavyweight
for the Coca-Cola program of bout.
At the same time, WWSW,
June 29. (He also has a fall deal which airs the Pirate g^me, will take
with the radio show.)
The Negro a recess, too, and go in for musical

band of their own up

baritone will receive $2,500 per shot.

to

now.

Sept.

28.

will

receive $5,000.

j

set

transcriptions.

'

MISCELLANY
Leave

It

to

Del Monte,

Cal.,

June

Wednesday, June 18, 1941

to

Send Gaudiest

Billy Rose has now reached
the two academic extremes.

By Milton Berle

Bronx, addressed the Hcirvard
Club of New York at luncheon
yesterday (Tuesday) on 'Show-'

JUST CONSERVATIVE

17.

manship and

What a crowd the day

I opened at the Paramount!
The lobby was
packed ... I thought It would never stop raining.
After the first-show I walked out of the stage door and it was jammed
with'people waving fountain pens at me . . they wanted Ink.
So many ^Uys put the bite on me this week at the theatre ... my bank
'book is black-and-blue.
The Paramount Is so big, Vincent Lopez and his boys play here in the
morning and come back In the afternoon to listen to the echo.
Broadway Dept.
Jack Zero, my stooge the one who burst a borscht vessel is having
himself measured for a skin toupee!
Just found out Broadway Rose has a big following—-the Times Square
Cops!
Bob Weitman knows an agent who. is 100% agent 10% agent and 90%

Business.'

.

|

British

Censor's 'Premises
peared' (Blitzed Oat)

blsap^

Steve Clow, Former B'way

Quarters of the British censor
board in tiondon were demolished by
a Nazi bomb last month, it was revealed in a letter received in N. Y.
this week. No word of the loss had

Scandal Sheet Publisher/

I

Dies Obscurely in N. Y.

•uch entertainment projects.
Headed by Jack Benny, the Holly-

come from the British capital until
Death of Steve Clow, who was
it was referred to in a message to a
around 68, recently in Bellevue hoswood lineup represented the costli- film company homeofflce.
pital aroused but passing interest on
est and fla^est name lineup yet to
This note, the epitome of British
appear in an army camp. Although under-statement, follows in part: 'It Broadway for his questionable activities belonged to another generation.
Just recovering from the flu, Benny probably will be several weeks be-

—

—

conducted a monthly magazine

Hollywoodlana
Congress is trying to pass a law honoring John Barrymcre. They're setting aside August 2 as 'Ballantlne's Day.'
Bette Davis is the only actress in Hollywood who doesn't have to worry

Every year she winds up with ^n 'Oscar.'
Bob Hope wires me that he knows an actor who thinks he's so terrifio.
he even smokes Sensation Cigarettes!
There's an extra in Hollywood who played in 'Night Train,' 'A Night in
Lisbon' and 'That Night in Rio.' She just quit the business because she
couldn't stand the night work.
Mnslo Dept
Do you think B.M.I, songs will bring .back chariot races?
Just wrote a new song for the Gaiety burlesque: 'Interr-lnsky.'
Badio Dept,
about men.

PASCAL WANTS MUNI

FOR GALUCO YARN

A

picture

Bay

will

be shot on Hudson's

Rice to H'wood to

Hope, Carroll

Team

of 'Holiday Inn,' the Irving

,

In

My

Ber-

on

.

his

knee

New York

in

L. A. to

Lobero

THREE 20TH SCOUTS ON
TRAE OF BARN TALENT

John Houseman as

theatre,

production associate and a stock
company comprising his own Hollywood contract players, supplemented
by picture and stage names. Idea Is

country.

Name

of the outfit is the Holly-Theatre, designed to

wood Summer

|
I

'

studio Aug,

material.

signment
J
;

I

-

•

His

first

leave

for

Lamar

Bernard Hart

Trotti,

Martha Tilton.
Adolph Zukor.

Ed Zabel.

'the

He

Sylvia Fairbanks.
Russell Holman.

Florence Lake.
Sam Levene.
Helen Lewis.
Sol A. Rosenblatt

Michael Whalen,
Bert Wheeler.
Herbert 'Wilcox.

as-

Coast by
motor with his wife about July 20.
Only previous film appearance was
He'll

•

Vyvyan Donner.

Jack Townley.

has a five-year

Isn't set.

SAILINGS

Darryl Zanuck,

KAinN

Jun'e"26"(We^''ytw'k to Diaracaibo)

mo EHAKI

Alvaro Reyes (Santa Elena).

to San FranHollywood, June 17.
slsco) Joe Bell (William Lucken"Native
Garson Kanin directs hlmseU to a bach),
St James, N. Y., last khaki uniform June 25.
June i4 (West Indies Cruise) Fred
week, being 'succ«leded by Jack
RKO megger received a week's de- Schahg, Jr., Fred Schang, 3d.
Barry.
ferment to wind nn hl.<i'Bffstr(i,
(K»npxhn\m\
in 'Citizen Kane.'

left

the part

June 14 (New York

of the defense attorney in

'

Son,' at the

:

r
'

'

He

with one-year options.

|

.1 ,9ble

1,

deal calling for six pictures a year,

I

,

Kenneth Thomson.

and reports at the

'

|

_

RKO

contract

Barney Balaban.
Victor Brun.
Dickenson Church.

Frederick Pike.

legit char-

54).

N. Y. to L. A.

Rodney Pantages.

acter actor, has been signed to an

and

(Continued on page

R

Ruth Robin.

Ray

Collins, radio

Framed in the glitter of, 'tis said,
$100,000 worth of diamonds, sapphires, emeralds and topazes, and
supported on a pair of brand new
between
crutches.
Miss
Harvey,
generous smiles for the cameramen,
explained that she broke her right

.

.McDonough,
Dudley Nichols,
J.

William Rodgers.
Art Schmidt.
Taft Schreiber,
William Scully.
Spyros Skouras.

Ray

kind Is offering the world's mightiest
production featuring bombs, blackouts, blitzkriegs, battles and beaucoup bedevilment

Brian Donlevy.
S. Charles Einfeld.
Chades L. Glett
Leonard Goldenson,
William Heineman,
Bob Hope,
Jacob H. karp.
Austin Keough.
Al Kingston.
CHaude Lee.
Perry Lieber.
Arthur Lockwood.

ney on the high seas, just before
making the French West Indies port

Army

shows..,.

George Dembow.
'William Dieterle.
Dietz.

Howard

Ciermans

caused the interruption of their jour-

RKO

Execs

into LaGuardia Field, New York,
aboard the weekend Dixie Clipper,
Pan-American Airways' flying boat
direct from the stage where man-

Patrick Cunning.

In New York, Mile. Bernhardt, who
a writer, states she will work on
Hollywood, June 17.
scripts, but will defer her present inStrawhat talent Is' getting more tention of a screen biog on Sarah
than a once-over by 20th-Fox scouts Bernhardt until history creates a
this year, with three observes look- more sympathetic U. S. stance tpIrvin
ing over the country from coast to wards anything Francaise.
Marks is her agent and both agree
coast
this is an inopportune occasion,
Joe Holton is assigned to scan the
W, Colston Leigh meantime
wUl
pastoral drama In Massachi^setts,
~'~
manage a lecture tour.
Connecticut
and Jlhode
Island;
Charles Goetz In Maine, New Hampshire, 'Vermont, Pennsylvania and
Pacts
CoDhis
Maryland, and Ivan Kahn on the

encourage young actors and screen
writers with ambitions to turn out
stage dramas. Part of the plan Is to
JKscover new plays which may event- 'West Coast
ually show up on the screen.
Schedule calls for weekly appear^
ances of Selznick contract players,
among whom are Ingrld Bergman,
Cantor's
Shows
Joan Fontaine, Alan Marshall and
Vivien Leigh, If she' returns from
Eddie Cantor, who winds up his
Britain' In time for the summer season.
Meanwhile an eastern talent Bristol-Myers series June 25, heads
division will be maintained in Selz- for the Coast to recruit a troupe to
nick's New York office in charge of
play a number of shows at various
Katharine Brown.
army camps. He has no other deflSelznick said shows that click in
Santa.. Barbara
would - be routed nlte plans for the summer.
across the country before playing on
There is a slight chance he will
Broadway. He figures that by the do a picture, and be also would like
time they reach New York he would to do a Broadway musical In Oc,have a good audience reaction. He tober or November, but he has no'
^will handle all financing, of such commitments, that depending on suit-

be a

Blonde and beautiful, British and

'Virginia Dale.
'Valentine Davies.

is

to produce a program of weekly legit
shows which will give Coast players
an opportunity to act during the hot
months with6ut hopping across the

Y.;

to

blue-garbed, battered and be-jeweled
Lilian Harvey, English film star, fiew

Frank Capra.

following

fifth-column

Craig
'Welch

By GEORGE FROST

N.Y.

Reglnold Armour.
Phyllis Brooks.

Winnipeg in tow. Latter was to
have anchored at Martinique, but
suspected

tc

Fly in for RKO Parley; Otho' Skyliners

from Lisbon via
Indies,

&

Tower

L3 Harvey Qqipers Into N.

the British control taking the S. S.

To Season Players, Ferret Pic Yams
Sinta Barbara, June 17.
David O. ,Selznlck goes strawhat
this simmier, with a lease on the

'West

Oalton

Afterpiece

Hollywood Is the only place In the world where you don't have
genius to be a genius.

of the 'Divine Sarah,' arrived last
British

You

Dodge City Four

Alexander Carr's April Showers
Lewis & Moore

Has Rights

'

week

is distilled.

Fun and Bubbles

Lysiane Bernhardt, granddaughter

the

.

.

My

BERNHARDT

Strawliat% At Santa Barbara

,

.

sional blind date!'
brother (the Inventive one) just found out how to catch a rat.
hide in the kitchen and make. a noise like a piece of cheese.
7 T T 7 T T
'Whatever'Beoame of

Reported asking $75,000.
Nl Y., forcing his "Thursday night
amateur hour for Chrysler off the air
until his recovery.
STALL
BlOG
It will be the first time the program- has failed to go on In 327 V. 8. Antipathy to France At Presbroadcasts.
ent the Reason

>

.

-

of Butterfly,' including all of Rlccordl's rights to the Puccini music,
and is arranging to peddle it on the
Coast.

Major Edward Bowes underwent
an emergency appendectomy yesterday (Tuesday) at Doctor's hospital,

The Earl of Suffolk, husband of
former dancer Miml Crawford, was
during a recent air raid.
Leaves two sons and a daughter.

.

I don't mind being drafted In the Army if It's to protect the women and
children in America. In fact, I know Just the woman I want to protect
Madeleine Carroll!
Eavesdropped at La Conga: 'He married a very striking woman— and
he has black and blue marks to prove it!'
Eavesdropped at Stork Club: 'That dame! Why, she looks like a profes-

YaOee Writers

actor

killed

radio

Hongiiall Desorlptlona
Shuberts: Lee, t?ie People .
Shirley Temple: AfttUon Dollar Baby
Mother: Ziegfeld Berle . Broadway Rose: Not So FragTant Vagrant
Observation Dept,
Just met an actor from Hollywood who is so exclusive, even the water

Hollywood, June 17.
Elmer Rice is moving into the
Paramount to work on the screen-

Everett Crosby

for over 30 years, playing
roles both in England and In the U. S. His most recent work was on the radio in the
Inspector Homlelgh series of crime

new

.

.

S. J. Warmington, 56, British stage Melvin Frank, who whip
up scripts
and radio actor, was killed in Lon- for Rudy Vallee'a 'Sealtest' show.
To Italian Puccini Musical
don May 10 while helping to put out
Everett .Crosby has acquired the
Incendiary bombs. At one time he
was a journalist, .but had been an
Bowes' Appendectomy rights to the Italian film, 'The Dr'eam

mqny dramatic

sponsoring a

.

play
lin musical story to be produced ahd
directed by Mark Sandrich.
It will be thelfirst Ume Rice has
worked on a filrti yarn other than
Hollywood, June 17.
he replaced Zelraa O'Neal. She
his own. He has toiled for the pictoured Australia starring in musical
Bob Hope and Madeleine Carroll tures on 'Street Scene' and 'Coun•hows, return^ to London where
team up in 'Snowball in HeU,' a sellor-at-Law,' legit plays which he
she played In 'White Horse Inn' and
comedy slated for October produc- wrote himself, 'Holiday Inn' goes
'Casanova' at the CoUseimi.
Also
into production In November with
appeared in- a number of films. At tion at' Paramount.
Blng Crosby and Fred Astaire In
one time she was engaged to marry
Picture deals with a British femme the leads.
Fred Perry, the tennis ace. Her secret agent and an American vaude
husband was on leave from the Air comic. Yarn was concocted by two
Force.
radio writers, Norman Papama and

Yam By

is

,

Work

On Another Guy's Yam

fabbing with George Bernard Show,
whose The Millionairess' will probably be Pascal's next

London, May 29.
Mary Lawson, 30, British stage and
lUm actress, was killed recently with
her husband, Francis Beaumont, during an air raid on Liverpool
Originally a concert, then cabaret
•inger, Miss Lawson made her first
stage appearance in 'Good News' at
the Cailton, London, in 1928, when

company

Jack Rosenberg (the 802 prez) knows a radio band leader who knows
music backwards and plays it the same way.
There's No Troth to the Bnmor
That
That Jimmy Durante rents his nose out for pole-vaulting events
Harry James, the trumpeter, used to play taps in an Army and Navy
Store . , That John Swallow of N.B.C. got on Invitation to come to Capistrano . . That Adolphe Menjou drinks out of a mustache cup. . .

location.

Pascal will leave at. the beginning
of July for a week In England con-

certain New York .bicarbonate
called 'BIllIous the Kid,'

show

Mary

in Nazi

—

disliked.

He
Bet out on the 700-mile trip to serve fore we can get our' picture taken
Broadway Brevities, which
as m.c. George Jessel was called in cate of by the Censor Board. It will known as
supposed to uncover petty
to substitute, but Benny improved not be functioning normally for sev- was
rackets but the reputation of the rag
later to split the assignment. eral weeks because the premises diswas odorous. Publication specialized
Estimated that the trek of HoUy- appeared the other night'
printing
or threatening to use
in
wood stars cost $5,000, being financed
photos and stories about the private
by Hollywood agents and producers
lives of personalities in and out of
until a fund Is created to reimburse
during the speakeasy
business
show
them, or provide lor future ventures
era of night clubs.
of this sort. Included In the lineThe law finally caught up with
up of screen players were Marlene
convicted of blackwas
Clow.
He
Dietrich, Claudette Colbert, Burns
mail and served about 18 months in
end
Allen,
Mai7
Llvngstone,
Gabriel Pascal is negotiating with Atlanta. Testimony and information
Rochester, Rltz Brothers, Ray BolHopkins Joyce
Peggy
by
supplied
Paul Muni for top role in 'Snow
(Continued on page 15)
was credited with resulting in Clow's
Goose,' the Paul Galileo yarn which
incarceration. He or persons on his
he will begin lensing in Montreal in 'staff' were repeatedly reported atabout seven weeks. About half the
(Contlnued on page 55)
Actress
Lawson,

Bombing of Uverpool

—

Between shows caught .a picture on Broadway that was so bad, the star
stepped out' of character and apologized to the audience.
Insomnia Note: Before Peggy Joyce goes to bed at night she doesn't
count sheep she counts husbands!

enough

stories.

THE BERLE-ING POINT

i;

The showman, whose scholastic
career ended at P.S. 44 in the

to Play (or Soldiers

Generals, colonels and majors as
well as privates tumbled over each
other like juvenile autograph-hunters in order to gander visiting film
•tars sent by Hollywood over weekend to- entertain trainees at Camp
Hunter Liggett and Fort Ord.
Termed a 'sneak preview' or 'test
show,' it may point the way for more

Unsband KiHed

.

44 Meets Harvard

P.S.

H wood

Name Show Yet

—

.

.

1

.

'

'

—
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WB WANrS ARMY CAMP SHOW
Scores the Hollywood Formula

Non-Bullish Television Outlook

BOT 111 DEPT.

Hollywood, June 17.
Hollywood's formula, for South American pictures arid South America's formula for living don't quite jibe, according to Harold Daniels,
author of the original story produced by RKO under tha title, 'They
Met in Argentina.' Daniels spent months in Argentina studying tha
moods and customs of the people before he started writing his story.
It was characteristically South American, he said, when ha sold the
story to Lou Brock, producer. 'But when I saw the preview,' he asI could, recognize of my brainchild was the game of El Pato.
All those familiar touches that the Argentines would have enjoyed
have been tossed out. I guess the formula boys of Hollywood don't
like stories written by those who know the South American people
and who are trying to cultivate friendly feelings south of the border.'
Daniels has not been called in for a Spanish-language remake of the
Hollywood critics who prepicture for the Latin-American trade.
viewed the North American version are not so hot about It in any
language.

serted, 'all

Lack of Interest Rush of Work Keep

'Bottlenecks of 1941,' Fort
Monmouth Soldier Revue,

Eyed

WB's Jake Wilk

bjr

as a B'way Possibility

'YIP

YAPHANK' YEN

Fort Monmouth, N. J., June 17.
Warners Bros, is understood to
have exhibted Interest in bringing
to Broadway and possibly the screen
'Bottlenecks

Film Names From Strawhattmg in East

Because of doubt as to obtaining equipment, television for theatres
Is still regarded by insiders In both films and televising quarters as a
long distance off, particularly if war conditions and defense tie things
up for any appreciable length of time.
At present there isn't enough material on hand to take care of more
than a half-dozen theatres, whereas a year from now availability of
material will be more questionable in the light of defense planning.
Only two theatres have thus far signed up for receiving apparatus
In theatres, the Rialto and Little Carnegie, N. Y., both small-seaters.
Former has signed for Scophony (British), the other house for RCA.
RCA will install a theatre for $30,000, while DuMont, which has set
no price as yet, will do It ultimately for approximately the same.
In addition, a theatre will have to figure cost of additional operators
(already unionized), wire charges and program service.
RCA is reported to have around 1,300 S25-line receivers ready for
sale, while DuMont has perhaps 500. They range in price from $99.50
to $395 for RCA, $295 to $575 for DuMont.

COQLTOIDEI

of

1941,'

the

soldier

Lifetime Studio Job for Songwriter

show staged by the Fort Monmouth
Signal Corps staff at nearby Red
Bank last week. Jake Wilk, WB's

Who Can Get Pic Tunes on Major Nets

eastern studio rep, is said to have
made overtures which are yet in a

very preliminary stage.
Holly w?&od, June

17.

Strawhatting in the cow bams of
England and other way points
along the eastern seaboard holds little
attraction for the pampered sons and
daughters of the cinema. Canvass

Number

Acrobatic Prize

of other

Broadway pro-

(Continued on page 54)

of the studios discloses that

few

film

players will illumine the barnyard
citadels of the drama with their
glamour or talent.
Were it not that Hollywood summer production is rushing along at a
feverish pitch, the list of those exhibiting their talents in the cowsheds would be far more imposing
than what now obtains. Then there's
the abhorring thought of leaving 'my

deah California' that militates against
any sizable exodus east now that
straw skimmers are topping off the

summer flannel ensemble.
Time was when studios gave

a

thought to barns and little theatres
as training grounds for their young
It's still a thought,
slock players.
but it doesn't register with the
Names they
strawhat impresarios.
(Continued on page 55)

WILL HAYS LEAVES

CHICAGO HOSPITAL

Milwaukee, June 17.
The Yacopis, standard acrobatic
act, has disbanded for the duration.
Raymond J. Rosinsky, the husky understander who at th* climax of
their performance caught the other
four members of the troupe on his
broad shoulders, was inducted Into
the army here Thursday (12).
He was hailed as the most striking physical specimen Wisconsin has
'

Reynolds

Out

Hollywood, June

Saratoga Wide Open?

New

Ruming

of Comitries

ToBeBarredFrom

Saratoga looks forward to a more
'liberal' August racing season this
summer, more so than has obtained
in recent years, and the boys are
going on the nut for fancy shows in
the major roadhouses. Piping Rock
will have Monte Proser-Julie- Podell
from the Copacabana, N. Y., with
their staff and floor show augmented
by Joe E. Lewis and Adelaide Moffett.

contributed to the nation's defense

Arrowhead Inn may

forces.

line

up with

17.

There's a lifetime job at 20th-Fox
for the songwriter who can figure
out a way of getting his tunes for
one of the studio's musicals played
on all the major networks. Reported
proposal has leaked into Tin Pan
Alley and one or two top tunesmiths
are said to.be Interested. They figure
it's
worth a gamble even though
their loyalty to ASCAP may b«
questioned.
Understood studio heads have
grapevined the word that the one
who comes through with a solution
to the problem goes on the payroll
for life, or rather the life of the
studio.
Unique arrangement is the
result of the alarm felt at 20th-Fox
and other major studio front offices
over the dismal grosses of musicals..
Since first of the year, when the
broadcasters broke with ASCAP, not
a single musical has earned its keep
and the red smears are said to be

the Music Corp. of America, show
correspondent's Idt including Xavier Cugat,
Hildegarde
New York agent, Morfc and The Hartmans. Charlie Manny
Hanna.]
operates this spot. The other inns
By QUENTIN BEYNOLDS
and resort spots are also going in
London, May 15.
for more ambitious talenflineups.
We had a blitz that made all the
others look silly. Around three in
New Yorkers tossed $3,500 Into the morning this town was a sham[This was the blitz of Satthe 'Bundles for Britain' pot during bles.
broad and .scarlet.
the six days ended, last night (Tues- urday, May 10]. Fires were all over.
One studio head has hatched an
day) to get a gander at the shrap- I'd been up on the Hotel Savoy roof
idea to overcome the music embargo
nel- and bullel-torn'.Messerschmitt for a few moments but the sight was
that, according to some, has a moshot down over London during the too sickening and the bombs too
winter and now to be seen at the close. We have what we call our
Number of legit managers were dicum of merit and would hold
Hollywood theatre on Broadway. Shelter here. It is open all night for asked to attend a meeting on defense water in court. Idea would be for
Approximately 14,150 curious, mostly the correspondents who live in the called by Mayor La Guardia last the. studio to put the songwriter or
Broadway strollers, have put up the Savoy strictly legal. We have food Friday (13), but notification was de- team under a srict employment conand drinks there whenever we layed and few attended. John Golden tract. By that process, every tune
25c tap to see, feel and smell
the want. I went down there and most was present, however, and proposed turned out would automaically beliterally, there's plenty of odor
snub-nosed vicious-looking flghting of the boys were there. Actually, that all men In uniform be admitted
(Continued on page 18)
it's one flight up and as a shelter
ship.
gratis. That idea as a test of manPlane was obtained from the Brit- is about as effective as an umbrell^ agers' patriotism hardly met with apMinistry by Mrs. Ernst but we've made it our headquar- proval of other showmen, as it meant
ish. Air
(Continued on page 55)
virtually indiscriminate free admisLubitsch, Mrs. Mervyn LeRoy (Doris
sions.
Warner) and Mrs. Milton Bren, of
li
the Hollywood unit of 'Bundles for
Manag'ers who said that Golden
Tr«d* Mark ItefilBlcred
They have arranged the
Britain.'
had not been designated to represent
FOUNDED B7 SIME SII-VEIIMAN
FabllHlicd Wulclr bj VARIETY, Inc.
them proposed other plans for men
showing in New York and a 73-city,
Sid flilverman, Prasklent
9-month road tour to follow—out of
in the services, such as a concession
1C4 Went 4eth Btrtet, N«w Tork, N. T.
they
a gross of
or block
[Collier's
est to his

war

HOPE FOR $400,000 6.0

FROM MESSERSCHMrn

JOHN GOLDEN PROPOSES

OAKLIES FOR SOLDIERS

—

—

the Chicago hospital,
where he has been confined since late
in April, Monday (16); He is going
to his home in Sullivan, Ind., for an
additional rest although he may be
Will

Hays

left

back at his New York office by
He plans a trip
early next week.
to the Coast after his N. Y. visit.
Hays went into the Chicago hospital for a complete physical checkup, an infected throat and pneumonia, aftermath of a siege with flu
last winter, causing him to remain

more than

CONCERT STARS SUMMER

which

anticipate
will be turned over,
minus operating expenses, to the
American headquarters of 'B. for B.'

$409,000,

His doctor
weeks.
ordered complete rest.
Numerous vital matters are due to
come before Hays for consideration Mature Signs
including the Motion Picture Producers St Distributors production
20th for Five Years
code administration setup, frozen
Hollywood, June 17.
coin in Great Britahi and possibly
Victor Mature has signed a flveoutlining some method for pulmotoryear deal with 20th Century-Fox
Ing the sagging cinema boxofflce.
calling for two pictures yearly on a
six'

With

How Many

Is

Par at Par?

Hollywood, June 17.
Katharine Booth, new contractee
Paramount, is heading for plenty
of work, with four pictures in the
at

offlng.

Assignments
'Sing a

Song

are

'Glamour Boy,'

Homicide,' 'Reap
the Wild Wind' and 'Louisiana Purof

chase.'

SCREEWTEST UNA ROMAY
Mexican
'

Lina
Xavier

Girl

With

Cagat

Before

20th-Fox Cameraa
Roms^,.

.

/odatitt'i

Cugat orchestra,

with the
has been

screen tested by 20th-Fox.
Singer
formerly known as Josette,
with Horace Heldt.
She's
daughter of a Mexican consular official stationed In New York.
Cugat is at Waldorf hotel. New
York.

was

when

AROUND FILM COLONY

which

Hollywood, June

17.

sonalities

Hofmann and Jascha Heiwho own homes near Balboa

their

Raye

ter,

Honolulu

engagements

next

Party for

Brit. Relief

There are plans for a block party
be held on 45th street between
Broadway and Eighth avenue. New
'

to

York, for the benefit of British

mit has been secured.

There are more legit theatres <Jfl
that block than any other in N. Y.,
but it appears police regard it as
residential due to several old brownstone houses and three hotels. Af.fair, if and when held, will start at

Sin^; In Cincinnati

Summer 'Manon'

sing

the

title

role

is

of 'Manon' opof Michael

DCS Gricux

today, and also gave
start in the concert field.
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House Reviews
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Literati

Vaudeville

Bart-

16

52

—Pictures
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was 'One Night of Love' that
made Miss Moore the b.o. attraction
lett

20

Forum

Radio
Radio International
Radio Markets
Unit Review

will

It

she

8

Film Booking Chart
Film Reviews

Pictures

of 'One Night of

summer when Grace Moore

posite the
Bartlett.

53

Orchestras

Love' will be re-united in Cincinnati
this

48
37

Acts
Night Clubs
Night Club Reviews
Obituary

REUNITE MOORE-BARTLETT

The screen lovers

Bills

Chatter
Concert

International

COLUMNIST'S PRESS AGENT

Hollywood, June 17.
Hollywood,' which figured it had
Wheeler's Personals
seen everything, did a double take
Hollywood, June 17.
when word got around that Louella
Bert Wheeler is chugging east- Parsons has a press agent, Arthur
ward for five weeks, personal appear- Eddy, handing out copy on the
ances, opening at Loew's State, N. Y., Hearst columnist.
June 26.
Picture mob figures her personal
Comedian then plays Washington, coverage isn't widespread enough to
^
Baltimore and Atlantic City.
make her newsworthy.

No.

INDEX

Inside

midnight.

Screen Lovers to

(II
zt C«nl>

Exploitation

War

Relief. ParticlpanL<! will include the
casts of all shows, but so far no per-

Amparo.

Mon-

Foraltn

iit^^i'*

Block

St.

will

Vladimir Horowitz, whose wife is
Hollywood, June 17.
Toscanini's daughter, is scheduled to
Martha Raye draws one of the top play the Tchaikowsky B flat minor
roles in the Jules Levey production, piano concerto at the Bowl.

H. C. Potter directs.

Plan 45th

(Newport Beach), Ethel Bartlett and
Rae Robertson, who on conclusion of

summer at Escondido. John BarbiroUi, now in Vancouver, where he

|10

Coplea

Vol. 14.1

are Josef
fetz,

BUnSCRIPTION
Annual
aiiif;!*

of the concert persummering in California

has a house for the summer, will
sharing arrangement with Hal Roach, spend several weeks near Laguna
when conr'uctlng at the Hollywood
who holds his contract.
Bowl.
Actor checks in at the studio Aug.
Others are Lansing Hatfield, Met
1 for 'Broadway Nightingale,' which
baritone audition winner, who will
is the flrst producer assignment on
be in Hollywood for a screen test,
the lot for Mark Hellinger. Mature Rise
Stevens, under contract to
closed Sunday night (15) in 'Lady Metro,
Nelson Eddy, whose permain the Dark' on Broadway.
nent home is here; Jose Iturbi, who
has bought a 'house in Beverly Hills
and lives there with his daughter,
A-Poppin' two grandchildren, and pianist sisMartha

'Hellzapoppin,' starting
day (23) at Universal.

in ticket prices
invitations
to various regiment members when
in New York on leave.

Among some

24
.15

27
44
43

2

Wednesdajt Jane 18, 1941
20th'8 Coin Board Meets

Grfdwyn Blames Exhibitors For

'Em /Sloppy Showmen'

Sbinqi; Calls

Goldwyn's Pledge

liOf Angeles, June 17.
Samuel Goldwyn went on • rampage at the meeting of the Producers

Associatioi), called laBt

week

at the

request of Spyros Skouras to discuss
plan of alleviating the boxofflce
slump by more screen star personal
appearances, and leveled both barrels at what he considered the real
Goldwyn, with
Ills of the industry.
David O. Selznick and Walter Wanger backing him, tore into the exhibition end of the business for lookj.ig to Hollywood to provide a remedy lor sloppy showmanship, ilayed
giveaways, bank nights and distribution methodf, pointed to double
•

billing as the root of evils besetting
independent producers, and called

a change of studio operating
methods.
Meeting turned into a boomerang
for Skouras, in that chain operators
were accused of refusing to cooperate in the matter of double billfor

But the glare of biting criticism was focused equally on major
etudio methods, with Goldwyn warning that the leading independent
producers in HoUywoov". are up in
ing.

arms.
Y. Frank Freeman was given the
task of appointing a committee to
coordinate the various elements of
the industry with the object of combatting adverse boxofflce conditions.

MONSTERS WILL ROAM
AGAIN IN RKO ^GWANGI'
Hollywood, June

17.

Prehistoric yarn, 'Gwangi,' based
of an-

on the imaginary discovery

cient life on a southwestern mesa,
la being readied at RKO, with a
heavy budget to lake care of spectacular effects.

Fantasy calls for a six-month production schedule, with John Speaks
and Willis O'Brien as co-producers
and Jerry Cady doing the screenplay.
Story hooks up modem and
antediluvian life through a cowboy's discovery of skeletons on the

mesa.

Basques Come Out Of
HUls for 20th FUm
Hollywood, June 17.
'Basquerie,' a romantic yam of the
Basques, who have lived their independent hillbilly lives in the Pyranees for centuries, is assigned as a
Walter Morosco production at 20thFox.
Picture. Is based on a story by
ESeanor Mercein, novelist, with Lee
liOeb and Harold Buchman script-

Hollywood, June

Goldwyn met with
independent theatre operators yesterday (Monday) and
pledged support lor their move
to eliminate duals.
Producer told the

in Social

Whirl

aid L. O. Lukan, of Seatwho is leading the light
against double-features, in forcing a showdown on the issue.

Hollywood, June
Withers initiates her

17,

new

'Deb'

moves

into the production
schedule ahead' of 'Young America,'
a 4-H Club tale of young farmers,
originally slated as her first starrer
under the recent pact.

Bloch at 20t,h
Bertram Bloch was named

kew

York story editor ior 20th-Fox last
week in an announcement by Joseph
H. Moskowitz, eastern representative of the company.
Bloch succeeds the late Franklyn UnCerwood.

Bloch formerly was associated
with Metro in a Similar capacity, and
also served as story editor for Samuel Goldwyn. He appointed Henry
Klinger assistant story editor this

St

A

poll

Reigel,

is

Jr.,

Fanchon

Louis, June 17.

Inc.,

flight

of

made

up

Counsel,

Fiduciary

eral film executives last week.

Poll

Is

made

were most highly regarded

Poll
lor their ability in the U. S.
was made on the theory that the best

judges of ability are the men who
have t>een successful; hence letters

Show

Walter S. GiSord, head ol American
Telephone & Telegraph, who was
named filth on the list. Ailred P.
Sloan, Jr., chairman ol General
Motors, wa^ named first. Presidents
of Lever Bros, and Procter .& Gam-

were among the 40 voted.
Louis B. Mayer, Hunt Stromberg
Nicholas M, Schenck, all of
Loew's, won spots on the list of 15
highest paid executives which covered those with salaries of $200,000
or more in 1940.
Summation ol the poll brought
the comment that .'the majority ol
those standing highest in rating for
ability are engaged in basic lines of
industry of an essential nature while
many of the highest paid executives
are engaged in field where selling
and advertising are most important.'

ble also

and

PAR EXECS TO TORONTO
F.P.-CAN.

HUDDLES

Returning from the Coast Friday
(13), Leonard H. Goldenson and Sam
Jr.,

Par theatre executives,

left

immediately lor Canada- to cen-

ter

with

J.

Fitzgibbon, president

district

portion of its patronage. To expedite the work of personal canvassers
a 'bonus' ducat, good for one admish
to the cinema house, is given to
those who answer all the questions.
Reigel, in .addition to directing the
residential poll, is contacting service
and personnel organizations which
cover employes of large establish-

of Greater St. Louis.

Freeze by the U.

Nigh Repeato

at

U

Hollywood, June 17.
Wilfiam Nigh, who recently completed his directorial chore on 'Mob
Town' at Universal, has been held
over for another job.
Second picture, still untitled, features

Andy Devine and Leo

Carrillo.

S.

order would

German and Italian aliens in this
country, of whlchrthere are few at
the present time. It means that each
worker would be allowed only $S00
hit

JACK BARRY PREZ OF
MILLS CO/S MINOCO

per month maximum amount, and
then he must account to the AmeriJohn F. Barry, who resigned last can government, through a bank, as
to how he spends this coin.
This
week alter 16 years as a home olorder is placed in effect to prevent
flce .executive
at Paramount, has any such money getting back to Italy
been elected president ol Mlnoco or Germany.
Productions, Inc., a film producing
Because the four large major comsubsidiary of Mills Novelty Co. In panies having offlces in Italy gave
announcing the election, Fred Mills, up distributing there at the end o^
1938, the actual liquidation of all
president of the parent company, properties
was concluded some
said that .Mlnoco will extend its months ago.
Hence, any film comproduction plans which, heretofore pany loss by the freezing order of
have been confined chiefly to short' the Italian government would be
subjects for Panoram, coin-operated negligible.
sound on film machine.
Barry will be in charge of operations in New York, Chicago and Hollywood and will initiate short subproduction
for
the
nonject
theatrical market on standard and
sub-standard widths.
Barry in recent years at ParaWhile Will Hays is expected back
mount developed distribution in
channels non-competitive 'with the- in New York. In the next 10 days, it
atres, in schools, shutin institiitions now appears dubious if any successor
to Joseph I. Breen, head of :the Moand U. S. military services.
ti9n Picture Producers and Distributors Ass'n production code administration, will be named for some time.

SHURLOCKTOCARRYON
PROTEMFORJOEBREEN

'

Zannck's D.C. Cafl

Hollywood, June 17.
Darryl Zanuck has
gon« to Washington to turn over
Lieut-Col.

training films to the

War

nadian district sales meeting held in Dept. and confer on further producToronto Mon'jy (16). Home office tion ol pictures lor trainees.
Capt.' Gordon Mitchell, ol the Army
duo is expected back today (Wed.)
Signal Corps Reserves, accompanied
or tomorrow.
Fitzgibbon had planned coming him.
down to New York, but couldn't
make it, though he will probably
Wanted, a Mesquiteer
check in shortly to discuss sunomer
plans, policy, etc.
Hollywood, June 17.

"

Biz Bnt Little

these countries six or eight months
ago, and have been liquidating all
properties and wealth rapidly since
then.

'

Famous Players-Canadian, and
others.
They also attended the Ca- completed'
of

One ol the original Three Mesquiteers, Bob Livingston, moved off
the Republic lot alter five years with
the galloping

Indications in the trade this week
were that Geoffrey Shurlock, Breen's
first assistant, would
carry on as
nominal head of the PCA without
any official change in his status.

Under this temporary setup, he
would preside at the daily meetings
of the eight-man PCA board just as
he did when Breen was unable to attend. This board would carry on as
in the past, with two members assigned to a feature. Shurlock thus
would serve as acting PCA head until the
decides on a Breen
successor, with no immediate appointment in sight

Hollywood, June 17.
Richard Carlson moves in to the
top male role in RKO's 'Obliging
Young Lady,' taking over the job
crlginally slated for John Howard.

Columbia,

holding^

a

.

two-picture

commitment on Howard, told him'
be would be needed there in two

News

Back

in Pix

ASCAP

'Empty Saddles,' slated to start filming July 7, with Lou Gray as as- tures for two years, comes back to
play the male lead opposite June
Lang in 'The Deadly Game' for

Irene Franklin dies at 65..,
Army caipp shows

Equity

Page
Page
Page
Page

release.

ing produced by Dixon
Barney Sarecky.

41

43

........Page 43
'..Page 49

Is

be-

Harwin and

LOEW'S BEOULAB

36
37

ions perhaps

with

most strongly coincide

Goodno's

contentions.

(He's

owner in Huntington, W.
Va, whose views were given page
1 prominence In Variett la.st week.]
Wanger says that the industry has
the theatre

not kept pace 'with changing public tastes; that 'the screen has failed
to give the public what it wants, and
that the public has lost the habit of
going to picture theatres because
film production has remained oblivioup to new psy<;)iological trends.
As a salvation for the industry,
Wanger urges patient experimentation with new types of- pictures,
thereby supporting another of Good-

Wanger

no's proposals.

specifically

Commends radio program production
methods as an example of how new
audiences can be attracted to the
theatre.
general,

He

defends film stars in

however, saying that in
most instances the top performers
have not lost their glamor but have
merely been showcased in stereotyped productions.
Stress

The need

on
for

New Type
new

Fix

types of pictures

new personalities on the screen
openly admitted by leaders in
every phase of the industry. Hal
Roach, in talking of plans for his
new 40- to SO-minute 'streamlined'
features, made it a point to stress
the importance which productions
of that calibre could have in the deand
is

velopment of new

talent.

He

points

out that new players have a better
chance if introduced to audiences in
briefies because, unlike old friends,
they are likely to pall on spectators
if brought on cold in a full-length
production. Roach hopes to develop
new screen personalities with his
briefies just as -the early two-reelers

brought forth some of the biggest
b.o. names in the business.
Operating heads of theatre chains throughout the co\intry, with whom Roach
has talked, reportedly subscribe to
the same theory.
.All the pot-shots being taken at
double-billing by industry leaders
are merely a prelude to the elimination of B product, because low grade
product is obviously dictated by the
insatiable demand created through
the presentation of dual feature programs. If and when dualing is gradually restricted—and finally eliminated the number ol B pictures will
decline in the same proportion.
Goldwyn, Miss Piclclord, Selznick,
Wanger and othets are attacking B
product by shooting first at the
double-bill menace because, according to informed industry opinion, a
generaly Improved picture produc-

—

tion slate cannot be accomplished
until the need for quantity instead
of quality production is eliminated.

M-G TIES UP $1,000,000

Hollywood, June

Hollywood, June 17.
Charles Farrell, away from pic-

sociate producer.

Radio ReVyiews: 'Stars Over Hollywood';.
Concert personalities

Sam Dem-

ON YEARLING,' SHEVED
Farrefl

trio.

Studio is dickering lor a third
Mesquiteer to ride with Bob Steele
and Rule Davis in the next picture,

Fertaining to Fictures

-Samuel Goldwyn,

Jr., Leonard Goldenson, Mary
Pickford and Al Lichtman prominently identified with the move, is
considered a concrete manilestion
of the desire to build fewer but bet-

bow,

MPPDA

Monogram

Other

Hit

Freezing of Italian and German
funds in the U. S. by the American
government will affect only a few
aliens, reported largely on Hollywood payrolls, while Italy's freeze of
American funds ul that country will
have little or no affect on.U, S. film
companies. Anticipated freezing .of
U. S: funds by Germany in that nation and German-controlled nations
likewise is expected to have little
affect since nearly all American distributors quit at Hitler's request in

in a residential

ments and their families. The Intermission measure is being supwere sent to 561 presidents ol corported by the Better Films Council
porations having securities listed on
the N. Y. stock exchange.
Ol the 40 executives named as
having high ability the closest the
picture industry came was Frank W.
Eastman
chairman
ol
Lovejoy,
Kodak, placed I6th on the list; and

ner,

17.

—

Walter Wanger's expressed opin-

And Vice Versa, WiU

ing obtained via a questionnaire.

being

June

—

ter productions.

U. S. Freeze on Axis Coin,

Picture, starting this -week,

CABLSON OBLIGES

vvtelis.

a hunting
party which found the deer in
the house and led it to safety.

from which the St Louis, a
The
raidtown house, draws the largest

poll, reputed to be the first of its
kind ever conducted, was made to
determine which corporate managements and individual business ex-

J.

into

stairs

in Self-PoU

reports of which went to sev-

ecutives

Animal plunged

down a
lobby.
Police

week.

.

Victoria theatre.

director of the

& Marco-operated St Louis,

Among

by

Watertown,

in

managing

determine the sentiment on a bill
pending in the Missouri Ijegislature
which makes mandatory an interTop U3. Execs mission after each two. and one-half
hours of film programs in flicker
What potential customers
houses.
Picture and radio company execu
think of single, double and triplelives were entirely overlooked, exfeature programs, type of film .procepting in the matter of top salaries, ductions, serials^ giveaways and one
In the management poll recently hour short subject programs is beconcluded

happened

being conducted by H. C.

to

And Radio

Exhibitor John A. Goodno's assertion in laist week's VAnicrT that
'it's up to Hollywood' to overcome
the current b.o, decline by eliminating -B pictures and bringing new
personalities to the sAreen, has been
echoed he^e by some of the top men
and women in the film industry.
The concerted attack on the double
bUl policy, with Walter Wanger,
David O. Selznick, Harry M. War-

It

tle,

Tycoons OrerlookPix

By MOBI KBVSHEN

Syracuse, June 17.
Remember the gag about biz
being so poor you could hunt
deer in the house?

N. Y., last week. A deer frightened out of nearby woods by a
fire loped down main street into
business district, became so confused by traffic it smashed
through glass doorway of the

ON DUAL FILMS

would

Dembow,
Jane

contract at 20th-Fox as tite star of
'Small Town Deb,' with Ethel Hill
scripting a village story by Jerry
Walters.

F.&M. POLLING

to

program and he

a

formulate

exhibs

No Gag Now

IiOs Angeles,

Samuel

.

Jane

Would Give Ticket RoDs Faster Spin

17.

Coast

FOR

ing.

H wood Agrees Scutding of 11 Fix

Directors and the financial committee of 20th-Fox met last Thursday
industi7
latest
to' discuss
(12)
problems.
It was the first meeting since Herman G. Place, former Chase bank
vice-president, was elected chairman
of the executive committee.

SIWT

Loew's directors declared a SOc
common shares at an
adjourned meeting held last week.
Divvy Is payable June 30 to stockholders on record June 20. Declaration malntaina the annual |2 rate on

dividend on the

the

common.

17.

Shooting of 'The Yearling' has been
called off indefinitely by Metro after
an outlay of $1,000,000, the result ol
cast,
story, director and location
troubles in Florida.
Filming started months ago on location at Ocaia, Fla., under direction
of Victor Fleming,'who subsequently
resigned in favor of King Vidor. Hal
Rosson, original cameraman,- also has
since gone over to Alexander Korda.
Metro is testing Frances. Farmer,
Gale. Sondargaard.' and Ruth Hussey
for the mother Tole and is looking
for a new moppet to take the place
of Gene Ecbman, originally assigned
as the kid in the picture but now
growing too fast for the delayed production.
Unless readjustments are
made soon, the picture will be
shelved.

PICTUBES

Wednesday, June 18, 1941

WIDOW

DOUG'S

Screen Writers-Producers Accord

SEIZNICK-CIIPRII

A Major Vicfory for the Scribes;
Many

7-Year Pact Yields
Hollywood, June

17.

Threats of the Screen Writers
Guild's walkout died Monday (16)
scribes approved unanimously
In principle the producer^ proposal
While
of a seven-year agreement.
yet to be submitted In writing, the
new pact calls for 86% Guild diop
for the first three years and 90%
thereafter.
Control of screen credit would
pass to the Guild, and speculative

when

After the conIs tabooed.
operative, the one-year minifor scriveners would be set at

Contract-Tearing

Day

^

Philadelphia, June 17.
Philly film Industry holds it«
annual clambake and outing at

portant

Boyertown, Pa., June 26.
Chief athletic event will be a
oontract-teazlng contest, a trophy
going to the exhlb ripping up 60
film pacta -with hla bare handj
la the fastest time.

Ndw

weekly;

one week's work In blocks not less
than three weeks, except where layoff occurs at termination of a contract term given writers employed oh
26-52-week periods.
Although tentative setup provides
for committee for conciliation and
contract revisions, powers would be
-

limited to settlement of dlflerences

between
provisions

Producers
contained

SWG

and
in

the

on

basic

Harry Joe

&

New

.

UA

estate.

Hollywood, June 17.
Selznlck, on his arrival In New
Twentieth Century-Fox has signed York
yesterday
(Tuesday)
told
John M. Stahl to en exclusive two- Variety that if the California courts

Scribes working week to week and in July.
$500 weekly or less pay-oS
Harry Joe Brown, alter six years
bracket would, receive one week's
as a 20th-Fox producer, may cheek
notice of contract washup if employed a minimum of eight weeks. off the lot and produce independentTwo weeks' notice would apply for ly for release through the same comthose employed for a year.
pany.
He's also considering other
First option period for writers at
end of three months; second and major studio deals.
third at close of six months; and
thereafter one_year. On options to
do another picture, or if writer asks
5
long layoff, provisions do not apply.
Producers agree to furnish scribe
IN N.Y.,
with two copies of contract so one
can be flle'd with Guild, but the
scribes' demand for separate coveArthur W. Kelly, United Artists
nants covering film and radio deals
operating head, yesterday (Tuesday)
was refused.
In

UA'S

REGIONAL SALES

23D

MEEI^; 1ST

point of determining screen credits.
Seven-year contract would be subject to reopening after three years,
and thereafter at interval of two
years on disputes -arising over flat
deals and vacations 'withlJfty.'
•

Standing committee would be appointed to handle screen credit controversies as they arise.
Writers won another point with
agreement by producers to advise
them so they can attend sneak previews on pictures they worked- on.

Radio
Play for Crosby Pic

Hollywood, June 17.
Blng Crosby and Mary Martin are
being coupled as a co-starring team
in 'Man In the Street,' and adaptation of the r^dio

sketch,

'Manhat-

tan at Midnight'

Delmar Daves is doing a screen
from the air play written by
William Bowers and Robinson Holscript

bert

promises, this in turn arousing fears
of a summer shortage of product,
Warner Bros, has decided that its
first problem is to fulfill current

commitments.
New selling under the consent decree will thus be
of secondary importance right now.
However, it is meantime- preparing
for the screenings and new jncthod
of selling that becomes effective
with the 1941-42 pictures.

With

To Be

WB

acquire the Fairbanks shares are
stymied by the price Mrs. Fairbanks
wants was suggested by Arthur W.
Kelly, the company's operating head,
last week.
He stated: "There's nothing to prevent the issuance of more,

WilUam Jafle, of Mrs. Fairbanks'
counsel, said yesterday (Tuesday) In
that a fair price Is con-

company

only

Aiig.l8inN.Y.

to be giving marked consideration to the complete filling of this
year's contracts, Grad Sears, in
charge of distribution, states that
Warners will deliver 100% and may
even throw in an extra picture or

two to., keep accounts well fed with
product rather than hold put film
so that a larger reserve might be
William Bioff'a trial gets under set up for
summer selling of the '41court.
federal
way Aug. 18 In N. Y.
42 product. Indications are that, Par
The West Coast representative of may also deliver 100%. Company is
the International Alliance of The- well ahead on production.
Threat facing the market, so far
atrical Stage Employees is charged
with violating the anti-racketeering
laws by the Government, which asserts he 'coerced, threatened and
used violence'

order to

In

secure

as other distributors are concerned,

notably those under the consent decree, is that they either will fall
on deliveries or will barely
make the minimums where contracts specify a minimum as well as
a maximum number .of pictures.
Non-consenting distribs are also expected to end up this season ('40-41)
this side of promises because of
anxiety to beat the gun on the new

short

.

stuff.

Bail of $50,000 set in California

Big Backlog

Reiterating that he Isn't

in as big
was continued and the labor leader
a hurry as others are to start
was released in the custody of his screening and selling
under the deattorney, Henry Uterhart.
Yester- cree.
Sears emphasizes that the Warday (Tues.) Judge Knox signed a ner policy just
laid down is to live
formal order gfanting him permis- up
to contracts- 100% so that a' back-

sion to go to the Coast at will, up

stock.'

the

known

Tried

'

until the trial date.
Bioff's other

attorney

la

Michael

New York

Luddy

sidered to be 'more than $1,000,000,

the lATSE had no
ing over all Its records and files to
the Government, but did object to
five or six Government men barging in and disrupting the entire
business of the organization.

sides.

in Street'

WiUieBioff

If

¥ Make Up

'Man

*

negotiations.

Asked

Pommer-RKO

Pommer had been

Metro by

cept only the

'

yrith heart ailment.

passes out of the

$550,000 from executives of Parahe and Capra might ac- mount, Loew's, 20th Century-Fox and
Goldwyn stock, which Warner Bros. When he appeared
UA already owns, to join the com- before Judge John C. Knox In N. Y.
pany, Selznick replied: 'You must refederal court Thursday (12), Bioff
year's
member there are two of us.'
Another angle, if UA's efforts to pleaded not guilty.

UA

probably $1,200,000.' UA offer which
Minimum wage of $12S weekly for set the twice-postponed regional Is now before the California courts
all writers. Including those working sales meetings.
The five conclaves and about to be approved or rejected, is $400,000. Sol A. Rosenblatt,
on shorts, effective within one year
start with a get- together at the Walafter signing pact agreeable to both
Jaife's partner, accompanied Mrs.
sides.
Meanwhile, -any writer who dorf-Astoria hotel,. N. Y., next Mon- Fairbanks to the Coast last week to
woirked 52 weeks prior to signa- day and Tuesday (23-24) for all fight the settlement.
turing contract at once rates mini- sales personnel in the northeastern
[Judge Jess E. Stephens, In. Calimum $75 weekly; 52 weeks and one section of the country. Kelly will fornia Superior Court, has granted a
postponement until next Monday
screen credit, minimum $100 weekly.
Scribes who worked less than a serve as chairman of all the meets. (23) for further legal action on the
year will tie credited with 50% emOther gatherings will be in New stock sale. Longer continuance was
ployment time applied on waiting Orleans, June 26-27; Cincinnati, requested because of Mrs. Fairbanks'
new attorneys, but the court reperiod Up to a year and entitled to
(Including Cafused.]
immediate minimum of $73. Mini- June 29-30; Chicago
mums do not apply to scribes imder nadian salesmen) ,June 30, July 1-2,
Reports are current that Rosencontract
blatt & Jaffa actually represent a
and San Francisco, July 7-8.
Flat Deals
pool which is endeavoring to buy the
stock Itself by offering more than
Producers acceptel in principle
UA. They would first have to upset
contingent payment clause provided
In court the UA bylaws, however, by
payment contingent on material Erich
which stock can be sold to no one
written at studio request. All flat
else but the company before It Is redeals for features under $1,500 payKiss
sold. Jaffe denied his firm repreoff outlawed, and such arangement
sented any such pool.
for westerns and action pictures not
Hollywood, June 17.
'AH we want,* he asserted, 'Is a fair
less than $1,000.
No minimum on
flat deals for shorts with exception
Erich Pommer and RKO have price, and not just something that
they must not be for less than fixed burled the hatchet with the producer Alexander Korda, Mary Pickford
and Charles Chaplin, the other three
minimums. Flat deals woiHd carry
assignawaiting
two option periods Instead of three. back at the studio
owners, and the Bank of America,
One-third payment would be made ment and studio withdrawing Its the executors, decide upon. Not only
on submission of treatment and re- Superior Court suit which supported do the other owners individually and
mainder when story Is aciepted.
the right to terminate Its deal with the company itseU do business conWriters drawing up to $200 weekly
Pommer because of monetary loss to stantly with the Bank of America,
^ are denied vacations with pay, but studio through his extended Illness. but Uie same law firm (O'Brien,
DriscoU & Raftery) represents both
question could be aired by arbitraconfined to home
tion at close of three years. Writer,
on request, must be advised of other
writers working on same story. Expense for location work granted and
writers also
conceded important

Day

"Dr. Kildare' series at

plans for her.

agreement.
year producer-director deal, quieting nix the acquisition of the Fairbanks'
Producers offered tibjectlons to the
holdings by UA, his and Capra's 'enAmerican Arbitration Ass'n as ar- reports he would form his own imlt tire deal will have to be re-negobiters, so some other group will pre- for United. Artists release. He draws tiated.'
He declared that huddles
side when differences arise.
'Another Spring' as his first 20th-Fox with all other companies had been
Week-to-Week Setap
assignment and Initials ^he contract called off pending the outcome of the

.

Laraine

17.

dying In the next picture.
Studio- hai inore ambitious

blatt
JafTe,
York attorneys,
to fight in court the sale to
of
the Fairbanks' stock in the company
by executors, of the late fihn player's

Brown May Vamp

Whereas considerable doubt exists
whether other distributors will
meet deliveries on .this year's (194041) contracts in accordance with
as to

Hollywood, June

Producer-

With United Artists' future prestige
hingeing to an Important extent on
successful conclusion of Its current
negotiations to Une up David O.
Selznlck and Frank Capra,' spike
tossed in the works by Douglas Fairbanks' widow, the former Lady Ashley, may have severe repercussions.
Mrs. Fairbanks has engaged Rosen-

J.MeStahlJoins
20th;

Reincarnation

OUTSIDE POOL?

,

to Deliver All Promised

For 1941; Sears in No Hurry on '41-42

Demand

Owners

is

two-week mlnlmums
would be pegged monetarily at $250
weekly; and those over that figure,
but under $500, guaranteed at least
$125

Look Set

For 'Over $1,000,000' for
Late Husband's 20% Holdings May Prevent United
Artists' Acquisition of Im-

writing
tract

mum

WB and Par, WeD Ahead on Product

Points
Fairbanks'

UA

SPIKES

DEAL STALLED
Sylvia

8

of California.

He

stated that
objections to turn-

On Spot at Hearlnff
Bioff was put on the spot at the
hearing before Judge Knox when
U. S. Attorney Mathlas F. Correa,
aftet^eciling-.the charges against
him in the indictment, and declaring
ominlously that 'others unknown to
the Grand Jury' were Involved,
stated that he desired a July 7 trial.
Uterhart immediately squawked, declaring that such short notice would
give him no time whatsoever to prepare, and said that he intended to
bring 40 witnesses from California.
Correa stated that the case was a
simple one and would take only a
week or so

to try.

When Correa

and business will be built
up during the changeover In selling
log of film

in line with the decree. The 1041-42
film will not be ready for dating unSeptember, with result that Sears
to cover the entire summer with business, money
coming in uninterruptedly, while
during the same time selling is under way for the coming season's
product,
The Warner sales chieftain promises not only quantity in
til

,

meantime wants

accordance with contractual promises, but also quality In line with
what was promised under bracketing setup, etc. He has no intent itt
hold back on anything that might
be held up so that it would get the
benefit of decree terms and fall dating.

Back firom the Coast Monday (18)
after looking at product now ready
and in work, in addition to discussing policy. Sears tentatively plans •
national convention to be held in
Chicago July 28. Another thought
(Continued on page 22)

pointed out that he

'feared for the safety of Government witnesses' if too long a time
were allowed to elapse. Judge Knox

cracked down hard. Turning to address Bioff's counsel. Judge Knox declared that if any phone calls or

anonymous letters were received by
Government witnesses, ball would be
revoked and Bioff jailed forthwith.
Uterhart then declared he' wanted a
similar ruling for his witnesses to be
freed from 'persecution'

by the Government, and Judge Knpx, smilingly,

lots of Rain

in N.

E

<

This Month,' Only Real

News From Joe Kennedy
Show

business' rumor factory Is
pace with the Industrial
defense upbeat.
Newest
streamlined output has to do with
Joseph P. Kennedy's alleged return
to an Important executive spot in
the film industry.
Whispers had him In two places
durinel the week.
He was in line
(1) to take a dominant position in
the RKO orjjanization, and (2) he
was to repi:c.?ent the industry at
large in negotiations with the British
government to unfreeze some of the
American comoanies' cash tied up in
England for the duration.

keeping

national

[O'Brien, Driscoll 6i Raftery yesterday denied they represent both
in the present
the estate and
dealings.
They said they are only
eastern attorneys for the. executor,
.Bank of America, while all negotiations are being handled for the bank
by its Coast lawyers.]
Jaffe added:
'We feel that the actual price for
the Goldwyn stock was not the $300,000 paid in cash, but $1,800,000 because Goldwyn had a five-year con-

granted the plea.

tract to go, which It was worth at
least $1,500,000 to him to get out of.

the IATSE,«under the

Hyannis, Mies.. Kennedy said it was
all news, to him.
Meaning that there

as

was no

UA

That's a pretty

low price fhey want

(Continued on page

.

The court set June 23 as the date
any motions to be made concerning the complaint, and the hearing closed. Prior to the outset, Bioff,

for

'Communism In union acon the Coast,' declared that

discussing
tivity

most unions are Infested with reds,
and that the film Industry was wiping
them out as fast as possible. He
mentioned the airplane industry as

Reached

being the worst.

George E. Browne, president of
same charges
is Bioff, will plead on June 20.

Numerous film executives are expected'to be called as witnesses..
'

'22)

at his

summer home

at

truth
rlther report.
He addc-" t'-' there has been a lot
of rain In New Knfflanrt »V>Iq

——
irednettdaj, Jane 18,

nCTUBES
to See Nazi

Court

'Gone'

Proinganda

Too Tough to Top?

{ad Pay

1941

Technicians

for Studio

A

new theory anent current pubapathy to pictures, advanced by
Charles B. McDonald, vetaran theatre operator, is that 'Gone With the
Wind' has made every other pictura
look sick and became something
they can't top, let alone tquaL McDonald is Greater N. Y. division
lic

'New^'eef; Pennsy Censor Toui^
Albany, June 17.
In reserving decision on the application of Richard R. Rollins—un-i

American

Studio Contracts

manager for
Hollywood, June

Investigator

activities

author of the book, 'I Find Treason,'
and supported by the Non-Sectarian
Anti-Nazi League, for an order ban-

Thelma De Freest
contract at UnlversaL

17.

drew player

RKO.
Jack Carson's
Warners.

pact

tion lift at Columbia.
Michael Ames' option hoisted by
day Warners.
Elliot Paul handed new writing
arguments in the case were heard at
However, neither ticket at Metro.
Special Term.
Lucia Carroll's player option lifted
the plaintiff nor the state had a print
by Warners.
of it on hand.
MacDonald Carey drew player
The arguments did not bring out
contract at Paramount.
that had not been pre-

the

double-o

the

jnany points
Cliff Danielson's acting pact reviously covered in correspondence
newed by Metro.
between the Anti-Nazi League and
William Castle, dialog director at
Irwin Esmond, director of the moColumbia, signed for another year.
tion picture division. State MucaElizc'-t th Eraser Inked player deal
tioh Department, and in the ensuing
Warners.
Rollins and reply at
affidavits filed by
Rollins' attorney, Julius
'York City, did
Goldstein, of

by Esmond.

New

declare that UFA, producer of the
film showing the Nazi invasion of
Poland and the Lowlands, is subsidUed by the Reich. Also thf t 'Vic-

was brought into
by German consulate
tory'

by

films.

Entire

Par Slate

this

Stndy

On

Mex

B.O. Effect

Censor's Nazi Pic

OK

country

officials

Mexico

for

City, ''June 17.

propaganda purposes; that it had
Just how distributor Pedro Calderon
been used to 'soften up' the Balkan will fare In his bttempt to exhibit
countries, particularly Bulgaria, and here and elsewhere in Mexico
that it 'is a great menace to peace German picture, 'Aurora Or Suband order' here. Goldstein assured marine Warfare,' Is being eagerly
Justice Murray that the court action watched by the film Industry. The
had not been Instituted to ballyhoo government censors approved this
the film.
picture with a few cuts. It's the first
German picture to be passed by the
'No License Necessary*
Joseph Llpsky, Counsel for the censors in nearly two years.
Calderon must face opposition' of
Education Dept., Insisted that no license for "Victory' is necessary, in- the powerful Confederation of Mexi'
asmuch as It Is a 'newsreel,' rather can Workers, which even long be
than a feature film.
Goldstein fore the .-war was an avid foe of
claimed that the film, as a two-hour totaUtarlanism.
The Confederation
affair, should be submitted for licens- has managed up to now to keep out
ing.
Even If it Js propaganda, the all German and Italian pictures.
m.p.d., Lij^sky stated, has no authority to refuse issuance of a license,
unless the picture Is found to be 'indecent, immoral, sacrilegious or tending to incite to crime.' Such a finding, the motion picture division has
Indicated, Is unlikely.

Llpsky made the point that Rollins

His

Dame

Reelected;

1940

Earnings 100% Up

Dear Happy:
Well Happy we gave them a show
last night end the camp Is still
laughing at the gags Benny Rubin
told and I is cock of the walk. Am
the biggest man in the
as it took plenty of pull to get
typewriter into the guardhouse
I
I could write yo.u a letter.
went out after the show and got
into a argument with two rookies

probably

camp

the Wage-Hour Law became effecdeadline of
tive In October, 1938.
July 1 has been set for payment of
the. back-pay 'jackpot'
The aggregate amount to be paid
cannot be determined until the auditors complete their work.
Com-

A

pany

officials estimate the 'jackpot*
at $500,000, but' some, imlon tops insist it wUl exceed $1,000,000 and that
it

from Montana and wound up second; got 10 days In the bucket and
am now wearing blue denim versus
olive drab.

On

Nature Seasonal Urge

old Abe, 'What's that out
President'Lincoln
Mr.
looked out the window and says, 'Oh
McClellan's
body
that ... that's
guard.'
I'm going to brush it up
and give it a switch, .and see If -I
can peddle it to Bob Hope.

says to
there,

By

'

.

•

-

—

as high as $1,500,000.
decision to make the retroac-

pay adjustments without a con-

test

was reached

at a conference be-

tween company, executives, attorneys and Pat Casey, Producer labor
contact The company representatives contended the industry was not
legally bound to make the payments,
basing their opinions on recent court
decisions In parallel cases.
Casey,
however, pointed out the possibility
that the companies had committed
themselves when they gave employees a memorandum promising to
make any pay adjustments after final
classification' of the workers by the

film
lO.OOA
Representatives
or
technicians conferred with Casey today (Tues.) on their demands for
substantial wage Increases and imThe
proved working conditions.

group was headed by Smith. After
considerable discussion of the stand-

See If you can dig me. up some of ard conditions applying to all the
them songs Berlin wrote for 'Yip crafts, Casey pointed out that some
Yip Yaphank'- and I can' bring them of the conditions were definitely inup to date with a switch. I is going terlocked with wage scales and could

Joe Laurie, Jr.
panies or officers of companies hold'
Coolacres, CaL, June 17,
Ing the distributing rights to films
nixed.
Llpsky and Goldstein diS' Dear Joa:.
to sing Vince Bryan's 'He Was a
agreed as to trouble In connection
Well, tfaa weather here the past few weeks has been swell and spring Soldier Too' at the next show if I
with the screening of 'Victory' at has kiikda got In our bones. I thought It would be a good thing for me am out of the can by then. I hope
be 96th St.. house. Goli^in showed and Aggia to get away for a day from war talk and B and C pictures and Johnny Burke don't get sore. I fell
newspaper \ photos of .a squad of take a look at God's Super-Production in technicolor and it sure is grand. asleep last night and had a dream
police guarding the theatre entrance. It kinda doea somctiiin' to a guy riding through the country and seeing about the last war and who do I see
Llpsky said the John Laws were trees and flowers in bloom, and miles and miles of well-kept farms. Tm but Johnny O'Connor In a jailor
.withdrawn after two weeks, whereas stricly a city guy, but around this time of year I get an overall feeling suit leading Fred Warings .band.
'
the picture was still running after and have oata In^my hair Instead of dandruff.
Brynle Foy was there in uniform and
five weeks.
While we was riding along I was teUing Aggie maybe It would be a good so was Buck Mack, Bobby Hlggins
Idea for us to idl the picture house and get ourselves a nice little farm, and BUly Gaxton. We was in Childs
Pennsys Bloace
where we can raise fruit and vegetables for pur own table and maybe up on Columbus Circle eating panPhiladelphia, June 17.
have a little stand In front to sell direct to the consumer from the faim cakes when In walked Frank TinPic ganderers on the Pennsy Board that Is, It we feel like it Then I would have a chance to raise horses, ney in a captain's uniform. He just
«f laotlon Picture Censors are going which I always wanted to do, and maybe raise dogs on the side, and I hear got the job the day before and he
over all foreign films with a fine that there's a lot of dough raising goats; their milk sells for 60c
a quart ha(} a beautiful shiner on his right
tooth comb. Chairman Edna R. Car
and It don't cost much to feed 'em. Plenty of profit And Aggie could glim.
roll said last week. 'Under the pres
The Mousey'
have a cow and a few pigs and chickens and flowers. And it would be a
•nt conditions we are being doubly good place
I says 'Hello Frank and where did
to raise Jimior. A place where we can rpend our old age, not
vigilant to siee that nothing that can working very hard and not worrying about
bad pictures and worse busl' you get the mouse on the eye.'
be construed as subversive to our hess, notes and catering to a fickle public.
'Well,' Frank says, 'I has been
way of life gets by,' she asserted.
Well, Aggie just looks at me funny like and takes. a long Inhale and working for u undertaker over in
Evep musicals are getting a care^ stiarts off on a farm lecture. She sez, 'You are just like all the other actors, PhlUy and I has been' going around
ful double-o.
There have been no Lefty. You see farms on a nice day in summer and you get farmitls. You with a gal and her old man hates
German plx submitted for review think it's easy being a. farmer. Well I was raised on a far:r when I was me worse than a soldier hates a
ever since the board cracked down a kid and I Icnow different We had a farm with enough stones on It to bugle. Sew I has to sneak around
on a so-called 'travelog' shown at a kill every umpire In both leagues. You don't like farmin'- so much when to see her when the old man is
meeting of the Kyffheusser Bund
instead of crops you raise blisters on your hand, when a lot of hens just working. The other morning I pull
month ago. The 'travelog* glorified stand around doing nothing. Actors think you just plant a lot of giggles up in the hearse in front of her
Nazi conquests.
and gather a crop of belly laughs. You know on' a farm you don't just house and I leaves the hearse outside
It was 10
in front of the door.
'Sieg Im Westen,' the propaganda stand around and look smart like you do in the picture business. When
o'clock in the morning and the old
film that is packing them in In New you get a B crop you can't beef to the exchange. Lefty you better stick to
man was at work. He forgot someYork's Yorkville, hasn't made its ap- planting rows of customers Instead of cabbages.'
Well, Aggie klnda took it outta me; she Is a pretty smart gal—well, not thing and had to come back .and
pearance here and will get a rough
when he sees the hearse in front of
so smart but has plenty of common sense. Come to thinlc of it I don'
handling from the snippers when
and If it does. There are no pub- know of any actors making good farmers; the ones that make good farmers the door he thinks something ter-rible has happened.
So he rushes
lic theatres now playing German were never good actors. It's not a bad racket for those big picture actors
That's how I got
in and finds me.
plx,
Only spots they're shown are that play at owning ranches, they get a lot of kick outta It and have enough
.the shiner, and now I Is a captain
In private halls and German 'sing- dough to be able to afford It The same with their yachts. You can have
and maybe he will soften up, exing societies.'
No exchange in as much fun with a rowboat and a kicker, but that's just like planting cept his name is Otto Shultz and he
Philly is handling Nazi pix. Hor- seeds in the yard against having -a farm. So I finished up by buying a lot
lives over in Germantown.
lachers Delivery Service, which has of seeds and starting a little garden in our backyard. I'm just a sucker
I woke up and found a shovel in
a monopoly on film handling here, for Dame Nature. In fact I've been a sucker for any kind of a dame.
my hand and a top sergeant in the
hasn't had any orders to deliver any
Glad to hear you got a sponsor for your radio show. On radio a Sponsor
M.P.'s took me around the back of
UFA or other German product for and a Sustaining is just like in the old vaudeville days like playing The the
stables and I is now a horticulat least six months.Palace and Calgary , . . after a Sponsored program you see the .banker and
Don't forget to dig me up
turist
The Nazi Llms 'which have come after a Sustaining you can't even see the landlord. Best to the gang SEZ some army songs as our next show
Your pal,
Into the State, have been obtained
is Saturday night and I got to. square
•
Le/tv.
through. New .York exchanges and
myself.
have be^. brought In .direct by. the
P.S.—Pert Kelton sez: 'Ignorance is when you don't know something and
Your Pal,
exbibs.
somebody finds It out'
Buck.
'

may run
The

tive

going to write a 'Yip, Yip Yapwhile I Is In the guardhouse
and won't they be sorry.- Will call
'Ha, Ha Haan' as Haan Is the
name of the camp. We has our own
ment headed by Barney Balaban cook stove sew this morning I ast
was plainly Indicated at the annual one of the fellows who used to be on
yesterday the Hodkins time if he could sing.
meeting
stockholders
(Tuesday) when 77% of aU share He says he can remember a song but
holders were represented In person its only, a minute and a half. Sew I
Wage and Hour Division. These
Full present di
or by proxy.
says sing It twice as I want to boil memorandums were enclosed in the
rectorate was reelected unanimously some three minute eggs.
pay envelopes of the workers when
Percentage of
for one-year terms.
Charlie Foy came up to see me the question of back pay was first
stock represented at the session was
before the show and he told me a broached.
the highest in Par history since the
hot one about Joe Frisco. They was
On Six-Hour Day
1935 reorganization.
livln
tourist
In
a
both broke and
Announcement of the payoff was
Directors re-named are Nell F.
Charley gave Frisco two made by Casey at a conference with
cabin.
Agnew, Barney Balaban, Stephen bucks to buy a chicken for a stew. the Business Representatives ComCallaghan, Y. Frank Freeman, HarFrisco went into a poolroom and bet mittee of the studio locals of the Invey D. Gibson, A. Conger (Goodyear, the two on a nag. He came home ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Stanton Grlffis, Duncan G. Harris, about 7 p.m. empty-handed. Charley
Stage Employees. The committee is
John D. Hertz, John W. Hicks, Jr., says, 'Where's the chicken, Joe?' headed by Harold V. Smith, business
Austin C. Keough, Earl I. McClin- Frisco says, 'It's in the-the-the-the representative
of Sound Technicians
tock, Maurice Newton, E. V. Rich- stretch.'
Local 695.
ards, Edwin L. Weisl and Adolph
All key men who liave been on
Dagai), Conlon Goole^ 'En
Zukor.
regular
salaries yesterday
weekly
Tommy Dugan and Jimmy Conlon
After citing that earnings In 1940
were ordered placed on a six-hour
were nearly 100% ahead of the pre- was in the show and gooled them. day, with time and half after six
vious year, Balabaa gave a resume Tom told them about the visitor that hours, in accordance with the Wage
of the company's program In trim- came to visit President Lincoln dur- and Hour classifications.
Some of
ming funded debt and other econo- ing the Civil War. It seems that them were ple&sed with the move,
General McClellan had taken It on
mies.
feeling the time and half would inPresent indications are that earn' the lam out of Riclunond in full re- crease their weekly earnings. Others,
treat and the General had his divi(Continued on page 20)
besion camped on the Potomac. The who realized the possibility of
President was burned up. The visitor ing laid off after six hours, objected,
looked out the White House bay win- and Indicated they would try to set
producers.
new
deal
'Uie
a
with
dow and seen all the tents, and he
I Is
hjank'

strong stockholder endorsement
of the present Paramount manage-

,

.

17.
,

ing handed a $500,000 back-pay
plum. Auditors and timekeepers of
the major companies ara working
overtime to determine the amount
due each Individual employee since

sews

Aggie Gives Lefty the Brushoff

had no right to bring the action, Inasmuch as It was not shown he was
aggrieved. Appeals on ruling by the
in.p.d. arc usually brought by com-

By BILL HALLiaAN
Riverside, CaL, Juna
Mr. Happy Htmminoxoav,
Duffy Square, New Totk.

this

to give

Murray was willing

the picture

exhibitors the observation
is also made that people seem to be
restless and can't enjoy quiet entertainment any more such as 'afforded

renewed by

David Miller's director option
lifted by Metro.
dicated he wished to view the soSeymour Cross, writer, drew ophimself.
film'
called 'propaganda
Justice

vaudeville.

Hollywood, June 17.
Hollywood film technicians are be-

The Army Camp Show

and came up In

ranks
managerial-operating
the
through the golden days of blgthue

Among

Jack Briggs' player option picked
up by RKO.
Im
Ann Le« Inked player ticket at

ning the exhibition of 'Sieg
Westen' ('Victory in the West'), now
being shown at the 96th St theatre
In N. Y. City, Supreme Court Justice William H. Murray, of Troy, in-

RKO

ated Ovor SIMOOO; Some Object

not be definitely ironed out until the
latter are set
It was agreed that
these conditions would be digested
by both groups for several ,days at
the end of which time another meeting would be arranged.

Union Dcmaada
The unions are asking for a minicall, for the work day
begin at 7 a.m., the lunch hour be

mum six-hour
to

cut to 30 minutes, time and half
after midnight etc. Other standard
conditions' being considered Include
provision for distant and nearby location pay, computation of overtime, travel time, provision for
working In higher classiiBcatlons, ratio of apprentices and helpers, cancellation of calls, payoff require-

ments.

When these standard conditions are
disposed of, the union will then take
up separately the wage scales, etc.,
for the individual unions. This will
be considerable hurdle to overcome,
since many of the crafts are now engaged iif jurisdictional disputes
among themselves, particularly grips,
laborers and property men.
The locals, however, have notified
the Producers that they will handle
their own negotiations without aid
or 'interference' from the lATSE
international. The Producers were
pretty much perturbed over a phase
of the local's demands referring to
'a conspiracy.' After several huddles
among themselves, and frantic telephone calls trying to locate George
E. Browne, lATSE prexy, the com-

pany

executives

finally

requested

that Pat Casey return from the east
to take over the^ negotiations.

tireen'i^

'Bad Lands'
Hollywood, June

17.

Green

is assigned as
director on Unlversal's high-budget
western, 'Bad Lands of Dakota,' to

Alfred

E.

be produced by George Waggner.
FUmlng starts In' two weeks.

Wednesday, June 18, 1941

PICTURES

IM' PK

LONG RUNS DONT
Hoint MPTOA-Pacffic Coast In£es'

Qiiefly Star-Gazers

pletely eliminate double bills. Prevalence of duals, which are characterized as one of the vicious evils
of the industry, was the keynote

Bud Osborne, Neal Hart, Buck
Moulton,
Eddie 'Cobb,
Jack
Plank, Bill Patton and Bud Ray.

Saddle Pais

tracted Loop Engagements
Cite 'Buck Privates' As

the first cowboy feature filmed
by Thomas Ince in 1910.
Oldies are Charley Murphy,

—

An
'

of both conventions and while the
-

for

its

21st time,

confined most of its efforts to blasts
against the policy end the adoption
of a strong resolution condemning
the practice, the PCCITO, made up
of indie theatre operators of the
Pacific Coast states, launched steps
for an early campaign.

Producers and heads of circuit
theatre chains were called ^upon to
express their views on the double
bill status, and urged to lend their
cooperation In a movement which
would wipe out what the exhibs
term 'a most pernicious evil that is
bringing the theatres of the nation to
the verge of ruination.' Prexy Ed
Kuykendall of the MPTOA and L. O.
Lukan,
Seattle
trustee
to
the
PCCITO, delivered tinging talks in
opposition to duals, and both conventions went on record as being unqualifiedly opposed to a continuance
of the practice.

slant

{lollywood, June

Just Like Tourists
Within a few hours offers of com-

cooperation
wer$ received
Charles P. Skouras, of the
Theatres; Walter
Wanger, David O. Selznick and Al
Lichtman, of Metro. Other distributing organizations are expected by
the exhiliitor group to lend their
aid in the death knell of the dualIng practice.
plete

from

Considerable disappointment was
expressed early in the convention
over the slim attendance of actual
theatre operators to the
meeting, and the reluctance ot many
of those who did come'Ho the Coast,
to
attend
the business sessions.
Rather they showed a preference
for studio visits, hobnobbing with
the stars and other Hollywood tours.
So slim was the turnout at the Tuesday afternoon opening session of the
national
organization
that
William
F. Hodgers,
Metro general
sales chief, refused to appear before
the body to deliver an important
Metro sales policy announcement.
ROdgers deferred his talk for 24
hours and then finally gave his message but not untU the meeting was
packed with PCCITO members and a
load of guests to the joint powwow.

MPTOA

.Asserted
discrimination of distributors in favor of affiliated thea
treS over the indie operators was
roundly blasted at several of the
business sessions of the PCC, and
the evils of dueling were tossed right
into the distributors' laps on the
charge of the -exhibs that this was
made possible through producer-distributor connivance with the affiliated houses.
Steps for the protectioii of its
membership were taken by PCC in
numerous matters that apply generally
to
exhibition,
particularly
against what is termed unjust and

discriminatory practices on the part
of

distributors,

given there

and

warning

was

wiU be no

toleration of
any move on the part of producersdistributors to take advantage of the

shorts, clearance, selective contracts,

(Continued on page 18)

i

school

convention to

held ihere July 16-18, and called the
most important business huddle in

when

neighborhood
experience with
throwing a new

The

Privates*

is

MICHEL'S OLD SALE;

Washington, June
Michel,

17.

officer

and

director of 20th Century-Fox Film,
filed a

4%-year-old report with the

Securities and

revealing that

nationwide tour.

Exchange Commission
Oct. IB, 1936—he

—on

sold 796 shares of $1.50 cumulative
preferred stock in the company, retaining only one share of the stock.
No indication as to his holdings In
1941.

Somewhat mdte up to date in the
SEC's summary of film stock transactions for April this year were
purchases of 1,000 shares each of
cumulative preferred Keith-

purchasing Keith-Albee, Michael

—

By

Stockholder's Suit

keeping a mere 15,204.
Only other film deal for the month
of April was purchase of 122 shares
of Loew's Boston theatres $25 per
common -by the parent company,
Loew's, Inc., of New York. Latter
recorded 118,080 shares as the nestegg rernaining at month's end.

New

York,

plus 'Citizen Kane' as an additional
for '41^*42 delivery, it has not been
decided just how the films will be
grouped pending actual screenings.
The five screened may be sold as a
package though indicated by both
Ned Depirtet, v.p. over distribution,
and A. W. Smith, Jr., general sales
manager, that the policy will prob-

Temporary injunction obtained by
R. M. Van Kirk, a New' York broker,
dents who charged that the picture against RKO, restraining the com- ably be flexible.
was being 'milked' and wouldn't be
Product Lineup
pany from proceeding with its Keithof any b.o. value to them. Univerputlihing the coming year's proAlbee-Orpheum refunding plan, is
sal was bitterly assailed.
gram yesterday (Tuesday), Depinet
But now 'Buck Privates' is playing held responsible for adjournment of listed from 40 to 45 features, plus six
the independent neighborhood spots the special K-A-O stockholders meet- westerns and 190 shorts.' Budget will
and at the same 28c admission as ing scheduled for last Thursday (12). be the highest in RKO's history, with
and is giv- Meeting was to have voted on the more A's and fewer B's scheduled
.it played for downtown

—

Muddy Going

for l^inda

Hollywood, June 17.
Linda Darnell will be the femme
interest in the 20th-Fox film version

'Swamp

of the Satevepost
Water,' due to roll July 14.
Jean Renoir, late of Paris,
serial,

is di-

rector.

.

plan of reorganization, including the
refunding setup and to consider
amendments to the corporation's
charter. Adjournment was taken to

Edict To Keep

MO

of K-A-O board, who presided at the
called meeting, suggested the ad-

Hollywood, June

17.

admonition
the
please,'
'Quiet,
yelled so often by assistant directors

on studio

sets, is

being promulgated

way by the Research
Academy of Motion Pic-

in a scientific

Council of

RKO

investigators is that all dancers be
required to wear socks over their
shoes while shaking their hoofs in
front of the cameras. Idea is to subdue unnecessary noises that detract
from the drama flowing out of the

all last week, left Monday for Philadelphia, his home town,
where he worked for many years as sound track.
Other suggestions along the same
a newspaperman.
He is slated to speak at the RKO line take devious courses. For inconvention in Manhattan today or stance, there are mute driveways and
tomorrow (Thurs.), following his in- garden walks, made of chipped
troduction by prez George J. Schae- cork instead of gravel; celanese
taffeta instead of silk to 'pi'^vent
fer to the company's sales staff.
swishing of feminine garments; soft
building board as a silencing overlayer on cement or flagstone walks;
Einfeld Easting
double windows to tone down the
Hollywood, June 17.
noise of raindrops, and rubberized
S. Charles Einfeld, Warners di- hair as a substitute for sawdust to
rector of publicity and advertising, catch the water as it drips from the

New York

goes east this weekend for homeoffice parleys on the company's annual sales meeting and the New
York opening July 4 of roadshow
Broaidway play, 'My Sister Eileen,' engagement of 'Sergeant York.'
Stays east about a month.
30 days ahead of time.

the

past.

In

addition

to

his

Wilcox.
In addition to
Welles will make anthe
1941-42 semester,

'Kane,'
for

other

product lineup yesterday (Tuesday),
today (Wednesday) he and Smith
concerning the
consent decree, the don'ts under It,
limitations, etc., as well as discuss
sales policy that will govern.
It is
estimated in RKO quarters that the
screenings of product alone will cost
$250,000 a year or mor^, which together with other additional costs of
decree selling, will mean bending
every' effort to get higher. rentals as
an offset. Depinet or Smith may announce the llrst screening dates and
where today (Wednesday). As will
be the case throughout the industry,
screenings will be dependent on
availability of prints, rooms, etc.
Some larger films will be marketed alone. 'Little Foxes' and two
others Goldwyn is to make, as well
as all Disney's, are definite as sales
singletons, \yhile 'Kane' and a feature being plotted by March of Time
stand as early probables in this category. Blocks of five may be made
will go into details

Joseph I. Breen declared in New ture Arts and Sciences. Chief of the
York Monday (16) that he will take suggestions turned in by the decibel
over his new post as head of
studios in two weeks. ?'ormer chief
of the Production Code Administration of the Hays office, who was in

in

pictures^ will include Disney,
William Dieterle, Orson Welles and
15

journment after explaining that the plans on which are a secret. Wilcox
plan required preparation of many will turn out two features starring
documents and that final drafts had Anna Neagle. Jack Votion, another
not been completed. Then after the producing on the outside. Is scheduled for another 'Lum 'n' Abner' feasession adjourned, it was explained
ture. The six westerns will be sold
to stock\|olders present by RKO repin a group since they are exempt
resentatives that an RKO stockfrom the decree provisions.
holder had asked for an order to reIntroducing Joe .Breen
strain the parent company from votWith Joseph I. Breen now east
ing its preferred shares in approval
of the plan. Understood it was felt and set to become general manager
by RKO officials that an adjourn- of the studio, George J. Schaefer will
ment was the best thing in view of introduce him to the conventlonees
the threatened temporary injunction, either today (Wednesday) or tomorrow (Thursday) on the blowoff,
subsequently granted.
Reorg and refunding planned by also officially announcing the apK-A-O Is part of RKO's proposal to pointment of the former Hays ofsimplify the corporate setup and ficial. Deal with Breen was closed
prior to opening of the convention
place subsids on a more economical,
Monday (16).
He and Schaefer
simpler basi^.
leave for the Coast by the end of this
week.
While Depinet announced the

Fdm Track Noise-Free

BREEN TAKES OVER AT
STUDIO IN 2 WKS.

than

Sam Goldwyn, who'll make three for
RKO, producers making a total of

June 24.
Malcolm Kingsberg, vice-chairman Herbert

Swish and Stmt In Silence, Newest

J.

Meehan of New York listed as
beneficial owner of more than 10%
of securities in the company, as was
Atlas Corp.— dropped 1,800 shares,

convention currently in

Plan Befieved Stymied

7^

Albee-Orpheum stock by the Atlas
Corp. of Jersey City and the American Co.
Each concern held 4,500
shares at the end of April. .
While Atlas and American were

and will start

block-of-five features, all of which
are screened" during the four-day

RKO's K-A-0 Refunding

on the matter.

pointed out.

K-A-0 TRADING

C.

out.

is

eight

—

William

tures ready for selling

holding screenings the first week In
July.
Meantime, preparations are
going forth hurriedly to provide the
necessary machinery for screening
and the new selling that will prevail.
Indications are that RKO will be
close to a month or farther ahead
than others on actual contract-taking
under the decree.
Although the company has a first

the

the history of the company.
Importance of the meeting is due largely to new conditions imposed by the
Government's consent decree. Convention will be h.q. at the Hotel.
Ambassador.
ing these houses their biggest grossDelegates will find 10 features in es in more than a year. Records
work on the Westwood lot. Films have been smashed in a number of
are 'How Green Was My Valley,' instances and many of the houses
'A Yank in the R.A.F.', 'Charley's are bringing the picture back immeAunt,' 'Wild Geese Calling,' 'Belle diately for return engagements. ExSundays
Starr,' 'Marry the Boss' Daughter,' tended playing time and
'Riders of the Purple Sage,' '^en have been the rule, too.
The real good boxoffice pictures
At Large' and 'Weekend in Havana.'
Herman Wobber, sales chief, is ex- that do business downtown also
pected to arrive here Monday (23) to prove profitable for the neighborconfer with Darryl Zanuck in out- hood situations regardless of how
lining additional details of the con- long they run in the loop, according
And bad picto branch managers.
vention.
tures that starve downtownr even
though they run only three days,
are 'from hunger' uptown, too, it's

NEW

The first of the Big Five among
which is party to tha
consent decree, to hold a sales convention, RKO has five 1941-42 pic-

During vacation days, with educational chains loosened, Lee is
taking his 11-piece gang for a

'Buck Privates' was held
weeks at the downtown
Gopher and Aster, there was much
be squawking by Twin City indepen-

six

smaller exhibs under the Governdecree.
An 11-point program, titled a code
Quine's Coast Quickie
of ethics, set up by the Coast Conference prior to the entering of the
consent decree. Was endorsed by the
Hollywood, June 17.
membership at the closing session of
One month ahead of his original
the PCC, and trustees of the organ- contract assignment, Richard Quine
ization have already launched
Metro yesterday
in
at
a re- checked
vision program by which It is h^ed (Mon.) to assume the male lead opa concrete working program will be posite Judy Garland in her new mudevised.
This program embraces sical starrer.
Identification or classification of picHurry-up call from the studio altures, percentage rentals, forciilg of lowed Quine to withdraw from the

ment consent

17.

Cos. to Convene

distributors,
17.

Billy Lee, 10-year-,old moppet,
who became a film actor in "The
Biscuit Eater,' is stepping out
with a kid band, composed of
musicians up to 12 years old,
around Southern California until

When

17.

chartering

.special trains to fetch SOO delegates
to its national sales

Minneapolis, June

films finally reach the
situations.

is

NABES

Local independent exhibitors are
being forced to the conclusion that
long loop runs do not 'milk' good

In Six Special Trains 'Buck

Twentieth-Fox

VS.

are a boxoffice stimulant

Of 500 to Coast Meet

-

Fox West Coast

DOWNTOWN

5'

Hom

Hollywood, June

Example

.

Kidi With a

%

pictures, but, if anything, apparently

Crew

20tli-Fox Sales

Pictures for 1941-42,

First of

Minneapdlia Indies Se« Boxoffice Stimulus in Pro-

Hollywood, June 17.
Reunited In the cast of 'Texas'
^ at Columbia are eight western
"actors who played together in

AfPTOA, meeting

M

Plus 6 Westerns and 190 Shorts;

Los Angeles, June 17.
Independent exhibitors numbering
around 600, gathered here for the
simultaneous conventions ot Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
and Pacific Coast Conference of InTheatre Owners last
dependent
week, took concerted action by
which they hope, eventually, to com-

'

RKOs

mOS

IT

As Major

Conclave Blasts Duals

M; Exhibs

ADMIT

up one way for one

and

territory,

differently for another, depending
territories, while also two,
three or four may bi sold at one
clip instead of the maximum of five
permitted under the decree.

on the

.

300 Delegates
In addition to 'Kane' which mora
than 300 delegates to the RKO convention were told to see,
screened two 1941-42 pictures Monwindow sills.
day morning, two others yesterday
All these and more recommenda- (Tuesday) and will run off a fifth
tions in the cause of silence are being today (Wednesday).
handed about all the studios at the
They are 'Father Takes ' Wll«,*
instance of the basic sound com- 'Parachute Battalion,'
'Devil apd
mittee,

headed by Loren Ryder.

RKO

(Continued on page 20)

'

.

EXPLOITATIOM

Wednesday, Jane 18, 1941

ft'oadway Notorieties

Tom

Nat'l Screen in Con?.

Out

Holding

its

first

S.C Carefnl on Its Snnday Shows;

annual oonvan-

National Screen Service and its
National
companies,
subsidiary
Screen Accessories and Advertising
Accessories, started four-day sessions at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
N. Y., Monday (16), with (Seorge
Dembow, v.p. In charge of sales, teeing it off. Every branch manager
and salesman as well as home office
executives (senior and Junior), plus
department heads, are attending, for
tion,

For Midnite Preem of Tk[ht Shoes'
By MILTON BEBLE

Attended the preview of Damon
Hunyon's new picture, Tight Shoes,'
Monday (16) midnight at the Ziegfeld theatre. Damon, being a regular guy Invited the .denizens of
Lindy's; the $1.10 pew-holders at

Rep's Enlarged

PA DepL

With the moving of Republic Picand Consolidated Films Indus-

tures

new offices in New York,
the ad-publlcity department under
tries into

Yankee Stadium; the guys and

dolls
Charles Reed Jones has been enmade homeless when Dave's Blue larged and realigned. Steve Edequal

Room

folded, and others of
Lindy's was so well reprenote.
sented, the restaurant must have

wards, formerly publicist at the Center theatre under the picture policy
and with United Artists and RKO as
p.a. on the road, has been added to
the staff to handle newspapers and
general magazine publicity.
Evelyn Koleman has been placed
actively in charge of fan magazine
publicity and continues doing trade
press work. Two additional artists
aKo have been added to Republic's

Stork Clubbers and
habitues of El Morocco and 21 were
informed that if they wished to come,
black fingernails were the order
rather than black ties.

been empty.

to emcee In the
That's .really running the
gamut of show business—coming
from the de luxe Paramount (where
I am currently) to the foyer of a
double feature picture house.
set up a microphone in the lobby
and I Introduced Hunyon's celebrated
notorieties as they streamed through
the lobby. Understand the broadcast
of the preview of Tight Shoes' was

was invited

I

lobby.

department
Reason for

additions and
changes is that Rep will have more
pictures on release in 1941-42 than
ever before, arid Is planning more
publicity- and advertising.

WMCA

Broadway Hose arrived at the theBrewery truck,
gowned by GutShe wore a strapless potato
sack, a perfectly matched necklace of
oyster shells and opep-toed Army
shoes. She was squired by Ivan, the
rubber at Llbby's Baths. Rose wore
a corsage of blintzes. Shortly after,
Broadway Sam strode in, casually
atre in a Ruppert
She was beautifully

attlie
suit,' tooled leather boots,

berjacket, chat>s and a rolled Mecca
cigarette in his mouth.
Broadway
Rose snubbed him. It seems that
Rose and Sam are from different so'

—

stratum Rose
hails
from
Brownsville and Sam ]ust hails. At
Sam was well flanked he was

Flower Lover

Swifty Morgan was another early
escorted by J. Edgar

Hoover. As they passed me, I heard
Swifty complaining to Hoover about
his postoffice -billing.
Among the
invitees were the entire rosters of
TrafTic Squad D, Mounted Squad No,
1 and Patrol Squad No. 18.
When
they arrived, one of the honored
guests dived into a flower pot in the
lobby.
I was told a minute later
that he Is an enthusiastic horilcul
turist
Jay C. tTlppen was there with his

toupee maker. Iliought I saw Homo
Vincent, but the lobby was so
crowded I'm not sure It wasn't two
people.
Every by-liner
town was on hand to pay Homage

Damon—Winchell,

Sullivan,

in
to
Sobol,

Harold Conrad, Bob Mu
sel, Lee Mortimer, Frank Farrell,
Dan Walker, Bob Sylvester, Nick
Keilny, George Ross and others.
Lait,

An ambitious bookmaker was holding forth in a comer of the lobby
giving out the hiorning line. Izzy
the Painter arrived plastered. Com^
modore Dutch arrived In state on a
pogo stick. Two pickpockets were
very busy In the lobby. All they
got was practice. Saw a hoodlum
who wanted to give an ex-pal a 17-

—

.

gun

salute.

Lindy, in caSe you didn't know,
took the 'B' out of Broadway and
put it .Into bagels.
On second
thought, the audience at Tight
Shoes' were 'Bagel Lancers.'

Summing up
ture was

very

tjie

.

preview. the piconly
if

—

refreshing

by" contrast.

OVEE THE CUTF
'
Hollywood, June 17.
Larry Darmour's new serial, 'The
U"on Claw,* rolled yesterday (Mon.)
at Columbia with Charles- Quigley
in the top spot.
Director is James Home.

'

y

—

some.

Jack

.

Sain Francisco, June 17.
dence, to Pittsburgh, as assistant at
Loew's Peui. James E. Tibbetts, 'asAaron CrOldberg has taken over
sistant manager, Loew's State, Bos- the Regent, Oakland.
Is contem1 had a lot of great things to Mor, ton, replaces 0'Neil,.at Providence; plating a newsreeler there as com.as assistant of ganion to his Newsreel in Frisco,
but Tm damned it I oan remember and he is succeededWeretelnyk,
J. C.
forGeorge Kelly,
the State by Emll
itherwlse it'll be a subsiequent
them.'
merly senior treasurer at Loew's grind.
That was what Harry Carey told Orpheum, Boston.
Adopting
tome 300 friends who gathered at his
Tom Foley is promoted froin
Another Femme Manager ranch here to help him celebrata his junior to senior treasurer of tne
Pittsburgh, June 17.
Keily From Dnblin SSd anniversary as a motion picture Orph; Fred Linn, chief of staff at
Second woman manager in this
actor. Members of the press corps Loew's State, Boston, succeeds Foley
were present too, and plenty of pho- at the Orpheum. Arthur White pro- area will be Leona Smith, who will
Jersey City, June 17.
moted from doorman to chief of staff manage the new Vox, Ligonier, Pa.,
tographers, for the program was
at State, Boston; end Harold Mortin, «(hen it opens in couple of weeks.
George Kelly, manager of the
staged by Paramount after the press chief of service at Loew's State, Formerly the Wilk theatre, now reStanley (WB), is very proud of his
preview of ffiat studio's picture. The
new son' George Kelly, 15, a new- Shepherd of the Hills,' in which Providence, to student manager, modeled and modernized. Othe'r
femme mgr. is in Punxsutawney, Pa.,
same theatre.
comer to the United States, and no
in WB employ.
played' one of the top roles.
Carey
relation. The two Kellys know each
Walter Kessler, last two years asst
Despite the fact that the stunt was
Bits, Newbnrghi N. T., Bfopens
other for a week.
mgr. of Penn here, piromoted to mandesigned to grab off newspaper space
Ritz,
The
Newburgh,
closed
N.
Y.,
George, 15, is a Dubliner, and sevwherever possible, the celebration for repairs and redecoration, reopens age Loew's Canton (O.). Kessler
eral weeks ago obtained a job as
was about to shove off for relief
had
a genuine warmth, a homeliness Friday (20).
Following
that
date,
managerial roles on Loew circuit
cabin boy aboard a Polish freighter
fitting to the Carey character and Paramount will resume the Tuesday during vacation period when elevapreparing to leave Ireland for Amer.
tryouts of stageshows which are tion "was announced by M. J. Cullen,
hospitality.
The boat was convoyed part of the Carey
ica.
Ralph Morgan' presented the actor scheduled for opening following day district manager for Loew's in this
the way by the ill-fated Hood, and
with a scroll signed by -500 picture at the Par, N. Y. Meantime, the territory. For the time being, Frank
early in its voyage was machinePar, Stapletoh, 6. 1., has been used as Heller, student assistant, is filling in
gunned by two German planes. But people after Edwin Schallert, drama a tester ^t.
as his successor.
young Kelly insists he wasn't critic of the Los Angeles Times, had
Silverman Brothers, Jake and Ike,
made a little speech about C^rey.
frightened.
celebrated silver anniversary of their
Bob Blslr Beslxns
Those
things Ed just said about
Strand, Altoona, Pa., with big civic
When his boat docked in the U. S.,
New Orleans, June 17.
me,' the actor spoke in response, 'as
Bob
Blalr,
manager
of
he saw the metropolitan sights, and
the Saenger event partlSipated in b^ city leaders.
far- as he knows, they're true.
Fm
Silvermans
.opened their first nickeltheatre
for
the
past
10
years,
refinally arrived in the lobby of the
odeon in Altoona' 36 years ago. In
Fabian theatre (WB) in Hoboken. never going to tip him off. That's signed Friday (13). Plans to return
shortly to his home in California. addition to Strand there, they also
Arthur Manfredonia, Fabian man' part of the racket, too.
The best part of this business is He assigned no other reason for operate the Iiogan and the Blalr.
ager, saw the boy and was attracted
quitting.
by his Interesting brogue. When he the friends you make. Of course,
Coorteay's Beward
discovered that the boy's name was when the paycheck is coming in regL. Variety's Brive
Omaha, June 17.
George Kelly, he thought of the ularly you get a kind of dollar digSt Louis, June 17.
nity.
The weeks you 4on't get it,
Lee Purcell, who won plaudits
Execs of the local Variety Club are
Stanley's Kelly. He detained the boy
from press an(i public as the 'pleasand called the Stanley loianaged Im' you've got your friends. Fve had huddling with owners of the Town antest
the
has 'quit
doorman,'
my share of success. It got this place Club building, downtown, for the
mediately.
purchase of the building as head- Brandels after being with the house
Kelly met the boy. He heard his for me. We had to home^ead it and
since it opened. Purcell started as
raise kids and calves and some other quarters of the Midwest Polio Assn.
brogue, was hit by Ms wit and In
The headmen of the Polio Assn. have usher and earned favorable comthings.'
good
ment
from
telligence.
patrons
for
his
entered upon a five-year program to
He told of Ills own career, from raise
Kelly has three daughters, but no
between- $200,000 and $500,000 humor and courtesy. Job and praise
legit to pictures back in 19(>8, not
well for him that the
to erect or buy a structure for the worked
sons. He asked George to remain in
America and become his son. George, glossing over the hardships and de- use of infantile paralysis victims. U. S. National Bank has given him
scribing one season he hpd to go The organization has raised more a nice job.
after much deliberation, answered
Into a' circus as trad for the family, than $3,500
through two benefit
'Yes,' and now Kelly is writing to
shows given at the Fox and Lou
PhlUy'a Own Charity Fond
the boy's parents asking for their but a happy summer for me.' He Ansell, v.p.
of the Variety Club, said
also admitted that he does 'a little
Philadelphia, June 17.
permission to adopt George.
plans are being laid to raise $25,000
eyebrow acting now and then.'
Philly film men, called upon to
more through a wild west show- or raise
money for every drive for the
Betty Field, the leading lady In
Subllc dance, or both, at the Arena needy
here,
have decided that
'The Shepherd of th'e HIUs' also
ere next fall.
Decin'onon SPG
charity begins at home. A fund has
made a little speech, presenting him
been set up with profits of the testiwith a watch from Paramount. So
Ed Fisher's Connection
monial, limcheon for Louis (Pop)
Of
York Due Soon did OUve
Carey, once his leading
Cleveland, June 17.
Korson two weeks ago for use for
Ed Fisher, former UA publicity tmemployed members of the induslady.
The rest' of the day was derep
becoming associated with try. The money will be administered
With the National Labor Rela voted to eating, dancing, drinking Fine,here,
Stecker & Kramer, owners of
by the Motion Associates, organizations Board about to issue a decision and watching shots from early pic- a string
of nabe Associated
tion of exchange salesmen and execs.
on New York Screen Publicist tures in which Carey, Charlie CHiap- Takes over management Theatres.
of their
ThcStanley, Camden, will disconGuild's petition to be recognized as Un, Richard Barthelmess, Lillian Imperial, effective June 22. Fisher,
bargaining agent for home office Glsh, Clara Kimball Young, Wil- 6ne time newspaper radio editor and tinue Sunday stage shows for the
summer after this Sabath (21). The
press employees, letter by three liam S. Hart, Buster Keaton and later a film salesman, replacing
Spence Pierce, who is quitting to do house features the show on the Earle
Metro workers charging the SPG other film pioneers appeared.
stage show that week. The Earle is
publicity
work
for 20th-Fox, latter
Among the old time actors preswith 'mighty bad Americanism* has
closed Sundays,
been repudiated by one of its 'sign^ ent were WllHam Famum, Claire joining 20th on July 7.
Phllly exhibs attended a cocktail
Nat Wolf and Jerry Frledlander
Windsor, Jane and Eva Novak,
ers.' He has since joined the Guild,
appointed by Variety (Slub as a com- party tor Bud Abbott and Lou Costello at the Ritz Carlton Thursday
after learning, he said, that it has James Klrkwood and William Des- mittee to handle work
of picking
never voted on or otherwise taken mond.
under-privileged children to be sent (12.)
Ruth Abbott, local model, screenan official stand on conscription.
to summer camps for 12-day vacatested for a part In 'Panama HatUe.'
tions. Last year club paid vacation
SPG some montJlS ago petitioned
Higglnbotham, projectionHunt Wins Loew's Award expenses for nearly 600 youngsters istGeorge
the NLRB for certification as the
at the Rio, Frankford, has taken
...
Joe
Longo,
Loew's
pji.,
taking
toroper collective bargaining agent
over operation of the house.
family to Boston for vacation
for homeoffice publicists in the major
Joe Leon, Universal salesman, and
IiOuisville, June 17.
George Stevens, supervisor of two
film companies.
In a notification
George N. Hunt, manager Loew's Driv^-In houses here. Inaugurating Oscar Neufeld, Horlacher exec, infrom the Board's exec sec Monday State, last week was awarded a free auto service for passengers jured in auto accident near Camden
(16) Guild was informed that the de- plaque, called Loew's Dollar Award, waiting at nearby airport for planes. last week.
Harold Brason, manager of the
cision which has .been reached can by JDscar Doob, Loew's director of
S-W Diamond; Joe Nevison, BromFltzslbbon, Jr.,- Back to Canada
be expected shortly.
advertising and publicity, in recogJ. J. Fitzglbbon, Jr., son of the ley, and Al Allen, Warner booking
nition of outstanding showmanship.
recently-appointed president of offce, called for physical exams by
Award was made to^Hunt for ex- Famous Players-Canadian, who
'Parson's' Salt Lake Preem
had their draft boards last week.
ploitation campaigns and aggressive been attached to the Paramount
Hollywood, June 17.
effort In marking up high grosses home office in New York, resigned
Blaokstona, Chanres Hands
Harry
Sherman's
high-budget during the past season.
Friday (13) and Immediately reDetroit, Jime 17.
western, 'The Parson of Panamint,
turned to Toronto. He may go into
Closed for two years, the Blackis set for a world premiere in Salt
the army shortly, however, being a
stone, small i-nd obsolete house in
Netco's Golf Tourney
Lake City.
lieutenant in the U. S. reserves.
the downtown section here, has been
Formerly
Studio is lining up a group of
a
manager
for
PP-C
In
The Netco circuit pf upstate New
taken over by Milton Jacobson,
stars for the junket to the Mormon York theatres, a part of the Para- Winnipeg, Fitzglbbon was assistant manager of the Monroe. The house
to Eddie Hyman, h.o. Par theatre
Raymond
capital.
was
relinquished
by
mount chain, will hold a golf tourna- executive on resigning.
Schrelber,
liidwest Theatres.
of
ment at Adolph Zukor's estate at
Jacobson is remodeling the house
LEADS FOR 'CIIFPEB'
New City, N. Y., July 30. Harry
Sold Under the Hammer
<and>'HndderBl^g-lt for^jpening in a
Royster, in charge of operation of
Rochester, N. Y., June 17.
Hollywood, June 17.
month.
Rose
Garden theatre, former
Irene Hervey draws the top femme the Netco circuit, and Eugene Iievy,
Stahley, sold by city at public
role opposite William Gargan in partner in It, are in charge of the ar'
Boss Simpson to B. C.
auction for $16,500 to representative'Bombay Clipper,' starting tomorrow rangements.
.RusseU Simpson placed in charge
of Hart Food Stores. House was
Cost of attending the tournamenl, built and
(Wed.) at Universal.
operated for a time by of Paramount's Vancouver (B. C.)
John Rawlings directs and Mar- including fbod, refreshments, etc, Richard and Casimir Stahley, known exchange. Vacancy caused by the
shall Grant Is associate producer.
$10.
in vaude years ago as The Musical recent death of William Hansher.
14.

•

—

(urro'unded by some of his most repulsive friends. Broadway Rose and
Broadway Sam a gruesome two.

other

Sentiment

t

• 10-gallon sombrero, a formal lum-

A

h

'

bedecked in his usual lounge

He was

Shindig Genuine

.

tenlierg.

,

Carey's 33d Anni

,

to go.

arrival.

'

A

Manhattan notables as Broadway
Harry the Horse, ComBroadway Sam,
Dutch,
Izzy the Painter, Swifty Morgan,
Cheesecake Ike (came with Lindy),
Blackie Chink, Chicago George and
Louie the Louse. It looked like a
trailer for 'Arsenic and Old Lice.'
'Hunted for Cholly Knickererbocker,
but I guess he had sortie place else

cial

District

WB

modore

I

Ms

lowed

Manager,

Hose,

.that

Shifts; Exhfli

Blacksmiths. Rose Garden shuttered ~
C, June 17.
manager Warren Irvln has most of time since the Dixie opened
S.

anaouDotd' Palmetto company's four nearby in 1927.
Embassy, operated several weeks
Columbia, 6. C, houses, recently alto. open Sundays under new with Italian films by V. B. Faga,
state blll^ will give local churches closes for siunmer,
clean break. Palmetto, Rltz, Five
a total of 157.
will operate from
and
Strand,
Points
Kaehn; WUIiains Swap
In the Beat Par Sales drive of
a to 0:30 afternoons and after B pjn.
Jersey City, June 17.
National, the Washington exchange only.
came out on top In the first group,
Rudolph Kuehn, In charge of WarJoseph Newman, Hollywood, diwhile in the second Indianapolis was rects of Pete Smith's shorts for ners' Hudson County theatres for
Metro, has arrived at Camp Ooft three years, and Anthony Williams,
the winner.
director
of
Warner houses in the
battalion.
27th
draftee
her« as
in
Mrs. Claire Nichols resigned as Essex County zone for six years,
boxofflce manager, Dock Street thea- have exchanged posts.
tre,. Charleston, to become executive
Jack Davis' N. T. Boose
secretary, Yardley Summer Theatre,
Buclu County, Fa.
Jack Davis, operator of a chain of
newsreel theatres in London known
Loew's N. E. ShlfU
as the Monseigneurs, has leased the
Little Carnegie, and, after remodelBoston, June 17.
Several personnel changes 1> the ing, will open about Labor Day with
Northeast division of Loew's Thea- a newsreel policy. House also will
tres annoimced by Charles E. Kurtz- be equipped to show television.
Vaughn
Its
man, division manager.
Goldberg's Oaklander
O'NeQ shifts from Loew's, Provi-

Hollywood, June

sponsored by Ground-Grlppers.
San Qnentin Qnall
Never saw such, a soignee audi'
It was like a first night at
ence.
Dannemora or a burning at Sing
Everybody of importance
Sing.
was \here except Abe Reles and
(They're house
Lepke Buchalter.
guest of a guy named O'Dwyer.)
Among the early arrivals were such

—a cowboy

the

Loews N.L
Spartanburg,

NLR6

New

.

.

.

.
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'Lisboa-^nn MiUer Trim
In

$46,000

Chlcago, June

17.

W

This week comes up -with the
promise of much boxoSlce strength,
and it's due mainly to a combination
stage-bookings

and

HoUywood
,

likely will hold up.
Across the street presence of the

.

Big

coming feature retains 'One Night In
Lisbon* (Par) which played solo list
week. Although an odd oomblnatlon,
Idea was hapn7 thou^t because pair
wIU do nice $7,500. 'Lisbon' first
$7,700,

Tower

Globe

very acceptable.
10-30)—
(2,110;

(B&K)

(900; 35-55-65-75)

21)

—^'One Night in Lis-

Faramonnt

bon' (Par) (2d wk).

Blalto—'Tight Shoes* (U) (17).
(Reviewed in Vahbtt June 11)
Boxy-'Man Hunt' (20th) (2d
wk).

Dorsey Boosting

Strand-'Out

limited' to Big 20G,

of the Fog'

(WB)

(Reviewed in VAHiETr June

Week

WasL, Others Limp

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)
—'Broadway Limited' (UA). Can
thank Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra on
stage for most of Its ^ top-notch
$20,000. Last week, •Woman's Face'
(M-G) launched a -ritlpload of cash,
$23,500 worth.

ColnmbU (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)—
Woman' (UA) (2d run).

'Hamilton

Only

fair $4,500.

bar' (Par) (2d

o(

11)

Jnne 26

Astor- 'Major Barbara' (UA)
(7th wk).

—
— The

Broadway

Washington, June 17.
weeks in the
There are customers In this boomUnited -Artists, is taking some more town when there Is something on the
loop money at the Apollo while
them In. Only the
coax
•Wings' moves to the Garrick after marquee to
Capitol has discovered It, however,
two weeks at the Chicago.
Estimates for This Week
Jimmy Dorsey 's band this- week
35-55-65-75)
Apollo (B&K) (1,200;
'Broadway Limited' to
boosting
—•Woman's Face' (M-G). Fourth smash week following socko last
week in loop, but heading for okay stanza with 'Woman's Face.' Else$5,500. Last week •Bad lAan' (M-G) where biz Is Just dribbling along In
reopened house on grind policy to the doldrums.

(Par). In here from the
Chicago and heading for $4^000, satLast week
isfactory for holdover.
•Penny Serenade' (Col) finished third
loop session to good $4,400.
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-44)—
'Sea Wolf (WB) and 'Devil Miss
Combination will
Jones' (RKO).
Last week
bring in mild $6,500.
and
'Footsteps
(Par)
•Zanzibar'
Dark' (WB) brought in neat $7,500.
Palace (KKO) (2,500; 33-44-86)—
•In Navy' (U) and "Tight Shoes' (U)
(2d wk). This duet is a big winner
and waxing fat' In holdover at $15,000, after steaming In with walloping $22,200 last week.

May

Palaoe—'Citizen Kane' (RKO)
(8th wk).

(83d wk).

Face,' after three fat

—Garrlek
'Wings'

)

(20).

United Artists Is offering a wmnef in 'Men of Boys Town' which
opened Saturday (14). Palace goes
Into a big second week with 'In the
Navy' and "Tight Shoes,' after a sen'Woman's
initial
week.
sational

mighty good.

(

Knew All the

(Reviewed in Vabzeit

(JoSee)

'Singing HIU' (Rep) plus with Major
whmer unit on stage.
Best combo here In weeks and showing up very fine $9,000 at the box

prospect.

neat $5,000.
Chleogo (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
•Lisbon' (Par) and Glenn Miller
band on stage. Strong dual action
at the boxoffice which will zoom to
migh^ fine $46,000. Last week
•Wings' (Par) finished fortnight on a
glide but wound Up with $32,400,

— 'Underground' WB

Moslo Hall—'She
Answers' (Col).

Bowes* prize

J.

(2d wk).
(21).

Last week, 'Cowboy Blonde'
officei
Ted Fio-Rito orchestra brings addi- (20th) and 'Crazy Show' on stage,
tional boxofllce happiness.. Though average $8,000.
tied in with a repeat picture which

has previously played the loop and
key nebe spots, the Fio-Rito crew
looks strong enough to overcome
Healthy takings In
this drawback.

Week of Jane 19
Astoi^'MaJor Barbara' (UA)
(6th wk).
Broadway—Fantasia' (Disney)
(82d wk).
Capitol—'Billy the Kid' (M-G).
(Reviewed in Vabietv Mov 28)
Criterion—'In the Navy' (U)

"

.

producQon. Chicago has a neat com- week,
bination of .'Night In Lisbon' on the
screen and Glenn Miller's band on
the' stage, all of which adds up to
Started snappily and
fine revenue.

Rons on Broadway
C5ubiect to Change)

Perky Chi; Fio-Rito and 'Girl Gob'

$17m%$ Town' 18a
of

First

CM>ltol

^'Fantasia'

(Disney)

Big

Store*

(M-G).
(Revleuied in Current Issue)

Criterion— 'Mata Hari* (M-G)
(re-issue)

Palace— 'Citizen Kane' (RKO)
(Oth

wk).

Paramount

— 'Caught

in

the

Draft* (Par) (25).

Boxy

—

'

'Moon

Miami

Over

(20th) (27).

(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Strand—'Out of the Fog' (WB)
-(2dwk).

Baho Aided by

Last week. 'Zanzi-

nm). wound up fourth

Rain;

W

IQdMopper {12,000,

main-stem week with good enough
$4,200.

%vy'

Earle (WB) (2.216; 28-30-44-66)—
'Knew Answers' (Col), plus vaude.
Opened slowly but government pay-

9G;

Sad

Baltimore, June 17.
day mav boost to fair $17,000. Last
week, Tleaching Sun' (Par), plus
Plenty of rain kept them In town
Victor McLaelen on stage, flopped to. over the weekend and helped hypo
dreary $11,000.
(RKO) (1,830; 39-55)— downtown b.o.s all around. Most
Keith's
'New Orleans' (U). 'Dietrich allure consistent is 'Billy the Kid' at Loew's
sad Century. H.o. of 'In the! Navy' at
soften critics' blows;
didn't
Last week, 'Kane' (RKO) Keith's reached opening
$6,500.
week's figwound up four n.s.g. weeks of ad35-55-65- vanced price engagement, last stanza ures at start of the second sesh and

Boosevclt (B&K) (1.500;
75)—'Blood Sand' (20th) (3d

'

.

Is

wk.). a floppo $4,000;

pointing tb a second big profit

MetropoUtan (WB) (1,600; 28-44) round with a third already underOhpeoed lined.
^
home currently to the time of $8,000, —'Wagons Roll' (WB).
Estimates for This Week
nifty, following big second session at strong and looks like good $6,500.
Last week, 'Doe' (WB) (2d run),
Centnry (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15$10,400.
StiKte-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 26-44) food enough third downtown week, 28-44)— 'Billy-Kid' (M-G). Attracting steady day and night response to
-'Girl, Gob' (RKO) and Ted FioNaUonal (1,300; B5-75-$f.lO-$1.6S) town-leading $12,000. Last week, secRito orchestra unit on stage. Band
name on the rostrum Important since —'Fantasia' (Disney). Aimounce- ond of 'Love Crazy* (M-G), added
film is strictly a loop repeater. ment that current (6th) week la final fairish $5,400 to strong opening round
Happy $17,000 in sight Last week one Is boosting this towards good at $13,700.
•Devil Dogs' (WB) and Major Bowes $9,000, same figure as previous week.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
28-55)— 15-28-39-44-55-68)
(2.242;
unit good at $15,600.
Falaoe (Loew)
'AffecUonately
United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700; 'Blood and Sand' (20th). Not the Yours' (WB) plus Ina Ray Hutton
85-65-85-75)
'Men Boys Town' one to coax the cash from customers orch, just ambling along to possible
week,
Last
(M-G). SUrted on Saturday (14) pockets, ailing at $13,500.
$10,000.
Last week, 'Adventure
and looks like big $18,000 for Initial 'Wings' (Par), sagged to same poor Washington' (Col), plus vaude. fared
session. Last week 'Woman's Face' figure.
about same at $9,700.
(M-G) finished fine three-week stay
Keith's (Schanberger) (2.406; 15in the house at $9,400.
28-39-44)— 'In Navy' (U) (2d wk).

Has been doing

fine

and coming

,

—

—

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 50-75»1.10-$1.65)—'Kane' (RKO) {8th wk.).
Putting out a flock of cut-rates and
getting additional coin. Now on upbeat and looks for staying power at
$9,000 currently, following a take of
nearly $9,000 last week.

XC.

BIZ LOOKING UP;

BOWES UNIT-AUTRY 9G
General

Kansas City, June 17.
perked up this week,

b.o.

'BUIy The Kid' Leading
Lincoln Pack, Hot iViG

Lincoln, Neb., June 17.
'Billy the Kid' Is galloping away
with the b.o. loot at the Lincoln hut

nobody's complaining about biz, with
only 'Affectionately Yours* lagging.
Nebraska with 'Black Cat' and 'Magic
in Music' was last week's surprise
pulling best in three months.
Estimates for This Week.
(Monroe-'Noble-Federer)
Colonial
10-15)

— 'Sheriff

Very strong with $9,000 a cinch after
mopping up on the opening round to
tune of $11,600.
New (Mechanic) (1.581; 15-28-3544)—'Blood Sand (20th) (3d wk).
Fairly steady at $4,000, after totaling
all right $10,200 in previous brace.
Stanley (WB) (3,280: 15-28-39-4455)—'Million Dollar Baby* (WB).
Not doine as well as expected with
mildish S7,500, best in sight. Last
week, 'Reaching for Sun' (Par),
n.s.g. at uneventful $5,300.

Tombstone'

un the Navy' Is fully living up to (750;
Underworld' (WB)
high expectations In the twin-dat- (Rep) and 'King
Rooil' (Mono)
jng Esquire and Uptown but double split with "Wranglers
(Col). Average $900.
billed where 'Buck Privates' played and 'Girls Road'
Horseback
'Cyclone
solo.
Tower has a banner week Last week,
Trouble' (Col)
with Bowes unit on stage and Gene (RKO) and 'Peiipers
Rustlers' (Col)
Autry's 'Singing Hill' making one of I split with 'Bullets
Sour $750.
raongest combos here in some time. "knd 'Before Hang" (Col).
Cooper-Par) (1,503;
Lincoln (J.
Billy the Kid' Is okay on its second
10-25-40)—'BlUy Kid' (M-G). Booked
week
for only 7 days, looks like chich
Estimates for ThU Week
(U),
Navy*
'In
week,
Esqnire and Uptown (Fox Mid- $4,500. Last
west) (820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)— 'In folded toward end of run but still
Navy' (U) and 'Scotland Yard' (20th) garnered $4,000.
duaUed. Abbott-Costello film in beCooper-Par)
(J.
H.
Nebraska
hind good ad and publicity campaign, (1,236; 10-20-25)
'Romance Rio
and seems sure to top 'Buck Pri- Grande' (20th) and 'Mutiny Arctic'
vates' figure. Hefty $9,500 In sight, (U).
Off key $1,500. Last week,
and holdover. Last week, 'Blood 'Black Cat' (U) and 'Magic Music*
Sand' (20th) solo In a hold-over (Par), sleeper combo for extremely
week gave a good account of itself nice $2,100.
at $S,500.
Stuart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1.884;
MIdUnd (Loew's (4,101; 10-28-44) 10-25-40)—'Night In Lisbon' (Par).
BiUy Kid' (M-G):,.a«dri6roadway Despite imcertaln opening should get
Limited' (UA) dualled and hold-over $3,000, nice.
Last week. 'Million
pair.
Unusual that any film plays Dollar Baby* (WB) plugged along
more than seven days in this house. for fair $2,900.
This one's gross stacks up close to
(1.100:
(Noble-Federer)
Varsity
'Affffectlonately Yours'
ivf^ST"* ^e<!i^. Last week's large 10-25-40)
fia-SOO will probably be followed by (FN).
Town's biggest dlsappohit8.000, swell for second stanza.
ment at very weak $2,500. Last week.
Newman (Paramount) (1.900; 10- 'Sunny' (RKO) wasn't much better
28-44)— 'Reaching Sun' (Par). In- at $2,600.
.

—

Much of the gloom hanging over
of recent weeks has been
dispersed by new. shows for which
there is more than the average
action at the boxoffice.
A couple
major holdovers, one of them forced
a second week, are being passed up.
'Simny' remains only seven days
at the Music HaU, but at $72,000 it's
fair enough. Other new shows are
comparatively better, and the Abbott-Costello comedy, 'In the Navy,'
is a whizzer on biz. It topped $26,000
on the first seven days at the
straight-film Criterion ending last
That's the second
night (Tues.).
best week the house has had in its
five years of operation.
Both the Roxy and Paramount are
doing what amounts to very substantial business for this time of the
year.
Former with 'Man Hunt,'
which took the house back to a Friday opening, will hit $45,000 or close.
Par has 'Night in Lisbon' and, on its
stage, Milton Berle, Vincer t Lopez
and supporting acts. Theatre sounded off last night (Tues.) at $41,000
for the initial seven days. *Both
these shows as well as 'In the Navy'
'
hold over.
While Loew's is having trouble
wooing people into the Capitol to
see 'Love Crazy,' which winds up its
second-final week tonight (Wed.) at
only about $15,000, it is getting a
strong play at the State. With 'Ziegfeld Girl' on the screen second-run.
house headlines Gertude Niesen and
The-Hartmans on Its four-act vaudeBroadway

Fabce (RKO)

(3,700; 30-35-42-55)

—'Million Dollar Baby' (WB). Lost
on the marquee and merely a handful of customers at oper'ng, presaging very weak $5,000. Last week,
'Knew All Answers' (Col), with bet-

Lopez) Aids

is

being clocked;

week ending
Away on

first

last night (Tues.), $41,000.

Third week
Vaughn Mon-

holdover today (Wed.).
for 'Wings' (Par) and
roe $33,000, sturdy.

Badto City Mnslo Hall (RockefeU
(5,960; 44 - 55 - 85 - 99 - $1.65)—
(RKO) and stage show.
fairly, but far from stoutly, at
$72,000 or bit above and remains
only one week with 'She Knew All
Answers* (Col) opening tomorrow
(Thurs.).
Last week, third for
'Penny Serenade* (Col), $65,000, all
lers)

'Sunny'

Doing

right.

Blalto (Mayer) (750; 28-44-55)—
'Tight Shoes' (U) opens here tonight

(Wed.).

'Saint's

Vacation'

(RKO)

very tiresome, getting $4,500, while
'Nurse's Secret' (WB), its predecessor, hit only $5,000, mild.
Boxy (20th) (5,835: 35-55-65-7585)— 'Man Hunt' (20th) and stage
show. Strong from the gun and will
end up at $45,000 or close, very
good, holding over. Final eight days
on third, week of 'Blood and Sand'
(20th) $26,500, moderate.

Stote (Loew's) (3,400: 28-44-55-7590-$1.40)— "Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G) (2d
run> and vaude headed by Gertrude
Niesen and The Hartmans. Into the
hieher brackets this week with $24,000 or thereabouts sighted following
several recent disappointing weeks.
'Topper Returns' (UA) (2d run) and
George White's 'Scandals' wound up
at less than $20,000, off-color.
Strand (WB) (2,787; 35-55-75-85Combined draught of 99)—'MlUton DoUar Baby' (WB)and
ville bill.
G«es
film and stageshow means a strong lies Brown (2d-flnal week).
out
on crutches tomorow night
$25,000 or near to that'.
(Thurs.), on holdover, being this
Strand is dipping to under $20,000, side of
$20,000, while first week was
weak, on its second stanza with 'Mil- only
$27,000.
Had
to hold due to
lion Dollar Baby' and I^es Brown.
stage commitments.
'Out of the
Estimates for This Week
Fop' (WB) and Guy Lombardo open
Astor (UA) (1,012; 30-40-55-65)— Friday morning (20).
'Barbara' (UA) (6th week). Wound
up fifth week last night (Tues.) at
$11,000,' fair, and goes into sixth toDRIVE HITS MONT'L
day (Wed.). The fourth round was
Warners yesterday (Tues.) •Ooe* Tops
$12,500.
Town With $8,000—
concluded plans to open 'Sergeant
•Lisbon' Mlldlsh $5,009
York' here July 2 on a roadshow
basis at $2 top,
Montreal, June 17.
Broodway (Disney) (1,895; 65-75
Last week of the Victory Loan will
$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)
'Fantasia' (Dls
continue to dent grosses with 'John
ney) (32d week).
With business Doe' topping the town and repeaters
and advance sale steady no date for helping to cut down the balance of
departure set as yet, but final weeks takes.
being advertised; last week (31st)
Estimates for llils Week
$9,500, as compared with $10,000 for
HU Majesty's (CT) (1,600; 50-75the 32d.
,
$1.00, plus tax)— 'Night January 16.'
Capitol (Loew's) "(4,520; 35-55-85- Legit show opened Monday (16).
$1.10-$li6)
'Love Crazy' (M-G) Fair advance sale. Last week's h.o,
(2d-final«veek). Did rather well on Tantasia' (Disney), good $6,500.
first. week at $28,000, but going to
Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-82)—
pieces on the holdover and will be
Tenny Serenade' (Col) (2d wk),
only about $15,000. 'Billy the Kid'
pointing to good $5,500, following
(M-G) Is being rushed in tomorow

LOAN

'

—

—

okay $6,800

(Thurs.).

Criterion

(Loew's)

v 1,662;

35-44-

55-75>—'In Navy' (U) (2d week).
Sets sail on second week today after
socking through the first seven days
to more than $26,000, very big for
this house,
la ahead 'Magic in
Music' (Par) under $5,000, poor.
Globe (Brandt) (1,180; 28-35-55)—
'Broadway Limited' (UA). No dice,
only atMut $5,000. Last week, second for 'Devil Dogs of Ahr' (WB)
'Underground'

(reissue), $6,000, o.k.

(WB) opens here Saturday (21).
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 7S-85-$1.10'Kane' (RKO) (7th
week). Not attracting much b.o. attention; last week (6th), $13,000, and
$l.e5-$2JZ0)

—

last

week.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
'Night Lisbon' (Par) and 'Cowboy
Blondf' (Par). Sighting $5,000, fair.
Last week, 'Million Dollar Baby'
(WB) and 'Nurses Secret' (WB),

weak

$4,000.'

Loew's (C?r) (2,800; 35-53-67)—
'John Doe' (WB). Best In town with
good $8,000 in sight Last week;
"Wings' (Par), fair $6,500.
Prlnoess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-53)—
'Power Dive' (Par) and 'West With
Peppers' (Col). Weak start Indicates
slim $2,500. Last week, 'Model Wife'
(U) and 'Golden Hoofs' (Col), poor
$2,000.

Orpheam (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
'Uncertain Feeling' (UA) (2d wk).

Feeble $1,400 ahead after poor $1,800
week.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
in Lisbon' (Par) and
Milton Berle, Vincent Lopez band, (600; 30-60)— 'Circonstances Attenantes.' Should pick up a little to
others. In person (2d-flnal week).
fair. Last week's fourth re$1,200,
Stage puU of Berle show credited
peat 'Reclf de Corail.' down to $650.
with much of the good business that
St. Denis (France-Fihn) (2,300; 3040)— 'Varietes' and 'Le Billet de
Mllle' $3,000 in sight so-so. Last
week,
'Voix
sans
Visage'
and
'L'Amour en Cage,' weak $3,100.

probably goes out shortly.

Faramonnt (Par)

(3,664; 35-55-85-

last

99)—'Night

Doldrums
Sad 6G

— 'Navy'

That Dark, Brown Havor

Hollywood, June 17.
Eleanor Powell's next starrer af
Metro is 'I'll Take Manila,' a singing
and dancing show with a Mexican
ter names, caught only $5,500, too background, and a bull fight dance
thin.
technically advised by Dr. Alfonso
SUte (Loew's) (3,450; 30-36-42-55) Gaona, professor emeritus of mata—'Night Lisbon' (Par). More zip doring;
here, with nice weekend attendance
Eddie "Buzzell directs the picture
carrying it to $9,500, okay.
Last
week, 'Billy Kid' (M-G), pulled in a and Jack Cummlngs is producer.
heavy thriller-diUer crowd, surpris-

Slick Holdover, 'Kid'
Cleveland, June 17.
another average summer
Just
week, with 'One Night in Lisbon'
leading at the State, but by a slim
margin. 'Million DoUar Baby' picking up only pennies at Palace, being
topped even by Hipp's b.o. of 'In the
Navy.'
- Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—
'Shining Victory' (WB). Extremely
nice notices advancing trade to good
$3,700, Last week, 'Blood and Sand'
(20th) (2d wk), rolled up fine K200.

$26,000; Berle (with

lisbon' 41G; 'Hunt/ 45^ 'Sunny/ 72G

'Lisbon' Nice $9,500 But 'Baby'

K

—

Sock

Cleve. in Sununer

.

—

New Shows Up B'way; Abbott-Costeflo

Okay

ing $12,300.
Stillman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-4255)—'Billy Kid' (M-G). Keeping up
the good work on moveover with
swell $6,000 in sight
Last week,
'Wings' (Par) slowed up a bit on
shiftover, but $4,200 still above ordinary.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-35-4255)— 'In the Navy' (U). One of the
house's best sleepers, steadily growing to worthwhile $6,500 on second
stan:£a after terrific $11,200 on first
round.

Fonda's 'Male Animal'
Hollywood, June

17.

Henry Fonda gets the male lead
Warners' "The Male Animal' on a
loan from 20th Century-Fox. Priscilla Lane has the femme lead, with
Elliott Nugent co-author with James
Thurber, directing.
Nugent directed and created the
male lead in the original legit production of the comedy
in

-

i
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PICtURE GROSSES

10

Oat of Trenches; IQldare Plus

Pitt

Lombardo

$19,000, Crix

Sock Usbon

and 'Cowboy Blonde' (20th) (both
continued from Met), $7,200.
Slate (Loew) (3,600; 28-39-44-55)—
'Woman's Face' (M-Cr) and 'Broadway Limited' (UA). WUl hit around
Last week, 'Love
$17,000, socko.
Crazy' (M-G) and 'Rage Heaven'

(M-G)

(holdover),

dual,

good.
'

—

In Chips, $23,000. 'NavyTowerful 21G

$10,000,

'Larceny Street' (Indie) and
44)
86-40-50)—'Sunny*
(RKO)
(1,800:
'Jungle Love* (Par) (reissue), skidand 'Power Dlv«' (Par) opened weU
ding to pallid $2,000. Last week, and looks like good $5,000.
Last
'Rookies on Parade* (Rep) and 'Cat
week, 'Knew All Answers' (Col) and
Canary' (Par) (reissue), $3,000.
'Dare Not Love' (Col), took robust

(Par), 'Footsteps Dark' (WB), 'Nice
Pittsburgh, June 17.
Girl' (U), mild $1,000.
farmer ever welcomed the
Avenae - Military - Dundee (Goldwith more enthusiasm than berg) (960; 600; 300; 25)— 'Night Rio*
exhibs who are attributing most of (20th) and 'Adam Sons' (Col) split
'La
(Col),
with 'Blondie I^aUn'
better b.o. tone to three days of
Zonga' (U) and *Melody Three'
showers and cooler weather. At the (RKO), meagre $975. Last week,
downtown wickets it's still the same 'Gone With Wind' (M-G) split with
Nights' (Par), 'Dark, BIG $15,000, 'BLOOD'
story: them as has, gits. Guy Lom- 'Las Vegas
Handsome* (20th) and 'District Atbardo is the usual magnet at the torney' (Rep), fair $1^00.
Providence, June 17.
Stanley and he wUl lift the big deBiz plenty good hereabouts with
luxer to its best level of the month.
consistently sloppy weather keeping
The Fulton is finding the second Abbott-Costello Top
motorists closer to home.-'Blood and
week of 'In the Navy' better than
Sand' at Majestic, 'BiUy the Kid' at
any single week since 'Fantasia' deLoew's State, and 'One Nipht in LisHub with Terrif 22G;
parted.
bon' at Strand, are aU doing niftily.
The Penn'3 'Night in Lisbon' is a
Estimates for This Week
blackout after unrestricted blasting

No

rains

RAIN HELPS PROV^

W

$6,500.

Taqe'37G

in

Two

Spots

cricks. 'She Knew All the
is not the answer to the
Senator's prayer. Managers as well
Boston, June 17.
as Billy Conn look for a tough night
'In the Navy' is in the money at
Wednesday when the Pittsburgh the Keith Memorial this week, with
fighter faces Louis. Exhibs expect it 'Woman's Face' crowding it at the
to be as bad as when the President Orpheum and State. Both look like
spoke.
holdovers. 'Caught in the Draft' is
Estimates for This Week
also staying over at the Metropoli'Affectionately
Falton (Shea) (1,700; 25-40)— 'lit tan. 'Devil Dogs' and
the
Navy' (U). Second week of Abbott Yours' are clicko combos for
and Costello starrer better than any- Paramount and Fenway, respectively.
four-week
thing here fn months. Heading for 'Citizen. Kane' closed a
Sunday
(15).
stand
roadshow
a juicy $4,300, maybe better. First
Week
for
This
Estimates
here
with
week best of the year
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 15-20-28-44)
Set for a third week, and
$9,500.
—'Hello Sucker' (U) and 'Missing
probably a fourth.
Ten Days' (Col), four days; and
Penn (L<)ew) (3,300; 25-35-50)— 'Penny Serenade' (Col) and 'Model
•Night Lisbon' (Par). CriUcs belted Wife' (Mono) (both 2d run), three
this one so hard it's hurting. Limpheading for tepid $4,500. Last
Last days,
ing along to a poor $8,500.
week, 'Black Cat' (U) and 'Saint's
week, 'Billy Kid' (M-G), fair $13,000. Holiday' (RKO). $4,800, way off.
25-40)—'Vegas
Bits (WB)
(800;
Fenway (M
P) (1.373; 28-39-44Nights* (Par) and 'Round Up' (Par). 55)—'Devil Dogs' (WB) and 'AffecTwinners are suffering and no more tionally Yours' (WB), aiming at
than'sad $1,400 in sight. Last week, staunch $6,500. . Last week, 'Blood
third
week
Crazy*
(M-G),
'Love
Sand' (20th) and 'Cowboy Blonde'
after successive stands at Penn and- (20th) (both continued from Met),
Warner, healthy $3,000.
$5,000, okay.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 28Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50)

Answers'

(Par) and 'Magic

&

•

—'Knew Answers'

Guns

and

$10,000.

Stote (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)—
'BUly Kid' (M-G) and 'Broadway
Limited' (UA). Getting heavy play
and looking to swell $15,000. Last
week 'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'People Kildare' (M-G) (2d wk), grand

(3,000; 35-65)

'Wagons

—

are holding
Brandels.

them

outside

at

the

'-Estimates for This Week
BrandeU (Mort Singer) (1,500; 1025i35-40>—'DevU Dogs* (WB) and
'Sis Hopkins' (Rep) a big $6,300 despite the first' feature's age. Last
week, 'Sunny* (RKO) and ,'Wolf
Chance' (Col), did a fine $6,200.
.

Omaha

(Tristates) (2,000; 10-30-40)
—'BUly Kid' (M-G) and 'Penalty*
(M-G) $10,200, mlghW elegant Last

week, 'John Doe' (WB) and 'Comes
Happiness* (WB), strong $8,000.

Orphenm (Tri) (3,000; 10-30-40)—
•Ends Night' (UA) and 'Man Lost
Self (U), fair $9,000, nothing big for
house. Last week (26-40-55),
^odel Wife' (U) and Apollon-Shore
stage unit 'Camival»of Fun' fell belovL estimate, doing $11,000 on ac'
count of bad weather which kept
•way usual out-of-town show trade.
State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20^25 )—
•That Night Rio' (20th) and 'Adam
Sons' (Col) split with ^Shadows
this

Stairs' CWB), 'Blondie Latin* (Col)
and 'Riches' (RKO) $750. Last week,
•Gone With Wind' (M-G) (25-10-55)

spUt with 'Las Vegas Jlights' (Par),
•Dark Handsome* (20th) and 'District
Attorney*
(Rep)
(10-20-25),
fair
11,100.

(Goldberg)
—Town
'2-Gun Sherifr (Rep),

(1,500; 10-20-25)

'East River'
(WB) and 'Great Swindle* (Col),
triple split with 'O'Malley Mounted'
(Cap). 'Get Girl' (U) and 'Man's
Sister' (Col) 'Streets Cairo' (U) and

•DevU Miss Jones' (RKO), Ught $900.
we^k,
'Sheriff
lASt
Tombstone'
(Rep), 'Girl, Gob' (RKO), 'Strawberry Blonde' (WB),. triple
"Dangerous
Game' (U),
Hoofs'

55)— 'Scattergood

with
'Golden
(20th) and 'Knights Range'
split

,

Strings'

'AMST'

month that the picture business was destined to
the bowwows, a few first-class features, packed with
entertainment and released generally, have changed
past

the financial picture.

It

may have been

that exhibitors

have exhausted the supply of alibis. These have covered a wide territory and have ranged from too much
cold weather to an abundance of hot weather, rato and
draught Joe Stalin, over-tired defense workers, duals
and dishes. Hitler, the draft and outdoor competition.
But the record, to greater detaU on this and adjoto-

a

decided more optimistic outlook.
Good bustoess—and in some spots better than that— is
being rung up by Universal's 'In the Navy,' where
Abbott and CosteUo are dotog on the screen what they
have done to the theatre and on the air for years;
'BUly the Kid' (M-G), a new version of Arizona's bad
boy; 'Sunny' (RKO), starrtog Anna Neagle and revlvmg nostalgic memories and melodies, and 'One
Night to Lisbon' (Par), which Is pleasing customers,
despite tough newspaper criticisms.
Outstanding
among the list of holdovers from earlier weeks' releases Is Joan Crawford's 'A Woman's Face' (M-G),.
which has been lifted toto the upper bracket of the
tog pages, todicates

season's best grossers.

Theatres Stepptog

Up

the Ballyhoo

Ellen Drew.

SUMMARY

.

exhibitors, somewhat dubious at the beginntog of its
runs, have discovered its strength to stand up behind
heavy ballyhoo. The Paramount subsidiary to Detroit,
United Theatres, discarded the routine layouts and ad-

Taylor,

OK

slump

set to.

Earle is wondertog if it's really
true. Bob Crosby's ork, carrying the
stage burden alone, with better-thanaverage screen support to 'Million
Dollar Baby,' brtoglng to the best
bustoess
since
Jimmy Dorsey's
stretch more than a month ago.
Backed up by a heavy bally, 'In
the Navy' has the Stanley cage swim-

ming

in shekels. Apart trom -special
sound truck and heralds ainled at
the 35,000 civilian employes at tlie

Navy Yard,

Estimates for This. Week

Arcadia (Sablosky)

(600; 35-46-57)

—'Pot o' Gold' (UA) (2d run). Hitting no packpot with $2,200, and a
strike-out considering it had only a
single week display on initial downtown rua 'Love Crazy' (M-G) takes
over for

second running today

a

(Tues.),

Boyd (WB)

35-46-57-68)—

(2,560;

'Woman's Face' (M-G) (2d wk).
Dipped to $10,800 after a neat $16,500
in first week.
Earle

(WB)

35-46-57-68)—

(3,350;

'Million DoUar Baby' (WB) bringing
in the chips with Bob Crosby orch
sprucing up the stage and accounting
for bulk of fat $23,000 in sight Only
three standard acts support Last
week, 'Reachtog Sun' (Par) withSimone Simbn and Tommy "Tucker's
tooUers on board, registered a so-so
$17,500.

Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-46-57-68)—
'Blood Sand' (20th) (2d wk). Its
second stanza only $9,700, but not so
Teed off nicely enough with

bad.

$15,200.

(WB)
—Karlton
'Penny Serenade'

35-46-57-68)
(Col) (2d run).

(1,066;

Conttoues strong for its second running with $5,000, highly satisfactory.
Last week, 'Great Commandment*
(20th) yanked out after play tog to its
own amazement for five days with
the house letting it go with take a
sad $2,000.
.

(WB)

Keith's

35-46-57-68)

cruiser and leads all other straight
film houses with '$21,000, nice money
aU the way considering the fact that
the nabes are just begmning to cash
in on the Abbott-CosteUo 'Army*
farce.
Big bally certainly helped.

Last week, 'Love Crazy- (M-G) (2d
wk) dropped too many leagues
imder, coming up with only $9,000.
SUnton (WB) (1.457; 35-48-57)—
'People Kildare'
(M-G).
Kildare
series continue to show strength,
with healthy $4,800 on tap. Last
week, 'Rookies Parade' (Rep) not
even at yard-bird standards did this

Bromfield Tolk

'

first

the

all

satisfy, thto $3,500.

vance copy from home-ofliee sources and. struck out
boldly with a Itoe of advertisements buUt around
'Scarface' Crawford. So successful was the campaign
that It has been duplicated and sent broadcast to other
runs.

EquaUy

refreshing Is the week's dispatch from Minwhich gives the foUowtog as the reason for
the extra bustoess registered bv 'One Night to Lisbon':
'They got back of this one strongly end the boxoffice
neapolis,

results are apparent.'

-

Hope-Crosby. Look Brisk
reports on the new Crosby-Hope starrer,
'Caught to the Draft' (Par), are sparse, but encouragPicture stayed two weeks at the Metropolitan,
ing.
Boston, for $17,600 and $13,000,^ respectively, which is
good, but not great In Denver it touched a new house
record, first week, at $14,500.
Quick glimpse at 'Navy' todicates it wiU exceed the

V

Hollywood, June 17.
Louis Bromfield, after days of
huddles with B. G. DeSylva, was
signed to write the screen treatment
on 'For Whom the Bell ToUs,' the
Ernest Hemtogway novel, for production at Paramount.
Filmtog starts to October, with
.

Sam Wood

'

directing.

First

Par's Coast

Exec Huddle

Hollywood, June 17.
Barney Balaban, Adolph Zukor
and RusseU Holman are due here
Friday MO) for confabs at Paraprevious Abbott-CosteUo 'Buck Privates.'
Recap: mount with Y. Frank Freeman,
Cleveland, slick; Los Angeles, whammer $31,000 (two Buddy DeSylva and Henry Ginsberg,
.

.houses); Ctoctonatl, big $13,000; Providence, $3,800 to
its 3d week; Philadelphia, giant $21,000; Baltimore (2d
week), strong $9,000; New York, smash biz at the Criterion; Kansas City, 2d week; San Francisco, 3d week;

Chicago, 2d

studio execs.

Stanton

Griflia

pay come

west

early next week.

week and

$15,000, great; Buffalo, $15,000,
Boston, terrific $22,000.

sparkltog, and
'BiUy the Kid'

is

strong to Cleveland, zippy to lito-

TBIOGEB FINQEB MANICUBED
,

•

Hollywbod, Junfe

17.

smash to Omaha, sweU in Kansas City, 3d good
ltbbat{'^Ti?llff'"^03sM away his
to San Francisco, and leads the town to Bal- BUly-the-Kid artiUery to take the
timore.
male lead to the Metro picture,
Rapidly disappeartog from the key spots are 'Blood 'When Ladies Meet,' with Joan
and Sand' (20th), which has shown surpristog heft; Crawford and Greer Garson meeting
'Meet John Doe' (WB), 'Wtogs' (Par) and 'That Ham- the boy friend.
;Uton Woman' (UA). Last named looked a standout
FUming starts- June 23, with Robseveral weeks ago, but has not held to its earlier pace. ert Z. Leonard directing.
coto,

There is ample evidence that theatre operators have
not been content to sit back and wait for 'better conditions.'
The Crawford opus is a case to potot where

(RKO)

TOR HEISLER

WUliam Holden and

Evergreen)

('Lisbon') Plenty
anything wrong with the nation's film
boxofllce this week.. After all~the hue and cry of the

stemming

(2,220;
Holly wood, June 17.
—'Wings' (Par) (2d run) (2d wk).
Stuart Heisler gets th« director Held up nicely for six days in second
chore on 'The Remarkable Andrew,' session with $3,000, running on par
Ufa story of President Andrew Jack- with the first week's $4,200.
son, at Paramount
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68)
Cast toppers v* Brian Donlevy, —'In Navy' (U). Going like a fast

No Alibis Needed This Week-Abbott-Gostello, Robert
Anna (*Sunuv') Neagle and Carroll-MacMurray

Isn't

around

$6,000.

weekend

There

at

stage. Fairly
brisk going; probably $10,000. Last
week (30-44), 'Sunny* (RKO) and
(RKO), ordinary
•Shot to Dark'

DRAWS BEAD ON

B. O.

(WB) and

(WB). Mild

and BiU Robinson on

—

NATIONAL

Roll'

Last week," 'Pot o' Gold'
$7,500.
(UA) and 'Young Lady' (20th). developed better than zippy $8,000..
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)—'Blood
Sand' (20th) and 'Wore Crutches'
Getting down to
(20th) (2d run).
around $5,500. Last week, 'BiUy Kid'
(M-G) and 'Mfigic Music' (Par) (2d
rim), not startling, nearly $6,000.
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40)
—'In Navy* (U) and 'Black Cat' (U).
Look like slameroo coin getter,
probably $15,000. Last week, 'Knew
Answers' (Col) and 'Great Swindle'
(CTol), uneventful $6,'m0.
20th Century (Dipson) (3,000; 30-

Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-40-50)—
'Night Lisljon' (Par) and "Monster-

•

downtown cinema

the exodus to the wide-open spaces
and beaches, screen shows came into
their own with a head-start that
points to the best week since the

yard's biggies were house guests
June 17.
running great guns opening night Opening as a doubleheader with Abbott and Costello
making a personal appearance on the
stage the second night

Lakes (Shea)
—Great
'MiUion DoUar Baby'

$11,000.

biz will boost it to $9,000. at Orpheum, $3,000.
Last week, 'Blood Sand' (20th)
Orpheum (Hamrlck

is

fairish $10,600.

-

big.

Navy*

takings elsewhere are mUd.
Estimates for This Week
35-55)—
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
'Night Lisbon' (Par) and 'Get-Away'
(M-G). Ambling along for meagre
Last week, 'Blood Sand'
$9,000.
(20th) and 'Wore Crutches' (20th),

Oke

Omaha: June 17.
Rain every day so far slowed
grosses but outlook Is splendid with
cool weather on tap. "Billy the Kid'
la the best on the, street at the
Omaha. 'So Ends Our Night' plus
•Man Who Lost Himself* at Orpheum
surprised everybody while 'Devil
Dogs of the Air* and 'Sis Hopkins'

the

for

boxofflces, .With showers

Philadelphia
•In the

at the Lafayette with every indication for a sizzling session duplicating thirty-day run 'Buck Privates,'
their other mUitary comedy at this
BiU Robinson at the Cenhouse.
tury is tapping out a nice gross but

Navy' (U) and 'Young GirT (Par). Paced at steady $7,000.
standing 'em up day Last week 'Wings' (Par) (2d wk),
whamming towards nifty $6,000.
holdover. Last week.
'Sunny' (RKO) and 'Tight Shoes'
$4,500.
Lisbon' $6,000 in Port.;
(U).
slumped
off
to $13,500, fair.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 25-40-60)—
Majestio
(Shubert)
(1,014: 55-60
•People Kildare' (M-G) and Guy
•Sunny* 5G; H.O.'s
Lombardo*s band. Without too much 75-$1.10-$1.65)—ICane' (RKO) (4th
Portland, Ore., June 17.
help from, the screen, Lombardo will wk), closed with $7,000 tally. Cut
Two new shows doing good biz
£ull house up into the black. Band prices .hypoed somewhat but came
are 'One Night in Lisbon at the
ere on fifth showing in as many too late.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 28-39- big Paramount and 'Sunny' at
years and always had a solid local
'Caught Draft' (Par) and Orpheum.
Other major houses
Last 44-55)
foUowlng.
Handy $19,000,
week, 'Uncertain Feeling' (UA) and 'Magic Music' (Par), (2d wk), slow- holding, with Hamilton Woman' at
Bob Crosby's band picked up after a ing down to $13,000 gait Initial week the Broadway, setting hot pace,
$17,500, okay.
after sweU first week.
dow start for good $17,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44Estimates
for This Week
Warner (WB) (3,000; 25-35-50)
55)
'Woman's Face' (MG) and
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40•BUly Kid* (M-G), on moveover. 'Broadway Limitcsjl'
Doing 50)-^'HamUton Woman' (UA) (2d
from Penn, should turn in a profit standee nite biz and (UA).
big matinee wk.), for nice $6,000.
First week
able $6,500.
Last week, 'Wings' trade and heading for*
a terrific went over to sweU $6,000.
(Par), on moveover from Penn a $20,000, and
holdover. Last 'week,
May fair tParker - Evergreen)
disappointment, $4,000.
'Love Crazy'
(M-G) and 'Rage (1,500: 35-4D-60)—'Knew All AnHeaven' (M-G), holdover, $14,000, swers' (Col) and 'Dare>Jfot Ijove'
okay.
(Col) m.o. from Orpheum for a secParamount (M&P) (1,797; 28-30- ond week, «kay $3,400. Last week,
44-55)—'DevU Dogs' (WB) and 'Af- 'Great Broadcast' (20th) and "Dead
fecUonally Yours^ (WB). Capacity Men TeU' (20th) (2d wk.), after first

OMAHA, STURDY $10^00

Meagre 9G

Philadelphia, June 17.
raina ]proved a potent

Weekend
booster

Buffalo,

'Many

Blondes' (U). Cornering its steadier
trade nicely and hitting for good
Last week 'Singing Hill'
$4,000.
Pulls'
'Scattergood
and
(Rep)
(RKO), neat $4,500.
Majestio (Fay) (2,200; 28-39-50)—
'Blood Sand' (20th) and 'Beauty's
Sake' (20th). Attracting more than
the usual biz for nifty $9,000. Last
week 'In Navy' (U) and 'Scotland
(2d wk), knockout
Yard' (20th)

Not above 39-44-55)— 'In
a murmur at the b.o. No more than Lady' (20th),
night,
$3,000. Last week, 'Broadcast* (20th) and
better but disappointing at only $22,000, and

W

15G,

in Buff.,

lisbon'

(Col).

•

Going Great

'Navy'

10-25-35)—

(Indie) (2,000;
(Indie)
Mile'

'Night Lisbon'
Music' (Par) in

.

$3,000.

Fay's
'Last

—

line for satisfactory $6,000. • Last
week. 'Blood Sand' (20Ui) and 'Shot
Dark (WB), second stanza, an average $4,500.
United ArUsts (Parker) (1,000; 3540-50)—'Woman's Face* (M-G) and
'Wait for You* (M-G) doing big
$5,500 for second week. First wtek
wowed 'em for $6,200.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400; 28-3950)— 'In Navy' (U) and 'Scotland
Yard' (20th) (3d downtown wk).
Shifted from Majestic and still doing
a whale of a biz with $3,800 in the
offlng. Last week 'Devil Dogs' (WB)
(reissue) and~*Nurses Secret' (WB),

good

S5-40-50)

(3,000;

•

from the

(Hamrick-Evergreen)

Paramount

9G

'

'Baby -Bob Crosby

(000; 16-25-

(Translux)

Transluz

Philly Revives;

week

TCednesdar, June 18, 1941

PICTURE GROSSES
INDPLS.

Sophie Tucker-Devil Dogs

M;

h Frisco; My' Mild
San Francisco, June

17,

Golden Gate is grabbing oft the
cream with Sophie Tuclcer on the
and reissue of 'Devil Dogi of
the Air' on the screen, a heavy combination which has the manager
fitage

grinning.
Much exploitation on 'Million Dol
lar Baby' at the Fox, including teaser
ads, radio tieups and a lucky-girl
contest with trip to Hollywood, got
the film oft to only a mild start.
'Kane' holding fairly well at Geary,
being urged here to exwith
tend the run beyond the four weeks.
Other new entry is 'Out of the
ReFog' which is only average.
mainder are holdovers, or older.

Smash 18G

Key

Tog IIG

City Grosses

ThU Week

$l,500,<et

(Bated on 29

cities,

169 thea-

tres, chie/I]/ Jlrst run*, tncludinp

N. v.;
Tatol Oroaa Same Week
Last Tear
$1,4B4,MI
(Based on 26 cities, 171 theatres)

HKO

Estimates for This

(F-WC)

Help Mpls^ Tisbon'
Fair $6,500;

(5,000;

fl3,000 in sight.

Big

11 ^(

June

Indianapolis,

Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-40Kid' (M-ff) and 'Reaching Sun' (Par) (moveover). Third
week on street will net an average
St.

60)— 'Billy
$5,000.

over of

move(M-G) and

Ditto last week, on

'Love

Crazy'

'People-Kildare' (M-G).

United ArtlsU (Cohen) (1.200; 3540-50)— 'Hamilton Woman* (UA) (3d
wk). This one generally disappointing with only $6,000 in
(2d) week, fairish $7,000.

Last

till.

WarBeld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)
—'Out of Fog* (WB) and 'Affectionately Yours' (WB). Nothing much
to sell so can't expect more than

average $11,000. Last (2d wk), 'Billy
Kid' (M-G) and 'Reaching Sun'
(Par), a little better than hoped at
$8,500.

L'VILLE

ONLY SO-SO

'Blood' Fine $8,000; 'Craxy' $7,500—

Others Holdovers, Second Bona

Doe' 4iG

(Loew's)
—Loew's
'Love Crazy' (M-G)

World (Par-Steffes) (28-39-44-55)
-'Hamilton Woman' (UA) (2d run).
Moved here from State after unsatisfactory canto at that house. This
better spot for picture, but it's
having tough sledding. Light
in
prospect.
Last week,
'Model Wife* (U), five days punk
$800.
is a
still

Louisville,

June

17.

Biz Is levelling oflt currently, after
week's terrific turnout for Horace Heidt's band. Crop of pics is
only so-so, with Indifferent new
product and reissues. Topper is Rlalto's 'Blood and Sand' with March
of

Time

of

town

as running mate.
lightweight.

Balance

is

Estimates for This Week
(Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
(1,400;
15-30-40)
'Woman's Face'
(M-G) and 'Wait For You' (M-G).
Shuttled here after fair week at
State.
Mildish $1,700.
Last week,
'In Navy' (U) and 'Many Blondes'
(U) registered satisfactory $2,200,

Brown

—

moveover from Rialto.
KentDcky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25)
Eve' (Par) and 'Topper Re-

after

r-Lady

(UA).
Pacing for medium
Last week, 'Pot Gold' (UA)
'Tobacco Road' (20th), good

turns'
$1,400.

and

$1,600.

16G

'Wings'

in B'klyn,

Same 2d Week

Brooklyn, June 17.
RKO Albee with 'Blood and Sand'
and 'Melody for Three' is getting the
principal mazuma in the downtown
sector this stanza.
Fabian Para-

mount's second week with 'I Wanted
Wings' and 'Her First Beau' will
come through okay.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 25-35-50)—
'Blood Sand' (20th) and 'Melody for
Three' (RKO). Nifty $16,000. Last
week, 'Devil Jones' (RKO) and
'Vanquero' (20th), swell $15,000.
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 25-35-50)—
Shining Victory' (WB) and 'Lady
Louisiana' (Rep). Fair $14,000. Last
week, 'Dare Not Love' (Col) and
'Affectionately Yours' (WB), good
$15,500.

Loew's.SUte (Loew's)

(3,300; 15-

30-40)— 'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Big
Boss' (Col).
Doing all right considering that patrons were on spending spree last week. Daylight saving
time has brought a special 'owl' show
Saturday night starting at 11:30, and
pulling nicely.
Indications are for
satisfactory

$7,500.
Last
week,
•Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Wait For

You (M-G)

in spite of terrific opposish of Horace Heidt at Rialto,
took fairish $7,000, and moveover.
Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
,c
15-30-40)—
'Fog' (WB). Looks pretty
potent as single, and shaping up for
okay $3,200 on eight days.
Last
week, 'John Doe' (WB) (return enfMenient).not.:too hefty at medium
$2,800 in six tlay^.,.,.

/

'J'oiirth Avenue)..(3,400; 16-

^n^'^"}*'
30-40)—
'Blood
Sand'
(iOth)
and
March Qf Time. Shaping up as poand

tent b.o. fare

leadership of the
Aiming at fine $8,000. Last
'Beauty's Sake' (20th) and
Horace Heidt orch. Smash hit, with
orchestra making many friends. Hay
to stop selling
tickets at several

town.
week,

'Blood'

Met (Loew's)

(3,618;

25-35-50)—

.

RKO

'In

RKO

wiU hit $31,500 on first week.
on Sunday piled up house to $4,300,
a theatre record here with the exception of 'The Hunchback,' on Sunday after Christmas three years ago.
'Billy the Kid' is proving some-

Seattle Biz Better;

Tace' SweH $7,800,

what of surprise, and should top
$26,000 at the State and Chinese.
'Out of the Fog' failed to emurgo
mist, and wiU be content
with only mild $13,300 at the "Warner
-

Do Okay

Holdovers

from the

Downtown and Hollywood.
Seattle,

June

'Fantasia*'showed unusual strength

17.

Blue Mouse goes its checkered
price-way with second-run films and
scales this week, and not long ago
it was roadshowihg' 'Fantasia.'
B.O.
generally shows a pickup after some
dull weeks.
Outside of the stage
show at the Palomar plus 'Gay 'Vagtown's

the

aboiid,'

bet

best

is

at the Carthay Circle in its 20th
week, and will come witliin a few
dollars of $6,000.
in contrast. Four Star with 'Raga
in Heaven,' is weak but $3,500 in
sight for second week.
'Citizen Kane' is in the doldrums
and folds alter another week.

Estimate; for This

'Woman's Face.'

Avenue helped

Fifth

with

it

heavy campaign playing up the
face angle.
Estimates for This

a

scar-

ticipated $1,700, slow.
Last week
(30-40-50), 'Great Broadcast' (20th)
and 'Rage Heaven' (M-G) (2d wk),
$1,400, terrible.

CoUseam (H-E)
(UA) and

(1,900;

21-35)—

'Great Lie'

—

(1,516; 83-

'Fantasia'
(Disney)
Cartoon opus, after Uve--

month

Week

Blue Mouse (Hamrlck-Evergreen)
(850: 21-35)—'Lonesbme Pine' (Par)
and 'Cat Canary' (Par) (2d run), an-

'Dictator'

Week

Carthay Circle (F-WC)
$1.10 -$1.65)
(20th wk).

(WB)

(2d run), great combo but only good
$2,900 in si^t. Last week, 'Men of
Boystown' (M-G) and 'Sleepers West'
(20ih) (2d run), floppo $2,100.
Fifth Avenoe (H-E) (2,349; 30-40-

—

'Woman's Face' (M-G) and
'Walt For You* (M-G), upped news-

50.)

paper campaign helped to big_$7,800.
Last week, 'Love Crazy' (M-G) and
'Cowboy Blon4^' (20th) (2d wk),

run, continues to show soma
strength and may stick another
couple of stanzas.
Current week
bringing a highly satisfactory $5,900,
after last week's big $6,100.

,

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC ) (2,034:
30-44-55-75)—'Billy Kid' (M-G) anJ
'Scotland Yard' (20th). Neat $10,700
in prospect. Last week, 'Pot o' Gold'

(UA) and 'People

vs. Kildare'

(M-G),

only fair $8,000.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-44-55)
(WB) and 'Argentina*

—''Out of Fog'

(RKO). Nothing to rave about, with
$7,000 best in sight.
Last week,
'Devil Dogs' CWB) and second week
of 'Million Dollar Baby' (WB), satisfactory $7,300.
El Capitan (RKO) (1,571; 83-$1.10$1.65)— 'Kane' (RKO). Nearing end
of short run and folds (25).
Cur-

$5,500, good.
.

—

mVY'

HEFTY

CINCY

Cincinnati,

June

17.

Biz Is on upbeat with 'In the
Navy,' hefty at the Palace. In close
pursuit is 'Sunny' at the Albee,
while 'Devil Dogs of Air' is doing
good -b.o. for Keith's fo.- a reissue.
Estimates for ThU Week

Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
Sunny' (RKO). Good $12,000. Last
week, 'John Doe' (WB), nifty $12,-

good Bains' (RKO) (2d run),

Captlol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)—
'John Doe' (WB). Moveover from

Winter Garden (Sterling) (800: 16(3ob' (RKO) and 'So Ends
Night' (UA) (2d run) expected to
Last week, 'Foothit okay $1,900.
steps Dark' (WB) and "Miss Bishop'

(UA)

(20th) (2d run), all right $4,200.

(2d run), $2,100, good.

DENVER BIZ ZOOMS

(RKO)

—

Paramount (Epx) (2.200; 25-40)—
(UA) and 'Dead
week at the 'Flame New Orleans' (U) and 'ManLast week, Made Monster* (U). Sturdy $6,000.
'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Washing- Last week, 'Topper Returns* (UA)
ton Melodrama' (M-G), after two and 'Dead Men Tell' (20th). fine
$7,000.
weeks at Orpheum, poor $2,000.

Men

Returns'

Tell' (20th), after a
Fair $2,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-3540)— 'Caught in Draft' (Par). Swell
and is holding. Last week,
'Night Lisbon' (Par) (3d wk), and
'Power Dive' (Par), good $6,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)

$14,500,

33-40-50)—
In Navy* (U). Hefty $13,000: Last
week, 'Knew Answers' (Col), six
days, limp $7,200.
Palace

(2,600:

(2,298: 30-44-55)

—

Paramount.

(3d), swell $4,200.

$4,200.

(F-WC)

—

holds over.
'Hamilton Woman' at
the Denver also is strong, with all
'Beauty's Sake' (20th). Nice $10,000.
biz on upbeat.
Last week, 'Blood Sand' (20th) and
Estimates for ThU Week
'Naval Academv* (Col), good $9,000.
AkddJn (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)
Orphenm (RKO) (2,600: 25-35-40)
'Blood Sand' (20th), after a week at
the Denver.
Good $4,000.
Last —'Billy Kid' (M-G) and 'Argentina*
week, 'Great Broadcast,' after a (RKO) (2d wk). Slipped way down,
and only mild $6,000 looms. Last
week at Denver, poor $3,000.
week,* same pair fine $11,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-40)

'Topper

Last

okay

Wllshire

—'Blood Sand' (20th) (2d wk) and
moveover of 'Pot Gold' (UA), wiU
likely hit okay $5,000.
Last week,
Denver, June 17.
'Blood Sand' (UA) and 'Cowboy
'Caught in Draft' is breaking the Blonde'
(20th), $5,700.
house record at the Denham, and

J

week, 'Million
Dollar Baby' (WB), slow $3,300.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 33-40-50)—
Love Crazy' (M-G). Holding for
second' week on four-week moveover run. Strong $3,800. 'Last week
$5,500.

$6,700.

State (Loew-F-WC) (2,404; 30-44-.
55-75)—'Billy Kid' (M-G) and 'Scotland Yard' (20th). Looks like big
$15,500. Last week, 'Pot Gold' (UA)
and 'Kildare' (M-G), dismal $9,800.
United Artist! (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
30-44-55)— 'Blood Sand' (20th) (2d
wk) and 'Pot Gold' (UA) on moveover, fair $3,500. Last week, 'Blood
Sand' (UA) and 'Cowboy Blonds'
(20th),

'Caught In Draft' Seta New Becord,
'Hamilton* lOG
$14,500

(Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)
—Keith's
'Devil Dogs' (WB) (reissue). 'Very

good

$1,900,

slow.

20)— 'Girl,

300.

'Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Wash- Albee for second week. Mild $3,500.
ington Melodrama' (M-G) (2d wk). Ditto last week on 'Wings' (Par)
(2d run).
$15,000. Last week, swell $19,Family (RKO) (1.000; 15-28)—
000.
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 25-35- Black Cat' (U) and 'First Romance'
50)— 'Wings' (Par) and 'First Beau' (Mono), split with 'Under Age' (Col)
and "King of Zombies' (Mono). Nor(Col) (2d wk). Attractive $16,000.
Same last week for
mal
$1,800.
Last week, first-rate $22,000.
'Scotland Yard' (20th) and 'Great
Strand (WB) (2,870; 25-35-40)—
Swindle' (Col), divided with 'Cow'Under Age' (Col) and 'Missing Ten boy Blonde' (20th) and 'Knockout''
Last
Days' (Indie). Quiet $4,000.
(WB).
week, 'Flying Wild' (Indie) and
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—
'Knockout' (WB), peaceful $4,000.
Fair
Broadway Limited' (UA).
Last week, 'Blood Sand'
$4,000.

Arctic' (W> pulled some music lovers
to register under par $2,500.

W

Mnrky 13G

rent week is dismal at $3,000, after
Liberty (J-'VH) (1,650; 30-40-50)— last week's $3,500.
Four Star (UA-F-WC) (900; 30-44'Hamilton Woman' (UA) and 'Big
55)—'Rage Heaven' (M-G) (2d wk).
not bad. Last week, 'King of Zom- Boss' (Col) (3d wk) for 'Woman,'
Looks
like sad $3,500 after first week
going
'for
week,
good
Last
$4,500.
bies' (Mono) and 'Invisiwe Ghost'
'Hamilton Woman' nearly $5,200, big. held to so-so $4,500.
(Mono), brisk $7,500.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-44-55)
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40
Mnsic Box (H-E) (850; 30-40-50)—
55) 'Flame Orleans' (U) and 'Knew 'Love Crazy* (M-G) and 'Cowboy —'Out of Fog' (WB) and 'Argentina*
Answers' (Col).
Working toward Blonde' (20tb) (3d wk), hot release (RKO). Opened just a trifle ahead
of its day-dater but take on week
o.k. $15,000, with 'Dr. L Q.'^on stage from Fifth, expected to get $3,300,
to help Mondays. Last week, 'Blood swell. Last week, 'Pot o' <3old' (UA) probably will be only fair $6,000.
Sand' (20th) and 'Naval Academy' and 'Scotland Yard' (20th) (3d wk), Last week, holdover of 'Million Dollar Baby' (WB) and reissue of 'Devil
(Col) (2d wk), tucked splendid $15,- poor $1,500,
Dogs'
(WB), mild $5,100.
000 behind a teri-ific $25,000.
Orphenm (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-50)—
Orphenm (B'way) (2,200; 30-44-55)
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; 'Affectionately Yours* (WB) and 'Re30-40-55)—'Night Lisbon' (Par) and pent Leisure'^ (RKO), poor $3,500. —•Old Colorado* (Par) (1st run) and
'Wagons Roll' (WB). Has a chance Last week, 'In Navy' (U) and 'Strange Alibi' (WB) (2d run), with
Jimmy Lunceford ork on stage. Into better a fair $13,000. Last week, 'Vaquero' (20th)
(2d wk), $4,100,
dications are for big $11,000. Last
'Wings' (Par) and 'Honeymoon for good.
Three' (WB) (2d wk) garnered $12,Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 21-40)— week, second runs.
Pantages (Pan) f2,812; 30-44-55)—
000 after a strong $19,000.
'Gay 'Vagabond' (Rep) solo, plus
Falms-SUte (United Detroit) (3, Polack Bros, circus on stage, headed 'In Navy' (U) and Tight Shoes' (U).
000; 30-40-55 ^'Wings'
(Par) and for great $7,000, with scale going to Hefty $14,500 on first stanza and
'Honeymoon Three' (WB) (3d wk). 50c at night.
Last week, 'Lady holds. Last week, 'Sunny' (RKO)
Pair, shifted here after good weeks
and
'First Beau' (Col), okay $7,800.
Ijouisiana' (Rep) and 'Angels Broken
at Michigan, may get oJc. $7,500.
Faramonnt (Par) (3.505; 30-44-55Wings' (Rep), plus stage snow, $4,600, 75)—
Last week. 'Love Crazy* (M-G) (3d
'Night Lisbon' (Par) (2d wk)
good.
wk) and 'Billy Kid' (M-G) (2d wk),
and 'Lady Louisiana' (Par), with
Faramonnt
(H-E)
(3,039; 30-40-50)
nibe $8,000.
—'Blood Sand' (20th) and 'Power holdover stage show. May hit $12,Dive' (Par) (2d wk), will get $3,200, 500, just fair. Last week, 'Lisbon*
(Par) solo and Harry Owens' Hafair for six days. Last week, same
waiian shoiy on stage, neat $18,000.
films, great $8,300.
$13,000,
BKO (RKO) (2,872; 30-44-55)—'In
Boosevelt (Sterling) (800: 30-4050)— 'In Navy' (U) and 'Vaquero* Navy' (U) and 'Tight Shoes' (U).
Steaming
towards terrific $17,000, in'SUNNY' BIG 12G,
(20th) (3d wk) from Orpheum, heading for big $'2,900. Last week, (21- suring holdover. Last week, 'Sunny*
(RKO) and 'First Beau' (Col), fai*
35). 'Back Street' (U) and -Scatter-

•Cowboy Blond' (20th). With the
former picture having kicked in $4U.OOO in its two weeks at Fox, $6,500 is

Nice

shows, with standees the rule most of
engagement. Proved local patrons
will support live talent, and tallied
gigantic $17,000 at regular prices.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 1530-40)— 'Prisoner of Zenda' (UA) and
Tom Sawyer' (UA) (reissues). Oldies still make good summer fare, but
Will
hardly in the money class.
manage medium $2,800. Last week,
'Magic Music' (Par) and 'Mutiny

Spots;

Los Angeles, June 17.
Establishing new highs for at least
three years,
and Pantages, with
the Navy,' Abbott-Costello-Powell
comedy, is sweeping the town and

Broadwaj Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This week
$2«7,li0«
(Based on 12 t\KeatTai\
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear..
$225,700
(Based on 11 VxeaVres)

25-30-40)
and 'Free

Easy' (Col) (2d wk). okay $7,000.
Last week, same bill in first stanza
did nice $9,800.
Lyric (Lyric) (1,900; 30-40-50)—
'Angels Wings' (Rep) and Ted Lewis
orch, profitable $11,500. Last week,
'Cowboy Blonde* (20th) and "Grand-

Two

26G, 'Fog'

(2.400;

drawing well. Good $3,000 'on eight "Wings' and 'Honeymoon for Three,'
week, after two strong weeks at the Michidays in prospect.
Last
'Penalty' (M-G); bad $1,800 in six gan.
Estimates for This Week
days.
Orpheum (P-S) (2,300; 28-30-44)—
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55)
'Million Dollar Baby" (WB).
Well —'Blood Sand' (20th) (3d wV) pnd
received by critics and got strong
advertising campaign, but will get
only $3,600, bad. Last week, 'John
Doe' (WB). big $9,000.
28-39-44)—
State
(P-S)
(2,300;
'Night Lisbon' (Par).
MacMurray
Carroll combo okay. Looking toward
fair $6,500 for eight days. Last week,
'Hamilton Woman* (UA), very disappointing $4,500.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 28-39)—
'Great Lie' (WB). First nabe show
ing.
Looks like good $2,400. Last
week, 'Night Rio' (20th), first nabe
showing, okay $2,700.

^

Corrals

—

Minneapolis, June 17.
father's Follies' ont^age, poor $7,000.
Unseasonably
cold
and
rainy
weather is playing right into the
theatres' hands by driving people
indoors.
First bit of cheer to the Weather Okay But Pix
trade for a long time but biz is still

$1,000

last

High, $31,500 in

In comparison with recent weeks,
when theatre managers were taring
hair from their worried heads, current week looks like the end of the
rainbow.
Loew's is holding over
'Love Crazy' and 'Free and Easy' for
a second weeV.
Circle is in the
chips with 'Blood and Sand' dualled
with 'Beauty's Sake.'
Ted J^wis
orch on stage is boosting the Lyric
into the upper brackets.
Estimates for This Week
Cirele (Katz-DoUe) (2,600; 25-3040)
'Blood Sand'
(20th)
and
'Beauty's Sake* (20th), okay $7,500.
Last week, 'Night Lisbon' (Par) and
'West Point Widow"
(Par), fair

Geary (Cyrran) (1,286; 55-75-$1.10
$1.65)— 'Kane' (HKO). Fourth week
starts today, with biz still sufficently
profitable to warrant holding fur- nottiing to boast about.
Ni.G. in Det; 'Flame'
Estlrastea for This Week
ther although RKO took house for
Aster
(Par-Singer)
28)—
(900;
only four weeks. Last (3d) weelc,
'Scotland Yard' (20th) and 'Pirate on
picked up $6,000, okay.$15,000; lisbon' 13G
Horseback'
(Par).
Should
reach
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 39-4465)— 'Devil Dogs' (WB) (reissue) and good $1,600 In five days. 'Play Girl'
Detroit, June 17.
^ophie Tucker on stage. Both draw- (RKO) and 'Mail Train' (20th), open
Now narrowed down' to four
ing nicely for smash $18,000. Last today (Tuesday). Last week, 'Shot
(2d wk) week, 'Sunny' (RKO) and Dark" (WB) and 'Melody Three' houses with the shuttering of the
(RKO), fair $1,000 in six days.
United Artists for summer, Detroit
Ray Bolger, in person, fine $10,000.
Century (P-S) (1,600; 28-39-44)— won't hit above average this week,
Orphenm (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 35
40-50)— 'In Navy' (U) (3d wk) and 'John Doe' (WB) (2d run). Moved despite new pictures. Weather is
Timberland' (U) (1st wk). With a here from Orpheum for loop first' helping, but the product isn't.
Fox with 'Flame or Orleans' and
new second feature to bolster the run extension. Well liked and holdup nicely. Good $4,500. Last 'Knew All the Answers' will lead the
ing
Abbott-Costello comedy in its third
week, show is being sold on a 'see it week,. 'Wings' (Par) (2d wk.), $3,600. town with biz slightly above seasonal
again' angle for satisfactory $6,000. fair after £lick $7,500 first week at level. Helping here is a $1,000 added
hypo for dead Mondays through ''Dr.
Last (2d) week, with 'Mr. Dynamite' State.
Esquire (Berger) .(290; 15-20)— I. Q.,' proving a sell-out on his six(U) as co-feature, okay $9,20i0.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 35-40- 'Forbidden Adventure' (Indie) (2d week stand. Michigan can't beef
60)— 'Night in Lisbon' (Par) and wk.). Jungle film's sensational an- too loudly with an average take on
Mild
indicated. 'Night in Lisbon' and 'Wagons Roll.'
gles
stressed.
$500
'Power Dive' (Par) (2d wk). Prob'Blood and Sand,' which got two
ably around $8,000, okay. First week, Last week, $700. Fair. 28)—
Gopher (P-S) (998;
'Wagons big weeks at the Fox, moves to the
with aid of preview of 'Caught in
Roll'
(WB).
Bogart and Albert Adams, while Palms-State takes over
Draft,' Rot $12,000.

In Navy' Sweeps LA. wiA 3-Year

17.

$5,900.

Rain and Holdovers

Week

35-40-50)—
(WB) and
•Million Dollar Baby*
'Thieves Fall Out' (WB). Plenty of
exploitation behind this one, includ" Ine a newspaper contest, but only

Fox

Lewls-'Angels'

'Craxy' $7,000; 'Blood' $7,500

Estimated Total Grose
.

Ted

11

PERKS UP

'Hamilton

Woman*

—

(UA)

and

—

Bblto (Fox) (878; 25-40)
'Great
Broadcast' (20th), after a week at
each the Denver and Aladdin, and
'Voice in Night' (Col). Good $2,000.
Last week, 'John Doe' (WB), after a
week at the Denver and Aladdin,
and 'Redhead' (Mono), fair $1,750.

•

LONG NiMFB2 1?0
20TH CENTURY FOX FILM CORPN^
=444 WEST 56 ST NEWYORK NYs
LP 102

"MOON OVER MIAMI" HAD GREATEST
OPENING IN MIAMI AND LINCOLN
THEATRES IN SUMMER HISTORY
PLAYING AT NEW POLICY IN TWO
THEATRES ONE IN MIAMI AND ONE
IN Ml AMLBEACH. BEAT ALL PREVIOUS
OPENING RECORDS. BETTER THAN
MARYLAND, LILLIAN RUSSELL,
MARK OF ZORRO, RETURN OF FRANK
JAMES, TIN PAN ALLEY. ALL GREATER
MIAMI PROUD OF PICTURE AND
THINK IT GREATEST MUSICAL 20TH
CENTURY FOX HAS EVER MADE.
I
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KINDEST REGARDS^
^SIDNEY MEYER.

MIAMI VACATION
MINUS THE EXPENSES!"

"A

—Harold

B

SHOWMEN, NOTE!
by
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1»S

Pearl,

Miami Newt

Big campaign included proclamation of "Moon Over Miami" Day
in Greater Miami, joint resolution
Miami Beach and city commissioners in Miami expressing appreciation for picture,
100 merchant
decorated as further token of civic pride and gratitude!

—
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DfTERHATIONAL

tbuUafa tfuea, 'TnbJtmt BqMi»

ThiUy Story' Fik Sets

Add: 'Goodwill' Boners

;

Buenos Aires, June' 17.
Tactless wording of recent Metrotone ne^reel, which plays right
into the hands of the Axis propagandists In South America, has brought
audible comment from audiences here; Commentator twice refers to
'Hlspano
America'
(Spanish America)
countries south. of the border as
instead of 'America Latina' (Latin' America).
Totalitarian ballyhoo has long stressed the Spanish-America Idea in
Uncle
neighbors' that
the
minds
of
Sam's
'good
an effort, to Instill' In
their ties are closer to Spain than to the States. It's pointed out that
if U. S. newsreels cooperate in spreading the idea, they're helping
propagandists

who would

eventually squeeze out everythbig

YanquL

Blood Ties Just So Much Aqua Pura
In Pic Relations With Spain, Argentine

Buenos Aires, June

10.

ord breaker for the house.
Following are estimates, given In
pesos which are currently at 4.20 to
the U. S. dollar.
Ambassador
(Lauteret and
Cavalo). 'Strawberry Blonde (WB),
second week, $8,500, good.
Estimated $12,500 first week.
Idea! (Lococo). 'Back Street' (U),
First week, $26,000,
$12,500, good.

Normandi. (Lococo).

17.

'I

Was An

Adventuress' (20th), $9,500, poor.
Opera (Lococo). 'That Uncertain

Snlpacha

Daylight Saving Hits
Pic Grosses in Havana
Havanp, June
Picture grosses for this

10.

week were

in keeping with the
summer season. Daylight saving,
which went Into effect June 1, has
seems headed for trouble, especially hit b,o. by about 20%. However, a
In Argentina, which represents the couple of repeats, and two Latin
pictures have done exceptionally
cream of the market.'
Strong opposish has been develop- well. Approximate grosses follow:
Fausto, 'Escape' (M-G) (repeat for
ing here because of the rebuffs Argentine producers have had in try-, six days), $1,900, okay.
Enoaoto, 'Gallant Sons' and 'Dulcy,'
ing to get their product into Spain
due to the Spanish industry's desire $1,500, good for dual.
Badlo-Cine, 'Back street' and 'Give
Otlier forto pep its own films.
eign companies have likewise suf- Us Wings' (U), $1,700, getting by.
Amerloo, 'Night in Tropics' and
fered.
Before the civil, war Argentine 'Dark Streets of Cairo' (U), $2^00,
films got a good foothold in Spain, fair for a double feature.
NmIouU, 'Novio para lbs Muchabut since then few have been
shipped over despite the fact that chas' ('Girls' Boy Friend') (MexArgentina currently leads the world ican), $1,600, nsXi.
Pkyrett "La Vuelta del Chano
In quantity and quality of SpanishNegro' ('Return of the Bard') (Arlanguage productions.
Asociacion Productores Peliculas gentine), $1,600, good' enough.

Argentines (Argentine Picture ProAssociation),
headed by
ducers
Lumiton's Dr. Jose Guerrico, has
had the issue under discussion and Is
lining up a program of governmental
Casa Rosada—The 'White
action.
House' here is pink ^has indicated It
will follow through In line with the
present policy of close exchange control, which holds, in effect, that 'U
you don't trade with Argentina, Argentina won't trade with you.'
So-Called 'Goodwlir
Local trade sheets headed by Cine
Prensa have been pointing up the
Issue, explaining that formation of a
in
Syndicate
National
Spectacle
Spain, which requires special authorlzati6n .for importation of all but
Spanish-language films, Is a 'goodwill' gesture toward Argentina without goodwill action.
Agents for Madrid-producing outfits have been quietly sizing up SA.

more or

less

,

—

film market for the past few months
at the instance of Gen'eral Franco's
Falangist Party, trying to see what
can be done with plots Intended to

that Spain and the New
'spiritually and culturally reand that close tjes are 'based
on more than language but on re-

World

show
are

lated,'

MAXWELL DEAL
AWAITS ANGLO

RULING
While several American film com(Warners was mentioned
panies
most recently) have been named as
dickering for the shares of the late
John Maxwell in Associated British,
only a complete about-face by the
British Board of Trade would make
possible approval of any such deal,
according to picture officials in New

York.
Because It is extremely dubious
If any U. S. picture company would
use any funds excepting those presently frozen in Great Britain, such
a deal for control of the A. B. circuit,
tres,

composed of some 400 theawould have to be approved by

the British Board of Trade. Terms
of the frozen coin pact which tl. S.
major companies have with Britain
state definitely that use of frozen
recently increased.
The Argentine funds to acquire or invest in Britmarket with 1,208 houses— more than
ish theatres must be given B. of T.
a fifth of those in the rest of Latinapproval. Such has not been forthAmerica put together constitutes
coming _to date.
the most important potential market
for Spain.
Argentina, in turn, has
WB'i Bid
long had its eye on Spain's 23,000,000
London, June 17.
population and fact that the country
Of the five bids for the late John
can absorb between 400 and 500
in Associated Britfilms a year while not even hoping Maxwell holdings
most likely to be
to produce more than 50 or 60.
Ar- isli Picture Corp.
Warners,
gentina makes almost 100 full-length considered, the one by
features annually, 75% of which get $6,000,000. is said to be tops.
Understood that in order to satisfy
a play outside the country.
^No Argentine producer maintains possible British government intervention, Warner's would pay at least
offices in Spain but a plan whereby
Max
the APPA might work some sort of half in American dollars.
joint distrlb setup Is under consider- Milder, Warner managing director in
Britain, already has clippered to
ation.
U. S. to consummate the deal, it's
stated here.
ligion and a common literature, art,
and heritage.'
Number of Spanish films here has

—

Ben Cohen Cables Loew's
Metro's foreign chief, cabled directly
to Cohen.
Cohen cabled back that he and
his wife had been 13 days at sea
after the boat was torfiedoed by a
U-boat in the mid-Atlantic, May 21,
M. Cohen, Metro theatre- manager, and that subsequently they had been
snd hi* .wife, bound for Durban, 14 days on a freighter. But added
Sou3^ffl^mcir^;.^were reported well both were okay.
and «M»
Cohen, who had beei. brought In
.£§petown, notfditiK'rto
a cable received yestdlflay (Tues- for future assignment after serving
day) directly from Cohen. As soon as Metro theatre manager at Calas wireless reports reached N. Y. cutta, was bound for Durban, where
Monday (16) afternoon that 35 addi- he is to manage the Metro house
tional survivors of the torpedoed there.
He formerly was a Loew's
boat had reached Capetown on ' a domestic theatre manager, mostly in

He's Safe in So. Africa
Given up for

a week ago,
13 survivors of the torpoed S.S. Robin Moor were reported
saved by a Brazilian boat crew, Ben
lost

when only

K

British

vessel,

Arthur

M.

Loew,

the

New

England

territory.

U.S.

OK

of British Pictures;

Depends on Intl Situation

sight with 'Philadelphia Story,' rec-

.

Buenos Aires, Jime

By Hungary

Holdovers in three downtown
houses held b.o.'s down for the
week ending' May 31, with the Gran
Rex continuing to top everything in

Feeling' (U), $21,000, good.

Spain's avowed desire' to corner a
good-sized sector of the South American film market—a yen which has
been aided by Berlin propagandists
who feel Franco's boys will be able
to do better than they've been able
to because of 'Latin blood ties'

Ban

$50,000 B. A. Record

excellent.

Holds in Citing Madrid Import Rebuffs

Diplomatic Rupture Brings

IS

(LocoCo).

(M-G),

$25,000,

good.

First

week estimated

$50,000,

new house

AFFIRM BELIEF
INPAN-AMER.
'SUCCESS'

record.

(M-G),

2d

run,

$15,000,

good.

met in Argentiiia' Gets
BJL Once-Over to Avoid
Wrangle on Anthenticity
Buenos Aires, June

17.

Municipal Inspeccion de Espectulos
here has notified RKO manager Ben
Y.

CSmmack

ments

for

make no arrangeshowing of They Met in
to

Argentina' until pic has been onceovered.
Unusual action In Issuing
order even before print arrived in
this country appareiilly due to desire
of authorities to prevent recurrence
of recent Incidents following showing of Hollywobd-made films with
Argentine backgrounds.
It's
believed
municipality
also
based its action on an Associated
Press story from New York In which
the Herald-Tribune was quoted as
saying It was not surprising Argentines were Insulted by films such as

E. P.

JACOBI

Budapest,

May

10.

Clay Hake, 20th-Fox manager In
Australia, is expected to-wind up his
huddles at the home office within
the next 10 days and start baclc to
Sydney.
Measure is more or less theoretical,
'W. J. Hutchinson, 20th's foreign
sales chief, had expressed a desire to since hardly any British pictures
make the Australian trip, but Hake's were released here during the past
season
and no new prints could be
jaunt to N. Y. presimiably. eliminates
expected to arrive under present
any such immediate necessity.
circumstances. Except possible revivals of pictures released during

Broadway (Lauteret and Cavalo).
'Escape'

By

In consequence of rupture of diplomatic relations between Great Britain and Hungary, Minister of Interior has declared ban on all motion
pictures of British extraction.

Many

"Too

(RKO), five days, $6,500, poor.
Gran Bex (Lauteret and Cavalo.

Girls'

'Philadelphia Story'

Hake Winding Up H.O.
Huddles, Back to Antips

past seasons, ban chiefly strikes at
Korda's "Thief of Bagdad,' which
opens here with unprecedented success and was in its third week at the
Forum theatre when performances
were stopped. Reason given was
that some sequences of Thief having been shot in Great Britain, it
comes imder the heading of British
Alms and as such is subject to the
ban.
26 U. S. Fix for '41-42

Release of American pictures alWith growing conviction among ready
imported and passed by the
film company 'foreign chieftains that

censors has been permitted.
This
leaves 28 American features to be
released
In
the
coming season.
Whether any further imports will be
authorized and liquidation of currency granted for their payment depends on political developments.
Fifty-^our American features shown
here during the past 10 months
(from August, 1940, to May, 1941)
have made the current season perdivision promoting hemispheric solihaps the most successful; from the
darity, appraised newest developAmerican viewpoint, since the adments on the Pan-American front vent of talkers.
Smash hit was
last Thursday at the Hays office
'Rebecca,' with a turnover of

the U.S. picture industry is straining
too hard in promoting the PanAmerican goodwill spirit via numerous Latin-America theme vehicles,
and that the good-neighbor policy
can be fostered more effectively by
concentration on typical American
boxofllce product, foreign sales managers and .the official representative
of Jock Whitney, head of the film
,

$50,000,

confab.

Consensus of opinion at the seswas that real strides are being
taken to solidify the good-neighbor
program. Two developments were

sion

biggest for an Imported picture since
'Snow 'VThite'. Average turnover of
American 'features in Hungary is

approximately $10,000. 'AH This, and

Heaven Too,'. 'Rains Came,' 'Notre
pointed to as indicating this:
Dame," 'Blue Bird' and 'Real Glory'
1) Unanimous reports that Dougwere close behind 'Rebecca.'
las Fairbanks, Jr., Is doing even a
Distributor^
branches
and
of
better job as goodwill ambassador'
American companies still operating
touring the Latin-Americas than
in this country are .completely In the
was hoped for.
dark as to future development of im2) American film companies are
port situation. If American imports
given more leeway in Argentina as
cease, only about 50 or 60 deluxers
a result of lifting the ban on Import
and second-run theatres in Budapest
this.
quotas there, with a trade treaty
and big cities will be strongly afforeshadowed between U.S. and Arfected. Other theatres, the majority
'TRUE' PIC OF ARGENTINA gentina as a result of this friendly of which, in the provinces, only play
gesture.
(Restrictions on imports of
oh Saturdays and Sundays, depend
First Series of Items Designed to nearly every type were lifted by the largely on local product.
Argentine order).
'Educate' Tanks
32 Nasi Ptx Beleased
.

.

t
Buenos Aires, June 17.
Conrant H'wood Bound
First series of pics to be made in
South America, especially for U.S.
consumption, are now en route to the
Courant,
Court
European
ace
States, wliere attempts will be made cameraman, arrived in New York
to have them shown in first-run last week after a circuitous threehouses 'to give a true picture of Ar- month journey from the south of

During the same August-to-May

period, only 32 German pictures
were released In Hungary, considerably fewer than in previous years.
Outstanding among them was the
success 'Of the anti-semltic 'Jud*
Suess.'
Not a big noney-maker,
since it was distributed to exhibitors
gentina.'
France.
Series was prepared by newsreel
He will leave for Hollywood next at a specially low price 'Suess' was
certainly the picture seen by the.
company 'Sucesos Argentlnos'.
week.
greatest number of persons in Hungary in the course of the current season.
Fourteen French features shown
during the same period did well in
Budapest, but did not count for much
Of six Italian
ilk the small towns.
pictures released, only 'Alcazar' was
of any importance.
The 37 Hungarian features released to date show decided techni'Sieve Danko,'
improvement.
cal
Madrid, May 17.
Spaniard Luis Salbiche are the romantic biog of famous gypsy muThe first break in the cloud-ridden guiding lights of the Mediterranea, sician, was tops with $30,000 turnskies of Franco-Spanish relations is with former collaborating in direc- over. 'Yes or No,"The Ghost Walks,'
the announcement of the formation tion and production, and Salbiche as 'Closed Trial' and 'Lakeside Vision*
of two new film outfits for produc- technical director. Martin Abizanda, all reached $50,000.
tion of two-version pictures and dis- collaborator for mag Semana and
tribution of French films in Spain.
Spanish press censor, has been
The first, under the name of Com- named publicity and literary director.
Three two-versloned pix have been
pania Mediterranea, was recently
formed with headquarters in Barce- skedded for this season.
Plans have already been made for
lona.
Most of the capital is French
and Spanish, although there is a wad the importation of 10 French picts.
The
The Hispano-Calamy deal calls for
of Italian money in the deal.
United Artists co-chieftains In
other is a close-working agreement productipn of three two-version films
England will probably cross each
between the Casa Hispano Films and per year in Spain. The first pict will'
other's path in mid-Atlantic this
the Frenchman, Maurice Calamy, be 'Cancion del Guadalquivir,' with
who is presently in Madrid putting French director Maurice de Canonge week. George Archibald, in United
States for about three weeks. Clipdirecting. Feelers have been let out
the final touches to the deal.
The object of both outfits is to pro- for Maurice Chevalier for top role. pers out, while Teddy Carr, now in
duce two-version picts here and to It will go on the lot Sept. 1. Story Lisbon, boards the westbound flying
import and distribute French pic- is by Joseph Peyre, who is a Gon- boat to come to N. Y.
Purpose of their visits Is to huddle
consumption. court prize winner. Cameraman ,is
tures
for
Spanish
Mediterranea will also export films Hans Sehibar. Spanish supervisors with foreign chief Walter Gould and
from Spain with South America as are Joaquin Goyanes and Antonio de other home office execs.
'

French-Spanish Breach Seen at End

By

Fihn Production-Distrib Accord

ARCHIBALD, CARR TO

CROSS CLIPPER PATHS

the main objective and to this end
attempt to bring some of
France's leading actors to collaborate
in the two-versioned picts produced
here. Just what- effect the new film
decree will have on this new attempt
at Franco-Spanish pict collaboration
remains to be seen.
will

Frenchman

Andre

Hugon

and

Obregon.

That Spanish collaboration with
other countries has been fruitful and
given much work to Spanish actors
and technicians Is proved by fairly
large number of two-version picts
produced in
tugal

since

Madrid.

Italy,

Germany and Por-

Franco's

forces

took

B. A.

Award

to Arata

Buenos Aires, June 17,
Buenos Aires Municipal Theatr*
and most
consistent national repertoire, has
been awarded Luis Arata at the
prize, offered for the best

Paris.

-

.

u

Wednesday, June 18, 1941

HOW
BEAT

SUMMER!
Leo's an old

hand

at

competing

with the hot weather and the distractions of vacation-time. As in
previous years he's got a sure-fire

AHRAaiONSI And as in
it's the lucky M-G-M
showmen who have the shows to
policy:

BIG

previous years

beat the good old summer-time

I

Tonight
like

**And I'm treating the whole

a

gay show

big thrill ahead:BobTaylor

Hardy.* Judy Garland's back

in the Technicolor "Billy

with Mickey and the gang!"

perfect

want

After the game there's a

family to 'Life Begins for Andy

The

they'll

Powell and Loy in "Love Crazy."

The

Kid."

end of

a happy day!

An

uproarious comedy
with gals and songl

Marx

Bros, and

"Hey

Tony Martin in"The

mister!

see Clark

Big Store."

Take me to
Gable and

Rosalind Russell tonight
in'They Met in Bombay'.'*
"After this we'll go to
that

new Wally Beery

picture 'Barnacle Bill'."

"Remember! You promised to take

me

'Ringside Maisie.'

to

We

had siich fun at the last

Ann Sothem

FRIENDLY m

fhe

picture!"

Summer

too!

PICTURES
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Big Seat Sale

U;S. Filmers Want Canada to
'41-42

Minn. Exhibs' Fears for Product
Los Angeles, June 17.
Largest single theatre se&t sale

not apply to Canada, distributors
ignatory to it are giving serious
thought to selling the 1940-41 film
to Dominion accounts on the same
basis as it will be sold in tha States
except that buying in packages of
or the full line may to some exbe optional with the exhibitors.
Of the big five, Warner Bros. Is
taking the lead and, a^te^ several
-weeks of study and consultation. Is
reported having virtually decided on
marketing its films above the border
the same as below It, although for It
as well as other' distributors more
flexibility would of necessity have
fli^e

tent

Some More

17.

RKO Is arranging .three more service comedies for the Victor McLaglen-Edmund Ix>we team, currently
signed for 'The Marines Are Ready.'
Studio Is dickering with 20th-Fox
to clear titles to the characters of
Sergeant Quirk and Captain Flagg,
which clicked in 'What Price Glory'
'

back

in 1926.

WB

Canadian accounts could be forced
to 6uy in groups-of-five or make
deals for pictures singly where
dlstribs offered them that way but

6-M(mth

Net Profit Up

-

covtld

demand screenings

riot

To $2,782^

as wlU be mandatory under the deWhile
cree in the United States.

might permit

distrlbs
ing, in

full-line

buy-

event decree-selling is
not placed, into effect on a 100%
Warner Bros, net operating profit
basis, this would entail some con- was more than $1,264,000 higher in
fusion since under the decree pic- the first six months of the company's
tures are to be sold as they come current fiscal year than in the coralong and it might now be difficult responding period a year ago, acto lay out a year's contract at proper cording to the financial report made
allocations.
this week.
Corporation's net, after
Uniform .Contract
all charges including normal Fed-,
the

In any event

unlikely that. the
distribs
are going to

consenting

it is

make

it any more difficult for Canadian buyers to contract, for film
than they can help, but pointed
out that if Canada is sold like the
States it will be then under one form
of contract, and distribution machinery could be kept uniform. Since
Ecreeninss are to be held in this
country on all film, it may be that

distribs will make a concession in
that direction
for Canadian
accounts in return for asking them to
buy under the contracts that will be
in for'ce in the domestic market.
Canada has always been hooked to
American sales under supervision
from New York, with division managers at home office over the local
selling forces on the other side of the
border. In most cases the tyritory
of eastern division managers has
also included all of Canada, while
In others div managers have had
the east and south as well as Canada
under their wings. All distribs have
district sales heads in Canada. Companies have six exchanges in Canada,
Including those outside of the decree

which are continuing to sell en bloc
the same as they are on this side of
the line.

RKO^S HRST QUARTER

NET
Net

NOW

UP;

$643,92*6

Radio-Keitjh-Orpheum Corp. rose more than $108,000
In the first 13 weeks this year as
compared with corresponding period
last year, according to the statement
of

profit

Issued last

Wednesday (H) by Gar-

Van Wagner, assistant treasurer.
Net, after aH charges, for the initial
1941 quarter ending April 5, totalled
$643,926 as compared with $535,088
in similar 13 weeks of 1940.
Report reveals that provision for

rett

dividends accrued during the period
on preferred shares of a subsid (obviously
Keith-AIbee-Orpheum) in
hands of public was reduced about
$1,250 to $73,193 in the first quarter.
Profit before depreciation, income
taxes and the above listed provision
for subsid preferred stock dividends,

amounted

to $1,285,933 as against $1,148,402 in the first 13 weeks last year.

BKO AinmAL EABNINGS 1930-41
Net

profit,

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940

except as noted.
.•

X t
X t
X t
X t

X
X
X
,

X
X t

t

$3,385,628
5,660,771
10,695,503
4,384,064
310,575
684,733
2,485,911
1,821,166
18,605
186,495
695,416

Fourth
Third
Quarter Quart'i^ Quarter Quarter
$535,088.. :i$3l4;2q9 ^jjf^r-at^79,230
(1941 by (Quarters)
First
Second
Fourth
Third
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
First

.

Second

•

$643,926
t Deficit.
t Before provision for subsidiary
corporation preferred dividend.

eral income taxes, totalled $2,782,544
as compared with $1,518,497 in corresponding 28 weeks in the previous
fiscal year.
.

Remarkably strong showing was
made despite the deduction of $414,000 additional provision for contingencies. This hiked the reserve in
respect of net assets of subsids operating in foreign territories to
$750,000.

Warner Bros, net is equivalent to
70c on 3,701,090 shares of common
outstanding, after allowance for current preferred dividends. Company
owed $33.68 on each preferred- share
on March 1. Corporation placed its
net profit at $6,381,844 before charges
for amortization and depreciation of
properties plus normal Federal in-

come

taxes.
Warners deducted
$996,000 as provision for these Federal taxes, but estimated that no
excess profits tax was due in the six
months period.

After

was consummated by

Fox-West Coast with National

Next Season Not Assuaged by Natl

Theatre jSupply for 50,000 chairs.
Deal covers around $500,000
with buy averaging $8 per seat

Allied s Chief Counsel;

of 'Sez Yoo'

Hollywood, June

to prevail.

they

of record

Pix a la Consent Decree

tha consent decree does

Althou^

Boy

eliminating

inter-company

transactions, the corporation's gross
income was $51,009,860 as compared
with $50,728,842 in the 26 weeks ending Feb. 24. 1940.
Warner Bros, earned surplus as of
March 1 last was $7,199,708 as compared with $4,445,330 in August,
1940, close of the previous fiscal year.

What

to

Do?

Stanley- WBUpcover
isn't doing anything to relieve loJune 17.
This lack
Still unable to buy any product calites' present troubles.
Shrewd Gyp at Newark
of sympathy from national Allied
from leading major companies as the States
and the fact that the present
House; Operator Held selling -ban for the state goes Into and prospective fight mustHbe carried on alone also have caused some
its ninth week. In consequence of
the passage of the Minnesota anti- disgruntlement In Northwest Allied
Newark, Jufie 17.
Harry A. Kridel, for .a number of consent law requiring distributors to ranks.
Modus Operandi'
years operator of the Msyfair thea- sell their entire season's product,
Myers expressed the~belief that
tre here, has pleaded guilty fo con- instead of in groups ,of five under
spiring to defraud the Stanley Thea- the decree, independent exhibitors the major distributors' first step
tre Co. of America and Warner Bros, here had their worries aggravated by would be to go before the N. Y. fedand was sent to the Essex County Abram F. Myers, national Allied eral court and ask to be exempted
jail in default of $25,000 bail.
Au- States' general counsel. The result from the' consent decree selling proHe predicted
thorities estimate that close to $500,- is that some of the weaker-kneed visions in Minnesota.
000 was involved in the defrauding. boys are 'sorry' about the whole af- that this, exemption would be reKridel was charged with padding fair and in a near panic, fearful that fused.
Then the distributors will start a
Ills payroll and selling thousands of they won't have sufficient satisfacbogus ducats, thereby preventing tory product to keep their theatres suit in the Minnesota. t:ourts to test
the law's constitutionality and will
Warner Bros, from receiving its per- open next fall and winter.
At an informal conference with seek a temporary injunction to recentage of receipts. Kridel ran the
Mayfair for Stanley-Warners, receiv- Northwest Allied leaders here, My- sTfain its enforcement until the va-

Minneat>olis,

25% of the receipts, the corporations getting the remainder.
ing

Stanley Theatre Co. supplied the
of tickets, checking receipts
via the cancelled ticket numbers.
Check by detectives from Essex
county prosecutor's officq revealed
that Kridal had his- own ticket rolls
printed and was selling these along,
with the authentic coupons. Thus,'
the gross figures which Kridel gave
the Warners coincided with the ticket
numbers he showed in his daily reports. What they did not reveal was
that additional ducats were being
sold, and the money retained by
Kridel as his own velvet.
Only the fact that a porter (he was
a numbers addict) in. the theatre is
purported to have noted the wrong
sequence in numbers dropped in the
ticket chopper's box tipped authorirolls

ties

to

the

stunt.

The

detectives

found no extra tickets at the theatre,
but uncovered ducats in the refuse
near his home. There Were 40,000
tickets for the Mayfair,

which had

not been furnished the two corporations, in a box the detectives located.
Additionally, Richard Carton,. manager of the house; his wife, a bookkeeper, an usher and the cashier also
were arrested on similar charges and
held In $25,000 bail each.

CANADA NIXES ODEON
ON THEATRE BUnj)ING
Regina, June

17.

Because of its wartime policy, the
government refused application by
Odeon (Mid-Western) Ltd. to build
two houses in Edmonton. Alberta.
Report shows the company paid out One would have cost $300,000 and
$95,881 as a preferred dividend last
Proposed Odeon
the other $75,000.
March 1. Corporation's cash in U. S. house at Moose Jaw, Sask., as well
on that date amounted to $10,932,279 as other Odeon houses in western
as against $7,445,285 on Aug. 31, Canada are expected to be affected
1940.
the ban, also.
WB ANNUAL EARNINGS, 1930-41 byInterviewed
in Edmonton, J. J.
Net profit, except as noted:
Fitzgibbons, newly elected president
(•) deficit
of Famous Players-Canadian Corp.,
1930
$7,074,621
expressed approval of the govern' 7,918,605
1931
ment's decision to restrict in wartime
.

ers expressed the opinion that the
Minnesota law is unconstitutional

lidity finally
ers' opinion.

an?" that there is a distinct possithe major companies may
continue to refuse to sell in Minnesota while it's on the statute
books. His views- were not at all
reassuring to the local bunch, some
of whom, previously had been voicing the opinion that 'maybe a mistake was made in obtaining the
law's enactment and that, perhaps,
we should have given the consent
decree at least a trial.'
In pushing the law through the
stati legislature. Northwest Allied
did not have the parent national
Allied organization's blessing or approval and national Allied States

issued, the

bility that

1st

Appeals B'd

Ruling Decided
Against Chi Indie
Although It sets a precedent that
clearly pertains to Chicago
than other situations, the first deciof the Appeals Board of the
American Arbitration Assn. In the
Ken, Chicago, case refused to specify

more
sion

able

to

is

jjetermined, -in Myinjunction isn't

If this

companies would be unin Minnesota because

sell

such sales would involve violation
of the consent decree terms, Myers
said.
In such a case, of course, exhibitors would be 'up against it' for
pictures.
The distributors' delay in making
any move also disturbs many of the

Minnesota independents.
It
had
been expected that the companies

would take steps sooner to break the
selling deadlock and bring matters
to a head.
The apparent indifference in New York regarding sales in
the state is responsible for additional
worry.

Inasmuch as the state legislature
doesn't convene again for two years,
the present law couldn't be repealed
until 1945 at the earliest.
Several Northwest Allied leaders,
who took the lead in getting the
law through the legislature, still
profess to be undisturbed. They're
offering to make wagers that they'll
have their product deals made 'as
ooon, or sponer, this year than they
were made a year ago.' The companies will find a way to sell in Minnesota, they insist.
It's known here that counsel for
the major companies concerned have
had their'heads together to agree on
a common course of action.. They
can't understand here why it takes
them so long to make their decision.

Metro Not AssnrInK
Bennie Berger, owner of one of
Complaint was brought for the largest independent circuits
in
it also hoped
the state, one uf the Northwest Alfor a change In run. It was found that
lied members who were opposed to
there Is no 'some run' problem Inthe law, conferred In New York with
a run.

clearance but obviously

volved, since the distributors sued
are providing the indie Chicago
house with a run.
The Ken, a seventh run, was one
of the first to file a complaint when
arbitration machinery was set up. It
filed under clearance but in argument of the case before the local
board strove to obtain a specific
sixth run rather than the seventh

W.

F. Rogers,

Metro sales manager,

regarding the local situation.
'The
report brought back by him was that
the distributors are loath to make an
exception in the case of Minnesota
and establish a precedent even
though some way can be figured out
to sell in the state. They're fearful
if they do this that various laws will
be passed in many other states nenow enjoyed under film contracts. cessitating the setting up of nuAn interpretation under the decree Is merous different selling systems,
• 14,095,0.54
1932
while
run
that
some
may
now
be resulting In great expense and>much
the building of theatres in order to
• 6,291,748
1933
granted,
the
arbitrators
cannot
conserve materials and manpower
confusion for the industry, Rogers
• 2,530,514
1934
specify the run at least not until told Berger.
for the country's war effort.
1935
674,159
after' Sept. 1 when the decree beS. P. Halpern, local theatrical at'
1936
3.177,313
comes effective on the 1941-42 film.
torney, has suggested that, in order
1937
5,876,183
In holding that there is no clear- to force a showdown, a Twin City
1938
1,929,721
ance to abolish in the case of the exhibitor file a complaint with the
1,740.908
19M
Chicago theatre, the three members arbitration board, asking for some
Continued from paee Z^s:
1940
2,747,472
of the Appeals Board point out that run of the major product not being
1940 by Quarters)
ger, Dick Powell, Joan Blondell, under the Chicago release, system- sold now. He points out that If the
Fourth Caxo\e Landis, Virginia O'Brien, clearance is given only from the con- distributor defended his refusal to
First
Third
Second
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter Franklyn D'Amore, Navy Blues Sex- clusion of the loop first run through sell on the conflict between the fed$642,129
$376,368 $932,216 $796,759 tette and Nat Young's orchestra. the third pre-release week.
There- eral decree and the state law, the
(1941 by Quarters)
Mark Sandrich directed proceedings, after, it is added, the successive case could be appealed to the courts
Fourth
First
Second Third
with Bill Morrow aiding on the weeks of general release follow each fo." a final adjudication.
Quarter Quarter Quarter script. Whole affair was held under other without any clearance interval.
Quarter
Minnesota Amus. Co. (Paramount)
In other words if the arbitrators has little to worry about because It
$1,276,316 $1,506,228
the auspices of the Motion Picture
Committee for Talent and Camp were to reduce the Ken from a has franchises with Metro, Par and
seventh to a sixth run, it would then 20th-Fox and these long-term conRecreation.
Aim is to produce two such shows be day-and-dating^'with the opposi- tracts must be liquldiated. It also
Eugene Levy's Hostelry
monthly, but even if enough top tion Shakespeare and Pix theatres, can obtain Columbia, Universal and
names can be drafted, the problem of owners, of which intervened to pro- United. Artists* pictures because
Eugene Levy, a partner of Para
financing the junkets is yet un- test the complaint.
These latter those companies,_non-signers of the
mount's in the operation of several solved.
houses are now sixth run.
decree, are selling under the state
Newburgh, N. Y., theatres, is build
In their lengthy decision, the Ap- law. It would be shut out only from
Strong turnout, comprising 22,000
ing a hotel in thsit town that will of the 35,000 men in maneuvers, gave peals Board members wrote as fol- Warners as things presently stand.
cost approximately $250,000. It will the visitors a great reception at lows, in part:
Twin City independent 25c runs,
have 91 rooms, of modern construe
'Run and clearance alike are for the most part, have sufficient
Camp Hunter Liggett, while 15,000
tion, including a cocktail lounge to
of 22,000 were present at the per- measures of time; otherwise tfiey are 1940-41 product to carry them into
accommodate 400 people.
formance at Fort Ord. Soldiers at clearly distinguishable. Run is play- next October, it's said, while the
Hotel, to be called the Newbiirgh, the former camp were weary from ing time, clearance is waiting time. majority of 20c Independent situawill be built .on the site of the old
Clearance presupposes runs.
But tions can function until Decembet.
tiring field work when they came
Plaza.
into
the amphitheatre, but they run and priority in playing time may Exhibitors, who have been doing
cheered the arrival of the star con- exist without clearance. The decree considerable spot booking, such as
expressly recognizes that clearance, Bennie Berger, are the most hurt,
tingent.
SCULLT JR. MEGGERS' FREZ
Major General Charles P. Thomp- reasonable in time and area, is es- Even now many Twin City indeHollywood, June 17.
Screen
Directors
have son, one of U. S. army's ablest pub- sential in the distribution and exhi- pendents, who didn't buy all the
Junior
voted William Scully into the presi- lic relations officers, now stationed bition of motion pictures. But the 1940-41 products, are unable to book
at Hunter Liggett, said the show extent to which it is used is optional, satisfactory Sunday attractions. For
dency of their organization.
their Sunday dates these last named
Other officers are James Starkey, constituted the highest possible type not compulsory'.
The Chicago case named Para- hitherto had depended principally
vice-president; Virgil Hart, secre- of public service which could be renmount, RKO and 20th-Fox.
on spot booking's.
dered In the- national emergency.
tary, and Edward Mull, treasurer.
<

.

K'wood Camp Show

.

.

i

,

FILM REVIEWS
Picture
MOON OVER MIAMI combo.
the Marx Bros,

Wednesday, June 18, 1941

16

(MUSICAL)
HoUjnyood, June

14.

Jfilh Century Fox release of Harry Joe
Featuree Don Ameche,
production.
Betty Grable, Roliert CummlnKa. Directed
by Walter LanB. Screenplay by Vincent
Lawrence and Brown Holmea; adapted, by
Qcorge Seaton and Lynn Starling, from
play by Stephen Powya; camera. Pevorell
Marley, Leon Staamroy, Allen M. Davey;
Leo
editor,
Walter Thompaan; acnge,
Bobln, Ralph Ralneer; dances, Hermen

June

13,

Running

''ll.

Olcndale,

Alexander.

nt

titne,

92 MINS.

Don Ameche

Phll'O'Nell

Kay Latimer

Betty arable
Robert Cummlngn

Jeffrey Bolton
fiusnn Lotlmcr

Charlotte Greenwood

Jack Haley

Jack O'Hara
Barbara Ijatimor
Connie FentreiMi

Carole Landls
Coblna Wright. Jr.
Lynne Roberts

Jennie May
Mr. L4ater
William Bolton

Robert Conwny
George Leasey
Condon Bro.*.
(Jack Cole & Co.
Robert Greig
(

epeclaltles

^

Brearley

Minor Watson
Fortunio Sonanovu
George Humbert
Spencer Charters
Mel Ruick

Reynolds
Mr. Protto
Proprietor

PoBtmnn
Band Leader

.

'Moon Over Miami' is a musical
version of 'Three Blind Mice,* which
20th-Fox turned put only three years
ago with Loretta Young, Joel McDespite
Crea and David Niven,
brief interval vbetween the original
and remake, latter is embellished
with a light, gay and tuneful spirit
that will get it across for good, sum-

mer

comedy

ate

Brown

Previewed

biz as toi^line attraction.

New

version switches locales of
Three Blind Mice,' with major portion of action centered in Miami,
with Technlcolored display of the
resort a press-agented vacation paradise of swank hotels, beached bathing beauties, shimmeruig palms and

According to
lolling millionaires.
the picture, any good-looking, carhop in a drive-in has a chance to

mag

a coin-abundant husband in
if she can put up a front for
the required lengui of time.
Betty Grable, Carole Landis and
their- aunt, Charlotte Greenwood,
workers in a Texas hopstool drivein, utilize a nominal inheritance to
snag a rich'husband in Miami, with
Miss Grable as the bait Two suitors
ere quickly unearthed->-Don Ameche

Miami

and Robert Cummings. But when
Uien.

reUin

becomes engaged
But there's the

qvershadow

song

Symphony^

ment

stick.

Martin

okay

is

in the straight role,

assignments
vocal
Others in support in-

his

delivering

satisfactorily.

clude Margaret Dumont,

who

con-

tinues as f emme foil for Groucho's

amorous approaches, 'Virginia Grey,
Henry Armetta and Dumbrllle.

Direction by Charles Rlesner takes
advantage of every opp6rtunity lor
slapstick the
broader the
basic
Harp solo by Harpo, staged
between mirrors to obtain unusual
the effects both musically and comedi-

—

.

better.

is

most

Walt

original.

Hills

Hollywood, June

(PRC).

'Emergcnoy Landing'

chances at the action wickNames are
ets looms here.
short, story likewise.
(Rep).

Only

expectancy

des-

•Saddlemates'

moderate

b.o.

marquee voltage

pite
-

'Mr.

Three

.of

Stock western.

Mesquiteers.

Washington Goes to Town'

in
cast
All-colored
(Indie).
laughable' farce well suited for
theatres with Negro patronage.
-'Glrla Orchestra' (Argentine).
Despite tmbellevable situations,

Spanish

this

-

has

languager

enough

to get by.
'By the Light of a Star' (Argentine). Melodrama with music
that looks okay for the Latin

trade.

'That Certain Somethlne* (AusN.G. all the way.
'Texas Marshal' (PRC). Tim
McCoy again rides herd on westem crooks. Nice supporting pic.
•

tralian).

-

14,

'-11.

'Running

98

Wayne

Betty Field

Daniel Hewitt
Aunt Mollle
Old Matt
Andy Beeler

Harry Carey
Beulah Bondl
James Barton
Samuel S. Hinds
-Marjorle Main
Ward Bond
Marc Lawrence
John Qualen
Fuzzy Knight
Tom Fadden

Granny Becky

Wash Glbbs
Pete
Coot
Mr, Palestrom

Jim Lane
Corky

Olln

Elvy

Daby
Mrs.

time,

.'....John

',

Sammy Lane

; .

Palestrom

on

Howland

Dorothy Adams
. VIrlta
Campbell

Fern Emmett

Commerce. "You Started Something'
Harold Bell Wright's early novel,
and 'Loveliness and Love' have good
reputed to have sold more than
chance for pop attention.
Miss Graole delivers two dance 1,000,000 copies, undergoes some
major revisions in this— its thirdspecialties, as do the Condos Bros
film version.
Not too strong in
Latter pair handle some fast tapping
marciuee strength, picture will have
for maximum audience attention,
to take fullest advantage of Wright's
Charlotte Greenwood and Jack Haley
rep and the Technicolor photogare effectively teamed for major
to get it by for profitable biz
comedy assignments, and former's raphy
the regular txjiis as billtopper.
Letty leg gyrations are still good in
Picture delineates characters and
enough for applause.
conditions in the Ozark back counTopliners In the cast work hard
and proceeds to leisur.ly unfold
and effectively at every turn. So atry,
tale of backwoods drama disclosing
clalite Cobina 'Wright, Jr., displays
Americana hillbilly life that is both
poise and screen ability in a bit part.
interesting
Walter Lang accentuates every op- Paramount and unexciting in turn.
claims this is an answer
portunity for levity and humor in
to exhibitor requests for a successor
the fluffy tale, and pilots it along at
the

Tim Holt

(RKO).

OK

15.

duction. ^

vestiture is elaborate, Vith no less room June
than three parties staffed to work in MINS.
the song-and-dance numbers and Toung Matt

tune, 'Miami,' gets extetisive plugging, end can be utilized to good advantage by the Miami Chamber of

ing.

Dim

.

recent prototypes, with result bC' old Bell Wright; camera. Cbarlea Lang,
Jr., and W, Howard Greene; editor, Sllsing satisfactory entertainment on the worth Hoagland; Asst. director. Dink Tcmlight and fluify side. Production in- pleton.
Prevlened In studio projection

acrobatic antics by outboard speedboats for a most novel episode, and
a trip in the underwater diving bell.
Picture is liberally spotted' with
eight songs by Leo Robin and Ralph
Rainger,
assigned
Cummings,
to
Ameche, Miss Grable, Jack Haley
and Charlotte Greenwood. Theme

Limited'
(UA).
'Broadwtfy
Mild farce on board a ChicagoNew York -train; for lower-duals.
'Sonth of Panama' (PRC). Inferior spy meller, with a flimsy
topical angle, for spotty lowerdeck dualling.
'Silver Stallion' (Mono). Confused western with a weak end-

-'Cyolone

Its'

fast

Charteris" stories.

elaborately

is

staged but fails to impress. Best
tune for pop attentibn is 'If It's You,'
sung by Tony Martin.
Groucho gets a job as bodyguarddetective for Martin, co-owner of the
store, when manager Douglass Dumbrllle tries to get Martin out of the
way. The freres Marx then proceed
to romp through the store in their
usual slaphappy manner, taking advantage of 'the numerous props available for comedy purposes. There's
the usual chase through the aisles at
the finish which catches plenty of
laughs with its speedy display of
ribald Sennettian knockabout slap-

Horseback'
starrer is

an

it

THE BIG STORE
(WITH SONGS)
Hollywood, June

13-

Metro-Qoldwyn-Mayer" release of Louis
K. Sidney production. Stars Marx Bros.

Tony

-Martin; features Virginia Grey, Mar-

Disaret Diimont, Douglaaa Dumbrllle.
rected by Charles Rlesner.
Screenplay by
fild KuUer, Hal Flmberx and Ray Golden;
original by >iat 'SPerrln; camera, Charles
Lawton; editor, Conrad A. Nervlg; music
Qeorgle
Stoll;
dances,
Arthur
Appell
aongs, Hal Borne, Sid KuUer, Ray Golden,
Hal Flmberg, Ben Oakland; Artie -Shaw,
Milton Drake.
Previewed at Academy,

June

Running

'41.

12,

time,

84 MINS.

'Wolf J. FlVwheel.../. ..•.<.. Groucho
Ravelll
Chlco
.'.
. . .-Hacpo

'Wacky

Tommy

Rogers

Joan Sutton
Martha Phelps
Mr. Grover
Fred Sutton
Pegg7 Arden.
-

.-

Kitty
Oulieppl

Maria
deorge Haatlngs
Arthur HoatlAta

Duke

..,

-1

Six

Marx
Marx
Marx

Tony Martin
Virginia Grey
Margaret Dwmont
Douglaaa Dumbrllle
.'.WllUam Tannen
Marlon Martin
Virginia O'Brien
Henry- Armettn
Anna Demetrlo
Paul Stanton

HIU and

Russell

Hkks

Bradley -Page
a Miss

Story

opens

with the Ozarkian
folk pursumg their course of moonshine 'stilling and drinking, with the
revenuers a continual menace. Harry
Carey moves into the community,
intent on buying a plot of ground,
'

.

profitable for all concerned.

Moaning Meadows,
which seems to have been cursed
the death of John Wayne's
mother. Carey is friendly and intent on gaining the confidence of
the- neighbors, despite Wayne's oath
to seek out and kill his father, who
specifically

since

deserted the family many years before.
But when the time comes,
Carey is disclosed as the disappearing father,, who had been in prison
for years for killing a man and did
not know of his- family's predicament. By ithat time there s a reunion—and Wayne easily snatches
Betty Field for a happy fadeout.
Picture is studded with excellent
performances from top to bottom.
Carey dominates the tale as Qie
prodigal returning to make amends
for his long absence. Betty Field's
interpretation of the mountaineer
eirl

love

who

b.efriends

with

Wayne

Carey and is in
Is
a standout.

-A large department store serves as Wayne handles himself. with excepbackground lor this latest display of tional abUlty as the young Ozarldan.
familiar Marxian comedy, which, acMerc Cawrence, as the mute. sim>icording to their own statements, pleton, gives one of '.the most' outmarks the final film appearance of standing support performanciss seen
Groucho, Chlco and Harpo as a for months. It's a radical departure
-

as

first

provides
the' gang

leader.

Edward Buzzell injects plenty of
suspense and excitement in the fasttale of the G-Men vs. crime.
Walt.

moving

The
RKO
tion.

<

Saint's Vacation
(BBITISH-MADE)

WlDlnm SIstrom producFeatures Hugh Sinclair, Sally Gray,
release of

Lcueen McGreth, Arthur
Macrae, Gordon McLeod. Directed by IjesCecil

Parker,

Screefu>lay, Leslie Charteris
lie Fenton.
and Jeffrey Del, from novel, 'GetAwny,' by
Charteris; camera, Bernard Knowlea; e>lltors, AI Bnrnea and R. Kemplln; music,
At Rialto, N. T.^ week
Brotton Byrd.
Running time, 61
June 12, '41, single.

.MINS.

Simon TcmnTar

Hugh

Mary Langdon
Monty Hay ward

Arthur

Sinclair
Sally Gray

Bmll

Cecil Parker
Leueen McGrath
Gordon McLeod
John Warwick
Ivor Barnard

Mnrko

Manning

Rudolph
Valerie..
Inspector Teal

Gregory.....-r.

Wlilley

Felix Aylmer

Leighton

One supposes that after six
screenplays of hunting criminals
would actually give Simon
Templar a vacation. However, Leslie Charteris' notable fictional character, played by Hugh Sinclair, has
been given a respite only for the
film's titular purooses.
'The Saint's
Vacation,' an RKO British quota pro-

RKO

duction, with an all-Englisn cast, is
a minor entry for the duals, and the
lower halt at that.

There's

hint

a

of

international

politics in this fiimsy

yarn of Tem-

plar and his comedic sidekick,

Monty

Hayward (Arthur Macrae),
ting

outwitcriminals

a group of foreign

—

whose identity is ^you've guessed
it!
The leader's name is one Rudolph Hauser.

The film is actually a hide-andseeker, with a little metal musical
box, supposedly the key to a secret
code, forming the focal point of the
intrigue that disrupts the vacation
plans of the criminologist. in Switzerland.
Sinclair

is

clicko as Templar, while

Macrae's comedy material
plenty

is

some-

s.a.,

abilit7.

•

Beulah Bondi, Marjorie Main, Ward
Bond, John Qualen, Samuel S. Hinds,
Fuzzy Knight, OUn Howland and
others in support add much to the
mountaineer atnjosphere of the picture with general nigh standard of
performances.

Henry Hathaway's direction
catches the authenticity of the Ozark
characters and country, and does a
good piloting job despite the necessary slowness of the unfolding.
Technicolor photggraphy is a major
asset in display of the numerous
exteriors of the mountain country.
Walt.

time, 88

MIM8.

Crane

Dr

Joalah Glass

Warden

Alcott

Robert Sterling
Charles WInnlnger
.-.

Sonny Black
Jiff

Duff

'Moose'

Donna Reed
Henry O'Neill
Dan Dalley, Jr.
Don Douglas
Ernest Whitman
Grant

Parker

Sam

Withers

Geonre

Chester Gan
Charles Wagenhelm
Guy Klngaford

Bryant-

Matty Fain

-.

Hutch

Dennis O'Keefe

PaUy

Patsy

Myra

Kelly

Zasu Pitts
Ijeonid KInskey
George'E. Stone

Ivan....
Lefty

Gay Ellen Dakin
Wilson
John Sheehan

Charlea

Edgar Edwards

i

State Troupers

{

Eric Alden

.

Sam McDanlels

Bartender

Roach produced

for 'United Artists
release, should serve as lower-decker
for duals. It's strictly filler In first
runs, but will get by in the neighborhoods. Incidentally, it's the washup
for Roach's fuU-length features, as
he's set to make comedy featurettes

henceforth.

'Broadway Limited' title pretty
indicates the story, a string of
situations on board the
crack Chicago-to-New York express
train.
Yam deals with a trio of
HoUywoodites actress, producer and
femme secretary on their way -to
make an impressive arrival in Manhattan. As a publicity stunt, they acquire a *aby for the actress. Complications stem largely from the
subsequent belief that tiie infant has
been kidnapped. Film maintains a
lively pace, but Is too obviously- con-

much

frenzied

—

extent to which Federal
plan to smash gangster mobs,
is re-told here in a fast moving melodrama that carries plenty of sock for
the action addicts. 'The Get-Away'
is a close remake of 'Public Hero No.
1,' which Metro turned out in 1935,
and is good for a retelling although
dated in view of FBI current activi- trived.
ties directed at fifth columnists and
Chief cast Interest is Marjo.rie
defense industry sabotage. Picture is Woodworth, who's been given ina moderate budget B programmer, tensive publicity buildup as a Jean
and good meller action for. the sup- Harlow successor. Girl has a certain
port brackets, despite unwieldy run- facial resemblance to Harlow,
but
ning time of 68 minutes.
otherwise the comparison Is imStocy opens inside a prison, where fortunate.
She's something of s
Robert Sterling is a recalcitrant first looker and, at least with the revealoffender tossed in a cell with danger- ing duds she wears in this picture,
ous gangster, Dan Dailey, Jr. Sterling has a figger. But she's an inexperiengineers a prison -break for the enced comedienne or, in simpler
pair, whole idea being a cleverly words, she's just inexperienced.
concocted plot by the FBI to round
Victor McLaglen, Patsy Kelly and
up other members of Dailey's mob Zasu Pitts give their characteristic
on the outside with Sterling a performances as locomotive engi
secret operative to obtain identity of neer, sardonic secretary
and rothe gang. But Dailey's sister,' Donna mantic
clubwoman,
respectively,
Reed,' turns up for a romance with while
Leonid
Kinskey,
as
the
Sterling—and latter is discredited by Russian producer, is reminiscent o:'
his chief before the Dailey gang is Mlscha Auer. Dennis
O'Keefe is acannihilated in a pitched battle with ceptable in an innocuous
juvenile
the Feds,
part.- Direction is speedy and the
Charles Winninger provides plenty production passable.
Incidentally,
of attention with a strong portrayal some of the camera shots during the'
of the perpetually drtmk doctor who trip -appear to be authentic glimpses
cares for the casualities in the gang, along the ,Pennsy's Chicago-New
role originally handled by Lionel York route.
Hobe.

G-Men

—

producer,

ciate

Melville

—

—

-

'

•

'Rhyer.

Stars

Roger Fryar:-featurea Virginia' Vale, Lionel
Directed by Jeon
Royce.
li'.irborouKh.
OrlKlnnl story and scrvenplny, Ben Roberts
nnd Sidney Sheldon; camera, Mack Stengler;- music, Alberto Columbo; editor. Guy
Thayer. Jr. At New Tork theatre, N. Y.,
'41;
dual.
Running time:
.Tune 3,

M

.MINS.

Mike Lawrence
Jan Martin
nurns

Roger Pryor

,

Virginia 'Vale
Lionel Royce
I^clen Prival

Raynor

Duncan. RennUo

Police Clflef

Joe
Wilton
Paul

Lester

Dorr

Jack Ingram
Beaumont
Warren Jackson

Hui;h

'.

Lake
Rod

Sam McDanlel

As an action-mellerwith a pseudotopical twist, 'South of Panama' is
material, for lower-billing
Class
in the duals if the top feature is a
sure bull's-eye otherwise, no dice.
It's palpably implausible as drama
and only acceptable as unintentional

D

—

Roger Pryor's radio name
the Gulf -Screen Guild program)

(via

may

help, but otherwls-"
ing for the marquee.

it

has noth-

Yarn is another rehash nbO"t foreign spies trying to swipe U. S. aviation plans this time a forrruila for
invisible paint There's one sequence
that drags in the topical national

—

defense angle by showiing formations of bombing planes in flight,
but that is only momentary and has
the remotest c9nnection with the
Otherwise, there's merely
story.
the old stuff about mistaken identity,
sinister villains, stalwart heroes and
a. tremulous heroine, pluS the inevitable auto chase at the end. Occasionally it's lauehably trite, but
otherwise merely tiresome.
Pryor is personable and direct as
the hero, wnich is as much as anyone could ask under the circum'Virginia Vale, as a U. S.
stances.
girl and, in a black wig and phony
accent, masquerading as a LatinAmerican, is a pretty. thou.<»h inexperienced, actress. Others are rouNothing much to say about
tine.
the direction and production. Hobe.
'

.

SILVER STALLION
Monogram release of Sdward Finney proFeatures David Sharpe, Chief
duction.
Thundercloud, iMRoy Mason. Directed by
Edward Finney. Screenplay. Robert Emraott; camera. Marcel A. LePlcard: editor,
Fred Bain. At Central. N. Y., June 19,
Running time: 60 MINS.
41; dual.
David Sharps
Davey
Janet Waldo
Jan
LeRoy Mason
Pascal
Chief Thundercloud
Freshwater.
Thornton Edwarda
Tronco
Walter Ix>n(
Fred Hoos*
Thunder
Black Jack

Benson

Dad
StalHon
Black Stallion
Captain Boots
Silver

Dov

Boots, the Police

Story to this western meller is so
confused that it may have been a

merging of two different

scripts.

Re-

Is a muddled picture with a
tepid finale. There are a few livelj^
sequences, but most of it Is unnecessarily puerile and tame. Not likely

sult

to satisfy

even the hoss opery ad-

dicts.
its title from silver nag
really white) that fights off
such perils as other stallions, wild
dogs, poisonous snakes, etc., to protect its mate and their foal, both
also white.
Couple of the stallion
battles are fairly interesting, but
otherwise the entire plot thread is
extraneous. Rest of the picture deals
with horse-stealing, revenge, ro-

Film takes

(It's

—

mance and so on
Mildly funny Class B farce, the
Anal of four full-length features Hal

—

The

Marjorle Woodworth

Conductor
11.

Root and W. R, Burnett; story by Ruben
and Root; camera, Sidney Wagner; editor,
James E. Nowcom. Previewed In studio
projection room, June 10, '41.
Running

Maria Theresa O'Reilly

April
Dr. Harvey North'.

Detective

Metro-Goldwyn-^ayer release of J. WalFeatures Robert
ter Ruben production.
Sterling. Charles WInnlnger, Donna Reed,
Henry O'Neill. Dan Dalley, Jr. Directed
by Edward Buzzell. Screenplay by Wells

Jeft

LIMITED

United Artists release of Hal Roach production.
Features Victor McLaglen, Dennla O'Keefe, Marjorle Woodworth. Patsy
Kelly. Zasu Pitts.
Directed by Gordon
Douglas.
Original
screenplay,
Rlan
James; camera,' Henry Sharp; musical director, Marvin Hatley; editor, Bert Jordan.
At Globe, N. T., June 14, '41. Running
time, 75 .MINS.
Mike
Victor McLaglen

Baby

THE GET-AWAY
Hollywood, June

Naka.

BROADWAY

SOUTH OF PANAMA^
Producers Releasing Corp. relcose ot T.
George
Richmond produetloi^.
H.
R.
Balcheller In cbarge of production; asso-

Mocmo comedy.

what questionable.

.'

'

Walt

toughness

of

her

Sally Gray lends
but shows Uttle thesping
Cecil Parker, Leueen Mcand Gordon McLeod are
for Lawrence, who has previously Grath
been tvrjed by producers in eane- others notable in the creditable supster pictures. James Barton (Jeeter porting cast Leslie Fenton's direcLester of legit 'Tobacco' Road'). tion lias kept the pace brisk.

westerner.

.

to
first outdoor Technicolor feaa consistent pace. Picture t^kes full ture,
'Trail of the tionesome Pine.'
advantage of excellent Technicolor
If that
photography to focus attention on the justify is the case, tlfeatres must
their request by giving this
Florida exteriors and lavish sets.
some extensive exploitation to make
'

plenty

poise,

displays

ability and personality in
Dailey
film appearance.

Fast

(M-G).

The Saint's Vacation' (RKO
Mediocre meller, anBritish).
other in the "series from Ijeslie

with 'a brief but
'Teneappearance.

clicks

effective

Paramount release of Jack Moss proStan John Wayne, Betty Field,
Harry Carey.
Directed by Beniy Hathaway. .Screenplay by Grover Jones and
Stuefrt Anthony, based on novel by Har-

some

'The Get- Away'

action melodrama of G-Men vs.
gangsters.
Good dual support.

'Virginia

TAe Shepherd of the

also

character study.^

moderate- results, but overlength in each instance. Groucho
assembles the department store staff
to lead 'Sing 'While You Work,' a
melange of singing, dancing and

and the Ameche-Grable pair deciding to go along from scratch.
There's more action, music and
comedy in 'Moon Over Miami' than

'niere's

Shepherd of the Hills'
(Par). Harold Bell Wright's tale
retold in moderately entertaining

with

O'Brien

,

Marx

Store' (M-G).

comedy moderately funny.

'The

tabbed as unrelated to, the story line
as blackouts. There are three songs
of them production 'numbers

Cum"

to

The Big
Brcs.

—two

which

(20th).

6s billtopper.

itself

finger maneuvers on the piano; and
Harpo is the sileiit one, who does a
turn on the harp.
Picture is loosely^ frameworked,
with numerous episodes that can bt

sets, in

MUmi'

Over

IWoon

Good, light, tuneful and gaysome
musical will give OK account of

.

kaleidoscope

Donna Reed

while

dull stretches
the several socko laugh

proper
mlngs.
straightening out at the finish, with
Miss Landis grabbing the rich boy

specialties,

Miniatore Reviews

profitable

where

sequences during a btimpy unfolding.
Pic's best chance is in the
family circuit for average biz.
Marx Bros, repeat their familiar
antics without much variation from
previous appearances. Groucho is
the talkative and stoop-shouldered
comic lothario; Chico the Italian
character, providing his regulation

fortune-hunter falls in love with the cally,
former, she finds he'? bereft of coin,

and

still

Barrymore. Sterling makes cinematic
progress as .the young Fed who
undertakes the dangerous mission;

foUowings, but shapes up as a moder-

(Technicolor)

Pan

by where

will get

all

pretty

ele-

mental and not very convincing.
Characters, situations and dialog
might have been swiped (or a gift)
from the funny papers. Even so.
David
for
there's
little
excuse
Sharpe as the yearning hoss-thief

who goes soft at the end, the overly
youthfulness of Janet Waldo as the
ingenue, or some of the Keystone
Hobe.
Cops' antics of the others.

EMERGENCY LANDING
Produccm Releasing Corp. release of Jed
Buell production.
Stars Forrest Tucker.
Directed by
Carol Hughes, Evelyn Brent.
wnilom Beaudlne; original acreenplay,
Martin Mooney; camera. Jack Qreenbalgti;
sound. Buddy Meyers; editor, Robert Crandnll.
Reviewed In projection room, Lincoln, Neb.
Running time, it MINS.
Jerry
Forrest Tucker
Betty
Carol Hughes

Maude

Evelyn Brent

Emmett Vogan

Doe

William Halllgan
George Sherwood
Joaquin Edwards
SUnford Jolley

I.Ambert
Jones

Pedro
Karl
Otto

Stanley Price

North
Colonel

:

Jack Lescoulle
Paul Scott

With no more to offer an exhlb in
the way of a marquee trimming than
a masculine nanje linked in a few
Hollywood columns with some of
the lesser known femmes, Forrest
Tucker is hardly material for enthusiasm. Film has amall chance.
Tucker is a test pilot and crony
of a desert airline flyer. Emmet Vogan,

plane

v/ho

he

has a radio-controlled
wants backed. Tucker

fronts for him, gets him a test, and
the result, is a. la^urej- capped by a
$20,(Mi>^idH ne
TheyJWoth go
bacV-son the
^toanflilc to
mistakes, and in that hiding comes a
temperamental heiress, whose highhandedness also becomes a major as-

ei^

.pKk

signment of. the two men..
Carol Hughes and Evelyn Brent
overshadow the men in both name
and performance, although neither
(Continued on page 18)
.
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is

SO

crammed
/ //

full 01 action, so perfectly
^

\

////

timed, so strikingly told, so surely headed

for top grosses that it could

by no other company

have been made

in the business but...
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That Certain Something

Xr"**"

A

surprisingly adept cast lifts the
absurdities of the yarn into laugh-

(Continued from page 16)
able moments. Of the comedians.
any records. Miss Hughes Is Mantan Moreland, seen as comic
fhe multi-moneyed deb, and Miss relief in several Hollywood features,
Brent Is her aunt and companion easily grabs No. 1 laurels. He has a
during her escapades. For an indie natural sense of comedy, excellent
outfit of action entertainment pur- timing. on his dialog and never fails
pose, William Beaudine, the director, to garner a laugh no matter how
made the most of the s.a. possibili- feeble the line. He is Schnectady,
Miss Brent takes a one of those seeking to gain conties at hand.
makeshift shower, and Miss Hughes trol of the hotel, doubling as bellboy
warms up the screen in shorts and and elevator operator imtil he can
Most action spots could take command. Floumey E. Miller,
sweaters.
better merchandise this product by another old reliable, is his pal in the
forgetting the official billing and top- effort to obtain control, playing
ping with the girls.
straight to Moreland's clowning. ReStory circles the affairs of factory mainder of the cast is adequate,
While there's nothing particularly
and family of pudgy William Halli
gan, an airplane-building tycoon. original about the story, the dialog
selfby
a
upset
surmounts what might have been
is
His home life
willed daughter, and his plant has to void moments. Jed Buell, who procontend with enemy agents and test duced and directed with discerning
pilots who have their minds on touch, is a vet in turning out this
Weor.
other things. At no time does Mar- sort of film.
tin Mooney's screenplay turn up
sets

I

anything of arresting nature.
Camera speaks eloquently of
makeshift lighting, and Tucker, fpr
a leading man, is given pure lickand-promise makeup. Miss Hughes
has the film all to herself for attractive closeups. Technical rating overall is

Orquesta de Senoritas

Running

'

I'm*.

M

j

'

.

|

I^Roque
Wanechee

\

Pcier George

)

^"7""^"
°''5H
Ellen Iwiwe

Aunt Amanda.:

latest

Three

i

Mesquiteers

starrer is standard stuff for the ac-.
tion runs, average cowboy and Indian fare with a Uttle too mut:h talkBut Alin' and too little shootin.'

bert DeMond's and Herbert Dalmas'
script builds nicely to a last real cli-

max

with wagon
by yelling Indians

surrounded

train

in accepted fashBiz expectancy here is moderion.
ate, despite marquee worth of popu-

lar trio.

Mesquiteers
Robert Livingston,
Steele and Rufe Davis are
shifted from ranger patrol to U. S.
Army to seek elusive redskin chieftain Peter George Lynn, a war-

Bob

Lynn maspainted warmonger.
querades as official interpreter for
the Army, thereby learning all official secrets.

Mesquiteers, under Livingston, get
guardhoused after brawl with Lynn,
and on release trail him to learn he
is really the bad Injun.
Army red-

Steele rides on

,

U

'

in

ahead to warn

^
Gale Storm, as the commander's
daughter, is most prominent in support and extremely attractive. Davis'
comedv Is the broad tvne
western
Wrestern
,P
jTs
^?
if
J 2a
addicts absorb and Steele and Livingston split the heroics.
But it's
Lynn who does the nicest job.
Photo^aphy and lighting are beyond reproach and everybody con-

J
'

,

,

i

at hand, consi^dering story limArt.

Itations.

Mr. Washington Goes

To Town

^
'

Blicle National Pictures releo»e of Jed
Buell production, directed by Buell.
siura
F. E. Miller, Mantan Moreland.
.Screen
play by Walter Weems, kex .N'eal from
•icry by Weems; editor. William Farls;
cn;ner^. Jack Greenhnlgb; music, Harvey
Bi'oo'.ts.

At

Apollo,

.N'.

Y.,

week June
E.

.....Mantan

Moreland

Maceo

Pi'utus

B.

Miller

i

UhefReld

Arthur Ruy

Blackstonc

Lndy Queenle

I

18,

« MiNS. F.
.-,

llarKsrette Whitten

Morehouse
Monty Hawley

Clhrence

Gorilla
Stilletto

Mrs. Brutus

Chambermaid.

Zoreta Steptoe
Florence O'Brien

Newest all-colored screen comedy
from Hollywood is geared for sturdy
reaction in theatres such as the
Apollo iq Harlem. Because likely tS
score in these type houses, 'Mr.

|

;

Washington Goes to Town' looms as
a healthy grosser in theatres with
Negro patronage.

la

Luz de Una

Worth

point

by

Store Circuit

Marjorie Reynolds, whose lines
jContlnned from pace 1;
might have been written for Broadway Rose instead of a western gal, at the Versailles, N. Y., was skedded
her
assist
aid to
enlists
Holt's
but failed to show.
brother. Worth.
Aggregation, making its appearThere's the usual internal dissen- ance at 6 p.m., attracted 2,500 wosion and walkout by the line workmen to the second floor of the store,
ers because of lack of pay and Holt,
the largest number ever
with Ray Whitley; and Lee 'Lasses' said, to be
White, joins the girl and her brother to have witnessed any similar show.
in an attempt to perform the task None of the celebs got paid except
Each was allowed to
in publicity.
themselves.
After a shooting affray in whkh plug his show or club and also got
Worth is injured, the trio and the a mention in newspaper ads that
girl manage to make the vital con- Oppenheim Collins placed and in
nection and the day Is saved.
posters in the store windows.
62nd Street Chantenr Sapolled
There's more than the usual share
of comedy, shouldered mainly by
Most of the 'guests' did nothing
White, with Whitley as straight man. but take a bow, all trooping onto
Latter sings two numbers.
the miniature stage together and
All
technical
and
production sitting around in a circle. Followangles measure up, with special ap- ing his intro each made an embarplause for Harry Wild's cameraing rassed and hurried exit with a
which catches some of the best west- mumbled 'excuse, usually something
ern scenery ot the season.
Art,
about a 'radio show.' Eddie Davis
contributed his 'Faith, Hope and
but in a wellCharity'
story,
scrubbed-up version, and 'Broadway
Joint
Sam' made an effort to sing before
;Contlnacd from pace 7;
nv.c. Bernard Sobel rushed to the
explained that Sam was
a new standard contract, previews, mike and
really in a hurry to get back to
cancellation, right to exclude, runs
Times Square and didn't really have
and no discrimination clauses.
Threetime to warble after all.
Mary Tells Them Why
piece orch provided the interim muAn elaborate program ot speakers sic and background for the fashion
was lined up by prexy Kuykendall show which followed.
for the MPTOA sessions. These inCelebs were garnered and the setcluded talks by Mary Pickford, who to arranged by Peggy Read, former
discussed reasons for the current advertising
for
Oppendirector
b.o. slo^p; Nathan'D. Golden,, head heims,
who quit that post two
of the motion picture division of the months ago to specialize in freeU. S. Department of Commerce, who lancing at putting on this type of
advocated a picture biz setup along show.' She was assisted by Sobel,
the lines of baseball; Rodgers, with former p.a. for Florenz Ziegfeld,
the new radical Metro sales policy; who recently resigned from Metro to
Walter Wanger, who discussed vari- handle publicity .for the Celanesa
ous production angles; Francis S. Corp. of America. That company's
Harmon, coordinator of the Motion materials were shown exclusively
Picture committee cooperating for in the fashion show.
National Defense; Austin C. Keough,
LIteraU Ballyhoo
Paramount v.p., and general counsel,
Another angle on celebs for dewho said that distributors do not partment stores is being engineered
like the five-picture selling idea of by Gerry Morris, wife of William
the Government any more than do Morris, Jr., head of the Morris
the exhibitors.
agency. Mrs. Morris has opened her
own office to supply talent for vaJ. Noble Braden, executive secretary of the American Arbitration rious merchandising tieups In deAssociation, addressed the MPTOA partment stores. Unlike Miss Read's
members on the advantages ot ar- setup, in which the celebs are never
bitration under the new government paid except with an occasional gift
setup. Also giving heed to the bene- of a piece of clothing, all of Mrs.
Morris' people demand coin.
fits of arbitration was Herman M.
First of numerous schemes afoot
Levy, executive secretary of Theatre
Owners of Connecticut. Levy took by Mts. Morris is to provide names
a rap at exhibitors who, he said, to do book reviews. She has a circuit
of eight department stores in as
were in many instances as much to
blame for conditions as were pro- many cities and, in a tieup with
ducers and exhibitors, and he urged publishers, will send out her people
that theatre men must be at least to read reviews in the booK departreasonable In their demands. 'Hiey ments. They'll write their own remust liot seek what they would not views, 'tis said, 'assisted' hy the press
themselves give or conside? fair. departments of the publishers.
Initial date on the circuit, a kind
Levy emphasized,

—

MPTOA

Estrella

:

'

for the rest of Latindom
While not overly original, story
done by Director Enrique S. Dlscepolo in collaboration with his
brother Armando Dlscepolo, tells of
^ ^^gO singer (Del Carril) who gets
a bullet wound from a jealous wife,
makes a comeback and finally ends
l^ilm "
Ii lUnoamenUUy
fiinHnmentallv
*" traeedv
romantic both i.j regards plot and
characterization but seems watered
by sadness and pessimism shown in
riialnir
-j-l cnaraciers
eharapter? ana^^oiaiog.^
nnrt
Flic
UtS
P'"'',
"""" " as usual, goes the whole way
cepolo,
in being tragic^ Assistance of an outside scripter would have helped.
Plot involves a" chorus girl who
Idolizes the star, is kidded into calling him up anonyn\ously, grows iflcreasingly In love with him, and
filially meets him in person.
She's
taken out of the chorus and made
partner in a new number, but the
villain who pretends to he a friend
leads her to suicide by sending her
a batch of lili^ the diplomatic formula by which the famed singer is
reputed to end his love affairs,
Del CarrU Is singularly efficient
not only
a -warbler but as an actor,
showing much'-'more aplomb and expresslveness than he lias indicated
in previous efforts. Tangos 'Secreto'
.

It's' a sort of' a colored
'grand
hotel,* Without the trimmings. Nearly
everything happens ia ft hotel, and
about 'nothing ever
happens here.', spoken by a maid,
with a three-ring <;ircu6 going on al- and 'Solo' have already, become pop
most tmder ber nose. The film's plot hits. here. ^ Ana Ifarie Lynch in the
revolves about the fight of two femme lead is discreet and does best
colored gentlemen to obtain pos- in her telephone bits. Young actress
ccssl<>n of a large hostelry, with the Zully Moreno makes an- effective
~
scramble for necessary coin to -pick' initial appearance that holds promise
up a' mortgage, bringing in the of better things. Sets and {ihotogcustomary chase and a slapsticky raphy are good, especially in the
tiimax. Every character in the film
Ray.
theatre scenes.

^

there's that line

if

.

icrned ieems to have done as good
a job as can be expected with mate-

il/
„i"T"'."*
Walllngford
Bchnectady

certain

adequate productioning by Sigmund
Neufeld help put across this yam, ' A comprehensive report on his rebolstered by several affable per- .cent trjp to Washington was given
formances. MoCoy continues to be PCC members by Albert Law, genMcCoy. He rtdes more like a eral counsel of Coast exhibitor or("By the Light of a Star")
cavalry captain than a cowboy, is ganization. Law counseled strict ob(ARGENTINE-MADE)
handy with his dukes and quick on servance of the consent decree in
(With Songs
the trigger as the marshal (cattle order that questionable practices
Buenos Aires, June 2.
EFA production and release., Featurci detective)! Art Davis fills in nicely later might be taken up with ThurHugo del Carrll, Ana Maria Lynch, Zully as Uie warbler with the Rhythm nian Arnold, head of the trust-bustMoreno, Alda SportelU, Carlos Lagrota, Riders, radio combo, without startEduardo Sandrlnl, Maria Esther Gamns. ling anybody over his acting abil- ing division of the Department of
Jose Ruzzo. LIna Batevez, Julio Renato,
Justice. Law said that in talks with
Adolfo Meyer and Antonio Bardot. Directed ity; Possesses tuneful voice, singing
Enrique S. Dlscepolo. Based on a story several new Johnny Lange-Lew Por- Arnold he had broached the subject
EnrIou« Dlscepolo
nl.cunoln nnd
nnrt his brother,
brother ArAr. ter tunes, best of which are 'West Is of changes and 'modifications in the
by Enrique
mando. Reviewed at the Monumental the- Always Ready' and 'Riding Down the
Government pact with the major
atre.
Buenos Aires.
Running time, 76
Texas Trail.'
MIKS.
producers and distribs but that while
Wilson Edwards, leader of the cow- Arnold admitted that the decree is
.
Cinderella storv with a trairic boy instrumental group, is smothered regarded as/an experiment,
he said
.uj"
iJ^.
„t,„°5ro^l,=
tl^T.o „
by the story but looks promising. that he was opposed to any modifii^^'f'„?.'l'f .,T,^^1":7'D^'*I'
stars Hugo del Carril, one of Argen- Kay Leslie is wasted as the femme
cation at this time.
ri'ri".*;c;3"c^T.*irTJU-r-:"l»^'trimming.
Charles King, as the
r^r^'^pf
Big Social Snccess
singers.
Pic°"*f
not ^'Sf"'=K\V*°P±"S2
only has a strong heavy, tops'the support in a typically
local appeal but seems a likely draw rugged role as the gunman who does
Socially,
the simultaneous con-

En

help.

«

Ray.

raphy good.

the train In time and they, of course,
hold off until Livingston arrives with

rial;

TEXAS MARSHAL

Nini Marshall, one of ArgenUna's
,
(WITH SONGS)
top screen and radio comediennes,
Producers HeleaslnR Corp. release of 81cin 'Orquesta de Senoritas' mund Neufeld production. Stars Tim Mc(.Qiris Orchestra') that despite a Coy; features Art Davis and Rhythm
.
j
j^.
nverurnrlrpH Riders. Directed by Peter Stewart. OrigiOBVlOUSly OverwOTKCa
thin plot and nhuiniielv
Lively; camem.
gagS, she IS still the mistress Of the nal gcreCDplay, William
Holbrook N.
Jack Greenbalgh: editor,
Latin laugh and can bring Out the Todd; songs, Johnny Lani;, Lew Porter. At
guffaws no matter what. Pic had the New York, N. Y.. weeic June 11. "41.
MtNB.
S,„li„„„=
oni„o .Imncf
from dualed. ROnning time,
almost frnm
caught going
audience <.,„«v,f
..Tim. McCoy
the beginning. Pic has more force Tim
Art Davis
Art
and less originality than previous Margery
K»y Leslie
Karl Hackott
collaborations of star and director Moore
Edward Pell. Sr.
Luis Amadorl, undoubtedly due to Adams
Charles King
the artificial and far-fetched, plot, TIluB
Dave O'Brien
Bum....
)>ut it manages to click nevertheless. Henderson
Budd Buster
^
John Elliott
Story deals with the director of a Gorham
Wilson Edwards
girls orchestra who has the job of Announcer
Byron Vance
Deputy
getting one of her girls married to
an unwilling groom. To further
Although this western ploughs facomplicate the situash, a rich but
gloomy. uncle has to be brought in miliar terrain, it's fairly comprehensible fodder for the cactus opera
liiie to make sure he puts up the
necessary cash to get the boy started. fans. Film is filled with maximum of
In the series of hard-to-follow com- action and never makes much preplications that follow, the leader tense of being more than the usual
type of fare.
(Nini Marshall) has to pretend to be one-two-three-ride
the brid^', play the role of an Italian Should fit in on numerous twin bills
opera singer and also pose as a where patrons like cowboy operas.
woman of the world carrying 'on a
Texas Marshal' is different in that
half dozen love affairs.
the veteran Tim McCoy gets the star,
Handled by Senorita Marshall, the ring role while the principal singing
excessive dialog of the script by cowpuncher character is relegated to
Conrado de KoUer and Ariel Cor- the feature player. Familiar pattern
tazzo is not over-apparent and the is followed in the plot, with a fake
comedy, while sometimes grotesque, 'league of patriots" as the cloak for
is never quite coarse. Vivacious, sure
carrying on the machinations of a
of herself, Nini Marshall is at her goldmine-grabbing gang.
Series of
best in the scenes where she directs murders, with the property on which
the orchestra and imitates the singer; gold deposits have been found secretcomedy and caricature, while some- ly, is traced to the League's ringnevertheless leaders only after 'Trigger Tim'
times
childish,
is
effective. Francisco Alverez is funny Rand, a cattle sleuth, takes charge.
and ZuUy Moreno tender and exDirection by Peter Stewart and
featured roles. Photogpressive

tape entangles utilization of the information in time to stop scheduled
massacre of .wagon train bearing the
post commander's wife and .young
son.

director making a pic in Australia.
the old studio idea with few new
angles and of the type laid aside by
Rick.
Hollywood moons ago.

-It's

.

Eyes Cody

Iron

Black Eagle

homebrewer.-

an American

.

I^nn

Marin sats
Matty Faust

Mrs. Langley

This

Steele

Rufe Davis
Gale Storm
Forbes Murray
^melius Keefe

Thunder
_
__. Bird
Li'ttis Bear.^.

this

from the radio
screen talent.

tells of

;

.Robert Livingston

Bob

with

little

'

I

,

I

....

Lullaby Joslln.
Susan Langlcy
Colonel Langley
Lieutenant Mannlni:

shows

Story simply

proves

1

Stony ' Brooiie.^..r."!

Tucson Smith

field,

U

'

MliiS

to the screen

'

tio'l'-'^su^'R^bl^ Liv^Kton°Tob''i?eeTe:
Rufe Davis; features Gale Storm. Directed
by Lester Orlebeck. Screenplay, Albert DeMonii, Herbevr-Doi^maa. from originiji by
Bernard McConvllIB and Karen DoWolf,
based on characters created by William
Colt MacDonald; camera, William Nobles;
editor, Tony .Mnriinciii; music director, cy
Lincoln,
Reviewed at Oolonisi
Feiier.

Lawman

So-so fare for minor spot in minor
zones. Given a city bid, pic zeroed
right from preem, slapping house
into a loss on forced two weeks.
Useless for U. S.; likewise doubtful
if British dates would mean much
unless there's a drastic, shortage of
product there.
Clarence Badger, who also wrote
the yarn, has brought nothing new

10.

Argentine Sono Kllm production and refeatures
Marshall;
NInt
Stara
lease.
Francisco Alvarez, Pedro QuartuccI, '/.ully
Moreno, Victoria Cucnca and Semllllta.
Story, Conrado De Kollcr agd Ariel Cort«MO. Directed by Luis C. Amodorl. Reviewed St the Monumental theatre, Buenos
.MINB.
Running time,
Aires.

SADDLEMATES
>

Leslie Victor

Joe

Cast, recruited mostly

June

Aires;

Howard Craven
Lou Vernon
Charles Kllbum
..Arundel NM»on
Ronnld Morse
Marshall Crosby

Lake

Dill

('Girls Orchestra')

Buenos

Meuon Edwards

Thelma Grlgn
Gcorslc SterllnE

Mairel Dubois
.Stephen Appleby
Mnurlce .\ppleby

(ABGENTINE-MADE)

Art.

only so-so.

RKO

Pniay O'Connell
Miss Hemlnswny

^anchise

Wednesday,

(AOSTBALIAN-MADE)
May

23.
Sydney,
Direlease of Ancoiwy production.
Slnra Megan
rected by Clui-ence BRdger.
Kdwarda; features Thelma GrlKg. Howard
Cruven, Lou Vci'non. S'.o.y, CInronca DadKrnnk roffoy. At Mayfalr,
(ser; camera.
Sydney. RunnlnR time, DO .MIN8.

nionche WrlRhi
JImmIe Jones
Robert GImble
Alan Durke
Announcer

will get the
doesn't reach

i

'

,
'

'

'

I

'

'

'

of tryout before large-scale operation begins in the fall, was yesterday (Tuesday), when Jean Muir reviewed "The White Cliffs of Dover,'
by Alice Duer Miller, at Kaufmann's
in Pittsburgh.

Lifetime Job
^^Contln.n^d from page 3sss

come the property of the studio.
Music would then be turned over to
Broadcast Music, Inc., for publishing, with the studio assigning perrights to the individual
stations, in conformity with provisions 'Of the consent decree.
That, says the ASCAPers, can't be
done.
Legal opinion is divided as

formance

to whether ASCAP writers would
band of ventions were a terrific success.
breach their contracts with the SoWear.
Early on the opening afternoon, the ciety in the event of such an arexhibs and their guests were split rangement.
into three parties and taken for
'While in s'omewhat of a dilemma
Cyclone on Horseback whirl of th& various studios, wherea
over the reasons behind tobogganRKO-Radio release of Bert Gllroy pro- they visited with the stars, were
ning grosses, studio heads concede
duction. Stars Tim Holt: fealupa Marjorie
Reynolds.
Ray Whitley, Lee 'Laases* freely photographed and other^yise it is no secret why musicals are hitregaled.
While.
Directed by Edward Kllly. Story,
ting so many sour notes' at- the boxTom Gibson; scr.eenplay, -Norton S. ParOn Tuesday night the industry office. It is pointed out that in preker: camera,' Harry Wild; editor, Frederick Knudtson; niuiilc, Fred Rose and Ray
tossed a barbecue and entertain- vious depressions in picture revenue,
Whitley.
Reviewed «t Colonial, Lincoln, ment at the Columbia
ranch, which musicals more than held their own
Neb., duah Running time, SB MINS.
Cast; Tim Holt. Mnrjbrle Reynolds, Ray will go down in exhibitor annals as
and showed profit where the others
Whitley,
'Lasses'
Lee
White,
Harry one of the best diversions ever
dipped into the claret. Once back
Worth, Dennis Moore, Eddie Dew, Monto
Montague, .Slim Whitaker, Max Wagner, planned for their entertainment, The on NBC and CBS, to get the milJotin Dllson, Lew Kelly.
Columbia ranch in North Hollywood lions of listeners humming and
was gaily decorated for the occa- whistling ditties from the filmuThis stock western, all dressed up sion, and with Harry
Cohn, prexy of sicals, it Is assumed that biz will
with Broadway dialog and fancy
(Tolumbiar officiating at the mike, take the upbeat fast-like.
In supproduction, remains just a stock
western that will have no trouble in scads of picture personalities were gort of this contention they have
the action groove but scarcely dares introduced. The main entertainment
ut to scan receipts' of musicals reprogram
was
ertceed by Red Skel- leased prior to
appear in anything better. It's Tim
he muting of ASCAP
ton
and
had
Olsen
and
Holt's fourth time out under the
Johnson, Iieo tunes on the major webs. Black ink
Bert Gilroy-Edward KlUy banner Carrillo, the Merry Macs, Nicholas
and Is on a par with the preceding Bros., Grade Fields and a host of was used with few exceptions.

the dirty
crooks.

all

work

for the

.

^

.

'

trio.

other talent

Just as 'the last number in the
.Mhry Pickford presided at a lunch'Robbers of the Range,' was all eon for ladies of the convention at
about the railway coming to the the Cocoanut Grove of the Ambassawest, 'Cyclone on Horseback' deals dor hotel Wednesday
noon and final
with the .stringing of telephone wires
social event of the meet was the
across the prairie.
banquet and dinner dance at Earl
Holt is a horse rancher who brings Carroll's Hollywood
night spot
In a herd of pack steeds to be told to
Many of the eastern and midwestHarry Worth, who hai the franchise
for stringing the elevated copper. em- exhibitors remained over the
When Worth hasn't the ready cash. week^d. From their standpoint the
Holt peddles the nags to Dennis 1941 conventions were regarded as
Moore, the crook of the piece, who unusUally 'successful.

Hawaii, Here

series.

.

''

-'S0li8MM

We Come

WBc"igfendS,' used

several
times' on stories In preparation at
ZOtb-Fox, is back on the job as the
title of a tropical musical comedy,

now belng^readied by William LeBaron.

Background footage

Hawaa

will be shot in
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Hey, Madeleine, the boys
in

the field say we've

done

it

ful,

We'll say they're
Just look at these reports

remember

from seven key engagements

more good news coming

by the hour!

in

.

First

three days even with "Lady Eve"l

DETROIT

.

First

three days leading "Lady Eve"l

.

First

three days even with "Lady Eve"l

.

First

week even with "Lady Eve"

.

'CHICAGO

KANSAS

.

CITY

First

LOS ANGELES

•

•

DENVER

•

First

week even with "Lady

•

First

two days 18% ahead

•

»

Now

.

I

three days of second

First

LimE ROCK

I'm

terrific!

SPRINGFIELD
.

get an ear-

the picture, too!

in

again!

...with

me

Let

in third

week 14% ahead

I

Eve"l

four days of second
of

w^ek 10% oheadi

"Lady Eve"l

week, and business

to date

ahead

of

is

first

weekl

DEPEND ON
TO GIVE YOU THE WINNERSI

_

FRED MacMURRAY-MADELEINE CARROLL

t'atricia

Morison

k Paromounl P-ch

Sillie

Produced and

Burks
D.ri'cU'cJ

John Loder

•

b

Edward

•

Dame May Whitty

H, Griffith

Eflmund Gwenr

St"-cn Plov by VifqiniQ

Van Upp

Reginald Denny

Billy Gilticri

.

!
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FILM BOOKING CHART

RKO's Sked

Inside Stnff-Pictdres

^Continued from pate 7;

One

—

the rarest coincidences in racing history and that's what Jim
Levey's 'Tight 'Shoes,' claims it was, pure coincidence occurred Monday (16). Sunday night all sports editors of New
York dailies received the following wire: "Confidential: Pam's Mam definitely is primed to win the fifth race tomorrow on a disqualification of
Feet First which will be placed last by the stewards for bumping in the
stretch. You can pass this on to your racing reporter for further investigation.
Have uncovered indisputable evidence. Please do not mention
my name in this connection. Jim Luntzel, Circle 7-7100.'
And, sure enough, at Aqueduct Monday in the fifth the winning horse
was disqualified for bumping in the stretch and the second horse was declared winner. Names of the horses, of course, were not those mentioned
In Luntzel's wire because Pam's Mam and Feet First are the horses in the
Tifth Race' in the Damon Jlunyan picture opening this week. What
Luntzel was tipping off to was what happened in the film; surprise was
that it also happened at Aqueduct anj in. the same race.
Luntzel's idea was to have the sports editors query him on his wire and
then tell them, very mysteriously, he'd give them full dope if they'd meet
him in front of Loew's Ziegfeld, N. Y., at midnight. Preview of 'Tight
Shoes' was skedded at the theatre at that time and Luntzel's plan was to
use this as a method of getting the sports eds there.
.of

XiUntzel, p.a. for Jules

—

.

In a case recently tried by Harold M. Goldblatt in the N. Y. City -Court
on behalf of the Carl Laemmle estate to recover against an exhibitor for

not playing out a guaranteed run of a picture, the exhibitor is appealing
from the verdict which the jury brought In against him. He wants the
verdict set aside on the ground that one of the jurors failed to disclose
that he himself had been a distributor and therefore possibly prejudiced.
Examined in a special hearing, the juror testified that about 13 years ago,
he and a partner had bought the distribution rights for a picture for a
'certain territory on the lower east side, east from 14th street down to
the river.' Appellate court is asked to decide whether this makes him a
distributor.

thcatrs and fitm txcttange tookert Vawett presents
Daniel Webster,' 'Before the Fact' (F^T infoTvuMon of
These will a eamplete chart of feature releases of all the American distributing comand 'Lady Scarface.'
panies lor the current qmrterly period. Date of reviews as given in
lead off the salesman on the 1941-42
and
tn« running time of prints arq Included.)
Vametv
mode of selling and probable that
COmUOBT. I»40. B1 TABIsn.'' INO. AU. BIUBTS BBSKBVED
contract negotiations will open on
Comedy;
Melofframa;
Comedy
what is being offered by the middle Key to
AbhreiHotlons;

Tvp«
Droma; W—Weitem;

of July.

addiUon

In

to

"Kane,'

which

The Storm King, Cornwall, N.

Y.,

which has

filed

a complaint asking

Storm King was built by a Cornwall businessman who gave the town
a library and other things, but he ultimately turned the house over to his
chauffeur, latter selling it. It is five miles from Newburgh, N. Y., where
the Brbadway and Ritz have 30 days' clearance over It on film of all
companies. Storm King wants this reduced to seven.
Sale of Metro product henceforth only on percentage, as Indicated by
William F. Rodgers at the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
convention last week, wiU not mark the first experiment with such a
policy for the company.
About five years Metro decided it would take no flat deals and held out'
for percentage contracts only for most of that 'season 'but finally backed

down

in the face of terrific resistance, including virtual boycotts' in some
All distributors in some cases have been forced to sell all
their product flat because certain buyers wouldn't close In any other way.

territories.

"Kings Row' is still sitting on its throne, with no prospect of stepping
Into production for several weeks. 'Warners had made a deal for the loan
of Robert Cummings, who is still flying at Universal in 'Alinost an AngeV
and will not get back to earth until* August. Cummings' part in the
"Kings RiSw* picture demands so much footage that Warners cant shoot
around him that long. It is the second time 'Kings Row* has been helil up
at the barrier.

C—

WEEK OF RELEASE—S/2/41
D
D
D

livered as

a

C
C

W

D

In speaking of the consent decree, Ber First Bean (Col)
S/1
5/7
the distribution department points A Woman'! Face (M-G)
6/4
out that 'all of you are by this time Bouse of Mystery (Mono)
Vaealiond (Rep)
5/21
.
familiar with the general principles Gay
Broadcast (20th) 4/30
Amerloan
Great
of how to operate the plan but how Aflectlonately Yonrs (WB)
5/7
the plan will operate is something
that only time and close observation

appurtenances.
Iilfe of Orson Welles was dramatized in Spanish recently during the
weekly program sponsored by RKO on NBC's shortwave stations, WRCA
and WNBL RKO is releasing Welles' "Citizen Kane.' Included on the

show was a dramatized version of the opening night of 'Kane' at the El
Capitan in Hollywood, as reenacted by NBC's Spanish players.
Loew-Lewin,' United Artists producers, got In line behind four other
week for rights to the title 'Rip 'Van Winkle.' Those who
Intention of making a film based on the

studios last

have previously sigiiifled their
famed Dutch inaraUion sleeper,
Paramount and Edward Small.

in order of priority, are 20th-Fox, Disney,

•Underground,' the -Warner Bros, picture which cashes In on the idea
of mysterious, portable radios In Germany, much the same aQ 'Voice In
the Night' did, has -two topical touches. One is reference to the 'Bismarck' sinking, while the other Is mention of the Hess 'incident.' Warner
Dim is taken from "Freedom Radio' yarn.
.

-To obviate scenes and dialog offensive to I^tln-Amerlcan coimtrles,
Paramount has hired. Ltiigl Luraschl, formerly of the' studio's foreign department, to censo^ those things before they are filmed. His work consists
of reading scripts with a view to saving the company both money and

R. Rogers-G. Hayes
H. Herbert-G. Sondergaard
E. Albert-J. Leslie

CD TS
O MS

M

D

«1
•*

90

D

8^

Cooper-J. Withers

1.
J.

Crawford-M. Douglas

K. Kent-J. KeUy
R. Karns-R. Donnery
A. Foye-J. Payne

M. Oberon-D.Morgan

'

Under

consent decree selling,
added, the uninit is
formed salesman will find himself
trapped very quickly. In the 194142 season pictures must be screened
before they are offered for sale, so
that unless a salesman also sees
every picture he sells, how can he
Intelligently discuss the product?
however,'

Knew AU the Answers
"U Walt for Ton (M-G)

(Col)
5/14
Kins of tlie Zombies (Mono)
There's Maelc In Music (Par)
5/28
Dosert Bandits (Rep)
(20tli)
Blonde
Cowboy and the
Prisoner of Zenda <UA) 9/1/37
Tom Sawyer (UA) 2/1S/3S
9/14
Singapore Woman (WB)

Scattergood Pulls the Strings

Angela With Broken Wings (Bep)
Saddlemates (Bep)
Great Commandment (2Mb)
Too Many Blondes (U) 5/21

D

WU

.

The Nnrse'i Secret

(WB)

c

D

8/11

D

W
WD

.

M

MU

D
C

CD

-

learft new
reactions.*

angles,

new

pany ever wrote, best previous season having been 1937-38 when 9,975
contracts were sold.
Prizes

of

$20,000

in

the

recent

RKO convention is the first to l>e
attended by all division theatre operators of the company plus its field
exploitation men. Charles Koerner,
general manager of 'the RKO circuit,
will address .the delegates (pday
(Wed.) «n theatre angles.

Lydon

W. PoweU-M. Loy
Lang-J.

J,

Downs

W. Boyd-B. Hayden
G. Klbbee-D. Trout
G. BoUnd-B. Bamea
3

84
94
60
131
61
97
123
85
102

Hesqoltcen

Bcal-M. Moscovlch
B. VaUee-H. Panliti
L. Patrlck-B.

Toomey

V. Bruce-H. Manihall
R. Taylor-B. Donlevy
D. Sbarpe-J. Waldp
B. Mllland-V. Lake

Gray-H. SInrlaIr

S.

A. Neagle-B. Bolger
L. Damell-T.

Power

AbbotUCoatello
P. Lane-J. Lynn

G. Garbo-B. Novarro
88

R. Corrlgan-J. King
T. Holt-R. Wbltley

90
78

J.
J.

M. Weaver-N. Sparks

H

D
D

The Get-Away (M-G)
Richest

Man

La

8/11
(Col)

Town

8/U

Gang's All Here (Mono)
One Night In Lisbon (Par) 8/14
6/21/33
Bring '£m Back Alive (BKO)
Bride Wore Crutches (20th)
7/24/40
6/11
Tight Shoes (V)
Broadway Limited (UA) 6/U

Out of the Fog (WB)

Time Ont

for

Rhythm

R. Arlen-A. Dcvlne

Cagney-P. O'Brien
stephenson-O. Fltsgerald

(20th)

C

D
D

6/11

88
70

98
60
54
87
75
85

B. Sterllng-D. Adams
F. Craven-J. Todd
F. Darro-H. MoicUnd

M. CarroU-F. MacHnriay
Frank Buck Balsius
North
J. Howard-B. Barnes
McLaBlen-M. Waedworth
i, Garfleld-L Lnpino
L. Roberts-T.

'V.

WEEK OF BELEASE—6/20/41
(Col)
5/28
MV 74 B. Valleo-B. Lana

W

Bands Across the Rockies (Col)
The Big Store (M-G) 6/11
-Bowery Blitzkrieg (Mono)
West Point Widow (Par) 8/11
They Meet Again (RKO)
Nevada City (Rep)

Man Bunt

D
CD
C
D
H
CD

84

•3

D
D
W
D
MTJ
D

8/11

San Antonio Rose (U)
Passage from Bongkong

(WB)

BUI Elllot-H. Daily

C

CD

100

Marx Bros.-T. IHartlB
L. Gorcey-B, Jordan
A. Shlrley-B. Caiinn
J. Hersholt-D. Lovett
R. Rogera-G. Hayes
J.

Bennett-W. Pldgeon

R. Palge-J. Fiazee
K. Donglas-Ii. Fairbanks

WEEK OF BELEASE—6/27/41
Sweetheart of the Camsus (Col)
Medico of Painted Springs (Col)

C

R. Kceler-O. Nelson
C. Starrett-T. Walker
T. Keene-B. Miles
C. Gable-R. Bossell

W
w

Wanderers of the West (Mono)
They Met in Bombay (M-G)
The Parson of Panamlnt (Par)
A Very Toung Lady (20th) 4/30/41
RelucUnt Dragon (BKO)
8/11

D

W

CD

Puddin' Head (Bep)
Kansas Cyclone (Ren)
Road (U)

80
73

\

Drew-C. Ruggles

E.

Wlthers-N. Kelly
Disney Cartoon
Canova-F. Lederer

J.

J.

D. Barry-L. Merrick
G. George-B. Man.ine

O

D

Underground (WB)

South American complaints.
plus first and second preferred stock
Because of curreat timeliness of 'Ramparts ..We Watch,' feature on acquired by Par during the year
America preparing for war, originally .released last summer, March of had brought debt reductions and
Time reports several theatres are now rebooking the film. It Is the first stock requirements totaling about
and only feature M. of T. ever produced.
$6,900,000.

F. Barttaolomew-J.

J.

80
58

D

W
W

CD

Par Slate

7%

T. KeUy-E. Patterson
B. Marsholl-D. Bruce

WEEK OF BELEASE—6/13/41

J.

Lynn-K. Verne

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/4/41

Continued from pace

$3,900,000 and had also retired $1,
750,000 worth of
preferred stock
for two consolidated subslds.
This

M. Hnghes-G. Montgomery
M. CarroU-R. Colmon

WEEK OF BELEASE—6/6/41

Hit the

ings in the second- quarter will exceed the $1,476,000 for the second
quarter of 1940.
.Balaban pointed out that the defense sjituation has caused a considerable tax 'increase wblch Paramount is paying. He cited that the
quarter earnings ($2,475,000)
first
were those after deducting incomes
taxes at th^' rate of 30% of net
profits, much higher than 1940.
He also cited the strong financial
position of the company and how the
company had reduced Its debt by

M. Hunt-V. Weldler

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/30/41

'

new

85
97
St
89
«9
72

C

5/28
BUly the Eld (M-G)
1941-42 season will therefore
6/18
'Silver Stallion (Mono)
._ .
new ex- 1 Wanted Wings (Par)
j^jg
"
O)
6/18
the unknown develop' Saint's VacaUon (BK<I
ments it holds in store for us. It Sunny (RKO) 5/21
t/21
Blood and Sand (20th)
will be enlightening because even Abbott-CosUIlo in the Navy (U)
8/4
the veterans, the most seasoned Million Dollar Baby (WB)
6/28
members of our sales force, are
to

8ft

C

c

B/14
8/4 -

The

tricks,

SO
ba
luu
91

D

W

(BKO)

periences,

going

D. Purcell-J. Woodbury
A. Jones-S. Foster
D. Barry-L. Merrick

W

5/28
Naval Academy (Col)
Love Craxy (M-G) S/14
Bedhead (Mono)
5/21
PIzataa on Boisebaek (Par)

be interesting because of the

-

J.

67

BD
BD
CD
D

Adventure In Washington (Col)

of a prospect.

H*
73

D

D

4/23

Bennett-F. Tone

c

M

WEEK OF BELEASE—S/23/41

The

salesman will not only have
to see the product before he starts
jM'iiing It to familiarize himseU with
the stories^ possible audience reactions, etc., but he must also analyze
it from the -standpoint of ferreting
out the sales angles that give it boxoffice importance to the exhibitor.
He wUl ha-ve to study «acfa picture
thoroughly to determine every possible merit it possesses, much the
same as a successful automobile
salesman must know every detail of
his product to make a customer out

5/21

She

faster liquidation.
'

McCrca-B, Drew

jr.

K. Hepbarn-C. Grant
Clyde-E. Foy, Jr.

jr.

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/16/41

will reveal.

'

'

72

-

film.

Depinet sales drive, 'with New
Orleans coming out on top, were i
nounced Monday afternoon (16), toWarners is getting around the lack of full radio coverage In its musical gether 'With this year's 100% branch
pictures by making use. of special song trailers to take the place of the managers and salesmen (those dosair plugs. Idea started with 'Strawberry Blonde' and is being improved ing all i)0ssibllities on their books)
on with a trailer for 'Million Dollar Baby,' giving the future customers Four branch managers figured and
an earful of the music and lyrics. With the stunt seen. and heard by about 18 salesmen;
20,000,000 fans ahead of the picture, the studio execs figure they can get
On Monday (16) also Oess Smith,
more publicity that way than they could over the radio.
western sales manager, discussed experimental selling under the decree
Discrepancies between the actual expenses of film stars for publicity and Bob Mochrie, eastern division
and the amounts charged off their income tax returns ate being scanned chief, speaking on liquidation of conclosely by the Screen Publicists Guild, which Is prei>aring.a detailed report tracts, predicted greater prosperity
of aJX moneys received from clients. Guild has a hunch that some high- in the faU and winter, but stressed to
salaried picture people are turning in publicity expense accounts that salesmen that they must obtain dates
aint so.
at time of selling, thus insuring

Camera department at 20th-Fox is guarding details of a new photographic process of clarified focus for widely extended areas. Invention is
being kept a secret imtil patents have been cleared. First demonstration
is in 'How Green Was My 'Valley,' with Art Miller as cameraman and
Dan Clark, cliief of the camera staff, supervising the use of the new

70

O

M. Scott-G. Brent
L, Barrymore-I.. Ayrea
T. Bitter

75
76

61
90
109
74
54

WEEK OF BELEASE—4S/9/41

(1940-41)

this season's

W

RKO's current season (1940-41) MaU Rari (M-G)
The proposed $2,500,000 realty development at Mount 'Vernon, N. Y., on
pointing out Wrangler's Roost (Mono)
Harry M. Warner's property is, actually, that of a private realtor. The has been its best. Smith
8/18
Cyclone on Horseback (RKO)
that as of June 6 in this country For Beauty's Sake (20th)
film 'man is. merely negotiating for disposition of bis estate, which cost
and
Canada RKO has closed 10,C
Men of the TImberlandi (U)^
that amount^ but which will be sacriflced at aroimd S0% thereol The
Z/lZ/35
.contracts, which is 93.8% of the Devil Dogs of the Air (WB)
realtors, when and if consumating a deal with Warner for his estate, will
5/28
total number of possibilities. ' This Shining 'Victory (WB)
develop the land sans any tieup with the 'WB topper.
is 924 contracts more than the comDirectors of Walt Disney Productions, Inc., ha've ordered deferment
of the quarterly dividend due July 1 on preferred stock. The company
stated the deferment was made necessary by reduced Income caused by
spread of the European war and the working capital required for the
production and carrying of feative pictures for release In the most advantageous markets.

CD—

RD—

They Dare Not Love (Col) 4/30
C/7
People vs. KUdare (M-G)
The Pioneers (Mono)
4/9
ReacIUns for the Son (Par)
Up Baby (BKO) t/lt/M
BrlDtlns
fall release, also 'Little Foxes," which
S/14
(Rep)
Conntiy
FUr
Jim Mulvey, Sam Goldwyn's eastern Shtrlft of Tombitone (Rep) S/21
representative, states will be ready Black Cat (U) 4/30
8/4
"Reluctant Thieves Fan Ont (WB)
some time in August
Dragon,' from Disney, is being de-

,

for a change in clearance, is only four years old but has had 12 operators
In that time, It is understood. These included SI Fabian who, like others,
threw in the sponge. Theatre is now operated by Cornwall Amusement
Co. which, among others, includes Ed Peskay, but reported present owners
have been trying to sell the house and recently, offered it for $25,000.

M—

D—

Romantic Droma; Ml/—Musical.
Drama;
Figures herevith Indicate date of Vabiety's review and running time.

roadshowing, is held off
this year's schedule for selling as
part of the 1941-42 season, RKO has
'Fantasia' but will play that film on
takeover from Walt Disney on a
"Kane'
modified roadshow basis.
will probably be held up for later

through

I Was a Prisoner on Devil's Island (Col)
Barnacle Bin (M-G)
Caught in the Draft (Par)
5/28
M6on Over Miami (20th) 8/18
Gangs of Sonora (Bep)
Bachelor Daddy (U)
Kisses for Breakfast (WB)

D

CD
C

HU

WC

82
92

D. Woods^. EUers
W. Bcery-T. Weldler
B. Hope-D. Lamour
D. Ameche-B. Grable

SHeaqnlteers
Babv 8andy-E. E. Horton
D. Morgan-J. Wyatt-

C

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/11/41
Two

In

D
C
D
D

a Taxi (Col)

Ringside Malsle (H-G)
City limits (Mono)
Forced t.nnitinf (Par)

A. Lonlse-B. Hayden
A. 8othem-G. Murphy
.

r. Albcrtson-L.

M

Accent on Love (20th)
Reno, Sucker- (B)
Bride Came C.O.D. (WB)

Grey

B. Aitea-E. Gabor
G. Montgomery-O. Hassen

C

~VerbertrT.->Btsiim.

"'

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/18/41
Blondto In Society (Col)
Son mt Davy Crockett (Col)
Shepherd of the Hills (Par)
Dance Hall (20th)
Raiders of the Desert (U)
BnUets for O'Hara' (WB)

WC
6/18

.

D
D
D

W

P. Slngleton-A.

Lake

B.Eniott-L Meredith
98

J.

C.

Wayne-B. Field
Romero-C. Landii

R, Arlen-A, Devlne
J. Perry-B. Pryor

.
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You've got a year-round business>
[Do a year-round selling-job. The per->
centage us in your favor.

%

•/.

%

Campaign your house

. .-.

campaign

display your theatre
your lobby .
as the best place in town to spend
an evening no matter what picture
you've got But get some enthusiasm
into it ... as though you.believed it
.

.

yourself.

% %

%

Bright, colorful display

.

.

.

shining

how to do it.:
% %
^
For there never has been so much

with promise

.

.

.

that's

%

"come-hither" in Theatre Advertis-^
ing OS you find today in the Three
Best Seat-Sellers.
•A

% %

^Sparkling with showmanship.
^Sparkling wi& selling-flair.
*Spark]ing with sales-CQ>peai

% % %
Go over the line item by item. You'll
.

ticket' selling 'helps you'd
never even think of unless brought
to your attention. Many of them
ridiculously low in price . . . but big

find

in result-getting.
•/•

%

Vt

-

^

The percentage is in
your favor when you buy Trailers
Displays and General
.
. Lobby

(Yes, sir!

.

.

.

.

Accessories from

nflTIOnflL SCREEfl
nrnioniiL

SERVICE

screeh accessories
,

, » .

Prize

Baby

of tiie Industry!

J
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Belita

20th Fmancing Josephson Daring

Book on Victor Hogo

Writing of a
TwenUeth-Fox

TULLY LOSES

embarking on

Is

Cook

Off

Hollywood, Jun«

WB

of the plan of buying
screen rights to tomes before they
are written, which has been indulged

Jim Tully's suit for alleged violations of the Civil Rights laws against

Flexible Sellinff
'Sergeant York,"Flight Patrol' and
Navy Blues,' plus probable others,
will be completed by the end of

K»yoed

variation

by

and

Columbia

Paramoimt,

RKO. Fox story department on the
Coast Is now working out a deal by

Pic(13)

It

loses

its

advance

If

it

by Par.

leased

to publish

Hard for Power
Atlanta, June 17.
Picture theatres throughout this
area are hard hit this week because
shortage has
water
state-wide
a
forced the Georgia Power Co. to
place all industries It serves on a
weekly allotment' basis, one third of
normal use. Longest drouth In 37
years makes the outlook extremely
discouraging to exhibitors, power
clampdown socking exhibs hard.
Several theatre shuttered recently
including the 2,800-seat Rpxy here,
the l,S00-seat Imperial in Augusta
and the part-time operation of the
-

NEW CARMEN, DETROIT,
NOW MAY UNSHUJTER

Paramount and

other American studios are also interested In the story.
As a result of Metro's buy of The
Jollity Building,' by A. J. taebling,
last week, another of his yarns has
Story is an
created film Interest.
oldie, Tummler,' which, like 'Jolran in the New Yorker.
lity,'

Detroit,

June

17.

Overruling the lower courts, the
Michigan supreme court has granted
the firm of GoreUck & Marshall the
right. to open the new Carmen theatre, originally ordered closed for

four years.
'The large and- expensive nabe, dark now for nearly a
year since it was completed, was
ordered put into operation as soon
Tummler'—Yiddish for conniver— as the owners void a. lease for
is about a character on New York's parking lot they have with Joseph
62d street who specializes in creat- Miekinis, whose reputed ownership
ing very fancy looking niteries 'out of the house brought down the court
of cardboard and spit' for very little shuttering order.
coin.
'Jollity

Building,'

which ran

in

three installments, brought $5,000.
Liebling was also offered a film
writing contract but has other plans.
Het'Manheim, of the William Morris office in New York, handled the
deal.

Spikes

\naudla.'

UA

might be moved to the Coast,
KeUy said it had been considered
times during the past 15 years

end was no more Imminent now than
at any other time. 'We've survived
that idea in the past and I guess we
again,' he remarked. UA head
confirmed reports that reps of the

is

Actual allotment of power became
day). While volunteer electric!^ reduction brought good response in the
past week, it was deemed not sufficient to meet the present emergency.
With summer weather in full
swing, this allotment of electricity
will hit theatres which must depend
on air-conditioning -to attract pa-

'

'

Cooling

trons.

trimmed so that there
of not

more than

.

.

One

crowded the Columbia cutting

witli a

one

new

high

~of

10 features

serial.

editing process are

morrow' and the second, 'New DiColumbus, June 17.
and mensions:'
Ardmore Amus. Co., owner of the
Yorke, who was p^d a commission nabe Bexley, awarded judgment of
on the first, demanded one on the $25,275 against United Artists by a

'Our

Wife,' 'Mr. Jordan Comes to Town,'
'The Officer and the Lady,' 'Blondie
in Society,' 'Ellery Queen and the
Perfect Crime,' l^stery Ship,* "The
Latins From Manhattan,' 'TiUie the
Toller,' The Son of Davy Crockett,'
'King of Dodge City' and The Spider

Returns.'

saying that the basic Idea Franklin
Couiity
common pleas
was to publicize Chrysler and the court jury. Suit charged breach of
stories were almost identical.
Bert contract on two different occasions
second,

Mayers

and

Harold

Sherman

&

Fitelson
Mayers, representing the
defendants, argued that having been
paid off for the first picture, as

salesman or promoter, the plaintiff
-

themselves will act as the board.

How Attorney Flxores It
Hollywood, June 17.
Sol A. Rosenblatt, counsel for Mrs.
Eyivia Fairbanks, at a conference
yesterday (Monday) entered a protest against sale of the Fairbanks
stocks to UA on the grounds that the
price was too low. "He contended
that the by-laws provide for sale of
owners' stocks at book value plus
25%, and set the worth of the Fairbanks shares at from $600,000 to
$l,25(),00p.
He said the latter figure
was based on the company's earnings during the past five years.
Computing the value on dividends
plus 25%, Rosenblatt declared, would,
make the price $675,000. If determined by UA earnings during the
past 12 months;- he said, the value

$25^75 From

UA

Kayo Standard
Suit vs.

Picts*

Du-Art Labs

Suit of Standard Pictures Productions, Inc., against Du-Art Film
Laboratories, Inc., for $50,000 damages was dismissed Friday (13) by
Judge John C. Knox in N. Y. federal court

Action claimed Du-Art had unlawfully retained the negative, work
print and accessories of the picture,
'The Headleys at Home.' The action
asked- the return of the picture or
damages of $50,000, Suit was dismissed for failure to prosecute.

Most Try Kevels^

Snit

A

plea for.sununary judgment by
Radio Pictures, Inc. and four
screen writers to dismiss an iniringment suit against them by Jesse

RKO

Solomon was denied Friday (13) by
Judge Samuel Mandelbaum in N. Y.

ICABION
SEUAUD
federal court Action seeks an inHollywood, June 17,
junction, accounting of profits and
Marlon Martin draws three player damages against* "Radio City Revels'.
assignments at RKO following comFilm allegedly was plagarized
pletion of her present job in 'Mexi- from 'It Goes Through Here,* play
can Spitfire.'
written by Solomon, he says. Other
Future chores are 'Unexpected defendants, all screen writers, are
Uncle,' 'The Marines Ar^' Ready' and Matt Brooks, Eddie Davis, Anthony
"Weekend for Three.'

named

1,000-seat house.

effective at 6 ajn. yesterday (Mon-

.

M^

wUl

m

Scars sees no vast or essential difference in selling under the decree
as against the past, but believes that pany move.
the new method of merchandising
Cartoonists are asking full Guild
pictures, to be very flexible so far as
shop and' reinstatement of all emWarners and possibly some others ployees as of May 15. Disney preare concerned, will tend to improve fers -80-00%. Guild shop, return of
product. When the producer realworkers except .Art Babbitt,
all
his pictures must be
izes that
chairman of the Disney unit of SCG.
screened before sold, the probable
An agreement has been reached
rosult will be i^t each wiU be
'hand-made' in Sears' opinion, with by both factions for appointment of
the practice of slufflng pictures an arbitration board to act on all
through simply because they've been iiismlssals under stiidio retrenchEmphasized by Carcontracted for In advance likely to ment plan.
toonists that Disney would I>e albe virtually eliminated.
Wamerfi' sales head views the new lowed under counter proposal to
selling as differing less than the hire outside creative artists even
trade appears to imagine. He points with full Guild shop. Only requireout that while^now a company sells ment would be for inker to join up
a blanket contract each picture is within specified time which is' comallocated In accordance with value, patible .with all Guild studio conV
discussion held concerning dating, tracts.
On AFL Unfair List
holdovers, advertising budget to
Tbe Central Labor. Council, after
cover, etc. He sums It up by indicating that 'in dating pictures today trying for two weeks to mediate the
Disney strike, finally ordered that
you're also selling them.'
of the company be
all products
Works Both Ways
placed on the official unfair list of
Question of industry resistance to
American Federation of Labor.
terms under decree selling is a the
Harry Sherman, Council president
rather open one, but while Sears bewho' with J. W. Buzzell and Lew C.
lieves that the average' exhibitor
Blix composed the mediation comwill probably be quicker to pay G.
mittee, Issued the following statehigher percentages for a big .picture

ment:
after viewing It and weighing its
Two weeks ago the unions in Holsystems must - be boxofflce values, on the. other hand lywood which are Involved in the
when a film is bad, the same- valiTes
is a difference
Disney Studio controversy requested
five degrees be- in reverse will also have to be taken the Central Labor Council to place
tween outdoor and Indoor tempera- into accoimt.
the vicinity of Stoia's houses. Later,
While buyers are in doubt con- the Disney Studio and its products
tures.
Order also eliminates all
official unfair list of the
when Miskinis ostensibly had with- ornamental signs.
cerning summer releases generally, upon the
drawn from the further plans for
being unable in some cases to even labor movement In accordance with
the Carmen and the house was built,
tmder its the rules; this matter was referred
book July releases,
to
the
executive
board of the CounStoia went into court and charged
policy on deliveries has set a film
Rights In
it was a disguised ownership, his
Agent
each week through the first week in cil with i>ower to act and the board
former partner still was interested,
September. These are definite and appointed a committee which has
been
in
almost
negotiations
constant
and obtained a Circuit Court order
Film Idea, Court Roles will stand. It Is declared, regardless
with Disney since that time . . . The
prohibiting the house from opening
of summer heat and any other seaCouncil 'will call upon the American
forjCour years, the balance of time
holding
that ^nal sacrifices that might be en- Federation of Labor unions throughimportant
ruling
An
under the verbal arrangement.
cAmtered.
,
The Supreme Court ruled that a salesman has no rights in copyReleases and dates are 'Kisses for out the United' States to refuse to
Miskinis was not in the present set- righted ideas and Ihat his commis- Breakfast,' July 5; 'Bride Came C. O. attend theatres showing Disney picup but that the present owners make sion as a salesman lets him out of DV July 12; "Bullets for O'Harq. tures and to continue to do so until
any transactions, has been handed
it entirely remote by severing even
July 10; 'Bad
of Missouri,' July such time .'as the controversy is
the lease with him tor a parking lot. down by Justice Dennis Cohalan 26; Three Sons o'Guns,' Aug.
ended.'
2;
in N. Y. supreme court in connecThe ^een Actors Guild has
"Manpower,' Aug. 9; 'Highway West,*
tion with a $7,500 suit by .Emerson
joined other unions in pledging full
Yorke against Arthur H. Loucks and Aug. 23, and Dive Bomber,* Aug;' 30, financial and moral support to the
CoL Editors Easy With
John A. Norling. The cotirt disEicreen Cartoonists Guild.
Several
missed the action.
actors, writers and publicity men
Yorke had claimed he introdudced Nabe Wins
Serial
10 Features,
have been marching In the picket
the two defendants to the Chrysler
lines when mass demonstrations were
Motor Car Co. which paid them to
Holly wood, Jime 17.
for Non-Defiyeries staged.
make two third-dimensional films,'
Production peak during May has
the first enUtled In Turie With To
-rooms

owners on the board of directors
have resigned and the principals

at least $600,000.

Bijour in Bnmswick. Last

The long-drawn litigation stems
back to the partnership split of Joseph Stoia and Misklnis. The former went into court here and argued that a verbal agreement had
been made that Miskinis was to
build no theatres for five years in

In the

home

office

would be

.Hollywood, June 17.
Although the striking Screen Car-:
Guild yesterday (16) re-

toonists

jected the pr<^sal of Walt Disney
for peaceful settlement mediators
are hopeful of an early end to the
Disney execs now are
walkout
studying overttire by inkers as a
cotmter gesture to the' latest com-

-

and her husband, WUliam Brown
Meloney, on their going to the Coast
to do tiie screen treatment of their
tage play and mag stories of

many

Walkout Soon

Has No

to .pay for stock that pays average
dividends of $65,000 a year and has
earned $95,000 a year for the past five
rears.' Ibey're trying to kid^ this
lady around.'
[Sources in New York familiar
with tTA earnings declared yesterday that Jaffa's figures were eX'
aggerated.]
Selznick, who said he will be east
a week to 10 days, is expecting
Capra on Thursday or Friday.
They'll confab with Korda, who
came into New York Monday for a
brief stay, and with Kelly and attorneys. Selznick, while in New York,
win also parley with Rose Franken

for reports that the

Settle Disney

WB

UA

sContbraed trom pafe Ss

As

To

.

,

Howard's picture, 'Home
Town,' produced by Odessco and re-

vertising of

the book. *
Victor Savllle, British producer, is
endeavoring to buy 'Hankow ReAuthor Is
turns' by C. S. Archer.
an Englishman, but novel backgrounded by the Sino-Jap war is to
be publishied in this country by

-

duction.

used without permission in the ad-

doesn't purchase the rights. Double-

Houghton-MiOlin.

July. IClfigs Row' and 'One Foot in
Heaven,* also for 1941-42, are among
pictures about ready to go Into pro-

Theatres

Hits

lack of prosecution by Judge
John C. Knox in N. Y. federal court.
Damages of $50,000 had been asked.
Case had been hanging Are for some
two years.
TuUy claimed his name had been

will

day-Doran has contracted

and Paramount
was dismissed Friday

ductions, Inc.,

for

screen rights if and when Fox buys
them. Studio automatically gets an

opUon.

Georgia Drouth

William K. Howard, Odessco Protures, Inc.,

Matthew
finance
which
Josephson while he authors a volume on Victor Hugo.
Scheme is to provide him with
the money as an advance on the
it

to hold eastern

cuss It

stars.

Hlf 150,000 Claim Over Par Pleiore

Hope

a

and western sales
meetings about that time. That is
nearly six weeks hence, but Sears
can see no reason for setting a concompany is ready
Studio diplomacy rearranged the vention until the
distemperatures of the two to screen completed product and
is

varying

policy of subsidization of an author
while he Is writing a book, slight

In

mediators

and Par

-Condnned from p>fe

17.

Belita, Ice star who got hot enough
to skate off the lot when Republic
starred Dorothy Lewis in 'Ice Capades,' cooled off enough to return
to the set for a featured specialty.

VeUlec and Mortimer OSner.

had no rights in the second picture
which was made a year later.
The court, agreeing with this contention, dismissed the suit

War

Hollywood, June

17.

as regards to product for delivery in
Liberty National Pictures Corp.,
spring of 1038.
headed by M. H. Hoffman, is lining
Theatre, famed. for its twin-audi
up studio space for 26 pictures to be
toriums, has been operated under filmed for the 1941-42 program, which
lease for past several months by Includes 12 to 18 features to be proFred Rowland, local circuit owner.
duced by
independent picturemakers under- franchises.
Remainder of the schedule will

Cleaning

Decree and

MJL HOFFMAN GETTING
fflSUBERnNATlSET

Up

at

Mono

probably be produced on the
Pathe lot

RKO-

Interest

Stimulates Newsreel Biz
Wliether it is because of the pending enforcement of the Consent Decree, or increased interest in war
news, the newsreels currently report
a healthy upturn in business. Pathe,
Paramount and Universal all reportimproved,revenue from newsreel ac
counts. Par particxilarly noting
increased number of exhibitor deals
Uiider terms of the consent decree,
the newsreels are supposed to be sold
separately. Under this system, it is
believed that the reels ^will be offered to exhibitors on 'their merit
and service in getting the best stories
out to them first than- as a means of
leverage in selling features. Understood that apprepiation of this alignment has sent exhibs scurrying to
contract either the best expensive
newsreel or the best inexpensive i^eel."
Just how the average exhib sizes up
the different newsreels is not known,
but lt*6 reported that Universal,
which is not sold under the Consent
Decree, is attracting new business
because rated as one of the least expensive issues.

Hollywood, June 17
Housedeaning time comes to
~
Monogram, where seven features are
going into production before July 7
to clean up .commitments on the
present program and get a start
the next year's product
Seven to be produced are "The
Rough Riders,' 'The Deadly Game
'Sweet Sixteen,' 'Bowery Blitzkrieg,
'Dynamite Canyon,' *Night of Horror*
and 'Saddle Mountain Roundup,'
first of the Range Busters series for
the new program.
/

Robinson Moves to M-G
Hollywood, June 17.
Metro borrowed Edward G. Robinson from Wairners for Tlie New

York Story,' a newspaper
slated to start next week.

Sam Marx
LeRoy

yarn,

produces end Mervyn

directs.

Dr. Gallup's Shorts
Dr. George GaUup wiU do the
commentary and probably be seen

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, June

in 'Gallup Reviews
series of shorts based
17.

"Motorcycle Squad' became Double
Cross' at Producers Releasing Corp.
'Roaring Frontiers* is hew. tag on
'A Star on His Saddle' at Columbia.
"New Orleans Blues' Is release
handle on 'Hot Nocturne' at Warners,
'The (Sentleman Misbehaves' is release tag on* Columbia's 'Amateur

AngeL'
'Shadows

of Their Wings' was
shifted to "Captains of 'the Clouds'
at Warners;

Gallujt's

American

.

.

.'

new

on surveys
Institute

.

of
of

Opinion.
Briefles will be
produced by Fil^, .Institute, Inc:,
new outfit ,.ltt, tlie short field. It's

Public

headed

by.

associate

and

Lawrence W. Fox, former
producer

at

Universal,

Edmund Lawrence Dorfman.

Latter will be in charge of producUon,
Columbia is now distributing a
couple other of his shorts made independently.

.
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NEW SHOW
CHURCH

BINGO

BLAMED FOR

shire; Jefferson Park, Detroit; Peony
Park, Omaha, are only, a few of the

OFFB.O.

dance opportunities that ars exparienclng heavier b.o. takes than they've
been led to expect by the in' and out

Atlantic City, June 17.

by
conducted
games
Bingo
churches were listed among chief
causes accounting lor decline of from
80-40% in picture business by Allied
Theatre Owners of New Jersey at
annual convention at the
its 22d
Rlt2-Carlton hotel. The conference
Is in conjunction with AUled States
Association of Motion Picture Ex-

play of the last couple -of years. In
addition
there
are
places
like
West Side Park, Berwick, Pa.; Budd
Lake, N. J.; Riverside Park, Springfield, Mass., are examples of a string
of spots who h^ve resumed the use
ot name outfits after being discouraged to the point of getting along
with strictly local names by poor response to the more expensive ones.

Hershey Park

EXPOSE SHREWD

Giveaways, Once a

lusf in PhiUy,

Slowly Disappear in Film Theatres
THEIITIIE IIIICKET
Philadelphia,

Gang NaUbed in Syracuse
Had Clever- Ruse to Mulct
Exhibitors
Worked it

—

Coast-to-Coast

SUCCESSFUL TAKE
Syracuse, June

mid-week

Institutes

GYP

BIZ BINGO

Film Biz N.G.
^^Contlniied from page

Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa.; Sunnybrook Ballroom, Pottstown, Pa. New
England stands like Lake Compound*,
Conn.; Canoble Lake, New Hamp-

2S

—

June

to drop the
future.

17.

dishes, dresserware,
Giveaways
linens. Spoons, etc. once considered

—

Court Okays Cash
Giveaways on Coast

a must by operators of Philly nabes,
are slowly disappearing from the
film scene here. Only three houses
on the Stanley-Warner circuit now
feature the gimmicks oiit of the 35
or 40 which had them a year ago.
Even the indies are cutting down
gradually. Exhibs claim the interest
in the premiums has been waning of

Los Angeles, June 17.
Film theatres in Orange County
permitted to hand out cash
under a .juling by Judge

are

prizes,

Cameron

A

manager of a house

in

many

case

of

five

Coast-Arthur chain
charged with conducting

Fox

houses,
lotteries.

West Court decided that the giveaway was

patrons refuse
Philly said that
to take the dish of the night. Others
take them and leave them behind in
Some
start
to collect
theatre.
the
the dish sets, getting the larger
pieces, then neglect to show up at
the theatre when the small stuff, salt
shakers and the like, are on tap.
An official of the Warner chain
explained that managers have been
ordered to build up their programs
better exploitation, etc.
The only houses in the circuit still
handing, the come-ons to their customers are the Ogontz, Forum and
Liberty ^the latter two In an Industrial area. Even -these' houses Intend
.via

in the

West

late.
17.

Syracuse film house managers,
hibitors and regional vice-presidents operation July 9 with Sammy Kaye
and the 16th with Blue Barron.
blltzkrleged to the extent ot $3,000
of Eastern Seaboard.
session
general
In
Bookers who have made occasional in a new bingo racket, are still
Convening
Saturday (14), the theatre men in a rounds among various spots the past blinking their eyes and wondering
discussion led by Lee Newtiury, of few weeks are definitely certain that
president, the upswing is due to defense money. what it's all about while their cusretiring'
Manasquan,
viewed with alarm the decline in the They point out that while some op- tomers. Instead of happily shouting,
throughout the erations are finding mid-week dances 'Bingo!' are loudly crying 'fake.'
business
picture
profitable, the major portion are getcountry.
Arrest of a gang and conviction of
In addition to bingo and plx shows ting their healthy play on weekends
two men who admittedly 'took' Syraconducted by the churc^ies and because patrons are too tired -from
schools, night baseball games, mo- overtime and forced draught Indus- cuse bingo houses for $3,000 in little
tion pictures at army camps and trial schedules to go anywhere, much more than a week hasn't stilled the
double features were given as less terplng, on weekday nights.
clamor. Police, too, are In a quancauses.
It's not unusual for band agencies
dary. The two ringleaders paid $500
The convention tabled endorse- to be short of bands at this time of
ment of a state law limiting motion the year, that la bands that mean fliies after their conviction and repi&ture programs to 135 minutes on something at the b.o., but it Is un- ported that their racket was spread
grounds it might be another step usual for them to be almost com- throughout the country.
But the
towards s^te or federal .control. It pletely sold out on everything they
gang still walked off with $2,000
pledged cooperation with the govern- have. AH of the offices claim that
ment is showing defense and pa- they have nothing worthy of men- profit and it appears neither the
reels.
triotic
tion to offer for virtually the en- police nor the house managers can
Harry Lowenstein, of Newark, was tire summer.
do anything further.
elected president of the association;
Various roadhouses In the New
Ten days of Investigation was cliMorris Miller, of Passaic, vice-presi- York area are doing heavy biz, too,
maxed when six persons were taken
dent, and Dave Malt, of Little Falls, and in all kinds of .weather. Saturinto custody. After all the facts had
secretary.
Ralph Wilkins, of Pit- day night (14) Charlie Splvak's band
man, was re-elected a v.p.; Dave crowded -1,510 patrons into Glen been freely admitted, four of the
gang were released. The other two,
Snapper, of New Brunswick, treas- Island Casino, New Rochelle, N. Y.,
Calvin Silber and Walter Brannan,
urer; liOuis Gold, of Newark and cracking the spot's Saturday recHarry Hecht, of Passaic, re-elected ord. Vaughn Monroe, at Meadow- both of Cincinnati, pleaded guilty to
conspiracy to defraud Albert Gilto the board ot directors.
brook, Cedar Grove, NJ^ gave that
bert, operator of the Brighton Theaspot its biggest opening night last
tres, out of an automobile in a bingo
week (11) and on Friday (13), with game.
Navy Town's Addition
rain coming down In sheets, played
Bremerton, Wash., June 17.
The gang's plan which they said
Inia Navy town's newest theatre, to over 1,300. Rustic Cabin, with was being widely employed in
the
the Roxy, seating 1,200, opened Alvino Rey, is doing equally well. In west and which they had worked
out
recently with plenty of fanfare. fact, the spot Is now in the throes
In Ohio after buying the necessary
of enlarging its capacity to 1,700,
This Is a B: F. Shearer house.
equipment
there
simple.
was
Normally around 12,000 t>op, Bre- Blue Gardens, 'Armonk, N.Y., la do- Equipped with a variety of bingo
merton now has an estimated dou- ing well with C^rl Kofi's new band cards of all types and colors, a small
ble that number, due to stepped-up and Log Cabin, also In Armonk, had printing press and paste-down numNavy yard activities. J. James Is a very satisfying stretch with Gray bers, part of the gang established itremodeling an old theatre, to open Gordon. Teddy Powell replaces Rey
self In a car near the theatre. Two
soon.
at Rustic Cabin, July '4.
members would enter the house.

premiuips In the near

not a lottery because the general
public was not prevented from registering in the weekly cash drawings,
whether It paid admission fees or

not
Theatres involved in the case were
the Broadway and West Coast in
Santa Ana, the Fox and Anaheim in

Anaheim and the Fox

—

In Fullerton,

Bntterfleld's. Newest
Detroit, June 17.

shorts,

Butterfield Circuit has opened its
Michigan, In Traverse City, recenter In northern Michigan.
the chain's
houses close to the 120 mark.

new
sort

The new house brings

'

—

'

—

One

New

York Theatres
ORSON WELLES
:rALAlf K mm *-*m
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Helm Retained as Biz Rep

.

Hollywood, June

JOHN GARFIELD
In

a

Naw Warner

"OUT OF

Bros. Hit

THitt;

Dirtetod br Anatole

f
Utvak

.-

IN PERSON

GUY LOMBARDO
And

Bb

Boyal Canadians

STRAND B'wa7&47SL

Bingo Bap Appeal
Chardon, O., June 17.
Motion for a new trial has been

by attorneys of L. M. Smith,
owner of the Geauga theatre, Chardon, who' was found guilty by a jury
last week (11) on a gambling charge

filed

II

Jeu CRAWFORD

Vmn W«*^
Jmu STEWART
"ZIESFELD
aiRL"
rilU BIc

In Person

Fred

HacMnrraz

ROBERT TAYLOR

obtained the type of card being
used In the eveninjg's game and
joined his companions In the car.
As the numbers were called off,
the group in the car prepared and
pasted slips of papers bearing the
proper number in the blank spaces
of the card. When next to the last
number on the card was called, the
card was rushed into the theatre
and passed to the player therein.
Armed wlh a handful of numbers,
he pasted on the last one as it was
called and shouted 'Bingo.'
That the gang had done well was
indicated by the elaborate camp at
a nearby lake where it was residing, and by the fact they had won
three new cars and $600 in cash in
less than two weeks.

17.

L. C. Helm has been unamlously
reelected business representative and
recording and corresponding secretary of Studio Utility Employees

as result of operating a cash nlghtr
The lawyers charged misconduct of
Prosecutor Harold K. Bostwick, saying, 'Bostwick minimized the offense
chstrged against the defendant to the
jury and in argument told the jury
that the defendant would not be
placed in jail or Imprisoned, that he
did not know just what sentences
the court would impose, but that he
knew the defendant would not be

deprived of his liberty, would not
be placed in jail, thereby indicating
to the jury that there was no imprisonment attached to the penalty
for the commission of such crime, all
of which Is contrary to law and to
all
of which the defendant excepted.' The Geauga theatre gave

Local 724.
Other officers reelected without nightly cash awards totaling $425.
Sentence was deferred by Common
opposition are Matt More, president;
Von Bruan, vlce-prexy, and R. C, Pleas Judge Harlan Sperry pending
the appeal.
Rohrbach, financial secretary.

The Rise and

Fall

of

JOSEPH SCHENCK
RiB« and Fall of Joseph Schenck
a discordant
THE
Symphony In Ge« Whiz on the Horatio Alger theme.
From rags to riches—and where next? One of the most
is

I

powerfnl figures in the moving-picture industry, Joe
Schenck is facing prison. When he waa on trial in the
New York, Will H. Hays, czar of Hollywood, guardian of the cinematographic moralities, took tha
stand as a character witness. So did Charlie Chaplin and
many others. Yet Mr. Schenck was convicted; he has appealed the verdict
federal courts of

Between the long^agro time when Joe Schenck and his
family arrived here from Russia and the rendering of
this verdict by an American jury, this story of an immigrant's rise to wealth and power and service

was acted

when the
gathering themselves together into a
get-rich-quick crazy quilt. He married one of the brightest
stars, Norma Talmadge
and then lost her to a younger
man. The President of the United States called hinl Joe.
out on a melodramatie stage. Joe was there

movies were

first

—

It

was that same Joe who thought up the March of Dimes

idea for the infantile-paralysis fund

—Joe

Schenck,

now

accused of cheating his government!

—

was guilty of carelessness, and nothing else,"
he told Alan Hynd.,What happened to this man? On the
difficult climb up the ladder his feet did not visibly falter;
not until he was on the topmost rung did his foot slip.
"Yes,

I

Behind the tale your newspapers told of all this there
another story ^what might be called the case history
To get at the facts, Alan Hynd has
talked to Schenck's friends and to his enemies. More, for
days on end, he has talked with Schenck himself.
Did Mr. Schenck, before he laid the foundations of his
first fortune, sell opium to the Chinese? Mr. Schenck admits he did just that. But it was not illegal to do so in those
days. He told Mr. Hynd all about it and much more. Not
a whitewash, and certainly not an attack, the story of
The Rise and Fall of Joseph Schenck, which begins in
Liberty this week. Is a candid character study one of the
most interesting that Liberty has ever published.
Is

—

of Joseph Schenck.

—

—

*SxeeTpt from an tditorttU by FuUon Ourtlor
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Premieres

Weber TeDs Mutual

Jane 21
'Amcrlea, the Free,' musical
sponsored by Anacin,
series
10:30-11 ajn. (With 1:30 p.m.
repeat) Saturdays on NBC-Red

Wheeling Steel Goes To NBC As

(WEAF),

-

Pirocter

Affiliates

Anti-ASCAP

Political Strategy

originating

& Gamble s Radio Spending

mOOO;

For 1941 at Rate of

New

In

Blackett - Sample - Hummert is the agency. Talent Inoludes Victor Arden orchestra

Various Program Shifts Pend

York.

and chorus.
Wheeling Steel Co. has cancelled
JOE STAUFFER SHIFTS
Sunday matinee musical show on
Mutual as of June 29 and will use Goes from Tonnj: ft Bnblcam to
Kenyon tc Eokhardt In N.T.
an NBC-blue hookup this fall. NBC
Is due to get the actual order from
Fred
Hollywood, June 17.
Monday
(23).
Wheeling,
Joe Stauiler is leaving Young Si
Weber, MBS general manager, last
week sent a memorandum to Mu- Rubicam as Coast radio director to
tual affiliates explaining the circum- head the radio department for Kenstances which lead up to the can- yon & Eckhardt in New York. Likely
that Tom Lewis will come west to
cellation. The memo follows:
'You will hear many conflicting head up Y & R radio activities so
ttortes on Wheeling Steel's cancel- as to be with the missus, Loretta
lation on Mutual after the broadcast Young.
After graduating from West PoUit
of June 29, 1941. The facts are further dernonstration of the control and passing a year with the U. S.
Its

•

•Front

sponsored by Anacin,
p.m.,

In
exercises over its affiliates, cavalry, StauSer joined
especially in markets where there is 1934 as producer of shows for General Foods, Bordens,- Colgate, Packonly one satisfactory station.
He
accounts.
agency
other
and
ard
•This is the case xoith
WheeliJiff, recently trans/erred from was moved to Hollywood in 1936
Columbia supptententarv atid added to produce the Packard show and a
to basic Blue in the Blue's attempt year later became talent buyer for
Two
the outfit's Coast programs.
area
to serve Pittsburgh's market
goes
Mutual and years later he was made manager
when
goes Red.
Two weeks be- of the Hollywood office' upon the
head
Harrington
to
elevation
of
Tom
its
MutualMutual
completed
lore
radio department.
ASCAP agreement, the advertising of

New

York.

Hummert
not

WCAE

Y & R

Tyler Davis is leaving Kenyon &
manager of Wheeling Steel wrote
Mutual stating that he hoped the Echardt as of Aug. 1. He has been
deal
was completed.
However, the agency's radio director for five
when the dear was completed he years.
•

chose to elimimite ASCAP music
jrom. his programs.
He wos requested to use ASCAP and all
other music to as to broadcast the
He then
best possible program.
•tated that he agreed with WWVA,

vMeh -is

Efisabeth Rethberg Of

Metropolitan Opera

under In/luence from NBC,
ASCAP music, and

Sing on

not to use any
$ince

'WWVA

originated the

To

WOR, New York

show

is

In
originating
Blackett-Samplethe agency. Talent

for a series of 10 broadcasts starting
July 11 on WOR, New York. The
'He was then told that
could feed Mutual under clearance Metropolitan soprano will sing one
at the source without an individual a week with the program scheduled
ttation license.
Then at least two for every Friday" from 9:30-10 p.m.

WWVA

Programs will consist of recitals
Mutual and
other networks wired th&y would containing Lleder, French, Italian
arias. Michael De
fiot corry Wheeling with ASCAP songs and operatic
music even with infringement ex- Pace, personal representative and
linger, set the deal.
emption.
Wheelirip'e
advertising manager of the
manager was, then acqtuainted with

TO HEAR

Ruthraufl

& Ryan

is still

WWVA

Mutual music program!

FORD SUMMEIt SINGERS
RECEIVE $500 FEE
Hilda Burke, Eleanor Steber, sopranos, and Leonard Warden, baritone, all of the Met, hav« been set
tot 'the Ford Summer Evening ^our.
Warren goeb on July e, Miss Steber
on July 18, and Mlsa Builie on Aug.
17.

All get the

nme

fee, $500.

MAY HEAR BLACKEH
Hollywood, June 17.
. Radio wlU have Its day July 1 at
foyr-day convention of Pacific Advertising Club Ass'n at Santa Barbara beginning June 29. Donald W.
Thomburgh, CBS Coast chieftain, as
chairman of ttie radio departmental,
la lining up speakers and has a
tentative promise from HiU Blackett,
agency exec, to do a turn on the

scouting

aroimd for a program to go into the
half-hour which it has bought for
Lever Bros, on the NBC-Red's Saturday morning schedule and another

show

.

More Family Cycle As

Date With Joanie'IsSet

As Hope Repbcement
Hollywood, June

17.

Cued by the success of folksy
family programs. Lord & Thomas
will try out a carbon, 'A Date With
Joanie,' in the Bob Hope spot this
summer.

Bill
for Hope, stays

Lawrence, producer

on as producer.
Auditions are now under way,
with Paul McGrath, New York siage

player, and Ann Gillis, filmite, favored for lead roles. Summer sesh
tees up June 24 from
in Holly-

NBC

wood.

AT PICNIC OF
WLW'S MAO^AG CLUB

1,800

rostrum.

Networlu will be represented at
the conclave by Thomburgh, Harry
Cincinnati, June 17.
Witt and George Moskovics, CBS;
WLW's seventh annual picnic for
Don Oilman, Syd Dixon, Tracy
Moore and Bob McAndrews, NBC, memt>ers of its Mailbag cbib,. held
and Louis Allen Weiss and Wib Saturday (14) in Sharon Woods,
muny park, set a new attendance
Elckelberg, Don Lee-MutuaL
high.

'

More than

1,800

will

spend

view of the sevprogram cancellations of last

to revision, but in

17.

Gulf Gas, through Young St Rubicam, has Just taken an across-theand is
board quiz strip on
papering the town with posters to

eral

the year's expenditures ara
expected to total $70O,000-$900,000
April,

less than the 1940 figure of $10,900,>
000.
This is still nearly double the
'send in your queries for cash.' Strip
amoimt spent by the next largest
airs at 6 p.m. using two separate sponsor. Budgets for 1942, now
be«
query shows that were on the sta- ing readied, will not be approved
tion for a couple of years. Monday until early fall.
and Wednesday spot is filled with
Company's previous decision to
'Stump Us' using kid experts headed drop 'Knickerbocker Playhouse' perTuesday and manently several weelcs ago has
by Jack Gelzer.
Thursday It's revival of 'What's the since been reversed and the presAnswer?' with adult board.
ent Intention is to bring the show
On Fridays the kids and grown- back in the fall, again' for Drene
shampoo. In addition P. & G. is
ups sit down together to answer.
considering taking over sponsorship
of 'The Bartons,' NBC blue (WJZJ
sustainer serial originating in' ChiBooking Snag
cago. That would be for some other
product.

Lombardo

Town* on CBS

to replace 'Big

during the summer. Starting date
for the Red show is July, and for the
replacement July 9. The stanza will
plug Rinso and Spry.
Some 14 shows have already been
submitted to Lever Bros, for the two
spot. This Is in line with the Lever
policy of wanting to hear everything
that's available so that the board In
Boston which does the picking won't
regret later it had overlooked a good
bet that might have been had at the

.

SANTA BARBARA MEET

June

Gamble

.

ALL

.

the boycott aspects of the inddent.
This WOS' resented by him and
caused his cancellation orde)-, becouse he agreed with
to foU.
low HfiCs policy, and use Mutual
Unes to impress stations with th£
obsence of A^CAP music on a

•

Buffalo,

&

Procter

about- $10,000,000 in radio during
1941, according to present Indications.
Budget is constantly subject

Kids

Adolt Cllmuc

WGR

stations ojSHliated with
.

Va

LEVERS WANT

Elisabeth Rethberg wiU appear time.
he was going to restrict the music
from all tfatiorw at WWVA's re- with Alfred WaUenstein orchestra

crement.

Qnlf

set.

WWVA;

KDKA

serial
1:30-1:45

Monday-through-Friday on

MORE QUIZZEROO
Uses WGB Locals With

WOR-Mutual,

Y & R

NBC

Jane 23
Page Farrell,'

Adjusted; Colgate

Show

There is also a possibility that
Benton & Bowles wiU launch a new

Saturdays Until Aug. 2

evening show, for Ivory snow, starting in the fall, In that case, 'Mary
Marlin,' now plugging the same
with Lady product
onda y-through-Friday on
Esther and Colgate-Palmolive-Peet NBC red (WEAF), with an afterhas been adjusted, and the band Is noon repeat on CE^S, would discon,now set to switch sponsors at the tinue either of the network spreads.
end of July. Tangle resulted from It is definitely slated to stick on one
Music Corp. of America, Lombardo's hookup, however,
agent, giving both companies exP. St G. still hasn't decided on the
band.
for the
clusive contracts'
show it will buy to add to its exUntil, the matter was Ironed out last ploitation for DUZ. Distribution for
week, there was a possibility that the product is rapidly being exboth firms might sponsor the outfit tended, which was the reason 'Lone
at least through July.
Journey' was dropped in the east
Band's present Monday night se- and now Is heard only in the midries for Lady Esther winds up with west and west to plug Dreft. 'Goldthe Ju^ 28 broaflCBSt. Show for Col- bergs,' now aired for Duz on NBC
gate toothpaste starts Aug. 2 and- red (WEAF) and a repeat on CBS,
will be heard with a slightly revised will probably drop the latter when
format Saturday nights on CBS. In a new serial Is bought for the prodHowever, its station spread
the meantime, C-P-P will continue uct.
'City will be expanded on t^e one networlf
Spotlight' and
'Colgate
its
Desk' series, but will move them when it is taken ott the other.
from Thursday night to 8 o'clock and 'Bachelor's Children' is stiU a possi8:30, respectively, Saturday nights bility as the! additional show for
on CBS, effective July 8. Thus the Duz.
account will get away from the
Regarding P. St G.'s entry into the
Thursday night competition on NBC- evening spot field, there has been
Red (WEAF).
no decision on how much is to be
'Spotlight' stays on the air only spent Or on what networks or stauntil the Lombardo show switches to tions, or in what localities it will b«
Idea, is to buck the Lever
C-P-P.' Then it folds and the band- placed.
leader takes over the 8 p.m. Satur- Bros, campaign for Swan soap.
day spot. 'City Desk' will continue,
having just been renewed for an additional 13 weeks with the same
writer-director-cast setup. Ted Bates
Pedlar tt
is the agency for C-P-P.
DISCS
Ryan, the agency for Lady Esther,
has not yet chosen a replacement
show for that account
Carnation Albers Milling Co. is
using Arthur Godfrey- on disc among
EUls Attebnry, manager of KCKN, west coast stations. It's on the basis
Kansas City, to the hospital Monday of two morning periods a week.
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Is the agency.
to leave his tonsils.

M

Guy Lombardo's mixup

'

GODFREY ON ALBERS
FOR PACinC

-,

Mailbaggers

from 80 chapters in 10 mid-west
were present. Among them
were numerous physically handi;
capped men and women, some on
crutches and in wheelchairs. They

states

Name-Studded Treasury Program

brought their

Please' Skit Lined Up Plus Grace Moore,
Laughton, Roone^>Garland PA. Goodman Orch

'Info,

Lineup for the first 'Millions For
Defense' program, the Treasury Department's series In the Texaco-donated hour Wednesday nights on
CBS, Includes Secretary Henry Morgentbau,
Jr.,
an
'Information,
Please' skit with CHlfton Fadlm^
John Kieran, Franklin P. Adams-and
Oscar Levant, Grace Moore, and
from Hollywood, Charles Laughton,
Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland.
Fred Allen will m.c. first show and
;

Al Goodman

will direct a 25-plece
orchestra and a 12-voice chorus.
Larry. Elliott will announce. No talent is definitely set for subsequent

Howard

Dietz

Is

lining

up

cream and confections.

Entertainment was provided at the
outing by 'these Crosley staffers:
Happy Hal O'Halloran, Thrasher
Sisters, Paul Arnold, Lucille Norman,
Scott Colton
Ronnie Mansfield, Jack Fulton and
Arthur Chandler, Jr. They and Bill
Spiels at
N.Y. Augh'enbaug>i, Mailbag program enDon Ameche's radlo-to-pictures gineer, were luncheon guests of
Mailbaggers,
route Is reversed by Scott Colton,
ne ad dition to the announcing staff
of WHN, New York. Spieler was In
Orchard as Usual
films for several years, but came
east to appear in Jack Kirldand's
For Fred Allen's Loaf
legit production, 'I Must Love SomeWhen Fred AUen completes his
one.'
He entered a regular announcer Texaco series with the June 25
audition at
last week to win broadcast and does' his guest mc.
assignment on the first Treasury Dethe mike assignment
partment program the following
week (2) in the same Wednesday
night spot on CBS, he'll head- invmediately for his place in Old OrRoyal Baking at Ellis
chard, Me., to spend the summer.
He has no other plans and not even
Standard Brands has shifted Its a vague Idea of any new Hollywood
Royal Balling Powder account to deal.
Sherman K. Ellis, which already
Fall series for Texaco starts Oct.
handled the Royal Gelatine desserts 1, probably with virtually the same

From FOms

WHN,

Now
w

bid

WHN

/"
chows.
Hermsin Wouk is scripting the program, with Earle McGill directing.

'

baskets of lunch.
station furnished soft drinks,

The
ice

-

'

film

names, with Paul Munroe, repre-

senting the Buchanan agency, for
Tekaco. Al Goodman wlU continue
as -musical director and Connie Ernst
will assist in obtaining guests In the vs^d Royal puddings accounts. Bak- setup as at present.
east.
ing Powder account was formerly
All names on the show will con- handled by McCann-Erickson.
Lyitchburg, Va.
Edward Dale
tribute their services, but musicians
Company is at present using ocand all .routine performers will be casional spot radio only as supple- Sketch, from WLS, WGN, WBBM,
ment to publication advertising.
Chicago, joins WSLS in Roanoke.
paid
or AFRA scale,
'

—

AFM

I

O'Neill s 'Ah, Wilderness'

own

For Dipnt?

—

Deal Pends With Transamerican
^yould Replace
'Cavalcade of America' Program
»

Ted

iBates

Agency Stock

T^

Albany, N.

Y.,

June

New

York, has Increased

Its

capital stock from 100 to 1,100 shares,
no par value.
Papers to this effect have been

Albany by Attorney A,
Davis of New York City.

filed In

Jerry Lester Catching

li.

On

Hollywood, June 17.
Jerry Lester rates th«. best chance
at this time of landing as a regular
on. Kraft Music Hall.
Agency and
sponsor were Impressed with his two
guests shots and he was signed for>
at least three more.
After taking
time out for five weelcs of stage appearances, he returns for further air
bookings.
Several comics who were, to be
tried out during the summer stanza
will likely be discarded if Lester
maintains his present favoritism.
•

.

cade of America' next month in Du-

Monday night spot on the
NBC-Red. Question which has to be
settled before B3.D. & O., agency on
Pont's

17.

Bates, Inc., with principal of-

fices In

.

Serialization of Eugene O'Neill's
•Ah, Wilderness* may replace 'Caval-

Increased to 1,100 Shares

the account, can close with Transamerlcan for the production la
whether a name actor Is to be engaged for the lead. Among the names
under consideration are Lionel
Barrymore, Walter Huston, Raymond
Massey and Fredric March. If the
name angle Is passed up the lead
will probably go to Ray Collins,
who has done much work on the
stage, air and screen with Orson
Welles.

.

Transamerlcan will produce the
In any event ^nd It is under'

show

stood^,tl{ajj,tlj^,'8crijpis will, be
'Ujgnted ey-< .an ' Americanism
.

and deal with the current
scene.

high-

theme
American

David C. Teagne johied the CBS
press staff in New York last week.
the Chicago Times,
of the department, used to work.

He comes from

where Louis Ruppel, head

<
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SATlSnED'-PALEY

IS

41-

Ex-Stock Company Pair Rears Fanuly

Of

Pacific

Coast Radio Actors

San Francisco, June 17.
Jack and Edna Edwards, ex-stock
actors now radio, have teamed with
their three children to do a real-

family series. Among the five
of the household, they participate in a sizeable share of all network dramatic shows here and in

Stays at CBS;

MCA has 3

More

Yf/s

lite

As Resnh

members

Los> Angeles.
Principal show,

The

Edwards,'

is

heard over an NBC Coast hookup
Wednesdays. Family also has a locally-sponsored 'Building a House'
weekly stanza based on their actual
construction of a model home. In addition, the two sons appear weekly
in 'One Man's Family' from Hollywood, while one of the boys and the
daughter also do 'Hawthorne House'
from here Mondays. Jack, Jr., docs
'I Love a Mystery' from Hollywood

on Mondays and Jack,

Sr., does spot
dramatic assignments on a number
of locally-produced programs.
The Edwards met and were married
while playing in stock. They first
•

work

did radio

SAYS Fiy

in 1926, oveir

WIOD,

Miami, during a tour of their own
legit musical. Family first appeared
together in a radio serial, 'Adventures of Sonny and Buddy,' which
debuted in San Antonio and was
brought to the Coast under sponsorAll the
ship, of a bread company.
family have ppeared in films, but
never together.

PLAN SYMPATHY

of Takeover

Refusing to return to Music Corp.
of America, from whence he'd only
recently gone over to CBS as aide to
Herb Rosenthal, executive v.p. of the
Artists Bureau, Lou Mindling is re-

'SUCCESS'

Anacin, First of N.Y. Himunert Accts.

To Use Mutual Begins June

El

Columbia Pretident Before
Senate Committee Monday
Mark Ethand Tuesday

—

Subway FaH

Seriously

Mutual Network has obtained Its
piece of business from the New
York end oi the Blackett-Sample-

first

Injures Trincess Nafda'

Hummert

agency.

American

Home

was struck by a subway train in the tracts on other AHP and Sterling
72d street IRT subway station. New Products brands.
From the Chicago B-S-H office
York. Physicians at Roosevelt hosMutual has three half hours on the
pital, N:Y., said yesterday
(Tues- 'Lone Ranger'. (General Mills) and
day) that the actress suffered a frac- five quarter hoius on 'Capt. MidM^ashington, June 17.
night' (Ovaltine).
Discussions are
tured' leg and internal Injuries.
damn you, give us the
also on for the 'Jack Armstrong' seCircumstances

DISMAL VIEW

'Come

on,

with
Incidentally, the MCA-CBS deal facts! Get doum to brass tacks.'
adds three vice presidents to Music
This' impatient remark flung by
Corp. of America, two of them from Senator
Tobey, of New Hampshire,
Columbia, Herb Rosenthal and Jack
Mark Ethridge, Louisville newsFrom within MCA, Biart at
Bertell.
paperman and broadcaster, was a
v.p.
to
upped
been
has
McHugh.' Jr.,
highlight last Friday (13) at the
Goodheart,
Bill
are
The other v.p.s
U.S. Senate committee on Interstate
Sonny Werblin and Hal Hackett.
Comimerce hearings on the resoluJ. C. Stein is prez; the still ailing
tion of Wallace White, Maine ReBilly Stein is first v.p. and Charlie
publican, which would set up an inMiller, brother-in-law to the Stein
vestigation of the Federal Combrothers, is sec-treas.
munications Commission.

of Miss Lenni's Inrial
jury are confused. She was said to
be returning home after a date with
Ross Evans, a radio writer.
'Mandrake' is heard Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings locally
over WOR, New. York, under Purity
Bakeries Service Corp. sponsorship.
Show is recorded by the Henry Souvaine office, two weeks In advance,
so Miss Lenni's absence will not

BYMUTUALON

program for that long. No
decision has yet been reached on
whether to substitute another aceffect the

HTE RIGHTS

Ethridge himself made the arMCA In Colnmbla Square
ra^ting
statement that Chairman
Hollywood, June 17.
tress for her or write the Princess
Music Corp. moved in at Colum- James L. Fly, held an unconcealed Narda character out of the script
and
(Mon.)
(Continued on page 32)
yesterday
bia Square
pending her recovery.
of
Management
Columbia
took over
ArtColumbia
of
affiliate
California,
Offices will be retained for anists.
vathen
days
and
90
60
or
other

NBC's suit against Mutual, Mike
Jacobs, 20th Century Sporting Club,
and, the Gillette Safety Razor Blade
Co. for an Injunction to prevent Mutual from broadcasting the fights from
Madison Square Garden,- was dismissed Thursday (12), by Justice
Lloyd Church in the .N.Y. supreme
court NBC had claimed an oral
contract made with the Sporting
Club,
operators of the Garden,
granted it the rights to broadcast

WORDS WIN WARS

MCA

'

BBC DEAD

the

A

the problem and the most gracious
ind practical way to solve it. This
committee includes .^fred J. McCosker, Fred Weber, W. E. Macfarlane and Lester Gottlieb, of Mutual; Wick Crider, of J. Walter
Thompson agency; T. E. Kennedy,
of the New York Tines, and Robert J. Landry, of Varibft.

Bob

coordirtating. Each calls on the
other right along for talent, manand general alignment of
bookings for immediate and throughthe-summer radio, nitery and kindred shows, until both units are
physical!]/ merged in. August. Ed.)

and

power

—

bouts, making a total of $50,000, and
then have the right to broadcast the
balance free of charge. Mutual is
now carrying the fights with Ciillette

Orders

NBC

Half Hour

Russell M. Seeds, Chicago agency,
had obtained the radio end of the
Stokes at
Chicago Menneii's account and It had given
the NBC-Red an order in behalf of
Chicago, June 17.
Bob Trendler becomes director of Mennen for the Thurjday 10:30-11
prothe WGN dance orchestra replacing p.m. period for the fall. The
Harold Stokes. Trendler has been gram will plug Mennen's talcum

WGN,

'

WLW,

Camels May Use Mntiia]
William Esty agency is talking to
the Mutual Network about spotting
half-hour program for Camel
olgarets.

brand.
Tentative starting date Is Oct 9
but the question has come up as to
will do with the

what the network

'Good Neighbor' series now in 1'.at
spot NBC had frozen the period
for the sustainer and the problem

meanwhile facing

it

is

the finding

of another evening spot.

H. M. Klesewetter agency had
previously handled all of Mennen's
radio biz.

would make the first piece
Camel business on that web.

of

Writers Rap

MCA

Deal

Hollywood, June

HABTLEY AS NAVY

P. A.

Jack ' hartley, assistant to Abe
SchecHter In the neWfe and'- special
events departniSiit of l^fet^liai'ft&iid
the public relations staff of the Navy
'

as sponsor.

insanity!

&

change of directors and of pivposes,

There has been full-to-bursting discussion of the lend-lease with the Secretary of State.
Mudge, Stem, Williams & Tucker,
conyoys and foreign policy. Nobody can deny that. The
were filing attorneys.
networks have kept careful records and have balanced the New York City,
spokesmen of each side. They have little to fear.

bill,

Syndicate

WXYZ

Tukon'

Surely there arrives a point of absurdity when discussions
that havie droned on month after month must be resolved, right
Chicago, June 17.
or wrong, wisely or unwisely.
Endless footnotes and postAllen Campbell of WXYZ, Detroit,
mortems and second-guessing to the discussions may end .by Is arranging on syndication of anmaking a mockery out of free speech. A policy of divide-and- other WXYZ show, 'Challenge of the
Yukon.' Will be syndicated by diconfuse must please the "enemies of the United States.
parrect wire similarly to 'Lone Ranger,'
ticipation (unwittingly and reluctantly, of course) in such a 'Ned Jordan' and other WXYZ shows.
continuing policy cannot please the radio industry.
•Yukon' Is a 15-mInute show twice

A

weekly.

i

\yords, the savants inform us, won the last war and lost the
peace. Most of the words this time are uttered over the radio
Williams to B.B.D.&O.
and the analysis of what has been sai'd, and why, will go on for
Chicago, June 17.
a generation. Certainly it is obvious that for some but not
Lee Williams returns to the BBD
all
of the radio-heard propagandists words are a method for & O agency here to handle the
helping the Nazis win the war and making American taxpayers Griesedleck Bros. Brewery Co. account, replacinig Harold Mesberg.
pay for the peace.

—

—

'

-

It

What

Pratt, Inc.,
sense strongly suggests that American radio can- Marschalk
*
not much longer continue the farce of pretended 'neutrality'
Revises Capital Stock
in
a country frankly devoted to 'non-belligerency.' The
Albany, N. Y., June 17.
people's airwaves have some relationship to the people's govMarschalk 8i Pratt, Inc., New
ernment and the policy of the latter' must; in the pinch, be the York, has decreased its capital stock
from $200,000 to $150,000. Agency
policy of the former.

Common

corporation also has filed notice of

Seeds Has Mennen's Talc,

Trendler. Replaces

active in Chicago radio for several
years, primarily as an arranger,
choral director and pianist
Ha was formerly chief arranger
for
ClnclnnatL

the foreign policy of their country.

fights.

The court ruled that imder tha
N. Y. statute of frauds, an oral contract not performed in one year (aa
was the case here), is not valid.
NBC had claimed it had paid $5,000
for an optiop on the righ^, and was
to have paid $3,125 for the first 16

may

Swing, who is going to London for some White Owl newsoasts in July, be the bearer.
tentative committee is mulling

(General Mills).

NBCOUTPOINTED

cated for a concentration of activities
at MCA's Bevhllls quarters.
from the -CoRetained by
lumbia setup are Rudolph Polk, Sam
There is something both ridiculous aiwi unwholesome in the
Armstrong and Amory Eckley of the continumg
spectacle of radio broadcasters and commentators
sales staff, and several secretaries.
William FoAes, manager of Colum- being publicly 'accused' of the crime of being pro-British when
bia Management,'returns to his for- the official pplicy.of the United. States is frankly and completely
mer berth at CBS as aide to Donald pro-British. Every time anti-British elements in
this country
W. Thornburgh, Coast head, relieving don't get all they
want in choice free time from networks or
in. last Hal Hudson, given the post of propublication
Following
week's Varibtt of the first full list gram service manager for CBS Coast local stations they make this 'accusation.'
Networks and staof war casualties among the staff network.
Of Management's staff of tions have on the whole been scrupulously, conspicuously and
of the British Broadcasting Corp. 10, all were taken care of except painfully fair in
allotting time for the different viewpoints. Not
• movement was started at the Mu- one, who resigned.
only do they seem to get small thanks and plenty of sneers from
tual network, which carries many of
the anti-British propagandists but they are placed in the fanthe BBC programs, to devise some
(While the formal consumtnation of
tangible token Of respect and sym- the MCA-CBS talent merger isn't ef- tastic position of having to defend themselves of their
private
pathy for the BBCs honor roll. Idea fective for another 60 days or so, thoughts or opinion on
the charge that they
agree with
at the moment Is to have Raymond already both units are cooperating

Gram

It's one of the
Product brands,

.

includes almost the entire personnel but Mindling preferred to continue in the production end of radio,
rather than agenting as he had been

GESTURE FOR

23

Of mandrake' Serial Anacln, and the order is for five
ridg* Refusal to Explain
quarter-hours a week, starting June
23.
Spot will be 1:30-1:45 p.m. It
His 'Political Favoritism'
Francesca Lenni, who plays Prin- is understood that the placing of the
Charges at St. Louis Con- cess Narda In the recorded 'Man- serial, whose title Is 'Front Page Farvention Angers Senator drake the Magician,' was critically reU,' will be In the nature of a test
and that if the returns are satisfacinjured Sunday night (15) when she tory the network will receive conTobey

maining at Columbia under v.p. Bill
Lewis in the program department.
The MCA takeover of CBS Artists

MCA.

THIS

17.

A

resolution protesting transfer of
clients by Columbia Artists Bureau
without consulting the afto
fected air writers was adopted Monday (16) by the Radio Wtiters Guild
here.
'

MCA

Department in Washington. Arthur
Feldman, another assistant, has moved
Donald Thornburgh, CBS headman
up to assume Hartley's duties.
on Coast, was handed resolution with
Maynard Stilt has been shifted request RWG members be given the
from NBC publicity to succeed Feld- privilege., of breaking off with Coman.
lumbia before deal Is consummated.

Williams left BBD & O several
years ago and in the Interim was

Perhaps now is a good moment to underline a startling word- promotion manager of the Chicago
between this radio-argued war and the last pre-radio Herald-Examiner and was in charge
group on Armour for the
part of the modern trick of using disarming, inno- of creative
It

difference

'

war.
is
cent-seeming words that none of the spokesmen who demand
and get much free radio time are ever pro-German. They are
not for Germany, just against Germany's eijemics. It's a subtle
distinction that will not be lost upon future historians.

Which
England

'

"Lord

&

Thomas agency.

WINCHESTEB A BLUE BONUS
WNIC, Winchester, Va., joins the
NBC-Blue as a bonus ojitlet Satur-

day (21).
doesn't want
side is supposed to win this war?
Station is on
are we taxing ourselves until it hurts? at 250 watts.
to win?

Who

Why

'

1,400 k.c.

and operate*

Wednesday,

RADIO
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WBYN

AFRA Wants AD Proposed Changes

Airiii!

Send-Pros

1941

Jiine 18,

Self-Broadcasting Sponsors

WBYN

has a deal to
SUtlon
broadcast two night and one Sunday
afternoon games of the Bushwicke,
outfit
In
semi-pi'o
old
30-year
Brooklyn which has its own stadium

Known to Membership

Thoroughly

San Francisco, June

Before Debating at Convention

the

Joe Hasel will do

17.

Otmer J. Wohlgemuth Is one vlce-^presldeht who Is going to have
a radio show ha likes: he broadcasts it himself. Executive of Orowheat Bakirtg Co., Wohlgemuth goes on the air twice a week as 'Wally
Wallace' to tell folks why his bread is best. Firm has jumped from
one to 17 delivery trucks In this ar.ea.
Account is handled by Brisacher, Davis and uses KPO for five-

seating 15,000.

play-by.

play.

minute spieL
Chicago, June 17.
Nine proposed amendments to the
constitution are being considered by
the American Federation of Radio
Artists and will be voted upon at
the annual convention Aug. 14-17 in
Detroit. Meanwhile, they are being
studied by the union's national and

various local boards and by

con-

its

change comirfittee.
Each proposed amendment

ctitutional

'

is dis-

cussed by the national and all the
local boards. Each body seAds a re-,
port on every one of Oie suggested
changes to the commission. Latter
prepared a digest of all the reports,
which it sent last week to the local
boards for further consideration.
Idea is that by the time each of the
proposed amendments is ready for
vote at the convention, all the locals
will be thoroughly familiar not only
with each proposal, but also with
the attitudes and suggestions of the
other locals on the question.

Proposed amendments are:

To change the number of na(1)
tional board members from the present 45-50 to 45-60.
(2)
To /ill uacancies on the national board bv election of the membership of the local concerned.
(3)
To change the date of computation of proportional representation
from May 1 to April 1.
(4)

That

locals u)ttK'

N.Y. Television Guild

Beer-Wine Ban Unpassed

Formed,

Spartanburg, S. C, June 17.
Radio beer and wine advertising is safe another year in South
Carolina.

Hotly-fought

bill

store, writes all the

Probably First Prez

adjourned
without passing.

Television Guild, non-commercial,
non-profit organization for those interested in television, has been reNew York.
cently organized in
Meetings of the approximately 20
members, most of whom have a professional interest in the medium, are
held weekly and dinner meetings
Allen B. DuMont, of
monthly^

recently

'

locals shall not be less than two nor
more than 10 and sertie for three

PEACE TALKS

DuMont Televii-ion, is skedded to
speak at the June 26 eat-and-gab

STALL AT WKRC

fest.

Mabel Cobb, who has done radio
production for a number of years
last year did some vidio shows
for
NBC, organized the Guild.
T. R. Kennedy, Jr., radio writer on
the New Yoirk Times, is understood
in line for the presidency at election to be held shortly.

Relations between the American
Federation of Radio Artists and station WKRC, Cincinnati, apparently
near a settlement last week, reached
a critical stage again late yesterday
National Labor Rela(Tuesday ).
tions Board representatives were said
,
to have stepped out of the picture.
According to' union sources in New
Yoiic, a strike was momentarily imminent.

And

AFRA

Nominations For

Board

National

Made;

WTAM,

To nominate national board
petition and local elec-

Sips

Cleveland,

members by
tion.

New 'Vork local of the American
For sealed ballot in election
<6)
bv delepates of national board mem- Federation of Radio Artists, at its
quarterly
meeting last Thursday
bers.
That the national board shall night (12) at the Asl^ir hotel, N. Y.,
(7)
take no action «ior promulpate anv made 14 nominations for represenAdpolicy contrary to action of two- tatives to the hational board.

American Television

ditional nominations, each seconded
thirds of the national convention.
That election of natioTial by 100 mepibers, may be entered by
(8)
mail until the day before election,
board members by local be jiTtal.
for Tiational financial adminis- June 26. Nominations for delegates
(9)

'

to

the annual convention have al-

Society, non-

commercial, non-profit group intended as a clearing house for exchange of television data and ideas,
will hold a dinner June 26 at the
Astor hotel, N.Y., the first formal
gathering it has had. Outfit has been
in. existence
some time, but has
awaited the approach of commercial
television operation to hold a formal

Philippines;

rector, vice-president; Robert Chamberlain, actor-director, treasurer, and
Vivian Fletcher, forr.-.er radio editor,
secretary.

NBC

NBC

last

Asks Tele Fermits
Washington, June

17.

week applied

FCC

for licenses to operate
television stations in
°

to the

commercial
York,

New

Philadelphia and Washington. Application involves permission for
modification of the construction permit and extension of" time to complete installation of the company's

Additional proposed amendments ready been ma^e.
not included in those submitted by
Those nominated for the national
the commission are three that (1) board were William P. Adams, Alex
would .require that each local be McKee, Anne Seymour, Everett television outlet in Washington,
represented on the national board Clark, Ben Grauer, Gordon Cross, W3XNB.
In actors-singers-announcer propor- N6d Wever, Sid Walton, Paul StewLocation has been selected for the
tions ^similar to those of its local art, Tom Shirley, Carl Eastman, Philadelphia station and it is hoped
board, (2) that a nomlijating com- Mora Martin, Del Sharbutt and Alan it will be ready for operation July
mittee be formed before the con- Bunce. Seven vacancies are to be 1, 1942.
vention to pick a slate of national filled. .'Voting will be by referenofficers, Instead of near the close of dum, with names listed on the ballot
the gatiieriog and (3) no paid em' in alphabetical order.
0'
IN
ployees should also be members of
AFJBA Into
the national board,
Contract was signed last Friday
Everett Clark is chairman of the
(13). by the union
with WTAM,
constitutional change commission.
Cleveland outlet of NBC. Negotiations had been started .by '"Vic ConLocal New York 'Pot o' .Gold'
nor, national organizer. In Cleveland,
broadcast, with the Tommy Tucker
in Northwest,
and were concluded by George
band, drops off after the July 2 proHeller, associate executive-secretary
gram. It was exact duplicate of the
Organizes Writers, and treasurer, and Mqrk Woods, hational network show which used
NBC vice-president. Deal covers an' Horace Heldt.
nouncers and provides AFRA-shop,.
Spielers, Signs
tucker's
Wednesday half-hours
five-day, 40-hour week, wage in,
creases of 10-20% and a complicated went out over WMCA, 'WNEW and
system of extra pay for commer- WHN, originating at the former.
Seattle, June 17.
has signed an agreement cials. AFRA is also negotiating with Heldt's program dropped by the
and WCLE in Cleveland, but wayside couple weeks ago.
with the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers which covers has not yet begun dickering with

LOCAL TOT

WTAM

EXIT

GOLD'

FROM MANHAnAN

No AFRA

IBEW

Pnbfisher by Inheritance
San Francisco, Jime

WHK

announcer! end continuity writen;

WGAR
In

thei:e.

New

York,

the union has
opened negotiations with
for
announcers, etc., organized, although renewal of the present announcer
technical workers in Seattle stations contract, due to expire July 1.. Se»» well as the rest of th« state are ries of wage raises is being sought.
at present, In the IBEW. Agreement
with KOL calls for seniority ri^ts,
vacations with pay, two weeks sick
leave, a minimum wage of $136 per
month and a union shop.
Present IBEW plans call for the
organization of 'announcers, writers,
etc., In other Seattle and WashingDes Moines, June 17.
ton state stations. At present there
study of the role of radio in
ere no AFRA locals In the state.
national defense will be one of the
projects of the sixth annual Drake
University radio workshop in Des
Charles Warriner
.'Moines, Iowa. A non-credit course,
the summer workshop is open to
Chi Panehnen's
high school, college and graduate
Chicago, June 17.
Charles Warriner of the Columbia students, and is responsible for more
web's engineer staff in Chi has been than 50 broadcasts scheduled for the
air during June and July. Ed. G.
elected prexy of the Associated
Broadcast Technicians union in Chi Barrett, head of the Drake U. decago. Will be in for a two-year term pariment of radio, is the director.
Besides *the national defense study,
succeeding Franklin George. ABT
union takes in all other technicians workshop members will cover proplanning,
continuity,
radio
in Chicago area with the exception gram
drama,
speech, announcing and all
of NBC engineers who have own
types of public service broadcasting.
union.

except confidential employees,
«11
Is the first station in Seattle to have

WQXR

RADIO-IN-DEFENSE

COURSE AT DRAKE

A

Heads
Union

'

.

officers of the

Eugene

^

-

Chi ABT are
Krusel and
Arthur Maus as secretary-treasurer.
Other

vice-president

Victoria, Texas, Station

Gary Kriedt has resigned as promotion manager of KFRC to become
publisher in Manila, Philippine
Kriedt and his bride of a
month will leave about June 21 to
take over the Kriedt Printing &
Publishing Co. of Manila, left him
by an uncle, Pete Kriedt, who died
Islands.

recently.

WBT CUTS SERMON
AHACKING POLITICIANS
C, June 17.
Joscelyn, manager of radio
Charlotte, N.

A. E,
stetion

WBT, ordered Dr.

—Harry

Jersey City

WAATs new program

W. Pascoe
director,.

Is

Ernest

Neal Orr, pastor of the' Associate
Reformed Presbyterian Tabernacle,
large uptown church, cUl off the air
on Sunday, June 8, during his morning sermon in which the minister
.

criticized the city council for liberalizing the Sunday blue laws.

In his remarks Dr. Orr departed
from the usual nature of a sermon,
Joscelyn said. His discussion became
controversial and political. He went
beyond the limits which' generally
are applied to a religious service.

Consideration was said
be $42,500.
Roberts was the former general
manager of the station. KVIC operates on a frequency of 1340 kilocycles
with a power of 250 watti unlimited
time.

Tonnr Ideas' (Sunday, 5, June
29)
employees janitors, page
boys, mall clerks, stenographers, apprentices ^produce, direct, perform
in series of light dramatic programs.

—KNX

—

—

(Thursday, 8:30, July
Preservation and

'Spebsqna'
3)

—'Society

for

Shop
of
Barber
Has
James Farley, Mayor

Encouragement

members

like

LaGuardia of

New York

and several

Originations

governors.

from week

to

will

shift

week.

'Proudly We Hall' (Sunday. 2)—
Salute to individual defense workers and groups of them. Big name
guest singers and m.c.'s.
'Sonthern Cruise' (Friday, 8:30,
July 4)—Dick Powell, Frances Langford, guest Hollywood comedians.
Mythical ship making calls in vari-i
ous Pan American ports. Ken Niles,
m.c. Lud Gluskin orchestra.
'What Can I Do for Defense' (Monday, 8)—Civilians discuss what they
"

can do.
(Sunday, 4:30)—
'Spirit of '41'
show. Branches of
each traced from '76 through 1812,

Army and navy
-1861, ete.l to its

—

.

Homer Rodeheaver Seeks
Winona Lake Station
Warsaw,

Ind.,

June

17.

Federal Communications Commission has been asked to grant Homer
Rodeheaver, radio general singer,
authority to establish a radio station
at Winona Lake, Ind., near here.
Conflicting application from South
Bend is said to be delaying the decision of the commission.

gram.

'Death Valley Days/

NBC

Newcomer

Starts

dyer,

is president
Charles E. Denny
formerly of Jamestown, N.Y. is general manager.
Station waited since Jan. 28 for
the 'go' order from the FCC. Sta-

To Cohunbia

>

On

for 11 Yrs., Goes
in

Fall

Pacific Coast Borax Co.'s 'Death
Valley Days,' which has been on
for 11 consecutive years, is
leaving the Blue network for Columbia this fall. Meanwhile the series

NBC

Erie

KVIC here, from
Erie, Pa., June 17.
Fred W. Bowne, Charles C. Shea
Station WERC, a Columbia outlet,
and Walter T. Martin to Morris RobRoc'co L,
erts was granted by the Federal got going here June 11,
Communications
Commission
on Tito, formerly of Olean is comWednesday (11). The transaction mercial manager. Station is owned
represented 100% (250 shares) vot- by Presque Isle Broadcasting Co., of
ing stock ownership in Radio Enter- which Jacob A. Young, a cleaner and
to

Exclusive of the more pretentious
second annual 'Forecast' series (not
yet completed In detail) the Columbia Broadcasting System program department has lined up the following
new programs as sustaining replacements for the summer:

present state.
'Lewlsobn Stadium' (Tuesday, 9:30,
June 24) Exclusive broadcast of
Charlotte ministers have voted to Stadium concerts.
accept an Inyitaion of Radio station
'F.O.B. Detroit' (Friday, 7:30)—
WSOC to conduct a five-minute daily Musical variety show from 'WJR, Deprogram to be called Prayer for troit
Peace.
•Choose' (Sunday, 1:30)— Will replace 'March of Games.' Somewhat
nfore adult but still a children's pro-

licensejto operate

prises, Inc.

SUMMER SHOWS

Quartet Singing in America.'

Sold to Morris Roberts
Victoria, Texas, June 17.
Authority to transfer control of
Radio Enterprises, Inc., holder of the

CBS LINES UP

17.

a

Up KOL

KOL

A

Becomes

Notification of the inheritance was
received here June 1. Red tai>a deget-together.
lays in getting draft-board and passOfficers are Warren M. Caro, a port clearances have the youthful
theatrical and radio attorney, presi- exec champing at the bit.
dent; DoA McLure, writer and Si-

-

tration of locals not self-sustaining.

a Tele Society

-

Calls Crosy Crystals

KFRC Promotion Man To

and

years.
(5)

FIC

Mineral Wells, Texas, June 17.
Alleged misrepresentation in its advertising copy is -charged by the
Federal Trade Commission against Crazy Crystals. Company has 20
days to answer.
'Your Crazy Program' is aired from the lobby of the Mineral Wells,
Texas, hotel, Monday through Friday oyer the Texas Quality Network. All commercials on the show are made by Hal Collins, president of tha company.

.,

membership

of less than 100 shall be included in
computation of proportional representation and repretentatives of such

'

to

bar such advertising via broadcasts and in newspapers, died in
house.
Session

In Charlottesville, Vs., Also
Charlottesville, 'Va,, June 17.
Lea Shepherd, advertising manager of C. H. Williams department
copy for the establishment.
In addition, he plays the piano and Solovox on five IS-minute programs a week over local station WCHV.

Kennedy

-

on both the NBC and CBS.
The Blue will go on airing the
show Friday nights and CBS will
will run

launch it in the Thursday 8-8:30 p.m.
period July 3. The order obtained

by CBS

calls for

around 60

stations.

IIFE OF CHURCHILL^

SOLD FOR CANADA

Boston, June 17.
operating from 7:30 a.m. to
George Weston, Ltd., Canadian
midnight.
Other Erie station Is
biscuit manufacturer, has signed for
on the Blue network.
exclusive broadcast in Canada of
'Imperial Leader,' transcription
of
life
series
the
dramatizing
tion

is

WLEU
Callahan's Positions

Upped

Glover Delaney
Vincent F, Callahan, chief of the
Winston Cl>urchill, produced In
radjo section of Treasury DepartHartford, June 17.
Australia andndistributed by Kasperment's Defense Savings Staff, has alGlover Delaney h as b een named Gordon," radio 'Tjrogram- and transo been appointed to head the press stetion manager of WTHT to suc- scription producer of Boston. Prosection. Milburn. McCarty, formerly ceed Cedric Foster.
Latter has re- gram consists of 52 chapters, each
with Steve Hannagan's publicity signed to Join the Colonial network 15-minutes.
staff, will assist in the press section. In an executive capacity.
Also being handled by KasperOthers in the department are Roy
Delaney post of commercial man- Gordon is 'England Expects,' platter
Shields, Frederick Lardner, Frances ager as yet unfilled and possibility series about the life of Lord Nelson,
Shettel and Thomas J. Riley.
remains he may hang onto both Jobs. and likewise Australian-produced.

;
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RADIO JfARKBTS

Press Jibe At Station Boast

Blah Season Sets In

SAYAinOS

Editor and Publisher, trade journal of newspaperdom, made the following editorial comment in its June 14 issue to a recent trade adverltseof WMCA, New York, published in Varibtt and elsewhere:

TO COST MORE

ment

THEY LIKE PUBLICITY

'Our radio friends are tough competitiors of newspapers for the adMuch of their selling story has to emphasize the
vertising dollar.
virtue of the spoken word over print,- but occasionally they have to
testify to the value of newspapers as attention-getters. A recent broadside issued by WMCA, a non-network station in New York, reproduces clippings from New York radio columns and program listings,
showing that the station was mentioned at least once In every New
York City newspaper on May 20, 1941. The point of the sales stoty
helps an adis: 'A station that makes news attracts more listeners
vertiser to do a better job.'
That Is a variation of the old theme, when the radio salesman used
to .tell his prospective clients that his radio contract assured them of
newspapers.
ihe
free
publicity
In
Some
of
sellers
of broadImmense
cast time were badly hurt when newspapers crabbed that scheme by
omitting the names of commercial sponsors a wise step that lost
newspapers no readers and apparently did little damage to broad'Castlng!' It is still ironical that an important radio station thinks on«
of its strongest selling arguments is the number of times its callletters and program listings are Considered worthy of mention in
printed news columns. We wonder whether any newspaper would
think It worth while to brag to prospective advertisers about the
number of times per day or per week it had been mentioned on the
air. We can't think of any, ofihand.'

Network Sales Departments
Aware of Newspaper and
Magazine Contact Staffs
Making Capital of Present
Trouble with

—

FCC

er-Blasts

When

N. Y. spot booking simmered down to a waltz last week. It was the
quietest period so far as new business was concerned that the trade
has experienced this year. Station reps -figure that the spot biz is
just now scraping the bottom of the seasonal curve 'and that things
ag^ln will start popping in another two or three weeks.
Penn Tobbcco has decided .to postpone the start of the spot campaign In behalf of Kentucky Club to August or September. It wiU,
in the meantime, make a newspaper test. Account had made Inquiries
for sports and news program availabilities through the Klesewetter
agency.

— But

They Are Readjring CountAre Out of

Hearings

WNEfS lake

WEBANDtOCE

Renewed by Del Monte
PATRIOTISM
Network sales departments report
that while their organizations have
been fighting their battle before the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, the newspapers and magazines have been trying to capitalize
on the situation by painting a discouraging picture of radio's future.

BARBASOL ON KOL

vertisers that radio isn't going to be
as cheap as it used to be or as

June

17.

Seattle stations continued rise in
business, and all stations expect
business to continue good here for
added another
the summer.
Gabriel Heatter program for Barbasol,
and. be'gan a three-times-

SAN ANTON

KOL

weekly kid show, 'Captain Danger,'
San Antonio, June 17.
for Lime Cola.
Units took an upward turn as the
Senatorial race comes Into the home
Comparative Unit Connt
stretch.
^

Carleton Coneny, John Blair RepWest Coast in to
visit here and checking the local
markets. Charles C. Shaw of KTSA
off to Pittsburg and McKeesport, Pa.
on biz and vacation trip.
resentative on the

WOAI: Pioneer Flour

..

Local
Nat'l Spot.

Total
(Included:

14.

Jnne

7.

7,385
6,660

7,350
6,600

799
14,834

14,717

%

of

Change.

+0A
+0.8
+4.2
+0.8

767

KIRO, KOL, KRSC)

MiUs, one

announcement,

additional

June

Network

Black Flag insecticide, three announcements per week, and for Fly
Ded, three announcements per week;
Bhealee Hat Store, direct, one 100word announcement; Readers Digest,
through BBD&O, four one-minutie
ciation,

space basket.

Network

sales execs admit that the
Washington ado has created an ideal
opening for their competitive media
for this line of undermining and
that the webs are at a disadvantage
in meeting this condition because of
the fact that there are 10 times as
many space salesmen as radio sales-

DIVISION

Philadelphia, June 17.

Wilf Brothers, Philly rug merchants, last week donated 52 quarterhour programs on WFIL to the'
Treasury Department to plug the
sale of defense bonds. The shows,
running dally, from 8:45 to S a.m.,
'will carry no commercials for the
rug concern, but will reserve all ads
for the bonds. The donation of time
is the first of its kind by a local advertiser.

WIP
dell

begins pumping Robin Hoodconcerts to Mutual on Thurs-

day

(19).

Very

new

reported
is
business front.

activity

Comparative Unit Connt

%

—12

WFIL, WIBG, WIP,

WPEN)

Sam

Morris,

quarter-hour political over TQN;
Gerald Mann, twelve IS-mlnute programs over T.QN; Lyndon Johnson,
12 quarter-hours political over TQN;
W. Lee O'Daniel, eight quarter hours
over TQN; Martin Dies, six quarter
hours over TQN.
KABC: Wolff & Marx Department
Store, through. Pitluk agency, sponsorship of Fulton Lewis, Jr., news
commentary dally, Monday through
Friday, for a quarter-hour over the
Mutual network; Gerald C. Mann,
30-minute program over Texas State
network; Texas Patriots, quarterhour political program through TSN
each Sunday; Gillette Safety Razor
Co., sponsorship of boxing matches
over Mutual network starting June

radio

farm

it

the ball

more profitable to watch
game or polish their nib-

licks.

Another hews spot was cleared,
however, with WJJD moving time
around to make room for this consistently salable

item.

Real estate

dealer Fred Walsh signatured for
four 15-minute news periods weekly
through the Burton, Browne agency.
Over at WMAQ, a flve-minute flvetlmes-weekly sports news period for
Schoenhofen-Edelweiss Co. was renewed for an additional 13-week
stretch through the Western agency.

%
Jnne

Comparative Unit Count
>

Jane

Network

14.

7,062'

...

I-oisal

11,213
Nafl Spot... 2,403
Total;..'--80i678
(Included: KABC,

June

%

Network

of

Change.
+16,1
6,060
+15.4
9,713
+1.2
4,374
7.

14.

9,310
6,444
Nst'l Spot.. 11,347
Total
27,101

Local

(Included:

..

June

Change.

—1.4
—iJi
—0.4

SMALL PICKINGS

<>

WMCA:

American Cigarette and

Cigar Co. (Pall Mall),, through Ruth& Ryan, renewal, ISrweek'contract.
50 announcements
weekly;
Peter Brledt' Brewing, thrbugli A.
W. Lewin' Co., 26-week contract, halfhour variety show weekly; Community Opticians Seven-Dollar Eyeglasses! Manhattan Corp., through
rauff

IN LOS ANGELES

.

Advertlskig, 13-week

contract, 'Zeke Manners,' six quar-

Gardner Nurse-

weekly;

ter-hours

one-'vfreek contract, flve-minute.

ries,

garden talks dally.

WNEW:

California Packing Co.
(Del Monte products), throueh Mcrenewal,
cann-Erickson,
39-week
contract, 'Make Believe Ballroom,'
six quarter-hours weekly; American
Cigar
Cjgarette
(PaU MaU),
through Ruthrauff ti Ryan, renewal,

&

13-week contract, Sfl^ahnouncements
KFI: Pall MaU cigarettes, 325 one- weekly; Ontral' Railroad of New
DES MOINES
minute transcriptions, through Ruth- Jersey, through Richard A. Foley,
raufl & Ryan.
13-week contract, 12 announcements
Web Only Flgnre in the BlackKECA: Fresh Fruit 8t VegeUble weekly; Hollywood Model Service,
Total OB 0.6%
Advertisers of Southern California, through- Clive Howard, 'Dance Pa-

DORMANT

187
quarter-hour
broadcasts
of rade,'
six
quarter-hours weekly;
Des Moines June 17.
'Here's
to
the Ladies,' through Eagle Tire Co., through Terril, BelkBusiness in these parts was prac- Scholtz Adv. Service; Murine Co.
nap, Marsh Associates, 26-week -connil the past week.
In the (eyewash), 78 one-minute transcrip- tract, one quarter-hour weekly; Ben
network category the figure man- tions, through Batten, Barton, Dur- Marden's Riviera, through J. R, Kupaged to stay on the right side of the stine St Osbom.
slck, 13-week contract, 10 announceledger, but all other classifications
ments weekly.
Comparative Unit Count
wore a mln^ sign.
WOR: American Cigarette & Ciof.
gar (PaU MaU), through Ruthrauff Si
Comparative Unit Connt
Change.
Jane
7.
Jane 14.
Ryan, renewal, 'Modern Design Mu—4.0
of
Network
12,312
12,826
sic,'
45-week contract, ten-minute
Jane 14. Jane 7. Change. Local ...... 8,894
+0.3 period before the ball games and an8,871
Network ... 7,640
—1.0 nouncements 'during the 'Here's Mor1,462
7,496
+0.6 Nat'l Spot.. 1,448
Local
—0.9 Total
22,664
3,372
23,159
—Z2 gan. Program' and others; Alfred W.
3,403
Nat'l Spot..
—3.3
3,008
3,111
(Included: KECA, KFI, KFWB,
McCann Laboratories, 12-week conTotal
—0.6
13,920
14,009
KHJ, KNX)
tract, three quarter-hours weekly.
WQXR: Savarln Coffee, through
M. H. Hackett, one-year contract, 60
station breaks weekly; Continental
Baking (Staff bread), through Ted
Bates, one-year contract, 62 time sigPMbe a* Sbown by
nals weekly.

%

.

%

Picture of

lenon

.

.

.

—12

WMAQ)

.

This

is

of this writing in

IWJ.:=;,U/.)-A^:v

I

-'i

I

+3%

Herald.

Des Moines

Des Moines, June 17.
the story of Des Moines as
terms of VARiBrr

count:
I

Comparative Unit Coant

%

Albany, Ga., on Mutual

ere

.

Skouras Theatres, contract for
indefinite period, 18 flve-minute periods weekly; Koeppel Auto Sales,
through Kllnger Advertising, 13week contract, 18 one-minute announcements weekly.

Commonwealth

make

WBBM, WENR, WGN,

WrND, WJJD, WLS,

Sid Walton has quit as program
station WALB, Albany, Ga., began
manager of new WBYN, Brooklyn, operation May 27 as an affiliate of
and Lou Tappe, who was head of Mutual.
continuity, is the acting program
Outlet is owned by the Albany
chief,

Amusement Park,

Palisades

direct, contract for indefinite pe>
riod, five half-hour programs week«

of

7.

C,445
6,587
11,398
27,430

.:.i(l8;a47 tiiii+1-3.9'

KMAC,-KONO,'
KTSA, WOAI)

weekly.

Comparative Vnft Connt

18.
I

San Francisco.
Another renewal
comes from Ruthrauff & Ryan for
their client Pall Mall cigarettes, calling for an additional 13 weeks." This
contract calls for 36 announcements

tically

field.

Actual time purchases were plenty
slow last week with the salesmen
finding

WNEW

.

WGN

nouncements per week;

the

for

ly;

sure that this time the series
receives 100% national coverage.
So far most' of the CBS and NBC
affiliates approached Jiave declined
to commit themselves.
'While the
Chicago. June 17.
latest FCC niandate bars exclusive
Los Angeles, June 17.
Biggest item that will hit the local
contracts with any network effective
Nothing new to report from this
ether situation is the decision of the
Aug.
8, these stations are not dis- sector.
.Trade is pursuing the even
Chicago Tribune station, WGN, to
to do anything that might be tenor of its way, and the thinness of
jump into the farm field with a con- posed
construed
as
a
break
in
the
NBCa cigarette paper separates the twohas been
siderable splash.
CBS affiliate ranks.
week totals.

WGN

contract

'Make Believe' Ballroom' by 39
weeks. With the new 'extension, Del
Monte will have concluded two and
a half years of uninterrupted broadcasting on the 'Ballroom,' 11 to 11:1S
a.m., Monday through Saturday, Inclusive.
This extension will continue the account until May 30, 1942.
The agency is McCann-Erickson, of

WINS:

little

along the

The California Paclung Company,
for Del Monte products, has entered
into a new agreement extending its

present

Plaga

of
Nevertheless, say the web saleb
Jane 14. Jnne 7. Change.
execs, there is a counter barrage at
Network .. 9,808
9,923
present in the making and that as
+02
Local ...... 20,737
20,690
soon as the Senate hearing in Wash- Natl Spot. 4,338
—1.9
4,423
ington is over this promotional and Totel
—0.4
34,883
38,036
advertising material will be released.
(Included: KYW, WCAU, WDAS,

hence, tiie Maxon agency has already
stated to line up stations supplementary to the Mutual Network for
the World Series In behalit of GUlette Razor.
The account wants to

W(;N CREATES

FARM

PHILLY

Bonds—No Frodact

men.

Commltmenia
Though' the evfnt Is four months

Travis 'Building & Loan Assothrough Bernard Brooks,
one 35-second e.t. per week; Interstate Cotton & Oil Co., through
Crook Agency, renewal of three
quarter-hosir' programs per week of
Mrs. Tucker Smiles program over
Texas Quality Network, for one year
in behalf of Mrs. Tuckers Shorten- dabbling around with some farm biz,
ing; Hecker Products Co, for Bljcby and sold an early morning shot to
Shoe Polish, through Bepton & Consolidated Drug products. Evihas
Bowles, Ave announcements per dently from this sample,
week; Johnson & Johnson, for Tek acquired a taste for the stuff and is
Toothbrushes, through Ferry-Han- deciding to take it by the case. Is
ly, five 2S-word announcements per setting up a complete farm departweek; Mil&m Finance Co., through ment and from here on in figures to
Bernard Brooks, two 100-word an- stir up some new excitement in the

e.t's;

efficient and that they might as well
start putting aU their eggs in the

Can't Get

direct;

American Home Products,' through
tor
Blackett - Sample - Hummert,

IN

Bag' Co. Bnya Time for Defense

'

Shave Cream Signs Gabriel Heatter According to the networks, newspaper and mag reps are telling ad•^Seattle Spot Perky
Seattle,

to May, '42

FEWER AIR REPS

.

UNITS BOOM IN

Befieve Ballroom'

Way

—

-

27

June 7. Qlay

Network
Local
Nat'l

7,495
3,403
Spot,. 3,111
14,009
. . .

Total
(Included:

of

31.

Change.

7,680
3,364
3,121

—1.1
+1JS
—0.3

14,065

t-«.4

KRNT. KSO. WH0>

Wednesday, June

BADIO MABKETS

18

Deal Goe&CoU When KSFO RefnsesTo
Release Commentator to Hollywood
San Francisco, June
Winter's

William

Union

newscasts

were

which

Oil,

17.

link,

California

for

CBS
air.

Kansas

KCMO

to

Series

have

to

(16) on the
never reached

started yesterday

City,

June

17.

slackening of radio commercials is still a lightly expressed
Slight evidence is in the
threat.
national spot column, and more is in

Summer

Active National Accounts

Denver, June 17.
Newscasts were in demand the
week, judging from the conseven a
KFEL

«««tt M

past

sold
tracts signed.
week for a year and
pleted contracts for 260.

com-

KFEL

news,

five.

Jewelry

Bubble

Dubble

<^ »

*«*«

ACCOUNT

American Cigarette (PaU Mall)

RuthrauS

3154

'Every time we build an air perBonality here they want to shift him
to Hollywood,' comments Dallar.
All of which means that Arthur
Kemp, CBS Coast sales chief now
In the east, can put his Winter
presentation
back in circulation
again.

Also heading east, via the northwest, is Ward Ingrim, KFRC sales
head, who is carrying presentations
of eight new ^hows with which to
charm prospects.

White

House

Department

store

apparently is satisfied with its first
venture into radio. Initial test series
of 'Let's Go Shopping,' with Mel
Venter and Mary Boeder, has
brought KFRC a 13-week extension
flve-a-week quarter-hour
of the
Store threw in

aesh.

'

its

own hook

station plug merchandise
not otherwise advertised. Pickup is

by having

,

made 'direct from the
Kayle agency

is

Marion

store.

handling.

.

Jack Campbell, new sales promoter at KGO-KFO, has fathered a
large 12-page slick-paper sales promotion piece which is the most elaborate issued by the NBC units in
time.
It's designed to show
how the web outlets merchandise
radio and reassure timid souls who
think the Blue is doomed.

ome

'

Ideas, three quarter-hours a
of it charged to the spur of national
one month.
defense spending, and some locally
gum,
Bubble
Dubble
KLZ:
charged to favorably cool weather
through N. W. Ayer, 65 announce-,
June.
thus far into
ments; American C^icle Co., through
KCMO stepped out and made a Badger, Browning & Hersey, 78 anneat local deal with the Continental nouncements.
Hotel which opened its Sky-Hy Roof
KMYR: ABC Cleaners, through
for the season last week. Six nights MacGruder agency, seven five-minweekly hotel sponsors quarter-hour ute news weekly, one year; Blakeremote pickup of Walter Wood and land Inn, through Raymond Keane
band playing for dancing on the agency, 26 spots; Capitol Federal
Roof. Station also made a good bid Building & Loan, through Macto hold up its national spot rating Gruder
agency, four five-minute
with new deals for Sapo Elixir newscasts per week, one year; Moe
Chemical Co. of St, Louis for a 13' Nade, through Cusack' agency, six
week announcement s c h e d u le spots a week 'till forbid.
placed by Sam P. Judd Adv. Co. and
KOA:' Denver St Rio Grande
a 26-week announcement. Contract Western Railroad through Cusack
for Dr. Lyon's Tooth placed by agency, 51 announcements; Johnson
Blackett-Sample-Hummert. Reflnoil, & Johnson, through Ferry-Hanly,
13-week stretch of flve-mtnute base- 115 station breaks.
through Potts-Turnbull, bought a 13
Comparative Unit Connt
week stretch of five-minute baseball
of
Charles Ammen
score broadcasts.
Jnnel4. Jnne 7. Change
Co. signed for 26 announcements on
+0.5
Network ... 8,060
8,020
heat powder through Liller, Harris,
+2.3
8,186
7,999
Local
Neal.
—4.7
2,549
Not'l Spot..
2,428
arranged a junior an- Total
+1.1
18,478
18,674
nouncers' contest with five winners transcribing the spots
an-

NeweU-Emmett ..Announcementa

statements of sponsorship Nat'I Spot.
4urlng the 8ix>a-week quarter-hour Total

Which

Account was
(Continued on page 45)

7,155
19,977

.

7,223
19,940

airs at 7:15 a.m.

*No change.

BB

Cndahy Packing Co
Virginia Dare Extract

Flez-O-Gloss

Fly-Ded

Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Announcements
McCann-Erickson Vi Hour News

. .

Ford Dealers Adv. Fond
W. P. Fuller Paints

McCann-Erlclcson

Garden City Fabllsblng Co
General Foods (Diamond Salt)
General Foods (Maxwell Coffee)

Announcements
Huber Hoge
5-Mins.
& Bowles .Announcements
& Bowles
.V& Hours
Maxon, Inc. ......Boxing Bouts
N. W. Ayer
Announcements

Benton
.Benton

......

Baior
Goodyear Tire
Great Northern Ballroad

Gillette Safety

Bronson-West ...Announcements
H; W. Kastor. ......... .V4 Hours
Mitchell-Faust ..Announcements
George H. Hartman ...V* 'Hours
Benton & Bowles

Grove's Chill Tonic
Hansen's Laboratory
Harti Mountain Prodncts
Heoker (Blxby shoe polish)

..BBD&O

(Frizz)

Geyer, Cornell

Knox

Allen C. Smith .Announcements

Announcements

On Michigan Network

(Cystex, Mendaco, Tayton)
(Rinso)

Ryan
Announcements
Ruthraufi & Ryan
V* Hours
Erwin, Wasey
V* Hours

Lever Bros.

RuthrauS

Lever Bros.
Maofadden (Liberty)
Maofadden (True Story)
McKesson & Bobbins (Calox)

J.

.

Announcements
S. A. Levyne ...Announcements
John W. Queen. .Announcements
.Schwimmer & Scott ...Vt Hours
North American Accident Inanrance .... Franklin Bruck ....5-Min. News'
Compton Adv
P & G
Vt Hours

May

Oil Burner
Megowen-Ednoator Foods

Mohawk Bedding

I

perked up at managing to

—

compared to 4,701. The
provement here over 1940 is

WJBK: Tobias Courtney Insurance
and LaMeasure Brothers Laundries,

with the listener practical solutions of the increasmgly diSi*

Ideal for local and spot advertisers looking for a dignified
program of wide appeal. Can be presented 3 times weekly

many

instances, special music

available to those advertisers

and

who

scripts

may be

prefer to present

Dr. Stidger as a 15-minute feature.
Write today for presentalion, rales and

your

local radio station

Platte

%

Hours
Erwin, Wasey... .Announcements
Announcements
BBD&O
Earle Ludgin ...Announcements
J.

Walter Thompson

Announcements
Socony-'Vaennm
Stephano (Marvel cigarettes)
United Drng
'

,. .

Wrlgley

.

Stirling Getchell Vt Hour News
Aitkei^-Kyn%tt ..Announcements
J.

&

Finney
Vt Hours
United Adv.
5-Mins.
Vanderbie St Rubens
Chain Breaks
Street

Waltham Pen Co
,

Land of the

gan Consolidated Gas Company,
Clyde Senner's 'Public Opinion
haU-hour weekly, 52 weeks; Pall
Mall Cigarettes, four announcements
daily, six a week, 13 weeks, through
Ruthraufi & Ryan; Andrews Buick

he T- V-Area!
Sol Stands StilL It's daytime
around the clock here In the TVAiea,
where defense needs keep crews working
24 hours a day on $110,()00,000 dam projects; and where aluminum, textile and
other plants whiz at full speed both
day and night.
Subtitle:

Company,

five' quarter-hours musiweekly, 13 weeks.
Chicle Co. (Chicthree 15-minute3 of Yawn Club
weekly, 13 weeks, through Badger,
Browning & Hersey, Inc.
.WXYZ: PaU Mall Cigarettes,
four announcements dally, six
week, 13 weeks, through RuthraufT
& Ryan; Ford Dealers of Michigan,

cal

WWJ: American

lets),

for 13 weeks at unbelievably low cost.

In

.

Sc

&

people great and small are inspirational gems that leave

made

News

Thomas. .Chain Breaks

co-sponsors, 'Michigan News Reel
15 minutes, six times weekly, 13
weeks; R.
G. Clothing, flye quarter-hours weekly, 13 weeks; Michi

woman can understand and enjoy. His human anecdotes of

problem of "Getting the Most Out of Life Today."

&

Anderson, Davis

re-

year ago.

cult

5-Min.

Platt-Forbes

Lord

1

im-

flected in a present carrying of 12,821
local units as compared to 11,012- a

In this NBC Recorded Series of SG five-minute programs,
Dr. Stidger draws from his own rich life and presents the
kind of forceful, down-to-earth philosophy every man and

Ryan... .Participations

Pedlar & Ryan
V* Hours
Compton Adv. ...Announcements
.Young & Rubicam
Announcements

pre-

serve a status quo.
Figures here, "except for local biz,
also are at practically the same level
as a year ago network 8,210 as com
pared to 1940's 8,160, and spot at
4,718

Loyid folUnoen provide a ready-made audience

&

Pedlar

PAG

—

fices

Sc

Arthur Kudner. .Announcements
D. Tarcher. .. .Announcements
Craven & Hedrick

Marlln (razor blades)

—

with Dr. Wiiliam L. Stidger

& NeweU

Kelvlnator

newscaster,
with P. Se G
Golder,
John Slagle handling commercials.
(Dash)
marked oddity developed last P & O (Duz)
week in the- Detroit position. De- Packard Motors
spite the fluctuations of stations in
one case a gain of 340 units in local Peter Pant (candy)
business by. one station all cate- Pepsodent Co
gories Wound up with no discernible Personal Finance Co
change.
With only 'two constants,
national spot, despite the variations Lydia Plnkham
of four stations,' froze at' precisely Beader's Digest
the same figure,- 4,718 Units. In view Bit Prodncts
Shell OU
of the previous fall-off, business of-

'*Cettmg the Most Out of Life Today

Announcements
Announcements

•

.

Detroit, June 17
For tie sixth consecutive year, the
Ford Motor Company is -sponsoring
'The Farm Market Reporter' over
WXYZ, Detroit, and the- Michigan
—0.9 Radio Network. The program is pre+0,2 sented from 12:15 to 12:30 p.m., Mon
day through Friday, featuring George
Boutell, general manager of the
Michigan Livestock Exchange; Harry

ihdt attracts thousands

Participations

Critchfleld

Firestone Tire

Reporter's 6th Year

WXYZ

name

Announcements
Announcements

Stirling Getchell

Clements
Announcements
.Rufus Rhoades ..Announcements
Betts-Koerber ...Announcements
.Presba, Fellers ic Presba V* Hours

Denalan (dental plate cleanser)

Cream Prodncts

& Cunnyham

Announcements
M Hours
Tracy-Locke-Dawson
Announcements

Continental Oil

Ice

Announcements
Finney Announcements

Roche, Williams

Mace

A

A

&

..McCord

Consolidated Prodncts

Ford Farm Market

Richards

Sc

Street

J.

%

factual

Announcements
Alley

Chrysler (Plymouth)

KCKN

Hummert

Blackett-Sample

Chocolate Products Co

%

A

Ryan
Announcementa

'

nouncing opening of new
& P.
Super Market at Seventh and State,
in Kansas City, Kans. More favorable weather gave station a break
CUropraetor'a Probation
in that it broadcast full week's
Phil Lasky has relaxed KROW's schedule of K.C. Blues' baseball
«
ptrict rule against accepting copy games.
from doctors for a 'probationary'
ComparstlTO Unit Count
sponsorship of Happy Gordon, cowOf
boy singer, by a chiropractor. With
June 14. Jane 7. Change,
any sort of health talk out, the bone- Network ... 7,210
7,219
twister Is limited to, three standard Local
8.612
6,507
+1.9

&

Russel M. Se«ds Announcementa

announcements daily,
Inseotloldo
Deal was ofE when Lincoln Dellar.
one month; M. H. Rhodes, parking Black Flae
KSFO manager who brought Winter
meters, 15 minutes; Gardner Nurseven if it hasn't hit yet.
to the Coast, balked at a demand the offing
ery, through Northwest Radio, six Cape Cod Steamship Co
report
managers
that the commentator. originate his Two commercial
flve-minutes; Mile High Roller Rink,
same
this
of
Lord & biz considerably ahead
shows ]n Hollywood.
through Max Goldberg agency, six Carter' Prodncta
period of 1940, and reports from four
Thomas is the agency.
Rib Plaza, through Radio
spots;
other stations in same vein. Some
week, Chicago, Milwankee A St. Pan!
three

PURCHASES
Browning
Announcementa

gum,

W. Ayer, 65 one-minute Armand (Brisk shave cream)
Broadmoor Country Beeoh-Nnt Packing

transcriptions;

Club,

TmE

American Chicle Co

AGENCY
Badger &

Co.,

agency,

Robertson

through

newscasts;
through N.

KMYR

KMYR

Frumess

KFEL:

1941

*«

.

Ads to KFEL-KLZ, Denver

runs 10 minutes,

Dr. Lyon's 26-Week

Ifl,

fO»Ot000«»t«»»t»»* «**»««»4 M ««»040«40*0»««»««««0»

65 Dubble Bubble

availdbility. Or,

can arrange an audition.

announcements daily, flve
a week. 13 weeks; Ford Motor Company, 'Farm Market Reporter,' 15

There's work to be done in the TVArea
. . . and money to be spent.
WNOX, first
In coverage. Is the Ideal way to shout for
your share.

flve spot

minutes, flve times a week, 13 weeks,

C,000

w.

DAY.

Comparative Unit Count

%
Jane

Jio-Recording Division

Network
Nat'I

NATIONAL IROADCASTING COIWPANY
A KaJh CwperariH of Aimr/ca StrWco
RCA BMf., R«hB« Cnr,^N«w Yeifc
^•nfconAo Mwt, CMMgo^Traiu-luit BMg., Wathlngton, D.C« Svnul AAniw, Hollywood

..

Local

Spot.

Total
*

No

14.

Jane

7.

8,210
12,821

12311

4,718
25,749

4,718
25,764

3,235

of

Change,

—•OJ!
*

change.

(Included:

CKLW; WJBK, WJLB,

WJR, WWJ, wxva»

*

>c«irn-HovAio lAOio.iNa

KMOXyiLU; TKtnrBSSEE
Afmated

Willi

The Knoxvllle News-Scntlnel
Represented by

THE BRANHAM COMPANY

RADIO MARKETS

Wcdnrsdaj, June 18, 1941

WALKOVER SHOE

Northwestern Yeast Using
Texas State Network
Ean Antonio, June 17.
Thrice weekly quarter-hours over

ONi/^HRS.IN

Texas State Network start June 30
for Northwestern Yeast of Chicago,
using transcribed series, 'Songs of a
Dreamer,' with Gene Baker as vocalist and Larry Larson on the organ.
Stations selected,for the campaign
are KABC, here; KVWC, Vernon;

SALT LAKE

COLORADO VACATIONS
PLUGGED BY RADIO
Denver, June

Max Goldberg

17.

agency, which has

been assigned the Colorado State advertising and publicity campaign,
will use stations in 11 markets to
plug Colorado's vacation appeal.
Campaign will consist of recorded
sketches and announcements.

29

Agencies Stalk Citrus Account
Meantime Advertising Committee Elxplains McBride
Program DifFcuIties and Defends Its Record
While Brooks, Smith & French, J. became and have continued to be
Walter Thompson, Federal, William as powerful, as any announcements
on the air.

Blackett-Sample-Hiimmert
WACO, Waco; KCMC, Texarkana;
Lake City, June 17.
Market list will comprise Des Esty and
'Starting with the third cycle of
KHBC, Ablline; KFDA, AmariUo; Moines, Omaha, Kansas City, St. are among the agencies that have
Figures are holding up well all
KNOW, Austin; KBST. Big Springs; Lou^, Witchita, Tulsa, Oklahoma been bidding for the Florida Citrus 13-weeks broadcasting, 14 of the lessalong the line In Salt Lake, with
er stations on the network were
WHR, Dallas: KRRV, Sherman; City, Houston, San Antonio, Fort
local sponsors accounting for the
it is expected
account,
Commission
canceled
in view of indications that
KFJZ, Fort Worth; KFYO, Lubbock; Worth and Memphis.
biggest portion of new business.
and
grapefruit
fresh
that the business will go to a dark tangerines
Midland;
KPLT, Paris;
KDYL: C. Ed Lewis (local realtor), KRLH,
horse.
The new commission was would not pick out as originally esKGKL, San Angelo; and KTEM,
through Gillham Advertising, 52
which eventually proved
timated
and
named last week and the indications
Temple.
quarter-hours; Fisher Brewing Co.,
to
case.
Altogether,
reducbe
the
Series placed through Hays Mac- WSYR, SyracDse, Sets Two are that the new agency, replacing
of Salt Lake City, through Gillham
13 quarter-hour programs; W. H. i^ams, direct, 52 news
announcements; State Building &
Loan Association, direct, 52 news announcements; Deseret Book Co., di-

Advertising,

Farland agency.

Syracuse, June 17.

'

FM

Station's

Accounts

Rochester, N. Y., June 17.
on 'KDYL Dude
WHAM's FM station, on comBanch Program,' 52 announcements; mercial basis less than month, has
Jaques Mfg. Co., 100 announcements; two accounts, Rochester Gas
& ElecDeseret Lumber Co., direct, 52 an- tric Corp. half hour
dally it 2:30
nouncements.
p.m., 'On Wings of Song,' and Weis &
KSL: Utali U, S. Highway 40 As- Fisher, half hour daily 'Music For
52 'SO-word
announce- You' at 3 p.m.
sociation,
ments; Gardener Nursery, six flveBoth are transcribed programs.
announcements,
through
minute
Northwest Radio Advertising; Calavo
Growers, five one-minute announceCol, Landers Sponsored
ments, through Lord & Thomas;
San Antonio, June 17.
Sunnyvale Packing Company, for
C6I. H. L. Landers, KTSA news
Bancho Soups, 15 one-minute an- and military analyst, has been
Lord
& signed for a series of twice weekly
nouncements,
through
Thomas.
quarter hour programs by the Gulf
KUTA: Participating program, Brewing Co., bottlers of Grand
half-hour, six days per week, for Prize Beer.
Walkover Shoes, Bennett Paint &
Airings are ^or a quarter hour In
Glass, M. & M. Appliance, Sea^U length and are 'heard on Tuesdays
Drug, K. & D. Picture Studio,- and
Thursdays.
Rogers-Gano
Broadway Shoe Repair and Hart's Agency placed the account
Radio Service.^
Comparative Unit Coont
]
rect, participation

Arthur Kudner, will be announced tions of about $53,000 in radio costs
have been effected, thus reducing
by June 30.
cost for 52 weeks broadcasting from
politics

Some

of the

home

state

Lennon & Mitchell for P. Lorillard behind the account were suggested $575,000, the amount of the original
renewed Vadeboncouer, news in last week's Variett story from estimate, to $522,000. Each of the
fresh fruits, also canned products,
on WSYR, for Beechnut Tampa. Meantime a document dated are bearing their proportionate share
ciggies, six days a week from 12:15 June 3 and entitled 'Report of adhas

analyst,

vertising committee for 1940-41' tells,
from a different point of view, the
story of the difficulties which Mary
Margaret McBride Inherited when
she quit WOR, where she was 'Martha Deane,' to broadcast for the fruit
ascombine. Says this report, in part:

Present contract runs
out July 5. This is second renewal.
Willys Americar has bought two
10-minute periods a week over
WSYK for safety show tltlted 'Auto

to 12:30 p.m.

Quiz,'
sisted

handled by Bill Rothrum,

of costs, each receiving its propor-

share
nouncements.

tionate
.

.

.

of

Imt 14.
7,251
t,4Zt
Natl Spot.. l;Z67
Total
10,939
(Included: KDYL,
...

Local

%
June

7.

In terms of radio advertising values,
by Investigator Arthur J.
Dronght Cited
these findings would indicate that
of Syracuse Police Accident
'It should be noted in passing that
the McBride program has delivered
Investigation Bureau. Motorists are
hailed -to the curb in front of a during the early months of the fresh satisfactory results despite its lack
downtown theatre to answer some fruit season, the quality of fruit did of popularity among some in the
It can truly be
safety questions and given silver not improve as satisfactorily as might (citrus) industry.
be expected because of the long Fall said that there is a greater variation
Hollar for cooperation.
drought with the result that Miss Mc- of opinion among people as to what
Bride could not in justice to her lis- .constijutes a good radio program
WGN, Chicago, is to set up a farm teners use as forceful selling argu- than exists in any other form of addepartment. Lou LaMar, who as an ments as might be desired. How- vertising.
The Advertising Comannouncer, has been handling the ever, with the gradual improvement mittee is firmly of the opinion that
morning farm program will be its In quality, her commercials were the present program has been an exstrengthened to the point where they cellent investment'
director;

Leahy

of

Chance.

7,141
2,332
1,232
10,705

-i-1.5

+SJ
-t-2.S

4-2.2

KSL, KUTA)

.

BD'CASTS

B.B.

BENEFIT BALTO
Baltimore, June

17.

National spot coimt took a. Jump
here with home schedule ball games
aired

by

WCBM helping.

Lee

********

Davis,

former sports fixture at WCBM,
last week for
switched to
nightly quarter-hour sports reviews
sponsored by Tru-Fit Clothes, placed

WCBR

Wilmington, Deloware,

ts

26 miles south

by Leon Golnick Agency.

WBAL: Wonder Foam

through

Co.,

ol Philodelphla. Lancaster, Pennsylvania,

Rose Adv., 26 participations; Frank
A. Fleer (Dubble Bubble gum),
through N. W. Ay'er, 65 spots; I<ydia
E. Pinkham, through Erwln, Wasey,
14 one-minute announcements; Peter
Paul (Walnettos), through PlattForbes,
grams.

strip

WCBM:

Is

50

air miles to the west. Yet these

with defense production, tune to

more than

Western Maryland Dairy,

10-minute 'Motor Trails'; Roma
Wine Co., through Jos. Wilner, 325
spots; Cel 6 Wax, via Courtland
Overbrook
spots;
Ferguson,
ISO
Wines, through Leon Golnick, ISO

two

booming today

thriving communities,

pro-

flve-minute

of

WCAU

to ,ony other station for their

13

spots;
spots;

S.

J.

Van

Lil Preserves,

radio ontertainment*.-

15

This

.

Frank Fleer (Dubble Bubble
gum), through N. W. Ayer, 19 spots;
Cloverland Farms Dairy, through
Maurice Azrael, SO spots; Lord Calvert Beverages, through Schecter
Adv., 78 spots; Calo Food Products,
through Theodore Slegle, 50 spots.

tale of

two

is

its

circle**.

50,000 Watts and

duplicated

its

For

WCAU

clear channel

Philadelphia's only all directional

"power"

&

cities is

times over elsewhere in the great

Philadelphia industrial

with

100 participations; P.
G.
(Ivory Snow), through Compton
Adv., spots Monday through Fridays;

Stephen Seth
through Young

modern

many

WCAO: Bowey's, Inc. (Darl-Rlch),
through Sorenson, weekly spots;
Careful Laundry, through Jos. Wilner,

covers

all

station

,

.

.the only station that

of the great Philadelphia

circle.

(Bendix washers),
Rubicam, 40 day-

&

me spots.
WFBR: Tru-Fit

tl

through

Clothes,

Leon Golnick, quarter-hour sportscasts five nights a week for one year;
Hausewald Bakers, through Paul
Brown, 300 spots; Macfadden PubliArthur
renewed announcements;
American
Chicle
through
Co.,
Badger & Browning, nighttime news-

cations (True Story), through

Kudner,

five minutes, three time a
w^ek; Ritter Packing Co., through

*'Stretch"

your PItiladelphia market

witit

casts,

Clements, 52. quarter-hour airings;
& Johnson (Tek), through
Ferry-Hanly, chain breaks.
Comparative Pnlt Count

Johnson

I

|

%
Jane

Network

14.

8,240
Local
4,988
Nat'l Spot.. 2,126
Total
15.354
...

June

7.

8,130
4,963
1,776
14,869

THE ONLY 1-A CLEAR CHANNEL STATION IN EASTERN

PENNSYLVANIA, DELAWARE, MARYLAND OR

NEW

of

Change.
+1-4
+9JS
+19.9
"H-3J

an-

month show that the McBride program had the largest gain
of any daytime program on the air.'

I

Network

commercial

However, Crossley reports for

the last

*tc$*d en 50- mil*

Rtvbm Oem*ll»x

Reiftr Ktcoll

Svryf

**5vppcrfins Jvio

m

r«<|u«tt.

JERSEY

.
'

RADIO

so

From

m
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the Production Centres

NEW YORK

CITY

—

.

Co^iS vfude"^^ on tSon -^fmH

Vh-^!?''

aSt monly'liveaways from Se

ordinate'

"

GuluUtT of°Comp!

v^tf

cXn

f^

LaGuardia Helernfyes and K^^^^
Tn,l^^I^f'
amioi^cer on 'Goldbergs,'
announcer
-Gol^^^ with Fred Feibel the organist. .. .public service ^partments at NBC have been moved to different
quarters again.
Rex Beach has readied a semi-autobiographical radio series, 'Personal
Exposures,' which Lyons Sc Lyons is agenting. ., .James Krieger
off 'PepPer Young' series while he visits the midwest. .. .due back Monday
(23)
Cooper has scripted a half -hour series, 'Central Airport'....
Beth Brown has several serials being considered by ad agencies.
Jack Meakln directing General Electric's 'Hour of Charm' while
Tony
Leader is on vacation. .Incidentally, Tony Leader has been dickering
"8hts to 'Strange Victory,' by Rose Franken and WiUiam
111^
B
Brown
Meloney....Sol
Lesser owns the screen rights. ..While Joe BeU
talces a freighter cru^ vacation through the
Canal, 'Tom Riley subs for
— as
„ director of The. Bishop and the Gargoyle'.
.. .Riley also handling
^oward
— out with 'Defense for Amerx^Mici.— z Nussbaum Is
""wrJo
ica ...
wuH. j-.J'
dicKering
with
Groucho Marx for a summer
sustainer
•">" ^•^•^^.^^
" 7"~,~",
•„
nrriD lur, »
WOR-Mutual
will present Elisabeth Rethberg and Alfred Wallensteln
in
'

&

.
.
.
tJS
Al Pearce will pass a month of his layoff period in Alaska fishing. Don
the high Sierras. .. .Lou Silvers sUrted his sixth year
'e-we<l..for_another spell
"^'^
'"^^
'""^^
^'"'^^ ''^^
Hal Peary and Isabel Randolph optioned tor the fall 'Fibber and' Molly'
resumption. '.. .Freeman Keyes due on a talent safari for a new show....
Edgar Bergen will take his Chase & Sanborn troupe to Camp Roberts up
north for the season's blow-off If Producer Maury Holland okays the
facilities
KNX earmarking blocks of 200 tickets to every audience
Don Thompson, NBC special eventer,
show for soldiers in town on leave
CBS sent its 'I Was
doing a two-week hitch in the Naval Reserve
There' show to Seattle to help dedicate the 50,000-watter at KIRO
F^ewell dinner for Joe Staufier wUl be tossed by radio crowd on the
eve of his departure east to head radio department for Kenyon & Eck-

spot after

some

,•

M

^'
•

•

,

.
•

—
— —

,

.

. .

will

—

San FrsDoisoo John Potter, for
past two years producer and newscaster at KROW, has resigned to join
Photo
Sound, Inc., transcription outfit.
Also nbw is William E. Hockey, former president of

&

staff of

Educational

Recorders.

Pasa-

-Inc..

,

dena. Calif,

—

.

I

•

Sprlngaeld, Mass. Richard Purhas joined announcing staff of
taking place of Lee Alarie,
army service June 1. Pur-

called to

,

Bob Strong has added Jack Caban as first trombone on his ether band,
Talent Division
.Ethel Reld Winser joins
replaclng Rocco Casiello.
Freeman Keyes and H. J. Richardin charge of the lecture department
son, Jr., of the Russel Seeds agency head for the Coast to set final details
for return of the 'Sherlock Hohnes' ether show to the NBC-Red on Sept,

WGN

.

;

I

.

—

—Charlie

Greenville, S, C.

program

director,

assistant

program

service.

Batson,

and Phil Pollard,

WFBC,

director,

M
T,-Gene Crane

Jamestown. N.
at
for summer, after serving as
g^ief announcer of Syracuse Univer-

.

WJTN

•

.

Bos-

ton,

.

.

WMEX;

formerly was at

|

granted absence leaves for military

j

IN

.

Ray

fireworks company.

WMAS,
•

Linn Borden has been signatured for
28 for" Grove's Bromo-Quiriine
a five-year deal with options by the Russel Seeds agency and is currently
on both 'Uncle Walter's Doghouse' and the . ."College Humor' shows....
Forrest Lewis added to cast of 'Scattergood ggjjjgg Sharon Grainger,
Fitch
.L.ouise
Louise mien
Marlin'
.jiu.j of Mary Marlm'.
uaiiics Rose
iiuoc to
vu 'Story
juuuuy and
aim James
J Barbara
jsaroiira Luddy
j
'Carol Evans' in the 'Road to Life' show.
|has
has snared the role of 'C
.
"
'
.Two new musical
added" to the WJJD announcing staff.
Rye Billsbury
another summer sustampr. ., .Diana Courtney, a new NBC singer,
substi- turns set for WJJD are the Evans Family, known as the Oklahoma Drifttuted for Ted Steele on one of the latter's night broadcasts
celebrates
over, the blue
and novachordist Al Beck with. ,. .Pat Flanagan this week
band last week. .. .Peggy. Juranich, receptionist at WWRL. Woodside, ers,
Ray Wilson and Stu Dawhis 20th anniversary as baseball announcer
N. Y, wed to Edward Rothwell, June 14, in New York,
son working on new half-hour script show based on the Al Martin saws
Margaret Lewerth, writer on 'Gay •60s' and 'Hour of Charm,' to marry and characters.
Dr. Winfield E. Stumpf, of the Brooklyn hospital staff,
later this summer
••••P"y"'s Jean heard this spring in several Mutual shows out of
WGR,
^
Buffalo, and previously in a girl-and-boy act with
Ted Steele, back in New
.York radio.. ;.?he's also being screentested. .. .Earle McGiU
Concf^ is now being poured for the new NBC building
engineering
vacationing
at Lake Dunmore, Vt;, until the Treasury Department
show In the Fred staff, headtd by Thomas Phelan, Joe Amone and Gordon Strang, all of
Allen spot, is ready to start.
.'Proudly We HaU' moves from Sunday NBC, I^ew York, have taken over an empty store directly across the street
afternoon to Friday night, starting this week.
.LucUle Webster, of the as a field office. .. .Harlan Dunning, KSFO announcer, heads cast of 'DeBatM. agency, on two months' leave of absence to undergo operation sign For Learning,' educational film produced by Photo & Sound
Rita
....Diane Courtney doing repeat guester Monday night (23) oh 'Basin Murray, doing twice-^reekly Breakfast Club Coffee. quarters on CBS, airStreet ....Singer Betty Randall, being given NBC
sustainer buUdup..., ing from San Francisco for a couple of frames
Gladys Cronkhite ot
William Burke MUler, NBC director of talks, named network
co-ordlnator KPO. International Kitofaen drafted from the pots and pans to mike a sofor committee for civilian defense.
ciety horse show In Alameda Geological Gardens. .. .Marie Houlahan, CBS
NBC Athletic Assn. annual outing today (Wednesday). .. .Ralph Dumke praiser, now feeding copy to 26 dailies and 20 weeklies outside of Frisco,
Budd HuUck guest today on Nellie Revell's program. .. .NBC-Red a new high.... and she knows all the publishers personally
Florida
(WEAF) airs a four-chapter dramatic show, 'Aciyentures of Mr. Pertwee Edwards of NBC's 'Edwards Family' probably will be U. S. O. theme girl
by Ameel Fisher, Monday nights, beginning.next week (23), but with the here. \. .she's a redhead
Lincoln Dellar of KSFO named chairman of
June 30 edition omitted. .. .Dayton Allen now handling 'Reward For Lis- the Advertising Club radio departmental
Bill Ryan ot NBC is Ad Club
tening series on WINS.... Percy Faith batons the
Ford summer show for prexy . .Paul Martin, former NBC leader here, starts a road tour for
four weeks starting Sunday (IS). .. .guests include Fredda
Gibson, Sunday William Morr4s office this month.
(22); Joan Edwards, July 6; Buddy Clarke, Aug. 3; Mary Eastman, Aug.
10,
and Maxlne Sullivan, Aug. 44; .. .Mack Davis of CBS artiste', bureau set
them all. . .McCann food series Wednesdays-Fridays on
will, remain
Defense Series
over the summer for' the first time, but shrinks from sd hour to IB minSteele, tojd he was to m.c. the Washington radio correspondV; 'J,'"^^
ents
dinner In W;ashliigton last week, wasn't Informed that Vice-President
WMCA,'New.York, begii^s a series
WaUace, Secretary Morgenthau and a mob of Capital big shots were to be
of programs next week (23) which
,

—

Gare W. Ray out as
chief engineer aftdP
:tdr 12
]
years.

Bridgeport

WICC

George Keich replaces.

cell
•

.

,.

with

•

hesitancy.

fUlf
ACn
LiilMLiAlrLf

f)V
liy

.'.

1

formerly

handle sound for Pyrocade talking

. .

mm

Schmld,

Goodrich Rubber, has joined WOR
to make a study of the recording
market In relation to the sale of recordings and general WOR sales.
Fred Barr, formerly WBYN 'and
previously with WARD, Brooklyn,
has j oined the announcing staff, of
WWRL, Woodslde, N. Y., succeeding Douglas Way, who left to take
a job with AFRA.

HOLLYWOOD

.

K'she?wofd!St'L™nW''E7e^^^^^

Herbert

the Six Star syndicate and before
that With the National City Bank and

.

1

ton agency, met James West, of the P. & G. radio
department in Washington last week for the 'Truth or Consequences'
broadcast, then both returned to New York. .WHN airing 'Summer Theatre of the
Air,' a series
of briefle adaptations Monday nights of current shows
at the Cedarhurst.
Jj. I., strawhat.
directing 'Listen, America' series. .. .Dwlght Cooke and
Y. K. Smith scripting it. .. .tentatively set for future m.c. assignments
on
.

an-

outlet,

resigned to join the
PhiladelphU. Me is
succeeded by Seymour Harrison,
formerly with WNYC, New York.

KYW,

of

'

.

•or

FM

WOR's

at

W71NY, has

staff

&

'

WWRL

^n7miLio^7e<ZtZ

PAYROLL TRAFnc
New York City—Alwyn. Bach,
nouncer

.

William Ramsey, Procter & Gamble radio head, in town last
week, then
attended 20th class reunion at Yale
Herlofl Provenson subbing on
~~ ~
early-risei show while Charles ~
F. McCarthy vacations. .. .Don
Becker to Chicago. .. .Hal Kosut,
announcer, coUaborating with
oeorge Heuther, of the engineering staff, on a 18-mm. film
about Coney
•island. .. .The Sins of Kalamazoo,' with
words by Carl Sandburg and
score by Ferdinand Davis, will be world-preemed
tonight (Wednesday)
over WNYC by the NYA concert orchestra, with Robert
Hufstader conducting and Richard Hale narrating. .. .Richard Willis,
former Warner
BTOtters makeup man, now doing 'Here's Looking at
You' series over
""'
'
*
WOR. Jerry
'Lawrence handling
WOR's pre-dawn program, which
started this morning (Wednesday),
Ted Maxwell subbing for Jane Crusinberry as scripter for 'Mary
MarIm for Procter & Gamble out of Chicago. . .show goes from Compton
to
Benton & Bowles in a couple of weeks. .. .John Koepf, a P.
& G. radio

WHN-s

present, so was momentarily panicked when h* walked out and gUmmed
his audience.
Edward Lasker, oi Lord tc Thomas, failed io qualify In the Metropolitan
Amateur Golf Tournament at the Montclalr Country club last week. He
missed by three strokes. Another putout was George Fry, NBC-Red salei
service manager. Fry needed but one stroke. . .Jose Santos Quljano has
been added to CBS' International staff as Spanish announcer.
Hugh Marlowe back from visit with his family In Chicago
Margaret
Spealcs painfully burned In accident in her home.... Jackie Kelk, regular
'Aldrich Family,' auditioned for George Abbott's fall legit musical
°"
Donald Cook withdrawn from the lead In the 'Thin Man' series oppoClaudia
site
Morgan, so Ruthrauff
Ryan auditioned Ray Johnson, John
Holbrook, Paul Stewart, Will Geer and Santos Ortega for the part..,.
Flc «nce Lake and Helen I<ewis left Saturday (14) to motor to the Coast
Bowles since
for vacation due back July 3.... Julia King, with Benton
Lyn Murray and Barry
1932, now doing food publicity for the' agency
Murray's 'Meet
Wood to Toronto for benefit show Friday night (20)
the Music' series folds after next Sunday's broadcast. .. .Earle McGill
wrote chapter on radio direction for John Gassner's forthcoming symP°slum volume on play production. .. .Paul Glynn, of WJSV, Washington,
in town last weekend
Peg La Centra made series of one-minute trans<:riptlons last week for 7-Up,

.

sity

Radio Work Shop and handling
WSYR and

several programs over
both In Syracuse.
Back to university in Fall.

WFBL,

Detroit.—Vern C. Alston, for the
past 18 months on the studio's engineering staff, has been promoted to
chief engineer ^of station
and
the Michigan Radio Network.

SAN FRANCISCO ...

WXYZ

.

.

,

WOR

.

WHAM

Thompson replaces.
Mel Bartell, WHAM

news announcer, slated for draft Induction
if he passes physical exams.

June 21

—

Detroit Jimmy Stevenson, newsat WJR and a major in the
Judge Advocate General's depart-

man

ment, has reported for active service
at general headquarters. Sixth Corps
Area. Order is for 28 days' intensive training, with subsequent assignment's unspecified.
Stevenson is a lawyer and was an
assistant prosecutor of Wayne county
(Detroit) before joining WJR as
newsman nine years ago.

.

SCHOOLS

WMCA's

FILE

FOR F-M GRANT

will

have as their main theme the
efforts made by various

Sao Antonio

defense
cities

Washington, June

17.

within

ite

program

Starting

-

listening

area.

being

built

is

to

in non-profit educational around the civic and Industrial detransmission Increased recently fense push put on by Yonkers, N. Y,
and the following week salutes
the Federal Communications
Bridgeport. Conn. Titled 'DemocraComnussion received applications cy at Work,' the shows will
use
from the Board ot Education of the Mayors of each town and various
City ot Chicago, the S^n Diego (Cat.) men directing defense preparations.

Interest

John
staff of

KABC.

Steadnian on announcing
C^omes from WGES,

WOAI.

Chicago.

St. Louis—C. Cabanne Link, forwill emanate from mer Deputy. Register for the City
of St. Louis, now in chsirge of pubstudios, 2:30-9 p.m.
for by Leon licity at KBfOX.
Goldstein of
press depart.
/ Hoyt Andres, gabber, formerly at
ment, cooperating with (:hambers ot WOAI, San Antonio, now at
Commerce In each town!
Roy Keyes, star of his own program 'Keyes at the Keys,' at
has been Inducted Into the army.
John PrIebe, WBEN, Buffalo,

WMCA's

SM^s

on the

colleges.

Stroud added

Programs

Unified School District and the Uni-

shown by schools and

—June

here.

staff of station

when

five high frequency channels reserved for this type of service.
Pointing out that FM stations
make possible adult education as
well as being useful to the class
room. Dr. John W. Studebaker, Cornmlssioner of Education, expressed
Pleasure over upsurge^ of interest

KTSA

Bob King is latest addition to announcing staff.
Jack Todd joins the epglneerlng

FM

versity of Illinois for berths

—

Boohester, N. T.
Don Engle ot
music copyright dept.. joins
NBC in New York as page boy. Earle

.

were arranged

WMCA

KWK.

KWK,

•

,

wUh' ^ston' Symi^hlr^r^^L^lV J^'"',^^^^^
Xug ll^ln .ai.ucKoriage,
StocCldg^ Mass.
Ma^^^^^^^
(Continued
|

on page 52)

addition to the new applica
University ot Kentucky will
approximately 50 mountain
schools when
is substituted for
standard
transmission;
Board ot
Education of the S'Sn Francisco
Unified School District has been authorized to use radio In 13 studios
in schools in that area and the
Cleveland Board of Education, serving more than 150 receivers, has
In

tlons.

serve

FM

been granted permission
to

to

switch

FM.

Form ElyrU Badio Corp.
Elyria, O., June 17.
Northern Ohio Broadjcasting Co,
O, has been incorporated
with 360 shares of no-par value comElyria,

uno compimp
MW VM«

•

MIMir •CNNMt • IM nUMCnCO.

mon

stock.

Principals are Lynton H. Rogers,

William H. Thomas and L. H. Stone.

CiHTRAl. OHIOfS

CBS

OUTLET

ASK MY BIMR

ONLY

MM OR US.

•

Wetlnesday, June 18, 1941
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And

programs— like Blue coverage-

Blue

reach more customers per dollar
We

don't carry Jack Benny, Fibber McGee or
Charlie McCarthy— but do you realize what a
high average the Blue's programs have been
hitting? ^Vnd do you know that Blue programs
cost much less per point of rating than the RedCBS average? Here are three important facts

we'd

like

you to know about.

Second,

the Blue's continual development of
talent in new programs builds a special

kind of audience
strated recently

places in the recent Movie-JRadio

Guide

programs.

Third, a comparison of talent expenditures
shows that the Blue achieves its immensely
successful record with programs that cost 4¥%
less prr quarter hour (sponsored) than its major

network competition.

CAB

FirBtf the Blue'a average evening
rating
during the past few months has gone up to 10
points and over— a figure that speaks for itself.

new

first

poll. of favorite

loyalty. This was demonwhen Blue shows took six

Together, these three factors of program strength

-^dded to the filue*s lower time cost per thousand— pr<i\e why to^ay, more than ever, the
Blue produces sales thru the air with, the greatest of ease, at the lowest cost of any m<
entering the home.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A

Radio CorperatiiMi of Amorica Sorvk*

L

TUB
^
S<.les

thK/

,

.

greatest
with fh«

—

ofease

'"J!^

THE SHOW OF THE MONTH- Like mystery? Of course, everybody does! And here's a thriller so different we call each half-hour
episode an "item" because it's a real collector's piece. Listen
to the adventures of
via the

THE BISHOP AND THE GARGOYLE

Blue on Saturday niehts

at

8:30

(New York Time).

Wednesday, June

Any out- Judge, jury, and hangman,' wi.th the
predictions.
leged radio conveniences extended to all the dire
(Continued from page 25)
on the full industry 'stigmatized as a monopand let can get 'first call'
praccontempt for the people be is regu- Jesse Jones, Texas Democrat,
network schedule, he saidi providing olist and most of the important
Lifesaver
business sweepingly
Noble,
Edward
about
lating.
reserves the unlimited right to tices of our
it
who applied on reject any particular program and abolished by tdministrative fiat,' he
It was on Friday with the intro- candy mint magnate,
of,
'state
in
a
industry
is
Th^
said.
buy doesn't try to keep the service from
duction to the witness chair of Dec. 15 and got an okay to
terror", because of the uncertainty,
an a competitor. Fly told Wheeler he
complained, and the Commission's
Ethridge, who resigned early in May WMCA, New York, on Dec. 17,
had 'cheeked the point' with his col- he
A.
T.
actions.
Fly-baiter
arbitrary
which
from President achievement
appointment
an
leagues and the Interpretation is
Craven, dissenter member of the binding.
The new statute should limit the
Roosevelt to draw up a report on M.
FCC, sarcastically called 'very quick.'
regulators to three chief jobs, Paley
(The modlfioation af the order,
radio regulation, that the broadcastEthridge's refusal to provide more
recommended. The 'unquestionably
reducing doubt whetber the antiers began to get their answer td the explicit data in support of some of
necessary traffic Job' of preventing
duallsm role has been postCharges of Fly and the FCC ma- his political favoritism charges aninterference and handing out assignponed, was effected by the FCC
jority into the record. At this point noyed Senator Tobey and provoked
ments; to making sure there is no
by a 4-0 vote. Commissioner
which
'political favoritism' began to grow the 'come
clean' remark,
unfairness or. 'editorial bias'; and to
Norman S. Case did not particiBs a contrapuntal melody at the caused a sensation at the hearings.
reviewing the operations of each lipate la the action, Inasmuch
hearings. Senators asked about alcensee to see he serves pubUc inZero -Zero outlook for relief from
as he never svbserlbed to the
Of course, the regulators
terest
the Federal Communications Comorigii^al order, while Commisdid
enforce any other specific
orders
should
mission's anti-monopoly
Craven and Geerc*
sioners
provisions of the act— such as clauses
not deter Industry spokesmen this
Henry Payne were not on hand
that Congress sees
lotteries—
banning
grudging
week, thou^ there was
for the meeting. Action came
fit to write, he added.
private agreement that there's little
while Craven was on the stand

—

'

Interstate

Senate

the

likelihood

will take any
action on the White resolution or
that Congress will respond at this
time to the varied suggestions for

Commerce Committee

Despite

50,000 WATTS

the

of

revision
Act.

the

Communications

gloomy

prospects,

William S. Paley fired a heavy barrage and got Senator Burton K.
Wheeler, the committee chairman,

announce he subscribes to the
idea of licensing networks as indito

MINNEAPOLIS-

Before Paley took
vidual entities.
the stand Monday to make a series
of tart remarks about the Commish

and

ST.

PAUL

Mutual

Broadcasting

System,

the solAis heard Mark Ethridge beg
for an investigation and Commissioner T. A. M. Craven denounce
the majority of the commission for
'usurping' power never delegated by

Congress.

Rewriting of the statute has been
discussed frequently In the past six

days but this subject apparently is
like the weather. Nobody seems inclined to do anything but talk about
it.
Senator Wheeler several times
nodded agreement with the idea the
law ought to be brought up to date
in accordance with changed circum-

—

stances the present statute, except
for some details. Is 14 years old

Dealers'

and Senator Wallace H. White, Jr.,
a sweeping investigation,
enthusiastically welcomed the in-

who wants

dustry peoples' suggestions that the
time has come for new legislation.

FCC

Stages
Retreat

first

One Small
in

Strategy

The Commission meanwhile staged
a strategic retreat, but only a little

by modifying its May 2 order
make unlnlstakably clear the pro-

one,
to

vision that the rule forbidding

any

enter new agreements
with any chain company having two
networks (NBC chiefly, but also
affiliate .to

choice

in

Yankee

—

Colonial
regional
networks) can be postponed. At the
same time. Chairman James Fly resorted to an unusual technique of
writing a letter to Senator Wheeler
to counteract some of the accusations made since he finished his long
speech upholding the Commish report and reform maneuvers.

the

Twin Cities

and the

before the senate gronp.)
Despite this sign that the hardboiled regulators may be softening
and some observers' ideas they have
a bear by the tail, most industry
people were still gloomy this week
about the outlook. Difficulty of getting the courts to issue orders staying application of the Commish
means the licensees will have to
count on the carefully-worded and
not wholly assuring promises Fly
gave to the senate quizzers.

Monopoly dangers are fantastic,
Paley argued, and the proposed reforms will cause more harm than
good. As soon as frequency modu-

hurt, for service is free; advertisers don't suffer, as they can use other
media if radio doesn't deliver. He
took the view that in communities
with only a couple of stations the
listeners will be, better off getting

full diet from two chains than havChances of congressional revision ing bits of four or more menus.
the statute are so remote this More chains wouldn't necessarily
have served the public better in the
thought.
serious
idea is getting little
The way things are going, what with past, he maintained.
the war overshadowing all other legChairman's 'Easy Going
with
agree
islation, most watchers
Chairman Wheeler the wish v

Ask

an'/

mon

Rudio

Sc -s

nformolicf abc^t

CBS 50.000

of

!he

won

sixteen

nations.

sonal opinions and concepts. iVheeler

time and ,agEdn reflected deep dissatisfaction with the way the commission bias functioned, and White
did the same, though their criticisms
were not always of the same sort.
The Mutual group, backing up'
Chairman Fly 100%, insisted nothing
but good will come from the rules,
the commish had unquestionable
legal authority to promulgate the

commandments, and if their web
cannot get better breaks there Is no
chance of any rival loosing the Columbia and National grip on the
cream business.
Louis G. Caldwell, the Mutual
general counsel, argued the commish
(Continued on Facing Page)

ZANESVILLE

lather to the thought. Even if the
senate committee should be conis highly desir-

Assurances' Uncomforting

The CBS prexy threw frequent
rocks at the Conmilsh and charged
with misrepresentation and
able, it still would be necessary to Fly
red herrings across the trail.
drawing
upper
majority
the
convert the
of
chamber and both the House Inter- He said the Commish failed to grasp
business and social factors
vital
the
state Commerce Committee and
while
the
head regulator^ resorted
house as welL
that he
to 'easy-going assurances \
Personalities of Senators
will take care of everything and that
everything will be all right.'
Overshadowing Issues Paley was quizzed about ColiunThere has been a lot of oratory, bia's 'financial experiences during
with solons heirranguing each other Wheeler's questioning about the posoften, but there are too many con- sibility of providing service to more
ftising and conflicting factors.
Re- stations. "The Montana solon, as he
publicans don't see eye to eye, nor did almost daily, opined the netdo the Democrats. Aside from the works ought to see that their profirst couple of days, only four to grams reached a bigger audience,
six lawmakers have been on hand even if it becomes necessary to adopt
and these are by no means sure of an all-or-nothing policy in booking

Serving

vinced such action

.

their own feeling.
The war issue,
dislike of monopoly, of the Commission, and of the Roosevelt administration, along with Individual personalities complicate the situation.
Various members of the committee
have selfish Sterests and indicate

they are more concerned about matters close to their own hearts than
about such big Issues as legality of
the Commish action and the public
welfare,

s outiieast
This progressive

sponsors.

Paley declared there hasn't been
the Industry's
a
profits, remarking that CBS last year
netted only 8.79% on its gross whUe
the receipts of affiliates from network sales of their time have more
than doubled in a decade, hitting
45.85% last year. Wheeler Insisted
the CBS profit of 33% on the basis
of present investment should be considered, challenging Palsy's conitention that radio is a "personal service business' and observing that
'when you are making a- good profit
I don't, think there's any reason for
not seeing that rural audiencei get
more of your better programs; thaf s
fair

picture'

door to put over its reforms, Paley to private individuals, the solon re-,
complained, and indicates a feeling minded Paley.
that 'the success of the networks
On the stand for three successive
the text of a letter nlust be in some way improper. hours Monday (16) and for another
reiterating his contention the rules Unless Congress takes a hand, he spell Tuesday (17), Paley went into
will not bring about diversion of feared, "we will drift into an ex- an elaborate analysis of the probable
business to large stations In major ercise of vague and tmdetermined effect of the rules and commeiited
markets
as claimed by Craven
powers' by the regulatory agency. caustically that Fly doesn't seem to
and again denying any thought of He
remarked
that
'government know Just what the rules mean.
arbitrarily cracking down on licen- servants, like other hi^nan beings, Wheeler chided CBS for not offersees who may contest the validity of are somewhat swayed, however un
ing any alternatives to the Commisthe reforms with court proceedings. consciously, by self interest' and sion's
proposed regulations,
but
Fly also released a telegram to Gor- said the industry 'would wisely pre
seemed at several stages to be imdon P. Brown of WSAY,- Rochester, fer the risks Involved In the pre pressed with Paley's predictions.
declaring 'the regiilations do not cisiqn of a well-drawn statute to Paley waded through 52 pages beprohibit a contract establishing a the vagaries of men who almost fore the Monday session ended, and
network
and station
affUiation seem to make up the law as they go was due to be succeeded by Niles
Trammell, the NBC prexy.
whereby a network agrees to offer along,
all Its programs to one particular
The committee frequently went
Paley cited the absence of public
station in a community'.
complaint, the progress made, and off on tangents and detours during
The Commish leader told both the usefulness of radio to bolster last week's hearing. Most common
Brown and Senator Wheeler, as he his plea ior a new statute. Under diverting topic was freedom of
argued during his appearance before existing conditions the Commish Is speech and equality of, air oppor
the committee, there Is no reason for 'complaining
witness,
prosecutor, tunity, with the isolationists (Sena-

—

'

radio

station

of

.

.

Ohio's

.

of the regulators' powers and duties; aren't in the common carrier class,'
C4) separation of radio regulation no matter what the statute now says
from control of common carrier, and differed with Palsy's assertioi^
communications
(telephone
and the chief reason for setting up a
telegraph); and (5) clear and spe- regulatory body was to prevent interference between outlets. The air
cific provisions for court review,
Itie Commission is using the back- waves belong to the government, not

'

WCCO, one

Tobey)

of

commandments.

(or

and

'

made known

—

Wheeler

complaining repeatedly that stations
were unfair on the war issue. One
argument after another
legalistic
Involved the solons, who sometimes
forgot the witnesses for moments on
end while they registered their per-

becomes fully established, he
saw a chance of as many as 14 netThe listening public isn't
works.

"While Paley was g'sgniiing the regulators and Mutual, Chairman Fly

Northwest

Clark,

1941

lation

Nevertheless, it is felt here that
Paley did a good Job of arguing that
Congress ought to apply the brakes
and replace the antiquated 1927 and
1934 statutes with something more
up to the minute. Declaring the in'
dustry is neither 'rbcalcltrant or de- Intelligent selfishness.'
The CBS
Hasty after-thought was the Com
fiant,'
he said Congress ought to executive pointed out his company
mission's move to 'darify' the order make an unbiased appraisal- and has to do $26,000,000 worth of busiand assure NBC iff 'ample time In threw out a good many suggestions ness a year to come out even, but
which to dispose of one of Its two about the way the problem can be Wheeler still felt the chains have
netw.orks' as required by the regu- solved.
been too grabby.
lations. Amendment said specifically
There should be a new law, the
Though he .tgreed with Paley the
the rule dealing with dualism does CBS head said, which provides (1) law ought to provide for licensing
not become effective until Aug. 2, so licensing on webs; (2) fairness by of Aetworks, Wheeler was not in acthat NBC affiliates whose contracts the industry In dealing with contro
cord on all of the points raised. He
are expiring currenUy can gamble versial subjects; (3) better definition told the CBS head he's "not sure you

on: further delay.
The Commish
stated It is n'ow permissible for sta
Uons to enter Into new affiliation
contracts with NBC, pending diS'
posal by the latter of one of its net
works, if such contracts satisf;^ all
other requirements' in the reform

tors

13,

ready to
you.

is

HELP

Programmed

by alert

young

men and women,
it Is

keyed to

modern

tempos

of entertainment

and

merchandis-

ing. Tell

your

story to an attentive,

buying audi-

ence In

one of
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Paley On Stand
;Continaed from page 32^

duty-bound to w^igh social and' going after him partic^arly about
economic factors in judging what the legality of the majority's action.

UNIQUE 4-STATE CHECK

is

interest, but shied Tobey pointed out the dissenting"
Idea of any program commissioners voted originally in
Public interest doesn't favor of the probe leading to the
if you don't rules, but Craven maintained this
look at the question of the degree did not commit them to subscribe to
of competition existing, the barrister what has been done. Wheeler took
contended,' and 'free competition' is issue repeatedly with the former
required by the terminolo"^' of the naval officer about the extent of
power to judge when stations serve
statute.
Agreeing the question of commish the public interest.
powers will be settled in court,
Caldwell advanced the idea the regulators have the right to forbid staPaley
tions from transferring control over
any of their operations to networks
and the rules are designed to
Washington, June 17.
achieve this objective.
yesterday (Tuesday) Paley 's
There were numerous arguments
second session resulted In his
between Wheeler, White, and Caldtaking a pushing around by Senwell as to what the law actually
ator Wheeler, who questioned

public

serves

away from the
supervision.

have much meaning

;

Roughs

The two solons often
provides.
agreed the regulators have been inconsistent and negligent, but they
seldom saw eye to eye 'on the proposition of commish authority to eradicate monopoly.
Throughout the week, Wheeler

stuck to the idea that the communications act justifies regulations of
.the sort under fire, although he
often reflected doubt about the wisdom of the particular rules. White
firmly denied Congress ever passed
on to the regulatory agency the responsibility for deciding when monopoly exists or for taking independent action to prevent it. The Maine
Republioan challenged
Caldwell's
statement the law embodies the
'free competition' theory, remarking
that 'everybody recognizes there
can't be free competition' as long as
the number of facilities is limited.

Rural Service, A.Ti&T.
Draw. Some Attention

;

The Montana Democrat continually brought up the matter of service
to the sparsely-settled sections and
the obligation, as he sees it, of chains
to force their programs out through
more stations. Even if there isn't
any demand from advertisers, the
webs should plow back their earnings in the form of more service, he
Indicated.
In this connection, the
question of line charges was brought
up repeatedly. Quizzing Commander
Craven, about the A.T.
T. telephone situation, Whc
drew a
confession the regulators haven't
done as much as they can and should
about lowering the cost from station
links, while Craven also suggested
the possibility of using short-wave
plants to relay programs and cut the
cost of land lines.
Mutual's finances were examined
briefly while Fred Weber, the chain
general manager, was on the stand.
Wheeler asked about a rumor that

&

Up

paper

deficit,

Weber

testified.

Beachcombers Out
For Wreckage' ^McCosker
'Not

—

Forebodings of reform foes

are

unjustified,
Weber and
Caldwell asserted. Latter, pointing
out that Mutual cannot get into 43
different cities with population of
60,000 or more, while
has two
outlets in each of 40 cities, took the
view that listeners pick programs,
not networks or stations on a basis
of ownership or identity. Idea that

entirely

NBC

rules forbid regular affiliation and
will result In 'government intervention' in business affairs Is based on
misunderstanding,
Weber opined,
adding that independent outlets

haven't been heard from and the
opposition to the reforms comes
from 'organized group' of transmitters.
If

the rules would have the dire

consequences asserted by the rest of
the industry. Mutual wouldn't favor
them, Alfred J. McCosker, web's
board chairman
The
observed.
rookie web's future 'depends upon
not being so restricted by government regulation that we cannot engage In sound, efficient and profltr
able operations,' he remarked, and
'no one at Mutual has had the attiture of wanting to see confusion or

and the time option system.
Paley also heard the recent CBS

—

lowing William

S.

Paley as a

on Tuesday, made strong
plea for 'delay of FCC rules so
that no damage be done pending
trial.
He claimed FCC is desperate to keep webs out of
witne-ss

,

Saturday favorite

courts.

Burns quipped that 'new laws
were needed to license networks
but not to destroy them,'

in

New

York,

While he contended the majority
'usurped' authority never delegated
by Congress, Craven conceded there
are abuses and conditions needing
correction. Exclusivity may be good
or bad, contracts ought to be more
fair, and option privileges can be
misused, he said, but the majority

people}

is more likely to foster a more vicious type of monopoly than bring
more competition. The commission,
after finishing its prolonged study,
should have laid the results before
Congress and asked for instructions,
or else should cite Its findings to tl^e

Federal Trade Commission and Justime Departrhents for punitive action, -he declared.

Danger that business wlU

'gravl-

WOR

Is

Now Bambro,

m

more

Albany, June 17.
Completing a legal formality the

Bamberger Broadcasting Service,
Inc, of Newark, N. J., has filed a

listeners than highest

ranking 50|000 watter

more

listeners than next

ranking 50,000 watter

Inc.

150% more

listeners

than lowest

ranking 50,000 watter

statement that its office for the conduct of a radio broadcasting business in New York is now 1440
Broadway (where WOR's headquar-

have long been located). J. R.
Poppele is listed as secretary of the
corporation and its capital stock at
$250,000, $100 par value.

ters

the same time,
Service,
Broadcasting

At

Bamberger
Inc.,

New

york, changed its name to Bambro
Corp.
I*on Lauterstein was filing
attorney in both instances.

1^ Again— as

WMAS'

Freak Cut-Off

Springfield, Mass., June 17.
WMAS, local Columbia outlet, lost
two and a half hours of network
stuff between 10:30 and noon when
a steam shovel excavating near the

broke .telephone
site
transmitter
cables 'carrying programs from the
Station engineers tried a
temporary splice in the cable but

studio.

results

in

1940— but

this

time more

thoroughly, more

i

WOR has proved that dominates
the Saturday morning audience. But WOR did not stop at
Based on a carefully selected audience sample, WOR found that
completely, more convincingly,

it

this.
it

the

is

men repaired the damage. Al Mar
Craven had several rough mo- lin, station manager, said the station
ments at the outset of his testimony, was actually off the air locally for
with Senators Tobey and Wheeler only a few minutes.
.

FIRST!

analysis of the FCC rules deas containing nothing
but 'your conclusions and interpretations not facts.'
Wheeler found fault with programs oi 'dime novel' type,
rapped gangster stuff and jazz
and raised the 'breaking down
morals' hobgoblin.
Attorney John J. Burns, folscribed,

were unsatisfactory.
Announcers hurried down to the
impairment of network broadcasting transjnitter and carried on with chat
canned music, plus some
and
simply In the hope of being able to ter
grab something out of .the wreck- local stuff, until the telephone workage.'

DOMINANT SATURDAY

sarcastically 'the need' for tying
up affiliates for five years

tate< toward big stations at the expense of little fellows was seen by
Craven. Pointing out the majority
originally proposed to confess In the
report (but later dropped this section) that the result of the rules cannot be forecast, he complained there
never has been a satisfactory explaCol. Robert McCormick, owner of
the Chicago Tribune and WGN, put nation how the regulations will
up $500,000 last year to help the work In practice. Since there Is no
market condition' In the
rookie web, which Weber denied 'open
business, the regulawith explanation that the three big- broadcasting
tions disregard economic laws and
gest stockholders'^ each contributed
are liable to encourage 'a conglom$109,000 toward operating costs and
eration of local monopolies,' the
the other four poured In $40,000
commander warned.
impossible

apiece. It is
for Mutual
to make a profit, but the 1940 loss
shown in FCC reports is only a

RANKS WOR

MAJOR

GROUPS; and

listened to

station

that

its

MOST AMONG ALL INCOME

Saturday morning audience

is

TYPICAL OF

A WEEKDAY EVENING AUDIENCE.*
•k

These facts are based on a new, advanced type of listening check just made

for

WOR

by Crossley, Inc.,

"Story of Saturday".

uiriting—

and

Agencies

basic data previously publisfied in the station's

and

WOR at 1440 Broadway,

advertisers

in

New

may

York.

obtain

a

detailed rfcap by

,

'
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Senators Use Hearings

Spartanburg,

To Grumble About

Washington, June

C, June

United

tionist' tag on him.
The principle in section 315 of the
Act — requiring
members oi the In- Communications
Commerce Committee of the licensees to treat all candidates for

a

Broadcast Industry observees came
last week with the Impression

In
FRISCO'S

—

public office aUke ought to be extended to cover discussion of every
major issue. Senator Wallace H.
White, Jr., a strong supporter of the
President's foreign policy, averred.
This idea was commended by Commander Craven, who also noted that
opponents.
the National A^ociation of BroadThe 'free speech' question flared casters' code requires aU talk on
time alter time during the Senate controversial topics to be on a susCommittee
Commerce
Interstate
taining basis and specifies that each
hearings on the White Resolution side is entitled to equal opportunity.
and Senatorial complaints chiefly
about the short-comings of individual stations rather than the networks
led the Federal Communications

United States senate might succeed
in provoldng some grief for local
stations that have been careless
about keeping careful records and
balancing their schedules as between
pro-British spokesmen and their

KGEI,

$200.

waver, is
following

.

—

—

Commission
ate

query

Webs Count

to instigate an immediinto the way licensees
their public inter-

have carried out

Reguunder the prodding of solons
bitterly opposed to President Roosevelt's foreign policy, began 'checking' on the amount of time granted
the pro and con speakers in the national debate over peace and war.
Charges that supporters of the
Roosevelt policy and advocates of
Washington, June 17.
American entry into the war have
Warning that 'this is no time to
received all -the breaks were fired
at Chairman James h. FJy and Com- weaken the avenues of communicamissioner T. A. M. Craven of the tion and transportation throughout
FCC by three outspoken members the land' ^made fortnight ago by
of the isolationist faction, Senators
Burton K. Wheeler of Montana, D. Senator James J. Davis, Republican
Worth Clark of Idaho, and Charles of Pennsylvania is being recalled
W. Tobey of New Hampshire.
today by industry big-shots caught
est obligation in this regard.

Senator Davis

lators,
'

On

Their Side

Of Sabotage Against

San Francisco, June 17.
General Electric shortoperating with 90 kw

now

transmitter

the air for a test from Belmont In
less than 48 hours and resumed regular schedules with increased power
June 17.
at 4 a. m. Thursday (12).
Jose Rivera Rios, a Mexican radio
Pending opening of studios In the
engineer, is in jail here awaiting Fairmount hotel here early In July,
trial on charges preferred by Hllmar programming will
be done from
Slgmund, manager of the local Ger- Belmont. Opening of the new stuman Casino, that the engineer with dios will call for a' series of gala octwo unidentified companions who casions, one each for Latin America,
escaped climbed onto the roof of the Alaska, etc. Most colorful will be the
Teuton recreation center and cut the Chinese send-ofl, with Chinatown
wires of Its radio service. This ac- already mapping a street parade and
it is said, followed a meeting
nearby hall of the 'Pro Democacies Club' at which Nazism and
other totalitarianism were bitterly

scored.

Sigmund told the District Attorney that Rivera Rios' action constituted sabotage 'engineered by the
enemies of Nazism to deprive not
only members of my club of radio,
but also to embarrass the entire
German colony here.'

-

>

.

'

the

Commish should

in the switches of the current

senators lighting the Atbnlnistiation's
oourse. The webs have been 'eml
nantly fair,' Clark observed, and
Tobay added 'and generous.' But
the New Hampshire Republican denouaced the news commentators for
being '99% one way.'
Fulton Lewis, Jr., spieling via
Mutual for several years, received
dubious pats on the back at one
stage of the rowing about editorial

This U.P. deal in Brazil is in line
with the proposals of M. H. Aylesworth, who succeeded Don Francisco
as radio director of the Nelson
Rockfeller committee on Pan-American relations. Aylesworth believes
in sponsorship of local programs in
South America and has urged this

view upon American business men
in recent New York meetings.

A meeting in Aylesworth's office
a fortnight ago was attended by representatives of CBS, NBC, Crosley,
General Electric and WRUL, BosAt that time he outlined his
ton.

South American
Gillette's

licity
I

j

I

;

I
I

manager

of

WOW,

.

to its U. S. A. (Mutual) sponsorship
fight
tonight
of the Louis-Conn
(Wed.) is feeding it to Soifth Amer-

Omaha, has

been given the added duties of promotion manager of the station, suc-

It
ica from WGEO, Schenectady.
wUl be picked up and re-broadcast
longwave on HCJB, Quito, Ecuador
(^illett
wiU
Aires.'
and LRl, Buenos
pay advertising time costs for this.

ceeding Howard O. Peterson, who
continues as local sales and research

manager.

Smaller Crowds, Better Gagi

MM

Senate

ideas.

Re-BroadcasU

Gillette Safety Razor, in addition

Omaha.—William Wiseman, pub-

«««

—

tiiat

Philippines.

general celebration. Orientals are
pleased over KGEI's recently Inaugurated midnight-to-1 a. m. (PST)
Goodwill Hour in Chinese, beamed
at the Far East.

tion,

In a

—

Demands

from

City,

.

Made up' stations were made by
Interstate
Commerce Committee
Wheeler on several occasions. He
felt the regulators ought to set down hearings on the White resolution.
While Davis's kind words are rerenewal applications for hearing
and make a direct inquiry about the garded as rather cold comfort, since
way the 'interventionists' and 'isola- he Is not a member of the committee,
Any
tionists' have been treated.
Uaanae* who takes sides fails to live his reminder that 'communication
up to tfi« terms of his license. and the government (as well as labor
and Industry, agriculture and tran
Wheeler declared.
sportation, etc.) must all stand to
Toby's. Complaint
gether now to keep the woU of
Complaints about network com- tyranny away from our door' indibut
mentators were made by Tobey,
cated that the chains have a friend
tl^ chains ware oradlted with being at court in the Pennsylvania solon.
fak abbut making time available to Particularly welcome to' broadcast

shift

Social Casino

Mexico

Idea

The United Press has a deal with
Bristol-Myers to sponsor 15 minutes
of Its news flve-tlmes-weekly over
Radio Naclonal,Rio de Janerlo, and
Radio Record, Sao Paulo, U.P. and
Brazilian officials will cooperate so
that the news conforms with napolicy.
Sal Hepatlca and
tional
Ipana will get the. plugs,
Bristol-Myers has long been a big
radio advertiser in Latin lands. It
has programs in Mexico, Argentina,
Peru, Chile, Colombia, Venezuela,
CuBa, Panama, Porto Rico and the

CHINATOWN

lYeasure Island to Belmont, SO miles
south of Frisco, on GE property also
housing KPO's juice plant Station
pulled switch on its 20,000 watts at
9:15 a. m. last Monday (9), was on

Accuse Mexican Engineer

German

Lme With Aylesworth

HAILS SHORTWAVER

leg.

Jury awarded him

in Brazil;

-4-

that isolationist
toratate

hess Sponsored

17.

WSPA

Pro-British

rather than desiring to pin an 'isola-

17.

S.

Leg

Virgil V. Evans, former owner
here, was sued for
of
$10,000 by Elbert C. Harmon, former employee, who alleged that
as control operator, he was instructed to repair broken transmitter line and fell while using
allegedly worn and unsafe equipment. Harmon plunged 20 feet
from power line pole and broke

News Commentators

Bias of

away

Wednesday. June 18, 1941

fB3nr
for Broken

}200

Mass.—Recent changes
with an almost com-

Sprinefleld,

WSPR

leave
i
'

new

technical staff. ExcepRussell Pinney, here since
1936, and recently named chief engineer.
New engineers are Paul T.,

pletely
tion is

Washington, Jime 17.
That Lean Look
Though the crowds were much smaller the bon mots were
Thomas J. Sullivan, Frederick
more numer- Kane,
week s sessions.
H. Bicker, John White, Carl T. MilOne of the biggest hands was drawn by Commander Craven's
ner, Charles F. Stinson and Walter

ous. at last

tion

explanais so anxious to see the rules go into
effect In his
they re just a little hungrier because they are
late arrivals at

why Mutual

estimation
the least.

Robert Jones, formerly of
here, has been added to. the

Simpson.

WMAS

announcer

staff.

Fl^qre This Bemark Oat
Steady lUteners had trouble at times doping out what
side various solons
are on. Such as when Senator Clark, who frequently
seems gravely concerned over the commission's actions, remarked 'This
monopoly issue
doesnt Impress me a bit The only time monopoly shoiUd
be considered
is when It comes into conflict with public
interest

leadership was his description of the
recent 'new regulations' of the FCC
$100 Bills Excite Imaclnatlons
as a 'direct body blow to national
Analogy drawn by Louis G. CaldweU to answer Senator
White's conunity' and his high praise of cuilo tention that Mutual
is doing very well despite the 'handicaps'
about which
programs bringing cultural and edu- It complains backfired. When
the Maine solon observed
claims more
cational programs to the multitude outlets than any
rival web, Caldwell remarked the quantitative test
Is
because 'overhead savings of unified like looking at the
contents of two men's pocketbooks and saying the
radio systems' permit donations of individual with
10 one-dollar bills has more money than the bird with
great value to the country.
a century note. Commander Craven recalled thU comparison
to bolster
his prediction the rules will mean more business
for the big stations and
less for the little fellows.
Mutual would go after the $100 bills and let
policies. When Tobey first made his
to 10,000
the $10 ones go out the window, he commented.
^accusation, Fred Weber, Mutual gen^
Station WQXR, New York, will put
eral manager, cited Lewis as one
Not Hampered By Consistency
commentator who does nbt favor Into operation' late this summer Its
The commish
American participation in the war, new grant doubllns Its power to observed that got whacked constantly for Inconsistency. Senator Wheeler
one individual is forced to go through costly, time-consumAfter both Clark and Wheeler had 10,000 watts. Also the outlet is cur- Ing
hearings but another with the right connections can get his
papers
applauded the MBS Interpreter, rently expanding and renovating its stamped
easily and quickly. Caldwell said once he took
aU the decisions
Clark asked to have the record cor' studios and is about to extend its
dealmg with chains, sorted them out according to 10 major points,
and had
rected— at Instance of one of Lewis' operating schedule.'
Power increase, authorized June no trouble provmg the regulatprs had decided both ways. Senator White
friends ^to show that •the .critical
chimed in they haven't been consistent from their cre-«ion to 'this good
solons considered him impartial, 3 by the FCC, will be possible with
"

MBS

WQXR

Watts

—

minor equipment alterations
and additions at the Transmitter at
Maspeth, L. I. Changes in the stu-

only

Around
the Clock
24-hour8

a day

'revised schedule effective June 21,
the station will operate continuously
from morning imtll midnight eliminating the present mid-day break.

BLAIR

Repraientad by

IHEO'NEILIS'
3,

NOW

JA\E

RADIO

S

hour.'

Our

Unwilling Witnesses

Any complaints that Congress pesters the commission too much are undios will Include Increased office
space, ^additional broadcasting stu- founded, in Senator White's view. He told his colleagues 'I've been trying
dios, installation of air-conditioning to get them (the FCC) here (before the committee) for five years and they
and new equipment. And under the never came until now . . . and they weren't very enthusiastic about com-

VSEST

MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU

MORE

ing.'

ting

So when Craven took the stand he prefaced
he was an unwilling witness.

his

Bad-headed, freokle-faoed, welching
two hundred ponnds, an authority on
baseball, football, golf, swimming,
tennis, soft ball, and what have yon,
bnt a Uttle weak on poker . . . pats
too much faith In two pairs t

remarks by admit-

The Memory of a Senator
Remarkable length of senatorial^.memories impressed spectators. Senator White particularly startled the industry peojSe by his abiUty to recite
what was in the series of-regulatory bills he sponsored in the early 20'b
and recollection of just why certain provisions went into the 1927 act.
Senator Wheeler also was quick to revive discussions and happenings years

WHIG
wcU

"[ears

ncma TWICE
NBC

^no

j-|

back.

ED8T

IN

*
Dir.

MOT. ED

C0A9T TO COAST
COHPTOM ADVEKTIBIMO AOKNOX

WOLF— RKO BLDQ. NEW YORK

CITY

r

Wheeler Off to the Wai>
Looks like an extended run for the senate committee. Hearings are due
to be suspended the latter part of tiie week since Senator Wheeler is
booked for more anti-war speechinaking. Senator Clart also Is oh the

Um

III

•yttam

Multa-

EDNEV
RIDGB

MaacTon

Brcadutllni
afllllttf.

WBIC
CPEENyeORO.
sc

.

road.

,

In

A OtIUBbU

WHAS

daily

WABC—6:30-6:45 EDST—C§S

.

.

.

.

UH

Kit.

Ethrldge's Casey-at-the-Bat
Even his warm Industry admirers were disappointed In Mark Ethrldge.
Particularly his refusal to supply details about the Instances of alleged
favoritism which he charged at St Louis. In the estimation of most spectators the
slugger Caseyed in the ninth Inning.

Red Network, 12:16 to 12:30 P.M.,

sports editor,

eoverlng the Maglo Circle, the richest and most popnlons fltty-mile area
Lawyers and Lobbyists "
Lawyers and lobbyists don't rate very high with the Montana Democrat. In all the southeast. A Colombia
Wheeler was particularly critical when William S. Paley said certain at- Broadcasting System affllUta.
torneys were advising clients against signing contracts with only one web,
remarking that was 'pretty poor advice.' He observed that 'lawyers and
lobbyists like to scare hell out of their clients so they can get more money.'
Senator Smith also got a- laugh at expense of the legal profession. 'When 6000 rlcblj ltdfli. WQltB,
Paley noted he has spent a good deal of time with lawyers In the last night nod dfty
moo
three years, the South Carolinian asked 'Couldn't you find any better
to eorer Uit rUbat md mnt Mpuloiu
company?'
.

EART-THR03S

Its

8S the listener.

Pet abomination; time chlselerg.
WBia has 6000 rlobly-laden watts

.

[_AUGHTER

prond of

Is

BUI Jax. He pleases the sponsor as
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JOHN ROYAL'S LATIN

XERA, ItOOO-Watter. Confisated

m? TO BEGIN JULY

By Mexican Troops; Owners

John Royal,

(Not Brinkley) to Be Paid Off
Mexico City, June 17.
PEDRO DE LILLE'S TRIP
Mexican troops have confiscated
station XERA at VlUa Acuna, op- He Opens Chlhnnhna Bindlos and
posite Texas, which has operated at
Gets a Special Appellation
the
third
most
powerwatts,
180,000
The staful station in the world.
Mexico City, June 17.
tion is accused ot 'persistently emPedro de Lille, probably Mexico's
barrassing Mexico by broadcasting, highest priced announcer,' has been
despite frequent warnings, undesirable advertising matter and messages in code.' The latter housed
considerable suspicion in Mexico and
in the United States.
'Doc' Brinkley, the goat gland specialist, has denied that he has had
any legal connection with
since 1933. His broadcasts have tapered ofi although his wife continued
actively until recently. The 'doc' Is
now taking a bankruptcy bath in the

XERA

state of Texas.
This station

period at XEJR,
City, near the V. S. border,- This was In connection with
new studios of station.
He was made a favorite son' of the
state upon his departure for XEW,
Mexico City. This may sound like a
Kentucky Colonel gag to Yankees
but it's quite an honor here, usually
being limited to ex-presidents and
high dignitaries.

doing

a

the

ment

administration's press departthat drjistic action would be

taken.
station Is to be operated by
the federal government on a basis
Indemnifithat Is being arranged.
cation Is promised its owners, payment to be made within 10 years of
the confiscation. Evaluation is now
in progress.

The

AXIS SPRAYERS

ANNOY MEXICO

office of the British

the fact that continental Europeans
are doubly Impressed by American
voices and by familiar voices from
their own lands now In American
exile. Those living undeif the Nazi
barbed wire are impressionable to
the far-off power of the U. S. A.
BBC's Americ'Bn representative,
Gerald Cock, arranges for the U. S.
talks to be sent either by regular
transoceanic relay for pick-up and
recording in England or by Ameri-

can-made transcriptions. Both NBC
and CBS cooperate freely In these

BBC

by

one

(100,000 watts), of
is

station,

•

XEW

which Othon M.

the general manager.

of radio entertainers ranges
$15 (Mex) for more or less

Dorothy Thompson.
Albert Warner.
In French

—

RAYMOND SWING TO
RADIO FROM LONDON

Its sux-ll'"

Grand Dnohess ot Lnxemboarg,
In

Oerman

Beaoh Confer.
Thomas Mann.

WAAB

Enthu.suiscic ictx;rts.

In Cieoh

Vladimir Horban,
Voscovek and Wreloh.

Boston, June 17.
Foster, WHTH, Hart

'Thank you

vci"y mucli.

Yankee Propaganda Via

23.

Foster will continue to be heard

Mondays through Fridays at 2 pjn.
over the Mutual net with the pro-

BBC Eyokes Contradiction

.

grams emanating from WAAB here.
In addition, he starts the first commercial FM series in New England
on Mobilgas news program to be
beard on W43B, Boston, and W39B,
Mt. Washington, N. H.

From

this

new

Summer
w.ll aa ple««
»a more

k.t-with

a

Income
.ffoctivo buyinfl
the U. 8.
per family In

BAe.cCBS""

CONNECT.CUTI

"We nppreciate your

fine

co-operation."
U. S.
fed German

20.

now

listeners
from BBC.
Beach Conger gives a review of
American events each Thursday
from Iiondon. German 'Aryan' refugee Thomas Mann is aired monthly
by BBC. His talk Is recorded in
U. S. A. and clippered to this ilde.
Professor Arthur Newall' Is another
commentator fed at Intervals to the

German

There
ure,1
an d-a-than, a million
marpim In thla
hailf p«opl
th. highett

Sources

London, May
news commentaries are

.

Ut CHOICE

German

listener.

BBC claim very definite proof of
reaching the ears of that land with
propaganda stuff. Fancy check
ups are made, most prominent being
the Immediate outburst from Nazi
this

stations in rebutting

aired by

BBC.

It's

•

YANKEE BANDS

Jnatln O'Brien.
Jolea Romalns.

to soon rid

Munitions Minister^owe, replying
ColdweU, said that CBC was a

corporation .set up under let of Parliament with, powers given to its
Board of Governors by that Act.
'Neither the Minister nor any parliamentary committee has the power
to interfere with the management of
CBC, although a committee of the
House certainly has power to recommend changes in the legislation that
created CBC,' Howe declared.
Continuing the debate, ColdweU
stated
Murray nor
that neither
Frigon were responsible, one to the
other.
'What has occurred Is th*
worst form ot divided management,'
and he asked the government to set
up a special committee of the Housa
to study the influences at work on

secondary performers, those who this great enterprise.' He repeated
work on sjack time programs, In the his demand of a couple of weeks
forenoon, for a 15-minute stint, to back for a probe by a special com$500 to $600 (Mex) for the stars who mittee of the House Into 'all that
pertains to
do a 30-minute show, nights.
Coldwell charged that contrary to
has 11 annotmcers, all men,
the most of any station in Mexico. the recommendations of the 1S36
This station has one woman an- special House Committee, approved
nouncer who works at Intervals, for later by the 1938 and 193B commitNBC bega;i beaming a regular seprograms sponsored by the Free- tees, there had recently been drastic
French but kept free of direct changes in the whole structure of ries of shortwaved live orchestra
propaganda. ^
CBC changes, he added, which broadcasts ~at South- America this
were for the worse. He declared week (16). Net is picking up Frankia
Masters'
band from the Taft hotel,..
that as a result of these changes
York, Sammy Kaye from
there was a complete lack of co- New
Essex
House,
and
Arturo
ordination in dealing with major the
questions of management apd policy. Arturos at the McAlpin on different ngihts and expects to add
'Efficient management,' he said, 'releast
at
one
other
before
th*
quires unilled control ot operations
week is out Shots occupy 8:30-9
Raymond Gram Swing makes the throughout Canada,' and he charged p.m. slots and go out over the net's
that the government had ignored
latest American radio commentator
50,000 watt DX outlets WRCA andrecommendations ot the
special
to go on a transatlantic hop for a
House Committees and reintroduced WNBI at Bound Brook, N. J. Maslookaround In England. He leaves
ters Is scheduled for Mondays, Kay*
by Clipper for Lisbon July 1 and in arrangements ot managements found Tuesday and Thursday, and Arturos
In the ''past to be disastrous in operall will be away three weeks.
Wednesday and Saturday.
Swing expects to do his -regular ation.
NBC has had the idea of shortRecent fiscal returns to the House waving music from N. Y. hotels for
General Cigar broadcast from London three days later (4), using trans. ot Commons included the fact that some time. Originally it wanted to
Atlantic telephone Instead of regular expense accounts had been heavily shoot them south on sponsored time,
overdrawn by Major Gladstone Mur- but ran into dlilTicultles with N. Y.
broadcast facilities.
ray, general manager of CBC, and local 802 of the American Federation
that Murray had expended an addi- of Musicians when certain points in
Jim Beed, WFBC, Greenville, S. C, tional $6,000 without any apparent the arrangement couldn't be Ironed
announcer, has been elected secre- accounting. Since then Dr. Augus- out Net stUl hopes to work out
tary-treasurer ot Southern Sports- tin Frlgon has been appointed assist- method whereby It can sell th*
writers and Radio Commentators As- ant general manager, and Murray's broadcasts.
Huddles with 802 wUl
sociation.
powers have been curtailed.
try to clear up the disputed terms.

Vincent Sheen.

ford, radio news commentator, will
loin the Yankee-Colonial networks

June

employed

Baymond Gram Swing.

Mexico of all "nuisance radio stations' and punish their operators.

Cedric W.

17.

,

to

GO TO LATINS

Broadcasting Corp. now supplies
London with an increasingly volume
of commentary by Americans or by
exiles now in America. BBC has
not failed to observe and to exploit

and about the town, it la said.
Aid of the Ministry of Communications and Public Works, ruler of
air affairs In Mexico, has been enlisted to eliminate these stations and
also make amateurs toe the mark.

staff

June

(11).

CBC

BBC

>

City,

recent check-up in this City reveals that some 600 artistes, musicians and others who perform before the mike exclusively depend
upon radio here for a living. About
100 of these are women. Some 300
of the air- entertainers are regularly

from

matters, a return courtesy for favors
extended by the
in London to
Fred Bate, Ed Morrow, et al.
Among the talks clearing through
City, June 17.
office are:
Clandestine radio stations which the New York
In English
broadcast Axis propaganda have gotAllstalre Cooke.
ten in the hair of the authorities of
Elmer Davis.
Aguascallentes City, key central,
H. B. ElUston.
railroad and industrial town. There
Jamei Weldon.
are ten such stations functioning In

Cedric Foster at

Mexico

A

Supervisory Minister

17.

(The Canadian Bureau of Information, Canadian Travel Bureau and
National Film Board will be stablemates of the CBC under the new
arrangement.)
An attack on CBC occurred in the
House of Commons on Friday (13)
by M. J. Coldwell, Co-operative CBC.
Commonwealth Feder«tIon leader.
He said: 'Rumors are floating around
which will discredit the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. "unless they are
allayed and my aim is to end these
suspicions and restore confidence in

XEW

The New York

New

Further chaflges In Canadian radio
are in sight.
Hereafter the supervisory
control
the Canadian
of
Broadcasting Corp. will be vested in
the newly expanded Ministry of
National War Services. This takes
radio from the supervision of C. D.
Howe, now Minister of Munitions,,
and puts it under Joseph T. Thorson,
a Liberal Party M.P. for ten years.
Thorson got the new post last

Wednesday

Pay

U.S.A.

Mexico

The Government expects

City's

Radio Employes

Velez

Confiscation of this station, ordered

by a special decree of President
Manuel Avila Camacho and executed
by government officials, backed by
troops, was in line with the announcement made last January by

Has Half

Of Mexico

,

TALKSFROM

Thorson

Montreal, June

XEW

In Canadian

Broadcasting Subject of Censure;

vice-president

guest

BBC SETS MORE

Wed Managemenf

in charge ot international radio, will
probably leave about July 1 by air
on a seven-week trip to South
America. It's his fourth trip.
He will visit all 21 republics before returning.

Chihuahua

^

has been controlled
some time by a Mexican company buf with considerable American cash and backing. XERA had
rot been very active of late. It had
been more .or less dormant since
Mexico fell in line last* March 29
with the North American radio
pacts adopted at the Havana convention of December, 1937.
for

NBC

1

85

some statement
good enough.

CBS Brings BrazUian
To N. Y. for Newscasts
Dr. Luis Jatoba has been brought
in from Brazil by CBS to do news
and program announcing in Portuguese over the network's international

shortwave outlet, WCBX.
Luis Lopez Correa, also a Portuguese language broadcaster, remains
on the staff.

F--'l.r^ >.

I:-

VIA NBC

_
"

^

'
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RBVUW8

JACK BEBCH
<eTARS OVEB HOLLYWOOD'
'Vrith Bosenury De Camp, Elliott Mosloal

BALPH DCMKE AND BUDD

GANG

HCLICK

16 Mlns.—Local
Sustaining
Dally, 8:30 aon.

Transorlptlons

L«wls, Knojc Manning
B* Mlns.

GULF SPRAT

•PBOUDLY

SONNYVALE FOLKS'

WE

HAIL'

With Farley Baer, Beed Tanner Or- With Major Edward Bowes, Ernest
Chappell, Frank Gallop, Jane Frochestra, Harry CUrk*
man. Boy Bsrgy oroh
30 Mlns.—Local
SO Mlns,
Sustaining
Snstalning
Wednesday, 10 P.M.
Sunday, 2 pjn.
KSL, Salt Lake City
New Yorl(.
Built around the happenings in a WABC-CBS,
Another in the expanding crop of
typical (and mythical) small town,
doings in this show resolve around network sustainers plugging the
Mayor David A. Scuddcr, who is Government's armament drive, this
three
new
CBS
series
Sunday afternoons
For
Baer.
played by Parley
years a morning strip, the show Is is dedicated to 'the mainspring of
now heard at night. Main role Is the defense machine the worlcers in
divertingly played by Baer as a chln- the arsenal of democracy, whom so
whlskered type of individual whose 'Proudly We Hail.' It's a trifle on
Interest in his constituents Is more the Pollyanna side and, according to
fatherly than political. He twangs the June 8 debut shot could s'tand
out a good deal of 'love thy brother' some revision and sharpening, but in
stuff and works hard on^ag waving general Is a commendable job for
the purpose.
and betterment in general.
Town has its own band, glee club,
Presented In cooperation with the
shop quartet and better Office of Government Reports, thb
ba'rber
A story runs Maritime Commission and the Office
drama league.
through the series with young love of Production Management, tiie show
and municipal affairs all coming in is intended to 'supply the spark of
Re- enthusiasm needed to weld the forces
for their *snare of attention.
cently a benefit concert was held of defense into a' weapon of maxifor draftees but program reviewed mum
effectiveness.'
Brewster
was concerned with rehearsals for Morgan, of the CBS staff, Is the prothe spring drama festival at which ducer and each program is to bring
Mayor Scudder had to pinch hit as several name artists or personalities
Romeo.
to the mike for gratis appearances.
It is all very folksey and rustic, On the initial show Major Edward
actually too horse-and-buggy to be Bowes was m.c, Ernest Chappell and
believable, although perhaps able to Frank Gallup were narrators, while
pass for small town life before the Jane Froman sang one pop tune and
last. war.
Roy Bargy's orchestra supplied acThe young love Interest is a recent cl)mpaniments,.b ackgrounds and
addition, with Janice and Frank, martial bridges.
played by Janice- Scowcroft and
Show also Included three* dramaFrank Gainey, both new to radio. tizations
of events or scenes from deThey are okay, much of their time
being devoted to swapping love fense industries in this case the
Pratt & Whitney plant at Hartford,
lyrics, which. are presented -with a
(Tonn., a machine gun factory at New
feeling
poise.
But
of
and
good deal
Frank has a hard row to hoe, what Haven and the Frankford Arsenal la
These
and Major
with the city slicker constantly on Philadelphia.
the point of making the grade with Bowes' prosaically jead spiels were
the portions
which the scriptJaney.
Priscilla Is played by Elsie Rams- ers had over-PolIyanna'd, but they
were
produced
with skillful fidelity
den, Mr. Dodder by Francis Urry
and Harry Clark is Lucius, the in the studio. Miss Froman's single
former Shakespearian actor who is number, while expertly handled,
didn't fit with the character of the
still -able to wow them with his solo
balance of the show and was thus a
work.
Hobe.
Harry Clark's songs are always let-down.
sure fire with the listening home
folks out here in the West listenablc
'FRANKIE AND JOHNNY'
but not stereotyped as to selection.
With
Mary
Alice Collins, Hngh McLouise Hill -Howe, Wayne- Richards
Dermott, Leslie Bradley, VIckl
and Scott Clawson fill out the imag-

Tnes. and Thnrs, 1:4S pjn.
WEAF. New York
WGT, Schenectady
This early morning outburst from
(Young & Rubicam)
the boobyhatch and heard locally
(Soreruen)
This Is the third summer Jack
York, is by a new
Under the title ol 'Stars Over Berch has been singing pops and sell- over WEAF, New
formertloUywood/ Bowey's, Inc., Is pre- ing Gulf Oil's spray (for flies, comedy team, Ralph Dumke,
and Budd Hulick,
jenting this morssl of typical evening roaches, etc.) via transcription over ly with Ed East,
formerly with Stoopnagle. It's a; hapdramatic taffy In a Saturday noon a string of stations.
John Reed hazard conglomeration of Insanity
epot to plug Its Dari-Rich chocolate King is again announcer and foil
as
such,
goofs
and,
veteran
two
beverage. As rated by the broadcast Berch does light comedy in addi- by
uncorlcs an almost continuous sucSaturday (14), It was commonplace tion to the vocal stint. The platters cession of smirks. Both lads behave
commercial hokum and not very Im-^ are modestly budgeted but should do dependably unhinged and they team
of
light
^resslve In the- revealing
an okay job for the sponsor.
well.
Berch sings well and registers a
Program is called 'Studio X' and
*&ece heard was Roger Quayle
personality. The diaDenny's never-never land romtmce, likeable mike him and King is not is supposed to originate In an unlog between
at
storeroom
unfurnished
used,
'it Happened In Rio,' about a U. S.
funny but perhaps Is mildly di- Radio City.
Dumke' and Hulick
diplomat's wealthy niece who tumcombinamusical
verting. A small
crowd the premises with a parade
bles ^or a dream-boy Brazilian thief,
tion. Including a rather swingy or- of trick-voice characters, turning it
ft was all stereotype romantic com
and
Berch.
He
ganist,
backs
up
as-yetwacks'
works.
One
into
a
with hardly a convincing sentence. Reed— with the assistance of an anunidentifled guy pounds on the door
Virtually the only dignity to the
nouncer coming in to spiel Gulf gas- every few minutes to demand the
riiow were the performances of
smoothly a fairly time. There are such other human
Rosemary De Camp as the heroine oline—handle
advertising load.
curios as .Charlie the sound man, a
and an unbilled character actor as heavy
Lyrics of theme song aim at a dope named Gurney, Howard Petry
her uncle. Miss De Camp carried
the water boy, 'Loud Jack' Smith,
"Jnost of the yarn and somehow con^ whimsical touch, Berch calling him- home economist Mary Margaret
self 'a one shot son of a Gulfspray
.trlved to give many of the tranS'
McBudd and on the Tuesday, June
pareQt scenes a degree of vlbrance gun.' Mention of flies and roaches is 10 show, a Dr. Digitalis and his
i7aco.
Elliott Lewis specific.
tind dramatic value.
patient Laura Schmutz. It's pretty
was hampered by the sappy part as
frenzied. One of the best bits on the
Organ
swain.
her Latin-American
stanza is a daytime serial satire,
GBAB BAG
bridges had virtually no atmospheric ABBOW
'Southern Hospital, Inc.,' by the two
Gets
Paul Pierce directed, with With BUI Heraon, Barry
flavor.
comics as the 'Great Grammatic
Quit
Cnarles Vanda supervising. Show Tlieatre
Guild
Group Players Club of
Local
Originates In Hollywood, of course, 30 Mlns.—
America, Inc.
BBEmNG-CO.
With a repeat to the Coast an hour GLOBE
Monday. 8 pjn,
Much in the traditional line of
after the original.
comedy
early-morning
off-center
There were three commercials, WBAL. BalUmoro
but
stuff,
much better than most
(Joseph Katz)
two fairly short and the middle one
Hobe.
a loagy, but all in the hammering
Here is a half-hour quiz that commanner. There was also a local cut- bines many gimmicks and angles of
ta commercial at the close. Hobe,
from
remote
previous quizzes.
A
'ENSA HALF HOUB'
the stage pf the Hippodrome theatre, With Mervyn Sannders, Dorothy
town's lone vaudfllm house, show
Ward, GUIIe Potter, Sir Hugh
<rBIENDLT TAVEBN'
utilizes an elaborate stage set of a
Walpolo, Geraldo Orchestra
triUi Clellan Card, WaUy Olson gigantic
with vari-colored strings 30 Mlns.
bag
and
Tom
Oroh, Singing Walters,
attached to merchandise prizes hid- Friday, 7:30 pjn.
Eddie Plehal, Flo Seldel, Jaek
den from view.
BBC, London
Conner
Listeners are requested to send in
Show business crowd has been
15 Mins. ^Looal
questions for cash. Audience is in- putting on this entertainment since
mNNEAPOLIS BBEWING CO,
vited on stage for quiz and if sue
war outbreak it's part of their Na
WCCO, Minneapolis
This is a sample of what WCCO is cessf ul fish for prizes regulated as tional Service effort to keep the
Each week
able to accomplish in the way of a to utility by separately colored boys in khaki bright.
novelty program with its own staff strings for the meh and women con- some of the gang troop along to
performers augmented by one out' testants. Missed questions call for Drury Lane theatre and do their
Dobson
cash via silver dollars dropped into stuff under the production banner inary town's plot-active population.
side guest personality—in this instance Jack Conner, Star Journal a jackpot which is awarded to the of the Army, Navy and Air Force There are no broadcast casting an- 30 Mlns.
Friday, 9:20 p.m.
outdoor editor, who furnished the owner of a Maryland auto license Institute a sort of fighting services nouncements.
kwdown on the fishing situation. tag fished out of a revolving barrel cheer club. (ENSA means EnterReed Tanner and the KSL Orches- BBC. London
They have taken Frankie of the
Comprising music, song and comedy, which contains them alL Directory tainments National Service Associa- tra •do an able job of their end of it.
the program should give a good ac- on stage enables ahnoijncers to es- tion, a co-op group inade up of During one performance they will two-timed mama ballad and made a
count of itself for its beer manufac- tablish Identity of winning car owner pros.)
range from popular orchestral back- radio voice out of her. BBC apturer sponsor, which is plentifully upon selection.
As a piece of gaiety, show suc- grounds and maybe Lohengrin to proval of the bawdy topic is someplugged during. the IS minutes.
what
eyebrow-raising, but there It
cessfully
fulfills
its
obligation.
It the brassiest of small town brass
A bit involved, layout wo^ks out
^> ;It's an Imaginary tavern where well nonetheless with Bill Herson has a kind of licked-into-shape at- bands. Band rehearsals are enough was, and no doubt all the chillun
the sponsor's beer is purveyed and handling the quiz in breezy fashion mosphere, particularly on the mel- to make-' old-timers weep for the were abed.
floor-show entertainment is pro
Scripting was from Spike Hughes,
and
Barry Goss doing all the ex- ody end only occasionally does good old days.
vlded. The band numbers, singing plaining. Specially written recorded Geraldo's baton steer his crew into
Show is produced by Harry Allen and another one in that writer's
and lone musical specialty land vocal theme opens and closes and the groove; it's not his regular out- who collaborates with Parley Baer llneup-of experimental dramas which
solidly for the most part, but comedy
June.
succeed In providing something difthere are commercials spliced iii be- fit; musicians for the sltow are re- on the scripting.
efforts are crude and amateurish in
cruited, which likely accounts. Acts
ferent for local ears. But he handled
tween.
Burm.
comparison.
are well broken up in routining the
this piece on
one beat
that
.'The' first-rate Olson studio orchesCABBIAGE TRADE SVPPEB CLUB' never varied adramaticallytempo
session for a bit of everything. At
and was
tra hits the bull's-eye with such BOSE HILLEBBAND
this airing balance was particularly With Joe Bines orch, Bnsiell Barton, sans light and shade.
Having hit a
numbers as 'Friendly Tavern- Polka,' 'Letters from Brttaln'
5 DeMarco Sisters, Pauline Alport
smooth.
Mervyn' Saunders is a
stride it carried right through; direcMiss Seldel handles her vocal -con- Beading
pleasing tenor; he handles pop tunes Variety
tion gave the thing the green light
t^utions efficiently, including 15 Mlns^L'ocal
and concert vocals with equal -class, 30 Mlns.; Tnes., 9 pjn.
and spun it along where a deft hand
'Walking by the River'; a quartette Sunday, 3 pjn.
Gillie Potter comes from vaude, WMCA, New York
might have done something to corf singing waiters are an asset with WLW. Cinclnnail
and lately radio, with a monolog
Joe Rines, who used to maestro at rect the error. On its dialog piece
ei'r
'Gay "Ws' numbers and the
Mrs. Rose Hlllebrand is an English around one of those mythical coun- Carriage Trade Supper Clubs like deserved better; lines were crisp,
^ ,ehal brothers' 'Song of India' on author and lecturer. She and her 11- try districts and the local bigwig; the Hotel St Regis, adapted the
albeit coming over the air as from
the harmonicas registers all the way. year-old son Peter came to Cincin- he's had the act for plenty seasons' thought into a pleasing variety half
a sound-track when tied to that
Wlth4he fishing season lust getting nati several months since to bail out and material Is beginning to lose its hour Tuesday nights, under that sameness
of action.
The motionstarted, Conner's tips and advice tor of World War
zing, but the road likes it, so that caption.
Idea is prlifted for in- picture technique eventually gave
2, leaving behind husthe plscatorlaUy inclined prove most band and father, who is a home de- fits the troops. Dorothy Ward Is a formaliiy, the auditor sup)3>.osedly
way to straight gab as session headed
timely.
fense co-qrdinator. Soon Mrs. HiUe- so-so warbler; the mike doesn't give interrupting a session of divertisseCard Is a breezy and friendly brand started a series of weekly her looks the chance they get. when ment at the 'Carriage Trade Supper for a curtain.
Locale of the drama switched only
emcee and announcer who Injects broadcasts on Crosley's 50,000 watter. she's doing personals for the boys, Club.' Rines emcees and^ batons,
from the saloon to take in the jail
ginger into the goings-on, but his
Her programs are not near so but the radio serves as Introduction holding together, the sundry talents
gags and coinedy patter, enlisting heart-gripping as NBC's 'Children when she steps out for the camps, with conventional chitchat. Some, of finale and the clip-joint bit with
Nellie Bly. Johnny was evidently to
ue aid of several stooges, falter of England' series carried by this and thus serves a useful purpose.
it is too exaggerated for comfort
be caught by listeners as making a
This Is the program's sole
badly.
Novelist Sir Hugh Walpole pro- such as 'Cole Porter Is in the house*
same station. Yet through a sweeter
play for Frankie ahd working tolerattempt =at humor and the show
following
a
rendition
of sentiment her messages vided 'what has every reason to be and,
of
would be considerably bolstered if channel
able fast, but the character ethered
a feeling of admiration .for her considered as the imusual on this 'Beguine,' he adds, 'Cole Porter iust as just
more time and money were expend- stir
a bit too nice a fella to supnoble countrymen carrying on for •type of show—talking about books. whispered In my ear that not until
Re'es,
ed on comedy material
He, covered (Sh: Hugh passed away Pauline Alport's piano solo rendition port the premise. Hugh McDermott
democracy,
since
this program was reviewed
did he really hear what it should gave the Impresh he didn't wanna be
A loveW reader, employing beautia heel. .There was lots of sympathy
ABlilB BUBINSTEIN
ful Enghsh, Mrs. Hlllebrand puts Ed.) the camps, doing lectures on sound like.'
The idea of pseudo-realism can around for Frankie the way Miss
Pianist
pounds of feeling into her stint. The ciurent best-sellers and engaging
Collins served her.
^
80 Mins.—Local
lines ripple with pleasant accents types of literature. Talk here con- well be projected without going In
Session did provide something new
Friday, 9:89-16 p jn.
and phrasings, "jnie word she passes cerned his reactioi^ to reception for that sort of 'illusion.' He does it
•WMCA. New York
on from relatives and friends over given his gab-fest by the boys, glibly enough b^ announcements in handling matters of sex. Angle
Joining -with other international there Is not of complaint about war what they read, how they read, such as the 'Lucille Parks fashion was delicately served, in line with
Rather of quiet why they don't read-;sdhie of them. parade' or the 'ladies of the en- that idea around the shortest disfigures la an attempt to push the ring conditions.
He rated praise for making a nor- semble,' which Is excuse for his tance between two points. You're
sale <A defense savings bonds, Artur courage.,
A gem of the stanza caught was mally dry 'subject over the air come band's straight orchestral numbers, there. Johnny- came home after a
Rubinstein, Polish planisjt, delivered
in simulated accompaniment to. the straying night mutters something
„
reading -of _
a copy of
„ a.
^. letter out with surprising interest.
a stirring oration on why these' her
-about his suspenders, hears a yawn,
Announcing chore is handled by line routines.
bonds sAould be purchased and then from-herseU to her husband. To ease
Of the variety specialists, the 6 says 'Hallo: when did you get back?*
played a number of Chopin selec- his mind, .she narrated how kindly Henry Oscar from legit, who brings
tions. The pianist was quite nervous she and tneir child are being treated; all that experience along for a svelte DeMarco Sisters go in for pop harHollywoodlte Ann Dvorak was
monics in an effective manher, supposed to play Frankie, but didn't
at' the start of his talk, but jjecame glimpses into American life and how job at the mike.
registering
with 'Apple Blossom No explanation was offered.
vehement in his denunciation of people and custonis here compare to
Time' and 'Ferryboat Serenade.'
Kolt.
Naziism as he went along, an'd while those in England.
Russell
Barton
is
the
baritone
soloist,
some of his remarks were undisdoing okay with 'I Love 'Yoii,' the ,<POP THE QUESTION'
FbSow-Up
tlngulshable, the white heat of his
old 'Little Jessie James' excerpt and With Mark Goodson
sincerity as he called up6n Americans BOSE BESZNICK
'Look for the Silver Lining,^ from Quiz
to unite to save their country was Piano, Chatter
16 Mlns. ^Local
Percy Faith, Canadian conductor, 'Sunny.' Pauline Alpert, alumna of 30 Minutes Local
unmlstakeable.
contributed his brilliant musician- WOR, whips the black-and-whites CALIFOBNIA BETAIL GROCERS.
Pianist played as his principal Snstalning
composition the Chopin Nocturne in Monday, 6 pjn.
ship to last Sunday's (15) installment expertly although she has a tendency Monday, 9:30 pjn.
of the Ford summer hour. It'was the to over-arrange and camouflage the KFBC; San Fr-anclsco
f* Sharp. Suffice to say he was at EGO, San Francisco
Used as a sustaining filler on
first of two guest appearances and basic simple melody.
his best
Heaving darts at balloons Is the
A pseudo-Cailos and Carina—'dis audience
sliding schedule, Ros^Jtesznick; a the performance he drew from the
participation In this latest
blind entertainer, chums out a neat orchestra made It easy even to tingtiished South American visitors venture into the quiz field, airing
OBTH BELL
home^ quarter hour pf more than countenance the Linton Wells back- in our midst' are the cue for a from the main raddo studio of the
40 Hlns^Loea!
Inferest
first-rate pianist door selling of Ford products and Latin orchestral rendition. And, In Telenews theatre.
passing
A
Conceived and
nirtlolpatloh
the entertainer sjiaces her numbers Paul Wing's gushing quizmagigs. Introlng the production tunes, Rines m.c.d by Mark Goodson, formula
WCAO. PbUIy
goes In for a touch of fitting nos- has
candidates heaving three darts
Formerly of WAAT, Jersey City, with personal chatter, using Hal Faith again demonstrated his high talgia, reprising
the thought behind at panel of red, white and blue baland for a time with CBS, Orth Bell, Wolf or Eddie King of the announcer talent for investing the score ,wlth a some yesteryear muslcomedy hjt,
nee tJncle Jonathan,' has caught on s^fl as a folL On show caught, for fine sense of sharp design, melodic fore dding its song outstander. be- loons. Each hit earns a crack at a
$1 question and if candidate gets one
with his corny humor which ne in- example, she told about going to a substance and. mood nuance. For
Considering the modest budget of of each
"
color, value doubles.
tersperses between recordings. The screening of 'Citizen Kane* (praising the vocal moments there were Mary the sum total, Rines
and his scrlpter
Goodson is ushig the Bob Hawk
show Is different from the run-of- it highly) and then reminisced on 'Van Kirk, contralto; Brad Reynolds, (presumably it's also Rines,
who is
Miss
of working gags into the
th'e-mlll disc programs. In that he her own experiences' as an actress, tenor, and a mixed chorus.
now general musical director of technique
to
winner
were
laid
Kirk,
recent
in
the
J^etroexplaining
how
rugs
and
Hits
intros
hurler.
for
each
with
platter
approbiiUds up each
WMCA) have contrived a bright
priate screwball chatter. The show guide the feet of the blind troupers, .politan auditions, registered best in little revuette that fills its' Tuesday misses are called for benefit of air
the aria from 'Samson and Deliah.'
audience, then victim gets his ques.Is also (b'essed up with tricl^ sound etc.
Abel.
Important part of the announcei^s Perhaps of passing Interest is the night groove deftly.
tions, from none to three depending
effects and cl«ver commercials. Laton number of balloons, popped.
ter are almost as entertaining as the stint is helping Miss Resznlck keep fact that this program cqntalned but
As It stands now. It's 30 minutes
track of time by cueing her into her two numbers by .American composgags and music.
PhlladeIplU»—Charles P. Shaffner of
the same thing happening none,
the short time he's been In numbers. Entertainer .has a friendly, ers and these were represented by has been named
director of rural or 10 times over, sans any Jackpot
Ph^adelphla Bell has snagged seven easy manner and shotdd win a solid 'Home, Sweet Home/ and 'Oh, Suprograms
on
WCAU.
'
wem.
or payoff at the eifd.
Wem^
following.
Shal.
•Donsors.-

pABI-BICH
Btttirday.

,

U:30 p.m.

WABC-CBS. New Tork
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STOKI

Kirsten Flagstad Heavily Booked

PUyi
$3,000

But Return to

UJSA

Horie Show P»vlUon For
GroM With Tonth Orehestrs

Not Certain

BALTIMORE SEASON

Kirsten Flagstad haa been booked

for an extremely busy fall by NBC.
operatic appearances Araiand Tpkatyui, Jean Diekenaon
Set f«r Opera There
begin with Gaetano Merola's

The Eoprano'a
will

Louisville,

June

Bu(^et Lewisdm Outdoor Gmcerts

At

17.

Leopold Stokowsld and his American Youth Orchestra appeared at the
State Fair horse show pavilion Tuesday (10) drawing an estimated 4,000
a

to gross

better than $3,000.

little

While top price was $2.65, most of
San Francisco Opera Co. where she
Baltimore, June 17.
A tentative season of six weeks of the teats were priced at 55c and
sing in Tristan' and TannChairs were placed on the
opera has been booked for this town $1.10.
bauser;;' and then is scheduled for
by Chamberlain Brown to get imder sawjjust ring, with the orchestra
platform and acoustical shell at the
SO odd performances at the Metro- way in early July.

Kreisler

.

Singers to appear include Armand end of the building.
First time that a name concert atTokatyan and Je^n Dickenson.
traction has been presented in the
horse show building, and audience
for the most part was in shirt sleeves
and linens, rather than formal attire.
Stokowskl created some ruffled
feelings here upon his arrival from
Indianapolis. When approached by
that

.

NBC

has boolced her for a miniof SO concerts as well. It is
imderstood that Fortune Gallo is
dickering -for her services with the
Chicago Opera Co. Her first concert
is booked for Oct 17 at Clairmont,
Cal.

The catch to the situation is
the singer is reported to have notified friends of' hers in this country
that she will not return to the U. S.
prior to Feb., 1942, if at alL Merola
already dickering for another
is
Isolde, should these rumors materialMiss Flagstad would stand to
ize.
lose between $ISO,000-$200,000 if she
does not come baclc

Jaromir Wemberger

May

NAME -STUDDED
HOLLYWOOD
CONCERTS

Hollywood, June 17.
The summer schedule of ttie Hollywood Bowl contains 24 dates starting
July 8 with 'Butterfly,' with James
Melton and Enya Gonzalez, and ending Aug, 29 with the Los Angeles

Write an American Opera Symphony

under Artur RodzinskL
Other dates Include John Charles
on Jidy 10, The Los Angeles
Symphony with Bruno Walter conducting on July II, Metro concert
on July 15, Artur Rubinstein as soloist with the symphony on July 17,
the symphony with Walter on July
18, Edward Kilenyl with AI Newman
conducting on July 22, Jan Kiepura
on July 24, the symphony with
Walter on July 25, the ballet on

'

reporters at the station, the conductor brushed all Inquirers aside, and
refused to answer questions about an
A.P. story which detailed that the
orchestra's tour was placed in receivership with a member of the
business staff making a claim for impaid salary.
Another display of
temperament occurred at the end of
the concert when Stoki left the
podium at the end of the numbers,
and refused to return to aclcnowledge applause. Understood that he
was mii9ed because the audience applauded in the wrong place during
the number.

For Lily Pons to Star In Thomas
Jaromir Weinbergey, Czech com-

and author of the most popular modem opera in the repertoire
of American companies, 'Schwanda,'
has visited Lily Pons at her home in
Norwalk.'Conn., to discuss' plans for
writing an' American opera for. her.
The coloratura, taking advantage
of the presence in the U. S. of great
European musicians, will sing three
Bongs by Darius MiUiand, one of the
great French modernists, written
especially for her at Robin Hood
Dell on July 22.
poser,

TIBBEn LEAMFF MAN
FOROBERFELDER-SLACK
Denver, June 17.
The Oberf elder-Slack Greater ArtSeries starts next season with
I<awrence Tibbett on Oct. 9, and
ends with Henri Temianka, violinist,
on April 9.
Other artists to appear will be
Bidu Sayao, Nov. 12; Jussl Bjoerling,
Jan. 17; Sergei BachmaninoiT, Feb.
2; the St. Louis Symphony orchestra
under Vladimir Golschmann on
Feb. IS; the UtUefleld BaUet on
Feb. 23; Grace Moore on March S.
ists

The ^series of eight concerts is
priced from $5.60 in the gallery to
$17.36 for the orchestra.

Baccaloni's 16 Concerts;

Florence George Supports
Salvatore Baccaloni, Metropolitan

comic basso, will start his tour of
concerts on Feb. 26, 1942, in New
Brunswick, N. J. The basso's tour
of 16 performances is completely
sold

out

Baccaloni will appear in scenes
'Elixir
'Don
Pasquale,'
D'Amore,' 'Fille du Regiment* and
'Don Giovanni.' Supporting artists
will be Florence George, coloratura
soprano. Miss George is the wife of
Everett Crosby, Hollywood agent
and brother of Bing Crosby. Baccaloni has five other concerts scheduled alone.

from

35 Dates

is scheduled to
appearance since

A

budget of $210,000 has been set

bad accident in April, in Deon Oct 14.

his

troit

The

violinist in his 67th year,

booked solid for 30 concerts
by NBC from October through
is

January, 1942.

RIO DE JANEIRO

OPERA STARTS
REHEARSALS
Rio de Janeiro, June 7.
The seven-week opera season here
to Sept 23 will be under the
direction of impresario Silvio PiergiglL Rehearsals are now going on
with- many of the principal singers
already arrived.
Repertoire will include 'Simon
Boccanegra,' 'Otello,' Tosca,' 'Rigoletto,' 'Carmen,' 'San^n et Dalilia,'
'Werther,'
'Melstersinger,'
'Thais,'
'Boris Godunov,' 'Salome,' 'Gianni

Aug. 5

Schicci,' 'Pagliaccl,' 'Ballo
chera,' TVovatore,' "Lucia,'

in
'Iris'

Masand

Lewisohn Stadium concerts which
l>egin tomorrow (Thursday). Initial
program includes Artur Rodzlnskl
conductor, and Artur Rubinstein ai
soloist in an all Tchaikowsky pro-

u

gram.

There will be 56 performances,
barring rain, during the summer
months, with a weekly budget of
$26,750 set l^e Stadium draws from
$1,500 on the average to tops of
$14,000 when exceptional soloists
are appearing. An annual loss of
$25,OO0-$5O,OOO occurs.

Imiwrtant dates set are LUy Pons
on July 28, the Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo, June 26, 27; Benny
Goodman and his ba^d on July 14,
and Efrem Zimballst on Aug. 11.

Lothar WaUerstein Joins

Met as Stage

Director;

Negotiated for 2 Years
The Metropolitan Opera Co. has
Dr. Lothar WaUerstein as
director.
WaUerstein is a
Czech, who began his career with
the Dresden Opera.
WaUerstein has frequently worked
signed
stage

May Do

'n Guarany.'

'Magic

Fhte'

Among some

of the

singers en-

NBC
TOUR UTIN REPUBUCS

FORTUNE

GAUO

f^j

WILL

TOUR BALLET RUSSE

Original

URUGUAYAN DANCERS
TOUR U.S.A. IN FAU

Ballet

Russe

.will

tour

this season under Fortune Gallo, opof the San Carlo Opera.
Troupe was booked last season by
Sol Hurok, playing an extended engagement in New York and then embarking on a U. S. and Latin American tour. However, the latter ended
suddenly in Havana imder controversial circumstances and is now the

erator

Uruguayan
Carmalita
Maraccl,
dancer, has been already set for over
40 engagements by Columbia Concerts Corp. for the forthcoming seasubject of
son. She opens in Denver Oct 29.

season.

usual

The orchestra will give its
Monday night concerts

six

starting Nov. 10, with the premiere of the new work to be March

Artur Schnabel Resumes
Concerts After Year's Rest

Artur Schnabel wiU return to the
The Group Opera, an association concert stage after a year's absence
young American singers with this season. The pianist has been

16, 1942.

of

whom Barzin produced three operas devoting his time to composition.
during last season, will appear in the
He is booked for nine appearnew work, as well as repeats of the ances in N. Y., these including a
old.
Shubert Cycle at Town HaU xmderColumbia intends to push the BasQ is director of the company.
the sponsorship of the New f''riendi
Tour is announced to open in Sepdancer and hopes to secure 60-80
of Music. These wiU. consist of five
bookings for her. A N. Y. stay Is tember and to continue through next MARTINELLI'S 15 CONCERTS Sunday performances on Jan. 4, 11,
planned. She has eight other girls winter and spring. Hurok continues
The pianist
18, 35 and Feb. 1, 1042.
to handle the other Russian dance Begins 29th SeaMD with Metropoli- wiU appear as guest soloist with the
in her company.
tan in Fall
troupe, the Ballet Russe de Monte
Philharmonic Symphony Nov. 13, 14
Carlo. The two organizations were
and 16, and wlU be heard in a solo
Giovanni Martinelll has been concert at Carnegie Hall Feb. 14.
once a single company, but split sevBuffalo Season Booked
Buffalo,

June

The Zorah Berry Concerts
season will comprise 13 soloists,

17.

this

litigation.

Col.

W. de

eral seasons ago. The Original Ballet Russe has since toured in Europe
end played a full season in Australia
before coming to the U. S.

Oct

Gallo Casting in Cbl

Chica'go, June 17.
Gallo's venture as impresario of the Chicago Opera Co.
from $7 for the series in the 18th will get under way on Nov. 8 for
row of the balcony to $16 for the four weelcs. Gallo may run into
some trouble with his singers, since
first 16 rows of the orchestra.
the
Artists set to appear Include Helen the Metropolitan which opens at
Traubel on Oct 14; Fritz Kreisler on end of November is demanding the
Rubinstein on Nov. singers report for rehearsals Nov. 10

14 to

March

24.

Prices of admission

to the Kleinhans

Music Hall range

Ezio Pinza has been booked for a Oct 28; Artur
minimum of 35 concerts by NBC for 11; LUy Pons on Nov. 25; The Bosthe coming concert season. The bass ton
Symphony Orchestra under
opens in San Francisco and Oakland Serge Koussevltzky on Dec. 9; Jussi
In early October.
Bioerling on Jan. 13; Dalles Franz
He sings with the San Francisco and Gregor Platigorslcy on Jan. 27;
Opera Co. and then rejoins the Met Lawrence Tibbett on March 10.
where he has been principal -basso
Trapp Family Singers, the Minnesince his debut in 1926.
apolis Symphony Orchestra under
Dimitri Mitropoulos, Oscar Levant

Fortune

and Nov.

May

17.

jazz

up Ouiio's

iMoked for some IS concerts In the
fall by NBC and will spend part of
the summer as principal tenor of the
Cincinnati Opera Co., where he will
appear in 'Otello,' Trovatore,' 'Gioconda,' 'Alda,'

and

.i

San Franelsc*
Opera In Fall

Martinelll opens his concert tour

.

on

Oct. 3, and will appear in joint
recital this year with Diisolina Giannini. Met soprano.
The tenor will

appear with the Chicago Opera Co.
prior to re-joining the Met for his
29th successive season, a record.

Jooss BaDet Arrives

casting.

Swarthout's 'Carmen* Set

WEEDE'S NEW ROLES
Set for Three with

'Pagliaccl.'

San Francisco, Juiie 17.
Robert Weede, whose debut at the

Met

last

March 6

in 'Rigoletto*

was

most successful debut of season, haa
been t>ooked for three new parts
with the San Francisco- Opera Co.
this faU. These will include Tosca,'
'L'Amore Dei Tre Rel' and 'Barber
of Seville.'

Jooss Ballet from Dartington-Hall,
England, has arrived in the U. S.

The baritone has cut

six records

Ja«4oea Abram, pianist will be'
soloist with the NBC Summer Symphony Orchestra on Aug. 16. Ed-

for Columbia, which wiU be released
from Venezuela and will tour this shortly, and wlU appear in concert
for the International Business Men's
country and Canad:. this season unChicago, June 17.
club in N. Y. in July.
Gladys Swarthout after an ap- der United Booking Office direction.
pearance here Sunday <15) at Sol' It has just completed an extensive
Arthur Whlttemore and Jack Lowe, diers Field, received her doctor's tour of South America.
Melciiior Set for 15
and the Don Cossack chorus Under degree in music from the Chicago
Company has made five previous
General Platofl also will appear.
Conservatory of Music. The mezzotours of the U. S. since its debut
liauritz Melchior has been booked
Meantime the Buffalo Philhar- soprano will summer at Onteora, here in 1933.
husband,
Frank
with
her
for some 25 concerts for the faU seamonic under Franco Autorl has N> Y.,
son starting in Memphis on Oct 15.
booked 10 concerts for the forth- Chapman.
She is scheduled to sing 'Carmen'
coming season starting Nov. 18. Six
Josephine Tnmlnia and Salvatore The tenor wiU spend the summer^
guest soloists are Joseph Schuster, with the Cincinnati Opera. Co. in Baccaloni, coloratura and basso of resting.
in
the
suae
He is as usual, scheduled to appianist; July, and will appear
Shure,
cellist;
Leonard
the
been
engaged
have
to
Met
apr
San
Francisco
Opera
pear as principal Wagnerian tenoir
Mischa MischakoiT, violinist; David role with the
Blair McClosky; baritone; Joseph Co. in the- fall, prior to opening her pear as soloists with the Harlem with the San Francisco Opera Co,,
She then re](^s the Philharmonic Society at the Wal- and with the Met where his usual 30
Szigeti, violinist and Rudolf Ser- annual tour.

win McArthur wUl conduct

kln, pianist

Raoul Jobin in

Italian

San Francisco, June 17.
Raoul Jobin, Canadian lyric tenor
.of
.

in England,

Back Oct. 14

his first

with Arturo Toscaninl, Bruno Walter, and Richard Strauss, and his
gaged who are known to American signing comes after two years of negotiations on the part of Edward
audiences
are
Anthony
Marlowe,
Here With Pons, NoYotna Alexander Sved, Sidney Rayner, Johnson, General Manager of the
Judith HeUwig, Tito Schipa, Herbert Met.
Richard Tauber, 48-year-old Aus- Janssen, Josephine Tuminia, Raoul
July 29, Jose Iturbl on July 31, the
Jobin, Zinka Milanov, Brunav Cassymphony with Walter on Aug. 1, trian tenor, is reported signed by the tagna, Norina Greco, Hilda RegganI,
INSTRUMENTALISTS
'Traviata' with Jarmila Novotna and Metropolitan to sing in a planned reBruno Landi, Jussi Bjoerling, PomJan Peerce on Aug. 5, with Gaetano vivEil of Mozart's 'Magic. Flute.' plllo Malatesta, Armando Blorgioli,
Merola conducting, Jascha Helfetz Others in a penciled-ln cast include Salvatore Baccaloni, and Ludovico
with John Barbirolll conducting on Lily Pons, with Josephine Tuminia as Oliverio.
Gennaro Papl will conAug. 7, the symphony imder Barbi- imderstudy; Jarmila Novotna, Salva- duct
Seven of NBC'S Instrumentalists
rolll on Aug. 8, Lily Pons and Andre tore Baccaloni, Paul Althouse, and
will tour South America this sumKostelanetz on Aug. 12, Gregor Plati- Alexander Kipnis, with the baton
mer. The tours wUI include every
gorsky with Albert Coates conduct- being wielded by Bruno Walter.
country south of Mexico.
.Tauber has sung in opera in every Barzin Orchestra Group
ing on Aug. 14, the symphony under
The instrumentalists are Nathan
BarblroUi on Aug. 15, Yehudi Menu- principal theatre in Europe, but only
Milstrin, violinist Alexander Brallhin with Howard Barlow conducting in concert in the U. S. He is. now
Opera Prime for '41-42 owsky, pianist; Claudlo Arrau, pianon Aug. 10, Paul Robeson, with Rich' in EUigland.
ist; P'oldl Mildner, pianist; Gyorgy
anLHageman conducting, on Aug. 21,
Leon Barzin's National Orchestral Sandor, pianist and Alexander Borthe symphony under Artur Rodzin'
ovsky, pianist; ' Josef Szigeti, vioski on Aug. 22, Vladimir Horowitz
Association has commissioned a new Unlst wiU appear as soloist with
with Rodzlnskl conducting on Aug.
opera by a .South American com- the Mexican Ssrmj^ony orchestra
26, ai|d Helen T^aubel with Rodzinposer with a South American theme, on three occasions during August
skl on Aug. 28.
as its standout, work during the n^xt

'

Ezio Pinza's

Tanber^Kow

For Smnmer of 1941
for the 24th successive season of th*

'

mum

mm

Fritz Kreisler

make

will

politan.

IT

LOUISVILLE

IN

the Met, will sing the

Duke

in

with the San Francisco
Opera Co. in October.
Jobin has heretofore been heard
in only French roles.
"Rlgoletto'

'

For Cincy and Frisco

.

Met

for her 12th successive year.

dorf-Astoria hotel, N.Y., in the

fall.

performances will be given.'

^
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Fme $41,000

N.Y.;iner Hefty

Chi

Lombardo, in 5th Pitt Date, $19,000
Week)
ItB Brown,' New York
(Strand;
»,767; S6-55-B5-99).
With Bea Wain
and Dixie Dunbar on stage, 'Million
Dollar Baby' (WB) on screen (2dflnal week). Slow going at less than
(Xatimates for This

—

$20,000 on holdover, following mild
first week's take of $27,000.
Bob Crosby, Phitfidelphla— (Earle;
2,350; 35-46-57-68-75).
With 'MlUion
.

Dollar Baby (WB). Only three supporting acts on stage. Band generally handed laurels for snagging
$23,000, plenty good.
Jimmy Dorsey, Washington
(Capitol; 3,434; 28-30-44-66). 'Broadway Limited' (UA) as screen support Dorsey's organization credited

—

much assistance from the
but gross profitable $11,500.
Vincent Lopes, New York— (Paramount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99). Plus Milton Berle on stage and 'Night in Lisbon' (Par). Very sound at {he b.o.,
first seven days ending last night
In-person
bill
(Tues.)
$41,000.
credited with substantial portion of
Into second-final week
the draw.
today (Wed.).
Jimmie Lnnceford, Ix>s Angeles

getting
film,

(Orpheum; 2,200; 30-44-55). Orches.
tra teamed up with two pictures,
'Old Colorado' (Par) and 'Strange
Alibi' (WB), neither of which mean

with dragging in most of the $20,000,
topnotch takings.
(SUte- much to the customers.
Ted Flo-Rlto, Chicago
Paired with
Lake; 2,700; 28-44),
$11,000 okay.
second-run 'Girl, Guy, Gob' (RKO).
Glenn Miller, Chicago

—

Band

Take of

— (Chicago;

getting full credit for happy
'Night in Lisbon'
4,000; 35-55-75).
$17,000 because the film is a loop (Par) on screen. Regarded as a neat
repeater.
combo for theatre, with both talcing
Ina Bay Hotton, Baltimore (Hip- bows for bulk of hearty $46,000.
podrome; 2,240; 15-28-39-44-55-66).
Guy Lombardo, Pittsburgh (StanWith 'Affectionately Yours' (WB) ley; 3,800; 25-40-60).
'People Vs,
First-run picture is not helping this
KUdare' (M-G). This Is the fifth
orchestra, with full burden resting
appearance here of the Lombardo
on femme leader's aggregation. Only aggregation in as many years, and
ambling along to mild $10,000 or he continues
to hold his followers.
thereabouts.
Not much aid coming from screen
(Lyric;
Ted Lewis, Indianapolis
vehicle, with orchestra's popularity
1.900; 30-40-50).. With 'Angels With
held accountable for much of handy
Band not
Broken Wings' (Rep).
is

—

—

(PretenUd h«r«to<th, at a weekly tabulation, (s the ^estimated cover
charge bitfincM betna ion* by name bands in various New York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 PJf.) not Toted. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacitv and cover charge. Larger amount designates toeelcend and
holiday prie*^

COTen

^

..
M
Band
.

Total

S"*"^ H"* Cover*
riared VftmU On Da(«
1
300
575
9
2,275
17 775
9
1,325
11 975

A ,
Bet«l

Ray HeathertoB. BUtmor*

(300; $1-$1.50)

XavlerCugat
Waldorf (37S; $1-$1.E0)
Ray Kinney*
Lexington (300; 76c-$1.50)
Bobby Byrnf. .... .Pennsylvania (500; 76c-$1.60)
Tommy Dorsey. .. Astor (1,000; 75c-$l)
HarryJamei.
Lincoln (250; 75c-$l)
Hal Saunderi ... .St Regis (400; $1-$1.50)
Johnny Long
New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)

11

4

1,000
4,975

4

400
42S

1

tl,300

7

I^OOO

18 075
3^475

1925
1,300

'Asterisks Mdicate a supporting floor show, although the band
major draws, t S days.

is

the

$i800 Tops One-Nighter Takes,

Scott's

—

Basie. $3,407;

$19,000.

BUI

Bardo,

Sylvania,

O.,

9C

Terrace,

Centennial

June

two weeks;

19,

Kenova Park, Kenova, W.
July

week,

V.;

Bnnny

Berlgan, July

21, five days,

Lake

29,

Breeze hotel. Buckeye Lake, O.;
July 12, Blue Moon-Club, Bunkie,
La.

KING

Bob Chester (Pleasure Beach, Bridgeport, Conn., June 18). Chester's
take of $861 with 1,118 at 77c was fair.
Bob Crosby's date at Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa., May 30, reported as
drawing 1,718 admissions, actually grossed $2,519 at slightly less than $1
per from 2,618 parsons.

5.

Steel Pier, Atlantic City.
Henry Basse, June

CU6AT

H^h Gate Trips Inkspots
(Estimates)

Band Bookiiigs

THE ItEUMBA

Bands at N.Y. Hotel B.O.

Cab Calloway, June
wasee,

Sjrracuse,

Farms, Cincinnati;

27,

Ind,;
29,

Lake Wa28,

Savoy

Castle
B.,

Chi-

cago.

Coney Island, Cincinnati: Current,
Johnny Messner; June 20-26, Bob
Chester; 27-July 4, Red Norvo; July
5-10, Al Kavelin; 11-17, Raymond
Scott.

AI Donahue, June

21,

Sweet's B.,

Sacremento, Cal.; 22, Sweet's B,
Oakland; 25, Hiawatha Gardens,
Colorado Springs; 26, Club Trocadero, Wichita; 27, Fairyland Park,
Kansas City; 29, State Fair Park,
Milwaukee.
Jimmy Dorsey, June 22, Pier B.,
Geneva, O.; 23, Idora Park, Youngstown, O.; 24, Indian Lake, RusseU's
Point, O.; 25, Summit Beach, Akron,
O.; 27, fbur weeks, Sherman hotel,
Chicago.
Shep Fields July 18-10, Palisades
Park, Fort Lee, N. J.

Count Basle (StaJnbaugh Aud., Yoijngstown, O., June 14). Basie drew
great 2,063 admissions at $1.18 here, then shifted to Greystone B., Detroit,
to corral 2,743 Sunday (15) from 1,943 at 75c advance and 800 at door
at 90o.

I

Bnnny Berlgan-Red Norvo (Raymor-Playmor B., Boston, June 13)". In
twin spots Berigan and Norvo got 1,600 dancers at 65c-5Sc for good $960.
Shep Fields (Keith theatre, Huntington, W. Va., June 15). Approximately 8,700 admissions responded to Fields in three shows, giving 1,200seat house $1,'800 gross.
Leighton Gray-Harder Downing (RaymorTPlaymor B., June 14). Local
pair brought in 1,400 at 65c-S5c for okay $840.
jinimie Qrier (Natatorlum Park, Spolcane, Wash., June 14).
Grier
brought fair 1,450 dancers for gross of $1,230.
Horaee Heldt (Emboyd theatre. Fort Wayne, Ind„ June 13-15). Heidt
Cracked theatre's three-day mark despite poor weather first two days.
Grossed $12,811, playing to 35,000. people in 2,900-seater.
Inkspota (Harlem Square Club, Miami, Fla., June 12), High admission
charge hurt. Spots getting only 900 at $1.10.
Gene Krapa (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., June 9-14). Krupa set
a new six-day mark at this spot with 13,500 people in six days, piling up
$9,112 at $lJtB couple. Spot can now handle more people than winter's
3,000 top, however, as Norumbega Park, in which It's situated. Is open.
AdmlasloB payers are free to dance or roam among amusement area,
Aba Lyman (Cotton Club, Lubbock, Tex., June 10). Lyman's draw of
460 at $1J>0 par remilted in fair $676.
'

Olenn MiUer (SalUir Beach, Salt Lake City, June 7). Miller suffered
from Inadequata parking space, which turned many away, but still drew
good 4,380 at $1.12 in 7,000 capacity spot, At Danceland, Cedar Rapids,
Ella Fitzgerald, June 23, Aud., June 9, crew got near capacity 2,600 at $1.11.
Phoenix, Ariz.; 25, week, Orpheum~
Bob Pooley (Riverview B., Neponset, Mass., June 14). First date here
theatre, Los Angeles.
Woody Herman, June 27, Romona for local ptilled 1,900 at SSc for good $825.
Baymond Seott (Greystone B., Detroit June IS). Charity affair by
Gardens, Grand Rapids, Mich.; 28,
Chrysler* GirU' Olub shindig, but Scott accounted for large slice of 3,200
Lakeside Park, Dayton, O.; 20,
payees at $1JS0 for $4,800. At Lakeside Park, Dayton, O., Sunday (16)
Myers Lake Park, Canton, O.
AI Kavelin, June -21, Chippewa Scott draw good S,000 at 7Bo for $1,500.
Jaek Teagaidaa (Civia Aud,, Pasadena, Cal., June 13-14). At 29c a head
Lake, O.; June 28, week, Jefferson
in two
Beach, Detroit; July 6,' Coney Island take wasn't high—i$l,400—but it wiis gathered from B,600 buyers
'
I

days.

Park, Cincinnati.

Sammy Kaye, July 9,. Hershey
Park, Hershey, Pa.
Harry James, July 4, five days.
Sea Girt Inn, Sea Girt, N. J.
Inkapots, June 24, Memorial Ayd.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.; 25, City Aud,
Albany, Ga.; 26, Municipal Aud., Birmingham, Ala.; 27, Paradise B.,
Nashville, Tenn.; 28, Beckley Arena,
Beckley, W. Va.
Clyde Lnoas, July 4, week. Palisades Park, Fort Lee, N. J.
JImmIe Lnnceford, June 24-July
21, Casa Manana, Hollywood; 23,
week, Golden Gate theatre, San
Francisco; 31, Riverside Park B.,
Phoenix, Ariz.

,

Johnny MoGee, June

21,

Potomac

River Boat Line, Washington, D. C;
22, Fernbrook, Dallas, Pa.; 28, Steel
Pier, Atlantic City, N. J,
LanI Mclntyre, June 15, MerryGo-Round, Dayton, Ohio, for three
weeks; June 9, Virgim'a Beach, Va.,
nine days; July 18, two weeks, Earle
theatre, Washington, D. C.

Glenn

urARCUGATS SMASH

Miller,

June

27,

Lincolji

Field House, Wisconsin Rapids; 28,
B., St. Paul, Minn.

Prom

Barney Bapp, July 7, week, Enna
Jettick Park, Auburn, New York;
week, Falmouth Beach, Cape
20,

At

Clande Themhlll (Massachusetts State C.,' Amherst, June 10).
couple 466 buyers turned out for Thornhill, paying $1,048. Fair.

$4.50

-4-

'

Efeniiy

Goodman Employs

Third Negro Musician
Goodman

Benny

adds

another

Negro Instrumentalist to his band
next week

when drummer Sidney

Catlett moves over from Louis Armstrong's band to take Nick Fatool's
place. Goodman has signed Catlett
who was with Armstrong for several
years, io a one-year contract
He
joins Cootie Williams,
trumpeter

whom Goodman
Ellington

last

JOHNNY
LONG
and

Other changes in Goodman's band

Mel

t»owell,

shifting

orohestra

NBC— DECCA RECORDS

took from Duke
and Charlie

fall,

MANACtMCNT

Christians, colored guitarist.

involve

liii

HOTEL NEW YORKER

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

from

Muggsy- Spanier's new band to replace Johnny Quamlerl; Clinton
Nageley, from Gene Krupa, vice

Gene Kinsley, sax. Krupa himself
Recently took on a colored player,
trumpeter Roy Eldridge.

Penn Roof Not Rnnning

Cod, Mass.; 27, week, Brighton
Beach, New York; Aug. 3, week,
Pennsylvania hotel. New York, Is
Manhattan Beach, N. Y.
not going to use its Roof layout this
Orrln Tncker, July 10, Lakeside
summer. Between the closing of
Park, Mahanoy City, Pa.; 11, Geo. F.
Gene Krupa and the opening of
Pavillion, Johnson City, N. Y.; 13,
Bobby Byrne last weak (9) hotel's
Pleasure Beach Park, Bridgeport,
Cafe Rouge was redecorated and reConn.; 14, week, Virginia Beach, Va.
draped and bands will remain there
Joe VenutI, June 27, week, Earle
through the season.
theatre, Philadelphia.
No reason for ttie switch other
than to try It out. Rouge Is alrPhil Brlto, vocalist with Al Donacondltloned.
hue's band currently at Palladium,
Hollywood, has been given four
extra NBC sustainings of his own
Frank .Martl band will alternate
with Gordon Jenkins and Bud Dant with Emil Coleman't at Piping
on yonday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Rook Club. 9ar9^gi) Springs, openSaturday each week.
ing June 26 for flv* weeks.

^charlieN

SPIVAK
and his orchestra

.

GLEN ISLAND CASINO
CBS— MBS
OKEH RECORDS

I
I
I
I
I

MANACCMCM
GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP,

ATTENTION NAME BANDS
PALACE

PIER, Torontq, Can.

Now Booking Mune Danes Bonds for
On«-NlKht Stand*
ROOM FOB 5,000 DANCEBS,
2,000 SPECTATORS
t

Wrltei

JAMES HILL

see Olirbtls St.

Toronto, Cam.

)
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PRCinSSTRAS

99

AJJl REVISES TRAVEL RUlfS
Inside Stuff-Orchestras

28

PEBPOiiCES Proser Digging Into Personal U.

m\l IWEEK

Johnny Long band, currently at the New Yorker hotel, N. Y., where it
opened June 11, works a seven-day week despite N. Y. local 803 of the
AFM's ruling that any band playing within its jurisdiction must have at \
least one day a week off. Long, by permission of 802, works the seventh
day and gets double salary. Full week Is because it would cost too much
to rehearse a replacement band to play for the New Yorker's floor show.
Convention Alio Acts to Con
Bands at Madison. Square Garden, N. Y., also work seven days. They
fine Name Bands Playing*
are contracted and paid for 14 days, however, and work only 12, the two
remaining representing days they should have had off. Pit bands at theState Fairs to Single Event
atres such as Loew's State work six weeks through and have the seventh
For Which Attraction Is
free.
Booked Seattle Acts on

—

Sid Weiss, bassist with Tommy Dorsey, is getting in short practice session with the band, after recovering from an infected wfist resulting
from a bit of horseplay. Player has been out of the band about tWo
months because of a broken wrist bone, suffered when he punched another member of Dorsey's band on the arm.
Break went unnoticed by him and by the time a doctor was called to
look at it the arm became infected. It was necessary to employ a drain.

'Canned Music' Problem

SLATE RE-ELECTED
By

vocalist, is

.

Page the

Jokers Benefit

From

Influx

Many Good Tunes
Six months ago the music busiitself in the doldrums in

ness found
so far as

new and worthy popular

were

tunes

concerned.

long-

distance reservations was registered by Meadowbrook, Cedar
Grove, N. J., last week when a
wire from Deland, Fla., requested space be held for Saturday
night (14).
Vaughn Monroe band is current at the spot.

Anson Weeks Permanently
Loses Use of One

Arm

Recorded

Because of Iow<i Track

versions of pop melodies remained
in coin

in

A

spheres

P. A..

machines much longer than

of convention action.
resolution approving all actions for
the past year of President Petrillo
was passed which pUt a definite
stamp of approval on all p^'esent
policies.

to the

they

deserved- because

there

was

new and powerful enough

to

In contrast to that

displace them.

condition, which had machine operators digging deep for stuff with
which to inject a change of diet in
their boxes, the past month has
brought a rush of new tunes. Now,
Instead of holding melodies until
they wilt from overplaying, operators ^are finding it hard to retain
some good tunes long enough to get
the most out of them.
There are so many solid hits pushing the ones that are riding high
there's a tendency toward smothering good ones which have not skidded far off this peak. With siuli
items as 'Daddy,' 'Intermezzo,' 'Aurora,' *My Sister and I,' 'Hut-Sut
Song,' 'Green Eyes,' 'Maria Elena'
and a host of others that are showing high potentialities, operators are

having a

field

day.

Anson Weeks

is

permanently

in-

jured as a result of the bus crash
he and his band were in couple
months ago near Davenport, la.
Leader is working with his band,
after spending weeks in the hospital,
but cannot raise one arm above hip

which forces him

height,

playing piano.

Outfit

is

to forget

currently

working at Euclid Beach, Cleveland.
Weeks was injured when a bus
the. band was riding tangled with a
Leader, asleep in
the front seat, was thrown out by
the impact and run over by his own

truck at night.

Arm was

broken and badly
mangled. He's suing the bus company for damages.
vehicle.

July

christened

4,

the boats will be

and

launched

with

miich fanfare.

issue: of the seven resolutions bearing on this presented one (59) was
passed and the sii;. others (58-60-6163-64-65) were referred to tbe Executive Board for action.
Delegates
were told that the A. F. of M. will
take immediate and' aggressive steps
toward some type of limited control
so that the musicians of the country
will
receive
some
recompense for the widespread and increasing use of records and electri-

cal
transcriptions for commercial
purposes.
The resolution passed
called for the Executive Board of
the A.F.M. to intercede with the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to reduce the amount of records and
transcribed music used on its networks, and to take whatever st^s
were necessary* to increase the hiring of live musicians by CBC.

President Petrillo, vice "president
C. L. Bagley, secretary Fred Bimbach, and treasurer Harry Brenton
were the officers re-elected and in-

cumbent Executive Board members
retained are: A. C. Hayden, Oscar F.
Hild, John W. Parks and Chauncey
(There was one change
A. Weaver.
A. F. of L. convention delegates,
Vincent Castronovo replacing Edward Canavan.
in

No

Election

Change

lielievlng

of personal pride,
that given half a

weather break the Dance Carnival
at Madison Square Gdrden can get
over, Monte Proser is digging into
his personal bankroll to try and prolong the policy for six weeks at
.

That would, at least, give it
moderate run. The original bookwas for 100 days from Memorial

least.

a

ing

Day.
Readjusted Garden rental from
$l,000-a-day for 'maintenance,' plus

15% of the gross, now has been cut
to $500 a day, or $3,000 on the new

week (Mondays dark now).
Likewise the percentage has b'een
slashed so that, based on past business the first two weeks, the Garden's share will be around $4,000.

six-day

Kaye Gets 10-Year Deal

From Meadowbrook, N J.;
At Least 8 Wks. Each Yr.

That leaves Proser the problem of
bands and amortization. His first two

weeks cost- him $12,500 per for the
orchestrasr-$6,000 to Benny (Goodman
Meadowbrook, and $3,250 each for Larry Cltpton
have agreed to and Charles Barnet. Proser must
what's figured as the longest future cut the band nut down to $6^000; but
contract ever made by a name band. Is doing so currently, with Ben BerKaye has consented to play at nie in place of Goodman, on top of
Dailey's spot at least eight weeks a Bamet and Clinton. Orch budget i^
year for the next 10 years, each date now around $9,500.
split
either into
two four-week
The 9'/4G for music, t^e -$4,000 for
stretches or the full eight at one Garden rental could give the ventime. Terms give Kaye a guarantee ture a chance to mmimlze its losses
and a percentage of the gross.
If grossing $20,000 a week.
Opening
Kaye recently completed a record- stanza took in $25,000.
breaking l:our weeks at MeadowDan Amstein, of Yellow 'Taxicabs,
brook, topping gross and attendance just appointed U.S. Commissioner
figures set by top swing bands. He's for the Burma Rioad,
and off to China
currently at the Essex House, New last week on
his official mission,
York.
was front-man for a, $100,000 syndi-

Sammy Kaye's orchestra and Frank
owner

canned music Cedar Grove, N.

-

nothing

located.

is

Dailey,

With regard

As a matter
still

.

Probably the tops

Of

Canoe Namesakes
Auburndale, Mass., June 17.
Bands that have lured big
crowds through the turnstiles at
Totem Pole Ballroom here, will
have their names 'immortalized'
on paddle boats rented at Norumbega Park where the hoof-

On

DON SEED

studio singer at Columbia Records.
cordings made by separate bands

Going;

Maintenance Charges, Rent Cut

ery

becoming something of a
Seattle, June 17.
Her voice is currently on two reThe 46th annual convention of the
which normally don't have femme American Federation of Musicians
singers.
^
»
wound up its business Saturday (14)
Matty
with
You*
Take
to
'I
and
James
Harry
'Daddy'
with
She cut
with much of the expected fireworks
Malneck.absent.
Canned music and traveling band regulations were chief
Helen Ward, ex-Benny Goodman

To Keep Garden Dancery

of

J.,

'

.

WOV

PICKS UP

BAND

FKOM JERSEY SPOT
WOV, New
power boost

York,' recently given a
to 10,000 watts, Is fig-

uring on adding local remote band
broadcasts to iti late night time. Outhas run a line into the Rustic
Cabin, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., and
begins thrice weekly pickups of Alvino Rey's band tonight (Wed.) and
figures on scheduling other roadlet

cate backlnig Proser. Amstein acted
for John Hertz, Bernard G&nbel,

Herbert

Bayard

Swope,

.

Stanton

Proser said, at first,
Amstein offered him another
lOOG, but it wasn't necessary imtU
after the first w^eek, when Amstein
got up another $10,000, and then
stated his people had lost enthusiasm
for the sunmier Dance Carnival for
the Garden,
Proser makes his headquarters in
the Terminal Cab Co.'i suite in the
General Motors Bldg., and Arnstein's
people's Interest in the Garden was
Griffls, et al,

-that

(Continued on page 42)

houses.

Only one other N. Y. indie makes
such pickups because of costly lines,

WMCA

band
A small but vociferous .minority from Jack Dempsey's Broadway WHfTEMAN'S
RECK'S
fought for the passing of a resolu- restaurant and Christopher Columtion calling for the election of offi- bus' outfit from Elks Rendezvous,
FRIDAY (20)
cers and passage on important mat- Harlem, and may add other WestAGAINST
ters by a referendum vote of the chester spots.
WNEW for awhile
Chicago, June 17.
entire membership, but after several ran a line into Glen Island Casino,
Paul Whiteman has accepted an
Norman E. Reck was granted dou- hours of debate the resolution was N. Y., but dropped it when the stable damages against Sammy Kaye in decisively defeated.
A resolution tion found that an hour and a half invitation from the Canadian gov"Victory
N. Y. supreme court Monday (16) calling for the itemized publication of name band records filled the bill ernment to conduct a
Drive"
symphony
orchestra
at
when Justice Samuel I. Rosenman of all Federation officials and emand the time could be sold.
Massey Hall, Toronto, on Friday
reversed a former decree of his and ployees salaries was overwhelmingly
night (20) and will' take (wo days
granted the plea. Reck, an employee passed after much debate.
Rapp
Dorsey
Sues
off from his Chez Paree (Chicago)
of Kaye's, had been awarded $1,447
Other actions of the convention injob to make the trip. Mike Fritzell
two weeks ago by the court, and now
airs

Irving

Carroll's

DOUBLE AWARD
SAMMY KAYE

CANADIAN

CONCERT

'

.

BOB ASTOR, NEE DADE,
IN N.Y. TO FORM BAND
Bob Astor (formerly Bob 'Killer'
Dade, ex-record program jockey on
KMTR, Los Angeles) is in New York
rehearsing a new hand. He's been
set to start a stretch at the Wigwam,
Budd Lake, N. J., June 25, by MCA.
Astor once led a mixed colored
and white band on the Coast. He
informally tags his new setup of
five sax, five brass, four rhythm,
'Lunceford , Swing With a Basie
Beat;

Moe Gale
Adds
Moe. Gale

Expands;
Golden Gate 4
List

is

gradually enlarging

the list of talent his office books and
represents.
Latest addition is the
Golden Gate quartet, which is being
booked on a tour of southern spots.
Previously the office had taken on
spiritualist Sister Tharpe, who was
coupled, for vocals, to Lucky MilUnder's orchestra, and Maxine Sullivan and Benny Carter's orchestra,
who ^ill be paired on another series
of dates.

Gale also handles Ella Fitzgerald,
Inkspots and ^rskine Hawkins.

—

will receive $2,894.

The court had ruled that both
Reck and Kaye were engaged in interstate commerce, and that Reck
was entitled to compensation for
working more than the standard
number of hours for Kaye. Reck
had acted as publicity man, and in
general, Kaye's right hand man. He
complained he had been forced to
work over 90 hours weekly on some
Under the ifair Labor
occasions.
Standards Act of 1938, Reck was entitled to liquidated damages as well
as.

the

orchestra,
at
Riley's
House, Saratoga. N. Y.

The court acknowl-

discretionary.

edged the error in
ings, and held that

its
it

original findhad the right

to correct these findings.

Jnst Like

Home

diue Barron has been booked for
a fifth straight season at the Edison
York. Band is current
hotel,
at the hotel, moves out July 11 and
back in Sept. 4 for 17 weeks.

New

It's

Wally Stocfler's
Marvls Dinning,

This, Justice
total sought.
ruled, is mandatory, not

Rosenman

with Green Room
Lake mer while it
ing.

that the Edison's
will close for the sumundergoes a refurbish-

probable

cluded the limiting of personal 'appearances' of traveling members until
okayed by the local in^ whose
jurisdiction the appearance occurs;
limited to 400 miles any jump made

by

a traveling

band

in 24 hours; set

the maximum number of shows for
members with musical or vaudeville
acts at 28 per week for Class A, 30
per week for Class B, with shows
over those numbers to be paid pro

and ruled that traveling bands
or orchestras -playing state fairs be
rata;

restricted to their show engagements
only, this to prevent multiple appearances which work against local
Further regulations of
musicians.

traveling bands

was

defeated.

Two

resolutions urging the retention by the Federal government of
musical projects were
the
passed and the report of the
committee revealed that so far the
musical projects have not suffered
as great a reduction as other projThe Executive Board was also
ects.
directed to continue its fight toT-iave
traveling musicians included in oldage pension and social security laws.
$5,«(« t* BrIUah
Consideration of the present state
of national and world affairs was not
lacking, with the (xonvention iMssing
a resolution calling ^or the donation
of $5,000 to t^e American Labor

WPA

WPA

/

.

Tommy
On 60 -Day

$2,000 Note and Joey

Jacobson

the

of

Paree

gave him time off for th-> Candian
June 17.
Wednes-- trip.
Whiiteman
and his
orchestra
close at the Chei, July 3, and the folthe New Englanders orchestra, and lowing day band dtiens a week's enthe latter's wife for alleged non-pay- gagement at the Riverside theatre,
ment of $2,000 on a note. Dorsey's Milwaukee, followed by a week at
petition claims that the loan was the
Hennepin-Orpheum, July 11,
made by him Nov. 30, last, to Ruby Tentatative plans call for the Morris
Wright Rapp, doing business as the office to route the band east followWright Amusement Co. and called ing Chicago theatre dates with two
for payment in 60 days at 3% inter- weeks penciled in at Monte Proser'f
est.
No part has been paid and pay- Madison Square GarJen shindig.
ment has been refused, Dorsey alCincinnati,

Tommy

Dorsey

filed suit

Common

Pleas court
day (11) in
here against Barney Rapp, leader of

leged.

Rapp was operating a suburban
dansant, Sign of the Drum, last auSpot folded after several
tumn.

Peggy Nolan Injured

months.

Toledo, June 17.
Lang Thompson, orchestra leader,
Committee to aid British Labor, and was injured in an atftomobile colligoing on record urging all patriotic sion near Port Clinton, O., June 13.
Americans to avoid industrial diffi- Thompson, with Peggy Nolan, his
culty.

The salaries of secretary Blrnbach
treasurer Brenton were each
raised $5,000 per year and the delegates raised their own convention
allowsnce from $15 to $22.50 daily
and gave themselves seven days for
the next convention.
Dallas was chosen as the 1942 con-

and

vention

city.

singer, and. Charles Eaton, a member
of the band, were motoring from
Cleveland to an engagement in

Canada.
Miss Nolan suffered a fractured
pelvic bone and is In' a Port Clinton
Hospital.
Eaton
was injured
slightly, but was $ble to continue on
to the Canadian engagement with
-

Thompson the game

.day.

.

.
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On
Johnny Kovrch

r

'

L,ai ix-nco

•.:£o.

the Upbeat

the Glass
aiboi\ N. J., lor

mer

1-as left
i

j

the
a series of oue-nighters hlong
Andrews, vocalist,
Betty
siiorc.
back with outfit after two-month
layoff.

snapped up
the Chez

at

J.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

Columbia Hotel, Columbia,
n.-cadway floor show week-

end feature.

man

Harold Stone is the new sax
with Lorin Parsons' crew at
Boole Casino, Detroit.

the
(Records below are grabbing most nickels thia week in jukeboxes fhroughottt
coast to coast,
country, as reported by the mojor coin-Tnachtne distributors jrom
Names of more than one bond or wocolist after the title indicofes, in
tn
names
order of popularity, whose recordings are being played. Figures and
the liittngs and
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been

the

has

orchestra

Raeburn

Boyd

K.

to Vahjety.

the music assignment for
Paree, Chicago, starting

Will replace the
July 4.
Paul Whiteman band.

Clarence Fuhrman, leader of KYW,
current Phi'adelphia, house band, has- been
named musical director for Cape
(Continued on page 55)

Ernie Fields' orchestra

m

respective publishers.)

>

at Troca-

deio, Wichita, Kansas for 10-day en-

BLUE MOON, WICHITA, SET

gagement.

Victor..:") RepiW'c

Sammy Kdye. ..'

i

1

1

into Kennywood
Park, Pittsburgh, for two-week stay

Lane Thompson

beginning June

Ted Lewis

30.

Woody Herman.

I

S.bia«>S'='^"^'^^

1

into

Pivtsburgh, for

Kay and Ted Weems Lead
on Summer Garden Season

Ilcrbie

theatre,
starting Friday

Stanley

week

Wichita, Kans., June

17.

Kay is at Blue Moon for
(20).
tv.-,}
week opening of its summer
Joe Landwehr has taken
Jerry Feldman, sax man and ar- garden.
ranger for Alexander and His Band over management during illness of
at Isaly's Country Gardens, Pitts- former manager. Mayor John I. DotAlvino
on
by
taken
been
has
burgh,
son. Dotson has just returned home
Key.

Hci-bie

after several

Fran Elchler

into

Sky Vue,

Pitts-

burgh, for indefinite stay, replacing
Bobby Annis crew.

weeks

in

hospital fol-

^^^^^

3 My

:

Sister

ni

.

\

•

•

I

Jimmy Dorsey

(

Benny Goodmanj ?llumbV^>«'«^

1

»
^^^^^
'

(

Jimmy Dorsey

1

Alvino Rey

|^cca...^,,^,,,i„3

.

^^^^^

lowing heart attack.

Some
been

2,000 feet of floor space has

5

added to summer garden of

Nighty Niglit

I Dick Jurgens.

Blue Moon, already one of largest
southwest, In addiJohnny Fontaine band has replaced dance spots in
floor for win-

to large enclosed
the Joe Mowry outfit at Balconades, tion
ter dancing there is
Pittsburgh.

another immense floor with just roof over it.
in summer time
Tommy Donlln's Pennsylvanians Both floors are used
Ted Weems' orchestra follows Kay
playing in terrace ballroom at Pocono Manor Inn, Pocono Manor, Pa. on June 30 who stays through July 5.
Paul Pendarvis comes in July 6 and
Bernlce Parsons', orch set for sum- will be here through July 19^

D0i«reS
1I wmimvm

.

,

(

8

Apple BIsssea

9

I

I

Bluebird

|

Okeh.

Tommy Dorsey

J

Unilerstanil

IWasic Malcers

Jimmy

n„con
beacon

,

.

.

.

.

Marks

(13)

.

Paramount

(lO)
S?^''^
Victor ..
-

.

I
|

A idrews Sisters.l Decca.

Tmt

I

to

.

Jimmy Dorsey ...| Decca.

6 Anapola

BROWN BAND
A WOW IN

.

Dorsey..-! Decca.

.

.

.

Broadway

(5)

_

>

,,,

.

.

,

King Sisters.... I Bluebird."''

1

harry James.

I

Andrews Sistersl Decca...

•

.

.

I

Columbia

Paramount

(7)

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These recordings are directly below the
the coin machines.)

growing in

10 in popuUiritv, but

first

demand on

B'WAY BOW!

Horace Heidt

Now

G'bye

c..< Son;
c„„Hut-Sut

i

Horace Heidt

|

j^j^^

•

,

^^"^^^
I
I

Sorrento

showmanship
recitation

Everything Happens to Me.

Tony Pastor
W°°dy Herman

:..

tlirouichout.

Away from

Let'.

Get

Do

worry?

I

Decca .Southern
.
,

"

Bluebird

Victor

offering a 'Hit Parade' of cpm•
Jingles. . . . The Number One tune
Il'hep' audience slogs It out even before the band gets into
A swell stont for Brown, a
station break Jingle.
riample of how a bandleader can
good
and
a
great break for
BtllUe radio In bis stage appearances."

WNKW's

THE DAILY MIRROR

;7J'«„r,;!'ra":t\lf.

»

iT'^^P"*^

"

(

Tommy

(

Jimmy Dorsey

Dorsey

.Decca
•

cummerrlaU, both well done."

ahoui

—

Count Basle 'Ton Betcha My Life' 'Down, Down, Down' (Okeh 6221).
These may be best sides Basie ever made, from a commercial angle.
is grooved in easy, rolling tempo, tastefully arranged and weU
played |irith various solos. Earl Warren, from the band, does a good
vocal. 'Down,' a good machine piece, is cleverly arranged and fitted with
neat Basie piano work. No vocal.

'Life'

Larry Clinton 'Town TaUler'—'Tempua Fuglt' (Victor 27446)
first try with an enlarged band.
He added strings, bassoon,
'Tattler* proves an interestingly developed arrangement under the
new instrumentation. Tune is adapted from Bizet's 'Farandole.' It carries
It'll sell best outside machines,
a low register wallop in good tempo.
however. 'Fugit' is too.slmilarly done for contrast, but it, too, makes good

etc.

.Mel.

.Mr

and his orchestra

"FLAMINGO"
'

COLUMBIA

featuring

BETTY BONNEY

Opening FRIDAY, JUNE 20TH,

Indefinite En-

LOG CABIN FARMS, Armonk, N/Y.

BROADCASTING OVER WOR-MUTUAL
OKEH RECORDS
Versonal

Management

INC.
JOE GLASER,
CIRCLE
RADIO
ii-

CITY

•:•

WILL BRADLEY
and

HIS ORCHESTRA
FEATURING

Ray McKinley

•

5553

Harry James 'Daddy' ^"Aurora' (Colombia 36171)
James doesn't top Sammy Kay e's 'Daddy,' but comes close to it; his solid
Instrumental version with a provocative Helen Ward local will figure in
the machines alongside Kaye's ban.d chorus cutting. One of its best points
Reverse is a good try at 'Aurora,' but swinging it. out
is a flowing tempo.
Andrews
after Dick Haymes' easy vocal buried the melody too much.
Slaters' version of 'Daddy' ^(Decca 3821) will find its way into plenty
machines. They might have turned it a bit slower, but all in all it's the
stuff Andrews fans go far. Backing is a average job on 'Sleepy Serenade.'
An unexpected item is Joan Merrill's sophisticated voice vocalUng 'Daddy'
(Bluebird 11171). She doesn't do a bad job of it, but it isn't commercial
in tempo and delivery. Her try at 'Intermezzo' is more in her line and sfle
delivers a listenable vocal of the brimful melody.
'bose and Prayer'—^Be Fair' (Decoa 3812)
Two good sides. Dorsey's crack combo has been consistent with solid
'Rose,' a strong tune, is
selling sides And these will further the string.
smartly tailored and outstandingly delivered, both instrum'entally and
vocally by Bob Eberle. I'ts a future hit Singer handles reverse, too,
hitting high spots on^ repeatable ballad.

Jimmy Dorsey

-

7-0862

36147

A Great New Record by

—

Closlnf Second TVeek, N. T.- Strand, Thursday, June 19th

Lane

rk.s

Alfred Newman finished the muscofe on Warners 'Sergeant
York,' his 150th picture daring 11
years in Hollywood.

and

listening.

.RCA BLDG.'

.

.

De^a

Clinton's

LES BROWN

gagement,

Victor

sical

Coin-Catching Record Possibilities

1.^

a hit of
a fresh and fetching qnallty. The young maestro Injectstempo
ana
Doveltr In his arrangements and lins some new Ideas on
tone.
A swing Interpretation of 'AnTll Chorus' gives the pcpgram
a gooil sendolf Other numbers are 'Jntermeiio,' 'Marolie Slav and
two comedy nombers, 'Alexander Is a Swooso' and a satire ou radio

.Embassy

•

...

WNEW,

.

.Victor. .Republic

^^^^^^^ -Embassy

nm
ls

.

.

"I^
nA it Y Mia.
maSJ
KAUIK/ U/\H^I
„„oloI
—the

I
I

.Southern

..

.PD
Okeh .PD

Decca

Al Donahue
Tommy Dorsey

.t A... ..

|

Tours

A8CAF-BMI

.Schumann

',.

Bluebird"

'

Sammy Kaye

nntll Tomorrow...'

Maid:

on the

5

(

"Besides beinc a hot and solid swlnr crew,
the Brown band turns out a slick piece of
Beat bit alone this line Is Brown s Terse
strunlr. which leads Into the orU
l^dlo iisdolnir spot rhythm limerick iftilels heard orcr the radio,
and
that tnclndeil everybody. . . . Band should
eners afe It op.
deSnltely climb Into high brackets at this pace. Hoase packed last
show opening day."

BILLBOARD

Columbia

g.^^^^^

Jimmy Dorsey

Elena

VABIPTV
r /tniBl t

able to
atttA' "A y«ar "•n now the Strand shonid b« band
aaia.
Its
ciedlt 'tur »lvlnr a new twlTo bounce
Thie •» I*»
flnt iwl. toehold on the road to fame and tortane.
Bronn'K initial tiff date on Broadway; In fact.hlk flrat major thea««ttre appearance anywhere, and hie orch «l»e« ererr Indication or
tlnr op amonc the mimical leader*. And not the least of the band s
clarity
SualieeaUonn la ilrown's own easy-to-take personal ty and
his Intiod actions. . . . Band Is crackerjack on sl^t as weU as
sound."

.BMI

Vaughn Monroe.. .Bluebird

Green Eyes

MarU

Columbia

I
.j

RAYMOND
SCOTT
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

Direction
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ASCAP TO SUE ADVERTISERS
—

f

'
:

+_

Latin Music Subsids Multiply
|i|ilT|-Tf|llSI

MOVE

music publishing
group has entered the Latin-American fleld with the organization of a
separate subsidiary, the North and
South American Music Co., Inc.
Xavier Cugat is slated to be a stockAnother
holder in the enterprise.
Bros,

outsider given stock in the setup is
Fernando Castro, who has quit
Southern Music Co. to become prosubfessional, manager for the
Receipt of Cugat's signature to
Eid.
a contract is holding up the actual
Lefllipg of incorporation papers.

cuona has been heretofore afilllated
with E. B. Marks.
Meanwhile Warners has put under

Latin-American numbers. This one
is tagged the Latino Music Corp.
Another subsidiary recently added
to Warners' music setup is the Tedmusic Corp., of which Ted Collins,
Kate Smith's manager, is a 60%
stockholder. This catalog will be an
ASCAP affiliate. It has no connection with Colwlll Music Co., another
Collins enterprise, which has been
licensing its tunes through Broadcast Music, Inc. Miss Smith is not
connected with ^either pub firm.
Chilean Upbeat

Buenos

June

Aires,

17.

Despite low-dollar value of the
Chilean peso, sufficient music biz has
developed in Chile in the past year
to more than double RCA-Victor's
disc sales and caused Southern Music Internacional to enlarge its offices to care for the upbeat, Ralph S.
Peer, president of Southern Music
'

in-

with extraordinary authority in the matter of keeping
down the Society's overhead.
They not only pass on all salaries
and expenditures but exercise
vested

the final

word on executives' and

officers'

expense accounts.

MBS' LUNCHEONS

FORMAESTROS,
MUSIC PUBS
Mutual Network will toss two luncheons next week in an effort to establish a" clear understanding of the
web's problems among band leaders,
booking office executives and the'
faction of the music publishing industry.
The first of the
luncheons will be held Tuesday (24)
and to it will be invited
music pubs and their professional
managers.
Other get-together will

ASCAP

ASCAP

be the next day (Wednesday) and
this will be for the dance band contingent, with the invitees including
officials of the American Federation
of Musicians and Local 802.
Through the luncheons at which
Fred Weber, Mutual general manager will speak, the web will seek
to straighten out what it terms some
markets. Company maintains its own
misconceptions that the music and
recording studios in town, making,
band businesses harbor about the
from 15 to 20 cuttings a month. L. R. network's methods of operation and
Evans, formerly manager of the Vicco-operation between the
disc

biz

in

Brazil,

is

now

in

complete charge of Chile.
Odeon, which cuts most of its
Chilean stuff in B. A., is also riding
the upbeat and is reported thinking
oliopening studios in Santiago.
Cashing in on Chile
RCA has been cashing in on the
small, but steadily growing Chilean
,

film industry.
Peer said he found an increasing tieup between films and mu-

His affiliate. Southern Internacional, is the only publisher doing
biz in the U. S. manner. Only competish comes from a couple of printing firms which occasionally buy
the right to print 1,000 copies of
sheet music.
Peer de.cided after a
survey to increase his efforts. F.
Martin Serrano, radio figure who
produces, directs and conducts several programs for big advertisers,
has been named head of the office.
While in Chile Peer also signed
longterm blanket contracts with Rasic.

nato Heitraann and Nicanor MoUnare.
New selections will be published
monthly for Chilean and world-wide
distribution.

Performing rights for

the U. S. will be controlled by
Broadcast Music, Inc.
Arrangements already have been made by
cable to have two compositions by
'

to intensify

publishers and

Mutual

each writer introduced over CBS in
the States and over the CBS shortwave, Latin-American net^york by

famed Mexican tenor, Juan Arnow in Manhattan,
Peer expects more biz from some
the more .thaiy 60 commercial
transmitters in Chile, 14 in and
Radio Carrera,
around Santiago.
with 10 kw. power, is skedded to
go on the air late this month. New
the

vizu,

of

adjacent to the Victor recording studio, are the most elaborate yet attempted in Chile.
RCA is' building a SO kw. station
of the most modern type which will
Because of
be ready about 1942.
its superior equipment and power,
this will overshadow anything in the
country.
Top night spot in the capital is in
the swank new Hotel Carrera, skyscraper hostelry built with government funds as a tourist draw. Molinare is skedded as the next feature
attraction.
There are a few small
places, but these use all local talent.
Vina del Mar casino, largest on the
west coast, reported a good, biz during the past season with imported
U. S. acts being a special draw.
studios,

OUR NEW BALLAD
I

FOUND YOU

IN

THE RAIN

(Adapt«d from the Chopin Prclads No.

7)

Br UAKOLD BABLOW
Ooi' Carrcnt Song Bit

JUST A LiniE BIT SOUTH
OF NORTH CAROLINA
Pergie-DebiH-Frladaai, lie.

Around by Broadcasters

1619 Brudway, Niw Ysrk

Mebox Racketeering in New Orleans

New Orleans, June 17.
chief of detectives and two of
his aides were accused Saturday (14)
of collaborating with a juke box asChicago, June 17.
has been named coast sociation in forcing business men
the Loeb & Llssauer here to use the association's machines or face police retaliation acmusic firm.
cording to statements placed before
Leaves this week to take over,
Superintendent of Police George
Jesse Stdol to Coast

A

Retains Borrows
Jesse Stool
David Podell From Thur- manager
for

Society

man Arnold to Organize
Damage Actions Running

lishers as the third member of
the special ways and means
committee.
Other two on the
committee are Edgar LesUe and
)5aul Bornstein.

disclosed here.
Peer, now touring South America,
said that Victor had opened a large
new plant in a suburb of Santiago,
capital of Chile, and that the increased capacity found excellent

tor

Convinced of Complete Run-

O'Connor was last
week named' by the board of directors of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Pub-

The threesome has been

.

—

Johnny

WB

exclusive contract the Cuban composer Ernesto Lecuona, the source of
such hits as 'Say Si Si,' 'Siboney' and
'Melagana.' Agreement is for a year
with options of four more years.
Irving Berlin, Inc., has also chartered a separate company to handle

ASCAP Axemen

Three

:

Muscle Stuff Alleged—-Prominent Police Accused of
Collusion ^Two Operators Recently Indicted

Warners Has New Group Widi Xavier Cugat a Stockholder and Fernando Castro as Pro. Mgr.
Warner

I

:

Reyer by District Attorney Bernard

to $20,000,000

TRAMMELL DEPLORES
Announcement last week that the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers had retained
special counsel to start a triple damage suit under the Sherman antitrust law agaiiist NBC, CBS, the

BMI FINANCES
CITY COLLEGE

CHECKING

The Orleans Parish Grand
institute an investigation
C^cke said.
The accused detectives are Chief
John Grosch, and Detectives Joseph
Schwehm
and
John
Meredith.
George A. Brennan and Dan Cohen,
association operators, were recently
indicted by the
grand Jury on

Cocke.

Jury will

of charges at once,

charges of blackmailing business
men into using their coin boxes.
Meanwhile protection for every
National Association of Broadcastmember of the grand jury and their
ers and Broadcast" Music, Inc., anWith Broadcast Music, Inc., fur- families was promised by the district
noyed the networks and there were nishing the finances, the office of attorney as he began an investigation
indications yesterday (Tuesday) that research in the psychology
Thursday (12) of. threats made
depart'
NBC, anyway, will attempt to avert ment of the City College of New against Edward D. Rapier, foreman
the actual filing of the papers by york started to distribute Monday of the inquisitorial body.
speeding up the negotiations.. The (16) gratis a daily log and compilaHireats against Rapier followed an
legal expert engaged by ASCAP for tion of popular tunes
broadcast over announcement by the district attorthe action, whose asking damages, It New York statlonis.
ASCAP pubs ney that the grand jury would instates, will
exceed $20,000j000. Is and writers declared after the ini- vestigate police 'collusion' in the alDavid' L. Podell, who for the past tial reports had been released that leged box racket and the looting of
year has been doing anti-trust work they proposed to protest to the col- 23 pinball and slot machines held by
as a $1 a year man for Thurman Ar- lege's president and the N. Y. City officers at the First precinct police
nold, assistant U. S. attorney gen- Board of Higher Education over the station.
eral.
Podell, who went into semi- use made of the college's facilities
retirement after making a fortune. in and staff by a private enterprise
litigatory
trust-busting,
has been (BMI) in competing with an estabgranted a leave of absence by Ar- lished outfit doing the same sort of
nold so that he could handle this work, namely, the Accurate Reportcase.
ing Service.
It was reported yesterday (TuesBMI got Dr. John G. Peatman,
day)' that ASCAP had received a director of the college's office of reThe two nominating committees
wire from Niles Trammell, NBC prez, search, radio division, to take over appointed by the board of directors
expressing the hope that there was the checking of plugs a fter Accurate
of the American Society of Comno truth In the report that ASCAP had stopped checking 'WEAF, WJZ posers, Authors and Publishers last
bringing
conspiracy
suit
and
was
a
WABC on the ground that the we^ are expected to have their
against NBC.
ASCAP officials de- majority of Its clients (ASCAP pub- slates 'completed within the 10 days.
clined to confirm or deny that such lishers) had Informed it that they
The printed ballots will be in the
a telegram had been received. The were interested only in perform- mails a few days later and it is
wire, it was reported, had come from ance compilations of those stations
figured that the names of the new
Washington where Trammell was at- using ASCAP music. The Peatman electees to the board will be known
tending the Senate Interstate Com- logs and capitulations make the first
by July 12,
merce Committee's hearing on the furnished free by a publisher^ or
Nominating committee for the
FCC's rules on network-affiliated anybody else.
publishers consists of Ben Bornstein,
Dr. Peatman explained Monday
stations relations.
George Simon and' John Sengstack
that
(16)
he
was
doing
the
check'Dont Need ASCAP'
and for the writers, Leo Robin,
ing
as
'researching
job
on
grant
a
a
Although the ASCAP board had
Howard Dietz, George Whiting,
voted last Monday (8) to instruct its given him by BMI.^ He said that Jerry Livingston, John Redmond
regular counsel, Schwartz 8i Froh- the experimenting on the checking and Jacques Wolfe.
lich, to speak to Podell about his had been done in one of the City
services as special counsel in an College laboratories but that he and
SPrBirUAL SONG SUIT
anti-trust action, no overt action was his associates had since taken quarSacred & Spiritual Music Co., Inc.,
taken until Thursday (12) when an ters for the assignment near the colASCAP delegation returned from lege. Dr. Peatman stated that three filed suit Monday (16) in N. Y. fedWashington with "the report that the of the supervisors on the checking eral court against Columbia Record
NBC-CBS affiliates .were obviously and recapitulations were on the col- Corp., Brunswick Record Corp. and
not disposed to close a contract with lege's staff though currently on their Times Appliance Co., seeking damASCAP. « The ASCAP delegation sum(ner vacations. The actual re- ages, accounting and an injunction
had, at the suggestion of NBC, called search, he added, was to be con- for the alleged Infringement of a
on the executive committee of the ducted later on, such as making song. The defendants are accused
of having made records of the song
Independent Radio Network Affil- trend studies about popular music.
Sidney M, Kaye, v.p. in charge without permission.
iates with the terms of a proposed
Involved song is 'What Would You
contract While some of the IRNA- of BMI, pointed out Monday that
ites stated that the terms looked all he had sought out a college group Give in Exchange?,' written by F. J.
frankly advised the to do the checking after Accurate Berry and J. H. Carr, and published
right, others
ASCAP reps that they had no need Reporting had refused to do it for in a book called 'Triumphant Hosannas,' which was assigned to plaintiff.
The him.
of
the ASCAP repertoire.
meeting wound up with a suggestion
from the committee that ASCAP submit tile terms in contract form.
ASCAP the following day (ThursIN
day) mailed the committee a contract, which was based on a form
worked out with NBC, and then announced it had authorized its counsel

ASCAP NOMINATORS

READYING BALLOTS

'

THE SWEETEST LOVE SONG

to start

an anti-trust

WHAT WORD

suit.

Remembered
Louis Frohlich, of

ASCAP

IS

tl

SWEETER THAN

/

SWEETHEART

!

coun-

for Washington Monday
afternoon (16) to confer with PoIt is stated
dell on the complaint.
sel,

YEARS

left

that in addition to NBC, CBS, the
N.A.B. and BMI the papers will
name individual radio stations, major network advertisers and adverIt is also said that
tising agencies.

ASCAP has filed its
ASCAP writers and

after
of
will bring

suit

groups

publishers
their own action either
through Podell or other counsel with
reputations In anti-trust work.
Podell is well remembered by major ASCAP publishers for the damages he cost them as the result of
the Max Mayer vs. Music Dealers
Podell
Service, Inc!, case in 1934.
represented Mayer, who sued under,
the Sherman law, in. an .effort to
break up the. MDS,-and in mid-trial
(Continued on. page 42)

A

Natural for the Sweet Spot on Your Program*

The BllIbo«r4'i Beoord BotIiw Oolde, Jane
"WbAt "Word la Sweeter Than Sweetheart?

14 bsoe, wa,j»t

An

especlaUy commer-

VAUOHN

aentlmenta), appealing
.
MOMhave diake of It available that oould conand
ceivably do big things along the phono network."
v
AIko Belli* Bccorded br
cial

BOB

gone

.

,

.

elmple,

SAMMY KAYE

.

.

KateSmith • Bobby byrne • Charlie.Splvak • DickTodd
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No NBC-CBS Recaps

15 Best Sheet

Ralph Hawkes of London in U.S.A.

the past
of
Recapitulation
week's music plugs on WEAF,
WJZ and WABC, N. Y„ is not
published in the current issue
due to a change in Broadcast
Music's checking service.
BMI had been compiling this
information from logs furnished
it by Nj^C and Columbia, but
starting with Sunday (15) of this
week the psychology department
of the City College of New York,
with BMI furnishing the wherewithal, became the daily source
of such logs and recflps. VABiBrr
will resume these recaps next
week.

ASCAP, Band Instrufaient Deals and
Meet Australian and Canadian Reps While Here

Will Handle

British Performing Rights Society,
equivalent ot ASCAP,
a loss of approximately
12% in general licenses during 1940
as the result of the war, Ralph

WNEW

SIGNS BMI

England's
suffered

Hawkes,

representing
declared

currently

BPRS in the United States,
In New York last week.

Greatest problem posed for the
performing rights organization by

the war,

this

is

loss

brought about by

It Is

of licensees.
night clubs,

other entertainment
theatres and
places
which use music being
bombed out of existence, plus the
population which
in
large shift
forces spots in evacuated areas to
shutter.
Aside from this angle, receipts
were good during 1940, Hawkes declared. Income from all sources, including foreign, amounted to $3,000,000 of which about three-quarters
was domestic, h? estimated. Foreign
receipts will suffer this year as a
result of the ASCAP-radio flght.
BPRS participation in the annual
ASCAP divvy ordinarily would

amount

to

about $200,000,

Hawkes

Up

Contract After Previous
Split on Stock Purchase

Patches

WNEW, New

York, took out a
license to use Broadcast Music, Inc,
song material late last week, becoming the first N. Y. independent outTermjs of the agreelet to do so.
ment have been kept undercover,
but it's said to guarantee the station
that no other N. Y. indie will get a
better deal.

First

BMI

stuff to

Boosey

one of the execs of
&. Hawkes, British music

attitude.

ASCAP CHIDES
FOSDICK FOR

B&H

BPRS.

WEB PATS

Society to take part in the current
of

the

Senate

Commerce Committee on

said it was not permissible to reveal what the factory
Is

.

now making.

He is also huddling while here on
expftnsion of the artists bureau,
whose U. S. branch represents,
among others, conductor Sir Thomas
Beecham. Hawkes will shortly parley in New York with his Australian
rep, George Cooper, who is due
around July IS; his Toronto branch
manager, Harry Jarman, and his
New York partner - representative,

Max

Winkler.
Firm's British business in 1940 was
the,best in years, Hawkes said, although there has been a severe lull

since about April.
Standard catalogs are the only ones that have held
up since that lime, he explained.
popular subsids are Cavendish

B&H

and LaFleur.

Interstate

the Society's letter to Dr. Fordick
was sent to Senator Burton Wheeler,
chairman of the probing cojnmlttee.
The ASCAP letter charged that
Dr. Fosdick and the other ministers
whose names were signed to the appeal had been 'placed in the position
of supporting a monopolistic boycott of America's greatest music
popular,
patriotic,
.religious
and

—

standard which had been arbitrarily banned' from the facilities
controlled by NBC and CBS since
Jan. 1.
The ASCAP letter stated
that Dr. Fosdick's statement that re-

Streibert Resigns
Music's directors last
week ratified the organization's new
contract forms for station and network subscribers in addition to a
transcription contract which allows
clearance at the source. The board
at the same time accepted the resignation of T. C. Streibert, general
manager of WOR, Vew York. Streibert had pointed out that since his
station had resigned from the National Association of Broadcasters it

^

To Shapiro - Bernstein

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. has acquired the publishing rights to all
the songs written by the late Will
D;" Cobb.
These include 'School
Days,' 'Sunbonnet Sue,' 'If I Was a
Millionaire,' 'Goodbye, Dolly Gray,'
•Waltz Me Around Again, Willie,'

WlUson
Paramount
Marks
Melody Lan«

Yours

Marks

Mutual Network Plugs

oum

its

listening posts.

TITLE

PUBLISHEB TOTAL

Aurora
I Understand
Harbor of Dreams
Beau Night In Hotchkiss Corners

it

claims.

—'Million Dollar

—

Monroe's Par Ref>eat
click- at

Y. Paramount, his first
Broadway theatre appearance, has
resulted in a repeat booking at that
deluxer.
Contract is set, but the
date is indefinite, probably not before next winter.
Monroe, currently at Meadowbrook, N. J., goes into Madison
Square Garden in mid-July.

RKO.

CBS),' continued the ASCAP letter,
Bernard Hermann working on the
'have dealt a., severe blow to Ameri- music for 'Flesh and Gold' at RKO.
can musical culture by boycotting
Franz Waxman drew the scoring
the best American music written
during the past 50 years. Such ac- assignment on Metro's 'Honky-Tonk.'
tions smack dangerously of faclsm
Hoagy Carmlchael and Frank
and are not in the interests of
American culture, education, dem- Loesser have written five songs for
ocracy and Christian advancement.' Paramount's cartoon, 'Mr. Bug Goes
to Town.'

Santly

7

Chappell

6
6
6

Southern
Shapiro

Meet Again

Beacon
Dash

f

5
5
.

.

5

.

5

Republic

—

Dolores 'Las Vegas Nights
Don't Cry, Cherie
Kiss the Soys Goodbye 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye.

—

!

4
4

Paramount
Shapiro
...

4
4
4

Famous

BVC
BVC

Rose and a Prayer

Sun Comes Out
You Stepped Out of a Dream— 'Ziegf eld Girl
the

4
4

Feist

•Filmusical eicerpt.
t

Production number.

Proser Digging
^sContlnued from page

3S

BMI DOUBLES

^_

coincidental, since they're sportsmenfinanciers closely identified with the
financial operation of the Garden.
Summer has always been a problem
for the big arena and anything
smacking of a possible successful
operation was attractive. Hence the

Garden readjusted its terms downward although, from the start, the
manner in which the MSG staff took
its first money, right off the top,
made it tpo tough for Proser. Even
some $7,000 expended for supplementary tungstens was immediately

The

financial structure of Proser's

ROYEH

Ic

PAYOFF
Broadcast Music, Inc., announced
yesterday (Tuesday) that It was
sending

out

performance

royalt^t

checks to writers covering the

first

quarter of 1941. The rate, paid was
2c per performance per station instead of the Ic it had previously
said it would pay. Publishers' pay-

ments, it was added, would be made
is said to be quite involved
and entangled. Emil Frledlander, -of next week and also on the 2c basis.
The announcement said that the
Dazian's, is prominent therein, having done the decor from (blarke checks for hit writers ranged between $800 and $1,200 for the quarRobinson's interior plans.
Proser, who says he 'wUl even ter. -Also that BMI hit writers were
hock his interest in the Copacabana' receiving more than $5,000 i quar(successful N. Y. nitery) to put the ter in combined -royalties (radio,
venture over, is said to have" person- mechanicals and sheet music).
ally committed himself to a string of
bands for future bookings, play-or-

venture

-

Proser, although letting out his
entire press staff of nine, has them
rooting for him
and continuing
gratis because of their personal regard. The p.a.s regret that some of
their picture layouts in the slick
photo' weeklies may break too late to
do the b.o. any good. Meantime, the
advertising in the dailies has been
sharply curtailed. Mondays are no
'

Une' at

7
7

7

Embassy

pay.

Music Notes

7

Forster

Harms

BVC
Me

Everything Happens to
Maria Elena
Memory of a Rose
Nighty Night

Involved' Affairs

Vaughn Monroe's recent

9
8
8

Harms
BabyRemick

Corn Silk

taken out.

the. N.

9

Schumann

—

When

.'.

Schuberth

Found a Million Dollar Baby
One I Love Belongs Somebody

Daddy

tiff

Miller
Berlin

Mayfair

Begin the Beguine

We'll

19
17
11

Feist

Little

Else
Tale of Two Cities
You're Dangerous *Road to Zanzibar
Bewitched tPal Joey

5V&%. For sustaining programs
wiU be Vi% to 1% of the' rate card.

Robbins

Intermezzo

Hut Sut Song
Love Me a Little
I

(NBC and

and 'I Just Can't Make My Eyes
Behave.' Assignment from C. Lang
Jack Bobbins added two more
Cobbt brother of the writer. Includes musician-leaders to» his roster of
the right to collect on performances, writers by signing Carmen Cavallero
mechanical rights, etc.
and Charlie Teagarden; also renewed
Mills Music, Inc., formerly held Art Tatum.
Two piano folios by
the publishing rights to the Cobb Cavallero, on the heels of the pianQumbers. Gug Edwards, who co- ist's Decca record albums, will be
authored many oif the ntimbers With. rushed out. Also being readied for
Cobb, has retained bis baU-interest issue In the fall are two trumpet
In the copyrights.
books by Teagarden.

The following tabulation of network popular music per/ormances is conyined to WOR, New York release for JVIutual Broadcastino System.
The compilation herewith covers the week beginning June 9 (Monday)
and ending June 15 (Sundav), from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m., and is based on daily
recapitulations furnished by Accurate Reporting Service, which maintaiits

activity.

to quit BMI, which he
said represented a type of industry

an instrument whereby rebeing used to throw conContantin Balialeinikoff handling
fusion into a simple democratic pro- the recording of 'My Life With Caronetworks

Republic
Berlin

behooved him

letter is
ligion is

radio

BMI
Porgie

Do

Fw New Contract;

ligious broadcasting would be thrown
into confusion by the new FCC regulations was not true aiid that 'unfortunately, your
(Dr. Fosdick's)

The

Broadway

--•Fflmusfca/.

the FCC's

cess.'

WiU D. Cobb Songs Go

Republic

-

,

Amapola
I Worry?
Until Tomorrow
San -Antonio Rost

network rules had failed by yesterday (Tuesday) to reach the point
Countering
concerted action.
of

Hawkes

JSouthem

in Apple Blossom Tim*
Sister and I
South of North Carolina
You and I
'Dolores CLat Vegai Nights')

Appoint Receiver in N.Y.
Condiemiu Payola
Although he termed the system in
England of payoffs for every radio this pressure was a strong Insistence
For Austrian Performance
plug 'abominable,' he said it was on the part of the ASCAP manageprofitable because there was suf- ment that the Society refrain from
Society Taken by Nazis
from the British becoming entangled in the senate
ficient' income
Broadcasting Co. He had high praise committee's probe on the ground
A receiver was appointed Friday
for BBC's method of payment as that such a move would not contricompared with that in this country. bute anything fruitful to the settle- (13) for the property of the Staatlich
Genehmigte Gesellschaft Der AuIt is strictly a per-performance,^sment of the ASCAP-radio flght.
tem, but tunes are rated by the
While the ASCAP board members toren, Komponisten Und Musikverlength of time they take to play. In' and the management were trying to leger, Austrian counterpart of the
other words, a pop ditty that runs come to a decision on whether to American Society of Composers, Authree minutes .would be worth one move into the senate committee's thors and Publishers, by Justice
.performance point, while a sym- hearings, the Society used the letter Samuel I. Rosenman in the N.Y. suphony of 30 minutes might be worth route to get in a few licks at NBC preme court. The receiver is Henry
15 points. BBC pays to BPRS about and CBS on the monopoly angle of M. Propper, who was bonded for
$1,000,000 a year, Hawkes said.
the investigation.
'The letter was $1,006.
Appointment of Propper was at the
One -of the reasons for the British addressed to Dr. Harry Emerson
music pub's visit to this country is Fosdick, of the Riverside Church, request of Franz Sobotka, stocknegotiation of a deal with the Selmer N.Y., who had ai the leader of la holder and creditor of A.K.M. SoCo. of South Bend, Ind., instrument roundrobin of clergymen appealed botka joined the society in 1932 and
makers, for distribution of the B & H to President Roosevelt to stay the is owed $20,101. He claims that the
Instruments in this country. This is 'hasty' drastic and ill-considered ac- society is being dissolved in Austria
partially to aid the British foreign tion of the FCC and warned of the since the Reich took over the counexchange fund, although part of the serious setback that such action try March 12, 1938. Claims of over
B & H plant had to be turned over might have on religious, educational $100,000 have been filed with ASCAP
to the Government for war indus- and musical broadcasts, A
copy of against its Austrian subsidiary, plantries.

jCampbell

My

The new BMI forms offer a blanPressure which had been accum- ket and a per program arrangement.
iTie blanket commercial fee now
ulating among ASC-AP board -memranges from 1% to 1% and per probers within the past week for the gram, from 3^ to approximately
hearing

Schuberth

-

Daddy
I'll Be with You

Broadcast

October on his company's ^business
handles the
and that of BPRS.
Bregman-Vocco-Conn catalog in the
British Isles, in addition to its own
more than 100-year-old catalog of
standard and pop tunes. It also Is
in the retail music business, with a
number of shops, and is the largest
manufacturer of band instruments in
Great Britain. It likewise operates
an artists bureau with branches in
varipus parts of the world. Hawkes
partner is chairman of the board of

Schumann

Intermezzo
Things I Lov*
Maria Elena.-

WNEW

is

firm.
He arrived in the U. S. recently and will remain until about

SeDers

IMl)

Hut 8ut Song

BMI Obys Form

day night (13).
fell out soon after
BMI and
the beginning of the year. Station
signed with ASCAP, but refused to
go BMI when the latter demanded
that a block of BMI stock be bought
Other New York indies took the

•aid.

Hawkes

14,

air

Make-Bewent on Martin
lieve-Ballroom record program FriBlock's

same

Hnsk

(Wtelt tniing Junt

more now; only

six

days of opera-

past

weekend was

tion.

Garden

this

running around $3,000 behind the
same three days (Friday, Saturday
and -Sunday) of the previous week.
With the idea that the venture can
go on a tour of arenas and audi-

ASCAP-Web

Suits

Continued from page

41;^s

aU but two

of the defendants elected
to effect a settlement.
Immediate reaction of
and
CBS' spokesmen in New York to the
announcement of the proposed suit
was that while they realized that
the action had been precipitated by
the unsatisfactory meeting with the
network affiliates they saw no reason why they (NBC-CBS) shouldn't
continue to attempt to reach a set-

NBC

'

tlement with

ASCAP.

An NBC

v.p.

slated to meet wHh John G. Paine,
general
manager, today
(Wednesday) for further discussions
of the proposed network contract.
toriums, regardless of the outcome at The negotiations with Columbiii have
Arthur Schwartz doing musical the Garden, Milton Pickman, Proser's been at^ standstill for two weeks, as
sequences
on
Two Steps to g.m. at the Garden, plans to tour the far as ASCAP is concerned. Most
Heaven' at Warners.
country lining up dates. He figures of the NBC and CBS higher-ups have
on leaving in two weeks.
been occupied in Washington by the
Leo Shaken composing an original
Senate committee probe since June
concerto for 'Our Wife' at Columbia.
2.
John Leipold, Irving Talbot and
George
Parrlsh
writing
musical
Edward Ward hioved into the Hal
Morris StoloB drew scoring jobs
Roach studio to direct music for a backgrounds for 'The Parson of Pan- on two pictures,
'Blondie In Society'
series of streamlined features.
amint' at Paramount.
and 'Two In a Taxi,' at Columbia.
.

is

ASCAP

Wednesdajt June

194]

18,.

AUDETILLE
Suspend Sentences Of

SOS for Gratis Names

FreecDey Sends

Herman Bemi^s

From

$20,000

Counterfeiting Actors

To Supj^ement Army Camp

Units

Utica, N. Y., June 17.
Given suspended sentences after
pleading guilty to passing and possessing counterfeit coins, as well as
the end
conspiring to make them, a vaudeDefense
First
of this week will have four vaude
ville trio of young men promised
units touring military camps on
Federal Judge Frederick H. Bryant
giant trucks for the Citizens ComDetroit, June 17.
in Federal Court here they would
mittee for the Army and Navy, is Opening of the Hotel Wolverine's make better use of their talents in
experiencing his greatest difficulty
new nitery. The Tropics, was de- the future.
in getting star names to head the
The trio—Louis A. Ascollllo, 24, a
layed by Government officials of
troupes. Original plan envisaged a
glass-eater; Louis Baker, 20, harperformer who could qualify as a 0PM.
They decided that the compressors monica player, and Harold Lipman,
celeb going out for free with each
25, hoofer— had about 500 50c counto be used in the air-conditioning
Other performers are paid.
linit
terfeit
coins in their possession
plant at the Tropics were needed for
Freedley declared that he has
when Secret iServlce agents caught
a new bomber plant.
found no lack of cooperation by
up with them in Troy after a trail of
name players, but it is difficult to
the fake coins had been left in Alget In touch with them and, when
bany, Schenectady and Cohoes. They
they are located by dint of much
had moulds, which the agents
telephoning, previous engagements
claimed were used to make the 50make it hard for them to accept
cent fake coins.
dates. He can easily obtain picture
Ascolillo was sentenced to the fedpeople via his Coast affiliate, but
eral penitentiary at Lewisburg, Pa.,
wants to hold them for use in westfor two and a half years, and Baker
ern units. He feels there should be
and Lipman for two years each in
plenty of Broadwayites available to
the same institution, but the senfill In in the east
NBC has made no progress during tences were suspended and each was
Two units are currently out, only the past week in its move to dispose placed In probation for three years.
one of them with a name, Allan of its Artists Bureau, but it does ex- The trio said Boston was their home.
Jones', obtained by Freedley form pect to get offers within a few days
the Coast. Crew opened at the be- from two prospective buyers, the
ginning of last week at Fort Bragg, Music Corp. of America and the
N. C, for four days. It brought the William Morris office. The network
following wire to Freedley from has also heard from several Invest-'
Capt. D. H. Holliday, Bragg's morale ment houses, but it doesn't seem inofficer: 'Unit well received by 25,000 clined to take any of these seriously.
men in spite of rain three nights.
Reported as probable bidders from
Allan Jones, Lew Parker and troupe the inside are George Engles, v. p.
constitute a most excellent team of in charge of the NBC Artists Serv-

Vinton Freedley,

who by

NBC ARTISTS
STILL

UNSOLD

PHILLY

NITERY

STRIPPERS

,

entertainers.

,

Many

thanks.'

ice,.,

Jones unit, designated as A,

is

at

Augusta Arsenal, Augusta, Ga., today (Wednesday). Unit B, which
opened at Fort Hancock, N. J., last
Thursday (12), Is at Pine Camp,
Watertown, N. Y., today (WednesIt includes
day) and tomorrow.
Milton Douglas as m.c, Lucille
Johnson, soprano. Ginger Meaners,
hot warbler, and Patricia King,
hoofer. George Osborn is unit manorch
and
Carl
Goldner
ager

and

Sidney

Strotz,

v.

p.

charge of the program department.
Strotz started with the company as

head of

its

Chicago

artists

bureau.

of MCA, has been In
Seattle attending the convention of
the American Federation of Musicians, and his office expects him back
J. C. Stein,

in

New York

this

week.

leader.

•

singer; Janice Williams, tapstress;
Trent, 'Punch and July," and
Marjorie Gainsworth, soprano. Manager is Hy Blane and orch leader is

Tommy
Bob

Kroll.

,

Unit D opens Saturday (21) at
Fort Riley, Kan. It Ipcludes Don
Rice, m.c; Three Dennis Sisters,
harmonizers; Ted Lester, musical
novelty; Marie Nash, Singer; Elaine
Arden, comedienne; Mary Fairchild,
tap terper, and possibly Christine
Forsythe, warbler.

Manager

Welsbrod and band leader

is

Al

Dave

is

Schooler.

Fith unit
at

is

tentatively set to

Indiantown

Gap,

preem

Pa.,

next

Wednesday (25) with two others to
follow to make a total of seven. AH
acts are booked for two weeks. How
long the shows will play beyond that
depends on -when

field

maneuvers for

the troops begin, probably sometime
in July.
$1,00«

Weekly

for Talent

Freedley is allotted a maximum of
Most
$1,000 a week for each unit.
of then? are not running beyond $800
or $900, with the Army taking care
of much of the traveling expenses,
and food and lodging.
Orchestras to play the shows,
which are provided by .each camp itself,, are proving a great surprise to
the people with the vans. They are
almost invariably extremely capable,
many of them having a number of
pro musicians formerly in name
bands. However, the orch leader who
goes out with each unit is also a
pianist and can double if the camp

band provea incapable, as it did at
Sunday (15)
I.,

Mltchel Field, L.
night for Unit B.

Maurice Golden, who was manager
(Continued on page 45)

GERT DEMMLER HURT
IN ST.

L AUTO MISHAP

St. Louis, June 17.
Gertrude Demmler, dancer and
former member of Ziegfeld 'Follies'

In

suffered probable Internal
cuts and bruises Wednesday (11) when she was struck by an
automobile as she stepped Into the
1937,
injuries,

MicL Again Chagrins
Cops By OK'ing License
For Sam Sofferin Spot
June

17.

Return of his liquor

license, as
Sofferin, widely

predicted, to Sammy
known nitery operator, again has
brought the State Liquor Control
Commission and Detroit police to
loggerheads. Sofferin, -who had his
Powhatan Club, one of the oldest
nlteries in Detroit, closed and then
re-entered the picture by buying in
at the downtown Wonder Bar, has
been okayed in his continued operation of the latter place by the

getting a liquor license for the Wonder Bar on the grounds he had pergambling and after-hour
mitted
drinking at the Powatan. The State
then gave him the green light.

In the intervening year, the police nabl>ed him on the charge of
employing a minor, a 17-year-old

Sofferin made out a
cigaret girl.
pretty good persecution angle there

by pointing out she had previously
been employed at another downtown
nitery, the London Chop House, and
no action was taken against the
there.

Two

juries

agreed with him.

MPLS. BLUENOSE AGAIN
LOOSE,

RADS

and

board

Graham was
(^orge

officials.

The
known
is

Philly Observer, a weekly
locally as The Green Sheet,'

claiming credit for goading the

Liquor Board into action after an

of directors.
Danny
elected president, with

Conchour

Tommy

and

Burchill as v.p.s and Lyman Goss,
secretary-treasurer.
Board
of
directors
'Includes

was

awarded

nn action against comedian
George Givot. Bernie claimed and
proved breach of a managerial conin

tract.

Suit was a unique one, in that
Givot had claimHI the agreement
was a booking, rather than a mana-

gerial, contract. He had stated that
Bernie, not having a booking license,
could not recover'damages. Bernie's
contentions, upheld by the court,
were that his services were rendered in managing Givot, so that a
booking license waj not necessary
under the General Business Law.
Givot had failed to appear for an
examination before trial, so that
Bernie could not establish his damages subsequent to the termination
of the agreement. Julian T. Abeles,
Irene Franklin, the red-headed attorney
for Bernie, then pointed
meteor of the two-a-day and one of out to the court that
a yairdstick on
its highest salaried performers, died
Givot's earnings'' for the prior five
Monday (16) in the Englewood, years would be a fair means
of deN. J., hospital, three days after be- termination.
Bernie was to receive
ing stricken with a cerebral hemor10% of Givot's income, and Abeles
rhage jt the Actors Fund Home, established
these earnings at $30,000
where she had lived for less than a yearly. The balance
of the term of
year.
While she gave her age as the agreement
on this basis gave
57, Who's Who in the Theatre gives
Bernie $14,500, plus $5,500 for the
her age as 85, evidently in error. period up
to the expiration of the
She was taken ill on her birthday, agreement, or
$20,000 in all.

IRENEFRANKLIN,
57.

June

DIES IN

N. J.

13.

In view of her past successes. Miss
Franklin's death was in tragic c'r-

and England froni

ld<)0 to 1922,

went

Thp

by the court estabprinciple of law, that

ruling

new

lishes a

regardless of the wording of the
agreement, a plaintiff can recover
without having procured a booking
license if the plaintiff can establish
that the principal services rendered
were in managing and not in obtaining bookings.
'

The action claimed breach of a
five-year Mirch 4, 1933,. contract
Counterclaims totalidg $264,300 wer*
dropped.

Fischer Seeking

20G

out on a plaintive note of loneliness.
Policy on Tolies'
into a coma almost Immediately after beliig stricken and,
even if the friends and relatives
Before Sailing to. Rio
she longed for were present,- she
could not have recognized them.
A $20,000 Lloyd's of London policy
'Sophisticated Type'
Miss Franklin was the foreruimer alone stands between Clifford C.

War

She lapsed
.

.

pose.'

A 20-day suspension, effective
Friday (13), was ordered by the
board against the New 20th Century
Club, operated by Frankie Palumbo.
Max Beaman's Latimer Club- suffered a 45-day suspension effective
last Tuesday (10).
Both spots are
paying the $10-a-day 'compromise'
allowed by the law to remain open,
Virtually every central city nitery
has been suspended at least once
sihce the appointment eight months
ago of Walter R. Wilson as chief
enforcement agent in this territory.
For the fifth time in less than three
years,
the
State
Liquor Board
cracked down on the Embassy Club,
rendezvous for Philly's cafe society.
This time the board ordered the
liquor license hoisted for 00

days.

Charge; levied against the spot
were: Liquor sales after legal closMinneapolis, June 17.
ing hours, Sunday sales, sales to in-"
Three of the city's leading nlteries, toxicated persons, allowing enterthe Happy Hour, Curly's and Sny- tainers to mix with customers, perder's, face loss of their liquor limitting the illegal use of its wholecenses as the result of gambling raids sale liquor purchase permit.
conducted by the Rev. Henry Soltau,
The Embassy's management didn't
head of the local Law Enforcement contest the charges. They have the
League.
option of shuttering or paying the
After a brief stretch of inactivity, total of $900 in fines at the rate of
the minister, who Is out on bail $10-a-day for the time of suspension.
pending appeal from a conviction
The board also suspended the
for perjury in connection with pre- license of the Jam Session, gathervious raids, went on the loose again ing place for musicians, for 10 days.
and had 20 night clubs and taverns
raided for permitting gambling on
the premises. The specific charge in
Det. Nitery
all cases was that the establishments
Detroit, June 17.
operated a type of dice game.

Changes Tag

the varieties out of the broad and
slapstick metier Into the era of sophistication.
She was satirical and
subtle, witty and beautiful She had
talent and sold talent with an unmatchable personality, but, strangely

much

enough, she never was

of a

Vaudewas her medium and when

success In legitimate shows.
ville

vaudeville died Irene Franklin as an
entertainer passed with it.
Her last Broadway stage appearance was in, 'Sweet Adeline' in 1929,
(Continued on p^ge 44)

INDia EIGHT IN
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BACHELORS CLUB RAID

Fischer's sailing for the Urea CaRio de Janeiro, July 18. He's
awaiting an okay from London, but

slno,

meantime Is readying to go into rehearsal the end of this week with
hU 'Folles Bergeres,' which is due
to open at the Urea Aug. 2, remaining there until December. Thence
it goes Into the casino at Mar
del
Plata, resort some 300 miles outside
of Buenos Aires.
Fritz
and Jejn Hubert, Betty
Bruce and a couple of showgirls, so
far have been scared off by war Jitters and won't sail with the Fischer

troupe.

The showman himself has

no qualms about making the voyage
safely on a coastwise' Moore-McCormick (U.S.) liner, although he Is also
dickering at the

moment with

the

Urea management to take the plane
route If the casino ,will stand 50%
the cost
It would necessitate
some $25,000 in plane passage for
three clippers, one for the costumes
and production and two for the company.
Otherwise, passage cost by
of

Pittsburgh, June 17.

Eight men have been indicted here
by the county grand jury as an
aftermath of the spectacular raid
April 26 on swank Bachelors Club,
Pittsburgh's most exclusive nitery
and casino. Although only four had
been held following the raid, state
cops testified that after a further
Investigation they found that an additional four were implicated in the
operation of the city's 'most modern-

gambling show place, which
had been running for years without
istic

water

is

lOYAL

$15,000.

OPPOSITION'

TO AGVA

New

defendants are Harry Shaffer, Max Friedman, Dominic Bieno
and Fred J. English, In addition to
Charles L. Schaeffer, Milton Jaffe,
Raymond J. Counihan and Charles

some

Emile Boreo, Keith Clark, The
Jades, Yvonne Bouvier, 3 Arnolds,
2 Carr Bros, (ex-and- Betty) are so
far flet
^

police interference.

IN PHILLY

Philadelphia, June 17.
branch of the 'Actors Betterment Committee,' which originated
In N. Y. and Frisco, will ibe organF. Teemer.
ized
in
Philly
within the near future.
Reputed big-shot owner of Bachelors Club, however, still hasn't been The ABC's function will be to act
arrested.
State police refused to as a 'loyal opposition' to the American
Guild
of Variety Artists, accordconfirm or deny report that they

are looking for

someone

else.

Anony-

mous owner
plenty

of

is said to have carried
influence with city au-

Former Club Morocco here, man- thorities, who never touched place
aged by Joe Cousin, has now despite fact that It had been running
They're Capitalists changed its name to the Forty-One for
seven years.
street in South St. Louis to board
Minneapolis, June 17.
Club and also started a new policy
a street car. She was taken to City
Safecrackers robbed the Parker of two floor shows nightly through
Sandy Lang Injured
HospiUl.
House, suburban night spot, of an the summer months.
will
Lou
Faggio
and
his
orchestra
The driver of the car was placed- estimated $4,000 in cash and checks.
Sandy Lang
(Count Bernivlci
under bond pending the outcome
A few days later a daylight hold- moved out June 12, when. George unit) broke his leg .while working at
of Miss Demmler's injuries.
Alfano's
over
band took
the musical State, Harrlsburg, Pa„ Sunday (15).
She up of the Minneapolis Brewing Co
la 26.
P J in,27, vJ8 o(Nvys
th.
He is In a local hospital.
netted $45,000 in cash.

Now

Bemie

Charley Hogan, Paul Marr and
David O'Malley, retiring president.

expose of jieelers in night spots in
a recent issue. The article pointed
to Carroll's and the Little Rathskeller as flagrant violators of the
law forbidding nudity and lewd of the 'sbphisticated type' of entershows.
tainment in vaudeville.'
Perhaps
But records of the Liquor Board more than anybody else, she lifted

spot's

NITERIES

Herman

by Justice Morris Eder In
N. Y. supreme court Wednesday (11)
$20,000

-

showed that -investigation of these
and other spots were made by the
board agents long before the Observer had published its 'expose.'
previously
intimated
State, which
that the police were just persecuting Board agents said that mention of
spots
that advertise in the Observer
reasons.
him for personal
were
studiously avoided in the 'exA year ago the police bucked his

management

Officers

Chicago, June 11.
Entertainment Managers Assn. last
week voted in a new slate of officers

cumstances.
Early last week she
wrote Louis Sobol, columnist for the
PhUadelphia, June 17.
N. Y. Journal-American, saying:
Nlteries featuring strippers are
'ircne Franfclln speaking. Pergetting special attention of agents
haps you remember her.
She
of the State Liquor Control Board
wrote
(sic)
and sang 'Red
these days and a crackdown on them
Head.' She was bom on JuTie
is
expected within the next few
13, Friday, and her name is
weeks.
spelled toith 13 letters.
Now
One club, the Roman Grill, had
another Friday, June 13, is near.
its
license suspended last week,
Do you think onyone rememwhile citations are being drawn up
bers or cares?'
against at least two central city spots
Thus the fine character singer and
for the same reason, according to mimic,
the toast of the United States

board
Detroit,

EMA's

Chi

.

'

Unit C is now set and will open at
Eort Sill, Okla., tomorrow (Thurscomprised Qf Harry
It's
day).
Savoy and Co., -m.c.; Toni Lane^

A

HAZARD

in

Givot

Sets Actor-Manager Precedent

Comes

.

43

A

a spokesman for the new
who asked that his name not
be used until the body gets tinder

ing to
group,

way

officially.

Richard Mayo, business agent of

AGVA

the Philly
wasn't worried
sition.'

'I've

local, said he
by the 'loyal oppohad that ever since I

he said. He referred to
the segment of the union led by

came

here,'

Thomas E. Kelly, president 6f th*
United Entertainers' Assn., indie organlzatioh now dormant

(
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Irene Franklin Dies
^Continued Xrom page 43;

but she played vaude after that tier
last screen appearance was in 1037
in 'Saratoga,' in which she played
the role of Jean Harlow's mother.
This film, incidentally, was interrupted by the death of Miss Harlow,
Although in her letter to Sobol she
claimed authorship of 'Red Head,'
'perhaps her best known song. Burton
Green, her first husband and piano
accompanist, whom she met at Tony

was actually the writer and
an important factor in her stage success.
He was an excellent writer
and arranger, pl&s being a good pianist, and fYanklin & Green was the
Together
billing on the marquees.
they toured the U. S. and England,
and together they went overseas
when the U. S. entered World War
Pastor's,

New

Act

(From Variety, Oct.
FRANKLIN

IRENE

8,

and

1919)

BURT

QREEN
19 Mins.; Full SUge
Majestic, Chicago

Opening cold after an absence of
months from vaudeville and years
Irene
from Chicago vaudeville,
Franklin shot an entirely new act.
Her routine is daring, even revolutionary. Appearing in a straight gown
she got a generous hand, and sang a

little
introduction about her old
and, taking down her
successes
I to entertain the soldiers.
luxuriant auburn hair and rearrangGreen's death from Bright disease
ing it for each chorus, did in turn
In 1922 was a hard blow to Miss
her 'Childs' Waitress,' 'ChamberFranklin, who was left with two
maid,'
'Janitor's
Child,'
Uttle
daughters by Green, plus two chilMother' and 'Red Head.'
dren of his by a previous marriage.
This was shooting away the heavy
Miss Franklin's two girls, Mrs. Marammunition
for
the
advancing
bargaret De Cardo, of N. Y., and Mrs.
rage-fire.
It looked like 'So far so
Elizabeth Richardson, of Azusa, Cal.,
good, but where does she go from
survive. There's also a sister, Mrs,
here?'
She
went
all right. After an
Melbourne Zessels, of Hollywood.
intervening solo by Burton Green,
ThTongh' After Green's Death

bom

the
Although Virtually
{ to
stage, having been a performer since
the age of five. Miss Franklin appeared 'through' because of the
in
Then,
shock of Green's death.
1925, she married her new accompanist, Jerry Jarnegin, but this was
also terminated in tragedy in 1934
when Jarnegin shot himself to death
In their Hollywood home while
guests were waiting for him to join
them at dinner. -Miss Franklin insisted that

he had been murdered,

evidence pointed to suicide.
Prior to that the going had already become very tough for her.
She had been reduced to playing bit

but

all

parts in films, and stage dates were
Jarnegin's
far between.
way out was virtually the finishing
blow.
When she entei'ed the Actors Home lait fall^ and was assigned
the room formerly held by the late

.

few and

Fay Templeton, Miss Franklin was
already very sick. The lustre was
gone and acute neuritis frequently

She was

cheerful,
however, according to others at the
Home, except on those occasions,
more frequent towards the end, when

crippled

her.

she bemoaned her lost fame.
Funeral services will be held td.day (Wednesday) at noon at the
Walter B. Cooke Funeral Chapel,
N. Y., followed b;- cremation at
FemcliiT, Hartsdale, N. Y.
.

Sablon HeHl Over
Jean

Sablon,

the

French

Bing

Crosby,' Is being held over at the
Versailles, K. Y., plus being given a
cubstanttal boost in salary, because

of the strong biz.
Originally in for two weeks, Sablon will stay at least four and maybe; more.
V 'Sablon has a bid for a legit role
in the new Maxwell Anderson-Theatre Guild play lor Helen Hayes, "but
also has Ciro's, Hollywood, cafe offers/plus pictures, and prefers the

latter.

the soul of the true comedienne, seasoning with a dash of quaint pathos
her commentaries on contemporary
life viewed from Indulgently satiric
Green gives her a backangles.
ground of dignity which she only
illuminates by quietly joshing him
now and again. The new act is big
time headline stuff at its finest and
IjAt.
surest

lished.—Ed.]

his usual straightforward and
trickless style, Irene wafted In as
little ghetto child, as good a make-up

PALACE,

(Faramonnt, Andersen, Ind.)

Anderson,

Lewis

Ind., June
(13).

Orch

H.
Jean

Blanche, Kay, Katya and Kay, Le
Sisters (4), Charles 'Snoioball'
Geraldine
Tell,
Whittter, Gladys
Ross; 'Too Many Blondes' (U).

Ahn

Local graybeards can't recall when
Lewis last played a local thea
but they turned out in full force
gander at the mas-

'Ted
t're,

to take another
ter's

on a

stage magic as he unwound it
local stage for three days

(9-11).

Booking of Lewis into this spot
and its repercussions reads like a
She sang a heart-touching comic strip. Set to play a week at

characterization as her old janitor'
child.

little thing in Yiddish accent of
poor kid bringing a rent receipt, the

most precious possession, to
her teacher for a Christmas gift
(Adapted from a Myra Kelly story).
Her intonations were kosher save
for an occasional slip that only
brought back Irene Franklin without hurting the character.
The
piece de resistance of the musical
strain was "Roslnkes mit Mandeln,
a Jewish classic lullaby. The num
ber -dropped just a mite at the end,
having clutched the heart mightily
until then, but never sagged enough
to prevent a heavy hand.
She then changed to an evening
cloak, underdressed, and tore off
snappy lyric about a vamp of nowadays who got bilious oil soft drinks
instead of tipsy on the accustomed
stuff, and It was a knockout.
The
idea is a gem and- Irene is a gem
polisher. She swept the house with
the bristling humor of it and her
punchy personality in the delivery.
Thei^ she tossed the handsome
manUe and appeared in a dizzy color
combination of lemon and orange, a
risky crash of hue against her shade
of hair.
She did a French girl
greeting Sammy, but she did it, oh,
so differently; and the song was so
different, too.
She got laugh after
laugh and rounded it all out with
a true French music hall dance
which shone iridescent in the warm
rays of her individuality, her disorderly colors and her flushing magnetism of person.
Half a dozen recalls after the curtain fell were her portion. It started
her on her way across the Orpheum
tour with the settled fact that she
has an entirely new act as strong as
the best of her old ones. And that
seemed unlikely again after the
many knockout blows she had
landed in the vaudeville ring. This
young woman is original and has
family's

house. Monday night the first-aid station was a life saver. It was
the
most humid evening of the young summer.
But business belied that Box seats only were to be had at 8 o'clock
and a triple row of standees soon formed. At the matinee the house was
so far oversold that orders to stop selliiig admission tickets were issued.
Attendance, therefore, can be counted as remarkable for mid-June and
the filled houses attested the remarkable drawing power of Ethel Barrymore, who stepped from the exotic 'Claire de Lune' (which closed at th«
Empire last Saturday) for another short season In vaudeville. So strong
was the first day's business it was believed around the Palace the record
established by Ethel Levey during the winter would be equalled. With
summer really here, however, the chances for the American Ethel to ac-

TED LEWIS REVUE
Ted

the Lyric, Indianapolis, starting Frl

day (13), Lewis came in here Mon
day (9) for one day. Indianapolis
bookers boiled, since. Anderson sup
customers
several hundired
plies
each week to IildianapoUs theatres,
principally the Lyric. Monday (9) it
was announced that Lewis had been
cancelled out of an Evansville, Ind.
engagement and so he immediately
signed for two more days here, add.
ing to the woes of the already teethgrmding Lyric bookers.
'How can we protect our territory
If our star attractions play it be
fore us?' they wailed.
Blackstone and his magic troupe

had previously encountered objec
from Indianapolis on lotal book-

tion

ings.

Lewis gave a satisfying show here,
emphasizing his standard repertoire
in addition to Jean Blanche, bal
Kay, Katya and Kay, dance
team; Geraldine Ross, comic, and
Gladys Tell, swing vocalist.
The usual antics of Charles 'Snowball' 'Whittler al>et the maestro. The
same old dose of 'Me and My
Shadow' and 'When My Baby Smiles
At Me' by Lewis and bis dusky
stooge gleaned big returns.
For Lewis fans, it's a surefire
show. Others won't resist after the
leader's opening monolog, Tve Been
Getting Away With Murder.' Admits
he's corny and how does he do it?
Orchestra (13) jams 'St. Louis
Blues,' then Lewis vocalizes 'Are
You Havin' Any Fun,' backed by Le
Ahn Sisters. Wblttier is also on
for a brief dance,
Gladys Tell, youngster, blends
with Lewis to chant a medley of two
lerina;

—

'

tunes from the

Broadway

N. Y.

The management foresaw the sure arrival of warm weather, and the
yard to the right of the orchestra floor invitingly holds an orangeade fountain to assuage the thirst of the multitudes, with the compliments of
the

Unit Review

.

in

The Good Old Days

Herewith appears a VAWmf revtew of a N. Y. Palace bill of 20 years
ago. The intention is to jeprint these weekly using the relative week
of
1921 with the current date of issue. No special reason in reviving these
reviews other than the interest they may have in recalling the acts which
were playing at that time, the manner of putting together a big time show
[This revteu) by Jacfc Loit, ol(booking), which radio stations may find pertinent, and as a resume
the
team
reached
the
a/ter
of
long
thou0h
prominence, (t perhaps one of the style of vaudeville reviewing of that day.
Irene
on
comprehensive
most
(Reprinted-from 'Vabietv of June 17, 1921)
Franklin and Burt Green ever pub

musical,

'Panama Hattie,' for a rousing reKay, Katya and Kay fol
low with standard ballroom stuff and
unique comedy bit, well liked by the
-

sponse.

customers.

complish that feat are not so promising.
Miss Barrymore came back with Sir J. M. Barrie's The Twelve Pound
Look'. That there might be no mistaking the title the figure '$60' was inserted in parenthesis. It. Is doubtful if any less a star could make the
Barrie playlet stand up. It is interesting in a mild way, without any opportunities for Its players. The same author's 'Half an Hour' has much
more for all concerned. Still New York vaudeville Is lucky to have Miss
Barrymore. Harry Plimmer is the star's chief support, and as Sir Harry
Sims he drew a splendid characterization of the smug, successful English
business man who had by power of his milUons lifted himself above the
classes.
Ena Shannon, as the second wife, who, though showered with
jewels, forlornly envied the typist, suited well, while James Kearney
handled the butler in polished though brief manner.
Another special summer attraction was coupled on the same bill, Harland Dixon and the London Palace Girls out of Tip Top' (New Acts) being the show's novelty. The appearance of Dixon at this time indicates
that he has definitely split from the team of Doyle and Dixon.
Ruth Roye, mistress of lyrics, was sent on next to closing. Miss Roye
has always been careful in placing new numbers in her always surefire
routine. But she has found a new one that is a 'bear' one of those numbera that comes along not oftener than every other season. It was pie for
the wise Palace hounds.
Jack Donahue, fourth, easily went for the comedy hit of the first section.
Donahue landed so strongly in the musical comedy field production managers have not lost sight of him. He was listed to open with the new
'tollies,' but with that show startling in Atlantic City this week it looks
as though this comedian-dancer had decided to stick to his first love.
Donahue's chatter about his family, including father, who was so small ha
thought he hafl a headache when his corns hurt, had the house in good
humor. The monologlstic section was easy for him, which made his dancall the more a cinch.
William Demarest and Estelle Collette sent the second section away to a
running start It was rather tough tfiat Demarest had to sport a vest for
the tie bit but it gave him a chance for a 'success' laugh, referring to the
Barrie playlet He had the gallery plant working more effectively than
ever. 'The galleryite called out for an imitation of a jackass (current because of the Admiral Sims speech). The team is back for a quick repeat
date. They switched the routine by putting over a straight duet for the
'

—

.

•

finale.

Mary and Marie

Mc]farland, with Tliomas Griselle at the piano, had to
be content with the three operatic and classical numbers in the No. 3
position. The house was too much occupied In working fans to Insist on
encores. Jack Joyce, a fair-haired English lad with a smile and one leg,
was a hit No. 2. Joyce looked handsome in evening clothes. It may have
been the war that cost him the opportunity of being a brilliant juvenile,
though he did not mention how he became n man with a crutch, And that
crutch Is educated. Joyce, too, dancing unaided at times to large appreciation. For one song number he had a special lyric set to the melody of
'All by Myself.'
In encoring he danced with a girl (whom he said volunteered) to prove he could get along quite well in a ballroom.
The speedy juggling and chatter of the Royal Gascolgnes made the
opening spot lively. W. Horlick and Sarampa Sisters (New Acts) closed
the show.
xbee.
'

'

A standard Lewis number, 'Isn'
She a Pretty Thing,' is next Jean
Blanche contributes to the effect
Mild returns are earned by (^raldine Ross,
buxom blonde comedienne, in the next slot. Should
hook it up more "for better results,

made the grade hete, Tto\r operates
own dancing school in Watertown, N. Y., and does nitery emcee-

Saranac Lake

his

By Happy Benway

ing.

Saranac Lake, June 17.
although
closing
head-over-heels
Thanks are extended to Billy
are oke, earning her a fair hand Beard, Bobby Graham, Dan Fitch,
where none existed before.
Turk McBee, C^arl Greaves, Leonard
Hard to believe, but the standard Grotte,
Dorothy
Maxwell
and
Lewis 'Leader of the Band' bit now
Charles Slim Timblin for the good
ends in boogie-woogie.
Leader's
baton stunt still stands, however wishes and- reading matter to the
Colony.
Four I,e Ahn sisters assist
Tommy Cole, m.c, is winding up
Solid returns greet Whittier in a
Bojangles tap routine. Le Ahn Sis- a year's siege at the Raybrook Sanaters go over in two standard swing torium.
numbers, and a conga finale brings
The Grace Moore benefit concert
on most of the company. Not for- here realized $2,010 for the Saranac J
gotten, however, is the last-minute Lake
Study & Craft Guild; a good
peanut-throwing act by Lewis. It's take'
for a town of 8,000 population.
as surefire as anything he ever tried
Ed Lamy, former world's ice skatfor closing.
ing champion and a member of this
Several acts usually carried by the
Lewis unit didn't show here, but Colony, sending his son to a singing
theu: substitutes pleased local cus- school, a start towards a radio career. Lamy is an ex-feature of the
tomers.
werk.
old N. Y. Hippodrome.
-After three weeks'' of a bed siege
flips

:

,

LA. Asks AGVA Oast

that,

was

Jack Phillips, ex-N.V.A.-ite and
formerly of Phillips, Mace & Salet
vacashing here for the summer near
Colby.

Lake

From Miami comes the report that
Dot Maxwell, former ozoner here, is
doing. O.K. as a hatchecker.

Maybe
ris'

Bill Fletcher, of Phil

band, does not

know

it,

Har-

but his

father-in-law, Joe Branch, a member of this colony, is on his way to
r,ii#«™i. «
tJ-h.
"
^;tV,'ri\*f«?."/Jl!.T
f rau is a native here.
,

When 'I Wanted Wings' (Par)
played
here,
featuring
Veronica
Lake, the town turned out for an
SJl.O. because It knows her as Constance Keene from the actors' colony here.

Tommy

'Flash*

Gordon mastered

the rib operation.

somewhat serious, this
allowed downtown- again

Wilbur C. Anderson, who played a
French horn with Sousa's band 25
for mild exercise.
After 16 years years ago and came here to ozone
Held
Kiffing
of this, I am starting all' over again.
20. years ago, Is a successful farmer
Leonard ('Flash') Johnson, trick near Malone,
N. Y.
American Guild of 'Variety Ar- roller-skater,
here for a general
tists' national office in New York rePercy Wenrlch, who has the atcheckup.
writer

Member

b

is

ceived a special request from the
Joseph Vaughey, ex-Shubert p.a. tention of his frau, Dolly Connolly,
Los Angeles branch to cancel the who has
by his bedside; is doing nicely at the
ozoned for years and years,
membership of one John Trundring. is now connected
Hotel Saranac.
with the U. S. DeExplu^ion Is based on Trundring be- fense
This column would like to hear
Program in Denver.
ing held by L. A.-^olice on a charge
Leah Conlin, who aired here years from-TEddie Ross, Joe Dabroski,
of mturder.
ago, now a successful milliner in Butch Wilbur, Joe Parker and Garry
According to word sent N. Y, Portland, Maine.
L. Sitgreaves.
Trunding has confessed killing the
Mary Ward, ex-soubret, doing
Marie Bianchi, ex- Will Rogersite,
superintendent of the apartment nifties in
Washington, D. C. She left stopping off for that checkup and
house In wh(ch he lived. Exactly this colony three
years ago with an vacashing at the Northwoods sanawhat- Trundring did as a performer absolute okay.
torium.
is not known In N. Y.
Francis Dee, hoofer and m.c. who
Write to (hose who are IlL

—

—
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Strict

VAUDEVILLE

Curfew Imperifling

Niteries

Freedley's

SOS

Danziger Bros^ Agent

45

Bill Miller

sContinned from pace

h TraditionaUy Wide-Open Frisco
Francisco, June

Sao

KSFO Deal Cold

17.

Frisco niteries, never far from

tiie

sContlnued from pace 28;
Board of Trade at
one of the most pre- placed through Ewing C. Kelly, Saccarious periods of their see-saw ca- ramento. Gordon only recently has
reers with police decision to tighten been on KROW, doubling from his
clutches of the

best, are facing

rather than ease the lid clamped on
a couple of months back.

long-established

NBC

of Unit B, has been upped to assistant to Harry Delmar, who is staging the shows and will be forced to
travel. Golden i& setting up the units
in N. Y. and routing 'em to the
camps, where they are met by Delmar and whipped into shape.
Golden, also a producer on his
own, is the son of the late Meyer
Golden, often referred to as 'the
Ziegfeld of vaudeville!*

in

this

traditionally, all-night

town. The assumption is that a mild
return to bootleg days is probable
in the shape of after-hour flats and
penthouses, unless the law relents.
However, the extent of the cleanup
is key^d by^ promise of one magistrate to hand local pavement angels
six months in the clink.

The Frisco ^cture as of now includes a half-dozen top niteries, a
score or so run-of-the-mill and 2,500
cocktail lounges. Of the total, about
100 provide situations for members
of the musician's union, ranging
from bars with a pianist to the Bal
Tabarin with a 12-piece band.
Of the acers, the Bal and the 365
Club are 'best situated to weather the
storm, being long-established insti-

KROW:

Rossi's Market, San Franthrough J. B. Hart agency,
one quarter-hour and three spots
weekly; Dr. William Taylor, optometrist, direct, three spots weekly;
cisco,

nitery is
the Stars, with a seven-piece
band, a six-girl line and a name
(Gypsy Rose Lee caine in last week
following Nick Lucas).
The room
got oil to a fumbling start, however.
Booking has been switched from
Music Corp. of America to Bert
Levey and the nut trimmed.
Probably hardest hit are the average niteries Lido, La Fiesta, La
Marimba, John's Rendezvous, etc.
which maintain a band and a couple
of entertainers and do okay so long
as trade is brisk, but dip into the"
red when things slack off. With the
margin of leeway slim enough anyway, the current crimp gives cause
for more than passing concern.
to

.

—

WORTH CASA WILL
BE REVIVED

.

Hollywood, June 17.
Earl Carroll's new Tevue, 'Something to Shout About,' opening to(Tues.), will .be headed by
'Doc' Rockwell, with supporting tal-

ent comprising Borrah Minevitch's
Harmonica Rascals (minus Borrah),

"Think-a-Drink' Hoffman, Gene Sheldon, Barney Grant, Buster Shaver
and his midgets, Olive and George,
St, Clair and Day, the Debonairs,
Bill Brady and the Lester Horton
Dancers.
It marks the fourth production for
Carroll sincfe- he opened the combo

Macomb County, refused to close
disorderly houses adjacent to Selfridge Field without an Army order,
declaring he was acting with 'the
wishes of the Selfridge Field com- theatre-cafe.
mand.' He said it was just practical
common sense that such placies be
allowed to run near 'a camp for 3,700
men.'
The State Police gave out a double
talk statement that 'no one can grant
a license to violate the law, although
it is not our policy to discriminate.'
The Army heads replied that the
whole matter was

As

'a

Pall Mall

cigarettes,

quarter-hours daily during and from
Oakland National Housing Show; El
'Sobrante Land Co., through Leonard
D'Ooge, "daily participation, 'Friendly Homemakers'; National Dollar
Stores, through .J. D. Hart agency,
three quarters weekly, music.

KGO: Fisher Flouring Mills
(wheat germ), through Pacific NaAgency, 26 participations,

tional

ticipations,

&

Ciardner, 18 parSir
eight

Ann Holden Forum;

Francis Drake Hotel, direct,

participations, Ann Holden Forum;
Langendorf United Bakeries, through

Leon Livingstone,

five

time signals

daily, 13 weeks; Standard Beverages,
through Emil Reinhardt, six participations, Ann Holden Forum; Fisherman's Grotto (restaurant), through

Yeomans

&

Foote, 14 participations,

iiOG

FOR TALENT,

civil function.'

San Antonio, June 17.
Construction of one new theatre
at Fort Sam Houston is now nearlng
completion and bids on a second theatre for this army post were opened
by the constructing quartermaster.
Each of the new houses will seat

oWed the 30 skaters.
Johnson Informed AGVA that he
was trying to book the show in out-

When

the present building project

DIx's 3

New

Theatres

Fort Dix, N. J., June 17.
Three new theatres are included in
expansion program
$2,000,000
announced recently for this 25,000man camp. Two of the theatres will
be in the 44th (New York) Division
area. One will be a 1,038-seater and
the other a 350-seater. Third house
will be in the area occupied by
Negro troops.
the

Profiting

by the

17.

of-town arenas and thus be able to
pay off, but he would have to make
new deal for costumes and scenery.
Another probable deterrent would

be AGVA's

demand for a bond from
Old Joe Farmer is laying it on the
Johnson before permitting the perline for $60,000 this, year to support
formers to return to the show.
musical and theatrical talent at the
'Ice' was the most^mbitious proannual
State
Fair
in
this
87th
town
duction effort in Luna Park. RenoAug. 29 to Sept. 7. That amount of
money was okayed by the directors vatlons.on the building housing it are
said to have cost over $12,000, and
of the California Agricultural Sothe rink revue was to play four
ciety after a session* with Fox Case,
shows a day at 44c top. Except for
chairman of the attractions coma couple of preview performances,
mittee.
however, it never got started. First
Music Corp. of America furnishes
the ice plant broke down 9nd then
the bands, including Kay Kyser,
Johnson couldn't pay off.
Charles Barnet, Freddy Martin, Ozzie
Besides the performers, Johnson
Nelson and Bob Crosby in the evenowes the stagehands, musicians and
ings, with Felix Mills and his Southhis own personal and large staff
ern California band providing afteramounts varying from $3,000 to
noon strains during the horse races.
$6,000.
Talent groups consist of the Texas
Rangers, Gene Autry and the Ada
Broadbent dancers. Autry is scheduled for Governor's Day. Brpadbent N.Y.
GIVES
dancers are slated for a spectacle to
be produced by Adrian Arvan.

SAVOY-PLAZA

HftDEGARDE LONG TERM

criticism on lack
earlier theatres.

Since their marital splitup in Haand 13 Thursday announcements.
Ice
Loses Suit Vs.
vana, at the Hotel Naclonal, and
KFRC: Chester MacPhee (real
Gonzsilo took on a new ballroom
Nitery of
partner, Cristina, in turn, has been estate), direct, 39 five-minute spots;
White House Department Store,
The Club Iceland, Inc., operators
readying to continue on her own.
through Marion Kayle, five quarter- of an ice rink in N. Y., lost an aphours weekly, 13 weeks (extension), plication for an injunction against
'Let's Go Shopping'; HQZ Labora- the Iceland Restaurant Corp., nitery
tories
(cosmetics), through Rufus a few blocks away.
Justice Lloyd
Rhoades, three participations week- Church, in the N.Y. supreme court
^SSContlnued from page Ijsss
ly. Last Minute News,
13 weeks; Friday (13), ruled that he failed to
Bouldin
Co.
(lipstick), see how the use of the name 'Iceto the Bond window, cash in hand. Parker
through Garfinkle, 104 participations. land' by the defendant affected the
It's 'generally figured that once in
possession of certificates, most of Morning Hostess; Cook Products plaintiff's business, or caused public
them will be kept rather than (Girard French dressing), through confusion as had been claimed.
The rink has been in business since
cashed in. Even so what the Broad- Rufus Rhoades, 13 participations,
way legit company is doing may be 'Bess Bye'; Sunnyvale Packing 1938, while the restaurant opened in
a dress rehearsal for 'forced savings,' (Rancho soups), through Lord & February, 1941, as the successor to a
an extreme measure of war economy Thomas, six participations, 'Bess similar restaurant at the N. Y.
World's Fair.
that has been anticipated if the war Bye.'
goes on for years, as it may.
Comparative Unit Count
Bay Leason Mends
In the case of radio, the local staof
Ray H. Leason, former agent, who
tions, with their man-on-street inChange.
14.
June
7.
June
was seriously injured by a truck in
terviews, studio quizzes and other
0.3
9,410
9,385
New York early last month, is imtypes
of
audience
participation, Network ..
3,991
3,548
proving at St. Vincent's hospital,
usually give cash prizes.
Defense Local
1,362
-f26.9 N.Y.
stamps take care of the small de- Nat'l Spot.. 1,728
0.4
14,686
14,738
He sustained 10 fractures of the
nominations and for the bigger re- Tout
leg and thigh, but is expected to- be
(Included: KFRC, KGO, KJBS,
wards the Bond is convenient, robdischarged in about six weeks.
KPO, KSFO)
ber-proof and patriotic.

Rink

Same Name

—

Sacramento, June

.

1,038.

will have been completed the post
will have a total of five theatres.

New

%

definitely out of

housed it is empty. Late last week,
the costumers and scenic people
walked in and nailed all of those
effects, with Johnson, meanwhile, assuring the American Guild of Variety Artists that he would bend
every effort to make good the $3,000
in salaries

MUSIC

I,e38-Seaters

IN 1942 Ann Holden ^[orum (renewal); of facilities in its
Kunst Brothers
(paints),
direct, War Department is planning comthree
quarter-hour participations. plete equipment for live shows in
Fort Worth, June 17.
Casa Manana has been saved again. Musical Clock; City of Paris (de- the new ones.
Doomed to destruction because busi- partment store), direct, 65 five-minness leaders didn't see flt to repair ute programs, 'Milady's Music Box'
the cafe-theatre that came into life (renewal); Foreman & Clark (men's Hurricane, N. Y. Nitery,
with the Texas Centennial in 1936 clothing), through Milton Weinberg,
and lasted for four years, the Casa 52 spots; Denalan Company (dental
Having Reopening Snags
plate
cleanser),
through
Rufus
will live.
The same business leaders, headed Rhoades, 26 Monday evening spots;
The already thrice-postponed reby Amon Carter, newspaper pub- Alameda County Fair, through
New
the Hurricane,
lisher and town booster, have de- Ryder & Ingram, sever spots; Sir opening of
cided to have architectural plans Francis Drake Hotel, direct, 28 York i^itery, was again scheduled
drawn immediately for improve- spots'; Kunst Brothers (hardware), for last night (Tuesday), but another
ments to be made in time for the direct, 14 morning spots; Marvelous hrtch threatened to stymie the pre1942 season. It is hoped that Wash- Marin, Inc., through Theodore H. miere. The American Guild of Variety Artists put in a demand for
ington will foot the whole bill of Segall, three spots.
repairing and reconditioning the theKPO: Sprouse-Reitz Co. (dime a bond to cover salaries of all peratre. An eye for soldier entertain- store), through Western Radio Pro- formers.
Reopening of the 'Hurricane (nee
ment might make that possible, ductions, 156 quarter-hour thriceleaders say. If not able to get all of weekly participations. Musical the Paradise) is being undertaken
the needed funds, maybe an apppro- Clock; Macfadden Publications (Lib- by Irving Zussman, erstwhile press
priation of .WPA funds will come, erty), through Erwin, Wasey, 13 agent, with backing by Virginia Hill,
said Carter.
quarter-hours, news; Standard Bev- socialite, and James Shean. Also in
Par-T-Pak), through on the deal is attorney David Wolerages
(for
Emile Reinhardt, six participations. per, with whom AGVA has been
on negotiations.
Gonzalo's
Partner International Kitchen, and 52 Sun- carrying
If the Hurricane debuts, it will
day afternoon spots; Great Northern
Battle Creek, Mich., June 17.
Railway, through Bronson West, 48 fill the mass-capacity nitery void
Currently here at the LaSalle
spots; Chr. Hansen's Laboratories left on Broadway by the folding of
hotel are Gonzalo (ex-Cristina) with
Mitchell- George White's Gay White Way reJunket),
through
(for
a new partner, Beryl, formerly
Faust, 26 spots; Armand Co. (Brisk), cently.
Denlse, of Dario and Denise.
through Russel M. Seeds, 13 Sunday

Bonds For Pay

now

'

a

Two

Ann Holden Forum; California
Grown Sugar Group, through BotsJgrd, Constantine

and Harry I.ee Danziger,

Island, N. Y., and
the costly renovated building which

through
daily;
direct,

J.

Luna Park, Coney

a result, letters to the editors

are flocking in, some wanting to
'Raymond Shane (chiropractor),
know why the Government doesn't
through Ewing C. Kelly, six quarterprovide 'adequate' shows for the men.
hours weekly, indef., 'Happy Gordon';

Edward

plus Bill Miller, agent, are now in
100% control of Luna Park, Coney
Island. <'MQn<^ay (16) they bought
out the 50% share of the park lease
owned by Milton Sheen. Latter reportedly received $50,0()0.
The Danziger brothers and Miller
stepped into the Luna Park management for the first time last
winter, when they bought into a
partnership with Sheen, who held a
10-year lease on the amusement
place. Lease, Including the current
season, still has nine years to go.
Extensive alterations have been done
on the park.
'Stars on Ice,' the Albert Johnson
rink revue which ran into financial
difficulties, is

CAL FAIR'S

,

Dr.

The n6xt most important Ruthrauff & Ryan, six spots
Joe Tenner's new Stairway American Trust Company,

tutions.

FT.

juicer has made a tieup with Illustrated Current News for 100 illuminated window spots in the bay area.
KSAN's coverage of the inauguration of a new super-market brought
tangible results this week.
Food
dispensary signed for 39 weeks of
pickups direct from the stalls, using
two 30-minute periods at 10:30 a.m.
and 2:30 p.m. on Fridays, the big
shopping day here.

Rockwell Topping New
Carroll Coast Revue

night

show, Happy

Michigan Problem
Gordon's Rangers.
Detroit, June 17.
KROW also has an east-bay exWith two class 'A' Spots (Lindy's
The Army's alleged idea of 'entercarryclusive
on
Pall
Mall
ciggies,
and Royal Hawaiian) alreaidy kayoed
tainment' has provoked an uproar in
by strict enforcement of the 2 a.m. ing six spots a day. It's a first-time these parts. It broke into the open
Sheriff
Jacob
Theut,
of
closing, more spots are expected to for the account across the bay. Same when
.fall

Acquire 100% Control of Luna Park

Hildegarde's

Nitery Performer Gets

new

Savoy-Plaza hotel,

5-20 Yrs. for Robbery

deal

New

with the
York, calls

for 26 weeks in the east, reopening
Oct. 17 until Jan. 15 and returning
13 until

March

Detroit, June 17.
Mint Evans, nitery entertainer,
was sentenced to serve from five to

20 years in Jackson .prison, Michigan, following his conviction here on

an armed robbery charge.

He

held

up a gas

station.

Nab Deadbeats
St. Louis,

June

agers.

17,

Albert H. Winter^ 25; a musician,
and William A. 'Tony' Fursee, 28, a
nitery entertainer, are in the local
hoosegow following their pinch in
Hattiesburg, Miss., for beating a local
hotel bill of $66.25. After their unannounced departure on April 29,
Fursee wrote to the manager of the
Mark Twain hotel, saying he and
Winter didn't pay because they
needed the coin ii> get to Alexandria,
La. to keep an engagement. He also
promised to pay when the engage-,

ment was

end-May. In between
she has an alternating deal with the
Hotel Drake, Chicago, where she
opened last night (Tuesday) for four
weeks, from whence she goes to
Ciro's,
Hollywood, or returns, to
Saratoga for the August racing season. These latter dates are subject,
however, to film and radio dickers
currently being handled by Jack'
Bertell and Anna Sosenko, her man-

Meantime, the Savoy-Plaza, which
inducted Peggy Fears into its Lounge
Cafe as first of a series of fortnightly
changes over the summer, will see
Howard Lally's band succeeding
Emile Petti next week. Latter, long
here, is severing with the S-P, and
Bob Grant will become the No. 1
band during the winter season.

ProvisionaBy Sospend
Agent's 2-Mo. Sentence

finished.

James F. Victor, agent recently
convicted in special sessions court.
New York, for operating without a
license, was sentenced last week to
on their trail.
60 days in the workhouse, but it was
suspended on the basis that he would
around $500 In commissions
Folds refund
N. O.
to acts. This he promised to do.
New Orleans, June 17.
Conviction and sentence of Victor
The Moulin Rouge, French Quar- is a major victory for License Comter night spot, closed its doors Sat- missioner Paul Moss, who has long
urday night (14).
been striving to ticket all theatrical
Biz hadn't been so hot for past agents with employment agency li-

When

several weeks elapsed and
no word was received from the pair
the hotel management put the police

Moulin Rouge

few months and George McQueen, censes.
who operated spot with Sharkey
Bonano, band leader, decided to shut

Shot Out of Season

doors.

Colored

Show In

A. C.

Philadelphia, June

17.

the
Irvin
Wolf, proprietor
of
Rendezvous at the Hotel Senator, has
taken over the bar and cafe at the
Breakers hotel, Atlantic City, and
will rename it the Ship Deck.
Shore spot is skedded to open
July 2 and will have the same entertainment policy as Rendezvous

colored talent.

Detroit, June 17.
George C. Young, 54, nitery entertainer from Toronto, was wounded
in the chest as he left a spot he was
playing near Mt. Clemens, MicTi.
Shooting was accidental, since three
youths and a girl were blazing away
nearby at a target and a bullet was
deflected.

Young

is

expected to re-

cover.

The youths were questioned, cautioned and released. Nitery entertainers never are In season.

HOUSE BEVnSWS
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PARAMOUNT,

N. Y.

Milton Berle, Ben Yost and His
Varsity Eight, The Jansle^s, Joan
Aferrill, Vincent Lopez Orch with
Anns Barrett and Sonnu Skyler;
'One Night in Lisbon' (Par), reviewed in Variety, May 14.

The Paramount has erred
week.

billing

this

'Milton

Berle,

bers.

in

should

It

Wednesdaj, June 18, 1941

the customers way back in the huge
can hear, but it's pretty hard
on the eardrums of listeners In the
first 30 rows.
But the majority of the 6,500 applauded wildly and called for more
until act closed with tearing of
clothes, sheets of music, more gunshots and discordant music of the
heavily perspiring and wilted mem-

hall

Its

be

Tommy
hoofing

STATE,

MUSIC HALL,

as the girls are lined across alage'

N. Y.

N. Y.
Other is tht Hawaiian dance
for which'Day supplici a brief VOcaL
Gertrude Niesen, The Hartmans, It's well staged,' with Aggie Auld,
Richard Leibert, Cast Parmentier,
Adrian Rolltni Trio, Five Maxellos; from the Hotel LexingtoiiT (N. Y.) Music Hall Symphony Orch with
Hawaiian Room, providing a solo bit Emo
'Ziegfeld Girl' (M-G)
conductor,
Rapes
Frank
Paul Ash'i house orchestra Is on a Nowlckl- and Jules Silver associate
handset on stage throu^out the conductors; Corps de Ballet, Glee
This week's vaude show here is show.
Club, The Revuers (5), Raymond
one of the shortest th£ house has
House was slim at the dinner show Wtlbert, Selma Kaye, The Travelers,
minutes.
running
only
47
ever had,
Friday.
Hobs.
Wynn Murray, Rockettes; 'Sunnv
Virtually all stage shows here run
(RKO), reviewed in •Variett, May
Rafferty |ot big hand for over an hour. Reason for current

impersonations

of

front.

.

Charlie curtailment

is

that

'Ziegfeld

Girl'

PHILLY

21,

by Vincent (Chaplin, sn Indian chief and -his (M-G), on which major draw deEARLE,
Lopez and His Orchestra, Ben Yost's barefoot number. His rhythmic and pends, takes 133 minutes.
and plenty sweet that
Short
Varsity Eight, The Jansleys and Joan
pigeon-holes the description of this
smooth tap-dancing glide drew long
Compact, sufficient in variety and
Philadelphia, June 14.
Merrill.'
For it's Berle's show all applause. Tito went over well with
four acts, but all good,
Bob Crosby Orch (16) with 'Bob- stage show. The gieneral aura Is one
the way. Everyone else on the stage accordion number of 'Dark Eyes.' carrying just
the rostrum portion is highly enter- 0-Links' (4), Ray Bauduc, Bobby of extreme simplicity and the producIs reduced to status o£ stooge whenstarting classical and ending with
evoke
and
should
no Haggart, Liz Tilton, Moke and Poke, tion bespeaks less coin outlay than
ever the comic is on and that's whole band joining in crackpot an- taining
uisual for a Music Hall layout But
squawks from any quarter. When Del
Rios
Pitchmen
(3),
(3);
virtually all the time.
withal, from Richer^ Leibert and
tics.
His pseudo strip tease in red caught at the early Thursday eve- 'Million Dollar Baby' (WB).
Parmentier, who alternate
current Par date,
assisted

—

'

—

Berle, with the
wig and velvet costume is one of ning (12) show, all of the four acts
establishes himsell without a doubt high spots.
were enthusiastically received, from
as King of the Broadway LaughTom Howard's raucous voice, also the Five Maxellos, well-established
makers.
Show caught, last one coming
over amplified mike, is risley-acrobatic turn, to Gertrude
opening day (Wednesday), ran one pretty hard
on the upfronters, but he Niesen, who headlines and is an
on
hour and 32 minutes. Berle was
has good run of gags. His rambling easy show-stopper. The Hartmans
stage most of th^t time and tickled style of yarns, with George Shelton, share top honors with her.
the audience all of the way.
some slightly over the borderline,
Miss Niesen, who has played the
From the standpoint of the are good for number of laughs and State before, furnishes 11 minutes of
best possible showmanship, however, much applause.
sock singing. Working on the lltUe
Berle is forgetting the old axiom,
Jimmy Wallington doesn't let one
that juts out over the pit,
One forget NBC, et al. He reminds of plaUorm
'leave 'em hungry for more.'
the blonde blueser opens with a
comedian for more than an hour 'his dear friend, Fred Allen' and the
medley which carries some
may be too much for even the most letter's spon^r; of Eddie Cantor, Russian
English lyrips along with it; plunges
AnotHer possible who is coming here shortly, among into 'My Man,' a sure thing: follows
rabid Berle fan.
criticism stems directly from Berle's other items.
Mamma,'
that up with 'I Want
propensity to imitate that mandarin
More commercial plugs are put
a bi% of Portuguese, and
On Too Long. ' That's his 'interfer- over by the Powers Singing Models, including
lands home iii a big way with a
ence' with the other acts. While he who even sing a little ditty about
lightiy comical novelty number, also
actually saves one turn (Ben Yost's John Powers, for whom Ihey work.
partly in Russian.
singers) from gagging on its own The girls are an eyeful and Katherine
The Hartmans are on longest, 16
corn, his stint with the Jansleys in- (The Camel Girl), in a flowing white
minutes, and close the show with a
jures them.
mousseline de sole gown, sings
a heavy hit
Not that Berle doesn't get laughs out 'Melancholy Baby' in a good throaty bang. .Dance satirists, routijies,
the
when seen, do three
of his clowning with the risleying voice.
Caroline (Sunkist Girl), in
opener
an impression of a team of
have
solid
Jansleys (4), but they
a
a beautiful gown of silver cloth and ballroomers
"Who have never apturn, and allowing them to go honey-colored net,: matching
her
peared in ]>ublic before. The busithrough it unmolested would act as hair, puts over 'Yes,
Darling
an aid when he did come back, since Daughter' to a big hand. The best ness of kissing hands for laughs gets
ha would appear so much funnier number of the trio is 'Goodbye Now,' plenty ^f 'em. Team's conga lesson
(with a plug for Arthur Murray) inwith a little breather thrown in. which earned them two bows.
As It is, they get scarcely any
The Deep River Boys scored well cludes' an amusing monolog by Grace
chance to exhibit their skillful with 'Cherokee' and 'Just a Little Bit Hartman, but it's too prolonged for
very funny routine
footwork, Berie getting in the way South,' but best of their numl>ers is best results.
to the Bolero winds up. The duo, inall the time with either talk or 'Shadrach.'.
action at the psychological moment.
Music Hall (6,500 is capacity) was cidentally, are currently featured
at the Music Hall in the
It ends up with their spinning him crowded
when caught Saturday nearby
on their feet and giving him a few night (14). In addition to vaude fllmusical 'Sunny.'
On sta^e show and nltery dates
kicks which from the loges didn't show, Sid Rdse orch played in
look altogether playfuL
They've Marine Ballroom, and water sports for sometime now and with numerplayed other dates together and and circus were pari of Pier's biU. ous Broadway engagements behind
nave done the same turn, notably at
them, the Adrian Rollini Trio, instruCarter.
the Paramount's opposition Loew's
mentalists, works in one, offering a
State, where Berle long has been a
fast
routine
of
melodic swing.
.

My

—

—

20TH CENTURY, BUFF

fixture.

Yost's 'male octet in its swashbuckling boots-and-cape garb (there
seems no cause for the "Varsity' billBuffalo, June 13.
ing) was getting 'over something
Bill Robinson's 'Mimo Club Reime'
less than mildly before Sir Milton
with Apus and
put in bis appearance. Togged in Leon Warwick,£strellita, 8 Madcaps,
Claudia McNeill;
similar outfit but about eight sizes
'Scatf ergood Pulls Strings' (RKO).
too large for him and witii his
hair slicked down over his face to
.make a likely pattern for a goon, he
It's,
a genuine tribute to Bill
was a sock. Berle, in that getup, Robinson's .veteran trouping that not
attempting to sing along with the even the sleazy sepian show with
feet-apart-and-clenched-fist vocaliz- which they've surrounded him this
ing of Yost's crew would bring a week is able to detract piuch from
Srin to a marble statue. In the un- the character of his showmanship or
ierled moments, the "Varsity Eight' the excellence of his dancmg. 'With
shows a lack of the bass qualities his modestly Ingratiating demeanor,
needed for pleasant listening and the infectious quality of his folksy
generally gives the appearance of humor and the unique artistry of his
something left over from a 1922 footwork, Bojan^es succeeds in
Sbubert niusicaL
making everything about him look
Joan Merrill gets through her like the McCoy in stage entertainwarbling session with minimum in- ment— which this line-up distinctly
terference from the m.c.—after two is not.
In fact, were it not for
or three minutes of gagging at the Bojangles, they could chalk up this
getaway.
Femme's pipework is Harlem opus as rating' practically
sockeroo. She's on the hot side, but zero.
with dignity. Voice has a nice, lull
Robinson's artistry remains unquality without being too deep and duUed by time.
Following a fast,
torchy, providing earful momients. loud opening by the ensemble, and
She's a pleasant looker to boot and an even more raucous deuce contrian okay saleswoman, adding upi for bution by the Madcaps, he tees
oR
top bracket results. Miss Merrill is quleOy with the deft precision of his
another Al Slegal protege.
tap routine and, backed by the DancVincent Lopez (Berle keeps call- ing Brigade, scores 'his rhythms so
ing him 'Vincent Loppus') and his convincingly that the fans broke
crew neatly background the show into spontaneous palm smacking in
as well as turn In a couple of solid the midst of his eartickling foot patspecialties of their own. TeeoS is a ter. He follows later with a group
nifty. They come up on,thp elievator of surefire stories In the colored
apron Into a darkened house. Noth- metier, all effectively delivered, fin^
ing's visible but hands on piano keys ishing off by leading the Brigade
Sainted on the music stands and Uirough another stunning tap work.opez's own hands In fluorescent out, with buck and wing variations,
gloves flying over the Ivory,
Robinson's 'StlU of the Night' footWith the Lopez ensemble are work is whammo and his old man's
^vocalizers Anne Barrett' and Sonny dance is an effective closer. He in'
Skyler.
Miss Barrett, whom the tersperses it all with effective con'
batoneer has educated in the Betty fldentlal sldetalk for the plttees and
Hutton tradition; 'considerably over- frontrow fans, and his local referdoes the jitterbug style of her work ences to Buffalo spots of mora than
at the mike. Blonde and cute, she'd 25 years ago had the Initiates, who
mesh in high gear with less ethyl In 'appeared to be many, in spasms of
the tank. Skyler has a li^t, pleas- appreciation. AU in all, a stunning
ing voice and a compelling rhythmic performance by a personality, who,
sense, scoring especially well with after an entire theatre generation,
•Maria Elena.'
... remaiifs a top exponent, black or
Oh, yes—and somewhere In the white, of his type of theatre. And,
potpourri, Berle contributes a song, incidentially, a character who is a
'Hi There, Yankee.' The guy can credit to his race and better than a
•ing, too.
hundred tracts on inter-racial reU'
Herb.
.

—

—
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Rest of the show is a thfowback.
Estrellita are comedians in
the moronic manner with- their
dialog overboard on corn.
Leon
Warwick has a smooth, voluminous
Atlantic City. June 15.
baritone, which he uses to excellent
Milt Brifton'fi Orch
(U) with advantage, though without any of the
Tommy Rafferty and Tito; Tom 'distinguished'
earmarks of his billHoward and George Shelton, Jimmy ing. Claudia McNeill, whom RobinWallington, Powers Singing Models, son plugs as his sister, barely makes
I)eep. River Boys, Eddie McKnighVs the^song
stylist' grade.
The eight
House. Orch (8), 'Model Wife (U). Madcaps are probably
the wierdest
group of wildcat pseudo-musicians
From the time Milt Britton's caught hereabouts, and their torrid
downing orch bursts on the stage a session attains about the ultimate in
la pistol shots, shouts, etc., it pre- unrestraint.
Their heat waves just
sents a round o£ slapstick 'HeUza- about laid the youngsters pop-eyed
poppln' style entertainment
in the aisles.
Music Hall has the public address
Suppeir(lme turnstile turnover was
QTstem.. highly emphasized, so that slow opening day.
Burton.

STEEL PIER, Arc.
(MUSIC PALL)

.

.

'

.

Apus and

Phtlly's alligator set practically In
hibernation since Jimmy t)orsey left
town, has come' out in force this
week, stomping and clapping as Bob
Crosby's swing crew beats It out
from the Earle stage.
The aggregation is the answer to
a band-leader's prayer each man a
topnotch musician and It almost, plays
itself. Crosby has improved slightly

Cass
at
the organs, to the finale unison
stepping of the Rockettes, it's a bill

fulsome of entertainment
'Capriccio EspagnoV is the Music
Hall symph's overture, and the
musicians give the Rimslcy-Korsakofl
treatment.
Then
classic
superb
there's the 'Band Box Review,' a
series of five varied turns that includes a ballet opener by the theatre's toe-steppers to a Calypso dance
in his stage manner since his last
and song version as the topper.
appearance here, but he could still
Following the ballet number come
use plenty of his famous brother's
personality. He's still wooden in his The Revuers, quintet of satirists who
My
mtroductions and m.c.ing, while originally made their mark in a
turning on a grin now-and-then as Greenwich Village boite and have
even played the Rainbow
he's doing his wanding wouldn't hurt since
Room. Their turn, contributed by
either.
the three men and tw^ girls, all
The fans still get sent sky-high dressed in evening attire, is
takewhen the Bobcats go into their v/Jt. off on a broadcast, and th^ aresults
jammeroo. Netting the top kudoes are a tribute to their ability to reach
as usual are the skin-beating of Ray
even the mezzanine audience with
Bauduc and the bass-thumbiri'g of their intlme material.
Bobby Haggart. Their duet Is nifty.
Third in the 'Review' series is subLiz Tilton's warbling is also ear- titled 'De Good Book Sez' and insoothing. She's a looker, with lots of cludes
Selma Kaye pacing the
bounce. In her repertoire are 'Ama- Music Haul's Glee Club in some
pola,' 'I Want My Mama,' 'Daddy'— Negro spirituals that are particularly
latter number put over with 'Bob-O- enhanced
by the Eugene Braun
Links' quartet three guys and a gal. lighting and Nat Karson's settings.
Raymond Wilbcrt follows with his
Crosby does a little crooning of his
A
own with 'Let's Get Away From It educated hoops, long standard in
AU' and 'Dolores,' also backed by the vaude, and still whammo. The last
quartet His voice is reminiscent of of the 'Review' group, "The Calypso
Brother Bing's, without the latter's Kids,' has The Travelers, males, consinging of
tributing their group
depth of tone.
numbers, followed by Wynn
The outside acts are really stand- Calypso
Murray's excel lent torching of
out The Del Rlos present a different 'Minnie
Trinidad,' backgroundfrom
kind of aero routine. The eye-filling
groups, along with Miss Murray,
femme member of the trio does her ing
being dressed appropriately in
share of the heavy work, showing all
Calypso garb.
Miss Murray is a
'Amapola' is very well done, while surprising strength as she holds up
holdover from the last stage show.
the novelty number as an encore is her
more muscular companions.
Biz was just fair Friday night (13),
They're graceful, fine dancers in ada little too long.
Naka.
Three boys and two girls making dition to performing amazing feats
up the Maxello troupe open. Risley of balance.
work is particularly neat and a touch
Moke and Poke, Negro lads,
N.
Y:
of comedy Is injected to help them who've been appearing at local night
land solidly. Crack that 'our next spots for the past couple of years,
trick is absolutely impossible' be- click solidly with their screwball
Billie Holiday, Pegleg Bates, Three
longs in the mothballs.
antics and ludicrous mugging. Sur- Peters Sisters, Christopher Columbus
Business Thursday evening very prise act of the bill are the Pitch- Band (9), Buddy Bowser, Tampa
good.
men, making their flrst appearance Bros. (2) Pigmeat, George Wiltshire,
Char.
in Philly. Using a trick, kazoo-like Vivian Horris; 'Mr. -Washington Goes
gadgets, these guys imIUte virtually to Town' (Indie).
every instrument in the book to perN. Y.
fection. They have a grand sense of
This all colored vaude house is foltiming and practically walked off lowing the same policy placed into
Dennis Doy, Wesson Brothers, Gil with honors at this catching. Best affect last week elimination of proand Bemice Maison, Four Polfco part of the Pitchmen's routine is duction numbers and chorus, and
Dots, Aggie Auld, Gae Foster Girls, their takeoff on prominent
substituting
a group of vaudeyille
bandPaul Ash and House Orch: 'Man leaders.
acts.
Main difference this session Is
Hunt' i2S>th) , -reviewed in Variety,
Show played to standees when re- that the Apollo Is offering 'Mr.
June 11..
viewed Saturday supper show.
Washington Goes to Town,' allcolored feature made in Hollywood,
Shal,
Rather varied bill headed by
as the screen attraction, and is using
Dennis Day makes this stage show
only the nine-piece orchestra
passably diverting. It's better staged
batoned by Christopher Columbus
than usual.
With reasonable ac(that's actually his name).
Band
curacy, it's billed as 'Pafade of
has played around in Harlem, and
Youth.'
Chicago, June 17.
while showing promise, is not a crew
„.
„
Ted, Pto-Rito OrcR "lulfh Allan Cole. of name potentialities.
Making his flrst appearance at the
house in about a year, Day stresses Lloyd and Willis, Morey Amsterdam
Theatre again employs the single
his association. with the Jack Benny and Mabel Todd, Chris Cross: 'Girl. set
with routine curtain before
radio series. For his entry, he uses Guy and GoV (RKO).
which some comedy bits are done.
a specially recorded bit of dialog by
Of the new faces on tap, the Tampa
Af ter a long speU in tiia local Brothers, two lads who first atBenny and himself, very much in the
Blackhawk
hotel
and
style of the air program.
a
long
history
His betracted attention by winning amashow business, Ted Fio-Rito brings teur prizes here several years ago,
tween-numbers remarks are in thi
seme vein, though without the Jello his orchestra into this house and in- look like good bets.
Both boys
cast and surroundpigs Day's comedy dicates he's going to come up with sing and do nifty taps, with the
delivery is rather flat. There's littie a walloping coin session.
taller youngster strumming a mean
to say about the act from a vocal
Ho-Rito's orchestra, always clean- guitar.
Other boy tries a few
standpoint, except that it's the same cut and polished In arrangements noises and manipulates an empty
as via radio. When caught opening and performance, continues as a water jug for musical effects. Pair
night (13), he sang four numbers straight listenable musical troupe, is lively and talented enough to
and then a vocal to a Hawaiian the kind that'll always be popular.
build into an act of distinction: aproutine by the Gae Foster girls.
Fio-Rito
m.cs impressively in pear to need addition of material
W«son Brothers, another repeater straightforward manner. Not only and re-routlning, but that'll come.
for the Roxy, have a novel imper- does the band hit wiUi th6 straight They've been down In Miami getsonation vet. One of the lads does musicianship, but Flo-Rlto gives the ting experience.
a visual takeoff of Edward G. Robin- spoUight to most of the Individual
BiUie Holiday, who has been apson, while the other handles the members of the orchestra. The topf earing at night spots, is handed No.
spdt Makes a personable appearvoice part Then one impersonates per of the lot is Candy Candido, who
WendeU WUlkie, after which they has a remarkable tonsil range ance with her peculiar, husky warjoin to do Bergen-McC^arthy and StricUy used for comedy, Candido bling a solid cUckeroo with this
finale with a burlesque of President scores solidly with the screwy pipes. house.
Of her five songs, "Brown
and Mrs. Roosevelt tiiat's so savage Allan Cole is the straight vocalist Eyes' and 'God Bless the ChUd,'
they obviously feel obliged to dis- and handles himself well.
which she announces as her own
niree acts are all that's needed composition, are standout
claim in advance any intended disrespect.
All fairly good; but still, with the Fio-Rito aggregation. Lloyd
Three Peters Sisters, faves tip this
Impersonations are a pretty com- and Willis are a UtUe dance team way, offer the usual array of vocals
thats pleasant enough for this mob with customary attempta at stepping
monplace commodity these days.
Work smoothly and ingratiatingly. for laughs because of their weight
Gil and Bemice Maison again
Chris Cross' ventriloquistics have Youngest one scores solidly with
score solidly with their comedy
trained-dog act After a brief tap played around for some time and in- 'Sweet Embraceable You.'
dicate a steadily Improving style.
Pegleg Bates is carrying the same
seouence, they pull a fake venMabel Todd has shown great prom- patter he's had for years Is aiid still
triloquist
stimt
with a
trained
monkey, then keep a number of pups ise for several years, but has yet to a nimble tapster despite the lone leg.
flnd her real
A talented com- Pigmeat Vivian Harris and George
doing funny tricks.
One slow- edienne, she mark.
must flnd the right Wiltshire furnish a couple of venermotion bull does everything wrong
character to establish herself. She able .hurley skits.
Buddy Bowser
and several tiny pooches do an went
over well on the workmanship emcees moderately y/eW.
amazing assortment of tough tricks
and ability. Still doing a dumb-gal
Biz not bad considering heavy
smoothly. Gil Maison, meanwhile,
routine which Is a bit too juvenile rain.
Wear.
stooges for the dogs w4th a string of
for a woman of her physical size.
effective chatter.
She is a trifle too tug for the 'little
Globe, A.
Reopens
Four Polka Dots (New Acts), har- girl' character. But she's a trouper
Atlantic
City,
June
17.
monica combo, offer three numbers and nothing can keep .her. from
hanGlobe, AUantIc City's only burlesk
of different kinds, but all played in dling any audience. Morey
Amster- house,
opens for the season Tuesidentical style-. Gae Foster Girls do dam is mostly on the
wise-cracker
two dance routines, both satisfactory. side and occasionally straights for day (24).
First is a precision number in' the Miss Todd.
Jack Beck, who has managed the
style of the Music Hall Rockettes,
Business great at the last show boardwalk theatre for several seaparticularly with the high-kick finale Saturday (14).
sons, will again be In charge.
Cold.
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(

accompanied by drum
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Sophie Tucker, grand ot gal of
red hot rhythms, Is doing another
smash this week as topliner on the
new Gate bill. A sermon of show
bl^ could be written around thls.act,
for here is the essence of true showmanship..

The way Sophie sells a song is
something they don't learn any more.
Her brilliance and b.o. magnetism
may be equalled for short periods,
but few mdeed have the staying
power, the what-it-takes of La
Tucker. It's a wrench to realize that
her billing as 'last of the red hot
mamas' is more than literally true;
she's one of the last reminders of
what made vaudeville

great.

Miss Tucker isn't kidding about the
hot mama' stuif, either, using
considerable of her night club ma-

'red

some

which

enough to
burn the ears off the family trade.
But mob here eats it up.
Occupying a long closing spot, running better than 20 minutes at this
catching, she bowed on to a hearty
welcome, going into a rhythmic
terial,

of

is

greeting as soon as 'house quieted.
Ted Shapiro at the piano cues the
house band through the wide range
of mood music from 'Auld Lang
Syne' to patriotic. Some of it only
La Tucker could get away with,
urging the femmes to take care of
the army and navy boys, etc. Then
switches into 'Last Time I Saw Paris',

with special lyrics, which dampened
many an eye. Turned laughs on
again with 'Why 'Go To Havana?',
-

which wouldn't exactly do for a Sunday School picnic.
With spontaneous bursts of applause greeting each tune, she then

works backwards through « 'Melan-

choly Baby', 'Darktown Strutter's
Bair and 'Let Me CaU You Sweetheart,' which audience sang with
her, to 'Some of These Days'. Gives

number a terrific build, displayWhen she went
number she practically tore
the roof off. For a finish, she uses
another ditty with torrid lyrics,
'Never Too Old to Fall In Love'.
Supporting talent Is okay this
week, too, although overshadowed by
Miss Tucker.' Three Kings, two gals
and a boy, are opening acros. Lad
this

ing original copy.
Into the

works in nude torso and makes an
okay muscle display while tossing
Trio reveals serious effort to break away from
routine lift and balance stufl and
clicked solidly. For a closer, lad balances gal on pole via his chin, then
knocks pole away and catche's partner.
Deucer is Lionel Kaye, who resembles a thinner version of Paul Whiteman. Pretends to be a fill-in for a
missing magician, dishing a smooth
line of comedy patter while slelghtof-handing, 'Which Is plenty okay.
Aided by redhead'ed. femme
strapless gown. Finishes with gag
of pouring various drinks from same
bottle, then revealing a pigeon liTthe femmes about.

(FOBT LEE, N. J.)
With a picture that Indicates boxpower and the Glenn Miller
Alan Cross and Henry Dunn, Terry
wallop for the hep mob, this week
Lawlor, Georges and Jalna, Lane
looks like a money-maker from any
Bros., Chester Hale dancers
(16),
angle. First night brought the jive
Showgirls (8) Pancho's and Carmen
juves In by the bushel-load and it
CavaUiTo's Bands; $3.50 and $4 minevening gowns and wearing short was only the dominant austerity of imum, no cower.
this
them
house
which
prevented
gold leaf capes, is outstanding. Her
other appearance as singer, with from kicking out a few licks In the
Business at Ben Marden's Jersey
male sextet and Jane Hoffman sup aisles. But they were vociferously
enthusiastic for every note of the showplace has been especially good
plying comedy, also okay.
Peggy and Morrow, smart and slip-pump, every gurgle of the saxo- since its seasonal opening four weeks
sophisticated dance team, do a grace- phone and every drum-whack.
ago, so the show budget has not been
ful ballroom number, with girl in
Miller's gang works just inform- tilted.
However, this layout is evipale pink and her partner in mid- ally enough to make it appear whole- dently better than the opener and,
night blue formals.
They encore heartedly spontaneous. The drum- If the draw Thursday night (12) at
with fast Spanish tempo exhibition mer and bass-fiddler chew gum con- dinner time Is a criterion, the.-highthat's climaxed when the girl is diz- stantly, the musicians* wardrobe was powered names are not being missed
zily swung over her partner's head. just unpressed enough and Miller is as yet
Other principals do well In their casual enough to sell it to this mob
Purely and simply, if discounting
specialties and chorus and group as an earnest jam session.
the Chester Hale dancing (16) and
work is excellent Costumes are
Miller's band does a good job of stationary
beauts, this is a
(8)
freshlooking and colorful.
the -modem tempo and do^ best vaudeville entertainment and good.
Pier also has outdoor circus, fun with the items which strive for It could play Loew's State on Broadhouses, and outdoor sports.
Herby modern treatment such as the 'Anvil way intact and give a good account
Woods' band plays for dancing in Chorus.' This type of material will of itself. But one thing is lacking,
Ballroom of States.
Carter.
impress any audience. In all. It re- though, and that's an announcement
mains a fine modern musical aggre- of who's who as they come on.
gation that knocks the 1941 style.
Marden doesn't like m.c.s (excepting
N. Y.
Ray Eberle comes up with a good Joe E. Lewis) and also is of the
(NEWSBEELS)
assignment on the straight vocals, opinion that off stage Intros are too
putting them across with the least cold, but nothing could be colder, for
Strikes in the current news and a amount of fuss or fiiry. A straight instance, than the entrance on this
house reel of Tex McCrary, editor- singer with basically good pop pipes, show of the crackerjack acrobatic
ial writer of the New York Dail}4| he
registered here.
But strictly Lane Brothers.
Mirror, head the Embassy's lineup weakish side are the Modemaires,
They follow the line's first routine,
of clips this week, and the combi- and Paula Kelly Four guys warble one of the boys making his entrance
nation forms an Interesting insight with what they apparently call like an m.c. rushing to a- mike. Ininto the difficulties of the country's showmanship.
Miss Kelly is prob- stead he hoofs a bit and many cusbeats.

Sylvia Froos, blonde songstccss,
puts over a clever adaptation of
'Chloe,' adding 'Oh Johnny,' 'Ma, He's
Making Eyes at Me' to an appreciative audience. Her vocal of ^Set to
Music,' with chorus In long black

office

;

—

-

EMBASSY,

Paramount's

clip of

ably

all

but

right,

she's

over-

shutdown at the California North whelmed by the tonsUs of the fourAmerican airplane plant and the some. They are one of the poorer
Army's injection into the dispute is vocal groups, and are especially
nicely
reported.
Walkout at a futile because of their attempts to be
Cleveland tin plant is also given hotcha, which is on the comical side
notice.
for gUys of their size and age.
McCrary's spiel outlines the reTwo acts on the bill both rang the
sults of such strikes and points out bell with this mob.
Paul Regan
in clearly written and forcefully de- started with a -limp and woOnd up
livered talks, how much of a weapon speeching himself off.
If
Regan
such activities are for the Axis, He would start his impersonation act
relates how numerous strikes have about half-down the line he would
cost this country heavily in produc- be dynamite. But he starts under a
tion.
severe, and distinct handicap with hisTo get' off the war and defense attempt at being funny on his own.
track, -which
weaves, as usual, He has no material and no piersonal
through the entire hour bill, Pathe delivery. However, when he takes
comes up with a humorous bit on a on the vocal color of Barry more,
tennis' match played by 'quiz kids* Grant, Robinson, Horton, Willkie and
John Kieran, Franklin P. Adams, others standard and known to the
Boris Karloff and Deems Taylor um- public, he achieves decided perpired by Clifton Fadiman, all from sonality strength.
radio's 'Information Please.'
An
Lorraine and Rognan ruined them
other equally digestible and light bit here with knockabout clowning and
is Fox's focusinj; on a herd of cirdancing. Miss Lorraine has a screwy
cus elephants disporting themselves comedy approach which is developin California surf.
ing rapidly and will sell her anyRest is pretty much routine sports, where, any time. Rognan is more or
fashions, etc.
One short, a James less straight at all times and rates as
FitzPatrick visit, to 'Suva, Pride of an able assist
Fiji,' occupies the final 10-15 minthe

utes of the

bill.

It's

a presentable

Wood.

piece.

Business fine at last

(13).

m

Miller Bros, and Lois, sepia stepfollow, .Novel twist is using
narrow platforms for cyclonic
If they ever miss it must surely mean a broken neck. One routine
is on the tops of cutout letters spelling Miller. That's tougher than walking railroad ties. They're socko and
£ers,

Igh,
steps.

had

to beg off.
Ross and Stone precede Miss Tucka distinctly eastern style

er, offering

deadpan
patter,
sophisticated
clowning on part of the tired femme,
and bluish gags. Work Is polished
and fits nicely as spotted.
Biz good at opening.
Wem.
of

HAMID'S PIER, A.

C.

(EOPPODBOME)
Atlantic City, June 16.
'Crazy With the Heatr unit with
.Willie
Costello,
Howard,
Diosa
Sylvia Froos, Peggy and Morrow,
Afattheto
Smith,
Hoffman,
Jane
Wilma Homer. Al Kelly. Phil Kintr,
Male Sextet, Chorus (10); 'Gay
Vagabond' (Rep.).
'

First-time Hippodrome has put on
a unit and uses it to mark official
opening of season's entertainment
'(Srazy With the Heat' is the Broadway Revue cut to 45 minutes, with

TOWER,

K. C.

Kansas City, June

New Act

Williams,

WilUe Howard holding spotiight aU
the way.
of these are overly long and happily
In addition to skits, which feature are routed In the first half of the
the comedian, there Is Just enough show.
singing,
and
Better footing is gained with
specialties
dancing,
chorus numbers to make a nicely George Gillette, who makes somerounded biU. When caught Sunday thing out of odd sorts of musical Inafternoon (15) the big hall was struments, and by series of imprestbreequarters filled.
sunny day sions on radio screen and public
kept many outside at other Pier figures by Lennie Gale, also doublevents.
ing as m.c Finish Is socko and reHoward is in for six skits. His deems earlier lethargy with throatimpersonation of Al Jolson sing- whistling of Minda Lang ringing out
ing 'Sonny Boy* and the Frenwi nifty arrangements of 'Glowworm'
teacher giving a radio lesson went and 'Star Dust,' and closing whirlover big at show caught Biggest wind roller skating tap atop a small
•laugh and warmest applause, how- table by dusky Curley Williams, getever, came from sketch in which he ting to the customers for heavy- hand
visits
U. S. Medical Examiner's clapping. Williams is a standard act,
office, mistaking it for health bu- while Miss Lang's turn is tip-top, and
reau, preparatory to obtaining mar- Gale's work of high rating. Fjnale
riage license.
Another mirth-pro- employs whole cast of 14 in a patriducer was the soapbox oration num- otic number. ....
Quln.
.

A

<

in Nitery

14.

Winner^ with

JVfinda Lang,
Gale, BOB and THE TWINS
Lennie
Michael Dore, Dorothy Zane, Rhyth- 2800 Clab'B Showbar
meers (3), Three Topps, Jeannie ojtd Dayton, O.
Al Thompson, GeoTfiie <3illette; Herb
For this ultra-swanky new spot,
Six house orch; 'Singing Hill' (Rep). Harry Condon has a trio that blends
with the, surroundings. Layout is
Combo of a Bowes stage unit with tricky, entertainers working on what
Gene Autry film is a winner for the amounts to an elevated back bar.
'Tower this week, and house is seeing Club is pulling the carriage trade,
biz way up. Week will likely see and Bob and "The Twins are being
more admissions paid- than was gar- credite'd for a good share of the
nered last week by the Ted Lewis booming business.
unit but money may not hit as high
Personnel of trio is Bob Ryan and
a total, as current show Is at a 30c the StauSer twins (femme), at one
straight against sliding scale 30-SOc time airing via NBC as the 'VocalBest example in two aires. Setup Is new, one -that should
for Lewis.
years of Barney Joffee's operation take them to the top in short order.
as to what the Tower devotees de- Gals, both blonde lookers,,play spinet
mand and what can be done with a grand pianos, boy hammering vibes
family-type
attractive
thoroughly
and the solo-rimba. Utilizing polprogram. One of the best grossers, ished arrangements they're musoverly expensive
it's
still not an
ically plenty OK; vocally, trio more
show.
than holds It own. Daphne Stauffer
Intertwined with the amateur winsings the ballads, Doris Stauffer the
ners are some standard acts and betunes, with the trio socking
tween the two a fairly good stage rhythm
novelty numbers. Trio plays and
show results. Like most Bowes units the
sells everything from Bach to Berquantity is ever a more prominent
lin, waltzes to boogie-woogie, congas
ingredient than quality, although
corn.
to
both are found in the 50-minute
Arrangement of Ravel's 'Bolero,'
show.
Work of xylophonlsts Jeannie and playe.d in its entirety,* is of concert
her Father, Al Thompson, roller stage caliber. Other socks Include
tapping 'Dolores,* 'Beguine'- and two novelThree
Topps,
skating
Rhythmeers, sax-playing, rope skip- ties, .'Sidewalks of New York' and
Sa7t5.
ping Dorothy Zane, and violin-twirl- 'Grandfather's Clock.'
ing Michael Dore are all adequate
but not especially outstanding. Most

'Prize
Curleif

New Act

tomers don't know what's cooking
until the second brother- comes on
and they swing into the ac^batics,
extraordinary rope-skipping from risley positions. That they
sockoed at this catching was a strong
Including-

testimonial to their talent and ability
to capture

an audience from a

—

—

—

which most of the intercrowd doesn't.

like tangos,

national cafe-going

Roy.

TERRACE ROOM,

N. Y.
(HOTEL NEW TOBKEB)

Johnny Long Orch (16) With
Helen You-ng, Bob Houston; Monte
Proser'S Copacabana Revue, Estelle
and LeRoy, Rosita Rios, Fernando
Alvarez, Victoria Cordova and An-

Samba

dre Villon,

Sirens (6).

fiat-

foooted start

Terry Lawlor is working here under the handicap of a p'aiilfully infected foot, a recurrence of an old
ailment but It isn't affecting her
voice. The red-headed good-looking
graduate from the old Hollywood
Restaurant on Broadway is doing
four numbers, but one of them, the
Hibernian 'Same Old. Shillelagh,'
doesn't fit her voice too well. She
sings it to prove the Irish in her,'
but that evidence is unnecessary, and
she's much better with the pops,
especially "Yes, My Darling Daughter' and the jived spiritual.
Headlining and scoring are Cross
and Dunn. They've got two' new
specials, the "Five O'clock Whistle
Stop' and one ribbing the PepsiCola soft drink, that are surefire. The
former, set to an operatic medley,
sounds like a natural for theatre ap'

Closed for two months due to difwith electricians and musicians unions, the New Yorker's redecorated Terrace Room comes back
with a bang. Johnny Long's capable
ficulties

band and Monte Proser's Copacabana
floor show stack up- as a working
combination that should account for
as much play during the summer
months as the hotel's winter ice
shows.
Long's crew, which made a surgrising jump from the Roseland
iallroom, N. Y., to this spot, is a neat
combination of four sax; six brass,
four rhythm.
It dispenses dance

rhythms in brisk teimpoes and frequently goes into novelty numbers

using the full band in chorus. Makes
for .a well-rounded musical Job that
found strong favor with the almost
capacity house when eaught
It
keeps things under tastefully written,
muted arrangements during dinner,
show Friday pearances. The vet charaqter singing of course, but after the a la carte Is
team, incidentally, were on the openGold,

-

slde.

—

down that Argentines known for
their high jinks elsewhere rarely
exhibit at home. Arrangements on
standard Jazz items, while a season
or two behind the States, get away
from that note-for-note copying of
waxed hits so frequent here, Leid
also does quite well with the congas,
rhumbas and Brazilian sambas. Ha9
a trio with himself, Julio Braftt on
comet, and Aquilles Feraressi on
first sax, producing some of the best
three-man rhythm ever, caught here.
Oscar Aleman who takes over between times is a one-time accomSepia
panist to Josephine Baker,
guitar player doesn't come up to his
claim of being the best in the world,
but he's pretty good and his boogie
woogie on the string would be more
than passable in any 52nd street
,(N. Y.) jive joint
Featured singer is Jusn Abrita, an
Argentine long in Brazil, who uses
Leid's
backing for his tropical
rhythm. No male Carmen Miranda,
he nevertheless has an infectious
quality in his handling that warms
the palms. Local tango filler from
Lalo Skalis, heading his own unit
from the keyboard after some years
with Oswaldo Fresidi originator of
the modern tango is okay If you

'

defense plans.
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people to revolt.
Dlosa Costello scores heavily with
her congarhumba In which she disSan Francisco, Jum 11.
Ch<ca0o> June 14.
5ophi« Tucker, Ted Shapiro, Ross plays amusing hip-swlnglng contorGlenn Miller Orch (18) with
and Stone, Lionel Kaye and Co. (2), tions and fiery steps. The chorus Modemaires,
Paula
Kelly
and
Miller Bros, and Lois (3), Three Is colorful In gold and sliver metallic
Ray Eberle; Paul Regan, Lorraine
Kinos, Peggy O'Weill Line, Charles costumes which gleam under colored and Rognan; 'Night in Lisbon' (Par)
Kaley House Orch. (12) 'Devil Dojrs lights. Their well-timed routine is

in Theatre'

FOCB POLKA DOTS
Harmonicas
9 Mins.

Boxy, N. T. (Band Set)

Four young lads play the harmonicas well enough, but they need

ing show of the Riviera -four years cleared it dishes up the style and
ago and are as standard now as they tempo that appeal to the supper
were then. There's good reason for crowd. Long himself is an amiable,
that in their continued policy of confident pillar up front, who lends

hunting new material—to the extent his left-handed fiddle to sweeter
that they now have an exceptionally, numbers.
Poser's revue is biillt around six
wide repertoire out of which can be
culled a routine to fit almost any line beauts. Running about 45 mintype of amusement place.
Other utes, the interludes are pleasantly
acts could find In them an object les- conceived and .colorfully costumed
son, on how to retain popularity.
for a distinct click.
Rosita Rios,
Georges and Jaiha are this show's whose vocals have the ability to still
ballroom team and ditto a click. the myriad of dinner 'noises almost
They made but one mistake opening to dead silence, Is the star of the
She delivers crack Jobs in
night, that being the use of their piece.
weakest routine, a modern gavotte, .Spanish on Terry boat Serenade,'
'Amapola,' etc.
for an encore. Their

four previous
dances, however, got heavy reEsteUe and LeRoy handle excelsponse from a fairly well-filled room, lently routined and executed ballleading up to the Insistence for the room and semi-Jitterbug bits that go
over handily, Fdr an encore they
encore.
work
up a conga twist with a bur(tester Hale's line and showgirls
are costumed as they were in the lesqued finale that relieves the
seasonal opener, very pretty and serious aspect of the opening steps.
colorful.
The dance routines are Victoria Cordova and Andre Villon
weave in and out at one point comnicely varied.
Scho.
bining to tackle 'I Hear a Rhapsody.'
It's a little weak, and the fare could
be brought more up to date, too.
Fernando Alvarez m-c.'s, making
announcements in Spanish and winding up with the point of each Intro
Buenos Aires, May 27.
In English.
Nice touch. Room Is
Hans Leid and Orchestra, Oscar refurbished In military style withAleman Quintette, Lalo Skalis & out being too remindful of head-

GONG, BUENOS AIRES

Tipica,

Juan AhHta.

Strictly class Joint with emphasis
sassiety, this B.A. spot has moved

on

to quarters formerly occupied by the
'Faisan d'Or,* and is packing them
in with as much of a show as any
smart spot here permits. Ehnphasis
is on swing, with both Leid and Aleman, especially the latter, dishing
out plenty snap and yet not too much
oomph so as to scare off the localites,
who don't care for Jitterbugging

save when Mickey Rooney does it on
the screen.
Leid, a Viennese who plays the accordion, handles his. outfit nicely
keeping them from ^[etting out of
hand and overwhelming the intimate
room. Has a new stunt in swinging

considerably more experience to give old French tunes, those in which the
the act polish. Played three tunes audience joins being a specialty.
when caught, all widely different in This is smart showmanship here for
type, but played In such same style the socialite crowd used to steamer
and tempo that all might as well to Pari^ regularly before the war
and is only now getting into the
have been the same number.
Act probably has possibilities, but mood for New York and its type of
require shrewd thought and rhythm.
it'll
Rendition of 'Sur le pont d' Avigloads of hard work to develop. It's
non,' for instance, had the house
merely a passable turn at present.
Hobo.
joining in with a kind of hnir let-

'

lines.

Wood,

N. Y. Nitery FoOow-Up
Gene Anstln with his zlngy quin-<
tet is bringing plenty of uptown
trade to the Village Bam In (Greenwich Village.
The 'Blue Heaven*
virtuoso,
with his
ultra-modem
rhythms to his self-accomp at the
piano, has two guitarists, a mandolin
and a femme drummer, Doris
SherrlU, to round out his whlppoorwills combo for dansapation. They're
in the Matty Malneck idiom of advanced stylizatlon. The .rest of the
Barn show is so much hors d'ouvres
although the 'musical .chairs,' pogo
races,

racing

bucolic

turtles

and

kindred

hokum

city slicker
lures.

Is great b.o. for the
trade that the
Abel.

Bam

Doke Daly band, set for' summer
at
Rye Beach, N. Y., Playland,
signed (jeneral Amusement booking
Of^ntrafit

-

.

.
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Wednesdajr, June 18, 1941
Humbartos Bd

Variety Bills

Nanaetta

Ward

Sis

Palladlnu
Al Donahue Or*

Jimmy Ray

Dal Ooortnay Or*

Carrie rinnall

Bob Strong Or*

Paris

Coooannt QroTa
Mary Parker

Jimmy

20

KEVr TOBK CITT

Hotel St. HorlU
Ford Harrison Oro
Lolo ft Ramon
Florence & Alvar«a
Betty Black
Mancho Ore
Jaya Martin
Sheila Reynolds
Rochelle Carter
Hotel SL Begis
Mabel Russell
Hid Saunders Oro
Lynn Alton
Out Martel Oro
Los ChamacoB
Hotel Tatt
Deena Clarke
Diamond Horsaahae Frankle Masters O
Phyllis Myles
Dr Rockwell
Hotel WaldartMae Murray
Astoria
NIta Naldl
(StarUght Boot)
Carlyle DIackwell
Joe B Howard
Xavler Curat Oro
Ross Wyae, Jr
MIguellto Valdea
June Mann
Llna Romay
Delia Llnd
Dean Murphy
Geo Fontana
Ben Tost Co
Llla Lee
Evelyn Tyner
Gllda Gray
HojTlcaBa
Charles King

Paul Haakon
Patricia

8(»t« (!•)

Bonman

WASHINOTON

Tha Fndyions

Capllol (IS)
'Crajy with Haat'

Simon* Simon
Al Trahan

'

liTEW TOBK CITX
Fftfamoont (16)

UlUon

Berle

Bd

vlncant I<opex

Commanders
Jack Olltord
State take (20)
Victor McLaRlen

MIAMI

Joan Merrill
Jansleye
Varsity S

Olympte (16-22)
Fenwick * Cook
& Clemeno*

CHICAGO

ChIca«o

Sylvia

(26)

Vlo

( Willys

Hyde

]9rlerly

Joy Hodges

Mangean Sis
Clyde Hager

Billy Vine

Koneychlle Wilder

El Chloo

April Ames
loaland Bastannat

Don Alberto Ore
Juan Martinez
Gloria Belmonta

Ted Bddy Oro
4 Co-Eds
Jack Lane Co

Antonlta
Maria Lopes
Cbarro Gil 8

ft

Henry Monet

B MInnovltch Co
Think-D'k Hoffman
Gene Shelton
Barney Grant
Buster Shaver
Reyes'
Bill

aob

Art Wenzel
Henry Grant

Chet Rooord

Manny Strand Ore

BbaBlmagt*
.

FlorentlDo Oarden

S Ch'oColateera

.

Dorothy Garbo
Mary Brian
NTG
Lole Galloway
Sid Tomack
Cee Pee Johnson O
Fred Scott
Bofaeharaaada Oaf*
RelB Bros
Tascha Borowskt
Don Bddy
Alex MorlBon
Sugar Gelse
David Marshall Ore Sandra Karlna
Russian
Gypsy Oro
Charlie Foy's CInb
Sevan Sea*
Charlie Foy
LlUa Klplkona
Leonard Sues
Tours
Anniversary

Lillian

.

Thomas
Benny Kaha

Sybil

Jerry Lester

Robin Walker

-

Ralph Brown
Rekoma ft Loretta
Joe Gordon
Cadlllae TaTera

Carroll's

Harry Rose
Bobby Vail

Olive

FITTSBCBGH
MBW TOBK CITY
Stanley (20)
Stnnd (20)
Guy IiOmbardo Oro Ted LdwIs Ore
Bernards

*

Ladles

Red Dust

PHILuU^EUPHIA
Earia (20)

Armstrong
Golden Gate 4
Bonny Woods
liOUls

Ann

& Kay

(18)

Guy Lombardo Ore

Bernards & Ladles
O Bobby Hay
Christy & Brown
WASHINOTON

Maya KsUa

Ramon

ft

Luclnda

Pitchmen Pel RIos
Moke * Poke

Radio Aces
Truth or Conseq'oes

Bob Crosby Oro

(IS)

Rosyettei

COL

NEW YOBK

Celesta

Nola Day
Danny White
ft

J Blair

Sam

Rebecca Hayes
Bnclto

House of Mnrpky
Frankle Gallagher

Kally'a Stable
Hal Chanslor
Hot Lips Page Oro Jean Neunler
^oUday
Gordon Bishop
_,
Billr Daniels
Bob Mnrphy
Stuff
Smith
Ray ConnIR Ore
It' Cat*
King Cole Trio
Harriet Clark
Helen*
Hotel Asia*
La Oonga
Steve Merrill
Dave Forrester Ora
Tommy Doraey Ore Jack Harris Ore
Juanlta RIos Ora
Noro Horales Oro
Hacambo Cat*

Beatrice

ft

Capella

Mocambo
Jay ft Lou Seller
Lazara ft CasteU'os
Buddy Rich
Nina Orla
ZIggy Blman
Le Coq Bong*
Hotd Belmool
Ambassador Hotel
Jos Smith Oro
TOBK
(19-21)
Plaia
(Pnmp Room)
Bela BIzony
Maslo Han (U)
Don dr Ruthle Lane Arthur Qavel Ora
Val Oman Ore
Rudt Tlmfleld
Jan Peerce
Art Carney
Joe-Patamy Oio
Raye * Naldl
Lmb ft Eddied
Ryan & Benson
Bismarck Hotel
Bea
Perron
Con Colleano
Balabanow 4
Lou Martin Oro
(Walnut Boom)
Gwen Garr
Earl Wrightsoa
Nerlda Ore
Bonny Turts
Bojal (20)
Jimmy Joy Oro
Grace Thomas
Lucky Mellnda Oro Belmont Balladeen Bddle Davis
Betty Bums
Carlos Peterson
Jerry Blancbard
Sister Tharpe
Maurice ft Maryea
Hotel Blltmoi*
Jacques Gasselln
Dance Players
BinAr Campbell
Tune TesnerB
Rookettes
Ray Heatherton O Clay Bryson
Mason II Bums
Hadley Gls
Corps do Ballet
Judy Clark
Barbara Perry
Basquette
Glee Club
Adrlna Otero
Sherry Britten
Blaokhawk
CAMDSN
Brno Rapee Symph
Bleanor Knight
Balabow Orlll
Towers (21-21)
Art Jarrett Oro
Boay (!•>
Don Carlo
^
Gluoksroan'a Show
Chris Cross
Dennis Day
Rubs Smith Oro
Sam AmarosI
Sammy White
Robinson Twins
4 Polkadou
Ashbnms
Bleanor* Knight
Wesson Bros
PBBBPOBT
Balnbow Boom
Hotel Bossert
Blackstone Hotel
MalsoB
XVeepott (20)
(Brooklyn)
(Uollnese Bm.)
Barry WInton Oro
Aggie Anid
Masters & Young
Slgrid Lassen
Bobby Parks Ora
Eddie White Ore
ApoDo (20)
Bisle, the Cow
Clemente Oro
Imogen Carpenter
Mlmo Club Rot
^Jan & Janice
Brevoort Hotel
Mayla
Moke * Poke
Halson Boys
Hotel Edisoa
(Ciyslal Room)
Lalng ft do ttllle
Claudia McNeill
(One to fill)
Blue
Barron
Oro
Billy do Wolfe
Norton Ic Margo
S NIbllcs
HABTFOBD
Hotel Esaas Home
Peggy Lester
SahJl
State (20-22)
Blvlera
Fete Nugent
Lois LaChance
Bob Crosby Oro
(Ft. Lee, N. J.)
Sammy Kayo Ore
Bmory 'Byans
Bob Billings
Bob Dnpont
Virginia Hays
Pancho Ore
Ovla Alston Oro
PHLLADELPHLA
Broadmoai
C Cavallaro Ore
Hotel Lexingtoa
Orlando Robeson
Carman (20-21)
Cross ft Dunn
Buddy Lake
ATLANTIC CITT Bryant, Rains ft T Ray Kinney Oro
Terry I^wlor
Honey Chile
Meymo Holt
Hamld's Million
2 Barkers
Georges & Jalna
Betty Coeds
Napua
Dollar Pier (20)
Bddle White
Lane Bros
Anita Page
Lellanl laea
Geo Whites Scandals Chrlatlanis
Ches
Hale
Gls
Jane
LaVonne
NanI Todd
Steel Pier (21-2C)
^ PITUAN
Editb Boark's CInb June' Darling
Lehua Paulson
Bddle Cantor
»'way (21 oalr)
Sally Mayer
Olive Major
Katherlne Westfleld
Job White Oro
Hotel Lincoln
Gwen Baucher
Bdgar Falrchlld
Henry Marko
Olyn Landick
Harry James Ore
Irene Carter
Gully
Phillips & Hall
Helen Fox
Charlotte Buckley
Hotel MoAlptn
Gloria Gilbert
Mildred Kay
(One fo' All)
Sally Barr
BALTIMOBE
WILLOW OBOTB Arturo Arturos Ore Ruth Gallagher
Herb Rudolphs Ore
HlDpodronw (16)
WUlow Gnve Park Wendy Bishop
Chester Nelson
A. B. Marcus show
Brown Derby
Pat Bennett
(22 only)
Hotel New Yorker Bdlth Roark
State (2a.tS)
Bryant. Rains & T
Harriet Norrls
Johnny
Katharine Westfleld 2 Barkers
.Long Oro
Jo Ann Dare
Bnban Blen
Helen Toung
Phillips A Ball
Bddle White
Mary Grant
Brenda Forbes
Gray Family
Estelle ft LeRoy
Chrlstlanis
Ethel Brown
R
Dyer
Bennet
RoBlta RIos
(One to Sll)
(One to nil)
Marlene Dare
Calypso Co
Alvarez
Mickey Dunn
Cordova ft Vllllon
Bnaalaa Kretohma Advocates
Samba Sirens
Sammy Frlacd Oro
Nicolas Matthey 6
Hotel Park Central Peter Nemlruff Ore
Capitol Lounge
(Cocoannt Orore)
Cabaret Kill
Olga Ivanova
4 Mills Bros
Nastia Pollakova
Buddy Clarke Oro
Maurice Rocco
Marusia Sava
Jose Domlnguez O
Louis Jordan Ore
Adia Kuznetzotr
Jack Waldron
Chez PHrea
Senia Karavaeft
Elenbre Wood
CTTT
Michel MIchon
HIbbert, Byrd Co
Paul Whiteman Ore
Mishi Uzdanoff
Armando's
John Boles
Ammons & Johnson WInton ft Diane
Arjslak Arafelovs
Bunny Howard
Geo Morris Ore
Anna Austin
Jack Gilford
Ginger Dulo
Pedrlto Ore
Alice Dudley
James Copp, III
Splvy's Bool
Sylvia Barry.
Laura Dutton
Jack Cole Dane '
SPivy
Cata Sodatr
Florence Leall*
Hotel Pennsylvania Haywood A Allan
Beachconbar
(Tillage)
Marianne
Bddle MayehoO
Bobby Byrne Oro
Dick D'Amico Oro
Judy Starr
Henry Allen Oro
Batty Bryant
Dorothy Claire
Chavez Oro
Uvans Gls
Kenneth Spencer
Stuart Wade
Carmen D' Antonio
Stork Clob
Meade
Lax
Lewis
Colonlnoa
Toy & Wing
HoUl Plaza
Art Tatum
Sonny Kendls Ore
Juanlta Juarez
Ralph Cook
Helena Home
Dick Gasparre Ora Ray Benson Ore
Frank Quatroll Ore
Bill Bertolottl'*
Gloria Hope
Chlqnito Ore
Cbaleaa Modema
Margo
Marie Spaulding
Paul
Haakon
Don Sylvio Ore
Brucetne
Covert & Reed
Mailne KIsor
Angela Oro
TerBallles
Blake ft Lambert
Lnclle Jarrott
Frederics
Hotel BooaoTaH
Maurice Shaw Oro
N Brandwynne Ore Ev*ra ft Dolores
Joan Benolt
Peppy ft Peanuts
pattcjel
Panchlto Oro
Jose Morand Oro
Peggy Bills
Tuckers
Claremont Ins
Hotel Savoy-Plaza Jean Sablon
Bdlth Lambert
Bobby Danders
M ft R Gunsett
Joe RIcardel Oro
'Lynn Sl Marlanna
Bmlle Petti Oro
Marveiie Myler
Doris
Ellnore Rutherford
. Clob 18
Peggy Fears
Congress Hotel
Tillage Bam
Dorothy Allen
G Andrews Oro
Hotel St. Oaorso*
(Glass Hat Rm)
Gene Austin Oro
BUI'S Oaj
Peter Brent Oro
(Brooklyn)
(Peacock Bm)
Sherrlll Sis
Pat Harrington
Charles Strickland
Dave Martin Ora
Jot Vera
Zeb Carver
Jack White
Lulu Bates
Dee Williams
Bud Sweeney
Dal Shora
Roy Sedley
Fred Bishop
Ifahk Porter
Don
ft Ruth Lane
Bddle Dandertf Oro
Diana Fontaine
Spike Harrison
Dick Fulbrlght
Pappy
Below
Frankle
Hyers
Harold Wlllard
Drake Hotel
Bill Dlllard
Floria VestoK
Irene Barclay
Harry Donnelly
CamUlIa Uonsa)
CoLcblta
Bemla Grauer
Ramon Ramos Ora
Anita Dillon
IDS
Hlldegarde
Oafs Plena
Ann Paige
Bob Knight Oro
Edgewater Bcaeb
Hazel McNulty
Bar of .Unslo
Patricia Rills
yince Curran
Blltmore Bowl
Hotel
Jimmy Castle
Bill Jordan
Cafe Sorietr
Clob Oancho
(Bench Wnib)
Royal Guards
(Uldtown)
George Kent
.Don Avendann Ore
Dorothy Brandon
Russ Morgan Oro
Teddy Wilson Oro
Currllo & Coral
Ann Harriett
Armand ft Lita
Phyliss Lynn
Bddle South Ore
Luis CBma<<hs
Tony Sharrabba
> Dee's
Jana
Rnz^l Srntt
JOMe Fores
Dick WInslnw Ore
Chuck Fftstpr 0^^
Waltor Dbnohue

cm

-

GAB

Kaye

Tvonettea

Frank Hall
Peacock Garden*

5-0930

(Ktng-of-PmssIa,

HEW TOBK
-

.
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.

MQELES

Artie Singer

Ames

Wilbur Ranee
Wilbur Douglass

Swann* Ina
ft Slam

Charlie Evans

Trianon

Duks

Ellington Oro

Cecil Golly Oro
Margie Kelly
Cedarw'd Log Cabin Gene Hyman

Nlghthawka
Dorben Gls
Herb Foote
885 Club
Rogers ft Morris
Jerry Bergen
ft

Graemere Hotel
(Glass House Kmi
Ding Bell Oro
Thelma 'Mitchell

Pen Raymond
Murray Ann

Club IB

Roman

Harriet Halo

HI Hat'
D'Orsay
Emile Boreo

Flfl

Doris DuPont

Andree Andrea
Lonette Sis
VIrg Vaughan

Ivonhoa
Florence Schubert
Al Trace Ore
Holly Swanson
VIerra Hawallans

Helen Sumner
L'AlgloB

(Hotel Senator)

Loumell Morgan
University %

Baby Hlnes
Showboat
Gray Family (6)

Embassy
Clifford

Chico

Johnny Parrlsh
Andrlna
Chlqulta

Susan Lang'
Carlos Reyes Oro
Curt Weller Oro
Evergreen Caslne
Rancheros
Beth Chains
Nltzu

J Manzaneres Oro
Younger Gls
Bddle Fens Ore

King ft DIMarco
Joan Arlen
Peggy Phillips
Rol Parker Oro
Rendexvon*

Dl Pinto'*
Eddie Stelner
Jack Gibson
Eleanor Brannon
Bddle King Oro

ft

*

Ravell

ft

Maxlne Loomis
Cynthia Hare
Vivian Vance
Pat Shevlln Ore
1823 Loonst
Marian Proctor
Evelyn Bradley
Fola Montoya
Blaine Black
Bubbles Shelby

Rose Feeney

.

Kay Lavery

Splros Stamua Oro
KIng'a Swing Ore
Flfl do Vlllerl*
(U Walton Boot)
Gwendolyn Veausell
LUyan Cole
Glamour Gls
Isobel do Marco
Helen Heath

Horrlsnn Hotel
(Boston Oyeter

Hoosa)
Manfred Gotthelf
SfeiT Yorker
Billy Gray
Nan Blakstone
Darlene Walders
Claude & Andrea

May

l#owls

Kretlow Gls
Arne Barnett Oro
Al Milton Ore
Old Heidelberg
Sally Sharratt

Heidelberg Ens
Louie ft Weasel

Hans Menzor
Palmer Honse
(Empire Boom)
Jan Garber

Eddy Howard
Hob Evans

Maurice ft Cordoba
Perez PourAbbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Ore

Sherman Hotel
(Celtio Cafe)

Gene Kerwln Oro
Jaros Sis
(Panther Boom)

Cab Calloway Ore
Bytnn Gls
Carl -Marx

Btanmba Caslpo
Tito Guizar

Bob

Russell

Vera Neva
Michael Sandlna
Rose Galio
Lou Morrison
Nell Fontaine Oro
Session

Geo Verrechia
Mickey House
Billy Kretchmer
-Venutl Oro

Ijester
Bill Fields
Joe COTTiPO
'

VInce Carson

Toung Sis
Myra Lee

(S)

Bonnie Waters
Mildred Kaye
Agnes Barry
Lido Venice
Rollino Trio
Carmen Tarrante
Prince ft Clarke

600 CInb
Billy '6arr

Alyca Cerf
Ceil von Dell
Marlon Kingsley
Cleopatra
June March
JHoney Bee Keller
Sparklet Gls

Kaye

Joe

B Kerns

Cole ft Corta
8 Vesters

Frank Whitman

Dancing G^ylords

Joe Fodec Oro
Madelon Baker

BOSTOH

Beachcomlter
Hotel Essex
Sandro D'Arnez Oro Brnest Murray Ora

Wllma Cox
Dellsae

Buster

ft

Billy Kelly

B Dwlght Jack Manning

Kelm Rev

Silver

lAke Ina

Regina
Geo Heed
Alice Lucey
Nadia ft Sasha
Frank Hcssel Oro
Utamp'*
Sherman Bros ft T
Helen Wilson
Margie Dmmmond
Vic Earlson
Stamp Trio
Joyettea
Geo MarchettI Ore

Swan Club

Kay

ft Karol
Louis ft Oliver

Sis

Burt Shaw
Bv^lyn Harvey

Bernle Bennett O
George Llbby Rey
Eddie Rio Bros
Harriett Carr
Del Ohrel
Club Vanity Fair
Kal Nlra Oro
.

Ray

Stella

Amanda White
Shirley Parker

Coooannt Grove
.Mickey Alport Ora

Don Rico Ora
Wally Wanger Rev
Mllly Paine
Richards ft

Tyrone

Canon

Sis

Beverly ft JImm/
Hassan, 2d
(Melody Lonnga)
Marjorle Garretson

Lola Claire
Paul Rich

Cravrforrt Hoosa
Ray Cnlllns Ore
Miriam Johnson

20lh Cantory

Mike Pedecin

Men of Rhythm
Kenny Shaffer Trio
Weber's Hot Bran

Camden
Bannerman

Jules Flacco's Ora

Marlon Melrose
Maurlne & Norva
Naltte Troupe
Anthony Martin
Al Goldecker

Jackie Hill

Marian Powers
.Sally Keith

Gregory ft Raymond
Bob Copter
Carl Mueller
Otto Thum Ora
Rl

Ihimpo

Antoinettes

Hotel Bheratea
(Sby Garden)

Crawfordettes
Joe Ross
Ina Lorraine
Frank Fontaine
Eddl* Farrow
I'ox

'

(Cafe Renge)
Salvy Cavlcchio Ora

Hotel Wastmlaater
(Boot tlarden)

Jimmy McRale Ora
Harry Drake Rev
Roof Garden Gls
Joan Davles
Maxene Day
Jerry Loft

Hotel BIta Cariataa
(BItz Boot)
Carlos Mollnas Ora
Phil Saltman Ore

Carmen Amaya

Larry Adier
Cole's Debutante*
Valero Sis

Kan
Mack Oro
Stenben's

(Vienna Boom)

Oro

Hi-Hat
Pel*

Herman Ore

Lucille

Hotel StaUer
(Terrace Boom)

Bddle O'Heara Ora
Johnny Tumbull

Billy

* Hounds

Milton George

Don Dudley Oro

Grey

Frank Petty
Hotel Bradford

Boom)

Lew Cunrad Oro
Doris Abbott
Alice O'Leary
Lesliea

Charles

ft

Barbara

Raymond Plka
Don Francisco
The Cave
Ralph Porras Ora

(Clreos
.T<iak Fisher
Florence Hallmen
Dorlva
Runkle ft Lambert Tamara
Doris Abbott
Hotel Copley I'laza Adrians
(Sheraton Boom)
Raymond Plka
Haths'r BIdoradlans Stuart
Frazlor Oro
Charles & Barbara
Dave Plerson
WIlaoB'*

Syd Gnlflen

i

FITTSBUBGH

Rhythm Maniac*

Yacht Clob
Kathleen May
Ed Gavin
Jean Bernhardt

Mary Navis

CLEVELAND
Alpine Tillage
Hartnells
Blondell Twins

Noblemen
Jerry Salisbury

'

Jack Smith
Signer Carmino

Jerry Brandow
Dewey Ray
Sid ft Janice Walker Eddie Matthewe

George

Hotel Lafayette

Clob Mayfair

Herb Lewis

Stump ft Stumpy
Henry Patrick Ore

Hotel tiardner

Dorothy Deerlng
Casa Monaaa
Al Tory Ore

Jerry Marcells

Ann Howard

Adela Corar
Rita Henderson
Don ft Darlo
Tvette Arlen

Boyd Heathen
Charlotte & Edw'ds

Rapny Weeks Oro

Betty Keenan
Chic Lauler
Max Levin
Joe Lenny
Harry Small
Joe Scotty

Al Lewis
Victor Donate

Dllnstrab's

Karl Rohde Oro

Balconades
John Fontaine Ore

Bob Manners Ore

Ora

Castrlllos Ore.

Carlta

BathskeUer

Sammy LIpman

Hy Baron

Bev

Arlington Lodge
Phil Cavezza Oro

Maria

Verseo' Ore

ft

(Gold Cob Boom)
Herman Fine
Wonder Bar

Morocco
"Gay Nineties'

Buddy Duray

Geo Bariuet Ore
Art Mathews

Johnny

Durand ft Barry
Harry Collet Oro
WhItUer Hotel

Guy Cherney

Merritt Lartb Ore

Martoz
Little

Tarae'*
Joe B Kerna
Doris White

O

CInb Mar-Jo
Nelson Marionettes

Maynard Deane

ft

Hudson

ft

Hnnd'a
Udell ft Daye
3 Old Timers
Burns Bros
Manuel Lopes
Dolly Dawn
London Chop Hossa Marya ft Martyn

Erma Lynn

Eddie LaBaron Ore
Lydia Star

Dolly Stirling

Ernie Arno
KItaros
Dotty Vlllard
Joe Ilongn

Danny

Claire

Ramon ft Renlta
Winnie Hoveler GI*
Stan Norrl* Oro
Btotlar Hatel
Sande Williams Or*
Bap Diego
George Presnell
Al Alexander Or*

Meagher

Billy

Beth Farrell
Ellen

Lfnda Leif
Grace O'Hara

Buddy Lewis
Betty Hayden

Edna Sedgwiok
Andy Mayo Co

Don Pedro Ore
Mllo Perez Bna

Mlldrad Perlee

Gary ft Brent
Mia Cahua Co
Bob Nelson
Caaa Manana Gls

Hopklns'Balhskeller Pen

Jimmy
Frank

Burgess ft Whit*
Hal ft Dolly
Don Pablo Ora
Hnak's Bedford laa
Mao McGraw Or*
CiDb Boyale
Joe ft J McKenna
Bemard ft Henri
Jack Marahall

Howard

ft

Palm Beaeh
Carl Denny

Jean Martini
Lea Walter Oro
CorktowB Tavara

Bernlco Foley
Fred Swift
Wlllard SIngley
Harry Taylor
Silver Fleet Ina

Slgrid

Jam

Grill*

Joe Altle

Brooks Sis
Bsrbara Stone
Marie Kay*
Margie Hill
Rose Venutt

Geo

Arden Dano
Johnny King
Chas Carlisle
Benny Resh Ora
Casanova
Glamour Gls (<)
Bernle Green
Natalie

Wayae Clob

809 Chib
Dal* Rhodes
Nablolo's
Dl Giovanni
Frederick ft Collins Margo Good
Phelps ft CuUenblna Coco ft Dede
• Vanettes
Lovett ft Elsa
(Pannsaaken, M. 1.) Leonard
Seel Ora
Mary Shriner
Frank Murtha
Pepper Garat

Ray O'Day

Alllda

(

Jnllana
Beodun Jltterbuga
ft

Hal Fiter
Bed Hill Inn

Cynthia Bvans
Diana Cooper
Frances Williams
Bobby Dale
Frankle Schluth

Rose Marie

Julio Garcia Ore

Carlln Ora

Olda

MeColl Bis
Barnlce Bishop
Hoffman Bros

Jimmy Engler

Buzz Wilt

Console ft Melba
Nelson Sis

Tame*

(Strafford, Pa.)

Wilma

WUshlre Bowl.
Darryl Harpra Oro

Raul

Balnbow

(Malaga, N. J.)

Slim

Denial

Tenia Valehtl
Pk Casino Trou'dor* Chet Everhart

Crystal

Sallee

Ray

'

Pat Shaw

Lou

Morthwoed laa
Anita Jacobl

Woods ft Bray
Harry Schilling
Boshes ft Lee
Melody Ambass'dor*

Ryatr Bros
Frances Faya

Les Arquette Ora

Jean

ft

IjOary

Park Casin*

Joe Oakle
Al Bard Oro
Somerset Hons*
Harry RIngland

.

'

'

Chapman

Aleda Troy
Irving Braalow Oro
Palmibo'*
Ralph Brown

Kay Lorraine

Grace Gordon

Lewis

;

-

Jean O'Neill
Open Door Cat*

Margie George
ft

CmOAGO

'

Andy Fletcher
Buck Calhoun
Andy Russell

Gil Fitch Oro

Charles
J

Connie Haines
Pled Pipers
Frank Sinatra

KEW

Old Falls Tavara
Billy Hayes' Or*

Johnny

HaTana-HadiM
Frollan Maya Oro
Juanlta Sanabria O
Alberto Torres

ZjuIs Russell
(18)

Otto Bason
Pes Leg Bates
I Zephyrs

BROADWAY

1619

Belen Ortega
Xatto (20)
Alda Rodrlguea
Fay Torres
Rozyettes
Arturo Cortes
Romo Vincent
Stuart Morgan Dane Dolores DeLeon
Paul Bemoa
Hickory Hoosa

Bakv.'

Armand

Lavornes
Llttlo, Joe

EDWARD SHERM4N

FoTbldden City
Sal Cabral Oro

Ross & J Blanche Hoo Shee .
Gladys Tell
Jue Fong
Louise Glenn
Chin Wan

G

Dixie Dunbar

S Wma &

'Sn'bair Whlttler

Kay, Katya

(13;

lies Brown Ore
Boa Wain

Bea Kalmus
I float Waves

Irf-AhV3l8

C

Bobby ,May

Chadwioka
Betty Lawton

Irene

BOOKING THE NATIONS LEADING DnXFENDENT
VAUDEVEIE THEATHES

Fay

Gibsons

Bowery

t

Lillian

Do Shon Dancers

Bamoos Door
Sylvan Green Ore
Steve Murray'

SETBOIE

MeU IMaghaa'*
Leonard Cooks
Edison ft Louisa

Charlie Galnest Oro Artie Nolan
Dizl* Sullivan
Chap Nolan
Lois do Fee
Warren Phllllp*\
10

^

Book-CadlUao Hotel
(Book Caslao)
Loran Parsons
Windsors
Sanford Maadel
Margie Rose Maroh Barry Wtlklneon
.Sissy Glnnla Loftua
Bar)
Bd MoGoldrlok. Br Vis (Motor
Abbs
Helen Marriott

Havenalres (4)
Ray Hottlnger Oro
Vespers (2)

Harry Dobbs Oro
Renaldos
Nlles ft Jo-Anna
Barbara
TonI Serrlel
Henrique ft Adrl'na

Marian Manners
Red Stanley Oro
Grace Hayaa Lodge Bobby Mathewa
Johnle Bright Ora
Mary Healy
Slapsy Maxla*
ft Delia
Ben Blue
Neville Fleeson
Peter Llnd Hayaa O Cully Richard*
Sid
Tomlck
Grace Hayes
Role Bros
Mary Rellly
Benny Lessy
Sylvia Fielding
Pattl Moore
Mavis Mlms

1m Conga CInb
Ramon Arias Oro
Hatel Olev eland
Lindsay'* Shyba*
Oaorg* DuSy Oro
Bo(*l V*away HaO Jaun Florar
Pearl da Lucca
Johnny CowglU
Monaeo'* Caf*
Grant Wilson
Jimmy Haris Oro
Hotel Rollandta
Carmelita ft Lea
Rolf Passer
Jean Rlohey
Marina
Begal CInb
Glenn Pope
Carole Rhode*
Onoky Malvln Or*
Sloan ft Gary
8700 Clob
SoralU
Sammy Watkin* O Art Wast
Tip Top Gls
Hotel SUtI**
Joy Harmony
Jnlea Duk* Ora
Tarry Dean

'

J.)

Bob Carney

Mary Joyce
Gallagher ft Rush

Diana

Ambaasadon Or*

KInatiel Ta*am
Tony Callasxo

Ralph Eastwood
NIrma Cordova
Leo Zollo Oro
Pauline Barry
Leonora Sola
BinningKam Ina

Cadillac Capereltas

Puananl Mathewa
MIkl Wlkl
Charlie Openul

Bd(^le Calvert

Ben FraaUla
Bob Castalne

(Pemberton, N.

(8)

Sunny Marston
Bdytha Sallada
Frank Cunao Or*
Nanoy Newell

Bllsse

Rhomba Bd NIok Cochran Or*

Brady

Swann

Russell

Raymond

Boyd

Bill

Dot Garcy

Grade Steal*
Glamour Gls

Helen

ft

Haaoa Ina
Gene Tobia

Juanlta

Fltte

Marjorle

Bar

Vtotor Hugo'* Ore

Ball

Ball-tbvelles

Johnny Morgaa
Tvette
Gerardo

Gaby La

Tma Tenlo*
Oriental

Alan Fielding Oro

Chuck Henry Ora
Pirate* Don

Shadrack Boys

Debonalrs
Beryl Wallacs
e

TUIa H*d**a*

PTrrT.AHBT.PT¥TA

H'rtlnas

Rev Revue Parlalenna
Freddie Martin Ore Helen Harrison
Helen Miller
Earl Carroll
Or Rockwell

(OenI
wttBaataTBa*

Camas

Millie Wayn*
Sol Lake Or*
Tripoli 8

In

Ksnny Henrysoa
Domlnio
Marg'rite

Mitchell Leison

Rosa Rio
Harriet Carr
Renee
Club Samoa

H*M

Phil Qhman'a Or*

Billy Daniel

WEEK JUNE

Bt*T*a*

Do Witt

Calahan Sis
Jan Savitt Ore

Namcrsls In eonnecUoii with bills below lndieat« opening day of
show, wheUier (all or ipUt week.

OUT* Bharan

Allan

Freddie's Cafe
Gayla Parker
Carol Lloyd
McClure Walton
Manhattanettes
aonrmet Clob
Eddie Robinson Ore
Hotel Allerton
Joe Baldl Ora
Hotel Carter
Thlxlon Uprenger

Ano borage

Hugh Morton Oro

BlU Green's
Don Bestor Oro
Penny Lee

Eddie Peyton'*
Marty Gregor On
Marlon Muller
El Chlco

Frank Andrlnl Ora
Virginia

Ramos

Talavera Tr
Hotel F*rt Pitt

Ken Bailey Oro
Johnny Mitchell

Jerry Scott
Jessica Wheatley
Boogle-Woogle CInb Hsrry Walton

Boog Sherman
Maxle Simon
Harry Comorada

Buddy Blaine
Tubby Miller

Reggie Dvorak
CInb Petite
Piccolo Pete Ora
Betty Smiley
Sidney ft Ames
Bernard
Cork and Bottle
Lloyd Fox

Irma Guthrell
Hotel Henry
(NUvar Grill)
Stan Rucker.4

(Gay 80's)
Dorothy Noabitt
Hotel Ttb Avenue
Bv^s Saundera
Ida tola
Everett Havdn
Betty Donahoe
Al Devin

(Continued on page 52)
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HAMLIN ESTATE MAY
8 Coimcinors Selected
TAKE OVER cm GRAND

hdies Want to Cooperate
Indicated that whatever militancy there was on the part ot
the committee campaigning for the Indepe'dent ticltet for Equity'g
council quieted down after the election.- Monday (9) last week the
group huddled, with the Intention of formally filing charges against
Florence Reed and ask that she be- rebuked for having used her name
as chalrmftn of the nominating committee in mailing out material
favoring the regular ticket. Argued, however, that instead of such action It would be better to forget any difterences and it was agreed by
all present that they cooperate for the welfare of Equity.
Next day the bomb burst, .when two vice-presidents and eight
councillors resigned.
It's

FORGET LAMBERTSON

Chicago, June 17.
Question of tenancy Is again up
between the Hamlin Estate and the
Shuberts for the Grand Opera
'

House. Current lease expires July
1, with the Hamlin Estate claiming
that It will take over operation of

the lease.

Congressman William

P. Lambertson, the 'barefooted' Republican, has given Equity another summer hangover. Last
year at this time the Kansas representative, who was once
saying
liked
nothing better than walking in mud
he
as
quoted
without shoes, dragged Equity into the mire by accusing seven
councillors of being Communists or fellow-travelers. This he
never proved, but he injected himself into Equity's national
election and again stirred up the talk of radicalism.

In actuality, the lease Is signatured by Sam Gerson, who in turn
sub-leases to the Shuberts. Grand
has been the key Shubert house in

town for many

years.

Should the Hamlin Estate go
through with its intention to operate
the house, the Shuberts would be

down

Why

by those accused) to prove or disprove the charges of Communism, those who quit indicated themselves to be intolerant.
the charges of Communism against certain councillors
are true, then those who resigned virtually gave the Reds carte
blanche to control the administration of Equity. This certainly
does not make sense— that any group should so easily give up
its strongest weapon against the alleged Communistic control.
Off the council they are impotent; on it, they could have retained some voice, regardless of the number of votes against

Or,

if

AQOR CHARin
CENTRALIZING

$750,000.

This sounds fantastic.

Regardless of any rumored side issues and Iheir pique at
Paul Dullzell, executive secretary, because he criticized
their resignations, those who quit didn't help Equity when
they stood pat behind the still unproven accusations flung by
Lambertson. From a state which sees practically no stage
shows, and never known to have had any connection in the
show-.business, Lambertson's knowledge of Equity must be as-

sumed

to be

nil

or inspired.

In view of the fact that Governmental budgetitis must have
had a great part in the elimination of the Federal Theatre
Lambertson's promise of further relief 'if Equity
cleaned its house' should be taken with a large grain of salt. As
a member of the House Appropriations Committee, Lambertson
claimed the relief theatre was subsequently dropped 'because
of Communistic activity.' This also has not been proved, but
for the repit has served as an excellent publicity springboard
Project,

resentative.

There is another important element attached to Lambertson
that must be given great consideration Jby those who cherish
democracy. This would be a perusal of some of Lambertson's
orations in and outside of the House on the matter of foreign
Lambertson is not very far apart from the Wheelers,
policy.
Lindberghs, Nyes, et

al.

He

has also made references about

certain Americans which smacked of Professor Goebbels' propaganda machine. Lambertson is hardly a shining example of
tolerance as defined by the Constitution of the United States.
If those councillors and v.p.s who quit are truly patriotic
Equityites they will stop putting words in Lambertson's mouth
and subsequently into the public prints. They will also wait
until there is a thorough hearing on the charges of Communism

before flinging more mud.

Lambertson isn't going
do that.

to solve Equity's problems.

Only

actors can

MET OPERA

IS

Wewash'

The Metropolitan Opera Co.) wasting no time, has mailed contracts to
Its membSrs for the 1941-42 season.
The Met contracts are demanding
exclusive rights to the singer's services for the full period of the season
which will run 16 weeks starting In
November. Last year contracts were
not mailed out until September, due
to the Met battle with the American
Guild of Musical Artists and the necessity of securing $1,000,000 from
the public to continue the opera

Set

•The Great Whitewash,' one of the
first straight plays due early in the

new

season, has been cast with the

exception of one

On

femme

principal.

the male end are Frank Albert-

son, J. C. Nugent,

Teddy Hart and

Keenan Wynn.
Play will try out at the Maryland,
Independent Baltimore house, early
in JSeptember. Producers are Norman
Pincus and Otto L. Preminger, authors being Frank Gabrlelson and
Irvln Pincus.

Demands Probe

Up

Fighting Ennui

to the time a special EqultT
council meeting started Monday (16),
called to select two new vice-presi-

stooge in Hellzapoppln,' Winter Garden, N. Y., sits in an entrance and Is supposed to read a
newspaper throughout the performance. At times he becomes
agitated and it was discovered he
listens to the ball games at matinees, having rigged up van earphone to a radio set.
Gene Meredith had the assignment until he went west to ]oin
his wife, Jime Johnson, Chic's

dents and eight councillors to replace
those who so abruptly resigned early
last week because of their belief that
a radical element does or could control the association, there was slight
hope that at 'least some would with-

daughter.

draw their resignations but no word
was received from them and new
were promptly selected.
After the resignations were formally accepted, 28 names were subcouncillors

who voted in
eight new councillors: Ben Smith,
B^velyn Varden, Walter Gilbert, Jose
Ferrer, Donald Randolph, Robert
Ross, Alexander Clark' and Roy Roberts.
Under the rules they will
servo until the next annual meeting,
late next May or early June, 1942.
Decided that selection of two replacement v.p.'s be put over until

mitted to the council

,

HIGH ROYALTIES

m

STRAWHATS

fall.

Earlier attempts of Bert LyteU,
Equity president, to persuade the re-

With the rural summer stock

sea-

son starting to blossom and most
schedules not completed, the Summer Stock Managers Assn. proposes
to act in unison In the matter of
royalty demands, which are thought

Various actor unions and theatrical guilds are considering a proposal
whereby all theatrical charities will
be centralized for distribution purposes.
Plan would concern the
money collected by the Theatre sible.
Highest royalty Is being paid for
Authority In percentages of all
benefit performances.and which then "The Man Who Came to Dinner' at

signed

members

fruitless.

to reconsider were
this after con-

He congeded

'-.

ferring with them Thursday (12).
After the session, those who resigned
replied to a statement issued by Paul
Dullzell the previous day denying^
that the council is controlled by
Communists or Red sympathizers.
That started another ruction. Ther«s
were expression^ against and favoring Dullzell's declaration that It was
not true that 17 members of the
council were of the 'new order,' soHa
called by the disaffected 10.
pointed out that they did not name
those 'suspected' and 'they cannot
name them.' During the pro and con
discussions over the situation it wai
ventured that if the resignees publicized those charged with being Red,

V

'

\

i

|

\

might be libelous. When Congressman William .P. Liambertson
named seven councillors last summer, he had the Immunity offered
by the Congressional Record. Winifred Lenihan, one of those jvtao se-

It

Originally |1,000
remits the coin periodically to the $850 per week.
Actors Fund, Stage Relief Fund and was asked, but a concession was
the several Guilds and talent unions. made by Sam H. JHarris, who hanAt this time TA has around $25,000 dles'the show. 'George Washington
to allocate to the charity funds of Slept Here,' handled by the same ceded, reported that 'there, are 11
Royalty members definitely on the far left
the associations named and an equal producer, calls for $450.
variesX according to the house caamount due.
and six were just being taken in by
pacity, but among the highest goes
them:'
It is believed that by concentratfor 'Charley's Aunt,' for which $300
pollsell 'Ont of Line*
ing the charity money for disburse- plus percentage
is asked.
ments, duplication of payments to
It was stated that Dullzell's stateThere seems to be differences over ment came at an' 'inopportune
indigents would be curtailed or elimtime'
the charges for The Little Foxes'
inated. It is understood that appliand tended to further Incite those
and 'The Male Animal,' controlled who figure
cants for aid from the guilds also
that 'where there la
by Herman SbumUn. High rate for smoke there
seek aid from the Actors Fund, or
must be fire,' despite the
the latter, however. Is not sought, it
vice versa. Proposed that the Fund
fact that Red charges have not been
varying from $250 to $300. Considhandle all disbursements, or that a
substantiated. Contended that Dullerably more trouble applies to the
central committee for that purpose
zell had no authority to issue such
plays of the late Sir James Barrie.
be named by the talent unions and
a statement and that It had been
Estate demands $300 weekly and
agreed no statement was to be Issued
charity groups.
percentage and must okay the leads,
by an Individual. The seceders reaccording to the terms of his wilL
proved Dullzell In no uncertain terms
That means stock managers must
and alluded to him as just a 'paid
await word from London before
employee.'
using his plays.
Instead of being annoyed over such
Unit of 'Meet the Wife,' with claims, Dullzell reminded those
IN
who
Mary Boland, has also stirred things criticized that he is a duly elected
up. After cancelling plans to play officer of Equity, being
treasurer in
A new armaments tajr of 20% on the sticks, she agreed to appear, addition to being the executive
sectheatre tickets has been Imposed in booked by the Music Corp. of Amerretary.
He also cited a resolution
Manitoba and. If other provinces fol- ica for $1,760, plus royalty of $125 adopted
by the council last year, in
low suit, touring of shows in Canada weekly. Later a royalty of $25 per which Lytell,
Alfred Harding, who
next season. will be hazardous.
performance
was demanded by edits Equity's monthly mag, and himThroughout Canada there is a 10% Rosalie Stewart, who originally pro- self were appointed
as
official
provincial tax on all tickets. Sub- duced the play, but the stock peo- spokesmen
for the association. Lyscriptions for the concert season call ple say they will stick to the MCA tell
had no knowledge of the Dullfor an approxlmat<> $2 top, so that rate.
zell statement and Indicated he did
that boxollice would get $1.40 per
not approve of it, but there was no
ticket, 30% going to the province.
rupture between them over the InciFor legit shows the tax nick would
dent.
be the same and, if a higher top is
Legal Advice
used, the amount of tax deducted
Dullzell said he was completely
would naturally increase.
advised by Equity's legal departShows also must figure on the difment that there was no alternative
Canadian
ference
in
exchange.
Winifred Leniban, In resigning but to deny the alleged situation In
money now being worth 11% less
frqm the Equity councl<, removed Equity, and that he spoke not as an
than American dollars.
herself from tlie ticket code en- Individual but for the association.
forcement board, made up of persons The statement recalled that the
representing Equity and the League council in July, 1940, during a sesof New York Theatres.
She will sion attended by most of those who
Ficket Brokers' Test
also be off the Equity committee on resigned, went on record by officially stating: 'On behalf of itself and
the Experimental Theatre.
Suit to Trial Sept.
Miss Lenlhan has been one of the the membership, we deny emphaticmost active councillors and is ally that either the Equity council or
Suit ot some 30-odd ticket brokers believed to have been dominant membership is or ever has been
against Paul MOss, Commissioner of among those of the council who dominated and controlled by Communists.'
Dullzell continued: 'That
Licenses, and Lewis J. Valentine, resigned.
Is as true today as when It was
Police Commissioner of N. Y. City,
made. We are standing by it.
was set for Sept. 22 trial in N. Y.
'It is ridiculous for those people
supreme court Monday (16), by Jus- Chi Blackstone Dickering
to say that the 'new order' controls
Action seeks
tice Carrol G. Walter.
17 members of the council ... If
an injunction against the enforceFor BiUie
Starrer this
charge were true, or even subment of a la^y by the defendants proChicago, June 17.
stantially true, how better could
hibiting brokers from charging more
The Blackstone, now owned by they ensiu:e control of the
council
than a 75c advance on theatre and
Israel Slavin, is dickering to reopen by this new order
they fear than by
sporting event tickets.
in September with 'The Vinegar stepping out
and handing .it over
The brokers question the constitu- Tree,' starring
BiUie Burke.
unopposed. But I do not think these
tionality of the law, asserting' it vioSlavin is now discussing deal with charges are true and I believe that
lates the 14th amendment to the
Constitution, and that it will put Henry Duffy, who will ship show in longer and more thorough conslderfrom San Francisco.
(Contlnued on page 51)
them out of business, if enforced.
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NEW TAX MAY STYMIE
Ui. SHOWS

•

CANADA

WINffRED LENIHAN ALSO

OFF ADVISORY BOARDS

22

AFTER

EARLY TALENT PACTS

DiiOzell; Lytell

to be excessive.
In such Instances
the members are said to have agreed
that in the event the authors want
too much, all will decline to use the
plays.
Association heads confabbed
with the Dramatists Guild and
claimed that high royalties might
limit the number of stock spots only
a percentage of which made any coin
last season. Guild Is reported willing to intercede with authors, if pos-

PLANNED

them.

There are reports that those who resigned were not motivated entirely by the election results, which placed three independent candidates on the council along with two regulars who
endorsed the opposition slate. It's rumored they declined to
be parties to a supposed program which aims to place new restrictions upon managers; also that they had an idea there's a
move by leaders of other actor unions to gain control of Equity
and Chorus Equity and their combined surplus of around

By

to three spots In Chicago, the

twin Harris and Selwyn and the
out-of-the-loop Studebaker.
an outsider like Eambertson has been permitted to so
Ocrson Strtek'-i
disrupt Equity can perhaps best be answered by the eight -counSam Gerson, Shubert representacillors and two vice-presidents of the actors organization who tive here for many years, suffered
[serious
heart
attack late last week.
a
Communists.
-last week resigned in protest against the alleged
By not waiting for the long-delayed hearing (especially invited He is confined to his home.

Equity

To Replace Resignees; Statement

the house.

Meanwhile, house Is occupied by
'Arsenic and Old Lace' and show Is
now scheduled to leave the theatre.
June 28, unless the Shuberts renew

By
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'Jean Muir, MeisDer Suffer

Headaches

by Walter Armitage

Left

at

Play Ont of

Whistling for a

Suffem

Lakewpoi Me,

Town

Wind

Pasadena, June

M. Strai4it

First

Open; Others in End-of-Jime Rush

10.

In two acH t>y DeWllt Bodean:
by MuKwell Stioles; BOi by Donald

Drama
etngort

Nyack, June

17,

Regime of Walter Armitage, which
flopped in mid-season last summer
the County Theatre, Suffem,
at
has left a lot of headaches for
N.
Jean Muir, who is taking her first
Aside
fling as strawhat producer.
from the trouble with Equity, which
capped Armitage'g disastrous venture
and was the final blow that caused
playhouse's shuttering, there was a
quantity of local ill-will generated.
Miss Muir and Sanford Meisner, who
will direct her productions, have got
to put cash on the line, in advance
for everything they need, Including
telephone service.
"Miss Muir has embarked on a
She
series of promotional efforts.
talks about the County theatre at
the drop of a hat to Rotary clubs.
Ladies Aid societies and any other
She
organization that will listen.
emphasizes her desire to return to
the standards set by Robert Cutler
when he opened the Suffern spot as
one of the first summer theatres In
the country.
Chances of the spot making money
this year appear slim. The subscription list is a third of what It was in
Cutler's last year (1938). Miss Muir
is aware of the .lack of cash possi-

and

bilities

a 'prestige season.'

calls ft

Jose Ferrer, who finished his record run in 'Charley's Aunt' in Maplewood, N. J.; Saturday (14) after a
long stretch on Broadway, will open
the season at Suffern week of June
33 in 'The Male Animal.' Mi^ Muir
says she will appear in only one
play, 'Once In a Lifetime,' with
Hiram Sherman, the week of July 21.

ELITCH STARTS 50TH

Vlnlayson; auporvlud by ailmor Brown.
Presented by Paeadena Playhouie Aeaoclatlon at the Pasadena Community Play-

Added Smmner Theatres

house.
Cast:

Tom Oregory, Llsbeth Menegh,
Betsy Jones, Mary Alyoe Hemlsb, Lyis
Wusserkrug. Teddl Sherman, Darlene Matthews, Clyde WlUon, Robert Stark, Normnn Wllnor, Maxine Chevalier, Ellanora
William Royal
Russell Arms,
Needles,
Orinin, Joan Yendes, Ruth Mallory, Leslie
Stuart, Loulso Allbrltton, Robert O, Rockwell, John Hoffatadt, Jane Cowan, Chandler McCli;re, Maudle Doyle, Jane Williams,

(Equity Bonded Only)

%

Montowese playhouse, Indian
Neck, Branford, Conn.—Lydia B.
Noble.
Fair Park Casino, Dallas, Texas.—
J. J. Shubert, 234 W. 44th St., N.Y.C.
I

—CI

Arlene Frledrlob.

6-9500.

'WhistUng for a Wind/ by DeWitt
Iroquois theatre, Louisville, Ky.—
Shubert, 234 W. 44th St., N.Y.C. Bodeen, which opened at the Pasadena (jommunity Playhouse, is far
—CI 6-9500.
above average little theatre offerings
SayvHle playhouse, SajrviUe, L. I. and, with some rewriting and gen—Leslie McLeod and Edith Gordon, eral tightening, would have a chance
229 W. 42d St., N.Y.C— WI 7-8751.
Inclusion of a
in standard legit.
Red Barn theatre, Westboro, Mass. little more romance and a diminutragic overtones inherent
—Rose Dresser and-- Robert Daggett, tion of the
in any war play would make it,
49 Elm St., Worcester, Mass.
compared to most of the war films
New Central theatre, Cedarhurst, Hollywood has turned out, a good
L. I—Edward A. Goldberg, c/o Karl bet for pictures.
Bernstein, 1250 Sixth ave., N.Y.C—
Action takes place on a sUigle set,
the crypt of a great cathedral in
CI 7-7151.
Here a score of people
Brighton theatre, Brighton Beach, London.
for refuge in an air raid. Here,
N.Y.—Edward A. Goldberg, c/o Karl come
at the '^nd of the first scene, they
Bernstein, 1250 Sixth ave., NiY.C.
are trapped by a violent bomb blast
CI 7-7151.
which Jjlocks all exits. In the secMartha's
'Vineyard
playhouse. ond-scene, as they face death (they
characEast. Chop, Martha's Vineyard, Mass. are rescued in the end), the
ter of each Is skillfully dissected.
Neil McFee Skinner, c/o Martha
British
Characters
include
a
Davis Coe, 240 E. 15th st, N.Y.C—
^
officer, who admits that his heroism
GR 5-2607.
stimulated only by liquor; a
is
Newport Casino, Newport, B. I.
comely lady of the evening, who
Edward Massey, 44 W. 44th st., gives her life to save that of an
orphan lad when the bomb strikes;
2-8060.
N.Y.C—
cynical, hard noblewoman who
Brattle Hall, Cambridge, Mass.— a
scoffs at those who call upon God
Lee Falk and John Huntington.
for help; a munitions maker, cowerPeterborough players, Peter- ing in terror because he knows the
borough, N. H.—Edith Bond Stearns. effectiveness of the explosive he
gave Hitler the money to manufacJ. J.

—

MU

Mountain theatre, Braddock
ture; an idealistic young American
Md. James Decker and ambulance driver; a society doctor
Haskell Coffin, Jr.
who encoimters his estranged wife
with a bitter French officer in the
Hedgerow theatre, Moylan, Pa.
bomb shelter; a young American
Jasper Deeter.
woman war correspondent; a halfHarbour Playhouse, Marion, Mass. mad girl pianist blinded by an
Cledge Roberts.
earlier air raid; a Dutch aviator who

—

Heights,

YEAR WITH 'SKYLARK' —
Denver, June

summer

Elitch

its

sellout
for the opener' last night (16) and
hundreds more clamoring for seats.
Ceremonies in the > theatre were

m.c.d by Bide Dudley, N. Y. critic,
from Denver. Speakers
included Gov. Ralph Carr, Mayor
Ben Stapleton and Arnold Gurtler,
manager of the house. Started by

originally

John and Mary

Elitch, the theatre is
the oldest. summer spot in continuous
operation in the world.

Donald Woods and Ruth Matteson
George
the' leads this year.

"are

Somnes

is

back for his seventh year
'Skylark' is the opening

Garden
Garden

Pier's Policy

Pier

Atlantic
City, will open June 30 on a rotary
stock basis, first bookings for the
house to get- Wee & Leyehthal
shows. Pier theatre is under lease
to Ben Jacobson, Philadelphia showman. Rube Bernstein, who will be
the rnanager, has a one-third intheatre,

Austen; a brilliant boy artist whose
parents have been killed' and a distraught widow who takes everything
with insane calm and can forget the
terrors of war in the pages of any
good murder mystery.
There is tragedy and comedy in
Bodeen's play. There is no propaganda for war, although the bitterness of living ingloriously in bomb
shelters is something of an argument against war. Robert Stark,
Maxine Chevalier, Ellanora Needles,
Joan Yendes, Arlene Friedrich and
j£ine Cowan do the best work. Maxwell Sholes' direction is excellent:

terest.

'George Washington Slept Here'
will be the opening show.
Present
schedule is to play nine performances
weekly,
matinees
on
Saturday and Sunday.

Donald Finlayson's

as director'.
productien.

WM. DOBBIN BETTEB

'Sweethearts' Clicko In

St

lives only to fight for the Royal. Air
Force over Holland; a woman church
warden who loses her faith; a midVictorian mother who dotes on Jane

17.

theatre teed off

Golden Jubilee year with a

L

Operetta Series

set is especially

effective.

Rochester, N. Y., June 17.
William Dorbin, actor, who suffered a heart attack after appearing
here April 20 In The Man Who
Came to Dinner" with the Alexander
WooUcott company, left the Highland Hospital last Friday (13) and

Strawhat Plays

VILLAGE GREEN

St. Louis, June 17.
returned to his farm home in KalaComedy In three acta (four scenes) by
Victor
Herbert's
'Sweethearts,' mazoo, Mich.
Carl Allensworth; stacinc by Felix Jacoves;
A. A. Ostrander. At the Rldgeway
presented four times before In the
He had been in the hospital seven setting,
theatre.
White Plains. N. T., opening
Municipal theatre, Alfresco Play' weeks.
June 18. '41.
house, in Forest Park, returned for
Judge HoEder W. Peabody. .Frank Craven
Zeko Benthnm
Seth Arnold
another one-week stand last night
Barnyard Chatter
Margaret Peabody
Helen Corew
(Monday) before an opening night
Harriet Peabody
Peggy O'Donnell
'Aronnd the World In 80 Days,' an Jeremiah Bontham....;
'iii'ob' that 'grossed ah approximate
John Craven
oldie adaptation of the Jules Verne Henry Ames
Albert Vecs
$4,500.
Cass Daley, comedienne,
Rev. Horace ShurtleR
Marshall Bradford
'
who scored last season In 'Rio Rita' book, may be tried out this.<summer Walter Godkin
Joaguin Souther
Carter
Henry Jones
and 'Naughty Marietta' Is a solid at Westport, Conn. Richard Skinner Hubert
owns the rights and may do a cos- Harmony Oodkin
Ann Dere
Click In her rough house stints.
Oeorgo Martin
Joseph
Garry
tume production of the show on Boy Scout
Others malting season debuts are
Junior Olney
Rev. Arthur McKnIght
Lewis Martin
Nancy McCJord, a fave of several Broadway in the fall.
Dawson
Norman Lloyd
.

,

^
m

John Tyres, Donald Burr and
the dance team, Harrison an'd' Fisher.
years,

won mob approval.
^ AllBurr,
a newcomer,

is

a

'

comedy

role.

effective in

Eula

The
Taylor,

O'Neal
Joseph
Beset

•New

warbling
chores
capably
by Miss McC^rd, Miss
John Tyres and William
'Standout in support is
Macaulay.
by rain and cold weather,

Orleans,'

the

Romberg-Ham-

merstein musical romance, finished
Its initial

11-night stand

plays, 'Storm'
is

Sunday

(15)

with estimated take of $52,000. One
performance was washed out. ~by
rain and because of the low temperature and threats of rain biz was
below normal. Raves were tossed
by local crlx and piece is skedded
for a New York presentation by
Max Gordon next fall.

Summer Tryout
(June 18-28)

'Star Bright."
'

.

.

Phil Baker to head a <Chicago
pany of 'Charley's Aunt' this

Ann Mason was

starred in 'Sky-

the Lakewood

lark,'

opener,

In

'Nancy's

28,

Estelle

Private Affair';
Wlnwoocl, Fritzi

Scheff and Zolya Talma in "Ladief
in Retirement.'
Included In the resident company
here are: Daisy Atherton, Madeleine
Cllve,
Lowell
Gllmore,
William
Swetland, Owen Martin, Roger Converse, William Beck, Elfrlda Der-

went and Grace Brl^combe.

with

Ted Hammeriteia

Spa

at

Ted Hammerstein will operate the
On Jime 30, the Cape Playhouse,
Spa theatre, Saratoga Springs, N.Y,
Dennis, Mass., starts operating with this summer.
Hope Lawder, who
'George Washington Slept Here,' managed the house for two seasons,
starring- Charles Butterworth.
One has stepped out. Spot did not fare
new play Is already slated for Den- any too well despite the race crowds
nis 'Comedienne,' by Ivor Novello, during August.
week of July 21, co-starring ConMiss Lawder was wed to George
stance CoUier and Gloria Stuart Ritchie, byliner on the N.Y. Sun,
Although the final three weeks are several months ago,
not yet booked here, the schedule
Includes:
Aubrey Smith in 'Old
Swing .Offenbaoh
EngUsh'; Moss Hart taking the Utle

—

C

'Man Who Came to- Dinner*;
Paul Robeson fn 'Emperor Jones';
Jane Cowl and Peggy Wood in 'Old
Acquaintance'; and Luise Rainer in
'A Kiss for Cinderella.' Cape IPlayhouse, managed by Richard Aldrich,
had Its best season last year, with
no tryouts.
AUo on Jun; SO the ~Keene
role in

(N.H.)

Summer

Theatre,

directed

by Freeman Hammond; and the
North Shore Players in Marblehead,
Mass., will- start off. &lake Johnson
will be general manag,^^ and Arthur Plerson, director, Ijit Marble-

Westport, Conn., June 17.
Swing version of Offenbach's -'La
Belle Helene,' with Anne Brown and

Bank-

all-sepia cast, follows Tallulah

head In 'Cardboard Lover' on Lawrence Langner's Coimty Playhouse
sked.
Musical, by Herbert Klhgsley, subs
for Ruth Gordon-Dennis King show
pulled because of Miss Gordon's departure for Hollywod.

Strawbat Cave-In

Clinton, Conn., June 17.
Present Indications are that this
Penciled In for ^e week of
village will be without Its strawhat
Aug. 11 here are Alexander WooUthis
season.
Andrews Memorial,
cott and Harpo Marx in a revival
$150,000 structure that has housed
of 'Yellow Jacket.'
summer troupes past several seasons,
South Shore Players, "In the town will prpbably be dark- this year imhall of Cohasset, Mass., will also less somebody steps in at short nobow In June 30,. with Mrs. Alex- Uce.
ander Dean and Fred Burleigh. No
Horace Sinclair, New York operaschedule announced yet.
tor, was originally skedded to hold
Mrs. Walter Hartwig will reopen the reins here for 1941, btit took a
the
Ogunquit
(Me.)
Playhouse pQ,wder when finances went sour.
June 30 with 'Something Gay,' by Following Sinclair's . exit, others
Adelaide
Hellbron
and starring dickered for the spot, but the deals
Betty Furness.
fell through.
Same Spota as Last Tear
.

head.

'

Strawhat
this

list remains quite intact
with Rye Beach, TamPeterborough,
Whltefleld,

Merlvale's St^ L. Date

year,

St Louis, June 17.
Philip Merivale, who was costarred wiUi Ina Claire last winter
shire; Fitchburg, Cambridge, Chat-,
In the Broadway production of 'The
ham,.
Provlncetown,
Gloucester,
Talley Method,' will repeat the role
Stockbridge, Holyoke,
Springfield,
Louis County
Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard in at the Civic theatre, St.
strawhatter, starting July 8.
worth,

and

New London

in

New Hamp-

Massachiisetts; and Harrison and
Adm'lsh scale will be tilted durPortland in Maine.
ing his p.a., and the advance also vHll
Scanty, advance info on hand inapply when other names appear.
dicates a trend to a few more try-'
Fourth season of the Civic tees off
outs than wers seen In this sector
Tuesday (24) with presentation of
last

summer, but the main stands

will again rely chiefly upon established hits of the past two years for

Two On

.An

directing.

Island,'

Gordon Carter

'

their' b.o. dra^ys.

Prospects of trade at the hayloft
houses have the managers guessing.
While some of the big-shot businessmen will not be able to get
away from their jobs this seasonmaybe their wives will; and a hopeful note Is the new spending set
which has sprung out of the defense industry. >

Chapel Opens June 28
Guilford, Conn., June 17,
Chapel Playhouse here imturla
June 28 for 10-week season. First In
is
Fay Wray in 'There's Always
.

Juliet.'

'Nancy's
14).

House
Berkshire's

Name Sked

Stockbridge, Mass., June 17.
Ruth Chatterton, in 'Tomorrow
and Tomorrow,' will open the 10week summer season at the Berkshire Playhouse June 30.

Bankhead In 'Her Csftdboard Lover';
Eva LeGallienne in 'Hedda Gabler'C. Aubrey Smith in 'Old English,'
which he is playing at other strawhats; Grace George in 'Miss Nelly of
N'Orleans'; Jane Cowl and Peggy

Following is Anna Sten in
Private Affair' (July 7);
in 'Dear Brutus' (July

Henry Hull
is

by Nate

operated

Beers,

in association with Olsen and Johnson.
James Neilson will direct .all

productions.
3

Tryouts In

New

Mllford

New Milford, Conn,, June 17.
Theatre-in-the-Dale, opening a 10week season here July

2, will offer
tryouts during the summer.
'Mr. Timpkins,' by David Carroll,
will bfe tested beginning July 16;
an untitled new. one by Jean Archibald will be presented starting July

three

.

30,

and 'Baggage Coach Ahead,' by

Wood

in 'Old Acquaintance,' also Ed Dorsey, will open Aug. 20.
slated at other New England strawhat
Louis Towhsend, producer, had
and a revival of 'The Beggar the theatre when it was located at
on Horseback,' in which the Amer- Marbledale, Conn.
ican Ballet Theatre Group, headed
by Anton Dolin, Nana Golhier and,
Lucia Chase, will perform 'A Kiss
spots;

Sirening at

in Zanadu.'

Resident company .will include
Robert Allen, Whitner Bissell, Ellen
Hall, Lewis Martin and Judy Parrish.
Alexander Jones will design
the

sets.

Sundown

Hollywood, Jime

Gene Tierney was picked

17.

for the

siran role in 'Sundown,' the tale
of Africa to be produced by. Walter
Wanger for release by United Artists.
Filming -had been delayed for
several days while the- producer
ruminated about the femme lead.
Troupe; numbering ^14^. _ left for
Acoma Rock, N. M., where most of
the outdoor scenes will be shot in the
.

as the daughter, quit .Playhouse for first four pro- next three weeks, with Henry HathThe early sea- away directing.
is no ductions this season.
Bruce
Cabot,
more than adequate as the suitor, son plays: July 7, Dorothy Sands George Sanders and Joseph Callela
(Continued on page 52)
and Donald McDonald in 'By Your have the top -male parts.

Peggy- O'Donnell

set for 'Lost Colony,'

Waterside theatre, Manteo, N. C.

14, Fay Wray In 'One
Sunday Aftemoon'i July. 21, Anna

Leave'; July

Sten
July

Russell Hardle and Flora CarapbeU.

OgDnqalCs Name Femmes
smash finish.
Ogunquit, Me., June 17.
Rimning Craven a close contest for
comFritzi Scheff, Fay Wray, Anna
acting
honors
is
Seth Arnold as the Sten and
sumEstelle Winwood appear
village ne'er-do-well. Helen Carew
goes over as the judge's wife though on the roster of players at the Ogun-

Grecory Morton, Katherlne Cale, strains for effect John Craven

Henry Buckler,

17,

'Village Green' is a homey rustic
comedy, light as thistledown, yet
Among the other plays and playwith sufficient punch to warrant a
ers slated for this house: Tallulah
Broadway run.

The comedy is sure^
fire for pix, apparently being designed with some such idea in mind.
Excellent acting by Frank Craven
Ttfale Animal,' with James Bell
as a judge carries the play past its
and Joyce Arling, will be the open- few
rough spots.
ing production, July 7, at Martha's
Yarn concerns a jurist-Democrat
Vineyard Playhouse.
Neil McFee running for the 10th successive time
Skinner will be manager-director *or the Senate in a Republican
county. The rest concerns the death
this season.
of the Republican opponent two days
Budolph Field, New York book before election, the withdrawal of opposition candidates in return for the
publisher and radio producer, is in
promise of graft, the ensuing comthe market for a comedy-drama to plications
in
which the- judge's
fit,
he states, 'a Hollywood actress daughter is represented mistakenly
now in the east.' Actress in ques- as having her naked body painted by
tion, it's presumed, is Judith Allen, her suitor in the Town Hall, the refusal
of
the
whom Field recently wed.
judge to remove the
painting and his sudden desire to beMargot Stevenson, recently with come a crusader for the right of free
In his rural community.
Warner Bros., will play the leads in expression
First act, divided into two scenes,
'Male Animal' and 'Man Who Came runs over an hour
and could stand
to Dinner' at Ivoryton, Conn.
tightening. Second act is slow, has a

mer.
'VllUge Green,' by Cart Aliensworth, yrltb Frank' Craven, at Rldgeway theatre, .White Plains, N. Y.
(18-21).

and

not to be confused with

'Bright Star,' which was done on
Morgan Broadway
several seasons ago.

clicks in the role of Dame Paula
Ditto, Howard Freeman.

handled

Gladys Hurlbnt has completed two

new

Latter

Boston, June

With the opening of the Lakewood
Theatre In Skowhegan, Me., May 81,
th« strawhat season got underway
in New England. For that matter,
Lakewood will be playing the silo
circuit solo around here until June
21, when the Town Hall in Westboro,
Mass., reopens for another season.

—

.
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'CHOC SOLDIER' BIG

Equity's $551J20 In Assets

B'way

List Shorter,

81

But Biz Better;

$30,000 IN FRISCO
Financial report on Equity thowed that Ha aiMtf total IBSl.TSO,

utplus being $379,862. Cash on hand In banka la aloia to $306,000
and it has been suggested that $100,000 should b« tnvcatad to mora
advantage than remaining on deposit
Net income for the last fiscal year was $28,008, an Increasa ot over
Actually It was around
$5,000 from the net ot the previous year.
$27,000, but $4,000 was written off. Latter sum Included an advance
to the Associated Actors & Artistes of America for Its benefit show.
That flopped and the loan is uncollectable.
-

'

X!Iau(bV Tileen,' IV/i G, 'Son' Slips

San Francisco, June 17.
Considerable confusion and also
cash—around the Curran last week,
where John Charles Thomas, in

—

'Chocolate Soldier,' filled the tiU for
Rain helped Broadway legit last sibilities; should do well on'Toad oa
estimated $30,000.
Confusion oc- week. List is growing smaller stead- strength of Broadway stay.
curred opening night when some ily, but most of better shows are
'Lady In the Dark,' Alvin (M-l,S7Sl
press and radio reps were told their drawing quite satisfactory grosses. $4.40). Suspended
for summer, but
seats had been sold end were turned
boxoffice open and mail orders for
Estimates for Lost Week
away.
autumn
dates are being received.
Key: C (Comedy),
(Drama), R
Also considerable dissension over
'Life With Father,' Empire (83rd
(Musical), F (Farce),
change In original plans to hold the (Revue),
week) (C-1,006; $3.30). Last season
show two weeks, first in the L. A. O (Operetta).
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton comedy standout still much in th«
Civic Opera series strong enough \to
going with gate mounting again;
take another stanza.
For reasons (23rd week) (CD-938; $3.30). Claims over $14,000; extra space ads being
unfathomable, second week was can- to have beeen slightly underquoted
used
to attract visitors.
celled in favor of one-night stands in and that the weekly gross is close
Fnrohase,'
Imperial.
'Lonlslana
Sacramento and Fresno, with prob- to $16,500 right along.
'CUndU,' Booth (18th week) (C- Closed Saturday (14) after completablie Seattle and Portland dates to
ing a run of 56 weeks; business down
worrying
712;
$3.30).
Not
this
about
follow.
House Is therefore dark,
around $15,000; tours in fall.
waiting for 'Cabin in Sky,' due in comedy playing through summer and
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Muslo
improvement noted
week,

D

M

8 New Councillors

Equity's

^^^^^^^__^,^Contlnned from page w^^^^^^^^^^^^
ation of the situation would have
convinced them that their resignations were as unnecessary as tiiey
were unwise.'
Position of Alan Hewitt, who was
not named on the regular ticket and
as a result headed the opposition
elate and was one of three indies to
be elected, was touched upoa Dullzell
contended his record on the council,
lack of Communistic affiliations, absence of any proof to the contrary
.

reconsidering the resignations which
we delivered to tiie 'Coimcil df
Equity, but today he, himself,., acknowledges that his request of us has
been negated by Mr. Paul DullzeU's
statement to the papers this morning.
This ftatement was Issued
without authorization of or consultation with Mr. Lytell, our president.
It was made by a paid employee
whose salary depends on his appointment by the council, which we continue to maintain Is communlstlcally
controlled. This statement contains
several misstateinents of fact, Mr.

Monday

the gross claimed around
certamly in the money.
'Hellzapoppin,'
Winter

'Again I repeat that there has not
in all the years I have known
the council any indication that it or
any decision it has made has been

has repeatedly expressed his conviction that the Communists were
will
gaining control of Equity.
us,

We

AFRA

Denies

Angle

CHI

by Communist or any
Tftie
stateun-American beliefs.
ment that it is now so controlled is
entirely unfounded and untenable.
influenced

'

A

further consideration of these cir-

cumstances might well,

I

believe,

lead them to accept the urgent and
unanimous opinion of the present
council and of President Bert Lytell
that they reconsider and withdraw
their resignations.'

Unlocked for were the resignations of councillors who have previously strongly supported Dullzell.
When a year or so ago, after re-

Editor, VABXEre:

In last'''^eek's Variety It was_
my purpose In sup-'
porting the independents was to.
gain a foothold in Equity to assure AFRA control of television.
As a member of AEA, AFRA and
SAG, interested In the welfare
of each of these unions solely in
relation to the membership, I
wish to state that at no time
during the Independent campaign
did the question of television or
anything pertaining to affiliate
jurisdictional matters arise.
stated that

covering from

My only purpose In supporting
the independents was predicated
on the right of the democratic
process to work. il feel I have

who

pate in Equity affairs as any
other member working at pr^ent in the theatre. This is for
the record, and anything you can
do to correct It will be deeply

illness, Dulzell handed in his resignation, most of them
asked him to remain. The situation
because,
he is not In a
ironic,
now Is
position to walk out, nor is Lytell,

refused to take the presidency and then was prevailed upon
first

to accept.

Basia ot Tronble

as

much

obligation to partici-

appreciated.

Paul Stexoart.
Present trouble may have started
about six years ago with the group
that was identified as the Actors
not reconsider our resignations unForum. At that time seven were less and until the members accused
nominated on the regular ticket, for
by Congressman Lambertson tender
council with the evident assent of
their resignation! pending a Govern-

former president I^ank Gillmore.
were changes made in
There

Equity's policy that eventually led
to a pact with the managers not to
adopt further regulations. What the
deal was that placed the 'Insurgents'
In the council was never clarified.
However, out of that bunch of
councillors, only Philip Ijoeb, who
was re-elected, remains. The others
were Burgess Meredith, Mary Morris, Victor Kllian, Frances Farmer,
.

Albert
Heller.

Van

Dekker

and

Heller is now
the American
in

George
an of-

Federation of Radio Artists. Meredith became acting president of Equity, but
withdrew after about five months.
ficer

$20,000

play

is
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IN

continuing in the Selwyn.

'Hellzapoppin,' after five

the

HEFTY $32,000

'CABIN'

mammoth

weeks

ter audience pace.
EitimatM for Last

on

'Aceent

Week
Selwyn

Tonth,'

(1.000; $1.65).

Low

Los Angeles, June

In

Heavy

moved

Auditorium,

Sunday
and should run along there at a
into the loop Erlanger

^Cabin

(15)
bet-

17.

(87th

week)

(C-1,013; $2.20).

As

for
tickets
to
Sky,'
tvith
Ethel

the

top not clicked off estimated $32,000.

much and

helping this one

It's pretty
Five weeks of operettas and
Hoping "Cabin' garnered approximately
much
for word-of-mouth to perk things.
$125,000.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Grand
(10th week) (1,200; $2.75). Showed
considerable strength last week' and

of a struggle at $5,000.

came up with quoted
'Helltapoppin,'

Tather,' $21,000, Big

$12,300.

Auditorium

(5th

week) (4,000; $3.30). Under capacity
by a wide margin, but still in the

2d Detroit Week

In

500.

'Pal Joey,* Barrymore (25th week)
(M-l,ia4; $4.40). One of the surviving musicals that should benefit withthe summer suspension of 'Lady In
the
Dark;'
over $16,000,
which
provides fair profit.
'Panama HaUie,' 46th St. (33rd
week) (M-1,347; $4.40). Vied with
'Lady' for leadership until lately and
figures to jump with that show out
of the summer running; around $23,500; big Monday.
'Separate Booms,' Plymouth (e4th
'

demand
in

Waters and the original N. Y. cast,
prompted promoters of spring operetta festival at Philharmonic to hold
First
week
(2d it a second week.

week) (C-1,107; $3.30).^ Has been
making some profit lately, though
off steadily of late; under

eased

but management

$4,500,
it

still

claims

will stick.

'Snoolcte,' <3olden. Yanked Saturday; played two weeks less one night;
doubtful if gross bettered $1,000 last

week.

The

Beantlfnl

People,'

Lyceum

(8th week) (C-1,004; $3.30). Because
it can operate to small money may
June 17.
stick, but gross has been slipping;
pace here, estimated around $4,000.
'Life With- Father' fell off only slightThe Com Is Green,' National (29th
smoothly and no indication of quit- ly from its record-breaking first week) (D-1,162; t3.30).
Import U
ting; $9,500.
we'ek at the-Cass. In its second week still attracting satisfactory business,
at the $2.75 top. 'Father' registered but down from early spring levels;
more than $21,000 on the heels of better last week; $11,500.
the initial $22,000, which still kept
'Wateh on the Bhine,' Beck (llth
Teople/ Fair $11,000,
the play slightly ahead of the previ- week) (D-1,214; $3,30). Commands
ous record at the price established best
among straight plays
Ends
LegH Season by John Barrymore in "My Dear and isbusiness
aimed Into next season; hardly
Cfhildren.'
affected to date; approximately $19,«
Appears likely the Dorothy Gish- 000.
Boston, June 17.
Louls Calhern troupe will round out
Bevlval
Legit season closed down here an eight-week stay at the house.
The Doctor's Dilemma,' Shubert
Saturday (14) when "Meet the Peo(C-1,402; $3.30).
Final and 15th
ple* completed a three-week run.
week; excellent engagement; topped
Final stenza rang up fair estimated 'Blossom'
Preems Dallas straight plays for time; last week
$11,000, not enough to make a fourth
dipped under $12,000.
frame tempting..

black at $20,000. Moved to the Erlanger (1,400 seats) Sunday (15).
Sister Eileen,' Harris (17th
week) (1,0(K); $2.75). Running along

Detroit,

My

Continuing

its

brisk

Hnb

Alfresco Operetta Season

Dallas, June 17.
Off to a good start with the premiere Thursday night (12), the 10week season of 'operetta under the
sters* t>elng presented at Fair Park
'Aoccnt on Tooth'—Selwyn, Chi- Casino promises to be a financial
ment Investigation.'
cago (16-21).
success. The presentation is by J. J.
Eleellon Cloaa
'Arsenle and Old Lace' (Erich von Shubert and the State Fair of Texas
Figures of the tellers who coimted Strohelm, Laura Hope Crews)
Assn,
the votes prove that It was a close Grand, Chicago (18-28).
With dignitaries of the southwest
Equity has around 2,000
'Cabin In the Sky' (Ethel Waters) present the series opened with
election.
Philharmonic aud., Los Angeles 'Blossom
(although the annual report places
Time.'
Cast
Includes
Alcazar,
San Francisco E^rerett Marshall, Frank Homaday,
the total at 2,576) paid-up members (18-21);
and nearly 1,000 cast their ballots, (23-28).
Donald Gage, Barbara Scully, Mil•Chocolate Soldier* (John Charles dred
much more than usiial. Had an abAllen,
Marriet
Hutchins,
normal number of votes not l>een Thomas) Curran, San Francisco Martha Errolle, Wilbert Llebling,
thrown out, the election would have (18-22).
Leonard Cleely, Nils Landlne, Alex
'Hellup<vpln'—Aud., Chicago (16- Alexander, 'Alfredo Seville, Marlce
turned out differently and the present situation less involved. Principal 28).
Jones, Douglas Leavltt, 2:ella Rus'Ladies In Bctlrement' (Florence sell, Harry K. Morton, Eleanor Lutreason why many ballots were improper came about because for the Reed)—Flatbush, Brooklyn (18-22). ton, Walter Johnson, Melissa Mason,
'Life with Father' (Dorothy Glsh) Ruthanna Boris and CamiUe Catfirst time the ballot (for the regular

Corrent Road Shows
(June 18-28)

—

—

—

Cass, Detroit (18-26).
ticket) had 17 names (15 for fiveHe is said to have stated later that year terms and two r^lacements)
•Male Anlmar (PhiUips Holmes)—
he was 'worked upon' by radicals instead of the usual 10 candidates. Windsor, Bronx, N. Y. (24-1).
and upon realization of 'party front'
'Mr. and Mrs. North'-^Windsor,
There were 11 people to be elected,
methods, a Communist expression,
Bronx,
N. Y.
Flatbush,
(18^21);
but some members voted for all 17
he left Uie post.
which ballots were voided. Others Brooklyn (24-1).
•My Sister Eileen'—Harris, CHilReported that Loeb, who is In Chi- failed to signature the envelopes
cago with 'My Sister Eileen,' de- contelning the ballots. Number of cago (18-28).
'No lime for Comedy' (Francis
clined to be quoted on the elec- votes thrown out was 70, which inLederer) Alcazar, San Francisco
Also that
tion and the aftermath.
cluded 41 not paid up or juniors. It
he Is more Insistent than ever that was the 38 remaining that decided (19).
'VInecar Tree' (Billie Burke, Paul
charges he Is a 'fellow traveler' the election so far as three defeated
of the Reds be heard before an im- regulars were concerned. Out of that Cavanagh) Alcazar, San Francisco.
'White Cargo'—Capitol, New Bripartial bdard, whether Washington number, 26 votes were for a straight
acts on the newest demand for an ticket and 12 for the straight op- tain, Conn. (18-21).
Investigation or not Loeb reiterates position ticket. Had the 26 regular
and resents, being votes not been Invalidated, Robert T.
his
position
Name Concert Dates
dragged into the present upheaval.
Haines and Arthur Plerson, who got
(Jtine 16-28)
360 votes each, would have defeated
LyteU's Plea for Probe
both Hewitt and Myron Mc(3ormlck,
Friday (13) Lytell sent another two of the three Indies who won with
Ballet Busse de Monte Carlo—
telegraphic appeal to Washington for votes of 391 and 365, respectively, Stadium, N. Y. (26-27).
an investigation of Communistic even if the 12 opposition tickets were
Paul Bobeson (Hugh Ross concharges. His message was addressed
not thrown out In addition 12 votes ducting). Stadium, N. Y. (23).
to Congressman Joseph Stams, actArtor Bnblnsteln (Artur Rodzinreceived by mall from the Coast aring chairman of the Dies Committee.
conducting), Stedium, N. Y. (19).
ski
rived too late. All appeared to be for
Starns may h^d the committee, as
(Alexander
Spalding
Albert
the regular ticket Both Maida Reade
Representative Martin Dies is cam- and E. J. Blukall, long on the coun- Smallens conducting). Stadium, N.

telle.

Treasorers' Officers
At the annual meeting of the
Treasurers & Ticket Sellers Union
last week, Walter O'Connor was reelected president George Ashby,

—

vice-president;

—

—

James

J.

trustees:

Hugh

•t.1 UHI

McGauley,

Frank

Frayer and Charles Bowman.
There was a contest over candidates to the executive council, but
all
six
were renamed: Arthur
Wright Herman Lewin, Jerome
Flynn, Harry Nelmes, Charles Murphy and Frank Boga.

CLAmR

EDDIE

GARR
CO-OTAKWIIW

RECORD BREAKING
''HELLZ-A-POPPir

IN

OM TOOB

Murphy,

secreUry-treasurer, and Morrie Seaman, business agent.
Named as

•
Mat.i WM. KENT
1776 B'way. New Verfc

„

NORMAN

HARRIS
and

.

Vinegar' S'/zG in

S. F.
San Francisco, June 17.

—

—

paigning in Texas for the Senate.
The message:
The statement of those who re-

Box

list grows slimmer attendance here
Garden- should pick up; dipped under $7,000
(143rd week) (R-1,671; $3.30). One last week, but still expected to play
of three musicals remaining on the through summer.
'My Sister Eileen,' Blltmore (25th
list; continues to pile up profits, although considerably under winter week) (CD-991; $3.30). Among the
season's winners, with grosses holdgross levels; around $17,000.
'Johnny Belinda,' Longacre. Final ing to good proflteble levels both
and 40th week; dropped under $4,000; ways; quoted over $11,500.
'NaUve Son,' St James (12th week)
was not rated among summer pos(D-1,520; $3.30). Ticket sale extends
for several weeks,^but attendance
r^ain dropped; estimated under $8,-

MOSTLY OK;

mu

week)

been

$11,500;

,

of his denial of the Lambertson
charges, indicated he had been discriminated against by the congressman, who had retracted definite al- Dullzell knows that far from 'retractChicago, Jime 17.
ing' his carges against Mr. Hewitt
legations against Hewitt.
Three of the shows in town held
Mr. Lambertson has reiterated them up well last week, while 'Accent on
Not <BepadUted>
in two letters during the campaign. Youth' remains in the cellar.
But
.DuUzell also stated that the seced'Mr. Dullzell, fii private conver- the remarkable thing about this show
ers should have iaken into considdespite the poor trade, the
sations with each and every one of is that
eration that the straight vote for

the regular ticket was about two to
one more than the straight vote for
the Indies, which would prove they
have not been 'repudiated' as they
believe. He concluded with:

with

last

(23).

t
ran considerably behind others Y. (21).
Aleo Templeton (Alexander Hilson the regular ticket As revealed
before, all the regulars elected- were berg conducting), with Philadelphia
Dell, PhilaHood
Robin
the
Orchestra,
t'gned follows:
for
well ahead of the best count
delphia (24).
.'Mr. Lyten has been urging our winning Indies.

Fourth week of 'Vinegar Tree,'
with Billie Burke, at Henry Duffy's
.Curran here got a slim estimated

cil,

$5,500.

rides fifth stanza, however, until 'Citizen Kane' vacates the
El Capitan in Los Angeles, 'Virtegar
Tree' moving In a day later, June 26.

Comedy-

I

,

SYLVIA

SHORE
NOW—MILLION DOLLAA

PIEB

ATI-ANTIC CITV
CKO. WHITE'S HCANDALB
nanmrmpiltt WH. lUtNT

1776 Bmiulv.'io

New.

Tctfk

LEGITIMATE

52

Down Bis Hair (T) brother, Clare Marshall, also elected
Louis Sobol, columnist for ttie treasurer of the Gazette Co.
Attaches of the Gazette say Verne
N. Y. Journal-American, hearkened
back to the prohibition era June 13 Marshall is 'away for his health.'
with the frankest confession yet by
any newspaperman anent the kowReport N. T. Daily's Siukenp
towing of the Broadway scribes to
Reports are current that the genthe hoodlums of the speakeasy days, eral manager and managing editor of
Sobol, reminded by the conviction of a New York daily will resign shortly
Workman
for
Charles (The Bug')
in a general shakeup.
the murder of Dutch Shultz, wrote
about 'the bizarre era when the poTwo Libel Salts
tentates of crime operated along
Lieut. WiUiam J. Geller, U. S.
ruthless totalitarian lines on BroadNaval Reserve, filed suit Wednesway.'
day (11) in N. Y. federal court
Describing them as a 'bunch of against Friday, Inc., Dan S. Gillmor,
scurvy, cheap, chiseling thugs,' So- president, Michael Sayers and Albol said they never 'did one blessed bert E. Kahn, writers, charging libel.
thing to win them a nod from decent Damages of $500,000 are sought.
society; but, oh, how we spun Round
Alleged libel appeared in the Sept.
Table and Robin Hood tales about
27, 1940, issue of Friday entitled
them their kindness to impecunious 'American Merchants of Hate.' The
chorus, girls; their solicitude for their
article deal'', with anti-Semitism and
gentle mothers . . . what bunk! What
included reference to GeUer.
lying piffle! But none of us had the
Benson N. Katz, formerly presiguts to expose them for what they
dent of the Russian Banks, Ltd., of
were in those days— neither the po- Japan, filed
a $60,000 libel suit in
press,
the
brave
boys
of
lice nor the
supreme court Wednesday
among whom, let it be confessed, I N. Y.against Simon & Schuster, Inc.,
(11),
was one and undoubtedly as lily- because
of a book, 'In Search of
livered a poltroon as any of them.*
Complications,' by Eugene de SarSobol mi^ht have mentioned the tisch. According to the complaint,
fact that the mobs and mobsters con- the boolc, an autobiography of a doc-

—

—

ferred the truth about the mobsters
their 'kindness' to chorines. The
'kindness' was ofttimes virtually enprostitution and procuring.
Sobol might also have mentioned the
almost nightly ritual in one Broadway- nitery of mobsters selling stolen
Koods across the table, appraising the
gems like jewelers.

and

forced

declares that the plaintiff

was

dishonest.

Colnmnlst

Now Knows

York. Leaves his mother,

and a brother, Frank.

Justice

died in that city June 14 after a short
illness.
Husband, Jack, and a son,
survive.

Moses Katz, 77, Yiddish playwright
and novelist and until recently editor of The Jewish World, Yiddish-

Manager Is sold on the Idea of a set sum and percentage on picture
rights,
Price paid for 'Boys From Syracuse' was not high, but profit
received by him and the authors (Rodgers and Hart).
'Syracuse' was Jules Levey's (Mayfair) first musical picture. He Is currently producing 'Hellzapoppln.'
CHAtTEB
Understood that If Gene Kelly doesn't go on tour next season In
Ben Cooper has been named editor 'Joey,' his brother, Fred, will take over the role on the road. Gene has
a couple of picture deals on the fire, one with Metro being particularly
of Rome (Ga.) News-Tribune.
Stuart Palmer wrote a new hot at the moment, and may head for Hollywood at end of 'Joey's' Broadmystery tale for Crime Club publi- way run. Fred Kelly played another part his brother created, that of
hoofer in 'Time, of Your Life,' touring with Pulitzer prize-winner all year.
cation.
Gene also considering buying end producing Saroyan's 'Sweeney In the
Judith Allen completed her novel,
Trees,' which was tried out last summer at Cape May, N, J., as a vehicle
'My Eyes Still Shine,' to be published for himself and Fred. They would appear as Sweeney and his alter ego.
by House of Field.
That, however, is for season of 1942-43.
Theodore Pratt dug in at the North
his

home

Surviving are

in that city.

wld«w and a checks are being

his

son.

Carolina mountains near Hendersonworking on his new book.
Elliot Paul has completed new

There Is a possibility that Chicago's Auditorium may be saved from
the wreckers. John S. Clark, tax assessor for Cook County, HI., proposed
a plan to attorneys for" the 52-year-oId building, whereby the assessment
should be cut so that back taxes could be taken care of and current taxes
be paid out of operating Income. Problem could be solved In that way If
retroactive. All activities at the Aud
Jack Moffitt, Kansas City Star the lowered assessment be made
due to cease June 30.
film crick, now working at Para- are
Clark states that such a reduction would be justified, since the Aud is
mount, has finished a new book,
not a commercial utility. Over a period of 10 years assessments on the
"There's a Door In My Grave.'
to business propFrank Scully has sold a book to spot have been made under the same rules applicable
other civic or semi-public buildings
Alliance.
Labeled 'Unholy Nights,' erty and therefore unfair. Taxes on
have been substantially reduced in recent years, but for some reason the
it's the crime career of a preacherAud has been assessed on- what
for similar relief.
safecracker. Het Manheim of Will- Aud never applied
appears to be an InBated valuation of $2,000,000 and the annual tax bills
iam Morris office- agented.
Net after bare operating expenses has
Sheilah Graham takes temporary have been over $70,000 annual^.
Suggested that the property be assessed at $600,000,,
leave of her Hollywood chores In averaged $35,000.
is back $1,000,000 in unpaid taxes.
mid-July to spend six weeks in Eng- which would mean a tax of $20,000. Aud
ville,

volume

tabbed

Made

'Intoxlation

Easy' with 24 black and white plates
by artist Luis Quihtanilla.

Buenos Aires Criminal Appeal
Court has annulled the sentence of land writing feature stories about
the lower courts, in which Junius J. the war for the North American
Rugeroni, publisher of the B.A. Her-- Newspaper Alliance. Meanwhile, her
aid, largest English-language news- picture beat will be covered by
paper in S.A., was sentenced to one Harold Heffernan.
year's conditional imprisonment with
sentence suspended.

^^

lines. Others

the U. S.
Many of the picturiis used will be
shots by the trainees themsel'ves. It

has

to receive the pbc from the soldiers
Herald Trib
lines),
(70,000
World-Telegram (61,000 lines). Sun and forward them to Life in New
Yorlc Mag. will pay for all of them
(26,000
(51,000 lines), ,and Times

published.

lines).

—

Saskatoon,

added

Sask. Jerry
editor _ of

news

as

Hudson

CFQC,

made arrangements with the Saskatoon.
officer in each camp

which went down were public relations

the

PSTs 'General' To Do Book

the publication for 18 years.
Others included Katherlne Bourne,
associate editor in charge of fiction,
.

.

papers.
tation

Despite the excellent repu-

he h^s gained for astuteness

Stevenson

died several years ago.

—^Louis D. Livingston, forKOL,

bride

Seattle, has joined
In continuity de-

Toledo, Od—Edward C. Kutz has
the
announcing staff of
replaces Joe Fields, now

join ed

WTOL. He
in the

Strawhat Plays

Mansfield, O.—Gene La Velle, forWMAN, Mansfield, O., has
joined the staff of WCKY, ClncinnatL

(Continued from page 60)

-

SKAAL

Boston—Kilbum CuUey, formerly
at

WLAW

added

Lawrence, has been
to WEEI's control room.
in

Drama

In

Media, Pa„ June 16.
three acta (seven scenes) by

Vivian Johannes; staged by Oeorge EbelIng: sets, Stanley iPaukstella; presented at
Hedgerow theatre, Media, Fa., June 16, '41.
Jasper Deeter
Old Tbor
Thar
...Mlohael De Beausset
Frltjot....
Richard Baaehart

Ragna

Miriam Phillips
Helen Alexander
David Metcalt

Selma
Old Tlnk
Hllde
Stephen

Next Week

Continued

from page 48;
:
John Woods, 24, who became the
KTCTgmen Oaideu Fat Burns
first N. Y. Herald Tribune reporter
Charley Adams
to be Inducted into the Army when Revelere
Sweet
he was drafted last March, fell to his Sam
OasU
Alice Sone
New Pablishlns Pnttts
Joe 'Vlllella Ora
death June 12 from the window of Zelda
John Conto
Independent Jewish Press Service, a friend's apartment In midto'wn Wicked Wllllci
Joe Connolo
Hotel RooMvelt
Inc., chartered to conduct a pub- New York.
A cousin of Mark Sul- Johnny
Stu Bt-adon
Kanlhua
Berry Anne
lishing business in New York, with livan, Washington columnist for that
Hoyal HawllojiB
PlncB
a capital stock of $10,000, $100 par paper, he had been visiting Carroll
Botel ttobenle;
Howard Becker Oro
value.
Cavanagh, a fellow Tribune reporter, Billy HInde Oro
Dynamic Publications, Inc., char- when he lost his balance.
Trelon
Rita Seaman

the

and

brother,

older

Alex-^

ander, as the practical, earthbound
hold up a formidable distaff

while Albert Vees, Marshall Bradford and Lewis Martin round out the
generally capable support
The play as it stands should have
a long enough run on Broadway to
warrant a film purchase.
Play's lone setting Is laid in the
judge's living room, is sufficient, but
nothing to werrent imdue attention.
Same & true of the staging. Smith.

merly of

of

Miriam Phillips and Helen

Army,

LITEBATI OBITS

PM
i

Robert Stevenson is out as manager of Erlanger's, Buffalo, efter hanis
dling the leglter for four years. Fred Ziemer, treasurer of the house,
the new
acting manager, but If a replacement is made It wUl not be until
season begins. Usually out of town house managers are retained through
summer, getting half salary and the same appUes during dark weeks
otherwise.
^ iu
v«
was his father, who
is a former Broadway boxoffice man, as

KHQ-KGA

Bills

of his forecasts,
bas kept his Identity secret for
fear his youth would injure reader
lalth In him.
„

selected to present the play.
During the past season Davis was represented on Broadway by Mr.
end Mrs. North,' edaptod from magazine stories by Richard Lockrldgo,
Show, backed by Metro, recently
critic of the N. Y. Sun, and his wife.
closed at the Belasco, but is' now playing the subway circuit. It grossed
around $7,000 at the Flatbus^ Brooklyn, last week and was Immediately
booked for a repeat.

partment.

lished as a book.

and the accuracy

Owen Davis, who has started his annual sojourn at Skowhegan, Me., will
start work on the dramatization of 'WhUtle Stop,' current best seller
authored by 22-year-old Marrita M. Wolff of the U. of Michigan. Although the veteran author obtained the stage righte, no producer has been

Spokane

.

merly of
stations

Sunday paper .figures ere better,
San Francisco—Boyd Rippey Is
Cosmopolitan Mac Bevamp
E-T, Mirror and J-A all showing
Shakeup at Hearst-owned Cosmo- new KFRC sales promotion chief,
rises, with only the Tlines and News
replacing Gary Krledt, who has indown, and those J)y just a- few lines. politan mag last week brought about
herited a publishing biz in Manila.
In Brooklyn, the Eagle took a drop a number of resignations.- Among
Also new on KFRC prdduction staff
during the week, too, but showed a them was that of Dorothy Taylor,
makeup editor, who bad been with is John Nickel.
mall gain on Sundays.

PM's 24 -year-old '(General,' Leon- and- Lee RusseU, fashion editor.
ard Engel, has been ngned by
Bennett Cerf, Random House head,
BloKlng Jack Doyle
to do a book. Volume wiU be an
Jeok Doyle, famed Broadway betanalysis of the current war and Its
ting commissioner, known as 'The
military end tactical problms for
Lloyds of Broadway' because of his
the various coimtries concerned, willingness to quote odds
on anysimilar to Engel's .daily column,
thing, is being biographed by Clem
signed The (General,' In the New McCarthy.
Sports gabber-writer is
York tab.
currently spending about four hours
Engel Is by far the youngest of a day with Doyle
getting material.
the large crop of military and naval
Yarn first will be serialized for
analysts maintained by American
magazine publication and then pub-

Production outlay of 'Pal Joey,' Barrymore, N. Y., Is reported having
been earned back through operation, It cost around $80,000 to put on,
although George Abbott, who produced the musical. Indicated a higher
nut. 'Joey' Is assiured exceptional profits through the picture rights deal.
It being a percentajge proposition.

language daily in Philadelphia, died

June 14 at

Rugeroni was charged with conPayroll Traffic
tempt of court for remarks about the
N. T. Post's Upbeat
slowness of Argentine Justice in a
SSContlnned from page 3C
The New York Post, with a tUt of column'
he wrote. Case now has to
almost 50,000 lines, was the heaviest
be tried in the lower courts but New York, replacing regular men
gainer of advertising In New York
away for summer vacations, include
during May, as' compared with the under a different judge.
Daniel
Ehrenreich,
formerly
of
same month a year ago. Media RecWNYC, New York; Gene Clark, forLife Mag's Service Issue
ords reveals. Only other dailies' to
Life mag will publish a special merly of WTRY, Troy, N. Y.; Elroy
show upturns were the two HearstArmy issue on July 4, devoted en- Grosman and Harry L. Bryant, gradpapers, the Mirror (42,000 lines) and
tirely to the land and air forces of uates of the RCA institute.
Journal- American
lines),
(23,000
while the greatest drop in ads during, the month was registered by the
Mirror's tab competish, the News.
It 'suffered a decrease of 106,000

Inside Stuff-Legit

Mrs. Lola F. Bell, 61, Reno cor
respondent for the N.Y, Dally News,

lionls Sobol Lets

tor,

New

Harriet,

Literati

trolled virtually all of the night clubs
and speaks, where the columnists
made their hangouts and gleaned
their gossip and chatter.
He in-

Wednesday, June 18, 1941

lETf
pital.

Rosalind Metcalt
Michael Stuart

Director Jasper Deeter continues
to toy with poetic fantasies that fit
the sylvan atmosphere of his Hedgerow theatre but that wouldn't last
long on the commercial stage.
Such a work is Vivian Johannes''
'Skaal!', produced hers tonight (16)
for Hedgerow's 146th production in
its IS-yearrold history.
The play is
Miss Johannes' first Little else Is
known of her here except that she's
Wisconsin-born and in her early

—

sisters,
side.

George Ebeling directed, getting
as mucn pace out of his play as a
would permit.
script,
pedestrian
Stanley Pauksteua was responsible
for lights, sets and props.
Shal.

HONEY
Baltimore, June

9.

Comedy In three acU by Word Oreene:
presented by the Hilltop Theatre: directed
by Edward Padula; settings, Forrest Thayer, Jr., at Hilltop Playhouse. Elllcott Clt}-,
Md., June A, '41.
Eliss Hunt
Honey Tarrant
Tony

CosettI

Richard Angarola
Robert Klbbce

t

Fred
liovey Tarrant
Mrs. Tarrant
Joe Tarrant...
Larry Bailey
Hugh Tarrant
Lorena Tarrant

Lyn Swann
Aurella Robing
Laurence Faulus
William MacI.eon
Harry Cr»

.'

Maiy Jane Btockbam
Qlbbs Fenrom

Harry B. Tarrant
Aunt Carrie Hlghtower

A

Allle Pierce
'Bert Coffey

Tezlcab Driver

First production of Hilltop Theatre local strawhat setup, lacks
stature and falls far short of possible

future

metropolitan

effort.

There

isn't enough play; characters are
phoney and in spite of a few situations that could possibly be developed, pace is halting and highly in-

ocuous.

Story deals with one of those'
southern families long on ancestors
but short on cash. Mother, father,
two sons, daughters-in-law, end a
thirties.
Her play Is a dramatic Idyll of daughter are esconced in a Brook4 A<<ea
the deep Minnesota woods, peopled lyn menage of very modest propor*
Max Tarshla
by simple, sturdy Scandinavian tions. One by one they drift into the
Flo Parker
stock.
The father of the family is picture end an unceasing argument
Oeorge Weber
a lumberman.
His older son fol- of family background and supposedly
Tacht aob
lows in his footstefs, tending the typical southern foolishness. There s
Archie Tarshia Oro
timber
and guarding against forest a gangster, too, a visiting aunt and a
Qua Van
Singer Sis Line «) fires. His younger son, heart dl his bumpkin from back home with an
Shirley Holler
heart, has gone to sea. There's also idea for chewing gum.
Bky-Vae
a triangle.
Cast is fairly adequate, with Elsie
Story is told in wordy, slow fash- Hunt -Lyn Swann, Allie Pierce and
Fran Elchler Oro '
Ion, iif a setting devoid of action, as Mary Jane Stockham making the
Vnlon Orlll
to become tedious. There is allegory most of the lightweight' material.
Art Tagollo
Frank Natal*
and poetic allusion, much of it con- Direction doesn't get anywhere. Set
-

'

Buzz Mayer
William H. Bobertson, 83, sports Jack
Calhoun
columnist for the European edition
Hotel TVm Pobb
of the N. Y. Herald Tribune, who
(Continental Bur)
familiarly known as 'Spar- Wanda
row' Robertson, died of a heart at- Escorte
Kennywood Park
tack June 10 at his home in<Bois-leBrad Hunt Oro
Roi, near Fontainbleau, France. Al- Jeanle Rcltat
though his paper suspended publica- Billy Carmlchaei
printing-publishing, business in New tion when the Germans occupied
Merry-Qo-Roand
York. Capital stock Is 200 shares, Paris, he chose to remain in France. Joo Hart .Oro
Dick Harter
no par value.
Steve Clow, aroxmd 68, who edited

tered to conduct a printing-publishing business in Manhattan.
Jonathan Swift, Inc, chartered to
conduct a business in literary producUoDis of all kinds, with principal
offices in New York.
Howell, Soskin Publishers, Inc.,
chartered at Albany to conduct a

was more

th% now defunct Broadway BreviVerne Slarshall Out as Editor
ties! scandal sheet, did in Bellevue
In the annual election of officers hospital, N. Y., June 6. Details on
of the Gazette Co., Cedar Rapids, la., page 2.
last week, the name of Verne MarLewis A. Culbertson, 70, publisher
shall, former secretary, was sup- of the Mount Vernon, O., News, died
planted by that of Joseph Hladky, May 26.
Jr, son-in-law of John Miller,.presiL, D. Clark, 53, financial editor of
the Oakland Tribune since 1922, died
Marshall attalnedf national fame as following a- brief Illness, result of a
eiiairman of t6e No-Foreign-War heart attack.
fCommitteev disbanded a few weeks
Joseph F. Conghlln, SO, staff writer'
ago. His former- place as editor -of for the Motion Picture Herald since
file Gazette is now
by bis 1034, died June 13 in St. Luke's hos-

.

ocmvM

,

New Penn
Oay Carllalo Oro
Teddy Ryan

'

Mike .Sandretto
Villa Madrid
Btzl Covato Oro
Penny Oray
Mark Lano
Jon
Tio
MIxon Cafe
Kollette ft Deane
Al Marlaco Oro*
Marcia Wayne
Bob Carter
Harriet Brent
Roshee & Lee
Jerks
Stenart ft Leo
WebBt«r HoU
Kretlow Ols
Billy Merle Oro
Not Housb
West Tien Park
Sherdlna Walker O
Jimmy Gamble Oro
Ted Blake
Jay
Lorlng
Joe -Klein
Chuck Miller
Oeorse Qtegg
Klnic Sis

!l

Evelyn NelllB

Kay Balfe
Mlllv Brndlev

Aerlalettes

WlUowa
Art Fnrrar Oro

The lighting is dark, to
heighten the poetic effect while adding also to the general dragginess
of the production.
fusing.

What

life

is

given

the

good.
Only a miracle can
out of this one.

is

make

anjrthing

Burm,

drama

comes from Individual portrayals.

Bass Books' Opener

Jasper

Gloucester, Mass,, June 17.

Deeter, returning to the
Hedgerow stage for the first time in
two years, gives a sensitive, warming picture of the aging head of the
family.
David Metcalf, as an old
tinker, has another flavorsome role
that he' plays up fully. Michael de
Beausset and Richard Basehart play
the two sons adequately. Rosalind
Metcalf. as the bewildered youne

Bass Rocks theatre, under management of Martin Manulis and
Henry Levin, will open June 30 with
'Tovarich,'

co-starring

Ramon No-

varro and Francesca Braggiotti. Eric
Rhodes will be starred In 'George
Washington Slept Here,' the second
offering of the season,

CHATTER

Wednesday, June 18, 1941

Broadway
at

Benjamin Sonnenberg summering
Westport
Peggy Wood oflE to Nantucket

with offspring.

Walker

June

Wakefield, R.

will

summer

at

I.

Hyman

Eddie

radio correspondent in There Shall
Night' in the fall.
May Johnson, M(jA nltery booker,
leaves tomorrow (Thurs.) on a twoweek business-vacash jaunt planing
Max Miller says he will not
to the agency's branches in Cleve- any films till after the war.

Be No

land, Chicago

four'
in the

northwest on

and

Dallas.

Eugene Tuscherer currently in
Cannes awaitiiig a visa to migrate
to America.
Meantime his 'Carre('Crossroads'),

French

pic,

be-

ing dickered for a U. S. remake.

Tom

Par theatre matters.

Waller planed to Miami yesRadie Harris leaves for Hollywood terday (Tuesday) with a group of
syndicate writers on the first lap of
the end of the month.
the campaign for 'Mr. Bug Goes to
Grad"^ Sears back from the Coast
Town,' new Paramount cartoon feaafter studio confererices.
Aileen St John Brenon in Miami

contacting the

Max

Fleischer studio.

ture.

Having shipped
east,

mlla Quiroga's company at the Teatro Argentine.
Richard Harlan, U. S. director,

London

Brian

his station

Donlevy,

wagon

accompanied

Harry MacNaughton's wife won by Mrs. Donlevy, is on an auto trip
women's Eastern Golf Championship throughout New England from which
they'll return to New York Thurslast week.
Moss,
recently
Alec
a day (26).
Mrs.
Sam Levene planed to the Coast
mother, at home after several blood

making 'Mama

'WTilte,

yesterday
(Tuesday) on a onepicture Metro deal. Due back in the
fall to do the revised edition of the
contrary to general impression.
Spewack play,
'Out
West It's
Frank Bridges, composer who
Different*
the London SymFrank Scully and William J. Perl- once conducted
Orchestra and also at Covent
man have signed a contract with Her- phony
Garden Opera House, left $40,000.
bert Emerson Wilson to write the
'Lottie Dundass' is latest play In
No. 1 mail bandit's 'life aimed for
which H. M, Tenpent is interested
pictures.
It's
elected
being'
done
Coe,
a v.p. of
under the as vehicle to star Vivien Leigh.
of Donahue
tiUe of 'Unholy Nights.'
the agency. Latter would tour, then return to
Paramount's h.o. choral society of
'Rise and Fall of Joe Schenck' sethe West End in the play.
rial in current Liberty mag, au- 45 voices made its radio debut ThursCarroll Levis may not go to
day night (12) on WNEW, doing a
thored by Alan Hynd.
America, as he originally planned
15-minute stint. Edith Morgan SavHarry Kaufman back from Sara- age, sister of Oscar Mor|an, sales but due to get commission here as
toga, after his recent hospitalization, executive of company, director of officer in the Ministry of Information under Sir Walter Monckton.
and some 25 pounds lighter.
the group.
Harry Smirke, owner of Winter
Roy Disney and Gunther Lessing
Victor Mature-Martha Stephenson
in from the Coast over the week- Kemp nuptials, which may happen Gardens, Morecambe, .one of the
convensh.
end for the
any day, couldn't take place at St most profitable show spots in the
North of England, is ready to sell
Adolphe Osso, longtime Paramount Patrick's, as heralded, for secular but is asking $400,000, which the
The Municipal marriage Trade thinks is
head In France, reported in a Nazi reasons.
too much.
license clerk gave out that misinconcentration camp in France.
Meyer and Florence Horowitz formation.
Somewhat grim comedy card sent(Village Barn) have adopted an 18out, bordered in mourning black, was
Paris
month-old boy, named Michael.
captioned "The Sth Ave. Hospital anHildegarde- birthday-surprised her nounces with sincere regret the remanageress, Anna Sosenko, at the covery of its star patient,. John Roy.'
Jean Borotra in Tunis.
SavoyrPlaza last Friday the 13th.
He's the Rainbow Room managing
Author Paul Reboux back in Paris.
Abner Greshler staged entertain- director, bedded there for many
Paul Collin, freed from German
ment for the National Retail Grocers weelu.
prison camp, back in Paris.
Convention in Chicago this week.
Danielle Darrieux returned to capital after trip to Free Zone.
Saiil Abraham, back with 'Native
Rene
Rocher named director of
Son' (St. James), also again manager
Atlantic City
government-backed Odeon theatre.
of Maplewood, N. J., stock season.
Renee de Mlnil, actress ,at the
The Dr. Peter Lindstroms (Ingrid
By Mildred Carter
Comedie Francaise, died in Paris.
Bergman) visiting Burgess Meredith
Pict and stage thesps Jules Berry
at his Spring Valley (N. Y.) place.
Eddie Cantor tops Music Hall bill
Alan Hewitt burned his hand pain- Saturday and Sunday (20-21) at and wife Josselyne Gael to tour
North Africa.
fully when a book of paper matches Steel Pier.
Elvire Popesco and Sacha
flared as he was lighting a cigaret.
Frank Flore's Palm Room re- had a falling out over moneyGuitry
matAI Rosen, manager of the State, opened for season Saturday (14) in
ters, it is said.
leaves the end of July for a month's Penn-Atlantic Hotel.
Comic Georgius has taken over
rest in New Hampshire and Maine.
Lois Miller, singing organist reresigning
as turned Saturday (14) for her fifth Etoile theatre, which he is convertRoberta • Becker
ing into music hall.
Maurice Evans' secretary about July season at Heinz Ocean Pier.
Marcel Pagnol to tour Free Zone
1 and motoring to Coast for vacation.
Margie Taylor returns as emcee at
James Thurber and Kurt Weill Chez Paree, boardwalk night spot with plays 'Topaze' and 'Marius,'
summering on Martha's Vineyard to which reopened Saturday night. (14). fanned Pagnol stage and screen hits.
Following in the footsteps of Spain
collaborate on a musical comedy for
Guy Martin's revue and two bands, and Italy, occupied
France is not to
faU.
Milton
Huber's
and
Di
Salvo
Al Sindlinger, March of Time ad- Brothers, top billing at Babette's have any .more newspapers on Monday.
publicity chief, remodeling an old nltery.
Being
In Paris is the
farmhouse near Princeton Junction,
Harvey Lockman, new manaeer of fact that publicized
Alice Cocea is related to
\
N. J.
Round-the-World Room of PresiAntonescu,
Roumania's
Vyvyan Donner, fashion director dent hotel, featuring Pedro Albani's General
fuehrer.
of 20th-Fox Movletonews, planed to rhumba orch.
Albert
Willemetz'
"L'Homme Qui
Hollywood on her first visit to the
George White's 'Scandals* tab unit En a Mange un Autre'
(The Man
Coast.
to
play
week's
engagement at Who Ate Another')
preemed
at the
Hollywood agent Al Kingston in Hamid's Million Dollar Pier beginPalais Royale.

transfusions.

.

Cole Porter's score of 'Let's Face
is a solo chore; he not collabing
with Irving Caesar.
Harold M. Goldblatt, theatrical attorney, undergoes operation today
(Wed.) at Wickersham hospital.
William H. Schneider, art director
It'

'

&

.

'

RKO

.

'

town on an annual

o.o.
Agent Leo ning Saturday (20).
back to the Coast after
Margate, nabe theatre, reopened
dittoing.
Saturday with Edward Watson as
Bob Hope flies in this morning manager. His brother, Wesley Wat(Wed.) for the Louis-Conn flght to- son just named manager of Ventn'or

Morrison
I

night. He's hosting a party of eight
to the battle.

Morris Stoller, William Morris
agency's office manager, cuts wedding cake with Gertrude Jampol, an
art teacher, on July 11.
Testimonial dinner to Solly Pernik, business manager of Local No.
1, stagehands, held last night (Tues.)
at Hotel Astor at $4 a head.
Billy

theatre.

Congressman Elmer Wene assured
by Secretary Ickes that this resort
will not have to fear, gasless Sundays, at least until after Labor Day
weekend, which officially closes
season.

WB (Ave theatres) and WiellandLewis (six houses) have pooling
agreement for picture booking. Plan
Wolfe from the Rainbow working out well, giving both sides
go into the new 'Ziegfeld best films on weekends and holidays
which Lee Shubert (Harry when big. pictures are needed.

del

Room may
Follies'

Kaufman) is talking of producing.
Bennett E. Tousley, who resigned
The Leslie Harrises (Rosemary as general manager of Traymore
Cox) back to Miami after their wed- beachfrontery, succeeded by Kenneth
ding here last week;
He's with W. Baker, former head of Sheraton
WQAM, CBS affiliate in Florida.
eroperties in Washington, D. C, and
efore that manager of Philly's Ben
Charlie Casey, veteran indie ex-

who sold out his interests, has
down in Florida and is
dabbling in real estate down there.
Annie Vernay, French actress, is

hib

Franklin hotel.

settled
'

Honolulu

Hollywood-bound via South America, having sailed from Lisbon. Irvin
Marks has several deals on for her.

By Mabel Thomas

'Whistle Stop.' current best seller

by

Maritta
M. Wolff (Random
House), is being dramatized by

Judy

Canova

clippered

in

from

California.

Owen Davis for fall legit production.
George Smith, western division
sales manager of Par, out of the hospital following. a tough case of penumonia; going away for two weeks'

Alvin Kaleolani's Young Roof
band packing them.
Joan Fontaine spent busy day here
enroute to Tahiti on cruise.
Cedric Gibbons getting tennis and

rest.

surfing in daily at the Royal.
Chinese historical plays doing excellent biz at Golden Wall theatre
here.

The

Clifford C. Fischers have dug
In at Nyack. N. Y., taking a summer
place, whether' or not the .showman
goes through with his Rio de Janeiro
plans.
George D. Lottman due to return
to Broadway pressagentry after long
domiciling' in Miami because of his
wife's helath.
Latter will remain
south.

'

Giggy Royce went musician-hunting in California for 10 days for his
Royal band.
Clara Inter (Hilo Hattie) to Paramount theatre, Los Angeles, for three
weelcs appearance.

Dorothy Lamour, Greg Bautzer and
Universal considering expansion Jack Huber all resting for three
its home office weeks at the Royal.
Uking battle to Washington
in the RCA Bldg. Company already
has taken additional space on the for exclusive foreign-language station to be housed in its old quarters.
fourth floor.
Ward Morehouse, N, Y. Sun
Murray Silverstone leaves for the
Coast with his family to remain for columnist, and his actress wife, Joan
the summer as soon as school is over. Marlowe, here for a month's vacaNothing announceable yet on his tion.
The Gene Fowler and James Hall
production plans.
Tom Gomez has taken a place on families were constantly entertained
the Cape for the summer. Succeeds during their one-day stopover to
Richard Whorf in the part of the Tahiti.

and realignment of

KGMB

'

Gloria' after finish-

make ing 'Candida Millonaria' ('Simple
Millionaire')
with Olinda Bozan,
Michael Red- Aida Luz and Adrian Cuneo.
grave's stand-in, bgmbed out of'hir
Arrived on the Brazil for the
home twice.
Colon: Hilda Regglani, soprano who
Cyril Lawrence, formerly general will handle leads in 'Rigoletto,' 'Lumanager for Lew Leslie, now deal- cia d'Lammermoor* and 'Barber of
Seville'; Ines Jessner for German
ing in government supplies.
Max Mack has film scenario based repertoire and Alessio Dl Paolis,
on life of General Smuts, and is try- tenor, for French and Italian works.
Arturo Mane, head of the press
ing to interest Charles M. Woolf to
department of the Ministry of Forfinance it
R. H. Bandy, manager of Wind- eign Affairs, named member of the
mill theatre, slated for lieutenancy Cinema Control Censorship Commitin the Royal Air Force Intelligence tee to keep eye open for locally made
production 'which might affect Ardepartment
Richard Tauber back in town after gentina's good relations with foreign
11 months of touring. Says he will nations.'
do a revival of 'Blossom 'Time' with
Tom Arnold.
Martinus Poulsen, head of the Cafe
Mexico City
de Paris, who was killed when the
place was blitzed, died a poor man,
By DongUs L. Grahame
Beverley

53

Hollywood
Steve Berkey joined the Bev Barnett publicity outfit.

George Wool^ey changed his screea.

name to Norman Russell.
i^erto Vila laid up with

a ruptured blood vessel in his leg.
Alex Gottleib cracked 'a bone in
his right hand playing tennis.
Harry M. Warner tossed a luncheon for 175 Gold Stat mothers.
Van Nest Polglase resigned as
chief of RKO's art department.
Katharine Hepburn planed in under the name of Emily Perkins.
from
Arthur
Hunnlcutt
here

Broadway

to discuss acting deals.

George Ward resigned from Music
Corp. of America's picture division.
Barney Balaban due in from the
east for

two weeks

of studio hud-

dles.

Patricia Collinge recovering from
Gustave Mohme, Fox manager in surgery on en impacted wisdom
Mexico, back from the U. S.
tooth.
Composer Luis Arcaraz and singer
Margaret SuUavan back from a
Dora Luz back from Hollywood.
New England siesta to resume film
Rochelle .Hudson and husband
work.
back to Hollywood after a three-day
Harry Warren, tunesmith, iii the
•
visit.
hospital under observation for pneua
Oscar Alatorre, Ramon Navarro's monia.
double, works days as a garage meEdward G. Robinson appearing in
chanic and nights as the head juvea trailer for American Tuberculosis
nile in a dramatic company playing
Society.
a local theatre.
Alexander Korda slated to leave
Humberto aTamayo, announcer for New
York

for

London July

8 via

local radio station XEQ, is the posClipper.
sessor of one of Mexico's biggest priPriscilla Lane is going to 'marry
vate libraries, 16,000 volumes, sevJohn Barry, California newspaper
eral of them very rare.
publisher.
Luis Lopez Mbndez, announcer for
Ruth Gordon arrived from
local radio station XEW, has been
York to work in the next Garbo picrevealed as the writer of the words
ture at Metro.
of 'Amor'' ('Love'), smash popular
Rufe Davis will be Tulsa's guest at

New

song composed by Gabriel Ruiz*
Jorge Alducin, owner of the
Cocoanut Grove nitery and Hotel
Waldorf, who began his biz career
as a florist here, became a theatrical
impresario when he successfully
backed Dorothy Praney's Ice Ballet
at the Teatro Lirico.
Francisco de P. Cabrera, producer
of such smash pix as 'Refugiados en
Madrid' ('Refugees in Madrid') and
'La Noche de los Mayas' (The Night
of the Mayas'), readying another

the Oklahoma Frontier
early next month.
of

Day blowout

Mary Pickford appointed chairman
Hollywood Women's Division of

United China Relief.
Zorina moves' into the Paramount
Monday for her dancing role in
'Louisiana Purchase.*

Ralph Jordan checked out of International News Service
Metro's publicity staff.

to

join

Harry Brand returned from three
weeks of vacationing in Sun Valley
and the Grand Canyon.
ased upon the pop song.
Loyanne' divorced her dancing
Mexican Symphonic Orchestra,
conducted by Carlos Chavez, in- partner, Renard. Their legal names
are Lois and Buford Bailey.
ventor of 'Cord 13,' a musical innoRobert Presnell gave up screen
vation, who has performed in the
writing
for a major's commission in
U. S. has started what promises to

g reduction, 'La Panchita' ('Frankie'),

the U. S. Army Signal Corps.
Ik a highly successful season at the
Adele Rowland, former stage star,
Palace of Fine Arts (National Themakes her film debut in The Blonde
atre).
from Singapore' at Columbia.
Felipe Gregorio Castillo, chief of
Rowland Brawn back from New
federal film censoring and supervisOrleans with data on Huey I>ong'<
ing department, preparing a 'Cinematographic Week' here this month, career,, to be filmed next fall.
Barbara Stanwyck and Robert
date not as yet decided upon, but
Taylor
planted their footprints in
expected to be the last one in June.
at the Chinese theatre.
He has the backing of the entire pic concrete
Louis Bromfield deserted his Ohio
industry and other government offiacres to talk about the screenplay
cials.
job on 'For Whom the Bell Tolls.*
Edgar Befgen awarded
honorary Master of Arts degree by Northwestern University, his alma mater.
Pittsburgh
Gladys George negotiating with
By Hal Cohen
John Tucrk, stage producer, for a
role In "The Distant City' on BroadFrances Faye went directly from way.
Operetta with music by Charles
Trenet and libretto by Jean Cocteau Yacht Club here to the Bowery, DeRags Ragland had to take a secto be put on soon in Marseilles with troit
ond physical exam for the army
Morris
Finkel
both
Beile
and
crooner featured.
Joe
when he moved from New 'York to
Jany Holt, Mary Morgan, Suzel convalescing from appendix opera- Hollywood.
Paul Von Hernreid, who first
Meis and Jean Chevrier have been tions.
picked for Steve Passeur's "Marche
The Jake Soltzes— he's owner of dropped the 'Von,' then changed his
Noir'
('Black
Bourse'),
although Rhumba theatre expect stork visit film name to Hammond, shifted
again to Paul Henrie.
theatre not yet selected.
shortly.
John Murray is new manager of
Jean Volterra has taken over
Dave Leff, Indie exhlb, home from
Marigny theatre, where he put on hospital after checking serious throat Ambassador Hotel theatre, succeeding Dick Prltchard, who Is doing
-'Trois Jeunes Filles Nues' CThree ailment
Nude Girls'), by Albert Willemetz,
Sid Dickler p.a.ing new Treion promotional work tor the inn.
Frank Selzer checked out of Prowith Suzanne Dehelly in top role.
Club in East Liberty in addition to
ducers Association publicity offices,
Club Petite.
John Freinstein, In charge of where he had been working temcheckers at Metro office, off for porarily to organize the set-up.
Don Deforest imported from
Buenos Aires
Camp Meade.
Exhib Frank Biordi's lad, Rudy, Broadway to play a motorcycle cop
By Ray Josephs
taking final exams for appointment In 'We Go Fast' drove his motorbike through a fence and wound up
to Annapolis.
Louis Goldstein, Columbia man(WB) Browns' daughter, In a hospital.
Ben
ager, to Rio for short stay.
'Kent Cooper, Associated Press
Shirley, graduated from Carnegie
Jacob Ben-Ami opened Leonidas "Tech drama school.
chief, wrote the words and music of
Andreiev's 'Ekaterina Ivanova,' with
Joe Feldmans and their two .sons 'Dixie Girl,' which is getting a heavy
Berta Gersten, as Yiddish legiter.
are going to drive to the Coast for a network plug, sparked by Harry
Engel,
Bettina Rivero, Uruguayan pianist, vacation next month.
Coast head of Broadcast
at Teatro del Pueblo to good houses.
Herman Middleman back at the Music.
Lumiton finishing 'Locos de Ver- Yacht Club, pounding the keyboard
ano' ('Summer Fools') with Eva with Archie Tarshis' outfit.
Franco. Directed by Antonio Cunill
Bill Eythe and Norma Shea among
Stroudsburg, Pa.
Cabanellas.
locals going with South Shore PlayBy JoUn Bartliolomew
Associacion Argentine de Conci- ers at Cohasset Mass., for the sumertos' started
eighth season with mer.
Beethoven series at the Biblioteca de
Phil Cook boosted Laurel BlosThe Mark Browars got back from
Consejo de Mujers.
Florida in time to see their lad, Her- som Time via WABC.
Libertad Lamarque started on bert, graduate from Tech drama
Boom note: resort hotel runs ad^
for piano and sax player.
'Una Vez en la Vida' ('Once in a school.
Carlos
Lifetime') at Sono Film.
Alec Bruce, formerly with
The Grand, East Stroudsburg, tied
Borcosque megging.
contact office, has been naiped sales up with Philly Record in puzzle
Mex pic, 'Los de Abajo' ('Tho.se manager of Dow Novelty Adver- giveaway.
Willard Schillinger's orch followed
From Below'), story of the epic of tising Co.
Pancho Villa, drew fSB* notices.
Tony Vincent Carnegie theatre Junior Maguire's at The Inn, Buck
manager, flying to Montreal to va- Hill Falls.
Pan-American Films distributing.
Bart Dutton's band opened for
Switch gave meg to Antonio Ber cation at a sanatorium for checkup
summer at Glenwood Hotel, DelaCiani in Generalcine's 'La Novia de of his anemia.
the
('Bride
of
Harry Gourfain in to set the Guy ware Water Gap.
Forasteros'
los
Bill Diehl's orch alternates beStranger') being shot at SIDE stu- Lombardo show for Strand theatre,
•New York. Lombardo is currently tween Onawa Lodge and Wilmer
dios.
Volt's Tavern, Mountainhome.
Luis Sandrini, local comic, signed at the Stanley.
Frank Kerr succeeded Fran Shinn
Hal Leroy's engagement at Jackie
by EFA for 'Es Mi Hombre' ('This,
My Man"), stage hit by Carlos Ar- Heller's Yacht Club was a reunion as announcer on local Wyckoff-Sears
niches. Luis Bayon Herrera will di- for the pair. They started together Variety Hour, which takes the air 40
miles away via WSAN, AUentown.
in a Benny Davis unit.
rect.
Shawnee Players open Friday (20)
David Hadburg, manager of HazelBaires Films started shooting on
theatre,
and Flora Ruth with 'Broken Dishes' at Worthing'La Hora de las Sorpresas,' Roslta wood
Moreno's comedy, directed by Daniel Shapiro, whose pop owns the house, ton theatre, Shawnee-on-Delaware.
Endorsed by local EHks, Kiwanis,
Tinayre and featuring Elsteban Ser- got married Sunday (15).
Just before opening at Stanley Lions. Rotary and Teachers College.
rador.
('Bridge of Friday (13), George Bernard, of Director Bernard Fairfax announced
'Punte de Sangre'
Blood'), Spanish meller by Cusebio Bernard Dancers, received word his 25% of receipts to British War Relief Society.
de Gorbea, drawing well with Ca- mother. had died in California.
.

—

.

WB

WednesdaT.

B4
Long Beach, L.

the City of

OBITUARIES

I.

left his widow, Leah; a daughter,
Florence, and another son, Herbert,
Actor is not to be confused •with the

Carl Beals, 55, charter member of
was noted as a boomthe Detroit lATSE, died June 9 at
Middletown, O., following a short illleaves his widow, Marian, also
He leavesyhis son, Carl W.,
ness,
the
of
member
a performer and a
also a Detroit projectionist.
Waite family. They were married
were
She had been living at for 37 years. Funeral services
orrage.
Wellle
Day, 51, screen advertisF.
York,
in
New
(16)
the Actors Fund Home in the Jersey held Monday
Interstate Theand burial under auspices of the ing representative of
town since last fall.
Houston for the past
followed in Kensico Cemetery, atres, Inc., in
Further details in the vaudeville
years, died suddenly at his apartsix
N. Y.
section.
ment in Texas State hotel, Houston,

erang thrower.

He

NVA

HENRT M. TENNENT.
Henry M. Tennent, 62, theatrical
manager and producer who as head
of H. M. Tennent, Ltd., produced
many London successes since the
firm's formation in 1936, died June
10 at a London nursing Institution.
Tennent's stature in I^ndon theatrical circles was comparable to that
of the Shuberts in New York. According to John C. Wilson, general
manager and producer for Noel
Coward, the Tennent organization
was 'without question the most important firm In London which always had four or five plays running

DABWIN W. -TBUSS
Darwin W. Truss, 82, retired printand one-time theatriproducer and manager, was
found dead June 12 in the bathtub
of his New York hotel apartment.
Police theorized that Truss was suddenly stricken and fell into the tub.
Some 35 years ago Truss was acing executive
cal

a producer of light operas
and musical comedies and was also
said to have managed the Primrose
and West minstrels ^t one time. In
recent ye?rs, liowever, he was not
connected with the theatre and devoted much time to managing two
printing firms until he retired about
at a time.'
10 years ago soon after .the death
Wilson also declared that although
•
of his wife.
he and Tennent were never partners
in any official sense they would
ALSTTNE LANNING
often have a financial share in
Alstyne Lanning,
tive

as

EMMA VAN

each other's productions and carry

on

He

a friendly business association
further stated that during his

Mrs.

Emma Van

known on the radio as 'Aunt Em'
and the mother of the pop song com-

85,

Van Alstyne, died in
absence in America, Tennent was
Chicago June 16. Two weeks ago
producing the new Coward play,
she fell and broke her hip and was
'The Blithe Spirit,' which was slated
taken to the hospital in which she
to have opened Monday (16).
Manager of the famous Drury
Lane theatre from 1934 to 1939, Ten

nent attended Oxford University and
later entered the employ of John
Broadwood & Sons, piano manufacturers, with whom he remained until
1914. After the World War he became associated with Moss Empires,
Ltd., as booking manager. In 1931,
he joined Howard & Wyndham, Ltd.,
in a similar post and stayed in this
position for two years, when he became general manager of Moss Empires and Howard 8c Wyndham

poser, Egbert

died.

She was a performer on WLS,
Chicago, for the past five years and
had not missed any of her broadcasts in all that time.

Friday

(IJ).

Father, 94, of William Horsley,
president of Hollywod Filrh Enterprises, and David Horsley, one of
Hollywood's earliest film producers,
died June 15 in Los Angeles.

WB

-

zone on the Guatemalan
border which has long been a Gercenter but which has now become, the government has ascer-

state, coffee

man
DAVISONDavison, 74, member

,

with

German, French and EngUsh-speak- airlanes

Wants Army

'

E.

.

WGY

Vanderfield

triLBUB

newsmen not familiar with the
custbms' regulations will have some
chart with which to navigate.
Romantic note of the week was
struck when Norma Shearer American Airlined out to the western end
ot the line by her lonesome.
La
Shearer has been^trottingjalong the
'""'"'
Sylvia
Fairbanks,
that

.

—

Burial in Chi-

,

MARRIAGES

•

survives.

ankle bone
a staircase during a Swiss blackout.
Attired in a blue jacket and a blue
and yellow plaid skirt that in no
way detracted from her chic, svelte
appearance. Miss Harvey termed her
mishap 'just a foolish step.'
Completing a picture in Paris, Just
before the Nazi army changed the
names of the city's streets. Miss
Harvey fled to Antibes, in Southern
France, a few .days before the German invasion. Describing food con
ditions in the area as 'terrible,' the
diminutive actress, who once made

!

—

Widow

John Hemmer, Daily News pix snapper and dean of the airport photogs.
The suggestions merely outline the
procedure that has been in effect
for many montHs by the men covering the clipper movements but were
actually papered to make certain

,

Son, Egbert Van Alstyne, survives.
Burial in Chicago.

cago.

In

^Contlnufsd from page Zs

while trying to navigate

•

ducers and virtually all film companies, as well as the large agencies,
had reps down here during the run.
Nevertheless, it appears unlikely
GEOBGE EBET
Officers
George Et>ey, for years operator of that the show has a future.
Training Film Production Labthe Fulton legit stock in Oakland, of the
oratory, to which most of the boys
Cal., and formerly connected with
it
the Ofpheum circuit, .died at 69 on who staged it are assigned, gave
their complete cooperation, but feel
June 3 following a long illness.
Once rated a millionaire, Ebey lost that it has interfered with the job
Tours, Ltd.
perform. Members,
his fortune and his health in the.de- the unit has to
Plays which Tennant produced Inpiression.
He was on relief when accordingly, were shipped out on
cluded such notable hits as 'Candida,'
yesterday
location
jobs
stricken.
Survived by widow and various
'Retreat from Folly,' 'George and
four children. His son by a previous (Monday) to forestall any more theMargaret' in 1937; 'Spring Meeting'
marriage. Gene Ebey, who was asso- atricals.
and 'Dear Octopus' in 1938, and The
ciated with him at the Fulton, died a
While War Dept. officials in WashImportance of Being Earnest' in 1939,
year ago.
ington, in the opinion that it would
Tennant also handled the negotiabe a great Army public relations
tions for sale of the picture rights
JOSE GARCIA LAVEADA
stunt to have the show on Broadway,
to the Emlyn Williams play, 'The
Jose Garcia Laveada, 53, news- as 'Yip, Yip, Yaphank' was in the
Light of Heart,' which preerhed at
caster at station XEW,- Mexico City, last war, could reverse the local offithe Apollo, London, last March.
for the Cerveceria Central, one of cers' decision, that seems unlikely.
Mexico's leading breweries of which Difficulty is that so many of the solHEBSBELL MATAlI
he was publicity director, died in diers involved belong to oiie small
Hershell MayaU, 78, vet actor of the Spanish Hospital, Mexico City, technical unit that any time out for
the silent screen and later active June 10, of a stomach ailment a Broadway venture would bring
as a character actor in Detroit radio, Burial was in the Spanisji Cemetery, much important work to a virtual
died of a cerebral hemorrhage June Mexico City.
standstill.
Were they ordinary
Born in Spain, Garcia Laveada trainees assigned to scattered units,
10 at St. Mary's hospital, Detroit.
A screen contemporary of Dustin went to Mexico at an early age. their absence would hardly be noand William Farnum, Theda Bara Surviving are two. sons, one of them ticed.
and William S. Hart, MayaU was Carlos, the well-known Latin-AmeriWilk's thought,. it is understood. Is
born in Kentucky and while attend can football player.
to have
which has frequently
ing school in Minneapolis took a
gone out of its way in the name of
AXEL JOHNNY JOHNSON
minor role in an Edwin Booth road
patriotism back the show on BroadAxel Johnny Johnson, who played
show. It was the latter's advice that
way. It would also make some arcontinued/ him in the theatre. He vaudeville in the principal cities of rangement to use part of the mateplayed stock leads in Cincinnati' and the world, and for years was a mem- rial in a film or films.
San Francisco; He once boasted he ber of the Mantell's Manikins troupe,
Other potential producers down
died at his home in Everett, Wash.,
still would be playing Frisco if the
here for a gander were Lee Shubert,
earthquake hadn't toppled the thea- June 6.
Johnson's last vaude appearance Harry Kaufman and Max Gordon.
tre in which he played stock for six
Demand
by officers and civilians to
straight years.
His first Broadway was with Mantell's Manikins in New
see the show at the 600-seat Red
appearance was ih 'The Garden of York in 1929. Since then he had
lived with his mother, who survives Bank Elks Hall was so great the
Allah.'
run
was
extended from five days to
along
with four brothers, all nonThomas Ince took him Into films
six days, the extra performance beshortly after the earthquake and pros, and did considerable work
ing played Saturday night. Tickets
Mayall performed with most of the building manikins and puppets for
—at
25c for privates and 50c for
various
acts.
early stars, being Miss Bara's lead
officers and civilians went on sale
Ing man in a score of pictures. He
for the Saturday performance at
FANNIE SUTTON
played the king In Ince's 'Civiliza
Fannie Sutton, 77, early vaude- 2:30 p.m. Friday ^nd were gone by
tion.' He was starred in several pic
that evening.
villian,
died
June
11
in
Santa
Montares during the 18 years in films.ica, Cal.
She
toured
the
circuits
in
Mayall was employed for the last
10 years at WYXZ, Detroit, usually the early 'SO's as 'Aunt Fanny' and
later
with
her
husband,
known
on
as a senator, banker or the heroine's
father, in such melodramas as 'The the stage as 'Uncle Dick,' with whom
Lone, Ranger' and 'The Green Hor- she trouped, operated a family the^Continued from page
atre in Los Angeles at the turn of
net.'^ He became ill June 6, dropping
the century.
luxury-s^le clandestine operators.
his^script three times during the perHe is described as an American of
formance of 'The Lone Ranger,' but
GEORGE
NEWTON
various
occupations.
continuing to the end of the broadGeorge Newton, 74, oldtime legit
Officials are grilling the pair seekcast.
manager, died in Chicago June 12. ing the source of their funds.
He leaves a widow and one son.
For many years he was manager of
Meantime search for a clandestine
the Cort, now demolished, in Chiradio station goes on in Chiapas
VILLIAM (BILLT) WAITE
cago.

William (Billy) Waite, 60, retired
circus performer who appeared with
the Ringling Circus and was a member of the Australian Waites, famous
theatrical family, died June 12 after
a long illness at the Pilgrim State

1911

ing pictures in Yankeeland's Holly- these recent calendar pages, and it.
_ _ to Europe, was generally taken that -When the
wood before she returned
toirorthe" indiscriminate" machine- screen sUr made her way westward
gunning and bombing of homes in alone, the widow of Doug, Sr., was
listening
to
the sweet nothings
Earl
H. J. Wingart, 74, father of
the French Riviera sector by Italian
W. Wingart, with 20th-Fox home of- avitators from 'time to time' and 'ap- mouthed by the male who of recent
been so ardent.
fice publicity staff, died of a heart parently without rhyme or reason.' date has
Wichita,
atack June 7, at his home in
Two and a half months ago. Miss
Kas.
Harvey moved to the home of a relativ° in Soleure, Switzerland, where
Father of Moe Silver, upstate N. Y. at 10 o'clock nightly, air raid reNoel Carter to Gray Gordon, in
zone manager at Albany for Warner hearsals -and blackouts were con- Laurelton, L. I., June 9. Bride is
theatres, died at his home in Cliel- ducted. It was during one of these the burley and nitery stripeuse; he's
blackouts that she slipped on the the orchestra leader.
sea, Mass., last week.
stairway and broke her ankle.
Dorothy Rice to Frank Barnes, in
An agent will be probing the Schenectady, N. Y., May 30. She's
Mrs. Mildred Moran, 84, mother of
Polly Moran, iilm actress, died June Hollywood possibilities while Miss with WGY's music rights department
Harvey rests her ankle at the and daughter of Edward A. Rice,
11 at St. Mary's hospital, Detroit.
Waldorf-Astoria. It was only after violinist and leader of string orchesthe. actress left the field's Inter- tra at
since 1922. Bridegroom
Mrs. Emma. Sadler, 66, former'
national Marine Terminal that news- is a General Electric Co. engineer,
vaude dancer with her husband, died
men were told that the rather atMary Margaret Mielock to AmJun^ 14 in Los Angeles.
tractive looking 'glass' Miss Harvey brose William Fitzgerald, Detroit,
sported was actually the jeweler's June 7. Bride is secretary to J. E.
goods. A star sapphire ring and two Flynn, Detroit district manager for
rare yellow diamonds were among Metro, and groom is owner-manager
the film actre.'is' possessions.
of the Fox theatre, Detroit.
^^Contlnned from page
RKO Execs In
Dorothy Fay Southworth to Tex

WB—

'

Harvey Clippers

Lil

Clayton, Jackson and Durante team.

saddle, he also

IBENE FKANKLIN

Irene Franklin, 57, died JuneMB
at the Englewood, N. J. hospital
after being stricken the previous
Friday (13) with a cerebral hem-

Jiiqe 18,

Also

Another Saturday
arrival

the

at

the

event was
landnort of a

(14)

group of RKO execs by TWA Stratoliner from Los Angeles here to attend a convention at the Waldorf
The group Included
this
week.
Perrv Lieber, publicity director;
H. R McDonough, vice-president;
Reginald Armour, assistant to the
prexy; Leonard Goldman and Rodney
Pantages.
Friday the 13th bore little frdit for
the
superstitious.
Arnold Weissberger flew in the
way from
L. A. and Virginia Hil l ro de down
out of the clouds in TWA's 'Sky
Apache' from Chicago to say hello
to John Carroll, of the screen. Tlie
brunet
nightclub
operator
and
heiress reputedly has Carroll as No.
1
boy on Jier June list of bright
youne men. Edgar Bergen, of the
Charlie
McCarthy Bergens, was
scheduled into LaGuardIa Field but
he hooped off the plane at Chi, to be

TWA

Ritter,

in

Groom

is

and

bride,

Prescott, Ariz., June 14.
Columbia boss opry star
as Dorothy Fay, played

femme lead in four
Hope Alessandroni
June

In Philly,
ber of

13.

KYW

of his pix.
Leroy Miller,

to

Groom

is

mem-

(Philly) spieler staff.
Ethel Rowe to Elden Day, in St.
Louis, June 13. Both are members
of the Flying Concellos, aerilisls

with the Ringling circus.

Helen Kifer to Clyde Hoyt, June
Groom, for14, in Sioux City, la.
merly engineer at KSCJ, Sioux City,
.joins engineering department of RCA
Manufacturing Co., Camden, N. J.,
shortly.
|

1

Peggy Fleming

to

Tom

Roark,

May

Groom is enin Cascade, Co^..
gineer at station KVOR, Colorado
Springs.
Laura Whiley to Charles Nordhoff,
He's the
in Reno, Nev., June 12.
Aim writer and novelist.
Sally Martin to Edward F. Flynn,
31,

an honorary collegiate in Albany, Juiie 14. Bride has been
degree, at his alma mater. North- with WABY, Albany; he's on the
western University. He then aban- radio staff of Leighton & Nelson addoned his original plan of coming on vertising agency, Schenectady.
to the City of Clowns, Crybabies and
Charlotte Monical to Carl BergChorines and returned to the Coast bower, in Independence, Mo., last
in time for his Sundeenite broadcast week.
Groom is member of KMBC
Others who used TWA,, the route cowboy singers. Rocky and Rusty.
most stars take when traveling
Thelma Butterworth to Victor
among the stars, were Spyros Wintermeyer, in Independence, Mo.,
Skouras, Fox exec and Greek War May 11. Groom is in the accounting
Relief leader: ahd Abbott and Cos- department at KMBC. Kansas City.
tello, who blew in for a personal
Alyce King to Sydney De Azavedo,
appearance at the Criterion theatre's in New York, June 17.
She's of
opening of their 'In the Navy.' The King Sisters, singing quartet; groom
comedy combine cantered right out IS non-pro.
of town again in time to L.A. it for

awarded

their

Sunday night broadcast.

Tallulah Bankhead United Airlined in from Reno, where she has
been acquiring a lion cub and losing a husband; and Nancy Carroll
roamed in from the end of the line
to see" what's new in Manhattan's
Midnight Menageries.
Mrs. Hills In on Clipper
Among the Clipper trippers of this

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Fawcett, Jr.,
twin sons, in Qreenwich, Conn., May
31. Father is prez of Fawcett Publications,

Inc.

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Stockmar,
daughter, in Chicago, June 11. Father is with NBC Sales Traffic department.
left-to-rlght of the calendar' was
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Engel, daughMrs. Lawrence Hills, wife of the late ter, June 12, in Brooklyn.
Father
editor of the Paris Herald, who left is attached to Warners' New York
Paris 12 days ago. Declining to dis- exchange in charge of exploitation.
cuss her experiences because of seriMr. and' Mrs. Ed Schneider, son,
ous illness, Mrs. Hill was greeted at June 12, in New York, Father is
the Pan-American base by Mrs. news and special events writer at
Ogden Reid, wife of the editor of NBC.
New York's Herald Tribune.
Mr. and Mrs, Ralph Wilshin, son,
Marvin McCord Lowes, a Reader's in Hollywood, June 13. Father is
Digest writer, left aboard the Yan- technician for National Screen.
kee Clipper for a six-weeks' look-see
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Marion,
at Londontown.
After leaving the daughter, in Kansas City, last week.
Land of the Broad A, Marvin wants Father is member of
cowboy
to do a brief on the current situa- singing
duo. Rocky and Rusty.
tion.
On the same flying boat was
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hull Hayes,
Sidney A. Bellasco, representative of daughter, in New Rochelle, June 15.
six British publications, returning Father is general
manager of WABC,
to his Sussex hom? after a circula- N. Y.
tion campafgn here.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Schmidt,
The feud between Pan-American daughter, in New York, June 16.
Airways and the LaGu'ardia Field Father Is sales promotion manager
reporters came to an end as sud- of the Mutual network.
.

-

KMBC

,

tained, a swarming nest of Axis, acWilbur E.
of
the Weber Male Quartet for 48 tivities.
Hospital, Brentwood, L. L
Station, apparently a mobile one,
years, and also for years with the
Waite, who retired shortly after Meistersingers, died June 12 In West is so cleverly operated that locating
the Ringling strike at Madison Square Newton, Mass.it
is extremely difficult.
But the denly as it flared up.
set of 'sugGarden in New York several years
G-men are confident that before long gested', procedure 'methods to be
ago, was born in Queensland, AuJaek D. Fink, SI, father of Lou they will be able to catch up with it. used In Interviewing and photostralia.
He ..was celebrated as a Clayton, a me;nber of the cast of Heavy stressing of the advantages of graphing passengers was drawn up
stock whip manipulator and was said ,'Lady in the Dark,' died of a stom- dictators, of the Hitler and Musso- by PAA's Walter 'Bob' Neff, chief of
to have ..wielded ode which was 87 ach ailment. Jiine 12 at the Mt. Slnat lini brand, and subtle- What's-the- the public relations squad of the Atfeet In length. Besides holding the Hospital, N. Y. He had been Deputy use-.f)f-democracy Is gist of program- lantic Division; and George Held,
world's record t<ft rjdlng, on « 4at Corao^issioner of Public Works of ming.
N.Y. City Newser, with the nod of

A

.

'

King SIstera' mother, Mrs. William
K. Driggs, flew ih from Los Angeles

wedding of Alyce King
(Tues.) to Sydney De
He's In Army and is infor singer's own lyric to
'Everything Happens to Me.'

to attend
yesterday
Azavedo.

spiration

.

—
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FORUM
number

is

small and not tpo impor-

tant

Quentin ReynoUs
-

usual good Job^ But they're both
reporters; they aren't doing 'think

eiC^

bad been that tough.
came in and sat down
and said, 'I wonder If any of
will
It! was a silly
live until morning.'
thing to say, but none of us laughed.
I remenibered I had a letter from
you in my pocket which I hadn't
had a chance to open. I opened it
and started to- read It It was full
It

hausted.

A woman

m

'

of plans for n^xt January. I co'uldn't

but bust out laughing.
We
If we'd- get through the
you worrying about the

help

how Leo Durocher

Is

m

do-

.

ing. Next January is too far away
to make any plans. However, make
all you want after .-seeing Charley

Colebaugh [managing editor of Colliers] and I'll string along.
Averill Hdrrlman la the man of
the hour here in London. We are
having terrific censorship trouble;
my two convoy stories were cut so
that Collier's had to combine them
into one and that wasn't too good.
It was a great trip, the biggest con-

—

—

man who

The

could.

Isters are all crazy

'

cabinet mln-'

about him and

15 hours a day
better In his

and

never looked
life.
Daughter Kathleen arrived here and
is well liked,
We have all taken
her In tow and she has been writing
some good stuff for the Express.
[Kathleen Harriman has an JUS assignment]

day.

—

men
fine.
Ben Cohen is
how they all work.

In fact all of Roosevelt's

over here are
terrlSc

—and

all right

-

'

'

getting the-stuS 'over here

between them.

Things are not nearly as much
fun now as they were last fall. Then
It was all new and exciting.
It isn't
)

now.

you down a little.'
I was shocked when. I arrived and
saw what London looked like. It
It just gets

isn't a pretty sight
.I'vje been spending some weekends \n the country but had to be
in town on that bad Saturday night
I finished the book this weekend
and think It'll do. It's being typed
and I'U air mail one copy (that'U
cost about 15 bucks) to you when
it's ready.
"The Wounded Don't Cry'
is doing well here and I ou^t to
raise a few thousand for the Spitfire
Fund with it
I had a lot of fun the first few
days back. The boys opened with a
•surprise party' run by Chris and
Bill Stoneman.
They had everyone
to dinner and it was good.
The
-

•

-

|

!

'

'

'

surprise was—I got the check.
Stuart Symington was over for a
while doing something for the government He just left for home having (Averill cays) done a good job.

I

I

Everyone here works like hell. One
might as well; there isn't much else
to do.

.

—

.

We have one good break sum
mertime, which means that it doesn't
get dark until 10:30. So the Germans
never come over before
or so
which gives us a chance lor dinner.
(
They have a. new. system. Last
fall they came over every night
now they come over only occasionally but when they do they are
loaded. They don't send a dozen or
so over—they send 400 -or 500 lull
ol big stiiff; much bigger stuff than
they dropped last lall and winter.I saw one that hadn't exploded. It
looked like a Mack truck.
polThe Hess story still results in bad weren't they wouldn't go east to
gags here. We expect a report on ish up on their dramatics when the
It any day.
It seems silly but abso- coast offers so many attractions of
'

U

,

,

ters.

—

Filmers Nix Barns

—

a

y-et.

Tot^ircatnnt^^infs"

Winston does, but he

isn't tell-

Ing.

,

'

I

^

''

--'^J^-

the legit who can pry themselves
loose from contractual duties will

'

'Deacon' Moore opened yesterday

I

i

make the hegira, but their number
Expects to Do Film
is meagre.
expect to do a film within -a
Same Names
month or so but I've been too busy
Charles Butterworth is east for
with Collier's stuff and trying to get
'George
additional lacilities to think much a helping of summer stock in
about what it'll be. I saw Bob Har- Washington Slept Here,' supported
ley, .ol Fox, and I guess Truman by Jinx Falkenburg, who can't exTalley has gotten in touch with him. actly be called a cinemaite, as her
I

now we

haven't anything in

mind that interests either of us.
Your second letter with the
views just arrived.
They are
right I must say; better than
,

book

(17) at the

Lake Breeze

^ye Lake,

O.,

S

'li

to

Buck-

Pier,

continue through

^^^i^'l^^'-^^r^

booked for one-nighters by manager
-uoc 'Perkins include: Woody Herman, June IB; Al Donahue, July 14;

Jimmy

Dorsey, July 28.

.

Right

re
all

-the

know

Bennett
Cerf will do his best with it but if
I were home I'd be damned if I'd
want to read any book about the
war. I was awfully sick of all that
deserved,

I

purposeless war talk at home. It's
a reliel to be here where the war
is not a subject for academic discussion or for radio commentators
to kick around. .
Ed Murrow and Fred Bate are
both back in town Bnd doine thei>-

that the

ol the

first

BMI

times published there is reacting
very well, 'There I Go,' which looks
il it may be a very big hit.

Reg

Conttelly.

Coincidental Lyrics
Bayside, N. Y.
Editor, Variety:
I read with great interest your
paper of June 11 about the unusual

coincidence of the three following
songs: 'We Go Well Together,' 'Essential To Me' and 'I Take to You'
being, written around the same lyrical theme.
It

interested

me

especially,

be-

cause I happened to write the song,
'We Go Together,' which was published by BMI. before any ol the
aloresald mentioned songs were out
I brought my song 'We Go Together' to BMI a year ago last April
when BMI first opened their doors,
and Merritt Tompkins, Sidney Kaye,
Milt Rettenberg and Bob Sour can
verily this.
VARiErnr even ran an article about
six months ago mentioning the lour

songs I wrote the words and music

'Window Wishing On Filth Av'My Prayers Were Answered,'
'We Go Together,' 'Broken Hearted.'

of:

enue,'

Am

just writing this letter for the
record.

Fred HtUebrand.

—

Lands Winant
Winant our ambassador, is a great
man. He gets to look more Uke
Lincoln and act more like him every

They are

know

to

as

'

voy to come over. Ave [Harriman]
has gone to bat for us and is in fact
our representative at court. He even
went to the cabinet He's the only-

he works about

Upbeat

I

wondering
night and
Giants or

WHAT THEY THINK

Naturally the Coast will have a
few strawhatters of its own, spotted
along the seaboard at Carmel, Malibu
s
Cafladlan Patriotism
Beach and Laguna, populated allyear-around by a goodly percentage
Montreal.
of intelligentsia. They're not taken Editor, Variety:
pieces.'
It will amuse you to know that
any too seriously by the film mob
George Backer is here and we had and rarely, does a name appear pro- President Roosevelt is the top night
swell
entertainer
this
area.
Durluncheon
fessionally
club
of
a
for him.
in their midst It's mostTony
Biddle, Averill and I agreed to share ly little theatre, with homespun tal- ing his recent broadcast a packed
the expenses of one party rather ent
house sat in concentrated silence for
than, each of us give a separate
his entire speech (no drinks or food
thing. It was a good party and then,
served). At the close of his perunknown to us, Tony grabbed the
formance the entire audience arose,
clapping and cheering vociferously.
check and wouldn't let us share. Did
it make me mad?
He was a complete show-stop.
Like heU. Tony
^pnUnned from page 40;
is ambassador to iyio defunct counProving thait,
some respects, the
tries and minister to two more.
I May, N. J., for the tenth consecutive British ^are 'thoroughly .prepared,
Rodney McLennan, m.c, rose and
told him that if Hess is here to lead summer.
sang a new" song especially Imported
a German revolt, hell end up being
the ambassador for the 'free GerJimmy Hart orch current in River from England and held for the ocmans.'
Boat Room of Cataract House, Ni- casion, titled 'Thanks Mr. Roosevelt'
Song looks like a click for Canada,
One other small news Item. A agara Falls, N. Y.
having been ' repeated every- night
Dublin newspaper reviewed my "The
since to local acclaim.
Wounded. Don't Cry' wi,th particular
Grant Wilson, former' pianist for
Second' song in popularity Is a
attention to the chapter 'on Ireland.
Johnny Joyce's crew which closed roUicking
litUe ditty entiUed The
It resented it terribly though I can't
at Fenway Hall, Cleveland recently,
King Is Still in London' this is one
find an imfair or untrue word in the
teaming up with Johnny Cowof those sword-waving affairs that
chapter. The review ended by saygiU in a new keyboard duo at hotel's
will probably soon be seized upon
ing that I would be a very unwelSpot cutting music
Coral Room.
come gu6st if I ever returned to budget for hot months. Haydr Hen- by the Ben Yost singers and like
groups as an appropriate vehicle.
Ireland and then went further by
dershott bass, and Al Cornilla, also
Third, and by now classic, is of
saying I should be barred from Ireformerly with Joyce, joined Joe
land.
Well, I know of no country tj-u:--—-.ui^^^^^^ course 'There'll Always Be an Engwhich opened
'^l*^'*
ensemble \„ui^u
land,' engendering mass choral reI'd rather be barred from-North or
Allerton's
roof-garden
June
13.
Hotel
sponse wherever it's sung.
South.
Our advice to aU American acts
In Bad' In Lisbon
George Duffy's orch returning
One of the boys just returned from Kansas City's Muehlebach Hotel who contemplate playing Canada is
.„
to dope out a flag-waving payoff ol
Ti=v,«.. to
4« tell
-.ii me
™« that
th^t Im
r™, in
from Lisbon
^.^niner run at Hotel Cleveland's
bad there. I did a Collier's article intimate Bronze Room. Following some description. Secondary advice
on Lisbon remember? I suggested Lang Thompson who is taking his is to leave behind all Latin routines,
as the bulk of the local audience is
that Portugal looked like a place
revamped outfit to the Mansion in at present wavering between Vienimder sentence of death, etc. I was
Youngstown, O., for a fortnight, and nese waltzes and jitterbug- response^
very kind, I thought. But the article
then to Kennywood Park in PittsMichael iWalton &) O'Rourke.
got back and there were editorials
burgh June 30 for a fortnight.
in the papers raising hell and now
The Power That Is Shakespeare'*
my pal says don't ever apply for a
Sammy Kaye booked for three and
Maplewood, N. J.
Lisbon visa.
Poor Bill Courtney, of our stall, possibly four weeks at Strand the- Editor, Vabieit:
As press agent of the Maplewood
had a lot of trouble there en route atre. New Yorki opening Aug. 29.
to Germany because of my piece. He Makes at least eight weeks at that theatre, I waa accosted in the lobby
by two slightly distraught ladies
sent me a message not to please house for Kaye within 13 months.
during the performance of Twelfth
write anything about Spain, Portugal or Germany until he got his
Manuel Contrerla. is the new or- Night'
stories and managed to get out How chestra leader at Ka-See's Club,
'We have to come out and telephone if you don't mind. My aunt
111 ever get home I don't know. Toledo, O.
Lisbon is the only gateway open
here just remembers she left the
now. The countries I can't go to
Pinky Tomlln band working, east- electric iron lit in the basement of
are increasing.
ward for first time. Band will prob- our home and it may have set the
If I keep up this screaming about ably come into New York area in place afire.'
With that she attempts to get her
the censorship here I may b« as late summer.
home, and failing to find anyone
unpopular as I am in Portugal and
home, called a neighbor, who stated
Ireland, and then there won't be
Everett Hoagland orchestra openanything left but Sun Valley and ed June 17 at the Walled Lake smoke had been discovered coming
out of the basemdnt, so the fire dcr
Carrizozo, New Mexico, either of
Casino, near Detroit for a month's
partment had been sent for and
which I would setUe for.
were attending to the fire now.
A bunch of us including all the stay.
'Well,'
said the lady emerging
American press, more than one cabHattl HolU band, playing via
from the booth, 'we can't do anyinet minister, high officials In the
Windsor, Ont, have moved
CKLW,
thing now. It would cost us $2 for
Ministry of Information are coninto Bob-Lo, Canadian resort rea taxi to Summit and we coiild be
vinced that both England and Amer-:
this season.
opened
of no service.
To make matters
The three
lea can stand the truth.
worse we would lose the rest of the
services object and they are ruling
Alex Bartha plays seven-day week evening with this delightful Shakethings.
We get vague reports of; schedule
from June 21 to Labor Day spearean comedy. I say, let's return
military happenings and don't get
Pier.
Steel
at
to our seat^ and check on the fire
the truth until the thing has ceased
I
afterwards.'
being a story. We don't Ood knows,
Toot* Hondello is to join Gene
So saying, they returned to the
object to censor of things that would
sax-clarinet
performance, and after the show,
endanger home security. Anyhow, Krupa on
again phoned the neighbor, who reit's a bad problem and. It gets no
with
Drew
opened
Monday
(16)
Ed
[Colported the fire was out
Tell Kyle Crichton
better.
Garstudio
band
in
the
his
WPRO
There's
'See,' said the level-headed'phonee,
lier's stall writer] he's lucky.
no censorship in Hollywood or at the den Restaurant, Biltmore Hotel, 'It was only a little fire and Invpgine
Providence, R. I., for the summer missing Helen Hayes for that!'
Polo Grounds.
Al Dalzell
Say hello to . and tell any or all season.
Savoy
ol them my address is the
Jimmy Blair, formerly vocalist
Wrong Credits
and an airmail stamp only costs 30c,
New York.
Let me hear from you but not about with Teddy Powell's band, now has
his
own
radio
program,
'Who's
Editor,
Variety:
lor
anyagent
is
an
What
business.
Blue?', six times weekly at 8:15 a.m.
I wish to correct your Inside Stuff
Quent.
how?
via WJZ and NBC-Blue network.
Music item ol June U, which
states: The Things I Love' melody
Vaughn Monhoe will tee off name was adapted by Howard Barlow.
bands July 4 at C^loron Park Pier, From the enclosed copy you can
near Jamestown, N, Y. Succeeding easily see the error ol that statejContJnued from page 3;
Saturdays: AI Donahue, Woody Her- menC I did the lyric, Lewis Harris
want but it's a vain gesture. They're man, Glenn Miller, -Tommy Dorsey, the tune.
Horace Heidt, Frankie Masters and
I might add that Larry Clinton
their
from
spared
be
too busy to
Alvino Rey.
wrote 'My Reverie,' not Andre Kossprocket duties and even il they

libm pace 3s

sCoQtliincd

By now everyone was

ters.
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Ben Toung replaces Robby Day,
June- 21 lor one week, at the Crystal
Danceteria, "buckeye Lake Park, O.
Park's new Danceland opens Sunday
(22) with Benny Goodman; Inkspots
are set for loUowivg Sunday.

real success came via Broadway. C.
Aubrey Smith Is due for a stint at
Dennis, Mass., in 'Old English,' but
the stage knew Smith long before
his name flashed on a screen's title

Bob and The Twins, formerly
Vocalaires, set lor lour
Stark Hotel, Alliance,

June

sheet.

Harpo Marx will
Alexander .WooUcott

30,

weeks
O.,

Move up Irom

the

at the

opening
the

2800

perform with Club's Showhar, Dayton.
The Yellow
Howard Sinnott former manager

in

Jacket' at Marblehead, Me. Donald
Woods will do a season of stock at
Elitch Gardens in Denver, from
whence he came to films. Ingrid
Bergman plans to get in a bit of acting in the shoe boxes if picture commitments do not pile up. Here and
there a few others may drift ea^twarfl for brief stands, but their

Red Nichols band, is new assistant to one-night booker Dick Gabbe
at General Amusement Corp.
of

!

Ardle Wilbur four piece combo,
at small Kew Gardens, L. I,.
spot, taken for personal management

now

bv Warren

Poarl.

that they and theh: affiliates should
equip themselves with a gobetween of national prestige. The
go-between would be invested -with
broad authority and would serve as
spokesman for the industry. Only
fly in the '-ointment under such a
setup would be the refusal of the
Mutual Network to be a party to It
NBC and CBS are still of the
opinion that by bringing their objections to
the FCC's mandates
against them' out into the open they
have put themselves in a better position for negotiating a modification
first

'

'

.

.

of these rules across the table. It
is also believed that because of the

personal acrimony developed during the course of the fight prudence
would dictate the moving In of a gobetween whose particular talent for

sober

weighing of essential issues
would avoid any further rubbing
against the grain and also serve to
fuse the confilcting interests within
the industry itself into a single plan
of collaborative action in negotiating
with the FCC.

Steve Clow
sCoBtlnned from page 2;

tempting to extort money but most
ol the victims shrank from giving in/formation to the district attorney.
Brevities was a sort of Broadway
adaptation of Town Topics,' published by the notorious Col. William
D' Alton Mann, whose specialty was
digging up dirt on New York's socialites.
That paper, too, hais long

been defunct
When complaints
piled

up

against

Clow

in the prosecutor's office,

a stream of show biz weU-knowns

were summoned
alter

another

downtown.

attempted

One

claim
they didn't have incriminating evitelanetz, as you stated.
dence.
The d,a. became so exaspHarold Barlow.
erated that he sent word uptown to
Broadway that unle^ he was supBritish Music Biz Up
plied with the evidence, all comNew York.
plaints
would be wastebasketed.
Editor, Variety:
Miss Joyce alone had the courage
Relevant to the article in Variett and the career of Clow terminated.
about conditions in the British mu- Since his release from jail, he Is said
sic business: As far as my own firm to have lived principally on handis concerned, and those others with
outs.
Which I am associated, trade has
One of his abortive 'campaigns*
been exceedingly good and not only was an attack on Variety. The stowas the net profit for the period ries got scant consideration, for those
ended March 31 improved but esti- in ,the know were aware ol Clow's
mates in the weeks since then show reputation and regarded the Variety
an improvement of 60% on last year. yarns as just another attempt at
Our record sales and Perlorming shakedown. However, after he was
Rights earnings ar^ likewise in- released from Atlanta, Sime, who
creased considerably, the only sec- had been staking Clow while he was
tion in which we have suffered be- in federal prison, gave him a job in
ing in loreign earnings.
the office and he read galley proofs
We have experienced some in- for about six months so that he
crease in the cost ol exploitation, might readjust himself after imwhich would seem to indicate there prisonment
Clow went to Bellevue in a taxi
isf truth
In the report the cost ol
plugs and payments for orchestra- and was placed in the psychopathic
tions has become 'a serious item. ward, then to another spot in the
But in my view this in itsell is an hospital. Exact cause of death was
indication that business Is good- not revealed, Although destitute he
was buried 'Thursday '(12) from
it was al\Krays at such good periods
in pre-v/at days that we experienced Campbell's funeral parlors, 'a' former
Broadway a'uthor, now on the" Coast
outbreaks ol this kind.
Incidentpllv von mav he Intorp":*^'-' navinff the co.'ts. it w!><! spW.
'

.

Jim Farley
sContlnued from page 1;
legislators hatch some changes in the
radio law," If such discussions are
to take place the networks believe

to

'
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'DRAFTED'
itish

and FBI Suspect Star

CHUnCHILL GABLE

Arrival in America of a European film star of mixed nationality recently is being viewed with a great deal o{ suspicion by British agents
here. It is understood that the Federal Bureau of Investigation has
als(j«been informed.
Although claiming to be friendly to the British cause, star's actions
are suspected by English officials because of long residence in Germany and widely-known and- close friendships with high Nazis. They
are also suspicious «f the quantity of money and jewelry and the
•ability, even after the fall of France, to flit about Europe with virtually no delays. Ease with which the star got out of Fiance to Lisbon to grab a clipper also has the English wondering.

TO

Happy Hollywood Divorces

'Slap

And Marriages

E

Targets of Pulpit

No

Defense Coin Hypo
For BVay Seen Until Fall

Detroit, June 24.
For some reason, current divorces
folks in show business and
marriages reported by the
press as being on the 'slap-happy*
Next U. S. Tour
hypoing, such as the national de- side are bringing up a storm of pro<
time British
Relief fense program, New York nitery test here with threats of a picture
boycott.
Gives Showmanship Build- operators figure that by September
start
to
Both church groups and the genthe Big Town should really
up to Winifred Ashford benefit from the economic splurge, eral public, as reflected in those inand Pat Macleod, Volun and hence are looking forward to dicative letters to the newspapers,

England Wants Entertainer

Month

for

,

Her
Mean-

Before

—

Always the

last

to

feel

among

unusual recent

War

'

Berlin s Show Biz Blackout Detailed

By

teer

Women

U. S* Actor, Barbette;

Rome NSG

in

Also
NAZI PLANE

Barbette, American vaudevilllan,
leaving Berlin a couple months ago,

asked Edouard Duisberg, managing
director of the iScala, Germany's top
variety house: 'What do you most
want me to send you when I get back

America?'

to

'Fred Astaire and Eleanor Powell,'

Duisberg replied.
'That's typical of the
present-day
ligent
of

more

intel-

Barbette,

Germans,'
long a standard turn in

America

and

trapeze

work

Europe
in

femme

with

his
garb, told

New York
15 months in Berlin
Although he performed
In Italy, Barbette's activity in Germany was as production assistant to
Varibtt on his arrival in
last

Duisberg's disdain for the

—

German

performers their work is that bad,
according to Barbette extends to
the point where he won't even speak
(Contirlued on page 47)

AFRA s

Strike

CaD Against

All

MBS Conunercials

—

A

strike against all Mutual Broad
casting System commercial programs
that are fed to station WKRC, Cincinnati, has been called for July 7
Artists.

Precedes U.S. Army Plane
Trip to Rio de Janeiro
Cincinnati,

June

24.

Grace Moore's first appearance
anywhere in the title role of 'Tosca'
has been set for Cincinnati for July

Immediately thereafter
the
singer will be rushed to an Ameri-

Thj?

is in

can bomber and flown by U. S. airto Rio de Janeiro where she will
appear as Fiora In 'L'Amore Dei Tre
Rei.' Her appearance there will off-

local strike in Cincy which was
called last Friday (20).
It is the first time a strike has been
called against a network and raises a
number of unprecedented angi complex legal questions.

Details on Poge 27.

Arde Shaw's 50-Piece
Symph-to-Swing Orch

Artie Shaw will put into working
Lawrence Tibbett, and
the use of the U. S. plane will serve form this fall the ideas he has had
as gesture of Pan-American good for a big symphony-to-swing band.
Beginning Oct. 1 he will tour the
will.
The singer has abandoned for the country with a 50-piece orchestra,
moment her plans of appearing in playing straight concerts in various
auditoriums in key
•'Butterfly,' which she has not done armories and
outside of films, and is working on cities. Tour is currently being set
Fevrier's 'Monna Vanna,' which has up, but outside of a few tentative
not been done since Mary Garden commitments no contracts have been
and Lucien Muratore sang it with signed. It is to last three months.
the Chicago Opera Co. in the early
The large orchestra will combine
set the loss of

1920'3,

on London. Two women belong to
Mechanized Transport Corps
which is uniformed, volunteer, unpaid and non-government.
They
came here some weelcs ago at their
(Continued on page 47)
the

Fischer Refused

extension of the

29.

men

already raised $150,000 for the Britiish War Relief and $168,000 for the
Navy I.eague on previous tours.
Meantime the British War Relief
is developing showmanship methods
in appealing to the public Latest
undertaking is a tour of the U. S. A.
by Winifred Ashford and ^rs. Pat
Macleod who have been driving ambulances
and
mobile
kitchens
throughout all of the great air raids

by the American Federation of Radio Cliff

Grace Moore's Tosca'

of the boycott.'

drinking public.

Particularly singled out for' attack

was the Barbara Bennett (Mrs. Morton Downey) divorce and remar-

Importance of the human side of
Nazis Nix Guitry Play the war effort is underscored by the
cable Winston Churchill has sent
Vichy, June 24.
Fields, England's most popuGracie
Sacha Guitry's repeated protestations that he had no Jewish blood, lar comedienne, 'drafting' her to remade for the benefit of Nazi oiticials turn to England for a month or more
before
she begins another tour of
in Paris, have formed the subject of
a play that the author-actor-pro- the United States on Aug. 28 for the
ducer has written.
It's
about a American-supported' British War Re
lief
Society.
She clippers from La
Catholic accused of being a Jew.
The" Nazis have nixed the pre- Guardia Airport July 3, meantime
sentation because they say the play cancelling an interim tour for the
League
Navy
of Canada.
She has
is 'too autobiographical.'

week from

talent exclusively.
Thus his desire
for the Astaire-Powell combination.

SHOW

no secret that escapology is the office has lost its grip, that 'this is'
mood of the country and the no time in the nation's history to bepubs and taverns are doing their best come unmoral' end that again 'it Is
business of late from a pretty steady time the' public took up the cudgel
It's

current

'Too Autobiographicar,

and Rome.

Duisberg for five months.
Long accustomed to playing a
preponderance of .foreign acts, head
man of the Scala is discouraged to
the point of giving up at the Nazi
government's demand he use Axis

are wrathy, insistent that the Hays

big doin's.

Drivers

London Air Raids

(Continued on page 34)

Lloyds Policy Insuring

SA

Camp Bookings
Okay;

Besides,

riage (to Addison Randall) and the*
Marion Talley custody hearing, carried at length by the press here. In
the former case women seemed to
be the most ardent crusaders, touched
off by the 'five children' angle .and
the remarriage shortly after the divorce.
The flareup took on additional
fury with the announcement of the
Judy Canova marriage, heat being
engendered from her purported remark, 'I must have been hit on the
head by a soft moon.'
Contention is that the present regarding of marriage lightly is dangerous ccAning at a time when the
country is headed into the 'laxness'
of wartime.
Preachers have been
using these matters in their sermons
and proponents of the boycott are
urging the fans to stay away from
pictures 'in which any divorced per-

Its Patriotic
Looked on

originally as

merely

a

streamlined variation of the every-

garden variety benefit chiz,
mobile shows currently traveling
through Army camps on motor
trucks are proving far from that for
While those in the
performers.
higher pay brackets are not getting
what they ordinarily would in thea
day,

'

or niteries, they're finding the
tours not financially unprofitable.
tres

Citizens Committee for the Army
Inc., sponsors of the free
traveling units, have set up a $100
minimum wage for performers. Most
of them are getting a bit more than
that, .with the highest weekly figure
currently $225. That provides pocket
money during a layoff, even for a
without
performer,
$600-a-week
bringing down his pay scale as it
would were he to accept a cut-rate

son

is

featured.'

and Navy,

Baldwin Ditches

M-G

Pact .Clam -Digging
Preferred to Scripting
Hollywood, June 24.
Digging clams and setting out lobster pots is more fun than writing

theatre date.
There's been verjf^ little quibbling screenplays, even at a flock of money
actors over wages. Most of them per year, according to Earl Baldwin,
are motivated at least partially by who has called off his seven-year
patriot!^ and want to accept the scripting contract with Metro and
So gone back to Maine.
dates or wouldn't volunteer.
Baldwin moved over to the Culver
they're usually willing to take whatever fee LS offered, particularly the City lot last March after nine years
His latest
of writing for Warners.
better-known performers.

Sailing Schedule by

When Lloyds of London refused
to
gamble 4-1 with Clifford C.
Fischer on his proposed sailing for
South America, the American showman decided that he better not dare
the fates too much and, accordingly,
he's not taking his revue to the

However,

Still

Need Bi; Names

Vinton Freedley, chairman of the
Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro, and to entertainment division of the CC, is
the Mar del Plata, Argentine resort, still having trouble obtaining big
this fall and winter. Fischer offered names who can qualify as celebs to
to pay as high as $5,000 premium on go out with the units. They are not
a $20,000 policy, which only called paid beyond their expenses. Most of
for insurance that he'd have a boat the shows are therefore devoid of a
sailing ffom New York for Rio some star. Allan Jones has completed his
two-week stint and returned to Paratime between July 15 and July 31.
But in view of the S.S. Robin Moor
(Continued on page 47)
disaster, Lloyds
wrote back that
marine insurance of this nature,
U. S. Bays Spitz' Yacht for $1
even on a 25% premium basis for a
Chicago, June 24.
fortnight's period, was too hazardous. Fischer didn't need a road map
Leo Spitz has sold his yacht. .The
thereafter to conclude that Lloyds Caroline, understood worth $200,000,
tp the U. S. Navy for $1.
(Continued on page 34)

was 'New York Heartbeat'

script

illy

Conn's Rep. Pic

Billy Conn, who came within •
of winning the world's heavyweight title from Joe Louis a week
ago, has been inked by Republic to
appear in 'Kid Tinsel,' a Collier's
story by Octavus Roy Cohen. Fighting Iri.shman from Pittsburgh Is
guaranteed two weeks' work at between $15,000-$20,000.
..Conn is slated to signature the

punch

New York today (Wednesday) and leaves for the Coast in a

pact in

week

to 10 days.

iaSGBLLAMT
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RHUMBA RHAPSODY

Masquers

Tan Roast' for Jack Benny
Wrong Guys Get Scorched

Backfires;
By JACK

Why

BELLMAN

Hollywood, June 24.
The Masquers cooked up a 'pan
roast' for Jack Benny last Wednes-

day night (18) at the clubrooms but
found one victim who could give
more than he received. After being
belabored verbally by some of the
town's sharpest wits, Waukegan's
first citizen poured it on his 'traducers' until they winced under the assault. Having the last word, a priv-

Hollywood, June 24.
Don Beddoe, film and radio
actor, has bought an avocado
ranch in San Fernando valley.
He's
named
it
Beddoe's
Meadows, or Escrow's Nest.

Joseph Cawthome, Fred Niblo, Pat
O'Brien, Charles Coburn, Mervyn
LeRoy, Jack Warner, Don Oilman
and Y. Frank' Freeman to keep the
roast sizzling.
LeRoy played it
straight, explaining that Benny was
a personal friend but the others
weren't so dbaritable possibly except-'
Ing Freeman, whose soiithern chiv-^
airy wouldn't permit the profaning
of such a decided b.o. asset for his
Paramount studio. However, he cut
loose at one point to say that he
arrived in Hollywood young and innocent but feU into the hands of
Benny and Arthur Lyons and 'was
my educatfon fasti'

Jack Warner fumbled with a piece
and cracked, 'It says here

of paper

Warner Bros,
that Inc.

is

Inc., I don't

doing here,

my

see wiat
brothers

and I own all the stock.* Turning
to Benny he flipped, 'Even U the
picture you make for us is bad don't
let 'Oat woi'iy yon. Our shorts take
care of our ljusiness.' Replying to
Warner's speech, Benny jibed. If

Warners On

Suit vs.

Dbtortions'

m

Fihn

Mexico City, June 24.
Though it seemed that the case

was

closed a couple of years ago,
Porflrio Diaz, prominent Mexican
civil engineer, is still after

Warners

in local courts for what he considers to be slights against his late
father, Gw. Porflrio Diaz, dictator of
Mexico for 30 years, and distortion
of Mexican history in the Warner
picture, 'Juarez.'

Diaz has asked the seventh penal
court here to summon Joseph G.
Mullen, local Warner manager, for
questioning regarding Diaz' diarges
that the picture not only ridiculed
President Diaz but takes great liberties with historical Xact and s^ofs
Benito Juarez,, the Indian who succeeded Diaz and as president of
Mexico smashed the puppet empire
of Napoleon HI, set up In this country under the unfortunate Austrian
archduke, Maximilian.

Hie court Is expected to render
a ruling in July.

PARH COIN NOW

GOES TO BRITISH AH)

social

idea of cancelling plans for her
debut party, announced fo^ Sept 7,
Hie gang got more than it bar-and donating the 'money a big party
gained for when the jest of honor
would cost' to a refugee agency.
got up on his feet They withered
To. augment her gift, she Is 'doing
under the "blast* but rolled with the
punches ... in the aisles. Cietting some knitting.'
off with a polite thanks he was given
a deafening ovation by the 400 who
paid five bucks for the feed and a Kennedy, Conklin,
royal evening of smokehouse reIndelicate implications.

Keaton

In Tour of Strawhats

Hollywood, June 24.
Edgar Kennedy deserts his comic

BvDS and

Afles

Phs

series

at

months

^

Paul Wfaitemaii Music

its

going net-

RKO

Marc
Metro

is

Hollywood, June 24.
co-starring Katharine

and

Spericer

Tracy'

in

of the Years.'

Ring Lardner, Jr., and Michael
Kanin are writing her first picture
for the actre^ since Thiladelphia
Story.'

Gagging the

Femme

Spies

Hollywood, June 24.

Femme lead In 'The Lady Has
Plans,' a spy comedy at Paramount,
goes to Faulette Goddard histead
of

Madeleine Carroll, originally named
for the role.
,
Reason for the shift is that Miss
Carroll Is slated to co-star with Bob
Hope In 'Snowball In Hell,' another
.

spy comedy.

—

Hallyweodians

—

—

Dmner'

,

...

and

.

space.
To date, the testees for the fat role
haveibeen established picture names,
with two notable exceptions. Monty

Wooney and Alexander Woollcott
who have had the stage roles, have
not been invited to Burbank to park
their hoofs under the banquet board.

Is

Agnew.

'>

PREVIEWS NEW HOME

Blitzstein.

Harry M. Goetz.
Radie Harris.

Alexander Korda.
Lang.
Fritz

Joe Maharam.
Mary Mason.

Jimmy McHugh.
Jo Mielziner.

Ceo Morrison.
Buddy Bobbins.
Gene Snyder.
Kenneth Thomson.
Bill "Watters.

Vera Zorinai

Bona Massey, who

just returned

for purposes of American citizenship, has decided not to risk Imojigratlon complications by sailing for

Rio de Janeiro engagements,

thus
failing to make her scheduled departure last Friday (20) on the S. S.
Brazil She was to have opened in
July, at the Urea Casino, Rio de
Janeiro,
where the Continental
songstress,

wood-pix,

is

rest

and recreation.

L.A.toN.Y.
Evelyn Ankers.
Earl Baldwin.

Joan Bennett
David Butler.
Bernard Gorcey.
Billy Grady.
Morris Helprin.
Pat Hertzog,
Vic Hunter.
Earl MiUer.
Robert Montgomery.
ElUott

Paul

Charles H. Hose.
Buddy Rogers.
Sol A. Rosenblatt
Robert Rosson.
James' Saphier.
Art Schmidt,
Dick Schneiderman.
Spencer Tracy.
Tom Walker.

No

OKAYED ON

U.S.

VISA

Dramatic (Seorg Kaiser, who left
Germany voluntarily many years ago
and is. now living In Switzerland,
wants to come to the U. S. and aid
has been enlisted from Maxwell Anderson, Albert Einstein, Christa AbbeI-(^rdon, Paul Gordon, Theresa
Helburn, Elmer Rice, Robert E. Sherwood, John Wharton and Kurt Weill.
The Department of State has granted
Kaiser a visa and he hopes to come
here shortly.

now starring in Holly-,
Kaiser and his sponsors hope that
known through her discs he will be able to be present at the

and European

flirn»

When she married Alan Curtis,
film actor. Miss Massey canceled out
some weeks ago, but subsequently
agreed to go through with her commitment to Hal Sands, the agent
Mary.
until the immigration problem arose.

Reports were turned in by
McCqII, Jr., chairman of the relief
executive committee; George Bagnail, head of the finance committee;
Hilda Vaughn, of the case committee;
Dr. Francis E. Browns, of the medical staff, and Wilma Bashor, execu-

DRAMATIST KAISER

Unde Sam

veterans of motion picture crafts, for

^

Olivia de Haviland.
Alfred de Liagre, Jr.
Dixie Dunbar,
Herbert and Dorothy Fields.
.Robert M. GiUham.
Dennis King.

Date to Sooth

.

tive secretary.

Eddie Cantor.
Frank Craven.

Uona Hassey Drops Rio

from Mexico to reenter the U. S.
under her proper Hungarian quota

M.P. RELIEF FUND

Hollywood, June 24.
Preview of plans and scale models
Tour starts when Kennedy winds
up his work In 'A Safe and Sane of the San Fernando Valley home
Fourth of July,' roUing this week. for old and indigent film player's was
His film shorts will be resumed in held at the annual election meeting
of the Motion Picture Relief Fund,
October.
Buster Keaton begins strawhat ap- presided over by Jean HershoU,
pearances in the east, dpeninj; July chairman of the fund committee.
Home
win .be at the disposal of all
8, at Brighton Beach

Ralph B. Austrian.
Gertrude Bayne.

Hepburn-Tracy Paired

out

Henny Youngman met a girl selling magazines in the lobby of the Astor
hotel,, so he took a few Llbertys.
(From the picture 'He Who Gets
Slapped.')
Saw two strip-tease queens walking down Broadway and one said to
the other: Dfy God! Your slip's, showingi'
Leo Lindy knows a character who has been brushed off so many times
they've named a whiskbroom after him.
Bro/idWay Sam can't bear to see ladies standing in the subway so he
closes his eyesL
The reason 'Mickey' Hamilton, a very beautiful girl, married rotund
Romo Vincent: She wanted to live off the fat of the land.
Things are so bad on 46th street they're selling, blackouts by the pound
(on bonded i>aper yet).

Somebody gave Marie Wilson a crazy quilt for her birthday, so she took
check, were Mrs. Rorick and her it to a psychiatrist.
husband; Henry Loughlin, repping
Robert Taylor knows a ritzy actor who was drafted into the army and
the publisher, and his wife; A. O.' brought his own chef with him i>ecause he didn't like the food.
Dawson, Houghton-Mifflin attorney,
Mnslc Department
and his wife; Milton Mermelstein,
Do you think BMI songs will bring back the tandem bicycle?
Cugat's lawyer, and Xavier end
Played Gin Rummy with Benny Davis last night beat him for one of
Mrs. Cugat
his old medleys.
,
Heard a band the other day that sounded like 12 policemen I know.
They were never on beat.
^
Badle DcpsHmcat
Warners Hungers
Just bought myself two radios one for oonunercials and the other to
listen to entertainment.
For
Tops;
Nedick's orange juice stands are going on the air with a new program
called Information Squeete.'
Hangaall Deterlptlon
Plenty of Testing
Bette Darts: My Country Tears of Thee . . . i4.be Lvman: Tall, Dark and
Band-some . . Cary Grant: Wool-worth the money . . . Richard ifimber:
Hollywood, June 24.
Citizen Pain
Rags RagUmd: From Burlesque to picturesque .
.
.
.
Along about lunch time every day, Greta Carbo: Tight Shoes
Vic Mature: 'A Romantic Guy, II'
somebody is taking a screen test for
OhservaMon DcpartmeBt
rrhe Man 'Who Came to Dinner.'
Joe Louis made ring history. Likewise Peggy Joyce.
C^nerally somebody who has no parJust found out a new way to start friction. Rub two glamour girls
ticular craving for food. Practically together.
every well-fed actor In Hollywood
Eavesdropped at Westchester Bath Club: There's a wedding ring in
has been nominated as a prospective everyone of her 'kisses.'
dinner guest on the Warner lot while
Eavesdropped at El Morocco; "Three minutes of his dialog is equivalent
the town is full of hungry players to two sleepmg tablets.'
whose mouths water whenever they
My uncle (the one with the Palmer Penmanship Award) just had hia
read the title.
hand insured against writing bad checks.
Opinion around Hollywood and
Whatever Became of:
Vine Is divided on the dinner tests.
Wm. Seabury & Co.
The Runaway Four
Some of the boys consider it an
Enrico & Rastelli
Van & Vernon
artistic endeavor to find the prop'^r
Alexander & Elmore
Cardiff 8c Wales
actor for the role and some look
Afterpiece
upon it as a masculine version of the
It's a funny world.
Three strikes and you're out in baseball. One strike
seardi for Scarlett O'Hara, wliich ate and you're out in a plane factory.
up huge banquets of newspaper

the summer
driving east with

to L. A.

H^hum

Total settlement amounted to elmost $4,000, half of which was paid
.by Paramount and half by Houghton-Mifllin, the publishers. Part of
the coin went to Xavier and part to
his
brother, Francis, whose last
name, of course, is also Cugat and
who therefore feels he was also
wronged by having his moniker on
a novel of married life.
Par arranged the settlement and "put up a
share of the coin to speed up negotiations and insure its title to the
picture.
Those at the Waldorf party, at
which Cugat was handed a certified

strawhats. and midwest state fairs.

Neil F.

'Woman

—

for

work with Burns and Allen plus
Paul Whiteman's orchestra Swan
Soap (Lever Bros.) last week Issued
cancellations for the spot announcement camitaigDs that it fias been
in The Gorilla.'
running this spring
summer.
Other dates lined up
Where th«re weren't outright can- Cedarhurst L.. I., July so far are
15; Marblecellations the schedules were ap- head,
Mass., July 28, and White
preciably reduced.
Plains, Aug. 11.
The cancellations take effect June
27 -and the agency on the Swan account Is Yoimg & Rubicam.
N. Y.

^d

Milton..BerIe

-

Chester Conklin for a tour of eastern

Aboot Set for Swan Soap
In anticipation of

By

,

Philadelphia, June 24.
Local society synoopators and the
party promoters none too
happy of the precedent being set
among the debbies by Nancy
Weber and Lew Fields, who diuckled Shaw, 18-year-old coiolhg-out Marie
daughknowingly. Cobum said he searched ter of the
Shaws inhabiting the Gladall thrpugfa Shakespeare to find a
acres- manse.
Because she feels so
wond to fit Benny and came up With strongly
about the plight of the Brit(deleted). Most of the others faaiped
ish, she won over her parents to the
on Benny's Scotch traits, lapsing into

partee.

i

.

DEBS'

that guy writes my material Vh go
right 'SiTOugh Warners to Republic'

Cawthorne recalled the early days
of trouping when a hotel pest spoiled
all the fun. At bis elbow were Joe

"Vm BimLE-BVG POINT 1

:

Xavier Cugat put the real happy
ending touch Thursday (19) ni^t
to the settlement of the suit he
Finally closed at the Paramount after two very enjoyable weeks.
I
brought against author and publish- would have stayed two more but my mother got hoarse. (That's no laugher of the novel, 'Mr. and Mrs. Cugat,' ing matter.)
to which Paramount owns picture
Had them ia the aisles all week running towards the exits.
rights.
Orch leader had all the
Bob Weitman Is a nice guy. He wants me to play the Paramount again.
principals, attorneys and their wives But it's a switch (ni have to pay them).
and husbands to the Waldorf-AsHie ushers were swell. When I left last night they presented me with
toria, New York, where he Is playnice letter telling me bow much they, enjoyed working with Red Skelton.
ing, for a 'settlement-signing' party.
The stagehands sure have a strong union. I<ast jilght I dropped a $5 bill
An excellent caricaturist, he also en- and they wouldn't let me pick it up until they called in their union
tered an agreement with Isabel delegate.
Scott Rorick, author of 'Mr. and
Broadway Dept.
Mrs. Cugat,' to illustrate her next
Understand th^t Broadway Rose went to Jones Beach over the weekend
book, which she is now completing. and every time die went near the ocean the tide went out and stayed

—

Diaz Kin Resurrects

ilege accorded the fall guy, Benny
took care of the barb throwers collectively and then let the Masquers
have it with, 'They'll give a dinner
to any jerk who'll accept it'

WiUie Collier was the chief tormentor, and s after giving Benny a
long intro in Yiddish tarred him
with some choice verbiage. The affair was stricUy stag so Collier's
prize cracks will have to be passed
along the lip line. After having had
his inning, the roastmaster called on

Not Yes-Manor?

One-Two-TbreeXavler
Cogat's
Ki«k Soiree for LitlgaaU

Ties for

Roz

Hollywood, June 24.
Rosalind Russell is stepping out on
her own, preferring freelance commitments to another contract with
Metro.

rehearsals of his newest play 'The
Soldier Takaka,' which is to be
adapted by John Colton and presented by Harry Oshrin on Broadway in October. In addition, his
play, 'The Three Popovitches,' is to.
be the opening play at Maurice
Schwartz's Yiddish Art Theatre in
N. Y.

Meantime Kurt Weill is doing the
score to a Kaiser libretto in New
York for U. S. production.
\

Irene Bordoni Placed

Actress,

currently vacationing In
England, turned down studio
negotiations for a renewal of her

New

five-year pact which expires in

Au-

gust.

Par's Eddie Bracken
Hollywood, June 24.
Eddie Bracken has been signed to
an exclusive contract by Paramount
He has three i«ictures coming up.

SAILINGS

Hollywood, June 24.
Irene Bordoni takes over the role
of

Mme.

Bordelaise

in

'Louisiana

Purchase,' starting July 7 on the
Paramount Jot She created the part
in the Qroadway musical.
Bob Hope, Zorina and others are
also in the picture, directed by
Irving Cnmminga.
on
Associate
chore
producor
"Louisiana Purchase' goes to Harold
Wilsofi, assistant to B. Q. DeSylva at

Paramount

July 2 (Rio de Janeiro to New
York) Paul Draper, Heidi Vosseler
Dnde Baach'a Name Acta
(Mrs. Draper) (Argentina).
Ben Shanin of the
& B. Dow
June 27 (New York to Panama) office,
and Paul Mohr, of PhiladelJohn W. Bonney (Kungsholm).
phia, how are exclusive bookers of
June 20 (New York to Buenos tb'eC Bar C Bancb, Elverson, Fenna.,
Aires) Susan & Christina, 7 Trudy which books name attraction! weekMcGee Girls (BrazU).
ends and holidays.

A

.

,
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IfWOOD^ PAN-AHL BAD Will
Jimmy Roosevelt Clippers Into N. Y.

SEE STIIIS' TRIPS

With Diplomatic Info for Washington
By GEOBOE FROST
Genial Jimmy Roosevelt, mixed up
these days with loreign war theatres
instead of the neighborhood movie
type, clippered Into N.Y.'thia week
with advice that the other democ-

Dorseys Divorcing;
Wife Gets 33% of Band Increasing

Application for divorce of the
Dorsey's was scheduled
lor hearing yesterday (Tues.) in

Tommy

Leader
racies need mora tanks and planes SomerviUe (N. J.) court.
and with a piece of shrapnel that has been. separated from Mrs. Dormissed htm by an arm's length in a sey for several months and the ac-

was

close call In Iraq.

tion

The advice he personally took to
Washington the next day. Th6 shrapnel memento he promptly turned
over to Mrs. Capt. Jimmy, his former
nurse. Into whose Inviting arms he

Settlement between the two, said
to have been agreed upon recently,
gives Mrs. Dorsey a weekly sum of
approximately $250 and a one-third
Interest in the net profit from the
Dorsey band for the duration of its
existence.
Pair have two children.

sprinted

when

the Yankee Clipper

docked at LaGuardia Field Sunday

flled quietly.

Become More
Than Assets

QUICK IDEA CHANGE

'^he globe-circling President's eld-

Buenos

William Morris

Memorial Park

Food editors and newspapermen
were entertained by the New Yorker
(ConTinued on page 47)

Joe Palooka, Ferber

Yarns Basis of

Two

Rodgers-Hait Shows

Is

Dedicated

Saranac, N. Y., June 24.
Despite a pounding rain, the N.Y.
State Lions rang down the curtain
on their three-day state convention
with an impr&sive dedication of the
William
Morris Memorial Park,
honoring the memory of the showman who contributed so much to
this community. Still fresh in memory are the .periodic benefits for the
Saranac Lalce Day Nursery and kindred public benefactions.
Acceding to the request of William Morris, Jr., that his father
would not have liked any public

Richard Rodgers and Lorenr Hart,
doing two musicals for
Broadway next season, have identifled the shows. Probably the flrst to
be 'Private
will
completed
be
Palooka.' book to be collaborated on
based on emolument, such as
It's
with Ham Fisher.
a statue, he reFisher's Joe Palooka comic strip.
quested instead that all who enter
Second show wiU have the book
(Continued on page 47)
reported

story, 'Saratoga
currently in Cos-

from Edna Ferber's

running
mopolitan magazine. George Abbott
may produce one or both musicals In Shubert IWardi Gras'
addition to 'Young Man's Fancy,'
Tunewriting duo also plans a reTo
Comeback
vival of 'A Conneoticut Yankee,' with
Victor Moore and William Gaxton
Of Jean Schwartz
understood that the
It's
starred.
stage team approves of the idea.
Some new tunes would be Interpo'Mardi Gras,' musical comedy belated and the book revised, with the ing readied for Broadway by J. J,
idea of strengthening the part of Shubert, will be a comeback for Jean
King Arthur, figured a natural for Schwartz, who has composed the mu'
Moore. If the revival Is done, it will sic. 'Mardl Gras' Is one of a flock of
be after the tour of *Louislana Pur- musicals aimed for Broadway next
chase,' which recently closed after season. It wUl have its premiere In
more than a year on Broadway with Dallas late in August and will play
Moore and Gaxton topping. 'Yankee* Chicago prior to New York.
was originally pro(^uced In the fall
Schwartz, formerly one of the top
of 1927 at the Vanderbllt, N. Y.
popular tunesmiths, has been quiesTrunk,'

Mark

'

Playwright Marchand

PA

for Gen.

Weygand

of General
Office in Algiers

24.

war

Americas, has in the opinion of many
in informed circles here so altered

Mono

Sweeping Legal

the Pan-American relationship' picture that future Hollywood star
goodwill visits are likely to be more!

than assets.
Consensus of those surveyed by
Variety during the past f<)rthight is

Victory on Play

liabilities

that to liatins, star visits come in the
class of junkets no matter how much
ambassadors of goodwill the vis-

lilce

(Contlnued on page 34)

GOETZ'S COL.
FILMUSICAL

from Buenos Aires herewith].
Although the reaction to the recent tour of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr,

Nellie Harris, widow of Frank
Harris, the autliior, won a complete
and sweeping victory over Gilbert
Miller and Norman Marshall, producers; Leslie and Sewell Stokes,
authors,
and Heron Productions,
Inc., when Judge Vincent L. Leibell
in N.. Y. federal court ruled the defendants' play, 'Oscar Wild*,' was a
plagiarism of her husband's book,
'Oscar Wilde, His Life and Confes-

the

Rockefeller

committee-

man declared, there's a general feeling now that Junkets by Hollywoodare not something to be encouraged too often or indiscriminately. Any players who go south
in the future, he said, will do so entirely on their own volition, with
no official tag and no right to ^eak
for any public body.
Stndio CoopeTatlon
Whitney's faith that pictures can
play an important part in cementing relations was given renewed
strength at a meeting with heads of
ites

all

major

companies

last

Friday

(20). They agrefed at that time that
the right sort of job could be done
and accepted Whitney's proposal
that they each place an expert on
South America in their studios with
full authority to veto anything he
sions.'
.Ruling was handed down
(Continued on pagp 20)
yesterday (Tuesday) and grants Mrs.
Harris an Interlocutory judgment
against all defendants, damages for
infringement by th« two Stokes, and
IN
an accounting of profits to be determined by a special master against all
SUICIDE
defendants.
Harris wrot« his book in 1916, 15
—
*
years before his death, with his
Chicago, June 24.
widow acquiring all rights to it. DeJuanlta Hansen, former silent
fendants Stokes ere accused of hav- flicker star, attempted
t<J
commit
ing written their Infringing pla^ in suicide by taking
poison here on
1936, using substantial parts of the Saturday (21).
She was taken to
third act of Harris' book and, in County hospital, but
after a couple
other parts, using verbatim quotes. days treatment was discharged.
In all, the court found 37 instances
Miss Hansen has figured In the
of infringement The play was orig- past as a 'reformed'
narcotics adinally presented by Marshall in dict.
London and in N. Y- by Miller

JUANITA HANSEN

INN.Y.?

A

Harry M. Croetz has been in New
York on a visit from the Coast, during the

past

week going

possibilities of producing a
for Columbia in the fall at

the

Into

musical

Eastern
Service Studios, Astoria, L. I. Ob~
ject of the New York production
would be to take advantage of the
presence of a number of Broadway
players, Goetz said.

Film-Ieglt producer Is currently
partnered with Gregory Ratofi in
lensing 'Tonight Belongs to Us* (for-

merly 'Ballerina') for Col. He returns to the Coast tomorrow (Thursday).

Bennett,

Ameche Paired
Hollywood, June

,

through Heron ProducUons.
The accounting on profits to be dC'
termihed by the master will be those

which resulted by virtue of
the use of Harris' book, and not the
entire play. Injunction prevents the
presenting of th« play, sale of film
rights, radio performanoes, etc.
profits

beams on a map,

To Make U.S.

Fmn
Catliolic

A"""*!

Street,

110

New

Torlc, N. T.

No. 8

INDEX

Albany, N. Y., June 24.
Walker Motion Picture

Productions, Inc., has been chartered
to conduct • motion pictyre and
theatrical business In New York.
Walker,
Johnnie
Directors
are:
Harry Walker and David Hill, of
City.
John
filing attorney.

Bills

40

Chatter

4S

Concert

8^

Exploitation

B

Film Booking Chart
Film Reviews
House Reviews
Inside—Legit
Inside—Music
Inside—Orchestras
Inside—Radio

W. Bonney

firm proposes to make a
of Catholle shorts In the
United States and contemplates some
film short production in South AmerAttorney Bonney leaves this
ica.
week for the latter continent.

The new

series

International

20
16
41

44
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News
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44
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42
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To Make an Outside Pic
.

84

Literati
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Bing Nixes Last Chance

Bing Crosby has cancelled all outcamp, store, etc.,' it was disclosed.
side engagements and will rest dur'Even if the unit narrows to an ing the summer, having turned down
apartment house, hotel, or other an outside picture for 20th Centurylarge building, and FCC officer can, Fox.
This was his last chance for over
by using a device concealed In his
hand or in his pocket, proceed from three years to make a film off the
floor to floor, and from door to door, Paramount lot as, starting Nov. 3, he
and so determine the exact room in is tied to an exclusive Paramount
which the illegal equipment is being contract at $179,000 a picture, three
yearly until 1944.
used,' Commish added proudly.

Ill

js C^nta

Vol. 148

Shorts, Also Latin Items

Johnnie

Foreign

Single Coplea

air sleuths

the general location of the
offending station when two lines
cross.
Topnotch radio engineers
take over from that point, manning
monitoring units throughout the
U. S. whose location is kept secret.
Automobiles equipped with the
latest and most efficient type of detection equipment are used In the
chase, with the apparatus operated
from the car's battery while the auto
is in motion or removed from the
machine and plugged in to the
power supply of a 'dwelling, tourist
'fix'

Weat «6th

BDBSCniPTION

was
can

Trad. Mark RMlaterad
£?iSfP5'\„^l. 8""= SILVERMAN
IS*

Johnnie WaHtw's

New York
their

AHENPT

—

24.

Not Funny to Uncle Sam

tary matters and prepare them for last week by the Federal Communipress consumption, he much prefers cations Commission in a release ento ait down and talk about Holly- titled 'Guardians of the Ether.' Conwood and Broadway. And he be- cerned over increasing number of
comes nostalgic when he talks of suspicious broadcasts. Involving at
least two cases where amateurs have
'Gay Paree.'
led the government on a wild goose
chase by pretending to be Nazi
Hayes Family Doing
spies, Commish has worked out a
system of monitoring to meet naAll Right at
In
defense requirements.
tional
addition to combing U. S. air-waves
Hollywood, June 24.
'Sis Boom Bah,' musical film at for suspicious material, a special
analyzes
Monogram, will be largely a family unit records, translates and
affair with Grace Hayes, her son, DX programs which are intercepted.
Peter Lind Hayes, and his wife,
Collaboration between three or
Mary Healy, In the top roles.
more stations is not uncommon in
Sam Katzman production is slated tracking down unlicensed broadcastto roll early next month.
By plotting
ers, it was revealed.

by

(23)

was excellent on the southern continent,

June

Aires,

Increasing seriousness of the

situation, especially as it affects the

Amateurs Pretend to Be Nazi Spies

And

was revealed Monday

it

feller

story

Mrs. Frank Harris

cent In recent seasons. Among his
Joan Bennett and Don Ameche get
best selling hits were 'Bedelia' and the top roles in 'Confirm Or Deny,'
'Chinatown.' Book of the new show due to start July 7 at 20th-Fox.
is by Rov/land Leigh, it being an
Darryl F. Zanuck produces and
adaptation.
Fritz Lang directs.

Tunis, June 6.
Weygand's Press
Is Leopold Marchand, playwright and scenarist.
.Marchand, who wrote the scenario
for 'Three Waltzes' and many other
stage and screen hits, is headquarIt's
tered in the Winter Palace, directly
below the Kasbah, where the French
screen hit, 'Pepe le Moko/ with Jean
Washington, June 24.
Cabin, was set.
(The American
film, 'Algiers,' with Charles Boyer
Job of keeping a 24-hour watch
•and Hedy Lam-rr, was adapted from over the air to detect Illegal radio
'Pepe.')
transmissions which might upset naAlthough Marchand is supposed
to concentrate on political and mili- tional defense plans was explained

Head

Marries Draper In Rio

Goodwillers

Plan of sending film stars to
South America as good will ambassadors has been tossed overboard,

Jock Whitney, chairman of the motion picture division of the RockeCommittee On Latin-American Relations.
Government-sponsored organization will push ahead,
however, Whitney declared, with its
America.
Liabilities
Girl started with Catherine Lit- plan for hypoing inter-American
solidarity, via films, despite a growtlefleld ballet and has been with the
Metropolitan oi>era corps and also ing conviction In some South American quarters that the whole idea
was In 'Louisiana Purchase.'
might better be dropped.
[See

By KAT JOSEPHS

est said he had reneged on a scheduled stopover in London 'because we
picked up so very much- really important information that we decided
to come right home.' The info was
saved only 'for the ears of his boss,
Maj. Gen. Holcomb, of the Marine
Corps in Washington.

-

of

War Situation Has So
Philadelphia, June 24.
Altered the 'Good NeighHeidi Vosseler, who married Paul
Draper In Rio da Janeiro, Brazil,
bor' Setup That Film Capitwo days ago, is a Philadelphia girl.
tal's
Junkets to Latin- She left here June 13 for the purAmerica Held Likely to pose of marrying Draper In South

(22).

.

Heidi Vosseler, PhiUy Girl,
Seriousness

Stars

As Latin-American
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PICTUBES

Hays

Office

and State DepL

Ma^

Real Progress in Effwts to

Thaw

Ont More Coin Frozen in Ei^Iand
t-

We

Despite the absence of official talk
or even mention bt the move by
dislodge
additional portions of the vast mil(estimated at $38,000,000 to
lions
In
frozen
presently
$42,000,000)
Great Britain, U. S. film officials, via
the Hays office and State Dept.,
gradually are making real progress
at reaching a new amicable formula.

American

Not revealed whether U.

fit

Pictures

sent a petition to the
20th-Fox film exchange, demanding a theatre in their town.
It sounded like a good Idea until it was learned that Chester
has a total population of Vt..
ter, Cal.,

S. distrlbs

have petitioned for any certain sum
but it is known that efforts are being
made to reopen the frozen-coin arrangement presently in effect so that
American companies will have bene-

Want

Screen Test Legal
Decision Establishes

Important Precedent

MklL s

^

Sales in U.S. Defense

Stamps and Bonds to Theatre Fans
Hearten Showmen on Future B. 0.
Bonds

for

Banko

time In theatrical hlS'
tory, a court has ruled on the question of obligation on the part of an

Hold Geo. Browne,
like Willie Bioif,

could ask for changes in the basic
terms of the agreement between
U. S. film companies and the BritIndustry claims
ish government.
that conditions have changed, that
the lease-lend law loosens up the
coin and supplies situation for Britain to such an extent additional
sums should be allowed to leave the
British Isles and placed in work to
the benefit of American picture com'
panies.

Now estimated that U. S. distributors receive only 33% of the revenue
collected from distributing pictures
in Great Britain with the remainder

In $50,000 Bail

one of the four

Not only Is it frozen
solid.
but American film companies have
frozen

difficult to find outlets to

place these funds Into active use.
Outside of carrying out terms of the

day

(20).

Tbe

trial

date

Is

the

tract.

test states for this

results

have been

along the spectacular side with a few

The tleup was formed easily since
show business is heavily represented

Prize runs from $200 to $300
frequently.

the

In

Consent Gives

'Em Somediing

To Shout About
Number

24.

Savings

surprises.

test.

Noles, who had played the part of
Huey Long In The First American
Trial of George B. Browne, presDictator" on Broadway, was sighed
ident of the International Alliance
by Loew's on March 22, 1B39, to
of Theatrical Stage Employees, on
make a screen test, and to give
Government charges of extortion
Loew's an exclusive option on his
against four major film companies,
services for four weeks from the date
was set for Aug. 18 by Federal Judge of that test If accepted he was to
Edward A. Conger In N. Y. on Fri- receive
$150 weekly on a term consame

Defense

States

experiment Early

tliree local theatres.

first

organization offering to hire taleiit,
and tying up that talent, and its subsequent failure to go through a deal.
This ruling came Friday (20) In
N. Y. city court, when Judge Frank
A. Carlin awarded Conrad Noles, actor, $1,500 against Loew's, Inc., for
failure to go through with a screen

June

Detroit,

United

Stamps and Bonds are being sold
here from the theatre boxoffices foU
lowing the selection of Michigan as

Spartanburg, S. C, June 24.
Spartanburg sales campaign
leaders considering plan to offer
«qual value In national defense
.bonds and stamps Instead of cash
as weekly banknlt* payoff at

general

Frank N.

of these frozen millions.

it

Up

Lew .Lehr, noted for his comedy
sequences In Movietone newsreel
and on the radio, is still suflerlng
from a nervous breakdown. Lehr,
who also is head of 20th-Fox short
features, has been away on leave of
absence for over six months.
His duties at the head of shorts
are being handled during his absence
by Ed Thorgersen, who handles
No attempt
sports for Movietone.
has been made to fill the comedy
spot in .the reeL

For the

Under the first two frozen coin
pacts, it was agreed that either side

found

Lelir StiB Laid

Los Angeles, June 24.
Complete population of Ches-

to

distributors

Lew

organization

Isbey, former

with

manager of

the Michigan State Fair, state chairman of the sale and Freddie
Schader, former director of publicity
at the Fox theatre, In charge of
statewide
publicity.
Edgar
E.
Kirchner, manager of the Family,
was named chairman of the motion
picture division. All film exchange
employees have been organized for
weekly contributions to the stamp
sales.

The house boxoffices have started
doing a flourishing business earl^ on
the stamp sales because of the small

-

of distribution execs are change

finding at least one favorable angle

in the blocks-of-five selling plan.

It

Is giving salesmen something new to
talk about and has thus created more
enthusiasm in them when they go out
Loew's never went through with fountain pens and contract
blanks to call on exhlbs.
Year after year In the t>ast the
product-peddlers have had nothing

as that set for William Blofl, west
with the test and Noles claimed he
coast representative of the union
was Idle 10 weeks as a result of the
who, along with Browne, is accused
waiting, and the contract The rulof having Axtorted $550,000 from
ing of thie court established that even
Warner Bros., Paramount, 20th Centhere was no obligation to give
threats if
,

to jog up their line of patter. It was
tury-Fox and LoeVi, under
Noles a job, the cumpany was oblithe same as last season with
of calling a strike among their 85,000
gated to give him the test
The always
British quota law by producing picmembers.
court awarded him $150 weekly for nothing changed but the titles of the
tures in England, bulk of these milwell represented in
Browne
was
lions remain idle.
the 10 weeks. Loew's will appeal. plx and mebbe a demand for more
court, having as his attorney Martin
Attorney for the plaintiff Is Gustave coin or more plx In the higher
Cftn't Be-Invest
Conboy, who was formerly U. S,
Citron's firm. brackets.
Under regulations of the British, Attorney for N. Y., holding the same B. Garfield, of Cecil
Now they have something different
this frozen money can't be employed position in 1033-35 as Mathias F.
to sell.
They've got to use their
for purchase of bonds or theatres in Correa now does.
Ball of $50,000
ingenuity and their brains and
Great Britain without permission was set for Browne, this being the
they've got to be i>erfectly familiar
;irom the. British Board of- Trade. amount asked by Correa, although
with what they are offering. Execs,
Thus far, the B. of T. has zealously Conboy requested $20,000, pointing
result,
feel that there wUl be a
as
a
FILE
guarded interests pf British film out that Browne was 'a famUy man,
general pepping up and maybe more
people by refusing to permit Ameri- father of three children, who had no
playdates in the long run.
can companies to buy any British past criminal record, and who bad
Attorneys fojr Joseph M. Schenck
theatre or studio Interests or in any surrendered to the authorities vol and Joseph H. Moskowltz filed their
way obtain additional foothold on untarily.'. Judge Conger stated, 'I record on appeal Monday (23) In
PIC
the Isles via buying of bonds.
see no reason for a differentiation N. Y. Circuit C^ourt of Appeals. Both
American
distributors beween the two defendants' and set men were convicted in April of havBecause
ing defrauded the Govermqent on
have carried on with full supply of bail at $50,000, same as for Blofl.
IN N.Y.
films under all conditions of war, it
Correa made the same request lor Schenck's 1935-37 income tax.
Briefs will be prepared during the
was estimated this week that the the protection pf Government witAlbany, N. Y., June 24.
eight major companies likely will be nesses that he had previously stated summer and a preference secured
The Sally Rand picture, first called
receiving the last of the $12,900,000 before Judge John C. Knox. Judge for an early October hearing. Both
due under the cilrrent frozen coin Conger followed Judge Knox's rul' film executives In seeking a reversal The Sunset Strip Case' and later
pact Only 25% remained to be re- Ing, and told Browne that If any let are claiming errors in Judge Grover 'The Sunset
Murder Case,' Is once
mitted, under the if-«arned basis, ters or calls were received by Gov- Moscowitz's charge to the jury which
more before the Board of Regents.
and this has come through within ernment witnesses, bail would be re- Is stated to be an order to convict.
Crystal Pictures, now distributing
the last six
It was reported.
yesterday (Tuesday), Judge Ed- the film, has filed an
voked and Browne jailed. Browne
appeal asking
Representations of the film busi- was given 10 days to make any mo ward A. Conger, on consent of Ma- that Irwin Esmond, director of the
ness are being carried on by Fayette tlons he saw fit to the court, and he thias F. Correa, U. S. attorney, ex- motion picture division. State Edutended the term of the court to have cation
released.
W. Allport, Hays office representaDepartment be directed to
jurisdiction over the case till August grant
tive In London, in the matter of trya license. Esmond rejected the
1942.
This was at the request of latest version on May 21.
ing to unfreeze additional film reveThe Rand
both Sclienck and Mosko.witz, since dancing sequence,
nue.
the big punch of
Pasternak Set by
under court rules, after a decision the film and the one around
which
has been handed down, the court the controversy
between the disretains jurisdiction to modify or
Hollywood, June 24,
tributors and the m. p. d. has alSUIT
FREIDAY'^ BIG
Joe Pasternak^ producer of 10 change its decision for three months. ways hinged, was still found objecThe
case, now being up on appeal, tionable.
Crystal claims the new
Deanna Durbln pictures at Universal,
the defendants do not desire to have
moves to Culver City under a Metro the technicalities of the federal edition Is different, but Esmond
ruled It was substantially the same.
contract as soon as he finishes 'Al- court prevent them from
securing
The film was first reviewed In
William Frelday's .amended com' most An Angel,' his last Durbln such
a modification as trial Judge 1938 and was turned down by the
plaint against Universal Pictures Co., starrer on the valley lot
He was Grover Moskowitz might see 'fit to
m. p. d. Eventually the distributors
Electrical Research' Products, Inc., variously reported set for RKO and
make.
agreed to make eliminations, and on
Western Electric, Standard Capital 20th-Fox until M-G pacted him.
this basis, a license was granted.
Co., Manufacturers Trust- Co., and
Pasternak has been at Universal
However, when the picture was
officers and directors .of Universal
for 15 years and produced his first
Schneider's
Shares
booked Into the Leland Albany, the
-was dismissed yesterday (Tuesday)
Durbln picture. Three Smart Girls,'
advertising emphasized the 'spicy'
by Judge Ferdinand Pecora in N. Y, in 1036.
Washington, June' 24.
supreme court The dismissal was
One small film transaction re scenes which the m. p. d. had
with, leave, to amend the complaint
corded for April, 1941, when the tabooed. Clergymen, It was then rein 20 days.
Securities & Exchange Commission ported, complained to District AtGets Durbin
Freiday, on board of directors for
revealed purchase of 100 shares of torney John T. Delaney. The d. a.
Hollywood, June 24.
Universal, seeks damages of over
Columbia Pictures common no par instructed the police to take action.
$2,000,000 charging wsste and mis
Bruce Manning was named pro- value stock by Abraham Schneider, The theatre pulled out the. film and
substituted another.
At the same
manQg^meot.
ducer of the next Deanna Durbin New York officer and director of the
time the motion picture division orstarrer at Universal, succeeding Joe company.
dered Grand National Pictures to
Pasternak, who Is shifting over to
Schneider retained 1,504 shares of
turn in the seal and to discontinue
Metro.
same type papers, plus options for
(dipin Ankles Colnmbia
e:^ibition of the film in New York
Picture starts after Manning fin- common, on 7,880 shares, according State.
ishes his present job as producer of to SEC's official summary of stock
George Blake, who was attorney
Hollywood, June 24.
the Charles Boyer-Margaret Sulla- exchange transactions for the month for Grand
National Pictures, Is the
Joe Gilpin, manager of production van film, 'Appointment fpr Love.'
of AprU.
lawyer for the petition In the new•t Columbia, turned In his reslgna

—

A

SCHENCK, MOSKOWrrZ

APPEAL RECORD

SAUY RAND

UP

AGAIN FOR OK

-

we^

w^

M-G

angle.
Most of the fans
slip back the odd
two-bits for a stamp.
It seems to
Ije the spot where about 50% of the
public Is starting off Its saving stamp
accounts since that is -the proportion of those who ask for the books
in which to start building such savings.
Biggest surprises have been
three customers in the early days
who plunked for one $100 and two
$50 bonds complete.
Readiness of the public to stick
their coin into the stamps Is a tipoff also to the exhibitors here that
what they suspected was one of the
reasons why show business In this
major defense center was off was because the public Is saving heavily.
Bank deposits have been shooting
up to new highs here and the present readiness of the theatre fans to
invest
another
chunk of their
'spending money' in additional savings is a clincher.
It's- given
the theatre managers
more confidence that the present lull
in biz will vanish when the mechanics, now drawing down that big
money in the armaments boom, feel
they have a sufficient cushion of
savings. With the defense boom going to greater heights they feel that
following this early marked saving
tendency, the citizens will start
splashing their money around once
they, feel they are on firm ground.
Despite the notorious Isolationist
tendency in this midwest area, the
proportion of theatre-goers buying
defense stamps Is large.
It Is la
keeping with what some observors
have noted that this section of the
country, while adverse to getting In
the war at this time, hot for a big
defense program. Only about 10%
of the public has shown any gruffness abput the theatre touch for defense stamps.

seem wUling to

,

U

RUSH OF WELSH COAL

KAYOED; CAN AMEND

'

.

Manning

.

.

'

.

est appeal,

tlon.

He. leaves. the lot July 15 after two
years on Ihe job.

Other News Pertaining to Pictures

Walt Disney's hew' feature-length'
cartoon (Mickey Mouse) is a jivedup version of 'Jack and the Bean
Stalk.' It has been set for Christmas

Anzacs' U. S. beef
Argentine production...
may producie In Aussie
Proser's Garden hoofery folds

release.

ASCAP

Title currently

although

Happy

It

may

Valley.'

is

'Happy Valley,'

later'

become

'Slap-

PIX;

METRO 1ST

Welch coal miners.'
In the meantime, however, two
other films with similar backgrounds
Impend. 20th-Fox has in production

'How Green la My Valley,' being
celluloldized from Richard Llewellyn's best-selling novel, while Warner Bros., during th« spring, acquired rights to 'The Corn Is Green,'
bit Broadway legiter written by
.

Emlyn Williams. Metro apparently
aims to beat them to the screen.
It

Pic goes Into the Criterion, N.Y.
was talked of originally for the

Astor.

Mickey

'Jack'* Alias

MINE

After
holding
up release of
I.
Goldsmith's production of The
Stars Look Down' for more than a
year, Metro will release the Britishmade pic on July 18. After planning
a big campaign for the film at the
time American rights were acquired,
M-G execs decided it was not topical
and shelved it
about
It's

WB

Army shows
Equity and Gillmore

'

Page 14
Page 14
Page 14
Page 33
i.Page 35

Page 37
Page 43

Three

in

a Package

Hollywood, June 24.
Package deal, cooked up by the

Warners' 65 Contractees
Hollywood, June

24.

Contract players at Warners, excalls for Dr.
producer, and clusive of the stars, mounted to 65,
Randolph Scott and Elisabeth Berg- according to the new roster.
Hobart
Bosworth, an oldie, heads
ner (Mrs. Czlnner), as cast toppers
the list of newles, Including Diana
In 'Paris CUOling.'
Picture will be released by Uni- Dill, Harry Lewis, Mary .Jo James

Feldman-Blum agency,
Paul

versal.

Czlnner

as

and Nancy Coleman.

l^iEfV
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PREVIEWS MAY KAYO SALES
.

..

'-^

:

i-^

1.

ON THE SPOT

CIRCUITS

Mrs. Fairbanks'

Film business has been thoroughly laundered before the pubThe job was done by experts.
lic during the. past few weeks.
Joint national and sectional convention of exhibitors in Los
Angeles provided the forum for self-criticism. At Atlantic
City a rival theatre operators' organization passed resolutions
Eastern Film Sales and Adto 'find out what's wrong with motion pictures.'
vertising Executives Dep-

From this rather extensive and lathery verbal cleansing, various unfavorable aspects of which found their way into the
public press, the'industry, or at least, its exhibitor and producNet result
tion leaders, may find some hidden satisfaction.
seems to be that everyone who had a grievance against doublebills, consent decree, affiliated chain operations, high production
Exprescosts and higher film rentals, voiced their opinions.
sions chiefly were reissuies of comments and denunciations that
have sprung from the trade over a period of the past 10 years.
heading
second-guessing.
views
coihe
under
the
of
of
the
Most

recate

Wisdom

Coast

Previewers

of Giving

Weeks' Clearance
to

T w o-

—Bound

Stymie Distrib - Exhib
Under the

Negotiations

Consent Decree

THE COAST IDEA

Situation is crystallizing slowly but
enevitably for a showdown on major
of the convention dialog was
It would appear that
film company operating policies bepremised on the theory that calling the other fellow names tween Hollywood studios executives
might generate some constructive plan for adjusting the in- on one side and New York home
conditions under which it must do business office distribution and advertising
dustry to the
chiefs, in opposition.
in compliance with the anti-trust consent decree and. in keeping
Newest phase of impending controwith the weird public attitude towards, entertainment induced: versy concerns the agreement that
studio heads have made with a
by the fearful encroachment of the European war.
coterie of Hollywood newspaper and
magazine writers and radio review-

much

new

spoken in expressing views tliat such
an agreement will place insurmountable obstacles in the

way

of selling

The Government's anti-monopoly suit against the five major and exploiting pictures, which are
(Continued on page 20)
producing-distributing-exhibiting companies was instigated by
the clamor from independent theatre interests for relief from
the affiliated circuit operations. The provisions of the agreement become effective with respect to new selling regurations
after Sept. 1. Whether the formulas will provide for a healthier
and more prosperous industry is anybody's guess at the
'

-

on Sale ef

UA

Stock Qears Way for Selznick-Capra

To Join Co.; KeOy s Quarterly Meets
T

Welcome lift to the first of United
Artists regional sales conventions was
provided late Monday (23) by word
from the Coast of withdrawal by
Douglas Fairbanks' widow of her
objection to sale of the Fairbanlcs'
stock to UA. That means to the 69
salesmen and execs gathered in New
York that they probably will be selling the product of both David O.
Selznick and Frank Capra during the
camp recreation funds,
Kdward Arnold is lining up film coming year, enough fo spark enthusiasm in any salesman.
talent and Charles Vanda produces
Deal is virtually set for Selznick
the two-hour show, one hour 6f

HVood's USD

Gigantic

Hollywood, June 24.
Stars of pictures and radio are being rounded up by Harry M&izllsh
for a general showing of talent in
Hollywood Bowl, June 29, all proceeds from admissions to be donated
to United Service Organizations for

which

will

be broadcast on

all net-

works.

PAR CLOSING UP
SPARKS

ITS

and

Capra

to

come

into

UA

as

owner-producers and was only hanging on the company's acquisition- of
the Fairbanks holdings so that they
might be turned over to the paif of
producers along with the Goldwyn
stock, already acquired.
Timing of
the California court's approval of the
stock sale was particularly welcome
to UA heads for the opening day of
the conclave (Monday) was extreme-

ly lack-lustre.

Approaching industry problems from this angle leads inevit- ers, who have been given assurances
that completed films will be. shown
ably up a broad highway to a dead-end stop; The straight and
to them at studio previews
two
narrow path which provides the safe exit from present confus- weeks in advance of national release
ing and bewildering conditions is over difficult terrain. Indus- dates. Several sales and advertising
try leaders would do well to conserve their breath for the tough managers in New York are outstretches ahead.

OK

[Selznick yesterday (.Tuesday)
declared that contracts have been

DEAL
now

Papers are

drawn up /or him and Capra to
become equal owners in UA

being drawn to

consummate Paramount's buyout
the

40%

interest of

its

of

partner, E. J.

Sparks, in the All Florida circuit.
Par will have a 90% Interest In the

approximately 100 theatres in the

with Alexander Korda, Mary
Pickford and Charles Chaplin,
ond that 'unless an un/ore$een
snag develops! the pacts will be
signed shortly.
His current
plans, he said, call for start of
'Romance,' to be followed by
production within two or three

months on

'Tales of Passion'

and

'Jane Eyre' and then 'Claudia.']
chain as result of the deal into which
it has reputedly been forced to avoid
Principal departure from previous
a conflict with Warner Bros.
season's selling announced by Arthur
Terms are understood to' call for W. Kelly, operating heaa
of the
Par paying $1,350,000 for the Sparks company, at the two-day session,
was
This includes a $500,000
interest.
that there would be four series of
down payment and an $85,000 remit- sales meets during the year, with
tance yearly for 10 years. Circuit Is only the product for the period
Imsaid to have an approximately $400,- jnediately coming
up' to be mad*
000 cash balance on hand.
known at each. Next series of reOwners of part of the outstanding gional conclaves will be held start10% interest ^Frank Rogers, general ing Sept. 19 and will be followed by
manager of the circuit, who will be- others probably In January and
come Its operating head, and Fred April.
'Hollywood, June 24.
Kent, attorney for th? chain, are in
Fix In First Quarter
Joe Breen, marking hia 'induction New York now confabbing with
Kelly revealed that seven features
in the RKO studio as v.p. In charge Leonard Goldenson, Paramount cirplus two of Hal Roach's new streamof production. Indicated at the press cuit chief.
liners wiU be released during ths
conference^his first today (Tues.)
Sparks' refusal to book Warner
(Continued on page 47)
that a studio-wide shuffle In actors, pictures in the chain brought about
writers, producers and directors is the Par purchase of his Interest
necessary for the studio to turn out WB, to protect Itself, had acquired
good product. He emphasized that an interest in four Florida theatres
the 'one thing wrong with the- busi- and gave every Indication of
g oing
ness is too many bad pictures are deeper.
That threatened WB-Par
Ijeing released,' and added, 'I won't relations
and, to avoid a conflict. Par
make that kind.'
bought Sparks out- and will have the
He declared there's a crying need chain handle
pix.

BREEN CUES RKO

moment.

STUDIO STAFF

is the maintenance of favorable pubsupport of motion pictures as the popular entertainment for
The propaganda from within the industry that
the masses.
nearly everything, and everybody connected with it, is on the
wrong foot, is not conducive to inspiring iny widespread conDenunciations may be good for the soiil, but fatal for
fidence.

Of much greater import

lic

the boxoflice.

As presently constituted, and cemertted for. the next three
years by the consent decree, the exhibition structure of the industry is built around the big affiliated, producer-owned and
operated theatre circuits. The control of first run bookings is
the control of the business. The boxoffice values of pictures
are esftblished, or muffed, by the standard of showmanship of
initiar territorial runs.

RESHUFFLE

—

—

SEE

for good writers, as 'stories make
In their successful plea that the Government suspend action stars, but stars don't make stories.'
He told the press the reason he quit
which would divorce the affiliated circuits from their producer- administering the Production Code
an
assumed
obdistributor tie-ins, the major companies have
for Hays was because he was punchy
ligation much more binding than an agreement to arbitrate after eight ]>ears at it.
Breen said a new deal is being
trade practice disputes with independent exhibitors. The com-

PARAMO.

NETATmOOO

WB

KORDA'S PLANS
With Barney Balaban estimating
Include

a,

Qaick Trip to England tor
British War Aid

that second quarter earnings

worked out with Orson Welles which
Alexander Korda, in New York
mercial success or failure of the business rests with the sales- would have him turn out three or
for three days last week, said he net profit
manship and showmanship ability of affiiliated operators.
four pictures annually with the same plans to make a quick trip to Enging June
freedom accorded him as for 'Citi- land late in July or early in Auzen Kane.'

It is for them, and them only, to solve the double-bill enigma,
the giveaway merchandising and other exhibition practices det-

rimental to a sturdy and healthy public service. It is for them,
also, to take the lead in the all-important activities through
which the industry must cooperate with national movements
for the defense program.

The course that lies ahead is not too
there can be no confusion as to where the industry
for its leadership.

clear in outline,

Another Merc Makes

It

Hollywood, June 24.
Richard Behr, who graduated from
Mercury Theatre to RKO, shifts
from that studio next week to become an associate producer at Paramount.
As an associate of Orson Welles,
Behr came to Hollywood to work on
the production of 'Citizen Kane.' Hewill be given a course of production
training at Paramount before taking
over a aolo job.
the

Film to Rib

He said 'Kane' would go out wjth
the second block-of-flve.
Pictures
slated for Welles are 'Heart of Darkness,' 'Killer With a Knife' and an
anti-Nazi yarn recently tabooed by

Mexico with another locale.
Breen said he'll be censor of all
pictures and certain partiality would

be shown to escapist films, with
but pedaling on preachments.

soft-

must look

Admen

Attended RKO Convention
Joe Breen's official resignation as
Production Code Administrator for

week was on

Hays office became effective Korda
Tuesday (17). The following day he
was introduced to RKO salesmen at

chief.

Hays

office

also

confirmed

that Geoffrey Shurlock will continue
temporarily as acting director of the
PCA. Ultimately a 'name' executive
probably will be given the PCA post.

is

biz of

UA,

part owner.

Small's 1st

by the Loew-Lewin

vertising business.
Substitution of 'Call' means a delay in the filming of 'Landfall,' originally designed as the next LoewLewin picture.

in the first six
30.

months end-

Company would need

to have only $350,000 net over the
gust to look into his business affairs
there and- check- with the British $1,473,000 reported in the second
governinent as to any steps he can quarter last year in order to hit this
take to aid the war effort. He'll go figure. Paramount previously had reafter 'Jungle Book' gets into produc- ported $2,475,000 net profit in Its first
tion.
It
is
set to start shooting quarter for this year. Such profit for
July 7.
six months would represent aroimd
Lydia,
Korda's initial pic for $1.50 on common shares, which is in
United Artists 1041-42 slate, is now line with Wall street expectations.
in final editing stages. Producer will
While financial circles are a bit
probably make three pictures during dubious on whether this rate of
the year, although only 'Lydia' and earnings can be maintained the re'Jungle Book' are being announced mainder of the year, the Street beat this time. Visit to New York last lieves Paramount will earn at least

the

Hollywood, June 24.
the annual convention in N. Y., as
'The Mating Call' is the next pro- new studio chief. Following the conduction for United Artists release vention, Breen left for the Coast
unit. Producers Friday (20), going by way of Washare negotiating .with Carole Lombard ington.
for the femme lead in the picture,
Will Hays, in announcing Breen's
which treats facetiously with the ad- resignation, praised the former PCA

would

exceed the 1940 June quarter, Paramount is. expected to show $4,300,00.0

4

of

of

"

which

$2,64

per

common

share this year,

the same as in 1940. Only thing that
might trim the net profit sub-

8 for UA

Hollywood, June

Edward Small announced the

24.

stantially in later quarters are unusually high taxes.
This imponderable factor is a
source of anxiety to all film company

shareholders, with tilted Federal in-

come taxes and excess profits taxation still being decided by Congress,
Par figured the income taxes dewith ducted in the first quarter at 30%,
first

half of his eight-picture production
program for United Artists release
1941-42, beginning July IS,
'The Corsican Brothers.'
Other three in order are' 'Twin
in

Beds,' 'Heliotrope' and 'Little Annie
Rooney,' starring Shirley. Temple.

considerably higher than 1940, and
even this percentage may have to be
when the 1041 in-

revised upwards

come

scale

is

finally

decided rai.

.

'
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PIGTUBE8
Eitras, Freelance Players

Get $500,000

Wage

U.S.

Studio Contracts
Hollywood, June

Boost

Maps

24.

Of

Fred Kelsey drew an actor Contract

Tighter Supervision

Forep

Picture Propaganda

at Warners.

Donna Reed and Anne Rooney

If

SAG

Hike Is Okayed by
4-

HoUywood, June 24.
Pay tlHa for extras, day players
and freelance actorE, which the

at

Got of Her Loneliness
Hollywood, June

24.

Greta Garbo, after a long absence,
$500,000 annually, become eftectlve returned to work at Metro, playing
dual role In a picture tentatively
Aug.. 1 it okayed by the Guild memThe deal has been ap- iitled The Twins.'
bership.
Mel'vyn Douglas has the male lead
proved by the SAG board ol directors, and a mall ballot referendum and George Cukor directs.
and
will be held for both Class
Class B members.
The $8.25 and $11 extra checks are
to be eliminated. They will be re-

A

by a new

$10.50 classification.

k

Cartoonists

check will be restricted to

The

$5.50

sets

where

at least SO $5.50 players

ere called at
specific set

the'

same time for that

When less than that
called extras will reThe $16.60
$10.50 per day.
for dress extras will not be

Strike Vs. Disney

number are
ceive

check

changed.
Rehearsal pay for singers is increased from $11 to $15 per day; recording pay from $16.50 to $20 per
day. Pay for 'mouthing back' is set
at $10.50 per day. When singers are

Near Settlement

Better Work CondtUons
Improved working conditions for

.

mile

limit.

John Tyrell's actor contract renewed by Columbia.
Joseph Liley drew Paramount con-

,

Tom
Mark

.

.

.

'

and vocal coach.
Tyler handed player ticket
Daniels penned actor con-

tract with Metro.

officials.

Disney also is charged with viowage-hour act.

Motion Picture Painters local contributed an additional $500 to strik'
ing Cartoonists and Screen Publicists Guild meets tonight to act on
proposal to pull four members working at tiie Disney plant.
Walt Disney, in a reply to counterproposals of the Screen Cartoonists
Guild, stated the company was not
in a position to make further concessions, and questioned the sincerity
of the Guild in attempting to find a
middle ground that would result In
settlement of the strike.
In his letters of June 13 and 14,
Disney offered to reinstate all employees as of May 15, to set up an
arbitration board to pass on the dismissal of any workers released under
the proposed retrenchment policy,
and to recognize the SCG if it was
designated by a majority of the employees in a secret ballot' Disney,
however, did not include Art Babbitt,
chairman of the Disney unit of the
Guild, in the offer to reinstate all

K-A-0 Reorg Phn Can

Now

Proceed on Sked;

StockhoMer

Appeased

and said amendments to present laws are being framed.
sirable'

'Furthermore, this department together with and in reoperation with
the Department of Justice and the,
Treasury Department is now giving
active consideration to the question
of whether the dissemination of Axis
propaganda in this country cannot
be prevented by other means and it
is my hope that a solution will soon
be* reached by which a proper conreissues.
trol over the dissemination of propUnder the consent decree no 1041- aganda material may be effected,'
42 film will be pre-released, accord- HuU added.
Mead previously squawked about
ing to plans. "The season, as specified by the decree. Is to begin Sept. such films as 'Victory in the West'
1 and all provisions of it apply only 'Baptism of Fire' and 'Cruiser Emto film being released on or sifter den' which he charged are 'calcuMeantime, however, the lated to serve the best Interests of
that date.
1941-42 product will be screened and the military tyrants of Europe.'
sales negotiated.

Witi^drawal of the injunction
tion

filed

last

week by an

petl'

RKO

shareholder to stymie reorganization
of Keith-AIbee-Orpheum has cleared
the path and stockholders are expected to approve the plan either
Friday (27) or next Tuesday (1),
K-A-O stockholders met yesterday
(Tuesday) for the purpose but were
unable to vote because lawyers
hadn't
completed preparing the
papers.
Yesterday's get-together was
postponement of a meeting last week
which was adjourned because of th$
stockholder suit Another adjournment was taken |intll Friday, al-

Theatres In resort towns like At-

Asbury Park, Saratoga,
Lake George, all over the Catskills
and Adirondacks, plus other parts
lantic City,

.

.

United States, have alfilm while at
the heighth of their seasons although
of the entire

ways been able to get

national release dates of distributors
might not start until September.
Distribs .have frequently permitted
films to ga into the resort towns in
advance partly to get a Une on their
possibilities. Also, in providing new
pictures to houses in resort localities,

Conjeotore on
'Whether or not

VFA

UFA, American

distributing agency for Nazi films,

is

the commercial venture it
claims to be or Is an arm of the
Reich Propaganda Ministry will
shortly become crystal clear. The
strictly

'

answer will be apparent when it is
seen whether or not the outfit continues to get new films from Ger-

many

for

American

release.

Distributing organization has been
put on the spot by President Rooselast week forbidding
they have grabbed business during velt's order of
export of coin to Germany. It can
late July and AuguJt that wouldn't
films it
be there If they wanted until Sep- thus no longer pay for the
though there's a likelihood that
receives. Therefore, if new product
tember or later.
papers still won't be ready and an
continues to come in, it is obvious
additional posti>onement until Tuesthe Nazis don't care Whether they
day will be needed.
get paid or not as long as their propINDIE WINS 'DICTATOR'
Decision by R. M. Van Kirk, a New
aganda vehicles find American play'

York broker,

to withdraw his suit
'was said to have resulted from
fuller explanation of the K-A-O refunding plan, which he didn't fully

understand.

other

Cleartuiee ^Complolnta

By

Filed

ing time.

UFA

Indies

president, who
George Nitze,
to this country from Germany
in 1026 and has applied for United
States citizenship,' told Varibtt on
Monday (23) that he doesn't know
the answer. He has no idea, he said,
whether the plx will continue to be
sent to him or not He insisted that
in the
every film received by

came

Detroit,

Reorg and refunding

June

24.

Pending hearing of the case. FedIs part of RKO's
proposal to simplify the corporate eral Judge Edward J. Moinet ordered
setup and place subslds on a more delivery of 'The Great Dictator' to
the new Mercury theatre here. The
economical basis.
house, which opened only a week
UFA
ago, declared that It had inked the
percentpicture in as one of Its major attrac- past has been paid for on a
LUBITSCH SOLOS
custions, had advertised it extensively age basis, as evidenced by U. S.
end was being denied the film In a tomsreceipts.
20Tlj manner which would discredit the
planned by

In New
(Tues.), the

Hays not back
yesterday

Resort Bookings

In response to Mead's complaint
about Germany's celluloid propaganda. Secretary Hull wrote, 'It has
beeii felt for some time that an
elaboration and. tightening of the
statutory restrictions would be de-

Laird Cregar got renewal of his
20th-Fox contract while he was
For many years In the habit of
losing his appendix.
getting new season's film a month or
Stanley Rauh drew year pact as mora in advance, resort towns
scripter at 20th-Fox.
throughout the country are faced
J. Peverell Marley renewed as a
with ha'vlng to struggle through the
20th-Fox cameraman.
late summer with whatever they can
'Vivian Mason optioned for anlay their hands on, which, in all
other term as stock player at 20thprobability, this year will include
Fox.

lating the

until

Pre-ReleasesFor

tract as arranger

by Republic.

York

'Extras required to work on legal
holidays shall receive time and onC'
half, if they 'have been hired by the
day, and en extra day's pay if hired
by the week. For travel time when
an extra leaves for location before
noon, he shall be paid for a full day;
If tie leaves between 12 noon and
p.m., he shall be paid one-half day,
unless travel time exceeds four
hours, In which event actual travel
time shall be paid but not to exceed
one full day; if he leaves after
p.m., he shall be paid for actual
travel time. Travel time stops .at
midnight. If the player does not
work the day following arrival, he
shall receive a full day's check.'
Rules for FlUings
The number of days on which
day-player may be called for fittings
Is limited to the equivalent of the
number of days' work given the
player, plus one.
Fitting time is
limited to four hours for the first
day's employment, plus two hours
for each extra day of employment,
ell accumulative.
For fittings in ex
cess of these limitations, the actor
will^^^e paid on .the basis 6t hourly
units, at straight time. This applies
only to day-players receiving under
$20 per day. Travel time is the
same as that provided for extras,
When a freelance player receiving
less than $200 per week is asked to
do a stint, he shall receive at least a
minimum adjustment to $35 for that
day. On overtime, 'the freelance actor's salary shall be figured under
the freelance terms.

.

Decree Stpies

mount.

HAYS NAMES SUNDRY
COMMriTEES BY PROXY

'

provided in legislation now being
drafted under supervision of the
State Department, while various Federal units are studying additional
means to gag advocates of the Nazi-

A

Hollywood, June 24.
Proposal believed to be key to

extras provide:
'Cancelled calls: Extras wUl receive a quarter check for any can'
cellatlon of a call for reasons beyond
the control of the producer, and
where the extra is not -notified of
the cancellation before 6 p.m. of the
day previous to the work date,
However, this will not apply if the
extra is reemoplyed on the same day
at a rate equal to or higher than the
cancelled calL
employees.
'An adiditlonal 'day's pay will be
received by the extra for each hour,
or- fraction of an hour worked beyond 16 hours. 'When an extra
player is requested to bring his
autombolie he will be paid $2.50 if
the car Is not used;. $3.50 if the car
Is used within the six-mile limit; $5
if the care Is used outside the sixWith Will

24.

Fascist philosophies.
Donald Meek inked contract at picked.
bill will be sent to Congress
Producer lAsky came cast to atMetro.
soon curbing one-sided and InflamNell O'Day's player option picked tend the preem along with Gary
Cooper, star of film, already in N. Y., matory pictures from abroad, Secup by Universal.
Donna Drake's player option and Sergt. Alvln C. York on whose retary of State HuU notified Senator
Latter ar- James M. Mead of New York last
life the picture Is based.
hoisted by Paramount
week. The U. S. foreign minister
Audrey Long inked acting pact at rives in N. Y. early next week.
said also his department is riding
Warners.
herd to see there are no violations
'Veronica Lake gets an option lift
of the law requiring agents of 'forafter her vacation at Paramount.
eign principals' to register in order
Barbara Britton's six-month acting
to carry on their operations here.
option being picked up by Para-

tines.

A

Washington, June

Tighter Federal regulations against
foreign cinema propaganda will be

Jesse Lasky, producer of 'Sergeant
his twoYork,' which opens roadshow engagement July 2 at the Astor, N. Y.,
Paramount
producing for Warner
John Brahm handed one-year dl- will continue
Bros., he stated on hla'> arrival from
recUng ticket by 20th-Fox.
(Tuesday).
Rufe Davis drew option lift at Re- the Coast yesterday
Lasky said he has bis next story
public.

'

minimum scale of $200 per week
On term
fixed for stunt men.
contracts (10 out of 13 weeks .or
multiples of this) the minimum will
be $100 per week.
The weekly minimum for day
players will be raised from $60 to
$100, although the dally scale will
The minimum for
remain,' at $25.
freelance actors also will be tilted
from $66 to $100 per week. In addi'
tion an Intermediate classification
has been created, with a minimum of
This will cover
$75 per week.
'glorified extra work' such as posses.

WB

picture deal to straight acting con-

employed for solo, duet, trio and settlement of the cartoonists strike
quartet work they will be salary at the Walt Disney plant was drawn
classified as day-players and will re- up today (Tues.) at conference beceive the minimum of $25 per day. tween studio execs and Harold
Pay of stand-ins is raised from $6.50 Smith, acting as strike mediator.
to $8.25 per day.
Roy Disney's return from the RKO
sales meet In New York, held up
Dancers Are Upped
Meanwhile the
The minimum scale for dancers the peace meeting.
Cartoonists Guild amended
Screen
will be increased from $11 to $13.75
complaint with the charge
per day. This rate also applies to its NLRB
Associates is
Cartoon
Animated
the
Ice skaters when doing dance rou>
company-union inspired by studio
Is

Lasky Continoes at

RKO.
Jimmy .Lydon changed

tract at

Screen Actors Guild estimates will
increase their earnings more than

placed

given court approval of their minor
pacts with Metro.
Dorothy Lovett inked player pact

head of the Motion Picture Producers St 'Distributors Assn. forwarded

<

K-A-O

FOR

appointments of standing com'
mlttees so they could be read at the
his

WANGER BEFORE

quarterly June session of the direC'
tors last Friday (20). Hays remained
in Sullivan, Ind., last week, coming
on to N.Y. early this week where he
plans remaining for about 10 days
before going to the Coast. Carl E.
MiUiken,
secretary,
an-

tiieatre

with

its

new

clientele.

In ordering the delivery made,
Hollywood, June 24.
Ernst Lubitsch, recently signed Judge Moinet indicated he would go
as a producer at 20th-Fox, closed a into the full matter at a later heardeal to direct a comedy for Walter ing. The case is similar to the reUpWanger before he takes over his cent one brought by the
chores at the
Westwood studio. town which brought proceedings just
Under a previous pact, Lubitsch had the reverse of this claiming that the
one more picture to make for United iiew Royal was being given precedence oif clearance.
Artists release.

MPPDA

PAR WANTS MAG-PK
TITLES TO CONFORM

RKO

nounced

the standing committees
for the current year, and also read
a letter from Hays in which he de
tailed the rest cure and checkup
prescribed by his family doctor In
His Wanger picture, now being
Chicago following his siege with screenplayed by Lubitsch
in collaMcDonalds Appeased
pneumonia last winter.
boration with Melchlor Lengyel, Is
Denver, June 24.
Committees named follow:
due to start early In September.
McDonald Bros, dismissed their
Executive: Hays, chairman; Jack
case in which they were asking betCoh'n; Nicholas M. Schenck, George
Hitch for Sothern ter clearance for their Nile theatre
J. Schaefer, Sidney R. Kent, Nate
at Mitchell, Neb., as against several
Hollywood, June 24.
Blumberg, Barney Balaban, Harry
Ann Sotherni currently starring in houses in surrounding towns operM. Warner, Maurice Silverstone.
A
'Ringside Maisle,' was handed a new ated by Gibralter Enterprises.
Finance: Kent, Harry M; Warner,
settlement favorable to the McDon
contract by Metro.
George Borthwick, last being Hays
Following a short vacation in aids was made.
office treasurer.
Alaska, her next- picture will be
Special budget:
Nick Schenck, 'Panama Hattle.'
StelDlnger'a Clearance
chairman;
Balaban,
Joseph
H.
Lawn theatre, operated by James
Hazen.
Lawrence B. Morris, Gordon E, Steininger, in Chicago, has filed comMembership: Jack Cphn, BlumYoungman.
plaint with the Chicago arbitration
berg, Schaefer.
Title: Albert HowsOn, chairman
board on the grounds that the
Foreign relations: David Befrn- Hannah Kass,
Grace Rosenfleld Highway and Colony are presently,
stein, Hazen, W. C. Michel.
William A. Orr, Irene Scott, Sadie obtaining unreasonable clearance on
Law: Austin C. Keough, chairman Laitas, George Muchnic, Jame^ Mul- pictures, Complaint fQet charges the
Richard E. Dwight, Charles C. vey, William N. Weiss, E. P. Kilroe, two houses named secure clearance
Schwartz, C. D. Prutzm'an, J. Rob- Benjamin Pepper, Adolph Schlmel of four to seven weeks, rated im
ert Rubin, Walter L. Brown, Robert Hal Home, Harry Kosiner, Katha
reasonable. Lawn theatre wants this
W. Perkins, Dennis F. O'Brien, rine Brown.
clearance reduced.

New

Paramount is going to considerable trouble currently to get maxi-

mum

promotional

titles

of books

buys for

advantage

and mag

films.

from

stories

Latest case

is

it

the

new Thelma Strabel novel, 'Of Fire
By Night,' which Is to be serialized
in Cosmopolitan. Par fears that tag
will cause the picture to be mistaken
war epic, while It Is actually
about forest fire-fighters. It has

for a

reached an agreement with Cosmo,
therefore, that the mag yarn be retitled with a label okay for both
media.'

.

.

|

In the case of 'Hold Back the
Dawn,' that was bought originally
as 'Yonder Lies Paradise' and the
publishers, Duell, Sloan and Pearce,
had plates made up with that title.
Par figured that the word 'Paradise* had been used in film labels
too often and therefore made an arrangement with DS8cP to destroy the
original title plates and switch to
'Hold Back the Dawn.' Film, pro-

duced by Arthur Hornblow,

now

In the editing stage.

by Ketti Frlngs,

Jr.,

Is

Book

is

.

—
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PICTUBES

WHY NOT aORIFY PK BE?
Mpk.

Indies J^ain Talk Wholesale

July Shutdowns;

'Str3[e' vs.

Minneapolis, June 24.
Northwest Allied leaders are inInquiring into the legal aspects of a
wholesale closing of their members'
theatres for the month of July or
longer as a 'strike' for film rent^ reductions 'in Una with lower grosses.'

assert,

If

only a majority of other inde-

pendent exhibitors will do likewise.
Berger advocates the temporary
closings, not as a 'strike' against distributors, but for the benefit of the
boxoflice. Present bad business calls
for such drastic measures, he asserts.
When the theatres reopened again,
he believes, the public would be hun-

gry for film entertainment again and
the effect, as a bo. stimulant, would
be highly favorable.
It's also pointed out that the independents could save up product
during a traditionally dull period. by
such a closing and that this would
enable them to operate longer next
winter in case the present ban on
selling, resulting

from enactment of

the state anti-consent
continues indefinitely.

decree

law,

PAT HARRISON WAS
FRIEND OF

SHOW

BIZ

Death in Washington Sunday (22)
of Senator Pat Harrison, 58, meant
the loss of a friend to the theatre.
Through the years the Mississippi
statesman sitpported tiie efforts of
the amusement Industry to keep
down admission taxes, particularly
as applied to picture theatres.
Harrison was on intimate terms
with William A. Brady and when
that showman made repeated efforts
to have the tax removed from tickets
for legit shows, the Senator was his
supporter.
For a time the tax for
legit applied only to tickets priced at
more than $3 but that was when
.

musicals were $5.50 and upward at
the boxoffice. Tax ceiling was placed
at 40c, which aided picture theatres.
It now starts at 20c.
Harrison is
credited with placing the 10% tax
on cutrates at the actual price paid
by the patron, instead of the former
boxoffice price which the tax officials insisted upon.

Do Too Much

'whbt is wrong with pictures,'
one fan here thinks the solution

ball and Evoything Else
That Hurts the B. O.
Never Give Their Own
Business a Break

double features, etc., which may
have something to do with It.
'But we believe that the real
reason for the' slump is directly
attributable to the fact that the<atre personnel permit quiet,
well-behaved patrons to be continuously annoyed, by a few nitwits who keep boring their
knees into the backs of geati;
talking, eating candy, rustling
paper and the like, whieh take
all of the pleasure out of atWTJI.
tending the movies.'
°

N.L Nathanson s
0 Interest In

He

supported the bill that
granted a Congressional medal to

George M. Cohan for his patriotic
songs.
Measure was Introduced by
the lata Rep. Theodore Peyser but It
took some time before an appropriation Vas made. Medal
reposed In a
Washington desk for about four
years but when Cohan got around to
«, ttie presentation
•rresldent Roosevelt,
ago.

was made by
a year or so
,

Rice Start* Pecking
Hollywood, June 24.
aimer Rice, Broadway playwright,

moved

into the

screenplay

Paramount studio

Irving

BerUn's

stojy, 'Holiday
Inn.'

Mark Sandrich

to

musical

is slated to produce
sl»ow, co-starring
««>« if®"*
Crosby and Fred Aataire.

24.

Paramount owned 87H% of
Famous Players-Canadian Corp.,

In the change in corporate setup
ownership, Henry Nathanson,
brother of N. L., general manager of
the old Regal company, is retained
as g.m. of the new one.

.

of Kirsch at length prevailed

'

(Continued on page 20)

CONSOUDATED'S

ON COAST

master minds

studio

solution.

Rodgers

(M-G)forUpped
Rentals Stand

PRC

B.R.

In a statement issued by S. G.
as chairman of the Northwest Allied film problems' commitRodgers, Metro sales manager. Is bitterly attacked for deconvention in
claring at the
Angeles that there must be
higher admission prices and more

iea, W." F.

MPTOA

Los

extended playing time and percentage pictures so that producers can
raise the film quality level and bring
the public hack to the theatres.
Instead of curing the present 'sick-

would

kill

instance

the 'patient,' which in this
the industry, according

is

to Lebedoff

who

Northwest
Minneapolis

also Is

Allied treasurer' and
governor.

This would be the beginning of
making an end to the independent
exhibitor,' declared LebedoS.
Because all the good theatres are owned
or operated by aSlliated circuits It's
easy for Rodgers to make these proposals.

'One thing which would pave the
for a revival of theatre patron-

exploiting their attractions to
bring the public back to the box-

Additional financing was extended
Producers Releasing Corp. by
Consolidated Film Industries in a
deal worked out Friday (20) be-

tween O. Henry Briggs, PRC boss,
and Herbert J. Yates, head of CFI.
Coin was in addition to about $1,000,000 which was made available to the
indie production outfit In February
by Yates' laboratory.

PRC will handle 42 pix next season as against 38 for 1B40-41. Of the
38, 34 are completed and the reNew

office

.

.

.'

LebedofI has been agitating for a.
federal law to permit independent
exhibitors to deal 'collectively,' in
the trade union manner, with distributors.
If national Allied States'
leaders want to do something worth
while for its members, it will take
the lead in having such a law passed,

he

Francis Harmon, executive assist- Batcheller.
ant to Will Hays and eastern administrator of the production code for
the motion Pictiire Producers St DisCoL's Prod. Spread
tributors Assn., who went to the
Coast to speak on national defense
Hollywood, June 24.
activities of the film industry beColumbia Is covering a lot of terfore the MPPTOA convention, is remaining several weeks on PCA mat- ritory, In and out of Hollywood,
while* reconstructing sets on the
ters and defense pictures.
Harmon is co-ordinator for na- home lot for forthcoming pictures.
tional defense setup in the picture Six features are at work oft the
business in addition to his ofli6ial Gower Gulch corral.
Pictures are 'Youll Never Get
duties with the Hays oftlce.
Because Joseph L Breen has resigned Rich,' at the B. P. Schulberg studlos;
as PCA administrator, Harmon Is 'Ladies in Retirement' at Roach;
supervising the operation .of. the Woman of Desire' at RKO-Pathe,
PCA work while Goeflrey Shiulock, and Texas,' "The Medico Rides' and
long Breen's assistant, takes com- 'The Blonde From Singapore' at the
mand for the time being at least
Columbia ranch.

Same

bill was passed two years ago
but vetoed by late Gov. Henry Hor-

ner.

Obvious
marathon

effect Is to discourage
film performances.
The
quarter-hour interval, if enforced,
would serve as a natural chaser and

force exhibitors to keep their picture programs down to 120 minutes.

Minneapolis, June 24.
Indorsing the proposed ban on double features by Leonard Goldenson,
Paramount theatres' head, John J.
Frledl, president of the Minnesota
Amus. Co. (Par affUiate), called twin
bills 'the industry's curse.' At the
same time, he charged that producers
themselves are responsible for the
double-featuring.
of films just for the double-feature
market and the pictures in question
aren't strong enough to hold up as
single film fere, according to FriedL
Minnesota Amus. Co. uses less double features than the vast majority
of circuits.
As for premiums and other giveaways, however, Frledl claims that
this 'other evil' has been brought on
by exhibitors themselves. It's criminal, he asserts, to be forced into giving away cash and gifts to attract
'

people away from competitors when
patrons receive a full money's worth
in screen entertainment.

P-T Body Opposes Doab
Los Angeles, June i24.
Support of 250,000 film fans in the
campaign to wipe out double feature
programs was pledged by Mrs. Leo
P. Hedges, motion picture chairman
of^the California Parent-Teacher organizations. In a wire to Bob Poole,
executive secretary of Pacific Coast
conference of Independent Theatre
Owners.
Four-hour programs, the telegram
said, are tmsuitable for children, fatiguing to working people and cause
antagonism to the picture industry.

A.

&C. SET DOWN FOR
ROUGH WRITING AT U

Hollywood, June 24.
Abbott and Costello are set down
week on 'Ride 'em Cowboy,'
rough riding. Picture is

for a

but not for
being held
days while
curry comb

Another
cowgirls
suits.

asserts.

In the corral for seven
the writers are using a

on the story.
difficulty is to

who

New

find

10

can double in bathing

starting date

is

June

30.

The Boys Get Donned

COWDIN ANNOUNCES

ITS

NEW

{5,600,000

Loan pact which makes
$5,000,000 for production
eral corporate purposes

Philadelphia, June 24.

When Bud Abbott and Lou

LOANS

Cosreturned to town last week for
a personal in connection with the
opening of their 'In the Navy,' town

available

folk flocked around the comics, who
stepped from the Shubert theatre

sea-

son's product will start going before
the cameras in July. First Is 'Jungle
Shren,' to be produced by George

two-hour stretch. It is likely
that the Senate will approve also.
initial

Rodgers-proposed remedy

ness,' the

in

to

(24) passed

bill

These producers turn out a number
Minneapolis, June 24.

age would be the entire elimination
of percentage pictures. Instead of
their extension, as far as independent
exhibitors are concerned. With no
percentage pictures, independents
would have an incentive to go out
and spend a lot of time and money

ADDITIONAL

feature

'l>n»b Corse of Industry'

Attack

way

mainder in production.

HIS STAY

the
evolve a

until

But the calm and good chairman- LebedofI
and got the boys down to some serious up-and-up comment on what's
wrong with the business, and what's
to be done about it.
About the first point brought up
by the exhibitors was the yelp that

Nathanson
and associates. When Regal Films,
Ltd. was dissolved imder tiie deal
with Metro and the new Regal Film
Corp. set up, the Nathanson interest
increased to, 50%, Loew's having the
other 50%. Loew's previously had
no interest in the exchange system
above the border which distributed
its film.

ing Germans,
Picture Is stalled

barbed

12^% was owned by

and

morning
24.

Choice of a heavy for Gene
Autry's 'Down Mexico Wa^ is
a weighty problem at Republic.
Can't be a Latin type on account of the U. S. campaign of
goodwill with Latin-American

'

into coming back at the exhibitors with demands to know what
the theatres were doing to help bring
in some customers.

Chicago, June 24.
Legislature (House) this
an anti-double
which would force 15minute intermissions every hour on
every show, running more than the
Illinois

Hollywood, June

For a time it appeared that the
meeting was going into an exhibitors vs. distributors wrangle with

Ltd.

of

IS-Min. Intervals Every 2 Hours

Who's Left?

several of the theatre owners jumping to their feet to berate the distribs
for not providing better pictures,
better exploitation, better prices, etc.
And the distribs for a time were

50%

HARMON PROLONGING

also

Chicago, June

Rallying to the call of Jack Kirsch,
president of the Allied Theatres of
Illinois, a general open meeting of
exhibitors and distributors was held
in the Congress hotel last week to
discuss the question: 'What Is Wrong
With Our Business and How Can We
Stimulate Business?'

with Loew's in the new enterprise.
Metro product up to June 1 was
distributed through Regal Films,

which in turn controlled all of the
stock of Regal Films. The balance

Would Force Exhibs

countries. Nazi is also thumbeddown as Mexico doesn't want it
to appear that country is shelter-

Although a new company was set
up In Canada to distribute Metro the flicker producers are portraying
amusements that are strictly comproduct, with Paramouat's Interest
petitive to theatres. Exhlbs wanted
in the. old Regal exchanges gobbled
to know why the flicker makers proup, N. L. Nathanson remains In and,
duce pictures which dwell on the
according to- inside, Is a larger holdgood points of radio, or bowling, or
er than ever before.
baseball.
Exhibs wanted all this
Representations were that the new
eliminated from pictures.
Regal Film Corp. set up in Canada
Nobody said it, but what the exto distribute Metro pictures was to
be 100% wholly-owned by Loew'a, hibs evidently do want (and something which some studio could do,
whereas subsequently It Is learned
that Nathanson Is a
partner and make many friends among ex-

The Senator was always a foe of
Nathanson is also Interested In
censorship and aided the Hays office Empire exchanges which distributes
in its many gestures to prevent that the Universal and Republic pictures
type of legislation. On any number in Canada.
of occasions Harrison made speeches
In various communities against censorship,
particularly
affecting
as
films.

MANY ANGLES

riilp

Regal Whh Loews

Bill;

Trailerixing

of Radio, Bowling, Base-

a simple, human one. Oiy«
ing Hollywood a breather In the
present assault, he puts In Us
beef against the exhibitor In a
letter to the editor: /
'We see that the movie Indus*
try is greatly alarmed over the
sharp slump In theatre attendance, attributing the same to
is

however,

Bennie Berger, owner of one of the
largest independent circuits and' a
northwest Allied member, declares,
however, that he's ready to close
his nine houses for the month of July

To
Think Pictures

Detroit, June S4.
While all the masterminding !•
going on in the industry on

Legislature (House) Passes

Anti-Dual

THE OPPOSITION
IllinoU Indies

fear that such action would cause
them to be indicted for conspiracy In
restraint of trade In violation of the
anti-trust laws, the leaders declare.

Exchange managers

Rentals

Illinois

Simple as Thatl

Members are being held back by

that Allied leaders are 'blufling' and
wouldn't order the shutdowit-even If
there were no legal obstacles, assuming there are. All the boys
couldn't be held in line and important Independent spots wouldn't be
content to remain dark while opposition Paramount houses continued
open. It's pointed out

FILMS BALiyHOO

and gen-

tello

hurley

shows here to the radio and
was com- then
to the flicker factories. Howpleted Monday (23) by Universal
ever,. not all the well-wishers flocked
Pictures with First National Bank
around
for autographs.
One who
of Boston and the Bank of Manhattan Co., according to an announce- didn't was Johnny Murray, newsia
ment made by J. Cheever Cowdin, who used to serve the zanies with

chairman of U board. Negotiations newspapers and magazines at the
had been In work for the extensive Shubert. He had a UtUe bill for
loan over a period of three or four $4J5 which they had overlooked.
Newsle not only got the amount
months.
due, but a handsome tip also.
Loan gives Universal coin for a
period of three years starting next

June 30, with an additional year's renewal option. Interest is 5%.

Jane Wins Her Star

C!owdin pointed out that the new
Jane Frazee
loan expands as well as consolidates
credit facilities available to the com- 'Sing Another
Music al was
pany.

Hollywood, June 24,
soars into stardom in
Chorus' at Universal.
recently completed.

'
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EXPLOITATION
Too

Ws DndergrowMT and MCs Tace'
Press-Books Depart From Stereo

Realistic

Carolina Exhib Convention s Big

PhUadelphla. J^ne 24.
Hi Shapiro, manager of William Goldman's Terminal, hired
a guy recently to dress up In
khaki for an exploiUtion stunt
in connection with the showing

I

ScheM; Key

'Buck Privates.'
On the day before the show'a
opening the guy called Shaolro

of Universal's

By JOHN

C.

FLINN

Departure from itereotyped, conventional press-book campaigns is

one

ot

innovations

the

Safety Short In Tieup
With Parent-Teachers

already

Chicago, June 24.
of the rare Instances of ex-

One

and pubploitation for a short has been a
departments ot the major com- complished here by Bill Bishop,
panies as result of exhibitor demand Metro press chief in this territory.
tot better selling copy. Probability For the Our Gang short of 'One,
also that some of the companies will Two, Three,' which deals with traffic
adopt generally a policy of issuing and children, Bishop arranged tiesupplementary press books after first ups with the Chicago Safety Council,
run showings is being discussed in Parents-Teachers Ass'n, etc.
home offices.
Metro tells these organizations
Warners has produced an entirely when and where this short is playdifferent kind of advance press book ing 'and they contact their memfor Underground,' using a new for- bership lists to get all possible kids
mat, easier In handling, and contain- to attend.
ing a wider variety of newspaper
atories than usually prepared for

.

•ffeetlve In the advertising
licity

The effort is
accounts.
theatre
directed to make the material useful
to subsequent runs, as well as initial
showings. The advertising layouts

Canada Victory Loan

suggest a wide range of copy sizes.
The exploitation section emphasizes
promotional material within the cost
and time range of smaller houses. .

B.O.

to Benefit

.

—

'

Series of Philadelphia Bulletin ads

and among
newspapers seeking to hypb

terest In the film industry

.other
their

amusement

lineage.

Sheet

Is

providing, proofs of the series to
papers requesting them and it is ex.pected the ads may be run in a number of other cities.
Written by George T. Eager, of
the Bulletin promotion department,
ads promote the idea: 'You'll flAd
that short vacations at the movies
will rest and relax you in mind and

Cohen and Irving Shevlln, operators
totals.'
of the Kramer, who were seeking a
Wllfey-KIncey's $65,000 Palmetto reduced rental on charges the house
scheduled for July opening here.
had been remodeled in a fashion
House, "W-K's fourth local, seats 900. -which failed to ^erve its best inR. S. Talbert is city manager.
terests. Herman Kramer, son of the
Remodeling of Arcadia, Savannah, original owner, retaliated with the
will make house one of most modern charge that the two operators have
operators,
Co.,
in city, F. & W. Amus.
failed to follow a policy which would
announce. Layout leased to- them Insure the. house success. Federal
this spring.
Judge Edward J. Moinet not only
Bijou Amus. Co. readying new sided with Kramer's views but
house for Negro trade here. House awarded him $4,000 damages.
named RiU, wlU cost $19,000.
With Cohen and Shevlln threatened
Theatres in Canton, WaynesviUe, with loss of the house, the Federal
Sylva, Bryson City and Murphy, .Court of Appeals not only issued •
N. C, scheduled for blow, due to an- temporary stay of the decree but als(>
of
Railway
Southern
nouncement by
of the receivership order which waa
intention to file application with to protect the
Interests
of tha
stale utilities commission to dlscon
Kramer family until they obtained
tiniie passenger train service on Ite possession.
Kramer now intends to
AshevlUe - Murphy system, which .ask for a full receivership to manage
Since railroad
serves' these towns.
the house during the hearing of tha

form^

.

.

,,'

.

.

,

-

.

appeal.

.

Artlmr Cooper's War Dalles
Charlottetown, P. E. I., June 24.
Arthur Cooper, who has seen long
service as manager of the Capitol
and Prince Edward, Spencer houses
here, is on special duty .with the
Canadian army as a' major. He is
try Club, Weston, Mass., Monday assigned to arranging and directing
Baala of the campaign is a forth' thousands of people from outlying
(23).
entertainments
for army camps, garright.plctorlal display of Miss Craw- towns and villages into Halifax, and
the& P
Martin J. MuUin, of
risons, forts, training
centers, in
ford as -she appears in the earlier filling the theatres for the afternoon
IN
atres, presided, some 290 attending.
cenes of the film showing her badly and jiight, following the procession.
An automobile was raffled off among Nova Scotia.
distorted features.
other prizes.
All the sub- Bvery theatre participated in the
Wage Inoreasca
patronage.
About 60,000
captions of the- advertising refer to S.R.O
PhlUdelphIa, June 24.
the «(ar at 'Uie -soarred-face she' watched the parade and about 10,P00
'Mere Bn8alo Bnlldlng
Personnel of the Stanley-WB theBuffalo, June 24.
took pari
devfl.'
Cleveland, June 24,
atres here, from assistant manager
Ryan Bros, operators of the Burg,
Courtney went showmanly on the
That the Metro organization takes
'Don'cha .know yuh £otta hava a Trutnansburg, acquired site for new down to cleaners, get a salary hik^
signing
with
the
of ai new labor conbond
sales
angle.
He
borrowed
a
Its own juggestlons seriously is evi'
city permit to pull -off etreet pub'
nabe in Ithaca to be opened this fall; tract with the Theatre Employee!
dented by-tbe.fact that.the new cam' half dozen army trucks, plastered
Joseph and Gerald Ehgel erecting
them with -advertising, -parked each licity. gags in Cleveland, :and that new theatre .at Plains, Pa, to open Union, Local B-lOO, IA. Old binder
palitn it bcing^used lii New York cur^
expired first of year and stirike was
rently -with flt«. .tecqnd-nm engage- at a busy traffic corner, with men corny -ones ain't gonna get you a In September.
occasions, IA
for threatened on several
closed
-Hemlock,- Hemlock,
'Bient of the.plature at Iioew'a 'State, and women as -sellers, and brought green light here?' barked -a cop at
nixed walkout New contract which
qHm MTlier campaign used at the the loan campaign, right .into the three ushers in Marx Bros, costumes summer by O. K. Westbrook.
went into effect this week, covers the
"East, East Syracuse, operated' bv
CapMol-dlMrMtly shielded the facial heart- of. things. The response was who were staging a 'Big Store' stunt
next two years and nine months but
Al Dibello, win remain closed until Is not retroactive. Pay boost on a
for Loew's State last week.
excellent
diiAguMmcnta of the star.
Sept. 1.
complicated sliding scale that goes
Trio dressed as Chico, Harpo and
The CasiAo shifted .from Famous
Robert Shark of. Shea's Buffalo,
on length of servPlayers-Canadian to Odeson recently Groucho got away with It for. one elected v.p. of Classics Club, Uni- up to 109i based
ice with the circuit In terms of one,
and with -Courtney .a holdover as hour, .pushing hand-truclcs through versity of Buffalo.
two and three years or more.
SPECIAL
Oehler,
Milton
and
downtown
Maurer
section.
George'
Boxes
on
the
manager. He succeeded the late B,
Union members -^WB - employees
service
Buffalo
of
Shea's
formerly
carts
bore
such
gag
placards
as
'Step
J. Macadam, a pioneer exhibitor,
only and considered an IA orphan,
0.ur Lingerie Department' and staff, made manager and assistant organized when the CIO started up
who died, last >wlnter, and who hadl-Into
1
Bellevue, Niagara and threatened
to organize ushers.
been owner a^ 'well as longtime man- 'Howl with the Marxes In the Bed respectively at
Tails.
Labor organizers, clohning AFL supDepartment'
ager.
Ruth Drescher succeeding Mar< port, are making slow progress in
Detroit, June M.
Then the law, as expected, swooped gar'et -Adrian in Shea's Buffalo audit trying
to organize a competitive
Deal^cd lor the hay-fever victims
down on Uie parading ushers. ing' department.
union at.the Indie houses.
who irequent Michigan's northwoods
Charles Boasberg, RKO division
Bundled into .a squad-car,' they were
Samuel Varbalow to add a new
yank^ down to the hoosegow along manager, and his bride, spent few house to his territorial string. Enterki tilt lummertime. The Pines, 600-<
.with Maurice Drucker, State's new days witii his family In Buffalo.
taining bids to convert an old badk
Mat plo theatra which Is a combina15-16 house .manager. Coming recently New Amherst theatre (Dipson)
building In Camden, N. J., into a
under way; opening deluxer to be known
theatre
tion Swiss chalet- woodsman's, cabin,
the Walnut
from Boston, where anything goes, scheduled1,400,
for Sept 1.
John Monroe, Forepaughs op and
hat been put up near Houghton
Drucker told the Judge with
Roth, manager Warners Variety CHub officer, ailing at the
Toronto, June 24.
straight face that It was the first Buffalo branch, back on Job. after
Lake, important xesort center, by W.
Al^ngton Memorial Hospital. Abe
Wolfe Cohen, Canadian manager street stunt he staged here and
Jamca and George Olson, pioneer upHospital
several
the
General
days
in
that
Resnick, Hamilton .manager, also
Havens, Olean, reopened by War- hospitalized, for appendix scissoring.
date showmen. Despite rustic ap- for Warner Bros., will hold a Ca- he didn't know, about ordinance
pearance of the house, the two -op- nadian sales convention In Montreal making a permit necessary. Look- ner Bros.
Ed Bergin, assistant manager at
Shea's North Park undergoing al Center, and Vharley Goltzer, ditto at
erators have put In metropolitan July 16-16; Just before the national ing at him suspiciously. Judge reciBcma conveniences Including spe- convention scheduled for Chicago leased him saying, 'Just remember terations, including new marquee Palace, swapped places.
and modern -air conditioning.
Charlie Stiefel shuttering his Regis
this we won't take any Boston gags
cial xuahloned and -staggered seating tentatively July 28.
Ralph Schwattzmeier, former a^Cohen had been in New York to and we don't like having our leg .sistant service chief at Shea's Hipp, July 6 for hot months.
arrangements but the emphasis Is
Harold Bortz, chief projectionist
being placed on the aid conditioning confer on plans regarding the Ca- pulled. Mister.'
now chief of service at Shea * at the Cinema, Allentown, Pa., taken
which also .contains a 'de-pollenlzer* nadian sales confab." This convenBuffalo.
to the hospital suffering from a heart
device for the relief of the hay fever tion will bring Grad. Sears and
Sodus, Sodus, will be enlarged and attack. Michael Sten^e, chief proa cooling system installed by'SIothick jectionist at the Allen In the sama
other home office officials to Monvictims.
'JOHN DOE'
Enterpiues, Inc.,- under management city, back at the machine after hosMichigan, draws heavily from such treal as well as branch managers
of Morris Koffsl^.
pitalized for an Infected hand.
uflarers from nearby States in the and salesmen from all parts of Bill Bmrnberg's Exploitation Brain-Basil Bros; erecting new nabe at
Ronnie Moray, manager of
333,
hay-fever ^season witti «ven such Canada.
Bt^rm Pancakes In Detroit
Kenmore and Colvin, seating 1,000; packing his bags for Chicago vacametropolitan centers as Detroit adreadv Labor Day.
tion.
vertiaing that they have special air<
Schlne reported erecting ne^r the
Sam Rosen, Monogram branch
Detroit, June 24,
Fenune
atre
Exhib,
at
Medina
to
named
the
be
Quirk,
conditiomng which affords reliel
manager, member of the Camden
Elated to find that Detroit was one Center, town's* second house
home defense police.
However, the classy -new out-State
Salvoed .for
Henry Friedman, operator of the
of the five cities In the country with
theatra was .designed especially to
suburban Lansdowne, promoted •
FareweUlog Barney Rose
One of the few women exhibitors a real John Doe, Bill Brumberg, exattract -tills biz end probably will be
Wheaties truck to pick up old magaSan Francisco. June 24.
followed by more houses to draw the in the country has been singled out
ploitation man for Warner Bros, on
Virtually all of Frlsc6's>film row zines collected at the theatre for the
for
special
echoo trade In the woods sections.
commendation and prize
turned out to give Barney Rose, Uni boys at Fort Dlx.
award by Metro for the advertising 'Meet John Doe,' leaped to the op- versal exchange manager,, a big sendMorris Wax, Indle circuit operator,
and exploitation Job she promoted portunity and the telephone.
off Fridav evening (20) in honor of bagged a buy In being the Highest
'
'HeUo,' he said, 'I'm Bui Brumberg his transfer to Chicago. Boys tossed bidder at a public auction for a
successfully for 'Land of Liberty.'
Blue-Printing Defense
Newest winner of the honw: roll of Warner Pictures.'
a dinner party in Hotel St. Francis, Wynnfleld manse.
Nice gesture on part of Herb Pinwith
Joe
Blumenfeld,
Phil
Phillips
award
Is
Quirk,
May
operator
of the
on Celluloid
'So what,' said the real Mr. Doe.
and Mike Newman in charge. Rose cus, manager of the Mayfair, giving
Victoria, Mt Carinel, Pa. Ed Gall•Well, we got a terrific film pro
Hollywood, June 24.
was given a complete luggage outfit $100 to a local playground fund.
ner, field exploitation' man working
Raymond Rendleman, after eight
Toppers in the Army, Navy and under William Ferguson, submitted duction coming to the Michigan next as a golng-away token and George
Bole of the Golden Gate brought years with Stanley-Warner, resigned
mechanical departments of the na- Miss Quirk's campaign, for which week called 'Meet John Doe.'
along the Andrews Sisters, currently as assistant manager of the Lindley
tional defense program appear in a she
'So what, again' roared Mr. D.
has received the customary sUver'
to become manager of the Fern Rock,
personaling at the house.
two-reeler at Metro, tracing the button.
'Well, I thought because of the
ladie house owned by Herbert J.
problems and future pla'hs of AmerElliott
Most effective exploitation used similarity of names——.'
Fast StrUe Oni
ica's military preparations, under
'Nuts to you,' replied the real Mr.
was an c :say writing contest In the
Hollywood, June 24.
production of Edward L, Cahn, who city's high schools which was' en- Doe. 'My name goes on about half
Deason's Shift
New record for short strikes was
returned last week from conferences dorsed by the local school board. the warrants that are Issued. My registered by truck drivers. for the
Tyler, .Texas, June 24.
In Washington.
A. D. Deason, manager of the
Delivery
Service
60
She also persuaded the mayor to body is always laying In -a morgue, Goldberg
Wichita, Wichita Falls, Texas, named
Included In the picture are shots issue a proclamation designating I'm named In divorce scandals. Now minutes flat during lunch hour.
Goldberg
films to picture manager of the Tyler and Liberty
of General George C. Marshall, 'Land of Liberty Days.'
To round you got my name on a movie. It's houses In thedelivers
Los Angeles district on here. Replacing Deason at the Wichchief of staff, Admiral H. R. Stark, out the patriotic appeal, the school -probably' a stinker and I'm damned
the dot. Otherwise there would be ita is Charlie Snyder of the Majestic,
chief of naval operations, and Wil- band, and the color guard of the Ured of it all.'
Van Roberts goes
halts between the two features and Wichita Falls.
Brumberg was sorry he'd ever had whatnots,
liam S, Knlidsen, director general Boys Scouts appeared at perform.Sitdown would have from here to Wichita Falls replacing
the brainstorm.
of inanufpctui'ing operations.
ances...
ruined ' ue, aft'ern.ooti ' progranip to Synder. All are Interstate houses. ..
'

.

Ads

June 24.
Boxoffice poison everywhere else
country .that has not yet played 'A was converted .into boxoffice tonic
Women.'s Face/ starring Joan Craw in Haliflx. And, all due to the shoW'
ford, oalling attention' to the avail' manship of a theatre manager. 'ViC'
ability at Metro exchanges of a tory Loan parades have been held in
(upplementary press-sheet, which is every city and town in -Canada, and
and tide you and your fam- is also tourist carrier, dope is that
marked reversal, in point of ad' at night with theatre business tak body
theatres, hotels,, auto courts, etc., on
ily over until you can- get away for
vertising attack, from the .earlier ing it 'heavily .on the button.
and
not try a route would suffer.. AU of towns
book. To those who have not yet
T. J. Courtney, manager of the your long vacation. Why
On pa^e .6 cities Involved are large.
played 'A Woman's Face,' is the Casino, and secretary-treasurer of the movie vacation today.
you'll find the
salutatton, followed by, 'A brand new Allied Exhibitors' Association,, was of today's Bulletin
Variety's GoUery
Boston
•ho wmansh^ campaign is .getting re- civilian co-odinator for' the Halifax most' convenient listing of the ofBoston tent of the Variety Club
mapkable -business wherever it is demonstration. He booked the par' ferings of the neighborhood and held Its first annual golf and -lawn
party at.the Pinebrook Valley Counused.'
ade for the morning, attracting Aiany downtown theatres.'
Haliflx, N. S.,

Metro during the. week mailed a
post-card to every theatre in the
.

Pobon

IWovie Vacation

promoting theatres as 'vacation' i
sorts has attracted considerable In-

Con?erts

Courtney

PhiUy Daily's

Promotion

several neighborhood theatres around
Spartanburg, S. C„ June 24.
Los Angeles. Problem, Involving fh«
weight 'Of freight on trucks, was
and South Carolina theatre owners solved during lunch hour, and everyJune 29-30 at Myrtle Beach, S. C. body went back to work at one
I'clock, without any loss of business.
soldiershuge
Sunday plx, state's
seamen amusement problem, national
Kramer Theatre's Jam
defense and 0I4 problem of blockDetroit, June 24.
booking -all set for. discussion, Ed
of
the
1-500-seat
Possession
KuykendalU MPTOA prexy, wUlspeak.
C. M. Arrlnglon, Rocky Kramer theatre here -seems a question that will have to be decided by
Mount, N. C.. is president.
Advertising budgets of Charleston the U. S. Supreme Court Case ia
and Columbia houses estimated headed on Its way there following
upped 20%, due to large amount of. an appeal from tne Federal court
Sunday space used since houses went here which will be heard by the
on seven-day schedule recently. This, Cot^rt of Appeals which already has
plus large charity splits from Sun- issued a temporary stay of decree.
Suit was originally brought by Ben
day takes, leaves grosses close to
Heaviest- program In years confronts annual convention of North

and said he couldn't make It. He
had to appear before his draft
board to be Inducted.

I
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First

Hot Spell Slows Up Chi

First

Biz;

Rons on Broadway
(Subiect to Chanire)

Week

'JokDoe'MdmmWFairl2a

of

Astor— 'Major
,

(7th wk).

Heat Socks

New B way Fdms; Tog

Jnne 26

(UA)

Barbara'

Plus Lombardo $23^500, 'Answers'

—'Fantasia' (Disney)

Broadway

Dive -Vaude 166;

%vy' Big 3d Week
divided lyith 'Under Age' (Col) and
'King Zombies' (Mono), good $2,000.

Chicago, June 24.
Thermometer skTrocketed towards
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—
the end of the week and, as usual,
Transferred from
the first real hot spell of the year 'In iJavy' (U).
dented theatre grosses a bit. In a Palace for second week. Fair $4,200.
wedc or so the populace will be fully Last week, 'Broadway Limited' (UA);
acclimated to the 90-degree tempera- poor $3,200.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)—
ture and will be anxious to get into
Tlrst Beau' (Col). Fair $4,000. Last
some air-conditioned theatre. But week,
'Devil Dogs' (WB) (reissue),
now the boxoffice tide is slowed
-

just
up.

excellent $5,800.

Lyrle

There is not much of new interest
to entice the downtown fans anyway. Most of the strong pictures are

'Devil

holdovers and they are weakened
considerably by the length of the
runs. New entries are 'John Doe' in
th« Chicago and 'Billy the Kid' at
Roosevelt
State-Lake
has
the
Tower Dive' for the first loop showing but this film is day-and-dating
with the nabes. State-Lake is having
a good money session currently, with
the picture a draw in this house and
the stage appearances of Victor McLaglen and Joaii Abbott.
Palace continues with its power
money-run of 'In the Navy and

RKO

still

Will take $5,000,

fine,

Dogs'

(WB)

(revival).

— 'Underground' WB
—
(

Palaoe—'Citizen Kane' (RKd)
(0th wk).
Paramount
'Caught in the
Draft' (Par) (25).
(RetKeued In Vabiety May 28)
Blalt»—'Tight Shoes' (U) (2d

—

wk).
wk).

$3,800.

(2d wk).

Boxy—'Man

Hunt' (20th) (3d

Strand— 'Out of the Fog' (WB)

Week

of July 3

Astor- 'Sergeant York' (WB)

—'Fantasia' (Disney)

(2).

800.

Broadway

Heat Pots

Crimp

h

(34th wk).
Capitol 'They

—

Unit 18G, lisbon'

15iG

Met

in

Bombay'

(M-G).
(Revletoed In Current Jsme)
Criterion 'Stars Look Down'

—

Wash.;1»anHimtVHeaf

(M-G).
Globe
'Underground' (WB)
(3d wk).
Music Hall 'Blossoms in the
Dust' (M-G) (2d wk).

—

—

Washington, June 24.
Summer weather has arrived and
grosses are drooping quietly the way
the natives do when the heat hits

also

I

33-40-50)—

Globe

(2d wk).
Moslo Hall 'Blossoms in the
Dust' (M-G).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Palace (RKO) (2,600: 33-40-50)—
•Night Lisbon' (Par). Fair $10,000.
Last week, 'In Navy' (U), okay $10,-

a high coin getter.

pounding away with
Plenty of
•Kane' at the Woods.
£"ngiing on special ducats'and 'such
managing to keep this going.
EsUmatos for This Week
•r.r at- „,r^
Apollo /'r>.'r>.v
B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
—•Woman's Face' (M-G). In fifth
week in loop and second week here,
Is

(1.400;

l

town 'Man Hunt,' plus tab yersion of Crazy With the Heat, at
capitol, getting the adult trade and
managing to hold the lead but not
•Night in Lisbon,' at
spectacular.
Earle, and "Love Crazy,' at Palace,
are in sort of deisultory battle for
this

following eX'

cellent $6,600 last week.
Chlosfo (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
Doe' (WB) and stage show. Picture
has been kept out of this house too
long, and comes in after the force of
Satlonal publicity has been spent
ust ambling at $30,000. I,ast week,
•Lisbon' (Par), with the Glenn Miller
orchestra on stage, was sharp winner

(Revleuied in Current Issue)
'Caught in the
Paramoont
Draft'- (Par) (2d wk).
'Hit the Road' (U).

—

KMto—
Boxy

—

Over

'Moon

Miami'

NO INDPLS. JITTERS

Three-day blistering heat 'wavt^
which took in the big weekend days,
Pins Sent all business on Broadway
Bateh of
skidding to low levels.
holdovers and not too forte new
Indianapolis, June 24.
No evidence of the June Jitters entries didn't cheer the theatr*
here this week with three downtown managers either.
houses dividing coin which during
Three newcomers, 'She Knew All
the Spring season was split five ways,
two theatres having shuttered for the Answers' at the Music Hall,
the summer.
Jjoew't Is out front •BiUy the Kid' at Capitol, and 'Out
strong with 'Billy the Kid' duaUed
with 'Broadway Limited.' Circle is of the Fog' at Strand, fared badly.
only average with 'Sunny,' helped Former was an extremely mlldish
by the Louis-C^onn fight pictures. $64,000, and stays around only .th«
Lyric Is slightly in the black with single week.
'Fog' proved disap'Thieves Fall Out' and Ted Fio-Rito
pointing,
with
Guy Lombardo's
orch on stage.
Estlmatea for This Week
orchestra credited tor bulk of under
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,600; 25-30- par $23,500.
Robert Taylor in his
40)—'Sunny' (RKO) and Louis-Conn
outlaw picture, with $17,000, is very
fight pic, mUd $6,000.
Last week,
'Blood Sand' (20th) and 'Beauty's dull at Capitol.
Sale' (20th) good $8,000.
Paramount, Roxy and Criterion
Loew'B (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40) fared best of holdovers, 'Night in
—'Billy Kid' (M-G) and 'Broadway Lisbon,' plus Milton Berle and
Limited' (UA) good $10,000.
Last Vincent Lopez, did okay $34,000 on
week, 'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Free seppnd Par session. 'Man Hunt' at
Easy' (Col) (2d wk). nice $7,500.
Roxy is pushing along so well with
Lyric (Lyric) (1,900: 3tl-40-50)— $29,000, it may stay a third week.
'Thieves Fall' (WB) plus Ted Fio- 'In the Navy' is still big in its secRito orch on stage, fair $0,500. -Last ond week at Criterion, plenty of
week, 'Angels Wings' (Rep) and Ted wpmpum at $15,000, and holds.
Lewis orch, good $12,500.
'Woman's Face' with a fine array
of vaude including Simone Simon,
Al Trahan, Paul Haakon and Patricia

SweU

'Kid'

Ted

(RCDl^wed In VAmBTr June

IB)

Strand—'lilanpower' (WB)

i

I
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SUMMER SLUMP SLUGS

MILD lOG

.

Summery

.

i

'

—

—
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•

,

I

WlisW

Great

Seattle;

$9,800,

,

Bowman,

Car Giveaway Helps

(4).

.

BUFFj

$10,0001 •Xhievea'
Flo-Blto, $9,S0e

(20th) (4).

second place spot
week, 'In Navy' (U) and 'Black Cat'
Disappointment is 'Simny,' which
(U), trapped over smacking $15,000.
couldn't stand the gaft and gives
20th Century (Dipson) (3,000; 30way after only six days.
44)— 'Jesse James'. (20th) (2d run)
Estimates for This Week
and Louis-Conn fight films. ProbCapitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-4466)— 'Man Hunt'" (20th), plus . tab ably ordinary $6,000. Last week
'Scattergood Strings' (RKO)
'Crazy with Heat' on stage. Combo's (30-55),
Robinson on stage, oke
at $44,400.
getting no kiddie trade, but it's in and Bill
Last $10,000.
Garrlok (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75) the lead with good $18,000.
—'Lisbon' (Par). Moved here from week, "Broadway Limited' (UA) can
band
for
an
Dorsey's
the Chicago and headed for oke thank Jimmy
W,500. Last week, 'Wings' (Par), excellent $20,500.
Strong Films Offset
Columbia (Loew) (1.234; 28-44)
took fair enough $3,8(H).
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-44)- *'J^om.an\s
li^in'J^to
*°
Boston's Heat; Tace'
•Ziegfeld Girl'
(M-G) and 'Lady l"^"||^nn
Cheyenne' (U). House settling into ^°£^,ff'^,'^!{i
Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-68)—
a groove and currently is mild at
Spots
H.O. in
(Par), plus sUge
'Night Lisbon*
Last week was under this
$7,000.
Struggling, but no better
shows.
fair mark at $6,100 for 'Sea Wolf
than fair $15,500. Last week, "Knew
Boston, June 24.
(WB) and 'Devil, Miss Jones' (RKO) Answers'
(Col), just fair $16,000.
Proof that good product can offset
PaUae (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66)—
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 39-55)—
•In Navy' (U) and 'Tight Shoes' (U) 'Sunny' (RKO). But not so sunny at bad weather is seen here this week
(3d wk). With management keeping b.o., closing tonight (Wednesday) with 'In the Navy' holding over at
up the terrific advertising pounding, after six poor days, $6,500.
Last Keith Memorial, 'Woman's Face'
this comAiination continues to coin week, 'New Orleans' (U)i jnanaged ditto at Loew's Orpheum and State,
and 'Caught In Draft' drawing
money, $12,000 in third week, after with middling ^7,500.
third week In
drumming up a nifty $15,300 last
MetropoIItaii (WB) (1,600; 28-44) staunch trade for Ita
Paramount
I—'Shining Victory' (WB).
week.
Louis- town, continuing at the
Boosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65- Conn fight special helping this one and Fenway after two stanzas at the
79)—'BiUy Kid' (M-G). Started well to good $5,500, Last'week, 'Wagons Metropolitan. The heat-wave that
and looks for some money at $12,000 Roll' (WB) came through all right pounced on the openings in the current week cost the film houses a few
for initial session. Last week, 'Blood with $5,200.
grand, but dented the stands playing
Sand' (20th), finished good threeNational (1,300: 55-75-$1.10-$1.65)
weak product mostly.
week stay to $8,100.
—'•Fantasia'. (Disney)
(7th
wk)
Estimates for This Week
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 28-44)— Held over after announcement that
•Power Dive'
(Par)
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 15-20-28-44)
and vaude. last week was its final boosted biz.
Victor McLaglen and Joan Abbott But heat now is hitting It in non- —'Hit Road' (U)
(1st
run) and
headlining on stage. Pleasant money aircooled house, slipping to $7,500. 'Bringing Up Baby' (RKO) (reissue)
at $16,000. Last week, 'Girl, Gob' Last week was consistent with good with Louis-Conn fight pix, four days;
(RKO) wasn't as important as the $9,000.
and 'Double Date' (U) and 'Queen
Ted Fio-Rlto orchestra on stage for
Palace
(Loew) (2,242; 28-55)— Penthouse' (Col) (both 2d run),
the bang-up $18,700.
'Love Crazy' (MG).
Improvement three days, marking time at $4,000
United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700; on this spot's recent weeks, but only pace. Last week 'Hello Sucker' (U)
85-55-66-75)
"Men Boys Town' fair $15,000. Last week, 'Blood Sand' and 'Missing Ten Days' (Col), four
days; and Tenny Serenade' (Col)
(M-G) (2d wk). Not as big a picture (20th), died with a poor $13,000.
and 'Model Wife' (Mono) (both 2d
as the original 'Boys Town' but stiU
run), three days, $4,100.
going alone all right. Satisfactory
$12,000, after bringing home good
Fenway (M&P) (1,373; 28-39-44
$15,700 last week.
55)
Draft'
(Par)
and
'Caught
50-75'Magic Music' (Par) (both continued
(1,200;
^ Woods • (Essaness)
$1.10-$1.85)— 'Kane' (RKO) (7th wk).
from
two weeks at Met), $6,000 gait,
'STORE'
Plenty of assistance from the RKO
big.
Last week 'Devil Dogs' (WB)
and 'Affectionately Yours* (WB)
merchandising and exploitation department on special-rate ducats
$6,200.
Buifalo, June 24.
keeplhg' this going and holding up to
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 28
Wickets at main stem houses are
8,000, following good $9,100 last taking on a distinctly hot weather 39-44-55)— 'In Navy' (U) and 'Young
week.
aspect.
'Big Store' Is head of the Lady' (20th) (holdovers), heading
heap but not so much, and only mild. for good $14,000. Same bill socked
with $23,500 last week.
through
'Navy' in its second frame is running
Metropoliton (M&P) (4,367; 26-39
•Kid' $12,000, 'Lisbon'
close behind, with the leagth of its
(Par)
and
stay still problmatical. 'Man Hunt' 44-55)—'Night Lisbon'
Woman' (WB), disapin
Cincy and 'Broadway Limited' at the Hip 'Singapore
pointing $12,000 indicated. Last week
look like staunch items.
Cincinnati, June 24.
taught In Draft' (Par) and 'Magic
„„.
Estimates for TlMs Week
^llly the Kid' is the b.o. fronter
Bnffalo (Shea) (3,560; 35-55)— 'Big Music" (Par), holdover, $13,500.
cuixenUy with a good Albee mark.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 28-39-44Next best is 'One Night in Lisbon' Store' (M-G) and 'Power Dive" 55)— 'Woman's Face' (M-G) and
Not too forte 'at probably
wltb a fair Palace figure. Only other (Par).
'Broadway Limited' (UA), holdover,
„„.. .m nnn
fresh release Is 'Her First Beau,' over $10,000, Last week, 'Night Lis- still strong at $15,000.
First week
which is mild for Keith's. Trade in bon' (Par) and 'Get-Away' (M-G), this combo drew $22,000, very good.
general is holding even with last dipped to lean $8,500.
Paramount (M&P) (1,707; 28-39Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55) 44-55)— 'Caught Draft' (Par) and
weeks summer par take.
'Broadway
(20th)
and
Hunt'
—'Man
Estimates for This Week
'Magic Music' (Par) (both continued
Limited' (UA). Should top pleasing from two weeks at Met), indicating
*
(3.300; 33-40-50)—
Last weak, 'Million Dollar socko $9,000. Last week 'Devil Dogs'
•Bm
$7,500.
Baby' (WB) and 'Wagons Rojl' (WB)^ (WB) and 'Affectionately Yours'
I*»t^w^k.' SiJSiy'^RKO)'?
a ri^ht
J
/, aU
6
jgjj, enough around „(WB), $8,500.
$11,000.
yjjijgj. jjgpgj
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)— '•<"'0.
State (Loew) (3,600; 28-30-44-55)
•Sunny (RKO).
'Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'BroadMoveover frU _ Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45 )^:Night
Albee for second week. Fair $4,208, Lisbon' (Par) and 'Get-Away' (M-G) way Limited' (UA) (holdover) will
l^st week, 'John Doe' (WB) (2d (2d run).
Indications for mildish draw arotmd $9,000, satisfactory. Inirun), mild $3,600.
Last week, 'Blood Sand' tial week, $16,000, very strong.
$5,000.
FamUy (RKO) (1,000; 15-28)- (20th) and- 'Wore Crutches'
(20th)
Translox (Translux) (900; 15-25^Waval Academy' (Col) and 'Missing (2d run), lagged under"i.rTrr.r.
44) 'Mutiny Arctic' (U) (1st run)
$5,000.
Ten Days' (Col), split with 'Sing
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-40) and 'Marked Woman' (WB) (reisAbout' (Ind) and 'Timberlands' (U). —'In Navy' (U) (2d wk) and ^Mr. sue), taking tepid $2,200. Last week
Seasonal $1,800. Last week,, 'Black Dynamite' (U). Roaring alqng under 'Larceny Street' (Indie) and 'Jungle
Cat' (U) and 'First Romance' (Mono), forced draft to better $9,000.
liSst Love' (Par* (reissue), $2,00$.

lOG

Blah 64G; lisbon 34G Leads H.O.S

Capitol— 'Big Store' (M-G).
(Reviewed in VAiurrY June 18)
Criterion— 'In the Navy' (U)
(3d wk).

Switched from Keith's for second
week.
Good $4,000. Last -week,
'Love Crazy' (M-G), second week
and fourth week on main line, strong

TTight Shoes.' Sent away in bang-up
shape by the local RKO mob, this
combination is running in its third

week and

(RKO)

(33d wk).

Seattle,

7G

June ^.

runs ara sportingi new
bills, and with the baseball team
rained out several nlghta, business
has perked up. Liberty Is doing okay
with 'She Knew All the Answers.'
Fifth wiU do fine with 'Night in
Lisbon,' while 'Billy the Kid' Is great
at the Paramount. Car giveaway at
leading
first-nm
houses helping

Big

first,

grosses.

Paramount looks for a winner in
Roosevelt Is finding In the Navy'
hot enough for a fourth week.
Estimates for ThU Week

clicking nicely at State

is

with $25,000 in sight. Addition of
Louis-Conn fight films is an extra
magnet.
'Citizen
Kane,'
which
dipped in its last session, will conclude run at Palace after the ninth

week

starting tomorrow (Thursday).
Estimates for This Week
Astor (UA) (1,012; 30-40-55-65)—
(UA) (7th-flnal week).
Finished its sixth week with' slightly
over $10,500, okay.
'Sergt. York'
(WB) opens July 2 at $2 roadshow

'Barbara'

scale.

Broadway (Disney)
$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)

ney)

—

55-75,-

(1,895;

'Fantasia'

week).

(33d

Only

(Dis-

dipped

slightly below $9,500 figure in 32d
week, virtually the same as precedStill don't know when
film will close because advance sales
stack up so well. •
Capitol (Loew's) (4,520; 35-55-85-

ing week.

•

$1.10-$1.25)— 'Billy the Kid' (M-G).
Got full effect of heat wave, and
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck-Evergreen) likely won't top $17,000, highly dis30-40-50)
'Woman's
Face' appointing.
'Love Crazy' (M-G)
'I'U Wait' (M-G)
(2d only $15,000 on second session.
wk.), hot from Fifth, Indicated $3,
Criterion (Loew's) (1,662; 35-44Last week (21-35) 'Lone 55-75)— 'In Navy' (U) (3d week).
700, big.
some Pine' (Par) and 'C^t Canary' Goes into third week today follow-

—

(850;

(M-G) and

(Par) (2d run),

Collsenm

weak

(H-E)

at $1,700.
(1,900; 21-35)—

'Zanzibar' (Par) and 'Strange Alibi'
(WB) (2d run), plus Louis-Conn
films, $3,800 In nine days, swell. Last
week 'Dictator' (UA) plus 'Great Lie'
(WB) (2d run) garnered big $2,900.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 30-40
50)—'Night Lisbon' (Par) and 'Scattergood Strings' (RKO), anticipated
$7,000,. good.
Last week 'Woman's
Face' (M-G) and 'Walt for You'

(M-G),

$7,700, big.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 80-40-50)—
'Knew Answers' (Col) and 'Dared
Not Love' (Col). Nice campaign for
former, and looks like big $6,000.
Last week 'Hamilton Woman' (UA)
and 'Big Boss' (Col) (3d wk.), oke
$4,000.

iwuslo

'Love

Box (H-E)'

Crazy*

(850:

30-40-50)

ing healthy $15,000 or thereabouts.
Mighty sweet takings at this theatre, after Abbott-Costello comedy

had grabbed

$25,000 in first stanza.

Globe (Brandt) (1,180: 28-35-55)—
'Underground' (WB).
Happy days
at this theatre, with $9,500 In
sight.
Holds for second week at
least.
Last week 'Broadway Limback
ited'

(UA) pretty thin

$5,000.

Palace (lUCO) (1,700; 75-85-$1.10$1.65 -$2,50)— 'Kane' .(RKO)
(8th
week). Only $11,000 or thereabouts,
sharp dip from recent weeks. Picture winds up engagement after
ninth week, which starts tomorrow
(Thursday).

Paramount (Far)

99)— 'Caught
Will

Bradley

Danny Kaye,

In

(3,064; 35-55-85-

(Par) and
Jane Froman.

Draft'

band,

others,' in person, open
'Night In Lis-

(M-G) and 'Cowboy today (Wednesday).

and Blonde*^ (20th) (4th wk.), head- bon' (Par) and Milton Berle, Vincent
ing for $2,900, okay on sustained Lopez orch, others, on stage (2drun. Last week, same films, $3,400, final week), wound up last night,
big.
aided by preview of 'Caught in

Orpheum (H-E)

(2,600;

30-40-SO)— Draft,' with
healthy

'Million Dollar Baby'
(WB) and
'Shining Victory' (WB), slow $4,500
Last week 'Affectionately
in sight.
Yours' (WB) and 'Repent Leisure'
(RKO), $3,300, very slow.

ing

$34,000,

$41,000 in

OK

consider-

first session.

Radio City Muslo Hall (Rockefel-

44-55-85-99-$1.65)—'She
All Answers' (Col) and stage
show. Not many folks curious about
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 21-40)— this one, with sad $64,000 best In
'Black Cat' (U) and Too -Many view. 'Sunny' (RKO) credited with
Blondes' (U) plus stage show, climb-' $73,000 in previous week. 'Blossoms
ing to good $4,500. Last week (35- In Dusk'
(*I-G) opens Thursday.
50) 'Gay Vagabond' (Rep), plus PolBtalto (Mayer) (750; 28-44-56)—
ack Bros, circus accounting for mar- •Tight Shoes' (U) plus Louis-Conn
velous biz, $7,600.
pix. Heading for rousing $9,000 and
Pararaennt (H-V) (3,030; 30-40-50) holds second
session. 'Saint's VacaKid'
—'Billy
(M-G) and 'Blonde In- tion' .(RKO) meagre $4,500 in previ'
spiration' (M-G), great $9,800 exous stanza.
pected.
Last week 'Blood Sand'
Boxy (20th) (5,835; 35-55-65-75-85)
(20lh) and 'Power Dive' (Par) (2d
'Man Hunt' (20th) and stage show
wk.), six days, dipped to mild $3,100.
(2d week). Held up nicely on the
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-40-50) holdover, with $29,000 in prospect,
—'In Navy' (U) and 'Vaquero' (20th) profitable after strong $44,000 in
(4th wk.) looks to gather flashy $2,500. initial
ses.<;lon.
May stay third week.
Last week, same films, $3,100, big.
State (Loew's) (3,400 28-44-55-75Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; lO'Woman's Face' (M-G) (2d
30)—'Topper Returns' (UA) and 90-$1.10)—
run) and vaude headed by Simone
'Adam Sons'. (Col) (2d nm), okay Simon, Al Trahan, Paul Haakon$2,000. Last week 'Girl, Gob' (RKO). Patricia BorMoiaa, plus tght pix.
and 'So Ends Night' (UA) (2d run), Traveling at fast pace, with $25,000
$1,800, slow.
on tap. Last week, 'Ziegfeld Girl'
lers)

(5.860;

Kqew

—

:

BUTZHrO THE BOWEBT
Hollywood, June

24.

Wallace Fox drew the director job

on the Sam Katzman production,
'Bowery BUtzkrelg,' which rolled today (Tues.) at Monogram.
Cecilia Parker and Warren Hull
head tl

(M-G) (2d run) and Gertrude Niesen and Hartmans. hit nifty $24,000.
Strand (WB) (2.767; 35-55-75-85-99)
'Out of Fog' (WB) and Guy Lombardo band. Lombardo outfit credited with much of $23,508, bonslderably under par, but not bad consid- o
ering how remainder of street Is this
week. 'Million DolTar Baby' (WB)
and Les Brown (2d week), slop

—

'

—

-"'',;
'

Wednesday, Jane 25, 1941

PICTUBE GROSSES

10

er Dive' (Par), took strong $5,700.

Peek Defense

Detroit

Paramount (Hamrick

Coin; /Navy'

16G

Slick $20,000. 'John Doe' Strong

-

—

Evergreen)

'Penny Serenade' (Col), repeat, fair
Detroit, June 24.
Both the mercury and business $4,500.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)
First week of
soaring here.
'Knew Answers' (Col) and 'Naval
is seeing the kinc. of. trade
Pacing a fair
Academy' (Col).
usually registered with the big fall
Last week, 'Night Lisbon'
$4,500.
product. The nod probably must go
(Par) and 'Cowboy Blonde* (Par);
to the pictures, but exhibitors would
$4,800, satisfactory.
like to see. it as the resumption of
35-53-67)
Loew's
(CT)
(2,800;
that vaunted defense money spendFair
•John Doe' (WB) (2d wk).
ing in this major armament center.
$5,000 in &lght, after ft good
Fox will be up there to lead the enoughlast
week.
town with Abbott and Costello's 'In $7,000
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-53)
the Navy' coupled with 'Her First
(M-G) and
•People Vs. Kildare'
Beau.' The house still is gettmg a
'Washington Melodrama' (M-G). Solift with 'Dr. I. Q.' packing the Monon tap. Last week, 'Power
day show. Michigan, too, is clicking so $3,000
Dive" (Par) and 'West with Peppers'
big with 'John Doe' and 'Million
(Col),
poor
$2,00Q.
switchin
Dollar Baby.' Pahns-State,
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-80)—
ing over the Michigan's duo of last
Good play from
week, put strength behind the pair 'Dictator' (UA).
sturdy,
with the Louis-Conn fight pictures start and should gross a
$4,500. Last week, repeat of 'Uncerhere in the champ's home town.
Not going to be caught asleep on tain Feeling' (UA) faded to $1,200.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
this Abbott-Costello picture, the Fox
At'Circonstances
30-60)
(600;
went all out on exploitation using
wk). Poor $800 ahead
20,000 sample live-saver giveaways, tenantes' (2d
heralds in all Liberty magazines after good $1,300 last week.
St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 30here, a splash in both radio and
newspaper campaigns, store-window 40)— 'Violette Imperlale' and 'Con-

—

40-50)— 'Love Crazy' (M-G). Looks
like huge $9,000. Last week 'Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Wait for You'
(M-G) closed second. stanza for good
$7,000.

Wagon-Lits.'
Weak
des
with recruiting troleur
tie-ins
stations, a parade of gobs to the $2,500 in sight. Last week, 'Varlete'
theatre for the- opening, and such and 'BUlet de Mille,' poor $2,300.
added attention-getters as a potatoand
a
the
lobby
peeling contest in
gob-debutante party.
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40-55)
—'Blood Sano' (20th) (4th wk) and
lOG,
•Big Boss' (Col). Stin holding up tp
a fair $5,500. Last week 'Blood Sand'
Portland, Ore., June 24.
(20th) (3d wk) and 'Cowboy Blond'
(20th), $6,500,. nice in view of the
'Billy the Kid' Is banging up good
•

<

PORT. BOOSTS SINGLES;

W

$40,000 garnered

by former

XRAZY' 9G

at Fox.

biz for the Broadway. 'Million
lar Baby' is another okay opener at
and probable Orpheum while 'Night in L&bon,' in
Orleans' second week at Paramount and
(U) and 'Knew Answers' (Col), okay 'Hamilton Woman' at Mayfair for
third week, are good holdovers.
$15,000;
J. J. Parker, owner, of two major
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-55)—'John Doe'
(WB) and houses h^re,. endeavoring to get
•MilUon Dollar Baby* (WB). Big awajfr'from B plx, will single feature
Last week 'Night. Lisbon' as lonA as strong product lasts. Bill
$16,000.
manager of- Parker's
(Par) and 'Wagons RoU' (WB), neat McCurdy,
Broadway, reports patrons approve
$14,000.
.Falms-SUte (United Detroit) (3,- of single features w]th short sub000: 30-40-55)— 'Night Lisbon' (Par) jects and hopes good pix will justify
this
policy.
and 'Wagons Roll' (WB) plus LouisEstimates for This Week
Conn fight pictures. Hefty $8,000
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 35-40built on -pair of pictures moved from
Michigaa Last week 'Wings' (Par) 50)— 'Billy Kid' (M-G) single billed
and 'Honeymoon Three' (WB) (3d and getting terrific $10,000. Last
(C^l).

Terrific $20,000

week 'Flame

.

-

.

.

week 'Hamuton Woman (UA) closed
second week at- nice $4,300i and
moved to the Mayfair.

•wk), $7,000, oke.

-

.

.

LC. HOLDS RECENT

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen)
35-40-50)—'Hamilton miman'

BIZ

lOG

Dictator' Stnrdy

Cheers

Up

Minneapolis,

'Serenade' Big

$10^00

Minneapolis, June 24.
Combination of 'Penny Serenade'
and Louis-Conn fight pictures at
State, and the Orpheum s 'Dictator'
are brightening up the local boxoffice picture somewhat. Even without the fight films Grant-Dunne
opus got off to a fine start last
Thursday, a day ahead of usual
opening. A brief spell of extreme
heat slowed up the pace all over,
but biz is holding up well.
Long awaited Charlie Chaplin
production is getting plenty of box-

Kansas

City,

June

24.

!

.Film row. is holding the gains of
'Caught in
the past week or so.
Draff at the Newman Is the best
new entry, being bolstered by the

.

(1,500;

LouU-Conn

pictures. 'Big Store' is
the other new picture at the Midland, only average Marx Bros. biz.
'In-

Navy

Estimates for This Week
Aster
(Par-Singer)
(900;

Esqolre-Uptown (Fox Midwest)
(820 and 2,043; 10-28-44)— 'In Navy'
(U) and "Scotland Yard' (20th).
Pair carry into a second week and
look for prood $6,000, excellent after
first weeWs superb $9,000.
Midland (Loew's) (4,101; 10-28-44)
—'Big Store' (M-G) and 'Blondie Society'

(Col) doubled.

'Blondie' film

getting its world preem here, and
is making personal
appearances on opening two days.
Cfombo getting better. than average
play, $8,700. Last week, 'Billy Kid'
(M-G) and 'Broadway Limited' (UA),
held for a second week, good $8,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 1028-44)— 'Caught in Draft'
(Par)
Is

Penny Singleton

(Par)

(1,200;

28-39)—

First neigh-

(Hamrick

-

Evergreen)

35-40-50)-^'MiUlon

DoUar
,.,

heat

Philadelphia, June 24.
is heralding the arand the downto-wn
have a chance this

wave

week. High temps found everybody
hiking out of the cjty for the weekend. Police ball at Convention Hall
nite, with Jimmy Dorsey
orch the attraction, made a further
competing factor.
The best that 'Billy the Kid' can
hope for is a meagre take at the Fox
with a healthy chunk of biz credited
to Bob Hope, who made a p.a. there
Friday nlte to bally his .'Caught in
Draft,' which opens there, July 4.
Louis-Conn fight reels also take
bows for share of business cornered,
by 'Adventure in Washington' at

on Friday

Stanton.
-

.

L'VILLE

and 'Pirate Horseback' (Par), firstruns, split with 'Mail Train' (20th)

and 'Play GirV (RKO),

$2,100 in nine

Good.
Century (Par-Siiiger) (1,600; 2839-44)— 'Eternal Gift' (Indie). This
days.

special Eucharistic week attraction, a
filming of -the Catholic Easter mass,

has been indorsed from Catholic pulpits and .has the church's full approval, attracting many Eucharistic
Congress visitors. Headed for light
Last week 'John Doe' (WB)
$2,500.
(2d wk), pretty lair $3,600 after nice
$9,000 first, canto.

Esqnire (Berger) (290; 15-20)—
"Too Many' Zombies' (Mono) and
"Gang of Mine' (Mono). Two firstruns on way to light $500.
Last
•dveek 'Forbidden Adventure' (Indie)
(2d wk), fair $600.
26)—'Las
Gopher (P-S)
(998;
'

.

BUCKS HEAT

NATIONAL

Boyd (WB) (2,560; 35-46-57-68)—
'Night Lisbon' (Par).
Cutting no!
corners here and will just about top
the house par with $13,500. Last-,
week, 'Woman's Face' (M-G) (2d
-

wk), handy $11,200.

Earle (WB) (3,450; 35-46-57-68)—
'Time for Rhythm' .(Col), with Louis
Armstrong heading an all-sepia 'sho'\v
on stage, will finish in the money
is not the nemesis it has -been in
former years because all houses are with $18,500. Screen's stage names
Outdoors sports, meaning little for the draw and it's'
air-conditioned.
night baseball and the like are get- mostly up tq Armstrong,- who has.,ting share of patronage, but film been too-long absent from the town.
theatres - are not suffering when Supporting the Armstrong orch areproduct is top-notch. 'Billy the Kid' Peg Leg Bates. Golden Gate Quartette. Two Zephyrs and- Otto Eason.
is best on -stem to lead the way.
Louis-Conn 'fight pix combined with Heat isn't helping this one. Last
a good dual bill are doing okay at week, 'Million Dollar Baby' (WB),
With Bob Crosby orch on stage, had
Strand.
the cash registers ringing merrily
'Estimates tor This Week
with $22,500.
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
Fox (WB) (2,423; 35-:46-57-68)—
(1,400; 15-30-40)— 'Love Crazy' (M- 'Billy Kid' (M-G).- Shooting low,
G) and 'Big Boss' (Col). Bill Powell house finding it hard to sell Robert'
shenanigans drawing 'em In on Taylor. Heads for a mild $14,000,
moveover, after swell week at thanks to Bob Hope mobbing the
Loew's State. Looks like profitable house Friday nite for ah in-person to
$2,800.Last week 'Woman's Face' plug his 'Draft' flicker next in. Last
(M-G) and' 'Wait for You' (M-G),. week, 'Blood Sand' (20th) (2d wk) "
mildish- $1,700.
$11,400.'
-Kentaoky (Switow) (1,200; 15-25) finished with a fair
Karlton (WB) (1,066: 35-46-57-68)
—'Sea Wolf (WB) and 'Girl Gob'
run). Fail(RKO); split with 'Night Train' (U) —'Blood Sand' (20th) (2d excitement
and 'Las Vegas Nighta' (Par), strong ing to drum up any real
the best in
In
town
with
a
$4,000
Last
lineup. Indicates good $l,S0O.
Serenade'
week 'Lady Eve' (Par) and Topper sight. Last week, 'Penny strong
on
Returns' (UA) managed all right (Col) (2d run) continued
)ts second lap before jumping to the
$1,400.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 15- nabes and gave the house a tuneful
30-40)— 'Bilhr
and $4,800.
Kid'
(M-G)
Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)
(Continued on page 21)
-"

•

-

-

-

.

:

•

Orpheam (P-S) (2,300; 28-39-44)—
(UA). Had to wait a long
time for this one. This delay plus

'Dictator'

B. O.

-

-

-

—'Woman's , Face' (MG)
Showing some strength on

SUMMARY
Week— In the

(2d

run).

second
try with $4,500 in sight. Last week,
'Wings' (Par) (2d run) (2d wk.) had
its wings clipped badly, grounding
after six days with only $2,500 to

show

for

Stanley

its

-

-

It.

(WB)

—'In Navy' (U)

35-46-57-68)
Sailing
(2d wk.).

(2,916;

strong for its second stanza with a
bulky $15,000 for the hull.
Had
tucked In a fat $.21,000 for its first
week.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57)
(Col).'Adventure Washington"
Heads for a favorable $4,800, but
Surprise release of the month is 'Billy the Kid,' help from the Louis-Conn fight pic
Last week,
which is blasting high figures- in Chicago, Cleveland, can't be mlninaized.
'People Kildare' (MG) disappointed,
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Seattle, Louisville, Portland
$4,000 being way below the mark set
and Baltimore.
for it.
Incidental to the revived discussion of duals Is the
following excerpt from Louisville regarding change of

Louis-Conn Fight the Picture of the

Navy'

-

-

-

'Draft'

and Taylor Runners-up

Picture of the. week is the Joe Louis-Billy Conn
championship heavyweight fistlcull reeL Fight took
place last ^Wednesday (18) night at the Polo Grounds,
Yorlc. Film was made by Pathe and distributed
by RKO. Printa were' showing in Broadway theatres
on Thursdays afternoon and on the Pacific Coast by
Friday night (19). Before the end of the week 500
prints were playing as added attractions in as many
.

New

theatres.

.

—

-

-

From every spot reports gave the fight film credit
opened Wednesday and later was
Ioined by Louis-Conn fight pictures. for lifting, an otherwise midsummer boxoffice to betlOpe picture was doing all right by ter-than-expected figures.
Itself and combo adds that much
Rating of the first-run features, as garnered from
strength. $11,000, very big, and cer- the telegraph reports on this and- adjacent pages, credits
Last week, 'In the Navy' (U) the top billing, with a dozen exceltain to be extended.
•Reaching Sun' (Par) new film was
lent holdover sessions at' good business; 'Caught In the
tied to 'Night Lisbon' (Par), hold'Draft' (Par) in second place and gaining fast, and
over, and did good $7,000.
«
Tower (Joffee) (2,110; 10-30)— 'Billy the^Kid' (M-G) a close third.
Only new film of the week -is 'Big Store' (Marx
•Power Dive' (Par) and variety stage
Early returns n.s.g. San Francisco gave It
bin, fair enough $6,300, but under Bros.).
What the house has been running. $12,000, meagre; Lincoln, disappointing $3,300; CleveLast week, 'Singing Hill' (Rep). and land, so-so $9,000; Providence, fairish $11,000; Buffalo,
Bowes stage unit gave house one of mild $10,000, -and Pittsburgh, passable -$11,500. ExcepIts very best weeks, $9,100.
tion Is Kansas City, where it did over-average at $8,700,
supported by the new 'Blondie In Society' and Penny
MONT'L STILL LIMP
Singleton in person on opening days.
Abbott and Costello. In 'Navy' are swimming In the
Influx of U. S. Tonrlsts No Help
big coin.
Score: Chicago, 3d week, $12,000; L.os An•Snnny' $6,500 Town's Best
geles, 2d week, $19,000 (two houses); 'Frisco, 4th week,
dropped to $5,700;^ Boston, 2d,, good $M,000; Kansas
Montreal, June 24.
Another week of dented grosses is City, 2d, $6,000; Cleveland, 3d, $4,200; Detroit, 1st, terIn sight despite the let-up in Vic- rific $20,000, with big exploitation; Seattle, 4th, good;
tory Loan parades and influx of 'U. S. Philadelphia,^2d, $15,000; Buffalo, 2d°, big $9,000; Baltitourists, which is greater than for more. 3d, okay $6,000, and Pittsburgh, 3d, ofl to $3,800.
years past. 'Sunny' at Palace is the
likely best-seller with business good
enough for season. Balance all below average.
Estimates tor This Week
.Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)
•Sunny', (RKO). Cjan look for good

Uptown

'Zlegfeld Girl' (M-G).

28)—

J^'^^/?!. PAyH„2-„??v *«
substantial amount of publicity film
{^J^Lyit
«nH *pIS?'
Last
week Silmn^'^S^^m
Sunny (RKO) and
Pow- has garnered is bringing 'em In even

more, than measured up

28-39-44)—
(2,300:
'Penny Serenade' (Col) and LouisConn fight films. Plenty of grease
Fight _pi'cfor the turnstiles here.
tures came in second day (20). Much
praise heaped on feature and considerable Interest in championship bffUt.
Fine $10,200 in eight days In prosLast week 'Night Lisbon'
pect
(Par), seven days, $6,100; fairly good.

'Sleepers West' (20th)

$3,300, okay.

Orpheam

to expectations at the Uptown and
Esquire, and holds.
Weather went torrid over the
weekend for l^rst time this year.
Estimates for This Week

disap-

A

rival of summer
boxoffices hardly

Louis Armstrong orch on the Earle
borhood showing and given extra
stage is not going to hit- the fat
heavy advertising. *-ooks like good figures of the other £ll-sepia shows
$2,500. Last week 'Great Lie' (WB),
sporting the boards this season, but
$2,300, okeh for first nabe showing.
World (Par-Steffes) (28-39-44-55) considered satisfying enough.
Estimates for This Week
—'Night Lisbon' (Par) (2d wk).
ArcadU (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57)
office attention, despite few critics' Moved here from State and hitting
The Eternal Gift,' which It up at fair $1,200 pace. Last week —'Love Crazy' (M-G) (2d run).
raves.
films the Catholic sol^n Easter 'Hamilton Woman' (UA) (2d wk), Clicking neatly on, its second runmass. Is the special Century attrac- fair $1,500 after poor $4,500 first ning with $3,600 rating it a second'
week starting today' .CTues.). 'Pot o'.
tion and is aided by the presence of week at State.
Gold' (UA) (2a run) n.g. at $2,200,.
thousands of Eucharistlc Congress
last week.
visitors.

'

$3,000.
(1,800;

$4,000,

pointing.
(P-S)
State

-

(UA)
from Broadway plus Louis- Vegas Nights' (Par),- Well-Uked picConn films, great $6,500. Last week ture suitably spotted, .but gets only
'Knew Answers' (Col) and 'Dare light $1,50(1 and out after five days.
Not Love' (CoD (2d wk), okay Last week 'Wagons Roll' (WB),

DRAH' HUGE IIG

Boxoffice opening

a.

DoUar Baby' (WB),

m.o.

GAINS;

were luke-warm. Exshow attraction at

m., two and half hour
than ordinarily. Stretching
toward big $10,000, and will hold a
Last week 'Million
second week.
at 9:30
earlier

Affected—'Kid'
Not
and 'Keeping strong pix
Company' (M-G), first-runs in for
Splendid $8,500, 'Lisbon* $7,600
five days and should deliver satisfacLouisville, June 24.
torily to tune of $1,300. 'Man Monster' (U) and 'Horror Island; (U),
Hot weather- is here, but biz at
also first-runs, open Thursday (26). downtown houses Is holding up in
DolLast' week 'Scotland Yard' (20th) some spots, sagging in others. Heat

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-4065)—'In Navy' (U) and 'First Beau'
holdover. Last

critics

regular prices.'

—

—

Par $13,500; 'Rhythm'-Annstrong $18,500,
*Navy' Neat 15G on Holdover

ploited as 'road

—

,

'Lisbon'

though

are

summer

hook-ups,

Heat Blasts PiiiDy

35-40-50)
'Night Lisbon'
(Par) and 'Magic Music". (Par) (2d
(3,000;

wk) and still going weU, high $6,100.
First week, strong $7,500.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 35-

On the army side, 'Caught in the Draft,' the new
Bob Hope-Dorothy Lamour starrer, is holding big at
continued first-run holdover in Boston, having finished
two weeks at the Met It's the town's leader in Kansas
City with $11,000, and smash in Omaha, $12,000. Coming
through to the majQrity of first runs next week, it
promises sturdy follow-up after 'Navy.'

—

-

B'KLYN OKAY

IN

HEAT

policy at the Mary Anderson theatre: 'Hduse. trying
double bill- currently and b.o. traffic rather sluggish. •Serenade'
SweU $20,000, 'Baby' $14,Patrons of this house are accustomed to the single pix
000— Hoidovers Back Up Profit
and are shy when twin bills are booked, probably expecting lightweight product.
Two current -pix' are
Brooklyn, June 24.
plenty okay, but returns are off.' Bookings are 'ShinTerrific hot spell sent citizens to
ing Victory' (WB) _ and 'Strange Alibi" (WB), gate, air-conditioned deluxers downtown.
Last week,~ single feature, 'Out of the Fog' Fabian Paramount got lion's share of
$2,700.
biz showing 'Penny Serenade' aiid
(WB), $3,400.
sermon In a paragraph.
Subsequent runs everywhere are- doing big with 'There's Magic in Music' Holdovers
Al•Zlegfeld Girl' (M-G); 'Zanzibar' (Par), 'A Woman's at Loew's Metropolitan and
bee will get only fair returns.
Face' (M-G), 'Meet John Doe' (WB), and 'Love Crazy'
Estimates for This Week
(M-G). Summer business In the outlying spots should
'Blood
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)
hold up with the early r,einfore'ements of 'Peripy Sere
Sand' (20th) and 'Melody for Three'
nade' (Col), 'Sunny' (RKO), 'I Wanted Wings' (Par), (RKO) (2d wk). Quiet $13,000. Last
and 'One Niglit i© Lisbon' (Par), which are fast^flnish- week, same combo, nifty $le,DOO.
Ing their first runs.
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 25-35-50)—
Only two roadshows still playing, with popular- 'Million Dollar Baby' (WB) and
Satisfactory
(WB).
priced runs deferred until early fall, are 'Fantasia,' 'Devil Dogs'
entering 33d week on Broadway, and 21st week at $14,000. Last week. 'Shining 'Victory'
(WB)
and 'Lady Louisiana' (Rep),
Carthay Circle, Los Angeles, and 'Citizen Kane,' 9th
$14,000.
week in New York; 7th In Chicago, and 5th in San fair
Met (Loew's) (3,618; 25-35-50)—
Francisco.
'Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Wash'Man Hunt' (20th) and 'She Knew All the Answers' ington Melodrama' (M-G) (3d wk).
(Col) are first runs on Broadway at the Roxy and Quiet $12,000.
Last week, good
Music Hall, with insufficient national returns to place $15,000.
Paramonnt (Fabian) (4,126; 25-35among new ratings.
The parade of the B's continues iii the supporting 50)—'Penny Serenade' (Col) and
Swell $20,000.
duals. Some of the titles, just for the record, are 'The 'Magic Music' (Par).
Bride Wore Crutches' (20th), 'Thieves Fall Out' (WB), Last week, 'Wings' (Par) and 'First
Beau' (Col) (2d wk), good $16,000.
'In Old Colorado' (Par), 'Strange Alibi' (WB), 'Power
Strand (WB) (2,870; 25-35-40)—
Dive' (Pari, 'MUllpn DoUar Baby' (WB), 'Broadway
'Roar of Press' (Mono) and 'Nurses
Limited' (UA), 'Romance of the Rio Grande' (20th), Secret' (WB).
Weak $3,500. Last
and 'Las- 'Vegas Nights' (Par). These are the unher- week, 'Under Age' (Col) and 'MUsalded 'and unsung.
Ing Ten Days' (Indie), quiet $4,000.

A

-

RKO

—

.

.

!

Wednesday, June 25, 1941

Andrews

Sis-Fight Pix Terrif $23,000

SaatYuicIsco, June 24,
Magnetic combination of the Andrews Sisten and the 'Louis-Conn
th* Golden Gate a
giving
fight

walkaway this wedc Only
•Caught in the-Dralf which )s
lug the turnstiles smoking at the
Paramount.
Remainder of Uie street is lust soso, althou^ 'CiUzen Kane* picked
up over last week on its roadshow
at the Geary, and wiU be held tor a

rival Is

.

ke^

HKO now holding the
whirl.
house on a week-to-wedc basis as
long as there's any interest In the

Key

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week.
$1,411,40«
(Bated on. 25 cities, 164 theattfit,

ehieflv flTsi runs, including
'

W. y.)

iwial GroM Bame Week
Lart Tear.:
$1.2»2.M«
(Based on 25 eitief, 167 Oieatret)

Estimates for This

KhytlHn'-Marcos Siow

35-40-50)—

Fox
•Big
Alibi'

>
„
Week

<P-WC) (5,000;(M-G) and 'Strange
The Marx Bros, don't

Store'

— hete.

(WB)

Picture op.ened
a thing
poorly and will be lucky to reach
Last week, 'Million Dollar
$12,000.
Baby' (WB) and Thieves Fall Out'
(WB) wasn't in the coin, finishing
with a dismal $10,000.
Geary (Curran) (1^86; 55-75-$1.10Being held
$1.65)—'Kane: (HKO).
over for a. fifth we^ which starts
today. Fourth was $500 better than
the third week. puUing $6,400. BKO
is holding on a week to week basis,
but won't give up the bouse at the
end of the fun if a deal now pending is okayed. AU set to follow is
the Oisney Festival CSnoW White'
and shorts) running an hour and 5$
minutes which will grind until exhausted under present plans.

mean

Golden Gate OUCO) (2,850; 39-44B5)—'Big Boss* (Col), Andrews Sisr
ters on stage and I^ouis-Conn fight
pictures. Jumping jive literally has
this house rocking with jitterbugs for
a terrific $23,000. Opening day was

'

.

DdD Baho, lisbon' IIG

^!Big Store' Mfld $11,500

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 28-3950)-*'BiUy Kid'. (M-G), "Broadway
Limited' (UA) (2d run). Paced at
so-so $2JiOO. Last week,. "In Navy'
(U) and 'Scotland Yard' (20th) (3d
downtown wk), closed with swell
$3 800
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 10-25-35)
"Buck Privates' (U) and 'MaU Train'
(20th). Also slowing down for fairish $2,800.
Last week. "Last Mile'
(Indie) and "Many Blondes' (U).

—

—

—

117^, 'Store'
$11^, Fite Pix Big

Pitt.

Pittsburgh, June 24.

Against features, stage shows and
a heat blitz, the Louis-Conn fight
films at the Warner are drawing the
most attention. Heavy type ads on
top of the enormous amount of space
didn't quite work out, only $5,700.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-28-39-44- accruing to the local boy's great
55)—"Night Lisbon' (Par). Getting showing brought standing room
Last (3d) week, satisfactory $7,000.
Pararaovnt (F-WC) (2,470; 35.-40- some st^dy play after solid week60)—'Caught in Draft* <Par) and end with $11,000 indicated. Last only at opening. Conn arrived back
•Point Widow' (t^). Bob Hope hot- week, 'Million Dollar Baby' (WB) in town day the pictures opened and
ter than a firecracker here, with big faUed to atUact at $8,900.
hot-footed it right down to the
Introduction of
$20,0(M) pouring in.
theatre to see himself in the movies.
cut-jrates tor service men will dent
Theatre tipped off the papers and got
the total gross some, but still terrific 'SONNY'
IN Jtself some
additional picture breaks
Last (2d-flnal) week. 'Night Lisbon*
(Par) and "Power Dive* (Par) finof the near champ's expression ,in
lOG; BIG
ished with okay $9,000.
theatre.
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,475: 35-40Ninety-five degree temperatures
BO)—'Million Dollar Baby" (WB) and
are holding the other spots to less
Denver, June 24.
(WB) (moveover).
"Thieves Out'
'Sunny' and 'People vs. Doctor satisfactory showings although the
Average $5,000. I.ast (3d-final) week,
Ted
'Billy «id' fM-G) and 'Reaching Sun' Kildare,' at Orpheum are getting the general tone isn't too bad.
Lewis,
biggest
coin,
perennial favorite at the
with
strong
holdovers
(Par). $4,500.
Stanley, will turn in a satisfactory
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35- helping give town a nice tone.
week aided by good reviews on his
Estimates ler This Week
40-50)—^Hamilton Woman* (UA) (4th
Aladdin (Fox)
25-40)— show and on 'Shining Victory.'
(1.400;
wk). Sourted a little so will finish
with $6,000, same as last (3d) week. 'Hamilton Woman* (UA). after a Penn with "Big Store' will manage
to get by. Reviewers were kind to
Tot o' Gold' moves In tomorrow week at the Denver, good $4,000. this
one. rating it best since 'Day at
Last week, 'Blood Sand' (20th) good
<Wed).
the Races.'
$4,000
aftei*
week
at
a
the
Denver.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 35-40-50)
Third week of "In Navy* is still
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)
^'Out of Fog* (WB) and 'Affectionkeeping the FUlton off the nut and
ately Yours* (WB) (2d wk). Hold- —'Billy Kid' (M-G) and "Met Arthere's strong possibility of a fourth.
over okav $8,000, getting overflow gentina,' after two weeks at the The Abbott and
Costello starrer has
from nearby houses. First week col- Orpheum. Fair $2,500. Last week. been an unlocked
for bonanza for
'Topper Returns' (UA) and "Dead
lected average $11,000.
Men Tell' <20th), after a week at the this house which usually closes t&
July for summer.
Paramount, fair $2,500.
Deidiam (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35Kttlmatf* tor This Week
Bros. Mild $3,300
40)—"Caught in Draft' (Par) (2d
Faltoa (Sh^) (1.700; 25-40)—In
wk.). Mighty strong for second ses- Navy* (U). Third week stiU riding
In Lincoln, Tog* $3,000 sion
at $7,500. Last week. 'Caught in high for a profitable $3,800. Picture
Draft' (Par) broke house records for is likely to go a fourth and wiU
Lincoln. Neb.. June 34.
Biz is steady and slightly up at $14,500.
Erobably be the means of keeping
Denver (Fox) (2.525; 25-35-40)—
several houses with coin spUt about
ouse open during July as result of
equally among the 'Big 3.*
'Big "In Navy' (U) and "Cowboy Blonde' piling up nice product Last week,
Sturdy $9,500. Last week, second, $4,900. excellent.
Store* has narrow margin over the (20th).
"Hamilton
Woman'
(UA)
and
pack at the Lincoln.
renn (Loew-UA) (330; 25-35-50)
"Beauty's Sake' (20th), nice $10,000.
Estimates far This Week
Kind words
'Big Store' (M-G).
Or^Mom (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40) from reviewers will help this to a
Colonial
(Monroe-Noble-Federer)
(RKO) -and
"People passable $11,500. Last week, 'Night
(750; 10-15>-'Billy Kid's Pals* (PRC) —'Sunny*
and 'Nancy Drew' (WB) split with Kildare' (M-G). Nice $10,000. Last Lisbon' (Par) done to death by cries
'Friendly
Neighbors'
(Rep)
and week. *Billy Kid' (M-G) and "Met for a weak $8,500.
'Silver Stallion' (Rep). Above aver- Argentina' (RKO) dipped sadly in
Bits (WB) (800; 25-35-50 )—"Billy
age $1,006. Last week 'Sheriff Tomb- second week, ending with $6,000.
Kid' (M-G). Two-gunner will bring
Paramoaat (Fox) (2.200; 25-40)— in a profit at $2,400 after two good
stone' (Rep) and 'King Underworld'
(WB) split with 'Wranglers Roost' 'Time Rhythm* (Col) and "First weeks, one at Penn and second at
Trim $5,500.
Last Warner. Last week, 'Vegas Nights'
(Mono) and 'Girls Road' (Col). So- Beau' (Col).
week, "Flame New Orleans' (U) and (Par) and 'Round Up' (Par) not in
so $900.
\Aat•^a (J. H. Coopisr-Par) (1,503; 'Man-Made Monster' (U) good $6,000. the running at $1,200.
Rlalto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Blood
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 25-40-60)—
10-25-40). 'Big Store^ (M-G). Lukewarm opening indicates $3,300. Dis- Sand'- (20th), after a week at each 'Shining Victory' (WB) and Ted
appointing, bat' not bad. Last week the Denver and Aladdin, and 'Horror Lewis on stage. While a little ungood.
Last der his usual sparkling biz here,
(U).
$2,500,
•Billy Kid' (M-G>. Taken out with- Island'
out holdover, though staunch $4,200 week, 'Great Broadcast' (20th), after lewis will manage a good enough
a week at each the Denver and draw to get the big deluxer by this
seemed to justify it
Night' (Col)
Heading for a fair $17,500.
. Ncbtadu (Cooper-Par) (1.236; 10- Aladdin, and 'Voice in
(3ood notices on both screen and
2(^25>^'Bound Up* (Par) and'Wash- good $2,000.
stage helping.
Last week, "People
IngtMi Melodrama' (H-G). Just tagging along at $1,500, "not good, not
Kildare' (M-G) and Guy Lombardo,
KOBE B.O. OFPOSISH
bad.
on stage, brought in an excellent
Last week "Romance Rio
Minneapolis, June 24.
$20,000.
Grande' (20th) and "Mutiny Arctic'
Although pointing out that they
Warner
(WB)
(U).
(2,000; 25-40)— "AfFell down to- $1,300.
Even "realize
that the ^week of the giant fectionately Yours" (WB) and Louisworse than expected.
Local boy's
Stnart (Cooper-Par) (1.884; 10-25- outdoor spectacle will thoroughly (jonn fight pictures.
40)—'Man Hunt* (20th). Strenuous depopulate theatres,' Minneapolis ex- amazing showing against liOUis maknewspaper campaign may net $3,000. liibitor members of Northwest Allied ing the fight pix the biggest thing in
I-ast week "Night Lisbon' (Par). Per- have announced their pledge of 'full town.
Customers are interested In
formed nicely for ^400.
support' to the Aquatennial conunit- the feature but are giving the b.o. a
Varsity
rush at times the fight pictures go
(Noble-Federer)
(1,100; tee.
10-25-40)—'Out of Fog* (WB) and
on.
Heading for a smash $9,500.
Huge annual civic celebration, on Best of the year here. Last week,
LouU-Conn fight. Can thank fight
reels for solid $3,000.
Last week lines of New Orleans' Mardi Gras second of "Billy Kid' (M-G) on
Affectionately Yours' (WB). Off key and St. Paul Winter Carnival, starts moveover from Penn turned in a
to.$A5.00.
July 12.
satisfactory $6,000.
.
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Broadway Grosses
*
EstJmat^d Total Gross
$251,M«
This Week
(Basea on 12 tTteatres)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear
$244,060
(Based on 11 Oieatrei)

'Sunny' Sole Oasis in

Snhry Cleye^ $12,000;

$3,500.

Maieatle (Fay) (2.200; 28-39-50)—
"Sunny' (RKO) and 'Passage Hong
Baltimore. June 24.
Kong" (WB). Opened Monday (23).
Combo Hipp layed it on extra 'Blood Sand' (20th) and "Beauty's
heavy this week bolstering "Time Sake' (20th). Closed Sunday after
Out for Rhsrthm' with stage layout extended four-day run which netted
of A. B. Marcus 'Continental Revue' not too bad $2,800.
First week
and Louis-Conn fight pix. FuUsome played to nifty $9,200.
layout is leading the town, with
State (Loew) (3,200; 28-39-50)
'Night in Lisbon' holding down sec- 'Big Store' (M-G) and 'Get Away'
ond slot at the Stanley. Rest of (M-G). Not very many stayed in
town is just fair.
town over the hot, sultry weekend,
Estimates for This Week
limiting Loew's to fainsh $11,500.
Centory (Loew-s-UA) (3,000; 15- Last week, 'Billy Kid' (M-G J and
28-44)—'BiUy Kid' (M-G) (2d week). 'Broadway .Limited'
(UA),
neat
Holding very steady pace to $9,000 $15,000.
after clicking off a strong opening
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 28-40-50)—
round to $12,400.
'Night Lisbon' (Par) and 'Monster
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; Girl' (Par) (2d wk). Paced at good
15 . 28 - 39 - 44 - 55-06)
"Time for $5,000. Last week knocked off sWell
Rhythm' (Col). Leaning entirely on $8,000.
stage layout of A. B. Marcus' "Continental Revue' to Uad town with
very robust $16,000 in spite of terrific heat
Louis-Conn fight films Ifidory'-Lewis Lead
helped some. Last week, -'Aflection-

slowed during dmner show by broad- ately Yours* (WB) plus -Ina Ray
cast of the N. Y. champ fight, but the Button p.a. ambled along at $10,600.
actual fight pictures are making up
Keith's (Schanberger) (2.40S; 15for that now. However, credit for 28-39-44)—'In Navy* (U) (3d week).
the smash biz goes to the Andrews Holding well at $6,000 after chalkSisters who are sensational here. ing up a rosy previous brace for a
perTucker,
in
Last week, Sophie
total $20,400.
son, and 'Devil Dogs' (WB) went
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-28-35"ahead of expectations for a socko 44)— 'Man Hunt' (20th). Good re$19,000.
ception from crix, but not much at
Orphenm (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 35- b.o., with $4,500 the most expected.
4(^-50)—'In Navy* (U) (4th wk) and Last week, third of 'Blood Sand'
Tlmberland* (U) (2d wk). Effort (20th), added $3,800 to previous
to stretch Abbott-CosteUo laugher total of $10,200 for two weeks played.

•,

$2i800. 'Navy'

wave

blistering the town, it looks
as if the main-stemmers had better
resign themselves to the usuaViepid
biz. Majestic pulled a fourday holdover on "Blood and Sand' to
give an extra three-day showing to
'Sunny,' which opened Monday (23).
With 'One Night in Lisbon' playing
to fair biz at Strand, house is carrying it for an extra weeki
Estimates tor This Week
#

LA.; Tace'

Ideal Weather Walli^ps

Providence, June 24.
With summer's long-awaited heat

good

11

Blisters Prov.;

summer

fifth

Welles" opus.

PICTUBE GB<

P^RIETT
Heat

DraftlPuDs Big 206 in Mild Frisco.

'Big Store', So-So

9G

Cleveland, June 24.
'Sunny* is the only oasis in the
Sahara-like wastes of the local
amusement area, bubbling up a steady
stream of cash for the Hipp. Old
Sol is parching the town otherwise.
H*s cutting 'Big Store' at State down
to ordixkary gross. Palace's 'Singapore
Woman* bemg pulled up by Joe
Louis-Billy Conn, fight pix, but house
probably won't get out of red until
it reinstates vaude.
Estimates' far This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—

$13,000

Los Angeles. June 24.
Largely on account of an exclusive
screening of the Louis-Conn fight
pictures, the RKO Hillstreet had an
exceptictaally
good weekend and
holdover of In the Navy.' Looks
like an ea^ $11,000 for this combo
at. the one house, excellent
'Navy'
got $19,000 at RKO and Pantages in
second week. Most of other firstruns slipped Saturday and Sunday,
with idear weather drawing hundreds of thousands to the beaches.
Best combined gross is $24,800 at
the
State
and
Chinese' where
'Woman's Face' is the principal attraction.
Paramount slipped about
$1,000 over early expectations and
barely hit $17,000.
'Underground'
played to fair returns at Warner's
Downtown and Hollywood over the
weekend, with mild $13,000 in sight
for the two qiots.
Estimates for This Week

Cartbay Circle. (F-WC) (1.516; 83$1.10-$1.65)
'Fantasia'
(Disney)
(21st wk). Biz holding fairly strong
and indications point to $5,300, after
last stanza brought lucrative $8,000.

—

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC ) (2,034;
30-44-55-75)—'Woman's Face' (M-G)
and 'Wait for You' (M-G). Joan
Crawford helping for better than
average take and week should pile
up very good $11,300. Last week.
'In Navy' (U).
More pep shown by "Billy Kid*
(M-G) and 'Scotland
this moveover on third week, rollickYard' (20th), topped expectations for
ing to around $4,200.
Last stanza, good
$10,800.

'Shining Victory' (WB) discounted
the swell reviews by dropping to a
weak $2,500, indicating this stand
does best on moveovers.

(Warners)
—"Sunny'
(RKO).

Hipp

(3,700;

30-35-42-

Breeziest item
on the avenue and getting good matinee breaks. In view of smart opening biz, likely to earn $12,000, swell.
Gets a b.o. here and a third shot at
the Allen. Last week "In Navy' (U)
55)

more powerful than some new

films,

$8 500

—DowntowB

(WB)

(1,800; 30-44-55)

'Underground*.
(WB).
House
switched to a Saturday opening and
weekend biz warrants fair $6,000.
Last week, 'Fog' (WB) and 'Met Argentina'

managed

(RKO),

on

eight

days,

to top $7,000.

El Capltan (RKO) (1,571; 83-$1.10$1.65)— 'Kane' (RKO) (7th-flnal wk).
Will hit weak $2,200 on final six
days.
Sixth week Just managed to
reach $3,100.

F«ur Star (UA-FIWC) (900; 30Fabce (RKO) (3.700; 30-35-42-55)—
"Singapore Woman' (WB). Sloughed 44-55^'Hage Heaven' (M-G) (3d
wk).
Metro opus starring Robert
off by the critics but Louis-Conn
fight reels got such a big hand that "Montgomery failed to catch on at

combo may

pull

$6,500.

"Million

this s<rio

house and week will likely

Dollar Baby' (WB) last week had add a dismal $2,500, after second
the RKO deluxer resembling a Lon- week brought so-so $3,500.
HaUywMd (WB) (2,756; 30-44-55)
don street two minutes after an airUnderground' (WB). Solo screen
raid
waming-r-nearly bare, dull
bill heading for an okay $7,000. Last
$5,200.
Stote (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55) week. Tog* (WB) and "Argentina'
—"Big Store' (Metro). Although ifs (RKO), weak $6,000 on eight-day

—

one of their better farces, Marx
Bros, are not rated highly by localites,
'Can't-see-'em'
reattitude
flected^in so-so $9,000 sighted. Last

nm.

Orphenm- (B'w^y) (2,200; 30-44-55)
T—'Bride Wore Crutches' (20th) and
Thieves Fall Out' (WB) and vaude.
costing around
(Par) injured
"..^
war angles but $3,500 this week, bouse is lucky to
climbed over hurdle to take good J'/^^.f^S' **" ^fiOO- Last week.
'In Old Colorado' (Par) (1st run)
$12,000.
StUIman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42- and 'Strange Alibi' (WB) with
55)—'Billy Kid'( M-G). Surprising all Jimmy Lunceford orch, topped
the scoffers by galloping into third $11,000.
Fantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-44-55)—
streteh, showing heels for worthwhile $4,000. after fine $6,500 on the In Navy' (U) and 'Tight Shoes' (U)
(2d wk). Should do so-so $8,0i00 on
lap before.
holdover after first week slipped on
last few days for $13,700, slightly
lap, 'Night Lisbon'
slightly by story's

DRAFT PUTS OMAHA IN

t>elow expectations.

week.

Goes

to a third

Farammmi Par) (3.595; 30-44-5575)—"Point Widow' (Par) and stage
show. 'Rochester' and 'Fats' Waller
are heading stage show and pointing
Omaha. June 24.
for neat $17,000. Last week, 'Night
'Caught in the Draft* and 'Flight Lisbon' (Par) (2d
wk) and 'Lady
From Destiny*
the Orpheiwn

MONEY, LARGE $12,000
at

Louisiana' (Par),

weak

$12,500.
brought back the big gross habit
BKO (RKO) (2,872; 30-44-55)—'In
with a bang after a couple of dull Navy' (U) and "Tight Shoes'
(U) (2d
weeks.
At the Brandeis. 'Out .of wk). Holdover of the Abbott-CosBaines' were
add

Fog* and 'Scattergood
tello comedy likely to
excellent
staggering along for a low gross un- $11,000, and stays a third week.
First
til the Louis-Conn pictures- went in
seven days came within few dollars
Friday, and it helped the gross of $16,300, but below what was
exgreatly.

pected.

Estimates for This Week
Stjie (Loew-F-WC) (2,404; 30-44Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 10-30- 55-75) 'Woman's Face* (M-G) "and
40)— 'Caught in Draft' (Par) and 'Wait for Yon* (M-G).
Looks like
'Flight From Destiny' (WB) a big weak $13,500. Last week.
'Billy Kid'

—

week, 'Ends Night'
(UA) and 'Man Lost Self (U), 'a

$12,000.

Last

light $9,000.

(Tristates) (2,000; 10-30-40)
—Omaha
'Woman's Face' (M-G) and 'Wash-

ington Melodrama' (M-G), light $7,Last week. 'Billy Kid' (M-G)
500.
and 'Penalty' (M-G). very swell $10,200.

Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1300: 1025-35-40)—'Fog' (WB) and 'Scatter-good Baines* (RKO) plus Louis-Conn
fight pictures will do a dandy. $6,000
although slump was on untn fight
flicker opened on second day. Last
week. 'Devil Dogs' (WB) and 'Sis
Hopkins' (Rep), $6,300, big at this

(M-G) and 'Scotland Yard'

(20th).

topped $15,300.
United ArUsta (UA-F-WC) (2,100;
30-44-55 )-'Billy Kid'
(M-G) and
'Scotland Yard' (20lh). Biz a trifle
better on moveover and outlook is
for good $4,000.
Last week, 'Blood
Sand' (20th) (2d lyk) and 'Pot Gold'
(UA), on moveover, neat $3,600.
Wllshlre (F-WC) (2,296; 30-44-55)
—'Billy Kid' (M-G) and 'Scotland
Yard' (20th). Big surprise that Beverly Hills mob should go for this
pair of moveovers but they are to
the tune of around $6,000.
Last
week, "Blood Sand' (2mh) (2d wk)
and 'Pot .<3old' (UA), Just topped

^

house.
$4,000.
State (Goldberg) (900: 10-20-25)—
"Men of Boys Town' (M-G) singlefeatured and split with "Ride on (WB), "Great Swindle' (Col) triple
Vaquero* (20th), "Couldn*t Say No* spUt with 'O'Malley Mounted' (Cap).
(WB) and "Topper Returns* (UA). 'Get Girl* (U), "Man's Sister' (Col)
.an improved $950. Last week, "Night and "Streets C:airo' (U), 'Devil Misa
Rio* (20th). "Adam Sons' (Col) split Jones' (RKO), mild $875.
Avenae - BUIitary - Dondee (Goldwith "Shadow Stairs* (WB). "Blondie
Latin' (Col), 'Riches' (RKO), $750, berg) (960; 600; 300; 25)— 'Men Boys
Town' (M-G) single-featured, split
fair.
Town (Goldberg) (1.500; 10-20-25) with "Ride Vaquero* (20th) and
Border Vigilantes' (Par), "Strange "Knute Rockne' -(WB) at the MUlAlibi' (WB). "Melody 3' (RKO) triole Ury and 'Letter* (WB) at the DunAn improved $1,000. Last
soUt with "Devil's Pipe Line* (UX dee.
'Price Crime' (C^ap) and '20 Mule week. "Night Rio' (20th), "Adam Sons'
Team* (M-G), "La Zonga* (U), "Night (Col) split with "Blondie Latin'
Rio' (20th) light $700.
Last week. (Col), 'La Zonga' '(U), 'Melody
2-Gun Sheriff' (Rep), 'East River'

—
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Squawk Over U. S.

'Anzac Exhibitors
Distribs

Campaign

Return Under
Sydne7, June

24.

with a flood of product pacts and
It's now
harsh percentage deals.
charged in picture circles that Yank
distribs rush out product too fast on
received

with

here,

all

drive on for businass,

Maximum

New Frozen Coin Pact

Australian exhibitors are protesting that U. S. distribution companies
ere overloading the Anzac market

being

to Get

British

a

big

calculated

to increase the total revenue which
they are allowed to take out of Australia under the 62%% coin freeze.
Along with this pressure, feeling
here is that the Aussie market definitely has turned sour for U. S. dis-

Hmmners

foreign sales head.

Hummel's

o.o. is

Buenos

of $6,000,000 film revenue
realized per year, has seen the eight

upwards

duction. Paramount is mentioned as
offering product to Hoyts on agreement with its Greater Union outlet

MPDA

Accepts Aussie

Tenns on Frozen Coin
conflrniAion in Canberra,
Australia, that the Motion Picture
distributors Assn. there had agreed
to the new frozen-coin pact covering
film company remittances starting
March 1 last, Is regarded by foreign
department officials in 'N. Y. as in'
dicating that the
had aban'
doned hope of getting better terms.

Final

MPDA

Major film companies here were
notified nearly two months ago that
only 37V&% of film revenue would
be permitted to leave Ausualia un'
der the new pact, or approximately
$2,300,000, as compared with the first
year agreement of 50%, or $3,100,000,

Fibers

to D.C.

Today'On

Pan-AnL Trade Treaties

WBMAYMAKE

moves, not just

BRITISH TO FILM

YARN ON RAFS
FLYERS

U.S.

London, June

ently is considering entering into
trade treaties with these two South
American countries, and State Dept.
officials are collecting data for use
In negotiating these.
Carl E. Milliken, in charge of foreigm affairs for the Hays office,
heads the delegation from the picture
industry.
Others
Include
Franklin S. Irby, 20th-Fox tax department attorney; John Nathan,
Par^ount's- manager In Argentina,
presently in N.Y.; and Eugene F.
Walsh, assistant treasurer and comptroller for Universal.

Dave Rose

to N. Y.

David Rose, Paramount's managing director in Great Britain, due
New York by clipper from Lon^
don yesterday (Tuesday), was delayed by bad weather.
He had been delayed about a week
In Lisbon, the Portugal hopoff port
for Atlantic clipper planes becaiise
be was unable to book passage.
In

Dne West
Hollywood, June 24.
David Rose and Max Milder, reParamount and Warner

spectively

managing

directors in England, Clipperlng to New York, come to the
Coast for studio talks shortly after
their arrival.

6.

indie production
do a film around
Squadron, U. S. flyers
with the Royal Air Force. Titled
'Eagles Up,' script has received offi-

King's

George

outfit is slated to

the

Eagle

PIX IN AUSSIE
24.

likely

Reported that Warner Bros, may
produce in Australia if proper arrangements can be made to set up
for feature-making down

under.

Company

WB

roll

Par's

'Hatter's

Castle*

underway

Seek to Defme Surety

Milton Rosmer added
at Denham,
Film stars Robert Newton,
to cast.

Measure

in Britain

As

with Deborah Kerr.

Manning Sherwin inked a deal to
supply tunes to the John Corfleld
production, 'He Found a Star.' Dit'
ties will be warbled by the colored
Uriel Porter.
Batoner Carroll Gibbons spotted
into British National's 'The Common
Touch.' He takes his band along.
Islington studios will be reopened

Gang'

.'Hi

It

Affects Fikn

ExUhs

-London, June

6.

War damage

act Is latest government teaser for film exhibs and producers here. Compulsory insurance
law is proving a tough one to clarify
within the trade, rising out of what
category applies to projector equipment and studio technical aids. Are
they goods .or chattels, are seats listable as machinery \inder the law,
does rented technical equipment re-

takes the floor June 28. Plant has
been shuttered, since the war.
British National's next feature, to
follow 'The Common Touch,' will be
made at Teddington. Tagged 'Seventh quire coverage by the user or the
Survivor,' picture will probably be owner, is film stock the responsibilmade by John Baxter for BN. Com- ity of the exhib or the renter or the
pany will then lay off until the fall. producing concern—rthese are only a
Lawrence Huntington signed to few of the snags. Trade would like
direct the new John Argyle-Pathe to see a test case iriad^, but Board
feature^ Tower of Terror.' It's his of Trade has nixed any such prosecond straight for the Argyle unit posal. Move would be automatically
useless since all settlement of claims
made under the act will not be effected until war is over.
Compulsory insurance law followed the first heavy air raids. Ifs
BRIT.
a government way of raising coin;
it's angeling the project but settleLondon, June 6.
ment is too far in the future. ExIn an undefended action by British hibs, naturally,
are greatly concerned
Lion Film Corp., judgment was given with that day, after pasting
cinemas
against Herbert Wilcox and his Im- have taken
in raids.
perator Films Productions for $49,Question of air-raid repairs to
000 in respect to a broken agreement cinemas is being
raised by Cinemamade in 1B38 and a further deed tograph Exhibitors Assn. in view of
signed in March of the following government
order restricting to $400
year. Certain guarantees were given annually
the amount spendable on
referring to the obligations of Im- such
work. If a house Is twice hit
perator.
and that's

WILCOX OUTFIT NIPPED

FOR 49G BY

UON

Judgement was given with

Mona on

—

costs.

Latin Leave

Hollywood, June

happened according to
law the owner is prevented from
putting It Immediately into shape. If
previous repair work used up the
allowable sum.
this

24.

Mona Maris Inked a two-picture
deal with the Argentina Sono Film
Co. and leaves for Buenos Aires as
soon as she flnlshes 'Law of the
Tropics'

NEED FOR FILMS
SEEN MAGYAR

Glaser in U. S.

PROBLEM^
Budapest May
With, future of
problematical and

26.

foreign

imports

number

of thea-

tres greatly incre'ased in the course
of the last two years, Hungarian
production has to meet substantially

increased demand in numbers as
well as quality of feature pictures.
Whereas no more than 480 theatres were in operation in Hungary
two years ago, in the coming season

so far.
Accordingly, Htmgarian producers
have scheduled 50 new features for
release in the coming season, as
against an average of 37 in the past
few years. In addition, German producers are planning to shoot six or
seven big feature pictures in Hun-

gary this year, In"accordance with
the German plan of availing themselves of technical personnel, lower
production costs, etc., in countries
abroad.

17.

tine producers, whereby the U. S.
company would join the South
American firm in the joint produc«

of Spanish-language films

tion

for

inter-American distribution, have
been under way here for the past
few weeks and are now reported at
the point where official announcement may soon be forthcoming.
Project outlined calls for Columbia
to put up a bulk of the cash for making at least four full-length highbudget plcts that would be aimed not
only at the Latin market but at
showings in the States. It's understood that as the plcilis now stand,
Columbia would assist not only with
cash but with directorial and techaid and also in selection of
and story handling.

nical

scritits

South. American as well as U. S.
organization of the company would
be of tremendous aid here, loqal film
men explain, since Lumiton, like
other producers in B. A., lacks personal representatives outside of Argentina and has long sought together with other national makers
some nieup that would give it the
benefit of continent-wide coverage.

—

Stumbling block up to now has
been the cash, and this question is
holding up. completion of the

still

CoIOmbia-Lumiton

deal.

Joseph Mc-

Conville, Columbia's foreign manager recently here, participated in

Pampa to make the
deal and had Pampa dissolve its own
distribution setup as a result
Objectors to joint participation
have pointed out that for the U. S.
companies to distribute Argentine
films would mean creation of competition for themselves and curtailment of U. S. production. Those who
favor the idea insist there is plenty
of room for both, pointing out that
the Hollywood tendency is now to
make fewer features, and that anylot of caslr.into

way
'Orchids', Argentine Pic,

Tops B.A.

at

$630

Buenos Aires, June

17.

Surprising biz of the Argentine'Iios Martes, Orqui-

made comedy,

deas* ('On Tuesdays, Cfrchids'), featured local b.o. situash for the past

it

would bte^English and French
both

films,

time

already

which

tailed,

to

the

would

severely curlose playing

new Argentine-U.

S.

setup.

Other objections cited are that the
difference in the standard of the
product would cause U. S. companies
to saddle themselves with an extra
burden on which they woul^ have
little

hope of return, and that joint

week. Lumiton pit, showing at the distribution would be a constant
Broadway which usually features source of headaches. In answer it's
Hollywood pix, drew an estimated explained that Argentine films are
$26,000 in pesos (about $6,200 U. S.), getting increasingly hptter and that
excellent (or even a Califor^a-made only the lack of wide Latin-AmeriA. It's being held over.
can and Spanish distribution is holdOther estimates: all in pesos ing them back.
Local companies

which are currently at 4.19 to the
U. S. doUar:

have long looked to U.

S. organiza-

tional methods, publicity, etc, to
job.

Ambassador (Lauteret, Cavalo and the
Lococo)—'Footsteps in the Dark'

do

.

(WB)

(2d wk,). Strong $10,000.
Ideal (Lococo)— 'Lady Eve' (Par).
$0,000, good.
Normandle (Lococo)
"Thief 6t
Bagdad' (UA), $19,000, excellent.
Opera (Lococo)— 'Western Union'
(20th). $14,500, poor.
Shlpacha (Lococo)
'Escape to
Glory' (Gol). $7,000, poor.
Ecx (Lautaret CaMalo and Cordero)—'Andy Hardy's
Secretary'

—

—

(M-G).

$35,500, excellent.

Schnfftan in U. S.
Eugene Schufftan, German-born
cameraman who worked for many
years in France, has recently arrived in New York and is, working
to perfect an invention for cameras.
He is also completing a book on

methods

to

make

color

filming

Broadway (Lautaret, Cavalo and simpler and therefore more widely
Cordero)—'Los Martes, Orquideas' used.
(Lumiton), $26,000, excellent.

A recent returner from abroad Is
Dr. Glaser, Austrian financier of
£D COEER TO CABACAS
French flUns. Latter backed Arnold
South America the ac- Pressburger, Jack Forrester, et al, in
Eddie Cohen, 20th-Fox manager In
do some advance work for Paris.
Venezuela, left for his home in
Jock Whitney, who is moving there
Dr. Glaser came In via South Caracas lest Friday (20).
next month on a Pan-American America and is en route to HollyHe had been in N. Y. for home
goodwill mission.
wood.
office huddles.
in

Buenos Aires, June

Discussions between Columbia and

Lumiton, one of the Big ^ive Argen-

repeats huddles with Lumiton, as
this figure will be brought up to 650 did Louis Goldstein, S. A. chief, and
or 700 in consequence of recovery of it's understood McConville will spend
lost territories.
Although the ma- much time on his return discussing
jority of the newly recovered thea- the situash with, home-office heads.
tres only play on two weekly nights,
Long Sharply Divided
yet this increase warrants greater
Film men here, U. S. reps as well
number of production as well as
greater production expenses.
Ex- as local makers, have long been
port outlook is also steadily bright- sharply divided on the question of
ening, despite the fact that Yugo- joint production and distribution of
slavia, biggest buyers of Hungarian Argentine and Hollywood product
films in the past year, no longer Few attempts made in the past have
comes into consideration. However, not worked out particularly well,
other Balkan states and Italy are and at present the only tieup is begood customers. The Scandinavian tween Pampa, another of B. A.'s Big
countries and Switzerland are also Five, and Ariston. The latter, a disshowing Increased interest in Mag- tributing outfit that also handles Reyar pictures, whereas Germalty has public, releases for Pampa. Jacob
only remained a prospective buyers Huberman, owner of Ariston, sank a

at Warners.

While

tress will

Bqoaia

A. s Lnmitoii Co.

Angeles next month. He left over
the weekend on a vacation tour
wbich will take him through New
England and then to the Coast
Hake now is plaiming to catch the
August boat for Australia, according
to N. Y. officials.

continues to turn

out film at its Teddington (London)
studios as a means of meeting quotas.
Robert Schless, in charge of the
Warner foreign department, is taking
the clipper Saturday (28) for Australia, with belief that his trip Is to
look over the situation in line with
producing some film there during the
coming season. Schless is now In
New York. Any features made outside of the United States are not
subject to the consent decree, regardless of number made.

in

aid

OVnCB

1MU«bt

In Joint Production of Argentine

facilities

construction and will
Skepticism on
Plan
concurrently with comReports emanating from Sydney,
pany's present 'First of the Few,'
Australia, that Warners plans to pro-'
which Leslie Howard directs. Plans duce features there are viewed with
here also been made to film a subskepticism by foreign chiefs of the
ject covering Australian and New
American film companies.
None
Zealand troops In the war struggle.
planned a similar move. No con20th-Fox mulling a title switch on
flrmatio.n of the reported plan was
the Robert Donat starrer, "The
obtainable
Warners'
home
office.
at
Young Mr. Pitt,' replacing 'Pitt the
It's believed In the trade that If
Younger,' Robert Morley signed for
the Sydney story is true, Warners
a feature role. Carol Reed directprobably is convinced that .a couple
ing.
pictures of sufficient calibre to
of
Warners announced plans for. two
make money in the world market
more big budgeters following cur(especially U.S.) can be produced
rent 'You Can't Escape Forever.'
present conditions.
Such a
under
First is around Atlantic pilots of
belief 'is predicated on the assiimpU. S. planes for Britain. 'Flying
tion that presently blocked Warner
Fortress'; other feature has a tentacoin
in Australia might be put to use
tive tag, 'Death Over Portugal.' Tedin this manneer.
dington studios will shutter for a few
weeks on completion of 'Escape' to
permit extra construction.
cial

S.

~

said to be tied In

WB

by Gainsborough when
Delegation from the film business
going .to Washington today (Wednesday) to appear before the State
Dept committee considering reciprocal trade information on both
Argentine and Uruguay. U.S. pres-

Is

17.

Hollywood, June

12-month

period ended lost March, This probably will be reduced to $2,300,000 In
current year.)
Exhibitors demand that the government Increase the present 25%
rejection rights and also prevent
rental advances.
But certain quarters are taking the
point of view that distributors
should lie given a bigger break here
In view of the vast American war
aid going to Great Britain. There's
also the suggestion that U. S. distribs should sink coin Into local pro-

June

CoL May Join

lUrtla'a Hacck

Films for Inter-American Distrib

the usual routine terk.

American major companies allowed
to remit only $3,100,000 in

Aires,

St.

English film propaganda drive, designed to prove to Latin-American
nations that everyday living conditions in Britain are among the best
in the world, and not in the least inferior to that of the much publicized
Third Reich, has been launched here.
Five shorts are currently planned
Delays Return
with commentaries in Spanish and
Portuguese. They'll show English industries in full production despite
Clay Hake, 20th-Fox manager In
bombing, arrivals of shipments of
Australia, who's been huddling with
Argentine and other S.A. meat in
IT.Y, home office executives during
London and its eventful consumpthe last three weeks, has changed
tion by British workers.
his plans to leave for Sydney shortly
and will remain in the U. S. for the
company's sales convention in IjOS

tribs.

(Impression in N. Y. is that Australia has become the toughest open
market in the world, what with rejections, regulatiota, taxes and current heauv coin freeze. Where formerly rated healthy, territory, with

Film Propacanda Drive
In So. Amerloa

TARTBTT'S* lAMDOS
•

Hake

Trip

Joseph Hummel, assistant to Robert
Schless, Warners' foreign chief, left
N.Y. on a swing through LatinAmerican coxmtries last Friday (20).
Schless recently returned from his
initial visit to the Latin-American
market since he was named Warners'

with Important

In

fEFr
ONJHE HEAT

.

Best-known picture in this country lensed by Schufftan was 'Port of
Shadows.' He worked at Universal
on the Coast in 1926-27 on a new
type of process photography and
hopes to obtain membership in the
American Society of Ciqematographers to enable him to work in

Hollywood

again.

.
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THE ANNIVERSARY
OF A

MEMORABLE EVENT

A

YEAR AGO, Radio City Music Hall presented
.

a picture

which received instantaneous

and unanimous acclaim from

critics

and public

was "Pride and Prejudice" and ran for

alike. It

four wqeks. Its leading player Was lovely Greer

Garson. It was produced by the Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer

On

studios.

Thursday, Radio City Music Hall will

celebrate the anniversary of "Pride and Prej udice"

by a most unusual event, the World Premiere of
an equally outstanding motion picture.
Fittingly the film chosen to signalize this

occasion

is

M-G-M's

magnificent Technicolor

production blossoms in

the dust. Miss Garson

again heads a cast of distinguished players, which
also includes

ance in
praise.

Walter Pidgeon, whose perform-

"Man Hunt"

receiving high critical

is

Supporting roles are portrayed by such

favorites as Felix Bressart,

remembered by Music

•Hall audiences for his. part in "Ninotchka",

Marsha Hunt, Fay Holden and others
high
.

IN

of equally

caliber.

But, beyond the excellence of

its cast,

blossoms

THE DUST rises to rare heights of screen enter-

tainihent

by virtue of

deeply moving and in-

its

spiring story that has in

it

the simple,

human

made

truthfulness of

which great drama

by

scenic effects, magically repro-

its brilliant

duced in beautiful Technicolor
sympathetic direction of

.

.

is

.

.

.

and by the

Meryyn LeRoy.

We of Radio City Music Hall are indeed happy
that

we have been

Goldwyn-Mayer
IN

THE DUST

able to prevail

upon Metro-

to permit us to play

at this time,

many weeks

national release date, so that

blossoms
before

its

we might thus fitSummer Season.

tingly and auspiciously open our

(COPY OF AN
ADVERTISEMENT
WHICH APPEAREO
THIS WEEK IN

NEW YORK
NEWSPAPERS
FOR M.G-M>
"BLOSSOMS IN
THE DUST/*)

FILM REVIEWS
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burden of the picture with a top'
notch performance which will materially increase her b.o. rating. As
(IN TECHNICOLOK)
demonstrated here, southern lass has
producMervyn
LeRoy
Metro release of
personality and
Stnra Oreer Gar- plenty of ability,
tion, dlrecte<l by LeRoy.
on, Walter Pldgeon: featurce Felix Bres- showmanship aside from her socko

Blossoms In The Dust

Marsha Hunt, Clinton Roeemond, Pat

flart,

Barker.

Story,

song deliveries, that can carry her
far as a high-voltage film star.
Miss Boothe's play was a satire on
the search for the Scarlett to portray
the' lead in 'Gone with the Wind.'

Ilalph Wbeetvrlght: adap-

Ueorse Doemler;
pholoKrapliy, Kurl Fround and W. Howard
Qreen. Reviewed In projection room, N.Y.,
June 20, '41. Running time, 98 MINS.
Grccr Garson
£dna GIndnoy
Bam Gladney
i.... Walter Pldgeon
tation,

Ania Loos;

M^x

I>r.

editor,

Mr. Kahly
Mra. Keata
Mr. Keata
Allan Keata

George Leaaoy
William Henry
Henry O'Neill
John Eldrcdge

Judge

Damon
Zeke

Clinton

Roacmond

Theresa HarrlH
Cleo
Charlie Arnt
G. Harrington Hedger
Mrs. Gllwurlh
..Cecil Cunningham
Ann Morrlsa
Mra. Loring
Richard Nichols
Bamroy
Pat Barker
Tony
Mary Taylor
Helen

Marc Lawrence

Verne

What Father

Town

sought

Broadway show to be produced by
Fny Holdon Jerome Cowan, angeled by Raymond
Samuel S. HInda Walburn and staged by'Don Ameche.
Kathleen Howard
sends Ameche and

Charlotte
Mra. Knhly....'.

lA

lead
the
purposes,
picture
is a southern beauty for a

For

Felix Breasart
Marifha Hunt

Breelar

Flariagan is to Boys
in Nebraska, Edna Gladney

Publicity stunt

composer Oscar Levant on tour of
the south. Miss Martin, after a postponed audition in New York, follows to the Georgian plantation of
her uncle— and latter willingly lifts
the" Yankee pair from a train to listen
to a staged audition. Ameche is cold,
but IiCvant enthusiastic—and the gal
journeys north with the pair. She's
accepted as the winner despite
Ameche's plans, is exposed as an Interloper, and returns to the Georgia
mansion. But Ameche follows for
the inevitable clinch at the finish.
Miss Martin provides plenty of
musical sock with delivery of four
songs, written by director-composer
'Victor Schertzinger and Frank Loesser.
The title tune, 'I Never Let a
Day Pass By,' and 'Find Yourself a
Melody' can all click for pop attenwith "Melody* sending 'em
tion,
away humming, l^e fourth, "My
Start,' is a torcher that is accompanied by a smartly devised strip-tease
routine -that has Miss Martin shedding her hooj^skirt trappings to
finally -dive Inttr the swimming pool
in a streamlined birthing suit 'Sand
in My Shoes' is also a lilting tune
delivered' straight by Connie Bos-

was to an orphans' home in Texas
operated entirely on a strong mother
love instinct and the gracious donations of Texans. The home founded
by Mrs. Gladney, to whom the picture is dedicated, is the Texas Children's Home and Aid Society of Ft.
Worth. 'Boys Town,' a big grosser,
end "Men of Boys Town,' a pretty
good business-getter, were both inspired by Father Flanagan's work
among wayward laddies. 'Blossom in
the Dust,' an excellent and provoking
title for boxoffice purposes, is a
worthy production on which much
care has been showered by Mervyn
LeRoy and others, but it is questionable as to draft. Though meritorious
as to production value, cast and weU and ampUfled by Rochester with
backgroimd, plus being in color, the a fast slide aance routine that scores
fiicttire fails to Impress as being big. in a big way.
The strip number,
t will require selling, but, oeing incidentally,
recalls Miss Martin's
distinctly a woman's dish, heavily first prominence, in the Broadway
peopled by babies and kids in their musical, "Leave It to Me,' in which
teens, it has that much in its b.o. she did a strip travesty and which is
favor.
subsequently repeated for films.
There are almost too many kids,
Schertzinger most ably pilots the
with much attention paid to them. compact and laugh-studded script
Result is a sentimentally sugary prepared by Harry Tugend and
flavor which also extends over the Dwight Taylor.
Songs are deftly
romantic portions of the film, taking spotted, and numerous spontaneous
up about TiaU of the footage. There Dixie cracks against the 'damn'
-

Is

no comedy

relief.

Yankees catch attention and laughs.

Greer Garson, in somewhat higher
type than Walter Pidgeon, is starred
Pidgeon is the
with the latter.
Texan who marries Edna Gladney of
Wisconsin and worships her almost
The baby
to an luxurious point.
xbom to them dies and subsequently
Pidgeon passes away suddenly after
they have done some charity work
for poor kids and foundlings in a
modest kind of way. From there on
Miss Garson takes up the placement
of imfortimate children as a lifetime work and ultimately is Instruiheptal in passing a law V/hich eliminates from public record whether
orphans were bom Illegitimately or
not. Her speech in the Texas senate,
'

appealing for passage of the law, is
a bit preachy and repetitious. liOng
as the picture is (98 mins.), this
tends to slow it all down. It never
built for speed to begin with,
end on the human-interest side is a
trifle over-done on occasion.
Playing Edna Gladney, Miss Garson spans many years but does not
eppreciably change with those years.
The supportitig cast Is large. Felix
Bressart as a kindly 'cotmtry doctor who takes up orphanage work
with Mrs. Gladney is on top. He's
very good. Marsha Hunt, as' an orphan whose suicide early In the action serves partly to guide Miss Gareon in the work she later takes up,
Is also fine. Clinton Rosemond, col'
ored, acquits himself creditably as a
servant of the accepted southern cut,
while among the many kids Pat Bar
ker exerts the best pull.
Char.

was

*

Kiss die Boys

Goodbye

(WITH SONGS)

-

Hollywood, June

20.

Paramount reteaae of William LeBaron
Broductlon.
Stars Don
Ameche, Mary
Martin: teaturea Oaoar Iievant, Vliglnla
Dale, Barbara Jo Allen,. Raymond Walbum,
Elisabeth Patterson, Jerome Cowan, Con'
nte Boswell, Rochester.
Directed by Vic
tor Schertilnger.
Screenplay by Harry
Sugend and Dwight Taylor, baaed on play
by Clare Boothe; camera, Ted TetzlaR;
Paul Weatherwax: Aast director,
Walker; aonga, Victor ScberUlnger,

•ditor,

•Hal

Frank Loeaaer; mualcal
'

direction,

Victor

Toung;- musltel advisor Arthur Franklin.
Previewed nt Alexander, Olendale, June 9,
'41.
Running time, 83 MIMB.
Cindy Lou Bethany
Mar7 Martin
Llovd Lloyd...;
Don Amecbe
Sick Haybpm
Oscar Levant
Owen Abbott
Virginia Dale
Myra Stanhope
Barbara Jo Allen
Top Runuion
Raymond Walbura

Aunt

Lily

Lou

Elizabeth Patterson

""her

Jerome Cowan
Connie Boawell
Roeheater

fio'ly
S5<>f»<>

John Scott Trotter
gnole Jelt......

John Scott Trotter
Minor Watson
Harry Barrls
George Heed
Thelma Long

Flaher's FubUclty Agent

Rouse Servant

C««

In converting Clare Boothe's satirical

comedy

to

made some major

films.

Paramount

revisions of the
vriginal to conform to Hays' purity
code provisions, substituting a group
of. tuneful songs for the. playwright^
Mtirical barbs, and comes up with a
light, humorous and breezy piece of
entertainment that will give a good
account of Itself as topilne in the
summer bookings.
Picture effectively showcases the
acting and vocal talents of Maiy
Martin, who ably carries the full

Ameche grooves as the play director and romantic interest in a straight
line without much enthusiasm. Levant Is. Levant^-a dour composer
without a smile but withal credited
with discovering the abilities of Miss
Martin about the same time the auJerome Cowan prodience does.
vides spontaneity to the role of the
producer, and this assignment may
lift him out of the continuous round
of heavy characterizations he has

Miniatnre

A

Ollossoma In the Dnat' <M-G).
saga of Texas' Mrs. Edna
and the orphanage

Gladney

work she has

Walbum and Minor Watson
good in support.

are all
Walt.

THEY MET IN BOMBAY
Hollywood, Jime

I.

Metro

release

of

Brown

Clarence

21.
pro-

duction; Produced by Hunt Stromberg; directed by Brown,
Stars Clark Gable,
Rosalind Ruaaell.
Screenplay by Edwin

Justus Mayer, Anita. Loos and Leon Gordon, based on story by John Katks; camera, William Daniels; opeclal efTeots, Warren Newconibe; editor, Blanche Sewell. Preat Alexander. Glendale,

viewed

a.

Running

time,

M

June

20,

HINB.

Oerald Meldrlck
Claric Gable
Anya Von Duren
Hosallod Russell
Captain Clumg
Pete I.orre
Duchess o( Beltravers..,.-. ... .Jessie Ralph
The General
Reginald Owen
Inspector Creasney
.Matthew Boulton
Hotel Manager
Maltre a'Holel
Carmsnclta.

Edward

Clannelll

Loula AlbemI
Boalna 'Galll
Jey Novello

.'

Bolo

A

woman's

pic.

'Kiss the

Boys Goodbye' (Par).

Light and timeful comedy with

Don Ameche and Mary Martin
Good biz for summer

starred.

bookings.

'They Met In Bombay' (M-G).
Clark Gable and Rosalind Rusin fastly-paced adventure

sell

yam. Good top
'Underground

attraction.

(WB).

Potent

anti-Nazi meller, but probably
too grim for boxofflce success.
'Sweetheart of the Campm*
(Col). No boxofflce sweetheart;
mediocre musical,
'For Beanty's Sake*. (20th).

Inadequate comedy-drama.
The Parson of Faaamlnt''
(Par). Tale of western mining
town displays fast tempo. Good

programmer.
"Sao Antonio Bose' (U). Nine
songs overload this program
musical. Adequate dual support
for family hoiises and nabes.
'Boar of the Press* (Mono).

Routine

iiewspaper-gangster

meller, with thin appeal as secondary film on twinners.
'Gang** All Here' (Mono). Weak
tale of trucking business 'difficulties, starring Frankie Darro.
Medico
of
Painted
llhe
Springs' (Col). Charles Starrett
western for the Saturday mati-

nee

spots.

From Lone

'North

Another Wild
venture, with

and

Star* (Col).

Hlckok ad-

Bill

maximum gunplay

fisticuffs.

'Billy the Kid's Fighting Pals'

(PRC). Below par western.
'It's Tnrned Ont Nice Afin'
(UA-Britlsh).
George Formby
starrer that looks okay for both
British and American audiences.
'Wrangler's
faoose*
(Mono).
Dandy mystery-western with

Range

Blisters for healthy b.o.
expectancy.
'On Tuesdays, Orchids' (ArSpanishExcellent
languager for both native Argentines and foreign audiences.
The Pioneers' (Mono). Unexciting western reaching, back
Into files for Indians-settlers plot
gentine)*.

drawn

in pictures. Elizabeth Patterson scores in her brief appearances
as the Dixie aimt, while 'Virginia
Dale, Barbara Jo Allen, Raymond

done.

command

of a

detachment—

^hits

far

beyond the bounds of

credulity. Just
English audiences
will accept the wide dramatic license
taken with army procedure and gullibility of the command, is question-

how Canadian and

able.

Logic prevails in the early episodes
which present much rapid-fire and
sparkling by-play between Gable and
Miss Russell during and immediately
after the dual ciuest for the gem. But
when the pair reach Hong Kong,
story'strays through fields of corn in
da attempt to reform the pair and
wash them up for a typical Haysian
finish.

Gable and Miss RusseU are Ideally
two principal roles. Former is swaggermg, resourceful and
adventtirous to the danger point
and capably gets over these phases
of the character. Miss Russell is fine
in the early section, but drops into a
groove in the second half secondary
cast tor the

to the daring exploits staged

Tbla is an actionf ul adventure yarn
unfolded in a Far East getting.
Building up Intense Interest in the
first half with smart by-play,
it
switches to the hoke side in the second section for an unusual dramatic
admixture that nevertheless provides
interesting entertainment for general
eudieoce appeal. This factor plus the
marauee power of Clark Gable and
'Rosalind Russell in the starring spots,
insures healthy summer biz in the
regular runs.
Story picks up Gable and Miss
Russell In Bombay, both bent on lifting a famous jewel during Empire
Day celebration. Pair; meet. Gable
tabs girl's purpose immediately, and
then proceeds to let her grab Ihe gem
so he can conveniently take it from
her after the theft But his scheming
is discovered by Miss RusseU, and
pair take it on the lam In front of
Scotland Yard pursuers, grabbing a
traipp steamer bound for Hong Kong.

Undercover In latter spot. Gable forages around and comes up with a
nominal bapkroIL also a British offiuniform which inducts him into
the army for 'duty in a natlonid
emergency. He's put In charge of a
detachment to evacuate whites and
Chinese from ah outlying town, leads
a successful fight dgalnst blockading
cer's

Japs, Is

wounded and

finally present-

ed with the 'Uctoria. Cross for brav-

ery. Always adventurous, in love
with Miss ]^ussell. and with his identltv disclosed, Gable finds regeneration to return the jewel and declare
for enlistment after squaring accoiwts
'
with the law.
Gable's masquerade as a Canadian
.

army

officer in

.

Hong Kong— and

by her
companion, Matthew Boulton is most
prominent in the supporting cast
with others, Including Peter Lorre,
Ralph, and Reginald Owen,
appearing only briefly.
Clarence Brown directs at a consistent pace, and manages -to hold
attention throughout Mountain-side
battle between the British and Jap
detachments looks like a sham engageinent, but It Is confined to limited
footage. Picture has been provided
with plenty of Far Eastern atmosphere in production mounting, which
is elaborately presented throuehout.
Jessie

Walt.

^ood

FOR BEAUTY'S SAKE

.

.

_

'

Stossel.

Wolfgang Zilzer and Roland

Vamo.
Added

.

,

^

to Its somber subject matter and story flavor, the film's lack
of marquee names will hurt business
So will Ite
outside the flrst-runs.
lengthy running time, 95 minutes,
which Is too much for comfortable
spotting In the duals. But 'Under
ground* is a vital picture, and War
ners rates credit for making it. Coitj'
pany deserves to make monev on it,
Hobe.
but probably won't.

Sweetheart Of The

Campus
(MUSICAL)
Hollywood, June

24.

Columbia release of Jack Fler prodoctkin.
llard,

Features Ruby Keeler. Harriet HllOule Nelson band. Directed by Ed-

ward Dmytryk.
draws,

Screenplay, Rolmrt D. An.

Edmund Hartmann;

stor>',

Andrews

songs, Eddie Cherkoae, Jacques Press, Wal.
ter Q. Samuels. Charles Newman, Jaoques
Krakeur; camera, Franz F. Planer: editor,

William

fXedman;

Lyon;

asst.

director,

The Parson Of Panamint
(WITH SONGS)
Hollywood, June
Paramount
production;

17.
of Harry Sherman
producer, Lewis J.

release
associate

Rachmll.
Stare Charlie Buggies. Ellen
Drew, Phillip Terry. Directed by William
McGann. Screenplay by Harold Shumate
and Adrian Scott; based on novel by Peter
B. K>'ne; camera, Russell Harlan; editor,
Sherman Rose; associate editor, Carroll
Lewis; assistant dlractor, John Sherwood.
Previewed In studio P^Jsctlon Room, June
l^ HI. Running Ume: 84 MINS.
Chuckawalla Bill Redlleld. .Charlie Rugglea
Mary Mallory
KHtn Drew
Reverend Philip Ftiaro
Phillip Terry
Bob Ueming
Joseph Schlldkraut
Jonathan Randall
Porter Hall
Judge Arnold Mason
Henry Kolker
M». Tweedy
Janet Beecher
Crabapple Jones
Clem Bevans
Chappie Ellerton
...DouglaA.Fowley
Jake Waldran
Paul Hunt
Jonquin
Frank Puglla
'

Sheriff NIckenon
Timothy Hadlay

Watson
Harry Hayden

...Minor

Prosecuting Attorney

Russell BIcks

"Seymour

music, M. W. Stoloff: dances,
Previewed -at Alexander,
Pron.
Running time,
June 23, '41.

Peter B. Kyne's tale of a twofisted sky pilot who pours spiritual
Olendale,
guidance into a western gold boMINS.
Betty Blake
Ruby Keeler nanza town of the '90s has been
Oizle Nelson utilized with vartetions by HollyOxxle Morttm
Harriet Hale
Harriet Ullllard
Terry Jones
Gordon Oliver wood's western scripters during the
Sheriff Denby
Don Beddoe past two decades. But in this reVictor Demond
Charles Judels make of Paramount's -first screen
Mrs. Minnie Span
Kathleen Howard version (1916) the original yam is
Dr. Bailey
Byron Foulger better
than the Imitations. Tarson
Dr. Hale
George Lessey
Dr. Orlmsby
Frank Gaby of Panamint' is a topnotch program
Tom ^om
Leo 'Watson action -melodrama that will provide
The Four Spirits of Rhythm
strong support for the key duals, but
best reaction will come in the family
This effort to turn out a moderate and small town bookings.
budget filmusical with a collegiate
Although picture carried a modbackground fiimks out In ahnost erate negative cost in comparison to
every department. Carrving a loose- the super-westerns of major comly constructed story with characters panies, it combines a compact script,
and
motivations
In
soft-fOcus fast-paced direction, well-told story
throughout—and with Uttle zing in and generally fine performances.
the seven songs and their presenta- Underlying theme of brotherly love
tion picture will have to ^depend on preachment is deftly presented for
fill-in bookings In the subsequent most
favorable
attention
from
duals, where customers are not par- churchgoers and this angle can be
ticular about the supporting attrac- stressed for profitable exploitatton.
tion.
Kjrne's story details the adventures
Ruby Keeler returns to films In- of a young minister engaged to guide
auspiciously as the dancer with the spiritual destinies of the roughOzzle Nelson*s band. Leader is not tough mining town of Panamint. His
too camera shy, but gets tangled in sympathetic campaign to corral the
the sophomoric script and direction. respect and loyalty of the lawless;
Harriett Hilliard somehow gets Nel- antagonism of the straight-laced citison In the end, but only afier she zens; trial for murder of a gambler;
sings two songs along the way. Nel- romance with a dance hall enterson's band is engaged for a night tainer; and final bursting of the
spot near a college, but blueftose bonanza bubble are aU told In a
trustee Kathleen Howard has the compact package of fllAlzed storyplace closed. Nelson, Miss Keeler telUng.
Charlie Ruggles clicks effectively
and band members -enroll in the col-,
lege, opening with a student dance as the philosophical and easy-going
prospector, Chudcawalla Bill, who
in tiie cafe In the gymnasium.
It
then develops the school needs dou- discovers the mine and stays around
ble Ita enrollment to prevent prop- to be the town's mayor and mentor.
erty returning to Miss Howard, and Phillip Terry is excellent as the
£roup put on publicity campaign to young sky pilot; Ellen Drew grooves
get more studenta.
Miss Keeler neatly as the be-ruffled dance hall
leaves for a New York show on find- girl; and supporting characters are
ing Nelson In love with Miss Hil- ably selected for realistic but not
liard, but returns quickly with a over-sketched portrayals of typical
battalion of stage door Johnnies to
(Continued on page 18)
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UNDERGROUND
Warner

Broa.
production
Features Jeffrey Lynn, Philip

Mona

Verne,

Maria.

and

—

release.

Dom, Kaaren

Directed by Vincent

Sherman. Screenplay. Edwin Justus Meyer
and Oliver H. P. Garrett; camera, Sid
HIckox;

musical score, Adolpb Deutsoh:
miislcal director, Leo F. Forbalein; editor.
Thomas Pratt. At Globe, N. T.. June 21,
'41, dual.
Running time, »S MIM8.

Kurt Franken

Jeffrey
Philip

Eric Franken
Sylvia Helmuth
Fraulein Gesaner

Alex

Prof.

5""
pia

Greta Rolf

Otto

Gestapo

Dom

Peter 'Whitney
Martin Kosleck
Erwin Kaiser

Baumer

Herr Director
Herr y'uller
mller'a Aide
Hoffman
Ernst Demraler

Lynn

Kaar«n Verne
....Mona Marls

,

Holer
Dr. Franken
Frnu Franken

,

Ilka Grunlng
Frank Relcher
Egon Brecber
Ludvlg Stossel
....Hnns Schmnre
Wnlfgang ZU^r
Roland .Vamo
Hem-y Brandon
,

Lottc Polfl

Uaa Oolm
Louis Arco
Roland Drew

one of a swelling succession of
acceptance of a stranger in uniform anti-Nazi pictures, 'Underground* Is
without requirement of showing any moderatelv successful. It appears to
credentials before sending him out in be somewhat too grim for real boxthe

and provide necessary enrollment for the
timely compulsion. Yet If the Amer- school to continue.
ican public is to be awakened to the
In between there's much collegiate
peril of the Nihilist revolution, Hol- by-play that does nothing more than
must do its part, regardless fill out fOotage. College atmosphere
From •geta by with moderate' production
of financial considerations.
that standpoint, 'Undergi;ound' is an staging, but everything else clearly
eloquent, vital and arousing clarion shows small time effort. Even the
call.
Ruby Keeler dance routines fall to
FUm received a bit of advance generate more than moderate interpublicity when Warners announced est at the particular moments of
that last-minute changes were being presentation,
Walt.
made to Include reference to the
Hess flight to England. However,
that appears to be merely a shrewd
is
mention
Hess
as
the
exploitation,
20th-Fox release of Luclen Hubbard promerely a line or so of dialog without
by Shepard Traube,
So is a similar duction. Directed
plot significance.
Features Ned Sparks, Marjorle Weaver,
dialog reference to ihi Bismarck Ted North, Joan Davie. Screenplay, Wanda
In essence, 'Underground' Tuehok, Ethel Hill end Walter Bullock,
sinking.
is merely another violent attack on based on original by Clarence Budlngton
Charles
Clnrke; editor,
camera,
the barbarism of Nazism, with ele- Kelland: MagKlo; music, Emil
Newman.
D*
ments of the chase, minor romance NIok
Reviewed at RKO Albee, Brooklyn, June
and a gleam of hope at the finale, 20, '41, dual, Running time, 68 MINS,
But it has the urgency of an over- Jonathan B. Sweet,.
Ned Sparks
Marjorle Weaver
powering subject with- the usual Dime Pringle
.Ted North
Warner punch. It's a potent picture. Bertram Erasmus Dlllsorae. .. Joan
Davis
Dottle NIckerson
Yarn deals with the underground Middlesex
Pierre Watkin
anti-Nazi movement in the Reich, Miss Sawter
Lenlta Lane
Richard Lane
specifically, with the outlaw short- Mr. Jackman
Lotus
Long
Kuo
Ann
wave radio stations that help to Rodney Blynn
Glenn Hunter
and
freetruth
of
spread the voice
Lois Wilson
Mra. Lloyd Kennar..
Jotin Bills
dom and thus keep Nazi officialdom Lloyd Kennar
TuUy Marshall
It's a story of Julius H. Pringle
in a state of frenzy.
....Phyllis Fraaer
brother-against-brother, of a forbid- Julia
Olaf Hytten
Father McKlnley
den love between a young. Idealistic Amy Devore
Isabel Jewell
Nazi zealot and a girl member of the Brother
Nigel De Bruller
Janet Beecher
underground movement, and of a Miss Merton...
Helena
Phillips Evans
Jelllcoe
Mra.
tragic death of several leaders of the
Margnrat Dumont
Mra. Franklin Evans
of
eyes
the
open
to
group serving
the hero to the real evil of Nazism,
Tor Beauty's Sake* Is one of those
The fact that there is a ray of
hope for the future in the redemp- inferior B's that have been one of
tion of the young Nazi doesn't al- the basic reasons why Hollywood
leviate the pervading gloom of the is confronted with ita present boxStory Itself, while
Therefore, that and the office problem.
final scene.
grim nature of the whole picture originally from the pen of Clarenco
make it a dubious boxoffice bet Budihgton Kelland, doesn't suggest
But dramatically, if gives the film an much of the Handiwork of tiiat
impressive Impact -and tt should -no craftaman in the screenplay written
more to arouse Americans to the by Wanda Tuehok, Ethel Hill and
Itll
even have
peril to their civilization than some Walter Bullock.
pretty little escapist treatment would trouble .getting by on the lower half
of dual bills.
It's about a college professor who
From a scripting, production, dl
Tin
standpoint
salon
and the
acting
inherits
beauty
a
rection and
derground' is a sincere effort. It is blackmailing ring for which the
obviously not an expensive picture, salon has become a front It's all
yet It has the integrity that In- very Ineffectual.
makers believed in
Its
dicates
comedy material,
Joan Davis'
what they were doing. Thus,, script while somewhat questionable as far
direction and camera combine to as gusty laughs are concerned, may
create an atmosphere of burning be overlooked to some extent by the
Simiperil.
terrifying
idealism and
She's
comedienne's Innate ability.
larly, Jeffrey Lynn, Philip Dom and one of the cast's lone redeeming feaKaaren Veme are undeniably per- tures. Ned Sparks is another, as
suasive as the. young leads, while the sourpuss press agent. Marjorle
Mona Maris, Peter Whitney, Martin Weaver lends looks, to the film, but
Kosleck, Erwin Kaiser and Dka her role, that of a gal pursuer of
Gruning are convincing In support- the prof, is out of her metier. Ted
ing leads. There are also several North, as the pro^ has lots to leam
notable bit performances by Ludwig as an actor.
Naka.
office success, despite Its tense
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The Parson Of Panamint
(Continued from page 16)

Joseph SchUd•western habitants.
kraut Is the gambling resort owner;
Clem Bevans the town drunk for
many chuckles; and Frank Puglia
the Mexican bandit reformed by the
preacher.
William McGann, who has been
shuSled around in the minor league
directing field for several years, puts
Slenty of action and excitement into
is piloting, which is a deft admixture of character etchings and meloPicture briefly utilizes the
flashback technique, with sourdough
prospector Ruggles surveying the
ghost town and then relating the
It's one
istory of the boom days.
of the most logical Oses of flashback
story-telling of the past several

drama.

months.
Production layout and backgrounds
are auUientically reproduced. Russell Harlan's photography is of high
Wolf.,

Standard.

SAN ANTONIO ROSE
(WITH SONGS)
Hollywood, June

18.
ITntversal release of Ken QoldBmlth proFeatures Jane Fru^ee, Robert
duction.
Palee. £ve Arden, Lon Chaney, Jr., Shemp
Howard. Merry Mace. Directed by Charles

'

heavier
then kidnaps Wally; then his bride but started cufflnf the much
rated under
(plot gets them together in this way); man about Louis was
number of
but it all winds up conventionally, par condition, yet the
was
with Wally's gangster pals coming to wallops absorbed by Conn
amazing and that wiU be evident
the rescue.
Ford, as the police reporter-hero, even to the average picture fan.
has a terrible time trying to be -a Conn liacked away, circling the ring
Jean center in many rounds, but that is
newspaperman.
convincing
Parker, as his newly-wed bride, is written off because of his"^valiant
given a goshawful role, but manages battle.
the
His showing in the 11th and 12th
to work something out of it in
Closeups of her are rounds, wh^n he dazed Louis with
closing reels.
anything but flattering. Jed Prouty s wallops, are the highlights of the
portrayal of the city editor is dif- picture. One of the three slow moin
anything
shots depict the champ close to
tion
unlike
U
ferent, even
real Ufe. Paul Fix, as Wally's gang- being belted off his feet, and 'the
ster pal, steals all of the gang-action commentator says it was then that
Conn nearly won the title. In the
scenes.
,
Some of the supporting characters 13th round, when Conn was knocked
uie poor, though Betty Compson, out, the slow motion clip is again a
Matty Fain and Evalyn Knapp do valuable adjunct, because there is
Wear.
detail that few in the packed baU
okay.
park could visually absorb alto-

by Hugh Wedlock,
and Paul Gerard
Bmlth; original itory by Jack Lalt, Jr.;
camera. Stanley Cortex; editor, Milton Carruth; dances. Nick Castle. -Previewed at
RunAlexander, Glendale, June IT, '41,
ning Ume, SZ MINS.
Jane Frazee
Hope Holloway
Robert Paige
Con Conway
Kve Arden
Gabby Trent
Lon Chaney, Jr.
Jigsaw KennMy
shemp Howard
Benny the Bounce
Mary Lou Cookl The
Mona Mitchell
Harry
Joe McMlchael Merry
Macs
Ted
'....Ted McMlchael
:
Phil
Judd' McMlchaelJ
Richard lAne
Trillougliby
Alex
Louis DaPron
Ralph
Charles Lang

Lament.
Jr.,
'

even such capable players as the slim challenger, Conn, upsetting
Wallace Ford, Jean Parker and Jed all predictions by nearly winning the
title.
As the average p'erson is
Prouty appearing stilted.
Yarn rushes Wally Williams out on aware of that, audience interest is
suicide story. He de- assured. At times on a very hot aftmysterious
a
in at
cides it is anything but suicide. ernoon, with light attendance
Traib a mysterious note and discov- the State, there were comments and
ers a second slaying. Then the ar- plaudits from those out frontConn is usually a very slow startdent police 'leg-man' fathoms it as
early
in
class
the work of a large fifth-column syn- er, but he displayed
dicate—and all this time he has been the contest and by round four it was
unable to see or phone his bride of clear that he not only did not fear
Fifth-column mob the vaunted Detroit Brown Bomber,
the same day.
help,

Screenplay

Howard

Snyder

Jimmy
Son
Eddie

Mick Ferris

........Roy

Harris

Peter Sullivan
.....Richard Davie

Lula AlbemI

Btara Bill Elliott. Directed by Iiamby
screenplay
Original
Rlllyer.

W

Claire Bochelle

Lucy Belle
SlaU
Dusty Daggett

Al Rhein

release of LIndsley Paraons
Stare Frankle Darro; features
Keye
,'aokle Moran, Marela Mae Jones.
Luke, Mantan Moreland. . Directed by Jean
Original screenplay by EdTarbrough.
mond Kelso; editor. Jack Ogllvle; camera,
Mack Stengler. At New York N. T.. week

June

18.

Running

time,

68 MIHB.

Fmnkle Darro
Maccia Mao Jones

Fmnkle
PQtsy

.Jackie Mftran

Cliicie

Mantan Moreland
Koy« '••<''<»

joB
George

Homans

Robert

Pon
Saunders
Norton
Marty
Dink
Ham Bhanka

I'vlng Mltc»>ell
Cassldy

Gleason
J<"* Kenney
Laurence Criner
Paul Bryar

Bob

Ingraham

Uatt

Mildly effective dual candidate
is another in Universal's sebuilt around the freight trucking
program fllmusi- business.
It's
a confusing storyOverloaded with total of nine loosely put together, which never
song numbers, which are strung to- gets anywhere in particular in the
gether in series, picture uses only a unfolding. Frankie Darro, adolescwisp of Jack Lait,' Jr.'s original ent counterpart of Jimmy C^agney.
story. Result is mainly a showcase has tlie star part and succeeds In
for the melodies delivered by the being only partially convincing in
Merry Macs and Jane Frazee with the role of a wheel-wise, tough,
.

of song-title

cals.

than Formby scores as the worm
six-shooter
battles
roaring
who
others built around the famed west- turns; he's t>elievable, a satisfying
ern gunman and 'peaceful man.' boob who comes out right in the
Chuckful of swift action that oats end. Here it's through buying in on
opera patrons go for; hence, well what was intended as a' fake, a neyr
suited in lower section of duals in type of spim cotton that makes up
houses where they appreciate cactus Into transparent undies for the
capers.
femmes.
-

.

New BlU

formula

where

Hlckok

western

follow?
the one
six-shooting

fable

plots;

righteous

the

hero comes in and cleans up aploneer tovra run by an unscrupulous clique. This typed yarn is the
one where the gun -toting stalwart
gether.
Detail of referee Eddie Joseph agrees to become the .town sheriff
counting over Conn is more contro- so he can clean up the gang. Usual
versial in the picture than it was at results are achieved' two minutes
the Polo Grounds. There was only before the fadeout, which gives
two seconds to go before the end of Wild Bill an opportunity to ride
thi round, and the film indicates that away from two clutching maidens
the referee could have ruled that the and give the film a comedy finish.
Romantic tinge attempted is too
contender had arisen at the v^ry
instant that the count of 10 Was confusing for ordinary audiences.
completed'. Some fight commentators .F;rst it's the pretty, pure damsel who'
gave the referee a journalistic blast- pouts when Wild Bill seems to pick
ing and raged that Joseph should on her brother. Then it's the dance
hall moll who suddenly takes an inhave given Conn a chance.
Others saw it differently. They terest in the tall, handsome stranger
felt, as did Conn's handlers, that the —even to staking him with $20,000
lad had absorbed all the punishment if he'U 'go away with her.' Wouldn't
possible. They made no protest then be in best western film tradition for
nor afterward, same going for the the hero to fall for this line of pal
courageous Pittsburgher, a light- aver, and so he doesn't
Nicely compact script job boosts
heavyweight who got on the scales
one pound under the division limit the yam over the repeatedly told

Film

finales with a brief clip of
in his dressing room after the

Challenger smiles and is heard
saying that he thinks he earned another shot at the title and that Uncle
Mike (Jacobs) would probably give
it to him.
That little affair is due
it to him. However, there's the little
matter of Louis being signed to fight

fight.

Wear,

the

insurance

outfit

Columbia release of Jack Fler produc-

tion.

WRANGLER'S ROOST

Stars Charlee Starrett.

Directed by

Colonial, Lincoln, Neb.. JVine
Running Ume, 67 MIMS.
dual.

J?"

Carloton

.*.

Rny Corrlgnn
John King

Alibi

Max Terhune

Crash

The Deacon
Molly
Miller

Brady
Collins

Grover

-

Alfred Block: editor. Jack Ogllvle: camera,
Harry Neumann,
At Strand, Brooklyn,
week June 10, '41, dualed. Running- time,
71 MIKS.
Wally Williams
Wallace Ford
Alice Williams
Jean Parker
Gordon MncBwen
Jed Prouty
Angela Brooks
Suzanne Koaren
Harry Brooks
Harlan Tucker
Iiouls Detmar
Robert Frazer
Robert Mellon
John Holland
Sparrow McGraun
Paul Fix
Fingers
Eddie Foster

Nick Paul

Theimn Tate
Frances

Red Koane
Evelyn

Matty Fain
Betty Compson

Dorothy Lee
Donald Kerr
Evalyn Knapp

What purports to be a front-page
drama is only a synthetic conception
of a daring poUce reporter in action
—the sort who always breaks his big
.story before the coppers learn about
it

Picture has gripping monients
a fifth columnist gang is
city gangster pals
of the aforementioned .police scribbler.
But It takes these later passages to save "Roar of the Press,' and
give it even a chance in the lower
half of weaker. dualers.
Al Block's so-called original about
the overworked police reporter who
neglects his newly-wed wife because
he's so engrossed in solving two murder mysteries for his daily is not
heightened by Albert Duffys' screenplay adaptation. Nearly all plot elements seem quaintly famUiar, except
done so much better in previous
films.
PhU Rosen's 'direction is no

when

broken up by some

the

oftea

direction

stumbles

Wood.

LOUIS-CONN FIGHT
Joe Louis and Billy Conn for world's
heavywelgtt boxing chnmplonBhIp; at the
Polo Grounds, N. T.. June 18, llMl, under
promotion of Mike Jocobs for whom light
was filmed by Pathe News Commercial
Dept.: reviewed at Loew's State, N. T.
Running time, iZ MIMS.
^

stand for anything as long as it's a
western.
Starrett as an army doctor examining recruits for the Rough Riders,
becomes the center of a battle ttetween the cattle men and sheep
ranchers ^but hangs around long
enough to round up the gang creating the 'trouble and then moving off
for another assignment in the next.
Picture has the usual display of fast

—

riding,

Fight did not have a sensation'al
feature such as happened in the first
round of the scrap between Joe
Lojiis and Buddy Baer, when the latter luiocked the champ through the
hopes in the first round, but last
week's matcli had points subject to
discussion Which are clearly shown
in the film. For that reason alone,
aside from the stirring exhibition of
courage exhibited by Pittsburgh's
BiUy Conn, the latest chaUeneer, the
picture shoiUd fare very well.
-As with other fight films made by
RKO's Pathe, hardly any footage is
wasted on preliminary matter or excessive blUing. Only now and then
a commentator is heard pointing out
salient incidents, but otherwise the
sound track's recording of the
crowd's constant buzzing, accompanies the pictured milling. Only a
few rounds are shown in entirety,
aU others being cut prior to release,
otherwise the film would be ^uU.
Fight pictures are necessarily repetitious, but here is afi exception, with

—and

fist

fights

and western cliches

dialog of the 10-20-thirt' era
Inclusion of the Simp-Phonies, comedy cowboy whatisit quartet for
comedy and songs, does no more
than fill -out the running time. Picture was turned out on low Isudget
and constantly reminds of cornercutting in the unfolding. Even one
obvious stutter in lines is retained
to
demonstrate the fast shooting
^hedule routined.
Walt
-

TWO AWAY AT COL

^

take another stride in -their bid for
popularity with the bush leaguers in
a corking screen adaptation by John
Blahos and Robert Finkle of Earle
SneU's original story.
Mystery angle is built around
Black Bart a bandit of some time
back, always very polite during

holdups and who always conducted
the purse liftings behind an unloaded
gun. After the bandit' gives up his
career, nothing is heard of him until
a masked robber using Black Bart's
tactics once again relieves stages of
their money Iioxes.
Range Busters
are detailed to smell otit the crook.

Turned Out Nice
Again

HoUywood, June 24.
(With Songs)
Two picture's hopped off yesterday
London, June 1.
(Mon.) on the Columbia lot and anUnited Artists release of Ealing Studios
Baloon production.
Stars George
other is slated to stairt a week later. Michael
Formby, features Edward Chapman, Peggy
yesterday's starters were "You Be- Bryan, Mackenzie Ward, Hay Petrie, O. B,
long to 'Me,' produced and directeiT Clarence, Ronald Ward, Elliot Mason. Directed by Marcel 'Vamel. Screenplay, Ausby Wesley Ruggles, and" "Three Girls tin Melford, from play 'As
Tou Are,' by
About' Town,' produced by Sam Wells Root and Hugh Mills'. At Phoenix,
London. Running time, 80 BUMS.
Bischofl and directed by Leigh
Next Monday (30) Charles R.
Rogers puts "The GenUeiQan Misbehaves' into production.

man

of God who is seeking to estabGeorge
lish a church in the tovtm.

Chesebro, an habitual drunkard cured
by Taylor, donates a choice piece of
property to be used for a church.
Frank EUis, operator of the. saloon
and gambling house, wants the site
for another casino and attemnts to
get (jhesebro drunk so hell yield and
sell.

.

Buenos Aires, June

10.

Lumllon Films production and release.
Enrique Serrano; features MIrtha
Legrond, Juan "Carlos Thorry, Nury Montse,
Fellsa Mary, Sllvana Rdtta, Sully Moreno,
Ana Areodo. Juean Manglante, Carlos
Tajes, Alfredo Jordan, and Aurora Mendoza. Story by SIxto Pondal RIos and CarDirected by Francisco MuJIca.
los Ollvorl.
Reviewed at the Broadway theatre, Buenos
Aires.
Running time, 84 MINS.

Slors

Drawing bouquets from practically
every local critic 'and attracting
houses unlike any Argentine effort
some time, 'Los Martes, Orquideas
('On Tuesdays, Orchids) is one of
comedies
Producers have gone outside of the the best naUonally made
ever screened here, a natural for
usual' George Formby slapstick set(Continued on page 20)
up, serving the toothy comic, in a
.

Jason.

Script mixes action with mystery
as a

by Introducing Forrest Taylor

(AKGEN-nNE-MADE)
It's

(BBrnSH-HADE)

'

Shumway

Taylor reveals he Is Black Bart by
playing a double or nothing poker
game with Ellis in a nicely built-up
climax, and also shows up EUis as
latter-day Bart
the
decide to carry out his mission oi:
King, -who sings and acts equally
justice.
There are the usual honest busi- well, warbles two western ditties,
nessmen indignant at Peil's dealings 'Wrangler's Roost' and 'Joggin,' both
and a veiled hint here and there of good.
Photography, shot- on Corrigans
a mysterious tunnel Peil's men are
but its
digging. Long before the last reel ranch, is refreshingly good,
of the
audience learns PeU is digging a tun- the script and performances
as Chesenel across the border and plans to top trio, plus Gwenn Gaze,
plaudits.
deserve
who
daughter,
bro's
use it in smuggling activities. What
driver s
he plans to smuggle is referred to S. Roy Luby again sat in the tempo.
fine
only as 'stuff'. Peil's ward, pretty seat and worked out the
Though spotted mostly for western
PhyUis Adair, is an unwilling aide in
this is easUy worth space on
his nefarious activities and finally runs,
-Art
turns against him. George Plymp- better duals.
ton's script attempts to deal with too
many elements and Director SherLos Martes, Orquideas
man Scott has fallen down in pacing
the action.
Art
('On Tuesdays, Orchids')

-

'

Forrest Taylor
Gwen Gaze
George Chesebro
Frank Ellis
Jack Holmes

Walter

this

-

ROAR OF THE PRESS

'41,

16,

Dusty

Range Busters saddle up again in
western-mystery which scores as
probably the best of the George W.
Weeks-produced series. Ray CorrlYoung gan, John King and Max Terhune

5«iJg«r
favor of the musical display, which makes good the losses. Super, Lambert HUlyer.
Charles King
Screenplay by Winston
Curley Dresden
which runs almost continuously from in turn; is cooperating with the out- Miller and Wyndham
Olttens; story by Glt- Hardy
Edward Pell, Sr.
that point to the finish.
tens; based on l>ook by James L. Rubel; Burroughs
fit that's doing the wrecking.
Hal Price
camera, Benjamin Kline; editor. Mel ThorDespite the current radio and juke
-..Geortre Chesebro
It's a thoroughly mixed up affair,
Pre- U"""
Hanson
platter popularity of the Merry finally straightened out by Darrc sen; asst. director, Milton Carter.
Forrest Taylor
viewed In studio projection room, June 18, Mason
Budd Buster
Macs, their six appearances discount after several trips during which he '41. Running time,
68 .UlNB.
">Pe2
Julian Ravero
the effectiveness of the numbers. fights off a hijackers' truck bent on Steven Monroe
'....Charles Stbrrett
Delivery of 'Hut Sut Song* by the ditching his j^opy. No matter how Nancy Richards
Torry Walker
Another in Sigmund Neufeld's
foursome is the standout number of many trucks are' lost the same twc John Richards...'.
Ben Taggart
Ray. Bennett seemingly interminable series, 'BUly,
the film, while 'San Antonio Rose' are In evidence all through. Darro Ed Gordon
Bums.
Wheeler Oakmsn the Kid's Fighting Pals' is far below
and 'Mexican Jumping Bean' also and bis pal, colored Mantan Mare- Fred
Kentucky Lane
Richard Plske its predecessors in every department.
catch attention.
Miss Frazee also land, whose performance is the most Sheriff
Edmund Cobh Unbelievable situations, pathetic
joins' the Merry Macs for several
Maw
Blane
Edythe Elliott
acceptable, finally get themselver Koma
Bud Osborne comedy and draggy dialog gang up
turns at harmonizing. In addition to
^
captured by the rival gang and from Bills
stove Clark on the players.
handling a couple of tunes solo. Robthere on begin to unravel the maze Pete^i,
Charles Hamilton
Script makes only halfhearted at
ert- Paige will provide better deGeorge Chrsebro tempt to tie up its
of trails, by escaping, getting re- JoOj.,....'
BUly with the real
livery when he loses his apparent
The &1mp-rhontes
captured and then turning the tables
western outlaw and the Metro reseU-consciousness in front of the again
in a weak finale.
mike.
Seeking a new angle for the lease with Robert Taylor in the title
Keye
Luke,
Chinese, best known
spot
makes this look unbelievably
Lon Chaney, Jr., and Shemp HoW' for his roles as son of Charlie Chan, Charles Starrett westerns, Columbia
ard, as a pair of plug-ugliesi are inlaunches a new series in which he is sad In comparison. Biz anticipation
is injected as an undercover, agent
serted for elemental rowdy comedy
a wandering cowboy doctor, pausing here is way off and even the most
which hits both high and low spots, for the Insurance outfit beinp long enough in each community to faithful western addicts wlU find it
clipped.
He's run in as an unpaid straighten
Much of the action takes place in the observer
out local problems. Looks hard to la$t out
trying to learn the truck- like
Plot puts Bob Steele, as Billy, with
night spot room, which is okay seta combination of the ideas of
ing
racket,
only
to
flash
his
badge
ting for the purpose.
'Hopalong
Walt.
and 'Dr. Kildare,' pals Carletdn Young and Al 'Fuzzy'
and reveal his true calling. Jackie but future Cassidy"
St. John in a western village rapidly
Issues
Moran" Is cast as jelly-spincd me- Ijetter and fresherof the group needs becoming a ghost town because Bankmaterial than dischanic continually being needled b-" played
here to continue for- long. er Edward Peil, Sr. and his gang
the boss' daughter to assert himself. Saddled
with sophomoric episodes have driven everyone out either via
Monogram release of Scott Dunlap pro- Marda Mae -Jones handles the latter and dialog,
'The Medico of. Painted bankruptcy or bullets. Trio comes
duction.
Features Jean Parker, Wallace part without distinction.
Spring's' will find
groove for the across ambushed U. S. Marshal and
Ford, Jed Prouty. Directed by Phil Rosen
Camera work is nothing to braf Saturday matinees,itswhere
Screenplay by Albert Dutfy; original story.
the kids after taking him to a ranch house,
about and
.

FInkle from original story by Earle Snell;
camera, Robert Cllne; editor, Roy Claire;
music director. Frank Sanuccl. Reviewed
at

Billy the Kid's Fighting

,

of

henceforth goine to Columbia with
his own production setup.

Besides Bill Elliott's neat
(WITH SONGS)
portrayal of the WUd BUI Hickok
Monogram release of George W. Week's
Dub Taylor provides' essential production. Stars Ray Corrlgan, John King
comic relief as CannonbaU, his side- and Max Terhune. 'Directed by S. Roy
Luby; screenplay by John BtRho.i. Robert
kick.

.

duction, story gets lost in the shuffle. tendent

—

role.

minor assistance from Eve Arden truck pilot.
and Robert Paige.
'San Antonio
Pals
Writers have Darro coming to the Lou Nova first in September
Rose' will garner support bookings
nee.
PRC release of SIgmund Neufeld producrescue, via a newspaper ad, of a
in the subsequent bookings for
tion.
Stars Bob Steele; features Al 'Fuzzy'
trucking outfit which is losjng Its
.which It is intended.
St.
John.
Directed by Shermao Scott;
drivers and crates via the sabotage
abreenplay by George' Plympton; camera.
When a roadhouse operator is route. Rival haulers are wrecking The Medico Of Painted Jack
Greenhalgh;
editor,
Holhrook N,
threatened by his opposition and em by ktiocking the wagons off the
Todd; moslo director, Dave Chudsow. Reviewed at Colonial, Uneoln, Neb., June ID,
closes the place, Robert Paige and road, then hijacking their 'contents
Springs
'41, dual.
Running time, 118 MIMS,
his orch and the Jane Frazee-Eve Meantime, the owner of the crates
(WITH SONGS)
Bll'y
Bob Steele
Arden stranded sister team meet to being put out of commission is in
fMtzy
Al St. Jc»in
revive the layout. After this intro- cahoots with the division superinHollywood, Jime 10.
Ann
Phyllla Adair
In

Peggy -Bryan, cute and attractive
as the wife, teams with the good
work turned in right down the line
giving
comedian plenty aid.
in
Notable is Ronald Ward as the
suave trickster and Hay Petrie
steals his usual footage, this time
as a drunk. Latter sequence in a
nitery has F-ormby-with a bunch of
beUes for a song. He has two more
in the film, all doing their job the
way they were intended saucy
lyrics for snickers.
Marcel 'Varnel's direction is okay
where he had the material; elsewhere, contribution- is just passable.
Camera job is standard, editing is
loose in spots and feature wUl gain
if fault is corrected for the duals.
Film is first .one under the new
UA-Ealing Studios pact. But it's
Formby's last for Ealing, comedian

episodes.

of 175.

Conn

from which it
was adapted, only going outside for
original stage vehicle

Edmund Cobb reasons of footage. These extra situations do not stack up as well in
writing or comedy. But script as a
whole fits Formby better than the
underwear he sells in Its unfolding.
Beset with usual family squabble beStar' contains more fist fights and tween 'a new wife and a jealous ma,

This Is another Wild BlU Hlckok
adventure film, again spotting Bill
Nicely
Elliott in the UUe role.
made western, "North from the Lone

•

GANG'S ALL HERE
Monogram

production.

yarn.

Columbia release of iMti Barsha produc*

tlon.

.

This

ries

domestic background with a credible
Result wiU set him better
with metropolitan audiences in his
-FUm makes a good
homeland.
bert
enough claim for extra territorial
Charles Fnnot* Royal; camera, Benjamin
At Central, attention, programmers should find
Kline; editor. Mel Thoraen.
N. T., week June 21, '41, dualed. Running it okay for chuckles, simple comedy
MINB.
time,
and sound playing among the supBill Elliott
Wild Bill Hlckok
Richard Flsko port It's an unpretentious producClint Wilson
Dorothy Fay tion; a little deeper stab into the
Msdge Wilson
Dub Taylor purse would have benefitted as a
Cannonball
Arthur Loft whole.
Flash' KIrby
Jack Roper "
'Rawhide' Fento"n
Picture version stays with the
Chuck Morrison
Spike

North From Lone Star

-

in

Wednesday, June 25, 1941

P^fHETY

19

THE SUPER-SENSATION OF ALL
SCREEN SENSATIONS!..
Scene trowding scene
of the mightiest

thrills

the screen has ever

knownL..A thundering
stampede of scorching
action!

big

.

.

.

All of the

moments from

all

of frank Buck's greatest

shows stfeamlined

into

one gigantic tora/-

vaf of excitement!

R K

O

RADIO

i

Wednesday, June 23, 1941

PICTURES

20

tho majors declares. The arrangement* which our own and other

FILM BOOKING CHART

studios have made for advance showings of the films to Hollywood newsGlorify Pix Biz?
paper and magazine correspondents
-Continued from page 7;
were entered into without any conond fiXm exchangt boofcers Vawett present* hibitors) is a picture which would sultation In advance with the New
comdistributing
American
centre around a theatre and drive York office. This might be expected
a complete chort o/ feature release* o/ all the
In home to the fans the many benefits in the light of the trend of the past
fonies /or the current cuarterly period. Date of rewlews as olven
of attending a picture show. Some few years during which the studios
Vambty ond the running time of print* are included.J
studio that will come along with a have taken the initiative in hiany
COrTBIOHT, MM, Bl VABIKTX. INC. AIL BIGHTS BESEBTXD
picture devoted to the exhibition trade matters, but the understanding
Melodrama; C—Comedy; CD—Comedy business is going to do all right In with tho press is ill-advised conKey to Type Abbreuloflons;
selling that picture to theatres, ac- sidering the newly Imposed conWestern; D—Drama; RD—Romantic Drama; MU—Musical.
Drama;
cording to the trend of thought indi- ditions of film selling contained In
review and runntnu time.
Fiffures heretoifh Indicate date of Variety's
cated by the exhibitors at the meet- the consent decree.
ing.
It is my opinion that an early reNabes' Plea
WEEK OF BELEASE—5/9/41
vision of tho agreement with the
Allied nabe members also jumped press will have to be made.
This
to their feet to ask why the distribs Is obvious considering that it is the
CD 76 J. Cooper-J. Withers
1/7
Bee Flnt Bean (Col)
evidently spend more time in co- Intent of our own and other majors
» MS i. CrawfoT4-M. Donglaa
A Woman's Face (M-G) S/7
K. Kent-J. KeUy
M 61
operation with the downtown ex- to obey the decree to the letter
Boose of Myitery (Mono) 6/4
66
Donnelly
Karns-B.
R.
(Rep)
5/21
Gay Vagabond
hibitors than they do with the nabes. and hold exhibitor trade showings of
.
,5
A. Faye-J. Payne
Great American Broadcast (ZOth) 4/30 Do BO
Outlying houses claimed that, in all the new product in advance of
82 M. Oberon-D. Morgan
S/7
Affectionately Yours (WB)

(For in/oma«on

Film Reviews
—Continued from page 18^

Lo8 Martes, Orquideas

o/ theotr*

Latin-America and a very good possibility for the U.S„ not only for
foreign-language audiences but for
Yanqui fUm-goers. If any of the
Inter-change committees are looking

M—

for an Argentine pic that would go
in the States and the suggestion has
been getting louder and louder here
that such moves should be made—
this seems to be It.

—

W—

M

C

B/21

D
M
D
W
BU
RD
CD
D

5/a
Desert Bandits (Bep)
Cowboy and the Blonde (20th) 4/23
Prlioner of Zenda (UA) 9/1/37
Tom Sawyer (UA) 2/16/38
S/U
Singapore Woman (WB)

Bennett-F. Tone
M. Bunt-V. Weldler
D. Purcell-J. Woodbnry
A. Jones-S. Foster
D. Barry-L. Merrick

J.

73
C7
'

56

Montgomery
MM. HDghes-G.
CarroU-R. Colman
M.

100

T. Kelly-E. Patterson
B. Marshall-D. Brace

93
63

ously.
Bill Bishop, defending the distrlb
exploiteers, spoke as a Metro p.a. to
state that It is impossible to obtain

WEEK OF BELEASE—S/23/41
F.

6S
97
64
69
69
72

9/28
Naval Academy (Col)
8/14
Love Crazy (M-G)
Bedhead (Mono)
8/21
Pirates on Borseback (Par)

ScattergoodPnllsthe Strings (BKO) S/14
6/4
Angels With Broken Wings (Bep)
Saddlemate; (Bep)
Great Commandment (2vth)
Too Many Blondes (C) 8/21
The NnrsCi Secret (WB) 6/11

BarthoIomew-1. LydoB

W. Powen-M. Loy

i. Lang-J. Downs
W. Boyd-B. Bayden

'

•

L. Patrlck-B.

D
D

MU

D
C

0/4
Abbott-Costello In the Navy (C)
8/28
HllUon Dollar Baby (WB)

WEEK OF

84
94
60
131
97
123
85
102

W
W

CD

JS

•

Wrangler's Boost (Mono)
0/25
0/18
Saint's Vacation (BKO)
For Bcanty'B Sake (20th) 6/29
Hen of the Umberlands (O)
2/U/3S
Devil Dogs of the Air (WB)
SUnlai Victory <WB) 8/28

7.

H
M

..

'

CD

il
61
60

D
D

90
78

B.Mllland-V.Lake
A.Ncagle-B.BoIger
L. Daraell-T.

Power

Abbott-CosteUo

Lynn

hibitors could point opt that the run'
ning time of tiie picture is the same
in the nabe as downtown.

G. Garbo-B. Novano
B. Corrigan-J. King

Klraoh .On Duals

S. Gray-B. Sinclair
M. Weaver-N. Spark*
R. Arlen-A. Devlne
J.
t.

Cagney-P. O'Brleii
stephenson-O.Tltxgerald

WEEK OF BELEASE—6/13/41
D

The 43et-Away (M-O) 0/11
BUheit Han in Town (Col) 0/12
Gang^ AU Bere (Hono) 0/2$
One Night In Lisbon (Par) 8/14
Cydon OB Horseback (RKO) 6/18
7/24/40
Bride Wore Cratches (20th)

88
70

CD
C
D
W
CD

63
96
98

C

Shoes (U)
0/11
Broadway Limited (UA) 0/18
Oat of the Fog (WB) 0/11
I^lght

D
D

R. Sterllng-D. Adams
F. Craven-J, Todd
F. Darro-H. Uorcland

H. Carroll-F.'HaeMnrray

94

I. Holt-R. Whitley
L. Robcrts-T. North

67
75
85

J.Boward-B. Barnes
V. McLaglen-M. Woodworth
J. Garfleld-L Lnplno
-

Bowery. Blitzkrieg (Mono)
West Point Widow (Par)
Behictant Dragon (BKO)
Nevada City (Bep)

Man Bant

W

84

CD

0/11
0/11

W

D
MU
D

0/11

(20th)

BUI ElUot-M. Dally

C

D

San Antonio Bote (U)
0/25
Passage from Bongkong (WB)
'

03
73

.

Harx'Bros.-T. Martin
L. GoTCcy-B. Jordan
A. Shirley-B. Carlson

Disney Cartoon
B. Bogers-G. Baycs

100
02

Bcnnett-W. Pldgeon
B.Palge-J.Fraice
K.-Donglas-L. Fslrhanki

J.

WEEK OF BELEASE—6/27/41
Sweetheart of the Campos (Col)
0/25 BfU
Medico of PalnUd Springs (Col)
6/Z5
Wanderers of the West (Mono)
They Met In Bombay (M-G) 0/25
D
The Parson of panamlnt (Par) 6/25
(nngle Cavalcade

A Very

(BKO)

Toong'Lady

C. Starrett-T. Walker
T, Keene-B. UUes
C. Oable-R. Rnssell
E.
F.

CD

4/30/41

(20th)

W
D

D

0/25

t.

One can Imagine

the confusion and resistance that our
sales organization would have to
overcome If daily newspaper reviews of films bnd radio criticisms
were permitted to .ante-date the
tradeshowings. An exhibitor, armed
with a Syndicated lukewarm newspaper criticism published in bis
home town in advance of the tradeshowing, would meet every sales ar-

Drew-C. Baggies

Lynn-K. Verne

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/4/41

Moon Over Miami

(20th)

Gangs of Sonora (Rep)
Bachelor Daddy (D)
Kisses for Breakfast (WB)

D

70

C

82

CD
C

MU

0/M

92

W
C

\

C

-

D. Woods-S. Eilers
W. Beery-V. Weldler
B. Bope-D. Lamonr
G. Rogers-G. Murphy
D. Ameche-B. Ghible
3 HesqnlteeTS
Babv Sandy-E. E. Borton
D. Morgan-J. Wyatt

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/11/41
Two In a Taxi (Col)
Blngslde Malsle (M-O)
City Limits (Mono)
Forced Landing (Par)

'

They Meet Again (BKO)
Accent on Love (20th)

D
C
D
M
D

D
C

BeUo, Sncker (U)
Bride Came C.OJ>. (WB)

CD

A. Lonlse-B. Bayden
A. Sothern-G. Murphy
F. Albertson-L. Grey
B. Arlen-E. Gabor
J. Bersbolt-D. Lovett
G. Hontfcomery-o. Massen
H. Berbert-T. Brown
B. Davis-J. Cagney

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/1S/41

WC
D
W

Blondle In Society (Col)
Son of Davy Crockett (Col)

Dance BaU

(20th)

Balders of the Desert (U)

D

BoIIeU for O'Bara (WB)

P. SIngleton-A. I.ake
B. Elliott-L Meredith
C.

Bomero-C. Landls

B. Arlen-A. Devlne
i,

Perry-B. Pryor

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/26/41
The

Officer

and the Lady (Col)

The Deadly Game (Mono).
Shepherd of the

Bony,

Bills (Par)

'

Charlie, Hurry (BKO)
This Woman Br Mine (U)
.p«4. Hw>of.HUsonri. jVB)

0/U

.

D
D
D
C

D
D

F.

Tone-C. Brace

J.

Wyman-D. Morgan

from -all indiwant here.

is like, but,

what

tfiey

,

—

Klrsch himself came tiirough with
the most forceful of the addresses,
and for the most part spent his time
in pounding home the point that the
Allied , members are against double
features, and .asked for an open poll
which revealed -all Allied members
present 100% against doubles. This
open voting, stated Kirsch, was to
impress others that,, despite some
statements that the small exhibitors
are in favor of double features, the to -fall below standard.'
Allied members in Chicago are flatly
opposed to tl)em.
Klrsch stated that Allied members
would return to singles^ as soon as
-Continued trom page 3
the 'big fellows' (Bslaban Si Katz)
did, and said that business is simply
feels Inimical to good will In event
terrible now with daylight saving.
of a dlflerenbe of opinion with a
It is Incongruous, said Kirsch, when
writer, director, producer or. other
a customer walks up to a theatre
exec, the question is to be referred
boxofflce in daylight at 8:4$ p.m. and
by the studio to a- panel of experts
asks if he can still see the entire
set up by Whitney's organization.
show.
Kirsch complained against
final,
running time of double features This panel's word Is to be
which break the final show at after ^Difficulty in the. past that has thus
been eliminated is that, despite
1 ajn. and said that it is impossible
Latin experts In the studios, pro
to ask a workiiigman, who must be
up early in the morning, to sit ducers were won't to skip their advice when it was "felt, that it in'
through some four hours of show.
terfered with the story.
Whitney,
chief George J.
Schaefer, Metro boss Nick Schenck,
Columbia v.p. Jack Cofan and tiie
others at the meeting agreed that the
-Continued from page 5;
Idea of making one version of a,
set for release After Sept. 1, when scene for South America and anthe distribution provisions of the other for 'United ^States is no solution and should not be used. 'Aside
U.
S.
consent
decree
become
from Eeing hypocrisy,' Whitney deeffective.
Theory of the fortnight's handi- clared, 'that gives a false imprescap was a convenience to the fan sion of South America to people in
.mags due to their press schedules. this country and it la as necessary as
anything else for Hollywood to give
Also, they argued, why have some
North Americans a true picture of
135 special correspondents in Hollywood covering the film front, if no -their neighbors to the south.'
Friddy's exec huddle was attended
special consideration is accorded

THE PIONEERS

^

Goodwillers

by Ken Thomson, Whitney's Coast
rep, who arrived In New York early
It is the consensus in the east that
last week and pulls out on Friday
published reviews in daily news
papers and lay weeklies will defeat (%7). He came in to meet State De
the .very purposes of the consent partment and other Rockefeller committee members in New York and
decree by the influence they might
exert on prospective exhibitor buy- Washington.
Whitney Is slated to leave on Aug,
ers. The entire Intent of the decree,
19 for a three-month tour of S. A
It Is pointed out, is that the theatre
operators of the country, particularly
those unaffiliated with any national
distributing organization, shall Jiave
,
Holljrwood, June 24.
complete free'dom in the. selection of
films for their own communities, ex'Carnival of Rhythm' release tag
cept for such guidance and aid as has on "La Bahiana' at Warners.
been long established within the
Two Steps to Heaven' at Warners
trade Itself. Recognition of the Im
becanie Here Comes the Girls.'
portant part which the film trade
Metro switched from 'Young Amer
press
occupies was given legal
leans' to 'Down In San Diego.'
significance In the decree, which
'Right Shoulder Anits' Is release
makes it mandatory thiat notices of
exhibitor territorial tradeshowings tag on "You're In the Army Now' at
shall be advertised by the distribu
Warners.
tors.
•Bold That Ghost' Is the final tlUe
The advertising manager of one of for 'Oh, Charlie' at UoiversaL
them.

TITLE CHANGES

'

R. flodson-B, Pryor
J. Lang-C. Farrell
J. Wayne-B. Field
L. ErroU-K. Howell

American

cations. Just

,

.

I Was a Prisoner on Devil's Island (Col)
Barnacle Bill (M-G)
Caoght In the Draft (Par)
8/28
Tom, Dick and Barry (BKO)

Ar-

Story Is simple. Family of four
daughters. One Is just married and
the two next in line- have their f u«
tures assured.: One is engaged and
the other is so attractive that she htls
gument by merely flashing the, clip- more than enough suitors to choose
from. But the youngest lives In t
ping.
world of Illusion, stars and the moon
"The "Hollywood agreement with
and waits for a Prince Charming
the press is very unwise and un- who doesn't appear.
business-like. There is little use in
The father, on the advice of
telling them out there in advance friends, decides to send her orchid^
what is the likely effect of their every Tuesday, letting the girl bemoves. They will see the light when lieve they come from an unknowi^
the salesmen and branch managers admirer. The trick is successful, the
all over the country start to holler.' girl blossoms out and all goes well
until one Tuesday, the father for'Stiek to VaMng Flotares>
gets.
That brings on the complicaIn much the same tone another tions, but it all ends well regardless.
advertising manager summed up the
Simplicity of the plot, avoiding all
situation as follows:
the melpdrama so regular in Latiit
'We are having a meeting of di- Diets, is so well handled by Director
visional sales manage^ this week Francisco MuJIca that It becomes
and one of the flrst things to be .both charming, and touching. Situa^
taken up Is a.' demand Fd better tlons are good, dialog excellent and
say request—that the studio stick to Mujica has taken the script by Slxtd
making pictures and leave to us here Pondal Rios, one 'of Argentina's
leading writers, and Carlos Olivarl
in New York the framing of policies
handled it with intelllgencej
and relations with the lay press. It and
sagacity and the tone of elegance
is my contention, after many years'
that has always marked his previous
experience, that advance newspaper productions.
Photography by Rlc<>
and radio reviews are very harmfuL ardo Conord and background muslQ
It is not', a question whether the by Enrique Delfino, radio star, arO
Ray.
criticisms aro fovorable, or unfavor- excellent.
able, it Is a matter of timing. The
.greatest asset of a theatre is maintenance of audience anticipation In
coming attractions. The cleverness
(WITH SONGS)
of advanco fllm trailers Is evidence
Honosram reloase of Edward Finney
Directed
Stars Tex Hitter.
of this -essential In exploitation. If groduotion.
Boreenplay by Cbarlea
y Al Hennan.
the public knoivs, or thinks It knows, Andersen,
based
on Junes Fenlmore
Cooper's novel of same name; comsrsi
all about a picture before it
A. Leplcnrd; editor, Fred Bain. At
played locally, gate receipts -are sure Uarcel
New York, N. T,; week Jane 18, '41. Run-

Previews

-

of

.

RKO

Bock

Wlthers-N. KeDy
Canova-F. Ledcrer
D. Barry-L. Menlck
G. George-B. MacLane
J.
J.

C

Poddln* Bead (Bep)
Kansas Cyclone (Bep)
Bit the Road (U)

Undergronnd (WB)

R. Keeler-tf Nelson

W
W
W
M

sales negotiations.

known

gentine comics and one of the few
who doesn't depend on double-entendre to get accross. But a 15-yearold appearing for the flrst time ob
the screen, Mirtha Legrand, steals
the honors. She's more than a little
like Deanna Durbin, blonde, very
attractive and with the kind of simplicity that flts exactly with the
story. Definitely not what the average North American thinks a Soutii

„^

WEEK OF BELEASE—6/20/41
(Col)
MU 74 B. Vallee.B.Lane
5/28

Time Oot .for Rhythm
Bands Across the Rockies (Col)
The Big Store (H-G) 6/11

nabe exhibitors on

the

BELEASE-«/e/41

Mata Bari (M-O)

all

town theatre.
Nabe exhibitors, however, did
come up with a plea for unity among
business associates and some
spoke up for a need of educating the
public on the benefits of going to a
nabe house instead of running down
town.
Complained that there has
been a whispering campaign that
pictures are cut for nabe showing;
and asked that the papers be asked
to print running time on their piC'
ture reviews so that the nabe eX'

Toomey

V. Broce-B. Marshall
B. Taylor-B. Donlevy
D. 8harpe-J. Waldo

P. Lane-J.

breaks for

pictures, since papers print news and
when a picture hits the nabes it's no

longer news. Also the advertising
expenditure of the nabe theatre cannot hope to compete with the down-

G. Klbbee-D. Tront
G. Roland-B. Barnes
3 Mesqnlteers
J. Beal-M. Moscovtch
R. Vallee-B. Paizlih

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/30/41
Adventnre In Washington (Col)
BlUy the Kid (H-G) S/28
6/18
Silver stalUoB (Mono)
>/2«
I Wanted Winn (Par)
Bonny (BKO) 8/21
8/21
Blood and Sand (20th)

they spend as much
aggregate,
in papers as do the downtown
houses and rate similar brealis with
Forthwith a suggestion
th^e papers.
was made that Allied take on a press
agent and work with the memberexhibs on exploitation. This received
such good response from the assemblage that it U likely that Allied's
leaders, may go Into this item seri-

money

WEEK OF BELEASE—5/16/41
She Knew AO the Answers (Col)
S/14
I'U Walt tor Ton (M-G)
King of the Zombies (Mono)
There's Magic In Mnslc (Par>

Pic supposedly stars Enrique Ser«
rano, one of the best

MIN8.

ning time, B8

Tex

Tex Rlttejp
Andrew*
Red Foley

:

Slim

ArUansa*

Red
Doyo
Susanna

'Slim'

Doye

O'Delt

Wands McKay

,

Wilson

George Chesebi^
Lawrence

Ames

>....Dol

Poet Pork

Benton
Carson
Jingo
Pete

Ksrl Baoketl
Lynton Breni
Chick Hannaa
Qene Alsace
Jock Smitp

'

Sherlir

Judge
Waroloud

.....Chief

Manny

Treaties
Chief Soldanl

Lonedeer

Routine western.
Though It's
stocked with more than the usual
amount of gunplay and sundry
battles, 'Pioneers' never gets out of
'

Inspired by James
Fenimore Cooper's series of novels
which outlined settler trouble with
the

ordinary.

Indians,
trite.

the

story

is

necessarily

There have been innumerable

yarns written and filmed concerning the spread of this country.
Roy Rogers, another western
satellite, uses a bearded stooge In
his epics who collars giggles with
his exploits.
In .an attempt to Inject the same sort of character to
.

aid Tex JUtter, star of this piece,
the writers have developed one who
is laughable from all angles.
C^st
as a scout, and dressed for the part,"
the character is asked to ride the
hills with
Rltter on a mule, is
decked out in. a comic mustache and
handed the most Insipid lines and
situations that ever flickered for the
enjoyment of kids who take their

westerns seriously.
Imagine pursuing, or being pursued by scalphot InJunS aboard a mule.
Ritter himself handles his assignment as a protector of a wagon train
of settlers looking for new territory,
In proper style, just oozing confidence in- anything he tackles. He
succeeds In breaking up a gang of
white hoodlums which had been
egging the redmen into preventing
the wagon train from reaching a
'

—

certain rich valley.

Hot and heavy

in the few fights depicted,
only thing that saves the
thing from the doldriuns.
Direction Is loose, but not much
could be done with the material.
Red Foley's Saddle Pals kick in
with a few trail times,, none of more
than passing interest Wanda McShe
Kay's the femme interest
handles herself with considerably
more ease than the average.
action,

Is

the

whole

•

Wood.

—

'
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CARTOONISTS GET PAY

George E. Browne Reendorsed

cially

56 locals, voted unanimous endorsement of George E. Browne of Chicago, international president, at the

New

England

district

Hollywood, June 24.
Screen Ciems, Inc., has signed a
shop agreement ^ with the
Screen Cartoonists Guild.^ The contract provides for an eight-hour day,
^
five-day week. Wage increases for
Movietonews Controller
workers In the lower brackets will
range from 30 to 40%. The average
Yrs. for Theft t>oost for all employes of the comGets
pany will be $S weekly. Gems releases through Columbia,
Max L. Hymes, 36, former conThe deal was signed for the comtroller
of Fox-Movletonews, was pany by George Winkler, with Wilsentenced to six and one-half to 16 liam Hopkins, Colupibia labor conyears in State Prison by Judge tact, sitting in on the conference.
James Garrett Wallace In New York Attorney George E. Bodle and Lyie
j^jonjay (23). Hymes was convicted Shrader. International representative
June 5 on 22 coimts of grand larceny of the Brotherhood of Painters, repand one of third degree forgery Ut resented the cartoonists.
the- theft of $186,000 from the company over a period of years.
Hymes confessed before his indictment 'that he had squandered the
coin on horse races and luxurious
Monday*s sentence was the
living.
BUILDING
result of a second trial, a mistrial
having been declared last Feb. 6
when one of the jurors died of a
St. Lonli' Constraetlon

Westbrook Pegler

Spxingfleld, Mass^ Jun« 22.
Sixty-nine delegates, representing

43d

convention

of the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees and the

Motion Picture Machine Operators
here today (Sunday). The delegates
attacked newspaper crl
vigorously
.
tlcism of Browne, making particular
note of Westbrook Pegler's com'
ments.

Other business of the convention,
at which Iiouls Krouse of Philadelphia, international general secretary
aftd trea^er, presided. Included reelection of F. W. Newcomb of Providence, R. I., as secretary, only elective dflice for the New England area.

During the morning, a memorial
service was held for the late John
P. Gatelee of Springfield, veteran
business agent of the Motion Picture
Operators. The service was held at

HlUcrest Park cemetery, with Rev.
Dr. Henry Lincoln Bailey delivering
a eulogy.
During discussion of legislation
and other business, the so-called
Westboro town hall bill, permitting

Shortage in Film History

showing of- motion pictures in town
and similar buildings, was
condemned as tending to permit
showings in unsafe buildings. The
discussion also centered around 16
mm. film, such as has been shown

closed

MORE NEW THEATRE

CONTINUES

heart attack.

St. Louis,

A

in

LIkker and Hlnlplx
It was noted that the Worcester
union broke up this 'racket* with

new

700-seater

is

Cole's

Hollywood, June

J85,000 Claim

June

24.

HOLLINGSWORTH

nett Pictures Corp., Ltd.

Bennett made a deal with Du
World, and the two individual defendants in 1935, turning over the

Company executives tried to relieve the sltvation by putting the
technicians on an eight-hour day, but

American
gong* and

the proposal was promptly vetoed by
business representatives of studio
locals of the International AUlance
of Theatrical Stage Employes. The
10 lATSE studio locals are insisting
on retention of the current six-hour
day, and are demanding that the
present three-hour minimum call b*
raised to six hours.

IQion'

A

WINS OVER FOX

Corp., Lloyda Film
Corp., Irwin Shapiro, and
Arthur A. Mayer seeking $85,000
damages for alleged preach of' contract.
Plaintiff is- assignee of Ben-

Storage

distribution rights to "Le"Kliou* for five years. On
the first picture plaintiff was to receive' 60-85%, and on the second
90% of the gross. It Is alleged that
Du World transferred its assets to
World, and galled to pay the -pttcentages due on the gross.

syndicate of

St.,

D^t

has

let

EXHIBITORS

S.C.

enterprise.

The War

'SINGOriNRAIN'

a contract

for a semi-permanent flicker house,

Lincoln,

June

24.

the

Beatrice,

serving of liquor in the semi-dark- Amusement Corp., sole survivor of a
ness necessitated by the pix. In the list of 17 defendants named three
c&se of the Holyoke Valley Arena, weeks ago for conspiracy to violate
which was taken fo the Massachu- Sherman and Clayton anti-trust
Beverages Control legislation. Holllngsworth had aske^
setts Alcoholic
Commission, the union again won Its $234,000 damages, charging the Fox
Principal objection seemed to subsidiaries and several other film
fight.
be that the union operators don't like companies had conspired to provide
to handle 16 mm. stuff, and they re- a corner on product for the Rivoli,
He
sent employment of non-union pro- Fox-owned house, in Beatrice.
Krouse called attention alleged they also resorted to unjectionists.
to a bulletin issued at the lATSE ethical tactics, such as cutting prices,
New Yoric office -warning locals they offering giveaways, etc., simply to
must fight Incursion of 16 mm. show- run him out of business. There was
ings in cafes;
no indication the defense would apSessions of the convention were peal.
closed to public and press, as was
Day before the case went to jury,
a noontime banquet served at Hotel Judge Munger directed a verdict in
Highland. Speakers at the banquet favor of foiir defendants, B. M.
included Kenneth I. Taylor, Massa- Montee, Rivoli manager; Fox Bechusetts legislative agent of the atrice Corp., Elmer C. Rhoden and
AFL, and Charles Caflrey, president Joe Scott, Fox officials. Munger
of the Springfield Central labor told the jurors there was insuffiUnion. Other international officials cient evidence to prove a conat the convention included James spiracy and that they should disBrennan of New York, fifth v.p., and regard such, a charge. This left
Richard Walsh of Brooklyn, N.Y., only the allegation that the Fox
third v.p.
Amus. Corp. had monopolized or attempted to monopolize nearly aU
the first run films of .seven distributing companies- for 1939-40.
Chaplin Scores Several
Earlier in the trial, Munger diPoints in Bercovici Suit rected a verdict in favor of R. G.
Three causes of action of Konrad Montgomery, Charles Shafer and H.
Bercovici's action against Charles A. McClure, Fox affiliates; United
Chaplin and United Artists Corp. Artists, RKO Radio, Loew's, Parawere dismissed yesterday (Tuesday) mount, Universal and Republic Picby Judge Alfred C. Coxe in N. Y. tures.
Holllngsworth told the court he
federal
court,
who found them
repetitious.
Most important cause had leased the Pix for five years at
dismissed sought the $5,000,000 dam- $10,000 with intent to operate a
class house.
He also planned to
ages, claiming Chaplin plagiarized an
idea of his in
Great Dictator,' maintain the Rialto, a second run
and asked 50% of ^e net profits theatre. His attorneys related he
which the author estimated at $5,000,- had spent $13,000 for improvements
.

Field Is

A

Far-Kloharda' 1,059-Seater

New

Spartanburg,

Orleans, June 24.

The Hart new pix house, opened
doors Saturday (21) in Baton
Rouge, La., with ceremonies. New

S.

C, June

24.

brows of South -Carolina exhibitors,
whose drought-stricken boxoffices
for weeks have threatened to yield
near-pure dust—but not gold' dusti

Two

Charleston houses curtailed
operations 'but are back on schedule.
Others were threatened ,with slashes.
Drought ran close to three months,
ending this week, with exhibitors
'Singing in the Ralnl'

its

house cost $25,000 and seats

1,059.

Mere

The building was constructed by the
theatres, composed of A.
Higginbotham and the L. F. Hart estate, and will' be operated by Para-

In

Capitol

mount-Richards.

$20,000,000 Left

RCA Stockholder Suit

Over

$240,000,000 of a $260,000,000
stockholder suit against RCA, its officers and directors was dismissed

yesterday
(Tuesday)
by' Justice
Aaron J. Levy in N. Y. supreme
New One
Red Bank, N. J., court. Action is being brought by
consolidated
minority
stockformer Methodist Church 11
holders.
AU parts of the action
site, will have a seating fsapacity of
dealing with events prior to 1932
1,500. Will be kn'bwn as Community,
operated and managed by Walter were dismissed by the court as being
barred by the slatute of limitations.
Reade.
The major part of the action
charged that RCA turned over thouF-WC Opens Larohmoni

Beade's

New

on

theatre in

site of

Los Angeles, June 24/

New Larchmont

,

theatre, replacing

by fire
opened as link

the one ruined

last

ber, has

in

Novem-

sands of
worthless

which

shares

its

of

stock

Another
remains to be tried.

patents.

still

for
part

the charge that

RCA

Is

lost $11,000,000

Fox-West as a result of investments in RKO.
The stock was given to the Westinghouse Co., which is also a defendant.

Coast chain.' It seats 870, Including
210 loge chairs.
Walter Leamon,
transferred from Regina,'

branded the producer proposal as a

move

to

and

negotiations,

stall

was indicated that

Jupiter Pluvlus-has cooled fevet-ed

Cost es-

timated at $70,338.
1,000 seater being added "to the
recreational buildings at Jefferson
Barracks, military training camp,
just south of St. tiouls.

The men are now demanding double
time for Sunday work Instead of
time and one-half.
The unions
promptly demanded that contract revisions lie completed by July 1. It

seating 1,038, to be erected at Scott
Field, near Belleville, HL
an aviation training schooL

The producers had requested an
eight-hour day, five-day week, with
time-and-a-half for Saturday work.
'

Louis
theatre owners are bankrolling the
suburb.'

Rex Cole filed suit Friday
Du World Pictures, Inc.,

S.

J.

(20) against

World Pictures

It

the only one in the residential

is

24.

Studios are now facing the worst
labor shortage in the history of tha
Industry.
Fred Pelton, producer
labor contact, says the lots are shy
200 electricians, and that many of
the juicers are working double
shifts.
All
desirable
soundmen,
cameramen and other trained experts are working. Many of th*
studios are refusing to dismiss their
technicians at the end of one shift
for fear they will be working elsewhere if needed the next day.

On legong' and

being erected

in Brentwood, St. Louis County.

Frank Holllngsworth, operator of
now defunct Pix theatre In
Neb., Thursday (19) was
awarded triple damages of $7,789.01
and 'reasonable .attbme'y fees' in
the cooperation of the licensing Federal Judge T. C. Muiiger'a court
board there, as regulations forbade here against the
Fox Midwest
and other establishments

the area.

-4-

Rex

6>15

halls

In cafes

Studios Face Worst Labor

HIKE FROM SCREEN GEMS

Locals Score Newspaper Attacks, Espe-

lATSE

56

21

hew man-

the negotiations
are not completed by that time, the
will go into Federal cour^
charging there Is a conspiracy belocals

tween the companies and the lATSB
International to prevent the studio

One

leader stated:

collectively.

/They haven't

We

offered us anything.
went into
the negotiations to 1>etter our cbnditions, not to make those conditions
we have worse. If the negotiations
are not carried on in good faith, will
intend to. ask the Federal government to lopk into the situation.'
I^he Unions are asldng that the
work day start at 7 a.m., with ttmeand-a-half after six hours, double
time aftec 12 hours, and triple tima
after 16 hoius. They also are requesting a tool pass and immediate
payment for the workers at the end
of a shift if they are not given a call
back for the next day.
The producers are demanding a
ratio of 20 apprentices to each .local,
but the union leaders contend -this Is
a question for each individual union
to solve. In opposing the eight-hour

day, the union tops said they expected to lose 25% of their men to
military service and defense programwork, and that producers could
eliminate overtime by- calling one
shift for six hours and another iot
•
four hours.

BEP aiAZES

BXO BOABD MEETS

Regular monthly meeting of RKO
Bonnie Lang's Hoose
board of directors Is scheduled for
Ladonia, Texas, June 24.
tomorrow (Thursday).
Bonnie Lang, has opened her new
Action on preferred stock dividend
Ritz here after complete remodelprobably will be deferred until a
ing.
Miss Lang is no newcomer to
later session.
show biz, having 'been secretary of

from bargaining

locals

•

ager.

if

ELLIiSON

Hollywood, June

24.

Republic signed James Ellison for
the top male spot in 'Ice-Capades,'
opposite Dorothy Ijewis.
Actor checks in. as soon as he
finishes his current chore in 'Charley's Aunt' at 20th-Fox.

the Dallas Variety Tent.

.

New

LOUISVILLE

^e

000.

and equipment.

Those portions of the complaint
remaining total $3,067,500, and seek
damages for work done on 'Cry of

new

Wolf

for Paulette Goddard and
'Haymarket Riot,' as well as working
on an idea for Chaplin for The
Great Dictator.' Chaplin allegedly
hired Bercovici to \yrite for him
promising him 15% of the gross on
anything he used. Chaplin allegedly
rejected a^ Bercovici's stories and
called him off the 'Dictatori' after the
Ideas had been submitted.
the

•

Werker Takes

'Detour'

Hollywood, June

24.

Alfred Werker moved into the
20th-Pox studio to take over the
director Job on 'Detour to Love.'
Picture goes into work next month
Jlnder production guidance of Walter
Morosco.

BVZZELL'S 'BACHELOB'
Hollywood, June 24.
harried Bachelor* went into
work at Metro yesterday (Mon.)
with Eddie Buzzell directing and
John Considine producing.
Ruth Hussey and Rol>ert Young
,

'

play- th« laads.

(Continued from page 10)
'Broadway Limited' (UA). Cowboy
opus off to a fast start. Currently
pacing for splendid $8,500. Last week
'Love Crazy' (M-G) and 'Big Boss'
(Col) proved plenty whammy to ring
up resonant $9,000, and moveover.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
15-30-40)— 'Shining Victory* (WB)

Then, they said, when he - attempted to obtain product for the
house, the Tox corporation had
contractecl with six out of seven
major film companies and had left
the output of only one minor reand 'Strange
leasing agency available.
trying dou1;le

~
Dottie and the

U

Gobs

Hollywood, June 2ji,
Dorothy Lamour's next starrer at
Paramount is a remake of "The
Fleet's In,' played In the silents by
Clara Bow.
-

Production of 'Her Jungle Mate'
was postponed to make way for the
naval yarn.

Schuster Draws 'Deb'
Hollywood, June 247

Harold Schuster draws the director
job on the 20th-Fox production,
'Small Town Deb,' starring Jane
Withers.
Filming starts July 7 when Ethel
Hill turns in the screenplay based on
a yam by Jerrie Walt^.

Alibi*

(WB).

bill cnrrently,

BAOIO

MUSIC HALL
WSSOMS IN THE

crrr

DUST"

House
and b.o.

rather sluggish. Patrons of
this house are accustomed to the single pics and are shy when twin bills
are booked, probably expecting lightweight product. "Two current pics
are plenty okay, but returns are off,
Last week
orobablv light $2,700.
'Fog' (WB) proved potent single to
tab all rieht $3,400.
RUIto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 1530-40)—'Night Lisbon' (Par) and
'Point Widow' (Par). Hitting along
at fairish pace, considering the heated season now current, and will take
satisfactory $7,500. Last week 'Blood
Sand' (20th) and March of Time well
on the profit side at fine $8,000.
Strang (Fourth Avenue) (3,4M;
15-30-40)— 'Ladv Louisiana' (Rep)
and 'Met Argentina* (RKO), with
Conn-Louis fl^ht films added. Male

York Theatres

i^ aatt

Spectacular Stage Produotlona

BROADWAY ""^^^

aCMtm Shew Sunday ot 3(40

jj^

t.

tHA^

traffic

Alr-CMlH
Stvto
Till

Tom

Sawyer' (UA) (reissues) good

enough for

oldies at fair $2,800.

! Nw

MullMl C«midy

HGPF

LA'/OUR
I

Th«

WILL BRADLEY

MARX

Tonr

BBOS.

HABTIN

**THE BIG STORE"!
.A

>^'>tW

M»tn>-OolJ»ryn-M»|rer

HetMT

pARA/V\OUNT B^A^
2ND WEEK
IDA LUPINO

JOHN GARFIELD
In

9

lort 'nnti

StartoTlia'.,jM«M
Mtlnrn
Mtrl«

vtaT"

Jun CRAWrORD
element flocking to gander fight picI Mtlvyg 00U0LA8
tures and drawing nice biz. with
"A WOMAN'S

Dlentv of soldiers in the audiences.
Last
Pointlne to excellent $3,500.
week 'Prisoner Zenda' (UA) and

I

THUR*.

I

FACE"
atase
amONE SIMON

—On

.

AL TRAHAN

a

New

'Warner Broi. Hit

Oberon-DeuUa

"OUT OF THE FOG"
Directed

FEELINa*'

IN PERSON

"THAT
UNCEHTAIN

'li PtrtM
Bill ROBINSON

•UC RYAN
Eiln

I

ERT WHEELER

br

AnaMe UtTak

GUY LOMBARDO

-

And

Hli Boyal

CwudUiiC

STRAND B'way&47SL

'

'.'
.

.
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22

in Cole Vs.

AppeDate Riding

BURGESS MEREDITH

Lord

May Prove Vital Protection To
of Radio Ideas

'Originators

Saphier Talks Deal for

of the N. y. supreme court, when
that body unanimously reversed a
decision of the

supreme

and

court,

ruled on the plagiarism of script formulas as applied specifically to radio. The action of the appellate division was in connection with a $25,000 suit by Alonzo Deen Cole, writer,
actor and radio director,
Phillips H. Lord, Inc.

against

Louis-Conn,

As Nothing

Cole went to work for Lord in
September, 1935, at $200 weekly, and
while there, submitted the script.
Lord, on the other hand, claims to
have been working on the idea for
some time before Cole submitted his
plans.
Both scripts are about the
activities of a district attorney and
Plagiarism of the fdfracketeers.
.mula, not any particular part of the

they had

tuned
Conn fight on the
figure did
not quite reach the all-time high
for sporting events. That record
is still held by the second LouisLouis-Billy

bout, namely 63%.
fights heretofore had been
aired over the NBC-Blue.
C.A.B. also reported that over
65% of the set-owners had their
mechanisms In operation during
the Louis-Conn broadcast, so
that about 88% of those with
their sets on and listening while
the fight was on the air reported
hearing the round-by-round ac-

ber, 1940.
The appellate division
in reversing the decision and order'
ing a new trial, declared, 'That a
property right exists with respect to
a combination of ideas evolved into

program as distinguished
to

particular

conduct.

When

it

scripts,

finds

own

course of
transferred any

rights to 'Mr. District Attorney,' it
sold not the script, but the basic

working with Ed Mason,
on rural programs.

Is

Idea.'

Columbia's Torecast* starts July
Airs Monday nights at 9-10 from

New

"^ork and the Coast in either

two 30-mlnute. portions or as a solid
60-minute show, and having various

'In "the radio field, there is a well
name guests In different kinds of
recognized right to an original idea
Only the first
or- combination of ideas set forth in program patterns.
a formula fof a program. We are program of the eight- week series Is
clearly of the view that plaintiff es- definitely set
tablished prima facie, an express
Guests so far set include Alfred
contract under which he had in'
Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, Gertrude
trusted his work to defendant. This
Lawrence,. Marlene Dietrich, Mischa
contract afforded him protection even
Auer, Hildegarde, Andy Devine and
as to his mere Idea.'
Kay Thompson. Tentatively listed
are also Walter Huston, Lucille Ball,
Dlgges,
Dudley
Aheme,
Brian
Adolphe Menjou, Veree Teasdale,
Hnghes in
Series
Burgess Meredith, 'Brian Donlevy
.

-

B^H

On

Mntoal;

Makes Web's

Second Strip From Agency
John B. Hughes, Mutual com'
mentator, went on the American
Home Products payroll Monday (23
with the program making tthe second
daily strip cleared on that network
through the New York office of
.

Blackett-Sample-Hummert.
Other strip is a serial, 'Front-Page
.

Farrell,'

1UEYIVED'

FOR OIL CO

Milwaukee, June

24,

Standard
Oil's
Auction
Quiz,
which starts July 18, on the NBC
Blue, will be/aired locally through
WEMP, the haln's regular outlet,

and

also by special arrangement
over a string of state stations not
affiliated with the network
Sheboy
Fond du Lac, Appleton, Wauseau
and Janesville, fed through WEMP.

—

gan,

This hookup again places in op'
eration the loop formerly known as
the Wisconsin Broadcasting System

which

WEMP

disintegrated Jan. 1 when
jumped the BMI traces and

signed up with

ASCAP.

Initial

14 will be ThouNights,'
with Miss

show July

quent stanzas will include 'Song
Without End,' play with music, about
great

composers;

'Deductions

De

mystery-comedy with Menjou
ahd Miss Teasdale; 'Country Law
yer,; American drama; Two Gobs
and a Gal,' farce with Miss Ball,
Donlevy and Devine; a 'Hopalong

luxe,*

By
Union Men

BCA

and

Western

Part of School Stont

Philadelphia, June 24.
With RCA and Western Union experts agreeing to tutor, WFIL has a
Signal Corps School as an off-shoot
of Its 'Kerry Drake of the Signal
Corps' script sustainer. Youngsters
are invited to come up to the studio
each Saturday afternoon for schooling in communications.
RCA and
promise to provide' jobs in their
comiTUvilcatlons divisions for out-

WU

standing scholars.
.Harold Rorinshy. of Philly Record

—

their hands
clean by anti-trust law ferreters
shivered for a moment until
a string quartet flooded the Government- auditorium, after a

—

.

sound expert had been observed,
pounding on the plate-glass
window of the control room.

BANWINCHELL

WLW

volving the

NBC

Artists Service.

ERWIN,WASEY ENLARGES
ITS

RADIO PERSONNE

Erwin, Wasey agency has enlarged
Its radio department, adding four
new production men last week. Joe
Brattain,' chief production man, is a
former manager, writer and ar.;
ranger with Enric Madrlgiiera. Other
three are Lee - Bendhelm, former
newspaper man; Al Lawrence, shifted from the agency's research staff,
and Gib Supple, moved over from
the traffic department. Edward J.
radio

is

head

,'

'

the

of

accounts with net-

and recorded Arthur Godfrey
and Albers milling (H. V.
Kaltenborn on the Coast).

tented'

series),

winners are John M. Hayes, from
Massachusetts State College; Lowell
Walter Winchell's broadcast for
Watts, firom Colorado State College, Jergens was still kept off KGIR,
and William H. Hickman, of Kansas Butte; KUFA, Helena, and KRBM,
State College.
Bozeman, by Ed Craney, last SunCraney barred
day night (22).
Winchell from hi? three stations the
week before (IS) on the ground that
he didn't think the broadcast was in
Winchell had
the public interest.
been critical of Senator Burton

TRANSAMERK SEEKS COHAN

.

QOINRYAN

FREELANCING
Chicago, June

24.

'
Quin Ryan, for years station manager of WCJN and Its chief announcer, has now. divorced himself
-and the
completely from
Tribune, and has set up his own
offices. He has even moved out of
the Tribune building. He was with
the 'Tribune organization for 24

WGN

.

Move

to

Would Like Him

for Radio 'Version
of 'Ab, WilderneBs'

Transamerican

is

talking to George

M. Cohan for the lead in 'Ah, Wilderness,' adaptation of the Eugene
Wheeler's isolationist activities.
O'Neil comedy being readied for
KGHL,' Billings, remains the only B.B.D. & O., possibly as a replacestation in the state to air the ment for 'Cavalcade of America' for
Winchell program.
Du Pont.
It would be the first regular series
for Cohan in five years, although he
made a number of single radio
Radio AdyertisiDg Instead has
appearances.
Also mentioned as
possibilities for the part have been
Dance Bands Lionel Barrymore,
Of
Walter Huston,
Fredric
Raymond
and
Massey
Harness Race Bally March.

Name

As

McMorrow, Telford Aides

To Bernard Schoenfeld
Washington, June

William F.
script writer,

McMorrow,

24.

free lance

and Frank K. Telford,

who

did writing and producing for
the radio department of the Detroit
public schools, has joined the staff
of Bernard C. Schoenfeld, who is
now head of the radio section of the
division of infolmation in Office for

Emergency, Management.

McMorrow' did the 'Friend
Deed,' sustainer series, on CBS.

in

NBC

WHEC.
source and that this information had
George B. Storer, president of the been relayed to John Grimes, Wheeling Steel's
advertising
manager.
company which operates, among
Grimes, according to Storer, advised
others, station
at Wheeling,
that he 'had no definite
West Virginia, denies the implica- plans to tise ASCAP music immetions of a recent statement by Fred diately, his redson being that Mutual
Weber, general manager of the Mu- required programs to be submitted
tual network, with regard to the two weeks in advance of broadcast
moving frOm Mutual to NBC of the and that Grimes did not wish to
employee amateur program of the change the program content Grimes'
Wheeling Steel Corp..
reason, adds Storer, for requesting
Weber has charg'ed that the issue WWVA's position with regard to
of ASCAP music which' is now li- ASCAP music was 'simply to detercensed' to Mutual but not to NBC mine where
stood as the
was involved -in the decision to move originating station.'
the program and that NBC had
Storer' points out that John G.
played an influential part in Wheel- Paine, ASCAP general manager, ading Steel's decision to cancel its Mu- vised
May 21 that ASCAP
tual contract
music for Wheeling Steel on
Storer states that he had advised was 'perfectly okay' and then credacting
manager of its Grimes the statement that he
Paul' Miller,
the week of May 12, that (Grimes) had at no time had any
would accept ASCAP music pressure e':(erted upon him by
on the basis of clearance at the
to exclude ASCAP music.

Form Mike Robes Club

24.

WWVA

WWVA

WWVA

WWVA
WWVA

Nothing has actually happened on
any of the' several proposals in-

basol and Forhan's (Gabriel Hieat('Carnation ConCarnation
ter)!

STATE

Any Anti-ASCAPism

June

NBC.

Interest of

Outfit's active

other' winners of this year's scholarships join the station July 1. They
will be given six months of radio
training, during which .each of them
Other
will receive $20 per week.

In Wheefing Steel
Detroit,

.

work shows are* Hecker products
('Can You Top This? ), Kreml, Bar-

Batavia, N. Y., June 24.
'41,' a juve
Genesee-Monroe Racing Associawrltten-produced-performed revue; years."
Hyan now has four sponsored pro- tion, which used name bands as last
'Made in America,' drama about U.S.
Industry; '51 East 51st,' working Utle grams, the 'Marriage License Bureau' year's lure, is saying it with radio
of show with music; "The Houlihans,' interviews for Savoy Coffee, a daily
advertising this season. Buying three
George Corey's radio version of his news period for Bond Clothes, and
play recently presented on Broad- morning news for Sweetheart Soap half -hours a week on WEBR, Buffalo,
way by the Experimental Theatre, and Sal Hepatica. Jimmy Parks will and 'WHEC, Rochester, to bally its
30-day harness race meet.
probably with Dudley Dlgges.
handle Ryan.
Nightly pickups from the track include a couple of' races but idea is
more to describe the scene and 'good
time being had by all' than to do a
trot-by-trot description.
Spot must
lure patrons, accustomed to crossing
border to Canadian tracks, inland to
Batavia turf spot. Harold Kolb mikes
for WEBR and Lowell MacMillan for

Storer Denies

NBC

with • view to possibly taking over
NBC artists' bureau. Saphier is
said to have adequate financial back«
ing to swing such a deal.
Saphier discovered (here Is a
pending possibility that Strotz himself might become the managing director of the artists' bureati under
another eastern deal that would
guarantee Strotz a sizeable annual
Income and guarantee the detached
service the continued sympathetic

Fitzgerald
agency.

She and three

University of Iowa.

gotiating with Sidney Strotz of

th«

'

'

chorus,
and
orchestra
True Boardman and prO'
duction by Charles Vanda. Subse

WWVA

WFIL'S SIGNAL CORPS
Lessons

director,

.

agriFirst femme to wlii a
cultural scholarship 1b Beverly' Ann
Barnes, an honor student from- State

Dietrich,
script by

Cassidy* show; 'Class of

WISCONSIN REGIONAL

this

and Margo.
sand-and-One

ditorium, department flunkies attempted to soothe the assembled
petroleum men with a free concert After much twiddling with
the amplifier system, radio men'
cut in by mistake on a commercial program which brought the
much-berated oil industry up to

exhorted to keep

Cincinnati, June 24.
Merton Emmert moved up Monday
from WLW's continuity departto succeed Charles Grisham as
the station's assist^t farm director.
Both are 1938 winners of. WLW's

B. Schneider, radio- director
for Oklahoma A. & M. College,
started a month's stay this, week with
WLW's agricultural department. He

14.

was

amplifier

(23)

Sam

'FORECAST

of

ment

motion department in St Louis
week to hahdle radio shows.

from

spot

a sitting position:
'For .clean hands, use Lava
Soapl' blared .the amplifiers.
Oil men ^who have often been

scholarships for agricultural students.
Grisham joins Ralston-Purlna pro-

ISSUMMER

jury to dismiss the action on Octo-

building,

smbarrassed Thursday
a

S4.

James Saphier, Hollywood agent,
was In New York last week ne'

trouble which was encountered
during the first half-hour of an
exceedingly Important get-together between Interior Secretary Ickes and the oil industry.
With Ickes nearly 45 minutes
late and while 600 oil tycoons
waited In the handsome new au-

Scholarships

BS LINES UP

was charged. Justice John
McGeehan ordered a supreme court

right

slightly
(19) by

Farm Training

count

new

swanky

WLWContmues

Schmeling

Ahout Sale

Settled

Hollywood, June

Washington, June 24.
Int«rlor' Department, in ita

Mutual Network. The

script

support in defendant's

said that
into the Joe

(18) .listening

night's

of Another Plan

Thote Ickes Bluea

Actor also has conunitments for a
couple of defense shows and a 'Forecast' program on CBS, as well as for
the 'Free Company' series If and
when the latter Is revived in the
Meredith also has prospects of
fall.
a Broadway show In the fall, but if
that doesn't work out hell return to
the Coast for more pictures.

Analysis of
Broadcasting reports that 68.2%
of the set-owners interviewed in
connection with last Wednesday

The

Cole wrote a skit entitled, 'ExKacketeer and Co.,' as a radio idea,
later changing the title to '137 Centre
Street' Lord, Inc., was accused of
having appropriated the idea in its
program, 'Mr. District Attorney.'

a

58^

Co-operative

Key Man

Strotz

Burgess Meredith aucceeds Edgar
Guest next week as substitute m.c.
for Gabriel Heatter on 'We, the People,' for Sanka coffee. Guest wound
up a scheduled four-week stint last
night (Tuesday). Meredith is contracted for a limited run, but may be
extended.

An opinion of far reaching importance was handed down Thursdya (19) by the appellate division

NBC Bureau;

ON TO, THE PEOPLE'

WWVA

.

WWVA

Wichita, Kans., June 24.

Lazareff (Paris Soir),

Root

Do WINS Show

•Uncensored,' new
program by
Pierre Lazareff, former editorial
chief of Paris Solr, and Waverly
Root, former foreign correspondent
for Mutual and N. Y. Herald Tribune, started last night (Tuesday)

over WINS, New York.
Material on the show is claimed
to be obtained from sources In Europe, the Far East ahd South America, through '-\annels not subject to
censorship.

Bob Latham Off

WCAU

Announcers, script-writers, actors,
musicians and technicians of three
local radio stations,

KANS, have

KFH, KFBI and

organized

the-

Mike

Robes Club.
Plans to stage benefits for various
civic affairs help city whenever it
can and incidentally promote radio
industry in public eye.

Temporary steering committee of
group is comprised of Justin Bradshaw, KANS, chairman; Grenville
Darling and Kathleen Hite, also from
KANS; Johnny Speer, Vernon Reed,
Frank Matthews, KFH, and Mqntez
Tjaden, Vic Rugh and Harry Peck,

Bob Latham has departed from KFBI.

WCAU,

where he was
Bob Street commercial

Philadelphia,

assistant to

maAager.
BUI Miller of the NBC press deBefore joining WCAU Latham was partment. New '.'ork, in Presbyterian
in jl
with the Yo\)ng'& RUbicam agency. Hospital with storaadh' trouble;'
'

M

'

RADIO
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WRUL AS

LAllN SPECIALIST

/

Actor Gags Not for Tourists
Recurrent source ot embarrassment to

~

—

—

Too Many Anglo-Saxons -VaDee

BOSTON STATION

NBC

are the ofT-the-air conversations of radio actors In the studios at Radio City, N. Y. Habit ot
actors to tell. Indigo Jokes and stories is regarded as more prevalent in
radio than In legit or films. What makes it objectionable to NBC,
however. Is the practice of radio actors to exchange such yams in the
Story-teUers rarely think to
studios before and during rehearsals.
notice whether the studio mike is 'live' or whether any outsiders are
In the clients' booth.
Consequently, people being taken on sight-seeing tours of Radio City
via the sound system
actors swapping the
occasionally overhear

INEXPANSION

Hollywood, June 24.
There are too many Anglo-Saxons and Celts in the radio agencies
and not enough of other racial groups, Rudy Vallee told L. A. AdverClub at a luncheon last week in his talk on how to improve the
kilocycle trick.
By not spreading agency jobs among the various
nationalities they have lost the common touch, he complained, citing
that 99% of agency personnel is confined to Anglo-Saxons and Celts.
What the business needs is more Slavs and Latins, he declared.
And that's not all that's wrong with radio, he addenda'ed. Station
break commercials, he opined, spoils many a fine show, and the
agencies should try to engender a friendlier feelihg between the broadcasters and ASCAP in the interests of good music. Television, he believed, when it comes on a national scope, will cause greater disruption in the radio and picture industry than did the advent of sound in
tising

Expected to Get $200,000
Backing From Rockefeller

—

Committee
Station Has
Depended on Contributions

"

latest stories at rehearsals.

N.Y. STUDIOS?

Not Tolerate Propagandizing'

HlfiD

FCC

Finally Closes 'Brooklyn Cases'

WWRL

on Former

With Comment

Programs

films.

Supplementing
the
continued
shortwave operations of NBC, General Electric and WLWO, Cincinnati, and the shortwave-pIus-South
American longwave system which
CBS is now developing for the com-

'

''Washington, June 24.
Virtual voice from the grave was
heard .Wednesday (18) when FedCommunications Commission
eral
came forth with what was called
•Decision in 'Little Brooklyn Cases.'
Buried for months, proposed findings of fact and conclusions Involving two of the 11 troublesome 'little
Brooklyn' headaches were dug up
when the Commish decided to depart from its-previous judgment and
'to leave the parties as It found them
at the date of the oral argument'
Undecorated by details, Commish
turn-about explained that it 'will not
tolerate hostile propagandizing in
the "interest of any foreign government which has repeatedly and
flagrantly expressed Its enmity to
this country and to the continued
existence of Its tfaslc system of govSnapper apparently was
ernment.'
directed at foreign language programs once carried by WWRL, Ijong
Island Broadcasting Corp., Wood-

Linda Ware Added To
'Barrel of Fun' Waxers

ing

fall,

a further step

is

in pros-

A fund of $200,000 Is expected to be made available through
San Francisco, June 24.
the Rockefeller Committee in the
Brisacher, Davis agency, has added near future to help WRUL, Boston,
Linda Ware and the Sportsmans
one of the most active shortwave
Quartet, from pictures, to the cast of
its transcribed 'Barrel of Ftm' series. services, to concentrate upon an InShow, which is recorded before an tensive schedule of programs to
audience, has been shifted from South America. DXer has no reguRadio Recorders to the Don Lee stular source of income.
dios In Hollywood,
It is an open secret that there has
been

Two new

clauses,

giving adver-

case of certain

Government regulaInserted

tions, are reported being

One of
radio talent contracts.
the provisos, referred to as a 'priorities clause,' would make a talent
contract cancellable on four weeks'
notice if any material needed for
the manufacture of a sponsor's product were placed on the Priorities

RADIO SALES VS.

restrictied list

Other

clause would permit, cancellation if
any territory where a program is
noW heard became unavailable because of the recent FCC rules.

Young

&

Rublcam was the

first

to Insert the clauses into its talent
contracts, but other agencies have
since adopted the practice.

tions problems.

-This inherent dis-

consumer buying and must
take the lead In cutting down on

strings in

chusetts.

purchases.

perman covering the' State Department In Washington, and more re-

This was one of the few times
that there has been even an indirect suggestion publicity that radio
promotion might be decreased, to
hold down consumer buying so that
vital materials as well as factories
might be shifted to the national defense effort

MEX SHOW FOR U. S. A.
REHEARSED PGR WEEKS
Mexico

City,

June

24.

Mexico's first contribution to Columbia's 'Calling Pan America' series was presented by
on Saturday (21) after weeks of preparation by Carlos RlveroU del Prado,
XEQ's production manager. It was
broadcast here as well as in U. S, A.

Nightingale,

the

first date.

Conan. Boyle and Sarah Bernhardt
Fees will be $1,500
have been .beards
and $850 to Carter.
'

.

.

.

NBC

blue, with material supplied by
Business Week, \a now being shortto Latin America, Europe and
Asia in six languages via
and

waved

WGEO

XERA SEIZURE

WRUL

to tSlss

week,

at

for

calls

various

re-

afternoon

and evening hours Thursday and
-

Friday, in English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, Dutch and CHiinese.
GE officials believe that the information contained In the broadcasts—
the national defense program is em-

phasized—is of Importance to th«
people of the American Republics,

Europe and Asia.
Mexico

Ramon

Bos<iues,

City,

June

24.

on behalf of the

owners of

private

XERA

Villa

at

Acuna, pleaded in vain in federal
district court here for an injunction
to restrain the Mexican government
from confiscating the powerful 180,000-watt station long Identified with
Seizure was fuUy
'Doc' Brinkley.
justified, court ruled.
Government now expects to dismantle station entirely and ship
equipment here for use in govern-

ment-owned

XEW

NO TELEVISION
NEWS, JUST

A

BANQUET

station.

New York newspapermen and radio
editors
In
particular
are
chagrined by their Inability to get
any television information from
NBC on the eve of the July 1 deadline.
This zero baffles them 'and is
in contrast to the television banMexico City, June 24.
quet on Thursday night (26) at the
Azcarraga syndicate has Hotel Astor, N.Y. Latter is a gather-

SUPPLIES DISCS

FOR LESSER STATIONS

Hobart Montee, a former newspa-

cently senior Information officer of
the War Department *becaine directing head of
about two months
ago.
Walter Lemmon, long assO'
elated with WRUL, continues a»
licensee.
It was recently reported
that the burdens of operation with
uncertain contributions brought up
the possibility of its extinction.

last

broadcasting

MEX COURTS OK

Emilio

added

an

off-the-air

transcription

operation to its interests. Idea is
record programs broadcast over
XEW, 100,000-watter here, and ship
the discs to smaller stations in the
provinces which clients of
want to use for supplementary covto

ing of television enthusiasts.

Because of their flre-shy attitude

NBC

Is

unwilling to issue statements
bullishness.
Especially

smacking of

'

because of the slapdown a year ago
and also because of the mutual
grimacing between Itself and Chairerage. The number of stations now man Fly at this time. A statement
14.
service
is
for
this
made available
that was ready last Thursday was
Clemente Serra Martinez is man- never released to the news-hungry
Bridreport—Garo W. Ray, rereporters.
cently resigned as chief engineer for ager of the recording setup.
Speakers at the American TeleWIC(^ switches to same post with
Harold Thomas' WATR, Waterbury,
Johnny Forrest, composer and vision Society dinner Thursday (26)
and WNAB, new station in Bridge- newscaster at KOL, Seattle, in Hol- include J. R. Poppele, chief engineer
port.
lywood to peddle some new tunes.
ot WOR, New York; Dr. Paul Laz-

XEW

arsfeld,

of

Columbia

Thomas Hutchinson,

Five Blurbs in

Two

director; Ira

Minutes,

entrusted the comm'ercial scheduling okayed an order for a chainbreak
relayed through the station's national
sales rep and then found that the
stipulated spot was already occupied
by another chainbreak. The clerk,
thinking he was '.eing enterprising,
engaged in a delicate shaving job on
the hitchhike announcement as well
as the opening announcement for the
next serial and so made room for the

University;

NBC

television

Hirschmann, vice-presi-

dent of Bloomingdale's department
store. New .York> Mortimer Loewi,
vice-president of

A Gerk's Idea While Boss Is Away

'

Florence

-

effective

XEQ

.

date

territories.

DEFENSE NEEDS

There was only faint criticism.
That was from those few who complained that the music and songs
should have been more highbrow.
THE FAMOUS DEPARTED
Arturo de Cordoba, stage and picture player, who has appeared in
High-powered station In the deep
Voices of Nlrhtlngale, Doyle, Bernthe United States, emceed in Enghardt Among Those Heard Iq Series
south recently rang ur a record for
lish. The program had Alfredo Gonzalez and his 38-plece orchestra with the number of plugs strung together
Montreal, June 24.
a chorus, Ramon Vlnay, baritone, within the space of two minutes.
N. G. Valiquette, Ltd., French
and the Trio Del Mar, girl singers. There were five consecutive blurbs
sponsor using English Canadian Marwith two. of, them actually chainconi station CFCF, has made an adbreaks. As run off these plugs conditional commitment to the tran- Jepson at $1,500 For
sisted of the closing announcement
scribed Stella Unger (Hollywood
Coca-Cola, Carter, $850 of a daytime serial, a hitchhiker anNews Girl) five minute program
which has just been renewed for 39
Helen Jepson (.nd John Carter, so- nouncement by the same network
broadcasts, by taking In 'Voices of prano and tenor of the Metropolitan account, then the two chainbreak anYesterday' 15-mlnute transcription respectively, have been booked on nouncements and finally the opening
using authentic voices of famous the Coca-Cola program July 13, and announcement of the succeeding netdead.
August 3 with the soprano' having work serial.

To

International
Radio Sales
named William R. Dothard as manager of its newly created Philadelphia office.
He will cover the
Philly, Baltimore and Pittsburgh

methods of solving
the South American cultural relaagreement among the operators, the

in

Commlssionis

Schenectady, June 24.
"News of the Week In Industry,'
which General Electric Company
has
sponsors on Thursday nights over

Dothard was formerly with the WGEA,
SchenecUdy, and KGEI, San
somewhat of a division of Al Paul Lefton agency.
Francisco. New setup, which becam*
among American shortwav-

.

tising agencies cancellation right in

Dothard to Cover PhiUy
Area for International

ers as to the best

PRIORITIES

AQORS

Shortwaves in 6 Languages

Activities

opinion

WWRL

CLAUSE FOR

General Electric s News of U.S. Defense

pect

U.S. (Joyernment's own desires to
get things done, and the wellknown r^icence of the State Department, shrouds the progress in
this realm in fog. Various meetings
Denver, June 24.
have been held in recent weeks and
Clifford UUey, of Chicago, Foreign although the principals are, one and
Affairs Oiuncil, speaking on Mutual all, as unwilling to talk as German
from convention of Rotary Clubs In consuls, there are important projects
ide, L. I.
Denver, stressed the drastic reduc- under way.
Original findings refused WCNW,
tion in constmier purchasing which
In radio, as in motion pictures,
Arthur Faske, the right to renew his would be necessary with perhaps
a there has already been considerable
license and would have given
three-fold increase in present ex- revision of some attitudes and pracSitWCNW.
of
the operaUng hours
penditures for the U. S. national de- tices in the inter-hemispheric culto
stations
both
permits
uation now
fense and aid-to-Britain program, tural relations business. And more
operate on the present time-sharing
to match the Germans' spending on changes are In prospect.
basis.
armament. He made a direct referNew Tork StndlosT
ence to radio, in pointing out the
Under the prospective $200,000
Important role women could play in grant the Boston shortwaver will
curtailing consumer buying.
guarantee to broadcast a certain
'Look at radio and the many day- number of program hours daily
time soap operas, which are directed beamed on South America. .WRUL
principally at women,' said Utley. He expansion is understood to call for
used this example to drive home the studios In New York, although the
point that women held the purse transmitter will continue in Massa-

WAR

23

Dumont

Television;

Solomon

Scgall, president of EngScophony; Edward Sobol, direcand William Morris, Jr.
General topic for discussion will
be Television— July 1, 1041,'

lish
tor,

Swartley Into

Army

Boston. June 24.
W. C. Swartley, general manager
of WBZ-WBZA has reported for
active duty in the U.. S. Army
Ordnance office here'.
He's first
lieutenant.

He wUI be succeeded by C. S.
Young, who has been here with the
stations in an executive capacity for
what was going on and telegraphed ten years. Swartley has been here
Incident occurred while the sta- the vacationing commercial manager. only since last October, coming
Jepson tion's commercial manager was on The sltuatioli was immediately recti- from the managerial position with
vacation. The clerk with whom he fied.
and WGL,' Fort Wavne. Ind.
two chainbreak announcements.

Glimpsing over the station's schedule the national sales rep discovered

WOWO
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NBC's

New York City Hopeful of
For

WNYC

Mayor LaGuardia's

drive

to

Fall

KOA

on

Precedent
BOWS OUT

ELLIS

get

Thne

FCC

permission lor full-time operation for New York's municipal sta- Agency Gives Up Ward AccountLatter Has New Personnel
tion, WNVC, will soon be actively revived.
It's reported to be on the
Sherman K. Ellis agency has given
FCC slate for consideration Immediately after a court appeal decision up the Ward Baking account, effecDecision to quit came
is reached in the question ot clear- tive Sept. 1.
channel license between WHDH, after Ward had replaced its presiLatter dent, first vice-president and adverfioston and KOA, Denver.
case Is said to be scheduled for con- tising manager with new hands.
sideration as soon as the Senate
Ellis has meanwhile taken over the
Committee completes its current Royal Baking account, part of Standhearings on the White resolution to ard Brands, from McCann-Erickson.
•

Investigate the

FCC.

LaGuardia's bid for full-time operation for WNYC is opposed by

CBS on behalf of WCCO, its station
In Minneapolis-St. Paul. Both outlets have the same wave-length, but
"WNYC now is limited to broadcasting only during daylight hours. With
located
just
transmitter
across the East River from Manhattan, beaming the signal horth and
Eouth would completely black out
the heavily-populated borough of
recepThe Bronx, whei-e
tion i5 already fainter than elsewhere in the city. And since the
station is municipally-flnanced, It
must serve all. areas in the city.

WNYC

WNYC

of a new transmitter
somewhere in New Jersey ' and
beamed to avoid interference with
would be satisfactory for reception everywhere in New York
City, but that would involve probably in the neighborhood of $200,-

DRAGONEHE

JESSICA

OPTIONED FOR YEAR
Gardner

agency

has

signatured

Jessica Dragonette to a year's^ contract for Pet Milk's 'Saturday Night
Serenade' on CBS. This obligation
becomes effective Aug. 16.

The soprano

did three appearances
on the series recently on a week to
week basis and it was decided last
week to make her the regular soloist.

WNYC

.

The Brohx and west

just

Man-

side

hattan,

.

Transcriptions in

Cuba

turned out 'Three Waltzes'
arrived in New York last
week from Cuba. He has been in
Havana about a year, where he has
set up an outfit to make transcriptions for use by radio stations in
North and South America.
(1938),

Leiser's idea is to lease out the
consisting of entire proE.T.s
grams and made in Spanish, Portuguese and English to "broadcasters,
just as film producers lease their
product to exhibitors. While in New
York he will name a U.S. agent and
is also slated to confab with the

is

in July.

A

RADIO ADVERTISER with

a national campaign has

a wide sales front to defend and hold. That adver-

tiser,

we

believ^ deserves from any individual station

more than simply

the air time he buys.

dejeme of his interests

locally

by the

He

deserves the

local station!

Is

every department of Cleveland's Friendly Station, not

Just

one department.

There's production of shows by a

good enough

staff

to have captured Variety's 1940 Showmanagement
Award and the famous Peabody Award for Public Service;
There's intelligence service in the

activities

of a research

department which keeps you posted on local conditions^
There's an intensified campaign staged for you by a

merchandising department which knows
distributors

Ohio

front

how

: 1 1

"all-out" for

that's

CLEVEUND

BASIC STATION ... COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

6. A. Ridttrdtf Prtt.
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Edward Pelry

A

Co., Inc.,

Nof */ Rapr.

.

NBC

.

.

.

.

staff director,

.

.

WHDH

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•.

.

.

.

.

.

.

service more valuable
than KOA's will come in only

.

.

.

used in the futile effort to get reconsideration of the
decision in WHDH's favor. Procedural issues only can be raised
before the District of Columbia

.

.

.

KOA-NBC

.

.

.

.

Court review was asked on
virtually the same ground that

.

.

.

Indirectly.

.

.

.

FCC REVISING

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SERVICE AREAS

.

.

.

FOR FM

,

Washington, June 24.
Scramble for FM allocations last
led to Federal Communications
of
a
Commission' consideration
'North Jersey service area' while

week

—

.

making
able as

.

'certain reallocations to en.

many

.

applicants as possible
new type of broad-

to engage in this
cast service.'

Explaining that there are 6 ClassA, 22 Class-B and 7 Class-C frequencies set aside for frequency
modulation broadcasting, Commish
pointed out that it was not feasible
to use all of the FM channels in the
same area because operation on adjacent channels would lead to obthis

for

Manhattan were held up pending
solution of the problem.
After a study of the situation and
conferences with New York applicants Commish declared it was not
able to issue permits 'pursuant to

grants previously announced, except
in the cases of the Frequency Broad'
casting Corp., Brooklyn, which is expected to'shiff from 45,900 to 49,900
kc, and Pennsylvania Broadcasting
Co.,' Philadelphia, which is expected

1^ go from 44,700 to 44,900 kc'
Commish notified two applicants

—^Bremer

Broadcasting Corp. and
Jersey Broadcasting Corp.-r

that establishment of a North Jersey
station was under consideration
and that they might apply for Classfrequencies for such service.
In view of these adjustments,
Commish was able to announce the
grant ot the following New York
applications: Muzak Corp., 44,700
kc (Class-B channel), to serve 8,500
square miles; Interstate Broadcasting Co., Inc., 45,900 kc. (Class-B
channel), to serve like area; City of

FM
A

FM

New York

Municipal Broadcasting

System, to use 43,900 kc. (Class-C
channel), to serve 8,900 square
miles.

NEW MEXICAN AGENCY
Mexico

WGAR

.

up for jury duty .
Fred Weihe directing 'Against the Storm' while Axel Gruenberg vacations
Robert
Tormey, of the NBC production staff, in hospital for minor operation
.
Ed McHugh, the 'Gospel Singer,' vacation^ from June 30 through July 19,
and Hank Lawson will stretch his NBC-Red program to 30 ininutes to fill
the vacancy .
Jimmy Lytell's orch starts a new series on WEAF-NBC
this Saturday (28) afternoon
Budd Hulick will m.c. the Cantor replacement show, besides continuing his early morning strip with Ralph Dumke.
'Thin Man,' replacing the Tony Martin series Wednesday night on
NBC-Red for Woodbury, will do its 'repeat' to the Coast the previous night.
Procter & Gamble'^ 'Knickerbocker Playhouse' now slated to return
Sept. 6 for Drene .
W2XWG, the FM outlet of NBC, now being programmed by Sidney Strotz's department, instead of the engineering division
Edward King newest member of NBC production staff
Chester
Stratton to play lead in 'Hop Harrigan,' new series to start in the fall, with
Ray Collins had tough time getting out of
Jack Johnstone directing
his contracts for 'Cavalcade of America' and 'Martha Webster' so he could
take the RKO term deal, for which he leayes by motor for the Coast late
next month
Margot Stevenson playing two 'Aunt Jenny' dates this
week
Presco^ Robinson doing new five-weekly 15-minute mid-afternoon news show on WOR
. Maurice C. Dreicer's newest stint is a oneminute news commentary on- 'City Desk' via WINS
Alison Sldpworth
guests Friday (27) night on WPAT, Paterson, N. J., in Adelyn Bushnell's
'The Rock' . . Arthur Hughes will be written out of 'Just Plain Bill' during August vacation .
and Boyd Crawford will be written out of 'Amanda
of Honeymoon Hill' lead while he vacations at Nantucket next month
.
Betty Caine added to 'Amanda' cast
Grace Valentine rejoined 'Stella
.
Dallas' company .
. Ford Bond leaves July 6 for four weeks of sailing in
Chesapeake Bay . . Quincey Howe's WQXR schedule switched
Gail
Kubik will conduct his 'Men and Ships' score over NBC-Blue July 1
.
Howard Teichman, who authored the 'Campbell Playhouse' adaptations,
to his Wisconsin farm for summer ... He also has a couple of |>ieces in
mind for 'Columbia Workshop' .
'Adventures of Admiral Byrd' being
Adolph Goebel,
produ ced as a transcritied series by Robert E. Vincent
WWRL musical .director, composing the theme music for the show .
Katharine Raht, who plays Mrs. Aldrich on the 'Aldrich Family' series,
Mildred Kaufman, foralso playing lead on 'Aunt Jenny' this week .
merly with WIR, Philadelphia, and Morton Friedman, formerly with. the
Washington Post, are scripting-producing 'Love Parade,' half-hour dramatic series Sqnday nights on WINS, starting this week (22) . . . Cities
Service program will remote from Toronto for its July 4 broadcast . . .
Carl Bixby tossed B' party Saturday (21) for various radio people at his
place at Fairfield, Conn.
Irving Kaufman, already doing series on WOR as 'Musical Mac,' has
he's also the Gaston of the
added another one as 'Happy Jim Parsons' .
news staff,
Chateau Martin wine musical spots . Bob Olsen, of the
.
to marry Marion Taylor, organist at the Asbury Park (N. J.) casino
with Anacin's 'America, the Free,' musical series at 10:30-11 a.m. Saturdays
on NBC-Red (WEAF),. 'Happy "Jack Turner' moved to 10:15 a.m. and tfie
Mutual considering a
'Bright Idea Club' to 2:30-3 p.m. the same day
full-hour Gershwin memorial show on the composer's birthday in July .
Oscar Levant being considered for it.
Ilka Chase's 'Penthouse Party' and Louella Parsons' 'Hollywood Premiere,' now at 10:30 and 10 o'clock, respectively, Friday nights on CBS,
moved forward a half-hour each to fill the vacancy left by the summer
folding of 'Campbell Playhouse . . . Columbia w'iU air the Stadium (N. Y.)
concerts Tuesday nights 9:30-10
effective the first week in July,
. and
'Honest Abe' goes off; 'Life of Riley' takes over the 11:05-11:30 a.m. spot
Saturdays and a new musical series' with Burl Ives 'moves into the 10:30.

WGAR!
THE nUENDLY STATION

.

.

.

JOHN STOCKER HEADS

you on the Northern

.

•

to enlist

and dealers in your cause.

Prepared to go

.

.

.

progress.

New

"Shoulderiag arms" to aid every one of our advertisers

'.

•.

Paul Dumont,

grant should
thinking the
be held up while litigation is in

For
jectionable interference.
permits
reason,
construction

DEFENSE!

.

.

Three New Dealers
were flinty. Chairman James L.
Fly and Commissioners Paul A.
Walker and Fred I. Thompson,
with Commissioners Norman S.
Case and Ray C. Wakefield

—

.

Tom

assistant,'

his absence

.

.

of great
importance to the entire industry, was filed after the regulators
refused by a 3 to 2 split to stay
the effectiveness of its decision
which amended Section 3.25 of
the rules adopted to carry out
Havana
the
of
objectives

—

Marcel Grandjany, BVench harpwhich bedded him for several ist, will be heard on the' Kraft show

.

continue 'Aunt Jenny' for the same product, however ... No decision yet
as to 'Uncle Jim' returning in the fall
^illys Cooper collaborating with
Herman Wouk on 'Millions for Defense' scripts for Treasury Department
Martha Atwell directing 'Front Page Farrell,' new serial over WORNorman Sweetser is assisting
(Cecilia Lipschutz writing
Mutual
dialog, from outline by Frank and Anne Hummert
Carlton Young and
Virginia Dwyer are the leads.

Denver.

which

weeks of the Ben Bernie

for the concluding

His

Vietor, will handle the
'Uncle Jim's Question Bee'
will be folded by Lever Bros. (Spry) after the July 1 broadcast ... It wiU
.

.

Henri Leiser, French producer who
last

Friday (20) due to serious illness of
his mother, .now 82.
Nelson himself is Just up from an
Illness

Lee Cooley going on the road

show for Bromo-Seltzer
Lanny Ross program during

privileges to
taking the 850 kc. ribbon out of
the I-A group— has been sought
by NBC on behalf of KOA,

appeal,

the Production Centres

YORK CITY ...

IN ISEW

WHDH, Boston-

The

From

i

WHDH's

Rockefeller Committee on South
American Relations on possibility of
A1 Nelson's Mother III
a tleup.
San Francisco, June 24.
Name of Leiser's concern is AssoAl Nelson, NBC exec In charge of ciation de Radio Television y de InKGO-KPO, planed out for Chicago tercamio Panamericano.

days.

Washington, June 24.
Right 6t the Federal Communications Commissions to dewithout
frequencies
classify
either calling a general hearing
or allowing persons directly interested in the allocation plan to
the
Fedoffer evidence is before
Judicial review of
eral courts.
the grant of full-time operating

Court of Appeals, so the question
whether the grant is wise and

Henri Leiser's Radio

WCCO

KOA

^f»»4»»«»»»»»*»»»»»»»»»*t»»»»»»«»»««« MM » y

Appeal

Treaty.

Erection

600 expense. Members of the city
council would hardly approve any
•uch appropriation.
LaGuardia is figured to have a
chance of obtaining' his full-time
permit from the FCC because of the
precedent. If he doesn't, however, the present
transmitter
tnlght be beamed north-and-south
and a supplementary transmitter
night be constructed somewhere in
northern New York state, with a
low-watt signal beamed to cover

KOA

City,

June

24.

A new advertising agency here is
Publlcidad Pan Americano, S.A.,
of which is John, D. Stocker,
former publicity director in
manager

Mexico for Coca-CoU,
This agency is very radio-minded.

One

of

Its

principal

accounts

Is

Coca-Cola.

AI Pearce, vacationli)g In Alaska,
Interviewed last week at
Juneau, by Bob Druxman.

KINY,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WNEW

.

,

.

.

.

.

. .

.

11 a.m. period.

IN

.

.

.

.

CHICAGO

John Larkin added

,

.

.

to cast of 'Road to Life,* Catherine

McCune

doubling

as 'Mrs. Spencer' and 'Clara Potts' in the 'Scattergood Balnes' show....
Jack Swineford now in 'Right to Happiness' and Ch'arles Penman added
to 'Woman in White*. . .Entire
sports news gang participa^n^ in
new 'Sportsman's Show,' which includes Jim Crusinberry, Pat Flanagan,
John Harrington and 'Val Sherman. .. .Al Chance handling production on
the Glenn Miller show out ot Chicago
Fran Allison playing a guest
date in Peoria.
.

WBBM

Burridge Butler, owner of WLS, CSiicago, and KOY, Phoenix, has set up
a Trophy Cup as an award to the outstanding Flying Cadet of each graduating class at the new Phoenix air base, Thunderbird Field.

•
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OIIFIilB

BADm MTISTS

TO

You

TO ALL SPONSORS^ ADVERTISING

any

are hereby notified that you
actors, singers, or

WKRC during the strike.

AGENCIES, RADIO STATIONS

ers

and no

AFRA members

AND NETWORKS
WKRG,

TO ALL ACTORS, SINGERS
AND ANNOUNCERS

^

because

Your

1. It pays less than a third. of the fee for a net-

tion

under

AFRA

paid at a competing

is

is

have been patiently conducted by
18 months, but have proven

for over

AFRA's

that this

is

fairness

AFRA's

is

and

branches have pledged their backing. The members of Actors Equity, Chorus Equity, Screen
Actors Guild, American Guild of Musical Artists
and American Guild of Variety Artists are all with
AFRA in this strike, AFRA's strike is supported
by the 65,000 memjbers of the Oucinnati Central

fruitless.

4.

coast to coast

members in their
International, the AssoArtistes of America, and all its

The performers'

ciated Actors

AFRA shop, which has
been accepted as standard by the radio industry.

~

WKRC. The

AFRA from

membership of

united, with the Cincinnati

fight.

2. It refuses to permit

AFRA

fellow artists are oh strike at

entire

sta-

contract and refuses to raise

this scale.

3. Negotiations

They are strikebreakwill work with them.

•

been declared unfair by
the American Federation of Radio Artists (AFL)
Cincinnati, has

work program which

may not employ

announcers who appear on

demonstrated by the fact

Labor Council.

first strike.

DO NOT WORK ON STATION WKRC

WKRC has been charged before the National
Labor Relations Board with fostering a com]$any
union, with intipiidation of its employees, and
with failure to negotiate in good faith.
5.

We

TO THE PUBLIC
This is not just another strike.
pathy of every American who

ask that you

DO NOT DEAL WITH STATION WKRC
DO NOT PLACE ANY ADVERTISING
WTTH WKRC
KEEP WKRC OFF YOUR NETWORK

It
is

merits the sym-

interested in jus-

tice and fair dealing.
The artists who furnish
your entertainment are entitled to a decent living.

TUNE OUT WKRC

AFRA'S RECORD
AFRA has

been successfully negotiating with the radio industry for nearly foiir years. It has signed
contracts with the major networks, with all of the outstanding agencies, with all important transcription
companies and with every type of radio station from coast to coast. AFRA has demonstrated that it is
fair and reasonable. It has never before been forced to go on strike.

AFRA has been negotiating ivith Hulbert Taft, Jr.,
years.

It

has

made

owner of

WKRC,

Station

for a period of nearly two

every effort, as in the past, to consider the station's problems and special issues.

Only after the most protracted and sincere attempts had been made by AFRA to reach an agreement
and avert a strike, and after Mr. Taft advanced an ultimatum making further negotiations impossible,
was WKRC declared unfair.

MR. TAFT'S RECORD
The principles and policies which Mr. Taft seeks to perpetuate belong
station,

to

an outworn economic

WKRC, has been charged before the National Labor Relations Board with

era.

His

discrimination against

and with fostering a company union in an attempt
which the radio industry itself rethat labor shall give an equal break to stations that are substantially competitive.
gards bs cardinal
Taft is unfair to his own industry and to his employees.

AFRA members
to destroy

and intimidation of

AFRA. He

—

his employees,

arbitrarily refuses to recognize the principle

WKRC

IS

UNFAIR TO RADIO ARTISTS

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF RADIO ARTISTS
Affiliated with

American Federation of Labor

.

,
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******************************************* tt*i^

TRAMWia SEES 'VIVISECTION' ON NBC AND
CONTENDS

REES ECHO

CRIES OF RIVALS

Moonlight on die Potomac
******************************************* t***^
Washington, June

24.

Suggestions of a compromise bv'f'ttch tl!^ Commission 'iuill back down
little bit, the indiistrv tctU get spanked, and the law ijuiy be overhauled
in several par^culuar^ foUowed the recess of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee hearings. - Still it lootcs doubtful if Congress will get
around to any substantial revision of the statute for some time and the

a

Press Probe July 23

Senate Hearings Recess Until Chairman Fly of FCC
Affiliates
Returns for Rebuttal of Networks
Give Views—Neville Miller on Stand in Absence

—

Washington, June 24.
As expected postponement of
Communications
Federal
Commission's hearings on press
ownership of both standard and
frequency modulation stations
was ordered Friday (20). On
request of Harold Hough (WBAP,
Fort Worth), chairman of the

White resolution

of Wheeler
He
isn't restrained by Congress.
Washington, June 24.
echoed the pleas for a new law
resolution to suspend
voiced earlier in the week by WilComFederal>Communication3
Columbia
the
liam S. Paley, president of
mission's anti-monopoly reforms was Broadcasting System.
The White

Then Duke M.

WMCA

Weber Raps

N. A. B.

Miller's

In a circular letter addressed

Mutual affiliates Monday (23)
Fred Weber, the network's genthe
rapped
manager,
eral
National Association of Broadcasters for the part it has taken
during the Senate Interstate
to

Commerce committee's hearing
on the White Resolution. The
NAB, charged Weber, used its
'organization facilities, .which are
supported by many Mutual affiliates, for the purpose of stencilling, distributing and publicizing the testimony of all those
who appeared In opposition to
the Mutual Network and in support' of Senator White's resolution.

What, stated Weber, was 'more
was. that the N.A.B.,
its 'efforts to producing

significant'

devote'd

opposition
to
witnesses
in
Mutual's position on the monopoly question.' Weber concluded
his letter with* the notation that
he was relaying this information
for the guidance of Mutual's indiyidual stations.

no date was set
Carl McFarland, Arizona Democrat, temporarily in the
chairman's seat, announced a recess.
Next session is at least a week off,
with Chairman Burton K. Wheeler,
the resolution sponsor, Senator Wal
lace H. White of Maine, and other
cross-quizzing, but

when Senator

most interested solons on the road.

The

three days of the proceedings
were a decided,.' let-down,
After Niles Trammell. president of
NBC, completed his 8,000-word indictment of the rules and the rulesmakers both the audience and the
committee slipped away. The windup meetings could have been held
in an ante-room.
Trammell did a thorough-going
Job of explaining why the- industry
will suffer grievously U the Commish
last

(25) to July 23.
The apprehensive licensees had
asked until Sept. 15 to. prepare

NBC

Warning

their cases.

TVIuit, Farced to Tkkc Money!'
Protests of Hope Barroll of WFBH, Baltimore, about 'coercion' by
didn't outrage Senator James M. Tunnell of Delaware. He got Barroll to
confess the chain program he was slow to carry would have replaced a
sustainer. Then he queried 'so they (NBC) would have forced you to ac-

NBC

Hedges

WFAA-K6K0

Tells

Studio Baptismal Party
Radio

Wt

Be the Same'

-

Neville Miller, president of the National Association of Broa4casters,
warned of danger of wiping out a
mass audience on Thursday (19). In
a surprise appearance (he had not
been expected to testify). Miller
twanged the national defense harp-

Case to Be Aired

WMCA, New York, sale are due when the solons
resume their hearings and Chairman James L. Fly shows up to rebut the
complaints ot the two senior chains, the N. A. B. and miscellaneous affiliates.
Senator CHiarled W. Tobey of New Hampshire, whose digging
last year into the RCA consent' decree Is helng foUowed up belatedly with
a secret House committee probe of the Delaware Federal court, is on the
prowl. He has obtained 'the commission's files- bearing on the sale of the
New York transmitter to Edward Noble, Lifesaver candy mint magnate,
and is sniffing elsewhere. Possible members of the commish who voted
to approve the transaction without a hearing will be called to the stand.

press-radio group, the Commish
granted a delay from Wednesday

Patrick, the local

attorney, explained how confused the barristers are about the
next moves, picking up where John
culty of getting a satisfactory court, J. Burns of CBS left off. Both Patreview of the controversial com- rick and Burns begged the solons to
clear up their doubts about appeal
mandments.
FCC Chairman James L. Fly is due rights and privileges, declaring the
to return to the stand for rebuttal and law has so many vague provisions
that no lawyer can b» sure he's doing the right thing in telling clients
how to contest the regulators.

generallv considered dead.

Fireworks over the

'

put on ice Friday (20) after a
parade of independent network afand
filiate operators gave their slants
more emphasis was put on the diffi-

is

the

Dallas,

Radio

known

in the past

cease to exist,
of

if

15 years will

the proposed orders

Federal

the

24.

the listening public has

as
it

June

cept money?'

Too Fast 'for Heekllnr
None of the solons most interested in the anti-monopoly tiff was on hand
for the final session. Senator Carl McFarland of Arizona, a first-termer,
wielded the gavel. But Senators Burton K. Wheeler (chairman), Wallace
H. White, D. Worth Clark and Charles W. Tobey were at>sent, most of them
on the road orating about the war situation. Their absence probably contributed to the speed with which the tail-end witnesses were rushed
through their testimony.

Communications

Steps In As Understody
Commission go into effect, William S.
Part of the reason why Neville Miller took the stand unexpectedly
and summed everything up by Hedges of New York, vice-president
of NBC, declared Saturday night Thursday (19) was the lack of other witnesses. Some of the independent
(21) as he addressed a dinner cele- operators had been told they wouldn't get a chance to testify for another
brating the completion of the radio day, and so faUed to check in. When Duke M. Patrick of the NBC legal
pentKbuse studios of WFAA end coterie got through In less than two hours, there was a void that had to
he filled. The N. A. B. prexy slid into the chair with a penciled, handKGKO.
The FCC is soon to begin an in- written outline of his ideas and no mimeographed copies' of his statement
first emancipation proclamation was
received more enthusiastically' than quiry Into newspaper ownership of were available for the press tables, so sudden was his appearance.
broadcasting stations 'and this probe
this one.
After the parade of individual li- should be of interest to all listeners,'
censees, the committee heard from Hedges said. KGKO is owned jointly
the uplift groups. Only briefly, as by the Dallas News and Fort Worth
they followed advice to submit state- Star -Telegram while the News owns
ments for the record. The Council WFAA which splits time with
Churches, the Federation of WBAP, a Star-Telegram enterprise.
of
Speakers included Martin B. CampWomen's Clubs, and the Council of
Committee to Hear Their Views of Radio's
Catholic Men all registered alarm bell, managing director of' The News'
about what the rules would do to two stations; Ed Kirby, of the U> S.
on
and Winters' Brief
War Department.
them and their causes.
New studios of WFAA-KGKO were
Duke Patrick suggested the solons
get answers from Fly on several baptized last week in the presence of
Move
to participate In the Senate menf» complaint against BMI can be
questions that are highly technical, William Hedges, William A. Clarke,
Interstate
Commerce Committee's supported. It is the duty of the U. S.
but nonetheless extremely important Sheldon Hickox and John Hf Norton
Senate to investigate the entire
hearing on the White Resolution has
to every Industry member. Such as of NBCr New York.
radio-music situation in this country.
The- stations reps on hand were been made by the 13 writers who
(1) the power of the District of CoAlso, 'If only hall of said allegations
lumbia Court of Appeals to grant Free & ' Peters and Hank Cristal of several months ago brought large are true many radio stations have
•interim relief; (2) terms on which Petry.
damage suits against NBC, CBS, lost both the moral and legal right
the Commish will consent to the
Broadcast Music, Inc., and the Na- to continue as licensed broadcasters.'
granting of such relief; (3) whether
Association of Broadcasters.
tion
The brief points out that the 13
the Commish could extend licenses
Acting for the writer group, Daru & writers consist of both ASCAP memon a temporary basis in view of the
Winters, counsel, filed Monday (23) bers and non-ASCAP members and
fact it must make findings, under
a brief with the committee asking that the action they have pending
INTO
its rules, that permanent renewals
that the latter broaden the proposed in the courts seeks to recover damwould contravene the public Interest;
investigation of the FCC's new rules ages by reason of the alleged con(4) how does one go about getting
on network-affiliated stations rela- spiracy of NBC, CBS and the NAB
Mexico City, June 24.
interim relief from the Commish and
tions so that it will include a 'thorXEQ, which specializes In 'pack- oughgoing probe of the so-called and others 'to destroy the value of
what must a station or network altheir copyrights and by coercion and
lege to get salved; (57 in case interim age shows' under program manager radio-music war and all related mat- other illegal matters prevented their
relief is granted and the courts even^
Carlos RlveroU del Prado, has two ters.'
works from being played on licensed
tually uphold the Commish, will li
The brief urges that the. Senate stations.' The plaintiiTs and signanew
ones.
'Romantic. Problems' committee look into
censees get new papers, if they prom
the Govern- tors of the brief are Ernie Burnett,
ise to obey the commandn\enta in dramatizes love predicaments and ment's allegations which led to the
Nelson Cogane, Paul Cunningham,
then members of the audience are BMI consent decree and holds that it
the future.
Al Lewis, Frank Madden, Allan
Though he got tossed around from called upon to solve theni. A port- 'would be in the public interest to Flynn, Sammy Mysels, Vincent Rose,
able mike -circulates among the learn the truth as to why the works
(Continued orr page 28)
Ira Schuster, Larry Stock, Jean
spectators.
and compositions of the majority Schwartz and Guy Wood.
'Who's GuUty?' does the same for of
America's leading composers
crime. Second period of program is have been kept off the air and are
devoted to solving the mystery and still barred from the radio, despite
B. S. BercoTloI, news Interpreting
picking the culprit. Audience ques- the consent decrees entered against out of Rochester over Mutual, gets
tions the players who work without ASCAP and BMI which it was said two
sponsors^
local
commercial
script
or without rehearsal and would resolve the controversy.' If, Kroger Stores over KWK, St. Louis,
must know their roles thoroughly the brief states, 'only half the alle- and Sears, Roebuck over WGH, Noras they have to act extemporane- gations contained in the Govem- folk, Va.
string,

declaring the rules will have the inevitable effect of 'torpedoing the
Sarcastically repeating
audience.'
Chairman Fly's descriptions of the
commandments, he was sure that 'the

Songwriters Ask Senators to Listen

Wants

War

ASCAP —Dam

TREDICAMENTS' TURN

PACKAGE SHOWS

-

LOOKING
TO THE

FUTURE jm

.

ously.

FRIGON DEFINES CBC

WWJ

Meantime He

Is In Nominal Control
Dc«ilt« Momky'a THIe

Montreal, June 24.

Augustin Frigon, assistant general

manager Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, told th^ American Institute

Intemiountafii Marktt
people prefer the lively

of Electrical. Engineers convention
Monday (16) that broadcasting In
Canada Is neither owned nor ojSerated by the Government and that the

WITH PRBdUeNCV

MODULATION

W-45-D
NOW Ots/ THE

George

P. Hollingbery

A/R

Company

CBC

is

an independent government

corporation
wishes.

free

to

operate

as

it

The CBC

'

is a non-proflt enterprise
operating within' its own revenues
and serving the interests of the pubUc,' he added.
Meanwhile, Gladstone l^Iurray Is
stlU GJU., but is only In charge of

programs and publicity whUe Frigon
Is handling policy and is now responsible to the Board of Governors
of the CBC and not to the G.M, This
division of control Is liable to continue until late fall when Parliament
reconyepes at Ottawa and a parliamentary commission enquiring Into
CBC has-' virtually, been promised,.

NIC
lEi

ETVOIR

'
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WKRC

STRIKE HITS MUTIIAL

Army Eays KMOX Mg.

AFRAUIALKOUI

m

SET Fim

But Station Can Stay

1

June

24.

The War Dept. has purchased the
20-story Mart Building, downtown.
In which KMOX, CBS ouUet here.
Is located but assurances have been
made that the atatlon and a firstfloor restaurant will not be required
to

move.

The building will be used
^Actors' Union Musters permanent headquarters for as ana
Employes of Other Army Medical Supply Depot.
Allies

—

Cincinnati Stations Picket

WKRC
INFORM SPONSORS
a

Hope

Passes Hinaself
Hollywood, June

Bob Hope has no one

to

Local fnne Buyers Poorly Stocked With

24.

blame

but himself for dropping below
St. Louis,

Taft, Weber, Masters Meeting for Chicago Goes Cold

At

27

Right Answers Gene Carr Discovers

In the C.A.B. ratings,

Soap show hopped past him
the day he did 'Mr. and Mrs.
Smith' for Lux.

Cleveland, June 24.

Gene

CHAS. CHRISTOPH JOINS
J.

WALTER THOMPSON

Charles 'Christoph has joined the
Dan Hosmer, character actor from radio department of- J. Walter
Chicago, Is now with KSO-KRNT, Thompson as a writer and producer.
Des Moines, writing and producing
He was formerly with the Ted
'Brandin' Time' In which Tommy Bates agency and before that with
Thompson, singer and guitarist, does Blackett - Sample - Hummert and
the vocals.'
Thompson.

meeting of the national board

American Federation of Radio
New York yesterday
in
(Tuesday) afternoon It was voted to

of the

Lux

r

Carr,

manager,

is

ing hard enough at 'over-all factual

WGAR's assistant sales coverage of vital station data.'
much dismayed by the
Carr conducted his probe by

collective IQ shown by the time
buyers of 50 local advertising agencies on data about the station and set
ownership in area and he thinks that
it Is mostly due to the radio salesman's inclination to overlook telling

low

written

questionnaire

route.

th»-

H»

found out that only eight of the
buyers knew the correct number of

Cleveland's home county,
only 13 knew the station's day and
night operating power, only 14 knew
the story that 'first established radio WGAR's kilocycle setting, only four
as a great advertising medium.' In knew that there were 60,000 aiito
Carr's opinion the agency men's poor radios in the county and only 17
showing Indicates that the station in could tell where WGAR's transmitter
Its sales message hasn't been shock- was located.
sets

in

'

-

—

Artists

order all
of

AFRA

actors to strike as

July 7 against

all

Mutual net-

work commercial programs which
are fed to WKRC,. Cincinnati. Thus
the first in AFRA
history, takes on a national character and involves sponsors and adthe local strike,

vertising agencies.

Decision of the board

Hulbert Taft,

came

WKRC,

Jr., of

after

decided

not to meet with representatives of
AFRA and the Mutual network at
the Drake hotel, Chicago, today.
Such a meeting had been set up on

Monday, canceled on Tuesday. Fred
Weber, general manager, and Keith
Masters, counsel, of Mutual, were
slated to gather with Taft and Emily
Holt, George Heller and Henry Jaffe,
of

AFRA.

Taft is quoted as declaring that he
be'could not negotiate with
cause there is another union in the
This evidently referred to
field.'
the independent, union of announcers
which previously appealed to the
and
for an election at
subsequently withdrew the bid as
many of its members went over to

AFRA

WKRC

NLRB

AFRA.

Latter group claims the
indie union is Taft-dominated.
In its strike notice yesterday, the
AFRA board announced that
is an 'unfair' station and suggested
that sponsors now having programs
on the outlet find some, other Cincinnati station lor the shows. Notice
called specific attention to the cjause
In the network commercial code
which states that aU AFRA members are under 'contractual obliga-

WKRC

obey AFRA rules.'
Meeting was suggested Monday
(23) by Mutual after AFRA, engaged in a strike against WKRC,
had notified network officials in
New York that ynless network programming to and from the station
was discontinued the union would
call a walkout against all Mutual
programs. With possible legal comtion to

«MEET THE ANTONE DYERS''
Antono Dysr and

many another
living in

his family, fust

iiica

prograssiva farm family

WLWs primary ar«a, daily raly

on thaNation't Station forNaws,Weather.
Reports, Entertainment and Marlcets.
The farm home of Anione Dyer is located
a few miles west of Terre Haute, Indiana.
Mr. Dyer is a breeder of prize winning
.Perchoron horses ond farms
In

350 acres

wheat, com, soy beans and hoy.

Mr. Dyer, recognized by his Indiana

farmer-friends as a young, progressive

farmer,

is

a

director of the

Fair,,and also serves as

Vigo County

a member of tho

.County XouocU-ond the Farm Bureau.
Tlie

Dyers have three children. Sonny,

11, Eddie, 8,

and

Their radio

is

o'clocic

three

months

old, Sue.

turned on about 9K)0

each .morning for the

latest

news

and livestock quotations. WLWs "Boone
County Jamboree" is a radio favorite
of the whole Dyer family.

plexities completely in the air, Mutual first asked AFRA for 24 hours'
leeway to consider the demand and,
then
asked for the conference.
AFRA agreed, to both requests.
Union's move to cut off network

program service

Mn. llMiHtt Dt« inu—

eUckmlii h«r

bodj'irirm." "LIii(U'iflr«t}OT."Md t£<

WKRC

followed
attempts to get advertising agencies
to clip the Cincinnati outlet from

their

to

hookup of stations
programs over

for

all

sponsored

Mutual.
regardless of any other
(Continued on page 29)

Agencies,

.

LLOYD FREE, GRAVES
MONITORING FOR FCC
Soniur and

Washington, June 24.
Appointment of Lloyd A. Free
and retention of Harold N. Graves,
Foreign
the
as director
of
Monitoring Service and
administrative assistant, respectively,
was made last weelt by the
Federal Communications Commission.
Recording, translation and
analysis
short-wave
of
foreign
broadcasts, formerly handled .by the
Commlsh in cooperation with the
Jr.,

alepa.

Mr. Dyer iierdiM Priit-Wlimlnl Percheron. H«'»
• (TMt bu«biU (ao and appieclatci ecpedallr Ed

Huon't dallT bioadcuta bom

UPUSINTATIVU: N«w

York

ar*. alreadf, foUowlaf In thtlr fathei'a (ootllkea WI.W'a Lulu Bella and Sconr,
faTorlta Ij Jack ArmaUong. Both plan to Join

Bddr

Sonnr eipedallr

wbUe Eddy's

Yonr-H Clubi aoon.

"ETtirtiodT'i Finn.'!

— Tr«i«a<HtrIea»

tfoadcartlna

I.

T«l»vltl»ii

Corp.

CHe«ffo

— WLW.

238 H. MIcliH— AvtwK.

S«<i

Ff-chco

— IH

Broadcast

^

Defense Communications Board, Is
being taken over by the two Princeton graduates.
Graves has been -serving as administrative assistant of the Commission's
new- unit for several

"

•

'mbhtlis;

*

WLW

THE NATION'S
STATION

4

'

'
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Follow-Up Comment

Trammeirs Senate Testimony
(Continued from page 26)
tbn* to time, Tranunell had mudi
easier going than Bill Paley the week
Trammell played the bass
before.
notes in talking about the Blue network, commenting the FCC ohanges
'stem from the competitive cry of
thoM (i.e. Mutual) who seek through
ibommission edict and without competitive eSoTt to replace the pioneers'
In broadcasting.

Voluntary revision of NBC's aSUl•tlom contracts was hinted by Tram^•]L Though imeonvinccd there is
•vU in the present pacts, he said

•tudlM have been launched

tliat

No matter what happens

NBC

will drop some of the asserted
clauses, several of which
at a lime when chain
broadcasting still was an economic
experiment, he explained. In addition, he pointed out that NBC never
has taken advantage of some of the
condemned provisions, such as the
right to cancel or to penalize affiliates accepting spot accounts at lower
than the national rate.
Affiliates
have been allowed to exercise can-

were adopted

cellation privileges, as shown by figtires,
he added; 3,993 commercial
continuities were turned down be-

Jan. 1

and May

he

31, 1941,

added.
If the

Commlsh goes through with
'vivisection' of NBC, the public will

be the chief victime. Trammell foreboded. New proprietor of the Blue
if It can be sold under the cloud of

—

—

the FCC regulations hardly could
afford to carry all ine sustainings, he
said;

and

it

would be extremely

dif-

for the Red skein to absorb
every one. The reformers are brushing aside a 15-year record of constantly improving public
service,
jeopardizing the jobs of 2,300 workficult

.

ers,

WAHS

50,000
ST.

and imdermining 200-odd

he complained.
Nominal

NBC

ally in profits during its existence,

In his testimony presented a
thetic creature composed of

syn-

two

vigorous rivals. He even creates a
for it duopoly. By lumping
their business, and by lumping the

—

number

Independent affiliated
stations which they serve, in terms
of

he turns two of the most
aggressive competitors in American
into Siamese twins of his
own imagination,' Trammell snorted.
of wattage,

indtistry

popularity

The

PolKkal Domination
worst domination that could

be visited upon public opinion

by a

dtwnlnation

is

commis-

political

I submit that it is as important
for Congress to guard against this
type of domination as it is to guard
against the remote possibility that a

sion.

and

network
business

operator
suicide

would

by

violating

the

which now guarantee the
freedom of the air.'
Taking the stand when Chairman
Burton K. Wheeler was absent and
escaping aU threatened hazing, Neville Miller, of the NA.B., maintained his right to pose as an lndustry spokesman despite the Mutual
defections

at

St.

He em-

Louis.

phasized that 552 stations are on the
rolls and subtly suggested the
loss
of the handful of MBS leaders is of

Last

slight

significance.

It's

Inevitable

there

should
be differences of
opinion to such an insUtution, he
of)served.
The great danger In the
regulations is the appr6ach to censorship and destruction of individual

in

initlative.-Miller fetfred.

*

The free-speech jsue was brought
up by Senator C. Wayland Brooks,
niinola
Republican
whose chief
backer was the Chicago Tribune
owner of WCN. Quizzing Miller

cost per
listener

^*

organization,

^J".
ehlded the trade body for not
taking
action to head Off censorship.
Pressure ought to be exerted to
see that
members, carry both sides, he said
or the industry is liable to
'build

te

your own tomb.' Miller came back
wjth remarks about, the code and the
danger of violating" the anti-trust
laws if pressure is applied, which

provoked Brooks into commenting
that short-sighted industry leaders
are encouraging a 'nation-wide town
where only decrees and
proclamations of the government
will be heard.
crier system'

Hope Barroll Heard
AflUiates of NBC and CBS

''.:')

.

:

1 uC

(

"

;

0
1

'

WOW, Omaha;

of

Gillin

John

J.

sec-

oit

Independent

by

•Big Sister* dealt almost entirely
with the kid brother in last Wednesday's (18) episode on CBS. Youngster, in his middle teens. Is apparently anxious to make himself seem

.

—
—

room

for the Procter
gram. Hedges wrote:

&

Gamble pro-

did well. Some of the whilom 'amateurs' discovered by the program
were brought in to pad out with some
vocals.
Meantime, the announcer
read 'this is what the major, who Is

—

listening In at the hospital, has to
say about Chrysler cars

Cal TInney
WMCA, New York,

conducts on
a program in
which questions about topical
events are telephoned in. Last

Wednesday

(18)

his

'Lorenzo Jonn' (NBC-Red) bills
Itself kinda hard as a comedy show,
inviting the dialers to 'smile awhile
with Lorenzo Jones' and claiming
there are 'more smiles than tears' to
the series. As it happens, that's not

announcer

pulled this hot one:
'Is there any reason for NBC
to have two networks?'
TInney mumbled something,
then added, 'give me $4,000,000
and ru start a network.'

untrue, though 'Lorenzo' is by no
means the chuckle-inviter that, say,
'Vic and Sade' or 'Easy Aces are.
Still, there's en undeniable humorous fiavor to the script and that's

—

all too rare 'in serials.
Lorenzo is
currently trying to ferret out the
cold dope on a new neighbor, Chester Van Dyne, a smooth article who'?
persuading Belle (Mrs. Lorenzo) to
invest in his copper mine out west.
It's not exactly hllarlotis, but there's
a chuckle just beneath the surface.
Karl Swenson, using a voice something like Dudley Digges; gets plenty
out of the Lorenzo part Commercial advises anyone who has smoked,
eaten or 'overindulged' too much to
try Phillips milk of magnesia tab-

'I must sav that I have not been
at all ?iapp]/ with the degree of co-

which you have extended to NBC during the recent
months. It can lead to only one
conclusion, and that is that you are
not happv as a member of the Red
network. Maybe we can do something about that, too.'
Barroll
related
how he confronted Trammell and received a
operation

denial

of

trade

gossip

Herbert Agar, editor of the Louisville Courier, is becoming a greater
figure nationally than his cblleague,
Mark Ethridge. Agar has great eloquence as a radio speaker, using a

by KDKA. Day after the
NBC' prexy laughed at the idea

strange basso monotone with accumulatively dramatic effect. He's 100%"
pro-Btitish and plenty critical of the
U.S.A. with especial regard for the
League of Nations which we did not
join. Agar's latest radio piece was
over WXQR, New York, and he tore
Into the prejudice against Negroes
In defense jobs.

Vauiett

carried the story of the
Barroll remarked.
To keep

in line, Trammell
lingly generous offers,

official declared.

A

made

start-

WFBR

the
rate boost

from

to $300 per hour and a guaranty
of $125,000 the first year and $100,000

the second.

•Woman

Lee Sooffs Mutual

nurse

with

lo

White*

(CBS),

the

the

involveHeavy barrage was directed at ments, Is tangling romantic
herself in another
J. W. Lee of KGFF, who
one. There's that nice gent CrandaU

Mutual by

now

He
a Blue network outlet.
said Mutual is 'neither mutual nor a
network,' yowling th%} the sustaining programs are poor, the affiliates
get little' return, and the 'big city
stations' (chiefly
and
get all the credit. Listeners are bewildered, he lamented, by the numerous credits given over MBS.
Mutual contract is an 'excellent deal'
for powerful plants in big markets
but a 'poor proposition' for the little
fellows. In hla estimation.
Adulation contracts were termed
valuable assets by Morency, GiUin,
and Hasbrook.
I4e former, acknowledging that pacts are not
wholly satisfactory to all outlets and
IRNA still Is negotiating for changes,
recalled that only one Mutual outlet
dissented from a resolution condemning the regulations. Gillin insisted his Omaha plant, a Red Afllllate, lias been able to serve the needs
of all local and spot advertisers, as
well as carry public service programs, because NBC has been cooperative about adjusting^schedules.
The Omaha exec feared that elimination of exclusive contracts will result in. fewer sustainers though he
agreed the reform might give the
big stations more commercial accounts. Pointing out that Vermont
Is a radio blind spot, Hasbrook explained that his New England listeners would be seriously hurt if the
Commish forces him to give up his

who's been squiring her about so gallantly, and now it suddenly turns out
that he's in love with her, which
certainly complicates things no end,
what with her about to go on a case
with that old beau Dr. Harding; It
just goes to show a girl can't afford
to be friendly with a man, no matter
bow nice he seems, or he'll up and
fall in love with her without warning—except to all the show's listeners.
Program Is kInda sappy, aa
femme daytime audiences seem to
require. But it has some effectively
written moments and Is well played

is

WOR

WON)

A

firm.

MUCH

"To-Do"
about these

Two Doers'
Charlie Smithgall

and

Mary

Lucille Roth

lets.

Pittsburgh,

him

There's

NBC

that

planned to make WBAL, Baltimore,
a Red. outlet to appease William
Randolph Hearst and counterbalance
the replacement of Hearst's WCAE,

shifts,

ATLANTA

'

onded the testimony of the chain CBS contract.
heads, wUle Mutual was helped out
by only one individual station operlUDOIN AOENCT FOB BLAIB
ator. Hope H. Barroll of WFBR,
Chicago, June 24.
Baltimore. Latter outlet goes on
Station rep John Blair has shifted
Mutual Oct. 1, after having been his advertising appropriation
to the
notified NBC wa» moving It from the Earl Ludgin
agency in Chicago.
Red to the Blue.
Vincent Bliss will be- the agency
Paul W. Moreney of WTIC, Hart- contact with the Blair station
rep

fori, Tice-chalrman"

—

Clarence

beard. Irene Rich being stung
bees and shoes for 'chutists.

Wheeler of WHEC, Rochester; J. W. Gold Medal flour. It's an expert
L«e of KGFF, Shawnee, Okla.; and scripting job, cramming a maximum
Charles B. Hasbrook of WCAX, Bur- of action into the allotted NBC time,
lington,
Vt, testified as sessions keeping the plot moving with short, older, so he can get a job and start
scenes and making shrewd use
ended.
Jonas Weiland of WFTC, vital
of narration and dramatization. It's helping support the household. CharKingston, N. C, told of his anxiety to also well produced and played, ex- acter was shrewdly
conceived -and
get on the Blue and the difficulty of cept for the narrator, whose palpably
deftly written on the show caught.
negotiating a contract In view of the phony revivalist preacher delivery is
It was also capably played, although
rules.
so broad it resembles intentional
The only sour note In the final burlesque. Of course there are some the Illusion was marred by the percanto was sounded by Barroll. His who'll get the fldgeb merely from formance of a second boy part, using
account centered around NBC's al- the idea of flve-a-week, commercial, precisely the same voice, inflection
AFRA-minimum, super- and delivery he uses on the 'Aldrich
leged demand that he drop a Mary- ad-agency,
salesman religion.
Family' series. Ruth, the 'Big Sisland State Guard program carried
ter' title part, was nicely handled In
during network option time in orMorton Qonld music substituted the few lines contained in that inder to air an Oxydol program. He
for the ailing Major Bowes on the. stallment, but the actor playing Dr.
also dragged the 'Pot o' Gold' skele- Chrysler
hour last Thursday (19). Carvel should have minimized the
ton out of the Turns closet.
The kind
It was decided, and shrewdly, not to doc's laughter at the boy.
Contending the
correspondence substitute another emcee for the of physician he Is wouldn't have let
That,
clearly proves the webs coerce their major. It was more dramatic to dis- the kid see his amusement,
§lus the second lad's 'Aldrlch Famaffiliates,
Barroll
filed
letters pense with the whole amateur rouy' voice, should have been corrected
swapped with William S. Hedges, tine, giving the listeners the Idea,
the director. Rinso's dramatized
NBC vice-president, before the chain subtly, that the major is the show by
commercial
was
bit
a
over-coy.
served notice it planned to move and the show is the major. And ain't
It was a heavy load for Gould,
WFBR to the Blue combo. In de- it?
what with so much time and no
manding the Baltimore plant make ASCAP. But the rich arrangements

commit $260

policies

power;

j

Affiliates;

Silent Cal

which is only 7.29% of the gross, and
huge sums have been paid in taxes.
Mucji money has been invested in
experimentation and research, notably television and DX-ing, which
have been on a non-commercial basis
mqst of the time.
To* create the spectre of domination In the industry," Chairman Fly

name

I
I

Profits

.

First in

1

Radio Network

outlets,

NBC's finances were brought- up
by the web prexy to show that there
has been none of the profiteering
charged by tfae Commish. He observed that over $45,000,000 has been
spent for sustainers, that NBC has
averaged less than $2,000,000 annu-

LOUIS

.

'vicious*

may tween

Jiead to rewriting of tiie agreements.

to the rules,

•Light of the \Varld,' the day-to
day story of the Bible according to
General Mills, is obviously great
stuff to the devout who see nothing
incongruous in using religion to seU
commercial products in this case.

particularly in the, title part.

•

Charles

Bntterworth'a screwball
starie of humor got oveir in
a big way
pfl last weekend's (22) Installment
of
the Ontario Travel Bureau's show
over CBS. It was a case of especially-grooved
material
meeting
comedian. Butterworth engaged in
two passages with. Colonel Stoopnagle, the series' standing attache
but got his better licks In during the
bit which had him (Butterworth)
trying to exchange a defective radio
set in a. department Store.
It was
to the American listeners taste throughout. Stoopnagle

humor geared

had an inning by himself, and that
was also amusing. Ned Sparks Is
,

entirely off the series.

Allen Fresoott,

who

does the "Wife

Saver'
five
I

series, on NBC-Blue (WJZ)
mornings a week, is now also

handling a 10-i!nlnute program called
'Yours Sincerely' on the same net-

work Wednesday, Thursday and Friday afternoons. It's a light, breezy,
straight-away treatment of featiure
news, with an occasional mildly
humorous slant. Unpretentious and
rather agreeable. When heard last

Wednesday (18), Prescott mentioned
among other topics, the U. S. O.
drive, a non-recommended way of
eradicating onion or garlic breath,
the start of demolition of the Fulton
street el in Brooklyn, a Ft. Dbc
trainee who wouldn't ahave bis

Georgia's

about the
chatty

talking
friendly,

programs

conducted by these
stars.
two
Charlie's
**Moming

WAGA

Watch" (6 to 8 ajn.)
ia a parade of successful "spot com-

And
Mary Lucille's dpwnto-earth "Radio
mercial" stories.

Neighbor" visit at
9:30 a.m. is heard

and enjoyed by
thousands who like
charming lody's

this

personable presentation of values. These

wide-awake, radiowise folks can give

your product blue
ribbon acceptance in
Georgia.
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WKRC

DRl

Strike Hits Mutual
(

Continued from page 27;

were reluctant to cancel talking turns with the strikers in
programs on WKRC for fear of le- picketing WKRC's studios in the
Banners and sandcomplications.
Mutual, with Hotel Alms.
gal
commitments
to its wich signs carried by them herald
contractual
stock-holding affiliate station, is also the 'Tune Out 'WKRC campaign.
Lapel buttons with that message are
in a difficult position.
Only network commercial origi- being worn by AFRA people, theiy
Broadcasters Only Got nating
at WKRC is 'The Johnson friends and Central Labor Council
$100,000 Allotment, How- Family,' solo show by Jimmie members. Picketing has been going
ever, Against $800,000 to Scribner and sponsored by Iglehart on from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. daily.
Ouster charges
against
seven
Bros. According to word from .Cinqualms,

Official attitude of the. American. Federation of Badio Artists toward
takeover of Columbia Artists, Inc., is apparently still uncertain.
the

MCA

1S2 AFRA members concerned, about half a dozen are known to
be seriously objecting to the transfer of th^ir representation from Columbia to MCA. What the status of such objectors will be Is undetermined,
but in some AFRA quarters it is believed the artists have the right to
abrogate contracts, while in others it is claimed the matter is one for
arbitration. Union's national board has taken no final action on the matHowever, in general, AFRA's policy appears to be favorable to a
ter.
discontinuance of all network-artist bureau situations.
Sale of CBS' majority stock In Columbia Concerts Corp. to the Individual
managers constituting the latter organization has been approved by both
groups and now awaits only formal ratification by the stockholders to

Of the

become

effective.

.

WOR, New York, is auditioning for a woman to be 'Martha Deane' and
a mid-afternoon spot after the baseball season ends. Since the departure of Mary Margaret McBride to Florida Citrus and CBS, the Deane
office title has been gradually dropped with the successor, Bessie Beatty,
fill

working under her

own name.

Whispering campaign

the Canadian Newspapers

—Many

Bristol-Myers is leery of the unfavorable effect that the titje, 'Baseball
which replaces Eddie Cantor July 2, may have on women listeners
and so It's figuring on including a femme performer. Benay Venuta will
be auditioned for the spot within the coming week. The agency, Young
& Rubicam, which favors using guest names, wUl meanwhile record an
audition carrying out this suggestion.
'Baseball Quiz' has nothing to do with baseball. The tag derives from
the edge or setback participants face when, before being quizzed, they
pull out of a hat slips of paper reading, 'strike,' 'two-base hit,' etc. Budd
Hullck has already been picked to do the 'pitching' to the women participants and It Is the sponsor's Idea to -have some one on the distaS side do
the quizzing of the .men.
Quiz,'

/

Mrs. James J'. Corbett, widow of 'Gentleman Jim' Corbett, objected to a
recent dramatization of her late husband's life over WNYC, New York.
She had no complaint with the way the ex-champ was treated on the show,
but protested that 'Pa' Corbett, his father, had been represented as unnecessarily rough.
According to the script, when Jim Corbett as a boy had come home with
a black eye, his father bad given him a trimming for getting licked In a
fight. Fighter's widow claimed that the old man never struck his son.

The Kraft show which has been using women guest singers as its stars,
will shift Its policy this fall, and has engaged Robert Weede end John
Brownlee, Metropolitan Opera baritones, and Salvatore BaccalonI, Met
basso, as stars.

All are scheduled to make appearances In October wheii engaged In
operatic performances with the San Francisco Op>ra Co. 'Bonelll has been
some concerts on the west coast which may total as many

W. LANE

C.

WKRC
-

.

Montreal, June 24.

Canada

has over-subscribed its
Victory Loan, The goal of $600,000,000 has been exceeded by an addiIn doing so
tional $200,000,000.
radio played an important part although many radio men .feel it was
not Important enough. Broadcasters
are inclined to the view that the

Government mi^t have divided tTak
expense money more evenly between
piess and air to the probable improvement of the total effort. Many,
Canadians had hoped to put the Victory Loan over the billion dollar
mark and to that degree were dis,

appointed.

Meantime both because of the Victory Loan and other patriotic drives
(Recruiting, Wings for Britain, the
Queen's Canadian Fund, Churchill
Booldet, War Savings Stamps) there
has been numerous Interruptions of
regular commercial schedules, especially since May when a series of
speeches for the Victory Loan began
and ran on with Winston Churchill,
Vincent Massey, Frank Knox, Wendell
Willkie, Dorothy "Thompson,

.

-

AFRA-WKRC

negotiations,

Mackenzie King and Lord Beaverbrook among those heard.
The Canadian Victory Loan has
been far more intensive than tiie
rather gentle and casual present
(Continued on page 46)

With Oklahoma

AHenuie

PlcketiDf

Cincinnati, June 14.
- Walkout of the -American Federation of Radito Artists at WKRC, in
effect since Friday (20), with Emily
Holt,
national
executive
secretary, and Hyman R. Faine,
national field representative,- direct-

AIRA

AFRA -members
WLW, WSAI, WCKY and WCPO

ing the strike, has

on

i'armsi'

A

Radio-created material for book publishers continues to grow In extent.
Two recent books, Dodd Mead's 'Free Company' end Random House's
•Invitation to Learning' (dialogs between Huntington Cairns, Allen Tate
and Mark Van Doren), have both been wholly derived from 'broadcasts
over Columbia network.

Latin-American Organization for Continental Solidarity, Inc. has been
organized in New York state. Amador A. Marin is acting secretary.
Marin has been closely associated with Bonifacio Aldana, Mexican Journalist and radio commentator, who has been broadcasting to Latin America
Boston.

Marjorie Blair, actress daughter of Melvin Dalberg, formerly with the
Federal Communications Commission, wUl be married July 12 in Washington to Ted Steele," an account executive of Benton & Bowles, New York.

name of a new crime yarn by OUary Farrar which
reported considermg f or radio installments.

WTRTAM WOLFE AT
Denver's
Original
all-night

station

WGB

Buffalo, June 24.
Miriam Wolfe of CBS 'Let's Pre
dramas has Joined WGR-

tend'

WKBW staff here. She's new heroine in 'I'U Find My Way,' which
WGR pipes dally to Mutual. She
replaces Phyllis Jean, forced out

Represented by

BLAIR

illness.

Miss Wolfe

is

19.

by

• Aiked the queition, To what Oklahmna
you

liften most?,"

gave to

radio ttationa

do

fanners in 73 of the lute's 77 countiee

WKY almost as many votes as to all other 13 stations
And WKY was • 3-to-l favorite over

In the state together.

all three other Oklahoma City stations comblnedl
To reach the greatest audience of farmers, dty folk, or
both with your leUIng ttoiy in Oklahoma, put your program

on Oklahoma's

decisively

Tunes But Fills
S|M)t

By

Talking

Minneapolis, June

When

-.the

came here

dominant itation...W|CYI

-24.

Danube) Minn;,- band

brosdcast'ovtr "WCCO,
an>odd thing
—a band broadcasting -without music.
The ASCAP ban-stlH-belng on at
the eleventh hour. It was discovered
band didn't have a BMI -tune In tiie
books. But It was~determlned to gQ
on the air to advertise Its town just
the same.
It hurriedly pr^ared a, -batch of
kits and some chatter to -sir in lieu
of music.
to'

tiie^'he«rerB-<llBtened to

For fear the antl-everything boys may grab and exploit the Incident not
is being said In Washington of a list In which, for the benefit of busy
brass hats, bureaucratic underlings classified radio commentators as 'friendly,' 'fair' and "hostile.'
clerical error revealed existence of practice when
a report went to a party outside the department.

is

Band Lacb BMI

co-

.

much

'Stir Dust' is the

Is

operating with the union and on
Monday Issued notice to all local
sponsors on the itatton that It would
boycott their products unless they
cancelled their programs on the station.
According to AFRA heedquarters in New York, one of the
firms thus approached,. Schoenllng
Brewing, Immediately cancelled its
show and others agreed to do so aa
soon as jwsslble.

futtire.

Frank Hummert

.

.

Factor In the local situation In
Cincinnati is the stand of the Central
Labor Council there. Latter body,
which part icipated for a time In the

radio Industry leaders figure they woi^'t'be similarly embarrassed In the

WRUL,

the

.

Signing of a CIO contract by Henry Ford ought to remove radio's worst
program headache. In almost every parley with unions, the National
Association of Broadcasters and individual industry figures have heard
squawks about Ford's anti-labor attitude and the speeches of W. J. Cam'
eron. Now that Ford and the United Automobile Workers have clinched,

via shortwave,

ignored

strike edict have been passed along
to the union's headquarters.
Hearings of the claims against two ct
them, Jim--ie Scribner, who does
the
'Johnson Family' series on
Mutual, and Dick Nesbitt, sportscaster, have already been set for

July 3. Hearings can be conducted
and involved in AFRA's either here or in New York, Mrs,
ultimatum include 'Lone Ranger,' Holt announced.
Others
facing
suspension
are
'Capt. Midnight,' Whythe Williams.
Raymond Gram Swing, 'Wheeling Garnett Marks, newscaster;. Virginia
Steelmakers,'
"The Amazing Mr.- List, home economics miker; Helen
Nugent,
singer
and librarian; Sam'
Smith,' 'Spud Imperial Time,'
Agnew,
sports
reporter,
and
P.
A.
'Danger Is My Business,' George
Fisher, 'Old. Fashioned Revival,' 'In- DeHairt, announcer. Since the strike,
station
en.ga4{ed Charles
side Si>orts,' Tront Page Ferrell,' the
Schroeder,
also
who
is
known
as
John Hughes and
'Double
or
Nothing.' AU but -'Steelmakers,' 'Old Nelson King, formerly of WGHC,
Fashioned Revival,' Wythe Williams Louisville, and Jack Donnell, from
WGRC.
and Raymond Gram- Swing ere
AFRA-performed.

also set for
as 10.

General Foods has removed the Jell-O pudding label from 'The Aldrlch
Family' and will go after this particular trade through -the device of color
mag spreads. Substitute plug on 'Family' la split between Postum and.
Post Toasties. (Seneral Foods Is following the advertising course of Stand
ard Brands' Royal pudding but in reverse.' .After capturing the major part
of the pudding market by the color route. Standard Brands has tied up
Royal with a network program, 'What's My Name?,' which takes over
what Is now the Edgar Bergen spot for nine weelcs, starting July 6.

AFRA members who

WKRC

VALUABLE LESSONS
By

clnnatit Scribner is now subject to
the union for .defying
its strike order. Only regular
sustainer to the network is 'Edith
Adams' Future,' the cast of which is
apparently also subject to AFRA
disciplinary action for Ignoring the
strike order.
Network commercials
fed
to

Interruptions to punishment by

Commercial Schedules As
Stations Carry Full Load
of War Propaganda

making much

of the fact that Mutual declined
to air the recent Army Arsenal Jpay program. Af the outset, this •feature
looked like a natural for MBS, Inasmuch as it was built around Irving
Berlin's new song, 'Arms for the Love of America,' and the junibir chain
has' done so much breast-beating about making peace-with American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers. The War Detiartment was
stunned, and now Is deeply resentful, when Mutual said it could not go
along on the plan for picking up remotes from the various arsenals. Obvious suggestion is being stressed in connection with the FCC's antimonopoly commandments that public service network programs hinge on
the ability of a strong, organized agency to assume cost of temporary lines.
is

OVERTHEMARK

M
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DETROIT SAUNTERS

Carnation Options Off

Seven Up

Bottliiig

Ads on KNX;

Erwln, Wasey

foown & Williamson Series to KHJ
Hollywod, Jiine

The

Units Betain Oaln>—National
Stands Oat

Spot

Biz In
general tone was fairly optimistic.
turn out a highly acceptable picture
KFI: Tek toothbrushes, 170 an- despite the hot weather handicap.
nouncements, through Ferry-Hanley; All categories are contributing, with
Coast Federal Savings & Loan, 180 national spot dominant

Comparative Unit Count
21.

Jane

14.

Chanf e.

+8.0
Network ... 7,688
7,646
Standard Brand paints, six Local ...... 3,401
+»S
8472
one-minute transcriptions, through Nat'l Spot.. 3,097
+SA
3,008
Adolph Weinsteln; Western Federal Total ...... 14486
+V»
13,020 '
Sayings & Loan, six spots, through
(Included: KRNT, KSO, WHO)'

— 'KECA:

Elwood Robinson.

KNX: Seven Up Bottling Co., 1,820
time signals, through Glasser-Galley;
Penn-Rad motor oil, 78 participations in Fletcher Wiley combination,

While local business, the brightest
spot in Detroit's higher level this

Bhrb Campaigns For
Carter Prods. (KLZ)

through Harry Feigenbaum; Horlick's malted mUk, 78 participations
In Wiley combo, through Brwin,
Wasey; Na-Stim laboratories, 3B fiveminute newscasts, through Brisacher,

And KeDogg (KOA)
Denver, June

marked

during the past
Procter Si Gamble now has two
week both network and national spot products running on night-time
helped the general picture here by chalnbreak schedules and it is reported to have a third product
slight gains.
about ready for a similar campaign.
Business continues here for the six
The two products' set are Chlpso
stations on a plane which Is 2,000 and Duz, with the contracts
for. the
better than 1940's, chiefly former going out to stations last
units
recorded in the local field. Units week on tk« basis of from one to
here are 12,831 as compared to 11,072 seven chalnbreaks a week for four
during the same week a year ago. weeks.
The third chalnbreak spread will.
Network time, too, in struggling up
better than one per cent now stands It is reported, involve Ivory soap.
nearly 200 units ahead of I940's at
this period, with national spot off
about 50 units for the comparative Chiclets
year,

7

NEWS

A.M.

DEAL FOR KGO

lb of

Jnne

Thompson.

NIGHT-RIDER

24.

tline

'

Des Moines, June 24.
Des Moines continues to

announcements, through Robert Dennis; Martini and Rossi vermouth, 24
finnouncements, through J. Walter

June

Detroit,

two a weelc

of

P&CS THIRD

Blow—Bat Bli Tops 1940 Level
Network-National Spot Gain

Units

week

Co. last

considered oft.
Carnation has been using Arthur Godfrey discs on the basis

DES MOINES HEALTHY

24.

week but

plusses tuImI last

not on any broad cUflerentlal. Pickupi were slight, but fall biz orders
Ara beginning to come in and the

&

advised station reps that Carnation Milk has decided not to increase its spot list this simimer
and that any options taken on
time for the account were to be

San Francisco, June 24.
kicked oft two solid commercial deals Monday (23), major
item Ipeing six quarters of news

KGO

Renewed On

period.

WJBK: Rev. ZoUer, 'Back to God,'
Clark, men's one-hour each Sunday, 52 weeks,
clothiers. Bill Wood is handling the through Aircasters, Ipc; Sears, Poenewscasts, which ^re pegged at 7 buck, 15 spot announcements weeldy,
a.m. a tangible result of station's halt In Polish, halt Italian, 13 weeks,
through Aircasters, Inc.
drive on the early morning hours.
Monday through Friday strip got
Comparative Unit Connt
the nod from Milton Weinberg
ot
agency, representing the sponsor,
Jane 21, Jnne 14. Cluoige.
after tests showed an early-morning

weekly for Foreman

can Chicle topping the list in calling
+1.4 for program strips. Chicle account
.
renewed its 10-minute musical show
+1.7 each ifiorning for an additional 13
weeks, handled through Badger,
Brovrrnlng & Hersey, while Mactadden Publications, through Erwin,
Wasey, bought 13 quarter-hour news
shots on Fridays at 6:30 p.m. with
Wally Sheldon, of the station staff,
doing the commentary. In addition,

8410
12,821
4,718
25,749

.

KGO

American -Cigar

Yawny

Network

... 11,611

Natl Spot..
Total

ter-hours.

4428
1428

17,047

17,727

(Included: KECA, KFI.

-^24

SEATTLE STEADY
IiOOla-CenD Boat Aids Web—Total

through Aitken-Kynett; Megowen
Educator Food Co. (Crax), 39 oneminute announcements, through J.
W. Queen; Johnson & Johnson (for
Tek), renewed for 135 chain break
announcements,
through
FerryHanly.

Seattle,

June

24.

Louis-Conn

Jnne 21. Jane

Network

Natl Spot.
KJR has sold twice-weekly home ToUl
'Waslilngton
program,
cconoml<»
State Women's Tettlng Bureau' with
Kay Cook, to Junge-McGregor Brok
erage Co., which distributes several

KOL.

.

lines, uses returns

sent out
products,

by Kay

on questionnaires
for sampling

in'

Light q6.).
Comparative Unit Coant
J

7,47S
6,707

Spot..

788

LooU
Natl

Total ...w. 14470
(Included:

7485
0,680

799
.14434

2.4U
18,674

—04
+14
+34
+14

Chicago, Jiine 24.
PUlsbury Flour firm has decided
to Jump on the radio wagon for. a
four-a-week ride starting on Sept
11.
Has signatured for .time on. 43

NBC-Red

%
..

Change.

PniSBURY FOUR-WEEK
AIR DRIVE IN FALI

ot

for

outiets

Thursday,

Jane 21. Jane 14. Chaofe. Stmday

-Network

.

14.

8,060
8.186

841*
2421
18478

of

Tacoma has sold- a three
times weekly Homemakera program,
15 minutes • shot, to Tacoma City
(KVI

8,045

...

over Local

Gillette

+04

KIRO, KOL, KRSC)

airings

on

Saturday and
minutes at 9 ajn.

Friday,

for

IB

+14 CD ST.
+04
Set

—14

WFIL marked

Comparative Unit Connt

misfired

Into a crusade grew out ot Rita Murray's visit here the past fortnight

Comparative Unit Coant

Seattle still on the upgrade. Increase in net units due partly to
fight' for

which

stunt

Jane
..

21.

9,380
6,456

53- week

through the
son agency which
out final details on
est shows.

McCann-Erickstill working

Ij

tiia

home

inter-

during which she aired her CBS
Breakfast Club Coffee commentaries

CBS praiser Marie Houlahan
spotted the gabber into a speaking
date at a swank Fashion Club luncheon on the topic of designing female
military attire with chic. Out ot discussion which followed, coffee spieler
developed Idea of a 'Be Kind to Soldiers' campaign and hit the air with
it
First suggestion was that all
motorists offer lifts to men in uniform. When gal arrived at the studio
for her second local origination on
the subject, she found two colonels
and a major waiting for her in person, which gave the- drive military
Impetus.
KPO'S 'Coffee Corner' on the Musical Clock, authored by Neg Mdhnett of the San Francisco News staff,
also picked up a sponsor in the Starr
Pen Co. of Chicago, which is underwriting the 8:15 a.m. quarter TueS'
day, Thursday and Saturday for 13
weeks, which is a break for the ra'diocrazy lad as well as for the station.
KGO: Foreman & Clark (men's
locally.

Also, the Philadelphia
Service Men's Assooiation,
representing 400 technical trouble
renewed its binder for anLorillard
otheV year for its' Saturday night 15minute stanza. Contract also renews
Schenectady, June 24.
the exclusive, merchandising tie-up
P. Lorillard Co. will sponsor Jim
between WFIL and the radio service
Healey on a thrice weekly quarter- men.
Sporteaster.'

Radio

Buys Healey

hour

of commentary, poetry and
Liquid accounts also characterized
philosophy over WGY, Schenectady, the business week at WIBG. Testing
for Union Leader, starting July 7, at the air medium to introduce its new
root beer pop. Rootle, Blue Anchor
7 ajn.
&
Beverage Co. of Philadelphia, placLennen 'Mitchell is the agency.
ing direct inked for a 13-week dally
participation on the 'Shoppers JackLANST'S
DISCS
pot' Also for 13 weeks. Old Ell Pale,
a malt drink bottled here, particiSchenectady, N.Y., June 24.
pates daily in the 'Housewives JackFive-minute transcriptions with
pot' placed through Stewart-Jordon.
Landt Trio and Curly Mahr are be- Both stanzas are
money-award givers
ing tumtabled over a string of sta- via the completed phone call route.
tions to advertise the 35th anniverComparative Unit Coant
sary of Rudolph Brothers, chain
of
jewelers.
Transmit ters
include:

JEWELBT

%

WGY,

WOKO,

Schenectady;
Albany;

WSYR
WHAM,

WTRY,
WIBX,

Jane

Troy;

Network

UUca;

WFBL,
Syracuse; Local
Rochester; WBAT, Batavia; Natl

52

participation in An Holden's Home
Forum; Glen C. Stater Co. (Hudson),
through Ad Service, 56 spots; MaU'
rice Co. (eyewash), through BBD&O,
78 spots; Denalan jCo. (dential plate
cleanser), throughjRufus Rhoades, 52

is

Spot.

14;

9,808
20,737
4,338
34,883

4,358
35,029

Change.
+0.6

+ 04
+0.4
+0.4

BUI Wiseman, promotion chief and
Harry Burke, program director of
Omaha, were 38. on Sunday

WOW,

'

the agency.

Jane

20404

KYW, WCAU, WDAS,
WFIL, WIBG, WIP, WPEN)

burn;

son

21.
9,870

.

Total
(Included:

WJTN,

Another series of platters were
news; Oakland Downtown
Merchants Assn. (for Downtown made by the Landts to carry an institutional message. Lelghton !i NelDay),
through Tomaschke-Elliott

[HI PRESS...

.

and

weeks,

JUST OFPi

Erlanger

Otto

shooters,

Jamestown; WMBO, AuWGNY, Newburgh; WLCU,
Ithaca; WFBN, Binghamton; WAAT,
Weinberg
Jersey City.

clothing), through Milton
Co, six quarter-hours weekly,

week with two

the

contracts.

% of Brewing Co. of Philadelphia, through
Jnne 14. Change. J. M. Korn, sUrted a three-a-week
9410
+04 15-minute sports show for Erlanger
6,444
+04 Pilsner and Pony DeLuxe Beer. Giv11,347
+0.4 ing a round-up of highlights in the
27,101
+04 world ot sports, show- is togged 'The

through Hays MacFarland, 60 one-, mike—with 'CBS' on the side. Sta- Nat'l Spot.. 11488
ToUI
27424
minute announcements; Hamilton tion Is a Mutual outlet.
(Included: WBBM, WENR, WGN,
Furs, through Robertson agency, six
A promotion gig which developed
WIND, WJJD, WLS, WMAQ)
announcements weekly, 62 weeks.

04%

rios

Promotion

KOA: Kellogg Co., through Ken- cropped up this week when the
+34 yon & Edchardt, 20 one-minut« an- KFRC liot's Go Shopping' show,
+14 nouncements; Gardner Nursery Co., sponsored by the White House, was
KHJ, KNX) through Northwest Radio, 18 partici- jplugged in the department store's Network
Local
pating announcements; Omar Flour, newspaper ads. Cut showed
a KFRC

4448
1490

Co.,

&

|

V<^t|bDeal

Cigarette

St

througli Ruthrauff
Ryan, spotted a
series ot one-minute e.t.'s for Pall
Mall smokes; Phillips Packing Co.,
26
chain
break
announcements,

%

11,871

WFH

I%Uadelphia, June 24.
Commercial accounts most active
during the past week on WCAU,
with Liberty magazine and Ameri-

Davis; Central Chevrolet, 39 partici- ^ Coors Beer contracts a half-dozen
Total ...... 25,957
+04
pations in newscast, through Stodel quarter-hours a week for one year which ain't hay.
Adv.; Maney Foods, 117 quarter- on KMYR. The W. B. Barr Lumber
Second sale ot the week is Langen•No change.
hour broadcasts of pave Lane, siiig- Co. buys 52 quarter-hours on KLZ.
dorf Bread's purchase, through Leon
(Included: CKLW, WJBK, WJLB,
Wallin.
I.
F.
through
pianist,
Ing
dayKMYR: Coors Beer, through Mac- Livingston agency, of all
WJR, WWJ, WXYZ)
Williamson to- Gruder agency, six quarter-hours time Signals for 13 weeks. This runs
KHJ: Brown
quarter-hour periods, weekly, one year; Gardner Nursery, around six signals a day.
196
bacco,
through Russel M. Seeds; Monarch through Northwest Radio, three fiveWilliam Winter, who lost out on a
periods,
hour
half
28
Brewing,
minute periods weekly, two weeks; Union Oil network deal when LinChicago
tiirough Edward McBlroy; Thriltee Goodrich Tires, through Otto Shaw coln Dellar Insisted the show origOutlet Co., 90 half-hour periods, agency, seven one-mlnut« transcrip- inate .in San Francisco or else, now
Chicago, June 24.
through United Adv.; American Home tions daily, two weeks.
has another sponsor for local KSFO
Business
around the radio stations
Products, 260 quarter-hour periods,
through
Mark Morris Tire Co. Is
KLZ: Carter Products,
release.
through Blackett-Sample-Hummert; Spot Broadcasting, 260 announce- giving him a 15-mlnute ride on Sun- remain at a summer lull level as far
announceas
new
contracts'
are concerned
SO
Rodeo,
Collsfelum
Stations,
18
L. A.
day afternoons for 13 Sundays, via
ments; Goodrich Service
ments,- through Dean Simmons.
announcements; Capitol Cooperative Yeomans & Foote agency. Same sta- About the best items of consolation
Burial Association, through Ray- tion has landed Dr. Pepper for a E^mong the stations are the renewals
Unit Connt
Comparative
which
are
carrying
niunber of ada
quarter[
mond Keane agencyi~13
Friday afternoon transcribed quarot
hours; W. B. Barr Lumber Co., ter-hour 'Dr. Pepper Parade,' for 26 vertisers right on through the summer.
laae 21. Jane 14. Chanfc. through MacGruder agency, B2 quar- weeks.

&

Local Brewery

Account to

%

audience which surprised everybody Network .. 8,334
12,831
and started the current concentration Local
on early risers. Deal Is for 52 weelcs, Nat'l Spot^.' 4,792

24.

WCAU;

&

(22).

J.

.

spots.

KPO:

Starr

Pen

United Advertising
\ute

participations,

through

Co.,

Cos., 39 15-min'Musical Clock';

THEO'NBJLLS'

Oakland Downtown Merchants Assn,
through Tomaslchke-Elliott

data

latest

pations

in

Yellow

Cab

'International

Co.,
78 spots;

wmca
Hav* you sten

th*

area
new map

of

1657 Broadway,

New York

(Circle 6-2200).

&

RADIO

\'vES-'

POPULA;::

BRINGS YOU

i-A;-/i|IY

Eckhardt

/v^osr

S

/viORG

20 spots; Denalan Co. (dental plate
'

cleanser), through

Rufus Rhoades, 1^

Comparative Unit Connt

iAliG;-IT!;R
P

%

Not

Write orphone Sales Promotion Department,WMCA|,

MOV'.'

'|i:A:^S

.^^o

|

o

99

kAUi-YI-inoBS

spots.

WMCA

coverajg*, which includes latest market data?

Kitchen';

through Rufua
Kellogg Co. (for.

Rhoades,
Pep), through Kenyon

JA^:E

3/

partici-

i ^

c

-

>

ut:

o

y

:

V D

Network

..

9,440

346B

8448

Spot..

1,728
14,733

1,728
14,686

Looal

Natl

9,410

~

+64
+04
*.

.

.

+04

USYEN''^'^^
^ N BiB Rod

change.

S

ci

n

-

aj

•

o

DAILY
Network,

|M

12i IB to 12i 30 P.M.,
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y
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Success-^ss $800

Philadelphia, June 24.
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, prez of the Robin Hood Dell outdoor concerts
which got under way last Thursday (19) for Its 11th summer
season, stated the day after the opening:
•Frankness is the order of the day, and friends of the Dell will appreciate the facta of life about the problems of management. Last
night's concert was artistically rated a good success for an opening
program. Beautiful weather, the Dell all refurbished, a sterling program, a flrst-rate conductor, and, according to the newspapers, a crowd

of 5,000.

'However, crowds are deceptive.

In

fact,

there were only about

8,500 paid admissions,' explaining that the crowd toed the money line
with only $1,400, while the staging of the program cost $2,200, even
though conductor Eugene Ormandy waved his stick on the cuff and
there was no soloist on the stand, all adding up to a 'Great success
loss, $800.'

SHARES

IN

MET

OF UNCERTAIN

VALUE

by the

LILY PONS' MEXICAN REST
Summer Concerts
Work Up New Met Boles

After Three

'Will

Lily Pons' summer schedule comprises three appearances, one each at

LnoUIe Manner* and Donald Dickson are booked for concerts with the

Milwaukee Summer Symphony Orchestra on July 1 and 8 respectively.
Dickson has been set for some 25
concerts for the fall season, with his
first appearance scheduled for Stockton, Cal.,

Oct

Both Ford,

10.

contralto,

leaves

for

Puerto Rico in early July for a series
of concerts there.

Oratorio quartet, consisting of
Marjorie McClimg, Dorothy Bacon,
Rolaert Betts, and Donald Moore has
been booked for three 'Messiah' performances in Ohio in December.
Annie Friedberg set the deal.

Morini, violinist will be
booked for some 25 concerts this
year by NBC, with 15 already set
Opens in Montclair, N. J., Oct 31.

Erlea

At Pop Prices
Robeson

Wows 'Em

The Lewisohn Stadium
concerts,

dium

In an encore, 'Scandalize My
Name,' the audience joined him
spontaneously in the chorus.

Gladys Swarthont Set For
at

ROOD;

at Cincy

outdoov
one of the foMr most im-

being the others) opened last Thursday in New Yorlt From Thursday
to Sunday, inclusive, the upper Manhattan stadium played to 42,000 per-,
sons for an estimated gross of something over $23,000 at pop prices.

history.

30 Concerts

Four Days

portant serious 'music summer events
in the country (The Hollywood BowL
Cincy opera and Berkshire festival

Star of Monday (23) Lewisohn
concert was Paul Robeson, with
14,000 admirers of the Negro
bass paying $8,200 to hear and
ee him. Rotkesdn received one
of the greatest ovations in Sta-

Chapman

Bene Malson, Belgian tenor

in First

Opera

The first performance drew 23,500
persons, a record, and put about
$15,000 of the total sum in the paybox but the concert itself, with
Arthur Rodzin^ki conducting rather
listlessly proved a routine start of....
the 24th season.
Orchestra struggled fruitlessly with
the 'Romeo and. Juliet' overture, and
Fifth Symi^ony of the Russian composer. The new acoustic system did

of the
Robin Hood- Dell, Philly, Lewisohn
Stadium, N. Y., and the Hollywood Metropolitan, opened the season. in
has
been not seem to work well, with
Swarthout
Gladys
Bowl. She will go to Mexico from Buenos Aires last week in 'Damnathe
Faust'
and
is
booked
for a booked for an extensive summer brass and percussion instruments
tion
of
Hollywood, where she will be Joined
Metropoli- overpowering
the string sections, the
by her husband, Andre Kostelanetz, series of six concerts with Arturo and fall by NBC. Tlhe
mezzo
will appear on the Coca- tones of which were
tan
appearwell
other
Toscanini,
as
as
thin and brittle.
who will fly down to join her.
program
July 6 and August 24 The hot weather conditions
Cola
Colon.
ances
at
the
The singer will vacation there
may
at $3,000 per appearance^ and will have affected the brass to some exwhile working on her two new roles
Lewisohn. Stadium has Oscar LC' sing. 'Mignon' with the Cincinnati tent. On many an occasion the rich
at the Metropolitan, these being in
July 31 and August 2.
melodic background of tlie violins
the 'Magic Flute' and "Fra Diavolo.' vant on July 10 for all-Gershwin Opera Co.
singer will close the Cincin- was completely drowned
The
Ania
Dorfman
on
Aug,
program,
and
concerts,
booked
for
40
She has been
by the
where she draws a $3,500-$4,000 take 2 playing the Mendelssohn Concerto nati season with- an appearance as failure of the microphones to pro'Carmen,* in which her baritone hus- ject the sound.
per concert, besides appearances at
band, Frank Chapman, will appear
Rubinstein's playing also was efthe San Francisco and Chicago Opera
Her fall tour gets fected, and on many ah occasion th«
as Escamillio.
companies where she draws $3,000
Johnson,
under way Oct 14 In Montgomery, piano sounded more like a harpsiper opera and 10 at the Met, where
with 80 concerts at a minimum of cord, than the modern instrument
her $1,100 is tops for the house.
Into $2,000 each already set
Loois
The Polish pianist was at his liest in
The coloratura remains the only
She will appear with the three the last movement of the concerto,
singer at the Met who can dictate
leading opera companies of the when by dint of sheer physical force
her cast
at
U. S.
country again, the San Francisco, he blasted .his stream of melody
Lily Pons will give a party at her
Chicago and Met
across the footlights.
home at Silvermine, Conn., next
Encores inSt Louis, June 24.
cluded works by Chopin, De Falla,
Tuesday (2) for the Ringling-Barnum
'

A minority stockholder suit sigainst
the Metropolitan Opera Association
was revealed Monday (23) In the
N. Y. supreme court, when appraisers, appointed

Lewisohn Stadhmi Attracts $23,000

People

lerles,

81

court, filed

'

the result of their appraisal. The
stockholders, holding 1,350 shares of
the 10,500 shares outstanding, claim

when

that

two-thirds of the stock-

holders voted to sell their property
the Met in May, 1040,- they received a price below what the stock
was worth, and asked the coiirt to

to'

Angel Of

Oscar

Symphony,

St

Army

Age 35

have their stock appraised.
Oscar Johnson, millionaire prez
& Bailey circus performers, who are
Three appraisers were appointed slated to play a show in Bridgeport and angel of the St Louis symph
society who personally knows more
by Justice William Collins in De- Conn., that night.
cember, 1940. Two* of them declare
Operatic coloratura is an ardent musical artists than anyone else in
this burg, last week was drafted for
the stock to be worth $75 a share, circus fan.
At 35,
which means that the Met stocka year's military training.
Johnson, who has been prez of the
holders received almost double its
value.

The other appraiser declares

worth $202, while the stockholders
themselves had presented evidence
claiming it worth $257. It was revealed that the Met, in taking over
the property paid $1,070,000 for it, including $500,000 in cash, the assumption of a $470,000 existing first mortgage, and' the taking of a $1,000,000
second mortgage for 25 years bearing 4% interest.
It

*

'Value of the plaintiffs stock Is
estimated at $101,250 by one group
of appraisers, and $273,523 by the
other.
Stoclcholdei^s
are
Robert
Goelet, P. Frazer Jelke, John E. Parsons, Robert, Peter, Angelica Gary,

Lawrence Bennett, and Percy Montgomery. In making their appraisal,
the appraisers declare they took into
«on5ideration the social prestige attached to owning a box at the Met

DeBASH MUST DEFEND
U. ART'S $100,000 SUIT

Wassily DeBasil.lpst a plea to dismusical organization since 1933, has miss a $100,000 breach of contract
Enya Gonzalez in "Batterfly^ personally made up deficits for a suit
against him and his 'ballet comnumber of years. He devotes prac- panies, when Judge Alfred C. Coxe
tically all of his time to symph mat- In N. Y. federal court Friday (20)
At Hollywood
ters for which he receives no pay.
ruled that the complaint stated a
Johnson
in
Berkeley,
was
CaL,
CEck
cause of action and he would reResult of Music
when he was notified to report for fuse to dismiss it Other defendhis training at Jefferson Barracks, ants are the Ballet Russe, EducaEnya Gonzalez, whose "Butterfly' Just south of St. Louis. He is a tional Ballets' and Ballet Russe Deattracted good comment at the Radio bachelor.
velopment Co,
City Music Hall, N. Y., will appear in
Plaintiff is Universal Art Inc.,
that role July 8 at the Hollywood
which claims to have paid DeBasil'
Bowl. Soprano was set as a result of
$35,000 for the rights to certain balher N. Y. success.
lets.
DeBasil Is accused of having
James Melton will appear as
breached the contract by producing
Pinkerton opposite her.
the ballets after having sold them

Bowl As
HaU

ROY SHIELD AMONG
NBC SYMPH BATONS

to Universal.

Budapest Quartet Set For
Four at Ravina Park
The Budapest

Conductors for the NBC Symphony
orchestra during the balance of this
month,
July,
and August are

Dean Dixon, from June

21-28,

Lotln

and 'VUla-Lobos.
The second night of the Philharmonic came off much better under
the baton of Alexander Smallens.
The stridency of the brass was missing, and the playing of. the orchestra In the Handel-Harty Water Music, and Mozart's Symphony in C
Major was all that can be expected
of an outdoor performance. Attend-nr
ance was small, 2,000, with the gross
being just under $1,000.
Program Included first performance in the U. S. of Arthur Benjamin's 'Cotillon' based on 18th Century dance melodies. -The English
composer has, orchestrated his composition magnificently, and its sweeping dynamic effects contain much
color and harmony.
America did not fare so well, for
Aaron Copeland's suite from 'Billy
the Kid* was modernistic .in extreme, and to borrow a phrase from
Shakiespeare, 'full of sound and fury
'

'

signifying nothing.'

Elizabeth

Schumann Sings

String Quartet does
Vermont,
Resorts
Maazel, ll-year-old maestro, from
series of concerts at Ravina Park,
July S-12, Hans Kindler from July
Elizabeth Schumann, 50-year-old
Chicago, starting Aug. 12. Four con19-26, Roy Shield, musical director lyric soprano, and member
of the
certs wUl be given during the week
of NBC In Chicago, from Aug. 2-0.
Met from 1911-31, is summering at
with assisting soloists. They then reEdward MacArthur is the last set Rockport, Maine, where she will
turn to Washington for a series of
to date, with his appearances on the teach, liie soprano will appear in
concerts at the Liberty of Congress.
podium set for Aug. 16-23.
concert in Middlebury, Vermont In
From ^ November to March 1942
July,' and in August in a series of
The Metropolitan Opera Co. has they have been booked for 35 conconcerts in Maine.
certs in the east middle west and
signed Jean 'Watson, Canadian conChi Lakefront Concerts
N.Y. recital is set for Noveml>er,
south.
tralto, to a contract for the 1941-42
of the east and
Continue After All followed by a tour
middle west In January, 1942, she
Chicago, June 24,
The singer, under contract to Cowill appear in Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco Bookings
Summer program of free concerts Francisco, and Los Angeles.
lumbia, was virtually an unknown in
in the lake front Grant Park is still
the U. S. tiU last season.
likely for 1941 following the passage
San Francisco, June 24.
of the $10,500,000 park district levy
The San Francisco Opera Associa- bill by the state legislature lEist week.
Moossorgsky's Fihn Biog
Stold's Spotty Grosses
Before the passage of the bill it
tion besides its regular season of
opera under Gaetano Merola in the was considered that the concerts
film biog of Moussorgsky, the
would have to be eliminated t>ecause
Kansas City, June 24.
fall, will present a concert series at
composer, with Hollywood
of lack of coin, but with the money Russian
StokowsU and the American
Memorial Opera House with now available, park district president capital, is planned, by Andrew HirshYouth Symphony Orchestra played the War
12 now set Prices will range from Robert Dunham is setting up a con- man, French trade newsman and
si concert In the arena of municipal
auditorium l>efore a crowd of ap- $1,10 for a single balcony seat to ference with James C. Petrillo, presi- publicist, who recently came to New
proximately 7,000. Scale of $3 top $10.80 for the orchestra for the dent of the Chicago Federation of York as a refugee from Nazifled
Musicians, to make plans for the congraduated down to 25c. for some series.
France.
school kids figured
Tauber, cert series.
bring in
Include

At

Maine

WATSON, CANADIAN,

JOINS MEinOPOLITAN

A

May

.

San

A

On Saturday (21), an all-Beethoven
concert was presented. Albert Spalding, appearing as vioUn soloist in
the Concerto in D Major, showed
why he is often considered the greatest

American

violinist.

The

artist

was at his best; the singing tones of
his Instrument ringing forth with a
and breadth of tone,
while his workmanlike handling of
the diffi'cult cpdanzas was standout
clarity, brilliance,

.

Smallens led the orchestra through
a fine reading of the Leonore overture No. 3 and the Fifth Symphony,
This gala drew 14,0010 ^uslc-lovers
and an estimated $0,000.
Sunday concert was a transcription by George Szell, conductor, of
the final movement of Weber's C
major piano concerto, 'Perpetuum
Mobile,' presented for the first time
in N. Y.
Attendance approximately
4.000 with receipts estimated around
$1,200. ,

-

about
to
Deal gave 60% to the orch,
and balance to the junior chamber of
commerce which staged the affair,
Check on attendance also showed
about 60% of patrons to be young
people, mostly of college and. high
$6,000.

school ages.

Bed

Artists set

March

5,

Dorothy May nor, March 23,
March 30, John
Moore,

Charles Thomas, April 15 and Helen
Traubel, April 23.

Sergei Koussevitzky, long a friend

Name

Concert Dates

(JuTie 25-Jiili/ 5)

Ballet Basse de Monte Carlo
Stadium, N. Y. (26-27).
Misoha Elman (Eugene Goossens
conducting). Stadium, N. Y. (30).

—

^LeRoy With Beecham

Huberman's

A

of Hirshman's and a big factor in
his escape from France, is under
contract to Hirshman for the picture,

though the Boston symph maestro
would not necessarily play the lead
role.

,

—

Minneapolis, June 24.
LocUle Manners Summer symLeopold Stokowsld's Young Pep
phony, Milwaukee (1).
Symphony orchestra drew only
Paul Bobeson— (Alexander Hilsa paltry $1,400 for a one-nlghter at
Rene Le Roy, French flutist, and berg conducting), Robin Hood Dell,
the St. Paul Auditorium— the organization's only Twin City appearance, director, and founder of the Quintet PhUadelphia (1).
Engagement left both the orches- Instrumental de Paris, has been entra and local sponsors In the red.
gaged to play the Mozart Flue ConFirst Since '33
certo at Ravina Park, Chicago, July
Huberman, violinist
Bronislaw
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony with 12, under Sir Thomas Beecham.
Washington appearance is then starts his 1941-42 tour with a conthe NBC' Symphony orchestra under
Arturo Toscanini wiU be released scheduled, after which Le Roy re- cert at Carnegie Hall,' N. Y., Oct??.
This is his first tour of the U. S.
within the next two montbis by RCA turns to Canada in September for a
since 1933.
series of radio broadcasts.
Victor.
pies'

BACCALONI'S PARTY

Richard

Dec. 3, Yehudi Menuhln, Dec. 10,
Dusolina Giannini, Jan. 8, the Don
Cossacks, Jan. 14, Sergei Rachmaninoflf,' Feb. 5, Marion Anderson, Feb. 9,
Jose Iturbl, Feb. 18, Oscar Levant

Grace"
In St. Pan!

EARL WRIGHTSON WITH

Pittsburgh Pops Starting

Earl Wrlghtspn, young American
baritone,

baritone

will appear as principal
in
Salvatore Baccaloni's

company, wWch goes on tour with
scenes from operas In which the

Met basso

will star.

Florence George, coloratura, will
also be in the supporting cast but
the

tenor is not yet set
Perulli has been mentioned.

Franco

Pittsburgh, June 24.

The summer 'pop' concerts by the
Little
Symphony Orchestra gets
under way here June 27 under the
direction of 'Victor Saudek.
Concerts .are given every Friday night
for the
montlis.

duration

of

the

Tuminia.to So. America

For 18 Opera Bookings
Josephine .Tumlnia, coloratura of

summer the Met, has been booked

Opening night presents 'Ballad for
Americans,' and Pittsburgh vocal
and instrumental soloists are featured throughout the summer.

for

h^-

second appearance on the Krafl
hour on June 26.
The soprano then sails for South
America for 18 performances of
opera.

It

Wednesday, June 25, 1941

ORCHESTRA GROSSES

82

week. He'll become part
of new seven piece combo Barnet Is
forming within the big band.
Barnet

Lombardo's Strand Pace, $23,500;
Stanley, nttsburgh.

last

Near $17,

Sisters, flew to Los Angeles
Saturday on call from ailing father.
Joe Sullivan, former leader of his
own crew at Cafe Society, N. Y.,
temporarily replacing.

LmU

—

NEW YORK

four weeks' stay

Sherman hotel, Chicago,
Oct 23.

finally

Weeks

Botd

Bond'

Ray Heatherton. BUtmore

dated for

the Upbeat

(Presented heretoKh, o* a weekly tabulation, is fh« tttXmatei cover
charge business being done by name bands In various New York hotels.
Dinner busines* (7-10 P.M.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room' capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
holiday price.)

Woody Herman's
at

On

at Hotel B.O.'s

King

With Ted Lewis Band the Magnet
(Miinates ior This Week)
Armatronx, Philadelphia

Bands

Buddy Cole, pianist with Alvlno
Rey and husband of Yvonne King of

Plajrad

GoTen Total
Put COTera
Week On Date

2
10
10
12
5

(300; $1-$1.50)

.

XavlerCugat
Waldorf (375; $1-$1.50)
Lexington (300: 7Sc-$1.6p)
Ray Kinney*
Bobby Byrne
Pennsylvania (500: 7Gc-$1.50)
Tommy Dorsey...Astor (1,000; 75c-$l)
Xincoln (250; 75c-$l)
Harry James

250

825

2,750

20,523

Morgan Elli, guitar, replaces Mike
1,400
13,375
Bryan and Vido Musso, ex-Harry
1,200
2,200
James sax, additional replacements
help from screen attraction. Time
6,800
23,875
at Club Bali, Philadelphia enlarging
with Benny Goodman. Musso vice
325
Armstrong's
8
(Col)i
3.800
for Rhythm'
her rhumba band to carry on alone
375
0
Hal Saunders ....St. Regis (400; $1-$1.50)
2,300.
e«p away from here too long. until return of Alan Fielding In the Georgie -Auld.
2
Johnny Long
1,400
New Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)
2,700
"^iU get $18,500, In the money but falL
Raymond Scott's latest dream-title
not up to what might have been
'Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band is the
is on a tune he's written for his new
•iq)eeted.
Joey Kerns, house band at WCAU,
Ted Lewis, Pittsburgh— (Stanley; Philadelphia, signed to wax an E.T. 'Secret Seven' combo. Calls it 'Care- major draws.
ful Conversation at a Diplomatic
Teamed up with series for World Broadcasting.
8,800; 25-40-60).
Function.'
Pete Pumiglio, original
'Shining Victory' (WB). Fair $17,000,
clarinetist with Scott's Quintet rePaul Whiteman (Chez Paree; 500; $2.50-$3.50 min.). Turned lli another
with Lewis' outfit the main draw by
Cliff Hall, pianist-singer at Emturns to big band this week.
good session, drawing 3,000 customers. Boyd Raeburn orch. opens July 4,
• mile.
bassy Club, Philadelphia, to cut solo
with Milton Berle heading floor show.
platters for Lil>erty label In New
Ony Lombardo, New York
Harry James' Softball team walJan Garber (Empire Room (Palmer House); 000; $3-$3.60 dinner min.;
(Strand; 2,767; 35-55-75-85-99). With York.
loped Tommy Dorsey's outfit for sec- $2-$2.50 supper min.). Garber picked up steadily in pace and winding up
•Out of Fog' (WB) as screen attracweek, 12 7. in good style, playing to 2,600 people. Skinnay Ennls orchestra opens on
Dick Wharton leaves Philadelphia ond, straight time last
tion. Picture not credited with helpFirst game, 15 12.
Thursday (26).
ing much, Lombardo's crew taking and his WFIL Bond Bread show to
Cab Calloway (Panther Room (Sherman Hotel); 700; $l-$2 min.). Callosummer at the Blue Room of the
laui-els for modest $23,500.
Eke Kenyon, former drummer way name has been a big winner in the spot and rated plenty of profits
Shore Night Club at Beach ArlingVlaeent Lopez, New York— (Parawith Hal Kemp, Joined Art Jarret's for the jitterbug room from- the start of his four-week stay. Came up with
Paired ton, N. J.
mount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99).
crew last week in place of Floyd 3,600 customers last week. Jimmy Dorsey orchestra replaces Friday (27).
(2d(Par)
Lisbon'
in
with 'Night
Bob Horton, Philadelphia, adding Sullivan who went to Johnny Long.
Orchestra is helped by
flnal wk).
Bobby Harris, on clarinet, goes to the Jarret's outfit is made up mostly of
Milton Berle heading supporting
Stone Harbor, N. J., Yacht Club for ex-Kemp men and its music is based
acts, and good reception for film;
on Kemp arrangements.
Freddy Martin <Ambassador; 900; $l-$1.60). In longest Cocoanut Grove
the season.
secfor
okay
and
proflt,
neat
1^4,000,
run, Martin accounted for 3,100 covers in 26th week helped by graduation
end session this time of year.
Brace Snyder, two days out of U. parties.
Tony Bussell left KYW, PhiladelTed Fio-Blto, Indianapolis— (Lyric; phia, to join Gray Gordon as vocal of North Carolina, hopped into
Thieves Fall Out* ist. Gordon has shifted from Vic- Tommy Dorsey's band on baritone
1,900; 30-40-50).
(WB) on screen. Picture rated a tor-Bluebird to Decca.
Don Roth (Chez Paree; no cover). Band has broken all records at this
programmer, with burden on orchestop nitery rounding out its eighth month this week. Band is only enterGray Gordon begins recording tainment with no floor show. Dinners and late night gathering featured.
In black, with fair $9,500.
tra.
Art HInett, KYW, Philly, organist,
Deb Lyon (Cave Under the Hill, Hill Hotel; no cover). After playing a
'Fata' Waller, Los Angeles— (Para- at the RCA-Victor studios recently contract for Decca this week.
Initial couplet
solid year with no break, band left for six weeks and is now back packing
mount; 3,595; 30-44-55-75). Band as- for wax cuttings.
Ernie Marlanna is now pianist in the customers again. No cover charge and no floor show except specialsisted by 'West Point Widow' (Par), comprises 'Apache' and 'Ehtry of the
on screen, and 'Rochester,' on stage. Citadiators,' released on 'the Bluebird with Bill Amrine's orchestra, play- ties by bandmen.
ing at the Golden Pheasant, Youngslabel.
Harl Smith's Son Valley Band (Bombay-Black Mirror Room, Fontenelle
Neat $17,000 on tap.
town, O.
Hotel; no cover). Third week of popular draw with no other floor enterMarU Karson and Her Girl Musitainment. Place features dinners and late night gatherings.
Johnny Farr, from Dean Hudson,
cals, instrumental and vocal quartet,
Sold
Eddy
f«ir
Nelson
30
are now at the Rainbo RoorA of the goes into Johnny Long trumpet secNot much

(Earle; 8,450; 83-46-57^68).

Juanlta, reliefing for the past year

CHICAGO

—

—

—

LOS ANGELES

.

OMAHA

New Kenmore

Oit for February

tion.

Hotel, Albany.

PHILLY DEFICIT $1,621.59

.

Start;

$6,000 Up Per Concert

Nell Golden back at the
Cninton Hotel, Albany.

De

Witt

Will

and.

is

billing

Band Bookings

Osborne

discarded 'fiddles
returning to 'Slide Music'

at Rocco's Sunset
Nelson Eddy wlU open his
Lake Susquehanna,
concert tour in February in Villa,
near'
I«ke City. The baritone, top Blairstown, N. J.

old out

concert attraction In the world,
for his annual 30 concerts
$6,000 up.

1.0.

a«t

Js

which draw from

Barney Bapp signed Consolidated

Bob Aunian*s West Chester Teach- Radio

Artists booking contract.

College orch. featured on the
Jeanne Carroll, formerly with Leo
The singer generally receives from outdoor terrace at the Oak Grove
Reisman, vice Mary Anne Dunne as
$200,000-1350,000 out of his 30 ap- House, Route 209, near Marshall's
Cresk,
vocalist with Jack Teagarden,
Pa.
.
\,
IMarances, a figure no other concert
tar comes near to reaching.
Georce Saplenza bahd into AthHoward Bnssell, who quit his Trianon ballroom band at Hegina, Sask., letic Club, Buffalo, adding Lorraine
recently, changed his mind, and has Grant on vocals.
gone
back
to his baton waving. Band
In tbe
;:
Tony Carnevale combo back Into
has left for Waterton Lakes National Park for the summer.
Park Lane, Buffalo.

'^^

ers'

R

ChaiUe Barnet (Bluebird) 'Wasn't
You', 'I'll Never Let a Day Pass
'Lois',
'Be Fair', 'When Sun

Comes- Up',

Ted Straetcr opened Ritz-Carlton
hotel, Boston,

Monday

(23).

Larry

Clinton, July
Barhesville, Pa.;

Park,
Beach, Akron, O.

Billy BIssett'a new combo at Bel
Air- Bay Club, Los Angeles, comprises Art Lombardl, trumpet; Roy

A

(Ireat

Naw

Record by

FKATVBIMO

Park, Herron, 111.;
Clarksville, Tenn.;

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCV. INC.

PAOLIACGI
BLDEBIBn—
1112S

TATTLE TALE
BL17EBIBIV--1117*

Top Recordinos by

VAUGHN MONROE
and His Orchestra
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,

.

(£sti7nated)

Bob Chester (Coney Island Park, Cincinnati, June 21). Second night
of week's stand Chester di»B,aBasb..AUl-. admission at 50c,-.^^„ .,.w,..
Sklnnay Ennls (New Lake Worth Casino, Fort Worth, Tex., June 20Two-day stand at nitery drew almost capacity 1,000 each night at
21).
minimum.

ElU

Fltsgerald (City Aud., Houston, Tex., June 19). Fitzgerald outfit
played to enthusiastic mob of 4,470 at S9c. Two nights previous band
pulled 1,300 Into Cooper Club, Hendersom, Tex., and 1,600 at Palmisle,

INC.

Benny Goodman (Cedar Point

B.,

Sandusky,

O.,

June

14-19).

5,

Castle Farms,

June 28, Mimicipal Aud.,
Topeka, Kan.; 29, Fairyland Park,
Kansas City, Mo.; 30, Avalon B., Saline, Kan.; July 1, Aud., Junction
City, Kan.; 3, Val-Air, Des Moines; 4,
Shore Acres, Sioux City, la.; 5, Neptune B., .Sioux Falls, S. D.; 6, Val"Arr,"~i5es" Moines; 8-20, Lake Lawn
hotel, Delevan, Wisconsin; 21, Aud.,
St. Paul, Minn.
Inkspots, June 29, Buckeye Lake,
O.; 30, Casa Loma B., Charleston, W.
Va.; July 1, Memorial jAud., Dajrton,
O.; 2, Mansion House, Youngstown,
4-fl,

Other soloists engaged will be
Feue'rm'ann, Edward Kilenyi, Fritz Krelsler, Dorothy Maynor, Nathan Milstein, Artur Rubinstein and Efrem Zimballst
Thomas S. Gates, U. of P. prexy,
was re-elected chairman of the board
and OrviUe H. Bullitt, prez.

Emanuel

RAYMOND
SCOTT

Nu-Elm

B.,

Youngstown,

ANDHISORCHESniA

O.;

Steel Pier, Atlantic City.

Johnny McGee, July

9,

Sunset

B.,

Carrolltown, Pa.

Glenn Miller, June

Direction
30,

Turnpike

IMUSIC CORP.

Omaha; July 1, Meadow Acres,
Topeka, Kan.; 3, Frog Hop B., St
Joseph, Mo.; 4, Forum, Wichita; 5,
Municipal Aud,, Oklahoma City.
Alvlno Bey, July 4, Lakewood
Park, Mahanoy- City, Pa.; 5, Saylor's
Lake, Stroudsburg, Pa.; 6, week,
Manhattan Beach, New York; 13,
Fembrook 'Park, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.;
17-19, Totem Pole B., Auburndale,
Great; 5,500 dancers Mass.; 20, Pleasure Beach, BridgeB.,

Gray Gordon (Totem Pole B., Auburndale, Mass., June 16-21). Heat put
damper on Gordon, band accounting for below average estimated $4,900
in six days from 7,300 dancers at $1.35 couple.
Phil Harris (Natatorium Park, Spokane, Wash., June 21). Harris' pull
amounted to $2,295 from approximately 2,700 dancers.
Woody. Herman (Sunset B., Carrolltown, Pa., June 18). Fair 1,100
showed up at $1. Band then went on to crack Saturday record at East
wood Gardens Detroit, (21), with 4,322 admissions at 75c for one-night
total of $3,141.

Col-

3, White
Dtmbar Cave,

Cincinnati.
Les HIte,

O.; 3,

Goodman

cracked opening night record here with 3,200 at 85c for fine $2,720, then
got 1,500 kids at 25c next day despite heavy rainstorm. Sunday (20) band
hopped to Lakeside Park, Dayton, and drew great 4,000 at 75c. for $3,000
gross.

1,

4,

ductor has been renewed for a fiveyear period.
Ormandy is to conduct all except
four weeks next season,' and guest
conductors will include Sir Thomas
Beecham, Sir Ernest MacMillan, Saul
Caston and Sergle Rachmaninoff, who
will also appear at another engagement as soloist. Will mark the first
time in years that a Philly symphony
season wUl have Leopold Stokowskl
100% missing from the podium.

.

Longvlew.

Ray McKinley

Washington,. Pa.; July

onial hotel, Rochester, Ind.;

Heat Gray Gordon $4,900 in Six Days

$2.75

WILL
BRADLEY
and HIS ORCHESTRA

Carr's Beach, Annapolis,

.

atre,

Auburndale s Totem Ballroom Hit By

I

36147

IS,

an accumulated deficit of $36,196
which goes back to 1931.
Credit was given to Eugene Or-

still

mandy for his cooperation with the
Summit management; His contract as con-

6,

Woody Herman, June 20, Myers
Lake Park, Canton, O.; 30, Balse the-

Bobby Byrne (Detca) 'More Than

COLUMBIA

C;

D.

Md.

ind'.

"FLAMINGO"

AND ms
Music Makers Orchestra

NBC—Columbia

y

Records

HOTEL LINCOLN
NEW YQRK

C

I

:

Comntlr

July

3) Palais Royal, Norfolk, Va.;
4, Aud., Bluefleld, W. Va.; 6, Armory,
Danville, Va.; 7, Benevolent Temple,
Greenville, S. C; 8, Aud,, KnoxvUle,
Tenn.; £>; Aud., Fayettevllle, N.
lo; Armory, Charlotte, N. C.

OF AMERICA

HARRY
JAMES

Glenn Miller (Modernistic B., Milwaukee ( June 22).
responded to. Miller, though $1.10 per is high in this region.
port, Conn., 21-23, Totem Pole; 25-31,
Tony Pastor (City Aud., Asheville, N. C, June 18). At $1.65 per for Eastwood Gardens, Detroit; Aug. 22dancers and $1.10 spectators Pastor pulled $1,100 from 900 stubholders, 28, Cedar Point, Sandusky, O.
biit returned two days later (20) and grabbed $1,600 at $1.10 hoppers and
Mazlne Snlllvan- Benny Carter,
65c lookers With 2,000 attendees.
Jo0 Venuti (Peony Park, Omaha, Neb., June 18). Around 1,100 paid
60c for a squint at Venutl's. fiddling for gross of $550, considered better
than fair In those parts.'
Tommy Tnoker (Pleasure Beach Park, Bridgeport, Clonn., June 22)
Overcome by heat, 862 at 77c, season's low for spot.

Spirit

Philadelphia, June 24.
Philadelphia Orchestra last Thursday (19) reported annual operating
deficit at only $1,621.59 Instead of an
anticipated deficit at the start of the
season of $23,000. However, board
reminded Philadelphia that there is

Lakeside

4,

Ersklne Hawkins, July 3, Edge!^
water Beach, Md.; 6, Aud,, Donora,
Pa.; 8, Uline Arena, Washington,

10*.

Once*, 'Down, Down, Down', 'If It's
True', 'You Started Something*.

C;

dens, Detroit;

'

Spring*, "Tuesday at

Isle

Al Donahue, June 29, State Fair
Park, Milwaukee; July 1, Iroquois
Gardens, Louisville; Ky.; 3, Lakeside
Park, Dayton, O.; 4, Eastwood Gar-

'Haj>anera'.

Lneky MUUnder - Sister Tharpe
(Decca) 'Rldfe Red Ride', 'Slide, Mr.
Sombone', 'Rock Daniel*, Trouble in

week. Dream-

ronto.

Bob Barnet, trumpeter who gave Noble, Wally Ruth, Byron Dalrym'
Beany GoodMn (Columbia) "La up bis own band. Joined Charlie
(Continued on page 36)
Roslta', 'Down, Down, Down*, 'Soft

As

5,

Longview, Tex.; 4, Monroe, La.; 5,
Cedar Lane C, Opelousa, La.
Cab Calloway, June 28, Castle
Farms, Cincinnati; 29, Savoy B.,
Chicago; 30, London Arena, London,
Canada; July 1, Mutual 'Arena, To-

Waxworks

By-',

Bardo, July

Bill

Tony Bussell replaced Art Perry land Park, Kenover, W. Va.
as vocalist with Gray Gordon.
Lou Breese, July 3, Palm

Salt

Cooperative

Credited for Better Showing

Channing Barron's Blue Notes on
already summer schedule

Ormandy's

he used before.

Dir.:
1

— Maalo

Corp

of

America

^

"yyyy^yy vyy^
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Inside Stuff-Orchestras
Johnny- Long, left-handed fiddle player leading his band tt the New
youngster on a larm
Yorker hotel, New York, was bitten by a pig when
in North Carolina, the porker severing tendons in' the fingers in his left
hand. Left him without necessary power and suppleness needed to finger
strings. He could handle a bow, however,- so simply changed over.
tiong's band has been held over at the New Yorker. Booked for three
weeks. It is to stay an additional three and possibly for the summer.

CAUSE OF GRUMBLES OVER REMOTES
ANOTHER ROAD ACCIDENT

Bandleaders See Mutual Lacking Coordinated, Sound
Dance Pick-up Policy ^Too Many Qaurter Hours
and New York Ignore Each Other

—

Bob Eberly, Jimmy Gardner of
Dorsey's band was cut off the NBC Blue network last week in
Jimmy Dorscy Band Are Injured
Chicago
the middle of a sustainer from the Astor hotel, New York. Blackout was
brought on by a misunderstanding stenuning from the failure of an NBC
stenographer to Include a tune on announcer BiU Abemathy's list of those
Bob Fberly, vocalist with the Jimwhich had been cleai^d. Abemathy skipped to the following number my Dorsey band, is the latest road
when It came time to play "This Love of Mine,' written by Frank Sinatra,
casualty in the steadily mounting
Dorsey's vocalist, and the leader interrupted to correct, played about eight
Eddie DeLanee and Will Hudson In
bars, theQ was cut off the air while a studio classical pianist filled in. Band toll of road accidents among bands
Bennlon Now Rehearsiiir
travelling on one-nighters. Driving
was cut back in later.
Eddie DeLange and Will Hudson
to New York from a date at XiakeJohn Kirby on "We, The People,' program over CBS, to tell how h« ia wood Park, Mahanoy City, Pa., early are together again, rehearsing a new
the only one leading a swing band from a bull fiddle.
band In New York. Hudson did
Friday (20) morning, Eberly, his nothing, but arranging for
a year or
wife and Jimmy Gardner, also in more after the split, then started a
Dorsey's band, were severely shaken, crew of his own also, but it -too, like
but only slightly cut and bruised one by DeLange, fell by the way-

—

Tommy

BEST TOGETHER

Mutual network's method of cutup its available remote pickup
is drawing criticism from bandleaders whose bands are getting shots
on that web. During the past month
or more Mutual has been slicing th«
major portion of its pickup periods
to IS minutes as a means of squeezeing In as many bands as possible, and
occasionally it doles out less than m
side.
quarter hour. Gist of the squawks
DeLange meantime has achieved from leaders is that Mutual is tryrank as a lyric writer, collaborating
with many of {he current top rank- ing to satisfy too many outfits to do
any of them any good.
ing melody men.
Another peeve is that in making so

—

Monte hoser's Madison Square

when

Garden Dance Carnival Fdds Up
After

31/2

Weeks- 100 Days Planned

was

their car

hit

by one driven

by two youtlis near Somerville, N. J.
Accident forced the cancellation of
a disc date scheduled for that
afternoon in N. Y.
Crash was attributed to a truck
trying to pass another road freighter
on a hill. Youths, both of whom

Monte Proser's Dance Carnival
Madison

Anti-Accident Rule

at

N.Y.,
Garden,
Square
Sunday (22) night's
Gradual sloping off of busi-

session.
ness, culminating in only 9,000 ad--

missions being traught over the
three-day weekend, Friday through
Sunday, wrote finis on the project,

Rule limiting one-night dance

Martm Booked

by Dan Arnstein, Yellow Taxicab

hours.'

executive now on his way to China
to fill a U. S. Government post as
Burma Road commissioner, Proser is.
said to have lost 'every cent he had'
He's
in an effort to remain open.

uprooted a

Hot

to

figures to

Dawn

$12,500 for three bands, $12,000 for

first

week's

gross
reached only
Final week's take reached

$30,000.

about

$0,500.

One hundred days

NAVY BUGLERS ON STAGE
FOR ARMSTRONG STUNT

were planned.
Proser

figured to stay open at
Philadelphia, June 24.
few weeks longer under the
Louis Armstrong, current on the
revised rental plan he worked out Earle stage, turned the boards over
with the Garden last week and the to the Navy, last night (23) for a
shift from a three-band policy to bugling contest
Gotta-get-up horn
two.
Garden lowered its rental blowers attached to the Philadelphia
from $1,000 a day to $500 and slashed Navy Yard and to ships stationed at
the percentage. Poor break In .the the Yard were Invited to compete
weather and resultant further drop- for the title of champion bugler of
least a

off at

Satchmo making the presentation
Though the Garden has passed out on basis of audience applause.

of the picture, Proser still figures
on carrying out his plans to roadshow the worlcs, if he can dig up
sufficient baclcing to laimch a troupe.
is considered feasible because of lower rentals or straight percentage deals which can be worked
out with' auditoriums In various key
cities.
It's figured that It would entall a nut of $11,000 weekly for
bands, transportation and rental
Meantime, Proser Is readying to
put his show from the Copacabaha
into the Piping Rock, Saratoga, for
the August racing season.
Proser has another headache in
carting out all the tinsel, taU palms,
etc.,' as his deal called for leaving

Garden

as he found It

or

New York

later.

Lombardo

starts

his

musicians at

of Tiot'

Lady

for

series

Esther.

in

Jimmy

Miller's

Street' orchestra, whose
symphonic rhumba has been played
by Black, and Earl Wyld, staff jazz
pianist, whose 'Overture to the Days

Xower Basin

was given a

first

per-

formance by Black.

Some others In this category would
be George Torke, staff arranger of
worlis have
been played by Black; Muriel Pollack of the jazz piano team of Pollack and Lawnhiirst who has had
tone poems played; and Tom BenNBC, whose symphonic

arranger for Ozzie Nelhas been commissioned by

nett, staff

son

^o

NBC

to write an opera, and who's
done an aria sung by Norman Cordon, Met basso, on the air.

symphonic
Semmler,

field,

CBS

DRAH

SPLIT UP BY

lies in the
Include Alexander
conductor, whose

'Serenade for Strings' has been
played by Black; Boris Ko'utzen, of
the NBC Symphony, whose concerto
for five solo Instruments and string
orchestra has been played; Alan
Schulman, who plays in Leval's orchestra, whose 'Variations on an
Theme for Viola and Orbeen played; and Vladimir Chemiavsky, who has had a
work for piano and strings per-

June

-

_

24.

Lieutenancy

in

.

Army

Fayetteville. N. C. June 24.
after Dee Richard-

Only one month

Albany, June 24:
Thomas G. Rockwell, Inc., New
York, has t>een dissolved, according to papers filed with the secretary of state.
Bernard L. Miller

was the

trombone-arranging job attorney.
with' Everett Hoagland'a orchestra
last January to join the 178th Field
The dissolution hasn't any
Artillery band here, he was pro- on Rockwell's (General Amus.
moted to • sergeant
PAGE S
Now Richardson expects his Seccommission
by
Lieutenant
ond
Teddy Walters, Raymond
July 1.
guitarist, plans to rejoin the
Jerry Delmar, Philadelphia all-gal crew after attending to a bad
son

left hia

.

unit, set to

summer

Wildwood, N.

J.

at Inlet Hotel,

half hour duration. TItfee
of those went,over'30 minutes, a 40
minute shol from the Rustic Cabin,
Cliffs, N. .; 40 minutes
with Charlie Spivak at Glen Island
C^ino, New Rochelle, and 40 ininutes with Art Mooney at Bordewick's, Tuckahoe, N. Y.
In the 67
there were 39-15 minute pickups and
nine 10 minute ones.
There were
five ranging between 19 and 25 minutes. Two were imder the 10 minute
group, one seven minute pickup of
Duke Daly's new band at Playland
Osino, Rye, N. Y., and another of
nine minutes with Carl Hoff's new
-

Blue

at

Gardens,

Armonk,

N. Y.

that the underlying cause of the time

Bob Chester

Into Jersey

Spot, Gets
Bob

NBC

its first

location .date in

more than a

year when the outfit opens at the
Chatterbox, Mountainside, N. J., July

an

indefinite stay. Chatterbox
now has Mutual wires, but will
switch over to
with Chester's

17 for

ment
Sale of Wires

The bandleadlng gentry point out
allotment jumble on Mutual can be
traced to the competition for the sale
of

remote

lines

which

prevails

among

the Network's key stations.
York, WON, Chicago, and
other similar originating stations are
each interested In disposing of their
lines to local dine-and-dance spots,
with the result that if a band originates out of Chicago it is as a rule
ignored by WOR, wliich broadcasts
its own band pickup at that time.

line WOR, New

Chester's orchestra goes into

NBC

debut.
Plans are being made to enlarge
the seating capacity of the spot. Currently seating 350; that limit has been

found inadequate on peak week-end

And

if

York,
fashion.

the originating point Is New
pays off in similar

WGN

Mutual's

management

last

week undertook

for the first time to
straighten out this conflict of lineinterests by instructing the
program co-ordinator, Dolph
Opfinger, to put the selection of
bands for network schedule oni a
basis, of quality and to try get the
various originating points to submerge their local interest for th*
common good of the networlc
selling

,

MBS

evenings.

Hal Grayson's Itinerary
'

Houston, June 24.

Following Hal Grayson's run at
the Hotel Rice here, the band goes
the Lake-Worth casino at Ft.
Worth and one-nighters thereafter
through El Paso, Phoenix, Tucson,
etc., to Los Angeles.
Grayson opens mid-July at Cata-

WMCA

'Platterbrains' on
Bob Bach, Leonard Feather and

Milton Gabler will be the quizmasters of a new "Platterbraln' program starting on WMCA, N. Y, Friday (27) at 10 p.m.
effect
It plays records and aslcs quesCorp. tions about swing and swlngsters.

FRANK DAILEY MAY
ADD COLUMBUS SPOT
Deal Is In the works whereby
Frank DaUey, owner of Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N.--J., will
either take over or go into partner-'

SHEBIFF HENBT BUSSE

ship In the operation of -Lou Peppe's
Valley Dale ballroom, Columbus, O.
Spot would be known as Frank
Dalley's Valley T>ale and it would
operate under the same sort of nama
band policy as his present Meadowbrook.
Valley Dale Is situated a mile outside of Columbus, on 13 acres of

Cedar Point, O., June 24.
Local Sheriff made Henry Busse
a special deputy, badge and all, at
a benefit ball held here last night,

ground and it can accommodate approximately 1,400 people inside and
another 1,400 In a summer garden.
There Is parking 'pace for 1,000 car«»

filing

Scott
Scott
strep
infection of the throat in a Philadelphia hospital.

were of a

vacation.

to

Rockwell, Inc^ Dissolves

vocals.

Out of approximately 67 pickups
made by MBS last week, only H

Though the cutting of time into
small segments has been going on
only for the past month or so.
Mutual claims that its signing with
ASCAP has nothing to with its
attempts to accommodate all requests for time. Net explains that it
had been swamped with orders for
wires long before the ASCAP agree-

chestra' has
'

where announcements made at the
were wrong through an entire
program, either as to tunes coming
up or identity of singers handling the

Les Jackson wound up a six-month
with his orchestra at Hotel
Worthy's Silver Room here on Saturday (21). Jackson is awaiting a call
from the army air corps.
His
trumpeter, Herdy Swinford of Decatur, lU., has been called to army
service for the Sptb. Jaclcson himself Is from St. Louis, Mo.
The band will split up with most
of the boys talcing other jobs after a

Original

formed.

course,

into service as engineers, aiid others

group
Sprhigfleld, Mass.,

who run

dance band,

has had two movements for orchestra and a string quartet played by
Black; Paul Leval, conductor of the

of Buffalo Bill'

LES JACKSON BAND

lina.

Dee Richardson Seeking

Road plan

the

number

the b.o. nullified the changes, the Navy:

however.

.

A

have been going classic of late,
and quite a number of new compopositions have been produced by
them which have been played by the
NBC Symphony, or Frank Black's
orchestra. Among some of these are
Arthur A. Zazmar, bass fiddle player

of

He may come Englewood

NBC

Others whose forte

getaway

exploitation and sundry
was a baclc-breaker and the

for a while.
either Chicago

Colgate Aug. 2, or five days after
winding up a three-year career with

HaH

items,

remain through that montii and
September, all depending
on the starting date of the permanent show which is yet to be picked.
Martin will originate from Holly-

wood

Serious Fie Id

Mutual,

and engineers. There have been
cases of road managers being pressed

studio

possibly

Compose For

Interfere with one-night operations by road is in states like
supposed to have borrowed money
Texas, where 400-mile junkets
on insurance policies and mortgaged
are compared to strolling around
his Co^acabana and Beachcoml>er
the block.
(N.Y.) niteries, as well as a share in
the Piping Rock Club at Saratoga
Springs, N.Y, to keep the Garden
Not Direcdng
going.
At that Proser is obligated George
for back salary to the bands of
Benny (joodman, Larry Clinton,
His Orchestra, Baton Goes
Charlie Barnet and Ben Bernie (approximately $8,000).
Local 802 of
To Vocalist Dolly
the American Federation of Musicians, which recently began tightGeorge Hall stepped off the poening up on all its rules, was a conVocalist Dolly
tributing but not final factor in the dium last week.
Dawn will lead his orchestra henceshuttering.
Proser made every effort to dig up forth with Hall as band's manager.
more capital l>etween Sunday's clos- Miss Dawn's debut as a leader will
ing and last night (Tues.)'to try and in all likelihood take place at Roseprolong the policy, but apparently land Ballroom, N. Y., July 4.
In making the change in leader
was unsuccessful.
Mondays were
dark nights any way, which gave- Hall also made a change in booking
him almost 48 hours to scout up ad- offices, without notice. Whereas he's
signed to Music Corp. of America,
ditional cash.
Miss Dawn's booking problem has
Terms
Garden's policy lasted three weeks been turned over to General Amuseand three days from Its May 30 ment, which booked her on the
opening. From the first it was a los- Roseland date. MCA has no apparing proposition. It dropped approxi- ent comeback because its agreement
mately $15,000 on its opening week designates Hall as leader. It he were
alone.
Garden's rental of $1,000 a to step back as such in the near
day, plus 15% of the gross, sbotA future the contract would hold force.

,

Show

will

Means, of course, that longer
hops can be made by plane or
it

Esther

Freddie Martin's band will replace

Mu»c Men

quiring more than a 400-mile
hop, by auto or bus, within 24

Only places

On Lady

tree.

cause of distance covered be-

train.

To Replace Lombardo

following the
and almost

Guy Lombardo in Lady Esther's
Monday Columbia spot Aug. 4. He

Musicians convention at Seattle
recently, doesn't figure to hampbookers much.
one-night
er
Aimed at road accidents be-

tween some dates, rule states
that it's 'unlawful for a booker
to schedule, a leader to accept,
or musicians to fill, any date re*

its

was

pickups

hasn't the staff to supply announcers

trucks, then caromitd off

band jumps to 400 miles, passed
l3y the American Federation of

backers virtually all
of the $100,000 that had been posted
to redecorate the Garden and get
the idea rolling. Record heat which
hit New York Friday (20) kept, the
play down. There were only 1,500
In the place Sunday night.
In addition to the $100,000 put up

which cost

who

Eberly,

.

time

many

Freddie

seriously injured, were coming
in the opposite direction and were
forced off the road. Slddding back
onto the concrete they smashed into

were

folded following

ting

1
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Inside Stuff-Music
Sammy Kaye's Republic Miislc Co. has two sheet music bestsellers riding
currently. They are 'Daddy' and 'Until Tomorrow.' Kaye makes the only
band leader that has capitalized heavily, on his own publications since
the break between the networks and ASCAP, even though around 15
other bandmen either own or have partriferships in publishing firms. Some
of the other maestros who control their own Indie music pub firms are
Guy Lombardo, Glenn Miller, Gene Krupa, Tommy Dorsey, and a list of
Others.
Clarence Gaskill sold 1,000 copies of his newest song, 'Love America, or
I^eave It Alone,' after singing it at a dinner of the Chamber of Commerce
of Staten Island. The buyer was a dentist who had attended the event as
a guest of one of the chamber's members. As Gaskill concluded the number the diner approached him and asked where he could buy some copies
of the song. Gaskill asked him how many he wanted, and the stranger
named 1,000. The next day Gaskill got the order in writing. Santly-JoySelect

.

is

the publisher.

around in New York. He says he
our meat and our senoritas and
our gauchos. Then he leaves for the
next place to repeat the performlikes

ance.'

OK When

Times Are Good

Idea, the ofTicial affded, is all very
well when times are good and the
presence of a charming visitor actually gets across to the public. But
now with European trade cut off,
with internal troubles increasing,

with Nazi propaganda becoming
stronger and with the actual danger
from the totalitarians increasing,

many South Americans

feel star visits

are clowning at a time

Songwriters Protective Association

is

yet to receive a signatured agree-

At the request of BMI, Irving Caesar, as
president of the SPA, sent over two weeks ago a blank form of the SPA's

ment from Broadcast Music,

Inc.

contract for publishers.

Under

this agreement the publisher delegates to the writer the right to
determine what shall be done with his performing rights and grants the

SPA the right to
SPA member.

ful— now that he realizes how Im^
portent, it Is—to say nothing that
win offend anybody. Then he starts
on a round of visits. He's on the
move from morning to night being
rushed around in the way you rush

co-administer all synchronization rights in the works of

an

script calls for

Another

when

the

something else.
explained

that
while the recent visit of Doug Fairbanks, Jr., was generally rated a success, a not unsizeable number of people to whom he had talked felt it
was not in the best possible taste for
President Roosevelt to have sent
someone known as an actor on an
official mission. Fairbanks, who has
official

Publishers affiliated with the American Society of Composers, Authors spent much time in the past two
and Publishers have so far turned down the bids of the Charlton, Pub- years away from Hollywood, manlishing Co. and the Drs. Corp. for the right to publish their lyrics in' song- aged to get across with high-ranking
sheets put out by these two outfits. D. S. and Charlton have such licenses personages because of his personality
from Broadcast Music, Inc.
and background, but stars, who do
Charlton calls its 10-center.the Big Song Magazine, while D. S., jointly not have White House blessing are
owned by Richard Davis and Walter Socolow, distributes two nickel not likely to have the same entree.
sheets. Song Parade and Song Leader.
D. S. Publishing, which has an exclusive tieup with Broadcast Music,
putting out an e4ition -for street sales, the
Leader.' Its other nickel compilation bf BMI tunes, 'Song Parade,'
is confined to stand distrjbution.
BMI has also sold its lyric rights to a dime publication, 'Big Book.'

Inc., for five-cent songsheets, is

Cliff

%ong

Edward B. Marks Music Corp. lost a plea for summary judgment
against Stasny Music Corp., and Betty Stasny in the N. Y. federal court
Teo»ntly when Judge Alfred C. Coxe denied the application. Dispute
Involves rights to the song 'Alia En El Rancho Grande.'
Bong was written In 1927 by Silvano R. Ramos, a Mexican, and assigned
to plaintiff in 1934. Defendant is accused of having published it since
that date. An injunction, accounting of profits, and damages are asked.

(Record* belou) art 0rabbi7i0 mott nickels this week in jukeboxes
throughout the country, as reported by operators to Variety.
Names
oi more than ona band or vocalist after the title indicates, In order o/
popularitv, whose recordings are being played.
Figuret and names in
parenthesis Indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings
and respective publishers.)

^^Contlnued from page ^sss

Rallfli Aiistrian to

Ralph B. Austrian,

L

A.

HARLIE

PIVAK
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Pan-Am Bad-Will
jContlnned from page 3^

assistant v.p. of

Manufacturing, left last week
for fte west coast to hold a series of
meeting with 'local company execs
and visit t^e various studios.
He will be gone three weeks.

RCA

ISLAND CASINO

CBS— MBS
OKEH RECORDS
MANACCMCNT

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

itors feel, and that junkets in times
like these are definitely out of place,
Unusual feature of this reaction is

from the
opinion prevalent even three months

that

it is

radically different

ago. This correspondent at that time,
questioning film men, officials, newS'
paper editors and others headquartered here In this No. 1 metropolis of
South America, found them enthusiastic about the idea of more plane

and boat trips by the glamor boys
and girls, figuring that first-hand
contact with the figures they had
long admired on the screen would

who

figure that
if certain practices secure results In
ttia States, they ought to work here,
Just as bad, Ifs explained; Is to believ* that if a junket to Mexico is
suocessf lU, further plx heglras should
be raade' lnto Latin-America.
'Sometimes I'm afraid your people
will never understand that we. are as
unlike Mexicans as
Yorkers are
unllW* Eskimos,' ona editor of a

New

MANACEMCNT

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

leading Chilean paper walled.

An Argentine official, who is often
called upon by both the U. S. Embassy and film Industry reps because
of his extensive knowledge of the
action of his people to foreign af'
fairs, put it this way:
'What sort of impression do you
think we get when we find that we're
to b« courted Into becoming better
neighbors by a mass turnout from

W

DUKE
DALY
and hia land
PLAYLAND CASINO
BTE BEAOB, NEW TOBK

WOB

-

HottuI

MANACCMENT

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

Hollywood? I know that 70U. have
tha best Intentions in the world and
that tha actors and actresses who are
sent' down will b« charming people.

But down here we keep wondering,
as you North Americans say, 'what's
the idea.'
'A certain actor comas down.
orowd meets him at tha airport His
pictures ara in the papers. He goes
to the Hotel Plaza and thera ara Interviews In which ha ii very care-

A

and

Sister

/nv
(2)

.
Aurora

„. ., „. ..
Nighty
Night

Amapola

(14)

is

Decca

Andrews Sisters. .... .Decca
lAlvinoRey
Bluebird
Dick Jurgens
Okeh

|

Jimmy Dorsey

Marks.....

TT . o I c
Hut
Sut Song

Dolores (11) Paramount

9.

I

(Horace Heidt
| Freddie Green
jBing Crosby
) Tommy Dorsey

o u
Schumrnn

(1)

(Jimmy Dorsey

Understand (12) Feist

/King Sisters
{Harry James
(Andrews Sisters

Music Makers (8) Paramount

..Decca

Columbia
Bluebird

Decca
Victor

Decca
Bluebird

Columbia
Decca

DISKS GAINING FAVOR
(These records are directly below the
in demand on the coin machines.)

10 in popularity, but growing

first

Jimmy Dorsey

Maria Elena (Southern).

Now

G'bye

Let's

Tony Pastor
Horace Heidt

(BMI)

Vaughn Monroe

Green Eyes (Southern)
Everything Happens to
Get Away from

It

Jimmy Dorsey

Me
AU

(Embassy)
Tommy Dorsey
['^°°^^ Herman
(Embassy);....
'
1

I

I

_

Love (Campbell)

,.

;

Decca
'

Bluebird

Columbia
Bluebird

Decca
Victor

Decca

Dorsey

Victor

Dorsey
Jimmy Dorsey

.'Victor

Vaughrf Monroe

Bluebird

Tommy

,

Rose and a Prayer (BVC)

Tommy

Inkspots

Worry? (Melody Lane)

Yours (Marks)

idea on which he has been
Nature of it calls for size
and capacity, but he's withholding
location

j

Jimmy Dorsey

|

„

7.

new

details until his
tured.

Benny Goodman., .Columbia
S?odS:an.-.V(3oiumbia

Beacon

(2)

8.

10,

Decca

|

BMI

I (4)

Victor

(Woody Herman

« uu.
Bobbins

4.

5.
6.

Sammy Kaye

•

» V V
Schuberth

Things

Fischer, had a protective clause
with his people in case of no-sailings
and kindred international emergencies, and instead he will transplant his show to Hollywood into a

Decca
Decca

Gene Krupa
Dick Robertson.
Jimmy Dorsey..
.Barry Wood
Jmmy Dorsey

Okeh
Decca
Decca
Victor

Decca

Coin-Cafciiing Record Possibilities

signa-

Gene Kropa 'Green Eyes'—Throwing Pebbles at MiUstream' (Okeh
6222)
As it was, people like Fritz and
Krupa shows no tasta whatsoever on sucTi things as 'Green Eyes.' After
Jean Hubert refused to accept con- this spins out there's a definite
feeling of relief at being delivered from
tracts for the .S.A. booking; Yvonne a- hacked and battered
arrangement of a good tune. An awkward tempo
Bouvier only wanted to sign for four makes Howard Dulaney's vocal
sound bad. Anita O'bay gets aboard late
to eight weeks, and not eight months to complete the
two-voice formula recently popularized by Jimmy Dorsey.
to a year that Fischer hoped to tour •MUlstream' Is better.
Dulaney vocals again, but gets more cooperation.
his revue in South America. Some
of the chorus girls' parents also
Hlldegarde (fonr sides) Deoca 23218-23219
balked at the kids sailing in these
The' Continental chanteuse from Milwaukee, who is a click in the class
times, although his talent problem
was not wholly prohibitive, as he cafes, registered so solidly on Decca with her version of 'Last Time I Saw
had enough of a show lined up to Paris,' easUy the best of tha vocal waxworks, that Decca's Jack Kapp put
her to work fast with some encores. These four are also excerpts from
meet the standard requirements.
her nitery repertoire. 'Darling, Ja Vous Aime Beaucoup,' the thematic
The William Morris agency and which
Anna Sosenko authored -for her, and 'I Worship You,' another
others who made previous booking
commitments for South America are 'special* by Cole Porter, are backed on one side; Hermann Leopoldi's
•Little Cafe Down the Street' with 'You WiU
Remember Vienna' on the
not encouraging any future dates
other. Latter is a HammersteiiPRomberg oldie
which she gives 1941 hisnow, until the international crisis
toric nuance through slight switch in lyrics,
so that the nostalgia is apsettles one way or the other.
As pealing
without oppressing.
To self -piano accompaniment, and with
elsewhere reported in this issue,
Harry Sosnik batoning a full orchestra, aU four are given de luxe preIlona Massey refused to sail last
sentation on Decca's 'Personality Series' (red label).
Look like cinch best
Friday (20), but, on the
hand,
,

Shaw

north of the border

/»v
(6)

blows.

the features Shaw has been using
since his entry into the music biz.
Argentinians, take questions of what
It will include the Gramercy Five

and what is aot done far more
seriously than Yanquls, U Is pointed
out This fundamental difference is
still not understood by most people

My

Republic

South of North Carolina (Porgie)

—

it

(3)

.

and underwriters like that invariably know which way the wind

other
sailing Friday (20) on the S.S. Brazil,
help bring about a closer relation- for the Tabaris, Buenos
Aires, were
ship than anything else.
Susan and Christine and Trudy McThat feeling still holds among Gee line of seven, per schedule.
many but the number of those who
are definitely opposed to the idea Is
increasing, and the opponents are
.not in the Nazi camp but those truly
Artie
friendly -toward the U. S.
sConttnned from page 1;

Art enUnUna 'More 3erloiu*
South Americana, and especially

-

Intermezzo

3.

working.

Broadcast Music, -Inc., has discharged arrangers, copyists and proofreaders in appreciable numbers. It has also cut its publicity staff pracBMl's explanation Is that the organization has merely
ttoaiiy in half.
Wbilized Its payroll and personnel requirements.'

Daddy

1.

2.

Do

Fischer

on Coin-Machines

10 Best SeHers

all

(actually six men) with which he
has been making jazz recordings, the
14-piece setup he discarded when he
was at the top of the dance band
heap, and a 33-man setup similar to
the one he has been using on Victor
Records. Use of the various combinations will depend on what each
particular composition demands for

best results. Full complement of 50
will play native American music of
authors such as William Grant Still,
writer of 'Lenox Ave. Suite.' Outfit,
according to Shaw, will not be a
symphonic jazz group, but will attend to each separate tempo in true

sellers.

Eddy Dnehln Mooniahis

Bleet Moon'—'Pebbles In MUlstream' (CoL 86170)
Two tunes that fit Duchln'a style and he does saleable work on them.
They're In tasteful arrangements and are easily capable of figuring in
whatever play the tunes get In machines or elsewhere. First side is pleasantly delivered with Johnny Drake and Earbenders
vocal and Duchin
piano touches. Reverse draws same comment Vocal la by Tony Leonard.

My

Teddy

Powell «tima
Panda'—'Boof In' Downbeat' (Blaeblrd 11176)
PoweU exhibits good work on first side, a smoothly played and well
tailored arrangement that sits solidly at slow tempQ.
It gathers deserved
nods. Ruth Gaylord vocals. Backing Is a concession
to Jive hounds. It's
unexciting.

Joa Belohmaa 'Piano Beverlea' (Albmn) Victor P-64
Joe Relchman joins the planlst-maestros Ilka Eddy Duchin and Carmen
Cavallero, both of whom have waxed rhythm albums for
Columbia and
Decca respectively, with a tiptop Victor book of 'Piano Reveries.' Utilizing surefires like Tea for Two,' 'Can't We Be Friends,'
'Stormy Weather,'
'Lover, Come Back to Me,' 'Indian Love CaU'; 'My Heart
^.^..J^^t'I
Stood
Still,' 'in FoUow My Secret Hearf In
that sequence, the 'Pagliaccl
of the piano—to us* his own bUling—dishes up a brisk
brand of rhythm-

«

pation.

A

guitar, bass-and-drtims

Stelnwaylng monotony.

It's

rhythm section does much to

one of the best of

Its

offset

any

type.

Cland* ThornhUI 'AU I Need'-'Portr»K of Guinea Farm' Okeh 6234)
Machines so far haven't found much use for ThomhiU's advanced stuff,
form, even though one or more is
incorporated into a single arrange8ivt 'em opportunity. A salable version of a rich
u « J**'.
ballad.
Impregnated with all the outstanding quaUtles of the new band's
ment. Symphonic jazz is a combina-.
style, pick Harding vocals.
tlon.of two styles.
Reverse Is one of ThomhiU's super-special
None of the dates to be played originals, stamped with the potats that have gained the band trade attention. For average consumption It's not a good
will allow for dancing. They're to
risk.
be straight concerts.
One of the
Merry Maes 'Hat-Snt Song*-IMary Lon' (Deooa 3810)
reasons for that is the fact that on
Mora swings at 'Hut-Sut.' Merry Macs' cutting is perhaps the best of all
most one-nighters played by the outstanding bands the greater portion Some of the band jobs might And better favor, because there's more on
of those who buy admission do not them, but of tha vocal tries this side tops alL Group dresses tune up with
dance. They simply gather around tasty tricks, and It's In good tempo. 'Mary Lou' side is also a neat job.
the bandstand and listen.
Taking
Frankle Masters' 'Hut-Sut' (Okeh 6223) Is not as weU done and rates as
that as a cue Shaw figures that his
dates will be more comfortable for an average try. Swlngmasters vocal and arrangement don't add much to
repeUtious lyrlo. It's backed with a pleasant whack at 'I Went Out of My
everyone concerned.
Way,' a pleasant tune. It's hard to figure why Ells Logan tried the tune
excepting that the Scotch comedienne took too Uterally the
^^i''^).
Frederick Hollander has been as- ii?,?}"
bUling that 'Hut-Sut' Is Scotch double-talk. Hers races at top speed early
signed to write the musical score for and late and destroys whatever
puU there is In the novelty. Midway It
'Mr. Jordan Comes to Town,' at Co- drops to a lama slow tempo.
She lets loose on 'Bill' on the reverse. It's
lumbia,
so-so. She doesn't soimd natural on It.

\lfeiuesdaj,
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ASCAP SAYS CBS INSINCERE'
Contrasted to Mutifid

CBS FEE SCALE

Under the contract prevailing between
1.

first
2.

The Columbia Broadcasting System last Friday (20) publicly Issued
a 'proposal for an agreement' with
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers covering
network business and Its owned and
•

operated

stations.

and the Mutual Net-

The commercial fee under the blanket arrangement is 3% for the
four years and 3'/&% for the foUowing five years.
A scale of reductions for operating costs, lower than that pro-

less than $50,000 pay a nominal fee of
$12 for sustaining uses; stations whose net income ranges between
$50,000 and $150,000 pay on the basis of the highest half hour rate of
their national spot rate card, while those doing more than $150,000 pay
an amount equal to their hourly rate per month, or not more than 1^
times the fee paid ASCAP in 1940.

BLAHZET SETWOBK IICEIISE

Daffy Forces

Frozen Axis

Music Funds

first »15,000,000

Milwaukee, June
ciety

Publishers

Columbia proposes to tie into this
network i>roposal a matter which
pertains strictly to

its

owned and

operated

If,

during

stations.

term of the contract

CBS

the

itself

no

longer operates eight stations as at
present but operates any lesser number down to and including a minimum of three, an additional amount
of $500,000 per annum shall be
to the network expense stated

added
above

If the number of
reduced below three,
then CBS and ASCAP shall renegotiate the terms of this contract
(Continued on page 36)

less than eight
stations shall be

LB. MARKS HAS

LECUONAFOR
10

YEARS

executive
Roosevelt's
President
«rder freezing Axis assets in this another pot shot from the Federal
country will affect to some extent bench this past week In ordering
the music business. What sheet and Robert A. Hess, ASCAP's Wisconsin
mechanical royalties that have ac- counsel, to reveal the amotmt of the
crued for publishers and writers In
Germany, Italy and A'xis-dominated society's 1940 income in Wisconsin.
countries will have to remain here, It was disclosed that approximately
while of the performing rights group $60,000 in fees was collected In this
the only one that admitted last week
state during the year for the use of
that it might be affected was Ascopyrighted ASCAP music.
Inc.,
Music Publishers,
sociated
Previously, in a hearing before
which has numerous affiliates in the
Court Commissioner Morris Stem,
Reich and France.
Hess had refused to give any Inexplained that it had been
formation regarding ASCAP finances.
sending over only what money it
It was sought by Fred R- Wright
had been asked to by Gierman pub- legal ,rep for Wiley Young, president
American Siociety of Comlishers.
and Publishers of the Wisconsin Tavern Keepers'
Authors
posers,
association, who is being sued by
stated that it hadn't transmitted any
for $250 damages for alleged
money to Germany in many years ASCAP
copyright infringement The tavern
because the. Nazi performing rights
owed ASCAP men's organization is fighting the
invariably
society
much more than was due it SESAC, case every step of the way, to obtain
court rulings that wiU have their
Inc., said it hadn't sent any royalties
effect" on many other cases now
to any country In Europe outside of
pending.
for some time. •-According

AMP

Sweden
to SESAC, the

and

firms

in

German-dominated

When Hess declined to give information sought before the court
commissioner, the questions were

Germany
countries

with whi<4i it had contracts were
operating in South America,
London and the United States.
Another outfit certain to be af-

now

certified to
tiiat"*

A

Judge Duffy.

ASCAP

demand

records

financial

amounting

to

Beilin,

for

past

three

be

produced in court was dropped when
Candido G. Galdo, Cuban agent for fected by the President's shutdown Hess reluctantly disclosed the soA
composers and writers, declared that is Ricordi, of Milan, which had of- ciety's 1940 Wisconsin income.
York.
demand for other documents wanted
the only rights which the Warner fices in New
by the tavern men's attorney was
Bros, subsid. Music Publishers Holdtaken under advisement
ing Corp, has in the works of Bradford
Examine
It is reported that the tavern keepErnesto L«cuona are- those composiers, having ascertained what ASCAP
in $6,000,000 Suit collected, now want to find out in
tions written ..and copyrighted prior
Bradford,
as assignee of detail just how the iponey was disPerry
to May 1, 1040. Warners had stated
Publishing Corp., bursed.
that it had an exclusive contract with Bradford Music
Acme Music Publishing Co., and
Lecuona for a year with options.
Blues Music Co., applied Monday
Galdo stated that on May 4, 1939 (23) to N, Y. supreme court for perLecuona appointed him attorney-in- mission to examine Gene Buck befact until 19S0 and, as result of this
fore trial. Bradford is suing Buck,
agreement, he (Galdo) bad granted
as president of the American So£. B. Marks the exclusive world's
ciety of Composers, Authors and
rights (except Cuba) of all works
Publishers,
and Southern Music
written and arranged by Lecuona for
Publishing Co. for $6,000,000.
10 years from May 1, 1940. "Galdo said
Bradford was loaned $100 by
that he had also granted to Bobbins
Southern on Feb. 13, 1934, and
Music Corp. the rights to certain claims to have turned over the
Lecuona works written and copyAt the last minute a deal for
rights to some 40 songs to Southern
righted prior to May 1, 1940.
In to retain until the money was re- Rocco Vocco to take over Guy Ijomother wopds, as pointeS out by
paid or sufficient royalties had ac-.
two publishing companies,
Galdo,
there
is
no outstanding crued to make up the balance. It bardo's
agreement whlbh gives any Ameri- is alleged the defendant Southern re- Olman Music Corp. and London Mucan publisher, except Marks, the
Vocco,
fused to return the songs, although sic Co., Ltd., was called off.
'

Buck

24.

years

music representative of Remick, has
been let out Beilin is one of the real
veterans for Chicago music field. No
replacement yet selected.

v.p., got Into
the picture five weeks ago.
The feeling In the moslc trade
yesterday (Toesday) was that
for the first time since the Jan. 1

'

'

and that who considered leaving Bregman,
have reaped Vocco & Conn, Inc., of which he is
millions in profits from the songs. president, and operate Olman and
Defense is a general denial and an London Music, the latter of which is
assertion that the songs are worth- BMI, decided that primarily, his
offered,

ASCAP

loyalties lay with the Society.

less.

Set With PhiUy, Pittsburgh, Chicago
Detroit and Otker Symphonleg
Sergie Rachmonihoff will have
some 30-35 concerts this faU and is
scheduled already for numerous ap-

pearances with orchestras.

RacWaninofI, whose fees of $2,500
and up are tops in his field, will appear in Syracuse, Oct 14, 17, and IS
with
with

actoally

nnd ASCAP were
somewhere near a re-

oonclllatlon.

Probability of CBS and the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers sitting down in the
immediate future to consummate a
licensing agreement was shattered
Monday (23) when the ASCAP board
of directors voted to -refer the contract proposal submitted by CBS
that same day to (1) Its regular
counsel, FTohlich
Schwartz, and
(2) David L. Podell,-whom the Society has recently retained to start
a .triple damage anti-trust action
against Columbia, NBC, BMI, RCA
and the National Association of
Broadcasters.
The ASCAP board
was of the opinion that the letter
which accompanied Columbia's proposal constituted in itself a strong
case of conspiracy.
There were soma indications late
yesterday (Tuesday) that NBC would,
before the current week was over,

Nearly Driven
Out of Business

'

&

Walter G. Douglas, chairman of the

Music Publishers Protective Association, last week Informed the MPPA's
membership that as the result of a
mop-up by members of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and New
York police the end of bootleg songsheets was virtually In sight Only

.

distributor of contraband songsheets
left in the country, stated the, letter,
was operating out of a midwest city

and this situation, Douglas said,
would be cleared up shortly.
The roundup in New York City
produced the printer as well as the
distributors and street hawkers of
songsheet
The 11
the
'Flash'
arrested were arranged before U.S.
Commissioner Isaac Piatt Of this
group the two printers and the distributor were held each In $1,000
bail, while the others were each required to put up a bond of $500. The
raided printing plant operated by
Alexander Alianl and Fernando
Costa,

allegedly

(Continued on page 36)

ASCAP SPLITS

MUUON FOR
IHORALE'

turned out 30,000
week.

illegal songsheets a

C. F. Tamklns, Philadelphia, sold
his 'In a Dew-Kissed Valley' to Republic for a forthcoming Gene Autrey screen saga.

Board of directors of the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishes voted Monday (23)
to distribute $1,000,000 in royalties
to the membership for the second
quarter of this year.
The checks
will go out during the week of

July

Guy Lombardo, who

is

currently

ing over the
Music books. At the ASCAP board ASCAP check on hand publishers
meeting on Monday (23), when Gene would be encouraged to retain their
Buck, presiding, asked board mem- staffs in spite of the protracted busiber Bregman if it were so, the latter ness break between NBC-CBS and

ASCAP.

reiterated his Moyalty to ASCAP.'
Iximbardo's two firms straddled
both the ASCAP and BMI fence.
Olman Music is an ASCAP affiliate.

MBS' LUNCHEON FOR

PUBS

—

I

|

.

|

I

!

trade

that-

Sydney

POSTPONED

~

!

publishing

IS

Mutual Network will give that
luncheon for publishers affiliated
with ASCAP and their professional
managers next Tuesday (1). The
feed had originally been set for yesterday (Tuesday), but Fred Weber,
Mutual general manager, who arranged the event and was to talk
to^ the music men about intensifying co-operation between them and

-

'

is equal to the purse
the like quarter of 1940.
members suggested

board

that the distribution be made substantially less but the majority felt
that since the money was available
it ought to be turned over intact to
visited him in Pittsburgh last week,
the
members at this time for the
where the band was performing, a
favorable effect it would have on
deal was set. The deal became hot
their morale, if nothing else. It was
to the degree that they were goalso
figured that with a normal
Olman and London

)

j

for

Couple

—

since last October and Jimmy Campbell just left our London Music firm
and we'll just use that for technical
copyright clearances:'
Lombardo stated that when Vocco

7.

The diwy
split

The recently formed London Music
appearing at the Broadway Strand
which Guy Lombardo actually
with his- orchestra, stated Tuesday
started in behalf of Jimmy Campthat 'my pal Rocco is still welcome
Irving Berlin traveled up to To
bell, the British music man, now in
to both of them because we still
ronto last Friday (20) to appear on
want to get out of the music pub- New York is affiliated with Broada Canadian Broadcasting Corp. show lishing business.
There's been so cast Music, Inc. Under BMI radio
on which one of his new tunes was much resentment about bandleaders blessing, London Music got a couple
introduced, It's tabbed "When This
who are publishers that I Just want tunes into the air in short order.
Crazy World Is Sane Again.' Barry to bow out It's never been worth Olman, of course, being ASCAP, has
Wood's vocalization of it was aired it, and we formed liondon Music been restricted.
by shortwave to England' as well as only as a convenience to clear inGuy Lombardo states that while he
by longwave throughout Canada.
dependent tunes lor BMI rights, but owns the newer London Music Corp.,
Wood also sang Berlin's 'Arms for we never made nor lost anything he had turned over Olman Music
the Love of America' and Berlin with either firm.
last year to his brothers Carmen and
warbled his 'God Bless America' on
'As a matter of fact, Olman Music Liebert
the special shows.
It was also reported around the
has been closed, i.e., not operated

Berlin to Toronto

the Philadelphia Orchestra,
Y. Philharmonic on Dec. 18
and 19, with the Pittsburgh Symphony
Nov. 23 to 30, with the Chicago Symphony Nov. 5 to V, with the Cleveland Jan. 8, In Baltimore, Oct 22,
With the Philadelphia Orchestra, in
Joe Charles and Ed Selecto, PhilaN. Y. with the Philadelphia, Oct 11, delphia tunesmiths, had their 'Hello,
and with the Detroit Symphony, My Love' taken by Jimmy LunceDec. 4.
ford's New Era Music

NBC

break

Song Boodeggers

Not to Take Over Lombardo s Fmns

RACHMANINOFF'S SEASON

.

Mark Woods, NBC

Rocco Vocco, Loyal to ASCAP, Decides

any Lecuona work written payment was
and copyrighted after May 1, 1940.
Southern and

Washington he would

.

Would

rights to

In

sit down and (• over Ihe
terms of a Uoensing contract
He said that he had hoped tm
do It within ihe next day or two,
meaning today (Wednesday) or
tomorrow. At no time. It was
pointed out has NBC broken oB
iwKOtlaUonB with' ASCAP since

hlmidf

40%.

24.

Sniping against the American Soof Composers, Authors and
still goes on In the courts
here. Judge. F. Ryan Duffy taking

Are Negligible

o/,net

Al

•tay

addition to notices
of

were imposed, some

Al Benin's Backgronnd
Chicago, June

Tayern Men Fight Hard

receipts.

29% on the next $5,000,000.
35% on the next $5,000,000.
45% on all over $25,000,000.

In

prcc,

ters that have plied up In his
office becsnae of his protracted

staff, and Al Beilen, Joe
Burns and Herbie Lutz, of the midstaff.

NBC

has advised ASCAP that aa soon
as he has cleared up some mat-

New York

ASCAP Rep

To Reveal Wise, hcome;

cost of permanent hookup lines and
costs of doing business calculated as
follows:

15% of the

the professional men afare Mickey Addy, Irving
Schottler, of the

Brown and George
west

Trammell,

Nlles

Among
fected

these, it is said,

tire

'CASE-

1.

salary cuts

proposal

CBS proposes to pay 2% of the ennetwork net receipts, minus
time discounts and agency commissions and also after deducting the

GALLS PROPOSALS

the first wholesale letout in this
organization since the break between the networks and ASCAP
Jan,

posed by CBS, Is provided.
3.
Stations doing business of

provides:

Staffs

Warner Bros, publishing group
last week issued notice to eight
members of its professional staff
and also to several arrangers. It's

work:

F

This

ASCAP

Warners Axe

Fee»-

the network, later lound lhat -ha
night have to be In Washlngtcn for
senate hearing on the White

M. the

Kaye, BMI v.p., had agreed to fur- resolution on that day.
Date for the network's luncheoij to
nish Vocco with whatever finances
he needed to operate London Music band leaders and bookiog office
executives has yet to be set.
Co., but of course that's now cold.
i

. ..
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Larry Spier Succeeds
Bornstein As Nominator

15 Best Sheet Music SeOers
(Week ending June

Larry Spier has replaced Ben
Bornstein as one of the members
of the nominating committee named
by the publisher faction on the
ASCAP board. Candidates for the
Ave publisher vacancies on the
board will be cleared through -this
committee.

1941)

21,

Schumann

Hut Sut Song

Schuberth
Campbell
Southern

Intermezzo
Things I Love
Maria Elena
My Sister and I

BMI
Broadway

I'll Be witfi You in Apple Blossom Time
Daddy
You Are My Sunshine

Bornstein had asked that he be
relieved of the assignment.

Republic
Southern
Porgie

.'
•

South of North Carolina
Because of You
.

^fContlnued from page 35^^5

Republic
:

•

•

•

PUBLISHEB TOTAL

TITLE
Aurora
Understand

.•.

Robbins

20

Feist

12
12
10
g
9
8
8
6

Schuberth
-.Schumann

Harbor of Dreams
You're Dangerous *RoBd to Zanzibar
Dolores— *Las Vegas Nights
'.
Chapel in the Valley

Miller
..Santly

.'.

PD.
•

recapitulations furnished by Accurate Reporting Service.

I

—

CBS Proposal

Marks
Paramount

Amapola

Tomorrow
Band Played On
You and I

Until

The following tabulation of network popular music performances is conto won. New Yorfc release for Mutual Broodcasttng System.
beginnlTig June 16 (.Monday)
to 2 a.m., and based on daily

yined

The compilation hereioith covers the week
and ending June 22 (Sunday), from 8 a.m.

Intermezzo
Hut Sut Song

BMI

•Dolores ('Las Vegas Nights')

Mutnal Network Hugs

Paramount
Wltmark

'

necessary, submit the matter Don't Cry, Cherie
.TShaplro
to arbitration. (Publishers read this I Found a Million Dollar 6aby— •Million Dollar BabyRemick
clause to mean CBS apparently an- Kiss the Boys Goodbye *Kiss. the Boys Goodbye. .. .Famous
ticipates the FCC's demand that the Love Me a Little Little
Mayfair
network abandon control of stations My Sister and I
BMI
,
outside the three key points, New There Goes That Solig Again
Berlin
York, Chicago and Los Angeles).
Beau Night in Hotchkiss Corners
Berlin
Corn Silk
BVC
LOCAL STATION
I'll Be with You in Apple Blossom Time
Broadway
LICENSE
One I Love Belongs to Somebody Else
Forster
;
(Fees also to apply to CBS owned Where You Are 'Great American Broadcast
...Feist

and,

Willson

if

—

*FUmuaic4a.

6
e

6
e
6
5

'

SPA

BMI

Joins

BLANKET

in Legal Action

5
s
b
5

—

To Force

Definition of Pubfishers

Control of Performance Rights

and operated stations).
Everything Happens to Me
2% on the net receipts fTom-'lo- Maria Elena
Memory of a Rose
Nighty Night
;
Oh! Look at Me Now
1%% on the excess of sucft re- When the Sun Comes Out
You Stepped Out of a Dream— Ziegfeld Girl
ceipts over this average.
cal and national spot sales over its
stations as averaged for the years
1936 to 1930, inclusive.

A
Songwriters Protective Association
will participate,

it

was

oast

British Pii«s
(May 26-June 1)

or tha writer owns tha right to a
aopyrighted number. ' John Schulman, SPA counsel, wiU seek to enter
the case, although tha litigation tends
'

ASCAP

In tha dilemma of
taking sides against either one of

to put

less

cal

'of
eight times the highest hal^-hourlv
card rate for stations which have
such net receipts of between $50,000
and $150,000, or a sustaining fee of
12 times the highest hal/-hourIv
card rate for stations which have
such net receipts in excess of $150, •
000 per year.

6.

C-C

Over the IJIU
London I Love

Chappell
Maurica

First Lullaby

Wright
AUThat I Care
FDH
Johnny Pedler
America, I Love You
FDH
Does She Love Me?. .Cinephonio
Chappell
I L-I/Ove You.

Sun

Dream

Valley
Let "There B9 Love.
It's

..

lishers)

which compose

The test action which BMI and
Marks have entered la tha N.Y. supreme court is one that the ASCAP

For commercial programs .making

SHEPARD LDHITS

.

Marks' Claim

Ever since

BMI

Ma^

signed up with

lattery has been hesitant
its station and netsubscribers to broadcast the
of ASCAP writers in the
catalog.
Now for purposes
court
argument
of
BMI and Marks
?laim that Marks owns all the rights
n the "certain 'works of ASCAP
writers ^ which were created and

the

about authorizing

work

works
Marks

copyrighted
I

I

they

hefore

oldies selected
for the test -case are 'Bluer Than
Blue' by Lew' PoUack and Tot Sey'You
Fit
in
the
Picture' .by
Sipur,
lid
Green and Jesse Greer and
Johnson.
All these are ASCAP
'Mississippi River' by J. Rosamond

members.

—

through John Paine,. Its
general manager, met the filing of
{he suit with a statement which
twitted BMI about havinj; Ho seek

•dme ASCAP vitamins to bolster up
i diet of ersatz music which has been
distressing the appetites of listeners
•nd sponsors

alike.'

Mex Symph

to

On the Upbeat
; Continued

Mexico

City,

June

24,

'

"if-

,

Tiie Orclieslra,

follows:

from page 32^

SUtton
Net Receipts

Maury Paul, piano and
Bob Hartley, bass; Joe

reeds;
accordion;
pie,

$80,000
$60,000
$40,000
$25,000
$15,000

.

Martin, drums; .Carl LaMagna, Seb
Mercuric, Leonard Selic, violins;
Alice Mann, vocals.

Arnold

Bednctlon

7%%

to $100,000
to $80,000
to $60,000
to $40,000.
to $25,000
$15,000

16%
29%
39%
46%
50%

TenKlnnd, from Everett Under
returning
to
CONDITIONS OF CONTBACT
Harold
on trombone.
1. All
contracts up to Dec. 31,
now with 1949, subject to five-year extension

Austin's band, BulTalo,

.

Replaces George Sedola

Bob

Armstrong crew at Beaver at option of licensees, at rates
and
Grand Island, N. Y.
terms to be fixed by arbitration.
.

Island Casino,

Glenn Miller's orchestra will play
annual 'Coronation Ball' of
Wichita Transportation Booster Club
for

2.

Substantially

all

CBS stations
CBS that

shall agree to reimburse

portion of the 2% payment on network receipts made to ASCAP by
Forum July- 4. Dance CBS which
is equal to 2% of netmanagement of Troca- work
payments to stations. Balance
of this

2% payment

to

ASCAP

will

be borne by CBS.

at the Mira-

3. ASCAP shall agree not to look
to the network for payment on business fed to states where there are

mar, Santa Monica, Cal., July 3 with
his Royal Hawaiians.

laws barring such arrangements.
4. Licenses shall be available for
television,
frequency
modulation,
short wave and experimental stations

Blchard Hlmber and his orchestra
open the new supper room at the
fidgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago,
sept,

1.

members).

I

which

Is

is, Chile's

rhumba

fourth year.

continues

in

Schuberth

5.

All claims of any nature of
and' its members against li-

ASCAP

his
I

Campbell
Southern

of

My Way

BMI

censees to be released.

Melody Lane.
Marks
Melody Lane.
Embassj

Hearts That Pass in the Night

Worry?
Everything Happens
G'byiB Now.. 4-,
Green Eyes
I

to

Me

'

BMI
Southern
Nationwide

Romantic Guy, I
>
Yours
For Want of a -Star
Nighty Night
It's So Peaceful in the Country
Number 10 Lullaby Lane
There'll Be Some
Until Tomorrow

....Beacon

Regent

Warcen

Changes Made

Marks

Time and Time Again
What Word Is Sweeter Than Sweetheart?

London

Contlnaed from page 35;^^

show

a bona fide interest in working
out a deal with ASCAP. With NUes
NBC prez, relieved for a

Trammell,

11

Republic

BMI

CBS Insincere'

..

Marks
Marks

Walkin' by the River
Georgia on My Mind:

S

.

Porgie
Republic

Reveille

Til

Do

.

BMI

Sister and I
South of North Carolina

Two

.

.

.

..Marks

My

Daddy
I Went Out

,

. .

Schumann

Amapola

11

.

11

Southern

..
.

.

.

Reis-Taylor

10
10
10

construed this as an unquestionable
admission of what it called a combination in restraint of trade, even
though the executive committee of
the Independent Radio Network Affiliates recently advised an ASCAP
delegation they didn't want the
networks to negotiate for them.
Unanimous sentiment on the
"

ASCAP

board was also that CBS
had not submitted the proposal as a
tion, the impression current yester- sincere proposition, but that it had
merely
come
forth with it at this
day was that Trammell himself would
step into the negoiiations which Mark time for the purpose of building a
Woods, v.p., has been carrying on record in the event" ASCAP went"
through
with
its anti-trust action.
with ASCAP and see whether the
loose ends could not be tied up satis- Under such circumstance it was the
thought that ASCAP should pursue
factorily.
no
other
course
with regard to the
Even if there isn't a convincing
rapprochement between NBC and proposal than to refer It to counsel.
The board of directors «f the NaASCAP it isn't likely that the So- tional
Association
of Broadcasters
ciety will file its anti-trust action
before the early part of next week. is slated to meet In New York to.,,
Podell has, in his meetings with morrow (Thursday), but It could not
be
ascertained
yesterday
(Tuesday)
ASCAP's regular counsel, expressed
an anxiety to build a comprehensive whether discussion rf ASCAP and
case, with all evidence and data in- the latter's pending anti-trust, action
was
on
the
board's
agenda.
tact, before actually drawing up the
complaint, so that the Society would
be prepared to petition the court for
a preference (an advancement on
the trial calender) and go to bat immediately should the petition be
W. C. Bandy's autobiography,
granted.
'Father of the Blues,' will ba pubMembers of the ASCAP board at lished July 1 by Macmillan. Tha
their meeting Monday (23) voiced
book is edited by Arna Bontemps,
much surprise at the methods used with an introduction by E. Abbe
by CBS in relaying its contract pro- Nlles.
posal.
The terms were carried in
the daily press even before the proOtb Benee cleffed The Emperor's
posal
was actually received at Bones,' a ditty
revue,
ASCAP headquarters. The board 'Jump for Joy.' for the stage
expressed itself as not only surprised but astonished by tha conGeorge Stoli doing the score for
tents of the letter which came with the tunefllm,
'Babes on Broadway,'
in Washington because of the senatorial hearings on the White resolu-

Music Notes

owned by regular station licensees at
a nominal fee until such stations start
to break even.
(ASCAP does not
control the television rights of Its
tjie^proposal.

Maximilian Bergere's
orchestra
having opened at Ross - Fenton
Farms on Jersey shore, Nat BrandWynne with his U men are substlperform- tuting at Club Versailles, N Y. Pan-

|ng under a government subsidy,
Conducted by Carlos Chavez.

PUBLISHEB TOTAL

commer- while .from almost regular residence

under blanket licenses and
for the various uses under per pro.gram licenses will be reduced as
cial use

Harry Owens opens

XBQ (60,000 watts) has the as•Ignment' of broadcasting Mexico's
greatest seasonal mtislcal event, concerts of the Mexican Symphonic
Orchestra from the Palace of Fine
Arts.
XEQ has made special ar-|
rangements for widening the -audl-|
•nee for these concerts, taking them
to, all sections of the country for the

at card rates for maximum
number of weeks and time per week
with allowance of maximum dis-

WAAB

to be held at
will be' under
dero.

XEQ

enue which would have been reif sustaining program had

ceived

been sold

Boston, June 24,
counts and advertising agency comBands broadcasting from any loca- missions, but not exceeding 1^ times
tion picked up by Station
sustaining fee paid by the stations
and- sent to Mutual, cannot play over in 1940.
50% ASCAP tunes «n a program,
In computing net receipts, whether
according to an edict handed down
for commercial programs or a^ asby John Shepard, 3rd, president of sumed for sustaining
progranis, any
the Yankee and Colonial networks
program cleared and paid for at the
here.
source shall be excluded, In the same
'We are not going to allow these manner as network
programs are
broadcasts to become a song-plugexcluded.
gers' paradise for music publishers
BASIS FOB APPLYING LOCAL
connected with ASCAP. We pick up
these programs and so we can rule
BATES
as we wish.
However, if Mutu^
Foregoing percentage rates, both
wishes, it can refuse to take them. blanket
and per program, apply so
This rule applies only to pickups long as stations
have net receipts of
sent to Mutual. We have not signed river
$100,000 per year.
If net rewith ASCAP locally, so none of their ceipts fall
behm this figure, the paytunes are played in those instances.' ments madie
to ^SCAP for

Hoagland,

ASCAP

'

T0507o

became

ASCAP members. The

only incidental use
of ASCAP
(such as single theme or signature,
bridge or background music, ai;rangements of public domain music
and incidental music in connection
with public events, or sports broadcasts)— 1,2% of such net receipts.
For. sustaining use 1% of net rev.

ASCAP TUNES

publishers themselves have avoided
lor years. Their lawyers have feared
that if the question of who owns
the small (or performing) rights
aver came to' a legal showdown {ha
pubs might find themselves out In
tha cold on the theoretical ground
that every right which a jpublisher
holds stems from the origmal right
granted the writer, who does the actual registering, under tha. copyright
law.
What the publisher operates
with Is an assignment of a 'Ight
•which the law gives to the writer
and not the publisher. It is because
«f this status that the publisher is
required to get the writer to register
for a renewal of copyright even
though the publisher has a bona fide
contract for the renewal rights.

Intermezzo

substantial ASCAB music—6.6% of
net receipts Is to be paid to ASCAP,

membcr-

its

TITLE

UCENSE

For commercial programs vsing Hut Sut Song;
Things I Love
Maria Elena

Victoria
CHiappell

504

tha two factions (writers and pub•hip.

NBC-CBS Plugs
Following compilation of plugs on NBC and Columbia's New York outlets covers the week beginning June 16 (Itfonday) and ending June 22
(Sunday), from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m., and is based on daily recapitulations furnished by the Office of Research-Radio Division Of the College of the City
of New York.

LOCAL STATION PEE PROQRAM

.Chappell

Always You

Room

BVC
.Feist

•FiZmustcol excerpt.

any year, or a sustaining fee

IjOndon, Jime

IifHsic, Inc.,

Beacon
Embassy

stations

Top

disclosed Sat-

widch Broadand I. B. Marks has
brought against tha Amarlean Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers for a declaratory on the
question as to whether tha publisher

\ird«7 (21), In the suit

of %12 for any
which has net receipts of
than $50,000 from the sale of loand national spot business, in

sustcimni; fee

Embassy
Southern
Shapiro

.

Iii this letter Columat Metro.
bia stated that it had taken the
matter u p^ with its aiTlliates and
Bronlslan Kaper drew the scoring
found that they had agreed with assignment on Metro's 'Whistling In
terms of the proposal. The board the Dark.'

,

VAUDEVILLE

Wednesday, June 25, 1941

Now

Philly Nitery

Bum

Ex-Benny the

Operator Deplores Trademark
Worth a Dime Anymore'

Gertrude Lawrence Completes Plans
'Isn't

AVERS SHOWAAAN

name—Benjamin

Fogelman.

It'll

be

same intimate spot billed as
Benny the Bum's imtll the Fed

the

-

agents confiscated all the liquid refreshments coupla months ago in
lieu of taxes. New billing will be on
the smartie side, something like The
Epicure' under the management of

Fogelman..
Everything
will be the same but the name, says
Fogelman, figuring on a July 4
preem to mak^ the opening a big

Benjamin

bang.

Palmed the Wrong Pot
San Francisco, June 24.
You can swipe- anything If
you're bold enough, Karl Romaine, local theatrical photog,
discovered this week. Night club
dancer got permish from her
boss to borrow a palm tree as
atmosphere for studio shots, so
'Romaine sent a truck for the
Didn't discover
potted forest.
until the gal showed up for pictures that he'd gone to the wrong
nitery and picked up somebody
'

else's tree.

Took it back next day and nobody knew the diff.

hardly worth a dime, reminding
continually turned down
deals to allow the name to be used
in other cities.
Only recently, he
says, a New York combine offered
him a 20%' absentee ownership for
permission to use the name for an
exclusive Benny the Bum's in New
York's east side.
Blames union
trouble and an iU-advised step in
trying to cater to the masses for the
trademark's deterioration. His for.
mer main stem spot is now the Club

isn't

WSM

HILLBILLY

Bali.

Only other time in the past that
Bum's tag was missing was
when NBC stretched a network wire
to his mass nitery for dance' remotes.
Net officials wouldn't condpne us« of
the Bum' to identify the originating
point and
announcers called it
'Benny's Casino.' Benny yanked the
|the

TROUPE UNDER

wires out pronto.

Nashville, June 24.
'Grand Ole Opry,' WSM's, Satur
day night hillbilly show opens its
road tour- Monday (30) in
first
Bainbridge, Georgia. The Opry will
tour Georgia, Alabama, Missi^ippi,
Tennessee, and the Carolinas and
all

ulation.

towns with 5,000-10,000 pop.

Will play

with

cast,

Monday through Friday
then returning to

WSM

show.
Seven
for
the Saturday
trucks, a 3,000 capacity, tent, and two
lighting units as well as six changes
of scenery are included in the mobile
equipment.
Roy AcufT and the Smoky Mountain Boys, Jam-Up and Honey, Uncle

CANTOR OUTDRAWS
'SCANDALS' IN A.

CANVAS

play

Dave

Macon

and

nucleus of show.

his

son,

form

This pa'rly will

C. play all dates, with other acts from
Opry being included in areas where
they have most popularity.
The tour will close September first.

Atlantic City, June 24.
The s.a. of George White's damestudded 'Scandals' at Hamid's Million Dollar Pier over the weekend
was a definite second in boxoflice
lure to Eddie Cantor's p.a. at the
Steel Pier.
This despite the fact that the
comedian had only a few people in
his troupe, while the 'Scandals' unit
was heavily peopled. 'Scandals' continues the rest of the week without
any vaude competition. Cantor was
In for just the weekend.

Touring in
O u t f i t's
Bei&ting During 2-

Bad

Month Trip

DROPPED
are

'Soldiers

$8,000

always

broke,'

la-

mented R. E. Mclntyre, business
manager of All-American Musicals,
Inc., in explaining how come the outfit took such a bad beating during a
two-month tour of Army camps with
a 30-performer revue and has withdrawn from further military- adven-

Boston, June 24.
Gertrude Lawrence has completed
plans f6r a comprehensive entertain-

Carroll's. FhiBy. Cited

On Liquor

Violation

Rap

Philadelphia, June 24.
Cafe, downtown supper
club featuring a burlesque floor show
policy, was hit hard by the State
Carroll's

Liquor Control Board bn Saturday

'When we'd arrive anjrtime after
of the month,' Mclntype
moaned, 'the morale officer would
say: 'Gosh, it's a shame you, didn't
get here during the first couple days
of the month, right after the boys
got paid and had money.' And when
we'd get into a camp on the first,
second, third or fourth, the morale
officer would say: 'Gosh, business Is
going to be punk. The boys just got
paid and have all gone to town to

staring

them

Letter

to

the

War Department

Take

Washington, June 24.
played for Earle theatre
here two years ago, Eddie 'Rochester' Andersen Was enthusiastic over
the staging for his act then arranged
by Harry Anger, managing director
and production chief at the house.
Embarking now on another personal
appearance tour, the radio and picture comic has again come to Anger,
this time for staging the show before it hits the road.
Unit which Rochester heads also
includes Grade Bdrrie, Dick Stabile's
orchestra and Waltdn and O'Rourke.
First week of the projected six-week
jaunt opens Friday (27) at the Earle.

HOSTESSES GET TABOO

in.

VIA PA. NITERY
COURTING CABBIES
Jersey Boadhoose Operator Throws
Party as Biz Gesture
Philadelphia, June' 24.
Neil Deighan, who earlier in the
month opened a roadhouse on the
Jersey side, calling it Deighan's Cafe,
has made sure that the taxicab
drivers in town all think well of him.
Cabbies have been known to make or
break many a road spot in these

LAW

San Francisco, June 24.
Cut rates for men in uniform, in-

at

a talent search

who

Camp Edwards and
among

the soldiers,

will later appear on shortwave

broadcasts to the soldiers of Britain,
via WRUL.
Miss Lawrence heads the Entertainment National Service Association in America and has had her plan

approved by Lt.-Col. Paul Murray,
camp commander. In addition, she
seeks latent writing talent at the
camp by holding skitwriting contests, with prizes awarded, winners.
In turn, she hopes to have British
soldiers broadcast similar programs
to the boys here.

.

Miss Lawrence participated in a
"Broadway Calling' broadcast from
assisted
WRUL,
by
Governor
Leverett Saltonstall. In a brief talk
address to Basil Dean, head of the
Entertainment National Service Association of England, she said.
'I worry for our beloved land, but
I do not fear for her, because I know
that with England victorious, it
means the salvation of the word of
God. I will not believe that it is
His will that we should perish, but
His desire that we prove worthy of

-

our heritage.
'Forgive this seriousness.
I
am
only echoing the thoupht<;-of ev
Christian
mind throughout the
world today, and it is comforting to
know that we shall all come out of
this with more than just a penny-

—

'

worth of

religion.

'So, now,, let's enjoy this hour together, and try to forget our separation.
In these days, two words have

come

to

standing

mean mpre to me than
room in Heaven, and so I

say, 'Hello England'.'

She sang several songs including,
and Dandx,' "Memory Song,'
and introduced a new number, 'New
Moon Over England,' written by
Patricia Van Alen, a young English
•Fine

now residing in New York, who
played the accompaniment for Miss
Lawrence.
The remainder of the half-hour
broadcast In^uded recorded selections by Lanny Ross, the Bailey
Sisters and Ben Bemie's orchestra.
This was follawed by a return broadcast from England which she heard
girl

in

WRUL's

Studio.

ARMY CAMPS NO AID TO
N.O. CAFES, THEATRES

New Orleans, June 24.
Although hundreds of soldiers
from nearby army camps come here
for recreation each weekend, the
bars and night clubs in the French
Hollywood, June 24.
Committe handling film talent for Quarter and the theatres of the city
Army camp recreation has set up a have profited little by it.
Theatres report a sprinkling of
route and is organizing a qew show,
slated to open at Camp Callan soldiers nightly in the downtown
area.
June 27.

Show-a-Day by H'wood
Talent for CaL

Camps

Rest of the circuit consists of

Camp

the night clubs

.

Hildegarde, currently starring in
the Camellia House of the Drake hotel, has been under doctor's care for
the past week due to an infected

No Teasing AUowed

throat.

,

—

One reason why

Haan, June 28; San Luis- Obispo, and other drinkeries haven't been
June 29; Camp McQuade, June 30, cleaning up on the visiting soldiers
is largely attributed to the. friendly
and Hamilton Field, July 1.
manner in which New Orleans has
received them.
Free dances, free
M. D. EYES HILDEGARDE
shows, free parties sponsored by civic
minded individuals, clubs and assoSinger Has Had Infected Tbroat, ciations have given the boys mora
Hissing Cbi Shows
good clean entertainment that the
Army and Navy dreamed existed
Chicago, June 24,
here.

Herman Reopens

Fooley, WTAG, Worcester,
He invited all the Yellow Cab orchestra leader, has added another
drivers to his gay spot lajt Thurs- vocalist to band Kay Rolfe of Detroit.
Kay Doyle also is with band.
day for a party on the house.

—

BIGINS.F.

Missed the weekend appearances
but returned to work lasl night
Philadelphia, June 24.
Grave concern shown by nitery (Monday).
operators here over passage in the
House of a new State bill that would
Pete
put hostesses on the run.
New Orleans, June 24.
Giving it a 193 to 6 stamp bf apPete Herman, former bantamproval, bill passes to the State Senate
prohibiting
the
employment of weight champion of the world, rewomen 'to entice' custortie'rs to pur- opened his Club Plantation, closed
chase liquor. Measure even bans the some time ago for redecorating,
Thursday night (19).
boss' daughter from tending bar.

Bob

parts.

MEN

ment program

in the face.

brought immediate okay to cancel
the film, Mclntyre said, but n^any
theatre officers Wouldn't do it be

Doe

When he

SERVICE

.

(21).

came

CUT RATES FOR

augurated at all Fox-West Coast
houses here (19), with virtually all
make hay.'
That was only one of, several rea- other houses following suit, are
sons, however, why All-American
clicking big with the boys.
Most
Musicals, produced by H. S. Booker,
who's impresarioed all over the notable reaction is from sailors, who
world, dropped $8,000 on its $20,000 have been based here for years at
investment;
Mare Island Navy Yard and never
(This was a straight commercial
got such a break before. (Sobs can
unit and should not be confused with
free shows now playing camps on hardly believe it when the cashiers
mobile truck stages.
They are return their change. Draftees take
financed by the United Service Or- it for granted mostly.
ganizations.)
One Fox house was approached by
Film Conflict
two visiting British tars, who were
There's no point in going out, Mc
given the same service rate.
Intyre declared, unless it is deter'
With probably 50,000 service men
mined in advance that the camp will stationed in this area, houses here are
cancel its film shows while the revue expecting heavy play. Patriotic gesis playing.
At a number of camps ture will benefit theatres on average
where it was necessary to use the runs, but will cost houses money
picture theatre, post officers refused- when biz is brisk. New scale broke
to cancel even one of the two film simultaneously with 'Caught in the
performances nightly, forcing the Draft' at the Paramount. Playing to
All-American troupe to start Its per- capacity anyway, jump in cut-rate
formance at 10:45 p.m. That meant seats dented the possible gross someobtaining the commanding officer's what Golden Gate (RKO) with Anokay for the soldiers to stay up an drews Sisters on stage, is delaying
extra hour, and, even so, the boys introduction of the service rate unweren't anxious to come, with the til Wednesday (2) due to the heavy
necessity of arising at 5:45 a.m. demand for seats this week.

Stanley H. Carroll, operator, cause it made trouble in filling out
ordered to show cause why his liquor different reports from the usual oneis.
license should not.be revoked. Hear- Only tremendously successful date
Chaney-Fox
Leave
played was Fort Shelby, Hattiesburg,
ing set for July 1.
Six violations were slapped against Miss., where the theatre officer. Major
to Fox's Illness the spot, including Sunday sales, N. R. Peyroux, an ex-showman, can
permitting dancing and entertain- celled the films and went to town on
ment after hours, improper enter- plastering the cantonment with
Philadelphia, June 24.
tainment, permitting the entertainers 1,500 cards and 15,000 throwaways.
Ballroom team of Chaney and Fox to associate with the patrons, insuffiEven so, of the 10-day stand at
dropping out of circulation for a cient illumination, and for advertis- Shelby, one day produced $27.60 In
spell.
Eddie Fox has, recuperated ing the type of entertainment outside receipts. It was one of the two days
from his recent Illness here, but the premises.
the troops were out on maneuvers.
medicos figured It best that he go to
Marks third time Carroll's was At Fort Benning, Ga., there were
Hot Springs, Ark., to complete his cited.
On first occasion, charges four days of the nine-day run when
recovery.
were dismissed, but the second cita- the soldiers were all out after only
Meantime, Mayris Chaney hops tion, in February of this year, re- 12 hours notice to Booker.
to Frisco to look after her busi- sulted in a 45-day license suspension
Matter of boys lacking coin was
ness Interests. She operates a string which was compromised by payment
(Continued on page 38)
of chapeau shops on the coast.
of the per usual $10-per-day fine
rate.
Spot has been a terrific click
since last fall, when the strippers

Anger Preps 'Rochester'
Troupe Upon Request

Los Angeles, June 24.
Men in Uncle Sam's uniforms
get a break under the new rules
adopted by Fox-West Coast theatres, and indie groups are mulling the same idea.
Under the whittled admission
system for service men, admissions of 40c and 50c are reduced to 25c. Tickets selling to
civies at 36c and 31c will go to
the uniformed boys at 21c; 30c
and 27c prices are lowered to
20c; 2Sc to 17c, and 20c to 15c.

tures.

the fifth

how he

.

Camp

cles of

Explaining His

.

'

As Benny the Bum, Fogelman became a rather fabulous character.
Even the late Heywood Broun once
devoted a whole column in praise of
the Bum's after-dark hospitality.
Moniker was once rated worth a
million, but now Fogelman says It

R. E. Mclntyre, Biz Manager
of Troupe, Tells of Obsta-

Camp Edwards

For Entertainment at
Cut-Rate Khaki

Philadelphia, June 24.
last link with the
is
plotting anlocal speak era,
other comeback in table-for-two
But without the w.k.
operations.
Sippers and snackers
trade mark.
will hereafter know him by his given

Benny the Bum,
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ARMY SHOWS

PITFALLS IN
Its

'

.

George McQueen, former emcee at
Quarter
Rouge,
French
Moulin
nitery which folded recently, has
taken over similar spot at Herman's
club.

Philadelphia, June 24.

Carnival

coming

to

nearby

Gloucester City on the Jersey side
will* have to give their strip teaser*

time

off

with pay, for John F. Gor-

man, the mayor in that city, says
there will be no teasing Gloucester.
For the second time within a
month, a camy had to leave town
before its scheduled stay was up
because 'Hlzzoner found its glrlio
shows objectionable. World- Famous
Shows, Inc., sponsored for a week's
stand by the town's Democratic
Clubs, quit after three daya.

{

—

—

>»»»«»»»
Good
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Official

Old Days

The

a classic. Miss Young sang It well except for one or two minor intonations where she made reason secondary to rhyme. But this is the
type of work which is her high mark.
It seems lamentable that the other song be lost, even though this one is
bit of friendly advice to this artist would suggest that she
so worthy.
do her old one and follow it with her new one Immediately; it would
make the new one even bigger and stronger and it would save for vaudeShe might easily throw Into the garbage
ville one of its surest entities.
pail whence it came the wench's maladorous lament, which she does not
do as well as it deserves, and It deserves no.t to be done at all in theatres
for nice people. It is the descendant of a soiled stag story and its tone
It seems inconceivable that this girl, who
is low without being amusing.
does chorus girls so snappily, so interestingly, so truly, should persist In
doing black washerwomen (and only washerwomen by inferential agreecommldee of showmen and
ment with the censor, as the intimation is less wholesome) and get nothing back. Margaret Young's way to headlining Is the chorus girl's way. others, for the purpose of facilitating
Everything else she does must be 'filler.' She will do better to employ admission to shows and other
It Is

N.Y. Unit

A

t«««««»»«»««««»«»«««*»««»»«»«»«»«»'

i
'

Herewith appears a Variety revtevo of a N. Y. Palace bill of 20 n^ara
ago. The intention is to reprint these weekly using the relatiue tueefc of
No special reason in reviving these
1921 with the cwrrent date of issue.
reviews other than the interest they may have in recalling the acts which
were plav>n0 at that time, the manner of putting together a big time show
(booking), which radio stations may find pertinent, and os a resume of the
style of vaudeviUe reviewing of that day.
.

To Aid Services

OnShowAifanish

A

(Reprinted from Variety of June

PALACE,

24, 1921)

N. Y.

forms
while filler and keep it spotless.
of recreation for men in the services
Adelaide Bell, a hefty and pretty girl who looks like a grown-tip Cudvisiting New York, Is to be named
John Steel and Harland Dixon, familiar strangers in vaudeville, divided dles, opened. She had a male pianist who stuSed the gaps. There weren't
Monday evening 50-40, leaving the regulars to cut up the war Ux. The many folks in, but they wouldn't have been annoyed if they had been. by Mayor La Guardia, Marshall Field
gentlemanly romantic-dramatic tenor of Ziegfeld renown scored as few The act is there. Bertram and Seton about tied it up In the deuce hole. and Anna Rosenberg. It's Indicated
have done here, and Dixon, heading the 16 Palace Girls, played just ahead Two men with strong voices and varied material hit it from the tap with that John C^lden and Mrs.
Julius.
opera to the bell with the best yodeling heard here in moons. The mother
of him and finished only slightly behind him.
Ochs Adler, wife of the New York
Steel sang nine songs, from an introductory medley Cwltb lyrics beneath ballad was a jot under par, otherwise the routine is happily blended.
cantor- Hymack got gasps on his breakaway, proteanisms arid breathless novelty Times publisher, will be co-chairbis jaliber) to "Eli Eli," which he rendered with the voice of a
Steel is the answer to jump-ups. His wit didn't hurt the act much. Joe Fanton and Co. (3) men. Around 25 showmen
star and the emotionalism of a tortured soul.
attended
Lait,
those wiseacres who say Shakespeare couldn't write a vaudeville sketch did not hold them in with neat hanging and holding athletics.
the meeting for such purposes called
were he alive today and Caruso couldn't make good in an act in "one."
recently by the mayor after 75 had
Steel, the delicate, silklined balladist of the highest priced legitimate, outreceived delayed Invitations.
vaudevilled vaudeville. He had every trick of the trickster, the better
Those furthering the movement
Pitfalls
CHI
done because he had every art of the artist. He proved as adept at keepare seeking the cooperation of Times
ing an ovation alive as the most notorious bow-stealer, but he did It with
^Continued from page 37;
Square weUknowns. Golden, who
distinction. And his applause came from men as well as women and from
YICI
had been reported suggesting that
partially solved by a credit system
the uppermost gallery seat as well as from the enthusiastic boxes.
men in uniform be admitted to theaSteel need hunt no further for a future. Probably there rests in his set up with the Post Exchange in
tres gratis, has stated that he
Chicago, June 24.
had
cerebellum, hidden or outspoken, an ambition to be a concert soloist. He each camp. It would sell the tickets
been misquoted.
Manager, in excan easily attain it. But he need not. In vaudeville he has found ^and on tick, coin to be taken out of the
Jack Irving, Chicago chief of plaining
that idea was never in his
quickly and unequivocally— a career in Itself, comprehensive, sufficient. rookies' $21 at the end of the month,
AGVA,
rescued Count Berni Vici mind, says that it Is possible
reduced
He has the perfect combination—personality, appearance, fame, superior. and remit the proceeds to the show
Trainees unit again last week, rushing to To- prices will be sought. Cut rates will
Individual talent, bearing, poise, aplomb and a high-bred geniality. He minus a 10% discount.
wears clothes easily and impressively. He is a wicked master of colora- showed imusual qualities of thrifti- ledo to help get performers out of probably be particularly applicable
to the non-commissioned men in the
tura for finishing effects. He has upper and lower range. He isn't ashamed ness, however, Mclntyre declarc^d, town and obtain' portions of salary.
Army, Navy and Ah: Corps.
exhibiting a distinct aversion to goto give fervent expression to homely sentiment in song. He doesn't wear
Irving also obtained week's work
A list of recreational advantages
ing Into debt.
•
gloves. He is a corking headUner.
in Milwaukee to pay them off.
other than theatres will be prepared
Camps and posts with under 5,000
What he did to Mel Klee was homicide. Klee, coming on at 10:56, went
as soon as the committee starts funcInto his talk. There was no use singing. He had his comedy talk down population should be avoided like a
tioning.
and going well— that Al Herman monolog a la Jim Harkins pseudo Ed Hitlerian Invitation to Berchtesgaden,
Wynn—and started into his mammy ballad. It was one of those moments Mclntyre emphasized, while those
Act in Theatre
that makes a professional silting in front feel chills creep up the vertebrae. with 5,000-10,000 troops are good for
only one or two days.
Southern
He was wringing his hands like Al Jolson and kneeling like Joe Daroey
JoDy Joyce Expands
but nothing could save him. Nobody could have sang in that spot follow- camps were best because they are
BERNARDS
& ADOBABLES (9)
ing Steel except Steel. Klee, who has a comedy-smash act for all that it bigger.
Dancing
Complaining of the bad physical 8 MIns.
Is a potpourri of others' business, went right to the fall that was doomed.
nilladelphia, June 24.
JoUy Joyce, local nitery-vauda
A little patter of hand-meeting, one chagrined bow, and it was over, He conditions, Mclntyre said the show Strand, N. T.
Trio of male dancers, the Bern- booker, Is branching out into assowalked off at 11:14. It was no spot for him. Ahead of Steel he might was forced to play in a steel and
have been among the hits. Following Steel, he got sympathy from those glass hangar at Maxwell Field, Mont- ards, and a sextet of lookers "who, ciated fields.
Bert Lemisch, band
gomery, Ala."^ Seats consisted of 1,200 comprise the 6 Adorables, have! leader, joins the agency to handle
who understood and silence from those who never will.
Dixon and his Palace bimbos outdistanced the wallop they landed last wooden benches on one level. When worked up a satisfying and unusual the music field, and Bernard Rothturn that Is satisfactory for most berg, manager
week it seemed. Second after intermission, they were heartily greeted, a better theatre was offered outside any
of the Swan Club,
type of stage bill. Group tees
and at the end of each .single from Dixon's nimble and unique feet and the immediate center of the post, off h^re with a tastefully routined local nitery, added to staff to haneach company dance of the supertrained British girls there was a rocking Mclntyre declared, it didn't work and smartly executed ballroom bit, dle park and fair bookings.
Also
Dixon was forced to a solo encore without music. Doyle and either, because the boys, after a day then progresses to a short and fast adding desk space in the Earle Thesalvo.
atre Bldg.
Dixon for many, a season had set the pace for two-men dancing teams. of drill, wouldn't walk two or three stint using four girls.
Paramount Entertainment Bureau,
Dixon need not worry. He can go it alone and go it Uke the mischief. miles for a show.
Punch finale brings an abrupt and
The girls worked without a hair out of tune or place. They looked like
AIl-American troupe consisted of surprising change of pace In view of with offices In the Keystone State
40 instead of 16 all animation, all synchronism. It is a pity that this turn line of eight gals, Al Morrison, m.c.; the sedate groove of the opening rou- Bldg., Is new percentage enterprise,
cannot circle the vaudeville map. It might'' drive a few of the underdone Skating Carters (4), Bobby Carr & tine. Entire troupe swings into a the partnership of Alexander Tiberhot and fast burlesque of wedding ini and Leon Kutler.
'girl acts' back into tabs,
Co. (3), Diana Noble, warbler; Nash
a couple jitterbugs; At least that's
Sig. Friscoe came next in sharing what glory was left.
A cunning & Evans, boy-girl comedy team; of
the clear Import
the routine. One
showman, this chap, who started with two hammers and a teawagon and Betty Reeve, comic, and a lO-piece of the men don a of
minister's role, girl
finishes with a rattling act that ran as long as any and was welcomed all-girl orch. In addition, there was a veil, etc., and the ceremony
is panN. Y. Nitery FoUow-Up
and hilariously acclaimed throughout. Friscoe had his plants massed at a company manager, advance man, tomlned with fiying feet, genteel
strategic points and used them for the biggest woofs of the- evening. sound man and truck driver, sending bumps, etc. It's good.
Wood.^
Plenty of encores and all that goes with them here, opening intermission the payroll up to around $1,400 a
Beaeheomber'a six lookers are
for a healthy hit.
week.
»
do'ggin' it. They remind of BiUy de
Bill and Gordon Dooley and their Morin Sisters closed the first epoch.
.

Army Show
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New
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The

falling and rough-and-tumble were immense.
Laughs cracked upon
laughs, but they have and could have gone better.
The girls worked
smoothly and "belonged" on their own in their single and dual specialties.
Leon Bloom, a young Chicago musician and composer, is the Dooleys*
leader. He handles the baton like a master and gives verve and snap to

the

act.

Margaret Young has gone and done something. She has thrown away
her disgruntled chorus girl song. If there was one character ditty In th«
business that deserved to live it was that one. When she announced that
she had a sequel to it there was an unrepressed 'oh!' for everyone who
had given -her a reception had meant They Don't Make "Em Like That
Any More.' Then she pulled a miracle. She started slowly with a recited song which turned out to be called something like 'It's a Long Way
From Chllds to the Rltz,« and It Is a gem. From private sources It was
reported that Jack Yellen wrote It. Whoever did should make It a play;

&eep nSm
Spartanburg,

New

Bollinf
S.

C, June

This

is

attitude

of

thousands

Wolfe's sathre at the Rainbow Room
one about the girl who yens

in Nitery

— the

for the spotlight man, only flashing
him a smile, up into the proscenium
arch, and otherwise ritzing the customers.
Ditto the line at Monte
Proser's Broadway spot.
They're
nice-looking gals but Marjory Fielding, who staged, is permitting them
to get careless.
Otherwise, Wynn
Murray (New Acts) is in to bolster
the proceedings. Carmen d' Antonio,
with her well-oiled chassis a pip!
in a minimum of Afro-Cut>ana trappings, does an arresting cooch. Toy

WTNN MUBBAT
.of

Dixie-encamped
soldiers,
hailing
mainly from north and east, to
motorized shows on the roads to
show soldiers a good time.
Ijew Parker show rolled into Camp
Croft here last weekend, and, despite absence from unit of Allan
Jones, recalled to Hollywood for pix
purposes, 18,000 Pennsylvanians, New
Yorkers, Jersey, Illinois and Michigan lads thronged the tented layouts
for both

Act

24.

Keep 'em roUing!

Songs
8 MIns.

Beachcember, N. T.

No longer the rotund 'Babes In
recruit, but now a seasoned
songstress, what with her- Fred Allen
Arms'

radio and other radio programs behind her, Wynn Murray has also

—

streamlmed her chassis and she's
quite ingenue.
Her coiffure Is appropriately Hoydenish, and her figure
within reasonable bounds becoming and Wing, cute looking Chinese, doing American and Latin ballroomto her years, instead

of the teen-age
shows and demanded more. heft that characterized her when ology effectively, topped with a
touch of Calloway, also hold over.
first coming to Broadway In that
Chavez's band remains socko.
Rodgers-Hart musical

Camp

several seaWollers Show
sons back.
Mineral Wells, Texas, June 24.
Her repertoire embraces three
Pullman-load of talent pulled surefires, 'Changes Made,' 'Minnie
out from Mineral Wells, headed by From Trinidad' and Twist of
Wrist,*
Chlco Marx, after giving two shows all done In ultra-modern manner,
In two days for the benefit of qualifying her for cafe work, as she
soldiers at Camp Wolters. The en- does for mike and stage values.
tertainers,
AbeL
coming here Saturday

Abel

A

mada their first lap- of a tour
army camps of the Eighth Corps

(21),

of

Soph's Seattle Date

Area^

i

SIBYL

i

!

[

BOWAN

The shows, sponsored by the CitlSeattle, June 24.
zena Committee for th* Army and
Mike Lyons of Show Box, leading
Navy, Inc., went from here to Camp night dub In the burg, Is
stepping
Barkeley for a program yesterday to the fore again with names,
hav(Monday) and then the schedule ing booked Sophie Tucker, for
two
called
lor
departure for Camp weeks, opening June 30.
Bowie at Brownwood, Fort Sam
Spot Is dickering for Gyp^ Rose
Houston at San Antonio, and several Lee to follow for two weeks.
other camp sites of the area.
The entertainers Included Harry
Savoy, m. c; Tom Lane, singer;
Janice Williams, tap dancer; Mar1 Year Cafe Society, Downtown
Jorle Galnsworth, singer, and Tommy
1 Year "Meet the People" Co.
Trenfa puppets;
12 Weeks Cafe Society, Uptown
The Fort Worth Community Little Theatre brought Its first attraction. The Trial of Mary Dugan,'
Headlining
CHICAGO THEATRE, Chicago
to
Camp Wolters last week for the*
heneflt of the 64th Infantry Training Battalion. The battalion theatre waa transformed Into a courtroom scene and trainees were
Opening July 4th
chosen as Jurors.

WEEKS

JIM

20-27

STRAND
NEW YORK

.

•

Now

JACK GILFORD

Riverside,

IcB

Iroir,

Youngstown,

O.,

has opened offices
Realty BuildteA that.dty.
agent,

booking
In

the

Milwaukee,

with

Paul

Whiteman
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Interpolated

with

a

corny

bit

on

There WUl Always Be An England.'

Night Club Reviews
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which the customers have a chance
to exercise the vocal chords and

Cadence, Buenos Aires

Vine and Miss Wilder also duo in

show off their French, get more of
m.c. bills as a 'jive version'
a hand than the jive, although DuBuenos Aires, June 10.
of 'Rain.' It scores moderately.
manages to dish out a fairly
New spot occupying downtown mont
Dick Satterfield and an even dozen
danceable variety,
U. S. stuff is
arranged
rather
than
drum-beating In the line. St. Clair footers provide the backing for the grotto is the first attempt by a specially
and Day, ballroomologists, and the presentation and the terp tunes, both danceband maestro here to operate played from stock setups, as Is the
of
strong
calibre.
Satterfield
also
Chicago, June 20.
Debonairs, male sextet, are holdovers
his own nitery. It's getting the o.o. habit in many local places.
does
some
okay
vocalizing
in
the
Edna Sedgewick, with only slightly varying routines.
Guizar,
Tito
from other stick-wielders weary of
Flock of Brazilian and Cuban stuff
show.
Herb.
Co. (3), Lydta Ven- Others retained from the last show
the
local
after-dark
system of is also included. 'Milton,' who hanAndy Mayo
Edward and Diana, Eddie are Buster Shaver and his pint-sized
changing everything, from the orch dles the former, puts in the real
drell,
to the dishes, each season regardless Portuguese lift, especially in his feaLeBaton Orch, Don Pedro Orch Carmen Miranda, Olive Brasno; Bill
Pan-American Dancers (8); $1^ Brady, who handles nearly all the
of biz. Operator and owner is Rene tured 'Aurora,' which is the top Bra(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)
vocals in good voice, and Beryl WalDumont, formerly on the roof of the zilian number this season. Alfonso
minimum.
lace, the shapeliest and most pulAlvear Palace, No.
B. A. hostelry. Contreras handles the con^arhumba
New Orleans, June 19. Everything is built around him, vocalizing, and his 'Frenesi' ladeled
Taking over the hull of the fire- chritudinous of the 40-odd distaffers;
Lou Brcese Orch, Marjorie KTiapp, with his band and soloists furnishing out in rhumba style is something
ruined Three Deuces, cocktail lounge who foils for most of the comics.
Production numbers are gay and Bob Bromley, Bums Twins and the sole entertainment.
special. Aside from the tango band,
owners Milt Schwartz and Al Greengaudy,
highlighted
Dumont, formerly with the Cafe de which flUi in for native-style terpwith the architectural
by a generous ex- Evelyn.
field have,
Perlera, presented posure of eye-filling hide, a judicious
Paris,
Paris;
Palace hotel,
San ing, Dumont holds the stage. He is
aid ol Perlera
Town's top nocturnal rendezvous Moritz, and Morris Club, London, rated one of the best saxophonist»
Chicago with a nifty-looking dine u;e of phosphorescence and dancing
and dancery. Located right in the dollies precisioned by Carroll and continues to dish out first-rate en- keeps the place strictly in the Euro- in S, A. Favors the fancy arrangeLou Breese and his pean tempo, which is far more fa- ments which show off his skill. Also
heart of downtown activities, this Larry (Teballos, late of the films. tertainment.
new high spot is done in the South After the intermission, the second crew fit in nicely and drew full miliar to local socialites and cafe handles the accordion and clarinet
American style, being In soft coral stanza going on around midnight, house at inaugural show despite fact society than Manhattan after-dark- and turns out a nice bit of warbling
Oldies like 'J'attendrai,' in on occasion.
Ray.
shadings of beautiful workmanship Carroll goes in for games with the that city experienced one of heaviest ers.
current
South
payees. Males are picked out to downpours.
and design. With the
American craze still raging, the dance with the gals in a pitty-pat
The floor show, while modest in
Casino is ripe for a long stay of big thing and a hoop-throwing contest quantity, makes up for any derewards the one who rings the ficiency in this respect by being
business.
Show is good but secondary to the chorines legs the most times with a socko. Despite the fact that mem-i
Tito Guizar headlines bottle of champagne (domestic). It's bers of the band had been without
architecture.
well with the south of the border good fun for the participants and sleep for two days and drove for
singing, miking a good appearance, as lookers-on and never allowed to get miles in a blinding rainstorm to get
here, Breese and his boys gave an
always,- with his pipes also going out of line.
Ray Gilbert and Bobby O'Brien excellent account of themselves,
over neatly. Edna Sedgewick is a
classy little hoofer with a load of have concocted the score, tuneful in playing sweet and swing with equal
personality.
spots but lacking a standout. (Car- ease. They had little trouble keeproll's
ing the dance floor crowded.
is
a
non-ASCAP
room).
Manny
Andy Mayo & Co. have the TerdlTrying to make it to New Orleans
nand the Bull' act now instead of the Strand batons the pit crew for the
horse, and it's still solid for a laugh show and remote broadcast (CBS) after a one-night stand at Texas A.
Lydia Vendrill is a neat and Chuy Reyes dishes up the Latin and M., the band ran into the storm,
reaction.
bunch of tamale with her tunes. It's an all-around good music landed into a ditch, suffered a few
little
vocalizing and dancing. Edward and setup. Marcel Lamaze still bosses scratches and bumps and blew into
Diana are a fine ballroom dance the' cuisine and those ice productions town just as doors were opening for
team in the tropical manner. Eddie (olives, radishes, etc. in a pyramid of the dinner hour. But any rehearsal
LeBaron ofchestra turns in a bang- ice) make for a good table flash. For for their show would have been
liV
up job of playing the show and three bucks (it's a fin down front) wasted energy, for the entire offerhandling much of the dansapation. it's easily- the best nitery buy in town ing flowed as smooth as oil.
Marjorie Knapp, blonde looker,
Don' Pedro is a standard name, in and the word has not been slow in
Chicago and with his orchestra holds getting aroimd. Any tavern that can got plenty of palin pounding for her
pull 550 on a Monday night In this singing. Gal has nice pipes and puts
down the rhumba music neatly.
entertainment-surfeited l^urg must over a song in way that kept the
Gold.
be building a better mouse-trap. audience clamoring for more. She
When Carroll put up- the- site two was brought back for three encores
and a half years ago, the town's and had to beg off at- show caught
Earl Carroll's,
wisenheimers looked it over to see
Bromley's marionet manip'what kind of a garage it. would ulating, especially the torso of his
and prima donna, clicks strongly.
make.' He fooled them all
In
Hollywood, June 17.
Helm.
addition to his buxom diva, his hair'Doc' Rockwell, Borrah Minevifch's surprised himself.
tossing pianoplaying professor and
HoSman,
'ThinJc-a-Drinfc'
Rascals,
ice: skater offer something different
Shaver with Olive and
Busier
and clever in Blue Room fare.
George, St. Ctair ond Day, Beryl Wal-
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OPENING 12-WEEK
THEATRETOURWITH
SAMMY KAYE, JULY
11-STANLEY, Pin.
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HURRICANE,

N. Y.

lace, Barney Gront, The Debonairs,
Gene Sheldon, Bill Bradv, Lester
Uorton dancers, Manny Strand orch

The Burns Twins and Evelyn, two
patent-leather-haired identicals and

New Vo

"'Tor

L.

Billy Vine, Honey Chile Wilder, a blonde lass with nice chassis, beat
Hodges, Line (6), rapid tatoos with their toes and heels
(14), Chuy -Reyes Rhumba Group April Ames, Joy
Dick Satter/icld Orch (13); minimum for nice response. Gal throws in
(5); minimum $3 (include* dinner).,

charge, -$1.50 weekdays; $2 Saturdavs.

This being the tourist season and
Earl Carroll being a pretty fair judge
what type of entertainment they
like in their Tovings, :'Somethln| to
Shout About,' his sixth revue since
he opened the theatre-restaurant,
will do all right. While it's not Carroll's best of the sextet it'll probably
shovf a handsomer profit. There's a
lack of name-power and that's where
the big saving comes in. Naturally,
the show's operating nut lessens as
new extravaganzas unfold, what with
the saving on costumes, scenic effects
and other incidental appurtenances
including, in a large way, feathers.
of

The Hurricane, which shattered
during the winter- after finding the
goiiig too tough on Broadway, is
alight again under new auspices
Sponsors will have to locate something more startling than the ci^rrent
revue, however. If they are not go
ing to follow the red ink smudge.
i

acrobatics here and there which
diners liked plenty.
Her solo tap
dance also got hand.
In addition to the floor show, three
boys with Breese's band Skip Morr,

—

Steve Bowers and Barry Warren
keep things lively with their harmonizing' on song favorites.
Band provides excellent background for acts and comes back after
Room itself is pleasant enough in show with program of dance tunes
of
patron's,
requests
its South Seas decor and prices are featuring
rather reasonable, but that's scarcely Breese himself sticks to baton and
enough to decoy the hinterlanders emceeing show, which he does o,k,

upon

whom

the.

Broadway

Liuzza.

niteries

are greatly dependent.

List of grade-B marquee names is
Havana-Madrid, N. Y.
headed by Honey Chile Wilder,
former stooge of the Bob Hope
radio show.
Miss Wilder offers a
Line (9), Aida Rodriguez, Fay
moderate amount of attractiveness Torrens, Alberto Torrefis, Ramon
and pacing the show is 'Doc' Rock- an4 a thick 'you-all,' Her efforts at and Lucinda, Belen Ortega, Dolores
lyric s are handiwell,- whose quacking about things double-entendre
De Leon, Frotlan Maya and Juanito
anatomical doesn't fit any too 'snugly caoped by the feeble songsmithing.
Saruxbria Orchs; $1 minimum.
in this motley array of song, hoke
On the' more favorable femme side
and hide. He doesn't vary his routine are Joy Hodges, April Ames and the
The Havana-Madrid is taking admuch from the old vaude days and line of six gals. Miss Hodges, whose vantage of the Pan-Americanism
one bit with a glass woman is in bad career included a stretch in the wave and the result is a summer
taste. Various parts of her body are musical 'I'd Rather' Be Right' and a revue
with
the
'Pan-Aniericana'
lighted as he discusses the organs in turn at Universal on the Coast, is a title. However, based on the first
jocular
attendant looker and high-grade warbler. She's show, there's little potential good
fashion.
Girl
presses the wrong button and he smoothly fluent in such things as will to be achieved. The initialer
prattles on without looking. That'll 'Darktown Strutters,' 'Havana for a was slow, cues were missed by the
have to come out.
Night' and 'Best Things in Life are performers and, generally, it shows
Borrah Minevltch's Rascals (sans Free.'
a padding over the hour's route. The
Borrah) are as rowdy as ever, with
April Ames was with 'Louisiana second show on the opening night,
the little guy who gets shoved around Purchase' until its recent Broadway however, ran more smoothly.
copping the act. Their harmonica fold and repeats with success a numThere's nothing that resembles a
virtuosity is unexcelled but rarely do ber of the tap routines she did in the name in this modestly layed out
they get through a number before de Sylva musical. Work of the line show, though in a more advanced
the rough stuff bftaks it up. 'Think- is held to the simple side, but the stage there's sufficient indication to
the
a-Drink' Hoffman Is still pouring girls are well-gammed and 'show
suggest that for the hinterlanders,
Particularly out- for whom this show is seemingly
every known drink from the same necessary vigor.
mixer. It's one of the show's high- standing are their costumes in all aimed, the purpose wiU have been
There's achieved.
spots but all too brief in this mara- three of their appearances.
thoner of 24 numbers. Barney Grant, a satisfactory effort to give a bit of
Ramon and Lucinda are the potenwith a comic hillbilly routine, and production padding to the show by tial aces of the revue, the South
Gene Sheldon, banjoing pantomimist, introing the gals one by one as they Americans making their first showkick up plenty of hilarity among the are brought to midstage by mem- ing in the States by their stop at this
Band, in fact, Broadway Latin-type nitery. They're
sitters and should slay those mid- bers of the orch.
westerners. They work along the doubles as chorus boys for a brief doing the usual south-of-the border
cob without missmg a kernel.
stint.
terps, and getting by nicely, too, with

The yokelry will find much to their
liking
in
this
opus of patriotic
flourish and Latin-America's 'hi there,
neighbor.' Out front in the billing

Juat »

jir*.

^ "wne

character!

di,? .

.

.

(He .hould
be

»ho».)

f 4""

Rain-

.

Precision

numbers

in two's, four's

and entire ensembles are a weakness
with Carroll and abundantly evident
here. Only newcomer, however, Is
Lester Horton's quartet of barbaric
steppers, who vwithe and stomp to

M.c. is Billy Vine. His introes are
and stilted and little more can
be said for his repartee. Also contributes a session on his own, including an imitation of Charles
tiaughton in 'Mutiny on the Bounty,'
trite

EMILE BOREO
The International Star

no

The

3 Years

9 Months

Lou Walters, Latin Quarters, Miami Beach,

gal's

Fla.,

5 Mos.

Chicago

Indefinitely
Thankt. to Clifford FUcher, William Morrlt Staff, Al Bords, Lou
Waltert, Herman Bernit and Gregory Taylor for making my tour
in America a aueeeas.
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asset to the team.

a diminutive, darkhaired Mexican looker who trills in
the upper reaches, all tunes being of
the Spanish variety, and good enough
for their purpose. Senorita Ortega
seemed a little ill at ease when
caught, no doubt caused by a stag
group's raucousness, but by and
large she seems adequate enough in
is

show

is mediocre In
includes Dolores
De Leon, stunning-looking heel-andtoe dancer, who's also on late for a
tribal dance; Augustin Ribal, singer,
grimed In oily substance that would
suggest a flight from a Georgia chain
gang, the shackles linked to his
ankle^- Alberto Torrens, Aida Rodriguez and Fay Torrens, the usual
Spanish-type dancers.
Froilan Maya's orch and Juanito
Sanabria crew alternate well enough
for the show and dancing.
Naka.

performance

Clifford Fischer's "Follies Bergere"
St. Maurice Hotel, New York

samba

Brazilian

little

Belen Ortega

this metier.
Rest of the

Appeared with
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Sddls IiaBaroB Ore OIIto Sharon
Edna Sedgwiok
Nannette CarmsB
Andy Mayo Co
Jimmy Ray
Steve Merrill
Lydia Star
Dave Forreater Ore Don Pedro Ore
Carrie FInnell
Ullo Peres Bne
Hlllls Wayne
Macambo Cafe
Sot Lake Oro
M6 Clob
Mocambo
Tripoli 3
Humbertoa Bd
Stevens Hotel
Billy Carr
Phil Ohman's Ore
(Continental Room)
Alyce Cert
Del Courtney Oro
Cell von Dell
Palladlnm
Marlon KIngalsy
TIDa Hodeme
Abe Lyman Oro
Cleopatra
Bob Strong Oro
Paris Inn
June March
Honey Bee Keller
Villa Venice
Kenny Henryaon
Sparklet Gls
Oriental Rev
Dominic

CLEVELAITD

LOS ANOELES

Variety Oills
in connection with bills

how, whether

foil

Ann Harriett

Tony Bharrabba
Dick Wlnslow Oro
Blltmore Bowl

WEEK JUNE
Nnmerab

Bar of Uosle
Bill Jordan
George Kent

27

Jimmy

Armand
8

NEW TORK

irASHINOTOM

CITT

Capll«l (26)

Rhythm Rocketa

Renee
Cora

Rae & Davia
Alberta Mansfield

6u» Ryan
Bill RoblDioa
§«rt Wlieeler

Triile
awlngtaeart Co-Eda

osslllanoB

Astoria
(Starlight Root)
Xavier Cugat Oro
Valdes

Miguellto

Paramoimt

Dean Murphy
Ben Tost Co
Evelyn Tyner

HorTlcane
Dick Satterneld Ore
Chlqulto Oro
Joe Bllle Ore
Joy Hodges
Rlngo ft Harris
Billy Vine
Betty Frooa
Honeychlie Wilder
Marcella Clair
April Ames
Nick Leeds
Diamond Horseshoe Iceland Reatanrant
Ted Eddy Ore
Dr Rockwell

*

Irene's

Co-Eda
Jack X^ane Co

Mae Murray

4

Nlta Naldl
Carlyle Blackwell
Joe E Howard
Rosa Wyse, Jr
'

VEW YORK

CITY

PanunouDt

Danny Kaye
Jane Proman

BUt«

(27)

MIAMI

Olympis (2C-28)
Arthur & M Havel
Helen Morgan

Virginia Austin

Goodrich

cmcAOo

&

Nelson

OMAHA

Orpheom

Chlesco (t7)

.

l4ilra

Billy Gilbert

(2B)

Bd

Will Bradley

Whitaon BroB
Condoa Broe

Phil Harris

(27)

Tiebors Beala

Amea

BUllngtone

8t

Charlee
J

Blljie

El Chico

Arno

Bobby May
Sybil

Bowan

PHII^AltlBf J> Hia
Sla

Stanley (27)
"Crazy with Heat'

Otto Bason
1 Zephyrs
Peg I.eg Bates

cm

KEW TORK
Uoslo Qall

(28)

Hermanoa Williams
Gloria Gilbert

June Forrest
Earl Wrlghtson
Hilda Bckler

Jerome Andrews
Glee .Clab

Eroo Rapes Symph
Boxy (20)
Sennia Day
4 Polkadota
Wesson Broa
O ft B Malaon
Aggie Auld

Steel Pier 28)

Art Carney

Lane

Ward

ft
ft

Stumpy

Dennis Day
Bob Croaby Oro
Johnny McGee Oro
-

Gae Foster Gls
WIlUo
McGlnty

W

Ryan & Benson
Ben Tost Singers
Chrlstlanl

Sharkey

to All)

Tr

Jay ft Lou Seller
Lazara ft Caatell'oa
Nina Orla
La Hartlalane
(West End, N. t.\
Eddie' Oliver Ore
Herbert CurbeJIo O

Arturo Cortes
Dolores DeLeoa.
Hickory Hoaae
Bill Turner Orb
Hotel Astor
Tommy Ddrsey Ore
Ralph Rotgers Ore
Connie Hainea
Pled PIpera

ft

Capella

Bleaifore

A

Free port (27)
Hlllman Bro
John Fogarty
Sully ft Oakes
3 Harmonica Beea
(One to nil)

Eddie's

Louise Chandler
-

Slate (27-29)
Sammy Kaye Oro
RImac Ore
Virginia Hays
Sally Rand Show
Hotel LexIngtoO
Buater West ft Page
The Texan's
Ray Kinney Oro

Small Gls

PHILADELPHIA

Carman (27)
SIma ft Bailey
Frank ft J Hubert
(Two to nil).

Place. Elegante

.

Hotel Edison
Blue Barron Ore
Hotel Essex Honse

HARTFORD

Meymo Holt
Napua

Rainbow

Grill

Ross Smith Oro
Ashburns
Rainbow Room
Barry Winton Oro
SIgrld Lassen
Clement* Oro
Mayla
Lalng ft de Mill*
Billy de Wolfe
Riviera

Lellanl laea

Nanl Todd .
Lehua Paulson
Hotel Lincoln

PITMAN

Harry Jamea Ore
Hotel HcAlplB
Arturo Artnros Ore
H
Wendy Bishop
(One to nil)
Hotel New Yorker
WII,TX)W OROVE
Willow Grove Park Johnny Long Oro
(29 only)
Helen Toung
Tryon Sla
Estelle ft LeRoy
Frank ft J Hubert
Roalta Rloa

Mary

O

(Ft. Lee, N. J.)

Pancho Oro

C Cavallaro Ore
Cross '& Dunn
Terry Lawlor
Georges ft Jalna
Laae Bros

Kanazaviu

Rellly

-

3

NlbllCB

Peggy Leater
Lola LaChance
Bob BUlinga
Broadmont
Buddy Lake
Honey Chile

°

'

-

Ws

.

-

.

•

Booh-CadUbie Hotel Harry Schilling
Koshee ft Lee
(Book Casino)
Ray Carlln Oro

Chadwlcka
Betty Lawton

Loren Paraone
Sanford Mandel
Barry Wllklneon
(Motor Bar)

Havenalrea (4)
Ray Hettinger Ore
Veapers (2)

Old FViUs Tarera
Ore

Bowery
3 Ryan Broa
Frances Fays

Andy Fletcher
Buck Calhoun
Andy Rusaell

Phillips

Lillian

Chapman

Bobby Vail
16 De Shon Dancers

Jack Shaw
Jean Lee
Wilbur Douglass

Wllma

Benny Leaay
Lewla

Pat Shaw
Joe Oaklo
Al Bard Oro
Somerset Hooss
Harry RIngland

Lou

Frankle Donate
Harry Rose

Sallee

Bwanne Inn
ft Slam
Evans

Cedarw'd log CaUa
(Malaga. N. J.)
Ray O'Day
Cynthia Evans
Dorothy Lawrence
Jean Graham
Annie Guatle
Carole Dale
Patricia Lawrence
Franiiea Williams
Frankle Schluth

King ft Roche
Coco & Behee
Kaye ft KaVe
Billy ft Juanlta Joy
8 Berdnn Jitterbugs Don Pablo Oro
Arden Dane
Ruck's Bedford laa
Johnny King
Mae HcGraw Oro
Chas Carlisle
Clob Boyale
Benny Resh Ore

Helen Jerrlco
Irving Braslow Oro

Casanova
Glamour Gla (6)

Palnmbo's
Ralph Brown

Bernle- Green
Johnson ft Gerron
Jerry Page Co
Julio ft Jeneve
Lee Walter Oro
Corktown Tavera

Irene Kaye
Lavemes

Slim

Charlie.

Thelma Mitchell
HI Hat

D'Orsay
Emlle Boreo
Fill

Doris DuPont

Andree Andrea
Lonette Sis

Hare

Vivian Vance
Pat Shevlln Ore
1028^ Loenst

Marian Proctor
Evelyn Bradley
Pola Montoya
Blaine Black
Bubbles Shelby
Ross Feeney
Kay Lavery
King's Swing Ore
(H Walton Boot)
'

Vlrg Vaughan
J Manzanerea Ore
Tounger Gla
Eddie Fena Oro

Ivanhee
Florehce Schubert
Al Trace Oro
Holly Swanson
VIerra Hawallans
Helen Sumner
L'AlgloB

Glamour Gls
Helen Heath
Jackie Miles

Mlml Kellerman
Paul Duke
Ruth Petty
Tommy Sanford
Spire's SUmos Oro
Vera Neva
FiH de Vlllerle
Gwendolyn Veausell Michael Sandlna
Rose Qallo
Lllyan Cole
Lon Morrison
leobel de Marco
Nell Fontaine Ore
Morrison Hotel
.

(Boston Oyster
Hoose)

Manfred Gotthelf
New Yorker
Billy Gray

Nan Blakstoae
Darlene Welders
Claude ft Andrea
May Lewis
Kretlow Gla
Arne Barnett Ore
Al Milton Oro
Old Heldelbers
Sally Sharratt
Heidelberg Ens
Louie ft Weasel
Hans Menzer
Palmes Hoose
(Empire Boom)

Jan Oarber

Eddy Howard
Bob Evans
Maurice ft Cordoba
Peres Four
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Oro

Sherman Hotel
(Celtic Cafe)

Gens Kerwla Oro
Jaros Sla
(Panther

Boon)

Cab Calloway Oro
Byton Gla
Carl

'

Marx

Bhomba
Tito Golzar

Caslne'

'ana BessloB

Geo Verrechla
Mickey House
Billy Kretchmer

GU Fitch Oro
MargI* Georg*
Rainbow Terrace
(BtralTord, Pa.)

Ceoll Golly Oro
Margie ICelly

Hyman

Jtmmy Engler
Hal FIfer

Bed HUI Inn
(Pennsanken, N.

J.)

Frank Murtha
Pepper Garat
Pen Raymond
Murray Ann
Grille

Jo* Altle
ft DIMarco.
Joan Arlen

King

-/

Phillips

Rol Parker Ore

RendesvoDS
(Hotel Senator)

Loomell Morgan

Rose Barton
Grace O'Hara
Buddy Lewis
Vargle Campbell

Harry Taylor

Karl Rohde Oro
Boyd Heathen
C ft F Simpson
Andrew, Wald ft

Silver Fleet Ina

Brma Lynn
Betty Keenan
Chio Lauler

ft

George

Hanoa Ina
Gen* Tobin
BIB Boyd
Sot Garqr

-

Dolly

Daye

Dawn

Joe Scotty

Uke

Silver

Ina

PollnoSe

Eden Twins
AUcs Looey

Maetera

Nadla ft Sasha
Frank H*9sel Ore
Stamp's
ft

Shirley

Fran Wllllama
Cocoannt Grove
Mickey Alport Ore
Don Rico Oro
Wally Wanger Rev

Joyettea
Geo MSrohettl Ore

Bwaa Clob
Jerry Marcella

Ann Howard

Billy Pnlne
RIcharda ft Caraon
Tyrone Sla
-

Lola Clair*
Paul Rich

Stump ft Stumpy
H*ary Patrick Ore

Beverly ft Jimmy
Hassan, 3d
(Melody Looage)
Marjorle Garretson

Century

Mike Pedecln
of

Rhythm

Manrlne ft Norva
Harry Robb

Whaling

ft

Rollins

Olaen

Ray
Durand

Stella
Claire

Stamp Trio

nth

ft
ft

Jimmy Leeda
June Wletlng
Club Vanity Wait
Kal Nlra Ore

T

Helen WUaon
Margie Drummond
Vlo Barlson

Men

Herb Lewie
Crawford Honse
Ray Colllna Ore
Miriam Johnson
Crawtordettes
Joe Ross
Ina Lorraine
Carole Hall

Ruth Morgan
roi A Hnnnda

Tvette

Milton'

We la ft 4 Faya
?
Al Ooldecker

George Oro

Bl-Uat

.

Syd Golden

Pete

Jaok Smith ^
Signer Oarmlno

Ratha*r Bldoradlaos
Dave Pleraoo

Herman Oro

Lucille Grey
Frank Petty

*

Tanya Benga
ft

Helene

Maynard Dsane

Arlington Lodge
Phil Cavezia Oro

Balconades

John Fontaine Ore
BUI Green's
Don Beater Oro
Penny Lee

Mann

Ed Gavin

Jerry Boett

Audrey Joyce
Pen Raymond

Boogle-Woogle Clab
i

Hotel Gardner
Burt Shaw
Uvalyn Harvey
Hotel Sheraton
(8l7 Garden)
Don Dudley Oro
Hotel Statler
(Cafe Rouge)
Salvy Cavlcohlo Ore
Hotel Westminster
(Roof Garden)

Jlmfiy McHale Oro
Harry Drake Rev

Roof Garden Olo
Charles ft Barbara
Louis ft Dellta

Ted MlKord
Hotel BItz Carletoa
(Blti Root)

Ted Straeter Oro
Vetera Sla Ore

Carmen Amaya

Stenben'a
(Vienna Room)

Lew Conrad Oro
Doris Abbott
Alice O'Leary
Claire ft Arena
Claire ft Seuna Sla

Lawrence

& B Cook

Raymond Pike

The Cteve
Ralph Porraa Oro
Jaok Flaher

Tamara Dorlva
Doria Abbott

Raymond Pike
Lawrenoe

Hugh Morton Ore

Taoht Clob

Eddie Matthews
Mary Navla

Rita Henderson
Frost

Clarke

Ancborage

"•^•<=»

Oh«rI*

Bell Rochelle

Gloria

-Adeie Corey

ft

B Cook
Edwards
ft

PITTSBTIIIGH

Wilson's

£o<V»

Hotel Essex
Ernest Murray Ore
Billy Kelly

Jack Manning
Al Lewis
Victor Donate

.

Reglna
Geo Reed

Sherman Broe

Stuart Frazicr Ore

M

Caaa Manana
Al Tory Ore
David Ballentlne
Faye Thomae
Virginia Melford 3
Casa Manana Gls
CInb Mayfair,
Ranuy Weeks Ore
Bernle Bennett O
George LIbby Rev

Hax-Levtn
Joe Lenny
Harry Small

Harlan Powers

Victor Hugo's Oro

ft

Burna Broa

Jacqueline Hurley

HaWg'^

Johnny

Udell

University 3

Joe Hough
Goo Baquet Ore
Art Mathews

Sally Keith
Jerry Brandow
Sid ft Janice Walker

Maxine Tappan
San Diego
George Preanell
Al Alexander Oro
'

Kaye

BOSTON
Baby Hlnea
Beachcomber
Hotel Bradford
Showboat
(Clrcos Room)
Harry Morrleaey
Wonder Horse Sandro
D'Arnez Ore Florence Hallman
Shelley ft Neff
Wllma Cox
Runkie A Lambert
Lund ft Lund
Dellese ft B Dwight
Kelso Brothers
Hotel Copley Plaza
Bueter
Kelm
Rev
Hargls Smith
(Sheraton Room)
Billy Hamilton
BIhutmb'e

Gene Ramon

Danny Verses Oro
Little Rathskeller
Jackie Hill

Louise

Silver

HopIdne'Bathskeller Kenny Shaffer Trio
Venatl Oro.Weber's Hot Bian '
Camden
Ozzie Welles
Joe Compo
Pen Bannerman
Vince Carson
Jules Flacco's Oro
Toung Sis (3)
Marlon Uelroae

RolIIno Trio

Richards

ft

-

Artl* Singer

Roman

ft

Winnie Hoveler Gls
Stan Norrls Oro
Statler Hotel
Sande Wllllama Ore

Marya ft Martyn
Hand's
The Tropica
3 Old Timers
Betty Blair
Manuel Lopes
Jean Field
London Chop Hoose Linda Bruce
The Frlara (I)
Tenia ValentI
Vincent
Bragale Ore
Chet Bverhart
Verne's
Frank Whitman O
JImmIe Dale
Clob Unr-Jo
Eddie Mennettl
Burns ft White
Dell Dean
Guy Chernoy
Ruth Jordan
Dancing Gaylords
Harry Collet Oro
Merritt Lamb Ore
Whilller Hotel
Morocco
(Gold Cub Boom)
"Gay Nineties' Rev
Herman Fine
Buddy Duray
Wonder Bar
Joe Foder Oro
Hy Baron Oro
Madelon Baker,
Caatrllloa Oro Meblolo's
eo9 Clob
Beth Farrell
Dale Rhodea
O'Donnel ft Loyce
Dl Giova'nnI
DIok' Worthlngton
Margo Good
Bstralllta
Good ft Goody
Leonard Seel Oro
Verne Wilcox
Northwood Ina
John ft Jeaale Horn
Anita JacobI
Olga Ray
Woods ft Bray
Horace Houck Oro

Pa.)

Peggy

Kavan

Gillette

Mardonl

Dolly Stirling
Beth Farrell
Ellen

Jimmy

Carmen Tarrante
Chleme ft Chleme

Alice

Troo'dors Joe B Kerns
Frank Hall
Cole ft Corte
> Veaters
Peaeoek Gardens
Lea Arquette Ore
(Ktais-ot-PmssIa,

Frank Lester

Myra Lee
Bonnie Waters
Mildred Kay*
Agnes Barry
Udo Venice

Peter Higglna

'

Meagher

Billy

Park Casino

Fk Casino

Gene

Wayne CInb

Tanglnl
Joaephlne Butler

Denlsl

Jean O'Neill
Open Door Cafe
Artl* Nolan
Chap Nolan

Warren

Olde

Melody Arabass'dore
Bsrnlce Bishop
Hoffman Broa
Palm Beach
Carl Denny

Vlo Abba

Billy Hayes'

Tvonettes
Lorraine

Club IB
Harriet Hals
Trianon
Bob Murphy
Lelghton Noble Oro Buzz Wilt
Brooks Sis
at' Cafe
WUshlre Bowl
Barbara Stone
Helene
Darryl Harpra Oro Marie Kay*
Margie Hill
Rose Venutl
cmcACrO
Dl Pinto's
Ambassador Hotol
Edgewater Beach
Eddie Stelner
(Pamp Boom)
HoUl
Jack Gibson
Val Oman Oro
Eleanor Brannon
(Beach Walk)
Eddie King Ore
Russ Morgan Oro
. Bismarck Hotel
Embassy
(Walant Room)
Phyllsa Lynn
Jana
Geo Clifford
Jimmy Joy Ore
Walter Donohue
Ann Rutherford
Betty Burns
Alllda ft Chlco
Maurice .& 'Maryea Console & Melba
Nelson Sis
Johnny Parrlah
Tune Tessera
NIghthawka
Andrlna
Hadley Gls
Dorben Gls
Chlqulta
Blaekhawk
Herb Foots
Heione Standiah
Art Jarrett Oro
Carloa Reyee Oro
88S CInb
Chris Croaa
Curt Weller Oro
Rogere ft Morris
Roblnaon Twins
Evergreen Caslse
Jerry Bergen
Dlackstone Hotel
Raul ft Rose Marie Laura Kellogg
(Ballnese Bm.)
Julio Garcia Ore
Rancheroa
Eddie Whlt« Oro
Beth Chains
Uraemere Hotel
Nltza ft Ravell
(Class House Km>
BrcToort Hotel
Maxine Loomls
(Crystal Boom)
Ding Bell Oro
Cynthls

-

'

Sid Tomlck
Rels Broa

Sam

Gay

HEW TOBXCITT

.

DETBOn

Leonard Cook*
Edison ft Louie*

Kay
Carroll's

Charlie Qalnest Oro
Dixie Sullivan
Charlotte Vogue

Gordon Bishop

I

'

Bobby Mathews

PattI Moore

Frsnkle Gallagher
Raltone Sis
Hal Chanslor
Jean Neunier

.

Vincent DeCosta
Art Tubertlnl
Ooeen MaiT
Jack Wallace Oro
Thelma Nevlns
Steve Murray

Bobby Parka Ore
Imogen Carpenter

O^ace Hayes

House of Uorpby

Bill Farrell

Knight

ft Delia
Neville Fleeson
Peter Llnd Hayes

Enclto

Ernest Franz Oro

Hotel Bosaert
(Brooklyn)

Diana

Chea Hale Gla
Betty Coeds
Edith Roark's Olnb Anita Page
Jane LaVonne
Joe White Oro
June Darling
Henry Marko
Sally Mayer
Helen Fox
Gwen Baueher
Mildred Kay
Levan ft Boles
Irene Carter
Alvarez
Ruth Gallagher
4 Greya
4 Warnera'
Charlotte Buckley
Cheater Nelaon
Cordova ft Vlllloa
CAMDEN
(One to flin
Sally Barr
Pat Bonnett
Samba Sirens
Toners (2S-2S)
|L
WASHINGTON
Herb Rudolphs Ore
Edith Roark
Betty Carey
Ada ft Gls
Howard (27)
Brown Derby
Hotel Park Central Ross Eenton Farm
Bud Sweeney
XJolden Gate 4
(Coooanat
OroTe)
Earl Layers Co
(Asboiy Pk; N. J.) Harriet Norrls
Robinson ft Brown
Jo
Ann Dare
Buddy Clarke Oro
M Bergere Oro
Grant
Joae Domln^uez O
Columbus ft Carroll Mary
Ethel Brown
Jack Waldron
Carole ft Sherod
Marlene
Dare
Blenore Wood
Sally Gay
Mickey Dunn
Hibbert, Dyril Co
Cabaret BiHs
Buban Blen
Advocates
Winton ft Diana
Sammy Frisco Oro
Bunny Howard
Edwin Matthews
Ginger Dale
Vera Sanoff
Capitol Lonage
Sylvia Barry
Rnsalan Eretebma 4 Hills Broa
Hotol Pennsylrania Nicolas Matthey
O Maurice Rocco
Armando's
Bddls South Oro
Bobby Byrne Oro
Peter Nemiroff Ore Louie Jordan Oro
Geo Morris Org
Hazel Scott
Dorothy Claire
Oiga Ivanova
Ohes Pare*
Pedrlto Oro
Ammona ft Jobnapn
Stuart Wade
Nastia Pollakova
Paul Whltemen Ore
'
Julie Holt
Jack Gilford
Marusia Sava
Hotel PUss
John Boles
Jamea Copp, III
Adia Kuznetzoff
Anna Austin
Baacheomber
Dick Gasparre Ore Senia Karavaeff
Cafe Society
Alice Dudley
Chlqulto Oro
DIok D'AmIco Oro
Michel Mlchon
(VUIage)
Jack
Cole Dano
Paul
Haakon
Chavez Oro .
MishI Uzdanoff
Florence Leslie
Benry Allen Oro
Maxine KIsor
Carmeif D'Antonfo
Arjslak Arafelovs
Marianne
Kenneth Spencer
Toy ft Wing
Hotel RoosereH
Splry's Roof
Judy Starr
Meade- Lux Lewla
Wynn Murray
Jose Morand' Oro
Evans Gla
Art Tatura
Splvy
BlU Bertolottl's
Hotel Bavor-Plaxa Haywood
Helena Rbrne
ft Allen
Colonlmoa
Howard Lally Oro
Don Sylvlo Oro
Eddie MayehoS
Chatean Modems
Ralph Cook
Peggy Fears
Angelo Oro
Betty Bryant
Frank Quatrell Ore
Annette Guerlaln
Frederics
Hotel St. Georgs
Stork Clob
Covert ft Reed
Margo
Peggy Bills
(Brooklyn)
Luolle Jarrott
Brucettes
Sonny Kendls. Oro
Edith Lambert
Dave Martin Ore
Blake ft Lambert
Maurice. Sbbw Oro
Ray Benson Ore
Dorothy Allen
Dee Wllllasaa
Bvera tc Dolores
Gabriel
Bmiie Hensel
Tank Porter
nu'a Oay
Peppy ft Peanuts
Olarem'oat Inn
DIok Fulbrlght
Tersallle*
Charles Strlekltod
Tuckera
Joe Rlcardel Oro
Bill Dlllard
Lulb. Bates
Brandwynne Ore Bobby Danders
Hotel at, Uoiitt
Panchito Oro
Fred Bishop
Marvelle 'Hyler
CInb 18
Ford Harrison Oro
Joan Merrill
Spike BarrlaoD
Congress Hotel
O Andrews Oro
Lolo ft Ramoa
George Ohuroh
Harold WllUrd
Peter Brent Oro
(Glass Hot Bm)
Florence ft Alvarez Dorle
Harry Donnelly
Pat Harrington
(Peacock Rm)
Betty Black
Bsmle Orauer
Jack White
Vlllaae Ban
Jo* V*ra
Jaye Martin
Oate Plerra
RoySedley
Gene Anatln Oro
Del Shore
Hotel St B4«ls
Diana Fontaine
Bob Knight Oro
Sherrlll Sis
Eddie Dandors Ore
Hal Saunders Ore
Frsnkle Hyers ^
Patricia Bllla
Zeb Carver
^
Giis Uartel Oro
Irene Barclay
Drake Hotel
Bud
Sweeney
Oafs Society
CoLchlta
ramlllla House)
Hotel Xaft
Don ft Ruth Lane
(lUdtown)
Anita Dillon
Frankle Masters O Pappy Beldw
Ramon Ramos Ore
Xaddy WIUoD 0th
Ann Paige
PbylUa Hyiss
Roberta Welch
Hlldegarde

Hamld'R MUlloa

Cadillac Tarera
Harry Dobba Ore
Cadlilao Caperettea

Thomas

Johnie Bright Oro
SIspay Haxles
Ben Blue
Cully Richards

Sylvia Fielding

Lou Martin Ore
Nerlda Ore

Sam Amaroal

B'way

Dollar Pier (2S)

4

Lorstta

ft

Renaldos
Nlles ft Jo-Anne
Barbara
Tonl Serrlel
Henrique A Adrl'ne

Benny Kaha

Marian Manners
Red Stanley Ore
Grace Hayes Lodge
Mary Healy

Mavis Hims
Rebecca Hayes

Le Coq Ronge

Sybil

Jerry Lester
Edcdle Calvert

Georgle Tapps

Rudl Tlmneld
Leon

Don Carlo

Warnera

(28 only)
Gautler'a Brlcklay'a Paul Kdlter
Bobby Uorrla
Levin ft Bolea
Richard Dana
Denlzon ft Gla
Pinky Lee

Wally Ward Co
Rochelle ft Beebee
Victor HcLaglen

Rekoma

COL. 5-0930

Puanonl Mathews
MIkl Wlkl
Charlie OpennI

Adrlenne
Jos Smith Oro
Bela Bizony

Judy Clark
Adrlna Otero
Eleanor Knight

to nil)
(26-28)
Sla

FBKEPOBT

8

NEW YORK

Charlie Foy'a Olnb
Charlie Foy

Beatrice

•

Ray Heatherton O

,

ATT.ANTIC CITY

Bomwskl

Sandra Knrlna
Russian Gypsy Oro
Seven Seas

Leonard Sues

Eddie Davis
Jerry Blanchard
Owen Gary
Dance Players
Sonny Tufta
Clay Bryson
Belmont Balladeers Barbara PerrySherry Brlttoa
Hotel Blltmo'rs

BAXiTIMORB

4

DanleU
Smith
King Cole Trio
La Conga
Jack Harris Ore
Noro Morales Ore
Billy
Stuff

Alda Rodrlguea

Frank Sinatra
Buddy Rich

Tryon
Fenwlck ft Cook
Joe Browning

Bockettes

Stump

D

Jim Wong Tr
(One

Tasclia

Alex Morleon

David Marshall Ore Lilia kiplkona

Fay Torres

ZIggy Elman^
Hotel Belmont
Plaza
Arthur Ravel Oro
Joe Pafumy Oro
Bea Perron

(Two

Corps de Ballet

'

.

Earle (27)
Rochester Show

State (2»-2)
Paul Kolter
H Denizen ft Gls

The Briants

,

Wavea

HsTana-Hadrid

Roxyettes
Rome Vincent
Stuart Morgan
Paul Remos

Lillian Tours
NTG Anniversary
Joe Kirk

Ralph Brown
Joe Gordon

Gibsons
S

(20)

Ann Baker

Mary Joyce
Gallagher ft Rush

Jean
Johnny Leary

Whittler Frollan Maya Oro
Kay, Katya & Kay Juanlta Sanabria O
Alberto Torres
Gladys Tell
Ramon & Luclnda
Louise Glenn
Belen Ortega
Geraldlne Roaa

WASHINGTON

Bob Carney

Lovey Lane
Luclan Smith
Lois Galloway
Cee Pee Johnson O
Scheheraiade Cafe

Gayls Parker

Oracle Steele
Glamour Gls (I)

Little Joe ft

'Sn'bair

Jeanne Blanche

iM

S

Fay

Bea Kalmua
Heat

(20)

Ted I/ewls Oro
I4-Ahn Sis

Golden Gate 4
Sonny Woode

'

Qlive

(2«)
Dick Stabile Oro
Armstrong O Grade Barrle
WaltOB & O'Rourke

Itoula

Bd

Brady

Manny Strand Oro

BROADWAY

1619

'

Barle (27)

Andrkwa

Joe Yenutl Oro
Joey Rardin
SsVal, Merle &

Bill

Raymond

Rbnmbooglo

Hotel Statler
Julea Duke Ore

Antolnetteu
Freddie's Cafe

La Conga CInb
Ramon Arlaa Oro
Lindsay's Bkybai
Harriet Grant
Jaun Fiorer
Paul ft Thelma
Pearl de Lucca
Gourmet Clob
Alai^ Fielding Ore
Monaco's Cafe
Sunny Marston
Ball-lovellea
Eddie Robinson Oro
Edyth* Sallade
Jimmy Harls Oro
Juanlta
Hotel AUerton
Frank Cuneo Ore
Carmellta ft Lee
Tvette
Joe Baldl Oro
Nancy Newell
Jean Rlchey
Russell SwaoB
Hotel Carter
Elisao
Regal CHob
Mlastiel Tayen
Thlxton Sprenger
Ben XVanklla
Duoky Malvin Oro
Ambassadors Oro
Tony Callasso
Frederico ft Rankin Windsors
3700 CInb
Hotel Cleveland
Ralph Eastwood
Margie Boss Uarch George Duffy Oro
Art
West
Leo Zollo Oro
Sissy Glonis Lottus
Ruth Farranta
Leonora Sola
Bd MoOoldrlok, Br Hotel Fenway Hall Pat Jordan
BImlngbam Ina Hslea Marriott
Johnny Cowglll
Don Waleh On
(Pemberton, N. J.)
NeU Dlegban's

EDWARD SHERMAN

Sylvan Green Ore
Vnl Irving*

riTTSBURGH

C

Beryl Wallace
Reyes' Rhumbs

Marjorle

Chet Record
Mick Cochran Ore
Chocolateers
Alice Haynes

Deisonalra

6

Sammy Watklns O

Bob Manners Ore

Ssmmy Llpman

Ray Rogere

PHILADELPHIA

Club Ball

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INI^raiDENT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Don Alberto Oro
Juan Martinez
Gloria Belmoots

Famous Door

Strand (27)
guy' Lombardo Ore
ernarda & lAdlea

B HInnevltch
Think-D'k Hoffman
Gene Shelton
Barney Grant
Buater Shaver

Jerry Kruger
Fred Scott

Holiday

Maria Lopez
Cbarro Gil 3

cm

M'rtlnes

ft

Henry Monet

Kelly's SUble
Don Eddy
Hot Lips Page Oro Sugar Gelse

Lee
Qllda ^ray
Charles King
Llln

Antonlta

MEW TOBK

.

J Blair

ft

Marg'rite

Lole Felix Valley

ft

Florentine Garden

Celeste

ft

Nola Day
Danny White

June Hann
Delia LInd
Geo Fontana

Bros

Jimmie Luncetord O Francis Dexter
Sylvia Stanton
Cocoannt Grove
Rahda
Mary Parker
Helen Miller
Billy Daniel
Chuck Henry Ore
Jimmy Brierly
Pirates Den
Mitchell Leiaen Rev
Freddie Martin Oro Art Wenzel
Henry Grant
Earl Carroll
Goby La Fitts
Dr Rockwell
ahadrack Boys
Co

Mangean Sla
Clyde Hager

Bd

Paul WInchell

Commanders

Romay

LIna

Llta

Chuck Foater Ore
Case Mnnana

Hotel Waldorf.

Currlto ft Coral
Lule Camachs
Joae Porea
Roaa .Rio
Harriet Carr

ft

Dee'a

Miller

Hazel McNulty
VInce Curran
Club Caoeha
Don Avendano Oro

State (Ze)
!•«« Juvelya

Castle

Royal Gunrda
Dorothy Brandon

below Indicate opening day of
or split week.

Alpine Village
Grant Wilson
4 Sydneya
Hotel Hollendea
Blondell Twins
Rolf Passer
Gregory ft Raymond Marina
Bob Copter
Glenn Pope
Carl Mueller
Carole Rhodes
Otto Thum Oro
Sloan ft Gary
El Uampo
Sorelll

Maxle Simon

Harry Comorada
Buddy Blaine

Tubby Miller
Reggie Dvorak
Club Petite
Piccolo Pete Oro
Betty Smiley
Sidney ft Ames
Bernard
.

Cork and Bottle
Lloyd Fox
Eddie Peyton's

Boog Sherman
Marty Oregor Oro
(Continued on page 4S>
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MUSIC HALL,
'Merry-Go-Round,'

produced

bv

teon Leonldoff, with Music Hall
Symphony conducted bv £rno Rapee,
Jacques Gasselin, Jan Peerce, M. H,
directed
Irving
Club
by
Glee
Landau, Mary Raye and Naldi,-£arl
yfrightson, Grace Thomas, William
Pillich, Corps de Ballet directed bv
Con Colleano,
Rogge,
Florence
Roclcettes (36); 'She Knew All the
Answers' (Col), reviewed in VawE'
TY,

May

signed for laughs. Works with baby
N. Y.
chicks and corks for eye-fooling,
then brings a couple of boys from
the audience to get more giggles with
Guv Lombardo Orch (13} with
his ledgerdemaln.
Gardiner; Bernards (3) and
Kenny
Joe and Jane McKenna funiish
(6), Bobbv May, Sybil
more comedy with gags and dancing. Adorables
Bowan; 'Out of the Fog' (Wfl), reJoe's imitation of a drunk and their
viewed, in Varieiy, Jun« 11.
finish with a roughhouse Impression
of a classical dance team are the
For years the Guy Lombardo band
highlights of their turn.
along at a steady pace
Biz fair at third show Friday (20), has been going
with a brand of commercial music
opening day.
Kiley.
that never changes in- style, tempoes
or patronage. It is never bothered
by the swift rise and ebb of the

STRAND,

N. Y.

21.

.

EMBASSY,

Current Music Hall presentation,

by Leon Leonidofl, moves like
ol' man Mose in the midday sun.
Ballet and Rockettes, fortunately, at-

N. Y.

(NEWSBEELS)

staged

Major

Interest in this week's ne.wsreel parade shuttles between the
after effects of the sinking of the

tain their usually high standard,
however, and pull the show out
somewhat for -the finale. Fact that Robin Moor, the resolve of Great
the film has been inked In for only Britain and its Allies to go on fightone week also seems to have had its ing until Hltferism is wiped out and
usual skimpinf effect on the live en- the closing of Nazi consulates in the
United States. Curiously, the Emtertainment budget.
Apparently to pad out this warm- bassy's editor, gives first place in the
weather show, LeonidofI has placed runoff to Paramount's review of the
the M. H. Symph on the stage in- Government's military intercession
stead of in ibe pit for the opener, in the .North American Aviation
Which means Corp. strike. The action on the con'Concert.'
labeled
that the show opens with around 12 sulates was still first page stuff in
minutes of Mendelssohn's E Minor the newspapers on the day (ThursJacques Gasselin day) this run-off was caught, while
Violin Concerto.
does an accomplished fiddle solo with the North American incident had
Incithe orch. It would b« nice at 67th gone into newsprint limbo.
But It crei dentally, Paramount is also tlie
street's Carnegie Hall.
ates drowsiness seven blocks south source of the Embassy '5 snapshots' of
the German consulate in New York,
of there.
Mr. L. follows that with another the German Railways office and the
fantasy in slow motion, although one Nazi Government's local information
The terp bureau.
of equal technical skill.
duo of Mary Raye and Naldi
Paramount also is responsible for
does its standard with niftlly suave an interesting compendium of returns and spins, but some- cent British successes, such as the
lifts,
thing snappier Is needed at this return of Selassie to his throne, the
Production is clever, for oppression of the Iraqi revolt and
Juncture.
while the orch is on the stage, the the sinking of the Bismarck. This
dancers work on the rising qpron, summary includes a view of Captain
surrounded by what are purported James Roosevelt inspecting a group
to be mirrors to make a 'Mirror of bomber planes in Egypt that had
Room.' An M. H. regular, tenor Jan recently arrived from the U. S.
Peerce, is introduced in the scene at From Fox comes an «3tcerpt of the
this point to provide the stage wait speech which Winston Churchill dewhile the apron is lowered, cleared livered to a council of Britain's doand lifted, and the orch, in full blast, minions and allies at which all
is wtumed to the pit, in one of those pIMged themselves to the exterminagigantic Radio City versions of the tion of Hitler and his mob.
Knute Rockne shift. Peerce is aided
Tex McCrary, who doubles from
by the Glee Club (8).
chief editorial writer on the N. Y.
Going into an 'Amusement faiV Mirror to commentator for the
theme. Earl Wrightson, who recently Ncwsreel Theatres, Inc., operator of
sang In the M. H. production of the Embassy, this week takes Hitler
IMadame Butterfly,' appeared with a and Stalin as tiie objects of his
hot dog vending cart and launched treatise, 'Brother Rats,' or 'Russia's
into 'Ah Me, I Must Be Going to the Everybody's Bad (Good) Neighbor.'
Dogs.'
Al StiUman provided the As far as McCrary was concerned
words (which wer« almost Impos- Stalin stooged for Hitler. But Mcsible to understand in the loges) and' Crary's reflections, of coiu-se, mayMaurice Baron the music. They're have changed to some extent since
both on the Radio City staff.
he made the above statement.
Con Colleano pibks up from there
Pictorial reference to the Robin
with his long-famed tight wire work.
In respfendent toreador costume, it Moor sinking by a Nazi sub is dibetween Paramount and Fox.
videdclicked well de^ite CoUeano's failure
Paramount's clip shows the head of
to. complete .his amazing front somerMoor
sault' in two tries.Then it is the turn the steamship line owning the
illof th6 ballet and- the show gets a real reading off the manifest of the.
prove there had been
lift with one ^of the most amusing fated boat to
and imaginative bits it has ever done no .war contraband aboard it, while
although the gals themselves are Fox gives a glimpse of some of the
Fox
survivors brought to BrazU.
Invisible throughout.
the.ZamFemmes hdd giant fluorescent hot also contributes a view ofarrived
in
dogs
on the darkened stages. zam's survivors as they
Weenies are put through a number Spain on their way back to the U. S.
Odec
of tricky xoutln'es before they are
joined by the rolls, and .finally by a
}ar of mustard and a spoon. Smash
K, C.
comes with each frankfurter moving
Into place on the lower half of the
roll,
the spoon dipping into the
Kansas Citv, June 21.
mustard and covering the weenie,
Marionets,
NeUona'
Don Hooton,
and the- top of roll smacking down
Paul Regan, Marvin and White, Lesto complete the standard delicacy.
Rockettes provide the finale, as per ter Harding, Herb Sice House Orch,
Bernstein; 'Power Dive'
usual, with a "Parade of the Wooden Beverly
'

.

.

-

.

,
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TOWER,

Soldier* routine.

Herb.

(Par).

A

standard variety bill Is back in
vogue ai the Tower after several
weeks of units and revues. In 45
minutes this runs a bit longer than
iisual, but it shapes up as better than
Indianapolis, Junie 20.
averaige entertednment and doesn't
Ted Fio Rito Orch (13), Condy drag despite its length. Band gets a
Candido, ^llan Cole, Jone- and Jone full Inning to open on its own arMcKenna, Gall Gali, Nick and Vifci rangement of 'Intermezzo,' and from
Collins, Gloria Gibson; 'Thieves Fall there
on It's turned over to Lester
Out,"
Harding who returns after a fourweek absence to the task as singing
Pop bends seem to be popular on m.c.
me summer menu at the Lyric, and First spot is to Don Hooton, mixTed. Fio Rito this week provides a ing baton twirling and rope spinning
cool 90 minutes of diversified fare. with tapping for a snappy act, and
The band does most of the work with show is well underway. Bit of a lull
no standouts strbng enough to cause is furnished by Beverly Bernstein as
a steady rush at the boxofflce but the
whose
discovery
einateur
with sufficient entertainment to pull soprano is not yet fully trained.
enough shekels to be classified as a Pace is quickly recovered by mariosatisfactory week.
nets manipulated by the Nelson twoBand opens with "Rose of San some. Pair gets a comic touch into
Antoine,' and later In the bill shows its
puppet
acrobat and
simian
its wares when each section Is fea- pagliacci,
rotuding out its turn
tured in a medley. Trombones do 'I nicely with an inebriate, quartet of
Cried for You,* sax solo on 'Josephine,' wooden soldiers and dusky jitterbug.
ujimpets on 'Intermezzo' and 'Ciri
Turn by Marvin and Wliite, In
Blri Bin.'
Candy Candido comes which they revolve impressions
down from the bass fiddle to win a around patter, is In the novelty class
salvo with his tricky voice sln^g with their sleigh bell ringing, but deof 'Jumpln* Jive,' 'Ma,,' and an cidedly average when they go to
operatic burlesque.
Harding takes the
Guitar finishes jitterbugging.
jylOi an original labeled 'Quirk of a mike for his barito^ie version of
Dirk.' Later on, band goes for three- 'Maria Elena' in usual acceptable
quarter time playing
Tales of manner, end then turns show over to
Vienna Woods,' and Alan Cole is Paul Regan.
solid with his nifty tenorlng of
In the closing spot Regan em-

LYRIC, INDPLS.
'

^torle

Elena,' 'Sister and T and
Things I Love.' Finishes with a
rhythm medley for curtain. Flo Rito
has some good solo performers, and
does a pleasing Job himself in intro-

bellishes his list of imitations and
caricatures with some good material,
besides playing them slightly on the
satire side. Gets a good hand for his

Benny Goodmans, Glenn Millers,
Larry Clintons, et al, going on its
drawing
important
serene
way,
money for its. dates. It has a wide
following who demand consideration
before any changes can be made in
the band, such
adding a new
singer, etc.
If they disapprove of a
move Its patrons express themselves
in.no uncertain terms. Lombardo's
name and style have thus become institutional.

At the Strand the outfit awakens
lusty reaction to Its arrangements of
pops and standards. From opening
to closing them the audience, when
caught, derived immense satisfaction
from work of the band as a whole
its song trio and soloist Kenny
Gardiner. Added to the outfit while
was at the Hotel Roosevelt^ New
York, recently,. Gardiner's smooth
vocal style fits the groove of the

and
it

band neatly. He works alone, in
company, or alternating, with the
trio.

Carmen Lombardo

still

by Bobby May,
May offers some

orchestra interlude,

standard juggler.

good

tricks, teeing off with average
Indian club tossing, then progressing
to balancing a silk topper on a cigar.
His jerky-motion juggling of rubber

balls is similar to Stan Kavanagh's
method and May hasn't perfected the
style enough to corral the returns it
could get.
C^ood trick is doing a
headstand while bouncing balls off a
drum in time to music. Finale i<s a
good flash, using electrically lighted
ring spinning on one knee, a large
sphere rotating on his head and five
small balls being juggled simul.

taneously.
Sybil Bowan cleans
imitations.

She

rips

up with her
off

the. roof

laugh finish
fly apart

is

done

in

.
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STATE, N.

neat flash,
the bones

Y.

commg when

Band number and house line's only
routine are combined in the trey for
'Hut Sut Song,' novelty which is
okay, paving the way for the torrid
tempoes of Gordon and Rogers,
Negro comedy-dance act that burns
up enough energy to operate the
heating system.
Boys go in for bright green and
yellow suits which grab guffaws automatically.
Introduced here as

Fredysons (7), Masters and RolSimone Simon, Al Trahan,
Bowman and Paul Haakon,
Zwerling House Orch; 'A
WoTnan's Foce' (M-G).

lins,

Patricia

Ruby

A

strong lineup. Stage show runs
overlong, particularly with
fight pictures added to
regular feature and newsreels.
but it's a diverting presentation
fresh from a run with Jimmie nevertheless.
Opens in standard vaude style
Lunceford's orch, these sepia steppers should have no iMOking wor- with the seven Fredysons, vet acrories, mixing joint-jerking steps, fly- batic turn, speeding through their,
ing leaps, gags, songs and general alwaysreffective teeterboard routine'.
Harlem hot stuff for landslide re- Masteiv and Rollins, also standard,
turns.
are next with comedy crossfire and
Next to closing Is Joe Jackson, Jr., eccentric dances.
Generally good,
and anyone who remembers his dad although her Mrs. Roosevelt imwill get a twinge of memory as the personation at the close is hacklad bows on in his ragged, baggy neyed by now.
bum get-up. Joe has his dad's sly,
Simone Simon, playing her second
shy, toothless' grin down to perfec- date at the house in about a year, is
tion.
Sticking close to his vaude- the victim of indiscriminate handveteran fathers all-panto biz with a ling.
Instead lof working up the
breakaway bike, Jaclcson nets an al- smart chic, cute angle, she's unmost continuous string of giggles, becomingly
and
staged,
togged
sustaining interest throughout and while her material is hopele.s.sly unhis act runs long. He can^t equal his suited.
Her frizzy hair-do looks as
famous predecessor, but he comes if she'd just lieen swimming. Her
close.
fluffy, light-blue dress is unbecomBiz fine at opening.
Wern.
ing and the color of the spot being
used gives her a wan, garish appearance.
And to top the whole misstaging setup, instead of a solidopaque-colored backdrop which
would set her off, she's presented
Chicayo, June 21.
against* a brightly-flowered curtain.
Young French acl ess-singer is
Claire and Hudson, Joan Abbott,
Albins (2), Victor McLaglen & Co. vocally light but should offer likely
(2) Chick and Lee, State-Lake Orch; prospects if given cute songs and arrangements. However, the numbers
'Power Dive' (Par).
she's now using require unu.sual
Straight and solid vaudeville show, vocal range and skill, so she's licked
well booked and well routined, plus at the start Even so,- she sang three
when caucht—a Latina flicker that has a pop money numbers
American' tune, a brutally-arranged
moniker.
In
catching
ihany
Hollywood and tempoed version of 'My Sister
names making in person appearances and I' and a passable edition of 'I
audience reactions have been varied, Gotta Get Hot' from her forthcoming
but at no time did any Coast star picture and a Broadway 'Scandals' of
walk into such a resounding hail of some seasons ago.
Al Trahan, who's played the State
audience response as did Victor
McLaglen at the last show Friday so many times he should have a
(20). For several minutes McLaglen mortgage on the theatre, has the
was forced to iust stand there while next-to-closing spot with his blonde
partner-foil,
his
fartiiliar
roughthe audience clapped itself out
McLaglen holds the stage nicely house comedy piano pounding and
with some simple chatter about him- general uproar. Wheh caught at the
self and his pictures, then into a last. show, opening night (Thursday)
long-winded and hokey recitation, he stayed on much too long. Yet
followed by some comedy -with- a Trahan. is a long-established buffoon
stooge asking for an autograph. end, even when he isn't good, he's by
Winds up with bis weakest trick, a no means bad. Prolrably his bow-off
short acting sequence showing the thank-you speech is utterly sincere;
.death scene from 'The Informer,' even so, it's ki^nd of embarrassing.
Closing turn to the show is the
which won him an Oscar. Generally, the act seemingly has shown real class of the layout Patricia
a

bit

Louis-Conn
the

'

—

STATE-LAKE, CHI

•

,

-

.

.

'

.

.

with costumed takeoffs of Carmen
Miranda, a cockney bathing beauty,
Gloria Swanson .being Imitated by
another gal, Bea Lillie and Mrs. some improvement over
Its' weak
F. D. R. Some of the above she has break in
dates.
done «t this house before, but long
Rest of the show
standard and
enough «go not to lose impact. Be- clean-cut, with Joan liAbbott
scoring
sides, they're so cleverly done that niftily
with her vocals. With .a fine
repetition doesn't matter. She was appearance.
Miss Abbott stands out
the big click of the bill.
Wood.
with noval songs plus great arrange
ments. This audience liked it all.
Claire and-Hudson are powerful as
ever -with their hand-to-hand and
S. F.
balancing work. Man is a fine un<
derstander and the girl has appear
San Francisco, June 18.
ance and works well.- Their comedy,
Andrews Sisters (3), Joe Jacfcson, though, is questionable.
For comedy
Jr., Gordon and Rogers,.Frank Paris,
knockabout there are the Albins,
the Titans (2), Peggy O'Neill Line
man-and-woman burlesque dance
(.12), Charles Kaley House Orch (13);
pair. This audience ate this stuff up
'The Bi0 Boss' (Col).
and wanted more of the prattfalls,
Much' of it Is repetitious but it
A markedly collegiate aggregation etc.
went over solidly. Chick and Lee,
of adoring jive hounds packed the were also
clicks with their comedy
Gate to give the Andrews Sisters a mimicry. It was pie
for the follcs.
capacity opening on their Frisco
Business good.
Gold.
debut Gals were headed for Sophie
Tucker's opening-day mark of last
week, but the Louis-Conn fight came
along and sloughed the supper show.
Introduced by Charles Kaley, the
Washington, June 24.
songbirds are assigned the long closPaul Remos and *his Wonder
ing spot Capering to the mike, they
go straight Into 'Beer Barrel Polka,' Midgets, Romo Vincent, Stuart Morwith 'Mean to Me' as a chaser. Open- gan Dancers (4), Gae Foster House
(16),
Joe Lombardi house
ing bars of latter drew a smattering Line
of applause, which crescendoed at Orchestra; 'Night in Lisbori' (Par).
the finish and nearly lifted the roof
Topnotch acts and slick production
for the third item, 'Boogie Woogie
Buele Boy' from 'Buck Privates,' in values make this week's revue surewhich Universal pic they are fea- fire. It's gey, spirited and solidly put
together, with no deadwood.
tured.
Paul Remos turn. In next-to-shut
La Verne Andrews then intros each
subsequent number, acting as front- spot is a winner^ audience being sold
gal for the trio.
'Apple Blossom with first glimpse of duo of acrobatic
boyish
mldget8< who almost look
Time' got a hearbr ovation, but it's
'Rhumboogle' which set the kid- young enough to be 'moppets their
crowd on Its ear again. The darlings size. They're socko, especially in
of the discs go into 'Sonny Boy' for work atop a pole and- in stunt where
their sixth ditty, a new version in Remos, the understander, and one
which Sonny Boy (La Verne) asks of the pint-size athletes pull what
questions answered by the lyrics. purports to be a dgiaret-to-cigaret
Only mild, although may catch on stand, -with hands free. Act is well
when it becomes more familiar. The sold at outset by Harry Anger's staggals mention It has just been waxed. ing, too, airport waiting room bit
Trio has worked up a sock finale, bringing on Remos with valises,, out
using only, the drummer and the of which midgets pop to start
audience, which is Induced to clap routine.
Roxyettes get customers in pleashands to the beat pounded out on the
traps. To this primitive rhythm, the ant mood by perfuming the theatre
Andrewses go Into 'My Bonnie, ex- In their opening 'Heaven Scent'
tremely effective. Two sisters then number, a graceful dance with nose
fade, leaving only LaVerne, who appeal as well as eye appeal. They're
trucks slowly to the wings while the followed by Stuart Morgan Dancers,
hand-clap beat continues which is a whose slick and breathtaking adagio
novel way of getting off. A little on work Is a solid click.
Romo Vincent, Introduced as "new
the lean and angular side, the gals
nevertheless are attractively gowned Broadway personality late of Hurriin frilly white and make a snappy cane Restaurant,' is aces, too, with
appearance.
comic songs that are comic and not
Vaude section opens directly on corney and a manner that gets his
The Titans, smooth-working control material across to good advantage.
acros working in athletic trunks and
Roxyettes wind things up with
shoes only. Muscle-men picked up their lively fencing routine.
Joe
bursts of thunder all along the way. Lombardi-conducted house orchesDeucing Is Frank Paris with large- tra's brief overture Is in swing
size marionets that he operates singly tempo, with Eileen Ritter, of house
on full stage, dark save for a spot. line, chanting 'Hut-Sut Song' to deRoutine includes rhumba dancer, an light jitterbugs do-wn front
ostrich out of 'Fantasia,' a plentyBiz fair matinee (Monday) caught

GOLDEN GATE,

'

—

'

Bowman and

Paul

Haakon doing

solo terps and finaling with a polka
routine together that has undeniable
grace, style and skill.
In a word,
it's sure sock stuff.
Haakon openvk
with a -Russian .numlier -and, after
Miss Bowman's sparkling toe routine
to 'Beat. Me, Daddy,' offers a solo
waltz while she changes. Then they
score with the duet
Except for a
certain lack of variation in his work,
Haakon remains one of the best in
his

line.

Miss

Bowman

still

is

marvel of grace.

a

Hobe.

STEEL PIER,

A. C,

(MUSIC HALL)

,

'

EARLE, WASH.

'

—

Roosevelt,
President
on
work
acts.
Willkie, Lionel Barrymore and Clem
(Jlorla
Harding and the band
Gibson,
amateur,
sings McCarthy.
IWalkin' by the River.'
Nick and zip it up with a musical 'Goodbye
Vikl Collins are youthful looking and Now' as finale.
handle the dogs nicely in two tap
Biz isn't what it has been with reroutines.
G'>11 Gall is an unusual cent strihg of units on stage, but
magician and fits perfectly into band turnout is still reassurring for 'these
show because aU his tricks are de- sultry weeks.
smooth skating turn, jitterbug
Quin.

ducing the

sings

however, getting one crack at
'You Stepped out of a Dream.'
Band's lineup of tunes is deftly
varied, running the gamut of bygone
favorites through the modern 'HutSut Song.'
Bernards (3) and Adorables, sextet
of lookers (New Acts), provide neat
opening and are followed, after an
solo,

skeleton closer. Latter
fluorescent lights for a

^d

a

Eddie Cantor, Olive Mojor, Edgar
FalrcMld, Gloria 'Gilbert, Sidney
Fields, Walter Dare Wahl. Eddie

McKnighfs House Orch
Show' (UA).

(9);

'Road

Eddie Cantor returned to this reso^ for the first time in several
years and received an ovation in
Frank.*:Gravatt's Steel t>ler Music
Hall thai showed the radio comedian
is still a master entertainer.
From
his first song, 'The lady's in Love,'
he had the crowded hall applauding

him constantly. This was one of the
biggest weekends so far this season
and when caught Sunday afternoon
(22), lines waited for next performance. Six performances skedded that
day.
Acting as emcee through 4S-mInute
show. Cantor Introduces his young
protege, Olive Major, 13-year-old
singcfr.

Girl has a sock voice, whole-

some and youthful charm and poise
of one much older.
She sings a
French number with plenty of range
and volume and after much applause
followed with 'Hut Sut,' which
brought

.thunderous

Her

number from 'C^men was

flnal

handclapping.

equally well received.
Cantor^ works at top speed—his
songs, yarns and patter never failing
to please his responsive listeners. His
song from former years, 'Making the
Best of Each Day,' with interspersed
references to his personal life and
family went over big. This is fol-

lowed by selections of favorites from
his Ziegfeld 'Follies' days and Includes-

'Ida,'

'Marjorle'

Each was received

and

'Susie.'

big.

Showman took the huge mob from
whistling and stomping to a quiet
seriousness that was church-like, as
he told them how fortunate they
were, in living and being happy in
this country. His sincerity, unmistakable and touching, reached a high
spot when, in defending the younger
generation of jitterbugs, he said:
'You can be thankful they are hailing
bandleaders—not helling bundleaders.' Prolonced cheers followed.
Gloria Gilbert, whose gyrations
(Contlixued Qn page 47).,
Mae.,.
^
^
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Ney Joins Reser?es

Exit Speeds Hattie' to Ze^y^G

Detroit,

As B'way Topper; lUime Fme 19G
Broadway entered official summer
period with 13 attractions remaining
on the list Most of the survivors
drew better attendance last week

Fay Wray in *June 16'
Fair iVjG in Montreal

June

Richard Fkischer, Son of Cartoonist,

14.

Richard Ney, oldest of the sons in
the 'Life with Father' cast now at
the Cass theatre here, has Joined the
U. S. Naval Reserve,
However, it marks no Immediate
riit in the family since, while the,
young actor entered the Naval force
June 21, he was placed on the 'InHe wiU
active list' untU Sept. 18.
then be sent to the midshipman's
School, Northwestern University, for

with visiting Louis-Conn fight fans
Montreal. June 24.
helping the three remaining musiFay Wray in 'Night of June 16,'
cals. Terrific heat hurt at the weekpresented by Frank McCoy, six training.
end.
nights, two mats, at His Majesty's,

Week

Estimatea for Last

grossed fair $4,500, at $1 top, plus
Increased governtax, last week.
(Musical), F (Force), ment tax of 20% on admissions did
(Reime),
O (Operetta).
its share In nicking gross which was
'Arscnlo and Old Lace,' Fulton also dented by first hot weather speU
(24th week) (CD-938; $3.30). Run- of season.
ning 'way ahead of Chicago comCurrently, Anna Sten at $1 top
pany and malntaii^ng- capacity at all in 'Nancy's Private Affair.'
performances; $16,500 and slightly

C

Key;

(Comedy),

M

D

(Drama),

R

better.

'CUadia,' Booth
712; $3.30).

attendance

(19th

Week)

(C-

Torrid weather affected
Saturday, but business

excellent for comedy-drama success,
with gross over $11,000.
'HelUapoppin,' Winter Garden
(144th week) TR-1,671; $3.30). Visitors to metropolis should keep laugh

InSteLBow,

revue lighted through another summer; moderate operating cost; some
Improvement; rated over $18,000.
lady In the Dark,' Alvln (M-1,37S;
$4.40). Laying off until Sept. 1; ex-

Grossing

4G

tra space ads calling attention to the
boxofflce being open for fall per-

formances.

With

'Life

Father,'

Empire

(84th

(C-1,006; $3.30). Was climbing
strongly until heat wave arrived, but
gross again better; $14,500; great/for
long stayer; only 'Rhine' and 'Arienlc' top it.
"Man Who Came to Dinner,' Music

week)

,

Box

(B8th

week)

(C-1,013;

$2.20).

May

attempt summer holdover but
'business not so good though some
Improvement last week; over $7,000.
"My Sliter EUeen,' BUtmore (26th.
week) (CD-991; $3.30). Held Its own
despite the high temperatures, which
topped 90 degrees; quite satisfactory
$11,900.

'Native Son,' St
(D-1,920; $3.30).

James (19th week)
Not much differ-

ence; takings slight more than $8,000;
claimed to be better than even break.
'Pal Joey,' Barrymore (2eth week)
CM-1,104; $4.40). Claimed pace had.
been Incorrect previous week having
dropped to $14,000; lumped $3,000 or
more last week with gross around
$17,000.

•Panama BatUe,' 46th St (34tb
week) (M-1,347; $4.40). Suspension
'

of 'Lady. In the Dark' probable factor
In Increase of over $3,000 last week;
for 'Joey*; quoted at $26,900.
'Separate Boems,' Plymouth (e9th

same

wedr)

(C-1,107; $3.30).

St. LouU, June 24.
• week of
and « cast of excel-

weather, after

Ideal

blistering heat,

to desioi s<Hne eye-filling

atmosphere.
Hoofing routines, which ranged
from the cakewaUt to the rhumba,
were cooked up by Al White, Jr., the

dance director.

tiie

U

'Wateh on the Rhine,' Beck (lath
(D-1,214; $3.30). Very UtUe
affected and front running drama
virtually sold out through the week
for a gross of $19,000.

were turned away the lost night
Operetta overcame opposition' from

night baseball and' a sfBuAi al fresco
concert drawing taves from all the
crix, .with comedienne Caas Daley
grabbing the larger portimi of the
posies.

Billie

\

Bnrke $5^00, SJ.

San Francisco, Jime 24.
Fifth and final week of 'Vineaar
Tree' with Blllle Burke, at Rdflf
Duffy's Alcazar, held up okay for

i

$5,300 last week.
'No "Time for Comedy' with Francis

{275,000

Off;

24.

Curb

Darling Daughter' will be given,
changes weekly.
In between the
Tarleton bookings, the Arena Players plan strawhat dates in New
England.

The arena idea

of the theatre

HARRIS
and

A

theatre, costing $80,000.
professional troupe last summer did the
arena idea on Long Island, featuring
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' and numbers from 'Pins and Needles,' the
latter a revue which necessitated the

chorus line being formed in a circle^
making for an unusual effect
For
The Russian stager, Tlieodore
St Louis; June 24.
Komlsarjevsky, who did 'Russian
CapfJohn W. Menke, owner and Bank' on Broadway, but Is best
impresario of his Mississippi river known for his staging of "The Cherry
showboat Gpldenrod, which has been Orchard"; Elmer Rice, Otto Ptempresenting oldtime mellers for more inget and others have been interthan four years at the local port, ested in the Arena Players and have
again Is under fire of city fathers lectured before them.
AUardyce
trying to place the rivercraft specific- Nicoll is chairman of the departally under theatrical safety restric- ment and Frank McMullen of the
tions. City Counselor Joseph F. Hol- faculty^ directs.
George Pearce
land la drafting an ordinance to place Baker's famed 47 Workshop is part
the river theatre luder the same of the course in the Yale School of
safety regulations a? other theatrical Drama, perpetuated to the memory
of the drama professor responsible
enterprises In the city.
In 1037 a similar attempt fell by for many present-day technicians of
the wayside _when U. S. District dramatic ^rta.
Judge Creorge' H. Moore granted an
Pasadena Opens Season
injunction restraining the municipalPasadend; Cel., June 24.
ity from interfering on the grounds
Commimlty Playhouse here opened
the ordinance did not cover boats.
its eight-week summer season yesterday (Monday) with the George S.
Kaufman-Marc Connelly comedy,
'Beggar on Horseback.'
Seven other plays scheduled are:
'George Washington Slept Here,'
June 30-July 5; 'Dinner at Eight'
July 7-12; 'Minick,' July 14-19; 'Once
In a Lifetime,' July 21-26; 'You Can't
Take It With You,' July 28-Aug. 2;
'The Royal Family,' Aug. 4-9, and

SYLVIA

'

to

Selwyn

Up

a

(3d

little bit

week at $5,500.
and Old Lace/ Grand

Slipped
(1,200; $2.75).
$10,000, but alated to stay.

'Hellsapoppin,' Erlanger (6th week)
First week In this loop
bitf winner and bright

(1,400; $3.30).

8

SAN FBANOISCO
UHi:UKaaeiitl WH. KENT
BiMdmy
Raw

around

house was a
at $20,000.

BAL TABABIN

177S

(1,000; $1.65).

'Arsenle
(11th week)

SHORE
OPENINO JVLT

'Accent .on' Tonth,'

week)

My

Yank

Eileen.' Harris (18th
week) (1,000: $2.75). Smoothly paced,
but dropped to around $9,500; reported through this week.

Sister

GROSSED
Through

$22,436

treasurer,
John
Golden, the Stage Relief Fund announces that during the season Just
completed 12 performances for the
benefit of the fund grossed $22,436.
The average take of the legiters,
mostly played on Sunday nights was
$1,870 and programs sold for the
shows amounted to $884.
its

Stage Relief started in 1932 and
to help needy actors
during the depression.

was designed'

A

plan to merge all actor charities
being considered, and If the Actors
Is designed as the sole distributing organization, it might complicate giving the special performances for both the Fund and Stage
Relief.
Latter,
however, intends
continuing to function.
Is

Fund

There are more performances for
Fund than for Stage Relief.
Equity contracts stipulate periodical
benefits for the former. It's pointed
out that a sizeable sum is raised for
Stage Relief and that it supplements
the Fund.
the

.

Tather' Sock
In

3d

Aug.

$19300

Detroit

fore tops the Barrymore record.
Ticket sale, despite a heat Vvave here,

shows
.

little

decline.

ERIE SEASON BOWS JUIT 2
Jamestown, N.

Y.,

June

24.

Fifth season of plays at the Dock
theatre, Point (Hiautauqua, has been
set by the Erie, Pa., Playhouse be-

ginning July 2. Erie group returns
with a new director, Edward Ray-

mond Downes, former Broadway
showman.

to

Dinner,'

Added Strawhats
(KquUy-Approved Only)

Broadway players, Nuangola, Pa.—
Royal Stout.
Cedarhurst theatre, Cedarhurst
II I.—Hall Shelton.
Gretna players,
Gretna,

Mt

Mansfield.

Peterson players, Peterson, N.

His Majesty's theatre, Montreal.

—^Anthony

Pa.

Parella.

Cragsmoor playhouse, Cragsmoor,

Y.—Hugh
Lakemont

NevUle.
theatre, Toledo, O.

Hill, Richare Burdette, Irene Corlett, Bartan

LoweU, Marcus Mensch, Robert
Downing, Charles Butler, Marguerite
<3eha, Curtis Wheeler,
son, Ivan Green, Sally

John Campbell.

Robert JackHurlbut and
Lloyd Spangler Is

scenic artist

A new play
Tuesday.
or

No

be presented each
performances Sunday

will

Monday and no

matinees.

Springfield, Mass., Skldder Springfield, Mass, June 24.
Plans for a summer theatre in

Springfield flopped when it was
learned that Harold J. JCennedy, who
had arranged for use of the Trade
School auditorium for the summer
season, had decided to engage In i
similar project in Chicago with Syl
via Sidney, motion picture star. Kennedy had been on the road with Miss
Sidney and Luther Adler in recent
weeks. The news disappointed local
enthusiasts, who had awaited the
theatre with Interest Ci^ council

—Jan

Linderman,
Co.,

its

Mary Ann Den tier.
Company includes Janet

—

Frank McCoy.
Deer Lake theatre, Orwlgsburg,

American Actors
sixth season tonight (Tuesday) with Conn.—B. WUe.
"Tonight We Dance,' directed by

The Band Box theatre opens

J.

John C. Webb.

11-16.

Soffleld's Opener
Suffield, Conn., June 24.

Mt

Pa.—M.

N.

Week

Detroit June 24.
Continuing along brightly, 'Life
With Father' has rung up. an op
proximate $62,000 in Its first three
weeks here at the Cass.
In its third week the Dorothy Gish
Louis Calhem troupe tucked a nearly
mouth, but doubtful of sticking.
$19,300 behind «ie preceding $21,000
'Hellzapdppln' at the Erlanger can
now be expected to stay in town for and $22,000 to better an average for
a. long time.
Caught on easily on the period over the level of the preshift to the loop theatre last week ceding record
established at the
and ran almost to capacity through- $2.75 top by John Barrymore In 'My
out despite the handicap of a heated Dear Children' In its first week. The
$20,600 average struck for the three
thermometer.
weeks
of
'Life
With
Father' thereEstimates for Last Week

over, previous

STAGE RELIEF FUND

is

not original with the Yale buncK
It's been- signally successful at the
Penthouse theatre of the U. of
Washington, Seattle, for seven years,
v/ith result the undergraduates were
enabled to build their own 170-seat

The Man Who Came

NORMAN

hat season officially. Miles refused
to Interest himself in the project.

.

HeDz' 20G. 'ArsenicMOG

Chicago, June 24.
Business around tfaa theatres was
good anou^ last week to surprise
most of the theatre men since
weather was swdterlng in tiie 90'b.
Particularly good .was 'Hellzapoppln.'
'Arsenic and Old Lace* and
'My Sister Eileen' sagged, but made
money. More of a struggle was 'Accent oft- Youth.' with Luther Adler
and Sylvia Sidney. Show' drew fine
notices ^nd Is getting good word of

'

players.

Weathers Heat; Adier-Sydney

Dae

Lederer r^laces.

Strawhat Idea

son had been considering improvements
to make the stage and equipment
more adequate for professional use.
Reports that William Miles, director of the Berkshire Playhouse at
Stockbrldge, Mass, was considering
some arrangement to extend his activities here upon the failure of Kennedy .to use the theatre, were denied by Miles. In town for a newspaper luncheon opening the straw-

of Max Fleischer, the Paramount
cartoon producer, and now doing
post-graduate work at the Yale
School of Drama, is taking a college troupe of l2 into Lake Tarleton, N. H., summer resort, for an
eight-week season, with a new strawhat idea. Known as the Arena Players, theory of putting on shows
eliminates use of stage scenery, and
includes working in auditoriums,
ballrooms, gymnasiums and the like,
with the audience on all sides <>t the

Menke

Maryon Dale.
The huge stag*, enabled Watson

produced a nifty collegiate

week)

'30,

New

STRAWHAT PLAY

St

sets litat

$10,000.

Richard Fleischer, Brown,

in

Valley Players Bow Jnne 30
Holyoke, Mass., June 24.
Young Fleischer and his eight
The Valley Players wUl open the
young men and four femmes, all
doing post-grad work at the Yale summer season at Mountain Park
Holdover of 'C:abln in the Sky' by drama course, has been experiment-' Casino June 30 with 'Here Today.'
the Los Angeles (Svic Light Opera ing with the scenery-less theatre The players plan a nine-week season.
Miss Jackson Perkins, Lauren Gilassociation fared exceptionally well form for some time. Walter Jacobs,
Ethel Waters of the Family Jacobs, hoteliers v/M. bert and Walter Coy will be featured
at the Philharmonic.
show biz, who operates the swank in the opening production.
opus bettered $26,000, although this in
was over a 10 grand slip from the Lake Tarletoa resort, heard of it and
booked the company for the sumprevious week.
Eye Bennett Play tor B'way
New Hope, Pa., June 24.
Light opera season of five weeks mer season.
each in Los Angeles and San FranKenyon Nicholson and Theron
Frederick Jessner, one-time Max
cisco may better $275,000, first time Relnhardt associate in Berlin, now Bamberger, directors of the Bucks
the organization has shown a profit tutoring at Yale on a fellowship, is County Playhouse at New Hope, Pa.,
in several seasons.
co-director of the Arena Players are reviving Arnold Bennett's "The
with young Fleischer. Plays like Great Adventure' for the June 30
'Milky Way,' 'French Without Tears,' week with an eye to bringing it to
SEEN 'Penny Wise,' 'Squaring the Circle,' Bsoadway In the fall. Play was first
(Continued on page 44)
'Outward Bound,' 'Petticoat Fever,'
Three-Cdmered Moon' and 'Yes, My
SLATED

at

FOR B'WAY

Victor
Herbert's
'Sweethearts'
takings under $4,000; howfinished its fifth one-week stand
ever. It costs little to operate.
Sunday (22) with a strons gross of
'The Cerm
Green,' National (30th
week) (D-1,162; $3J0). One of the about $49,000. Total attendance was
70,700,
and
on
fly*
nli^ts
the mob
out-of-town
shows that the heat and
exodus socked late last week; around passed the 10,000 man. Hundreds

with

b LA., Frisco

Show Profit

lent youthful exhub«rants made the
opening here lait nl^t of the revived ^00 Many Glrla* • smash hit
A crowd that paid more than $4,000
for the debut performance, first of a
week's stand In th« Municipal thea'Village Green,' with Frank Craven
tre's al fresco thea^ in Forest Park,
gave the former Broadway musical starred, may be one of the earliest
smash a big ovation.
openings among next season's BroadIhe Rotters-Hart musical, pro- way crop. Craven, who came east
duced on Broadway a couple of seasons ago by Oeorge Abbott and sub- to try out In the strawhat play, resequently filmed, nas • cast that in- turned to the coast early this week,
cludes such excellent talent as Joan
Frankie but is due back In Augusi. It's likely
singer;
Edwards,
th*
Thomas, Jr., tapster Betty Bruce, that 'Greeh' wiU be presented on
Dan Harden, from the Tacatlonlng Broadway by John Golden.
Broadway Gertrude Lawrence
Play was presented in White
starrer, 'Lad^ la the Dark'; Jack Plains, N. Y.,last week. It was writWilliams, hoofing luve; Rice De ten by Carl Allensworth.
Sierra,
(Tuban tenor, and Margaret Adams.
Thorns* and Miss
Adams are outstanding in the genLouis Seek^
erally excellent cast Others in the
cast who show well are Joseph
Showboat
Macaulay, Donald Burr, Jack Donahue, Ruth Urban, Ethel Taylor and
*

Management Barratte

claimed it would outlast number of
other stayers and that has proven
correct; imder spring pace but said
to be okay at close to $9,000.
'The BcantUn] People,* Lyceum
Extra
(0th week) (C-1,004; $3.30).
Bpaee ads have not helped much,

Opera Revivals On

Five Wks.

Los Angeles, June

Smash

'Girls

Light

Heads Group

Branford,

EDDIE

GARR
OO-BTABBIMO

RECORD BREAKINO
"HELLZ-A-POPPIN"

IN

OM 'TOOB
Mgt.t WM. KENT
1770 B'way. New York
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New H'wood Revne

Dramatists Would Not Limit Royalties

No

Hollywood, June 24.
musical revue, "Fun for the
is slated to open at the Hollywood Playhouse In July, sponsored
by George Shafer, operator of the

4S

Further Reactions to Walkout

New

If

Shows Exceed Fixed Guarantees

Robert Gordon, recently
New York, is doing the

theatre.

arrived from

Dramatists Guild proposes seeking
on all money taken In for

Sommer Premieres

royalties

performances, there being a number
(June 2S-Jaly 8)
of Instances in which they are not
considered although the manager is
Broadway IMl,' modernized vernot a participant either. Principal
sion
by
Plkll
Damning of George Abcases in point are not bookings where
the show Is guaranteed a fixed sum, bott's and his 'Broadway,' at Monbut where tickets bring in additional towese playhouse, Branford, Conn.
coin, such as those under auspices of
(1-5).
the various Junior leagues, college

—

organizations and such.
Last season "There Shall Be No
Night* played a flock of such bookUsually the show was paid
ings.
$2,000 for a showing, generally staged
Junior league" or
in auditoriums.
other organization, under whose auspices the performance was given,
it is estimated
and
sold the tickets
that double or more than the guarantee was grossed. Authors say they
on that addiroyalty
receive
should
tional amount. Like 'Night' (Lunts)
other name touring shows enter into
similar guarantee Ijpoklngs.
,
There is no claiirt for participation

by the manager and it is expected
there will be no objection from that
end, since the management makes
such deals and Is fully aware of the
financial setup. However, such bookings are not made with the assent of

the author.

Amended Fact In Final Form
The amended basic agreement has
been virtually gotten into final form,
but it is possible that provision will
be made to cover the guarantee or
performances booked, so"
'sellout'
that the author will get a percentage
'overage.'
Of course, where
the total sale does not reach the
guarantee, author would not receive
added royalty but the company manager would be responsible, getting a
total count and collecting from the

on the

'

man.

TA QUIZZED BY

Tower Beyond Trajedy,' John W.

Del Monte, CaL

Taking Hand in Anti-Red Move

casting.

Music for the play is by Forman
Brown and book by Charles Sher-

TAX DEPT. ON

Gassner's dramatization in verse of
poem by Robinson-Jeflers, with
Judith Anderson, at Forest theatre,
(2-6).

EXEMPTION

•Final Answer,' by Llewellyn Miller, at Woodstock (N. Y.) playhouse
(3-6).

Up to early this week there were than the body of the membership
no further reactions to the after- since councillors could, It's held,
math of tiie dissent within Equity more efficiently administer the posts.
when 10 members of the council, In that event two additional counincluding two vice-presidents, re- cillors will be named in the fall.
signed in concert dissatisfied over Council is now on a siunmer schedthe election results that placed three ule, meeting every other week.
Independent candidates in that body.
GUimore's Stand
It's explained that naming of two
Frank Gillmore, former Equity
new v.p.8 was postponed principally
because It was felt that all the new head, is reported to have injected*
himself
into
the situation indirectly,
members on the council should have
a chance to participate.
It's likely Robert Ross, one of those named last
that the officers to be named will week to fill a vacated council post
be chosen from the council rather refused the appointment, according
word from

to

ETENSIVETOUR
FORWYNlfS

Theatre Authority will amplify its
contention of being strictly a charitable organization before the income
tax division of the Treasury Department today (Wednesday) in Washington. Alan Corelll, for TA, and

Henry

Jaffe,

Its

counsel,

DUFFY. SLAVIN

be

will

IN POP-PRICE

present for that purpose.

TA

collects

15% from

benefit per-

to
tickets
admission
formances,
which are tax free, and distributes
the money to theatrical charities.
Tax officials have ruled, however,
that as some of the money collected
are
Most extensive tour of any of the goes for TA expenses. Its receipts
Broadway mxisicals for next season taxable.
Such a ruling was made during
has been arranged for Ed Wynn's
Fund
Greek
War
for
the
drive
the
'Boys and Girls Together,' which will
as all tickets were
play coast to coast, with a fair part last spring, and
already printed, the tax could not be
of the south Included. Starting date
passed on to those who attended the
is Sept. 1 and the finale is due around
shows. Amount
benefit
numerous
Revue was pre.
next mid-April.
the Greek War Relief
sented on Broadway by and with the paid out by
end if
comic last season and played a few Association was over $10,000
ruling
of
is obtained,
reversal
the
a
out of town dates during the spring.
that
Feature of the "'Boys' route is the the Government would refund
tax.
number of small stands. Around 100
TA contends, too, that it is an aide
one-nighters have been booked, a
superGovernment
In
that
by
to
the
modern record for a major musical
phoney affairs
In addition there is a vision of benefits
attraction.
which formerly secured exe'»>''tions
stands.

on

tickets

have been eliminated.

Opeiration of

2 B'way

Theatres of Boris Said
Is

Stifl

Undetermined

It hasn't been decided yet whether
the estate of the late Boris Said will
continue operation of tiie St. James
theatre, N. Y., and the 44th Street
which the colorful Russian oil expert leased from Vincent Astor.
Said's widow and Col. James H.
Hayes, a Standard Oil Co. legal expert are co-executors of the estate.
hjory
It's understood the executors are
considering the proposal of handling
spot
the proi^erties, with Saul Abraham,
Pair For
Fred Zweifel, who booked the present house manager, and William
wiU again be the manager, Croldheart, the treasurer, as repreCargo' Lead route,
with Al Spink and Charles Bragg sentatives. Both are popular In show
ahead.
circles and it's figured they could
bo<^ attractions of producers wl)o
Hartford, June 24.
previously shied away from terms
Unusual situation of having two
exacted by the late lessee.
persons play the lead role of Ton- 'BELINDA' 2-FOR-l
Lease on the St. James will expire
deleyo In "White Cargo' during each
in September, 1942, and about the
performance was unveiled last week
same period remains on the 44th
at the Capitol theatre in nearby New
Street lease.
Britain.
Originally lead role was
for stripper Ann Corio, making a
An experiment In cut-rating, tried
stab at legit. At first show Monday*
for 'Johnny Belinda,' which closed
(16) night, burlesquer slipped and a
at the Longacre, N. Y., last week,
bone in one foot was broken.
went haywire. JIarry Wagstafl CribFollowing day show was cancelled. ble, who presented the drama, ad'
On Wednesday (18) Miss Corio and vertised In a tabloid that the accom'
Vera Visconte split the title role, panying coupon was good for two
latter emoting in scenes requiring
tickets for the price of one at the
motion on stage, stripper taking part boxoflice. Result was that patrons
In thpse scenes where little activity who had purchased tickets in ad
was required.
vance demanded the same price and
Stripper it's imderstood, will not $3,500 had to be refunded.
Chicago, June 24.
be fully recovered from her fall for
Anyone who did not have the couLocal 'Arsenic and Old Lace' comabout six weelcs. Is playing show at pon had to produce one to get the pany has been caught in the. middle
Worcester, Mass., this week under half rate, so he went out, bought the of the financial Jam caused by the
same cohditions as played at New paper for 2c and thrust in into the insolvency of Sam Gerson, who has
Britain, but following Worcester date boxoffice, getting the tickets at the been operating the Grand theatre.
she's cancelling all chores and will price advertised.
Management had Although business has been dropprobably return to Hartford, her distributed two for one coupons in ping, the show is still turning a
home town, to await complete heal- many spots, which were also honored profit and if satisfactory arrangeing.
while other patrons paid the full ments are not made with John
rate of $3.30 top. Final week's busi- Schreiber, representing the John H.
ness was expected to jump, but the Hamlin estate, which owns the theDelf
in N. Y.
'Belinda' atre property, 'Arsenic' may move.
gross was around $3,000.
managed to span the season to mod- Selwyn theatre is available after this
Harry Delf returned to New York erate grosses but because of prelimi- week.
promotional
Gerson, seriously ill, was general
last week, having been hospitalized nary expenses and later
manager here for the Shuberts, that
for months after a motor car acci' jstunts, ended well- in the red.
Several months ago, show printed spot now being handled by Abe
dent last winter In which his wife
was killed. His mother-in-law and drug store fountain specialties on Cohen. Gerson operated the Grand
he were badly injured in the smash' eight by 10 inch paper with the name for the past two years, that being
up, which occurred during a trip ex- of the play following the stores' revealed when he filed a voluntary
pected to end in Florida. After be- copy. Paper was pasted In the win- bankruptcy petition, with debts apPreviously,
ing discharged from a hospital he dows of the chain and was supposed proximately $105,000.
to be for free. Last week the Shu- the Shuberts had the Grand after
went there to recuperate.
Actor-author completed the script berts received a bill for $250 for the George M. Cohan let it'go.
John McManus, who managed the
of a comedy called 'It's Born in privilege and tried to find out who
run
of 'Life
ordered the stunt. They operate the Blackstone during the
'Em' before the accident and he pro
with Father,' was appointed reposes to present the play next season. Longacre.

Ann

.

Reipres

mhe
.

STUNT

GOES HAYWIRE, FOLDS

Gli 'Arsenic' in

working and loyal members to reand I believe their action to
be absolutely just' That suggests

sign

Another named by the council last
week, Douglas Gilbert also evaded
the assignment. Gilbert is appearing in mid-western stock. Raymond'
Massey, next in line in the council

CHI DEAL
San Francisco, June 24.
Slavln, who recently ac-

voting for the replacements, was
when Ross refused and he
accepted from the Coast
Evelyn
Wilson, next in order, was then advised when Gilbert was declared out
and along with Ben Smith, assented.
show attractions annually. First will The others named to the council
be Noel Coward's 'The Marqulsa,'
e Roy Roberts, Evelyn Varden,
with Billie Burke topping the cast, Donald Randolph, Jose Ferrer and
^
which opens in Chicago in Septem- Alexander Clark
Israel

notified

quired the Blackstone in Chicago,
made a deal with Henry Duffy
here whereby the vet Coast producer
will send him at l$ast three roadj^as

ber.

Miss Burke ciurrently is touring for
Duffy ln**rhe Vinegar Tree,' which
played five weeks at the Alcazar
here and now Is at El Capitan, Hollywood.
The Chicago bookings are another
step forward in Duffy's comeback,
at a time when popular-priced stags
fare was considered a thing of the
past on the Coast. Top producer In
the hey-day of stock in the west
Duffy recently opened the long-dark
Alcazar here with name-casts at
$1.25 top and is doing so well that he
has now taken on El Capitan, with
the Blackstone now a third stop.
The Duffy theory of giving firstclass staging and treatment despite
the fact that the average price per
seat at the Alcazar is 64c nights and
63c matinees is proving sound, Iwth
the carriage and pop price trade giving him good play. It's one of the
things all the pad-and-pencil wise
acres insisted couldn't be done, but
Duffy is doing It

Agitation in Equity may have subsided but for the abrupt 'withdrawals.
Some fellow members figured
the resignees were badly advised or
apted without deliberating whether
such action substantiated their statement that they believed the coimcil
was, or will be, dominated by communists or red sympathizers. There
is a sharp difference of opinion between those who walked out and
their supporters as against that of
those who insist that if there are
reds in their midst, they do not dominate.
Paul Dullzeli; Equity's exec
sec, takes the latter position and
contends that unless the Lambertson
charges are proven, there should be
no split in Equity.
Philip Loeb, appearing Si Chicago with 'My Sister Eileen,' who
was among those named but vigorously denied his alleged radicalism
as charged by Congressman Lambertson,.' intended 'to plane to New
York to attend the council session
last week when eight replacements
were made to fill the vacancies left

when

A. C. Theatre Reopens

ed.

disaffected councillors resign-

Upon hearing that a

leading

Equltyite remarked: There goes the
June 24.
ball game,'- because of Loeb's dyGarden Viet theatre, newly air namic way of expressing
himself at
cooled, will open Monday (30) with
times.
Session was reported with'George Washington Slept Here,' first out undue fireworks.
of the Broadway traveling shows to
Loeb never made the trip, partly
be given during season.
due to foggy conditions which
J. C. Nugent and Cora Witherspoon
grounded most planes at the Chiplay leading roles.
cago airport and Bob Milford, company manager of 'Eileen,' declined
to assume responsibility if Loeb left

AtlanUc

City,.

/

No Danger on Payoff

Despite Grand

where he

St. Louis,

has a directional job with the Municipal Opera. Ross is wed to GUimore's daughter, Margalo, and it's
indicated that his father-in-law advised him to do so.
Ross said ha
favored the action of 'such hard-

the opinioh Of Gillmore.

•BOYS'

guarantor.
Idea of participating In the numerous theatre parties on Broadway
will probably also be sought by the
flock of two day
authors. Any number of performShow will be trouped like a circus,
ances are sold to organizations durbaggage
Ing the season, either at boxoflice Three sleeping cars, three
Organiza- cars and a leased diner will comrates or at a reduction.
company will
tions conducting the parties haVe ex- prise the outfit. Entire
when the
tra sets of tickets printed which they live aboard the train
smaller stands are played. That will
•ell in various ways to subscribers.
In most instances the parties are be a break for the players and enis rc'
for charitable purposes and not in- semble since the management
frequently tickets with a boxoffice quired to pay the sleejter cost
There will be several new acts en^
price of $3.30 are disposed of at $10
the
each. It's pointed out that the dif- gaged other than those seen in
ference in royalty on what the box- original lineup, and there will be a
of
office gets and that actually obtained replacement for Jane Pickens, one
Is often an appreciable amount and the featured people.
authors claim they have a right to
Labor Day opening date is Hertheir contract percentage.
shey, Pa., a week of one nlghters fol
lowing. First week stand is Washington. tiOngest dates for the show will
Corio
be Los Angeles and San Francisco,
'Boys' playing two y/^fsa in each

Back

In Equity; Frank GiUmore Seen

Money,'

Chicago. Actor reached the show's
producer. Max Gordon, by long distance several hours after midnight
(16) but could not get his
permission either.
Loeb has been
insistent that charges against him
being a Communist be Investigated.

Monday

Ikatre s Money Jam

Ezra Stone
but on Monday (23) the
court dissolved the receivership be-

ceiver,

cause no Gerson assets were discovered. Recently, it was reported
that collection of advertising bill for
$9,000 was sought by the Hearst Chi-

last

week made a

'be-

lated denial' of a Varibtt story that
stated his purpose In supporting the

independents. was 'to gain a foothold
in Equity to assure AFRA control of
television.'

'As I am a life member of Equity,
and as it is my parent union, my
cago dailies from the Shuberts, but purpose now
and always is to
they are alleged to have said that strengthen and
uphold it against all
the obligation is Gerson's.
external and internal forces which
While the financial tangle is b^ing wilfully or unwittingly try
to weaken
unraveled, 'Arsenic' is getting its
he stated.
it,'
Stone's name was
share of receipts daily and there is mentioned
along with that of Paul
no danger of the cast and staff not Stewart's in the Varibtt report
o£
getting paid in full.
House em- the 'tactics' of several Equity memployees, too, are being paid daily
bers in throwing in their lot with
until the Hamlin estate takes posthe Independents, detailed in the
Monday
when
session next
the June 11 issue.
(30),

Gerson lease

expires.'

reported
the truclonan who bought the Blackstone several months ago, made a
deal with Gerson, whom he is supposed to have given $7,000 in return
for 25% of the Grand profits. He Is
not Itnown to have collected any.
Hamlin produced 'The Wizard of Oz'
in 1003 and Wizard Oil is the bankroll of the estate.
It's

that

Israel

Slavin,

Boss' Statement
St, l«uls,

June

24.

Robert Ross, in refusing the counpost said that 'subversive elements have control of the' association' and by accepting he would be
'covering up those elements and gocil

ing

against

friends.'

the

judgment

of

hit

44

LEGITIMATE

Wednesday, June 25, 1941
The

Post-Gazette,

Pittsburgh

the

Toledo Blade and The Toledo Times.
Surviving are his widow, Dlna, and

two

sons,

Paul,

.

On

third in reader interest.

H.

Jan.

a ratio

his exclusive coverage of
times Press, for
Jemail was No. 1 by
siege of Tobruk.
over Batcheller; three-to-one over
Kenneth Downs, of International
the editorials; 6-1 over Ed Sullivan's
for individual initiaService,
News
10-1
Danton
over
column;
Broadway
tive displayed in his series on occuWalker; 14-1 over John Chapman.
In line with the columnar poll, pied and imoccupied France.
other columns on competitive dailies
Jay Racusin, of the New York
were likewise Crossleyed by L. M. Herald Tribune, for his original
Clark Service, and Jemail came out story and those that followed on Dr.
28-1 over Winchell in the Mirror, Gerhard Alois Westrlck.
for example.
Lyla Wilson, of the Associated
Poll confined to New York City Press, for outstanding feature stories.
only, with no special emphasis on
Ed Herwig, of the Easton Daily
whether It was to focus on Broad- Express, for outstanding public servway columns or any other special ice in series on local industries.
department; prime idea: to deterWlUiamsport Grit for its unique
mine relative standing of N. Y. News
achievement In the community newsreadership.
paper field.
Max Haas, European Picture ServThat Meanie Hitler
Adolf Hitler's timing of his inva- ice, for his series of spot news picsion of Russia Saturday was a dirty tures on the 'Mad Espositos.'
trick, most U. S. newsmen thought.
Fox Movietone News for its picInvariably
the
fuehrer
favored tures showing the sinking of the
American newspapers in the past by French fleet in the Battle of Oran.
pulling his coups on' Sundays, proHelen Hiett, of NBC, for best exviding legitimate scareheads for the
clusive radio reporting of a news
customarily newsless Monday mornevent, her broadcast on bombing of
ing bulldog editions.
Gibraltar.
This time, however, the attack
Awards will be made at the' eighth
came at just about the worst possible
hour, 11:30 Saturday night Sunday annual Headliners' Frplic, Friday,
papers, heavy and requiring longer Saturday and Sunday (27-28-29), at
basis,

than usual pres^-runs, are frequently
to bMdwbgMtfaatntime.
scarce anyhow, most
.

With

.

Traymore

illness.

rolls particularly early

Albert

close-ups on picture names and
foibles for Doubleday, Doran.
Bryce Engle, formerly aviation reporter for The Beacon, joined staff
of Star-Times, St Louis, Mo., this
week.
Charles. Hull, Beacon reporter, goes to Wichita Eagle, June
30, as oil editor.
Barry Bingham, naval reserve
lieutenant and publisher of Louisville (Ky.) Courier-Journal, called
to active service and assigned to
Great Lakes Naval Training Station
as assistant public relations officer.'
Suit for $200,000. has been filed in
Federal' court at
Columbus, O.,
against Earl J. Jones, ZanesviUe, O.,
publisher, by 28 employes of Earl J.
Jones Enterprises, Inc., who charged
violation of the fair labor standards

writer

act.

DE LIAGRE

CIroulaUoB Assn. Officers

Hollywood, June. 24.
_ David O. Selznick
signed

Alfred de

..

expensive competition for

elrcula

tion.

-AH the publishers made, majtir
concessions in ratifying the pact but
It is believed the afternoon sheets
got the best in the bargain. Agreeing not to publish after 6 p.m. means
losing late racing and baseball results.
However, for the morning
papers means losing the early- 'Bull
dog' edition sales as well as prnri
leg6-of puttrhg^ out special 8 a'.m
extras that always cut into first edi
tion sales of the afternoon sheets.
.

Swank's

men, has appointed the following
staff in charge of the regular depart
ments, according to Abner J. Sun
dell, editor:

Bide Dudley (drama), Ezra Good-

man

(screen), -Caswell
Adams
(sports),
Lawrence G. Blochman

Leo Guild (Broadway colJoseph Martin (records),
Selena Royle (radio), and Sergeants
Dan and Herb Smith (army).
(books),
umnist),

Griifin's

Dan Parker
Griffin,

Libel Suit
publicity

writer,

stage director from Broadway, to handle direction of the shows
to be produced during the strawhat
reason at the Lobero theatre in Santa
Barbara, in association' with John
.

De Liagre has

now

New Mac

Some in the cast of 'Somewhere In France,' which the Theatre Guild
in the spring, and which is due on Broadway in the fall, see in
the play's plot a similarity In the situation within Equity. In 'France' a
couple of fascists frame a 'right guy,' upon whom they attempt to put the
onus of being a communist
They decline to name the one or more Equityites who apparently have
spot '
placed
been

in that

Last two presidents of the Hot Air Club died before their terms ended.

More than a year ago John Campbell, who had the post, expired and several weeks ago Charles Emerson Cook, named last summer, passed away.
Each president is chosen by the board, it being a matter of priority.
Club is a group of showmen that holds a clambake on the last Sunday of
each July at the same place—Pleasure Bay, on Jersey's Shrewsbury river.

Drama cricks may be merciless when it comes to pros, but they stick
together when the footlights come their way. Paul Speegle, San Francisco
Chronicle film editor, trekked to Del Monte, Cel., to do 'Jlildy' in Blackie
O'Neal's production of 'The Front Page.' Chronicle drama ed John Hobart
went along to write a two-column review.
Speegle footlighted before the typewriters got him.

—

Strawhats
sContinued from page 42:

produced in 1913 and revived staging, costumes and setting will be in
the period of its original production.
Pauline Lord has the lead and cast
will include three members of the
cast of ."The Doctor's Dilemma,'
which closed in New York on Saturday. (21). They are Barry Jones,
Clarence Derwent and Stanley Bell.
Derwent will play role he created
when 'Adventure' was first produced.

Bolton Landing Charter
Lake George, N. Y., June 24.
Bolton Landing Players, who will
a nine-week season, staring
July 1 in the Bolton Landing Central School, at ' Bolton Landing on
Lake George, have received a charr
ter tmder that name to produce thestage

>.

— Aud., Chicago
.

'Hellzapoppin'
(25-5).

'Life

,

Phy Out

of

Town

NO TIME FOR COMEDY
(REVIVAL)
San Francisco, June 19.
Comedy In three acta by S. N. Behrman. Prea«nted by Henry Duffy; directed
by RUBiell Klllmore. At the Alcazar, San
Pranclico, ilartlng June 19, '41; tl.'iB top.
<7al BBterbnich
Linda Esterbruch
Clementine

,

;

Phllo -Smith

Amanda

Smith.

Robert
Makepeace Lovell

•

Francis Lederer
..Rose Hobart
Marietta CoAty
...Paul McVey
Doris Dudley
Henri Caublsens
Dan Tobln

which barn depends for most of

character part for the season.

at Detroit

convention here has decided 'to set
aside in all parts of the CounCarrent Road Shows
try as 'Newspaper Boy Day.'
Organization hopes to spread the idea
(June 25-JmIv 5)
that the present kids are 'young
business men.'
'Accent on Youth'—-Selwyn, Chi'
It also would serve to put the
cago (25-5).
kibosh on some complaints made
'Arsenic and Old Lace' (Erich von
that the newspapers had got special
Stroheim, Laura Hope Crew&j—
exemption for child labor when it
Grand, Chicago (25-:5).
was legislated out
•Cabin In the Sky' (Ethel Waters)
Curran, San Francisco (25.6).

j

'Our Betters,! by Somerset Maugham, at Ogunquit Playhouse, OgunHefty
quit. Me.,, week of Aug. 25.
party -planner is slated to make other
strawhat appearances this season in
the New England sector.

(25-5).

New York to
J. Barbara Kocyan, Met
Opera canary, has the lead femme

LITEBATI OBITS

business) with New York cast the
week before.
Elsa Maxwell will be starred in

—Cass, Detroit (25-5).
•Male Animal' (Phillips Holmes)—
Windsor, Bronx, N. Y. (25-1).
Mr. and Mrs. North'—Flatbush,
Brooklyn (25-1).
'My Sister Eileen'—Harris, Chicago

.

and

Oct 4

Paul Block, 63, publisher and head
of Paul Block and Associates, national
advertising representatives,
and the Daily Mirror, inc., charging died June 22 at his home in New
he was maligned in the Dec. 28, 1940, York after a Ibng Illness. Once conIssue of the N. Y. Mirror. Plaintiff, trolling a countrywide chain
of
claims he was accused of -dishonesty. newspapers,
bis
holdings
had
Parker charged, Griffin states, dropped to only three dailies at the
that he was the wre'stlljbg press time <)f his death. Among them are

.

Campbell's Summer Stock
Henry Duffy's third pop-price
Hollywood, /tine 24.
roadshow kicked off to an ovation
Louise Campbell goes east for the which had Francis Lederer making
strawhat season, opening in 'Private curtain speeches to get the folks out
This version of 'No
Lives' in Erie, fa., first week in of the house.
Time for Comedy' goes to Lederer,
August
as the temperamental playwright
Another commitment calls for who
puts a lot more into the play
three weeks in Skowhegan, Mei, than some of
.the thin situations given
breaking in a new play and doing him. He -was in the Broadway proa couple of revivalas.
duction with Kit Cornell.
Rose Hobart, as Lederer's actresswife, has an easy grace and charm
CHATTEB
Hollywood Summer theatre, Lo- and delivers her lines with undersUnding, but still adds up a bit light
.bero theatre, Santa Barbara, Cal.—
for the
John Houseman, c/o David O. Selz- sages, part particularly in solo paswhere the entire burden is on
nick, Hollywood, or 630 Fifth avenue, her shoulders.
However, Miss CorN. Y. C.
nell has made this p^rt tough for
Mary Boland in 'Meet the Wife' anyone else to follow.
Much promise Is revealed In Doris
will start off the season, June 30, for
Gal has
the North Shore Players, Marble- Dudley, cast as Amanda.
head, Mass, Lineup for this straw- personality and is thoroughly obnoxious in a polite way as the 'other
hat is loaded with guest stars.
woman.' Balance of the cast is uniAdrienne Ames will inaugurate the formly smooth, Paul McVey's phlegseason of the new Lakemont Landing matic Philo Smith landing solidly
strawhat theatre, Reno Beach, near and Dan Tobin milking the MakeToledo, on July 1 in Noel Coward's peace part for every chuckle. Marietta Canty won an ovation for her'Private Lives,' to play for a week.
Bass Rocks Theatre, Gloucester, self as Clementine, the Impertinent
maid.
Mass., under direction of Maryin
Sets, two
interiors,
are class.
Manulis and Henry Levin, open June Duffy is putting as much care into
30 with 'Tovarich,' co-starring Ramon these productions as one ordinarily
Novarro and Francesca BragglottL expects from a $5.S0 show. Direction
Is adequate, although the first act
Season will be nine weeks.
Went.
Red Barn strawhattei opened in drbgged openhig night
Westboro, Mass., last week with
'George Washington Slept Here.'
George Fentod, Inc.,. has been
B.O. exceeded expectations .though chartered by Albany to conduct a
same production was seen in Worces- business in musical shows, with a
ter (eight miles away and city on capital stock of $20,000, $100 par

direct,,

filed a- $200,000
libel action in N, Y. federal court
Saturday (21) against Dan Parker

UBO

Way

son brought in from

agent and author,

from the

Sister of Florence Stutz, former 'Follies' girl, who suicided recently in
New York, seeks liquidation of her personal property. Estate principally
consists of furs, said to be valued at $20,000. The sister, also believed to
have been in Ziegfeld shows, is reported the principal heir. She's wed
and resides in Astoria, L. I.
Deceased leaped from the window of her apartment and was impailed
upon a picket fence. She was divorced, but motive for her suicide Is held
to have been unrequited love for another man.

atrical entertainments.
director.
Plays
scheduled
Include
'Our
summer
New England Town,' 'Out of the Frying Pan,' 'The
assembling casts Little Foxes,' 'Personal Appearance,'
'Ladies in Retirement' 'What a Life,'
and liOve Rides the Rails' (oldfashioned meller).

Philadelphia, June 24.
^ Yardley Theatre, suburban sum
mer playhouse, gets season under
way Saturday (28) with 'Hay Fever.
Nat Burns will stage the produc
tions, 10 on the schedule.
Backed by prominent upstate
Reading residents, a revived Green
Hills Theatre swung into action this
week at Green Hills Lakes for a
schedule of a dozen plays teeing off
with 'Male Animal.' Robert Hender-

Daniel, Kew York Wbrld-Tel'esports writej, SeUing for 10c

Managers Association

a threat against the Cass, Detroit, for digressing

directed

Tardley Under

Smith has turned out a

Young Business Men
The national Newspaper Circ'iila-

tioh

Jr.,

spots.
He is
in Hollywood.

in the^strtet'

gfam

As

by inking in 'Life With Father' for a summer run, the Shubert Interpurported to have taken a lease on the Lafayette, dormant legit
house only a block -away. However, it's ironic that the walls of the
Lafayette are splashed with billboards, advertising 'Father' at the Cass.
'Father' got plenty of added advertising in Detroit in conjunction with the
obiservance of Father's Day (15). A week after its opening the play received more than -a score of ads in the Detroit newspapers run by clothiers and department stores.
field

ests are

shows in most of the

First issue contains articles by
Robert P. Patterson, Under-Secretary of War; Supreme Court Justice
Robert H. Jackson, Admiral H. R.
Stark of the United States Navy, and

Uah

thoroughly sound. One which the Chorus branch took over is a house in
Forest Hills, L. I., valued at more than $10,000, but took title for around
$4,700, amount of the first mortgage. The property, can be secured for the
price of the mortgage. Meantime, bouse Is for rent.
Equity, too, hits real estate, but not all was obtained through foreclosure.
Its most valuable parcel is the headquarters building on West 47th street
Present viilue'is considerably less than the original cost, but all realty has
declined in recent years.

Houseman, managing

National Magazine, for
'men in the service, workers- in the
industrial plants, buyers of defense
bonds, people In the entertainment
world, women in the home and nien

•

for

&

Liagre,

new mag.

Staff

Swank Magazine, new monthly

Marcus

Btreet-Smllh's
Street

WDI DIREa

SELZNM COAST PLAYS

International Circulation Managers
Association closed Its annual convenFhUIy's Papers Limit Selvee
Philadelphia^ newspapers, expect- tion in Detroit with the election of
ing paper and' ink shortages' because Ralph B. Cowan, of the Toronto Star,
as
president.
of national defense priorities, made
Matthew G. Sullivan, of the Gana pact to conserve supplies. Inquirer and Record, morning sheets, nett Newspapers, was -elected- vice
president';
Robert W. Taylor, of the
•greed not to publish before 8 pjn.
nor after 4 ajn.
Bulletin, Daily FUnt-Joumal, second vice president
New* and Ledger, afternoon Jour- with James F. Jae, of the St Louis
Globe-Democrat
re-elected convennals, agreed on their part not to publish before 10 a.m. or after 8 pjn. tion secretary and L. W. McFetridge,
In addition to seeking protection of the Tulsa World, renamed secrefrom shortages of supplies, mutual tary-treasurer.

agreement among publishers was
aimed as well at reducing rising
labor costs and cutting down on the

AP

Croft Spartanburg, S. C.
H. Allen Smith, author of Xow
Man on a Totem Pole,' is moving to
Hollywood to write a book of

Saturday nights, turned out its first
special edition. It issued a Sc extra yesterday (Tuesday), listing $60 in
carrying 45 photos, 46 columns of assets and liabilities at $3,640. The
text and two detailed maps. Other
banlCTupt earned $1,500 in 1940 and
wise, radia stations—NBC's short- $700 in 1939.
wave listening post gave the press
Most of the debts, $1,990, were acassociations their first intimation of quired through association with the
the attack-^ad the field to them
American
Theatrical
Magazine.
selves for almost ZCEours, or until There are no theatrical oredltors.
the Monday bulldogs hit the street

Most newsmen readily credited the
neitworks with excellent coverage.

in Wichita

bureau, reports at Fort Leavenworth
Tuesday for army duty as draftee.
Hubert A. Elliott, city editor, Suffolk (Va.) News-Herald, called to
army service and sent to Camp

and pla^ .director, at present freelancing, filed a voluntary petition of
bankruptcy in N. Y. federal court

like Equity, has shown itseU to be financially
strong. Is now handling several parcels of realty, being forced to do so
through foreclosure. Mortgage Investments are Indicated to have been

Chorus Equity, which,

produced

CHATTER

hotel.

Kenny McCleery,

former magazine

Al Paris, assistant

McCleery Bankrupt

newspapers

to crack only bulletin leads
In the tail end of the run.

59,

editor and for the past 12 years on
the editorial staff of the New York
Times, died Monday (23) at Douglaston, -L. I.
He was. a brother of
the late Ring Eardner.

details.'

managed

PM, which

business manager of The Call.
A. H. JWarchant, 70, advertising
manager of the Boston Post, who
started his career with that paper as
a compositor in 1893, died in Winchester, Mass., June 17 after a' long

Rex Lardner,

Inside Stuff-Legit

and William.

Jr.,

Funeral services were held yesterthe
Temple
(Tuesday)
at
day
Emanu-El, New York.
Horace Epes, 60, veteran newspaperman who served with the Asso-,
ciated Press and was general manager of Consolidated News Features,
a North American Newspaper Alliance affiliate, until illness caused
his retirement in 1939, died June 19

agent of Toots Mondt who was
Ismail Tops N. T. Newt' Surrey
The N. Y. Daily News will shortly wondering what honest wrestling
•ngaga in a promotion campaign to was. He statei that the complaint
faralllariza the public with the find- Parker h^d written about In his colings of the L. M. Clark research or- umn virtually accused him of a felganization over the past year which ony in an attempt to promote a
concluded that Jimmy Jemail's In- wrestling tournament which would
quiring Photographer enjoyed No. 1 have had the winners chosen before
at his home in New Rochelle, N. Y.
readership with the News' 2,000,000 the start of the bouts.
Lnclan Deane Fuller, 57, editor
daily readers and its 3,500,000 SunHcadllnars Clab Awards
and co-publisher of the Cambridge
day readers. At a cost of $45,000,
National Headliners' Club of At- (Mass.) Chronicle-Sun, died June 17
this researching consumed a year's
jourat his home in Melrose, Mass.
He
time, some 500 men and women lantic City picked these 1941
winners
had been ill about a year.
being polled in divers manners one nalistic achievement awards
Samuel E, Hudson, 72, publisher
day a week.
last week-end:
Reader interest in the News' feaLarry Allen, of the Associated and editor of the Woonsocket (R. I.)
That
tures disclosed the following;
Press, for his spot news coverage of Call since 1895, died June 17 at his
home in Woonsocket. Leaves his
C. B. Batcheller's editorial-page car- the Mediterranean sea battles.
widow, Harriet, and a son, Buell,
toon was second; the News' editorials
Yindrich, of the United
stUI

with Father' (Dorothy Gish)

-

Its

value.

'

,
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Mack

Lew
twin

Millar In from the Coast
Cantor the grandfather of

girls.

Is taking It easy at
Southampton, L. I.
Marshall (Mickey) Nellan gander-

Ing the legit shows,
Gabriel Pascal clippers to England
on July 8 for a couple-week stay.
George Barry, Par attorney, back
on the job after a case of pneumonia.

Bernard Sobel now doing merexploitation for Celanese

chandizing
Corp. of America.

Vincent Sardi, the restaurateur,
will go to the Coast late this summer,
bis first trip there,
Trlxie Frlganza has returned to
Coast and her play, 'Grandma's Boy
Friend,' is oS until fall.
R. C. Royer who manages Academy
of Music, Roanoke, here seeking attractions for next season.
Charles Pettijohn, chief counsel
for the Hays' office, back from a
business trip to the Coast.

The John Roots (Margaret Mullen)
the Carl Fishers (Mary
visiting
Mason) at Westport, Conn.
Harry M. Warner, Jesse L. Lasky
and Charlie Einfeld are currentweek arrivals from the Coast.
Will Yolen back on the Warner
spending a
year at the company's studio.
Harry Grayson back from exile In
h.o. publicity staff after

Cleveland,

continue as sports
Scrlpps-Howard,

will

specialist for

Bill PhlUips has resigned as secretary of No. 1 Elks club, Moses Altman being candidate to replace.
Maurice Livingstone slated to Join

United Artists' domestic sales staff.
He's company's former French rep.
Morris Goodman, v.p. over Rep's
foreign sales, returned from Puerto
Rico oy plane during the past week.

Harry Forewood now handling
for 'Life With Father?
Empire, Gerald Goode off for the
summer.
Hob Hope's autobiog, "They Have
Me Covered,' will be privately pubpublicity

lished in Chicago as a tieup with his
radio show.

'

Vera Zorina planed for the Coast
Sunday (22) to go into Par's 'Louisiana Purchase,' legit in which she
was starred.
Sam Lefkowitz, New York branch
manager for Warner Bros., a grandfather and one of the youngest' in
the exchange field.
Jason Bemle, son of Ben, a private
at Fort Monmouth, N. J., Interviewed
on the post's radio show over WCAP,
Asbuiy Park, last week.
Jack Cohns (Columbia Pix v.p.)

attended graduation exercises at
University of Michigan, where their
son, Robert, got his A.B.
Skip Weshner, United Artists exploitation head, moving his family to
Westchester from Philly, where he
was a former Warner exec.
Joe Maharam, head of the theatrical fabric firm, flew to the Coast
last week on a six-week tour of the
company's western branches.
The Jack Robblns' eldest. Buddy,
to' the Coast to summer with the
•

.

Jimmy McHughs.

Young Robbins

a U. of P. undergraduate.
Jesse Lasky in N. Y. to attend
of 'Sergeant York,' which he
produced for Warners. Picture starts

Is

preem

two-a-day run at Astor

Jiily 2.

Henry LaCossett resigned last
week as assistant eastern story editor
of 20th-Fox to
accept associate
editorship of American Alagazlne.
Olivia deHavilland planed Sunday
(22) to the Coast after four weeks
vacation on Cape Cod and several

days near Nyack, N,

Roy

Roberts,

of

Y.,

with friends.

the 'My

Sister

cast, showing the town to
Evelyn Tahiter, his IS-year-old niece
from Pittsfield, Mass. Her first visit
to Gotham.
Lee Posner has pulled out of Nationwide Productions, agency which
he established In partnership with

Eileen'

Iiarry Pape, latter to continue operation thereof.
Big, to-do tonight (Wed.) at Park
Central roof on occasion of emcee
Jack Waldron's 25th year on Broadway. Incidentally it's his first anni
at the P. C. hotel.
John Arthur Block, former drama
critic of the Daily American Banker,
N. Y. financial newspaper, has completed a ' full-length play tiUed, 'I
Swear hy Apollo.'

Neil Agnew and Bob Gillham left
(22) for the Coast to join
from the. Paramount home'
office for conferences at the studio
on coming season's plans.

Sunday
others

Jack ConneUy, former Pathe News
ed, was the principal speaker at the
Wellesley high school graduation last
week although admitting he never
was a shining star in school.
John W. Bonney, theatrical lawyer and whilom -producer, leaves
Friday (27) on the Kungsholm for

Panama,
tour.

'

stop of Latin-American
be gone seven weeks.

first

He'll

kw*

Russell Blrdwell will open a New
York public relations office in about
three weeks, and concentrate on lining up Broadway names, as well as
Industrial and commercial accounts.
S. M. Rosentool, managing-director
of European Films Co. of England,has arrived last week aboard a
freighter oh business.
WiU spend

45

before procMd-

of Wlelland-Lewis chain, bade on
job after severe case of sinus.
Hollywood
Victor McLaglen heads bill at Hamld's Million Dollar Pier for week
Regal Cinema closed temporarily beghmlng Saturday (28). Ted Black's
Louis K, Sidney on a Canadian
been In suob 111 health, .his friends for blitz repairs.
band ends week's stay Friday (27). vacation.
report, that he may loon ask for a
Eddy Morgan's orch, which has
Rudolph de Cordova, actor-author,
Garson Kanin Joins the Army totransfer to more active duty.
played at Ritz-Carlton Merry-Go- day (Wed.).
left around $16,000.
Siggy
Lane,
ilnger-entertainer
Room for several weeks, ends
W. C. Fields boiling out at Soboba
Mat McKlegue in Liverpool hos- Round
who played the Par, N. Y., and other
engagement July 1 when it moves to Hot Springs.
dates, has been signed as public pital with broken blood vessel.
Hamid's Pier ballroom for summer.
Laird Cregar recovering from aprelations
Joe CoUlson (Colllson and Grade)
and personal host for
pendectomy.
Adolph Zukor** new golf clubhouse, an ulcer victim, and in hospital.
Gregg Toland's canyon home dedining terrace and cocktail bar at
StanelU, vaude and radio comic,
stroyed by fire.
his New City estate. Starts July 4. laid
Strondsbnrg, Pa.
Fred MacMurray on six-week vaup with knee injuries sustained
in a car smash.
cation in Wisconsin.
By John BarUiolomew
Nancy Kelly seeking divorce from
Charles Austin is lining up vaudehusband, Edmond O'Brien.
ville unit with Tony Gerrard, talent
Giicago
Charles Blackman's orch at Unity
Bill Woolfenden merged his agency
spotter, as compere.
House, Forest Park.
with John McCormIck, Inc.
Arthur Garrett for many years
Graham Baker back on his proVingy Merlow's band set for sumBejrb Ellisburg out of the oxygen business manager for Julia Nellson
ducer job after 10-day illness.
mer at Camp Tamiment.'
tent
and Fred Terry, left $90,000.
Billy Gilbert east on a six-week
'In
the
Navy'
Abbott-Costello's
Bo Herbert in Hines hosp for a
Connie Hungate, former showgal brought Sherman theatre best busi- stage tour opening in Chicago.
checkup.
Richard
Qulne
arrived
from
Nicki Campbell in for o.o. of local with Music Corp. of America, has ness in months.
her first acting role in the new Gate
Author - scenarist Carl Clausen Broadway for a film role at Metro.
music situash.
Irvln Stalmaster was named direcopened Indian relic stand at DelaPhil Tyrrell up and around after a revue.
tor of Labor Relations Consultants,
Sam Smith, chief of British Lion, ware Water Gap.
slieht operation.
George Cook's band, with Dick Inc.
Sidney Stern laid up with a frac- re-elected prexy of Kinematograph
Doris Davenport film player, filed
Reuters Society. He's already done O'Connor at the Hammond, opening
tured knee cap.
the season at the Penn-Stroud ho- divorce suit against Garland V.
Hal Pereira getting Congrats on his a year's term.
Weaver.
Gaumont- British is considering tel.
archltecturlng of the Rhumba CaBen Piazza Is chairman of the
George Hall's band with Dolly
adding vaudeville to their reopened
sino.
Dawn played Dorney Park Saturday RKO division for the United China
J. J. Rubens has given soine of New Victoria, which is not respondMcFarland Twins' orch there ReUef drive.
(21).
his farm property to the (Chicago ing imder sole films policy.
Actor Warren Hymer drew a 60Francis A. Francis, millionaire tonight (25).
Boys Club.
Theatres rearranged schedules to day jail sentence, following a roughfhere's talk of a public subscrip- husband of Sunny Jarmann, is in jhe
house party.
tion to raise coin to save the Audi- Royal Air Force. His ambition Is to avofd conflict with mammoth parade
Harry Warren, song writer. Is back
of Four County Firemen's Associabecome an Atlantic ferry pilot
torium from demolition.
In the hospital, suffering a relapse
Paul Stein directing the latest tion, conventioning here.
Al Fuller back on the press agent's
after pneumonia.
Earl
and
his
New
York
PlayMayo
job at the Palmer House after a few 'Saint' picture for RKO, which BUI
Jack Otterson, Universal art diSistrom is producing, with name role ers currently featuring 'Ghost Train' rector,
weeks in a Boston hospital.
putting on a one-man exhiat Dorney Park Auditorium. George
Elliott Kalcheim opening his own again enacted by Hugh Sinclair.
bition of paintings.
*The Show Off' next.
law office after several years of assoWith the blitzing of the Queen's Kelly's
Johnny Downs, film player, and
Herbert Agar, Jan Valtin, Dr.
ciation with brother Henry.
Hall, Sir Henry Wood's musical home
June
Ellen Draper, singer, took out
Frank Kingdon and Nelson RockeTito Guizar at Rumba Casino op- for 47 years, he plans to stage the
feller to attend conference of the a marriage license.
tioned for four more weeks on top summer season of 'Prom' concerts at
(Carles Wuerz, after several yeara
Tamiment Economic and Social Inof his original month's booking.
Albert Hall.
stitute at Camp Tamiment, June 26- in the east is looking over the situN. S. BargM- has optioned land for
Gaumont-British has closed the 29. Louis Waldman chairman.
ation In Hollywood.
southside Drive-In after click of New Gallery, in Regent Street, as
Charlie Williams left for St Louis
northside c^en-alr flicker joint
house no longer gets transient
to play comic roles In four musicals
Show Folks tossing an open house clientele unless it shows exceptional
for the Municipal Opera.
party at the Sherman hotel this film. Will reopen in July with DisSteve Broidy, general sales manWestport, Conn.
week to raise coin for Its proposed ney's 'Fantasia' for run.
ager for Monogram, hopped off for
By Humphrey Donlens
midwest home for performers.
A report going around here would
a tour of national exchanges.
Fritz Block! once more permitted indicate trade union groups are
Ted Pierce resumed bis job as
to use his vx>ice after being put on a mulling a takeover of Sunday stage
story head for Leon Schlesinger carJohn Koenig In fro;n the Coast
silence diet by his doc for two weeks entertainment. Move would see them
Elsa Maxwell around for a few toons after a year in Florida.
because of damaged vocal .chords.
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, N. Y.
leasing a West End theatre for the days.
Reynolds te Donegan skating act presentation of plays on the Sabbath.
Frank Lovejoy has bought a house clergyman, in town as technical adknown as the Pyramid Skating Girls
visor on 'One Foot in Heaven.'
Margery Weiner, in charge of here.
open for Barnes & Carruthers Fair Music Corp. of America's office in
Eddie Silton Is pulling out of the
Bennett Cerf back on the local tenbooking office on July 4 in Waterloo. London, has been elected chairman nis courts.
Rebecca-Sllton agency and hooking
Kevin McCarthy and Augusta Dab- of entertainment committee of the
Mary Mason will simimer theatre up as an associate with Walter Kane.
Eva Puck, of the old Broadway
ney getting married. McCarthy is American Eagle Club, where Mrs. at Newport
here with 'Accent In Youth.' Both Warren Pearl is giving special July
Colin Keith-Johnston In to visit musical shows, makes her debut on
the screen with Leon Errol at RKO.
were previously in town with 'Abe 4 dance.
the Justin Sturms.
Norman Rivkln, publicity writer
Lincoln in Illinois.'
Ringling Brothers at Bridgeport
The Sassoon family is backing
on leave from Camp Haan, was operTwo-Cities Films' next picture for next Wednesday (3).
Fanla Marinoff and Carl Van ated on for acute attack of appendiColumbia release. It's a story on
•
citis.
Fleet Street being made at Denham Vechten visiting here.
St Louis
Judy C^ova's sudden wedding lo
Armina
lADgaer
and
Lawrence
and starring Richard Greene and
Honolulu caused Republic' to regisValerie Hobson, with Harold French Marshall feted the press.
By Sam X. Horst
William Gaxton summering at his ter the title, "The Corporal Takes a
megging.
Wife.'
Robert T. Convey, prez of KWK.
World's Jewish Congress, which place in North Stamford.
Steve L. Vandeveer Is in town
Walter Alford handling North
elected head of the Missouri Golf has sent 100 binoculars to the British
from New York to discuss cartoon
Assn.
Government with promise of 900 Shore Players at Marblehead, Mass. production wltti
George Pal at ParaJack Wilson planed out to WisconMiss Elsie Callahan elected prez more, has appointed Louis Marx,
sin over the weekend to se^e the mount.
of Better Films Council at East St who instigated the idea, to appeal to
M. H. Hoffman, president of
moving picture industry of America Lunts.
Louis.
Boris Sokoloff motoring to the Liberty National pictures, placed
Ivan Huff Js spending $20,000 to for support.
with
his father, Nikolai Soko- Fred Windemere, former director, In
Coast
Esther McCracken, whose stage
charge of the Hollywood offices;
facelift St Louis county building for
loff, the conductor.
play 'Quiet Wedding' was so successCarlton Bliles handling advance
a nitery.
Sophie Treadwell revising some of
fully filmed recently, has written a
Vivian Chandler, 22, and Michael
•Hope for a Harvest,' which is on the publicity for the Coast tour of 'Tosequel, 'Week End Cottage' which
bacco Road,' meanwhile trying to InTheatre Guild's fall schedule.
J. Leahy, Jr., both warblers in the
hopes
to bow In at the West End.
Tallulah Bankhead and 'Her Card- terest film studios in a few of hU
Municipal TTieatre Assn. chorus, wed
Marjorie
Fielding
Glynnis
Johns,
and
scripts.
season
of
last week.
board Lover' open 11th
Frank Seltzer Joined Jesse L.
Country Playhouse Monday (30).
King Kosure, manager of the Park of the original cast, will appear.
John Sutro will be associated with
Circus fans applauded return of Lasky as executive aide, while Cliff
Plaza hotel, has recovered from a
widow of Lewis succeeded him on the public
Hanneford,
sprained ankle suffered at the Ken- next Leslie Howard picture, which 'Elizabeth
will have British navy background, Ernie Clark, at Russell Brothers' relations staff of the Producers Astucky Derby.
sociation.
Woolf,
Oscar stand at South Norwalk (24).
Fathers over 65 were admitted with' Charles M.
puke Clark named a committee of
gratis to nabes owned by Fred Weh- Deutsch and Arthur Rank angeling.
consisting of John LeRoy
four,
renberg and Clarence Kaimann on Picture goes Into production as soon
Johnston,
Charles Buckley,
finishes
Bob.
as Howard
the life of
Father's Day.
Mexico City
Poole
and Earle Collfais, to select
Mitchell,
Spitfire
the
Inventor.
Playgoers of St Louis, Inc., have
By' Doaglas L. Orahame
charter
members for the Varle^f
By
Government
a
pronouncement
lined up
season seat subscribers
Clubs of Southern California.
for 1941-42 legit season at the Amer- the Entertainments National Service
Assn. Is being recognized as sole
Gabriel ViUada, Cuban distribuican theatre^ Goal Is 2,000.
Puppeteers of America are holding source of professional entertainment tor, bought two new Mexican plx
sixth annual convention here. More to military services and industrial here.
Havana
.Jorge de la Vega, Havana booker,
than 300 exponents of the Inanimate workers. Agreement sees the setting up of a. National Service Enter- here to place several Cuban perperforAiers are in attendance.
Elmer Vincent advertising end tainments Board, with Basil Dean as formers.
The Syndicated Union of Cuban
Chano Urueta signed by FICSA Bands held Its Inaugural banquet.
liubliclty manager of the Casa Loma director.
to meg a series of plx at the
ballroom, shuttered for the summer,
On July 5-6 a Night Festival at
CLASA studios 'here.
employed at a war defense plant
Puentes Grandes will offer S5 ortramp comic, made chestras.
Cantinfias,
during the off season.
Atlantic City
chairman of the Theatrical FederaStanley Diamond, 13, locallte, one
Alberto Gomez, Argentine barition's sports committee.
tone, signed by La CompeUdora
of 16 boys selected from 450 candiBy Mildred Carter
Fanny Schiller, dramatic actress Gaditana to appear on the Competi'dates for role of pages In 'Advenback from a tour of South America dora Network every night at 9:30.
tures in Washington*^ show at the
Warner theatre, 4,500-seater on with the Eugenia Zuffoll Co.
Charles Dickens' The Abyss* will
Ambassador last week.
Laryngitis preventing Ramon Ar- be aired as RHC blue network conFormer Mayor Henry W. Kiel, boardwalk, to open Friday (27) for
mengod from filling his contracts tinues its program of teaching the
prez of the Municipal Theatre Assn., season.
Bath and Turf Club, swank nitery, with local radio station XEW until Latins English literature In Spanish.
.sponsor of al fresco entertainment In
the Forest Park theatre, seriously ill reopens |Tuly 2, with Bill Sidner July.
On June 26, 'Noche de Estrellas'
manager.
Roy Carter, local English organ- CNIeht of Stars') will go on at the
in a local hospital Kiel Is 71.
Mark Wilson, of Philly, returns ist and orch leader, giving accordion Auditorium. Radio notables from
Fifty cuffo ducats to each performance of the Municipal Theatre here as publicity director for Ha- concerts half hour twice weekly every Havana station will take part
XEB
here
on
promid's
Pier.
over
radio
station
CMQ is presenting a program In
Assn's Forest Park alfresco playHarry Volk back on job as pub- grams sponsored by the newspaper, Spanish called 'Analyzing the War,'
house are being dished out to
licity and
advertising director of El Universal.
modeled after the U. S. commentadraftees in nearby training camps.
Yolanda, who as *Mlna Mina' was tors. Program, edited by Juan Luif
Laszlo Halasz, artistic director of Steel Pier events.
Club Harlem opened Friday (20) a sensation at local radio station Martin, is on every 10 p.m.
the St Louis Grand Opera Assn., has
Sam Singer is
after being crowned 'Queen
Trinidad
inked a pact for two more years. A with new revue.
Hermanos,
cigar
y
of Beauty' at Tamplco, Is now a makers, have inaugurated a program
fall season of three productions. In- manager and Larry Steel Is emcee.
Carol Dennison returned to Ba- steno for Petroleos Mexlcanos, the over RHC. They are offering prizes
cluding an English opera, is planned.
ranging from $75 to $150 for manuMore than 30.000 underprivileged bette's nitery. Milton Huber's and government's oil company.
bands
play
for
dancing.
exhibitors
luxlng
Salvo's
All
are
the
Gerscripts.
Winners will be presented
kiddies and adults from 125 welfare Di
George Hunter, formerly of WFPG, man pic, 'Aurora or .Submarine over RHC by Margot Alvarino.
organizations will be cuffo guests of
Eddie O'Connor, Metro's reprethe Municipal Theatre Assn. during Steel Pier station, Is now Wayne Warfare,' which the censors passed
the current al fresco season at Forest Maley, of WBAB, Press-Union sta- figuring that the public protest? sentative in Cuba, feted by members
tion.
would be too much for them. Thlf of the exhibitors association, local
Park playhouse.
Sally Sloane, publicity director of UFA pic was made In 1038 and, ac- press and others connected with ttie
St Louis Firemen's Pension Fund
British
Minister
members have asked Mayor WilUam Royal Palm Club in Miami, for seven cording to its publicity, had the co- industry.
Sir
<3eorge Ogllvle-Forbes attended the
Dee Becker permission to stage their years, here as p.a. for Malamut's operation of the British Navy.
Maria Teresa Montoya, dramatir noon banquet.
own rodeo to enrich their funds. Rltz-Carlton hotel.
Dennis Day tops vaude program at actress. Is so strong for astrology
Malena de Toldea, Brazilian singer,
They do not wish to spilt the revenue
week
beginning
SatSteel
Pier
for
that
she
word
of
Los
Antook
the
a
was
supposed
be
organizations.
to
in
Havana
with other
until
For the first time since the St Louis urday (28). Bob Crosby's orch plays geles seer that her second namr she was eard from a Panama stamust be spelled with- a 'z' instead tion. Now no one knows whether
Grand Opera Assn. was organized in Saturday and Sunday.
Frank Palumbo, who operates of the usual 's' to break a biz jinx she'll appear over Cuban mikes or
1938, six women have been added to
board of directors. They are Renault Tavern on boardwalk, has Odd, but I.a Montoya got a big not Luisita Busquet, another BraIts
Mesdames Eric Bernays, Henry Bry, opened stmimer garden adjoining break a Juicy civic subsidy when zilian singer, was called to fill the
she returned here as Tereza' In- vacancy that Senorlta de Toldea left
Julius S. Bates, Edgard Rombauer, cocktail' lounge for season.
Nate Cohen, manager of New Em- stead of "Teresa.* She Is doing very and was immediately signed by the
C. Edward Hermann and Thomas
Montmartre nitery.
bassy Theatre and publicity director well here currently.
Sayman.
Ing to

Gary Cooper

•

CHATTER
Mvtral weeks
Coast

Broadway

London

CoL Trederlck Herron, Hay* office
foreign chief now on leave aervlng
as head of tiie army llm fenrlcc, has
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Erie Canal, Renton had been a field
exploitation man with the Keith circuit for some 20 yeara before Joining

Comerford,

FRANK
home in University Heights, O., after
FBEDEEICK B. PONTT
seven months.
Frederick H. Ponty, 67, retired film an illness of
Coming to America from Russia
amusement park
and
exhibitor
he was 12, Kauffman entered
operator, died o£ a heart attack June when
as a salesman for
business
film
the
19 at his home in Rye, N. Y. Prior
Universal at the Pittsburgh branch,
to becoming a theatre operator In
selling for eight years until being
1900, he had managed several travelWhile holdits manager.
appointed
ing minstrel shows.
those positions in the Smoky
The Arcade theatre, Rye Beach ing
Two
he won sales awards.
Amusement Park's first film and City
transferred to
was
he
ago
years
vaude house, was opened by Ponty Cleveland.
«hortly after the turn of the century.
V., two
Anna
widow,
by
Survived
with
association
in
Thereafter,
sisters, two brothers and mother.
Joseph Haight, he operated Paradise
Park, near Rye Beach Park. When
ELLIOTT DEXTEB
the Westchester County Park ComElliott Dexter, 71, retired vaude
mission developed Playland in 1927, performer who had also acted in
the resort was condemned as a site many silent pictures, died June 23 at
for the project. Ponty and Haight
the Brunswick Home, Amltyville,
received about $672,000 In 1929 for
L. I., where he had been ill for sevthe land and equipment under terms eral weeks. Previously he had been
approved by a White Plains, N. Y.,
a guest at the Percy Williams Home,
supreme court justice. Until his re- East Islip,
I.
tirement about 10 years ago, Ponty
whose first wife was
Dexter,
had operated Woodcliffe Amusement Marie Doro, noted stage comedienne,
Park a few miles north of Pough- appeared in Cecil B. de MiUe's silent
keepsie, N. Y.
version of "The Squawman.' He also
He leaves a sister, Sophie Ponty. of had roles in 'Capital Punishment'
Rye, the nearest kin.
and 'The Fast Set.'

E.

home
week Illness.

in Aurora,

his

A native of New
his

widow and a

JOHN

after a six-

111.,

York, Kells leaves

son.

P.

John P. Jennings, 51, former business manager of the lATSE in Westchester County, N. Y., died in Grasslands hospiUl, Eastvlew, N. Y., June

tre.

Survived by widow and

where he had been Uv-

for

Mrs. Norah Lee Barstow, 42, who
the Ringling circus, died June 20 in
under the name of Sarasota, Fla., after a short Illness,

Norah Lee and long was a member
He had been a circus employee for
of ASCAP, died June 17 at her home
more than 50 years.
near Norfolk, Conn, after a linger
Some 20 years ago Miller pur-

Day.'

She leaves her husband, Dr.
Richard Barstow, and a sister, Mrs.
Clifford O. Hogland, of Chicago.

SETH CLABK
Seth Clark,

New York

77,

dean of western

musicians, who taught
Rose Bampton, Met soprano, died
June 19 in Buffalo. He had been ill
two years. Privaite funeral services
were held the following' day.
Clark, besides Individual voice

work, was an organist, composer
and conductor who led most l^rge
Buffalo
chon^es,
including
the

16, in

PHILIP M. PLANT
Philip M. Plant, 39, former hus
film actress Constance Bennett, died of a heart attack June 18
at
Polyclinic

chased an ornate bronze casket at a
Jackson, Tenn., funeral home, and it

who

survives, shortly afterwards.

Plant's mother, Mrs. William Hayward, also survives. Funeral services were held in New York Saturday (20 and burial took place in New
London, Conn., Monday (23).

.

New

.

me

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Jansen, daughter,
June 10 in Tacoma, Wash. Father is
general manager of Tacoma Broad-

Since 1938

Hotel Henrr

(Hllver Grill)
he had suffered from heart disease,
A former newspaperman, Bartlett Stan Rucker i
(Oay M'b)
had been connected with papers in Dorothy
Neabltt
New York and Washington and In Hotel 1th
Aveaaa

years was associated with
Electrical Research Products, Inc.
He leaves his widow, Edna, and
recent

Ue4s Saunders
Ida lola
Bi-erett

Havdn

three sisters.

Betty Donahos
Al Devin

COBPOBAL DOUGLAS

Revelers

ETersreen GordeBi

of

E.

CBAIG Sam

Sweet

Corporal Douglas Earl Craigt 24, Alice Sone
Saskatoon, Sask., together with Zelda
Wicked WlUles
Royal Canadian Air Force

five other

men, was

When

their .plane
crashed, near Sable Island, off the
Nova Scotia coast. He was formerly
killed

Hotel Boosevelt.

Johnny Kaaihue
Royal Hawllans
Hotel Ocbenley

with CFQC, Saskatoon.
Billy Hinds Ore
Seaman
Survived by parenta and a brother Rita
Buzz Mayer
and a sister at Van' Jack Calhoun
couver. Burial was in Saskatoon.
Hotel ICm Ttm
at Saskatoon

(Continental Bar)

Wanda
E. BLEDSOE
Escorts
E. Bledsoe, SO, one of the ownKenoywood Park
ers of the Bledsoe's Beach dance Brad Hunt Oro
pavilion and -resort at Lake James, Jeanle Regal
near Angola, Ind., died June 16 of Billy Carmlchael
Merry-Oo-Bonnd
heart trouble.
Joe Hart Oro
Dick Harter

ROT

Roy

EDWABD BENTON
.

air force

manning

depot.

much

Irish in

New Penn
Qay Carlisle Oro
Teddy Ryan
King Sis
Penny Qray
MIxnii Cafe
Al Marlaco Ore

dancers.

gambled. Well, I went
Martha Stephenson Kemp to Vicfighting.'
tor Mature, in- New York, June 17.
was the consensus of opinion Bride was widow of Hal Kemp,
the
among fight writers that Conn could band leader; he's the film ind legit
have coasted the last three rounds actor.
and copped the title, but that, he

and

I

down
It

made

Philadelphia, June 24.

Talovera Tr
Hotel Fort PIM
former
Ken Bailey Ore

illness.

CMASA

Edmonton, Alta., June 24.
fair grounds have been
transferred to the Dominion government for the duration
of the war and will be used as an

.•

guess I've got a bit too

the mistake of trading punches
with Louis. Including the 12th round,
Jimniy Powers in the News counted
six rounds for Conn, four for Louis
Street fair will be promoted Friday and two even. Murray Lewin in the
and Saturday (27-28) by the sum- Mirror called It six for Conn, .ilve
mer colony at suburban New Hope, for Louis and one even. Nearly
art and theatre center.
Everybody every sports writer predicted that
pitching in to make an attractive Conn would be knocked out but they
midway replete with fortune tellers, figured It would come much earlier.
pitch games and side shows.
A ton of coin passed hand's when
Highlight will be outdoor dancing Billy came up for the sixth, yet the
to the music of the South Street
Jaffee brothers of Pittsburgh, who
Syncopators, unique Negro instruhave a piece of Conn, layed as high
mental trio of sidewalk swingsters as 5-1 that their boy woiild turn the
discovered by Fred Ramsy, Jr.,
trick
und- those showmen don't
piping for pennies on South Street
wager hay either. Stanley Woodward
here, heart of the. town's Harlem.
(Herald Trib) was a dissenter, thinkRamsy, a New Hope resident, is a ing Louis
was out in front all the
swing authority and co-author of
way except the 12th.
'Jazz Men,' swing encyclopedia.
Lonls Knew He Was Beaten
Louis knew he' was being beaten

Hope's Street Fair

DONALD W. BABTLETT

York, after a long

FAntGEOUNDS TO
Edmonton

formally

to fatne

until that right hand started to connect, end BO did the people in his
corner. It was explained later that
Joe was stale and therefore sluggish.
He had refused to follow the advice
of trainer Jack Blackburn and insisted on boxing too many rounds
daily right up to two days before the

Week

Edward Renton, 66, associated with
JOSEPH B. KAUFFMAN
the Comerford circuit as a theatre
Joseph R. Kauffman, 41, branch operator for the past 10 years, died
manager of Universal Film Exchange June 20 in Waverly, N. Y.
In Cleveland, died June IS at his
Onetime showboat manager on the
.

He

was assumed that services and burial casters, Inc.
Mr. -and Mrs. Nat Turberg, daughwould take place at that establishment. He was noted for his annual ter, in Hamilton, O., June 13. Father
pilgrimages to the mortuary chapel is manager of Northlo Paramount,
Hamilton.
where it was said he often took off
match.
Mr. and Mrs. Enric Madriguera,
his shoes and tried out the coffin for
At the end of the 12th round, when
daughter. In Port Clinton, O., June
size.
Conn had buffeted Louis around
15.
Father is the orch leader; plenty and made him dizzy with left
mother's
Patricia
Gilmore,
the
leadJACK UNEBTL
hooks to the chin, the gamblers were
er's
former
vocalist.
John T. (Jack) Unertl, 39, chUd
betting 4-1 on Billy. That was just
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kerr, daugh' the reverse of the odds when the
leglt star of three decades ago, playing in stock company productions ter, June 20, in Hollywood. Father fl^t started. The 12th was a slzzler
from coast to coast in 'Little Lord is a writer on the Lux radio prO' for the fans, amazed that a supgram.
Fauntleroy' and "The Littlest Rebel,'
posedly light puncher a» Conn could
died June 15 at his home In Milmess up Louis. One hook cut Joe's
waukee, where In recent years he
right ear.
According to Caswell
had practiced law.
Adams (Herald Trib), Louis, with
Bills
Next
Unertl,
He was a brother of Peggy
a sense of humor, climbed' down the
one time Ziegfeld 'Follies' beaut,
SjContlnned from page 4U^^
steps after it was over^d when he
(Michon
who married Pete Michon
spied John Roxbury, one of his manMarlon Uuller
Bob Carter
Bros., vaude), now operating a liveagers, he asked: .'How many cigars
Roshee & Lee
El Chico
stock farm in Racine county.
& Lee
did you swallow?'
Frank Andrlnl Ore Stewart
Kretlow Gls
Virginia Ramos
John Kieran in the Tim^s: "The
Nut House

band of

the
hospital. New York.
A sportsman and big game hunter.
Plant was once well known to the
Broadway fraternity, but since 1934
bad led a more or less sheltered life
at his Connecticut estate, raisiaig
poultry and rare fowls.
Divorced by Miss Bennett in 1928,
Plant was reported to have settled
$1,000,000 on her. His second mate
wa^ Edna Dunham, sportswoman.
This marriage resulted In divorce in
1938.
He married Marjorle King,

(18).

to say that after Louis connected with the right smash that
started Billy's descent to the canvas
late in the 13th round, 'A few sec-

that city.

Donald W. Bartlett, 65,
Guido Chorus which he formed in
1904 and directed until his retire- script writer and .editor for Para Johnnr Mitchell
Wheatley
ment by illness two years ago. He mount, Warners and Universal, died Jessica
Hbrry Walton
was known for his piano and organ June 20 in Bellevue hospital. New Irma Outtarell
compositions.
Chief among these
were a musical setting for Steven
Bon's "Requiem' and choral arrangement of Kipling's 'Recessional.'
Surviving are his widow and two
daughters.

Wednesday

last

Y.,

went on

would be the finale. To Ed Van Y., ske'dded for June 28.
Every of the Sun, Billy said: 'I tried
Rose Just to Harry Kaplowitz, asfor a knockout Instead of being satis- sistant to Sam E. Mofris, Warner
fied to win, and I blew my big Bros, exec, June 22 In Mineola, L.I.
chance
they begged me not to
Heidi Vosseler to Paul Draper, In
William Erratt, 38, Pathe studio
get too cocky back in my corner ... I Rio de Janeiro, June
technician, died June IS in Los An23.
Both are

wrote music

You Some

over Joe Louis In their thriller for
heavyweight boxing
world's
championship at the Polo Grounds,

N.

Barnett Cohen, owner of the Wissahickon theatre, Philadelphia, died

June

sister.

Ing illness.
Mrs. Barstow contributed part of
the score for 'A Wopaan of Paris,'
directed by Charlie Chaplin In
1923. She also was .noted as the
composer of 'The Rainbow Division
March,' official march of the AEF's
Rainbow Division In the World War.
Among her other compositions are
•Pickaninny's PigtaU,' 'Woodthrush,'
'At the End of a Lane' and 'I'll Get

$70,000. Jacobs claimed he wouldn't
make much, but actually he added
As Jim Dawson of the New York much to his heavy bankroll, and the
Times so aptly put It, Billy Conn motion pictures that he controls on
was within two the fight should clean up.
Pittsburgh
of
rounds of what appeared a victory

MARRIAGES

Samuel Untermyer.

JOE DAN MXLLEB
Joe Dan Miller, 84, boss porter

deducted, placed the real take
at $386,041. Champ's share was more
than. $140,000, while Conn took down

—

ing for several years.
Milligan, associated with the Pantages circuit in the western states
and Canada, was also a buyer of acts
in the Panteges New York office.
He also conducted a literary agency
in New York some years ago. From
1930 to 1938 he was engaged In the
newspaper and publishing business
at his home in Bradford, Pa.

NOBAH LEE

when

By JACK PULASKI

onds before he was on the high road
Summer fair will be held July 14and fortune.'
10 and grounds will be turned over
Dan Parker, one of the few writ- to the government immediately after.
ers who thought Billy would win, in
the Mirror said that Conn 'was too
Mrs. Lauro Lorimer Hay-Chapgame for his own good, threw away
man, 80, former concert pianist, died
$1,000,000 by going all-out in the
June 20 in Los Angeles as result of 13th round' the session that Mike
Amy Lois Tarr to' Alfred Spokes,
injuries in a motor accident.
Jacobs, the fight promoter, predicted sportscaster of WJTN, Jamestown, N.

CABL G. MILLIGAN
Carl G. Milligan former Pantages
vaude booker who retired from the
amusement business about a decade
ago, died June 17 in Fort Laudeldale, Fla.,

Squair*

three daughters.

A member of the Lambs, Dexter geles.
D. (BUDDY) WELKEB
was divorced from Miss Doro and a
Verling D. (Buddy) Welker, 43,
subsequent marriage to Nina ChisWallace P. Smith, 50, director of
jprominent for years in theatre work
Untermyer ended the same the Bronson, Mich., city band, died
holm
in San Antonio, Texas, died sudway. She was the former wife of June 18 in that city.
denly after suffering a stroke while
Alvin Untermyer, son of the late atplaying golf last week. At the time
torney,

To Conn, Writers Agree

18.

A resident, of Peeksklll, N. Y.,
Jennings leaves his widow, a son and

VEBLING

of his death, Welker was manager
of the Empire theatre, San An
tonio. He had been associated with
theatres in San Antonio since 1921,
when he joined the staff of the old
Welker subseMajestic theatre.
quently became treasurer and later
assistant manager of the present
Majestic, was transferred to the
Uptown as manager and became
manager of the Empire iii 1938. Was
one of the oldest Interstate em'
ployees In years of service.
At time of his death he was play
Ing In a twosome with Jack Silverthorne, manager of the Prince thea'

Madison

at

boxoffice. predictions, gross being 9451,776, at $25
top, but that included taxes, which,

the

JENNINGS

winter

Garden.
Gate exceeded

Woold Have Giyen Crown

KELLS

Frank E. Kells, 56, teacher of voice,
who was credited with having Instructed such screen and radio performers as Don Ameche and bandleader Kay Kyser, died June 17 at

last

Coastmg in Last 3 Rds.

Paula Halpern to Harold Gruber,
New Yorlt, June 15. Bride is on
Paramount's h.o. foreign publicity
he in a non-pro.
E. Carolyn Caulk to Baron Egon
Karl von Mauchenheim, in Detroit,
revealed on June 18. Bride is manager of Hotel Statler's Cafe Rouge,
Detroit; he Is a German political
in

staff;

refugee.

Beatrice Wolfson to Lou Bernstein.
June 29 in New York. She Is sister
of Lou Wolfson of William Morris

agency.

Anne Ford to Bob Doyle, in ChiJune 14. Bride is assistant to
Columbia web's educational direccago,

tor in Chicago; he's
tinuity writer.

WGN,

Chi, con-

Judy Canova to James Ripley, in
Honolulu, June
comedienne.

14.

Bride

is

the film

Eleanor Barry Ryan to Lawrence
in ' Stamford, Conn.,

W. Lowman,

21. Groom is a CBS v.p.
John
D'Allulsio
to
Marietta
Hurley, in Jersey City, N. J., June
28.
Bride is secretary of Notis
district
Komnenos, Jersey City
manager of Skouras' theatres.

June

.

Radio

War Loan

sContlnaed from page 29s

campaign of the United States Treasury to sell U. S. Defense Bonds. But
taken together, the keyed-up. drive
In Canada and the tentative campaign in the States, it Is felt that the

modern radio-stimulated
Government financing drives Is apparent. American and Canadian experts in fiscal and propaganda matters have been frequently cooferf ing
pattern of

months.
One-to-Slz (or Badlo
Grants by the government expenses on these radio programs
totaled $100,000 for the whole of
Canada as' compared with $600,000
Kay Balfe
spent in full and half page advertiseMllly Bradley
ments in the 80 dailies and many of
Pat Burns
Charley Adams
the
weekly newspapers of
500
that J. 'Shufflln' Louis was magnlfl'
Oasis
cent, too. From the brink of disaster Canada.
Joe Vlllella Oro
he pounded his way to victory. .
Sponsored and sustaining proJohn Conte
A great fighter. A clean fighter. A grams carried without break or exJoe .Connolo
Stu Braden
ception spot minute announcements
sportaman'.
Berry Anne
Joe WilUams, In the World-Tele- and there Is a possibility that these
Fine*
gram, said: 'Young William David continued reiterations offset their
Howard Becker Ore
Conn is a marvel in sev^al respects, purpose to some extent by wearying
Treloa
For one thing he's the only fighter the public.
4 Aces
who ever won and lost the heavyAppropriations from' the GovernMav-Tarshls
Plo Parker
weight championship the same night ment r^dlo allotment of $100,000
George Weber
to the thrilling surprise of a across Canada for Montreal do not
.
.
Yacht Club
Archie Tarshls Ore crowd that almost overflowed Polo begin to cover value of time on the
Gus Van
Grounds the 174-pound Irisher, who Involved stations. But there has been
Singer Sis Line (6)
has the face of an angel and the complaining, it being felt that it Is
Shirley Heller
fighting heart of a devil actually had a patriotic duty to support the war
Bky-Vne
the great Joe Louis whipped going effort to the limit.
It is however
Fran Elchler Oro
Into the 13th round.' Champ was pointed out that had sufficient money
Union Otill
25% pounds heavier than the amaz been allotted, as was the case of the
Art Tagello
Frank Natale
newspapers, there would have been
ing contender.
Mike Sandrelto
Talk immedtately started on re- better scope to build up name proVilla Madrid
matching tile men in the fall, each grams that should have carried
Etzl Covato Oro
to rest up tmtll tralnhig starts for greater appeal than speeches by
Mark Lane
Jon Tlo
Cabinet Ministers and military men.
that encounter. Late last week, hoW'
Kollette & Seane
As the first big War objective to
ever, Jacobs announced that In SepMarcla Wayne
Harriet Brent
tember Louis would meet Lou Nova, be put before the people of Canada
3 Jerks
who was figured as the next logical there Is fair reason for congratulaWebster HaU
opponent granted that Louis kept the tion on the manner it .was handled
Billy Merle Oro
title.
He Is the only heavy with by Canadian radio with valuable
West View Park
Jimmy Gamble Ore something on the ball whom Joe has help from United States sources. It
not licked, and despite the fact that Will also afford a lot of tips on how
Jay Lorlng
Chuck Miller
Tony Galento stopped him two years to handle similar assignmenU that
Aerlalettes
ago. Nova has greatly Improved, as will be coming up as the war conWillow*
shown when he stopped Max Baer tinues.
Art Farrar Oro

Sherdlna Walker
Ted Blake
Joe Klein
George Gregg
Evelyn Nellls

glory in the fight could be split down
the middle. Loula kept his title.
Conn gained tremendously in prestige. In the outpouring of merited
tribute to the game bird from Pitta'
burgh. It should not be overlooked

'

,'

in recent

.

47

Wednesday, Jpne 25, 1941
declared, despite the fact that adwas 20 lira as against two
lira at other houses.
Intermezzo'
was billed to follow. "WUthering
Heights' had been at the Quirinetta
a few weeks before. On the posters,

mission

Berlin's

Show

Biz Blaclcout
^^^^^^^^^^s^

^^^^^^^—^^jj^^Centliiiicd from pace

l

most of them. He's equally dis- eggs were dropped sufficiently often
to make it very uncomfortable.
dainful of Nazi red tape, although,
All intelligent Ciermans are exlike other Germans, must suffer In tremely unhappy about the Nazi resilence. Barbette said.
gime, he declared, but any idea that
The amazing thing ^ about the there will be a popular uprising is
Ruthaltogether wishful-thinking.
Scala shows now, the American
lessness of the Nazis witii machine
performer declared, is that the sky's guns and the super-e^ionage (Gesthe UmM on expense. The 3,500- tapo) system never permits anything
doing tremendous like a revolution to get started.
seat house is
'Only from people I had worked
business and, inasmuch as profits
18 years
after a certain peak, go 100% to the with and known for 15 or
government, Duisberg shoots the was I able to get any idea at all
works on production. Each show how they feel about Hitler,' Barbette
runs two months. Presentations are
about 2% hours long and are given
at 2:30 and 5*J0 p.m. every day.
Goering's Quiz
Vude tor the Borghers
to

.

Three days a week, In addition, a
morning show Is given for the
'Strength Through Joy' groups, conmostly of the poorer classes.
Duisberg is forced by the governto provide a certain number
of seats at a low price for the 'S.
Through J.' and has cwnpromised by
putting on the a.m. performances to
avoid hiterferlng with his regular
sisting

ment

audiences.

Barbette staged the Scala show for
March and April. It was tabbed
'Circus Revue' and had 140 performers. Previous presentation, in

which he staged two numbers, was
'Crazy Show.' Both consisted entirely of minor acts, best known performer being comedian Carl Knapp.
("Kraft
'Strength Through Joy'
durch Freude') movement^ incidentally, has provided work for hundreds of vaudeville people who previously at best got an occasional
tlie sticks, Barbette said.
'Strength' organizations sends out
scores of vaude troops on what it

booking in

calls

•Wehnnacht Toumees* (Home

Defense Tours) through Germany
and the occupied territories. These
are deigned primarily to entertain
Reich troops guarding the various
attend.
civilians may
areas, but
However,. Barbette declared, regardless of the atrocious quality of
the entertainment, not a self-respecting national of any of the occupied
territories would think of going to
see a German show. Artists on the
tours, who used to be lucky to get
30-40 marks a day, are' now earning
60 marls.
Boatlecxlng V. S. Jan
'One of the difficulties of producing in (Sennany,' Barbette explained, 'is the government's ban on
American music. That's not quite
the hardship it sounds, though, because orchestra leaders are showing
themselves extremely clever in giving a switch to popular American
'

tunes so that the strains of "Begin
the Beguine' and others af^ clearly
.audible, yet the Cultural Department's music experts would have an
impossible, time proving it was
American- music. How the orchestra
leaders hear the plagiarized American songs originally' is one of those
minor mysteries .with which Ger-

many abounds.
are
Is

still

American records
obtainable^ in Italy and it

possible that they hear the tunes

there.'

There was much resentment
Berlin, Barbette declared,

Hermann

(Joering

.

strange makeshift German distillates.
One reason for this is that drinking
relieves the appetite which no one
can get enough food to alleviate.
Barbette explained, and the second
reason is that no ration card is
'

when

acquired

a

suburban home which everyone,
knew cost millions of marks. A
therefore, was officially
stating
instigated in the
that the house really cost only
Next morning
50,000 marks.
Goering discovered that someone had painted on his wall:
'Hermann, where did you get the
50,000 marks?'
story,

pr^

That was removed and Goering offered 5,000 marks for the
qulprit
said.

who wrote

it.

Barbette

Whereupon Goering awoke

the next morning to find painted
in the same place: 'Hermann,
where did you get the 5,000
marks?'

In

Rome

the

legiters,

he

said,

business.

he

Barcelona,

^^^^

^^^^

to lecture on- civilian

CampS'Okay

food. Troops being

proprietor obtained the
Barbette said. Even English ciggies maneuvers
(Players) were available from boot- bookings.

is

called

out for

field

causing difficulties in

-

he declared.
Nasi FUm B.O. Bad

'

—

—

eries

House Reviews
jSSSsContlDaed from page 41

—^^

and whirls are seemingly endless,
received good hand and encored with
another numt>er featuring spins on
one toe in lively tem|K>. Sidney
Fields, ("Mr. Guffy' of Radio) does

okay with his argumentative bantering and Walter Dare Wabl's l>alancing act and burlesk acrobatics
went over in a big way at this catching.

Mrs. Fairbanks

New

and Manhattan's Hotel

Yorker.

Gracie

were no eggs, no milk, SS^^sContinaed from page
l^^SSi
no soap, he said.
"You can have all the fish you mount. Chioo Marx did three days
want,' he declared, "but, like every- at Fort Sm, Okla., last week and
did
four
days
at Fort
Phil
Regan
thing else, that has a catch.
Tou
must give the margarine or butter Riley, Kansas.
Fifth
of the entertainment-onration on your card to the cook In
(Wedneswheels
units
tees
off
today
order to have something to fry the
It's
fish in and you very infrequently day) at Indiantown Gap, Pa.
have butter or margarine to spare headed by Stubby Kay, m.c, and includes Don Cummings, comic; Laura
for such a purpose.'
Kellogg,
soprano;
Gloria
(irafton,
However, he added, for those with
money who know where to go, food swing singer; Eieymour and Picture,
bootleggers are prevalent.
There terpers, and Midgie Fellows, coMaurice
was a little theatrical grille near the medienne and warbler.
stage door of the Scala, he said, Golden is company manager and
which always had a roast or ham on Jerry Livingstone orch leader.
Although
trucks
are
available
for
hand and was willing to part with a
few slices without punching a ration two" additional units for a total of
seven, their formation is being held
card. It was definitely not the
up
until
the
Army
can
provide
dates.
to question or even wonder at where

-

daily feature at both the airport eat-

Italy is not half so badly off on the
Leland Hayward In "n' Ool
matter of food as Germany, Barbette
Friday's sTWAtoliner from L. A.
faid, and the people almost all are
hoping that England wins the war. dropped Leland Hayward at LaIhey figure that the lesser of two Guardia, but he commuted right back
evils.
Once fond of Mussolini, they to the sunny land of camellias and
now universally dislike him and show cameras the next night by the same
complete apathy at all his efforts to type of high-flying machine.
Norman Bel Geddes TWAed to
get them to fight for 'empire,' BarColumbus, Ohio, in the wee hours
bette declared.
of Saturday (21) and the same day
saw Moses Smith, director of classical artists recordings for Columbia,
Fields
leave by the same line for the Coast
to cut some platters of Leopold
Contlnued from pace 1

defense matters. -They will be heard
tonight (Wednesday) on the Mutual
network on the Ed Wolf program,
'Danger Is My Business' (10:15 p.m.,

that

insti-

"Rose

ESDT).

Business in Berlin's film theatres,
he asserted, was not good l>ecause
needed for liquor.
most of the pictures .are so bad. One
As a result of the widespread of the things that surprised him was
tippling, -nitery
business is very a film tiUed "Mutter Liebe' ('Mother
strong.
Proprietors, however, like Love') which had won a prize in
Willy Schaefer at the famed Cabaret Venice as the best picture of the
der Komiker, are having great diffi- year.
Its plot. Barbette said, was
culty with their shows because, like down to the last detail 'almost the
the theatres, they also had depended same as 20th-Fox's 'In
Old Chicago,'
largely on foreign talent.
which he had seen in America
About IS legiters and two opera months l>efore.
houses are likewise prospering, alAnother curious thing was that a
though state-subsidized.
Strangely friend of his, a film cutter for UFA,
enough, plays of Shakespeare and was "invited'- that's a command to
Oscar Wilde are not outlawed and a special showing of "Gone With the
during the winter atfaacted heavy Wind' to see how good a picture can
patronage.
Screening was exclusively for
be.
Stale Opera Heosc BUUed
UFA technical staff. Where the print
One of the opera houses, the Staats was obtained was another mystery.
Goldwyn Blacked-Ont tn Borne
Opera, lias been completely gutted
by a direct hit by a bomb. Barbette
On the other hand, another Selzdeclared. Missiles dropped by Brit- nick picture, "Rebecca,*, was playing
ish fliers missed the Scala stage dqpr at the Quirinetta theatre, Rome,
by only seven meters; the Ameri- when Barbette was there, in May,
can vauder asserted, the splinters after he left Germany. Crowds were
and flying debris killing three chorus so great, he said, that the governgirls and a member of the orch. Al- ment had to provide special buses
though there were long stretches from the theatre to get people home.
without bombings. Barbette said, the There were queues for blocks, he

commemoraiing the

law.

own expense

The only thing

tution of a four-hour sea-to-dinner

When he was

stated,

table factory.

keeps Mrs. Haggarty's No. 1 headache from sowing wheat all over the
runways is the schedule of 260 daily
table
service
of
fresh
lobsters. plane flights that would continually
Flown via the Air Express lanes be mowing his crop.
from Maine, the lobsters will be a

a luncheon

wriUng newspaperman, flew in from
in
Marie' Chicago via the United Air Lines,
was in its 50th performance and had celebrating his 80th birthday, with
a line a block and one-half long at his first plane ride oii Friday (20).
the b.o.
Theatre front was decor- The clergyman taxied into town to
ated with huge totem poles and had pow-wow with his Charlie and Helen
Hayes, whom he calls daughter-inQgurines dancing on tom-toms.

mendous

In

^^^^^^^^^m

from page

Christie,' "Petrified Forest' and
The Rev. WiUiam MacArthur, fa"Our Town,' particularly the last, at ther of Charles MacArthur, the playthe Eliseo theatre, were doing tre-

chop.' There
no coffee and

leggers,

Jimmy Roosevelt Clippers
^^^^^^^^^^^jg^Contliinea
Airport restaurants Saturday (21) at

'Anna

'Everyone is frightened to
Theatrical Fanfare
death to open his mouth, and with
The Mechanized Transport Corps,
good reason. If you should say any- organized In 1938 with SO-odd memthing against the Nazis to a friend bers, now has 3,000 women who
and he doesn't report it to authori- drive all sorts of motor vehicles unties within 24 hours, he Is equally
der raid and blackout conditions.
guilty with you.
The kitchens' dispense drinks and
Xlquldated' German Showmen
sandwiches and other small services
'People are constantly being pulled to the English public free of charge.
out of their homes without explana- Teawagons are affectionately known
Miss
tion and disappear sometimes for- in London as "Iron Dukes.'
ever. Among them was Otto Stenz- Ashford and Mrs. Macleod will be
ler, the orchestra leader at the Scala, handled oh their tour with advance
and Fred Meyer,' former Scala pub- theatrical-style fanfare, etc.
licity man, now a producer, both of
Another 'war show' now in the
whom were in concentration camps States Is the Nazi Messerschmitt
for 18 months. Schuch, the manager fighter plane sent over by England
of the Winter Garden, was in prison which Is currently on exhibit at
and then released, but was mysteri- Warners' Hollywood theatre, on
ously kiUed on his way home. Next Broadway, for 25c. A committee Inday his wife committed suicide.'
cluding Mesdames Mervyn .LeRoy,
Although everyone gets enough to Milton Bren and Ernst Lubitsch is
eat to keep hiin alive, there's that responsible for the theatre appearconstant feeling of hunger. Barbette ance sans rental.
said.
Ration cards, issued to foreigners every two days, permit only
500 grams of meat a week, which
Barbette described as 'one good pork
averred.

Another thing which Barbette
found unexplainable is the way the
Nazi officials despite much talk
about "morality' wink at nudity in
the shows. Every theatre and nitery,
he said, has naked performers.
No Limit on Booce Batlou
Drinking is likewise condoned by
the authorities and everyone with
any money imbibes heavily of the

—
—

in

producer Sam Goldwyn's name was
covered with strips of white paper.
Another American pic which did
tremendous- business. Barbette said,
was Universal's 'Baby Sandy,' although the name was changed to
give Mischa Auer all the billing.
Auer is top comic with Italian film
audiences, the returned vaude performer declared.

Stokowskl and the All-American
Youth Orchestra, Lotte Lehmann,
Bruno Walter, Rise Stevens and Nel-

son Eddy.

The 'inbound Dixie Clipper Wednesday (18) brought James Minifle,
Schenectady, N. Y., gift to the N. Y.
Herald Tribune and the Herald Tribune's gift to London, back from the
"The war correBattle of Britain.
spondent, who lost his right eye as
the result of a landmine explosion,
will be in town for a few months on
'sick leave.' Met by a large delegation of the Fourth Estate's crown

^^^^ Contlnned
quarter.

first

from page

Tbey

are

S^^^s
Xydia'

(Korda), 'Sundown' (Wanger), 'International Lady' (Small), "Major Bar-

'Shanghai

(Pascal),

bara'

(Pressburger),

Gesture'

"New Wine' (Sekely)

and "Three Cockeyed Sailors' (made
in
England by Michael Balcon).
Roach entries will be "Niagara Falls'
and "Tanks a Million.'

KeUy also disclosed to the salesmen UA's deal with Ealing Studios,
England, by which Balcon will turn
out three additional pix this- season

UA release. He made no official
mention of the Selznick-Capra negotiations, as papers have not yet
been signed.
Sales huddle was attended by

for

exchanges. New
York, Philadelphia, Washington, New
Haven, Buffalo and Boston. Capt.
James Roosevelt, who had retiumed
the previous day from a military
mission abroad, put In a surprise
appearance at Monday's session. He
gave the men a lengtiiy off-the-record account of his foreign experiences.
His attendance at the convention, it was said, however, la not
to be construed as evidence that he
will shortly be back In film produc-

staffs of six eastern

tion.

t4(M,(H)«

Falrbaaks Deal

Hollywood, June 24.
The way was paved toward the
by which David
O. Selznick'and Frank Capra would
princes, headed by Leland Stowe
(who has covered a few wars him- hecome producer-owners In United
Artists
when
Douglas
Fairbanks'
self), Minifie declared the lull in the
Germans' bli^ on England is due to widow, the former Lady Sylvia Ashley, withdrew objections to sale of
the Crete and Mediterranean actions.
the Fairbanks shares to UA. Isaac
The Nazis haven't enough planes to
closing of the deal

,

.

strike heavily in both areas at the
same time.' (That was pre-Reich vs.

RuEse.—Ed.)

The

Floyd

Trib's

Gibbons

was

struck by a piece of glass when, during the April 16-17 blitz, a landmine
crashed near his fifth floor Savoy
hotel room, blasting all of the inn's

Pacht, attorney for Mrs. Fairbanks,
offered in probate court yesterday
(Monday) to enter a stipulation
withdrawing the objection, whereupon Judge Jess Stephens okayed
the sale at $100 a share of the 4,000
shares of
stock held by the Fair-

UA

banks estate.
Mrs. Fairbanks had squawked
The same fly;- tub carried Jaro- about the $400,000 offer as insufficient and hier counsel. Rosenblatt Ic
slav Andrlik, the Czech journalist,
Jaffe, of New York, were talking
into the land that has no city called
figures of around $1,000,000 last week.
Munich, on his way to Montreal,
There was no indication of what
where hell write for a rag printed
brought about the change in mind
in his native letters.
between Friday and Monday. Mrs.
The outbound Yankee Clipper,
Fairbanks' attorneys were expected
headed for Lisbon, Portugal, carried
to put up a fight against sale of the
along with two ambassadors,
for-

windows.

'

-

'

a

eign and a colonial minister and several other diplomats, Pan-American

9tock at the $100 a share prices by
Bank of America, executors of the

Other Fairbanks beneficiaries
own ambassador of good- estate.
favtfred the immediate transfer of
agent Walter 'Bob'
the stock.
out on an inspection tour of
Selznick and Capra will each get
the news and publicity outlets along
a unit in UA to be paid for from
the PAA line.
earnings of the stock, similar to the
Neff was pulled 'way off first base
plan
when fun-loving news photographers his by which Alexander Korda got
block and is now paying It off.
Airways'

will, genial praise
Jiett,

told a group of 100 school children,
visiting the Marine Terminal, that
"Bob' was Hank Lieber, 'you know,
the ball player,' and the kids mobbed
the space-stealer for an autograph.
^—^^jContlnued from page 3
It took Neff 20 minutes of tall talking to waltz his way put of the ad- the Morris Memorial Park hencemiring crowd.
forth recall an axiom that the showBaddy Borers In from L. A.
man once uttered in a public adMary Pickford's Buddy Rogers dress, 'I am brother to all man-

Morris Memorial

^^^^

pulled in from Loff Angeles on an kind.'
The program opened with an inAmerican Airline cloud-crasher to
be greeted by a telegram from his vocation by the Rev. Joseph Blats,
Another Wednesday (18) followed by an address by Edwun W.
event was the arrival of airjokester Walsemann eulogizing Morris.
Bob Hope and Mrs. Hope, Mr. and
The younger Bill Mjrri^ thanked
Mrs. Dave Butler and a host of the villagers for honoring his fathfriends from L. A. in on one of the er's memory, recalling his father's
several special TWA flights of the many benefactions and his work for
day to view the Louis-Conn carnage organizations of all faiths. Attendat the Madison Square battlefield. ing were R. H. Bumslde, representJack Dempsey TWAed out |the next ing (Seorge M. Cohan, president of
day (19) to referee some amateur the Catholic Actors GuUd, and Dave
bouts in St Louis.
Ferguson, representing the Jewish
The week also saw a squadron of Theatrical Guild. A wire from Dr.
lovelies from the Broadway and Randolph
Ray, representing the
Park avenue tax lists descend on the Episcopal Actors GuUd, rounded out
airport to help collect funds for the the show biz clubs. Also attending
United Service Organizations drive. was Dr. Henry Leetsch, acting
Headed by Luella Gear, the gals mayor of Saranac Lake. "The Hon.
garnered beaucoup coin, ranging Brooke Claxton, Montreal, member
from the flve-spoteroo tossed into the of the Canadian i>arliament, delivkettle by the town's songwriting for- ered the principal dedicatory adFirst Lady.

A laugh getter was when C^tor
presented Edgar Fairchild, pianist
and composer, also of his radio show.
After carefully wiping the pianist's
eye glasses, placing a cigaret in his
mouth and lighting it for him. Cantor remarked, "The imion makes us
do all this now.'
Alex Bartha's band played for
dancing in Marine ballroom.
mer Mayor James J. Walker to the
Corler.
pennies offered by visiting school

dress.

Wires and cables from

all

over

children.
the world to William Morris, Jr.,
First 'war garden' of the current were read, including one from Sir
era of might and madness has Harry
Lauder, from Strathaven,
Stevens hotel, Chicago, has been sprouted on the airport under the Scotland, who recalled "your father
snapped up by the Palmer House agrariah gaze of N. Y. City Newser was my best friend and the good
for the Chi Empire Room for this Gene Haggarty, who has taken over he has done will long live - after
coming winter season.
Williams an unplanted dirt bed and trans- him, as contrasted to the evil In
formed it into a flower and veee- this world which
band opens there Sept, 4.
fast dying.'
Griff WilllBau, for years standard
orchestra in Continental Room-of the

i.<:
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